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Upon its establishment, the present-day Republic of Azerbaijan predominantly comprised the lands of
Historical Armenia, namely the territories lying on the right bank of the river Kur. Moreover, motivated by cer-
tain political considerations, it even appropriated the name of Atropatene Province situated in the north of Iran. 

Indeed, J. Stalin failed to implement the plan he had long premeditated, i.e. the gradual partition of Armenia
between the Soviet Socialist Republics of Georgia and Azerbaijan. Nevertheless, some densely-populated
Armenian territories such as Nakhichevan, Nagorno and Dashtayin Karabakh as well as Northern Artsakh were
annexed to the “fraternal” Republic of Azerbaijan, while Javakhk and a number of other districts of Gugark
became part of Georgia. 

The Armenians of Artsakh, who had been severed from their homeland in such an illegal, unjust manner,
found themselves under the dominion of Azerbaijan, becoming immediate targets for that country's extremely
chauvinistic and anti-Armenian policies. Stripped of their national educational and spiritual values, they suffered
persecution and harsh living conditions for many decades.

All their ties with Armenia broken, the Armenian-populated villages of Karabakh were faced with economic
slump so that the region’s northern inhabitants, who were completely alone and neglected on the eve of the depor-
tation of 1988, proved absolutely powerless to struggle for their survival in their sacred native land. In the after-
math of the aforementioned forced displacement, the Armenian spirit died away in Northern Artsakh, where the
Armenians had been living throughout many centuries. Along with that, a wide variety of historical monuments,
forming an inseparable part of Armenia’s cultural legacy, were left derelict.

The present work pursues the objective of saving from oblivion the history of hundreds of villages of Northern
Artsakh and the cultural monuments once erected there, by handing it down to the coming generations. The num-
ber of these monuments is diminishing with every single passing day, in the aftermath of the acts of vandalism
perpetrated at state level in the Republic of Azerbaijan. In the summer of 2006, we learnt about the destruction
of St. Gabriel and St. Hakob Churches of respectively Mirzik and Voskanapat Villages of Khanlar District. This
comes to suggest that a considerable part of the monuments presented in this work has either shared the same fate
(so far the Azerbaijanian authorities have banned any fact-finding missions or private researchers from entering
Northern Artsakh) or is in grave danger of annihilation.

The work does not include the administrative district of Shahumian, presently within the territory of the
Republic of Nagorno Karabakh, but originally part of Northern Artsakh. The history of this district, that has been
occupied and stripped of its Armenian population since 1992, will be treated in our next volumes together with
the other districts of Nagorno Karabakh.

A FEW WORDS



The Region in Its Geographical Setting.
‘Northern Artsakh’ is a conventional name used with
reference to the territory lying in the area between the
watershed divisions of Sevan and Mrav and the river
Kur. During the early medieval period, Northern
Artsakh (it was more known under the name of
Gardman in the Middle Ages) included some of the
districts of Utik and Artsakh Provinces of Metz
Hayk,1 such as Koght, Kust-i-Parnes, Gardman, Sha-
kashen, etc. During the late medieval period, it
formed part of Gandzak (Gyanja) Khanate, being later
incorporated into the territory of Russia, after which it
became known under the name of Yelizavetpol
Province. After the Soviet takeover, the region was
annexed to the Republic of Azerbaijan, being divided
into the following administrative units: Getabek,
Dashkesan, Touz, Khanlar, Kasum-Ismayilov
(Gyoran), Ghazakh, Shamkhor and Shahumian. This
last one, forming part of the present-day Republic of
Nagorno Karabakh, is among the territories now
occupied by Azerbaijan. 

In Northern Artsakh are located the catchment
basins of the rivers Asrik, Zakam, Shamkor, Artinajur
(Koshkar), Gandzak, Kurak and Sevjur, which take
their sources in the mountain chains of Sevan and
Mrav, and merge into the Kur on the right. It also
embraces the downstream reaches of the rivers Joghas,
Aghstev and Tavush.

A Historical Chronology. According to the
Ashkharatsuyts,2 the region, conventionally called
Northern Artsakh, comprised 3 districts from each of
Utik and Artsakh Provinces of Metz Hayk respectively:
Kust-i-Parnes, Koght, Metz Koghmank, Tus-Kustak,
Gardman and Shakashen.

The aforementioned territories, that formed part of
Van (Ararat) Kingdom between the 8th and 7th cen-
turies B.C., were included in the Orontid Kingdom in
the 6th century.

A cuneiform inscription, found near Banants
VIllage of Dashkesan District in the early 20th century,

proved to be the north-easternmost one among those
ever discovered in the Armenian Highland.

Treating the times of Artashes I and his contempo-
rary, king of Tzopk Zareh, Greek geographer Strabo
writes that under their rule, the population of their
countries was monolingual, namely they spoke only
Armenian. This leads us to the conclusion that the
inhabitants of the north-eastern areas of Metz Hayk, i.e.
those in Utik and Artsakh, participated in the formation
of the Armenian nation, becoming an inseparable part
of them. Utik and Artsakh formed part of Metz Hayk
under both the Artaxiads and Arshakids. Strabo, Pliny
the Elder, Ptolemy, Stephen of Byzantium and others
mention them in their works as integral parts of Arme-
nia, all these and other authors stating that Armenia’s
north-eastern border ran along the river Kur.

In 428 the Sasanids, who had conquered entire
Transcaucasia, founded three marzpanutiuns,3 i.e.
Armenia, Iveria (Iberia) and Caucasian Albania
(Arran). By the year 451, Utik and Artsakh Provinces
had joined Caucasian Albania, but that administrative
change did not influence their ethnic picture. 

In the late 5th century, the Armenian population of
Utik and Artsakh gained provisional independence, and
Sasanid King Vagharsh conferred the title of Arransha-
hik, i.e. Shah of Arran, on Prince Vachagan of Artsakh.
The latter encouraged the revival of the Christian faith
and founded numerous Armenian schools.

The 7th century marked the establishment of the
principality of Aghvank4 centered in Partaw City: its
representatives were the members of the Mihranians’
(Gardmanatsy, i.e. from Gardman) Family.

The Armenian population of Utik and Artsakh, led
by the Arranshahiks and the Mihranians, put up an
unequal but persistent struggle against the Arab inva-
ders. In the 8th century, however, they had to yield up
to the enemy forces, far outnumbering them, and with-
draw from the plains to the foothills and high moun-
tainous areas, which provided better conditions for de-
fence.

A HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION

__________
1 Armenia Maior, also called Greater Armenia.
2 An Armenian manual on cosmology and geography with an atlas

attached.

__________
3 An administrative division in Sasanid Iran.
4 The Armenian version of the name of Caucasian Albania also

referred to by the toponym of Arran in this work.
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In the 9th century, the natives of Utik and Artsakh
intensified their struggle against the Arab rule: in this
respect, particularly remarkable were the activities of
local princes Ktrij Sevordatsy and Atrnerseh the
Arranshahik, who were taken captive and sent to the
caliph by Arab Commander Bugha. Eventually, the
main territories of Utik and Artsakh, including
Gandzak and Partaw Cities, were liberated from the
Arab yoke in 887, becoming part of Armenia’s
Bagratid Kingdom. 

Under the feudal system, the Armenian principali-
ties of Parisos and Gardman were established in the
region. In the 970s Hovhannes Senecherim the Arran-
shahik declared the former a kingdom, which was rec-
ognized by Byzantium and Persia. It embraced almost
all the foothills and mountain areas in the region,
excluding only part of the plains along the Kur, which
had been stripped of their Armenian population and
were occupied by various nomadic tribes.

In the 11th century, the Armenian Bagratids and
emirs, the representatives of the Kurdish family of the
Shedadians, who had taken possession of Gandzak,
partitioned the kingdom of Parisos. The latter gained
rule over most of the region’s plains together with
Gandzak and Shamkor Cities.

Parisos and Gardman, which did not escape the
Seljuk invasions of the 11th century, survived within
the territory of the Armenian kingdom of the Kyurikian
Bagratids till the early 12th century. Under King David
the Builder, they were included in the kingdom of the
Georgian Bagratids, who were struggling against the
Seljuk principalities in Transcaucasia at that time. The
Kyurikians’ last representatives held possession of the
impregnable castles of Kayen and Matznaberd as well
as their adjacent districts.

In the late 12th century, Zakarian princes liberated
Utik and Artsakh from the Seljuks’ dominion, the
Vahramians, the representatives of a branch of their
family, establishing their rule in the region’s north-east-
ern part. In the south, their principality comprised the
entire mountain zone, its boundaries reaching the
watershed divisions of Sevan and Mrav, while in the
north, they extended up to the river Kur, including
Shamkor City.

Despite that, however, the immigrant tribes would
not leave the region’s fertile lands, while the
Armenians who had been forced to move to the moun-
tainous areas did not dare to return to the villages once
inhabited by their ancestors. It was only in the cities
located in the plain areas that the number of the
Armenian population increased to some extent.

Utik and Artsakh did not stand aloof from the
general cultural revival marking the history of
Armenia between the 11th and 13th centuries. Some
cities were reconstructed, new forts, churches and

monasteries were built, and the old ones (most of
them have come down to our times), repaired. During
that period, the region gave birth to such prominent
figures of Armenian culture and science as
Hovhannes Sarkavag (John the Deacon), Mkhitar
Gosh, Archimandrite Vanakan, Kirakos Gandzaketsy,
Vardan Areveltsy and others. In the monastery of
Dasno extending on the right bank of the river
Shamkor, in 1184 Mkhitar Gosh wrote his famous
Datastanagirk, i.e. the first ever created Code of
Laws in Armenia.

The earthquake that struck the region in 1139 pro-
ved disastrous, taking away tens of thousands of lives.

In the 13th century, Transcaucasia was conquered
by the Tartar-Mongols, whose invasion became the
prelude to further incursions into Armenia by other
nomadic tribes. As a result, between the 14th and 15th
centuries, the region suffered the raids of the Jalali,
Chobanian, Ak-Koyunlu (White Sheep Turkomans),
Kara-Koyunlu (Black Sheep Turkomans) and other
tribes, exceeding each other in their ferocity and bru-
tality.

In the 16th century, Safavid Persia took possession
of entire Eastern Armenia. The shahs, who held the
Turkic and Kurdish tribes under their auspices, imple-
mented special policies aimed at encouraging them to
take up permanent residence in the occupied areas. As
a result, soon those tribes reached numerical superiori-
ty over the indigenous population inhabiting the plains
along the Kur. The Safavids’ policy of forced conver-
sion to Islam posed another grave danger to the local
Armenians. With that regard, however, the Persian
rulers failed to achieve any tangible results among the
Armenians dwelling in the foothills and mountain
zones.

It goes without saying that the aforementioned cir-
cumstances could not contribute to the preservation of
Armenian culture at the high level it once enjoyed.
Despite all that, however, the Armenians did succeed in
retaining their achievements and handing them down to
the coming generations.

Between the 16th and 17th centuries, most of the
region’s territory was included in the Persian khanate
of Gandzak. In the late 16th century, the Ottoman
Turks, who had been continually making some endeav-
ours to penetrate into the region, managed to reach the
Caspian Sea. In the early 17th century, Persian Shah
Abbas drove away the Turks not only from Gandzak
but also from all the former Persian khanates, occupied
over two decades before. In other words, the Persians
re-established their dominion all over Eastern Armenia,
supported by the local Armenians who preferred the
Persian rule to the Turkish one, taking into account the
attitude the authorities of those countries showed to
them. 
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The treaty signed between Turkey and Persia in
Constantinople in 1639 was to bring peace into the
region for several decades. That period marked politi-
cal, cultural and, broadly speaking, national revival for
the local Armenians. The representatives of certain
princely families fortified their positions and started
uniting their forces, fixing firmly the boundaries of their
estates by the shah’s decrees. One of the first Armenian
princes to get the title of Melik5 from Shah Abbas in
1601 was Melik Nazar from Voskanapat, a far-sighted
person of wide political experience who founded a
semi-independent principality. The Melik-Arustamians
established Armenian princedoms in the middle basin of
the river Shamkor, with Barsum Village as their centre.
The Melik-Mnatsakanians from Getashen set up their
principality in the middle and upper basin of the river
Kurak (Kyurak). There also existed weaker Armenian
principalities whose authority extended over 1 to 3 vil-
lages: Krzen, Bada (Legharak), Hartshangist (Chovdar)
and Banants. Among those very powerful and large can
be mentioned Gyulistan or Talish Princedom forming
part of Khamsa Principality of Artsakh.

Each of the small principalities of Northern Artsakh
held possession of over 5 villages and enjoyed internal
autonomy, being dependent only on Gandzak khans.
During the period between the 17th century and the late
‘70s of the 18th century, the Armenians inhabited not
only the region’s foothills (that status quo was mainly
preserved till 1988 to ‘89) but also all the mountainous
areas. In other words, the principalities were well-for-
tified in the rear as well, thanks to the densely-populat-
ed Armenian villages.

The Great Resettlement of the 18th Century.
Nadir Shah’s death became the prelude to unprece-
dented political instability in the region. Gandzak
Khanate, which was almost constantly in war against
the neighbouring khanates, had become a true
scourge for the local population. The heavy military
expenditures made the khans to continuously
increase the taxes imposed on them. The Persian offi-
cials collected taxes irregularly, often by force,
sometimes just robbing the poor in the very proper
sense of the word. It was especially for Gandzak
Armenians that the taxes had become an intolerable
burden: the Muslim rulers severely oppressed them
not only because they were considered infidels
(giaurs) but also because they led a sedentary mode
of life, which enabled them to cultivate the soil and
grow crops. In contrast to them, the Muslims (main-
ly the Turks) inhabiting the khanate were nomads, the
only form of tax they paid, if ever, being products of
animal origin.

In the second half of the 18th century, the khan of
Gandzak himself raided his territories, putting the local
Armenians in a grave predicament, the only way out of
which was to stop sowing altogether, as they were forced
to hand in the entire harvest they got, sometimes being
merely robbed of it: “...when the khans started taxing the
Armenians beyond any reason, out of their special love
for that people, they refused to cultivate the soil under
various pleas, getting convinced that they could not hide
their crops from the officials’ long-sighted looks... Under
the khans, their (the Armenians’ - S. K.) entire property
belonged to them unless the Muslims decided to seize it,
something considered far from unfair, for the infidels
themselves were regarded as the Muslims’ property...”6

Not only were the Armenians oppressed financially
but they were also taxed in another peculiar way, being
obliged to give up even their young children: “Money
was collected during the bayram7 twice a year. As for
the 21 Armenian villages, although it remains unknown
to what extent they were taxed, the khan took an unrea-
sonable amount of money from the poor peasants,
mostly robbing them. The wealthy villages gave even
more, the Armenians being also compelled to deliver
up their little children in payment of the taxes.”8

The trophies gained during the invasions of
Georgia, Daghestan and the neighbouring khanates
came to add to those seized in the region proper. 

Unable to bear those severe conditions, in the 1770s
the Armenian population of tens of villages, mostly from
the densely-inhabited eastern and south-eastern parts of
Gandzak District, resettled in Shamshadin (Shamshadil)
and Borchalu. Left derelict a few decades before in the
aftermath of the Lezghin incursions, these districts com-
prised numerous village sites which became haven for
the newly-arrived Armenians of Gandzak. Part of the

__________
5 A title conferred on some Armenian nobles.

__________
6 Meves, V. Articles on Yelizavetpol District. In: “Kavkaz,” 1865,

No. 95, pp. 512-522, in Russian (the original reads, “...êîãäà
õàíû èç îñîáîé ëþáâè ê àðìÿíàì ñòàëè òðåáîâàòü ñ íèõ
ìàëäæàãàò â áåçïðåäåëüíûõ ðàçìåðàõ, òî àðìÿíå, ïîä
ðàçíûìè ïðåäëîãàìè íà÷àëè îñòàâëÿòü õëåáîïàøåñò-
âî, óáåäèâøèñü, ÷òî óðîæàÿ íå ìîãóò ñêðûâàòü îò çîð-
êàãî ãëàçà ñâîèõ ïîâåëèòåëåé... Ïðè õàíàõ àðìÿíå íå
ìîãëè ðàñ÷èòûâàòü íà âèäèìóþ ñîáñòâåííîñòü: âñå èõ
âèäèìîå äîñòîÿíèå áûëî äî òåõ ïîð èõ ñîáñòâåííîñòü-
þ, ïîêà ïðàâîâåðíûé íå âçäóìàë îòíÿòü; è ýòî íå ñ÷è-
òàëîñü íåñïðàâåäëèâîñòüþ, ïîòîìó ÷òî è ñàì ãÿóð
ñ÷èòàëñÿ ñîáñòâåííîñòüþ ïðàâîâåðíàãî...”).

7 A Muslim feast.
8 Collected Acts of the Caucasian Archaeological Commission

(henceforward: Collected Acts...), vol. 2, Tiflis, 1868, p. 596, all
volumes in Russian (the original reads, “Äåíüãè ñîáèðàëèñü â
äâà ñðîêà ãîäîâàãî âðåìåíè, êîãäà áûâàåò áàéðàì; à ñ
21 Àðìÿíñêîé äåðåâíè, õîòÿ è íå îçíà÷åíî ñêîëüêî
äàâàëè, íî õàí áðàë íåîãðàíè÷åííî, à áîëåå ãðàáåæåì.
Êàñàòåëüíî äî ñêîòà, òî áðàòî èì ñ áîãàòûõ äåðåâåíü
áîëüøå; òàêæå áðàëè â ÷èñëå ïîäàòè Àðìÿíñêèõ
ìóæåñêàãî è æåíñêàãî ïîëà ìàëîëåòíèõ äåòåé...”).
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resettlers, coming from the cities of Shamkor and
Gandzak as well as the adjacent villages, took up resi-
dence in Havlabar9 (later it became a quarter in Tpghis10

and numerous other villages in Kartli and Cahetia, such
as Lis, Mukhran, Akhalkalak, etc.

The devastated areas of Gandzak Khanate were
later inhabited by various Turkic tribes, such as the
Ghajars, Zulkadars and Ayrums.

In 1890 Sargis Kamalian, a famous folk-lore spe-
cialist and one of the descendants of the resettlers of the
1770s, visited his ancestors’ land, his impressions inspi-
ring him to write his memoirs. The following is an inter-
esting extract from his work, “...Tzatur (Kamalian’s
companion during the trip - S. K.) again cursed his
worthless forefathers and asked me to hurry so that we
would find a shelter for the night: it was absolutely
impossible to stay with the Ayrums. Ridiculous as it was,
we failed to find refuge in our ancestors’ land. Passing
through the ploughed fields and arable lands along the
left bank of the river Gharamurad, we again came across
some fruit-bearing trees, i.e. mulberries, cherries,
quinces, pears, apples and nut-trees. Struck by lightning,
almost all of them had withered, some of them standing
with their branches broken by the Ayrum shepherds.”11

Gandzak as the Seat of Aghvank Catholicoses.
Gandzak was one of the most important seats of Agh-
vank Catholicoses, who moved there from Partaw:
“...When the Persians became powerful, the patriarchal
see was transferred to Gandzak...”12

When Arab War-Lord Bugha conquered Gandzak in
1088, Catholicos Stepanos had to leave the city, finding
refuge in Vahanavank (Vahan Monastery), Syunik.13

Between 1103 and 1104, Stepanos’ brother was
ordained Catholicos in Gandzak.

In 1195 Catholicos Hovhannes’ (1195 to 1235)
ordination took place in the city: “And he was taken to
ruler of Gandzak City Emir Omar so that the latter
would allow him to be ordained Catholicos.”14

Gandzak Vicarate.
Archimandrite Khachatur served as vicar of

Gandzak in 1822.15

Bishop Harutiun (Artem) Ter-Barseghian Po-
ghossiants (born in 1796), who served between 1838
and 1841, contributed to the restoration of Sanahin
Monastery (in present-day Lori Marz of the Republic
of Armenia), in 1836. Leaving his post of Yelizavetpol
vicar, he worked as the spiritual leader of Shaki
Diocese and Jalet Monastery, Boon Aghvank (Caspian
or Caucasian Albania lying on the left bank of the river
Kur), between 1842 and 1844.16

Archimandrite Vardan Odznetsy is mentioned as
vicar of Gandzak in 1845.17

Archimandrite Sargis Davtiants “was appointed
vicar of Yelizavetpol District by Catholicos of All
Armenians Nerses, holding that post from 29 August
1849 till 1854.”18

Later he also served as Father Superior of Charek
Monastery, Getabek District.19

In 1856 Yelizavetpol Vicarate was in process of cer-
tain administrative, territorial and other changes.20

Archimandrite Karapet Ter-Hovhannissiants, men-
tioned in 1858,21 had already died by the year 1860.22

Archimandrite Grigor Musheghiants, mentioned as
vicar of Gandzak in 1860,23 1861,24 1862,25 186326 and
1864,27 was of some instrumentality in the foundation

__________
9 They built two churches, Shamkoretsots (Of Shamkor Inhabitants)

Sourb Astvatzatzin (Holy Virgin) and Gandzaketsots (Of Gandzak
Inhabitants) St. Gevorg (Dzorabash), standing not far from each
other in Havlabar, a quarter in Tbilisi, Georgia. Remarkably, as
attested by Prior Astvatzatur the Archimandrite of Charek
Monastery located in Getabek District, over a century after the
emigration, the aged natives of Shamkor living in Havlabar still
remembered various stories and legends associated with their
birthplace: “In times bygone, Gardman District of Armenia used
to retain a great number of prospering monasteries. Today, how-
ever, their meagre remnants comprise the only reminders of their
existence that touch the travellers’ hearts. It is only Charek
Monastery that endured the barbarians’ repeated raids and now
stands preserved. The elderly Armenians dwelling in Shamkor
Quarter of Tiflis recall some splendid legends connected with the
sanctuary. Many years ago, a driblet of persecuted people aban-
doned the monastery and their villages and emigrated to Tiflis and
other places, escaping the terrible plight they suffered in the for-
eign barbarians’ hands...” (“Ararat,” 1879, p. 320, in Armenian).

10 Also spelled as Tpkhis: an old version of the name of Georgian
capital Tbilisi.

11 Yeghishe Charents Art and Literature Museum. Sargis Kamalian
Fund (henceforward: S. Kamalian Fund), copy-book No. 1, VI-
11, pp. 32-33, in Armenian.

12 The Chronicle of Matthew of Edessa (henceforward: Matthew
of Edessa). Translated from the Original Armenian with a Com-
mentary and Introduction by Ara Edmond Dostourian. University
Press of America (Lanham. New York. London), 1993, p. 151. 

__________
13 Idem, p. 254.
14 History of Armenia by Kirakos Gandzaketsy (henceforward:

Kirakos Gandzaketsy). Prepared for publication by Melik-
Ohanjanian K.  Yerevan, 1961, p. 181, in Armenian.

15 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3831, pp. 26-
27 (all the archive documents referred to in this work are in the
Armenian language except when the language of the original is
specially mentioned).

16 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä 56, list 12, file 533.
17 Caucasian Calendar for 1846, Tiflis, 1845, p. 192 (the original

language of all the materials submitted is Russian).
18 Caucasian Calendar for 1851, Tiflis, 1850, p. 40; Caucasian

Calendar for 1853, Tiflis, 1852, p. 543.
19 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3831, p. 38.
20 Caucasian Calendar for 1857, Tiflis, 1856, p. 548.
21 Caucasian Calendar for 1859, Tiflis, 1858, p. 468.
22 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list1, file 3833, pp. 122-123.
23 Caucasian Calendar for 1861, Tiflis, 1860, p. 32.
24 Caucasian Calendar for 1862, Tiflis, 1861, p. 338.
25 Caucasian Calendar for 1863, Tiflis, 1862, p. 388.
26 Caucasian Calendar for 1864, Tiflis, 1863, p. 332.
27 Caucasian Calendar for 1865, Tiflis, 1864, p. 37. 



of a parish school (1862) in the local church of St.
Hovhannes.28

Archbishop Hakob Ter-Avetissiants is mentioned
between 1865 and 1867.29

Archimandrite Grigoris Ter-Hakobiants’ service
was rather brief, lasting from 1 till 13 May 1868:30 he
also held office between 1887 and 1889.

Archimandrite Grigor Ter-Stepanossian, who led
Gandzak Vicarate from at least 187031 till 1874, was
one of those struggling against an epidemic raging in
the city in 187132 (he is also mentioned in 1872 and
1874).33

Archimandrite Tadevos Ter-Danieliants, who
served as vicar in 1877,34 187835 as well as between
1880 and 1881,36 was promoted to bishop in 1882.37

Archimandrite Anania Hamazaspiants (1883 to
1885) is mentioned as vicar of Gandzak in 1883 in con-
nection with the consecration (23 November) of
Getashen’s (Khanlar District) newly-erected church.38

Some sources also make reference to him in 1885.39

After an interval of some years, Archimandrite
Grigoris Ter-Hakobian (1869, 1887 to 1889) resumed
the post of vicar on 9 June 1887, holding it till 14
September 188940 (he died on 7 June 1912).41

Bishop Grigoris Aghvaniants is mentioned between
1890 and 1891.42

Archimandrite Poghos Ter-Margariants, who was
appointed vicar in 1892,43 is mentioned between 1893
and 189444 (he consigned his soul to God on 2
November 1896).

Archbishop Garegin Satunian, who served between
1894 and 1895 (later the leader of Artsakh Diocese), is
known to have organized fund-raising for the accom-
plishment of a school in Getashen.45

Archimandrite Hovhannes Shirakuny is known to
have held the post of Gandzak vicar in 1895.46

Archimandrite Bagrat Tavakaliants held office in
1896,47 189748 and 1898.49

Bishop Anania Hamazaspiants, who had come into
service in at least 1900,50 consecrated a newly-built
church in Ghazakh in 1901:

“On New Sunday (8 April), the solemn blessing of
Ghazakh’s newly-erected Armenian church took place,
Gandzak vicar, Bishop Anania, officiating at the cere-
mony together with ten priests...”51

Anania Hamazaspiants, who dedicated another
sanctuary, i.e. Helenendorf’s chapel, in 1902,52 also
served in 1903.53

Archimandrite Benik held office between 190354

and 1904.55

Archimandrite Sahak Baghdasarian was appointed
vicar in 1905.56

Archimandrite Koryun Sahakiants, appointed vicar
in 1905,57 held that post in 190658 and 1907.59

Archimandrite (Bishop) Levon Pserian, who was
appointed vicar in 191060 and resigned in 1926,61

blessed the foundations of the pilgrimage site of St.
Sargis, located in Koryunapat Quarter of Gandzak City,
in 1914.

Population. August Haxthausen (1792 to 1866), an
ethnographer and an official from Prussia who visited
Gandzak in the ‘50s of the 19th century, writes,
“Gandzak District is inhabited by the Armenians and
the Tartars, the former dwelling in the mountains and
the latter in the fertile plains. The Armenians are main-
ly engaged in farming and gardening (they grow wheat,
barley, millet, maize and flax), while the Tartars’ main
occupation is stock-breeding: the majority of the latter
__________
45 “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 193, p. 3, in Armenian.
46 Caucasian Calendar for 1896, Tiflis, 1895, p. 362.
47 Caucasian Calendar for 1897, Tiflis, 1896, p. 382.
48 Caucasian Calendar for 1898, Tiflis, 1897, p. 425.
49 Caucasian Calendar for 1899, Tiflis, 1898, p. 425.
50 Caucasian Calendar for 1901, Tiflis, 1900, p. 458.
51 “Mshak,” 1901, No. 87, p. 3, in Armenian; Caucasian Calendar

for 1902, Tiflis, 1901, p. 458.
52 “Ararat,” 1902, pp. 761, 984; Caucasian Calendar for 1903, Tiflis,

1902, p. 471.
53 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, p. 31.
54 Caucasian Calendar for 1904, Tiflis, 1903, p. 494.
55 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, p. 47.
56 “Ararat,” 1905, p. 497.
57 Idem, p. 780; Caucasian Calendar for 1906, Tiflis, 1905, p. 293.
58 Caucasian Calendar for 1907, Tiflis, 1906, p. 304.
59 Caucasian Calendar for 1908, Tiflis, 1907, p. 303.
60 “Ararat,” 1910, p. 586; also see National Archives of Armenia,

fund 409, list 1, file 2644, p. 21.
61 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2644, p. 21.

__________
28 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 33, p. 1.
29 Caucasian Calendar for 1866, Tiflis, 1865, p. 43; Caucasian

Calendar for 1868, Tiflis, 1867, p. 16.
30 “Ararat,” 1912, p. 757; Caucasian Calendar for 1870, Tiflis, 1869,

p. 60.
31 Caucasian Calendar for 1871, Tiflis, 1870, p. 65.
32 “Ararat,” 1871, p. 470; Caucasian Calendar for 1872, Tiflis, 1871,

p. 74.
33 Caucasian Calendar for 1875, Tiflis, 1874, p. 63.
34 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53,list 1, file 3869, p. 56.
35 Idem, file 3870, p. 27.
36 Idem, file 3872, p. 32; file 3873, p. 27.
37 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53,list 1, file 3874, p. 32; also

see Caucasian Calendar for 1883, Tiflis, 1882, p. 83.
38 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1883, No. 121, 29 December, in Armenian;

also see National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3875,
pp. 56-57; Caucasian Calendar for 1884, Tiflis, 1883, p. 79.

39 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53,list1, file 3877, p. 29;
Caucasian Calendar for 1886, Tiflis, 1885, p. 77.

40 “Ararat,” 1912, pp. 757-758; Caucasian Calendar for 1888, Tiflis,
1887, p. 147; Caucasian Calendar for 1889, Tiflis, 1888, p. 195;
Caucasian Calendar for 1890, Tiflis, 1889, p. 198.

41 “Ararat,” 1912, pp. 757-758.
42 Caucasian Calendar for 1891, Tiflis, 1890, p. 263; Caucasian

Calendar for 1892, Tiflis, 1891, p. 294.
43 “Ararat,” 1896, p. 552.
44 Caucasian Calendar for 1894, Tiflis, 1893, p. 324; Caucasian

Calendar for 1895, Tiflis, 1894, p. 342.
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is lazy but rich, whereas the former, on the contrary, are
very hard-working. The Turkish villages are rather
large, unlike the Armenian ones that comprise a small
number of houses...”62

In 1904 the province had a population of 936,629.63

Over many centuries, the Armenians of Northern Ar-
tsakh were mainly concentrated in the mostly wooded
foothills of the region, out of security considerations.
Thus, at the period between the 19th century and the
deportation of 1988, the aforementioned areas had over
50 Armenian villages.

The available statistical data regarding the Arme-
nian population of Gandzak District as of the second
half of the 19th century represent the following picture:

Year Males Females Total
185364 6,583 6,232 12,813
185765 6,674 6,321 13,111
186366 7,313 6,798 14,111
188967 20,881 19,540 40,421
189368 15,580 14,488 30,068

On the eve of the deportation of 1988, the Arme-
nian inhabitants of the urban and rural settlements of
Northern Artsakh totaled 70,000.

The Local Turks. In the course of time, different
stock-breeding nomadic tribes of Turkic origin pene-
trated into Northern Artsakh. Representing a human
species whose livelihood is mainly provided by theft
and robbery, they have been squeezing the Armenians’
blood out of them in their own homeland for already
many centuries. A great number of visitors who wit-
nessed that report a wealth of facts proving the afore-
mentioned, the ethnonym of ‘Turk’ being always
accompanied by such nouns as ‘plunder,’ ‘ravage,’
‘murder,’ ‘slaughters,’ etc. in their works. 

Beginning with the early 19th century, the entire
bitterness of the existence of the Turkish elements in
the region became tangible for the Russian and German
immigrants as well.

Motivated by the interests of the Russian Empire,
the Tsarist authorities took large-scale actions, forcing
the majority of the Turkish nomads to eventually shift
to a sedentary mode of life: by the late 19th century,
they had mostly achieved that goal.

We have at our disposal some records describing
the everyday life and occupation of the Turkic tribes
that gradually made themselves comfortable in Nor-
thern Artsakh. Thus, researcher V. Meves, a correspon-
dent of the “Kavkas,” wrote the following in 1865,
“Since the khans’ times, none of the Tartar tribes has
ever had its own plot of land. Since time immemorial
they have lived in large pits dug in a selected place and
adjusted to accommodate one or several families...
Very few of them choose to live in areas suitable for
farming and cattle-raising: the majority gives prefer-
ence to remote, isolated areas which are excellent hid-
ing-places for stolen animals and property. Their dwel-
lings actually represent dens which are the assembly of
not only the local gangs but also those coming from the
neighbouring districts, provinces, occasionally also
from Turkey and Persia. The Tartars’ voluntary resettle-
ment has the following advantage: let us suppose that a
murderer is being searched for in a given tribe. None of
them is anyhow linked with the place he dwells in: all
he possesses is his pit which can be dug anywhere.
Thus, he collects his belongings and moves to another
remote area, already inhabited by other people of the
same “trade” so that he will continue his activity with-
out any difficulty... ...they wander from one mountain
encampment to another under the plea of stock-breed-
ing, while their actual aim is to find places more con-
venient for theft, robbery and gangsterism...”69

Well-aware of the fact that the Turks’ main occupa-
tion was theft, foreign visitors regarded their “villages”
as merely dens of crime. Touching upon the felonious
conduct of the inhabitants of some Turkish villages
adjoining Annenfeld (a German child was cruelly tor-
tured to death simply because the bandit wanted to
steal his horse), Meves writes: “...knowing that almost
no crimes were committed without the complicity of

__________
62 Baron August von Haxthausen’s Travel in Transcaucasia, i.e. in

Armenia and Georgia. Vagharshapat, 1872, pp. 164-165, in
Armenian.

63 “Kavkaz,” 1904, No. 228, p. 3, in Russian.
64 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 2743, pp. 16-

18.
65 Idem, file 3830, pp. 74-76.
66 Idem, file 3843, pp. 15-16.
67 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 8583, pp. 238-

239.
68 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3895, pp.

77-79.

__________
69 Meves, V., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 42, pp. 231-232 (the

original reads, “...Ïî÷òè íè îäíî îáùåñòâî òàòàðñêîå íå
èìåëî ïðè õàíàõ è íå èìååò òåïåð íèêàêîãî íàäåëà
çåìëåþ. Èñêîíè òàòàðû êîïàþò äëÿ ñåáÿ ÿìè èçáðàí-
íûõ èìè ìåñòàõ, òî ïî íåñêîëüêó ñåìåéñòâ âìåñòå, òî
ïî îäèíà÷êå... Ðåäêèé èçáèðàåò ìåñòî äëÿ õëåáîïà-
øåñòâà è ñêîòîâîäñòâà; à áîëüøàÿ ÷àñòü âûáèðàåò ñà-
ìûÿ ãëóõèÿ ìåñòà äëÿ óäîáíåéøàãî ñîêðûòèÿ íàãðàá-
ëåííàãî ñêîòà è äðóãàãî èìóùåñòâà. Â ýòèõ ïðèòîíàõ
ñîáèðàþòñÿ øàéêè ðàçáîéíèêîâ ìåñòíûõ è òåõ, êîòî-
ðûå ïðèåçæàþò èç äðóãèõ ãóáåðíèõ, óåçäîâ, à íåðåäêî
è ãîñóäàðñòâ, -Òóðöèè è Ïåðñèè. Ýòîò ïðîèçâîëüíûé
ïåðåõîä òàòàð ñ îäíîãî íà äðóãîå âûçâàë ñëåäóþùåå.
Ïîëîæèì, ÷òî â îáùåñòâå NN ïðåñëåäóåòñÿ òàêîé òî
óáèéöà. -òîãäà îí, íå áóäó÷è ïðèâÿçàí ê ìåñòó íè÷åì,
êðîìå ÿìû, êîòîðóþ âåçäå ìîæåò âûðûòü, ñîáèðàåòñÿ
ñî âñåì ñêàðáîì è ïåðåõîäèò â äðóãóþ ãëóõóþ îêðåñò-
íîñòü, íà êîòîðîé óæå æèâåò ñ ïîëäþæèíû ïîäîáíûõ
åìó, è ïðîäîëæàåò ñâîþ ðàáîòó ... ïîä ïðåäëîãîì ñêî-
òîâîäñòâà, âûêî÷åâûâàþò â ãîðû, à â ñóùíîñòè îíè
êî÷óþò äëÿ òîãî, ÷òîáû èìåòü áîëüøå óäîáñòâà ãðà-
áèòü, ðàçáîéíè÷àòü è âîðîâàòü...”).
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the aghas,70 I sent for the head of the village, better to
say, the den, adjoining the colony and told him that if
the murderer of the child was not found, I would inter-
cede with the regional authorities for his banishment
from the region, as all the traces of the killer led to the
den he lived in...”71

The aforementioned researcher who conducted a
thorough investigation into the customs and mode of
life typical of various Turkish tribes, comes to the fol-
lowing eloquent conclusion, “Due to the Muslims’
brains’ inactivity, their actions have completely fallen
out of the control of consciousness...”72

Another Russian investigator who lived in Gandzak
for some time wrote the following in 1869: “...It is no
wonder that there are so many bandits among these
people. It is already a year and two months since I
arrived here so that I know them like the palm of my
hand. In winter they idle away their time in their dog-
houses; in spring they roam about in the gardens and
move to the mountains in summer. Their belongings
comprise some rags and one or two bulls which serve
for conveying their “luggage” from one place to anoth-
er. After all the aforementioned, it is not surprising at
all that these people are all gangsters: they have
absolutely no desire to work, but still, they cannot
starve, can they?”73

The Turkish inhabitants of the region remained
closely attached to nomadic life even in the subsequent
decades. Thus, in the 1880s “The Muslim population of
the district comprises some nomads known by the com-
mon name of Tarakyama (they occupy the lowlands)
and the nomadic tribes of Tartars dwelling in the moun-
tains.”74

All the Muslim elements that had penetrated into the
region were Turkish-speaking, although their faith
divided them in two groups: Sunnites and Shiites. In the
1880s, the majority of the latter still clang to nomadism,
while part of the former had already changed to a seden-
tary life, settling down in the areas on the right bank of
the river Kur and establishing the village communities
of Alikend, Alpout, Taghlamaj, Elengyuch, Ishkyanuy,
Gharakovakh, Gharasakhkal, Mansurlu and Sangyar.75

In the late 19th century, thousands of Turkish inhabi-
tants of Gandzak District applied to the authorities for per-
mission to move to the derelict villages in Western
Armenia.76 The contemporary press writes the following
with that regard: “...6,000 families from Gandzak
Province, having a large Turkish population, have entered
a petition to the Government to emigrate to Turkey. Given
the large number of those wishing to resettle, the authori-
ties undertook some measures to find out the reasons for
it. It is thought to have been incited by Turkey: having
driven away the Armenians from their own territories
(several tens of thousands of them now live in Caucasia),
that country wants to allocate their lands and villages to
the Turkish resettlers from Caucasia.”77

According to the study of the available material on
the Turkish Ayrums, they inhabited three areas in
Historical Armenia, detached from each other: the terri-
tories adjacent to Mount Ararat and Ararat Valley, partic-
ularly Aragatzotn District (records on the Ayrums living
here form a particularly great number)78; Maku, Khoy
and Salmast Districts, Persarmenia; the north-east of
Historical Armenia, particularly Northern Artsakh (the
present-day districts of Touz, Getabek, Dashkesan, etc.)
and Karvajar District, Republic of Nagorno Karabakh. 

__________
70 A title used with reference to wealthy, influential people.
71 Meves, V., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 36, p. 204 (the origi-

nal reads, “...çíàÿ ÷òî áåç ó÷àñòèÿ àãàëàðîâ ðåäêî òâîð-
ÿòñÿ ïðåñòóïëåíèÿ, ÿ ïðèçâàë ê ñåáå àãàëàðà èç ñîñåä-
íåé ñ êîëîíèåþ äåðåâíè (èëè ïðàâèëüíåå-ëîãîâèùà),
è îáúÿâèë åìó, ÷òî åñëè íå áóäåò îòûñêàí äåéñòâè-
òåëüíûé óáèéöà äèòÿòè, òî ÿ âîéäó ñ ïðåäñòàâëåíèåì
îá àäìèíèñòðàòèâíîé âûñûëêå åãî èç êðàÿ-çà òî, ÷òî
ñëåäû óáèéöà îò óáèòàãî äèòÿòè áûëè äîâåäåíû äî ëî-
ãîâèùà, â êîòîðîì îí æèâåò”).

72 Meves, V., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 48, p. 258 (the origi-
nal reads, “Âñëåäñòâèå áåçäåéñòâèÿ ìîçãà, ìóñóëüìàíèí
ñòàë áåçñîçíàòåëåí â ñâîèõ äåéñòâèÿõ”).

73 Semyonov, I. People’s Daily Life in Yelizavetpol. In: “Kavkaz,”
1869, No. 131, p. 2, in Russian (the original reads, “...È óäèâ-
ëÿþòñÿ åùå, ÷òî èç ýòîãî íàðîäà âûõîäèò ìíîãî ðàç-
áîéíèêîâ! ß çäåñü óæå ãîä è äâà ìåñÿöà è èçó÷èë ýòîò
íàðîä, êàê ñâîè ïàëüöû. Çèìîé ñèäÿò â ñâîèõ êîíóðàõ
áåç âñÿêàãî äåëà, âåñíîé øàòàþòñÿ ïî ñàäàì, ëåòîì
îòïðàâëÿþòñÿ â ãîðû íà êî÷åâêó. Âñå èìóùåñòâî õîç-
ÿèíà ëà÷óæêè ñîñòîèò èç êó÷è ëîõìîòüåâ è îäíîãî è-
ëè äâóõ áûêîâ, íà êîòîðûõ îí íàãðóæàåò âñå ñâîå äîñ-
òîÿíèå è ïåðåâîçèò åãî ñ îäíîãî ìåñòà íà äðóãîå. Óäè-
âèòåëüíî ëè ïîñëå ýòîãî, ÷òî íàðîä ðàçáîéíè÷àåò?
Âåäü ãîëîäíîìó æå íå áûòü, à ðàáîòàòü íå õî÷åòñÿ”).

__________
74 Abelov, N. A. A Study of the Economic Conditions of State

Peasantry in Yelizavetpol District of Yelizavetpol Province. A
reprint from Materials for the Study of the Economic Conditions
of State Peasantry in Transcaucasia, vol. 7, Tiflis, 1887, p. 14
(the Russian original reads, “Ìóñóëüìàíñêîå íàñåëåíèå
óåçäà ñîñòîèò èç êî÷åâíèêîâ íèçìåííîñòè, èçâåñòíûõ
ïîä îáùèì èìåíåì “òàðàêàìà”, è ãîðíûõ òàòàð,
êî÷åâíèêîâ-æå, íîñÿùèõ íàçâàíèå “àéðóì”).

75 Op. cit., p. 15.
76 The western part of Historical Armenia whose name and territori-

al coverage varied from period to period.
77 “Murj,” 1898, Nos. 2-3, p. 378, in Armenian.
78 The records on the Ayrums inhabiting the lands adjacent to Mount

Ararat and Ararat Valley have no direct connection with their fel-
low tribesmen who settled down in Northern Artsakh. Despite
that, however, we have included some of them in the present
work, taking into account their value from the standpoint of the
study of their history. Thus, according to an archive document of
the 1760s, Taghi Youzbashi (a Turkish word meaning ‘a leader of
a hundred soldiers’), the head of one of the Ayrum communities
dwelling in Aragatzotn (present-day Aragatzotn Marz, Republic
of Armenia), even entered into conflict with Echmiatzin residents
over the irrigation of their fields (Jambr (a work on the history and
estates of the Holy See of Echmiatzin, the Armenian Patriarchs, as
well as the Catholicosates of Aghtamar, Caucasian Albania and
Cilicia), compiled and written by Catholicos Simeon Yerevantsy
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Interestingly enough, the sources attesting to the
Ayrums’ existence in the aforementioned places (the
earliest of them date back to the mid-18th century)
mention them as farmers who, therefore, had a seden-
tary mode of life. In contrast to them, the other tribes
of Turkic origin adopted it only about a century and
a half after their penetration into the lands of Ar-
menia.

Beginning with probably the second half of the
18th century till the early 19th century, the south-
western mountainous areas of the region (mainly the
territory of present-day Getabek District) were also
called Ayrumlu. Under the Russian domination,
however, the territorial coverage of the toponym was
rather restricted to refer to only separate village
communities: “Once Ayrum was one of the new dis-
tricts of Utik Province, whereas now it is the eth-
nonym of different communities inhabiting Gandzak
Province.”79

At the initial period of the Russian rule in the
region, the banishment of the Ayrums was put high
on the agenda of the Russian Government. In 1810
75 Tartars and 38 Armenians, all of them citizens of
Gandzak, addressed a petition to General Tormasov
to annul it. Their formal request particularly stated:
“Your Highness surely knows that we are continually
robbed of our property, remaining absolutely devoid

of any means of livelihood. We have learnt that Your
Highness wishes to have the Ayrums resettled in
Shamshadil. We, the signatories to this petition,
assure Your Highness and swear by God and E. I. V.’s
health that the Ayrums serve as a solid, defensive
wall for us, protecting us against wolves, dogs... and
if they move, we will certainly fall prey to these
predators.”80

Gandzak inhabitants also wrote that the Ayrums
produced and sold them butter, cheese, milk, fat, honey,
beef, mutton and timber for house-building.81

Referring to N. Abelian’s investigation into the
Ayrums, Yer. Lalayan writes the following concerning
their origin: “The nomadic Ayrums, tribes of Turkish
origin, which mainly comprise Muslim Shiites speak-
ing Atropatene dialect with a specific pronunciation,
consider themselves resettlers from Rome, Byzantium.
According to them, their ethnonym derives from the
vocative ‘Ay Rum! (‘Ey, Urum!’),’ a distorted version
of the name of Rome City. Absolutely akin to the other
Turkish tribes, they constitute the communities of
Amirvar, Aji, Birgyoz, Aykend, Dastafor, Damzhali,
Gyuneydami, Zaghadarasi, Gharabulagh and Ghazakh-
Yelchilakh...”82

H. Vardanian, who investigated the question still fur-
ther, arrives at an interesting conclusion: “In his work enti-
tled Gandzak District, Lalayan suggests that those Turks
are resettlers from Greece, their ethnonym, i.e. ‘Ayrum,’
being etymologized as ‘Ay Huyn.’83 ...The author of this
article, however, came across some Ayrums having
Armenian surnames such as Ghazar-oghli, Yaghub-oghli,
etc. The inhabitants of the Ayrum village of Yaghubli are
the descendants of a certain Hakob, an Armenian who
converted to Islam, the toponym of Yaghubli deriving
from his name. Similarly, the Turkish residents of
Garamurad Village come from Armenian prince
Gharamurad. Getting to know the Ayrums better and mak-
ing detailed inquiries into their families and ancestors, one
involuntarily becomes convinced that these wretched
Muslims are the offspring of our invincible heroes from
Gardman Gorge. Their vocabulary retains such Armenian
words as ‘hand,’ ‘havalik,’ ‘hakhchikh’ (i.e. ‘akhchik’),

__________
nian). At the same period, some Ayrums inhabited Ohanavan Vil-
lage (present-day Aragatzotn Marz, Republic of Armenia), or
most probably, its neighbourhood: “...Rahim Bey, the head of the
Ayrums living in Ohanavan...” (A Collection of Armenian Histo-
riographical Works, vol. 3. Compiled by Priest Gyut Aghaniants.
Tiflis, 1894, p. 456, in Armenian). Some Ayrums also lived near
Kyultapa (present-day Mokhrablur Village lying 4 kilometres
south of Vagharshapat, Aragatzotn Marz, Republic of Armenia):
“...several dilapidated ... and house sites in a southern direction,
once inhabited by some Turkish Ayrums who mainly spent winter
there, although sometimes they lived there in summer as well.
...And the village was called Kyultapa after a hill” (Jambr..., p.
195). Between 1750 and ‘52, reference is made to Alahverdi, the
Ayrums’ khan or sultan, a person of great influence among the
Muslim rulers of Armenia. This is attested by the fact that “The
Ayrums’ khan” was ranked among the khans of Yerevan and
Nakhijevan (Melikset-Bek, L. M. Georgian Sources about
Armenia and Armenians (henceforward: Melikset-Bek, L. M.),
vol. 3, Yerevan, 1955, p. 138, all volumes translated from the
Georgian original into Armenian by Melikset-Bek, L. M). In the
same years, he was given reception at the court of the Georgian
king: “...Yerevan khan’s brother and the Ayrums’ (Ayrumlu’s)
khan came to see our kings...” (idem, p. 134). Another record
(1752) states the following with this connection, “An
Azerbaijanian (Tartar) from Yerevan, the sultan of Ayrumlu
named Alahverdi, paid a visit to King Irakli...” (idem, p. 174).
Interestingly enough, Allahverdi, who had entered into alliance
with the Georgians, did not manifest religious fanaticism: “In
those days, they (the Georgians) were with Alahverdi, the sultan
of Ayrumlu, a brave man who asked the Holy Cross for protec-
tion...” (idem, p. 175).

79 Eprikian, H. S. An Illustrated Encyclopedia of Toponymy, vol. 1,
St. Lazarus, Venice, 1903, p. 164, in Armenian.

__________
80 Collected Acts..., vol. 4, Tiflis, 1870, pp. 92, 493 (the original

reads, “Â. âûñ-ó íå áåçèçâåñòíî, ÷òî ìû íå îäíàêðàòíî
ëèøàëèñü ñâîåãî ñîñòîÿíèÿ è íàõîäèìñÿ áåç ïðîïèòà-
íèÿ è ïðè âñåì òîì åùå èçâåñòèëèñü ìû, ÷òî âûñ-ó
óãîäíî ïåðåñåëèòü Àéðóìöåâ â Øàìøàäèëü. Ìû, íè-
æåïîäïèñàâøèåñÿ, óâåðÿåì â. âûñ-ó è êëÿíåìñÿ Áîãîì
è çäîðîâüåì Å. È. Â. ÷òî Àéðóìñêèé íàðîä ñëóæèò
íàì, ðàçäåëåííûì, êðåïêîþ ñòåíîþ è, åñëè îíè áóäóò
ïåðåñåëåíû, òî íàñ ñúåäÿò âîëêè, ñîáàêè è ÷åêàë-
êè...”).

81 Ibid.
82 Works by Lalayan, Yer. Yerevan, 1988, p. 329, in Armenian; also

see Abelov, N. A., op. cit. 
83 The Armenian equivalent for ‘Greek.’
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etc.84 ...The ethnonym of ‘Ayrum’ derives not from the
phrase of ‘Ay Huyn,’ but that of ‘Hay-Huyn,’ which is a
distortion of the name of ‘Hay-Rum.’ The more or less
educated Ayrums share this viewpoint: an akhund main-
taining the same hypothesis assured me that some
ancient records referred to the Ayrums by the ethnonym
of ‘Hay-Rum.’ A great number of Ayrums have told me
that they were made to embrace Islam, due to which they
called themselves Glij Musulmani, i.e. ‘Muslims con-
verted by force.’ The Ayrums, who are not distinguished
for the religious fanaticism typical of other Muslims, are
absolutely indifferent to faith and rites: they do not even
have a chapel throughout the district. Whenever I made
any remarks concerning that fact, they answered me,
“Can people have any sanctuaries or prayers if they were
converted by the force of sword...?”85

H. Vardanian considers the Ayrums natives of the
region, some other researchers supporting that view
which is substantiated by a wealth of facts. According
to another hypothesis, the Ayrums emigrated from the
neighbourhood of Lake Urmia during the Turko-
Persian war of the 18th century.86

Anyway, it still remains vague when those Arme-
nians were forced into adopting Islam and why they
were called Ayrum. The territory of Historical Armenia
comprises a great number of districts whose Armenian
population converted to Mohammed’s faith by force, but
they were not called Ayrum because of that. Then, what
specific circumstances made part of Gardman Arme-
nians adopt that name after their conversion?87

All the aforementioned leads us to the following
conclusion:

1 Most presumably, the Ayrums of Gardmank are
indigenous to the region: meanwhile, however, we can-
not refute the hypothesis that their ancestors were emi-
grants from Greece, the territory of the basin of Lake
Urmia, or another place. 

2 The origin of the ethnonym of ‘Ayrum’ is closely
connected with those of ‘Hay’ (i.e. ‘Armenian’) and
‘Huyn’ (i.e. ‘Greek’). 

3 The Ayrums attest that the churches preserved in
their villages and their neighbourhood are Greek sanc-
tuaries built by Greek masters: some ancient, evident-
ly, Armenian grave-yards are alleged to belong to the
Greeks.

4 The Ayrums’ forefathers were Christians who
later forcedly converted to Islam.

5 Religious fanaticism, so typical of the newly-con-
verted Armenian Muslims in many places, is absolute-
ly alien to the Ayrums. None of their villages has any
mosques; on the contrary, a number of Armenian
churches serve as pilgrimage destination for the
Ayrums as well.88

6 The Turkic tribes that penetrated into North-
Eastern Armenia shifted to a sedentary life only on the
order of the Russian Government: a considerable part
of them clang to nomadism even until the Soviet
takeover. In contrast to them, by the mid-18th century,
the Ayrums had already given up that way of life, their
main occupation being farming (in Ararat Province)
and bee-keeping (in Gardmank as attested by a record
of 1810), which have nothing in common with
nomadism. 

The aforementioned clearly suggests that the
Ayrums are indigenous Armenians who adopted the
Greek faith, being later forced to convert to Islam.
They are not distinguished for religious fanaticism, for
they did not profess any permanent religion throughout
their existence. As for taking the Armenian churches
for Greek ones, this can be explained by the fact that
they adhered to the Greek church before adopting
Islam and it left an imprint upon their historical mem-
ory. They are farmers and bee-keepers, since they
descend from Armenian ancestors. They go to
Armenian sanctuaries on pilgrimage, for their national
(Armenian) traditions are still alive in their minds.

Even taking into account all the aforementioned,
we cannot find the answers to two important ques-
tions: firstly, when did that part of the Armenian
nation adopt the Greek faith: under pro-Byzantine
Catholicos Yezr in the 7th century, or following
Armenian war-lord, prince Ivane Zakarian’s example,

__________
84 The Armenian equivalents for respectively ‘field,’ ‘sorrel’ and

‘girl.’
85 Vardanian, H. A Few Words about the Ayrums. In: “Mshak,”

1914, No. 154, pp. 2-3, in Armenian.
86 Karakashli, K. About the Ayrums. In: “Izvestya Obshestva

Obsledovaniya i Izucheniya Azerbaijana,” No. 8, Baku, 1929, pp.
29-42, in Russian. Kobichev, V. P. The Ayrums: The Origin of the
Ethnonym. In: “Sovetskaya Etnografiya,” 1962, No. 3, p. 148, in
Russian. There are absolutely no grounds for the author’s
presumption that the Ayrums were not only the descendants of the
Muslim Armenians but also those of the Armenianized Albanians.
This hypothesis is not attested by any source, for the aforemen-
tioned lands were never inhabited by the Caucasian Albanians.
Another article making passing reference to the Ayrums repeats
the same viewpoint without going deep into it (Karapetian, M.
M. The Dynamics of the Settlement of the Turkic-speaking
Nomadic Tribes in the East of the Armenian Plateau in the late
14th and early 19th centuries. In: The Correlation of the Social
and Ethnic Factors in Modern and Traditional Culture: A
Collection of Articles. Moscow, 1983, p. 214, in Russian).

87 The Soviet Armenian and Brief Armenian Encyclopedias consign
the Ayrums to total oblivion, but the Soviet Azerbaijanian
Encyclopedia states that they represent one of the ethnographical
groups of the Azerbaijani people and inhabit Getabek, Dashkesan,
Ghazakh, Karvajar, Shahumian, Khanlar and Touz Districts
(Soviet Azerbaijanian Encyclopedia (henceforward: SAE), vol. 1,
Baku, 1976, p. 197, (all volumes in Azerbaijanian).

__________
88 Two ruined churches named Aytselu Surb (the Armenian equiva-

lent for ‘A Visiting Saint’), or Pirnazar and located in the Shamkor
Valley, south of the village site of Tandzut (Chanakhchi), can
serve as an example of the aforementioned (Barkhutariants, M.
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who converted at the period Georgia enjoyed great
might? Secondly, when did they convert to Shiite
Islam: between the 15th and 16th centuries, which is
less probable, or in the 1720s, probably, between
1720 and 1750, together with a considerable part of
the Armenians inhabiting Shaki, Dasan, Muskur,
Shamakhi and Kapaghak Districts? 

Northern Artsakh and, particularly, Gandzak was
inhabited by Russian resettlers only after the region
had become part of Russia. 

In the 1840s, the Tsarist authorities started founding
villages of Russian sectarians, enjoying many privi-
leges, in places considered especially important from a
strategical standpoint (mainly on some highways and
the areas adjoining the mountain passes). That policy
was conducted not only in the district of Yelizavetpol,
that had already been established, but also in the other
places under Russian control. By the late 19th century,
about 10 Russian villages had been founded in the
ancient Armenian village sites that lay derelict in
Yelizavetpol (Gandzak) Province. They existed in the
Soviet years as well: however, immediately after the
deportation of the local Armenian population (1988 to
1989), the Russians were obliged to leave their villages
and repatriate to their homeland.

The Germans. Unable to endure Napoleon’s inva-
sions and the heavy taxes any more, in 1817 at first 31
and then 1,400 families left the German kingdom of
Vurtenberg and immigrated into the Russian Empire
via Hungary and Valachia.89 Suffering great privations,
in late 1818, 455 out of the 1,400 German families
reached Caucasia, 194 of them later settling in
Gandzak District.90 Their final destination was
Palestine, but “...the Russian authorities made them
stay in the region, where they founded 7 colonies, their
number growing to 15 within a century.”91

The Local Trade. With the Russians’ conquest of
Partaw between 913 and 914, the city “lost its signifi-
cance, being relegated to an unimportant place”92 and
yielding up its place to Gandzak, which had had a his-
tory of several decades by then. 

Situated at the junction of the most important
commercial routes (Tpghis-Shamkor-Gandzak;
Dvin-Parisos-Gandzak; Shamakhi-Arash-Gandzak;
Shaki-Arash-Gandzak and Belukan-Partaw-Gan-
dzak), Gandzak grew into one of the most populous

trade centres in Transcaucasia. Although the follow-
ing centuries marked great devastation in the city due
to various invasions and earthquakes, it never lost
predominance over the other towns and villages of
the region.

Gandzak or “Genje was famous for its horseshoes,
iron and silk,”93 also boasting delicious “...pomegran-
ate, grapes and acorn.”94

Between 1591 and 1592, Khadim Hasan Pasha, the
ruler of Anatolia Elayet, held the post of vizier in
Gandzak Elayet. During that period, he sustained his
army, amounting to several thousands, on the profit
received from silk sale; besides, “he annually sent 150
bers95 of silk ... to the State Treasury.”96

A large commercial centre, Gandzak, indeed, must
have had a market since earliest times, but it is only
some visitors of a comparatively later period that men-
tion it: thus, in 1640 the city had “a fine market.”97

Despite the continual hostilities, Gandzak retained
its high fame up till the year 1827, after which “it lost
its importance as a commercial centre.”98

Most presumably, both in the Middle Ages and in
the 19th century, Gandzak’s “...trade... was concentrat-
ed in the Armenians’ hands, the Tartars mainly dealing
in fruits.”99

The market-place, located in Gandzak’s Turkish
quarter, on the right bank of the river, “...comprised all
the Armenian and Turkish stores: one could freely state
that it represented a most beautiful sight in the city... ”100

The local trade was entirely conducted in the afore-
mentioned market-place so that when on 26 June 1870
the river, flowing between the Armenian and Turkish
quarters, burst its banks threatening to destroy the
bridge lying over it, the inhabitants of the former were
faced with the grave danger of famine: “...we, the resi-
dents of Kilisakend, would starve for several days,
since the local trade is entirely concentrated in Gyanja.
Surprisingly enough, the local Armenians, known as a
comparatively developed people of initiative, are not

__________
89 Lalayan, Yer., Gandzak District. In: Works, pp. 329-330, in Ar-

menian.
90 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 330.
91 The German Immigrants in Caucasia. In: “Taraz,” 1912, No. 11,

p. 192, in Armenian.
92 Arabic Sources about Armenia and the Neighbouring Countries,

vol. 3. Translated from the Arabic original into Armenian by Nal-
bandian, H., Yerevan, 1965, p. 145, note 97.

__________
93 Foreign Sources about Armenia and the Armenians: Turkish

Sources by Evliya Chelebi (henceforward: Evliya Chelebi), vol.
3. Translated from the Turkish original into Armenian with a fore-
word and notes by Safrastian, A. Yerevan, 1967, p. 86.

94 Turkish Sources about Armenia, Armenians and Other Peoples of
Transcaucasia, vol. 2. Translated from the Turkish original into
Armenian with a foreword and notes by Safrastian, A. (hencefor-
ward: Turkish Sources..., vol. 2). Yerevan, 1964, p. 14.

95 An ancient unit of weight.
96 Idem, p. 148.
97 Evliya Chelebi, ibid.
98 Hakobian, Hovh. Travel Notes, vol. 1, Yerevan, 1932, p. 375,

note 7, in Armenian.
99 “Kavkaz,” 1859, No. 9, p. 42 (the original reads, “...Òîðãîâëÿ,

ïî îáûêíîâåíèþ, ñîñðåäîòî÷åíà â ðóêàõ Àðìÿí. Çà-
íèìàþòñÿ, ïðàâäà, òîðãîâëåþ è Òàòàðû, íî ïðåèìó-
ùåñòâåííî ôðóêòàìè”).

100 “Krunk Hayots Ashkhari,” Tpkhis, 1861, p. 360, in Armenian.
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engaged in commerce in their village of Kilisakend,
almost all of them being employees.”101

In the late 19th century, some Gandzak merchants
also unfolded their activity in the international arena,
mainly exporting iron and silk, for which the city was
renowned for hundreds of years. The following press
publication comes to prove this, “Mahtesy102 Kerovbe
Ter-Martirossiants, a wealthy trader from Gandzak, was
to export a vast amount of insured iron, but the baggage
recently suffered shipwreck in the river Volga... Well, he
should remember what befell V. E. (formerly serving in
the police), another merchant living in the same city, and
thank his lucky stars: the latter was to convey silk chests
of 10,000 rubles from Gandzak to Warsaw (his luggage
was insured, too), but what reached that destination
comprised merely some stones instead of silk...”103

Silk weaving involved both the Armenian and Tur-
kish inhabitants of Gandzak and the adjacent villages,
while iron ore industry was mainly concentrated in the
hands of the Armenians and the German immigrants
working in Getabek’s and Karhat’s (Dashkesan) mines.

Yelizavetpol Province imported paper and metal
tools, mainly exporting cereal products (8,312 poods104

per year), dried fruit (5,428 poods per year), as well as
textiles and leather goods into Persia.105

The Armenian traders also “imported goods from
Turkey, Persia, Tiflis, Baku and different Russian
cities, such as Moscow and Nizhni Novgorod. The
merchandise imported was sold in their villages as well
as in the adjacent Armenian and Turkish ones.”106

The Historical Monuments of the Region.
Throughout many years, the Azeri “researchers” did
not spare efforts to prove that the Armenian monu-
ments surviving in the territory of the Republic of
Azerbaijan are of Albanian origin (meaning, indeed,
Caucasian Albania). Between the 1970s and 1980s,
Buniatov, Geyushev, Akhundov, Neymatova, Mame-
dova and other “scholars” kept publishing books and
articles, attempting hard to declare Albanian what
forms an inseparable part of Armenian culture: Jugha
Cemetery of Nakhijevan, abounding in thousands of
khachkars; the monasteries of Targmanchats (Of the
Holy Translators) and Gag’s St. Sargis situated respec-

tively in Dashkesan and Ghazakh Districts of Northern
Artsakh (at present within Azerbaijan’s borders) as
well as the following monasteries of Nagorno Kara-
bakh: Gandzasar and Elisha the Apostle, Martakert
District; Dadivank (Dad Monastery), Karvajar District;
Amaras, Martuny District, etc.

Indeed, the goal of these historical falsifications,
which pursue certain political considerations is obvious
to the Armenians: by ascribing the entire Christian cul-
ture, that has nothing in common with their stock-breed-
ing nomadic forefathers, to the Albanians (the
Caucasian Albanians are referred to by the ethnonym of
‘Aghvan’ in Armenian), their alleged ancestors, these
“scholars” want to make the present-day Azeris heir to
that heritage. Thus, by a single stroke of pen, hundreds
of Armenian churches were reduced to ‘alban-kilisas’
(‘kilisa’ is the Turkish equivalent for ‘church’), while
tens of thousands of Armenian khachkars turned into
‘khachdashes’ (the Turkish equivalent for ‘cross-stone’).

Nowadays the Azerbaijani authorities have adopted
another policy. They no longer make any attempts to
attribute the Armenian cultural monuments to Cauca-
sian Albanians: instead, they are busy with annihilating
the very monuments once declared Albanian. Unfortu-
nately, we cannot verify the actual scope of this
unprecedented crime, for we witness the destruction of
only those monuments that are closer to the Armenian
border. As for those situated farther from the frontier
zones, their fate remains unknown.

It is already several years since the Armenian press
started repeatedly writing about the demolition of the
historical cemetery of Jugha (Julfa) situated in the
Autonomous Republic of Nakhijevan, an Armenian
territory now under Azerbaijan’s control. Despite the
storm of protests and appeals, however, the destruction
of that rare cemetery was not prevented; moreover, the
year 2005 marked its final annihilation, with more than
3,000 standing cross-stones being broken to pieces and
taken away in an unknown direction.

Within several years, this unique memorial that the
Armenians had created in their historical homeland was
levelled with the ground in broad daylight, before the
very eyes of the entire civilized world. We learnt about
what had been perpetrated there only thanks to the fact
that the cemetery, lying on the left bank of the river Arax,
was clearly seen from the Iranian side of the border.

The annihilation of Jugha Cemetery was followed
by the destruction of Gag’s St. Sargis Monastery.

At present the Azeris are busy with what has been a
“vocation” for them since the very first day they
slipped into our historical homeland, namely destruc-
tion... As for the Armenians, they are doomed to wit-
ness the demolition of their own cultural heritage. 

Meves, who travelled in Gandzak Province in 1864,
attests to the Armenian origin of a wealth of monu-

__________
101 “Kavkaz,” 1870, No. 76, p. 2 (the original reads, “...ìû, æè-

âóùèå íà Êèëèñàêåíòå, îñòàëèñü áû ãîëîäíûìè íà
íåñêîëüêî äíåé, òàê êàê çäåñü âñÿ òîðãîâëÿ
ïðîèçâîäèòñÿ â Ãàíæå. Óäèâèòåëüíî, ÷òî çäåøíèå
àðìÿíå, íàðîä ñðàâíèòåëüíî ïîäâèæíîé è ïðåä-
ïðèèì÷èâûé íå ïåðåíîñÿò òîðãîâëè â Êèëèñàêåíò,
ãäå æèâóò îíè ñàìè è ïî÷òè âñå ñëóæàùèå çäåñü”).

102 A title used with reference to Christian believers who are known
to have gone to Jerusalem on pilgrimage.

103 “Nor-Dar,” 1895, No. 114.
104 An ancient Russian unit of weight equal to 16.38 kgs.
105 “Kavkaz,” 1904, No. 228, p. 3.
106 Mazhak. A Letter from Gandzak. In: “Mshak,” 1873, No. 14, p.

2, in Armenian.
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ments preserved there: “While walking in the moun-
tains of the province, I often came across...the traces of
some Christian villages. It was simply impossible to
cover ten versts without seeing church ruins which, to
tell the truth, did not boast fine architectural features.
All of them were built of pebble and cement, which had
consolidated the stones to such an extent that they
could hardly be torn away from those ruins. They
belonged to the Christian (probably, Armenian) inhab-
itants of the province, now considered a Muslim one.
These monuments attested that the mountainous parts
of the region, now reduced to an encampment, used to
be a blessed place of residence for some sedentary
farmers. The nomads, however, forced them into aban-
doning those areas... The ruins of the Christian villages
proved that they had once enjoyed development, pros-
perity and the abundance of working hands, but that is
consigned to the past now...”107

Another researcher, N. Abelian, almost shares
Meves’ views: “The monuments of Armenian architec-
ture, i.e. the churches scattered in the Muslim villages,
located in the upper-stream reaches of the rivers
Gandzak and Shamkor, are engraved with Armenian
inscriptions dating back to the 16th century. They are
eloquent proof of the great number of the Armenians
once inhabiting these lands: they also attest to the
large-scale emigration of the local Armenians.”108

A visitor writes the following concerning the state
of the aforementioned monuments, “At present some of
these churches lie in dilapidation and, regretful as it is,
they serve as cattle-houses for the Muslim Ayrums of
the neighbourhood.”109

In 1889 11 monasteries and 88 churches functioned
in the province.110

__________
108 Abelov, N. A., op. cit., p. 14 (the original reads, “Öåðêâè àð-

ìÿíñêîé àðõèòåêòóðû, ñ àðìÿíñêèìè íàäïèñÿìè XVI
âåêà, íûíå âî ìíîæåñòâå ðàçáðîñàííûÿ ïî ìóñóëü-
ìàíñêèì ñåëåíèÿì, ó âåðõîâüåâ ðåê Ãàíäæà-÷àé è
Øàìõîð-÷àé, ñâèäåòåëüñòâóþò, êàê çíà÷èòåëüíî áûëî
çäåñü àðìÿíñêîå íàñåëåíèå è êàê âåëèêè áûëè íåêîã-
òà ìàññîâûÿ ïåðåñåëåíèÿ îòñþäà àðìÿí...”).

109 Ibid. (the original reads, “Íåêîòîðûÿ èç ýòèõ öåðêâåé
ñòîÿò íûíå â ðàçâàëèíàõ è, ïå÷àëüíî ñêàçàòü, ñêîòíû-
ìè äâîðàìè äëÿ æèâóùèõ âáëèçè àéðóìîâ-ìóñóëü-
ìàí.”).

110 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 8583, pp. 238-
239.

__________ 
107 Meves, V., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 46, p. 249 (the orig-

inal reads, “Âî âðåìÿ ïîåçäîê ïî ãîðàì óåçäà - ìíå ÷àñ-
òî ïîïàäàëèñü ñëåäû ïîñåëåíèé, êàê âèäíî, õðèñòèàí-
ñêèõ. Íåëüçÿ ïðîåõàòü äåñÿòè âåðñò, ÷òîáû íå âñòðå-
òèòü ðàçâàëèí öåðêâåé, ïðàâäà, ñàìîé ãðóáîé àðõèòåê-
òóðû. Âñå ýòè öåðêâè ñëîæåíû èç áóëûæíîãî êàìíÿ
íà êàêîì òî öåìåíòå, ñâÿçûâàþùåì êàìíè òàê êðåï-
êî, ÷òî äî ñèõ ïîð ñ òðóäîì ìîæíî âûíóòü êàìåíü èç
ðàçâàëèíû. Ýòè ðàçâàëèíû, - èñòîðè÷åñêèå ïàìÿòíè-
êè ìíîãî÷èñëåííîãî õðèñòèàíñêîãî íàñåëåíèÿ, âåðî-
ÿòíî àðìÿíñêîãî, â ïðîâèíöèè, íàçûâàåìîé òåïåðü
ìóñóëüìàíñêîþ. Ýòè ïàìÿòíèêè ñâèäåëüñòâóþò åùå è
î òîì, ÷òî íàãîðíàÿ ñòîðîíà óåçäà, ïðåâðàùåíà òåïåðü
â êî÷åâêè, áûëà êîãäà òî ëó÷øèì ìåñòîì äëÿ îñåäëîé
æèçíè çåìëåäåëüöåâ. À òåïåðü ÷òî? Òåïåðü íîìàä âû-
æèë õëåáîðîáà!... Ðàçâàëèíû õðèñòèàíñêèõ äåðåâåíü
äîêàçûâàþò, ÷òî çäåñü áûë è ðàçóì, è óìåíèå, è òðóä,
äà òîëüêî äàâíî...”).
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Location. The city is situated on an ancient com-
mercial road extending along the right bank of the river
Kur, on both banks of the river Gandzak, at an altitude
of 320 to 500 metres above sea level.

Known as Janza,1 Ganja, Kenja, Kechari2 and
Gyanja at present, it was called Gandzak before 1804
as well as between 1918 and 1935, Yelizavetpol from
1804 till 1918, and was renamed Kirovabad in 1935.

Foundation. The original city of Gandzak was
founded about 3 kilometres north-west of the present-
day one: it was only at the beginning of the 17th cen-
tury that Shah Abbas built the latter in its actual loca-
tion.

The available sources trace the establishment of the
city as far back as the year 844: “In 844 Mohammed
ibn Khalid founded Gandzak City and inhabited it by
some Arabs from Diarbekir.”3

Other records mention the year 846: “...Returning
thence at the king’s command and expense, he built the
city of Ganjak in the canton of Aršakašen.”4

Gandzak was founded in 846.5

According to Ghazvini, the foundation date of the
city oscillates between 853 and 854,6 while a Turkish
source states that “the city was established by Rumi
Iskender and reconstructed by Kubad Bin-Firuz.”7

The existing sources are not unanimous in mention-
ing the circumstances under which Gandzak was
founded; nor do they provide any comprehensive infor-
mation concerning the numerous toponyms used with
reference to it. Thus, according to L. Lazarev, before
Gandzak’s being renamed Yelizavetpol in 1804, it was
known as Ganja, which, however, did not refer to the
present-day city but the site of an ancient one located
within 7.5 versts of it (the latter allegedly dates back to
the times of Alexandre of Macedonia).8

In response to this viewpoint, S. Patkanian states
that the oldest records on Gandzak trace back to 1088,
but he does not exclude the possibility that it may have
been founded at a still earlier period. In the meantime,
he finds it groundless to ascribe its establishment to the
times of Alexandre of Macedonia: according to him,
that hypothesis based on Persian folk-lore may mean
another Alexandre, i.e. the son of Ghara-Yusuf, the
ruler of Tabriz, who lived in the 15th century.9

The “Ardzagank” correspondent maintains the
view that the site of present-day Gandzak was original-
ly occupied by another city: according to him, howev-
er, Shah Abbas did not destroy the old one replacing it
by another: “...Those ruins occupy such a small area
that they can hardly constitute a city site; besides, pres-
ent-day Gandzak is located in a flat plain like that city
site so that it was of no strategical advantage to Shah
Abbas to demolish the old one and establish another in
the same open plain. Thirdly, the remnants of the build-
ings, ramparts and castle of a city devastated and
deserted in the early 17th century could not have been
obliterated to an extent of being totally levelled with
the ground. Moreover..., it retains the grave of Khosrov
the Martyr, whose tragic death is described in the fol-
lowing way, ‘he was taken out of the city and ...stoned
to death ..., the Christians moving his remains and
burying them with high honours.’ However, a Christian
stoned to death outside the city could not be brought
back to the city and interred there; therefore, he was
entombed in the place of his martyrdom that was ‘out-

__________
1 13th-century Arab geographer Yakut-al-Hamavi (1178 to 1229)

writes that one of the cities of Arran Province was “...Janza general-
ly called Ganja...” (Yakut-al-Hamavi. Dictionary of Geographical
Names. In: Arabic Sources about Armenia and the Neighbouring
Countries, vol. 3, pp. 50, 68, 104).

2 Colophons of the Armenian Manuscripts of the 17th century, vol.
1. Compiled by Hakobian, V., Hovhannissian, A. (henceforward:
Colophons, 17th century, vol. 1). Yerevan, 1974, p. 448, all vol-
umes in Armenian.

3 Laurent J., L’ Arménie entre Byzance et l’ isiam depuis la con-
quête arabe, p. 177. Markwart J., Ost-europäishe und Ostasia-
tische Streifzüge, Leipzig, 1903, p. 462. Manandian, H. A
Critical Theory of the History of the Armenian Nation, vol. 2, part
2, Yerevan, 1960, p. 297, all volumes in Armenian.

4 The History of the Caucasian Albanians by Movse-s Dasxuranc.i
(henceforward: Movse-s Dasxuranc.i). Translated by C. J. F.
Dowsett. London, 1961, p. 218.

5 Brief Chronicles, vol. 1. Compiled by Hakobian, V. A. Yerevan,
1951, p. 391, all volumes in Armenian.

6 Arabic Sources about Armenia and the Neighbouring Countries,
vol. 3, p. 153, note No. 130.

7 Turkish Sources..., vol. 2, p. 14.

__________
8 Lazarev, L. Ganja. In: “Kavkaz,” 1846, No. 37, pp. 146-147, in

Russian.
9 Patkanov, S. Some Remarks on the Article Entitled Ganja. In:

“Kavkaz,” 1846, No. 41, p. 164, in Russian.
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side the city.’ Finally, the centuries-old huge platans
and the vestiges of some ancient buildings preserved in
Gandzak are living proof of the fact that the city exist-
ed long before Shah Abbas’ times.”10

Gandzak between the 10th and 11th centuries. In
the mid-9th century, Gandzak was captured by the rep-
resentatives of one of the branches of Sheddadian Ara-
bic family: “That period marked the strengthening of
Gandzak Emir Padlon, who started subjugating the
princes of Heret and Kakhet, also committing raids in
some other places from time to time.”11

To put it more exactly, “between 951 and 952, the
city was ruled by the Sheddadians.”12

Under Armenian King Gagik (989 to 1020), the
Armeno-Abkhazian united forces mounted a major
offensive against the aforementioned emir, who would
periodically invade North-Eastern Armenia:
“Fortifying his positions, Gandzak Emir Patlun started
imposing heavy taxes on the princes of Kakhet and
Heret. In order to somehow counterattack him,
Abkhazian king Bagrat sent envoys to Armenian mo-
narch Gagik with a suggestion that they should unite
against him. Launching an attack against Gandzak,
they returned with victory and a lot of trophies.”13

In c1044 “...Gandzak Emir Khelaziz was killed and
the city captured.”14

In 1054 Seljuk Bey Tughrul subdued the emir of
Gandzak: “During his invasion of 1054, Tughrul Bey
subjugated Emir Abulsuvar of Dvin and Gandzak...”15

From 1054 till 1055, Gandzak (Janza) was gov-
erned by Emir Abu-l-Asuar.16

Between 1061 and 1071, “the Huns slaughtered the
inhabitants of Gandzak Plain...”17

In 1068 Gandzak Emir Patlun took possession of
Tpghis City, that had been conquered by Alpaslan.18

In 1072 the same emir bought Armenian capital Ani
from the aforementioned Seljuk sultan: “The purchase
of Ani from Alpaslan and its delivery to Gandzak Emir
Patlun’s grandson Manuche.”19

Having conquered the city of Urha in 1088, Arab
Emir Bugha invaded Transcaucasia with a huge army,
obeying Sultan Melikshah’s (1072 to 1092) order.
Occupying Gandzak, then belonging to the Sheddadian
Patlunians, he turned it into the seat of the atabek:20 “In
this same year Buzan with a tremendous number of
troops encamped before the city of Gandzak in
Armenia. He vehemently besieged the city, having
gathered together all the Persians against it. During a
severe assault the Persians undermined one of the city’s
towers, thus demolishing it; by assaults such as this
they captured Gandzak, but slaughtered only a small
portion of its inhabitants, because Buzan ordered the
swords sheathed and peace restored. At that time his
lordship Stephen, the catholicos of the Albanians, was
in the city, but through the help of God he was able to
get away, for he was protected by the Armenian troops
who were in Buzan’s army.”21

The first atabek of Gandzak was Emir Ismayil:
“...Melikshah appointed his wife’s brother, Emir Isma-
yil ibn Akut, Governor of Atropatene, Aghvank and Ar-
menia, his residence being located in Gandzak City”22.

In 1092 Sultan Melikshah’s successor Barkiarukh
nominated his brother Governor of Gandzak. In 1099,
however, the ruler of the city rose in rebellion against
his brother and declared himself sultan.23

Gandzak before the ‘30s of the 12th century. In
1118 Seljuk Sultan Mohammed-Tapar appointed his
younger son Melik “Governor of Gandzak Armenians.”24

In the same year, however, Georgian King David
“...launched a major attack and killed Gandzak

__________
10 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 278, in Armenian.
11 Melikset-Bek, L. M., vol. 1, Yerevan, 1934, pp. 203-204.
12 Arabic Sources about Armenia and Armenians, vol. 3, p. 153, note 130.
13 A Brief History of Georgia by historian Juansher (henceforward:

Juansher). Venice, 1884, p. 110, in Armenian.
14 History by Vardan Vardapet (henceforward: Vardan Vardapet).

Venice, 1862, p. 100, in Armenian.
15 Manandian, H. A Critical Theory of the History of the Armenian

Nation, vol. 3, Yerevan, 1952, p. 52.
16 Foreign Sources about Armenia and the Armenians: Arabic

Sources by Ibn-al-Asir (henceforward: Ibn-al-Asir), vol. 2.
Translated from the original into Armenian with a foreword and
notes by Ter-Ghevondian, A. Yerevan, 1981, p. 215.

17 History by Mkhitar Ayrivanetsy (henceforward: Mkhitar
Ayrivanetsy). Moscow, 1861, p. 59, in Armenian.

18 Manandian, H., idem, p. 64.
19 Idem, pp. 406, 81.

__________
20 A title conferred upon governors and commanders in the Seljuk

emirates.
21 Matthew of Edessa, p. 155; also see A Collection of

Historiographical Works compiled by Priest Samuel Anetsy
(henceforward: Samuel Anetsy). Vagharshapat, 1893, p. 118, in
Armenian; Arabic Sources about Armenia and Armenians, vol. 3,
p. 153; Manandian, H., idem, vol. 3, p. 69; Vardan Vardapet, p.
106 (“On Melikshah’s order in the year 537, Emir Puzan took
Gandzak from the Patluniants who were called Shatatik”).
Chamchiants, M. History of Armenia from the Creation of the
World until 1784 A.D., vol. 3, Venice, 1786 (republished in Yerevan
in 1984), p. 13, all volumes in Armenian (“...Gandzak, that was
also called ‘Kenje,’ was a splendid city with the residence of
Aghvank Catholicos Stepanos there. The following year [1088],
the same Persian War-Lord Puzan attacked those areas, conquered
some places and laid siege to Gandzak. Fighting a heavy battle, he
perpetrated formidable carnage there, Catholicos Stepanos hardly
having a narrow escape through the assistance of some Armenians
serving in the foreigners’ army”). The available sources are not
unanimous in mentioning the date of Gandzak’s conquest by
Bugha. Thus, one of them states that in 1082 “Emir Bugha occu-
pied Gandzak and took Patlun to the sultan as prisoner”
(Chronicles by Stepanos Orbelian. Prepared for publication by
Abrahamian, A. Yerevan, 1942, p. 15, in Armenian).

22 Manandian, H., idem, vol. 3, p. 70. 
23 Idem, p. 78.
24 Vardan Vardapet, p. 118; also see Manandian, H., idem, vol. 3,

p. 91.
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Governor Melik...”,25 after which the city was captured
by Abulet’s son Patlun.26

In 1128 Georgian King Demetre I struggled against
Gandzak’s Seljuk governor.27

In 1130 “...holy enlightener David the Archiman-
drite, Alavka’s son, died” in Gandzak.28

On 17 March 1139, the city was struck by a terrible
earthquake of a magnitude unprecedented in the
Armenian Plateau. Almost all the contemporary and
subsequent historians touched upon that great disaster:

“On 17 Areg (a month in the ancient Armenian cal-
endar, equal to the period between 7 March and 9 April
of the modern one) 1139, a fatal earthquake befell
Gandzak City, holy archimandrites Grigor and Sargis
being entombed under the ruins...”29

“At that hour all the fields and mountains were sud-
denly shrouded in mist, the area being struck by a
calamitous earthquake that destroyed the capital of
Gandzak...”30

“In the year 588 (1139), an earthquake reduced
Gandzak City to ruins.”31

“...a severe earthquake in Gandzak.”32

“...on 18 Areg, on the night between Friday and
Saturday, when the feast of St. Gevorg was to be cele-
brated, God gave vent to His wrath and sent gale-force
winds to the earth, striking it by an unprecedented
earthquake that devastated the land of Aghvank. ... a
violent quake shook the earth and its pillars up to their
very foundations and “the Armenian land was severely
shaken.”

“The earthquake ravaged almost the entire districts
of Khachen and Parisos, capital city Gandzak being
levelled with the ground and its inhabitants buried
under the ruins, in the bosom of their native soil. A
great many castles, churches and villages collapsed
over the priors and the local residents, a huge number
of people being entombed under the falling towers and
buildings...”33

“An earthquake destroyed Gandzak in the year
1139.”34

A record by Ibn-al-Asir is of particularly great
importance, for it provides information on the number
of the victims: “That year marked a harrowing earth-

quake in Arran, Atropatene and Gandzak (Kanja,
Janja), but it was the last of them that suffered particu-
larly extensive damage, with many houses reduced to
heaps of ruins. It took away thousands of lives, the
number of the victims being said to have totaled two
hundred and thirty thousand, including both sons of the
ruler of the country, Karasunkar.”35

Gandzak during the period between the
Earthquake and the 13th century. Taking advantage
of the devastation and turmoil reigning in the city after
the aforementioned earthquake, the Georgian troops
launched an invasion against it, plundered the ruined
city, killing or capturing the survivors of the disaster:
“...coming to Gandzak under the leadership of their
commander Ivane, they took absolutely no pity in the
deplorable plight of the once splendid city, that now
represented a true hell with heaps of gold and human
remains lying side by side, and a countless number of
corpses scattered here and there. Instead, they started
ransacking for gold and silver treasure there, slaughter-
ing the rest of the inhabitants and taking them captive,
thus causing the city even greater damage than the
earthquake had.”36

In the same year (1139), the depredated city was
reconstructed by Emir Kharasngur (Karasungur), who
is known to have died in 1141: “...coming from the
Persian land to Arran District, he embarked upon its
restoration, rebuilding its destroyed ramparts and
establishing peace there...”37

In 1142 a certain Khuhtughti, deputy shahap (‘dis-
trict head,’“chief of nobles’) of Gandzak, rose in rebel-
lion against the local principality. In the aftermath of
that, Seljuk War-Lord Choli occupied the city in 1143:
“...in the head of a large army, he arrived in Gandzak
where Khuhtughti had revolted. Holding the city under
siege for a month, he conquered it, captured
Khuhtughti and had his eyes pricked out, establishing
his dominion there in the year 1143.”38

Choli, who suddenly yielded up his spirit in
1146/1147, was succeeded by Pakhradin, who, howev-
er, was killed in 1147/1148, Emir Rovadi assuming his
post and supervising the further reconstruction of the
city: “The condition of Gandzak improved in the year
1148.”39

The city was again ravaged in the second half of the
12th century and, particularly, in 1165/1166, when it

__________
25 Vardan Vardapet, pp. 118-119.
26 Idem, p. 166.
27 Manandian, H., idem, vol. 3, p. 407. 
28 Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 116.
29 Samuel Anetsy, p. 132.
30 Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 200; also see Vardan Vardapet, p. 124

(“In the year 588, an earthquake reduced Gandzak to ruins”). 
31 Abrahamian, A. Historiographical Works by historian Hovhan-

nes. Yerevan, 1956, p. 133, in Armenian.
32 Mkhitar Ayrivanetsy, p. 61.
33 Movse-s Dasxuranc.i: Appendix by Mkhitar Gosh. Yerevan,

1983, p. 352, in Armenian.
34 Brief Chronicles, vol. 1, p. 25.

__________
35 Ibn-al-Asir, p. 250.
36 Movse-s Dasxuranc.i, ibid.
37 Ibid. Also see Arabic Sources about Armenia and Armenians, vol.

3, p. 153.
38 Mkhitar Gosh provides a briefer account of the events: “Holding

the city under siege for a month, he eventually conquered it...”
(Movse-s Dasxuranc.i: Appendix by Mkhitar Gosh, p. 353); also
see Manandian, H., idem, vol. 3, pp. 100, 407.

39 Brief Chronicles, vol. 1, p. 25.
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fell under the Georgians’ rule: “...Invading many dis-
tricts, the large Georgian army reached Gandzak
(Kanja, Ganja), where it perpetrated widespread plun-
der and slaughter, some of the survivors being taken
captive.”40

Gandzak gave birth to many outstanding person-
alities such as Mkhitar Gosh (“a renowned scholar and
the son of Christian parents, he was from Gandzak
City...”)41, scribe Thoros Areveltsy (“...God’s humble
servant Thoros, serving as a worthless worker of
philology, was from an eastern district, namely
Gandzak City...”)42, architect Mkhitarich, the designer
of one of the towers of Ani’s enclosure43, and others.

Gandzak in the 13th century. The 1220s marked
a heavy period of subsequent hostilities in Gandzak,
something unprecedented in the city. 

In Emir Kushkhara’s44 times (1220/1221), the
Mongols made some attempts to conquer it, but even-
tually they had to confine themselves to only collecting
some taxes there: “...they reached Gandzak (Kanja)
City, the capital of the country of Arran: however, hav-
ing heard about the large number of the local popula-
tion and the fighting skills they had acquired in the
course of their continual struggle against the
Georgians, they did not dare to attack it. Instead, they
demanded that the citizens should give them some
money and clothes: that order being fulfilled, the
Tartars went away.”45

In 1225/1226 Gandzak inhabitants again crushed
the Georgian troops that had reached the city ramparts
with the intention of a raid: “The Georgians had to
engage in a heavy battle, for the frequent fighting
against them had turned Gandzak inhabitants, quite
large in number, into courageous warriors. For several
days, the invaders struggled against the local residents
who were unseen and protected behind the fortified
walls. One day, however, the latter came out of the city
together with their troops and a severe battle ensued
outside the ramparts. Realizing that they would not be
able to take the city, the Georgians abandoned it having
suffered total defeat.”46

In the same year, Gandzak was captured by Sultan
Jalal-ed-Din of Khorezm: “...coming to Gandzak City,
he conquered it.”47

In 122948 Gandzak was devastated by the Mongol-
Tartars: “Arriving in the city all of a sudden, the Tartars
encircled it in all directions and engaged in a harsh bat-
tle with many catapults ... the gardens extending in the
neighbourhood of the city. Then the enemy demolished
the ramparts..., but none of them entered Gandzak,
which continued defending itself heroically throughout
a week. Witnessing the conquest of the city, the local
inhabitants burnt down everything they had once erect-
ed to the very last article that could fall prey to fire.
Seeing that, the enemy grew even more furious and
launched a harrowing slaughter there, without sparing
men, women and children. Nobody could escape that
carnage, except for a small number of armed people
who broke through the siege and fled. As for the
wretches who had stayed there, they were kept alive
and tortured so that they would show where they had
hidden their treasure. Then the enemy killed some of
them and captured the others, they themselves ransack-
ing the ashes of the burnt dwellings to find what had
been kept there. Thus, plundering and depredating the
city for many days, they finally left it.”49

__________
40 Ibn-al-Asir, p. 262.
41 Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 207.
42 Colophons of the Armenian Manuscripts of the 13th century

(henceforward: Colophons, 13th century). Compiled by Matevos-
sian, A. Yerevan, 1984, p. 313, in Armenian. The works by scribe
Thoros also comprise a manuscript New Testament (Rome, 1262). 

43 Corpus Inscriptionum Armenicarum (henceforward: Corpus...), part
1: Ani City. Compiled by Orbeli, H. A., Yerevan, 1966, p. 2, all
parts in Armenian (“The tower of Mkhitarich” was built in 1215).

44 Ibn-al-Asir, p. 310. 
45 Idem, p. 303.
46 Idem, p. 317.
47 Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 224; also see Ibn-al-Asir, p. 322.

__________
48 The available sources trace the destruction of Gandzak by the

Mongols to the period between 1229 and 1235. See Brief
Chronicles, vol. 1, pp. 29-30, note No. 30 for the discrepancies in
the date of that event.

49 Kirakos Gandzaketsy, pp. 236-237. Below follow some records
providing further information on the conquest of the city, “...a
war-lord named Charmaghan led a huge army to the magnificent
city of Gandzak in the year 674 (1225). Holding it in a state of
siege for several days, he finally took it and started slaughtering
the local inhabitants mercilessly, sparing only the young boys and
women who had won his liking” (Universal History by Vardan
Areveltsy. Yerevan, 2001, pp. 192-193, in Armenian).

“In 1229 a large Tartar horde led by Charmaghan reached the
kingly city of Gandzak, conquered it and put the local people to
ruthless massacre, the women and boys being taken captive”
(Brief Chronicles, vol. 2. Compiled by Hakobian, V. A. Yerevan,
1956, p. 139).

“They crossed the Arax and advanced to Gandzak, that was
strongly fortified. Fighting for three days, the Tartars captured the
city, ravaged it and slaughtered a great many Muslims, for they
considered Mohammed’s religion unacceptable” (Georgian Chro-
nicles (1207 to 1318). Translated from old Georgian into
Armenian with an introduction and notes by Muradian, P.
Yerevan, 1971, p. 71).

“...The archers came and totally devastated capital city Gandzak,
putting to sword both the animals and local people, including a
great number of Christians” (Colophons, 13th century, p. 183).

“In the year 1231, Gandzak City was conquered by the Tartars,
a vast multitude of men, women and children being put to slaugh-
ter, with some Christians and Persians taken prisoner” (Brief
Chronicles, vol. 1, p. 26).

“In the year 1231, a Tartar named Khorazm took Gandzak and
slaughtered its inhabitants” (History by Arakel Davrizhetsy
(henceforward: Arakel Davrizhetsy). Yerevan, 1990, p. 469, in
Armenian).

“The following year [1235], they [the Mongols] advanced
towards Gandzak and launched a fierce battle on the approaches to
the city, damaging its ramparts. At first the local residents bravely
repelled the attacks, but seeing that the fighting did not abate at all,
they lost all hopes of liberation and started thinking of a way of 
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Over four months, Gandzak lay in complete devas-
tation until “an order was issued to reconstruct it: its
former inhabitants gradually gathered there and
embarked upon its restoration from the very ram-
parts.”50

Flemish traveller William Rubruck, who visited
Gandzak between 1253 and 1255, writes: “...a large
city named Ganje (Gandzak) and situated at the foot of
some mountains. Once the capital of the country, it hin-
dered the Georgians from penetrating into this val-
ley...”51

Gandzak between the 14th and 15th centuries.
Most presumably, the aforementioned Mongol-Tartar
raid proved of such immense damage to the city that it
completely disappeared from the historical records in
the following two centuries.

Gandzak in the 16th century. In 1541 Gandzak
was conquered by Persian Shah Tahmaz: “Shah Isma-
yil’s son Tahmaz, who had ascended the throne in
1526, occupied Yerevan, Ganja and Shamakhi in
1541.”52

In 1552 “Sultan Shahverd was appointed Governor
of Gandzak by the ghayen.”53

Between 1578 and 1579, Gandzak inhabitants suf-
fered an epidemic and War-Lord Osman’s invasion: “In
the year 266 (1578) ..., the khontkar’s54 army occupied
Tabriz, Yerevan and Gandzak...”55

In 1580 Tabriz, Yerevan, Arash and the territory
between Shamakhi and Alania were conquered by
Sultan Murad, Gandzak sharing their fate: “In the year
1029 (1580), on Sultan Murad’s order, a huge
Byzantine army penetrated into the territory of the
Persian Empire, capturing Tabriz, Yerevan, Gandzak,
Arash, Shamkor and reaching the Alans’ land.”56

In 1585 “...Osman Pasha conquered ...Kanja with a
countless army.”57

In 1588/1589 “... Sultan Murat appointed a certain
Fahrat commander of his eastern domains together
with Lala ...and sent him to Ganja to punish the small
number of the Red Heads58 surviving, build a strong-
hold there and return. Arriving there with a great army,
he fulfilled all the instructions he had been given ...,
erected a castle in Ganja and stationed some troops
there...”59

Gandzak in the first half of the 17th century.
Having conquered Tabriz in 160360, Shah Abbas sent
Amirguna Khan to Gandzak to counterattack the
Turkish troops there: “...Going to Ganja, he stayed
there for two months. Convinced that the Ottomans
were not powerful enough to resist him, he burnt down
many a building in the city, putting some of its inhabi-
tants to sword and capturing others. He took all the
plundered belongings of the citizens to Yerevan for the
benefit and enjoyment of the Persian army.”61

Portuguese clergyman Anthoine de Gouvea reports
some interesting facts regarding the aforementioned
events. Thus, while Yerevan was under siege, Shah
Abbas sent one of his commanders, Husein Khan Zi-
yadoghli Kajar, to Shirvan and Karabakh for a raid.
Reaching his destination, the latter “...started burning
down the local villages and collecting the harvest. He
also destroyed everything in the neighbourhood of
Gyanja, which made the pasha stationed in the local
castle engage in a battle against him... the Turkish casu-
alties amounting to four thousand... Plundering the
adjacent villages and townships and taking a lot of tro-
phies, he presented them to the king, who was also

__________
escaping captivity. First they buried their possessions under-
ground and set their houses alight so that the greedy enemy would
not seize their property ... Destroying some part of the ramparts
from inside, they took to their heels. Upon seeing that, the Tartars
burst into the city and killed all those who had stayed there, with
the exception of the children and youngsters. Then they started
ransacking the sites of burnt dwellings and found large trophies
there. Leaving the city in ruins, they returned to their army in
Mughan...” (Chamchiants, M., op. cit., vol. 3, p. 206).

50 Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 237.
51 Hakobian, H., idem, vol. 1, p. 12.
52 Brief Chronicles, vol. 2, p. 427.
53 Melikset-Bek, L. M., vol. 2, Yerevan, 1936, p. 111.
54 A borrowing from the Persian language meaning ‘master,’ ‘ruler,’

‘king.’
55 Idem, p. 137; also see Arakel Davrizhetsy, pp. 458-459. As

attested by another source, in 1578 Lala Pasha “...conquered Gan-
dzak, that was also called Kenje...” and “...Osman Pasha reached
the neighbourhood of Caucasia at the head of a huge army and en-
tered Aghvank, then under the Tartars’ rule. Advancing to Shirvan,
he crossed the river Kur, raided the adjacent areas and plundered
the entire region, including Partaw and Gandzak...” (Cham-
chiants, M. op. cit., vol. 3, p. 530).

56 History of Persia by Coenobite Khachatur Jughayetsy (hencefor-
ward: Khachatur Jughayetsy). Vagharshapat, 1905, p. 101; also see
Brief Chronicles, vol. 2, p. 516.

__________
57 Brief Chronicles, vol. 1, p. 173.
58 Deriving from the Persian word of ‘Kezel-baš,’ the name is used

with reference to the Persians.
59 Brief Chronicles, vol. 2, p. 246; Colophons, 17th century, vol. 1,

p. 217. According to another record, “It was in 1589 that Pahrat
Pasha captured Ganja” (Brief Chronicles, vol. 1, p. 145).

60 The available sources are not unanimous in mentioning the exact
date of Gandzak’s conquest: it generally oscillates between 1603
and 1606.

61 Khachatur Jughayetsy, p. 70. Below follow some other records
relating to these events, “...In 1012 (1603) the Ajems occupied
Genje and Shirvan...” (Evliya Chelebi, p. 82).

“The year 1605 marked the conquest of Ganja” (Brief
Chronicles, vol. 1, p. 146).

“Gandzak was captured in 1605” (Brief Chronicles, vol. 2, p.
272). 

“Mohammed Pasha, the beklarbek of Genje, remained under
siege for seven months, fighting day and night: eventually, how-
ever, those sieged lost all hopes of receiving outside aid and sur-
rendered on condition that their lives should be spared” [Deriving
from the Turkish word ‘beylerbeyi,’ the word ‘beklarbek’ means
‘head of beys,’ ‘commander-in-chief’] (Turkish Sources about
Armenia, Armenians and Other Peoples of Transcaucasia, vol. 1.
Translated from the Turkish original into Armenian by Safrastian,
A. (henceforward: Turkish Sources..., vol. 1), Yerevan, 1961, p.
55; also see idem, vol. 2, p. 94.
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given twelve thousand female slaves, mostly young
girls.”62

In 1604 “Teretaman perpetrated a formidable car-
nage in Genje...”63

In the same year, the city is mentioned in connec-
tion with the trade of hostages: “In the city of Gandzak,
the sons were sold to their fathers and the wives to their
husbands, some of them costing 100 marchils,64 others
50 or so.”65

In the spring of 1606, Shah Abbas “... gathered his
troops and launched an invasion against the Ottoman
army units that were still stationed in Gandzak (Ganja).
Upon reaching the city, they laid siege to the castle and
the entire city appeared under Persian control: as the
shah had ordered, his soldiers tortured and captured the
local people, while their animals and pillaged property
were scattered here and there. Understanding that the
siege of the stronghold might last for long, the Persians
decided to resort to some ruse: they had two large,
powerful shells cast, intending to destroy the ramparts
and thus put the Ottomans in the danger of starvation.
The defensors of the castle were all by themselves,
without any hope of aid from either their fellow citi-
zens or their king... (the pasha of Ganja, Zenjilgheran
Ali, had fallen in the war). Faced with the newly-cast
shells which could demolish the ramparts at any
moment, the Ottomans found themselves in rather a
grave situation and eventually surrendered. Crushing
the resistance of the castle, the shah established his
domination throughout the country, appointing
Aghsagh Mahmat Khan ruler there.66

After the conquest of Gandzak, Shah Abbas embar-
ked upon construction activity there: “...When Gyanja
fell into the Persians’ power, Shah Abbas himself
worked out a plan for the city, allocating a huge sum of
money for its further construction (he ordered to build
three mosques in Itamzade, where a green mosque is
situated at present) and exempting the local inhabitants
from taxes and obligations. To be remembered by the
coming generations, he renamed Gandzak Abbas Abad,
i.e. Abbas’ Buildings, and conferred the title of ‘Key to
Shirvan’ on it so that it might have predominance over
the other cities of the region.”67

Before his departure for Persia, Shah Abbas nomi-
nated Abbas Ghuli Khan Ziatkhanov Governor of
Gyanja Khanate.68

A certain paronter69 named Ohan is known to have
set free many people “from Ganja City” captured in
1607.70

In 1612 Turkey and Persia signed a peace treaty
which, however, was broken four years later.71

In 1626 the Georgians launched an attack against
the city and the Persians ran away without offering any
resistance to them: “...in punishment for our great sins,
the Georgians, whose leader was said to be called
Movrav, reached Gandzak City, nowadays named
Ganja, with a large cavalry. The Red Heads, however,
took to their heels as soon as they heard about the
enemy’s advance.”72

In the same year, the Turks led by Earif Pasha
“...reconquered Gandzak after a heavy battle, but they
showed mercy towards the local residents.”73

In 1633 “...Tamuraz reduced Gandzak to total ruins.”74

In 1636 Gandzak was ruled by Mohammed Khan.75
__________
62 Relation des grandes guerres et victoires obtenues par le roy de

Perse Chah Abbas contre les empereures de Turquie Mahomet et
Achmet son fils. Par le P. Fr. Anthoine de Gouvea, traduit de l’o-
riginale portugais. Rouen, 1646, p. 246. Also see Zulalian, M.
The European Scholars about Certain Issues of the History of the
Armenian Nation: 13th to 18th centuries, vol. 1, Yerevan, 1990, p.
142, in Armenian.

63 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 1, p. 133.
64 The word derives from the Italian word ‘marsili’ and

denotes a European silver coin.
65 Idem, p. 134.
66 Arakel Davrizhetsy, pp. 112-113, 478 (“...Shah Abbas attacked

Ganja and took it from the Ottoman Turks). Also see Colophons,
17th century, vol. 1, p. 207 (This manuscript colophon provides
only an incomplete account of the conquest of Gandzak Castle).
Op. cit., pp. 218-219 (“...keeping the castle of Ganja under siege
for four months, he captured and plundered it mercilessly”).
Touching upon the same events, scribe David Geghametsy wrote
the following rhymed lines in 1610: 

“Having won victory against the grand vizier,
He attacked Ganja City,
Encircled the local castle 
And took it in four months.
They put the Turks of the castle to sword 
And slaughtered over twenty thousand of them” (Colophons,

17th century, vol. 1, p. 367). As stated by some other records,
“...took Ganja ...from the Ottomans...” (Brief Chronicles, vol. 2, p.
428), and “Ganja was captured in 1606” (Brief Chronicles, vol. 1,
p. 145).

__________
67 Caucasian Calendar for 1850, Tiflis, 1849, p. 48 (the original

reads, “...Ãàíæà ïîäïàëà ïîäú âëàñòü Øàõü-Àááàñà, êî-
òîðûé ñàìú íà÷åðòàëú ïëàíú ãîðîäà, âûäàë äëÿ óñ-
òðîéñòâà åãî îãðîìíóþ ñóììó, ïðèêàçàëú ïîñòðîèòü
òðè ìå÷åòè âú Èòàìçàäå, ãäú òåïåðü çåëåíàÿ ìå÷åòü, è
îñâîáîäèëú æèòåëåé îòú ïîäàòåé è ïîâèííîñòåé. Âú
ïàìÿòü áóäóùèìú ïîêîëúíèÿìú îíú äàëú ãîðîäó íàç-
âàíèå Àááàñú-Àáàäà, ò. å. ïîñòðîéêè Àááàñà, à âú ïðå-
èìóùåñòâî ïðåäú äðóãèìè ãîðîäàìè, íàçâàëú åãî êëþ-
÷åìú Øèðâàíà”).

68 Ibid.
69 An honourary title meaning ‘mister’ or ‘master’ and used with ref-

erence to prominent, wealthy people.
70 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 1, p. 283. Paronter Ohan ransomed

a number of manuscripts and donated them to St. Yeghishe
Monastery.

71 Leo. A Collection of Works, vol. 3, Yerevan, 1969, p. 264, in
Armenian.

72 Colophons of the Armenian Manuscripts of the 17th century, vol.
2. Compiled by Hakobian, V., Hovhannissian, A. (henceforward:
Colophons, 17th century, vol. 2). Yerevan, 1978, p. 206.

73 A Collection of Armenian Historiographical Works, vol. 10.
Compiled by Priest Gyut Aghaniants. Tiflis, 1912, p. 440, in
Armenian.

74 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 2, p. 519.
75 Turkish Sources..., vol. 1, p. 109.
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Some topographers of the mid-17th century write
the following about Gandzak: “The city, once dominat-
ed by Iran’s Shah Tahmas Khan, fell into Ferhad
Pasha’s power in 1014 (1605) and Mohammed Pasha
was appointed Governor there. The Ajems’ large
forces, however, held the city under siege throughout
six months so that the Muslim troops, desperate for
outside help, had to yield up the local castle and with-
draw. They, however, were not saved, for the Ajems
exterminated all of them: Sultan Eyri Fatih Mohammed
Khan attempted to take some action in retaliation for
that, but in vain. At present Genje, that is under the
Ajems’ sway, represents a large city of 6,000 houses: it
has a mosque, a caravanserai, public baths ... and a
well-built market. It is situated in a plain rich in fields
and gardens, with some mountains in the south (they
are all covered with gardens). Genje, famous for its
silk, ...is the centre of the principality, with 3,000 ser-
vants, a secretary, a kalantar, a darugha, a kadi and
some judges...”76

Genje, located in a plain four merheles east of
Yerevan, is a city abounding in fields and gardens: it is
particularly rich in fig, delicious pomegranate, grapes,
acorn and other fruits. It used to be a thriving city, the
remnants of some large buildings being still preserved
there.77

In the second half of the 17th century, namely “in
1663, Mertuza Ghuli Khan yielded up his spirit to God,
being replaced by Yogherlu Khan.”78

On 4 January 1668, Gandzak was struck by anoth-
er earthquake: “...the year was 1668. At dawn, on the
eve of the Holy Feast of the Apparition of Our Lord, a
tremendous roar shook Shamakhi, Ganja, Tiflis and
Yerevan.”79

The 18th century marked as turbulent a period for
Gandzak as, perhaps, all the preceding ones. In 1721
“...the Lezghins, not less than eight thousand in num-
ber, invaded Ganja City and reached Sutokulan Village.
The citizens, however, put them to slaughter..., the
enemy fatalities amounting to about a thousand and
twenty. They did not take any pillage and ran away
empty-handed and shameful.”80

A year after the conquest of Tiflis, in the autumn of
1724, Erzrum Governor Ibrahim Pasha sieged
Gandzak: “At first the invasion was a success and the
Turkish troops occupied the Armenian suburb without
encountering any resistance. The other inhabitants of

the city, however, plucked up courage and even
attacked the place they had stationed themselves in.
That daring offensive proved of great importance: sur-
rounded in all directions, the Turks abandoned their
artillery and luggage and took to their hells in broad
daylight. The Turkish victims totaling three thousand,
the leader of their panic-stricken troops was forced to
withdraw to his seat in Erzrum together with the rem-
nants of his army.”81

In the autumn of 1734, “...Ganja suffered an inva-
sion by Nadir Shah.”82

In the same year, “Ugurlu Khan of Gan e” partici-
pated in a great assembly held in the plain of
Mughan.83

In 1735 Gandzak, “then sieged by the Persians,”84 is
mentioned in connection with the Turko-Persian wars
which ended in the Persian troops’ withdrawal from the
city: they had been staying there over two months.

On 10 March of the same year, Russian Prince
Sergei Dmitriyevich Golitsin endorsed an agreement
upon which Russia was to return the pre-Caspian
regions to Persia (the document was signed in a Persian
army camp located in the vicinity of Gandzak).85

As is known, “Tahmaz Ghuli took Kanja in 1736,”86

and “Hajji Chalabi invaded the city in 1752.”87

On 13 September 1758, Panah Khan, the founder of
Karabakh Khanate, “...conquered Ganja during the
feast of the Holy Cross.”88

Having occupied and ravaged Tiflis in 1795,
Persian Khan Agha Mohammed attacked and con-
quered Gandzak as well.89

In 1796 Russian General Valerian Zubov captured
the city without encountering any resistance: “...the
Council of the gracious Russian empress decided to
send some troops under Zupov’s leadership to
Gandzak. It was conquered in December 1796...,90 with
the Governor of the city, Javad Khan, recognizing
Russia’s power and domination.”91 When Empress
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Yekaterina Alexeyevna died in the same year, Zubov
returned to Russia and Javad Khan restored his ruling
position in Gandzak: “...after Her Imperial Majesty had
yielded up her soul to God and Alexandre I ascended
the throne, the troops were called back, leaving the city
in the hands of the forces that had first devastated it.”92

Taking advantage of the situation reigning in
Gandzak, Ibrahim Khan of Shushi suggested that
Georgian King Heracle and he should mount a joint
offensive against the city: “Since the depredation of
Tiflis and the subsequent carnage are the handiwork of
Javad Khan of Gandzak and Melik Mejlum of Jraberd,
Karabakh’s and Georgia’s armies should attack
Gandzak together and punish them.”93

The Georgian king accepting that proposal, the
allies “sieged Gandzak Castle and captured it some
time later. Melik Mejlum was killed, while Javad Khan
surrendered delivering up his son and sister as hostages
to Ibrahim Khan.”94

Historiographer Vardan Odznetsy reports some
important data concerning the aforementioned events:
“...Artsakh’s Ibrahim Khan, who was in Daghestan at
that time, entered into alliance with Georgian king
Heracle and hired twelve thousand warriors of
Caucasian Gheks95 for three months (each of them was
to receive a payment of seven to ten canvas dadaks and
a litre of sheep fat). In 1796 the Ghek mercenaries
launched an assault against Gandzak’s Javad Khan
together with eight thousand Georgians. The goal of
the allied troops, now totaling twenty thousand, was to
take vengeance upon the Persian ruler for the depreda-
tion of Tpkhis City. 

“Javad Khan, who failed to put up a proper resist-
ance against them and drive them away from his terri-
tories, fortified himself in the local castle. Laying siege
to it, Heracle started periodically bombarding it and
covering it with smoke and flames, the soldiers gar-
risoned in the stronghold fighting with similar furiosi-
ty. Their leader was Armenian war-lord Melik Mejlum,
who was killed in one of the towers of the castle by
Heracle’s soldiers... Eventually, after fifty days of
siege, Javad Khan yielded up the fort and concluded a
peace treaty, committing himself to paying the
Caucasian Gheks and returning the prisoners of war
that he, Melik Mejlum and others had been keeping in
Gandzak. Despite these concessions, however, most of
the local inhabitants were deported to Georgia...”96

Unable to resist the Russian army, in 1800 the
Lezghins, led by Omar Khan, escaped to Gandzak, but
the citizens met them “with swords” and slaughtered
most of them.97

The Conquest of Gandzak in 1804 and 1826. The
early 19th century found Transcaucasia again reduced
to a theatre of political struggle. In late 1803, the
Russian troops, led by General of Infantry P. D.
Tsitsianov (1754 to 1806), advanced to Gandzak via
Tiflis, sieged the local castle and captured it on 3
January 1804: “The courageous Russian army, led by
Tpkhis’ Governor Dmitrich Tsitsianov, sieged the
stronghold of Gandzak (Kenje), where foreign tyrant
Javad Khan had fortified himself. After a heavy battle,
on 3 January 1804, the Russians won brilliant victory,
killing the aforementioned despot and his younger son,
and burning down more than a thousand six hundred
foreign soldiers. Seven Armenians who happened to be
outside the city ramparts were shot dead by the
Russians, while the rest of the local Armenian popula-
tion was put to merciless carnage. Only those who had
found refuge in the local church and its neighbourhood
had a narrow escape.”98

Mirza Nersesov provides a detailed report of these
events: “In 1803/1220 (Tsitsianov - S. K.) moved to
Gandzak in the head of quite a large army unit. Hearing
about the impending invasion, Javad Khan gathered all
his officials and dignitaries for a consultation.
Everybody, including the akhund and seids, agreed
upon offering resistance [against Tsitsianov], pointing
out that the Russian troops would not be able to con-
quer Gandzak Castle, for even Nadir Shah had failed to
do so despite all his power. When the Russian troops
reached the neighbourhood of Gandzak and Javad
Khan saw how small their number was, he decided to
engage his army in a battle. ...Some time later, howev-
er, he took to his heels, this time fortifying himself in
Gandzak’s citadel. Entering the city, the Russians sur-
rounded it from all sides and blocked all the ways lead-
ing to the sieged. Soon the Persians ran out of their
resources which were now limited to only cartridges. A
month after the beginning of the Persian encirclement,
the citizens of Gandzak found themselves in a grave
situation. The Russians’ commander-in-chief prepared
his troops for a major offensive, and the victorious
Russian army ... launched an attack during the night of
the festival of Eid-ul-Fitr. The soldiers started climbing
up both sides of the ramparts. At first Javad Khan
bravely defended the citadel, but a bullet shot by
Russian officer Lisanchev put an end to his life, and the
Russians took the stronghold. ...The war-lord ordered

__________
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his troops to slaughter the local population, the mas-
sacre lasting for three hours.”99

After the conquest of Gandzak, Tsitsianov
“renamed it Yelizavetpol in honour of Empress
Elizabeth.”100

By the Treaty of Gyulistan signed on 12 December
1814, the city became part of Gandza Khanate within
the borders of Russia.

On 4 September 1826, “a day after the battle of
Shamkhor, General Madatov arrived in Gandzak and
established its system of governance. ...He freed the
Armenian population of Kilisakend, who had fortified
themselves in their quarter out of concern over their
lives and property. The senior citizens and village
heads introduced themselves [to Madatov], welcoming
his arrival in the city.”101

Gandzak in the second half of the 19th century.
In 1861102 and 1872,103 Gandzak was again struck by
earthquakes which, fortunately, did not cause any dam-
age to the city. After the second one that befell it on 2
September, the local Armenians found refuge in St.
Hovhannes Church.

On 19 February 1868, Gandzak became the centre
of the newly-established province of Yelizavetpol.104

A correspondent of the “Kavkas” who visited
Gandzak (Yelizavetpol) in the late 1870s describes it in
the following way, “From an architectural standpoint, it
is difficult, if not impossible, to call Yelizavetpol a city:
it represents a heap of rambling ruins amidst a sea of
gardens. ...On the left ...a Christian cemetery, sur-
rounded by a stone enclosure, can be seen, with some
gardens in front and a chapel whose architectural fea-
tures clearly suggest a European style. The city proper,
which forms a continuation of the grave-yard, amazes
visitors by the complete absence of streets: instead, it
has some crooked, incredibly narrow, irregular and
dirty lanes, with high earthen fences on both sides.
Beyond these enclosures, on the left and right, can be
seen some shabby diggings, punctuated with small
dwellings in the style of ancient Asian architecture.
...The chaotic labyrinth of the lanes temporarily disap-
pears, being replaced by a field or a most irregular
square. On the right stands an ancient Persian castle in
a semi-ruined state: at present it comprises some mis-
erable buildings of barracks housing Yelizavetpol’s
regular army detachments and the local prison. A little
farther, a small Orthodox church can be seen. Left of
the former stronghold rises a large, two-storey, unplas-

tered structure, i.e. Yelizavetpol’s District Court. The
local market-place, Yelizavetpol’s renowned ‘Sheytan
Market,’ is another sight worthy of mention... ...South
of it stands Aliyev’s mosque, an edifice of quite large
dimensions, with a cauldron-shaped dome and two
minarets on both sides of its yard entrance. ...That
square leads to the city’s only large macadam street
built on former governor, Prince N. Z. Javjavadze’s ini-
tiative. A pearl among Yelizavetpol’s poor, crooked
streets and the pride of the entire city, it extends along
a roundabout line up to Gyanja Bridge and an ancient
Armenian church in the Armenian quarter lying on the
right bank of the river. ...Not far from the aforemen-
tioned mosque, the city’s only hotel Kovkas is located.
Quite a large building, it is absolutely devoid of any
architectural forms, bearing a close resemblance to an
Oriental caravanserai rather than a hotel in a provincial
city.105

__________
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105 Ix, idem, No. 243, pp. 1-2 (the original reads, “Â àðõèòåêòóð-

íîì îòíîøåíèè òðóäíî èëè, âåðíåå ñêàçàòü, ðåøè-
òåëüíî íåâîçìîæíî íàçâàòü Åëèñàâåòîïîëü ãîðîäîì.
Ýòî êàêîé-òî áåçïîðÿäî÷íûé õàîñ ðàçâàëèí, óòîïàþ-
ùèõ â öåëîì ìîðå ñàäîâ. ...Ñëåâà... ðàñïîëîæåíî õðèñ-
òèàíñêîå êëàäáèùå, îáíåñåííîå êàìåííûì çàáîðîì, ñ
âîçâûøàþùåéñÿ íà íåì ÷àñîâíåé åâðîïåéñêîé àðõè-
òåêòóðû. Âïåðåäè ñàäû. Òîò÷àñ ïîñëå êëàäáèùà íà÷è-
íàåòñÿ ñàìûé ãîðîä. Âúåçæàþùàãî ïîðàæàåò îòñóòñ-
òâèå óëèö. Ïåðåä íèì êàêèå-òî èçâèëèñòûå, íåâåðî-
ÿòíî óçêèå ïåðåóëêè-ãðÿçíûå è íåðîâíûå. Ýòè ïåðå-
óëêè îáñòàâëåíû ñ îáåèõ ñòîðîí âûñîêèìè çåìëÿíû-
ìè çàáîðàìè. Íàïðàâî è íàëåâî, çà çàáîðàìè, âèäíå-
þòñÿ æàëêèÿ ñàêëè ÷èñòî-àóëüíàãî òèïà è êîå-ãäå ïî-
ïàäàþòñÿ äîìèêè äîïîòîïíî-àçèÿòñêîé àðõèòåêòóðû.
...áåçïîðÿäî÷íûé ëàáèðèíò ïåðåóëêîâ íà âðåìÿ èñ÷å-
çàåò, óñòóïàÿ ìåñòî ÷åìó-òî â âèäå ïîëÿ èëè ïëîùàäè
ñ ñàìûìè íåïðàâèëüíûìè î÷åðòàíèÿìè. Ñïðàâà ïîêà-
çûâàåòñÿ ñòàðàÿ ïåðñèäñêàÿ êðåïîñòü, â íàñòîÿùåå
âðåìÿ íà ïîëîâèíó ðàçîáðàííàÿ. Âíóòðè åÿ âèäíåþòñÿ
íåâçðà÷íûÿ êàçàðìåííûÿ ïîñòðîéêè, â êîòîðûõ ïîìå-
ùàåòñÿ Åëèñàâåòîïîëüñêàÿ ìåñòíàÿ êàäðîâàÿ êîìàíäà
è òþðüìà. Çà íèìè ïðàâîñëàâíàÿ öåðêîâü. Âëåâî îò
êðåïîñòè, îäèíîêî, ñòîèò ðàçìåðîì â äâóõ-ýòàæíîå
íåøòóêàòóðåííîå çäàíèå-ïîìåùåíèå Åëèñàâåòîïîëü-
ñêàãî îêðóæíàãî êëàäáèùà. Äàëåå îñòàíàâëèâàåò íà
ñåáå âíèìàíèå áîëüøàÿ áàçàðíàÿ ïëîùàäü... Ýòî çíà-
ìåíèòûé Åëèñàâåòîïîëüñêèé “Øàéòàíú-áàçàð”. ...Íà
þæíîé ñòîðîíå ïëîùàäè-ìóñóëüìàíñêàÿ Àëèåâà ó÷å-
íèÿ ìå÷åòü, äîâîëüíî îáøèðíûõ ðàçìåðîâ, ñ êîòëîîá-
ðàçíûì êóïîëîì è äâóìÿ, ðàñïîëîæåííûìè ïî îáåèì
ñòîðîíàì âõîäà âî äâîðå ìå÷åòè, ìèíàðåòàìè. ...Îò
ýòîé ïëîùàäè íà÷èíàåòñÿ, íåäàâíî âîçíèêøàÿ íà ðàç-
âàëèíàõ, åäèíñòâåííàÿ â ãîðîäå øîññèðîâàííàÿ è ó-
øèðåííàÿ óëèöà, ïðîëîæåííàÿ ïî èíèöèàòèâå áûâ-
øàãî ãóáåðíàòîðà êí. Í. Ç. ×àâ÷àâàäçå. Óëèöà ýòà òÿ-
íåòñÿ ëîìàííîþ ëèíèåþ âïëîòü äî ìîñòà ÷åðåç Ãàí-
æèíêó è ïðîäîëæàåòñÿ äàëåå, äî ñòàðîé àðìÿíñêîé
öåðêâè, â àðìÿíñêîé-æå ÷àñòè ãîðîäà, ðàñïîëîæåí-
íîé íà ïðàâîì áåðåãó ðå÷êè. Ýòî, òàê-ñêàçàòü, ïåðëú
åëèñàâåòîïîëüñêèõ óëèö è ãîðäîñòü âñåãî ãîðîäà.
...Íåäàëåêî îò ìå÷åòè, íà ïðîäîëæåíèè íîâîé óëèöû,
ïî ëåâóþ åÿ ñòîðîíó, ñòîèò ïî÷òè åäèíñòâåííàÿ âú
ãîðîäå ãîñòèíèöà “Êàâêàç”-çäàíèå, ïðàâäà, äîâîëüíî
îáøèðíîå, íî â âûñøåé ñòåïåíè áåçîáðàçíîå, ñêîðåå
òèï âîñòî÷íàãî êàðàâàí-ñàðàÿ, íåæåëè ãîñòèíèöû â
ãóáåðíñêîì ãîðîäå”).
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The Armeno-Turkish Fights between 1905 and
1906. The nomadic and sedentary Turkish tribes inhab-
iting Gandzak and its neighbourhood had been long
waiting for 18 November 1905, since on that day they
were finally able to realize what they had always
longed for: “Within several hours, hundreds of
Armenian shops were plundered up to the very last
thread, after which they were destroyed and set alight.
Like in the other places, the local authorities were
merely indifferent witnesses to what was going on. The
police comprised only Turks, while Georgian Governor
Takayshvili apparently held the bandits under his aus-
pices to such an extent that he even allowed notorious
gang-leader Dali Ali, a long-persecuted criminal, to
enter the city. Invading Gandzak together with 300
brigands, Dali Ali joined his fellow tribesmen in perpe-
trating a harrowing blood-shed on 18 November. Even
the local churches did not escape the pillage that was
accompanied with massacres, fire and depredation.
Many magnificent residences belonging to wealthy
Armenians were consigned to flames, and a great num-
ber of shop-keepers fell prey to the atrocities which
proved especially tragic for the Armenian ploughmen
working in their gardens and fields. On the whole, the
victims totaled more than a hundred.”106

Encouraged by the trophies they had gained, the
Turkish mob restored their forces within three days
with the intention of capturing the Armenian quarter of
the city, that lay on the right bank of the river. On the
evening of 22 November, they launched a decisive
attack under Dali Ali’s leadership, but after a heavy
battle that lasted until sunrise, they were crushed and
repelled: “At 9 o’clock some abrupt reports were heard
from Baghmanlar’s Turkish positions. Although they
gradually increased and became continuous, our fight-
ers answered them rapidly and decisively, and our
forces managed to surround the Armenian quarter that
occupied quite a spacious area. Soon a considerable
number of Armenian warriors concentrated in our posi-
tions located opposite the Turkish quarter, with
Commander Hamazasp and the heads of all the small-
er and larger units following the unfolding of the events
with beating hearts. The lives of twenty thousand
Armenians were put at stake, and they had to settle the
question of their survival or extermination... The
Headquarters shared all that responsibility, with
Rostom, Abraham and others walking from one posi-
tion to another and issuing the necessary instructions.
The shooting grew still intenser, the Turks now firing
from all their positions stretching along the left bank of
the river and our warriors answering from theirs along
the right bank. Soon regular volleys of shots rang out

from both sides, the Turks accompanying them with
their usual cries, “Ya, Ali!” The enemy strove hard to
penetrate into the Armenian quarter so that at 10
o’clock the intensity of the fighting redoubled, the
entire city roaring with volleys, sometimes accompa-
nied by the thunder of the Russian cannons directed
either against the Armenians or the Turks... on the order
of the “fair,” “objective” authorities, the shells fired
against the Armenians were far greater in number. “At
half past 10, most of the enemy forces moved to Dik-
Kucha Street, whence they could possibly penetrate
into the quarter. With some of our groups rushing there,
the Turks retreated and positioned themselves in the
nearby gardens. Two courageous peasants, Khachatur
from Pib, and Nikol Tonunts from Banants, dashed into
the Turkish throng without any fear and drove them
away from the gardens, by slaughtering them far and
wide... Finally, however, they were killed, sacrificing
their lives in an unusual feat of valour...”107

Suffering some other fatalities, the Armenian side
won brilliant victory over the enemy.

Gandzak between 1918 and 1920. Beginning with
1914, the adherents of Pan-Turkism and Pan-Islamism
unfolded active work in Transcaucasia to disseminate
their ideology among the local Muslims. As for
Gandzak, a certain teacher named Mirza Husein Raffi-
zade played a particularly great role there with that
regard.108

Declaring Azerbaijan an independent republic on
27 May 1918, the Musavatists established their gov-
ernment in Gandzak under the leadership of Khan
Khoyski, one of the local beys and a flagrant national-
ist.109 That government, which was, in fact, a puppet of
the Turkish army, moved to Baku only after the Turks
had occupied it in September 1918.110

The first Turkish army units entered Gandzak on 9
June 1918111 under Nuri Pasha’s (notorious Enver
Pasha’s stepbrother) leadership. The following day, the
sub-units of the 5th division joined them, and the
Turkish troops, consisting of two columns, came to
comprise 257 officers and 5,576 soldiers.112

Immediately after having stationed themselves in
the city, the Turks started applying special measures

__________
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with regard to the local Armenians. According to
Ryushtu Bey, first of all the Turkish High Command
issued a written warning demanding that the Arme-
nians “should immediately collect all the arms they
possessed and hand them to the Turks; otherwise, those
who would be discovered as keeping arms secretly
would be shot on the spot.”113

Despite the threats, however, not only did the
Armenians (or at least most of them) disobey that order
but also some of them dared to declare an unequal war
on the enemy. As the aforementioned bey reports,
“Today we have suffered 13 victims and 6 casualties,
the former including an officer.”114

On Nuri Pasha’s order, all the Armenian quarters of
Gandzak suffered heavy bombardment, but there is no
information available on the number of the Armenian
fatalities.115 As attested by some records, the Turkish
military leadership spent an incredible number of car-
tridges to “pacify” the local Armenians.116

With the active participation of Noy Zhordania, the
leader of the Georgian Mensheviks, on 9 January 1920,
the Musavatists attacked some Russian soldiers con-
centrated in the stations of Shamkhor, Dalyar, Aghsta-
fa, etc. on their way back from the front: “...In Sham-
khor Station only, thousands of Russians were brutally
shot in the trains, the entire railway line being covered
with corpses. The Musavatists appropriated all the
arms and ammunition of the echelons. That carnage,
that was also perpetrated in many other stations where
Russian echelons were concentrated, lasted untill 12
January.”117

As St. Shahumian writes, “what has been perpetrat-
ed is a dreadful crime against the Russian army.”118

In the spring of the same year, the Turks slaugh-
tered Russian solders in Gandzak City as well.119

Construction Activity. The history of Gandzak’s
quarters dates back to the foundation of Nor Gandzak
in the early 17th century. The plan of the new city
clearly envisaged the allocation of separate territories
to the local Armenian and Turkish quarters which were
to adjoin each other.

Gandzak had the following quarters in 1804:
Kilisakyand, Jraberd, Igirmidort and Norashen.120

In 1858 Russian traveller G. Tkachev described
Gandzak and its quarters in the following way, “The

entire city, that lies in a large plain, represents a spa-
cious garden, if we may put it so. The river Gandzak
divides it in two parts, Kilisakend and Norashen, the
former being mainly inhabited by the Armenians, and
the latter by the Tartars. Its crooked, narrow streets are
surrounded by earthen ramparts.”121

Another record, dating back to almost the same
period, states, “The city comprises three quarters
named Kilisakand, Yerevantsots122 and Norashen.”123

A traveller who visited Gandzak in the summer of
1864 provides rather a gloomy picture of its two main
quarters: “...crooked streets that are hardly a sazhen [a
sazhen is equal to 213.36 centimetres] wide; the rem-
nants of some earthen ruins; earthen ramparts pre-
served to a height of 5 arshins [i.e. about 3.5 metres] in
certain places and punctuated with canals abounding in
the rotten remains of plants and animals. No dwellings
are seen in the streets, for they are located behind the
fortified walls. They, however, are only an apology for
houses, representing cabins of earthen vaults, devoid of
any stove and windows. It is damp, dark and dirty
inside these huts that abound in vermin. Outside these
dwelling-graves, your eye is caught by a sea of fruit-
bearing trees and vines... ...the Armenian part of the
city is the true image of the Tartar one with the only
difference that the local Gregorian church is in a most
deplorable state, whereas the mosque of the latter is in
comparatively better conditions...”124

A visitor of the late 19th century writes: “Most of
the houses are built of brick, for there is no quarry in
the neighbourhood. The newly-erected ones are quite

__________
113 Idem, p. 222.
114 Ibid.
115 Ibid.
116 Idem, p. 223.
117 Sargissian, E., idem, pp. 341-342.
118 Shahumian, St. Selected Works. Yerevan, 1948, p. 545, in

Armenian.
119 For details see Grigorian, B. Mirzik or Vardashen? (An excerpt

from a book of memoirs entitled The Traces are Lost). In:
“Lragir,” 3 May 1995, in Armenian.

120 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.

__________
121 Tkachev, G. Travel Notes. In: “Kavkaz,” 1859, No. 9, p. 41, in

Russian (the original reads, “Âåñü ãîðîä ðàñêèíóëñÿ íà îã-
ðîìíîå ïðîñòðàíñòâî è, åñëè ìîæíî òàê ñêàçàòü,
ïðåäñòàâëÿåò îáøèðíûé ñàä. Ðåêà Ãàíæà, íà êîòîðîé
ðàñïîëîæåí ãîðîä, ðàçäåëÿåò åãî íà äâå ÷àñòè: îäíà
íîñèò íàçâàíèå Êèëèñèÿ-êåíò, à äðóãàÿ Íîðàøåí; â
ïåðâîé ïðåèìóùåñòâåííî æèâóò Àðìÿíå, à â ïîñëåä-
íåé-Òàòàðû. Ãîðîä ðàçäåëåí êðèâûìè è óçêèìè óëè-
öàìè, îáñòðîåííûìè ïî ïðåèìóùåñòâó ñòåíàìè, ñëî-
æåííûìè èç ãëèíû...”).

122 ‘Of Yerevan inhabitants.’
123 Jalaliants, S. A Travel to Great Armenia, part 1, Tpghis, 1842,

p. 172, all parts in Armenian.
124 Meves, V., op. cit., in: "Kavkaz," 1865, No. 35, pp. 198-199 (The

original reads, “Êðèâûÿ óëèöû, ÷àñòî íå øèðå ñàæåíè,
ôîðìèðóþòñÿ ìåñòàìè èç îñòàòêîâ ðàçâàëèí êàêèõ òî
ñòðîåíèé èç çåìëè, ìåñòàìè èç çåìëÿíûõ ñòåí äî ïÿòè
àðøèí âûøèíîþ, âî èíûõ ìåñòàõ èç êàíàâ, çàâàëåí-
íûõ æèâîòíûìè è ðàñòèòåëüíûìè ðàçëàãàþùèìèñÿ
òåëàìè; ñîáñòâåííî ïî óëèöàì äîìîâ íå âèäíî; îíè
ñòîÿò âíóòðè îãðàä, äà è òî íå äîìà, à ÷àùå âñåãî êà-
êèÿ-òî êîíóðû ñ çåìëÿíûìè ñâîäàìè, áåç ïå÷åé è
îêîí; â íèõ ñìðàä, ñûðîñòü, íå÷èñòîòà è ïàðàçèòû ÷å-
ëîâå÷åñêàãî òåëà. Çà ýòèìè äîìàìè-ìîãèëàìè âåçäå
âèäíà áîãàòàÿ çåëåíü ôðóêòîâûõ äåðåâüåâ è âèíîãðàä-
íûõ ëîç... àðìÿíñêàÿ ÷àñòü ãîðîäà òî÷íàÿ ôîòîãðàôèÿ
ñ òàòàðñêîé ÷àñòè, ñ òîþ òîëüêî ðàçíèöåþ, ÷òî çäåñü
öåðêîâü Ãðèãîðèàíñêàÿ, íàõîäÿùàÿñÿ â ñàìîì æàëêîì
ïîëîæåíèè, à òàì ìå÷åòü ñíîñíî ñîäåðæàííàÿ”).
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fine, cosy and high, while the old ones, that extend in
an irregular row, are low and unattractive, like the
Turkish dwellings.”125

Kilisakyand. Like some other cities in Historical
Armenia such as Kars, Shushi, Shamakhi, Yerevan,
Akhaltskha, etc., Gandzak also had a Turkish popula-
tion apart from its Armenian inhabitants. The city was
divided between these two peoples, the Armenians
mainly occupying the comparatively elevated areas,
and the Turks the lowlands as usual. In Nor Gandzak,
the elevated territories mainly extended on the left
bank of the river where the city’s oldest Armenian
quarter extended. It comprised an Armenian Apostolic
church dedicated to St. Hovhannes Mkrtich (St. John
the Baptist) and dating back to 1633; hence comes the
name of the quarter, i.e. Kilisakyand (‘Church Village’
as translated from Turkish).

The quarter of Chaylu, having a mixed Armenian
and Turkish population, was established north of
Kilisakyand, on the left bank of the river.

In the mid-19th century, the local Armenian inhab-
itants were obliged to attend St. Hovhannes Church for
their spiritual needs. With this regard, a record of 1888
states, “...The population of Chaylu, constituting 136
houses, have been going to St. Hovhannes Church for
many centuries now.”126

Despite that, however, the parishioners of the
church did not allow Chaylu Armenians to participate
in the verger elections held in the same year.127

The oldest Turkish quarter in Gandzak, Baghman-
lar, was situated on the right bank of the river, adjoined
by two small Armenian quarters, Norashen and Yere-
vantsots. That part of the city also comprised “an inn, a
castle, a caravanserai, a market, a hospital and a tav-
ern...”128

The city had the following quarters in the mid-19th
century, “Yekeghetsu Kucha, Dik Kucha, Gerezmana-
tuni Kucha,129 Sabanlar Kucha, Patre Kucha and Chay-
lu Kucha, all of them crooked and very narrow...”130

Norashen extended on the left bank of the river
Gandzak, north-west of the famous square located in the
city’s Turkish section. As stated by a record of 1890,
“Norashen, bearing a resemblance to a separate village
rather than a quarter, is completely isolated from the
city, being surrounded by Turks on all four sides.”131

In the aftermath of the Armeno-Turkish fights
between 1905 and 1906, “... 600 houses in Norashen
Quarter were levelled with the ground. The local pari-
shioners who had been relegated to refugees scattered

__________
125 Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District. In: “Azgagrakan Handes,” vol.

5, Tiflis, 1899, No. 1, p. 298.
126 “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 158, p. 2.

__________
127 Ibid.
128 “Krunk Hayots Ashkhari,” Tpkhis, 1861, pp. 357-358.
129 The Armenian equivalents for respectively ‘Church Quarter,’

‘Steep Quarter’ and ‘Cemetery Quarter’ (‘kucha’ is the equivalent
for ‘quarter’ in everyday vulgar Armenian).

130 Ibid.
131 “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 116, p. 2.

GANDZAK (GYANJA). The plan of Gandzak Castle (photo 1804)
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here and there, most of them resettling in the Armenian
quarter of Kiliskand...”132

Norashen had two Armenian churches, Sourb
Astvatzatzin and St. Sargis, the latter also serving as a
pilgrimage destination. In 1894 Senior Priest Anania
Shirakuny served in the quarter.133

Yerevantsots, that represented a small Armenian-
populated quarter, was situated on the left bank of the
river Gandzak, surrounded by Turkish quarters like
Norashen: “Yerevantsots Quarter boasts St. Gevorg
Church, the Municipal Assembly, Tsiralov’s fine, first-
class hotel together with some others, the best shops in
the city, etc.”134

In consequence of the Armeno-Turkish fights
between 1905 and 1906, the quarter was totally
reduced to ruins.

The quarters of Norashen and Yerevantsots having
been annihilated as already mentioned, their Armenian
inhabitants decided to establish another quarter in the
neighbourhood of Kilisakyand out of security consid-
erations. The new quarter, founded in 1907, was called
Koryunapat in honour of Archimandrite Koryun, who
had initiated and supervised its construction. Several
years later, however, that clergyman was arrested on
charge of adhering to Hay Heghapokhakan Dashnak-

tsutiun, and the local authorities renamed the quarter
Yekeghetsakan Avan, i.e. Church Township, as translat-
ed from Armenian. With this regard, a record states,
“After the Armeno-Turkish fights, the residents of dif-
ferent parts of Gandzak established a new township at
the extremity of the Armenian section of the city and
called it Koryunapat after Archimandrite Koryun. That
dignitary was later convicted of affiliation to the
Dashnaktsutiun Party and condemned to hard labour.
Taking that fact into account, the present-day governor
of Yelizavetpol found it inexpedient for the quarter to
bear “the criminal’s disparaging name.” He ordered to
change it to ‘Yekeghetsakan Avan’ in all the official
documents, and all the local representatives of the Go-
vernment were informed about it.”135

Despite numerous measures taken on state level,
the original name of the quarter was preserved, this

__________
132 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2679, p. 8;

fund 53, list 1, file 1270, p. 17.
133 Ibid.
134 Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 297.

__________
135 “Zakavkazye,” 1911, No. 181, p. 3, in Russian (the original

reads, “Ïîñëå àðìÿíî-òàòàðñêîé ðåçíè íà îêðàèíå àð-
ìÿíñêîé ÷àñòè ãîðîäà îáðàçîâàëñÿ èç ðàçíàãî
ïðèøëàãî ýëåìåíòà íîâûé ïîñåëîê, êîòîðûé ïîëó÷èë
íàçâàíèå “Êîðþíàïàò”, ïî èìåíè ìåñòíàãî
àðõèìàíäðèòà Êîðþíà. Ïîñëåäíèé, êàê èçâåñòíî,
ñóäèëñÿ çà ïðèíàäëåæíîñòü ê ïàðòèè “äàøíàêöóòþí”
è ñîñëàí â êàòîðæíûå ðàáîòû. Â íàñòîÿùåå âðåìÿ
Åëèñàâåòïîëüñêèé ãóáåðíàòîð ïðèçíàâàÿ íåóäîáíûì,
÷òîáû ÷àñòü ãîðîäà íîñèëà “ïîçîðíîå èìÿ ïðåñòóï-
íèêà” ñäåëàë ðàñïîðÿæåíèå èìåíîâàòü ïîñåëîê âî
âñåõ îôèöèàëüíûõ áóìàãàõ “Öåðêîâíûì ïîñåëêîì”, î
÷åì ñîîáùèë ïðåäñòàâèòåëÿì âñåõ âåäîìñòâ â ãóáåð-
íèè”).

GANDZAK (GYANJA). Koryunapat Quarter (photo 1910s)
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being attested by a spate of records (such as the one136

on providing the quarter with potable water in 1912 at
the cost of 20,000 rubles, another137 referring to the
consecration of the newly-erected chapel of St. Sargis
in 1914 as well as some others regarding the local
school and different everyday problems the quarter
faced) mentioning it only by the name of Koryunapat.

The Turkish-populated quarter of Mollajalu was
located on the left bank of the river, north of the large
Armenian quarter of Kilisakyand.

In 1912 the inhabitants of the colony of Hay
Kovalyovka, adjoining Gandzak’s second residential
area, applied to Echmiatzin’s Spiritual Consistory with
a request to build a chapel in their settlement. They also
submitted the project and estimate of the construction
of the future sanctuary.138

They entered their petition in the following year as
well,139 but it was only on 11 September 1913 that “the
supreme powers granted permission to the Synod to
allow the parishioners of Hay Kovalyovka Village of
Gandzak Province, through Georgia’s Consistory, to
build an Armenian chapel there.”140

Below follow the available statistical data regard-
ing the Armenian population of Gandzak quarters (per
houses):
Quarters   1804141 1861142 1866143 1888144 1889145 1897146

Chaylu 136
Igirmidort 28
Jraberd 15
Kilisakyand 792      750      881
Koryunapat
Norashen 74 99      124 150
Yerevantsots 53 40 31

Gandzak’s main squares were “Miji Meydan and
Yekeghetsu147 Door.”148 The former, also known by the
name of Turki Meydan or simply Meydan, was particu-
larly remarkable for its dimensions (it was 150 sazhens
(320 metres) long and 50 sazhens (107 metres)
wide).149

WaterWork. The entire system of Gandzak’s water
service was mainly based on the river of the same

__________
136 “Horizon,” 1912, No. 41, p. 3, in Armenian.
137 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2644, p. 22.
138 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 11674, p. 1.
139 Idem, p. 2. Also see “Ararat,” 1913, p. 691.
140 “Ararat,” 1913, pp. 1000-1001. Also see National Archives of

Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 11674, pp. 5, 6.

__________
141 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
142 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 4254, p. 68.
143 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3848, p. 57.
144 “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 158, p. 2.
145 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 13, p. 78.
146 “Ardzagank,” 1897, No. 9, p. 3.
147 The Armenian equivalent for ‘Church Door’ so called due to its

closeness to St. Hovhannes Church.
148 “Krunk Hayots Ashkhari,” 1861, Tpkhis, pp. 357-358.
149 Tkachev, G., op. cit., p. 41.

GANDZAK (GYANJA). A street in Koryunapat Quarter (photo 1910s)
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name: “Between four and five miles above the city,
twelve large channels take source in the river and run
to the city where they are divided into about sixty
branches so that there is one flowing in almost every
yard. The city also has a number of wells, some of fine,
others of salty water. In the early 18th century, when
the city was under the Turkish rule, an underground
canal was built there in order to provide the local peo-
ple with high-quality water. Its water, that was a blend
of the waters of many mountain springs, reached the
local castle, but the canal twice suffered destruc-
tion...”150

It was “Mr. Poghos Hamaspyuriants who enabled
the city to use its resources of underground water, for
which he was awarded a gold medal by the gracious
Russian emperor...”151

The inhabitants of Norashen Quarter received water
through wells.152

A certain Nanassian living in Gandzak arranged the
conveyance of water up to the yard of St. Hovhannes
Church with his own means. The baths belonging to
that sanctuary functioned at the expense of that
water.153

Thanks to a similar act of charity, in 1912 water was
provided for St. Grigor Lusavorich Church as well:
“Gandzak vicar Levon the Archimandrite received a
note from the spiritual powers to convey the blessing
and gratitude of His Holiness to Gandzak inhabitant,
Mr. Aghajan Ohanian, who had supplied water for the
gavit154 of the church of the Holy Enlightener through
his own means.”155

Public Institutions. In 1804 Prince Tsitsianov
appointed a town commandant in Gandzak and estab-
lished a court and some other state institutions there for

the handling of affairs of secondary importance. On 10
January 1869, the statutes of Gandzak’s Public
Assembly were ratified.156

In the late 19th century, the administrative build-
ings of the city, including the Province Governor’s
Office, the Provincial Administration, the Post Office
and a progymnasia, were located on the right bank of
the river Gandzak.157

The Local Baths. Both the Armenian and Turkish
quarters of Gandzak had several baths few of which
enjoyed heating facilities (two of them were owned by
the Armenians). The old bath-house of the city, that
belonged to St. Hovhannes Church, was located north
of it: “It is already several years since a bath-house was
built in the site of a deserted garden adjoining the
churchyard in the north. Erected through the sanctu-
ary’s own means, it is rented out to different private
individuals...”158

According to an archive document, in 1854 the
church spent 2,472 rubles from its budget “for the con-
struction of baths...”159

The income yielded by the bath was used to meet
the needs of the parish school of St. Hovhannes Church
so that when it closed in 1892160 due to its old age, the
Spiritual Council of the sanctuary decided to replace it
by another. The new bath-house was founded in 1894,
its walls being erected up to the arches in the same
year.161 According to an estimate of expenditures made
up by Baku-based engineer Michael Hunanian, the
construction required 17,734 rubles 50 kopecks.162 By
1895, however, that sum had already been spent, and
another 8,282 rubles was still necessary for the com-
pletion of the project.163 A record of 1899 states that
“...Gandzak has two baths with heating facilities: one
belongs to a certain Tziralian, and the other to the
church of St. Hovhannes...”164

Between 1899 and 1900, the newly-erected bath-
house was rented out by 2,200 rubles.165 From 1901
until 1904, Mahtesy Harutiun Martirossian worked it
by an annual payment of 2,765 rubles.166 Remaining
under his control until 1911,167 the bath was put up to
auction in November of the same year.168

__________
150 “Krunk Hayots Ashkhari,” 1861, Tpkhis, p. 361.
151 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, p. 172.
152 Lalayan, Yer., Gandzak District, p. 301.
153 “Nor-Dar,” 1902, No. 49, p. 3.
154 A square (quadrangular) chamber placed in front of the church

and on the same axis, destined for both civil and religious use.
155 “Ararat,” 1912, p. 870.

__________
156 Ix, idem, No. 245, pp. 1-2.
157 Ix, idem, No. 243, pp. 1-2.
158 “Krunk Hayots Ashkhari,” 1861, p. 359.
159 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3825, p. 75.
160 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä 56, list 18, file 245, pp. 1-2.
161 Idem, pp. 7, 8-9.
162 Idem, pp. 8-9.
163 Idem, p. 6.
164 “Nor-Dar,” 1899, No. 81, p. 3.
165 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä461, list 1, file 11, pp. 20-

21.
166 Idem, pp. 7-8, 20-21.
167 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä461, list 1, file 26, pp. 4-5.
168 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä458, list 1, file 122, p. 2.

GANDZAK (GYANJA). Meydan Square (photo late 19th cent.)
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The earliest record on the existence of a hospital in
Gandzak dates back to the mid-19th century. That insti-
tution, which was established in the city’s Turkish
quarter,169 was of vital importance not only from the
standpoint of curing common diseases but also con-
taining epidemics. Thus, in 1848 and 1857, a formida-
ble epidemic of cholera broke out in the city so that
“...the mothers left their children and ran to the moun-
tains.”170 A similar disaster overtook Gandzak between
25 September and 10 November 1871.171

The enlargement of the city and the growth of its
population brought forth the necessity of building
another hospital there. For that purpose, in 1899
Mkrtich Afanassian172 “...donated a large building with
a yard and allocated 8,000 rubles to adjust it to a hos-
pital, another 20,000 rubles being earmarked for the
treatment of the poor.”173 By the way, that building was
assessed at more than 30,000 rubles.174

In 1908 Gandzak’s “...Armenian community decid-
ed to erect a three-floor building in a plot of land
belonging to the church. Its upper storey was intended
to house an Armenian theatre: the estimate of expen-
ditures totaled 63,000 rubles.”175

The project that had been worked out by engineer
M. P. Ohanjanian was approved on 18 March 1910.176

As stated by a record of 1914, “...a three-floor building
is being erected now. The stands and their basements
have already been completed, but the theatre hall is still
under construction. So far 7,828 rubles have been spent
on it, with another 55,000 still necessary. The church
has allocated 25,000 rubles so that the trustees will
have to borrow only 30,000, for which the Parish
Assembly has decided to pawn the church bath-house
with its yard, and the club with its five shops, namely
the church estates located in Uchilishchni and
Javjavadze Streets...”177

Despite the aforementioned, however, by 1916 the
work had not been completed yet.178

The Domains of Echmiatzin in Gandzak. The
monastery of Holy Echmiatzin had two income-yield-
ing estates in Gandzak. One of them was a caravanserai
located in the centre of the city, and the other a vine-
yard having its own waterwork and occupying 10
dessiatinas in the west of the city. The Holy See took
possession of it in the early 19th century: ...after
Gandzak City had been liberated from Javad Khan’s
dominion under Governor of Caucasia Prince
Tsitsianov’s leadership in 1804, it shifted into Holy
Echmiatzin’s control. As attested by some competent
people, the necessary documents endorsing that act of
donation were sent there in due time.179

__________
169 ”Krunk Hayots Ashkhari,” 1861, p. 358.
170 “Nor-Dar,” 1892, No. 106, p. 2.
171 “Ararat,” 1871, p. 470.
172 Mkrtich Afanassian was a prominent figure between the late 19th

and early 20th centuries: suffice it to say that he sponsored the
construction of an Armenian school in the yard of Gandzak’s St.
Grigor Lusavorich Church.

173 “Nor-Dar,” 1900, No. 206, p. 2. Also see “Murj,” 1899, No. 6, p. 724.
174 “Mshak,” 1910, No. 127. Also see “Nor-Dar,” 1899, No. 112, p.

1; 1902, No. 49, p. 3.
175 “Ararat,” 1908, p. 1046.

__________
176 For details about that building see National Archives of Armenia,

fund ä461, list 1, file 28, pp. 1-4, 15-17; file 34, pp. 1-12.
177 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä56, list 18, file 918, p. 6.
178 Idem, p. 25.
179 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 775, p. 2.

GANDZAK (GYANJA). Projects of the booths of the caravanserai
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Before the Armeno-Turkish fights between 1905
and 1906, the annual income the vineyard yielded to
the Holy See amounted to 1,500 rubles. Since it was
situated near the Turkish quarters of the city, no
Armenians ever wished to work it out of security con-
siderations. In 1910 it was rented out to two Turks by
500 rubles per year, and the new tenants started using
it as a kitchen garden.180

The caravanserai located in the city’s first residen-
tial area was one of the most profitable domains of
Holy Echmiatzin not only in the city but throughout the
entire district of Gandzak. It comprised 59 stands, 2
basements, 2 cattle-houses, a rest-room and 3 gates. In
1804 Archbishop Hovhannes bought it from a Muslim
for 25 tumans,181 the bargain being ratified by a legal
bill.182

In 1897 the caravanserai was in a state of utter
dilapidation and in bad need of repairs.183

Until the period between 1905 and 1906, some
Turks held tenancy of the caravanserai. In the 1910s, it
yielded an annual income of 2,500 rubles. Situated in
Gandzak’s Turkish quarter, it escaped destruction in the
days of the Armeno-Turkish clashes.

In the late 1900s, contractor Agha Ali Mahmed Irza
oghli built two new rooms with their basements in the
caravanserai having previously agreed to cover all the
expenses of construction amounting to 550 rubles, if
the Holy See committed itself to repairing its stands.184

In 1917 the building of the caravanserai lay in
decrepitude, and the estimate of expenditures neces-
sary for its repairs was being worked out.185

The available data regarding the governors of the
city, known by the title of ‘Emir’ in the Middle Ages,
and ‘Mayor’ between the 19th and 20th centuries, rep-
resent the following chronological picture:

Between the ‘40s and ‘50s of the 10th century, Emir
Khelaziz (Alaziz) is mentioned.186

The same source makes reference to Emir Patlu in
1074, when Grigor the Master’s son received an order
to occupy the castles of Baghk and Kapan.187

In 1147 “...a certain emir named Rovad served as
shahap of Gandzak City...”188

Ghahraman Sergei Hovhannissiants was famous
for his love of antiquities: according to a record of
1880, he spent his own means on conducting excava-
tions in a site called Arablu Hogh and located “within

3 versts” of Gandzak. The digging unearthed several
tombs as well as some pottery and figurines.189

In 1898190 and 1899191 Gh. S. Hovhannissiants
worked as a deputy of the Municipal Council.

Ivan Osipovich Kognovitski was elected mayor on
12 April 1896 with 32 votes.192 One of his opponents,
Lazarian, received 30 voices, but the other, Afanassian,
refused to accept those given in his behalf.193

During the same elections, Accountant of the Muni-
cipal Police Khojayan was elected Secretary of the Mu-
nicipal Council, Hovhannissian and K. S. Tsiralian
being elected members of the City Administration.194

Kognovitski also held office in 1897,195 1898,196

1899,197 1902198 and 1904.199

Population. A spate of historiographical sources
the earliest of which date from at least the 11th centu-
ry mention Gandzak as a populous city where a great
number of Armenians lived side by side with the
Muslims. By the 12th century, it had grown into one of
the largest cities in Transcaucasia, this being proved by
the number of victims (230,000) it suffered in the
aftermath of the earthquake of 1139.200

The Mongol conquest of Gandzak in 1231 took a
heavy toll on the city, “many of the local Christians and
Persians being taken captive.”201 The word ‘Christians’
stands for the Armenians, and the ‘Persians’ indicates
the Turkish-speaking Shiite Muslims. Indeed, Gandzak
might have been populated by some other nationalities
who, probably, formed a small number.

There exist only some scanty records on the num-
ber of Gandzak’s population: thus, in 1640 the city
comprised 6,000 houses.202 According to a report
(1769) by Georgian Prince Artem Andronikov, “...the
local Christians include a great number of Arme-
nians...”203

__________
180 Idem, p. 3.
181 A Persian monetary unit.
182 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 775, p. 8.
183 National Archives of Armenia, fund P-56, list 18, file 405, pp. 1-2.
184 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 775, pp. 6-7.
185 National Archives of Armenia, fund P-56, list 18, file 1143, p. 1.
186 Vardan Vardapet, p. 100.
187 Idem, p. 146.
188 Movse-s Dasxuranc.i: Appendix by Mkhitar Gosh, p. 354.

__________
189 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1880, No. 50, p. 2.
190 Caucasian Calendar for 1899, p. 180.
191 Caucasian Calendar for 1900, Tiflis, 1899, p. 190.
192 “Murj,” 1896, Nos. 3-4, p. 523.
193 Ibid.
194 Ibid.
195 Caucasian Calendar for 1898, p. 171.
196 Caucasian Calendar for 1899, p. 179.
197 Caucasian Calendar for 1900, p. 190.
198 Caucasian Calendar for 1903, p. 198.
199 Caucasian Calendar for 1905, Tiflis, 1904, p. 205.
200 Ibn-al-Asir, p. 250.
201 Brief Chronicles, vol. 1, p. 26.
202 Evliya Chelebi, p. 86. It is generally assumed that during the last

period of Shah Abbas’ reign, the city had “...40,000 valorous
inhabitants who were engaged in crafts...” (“Krunk Hayots
Ashkhari,” 1861, p. 358).

203 The 18th-century Decrees and Other Historical Documents Re-
lating to Georgia, vol. 1 (1768 to 1774). Edited by Tsagareli, A.
A. St. Petersburg, 1891, p. 434, in Russian (the original
reads,“...â íåì íàðîäà õðèñòèÿíü ìíîãîå ÷èñëî àðìÿí-
ñêàãî, âñå ìåñòà ïëîäîâèòû, òàìî ïðàâèòåëü õàí ñàìî-
âëàäåòåëüíîé...”).
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After Gandzak had joined Russia in 1804, the city
had only 1,015 houses,204 with its male citizens totaling
5,079.205

Gandzak’s population underwent the following
numerical changes between the 19th and 20th cen-
turies:

Year Houses Inhabitants
1835206 2,515 16,200
1849207 12,996
1851208 13,000
1852209 10,938
1865210 3,080 15,081
1868211 16,039
1874212 18,505
1884213 18,976
1887214 20,294
1896215 27,206
1897216 33,090
1906217 36,895
1908218 46,297
1914219 59,586
1916220 57,731
1920/21221 42,500
1921222 43,502
1923223 38,880
1926224 136,000
1931225 76,000
1939226 99,000
1959227 136,000

1970228 190,200
1979229 232,000
1980230 237,000
Below follow the available statistical data on the

number of the local Armenian population between the
19th and 20th centuries:

Year Houses Males Females Total

1804231 909 1,327 967 2,294
1822232 828 2,239 1,759 3,998
1835233 5,100
1839234 957 2,397 2,150 4,547
1841235 2,412 2,164 4,576
1845236 2,316 2,129 4,445
1847237 2,334 2,116 4,450
1849238 2,531 2,393 4,924
1850239 986 2,642 2,551 5,193
1852240 2,636 2,608 5,244
1853241 2,650 2,442 5,092
1854242 2,659 2,470 5,129
1857243 2,749 2,511 5,260
1858244 2,754 2,521 5,275
1860245 2,783 2,524 5,307
1861246 902
1863247 950 2,780 2,560 5,340
1864248 2,791 2,574 5,365
1865249 2,800 2,578 5,378
1866250 1,045 3,013 2,689 5,702
1870251 5,200 4,108 9,308
1872252 3,805 3,285 7,090
1873253 6,506

__________
204 Collected Acts..., vol. 4, p. 9.
205 Ibid.
206 Dubrovin, N. Transcaucasia between 1803 and 1806. St.

Petersburg, 1866, p. 149, in Russian.
207 Caucasian Calendar for 1850, p. 48.
208 Caucasian Calendar for 1852, Tiflis, 1851, p. 82.
209 Caucasian Calendar for 1853, p. 117.
210 Voronov, N. A. Collection of Statistical Data on Caucasia, vol.

1, chapter 1, part 4, Tiflis, 1869, p. 74, in Russian.
211 Caucasian Calendar for 1870, pp. 406-407.
212 Caucasian Calendar for 1879, Tiflis, 1878, p. 328.
213 Caucasian Calendar for 1886, p. 124.
214 Yelizavetpol Province: A Statistical Survey Based on the Family

Lists of Caucasia's Population (henceforward: A Statistical
Survey...). Tiflis, 1888, p. 76, in Russian.

215 Caucasian Calendar for 1898, pp. 28-29.
216 Caucasian Calendar for 1905, p. 22.
217 Caucasian Calendar for 1907, p. 322.
218 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, Tiflis, 1909, p. 251.
219 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, Tiflis, 1914, p. 123.
220 Caucasian Calendar for 1917, Tiflis, 1916, pp. 190-193.
221 SAE, vol. 5, Baku, 1981, p. 397.
222 Grand Soviet Encyclopedia, vol. 1, Moscow, 1929, p. 642, all

volumes in Russian.
223 Ibid.
224 SAE, vol. 5, p. 397.
225 Brief Soviet Encyclopedia, vol. 1, Moscow, 1933, p. 174, in

Russian.
226 SAE, vol. 5, p. 397.
227 Ibid.

__________
228 Ibid.
229 Soviet Armenian Encyclopedia, vol. 5, Yerevan, 1979, p. 462, all

volumes in Armenian.
230 SAE, vol. 5, p. 397.
231 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
232 National Archives of Armenia, fund 332, list 1, file 866, p. 1.
233 Dubrovin, N., idem, p. 149.
234 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, pp. 14-26.
235 Idem, file 3802, pp. 168-169.
236 Idem, file 3811, pp. 4-5.
237 Idem file 3814, pp. 95-96.
238 Idem, file 3818, pp. 95-96. According to another statistical

source, the Armenians totaled 4,985 (Caucasian Calendar for
1850, p. 49).

239 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 2596, pp. 107-108.
240 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3819, pp. 105-106.
241 Idem, file 2743, pp. 16-18.
242 Idem, file 3825, pp. 68-69.
243 Idem, file 3830, pp. 74-75.
244 Idem, file 3831, pp. 41-42.
245 Idem, file 3833, pp. 108-109.
246 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 4254, p. 68.
247 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3843, pp. 15-

16; fund 56, list 1, file 4254, p. 76.
248 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3846, pp. 23-24.
249 Idem, file 3848, p. 50.
250 Idem, file 3848, p. 57.
251 Idem, file 3857, pp. 49-50.
252 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63.
253 Idem, file 3862, pp. 58-59.
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1874254 6,626
1875255 6,719
1876256 6,759
1877257 3,562 3,200 6,762
1878258 3,528 3,178 6,706
1881259 4,195 3,370 7,565
1882260 4,297 3,487 7,784
1883261 4,247 3,403 7,650
1884262 4,050 3,854 7,904
1885263 4,038 3,818 7,856
1886264 4,837 4,077 8,914
1887265 4,338 3,987 8,325
1888266 4,408 4,064 8,472
1889267 4,516 4,166 8,682
1890268 4,614 4,294 8,908
1891269 4,751 4,456 9,207
1892270 4,925 4,482 9,407
1893271 5,002 5,392 10,394
1894272 5,103 5,445 10,548
1897273 5,426 5,799 11,225
1898274 5,538 5,906 11,444
1899275 5,754 6,125 11,879
1900276 5,589 6,270 11,859
1901277 5,609 6,354 11,963
1902278 5,887 6,546 12,433
1905279 5,912 6,570 12,482
1906280 5,269 4,820 10,089
1907281 10,382
1908282 1,649 4,736 4,304 9,040
1909283 6,135 6,484 12,619

1910284 3,719 3,548 7,267
1912285 6,213 6,482 12,697
1916286 12,125
1957287 70,000
The statistical records for several years enable us to

calculate what percentage the Armenians formed
among the citizens of other nationalities: 

1804  49.21 %
1835 31.48 %
1849 37.88 %
1852  47.94 %
1865   35.66 %
1874   35.80 %
1884 41.65 %
1887 41.02 %
1897 33.92 %
1906 27.34 %
1908  19.48 %
1916 21.00 %
In 1873 “Mshak” correspondent Mazhak wrote the

following about Gandzak’s Turkish inhabitants: “The
Turks, who constitute a larger number, total 1,800, but
that numerical superiority does not add to their signifi-
cance at all: they share the features of all Asian tribes
without any difference... The only place where they get
education, if any, is their mosque where a sokhta, a
mirza, or a mullah gathers several children and inces-
santly squeaks something, meanwhile also foaming at
the mouth. The pupils listen to him sitting scattered on
the floor, but that lasts for only certain periods of the
year. They are educated, but in what... In extremely for-
midable features... The representatives of their upper,
noble class send their children to a royal college where
they are indoctrinated with some unstable, groundless
ideology, without ever trying to find anything positive
and useful in it. They leave that institution having
picked up a distorted language alleged to be Russian,
and make use of every possible opportunity to crow
about their excellent knowledge.”288

The Turkish inhabitants of Gandzak were occupied
with blacksmithing, carpentry as well as partly sericul-
ture and trade. They mainly dealt in fruits, but “they are
even meaner in that business.”289

Below follow the available statistical data regard-
ing Gandzak’s Turkish citizens:

Year Number Percentage
1804 2,367 50.79
1835 11,100 68.51
1849 6,590 50.70

__________
254 Idem, file 3864, pp. 39-40.
255 Idem, file 3866, pp. 44-45.
256 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
257 Idem, file 3869, pp. 54-55.
258 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
259 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
260 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
261 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
262 Caucasian Calendar for 1886, p. 124.
263 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3877, p. 29.
264 Caucasian Calendar for 1898, pp. 28-29.
265 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 72.
266 Idem, file 3882, p. 130.
267 Idem, file 3884, pp. 226-227.
268 Idem, file 3887, p. 149.
269 Idem, file 3889, p. 148.
270 Idem, file 3891, p. 120.
271 Idem, file 3895, pp. 77-78.
272 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3896, pp. 71-72.
273 Idem, file 3899, pp. 146-147.
274 Idem, file 3897, p. 168.
275 Idem, file 3903, pp. 125-126.
276 Idem, file 3905, pp. 89-90.
277 Idem, file 3906, pp. 96-97.
278 Idem, file 3907, pp. 22-23.
279 Idem, file 3912, pp. 265-266.
280 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
281 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
282 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, pp. 6-7.
283 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä56, list 18, file 764, p. 116.

__________
284 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 55-56.
285 Idem, file 3919, pp. 61-62.
286 Caucasian Calendar for 1917, pp. 191-193.
287 “Sion,” 1957, April-May, p. 112.
288 Mazhak, op. cit.
289 Ibid.
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1865 7,133 47.29
1884 10,320 54.38
1887 11,139 54.88
1916 35,619 61.69
Apart from its main population comprising Arme-

nians and Turks, Gandzak also had some Russian resi-
dents. In 1886 they amounted to 131, their number
growing to 4,261 in 1906 (11.54 %), and 4,815 in 1916
(8.34 %). It should be mentioned, however, that their
increase was evidently due to immigration rather than
a natural rate of growth.

Gandzak was also inhabited by some other nation-
alities, including 30 Gypsies in 1849 as well as 103
Georgians (77 males, 26 females), 3 Germans and 2
Jews in 1886. In 1916 the local population also includ-
ed some sectarians totaling 1,276 (2.2 %).

The history of Gandzak’s parish schools dates
back to 1844, when Mesropian Spiritual School of
males opened at the local church of St. Hovhannes.

The year 1859 marked the establishment of the
city’s first female school and another private male
school.

In 1867 a male school was founded at Sourb Astva-
tzatzin Church of Norashen Quarter, another two
schools, one for males and the other for females, open-
ing at St. Grigor Lusavorich in 1889. 

In 1906 all the aforementioned schools that had
been functioning independently by then merged into
unisex educational institutions. 

Below follows a table representing the number of
Gandzak’s schools, their pupils and teachers:

Year Schools Teachers Pupils
1874290 2 6 201
1875291 2 10 210     
1876292 3 16 210
1877293 3 16 223
1878294 3 17
1883295 2 8 221
1894296 5 22 622
1909297 3 20 560
1911298 4 23 722
In the course of some years, the Armenian parish

schools of Gandzak, that were, as a rule, attached to the
churches, amounted to 10. Despite the efforts of the
local Armenian clergymen, intellectuals and individual
benefactors, many of them often closed and reopened.

That was due not only to their financial predicament
but also the pressure of the Tsarist authorities: thus, in
1885 as well as between 1895 and 1905, all the Arme-
nian educational institutions in the Russian Empire
closed on a Government order.

The oldest Armenian school in Gandzak, Mesro-
pian Spiritual School for males could not afford regu-
lar functioning and closed three years after its founda-
tion (1847) for lack of teachers and means of existence:
“Yelizavetpol’s spiritual school, tracing back to 1844,
has closed this year due to the absence of a teacher of
the Russian language and the instability of the sources
of income providing its staff with salary.”299

The available archive documents keep silence
about the further activity of the institution in the subse-
quent one and a half decades: apparently, it remained
closed for some time and resumed work in 1862. 

The 50th anniversary of the foundation of Mesro-
pian School was celebrated in 1912. As stated by an
archive document providing information on that event,
it was estabished in the year 1862.300 According to
another record, the date of its foundation oscillates
between 1863 and 1864,301 but this source completely
ignores the fact that it also functioned in the 1840s. 

One of the most distinguished teachers of Mesro-
pian School was Yervand Ghazarian, who was held in
high esteem among his pupils. When he died in 1899,
a funeral service was held in his memory in St. Hov-
hannes Church on 31 January.302

Below follows a table representing some data on
the activity of the school:

Year Further Information Teachers     Pupils
1844303 Foundation 2 25
1845304

1847305 Closed
1862306 Reopened
1863307 4 115
1865308 80
1866309 135
1871310 7 166
1873311 6 134
1874312 Functioning

__________
290 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3864, pp. 49-50.
291 Idem, file 3866, pp. 97-98. 
292 Idem, file 3850, p. 52.
293 Idem, file 3850, p. 130.
294 Idem, file 3850, p. 178.
295 Idem, file 3875, pp. 136-137.
296 Idem, file 3896, pp. 173-174.
297 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 1849, p. 17.
298 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 682, p. 57.

__________
299 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3814, p. 96.
300 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 33, p. 1.
301 Khudoyan, S. The East Armenian Schools between 1830 and

1920. Yerevan, 1987, p. 472, in Armenian.
302 “Mshak,” 1899, No. 21.
303 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3814, p. 96.
304 Idem, file 3811, pp. 4-5.
305 Idem, file 3814, p. 96.
306 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 33, p. 1.
307 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3843, pp. 15-16.
308 Idem, file 3848, p. 50.
309 Idem, p. 115.
310 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 472.
311 Ibid.
312 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 3, file 52, p. 28.
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1875313 Archimandrite Grigor Ter-Stepaniants, Priest 
Grigor Babakevkhiyants, Alexandre Hovhan
nissiants, Poghos Hamaspyuriants, Avetis 
Shahsuvariants, Hovsep Tarumiants

6 234
1876314 Functioned as a secondary male school.

7 112
1877315 7 119
1878316 8
1883317 6 96
1884318 Functioned as a two-year male school. 100
1885319 Closed
1886320 Reopened
1888321 Two-year
1890322 2 67
1891323 Three-year 131
1892324 Two-year 135
1892325 Two-year 114
1894326 Functioning
1896327 Closed
1906328 Reopened
1907-08329 Two-year unisex 307
1908-09330 10 320
1909331 Two-year unisex     10 240
1911/12332 Five-year with 

five classes 11 221(98 
females)

The 50th anniversary of its foundation cele
brated Natalia Ter-Zakarian, Siranush Shahsu
variants, Vardanush Adibekian, Shushanik 
Kalantarian, Alexandre Shahsuvarian, Grigor 
Zakariants, Stepan Tumaniants, Arshak Agha
bekiants, Hovhannes Arzumaniants, Sedrak 
Zakariants, Karapet Ghelpughian

1912/13333 Six-year 12
202
1914334 9 190

In 1916 the Board of Trustees of St. Hovhannes
Church entered into agreement with Gandzak inhabi-
tant Gevorg Babassian Hayrumiants, under which he
committed himself to renting out house N 111 located
in Bagratunyats Street to Mesropian Parish School. It
was to be housed there for a year, from 1 September
1916 until 1 September 1917.335

The curriculum of the institution, that was more
extensive than that of ordinary two-year schools, also
included Hygiene and Civic Rights.

Hripsimian Female School, attached to St.
Hovhannes Church, was founded in 1859 and enjoyed
independence until it closed in 1896. After its reopen-
ing in 1906, it merged with Mesropian School.

Below follow the available data regarding the activ-
ity of Hripsimian School:

Year Further Information Teachers Pupils
1859336 Founded, but later closed
1874337 Reopened
1875338 Maria Simeson 1 22
1876339 8 54
1877340 8 58
1878341 8 66
1883342 The 9th anniversary of its foundation 

celebrated on 25 December (2 January 1884)
2 125

1884343 Three-year, secondary 130
1885344 Closed
1886345 Reopened
1888346 Two-year 195
1889347 The school housed in Priest Grigor Tumaniants’

dwelling
1891348 Four-year, secondary
1895349 Two-year 194
1896350 Closed
1906351 Reopened, having merged with the male school

of the same church

The existing sources provide only some scanty
information concerning Gandzak’s private male
school which opened in 1859 and also functioned in
1874.352

__________
313 Idem, p. 45.
314 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3850, p. 52.
315 Idem, p. 130.
316 Idem, p. 178.
317 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3875, pp. 136-137.
318 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 472; “Nor-Dar,” 1884, No. 4, p. 2.
319 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 472.
320 Ibid.
321 Ibid.
322 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 13, p. 19.
323 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3887, p. 179.
324 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3889, p. 148.
325 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3891, p. 120.
326 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 15, file 11, pp. 3-4.
327 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3896, pp. 173-174.
328 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 472.
329 Ibid.
330 Ibid.
331 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 473.
332 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 1849, p. 16;

fund 35, list 1, file 682, p. 57.
333 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 15, file 571, p. 23.

Also see Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 473.
334 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 473.

__________
335 Ibid.
336 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä461. list 1, file 41, pp. 10-11.
337 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 3, file 52, p. 28.
338 Ibid.
339 Idem, p. 45.
340 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3850, p. 52.
341 Idem, p. 130.
342 Idem, p. 178.
343 Idem, file 3875, pp. 136-137.
344 “Nor-Dar,” 1884, No. 4, p. 2.
345 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 473.
346 Ibid.
347 Ibid.
348 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 13, p. 19.
349 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 473.
350 Ibid.
351 Ibid.
352 Ibid.
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Founded in 1867, the male school of Sourb Astva-
tzatzin Church of Norashen Quarter functioned until
the closing of Armenian schools in 1896. Its building
was destroyed during the Armeno-Turkish fights
between 1905 and 1906.

Below follow the available data regarding the activ-
ity of the school:

Year Further Information Teachers Pupils
1867353 Foundation
1871354 Single-year 30
1873355 Single-year 22
1874356 Functioning
1875357 Institution of preschool education
1876358 1 44
1877359 1 46
1878360 Closed in September for absence of teacher

1 30
1881361 Functioning 20
1890362 Reopened
1892363 30
1895364 Single-year with three classes
1896365 Closed on a Government order

A bull issued by His Holiness Catholicos of All
Armenians granted permission for the opening of a
male school at St. Grigor Lusavorich Church at the
beginning of the school year 1890.366 In the meantime,
Mariamian Female School was established at the
same sanctuary. 

In 1895 Gandzak inhabitant Mkrtich Danielian
Afanassiants, who realized the importance of education
well, was willing to allocate “...his own means for the
construction of a building for a unisex school to be
located in the gavit of St. Grigor Lusavorich Church.
He has also committed himself to donating ten thou-
sand rubles to the future institution. Mkrtich
Afanassiants wants the following Board of Trustees to
be approved for it: Priest Simeon Ter-Khachatriants,
Sargis Afanassiants, Harutiun Maliants and he him-
self.”367 According to the estimate of expenditures, the

amount necessary for the completion of the project
totaled between 14,000 and 15,000 rubles.368 However,
the order of the Tsarist Government to close all the
Armenian schools throughout the Russian Empire in
1896 hindered Afanassiants from continuing his work.
By 1896 the benefactor “...had already begun clearing
the southern part of the churchyard, but left it in ruins
seeing that he was unable to fulfill his promise. This
year he has applied to the spiritual powers to be
exempted from his pledge...”369

In 1898 Afanassiants intended to spend 10,000
rubles on another God-pleasing undertaking.370 After

__________
353 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 3, file 52, p. 28.
354 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 470.
355 Ibid.
356 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 3, file 52, p. 28.
357 Idem, p. 45.
358 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 3, file 62, p. 46; fund

53, list 1, file 3850, p. 52.
359 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3850, p. 130.
360 Idem, p. 178.
361 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 470.
362 Ibid. Also see National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file

5, p. 18.
363 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 470.
364 Ibid.
365 Ibid.
366 “Ardzagank,” 1890, No. 3, p. 6.
367 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 8, p. 2.

__________
368 “Nor-Dar,” 1895, No. 114, p. 2.
369 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 8, p. 16.
370 Idem, p. 13.

GANDZAK (GYANJA). The building of Afanassian School and its
construction inscription (1909)
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the Armenian schools had reopened, however, he
again harnessed himself to the work he had left
incomplete more than 10 years before. In 1909
Mkrtich and Yeghisabet Afanassian again applied to
the spiritual authorities and were granted permission
to resume the construction of the school.371 The build-
ing was completed on 26 May 1910,372 the solemn
ceremony of its blessing being held on 6 June.373 On
the whole, it had taken the benefactor 35,000 rubles to
complete it,374 for which Catholicos Mateos
addressed a bull of blessing and gratitude to the cou-
ple on 7 June.375

In 1913 a similar bull was addressed to Gandzak
inhabitant Aghajan Ohanian for his financial assistance
(1,077 rubles) in the furnishing of the institution.376

Below follows a table of the available data regard-
ing the activity of the school:

Year Further Information Teachers   Pupils
1889/90377 Foundation (single-year) 4
1892/93378 106
1896379 Closed
1906380 Reopened as a unisex institution
1909381 Unisex                6 120
1911382 Five-year, unisex with 7 classes

9 356
1911/12383 Gevorg Tumaghian, 10

Harutiun Yeritsian,
Arusyak Ter-Astvatzatrian
Shushanik Melik-Hakhijanian,
Varsik Melkonian,
Tigran Ohanian,
Simon Ter-Khachatrian,
Astvatzatur Rshtuny,
Yeghisabet Ter-Makarian,
Socrat Grigorian

1914384 12 358

Until 1989 the entrance facade of Afanassian
School bore a construction inscription which follows
below:

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a marble slab set
above the entrance:

àõëáõÙÝ³ñ³Ýë ½³Ûë ÏÇó ê. Èáõë³õáñÇã »-
Ï»Õ»óõáÛ Ï³éáõó³õ ³ñ¹»³Ùù »õ Í³ËÇõù ²-
ý³Ý³ë»³Ý ³ÙáõëÝáÛ ØÏñïãÇ »õ ºÕÇë³µ¿ÃÇ,
1909 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: This school attached to St. Lusavorich
Church was built through the efforts and means of
the spouses Mkrtich and Yeghisabet in the year 1909.

Published for the first time.

On the eve of the closing of Armenian schools in
1896, the institution had a library of 373 books.385

Mariamian Female School, that was attached to
St. Grigor Lusavorich Church, was founded in 1890
and had 92 pupils in 1892.386 It functioned until the
mass closing of Armenian schools in 1896. In the same
year, it had a small library of 114 books.387

St. Grigor Lusavorich also had a male school esta-
blished in 1890. After Mariamian School had reopened
in 1906, both institutions merged together.

The unisex school of Koryunapat Quarter,
founded in 1908, had 70 male and 50 female pupils in
1909, its teaching staff comprising 4 people.388 In 1911
it represented a single-year institution of 60 boys and
42 girls who had a male and 2 female teachers.389

Gandzak’s Armenian School of Literacy, whose
primary goal was to provide adults with grammatical
competence, started its activity not later than 1907. In
1909 the institution, which was sustained by Cauca-
sia’s Armenian Charity Society, had a unisex teaching
staff of 3, and 118 pupils, including 56 girls.390

There exist only some scanty data on Miss Varduhi
Ter-Sahakian’s School of Sewing and Needlework,
which was housed in the teacher’s own dwelling in
Golitsinskaya Street. According to an announcement, it
was to start lessons on 25 September 1907.391

As stated in a press publication, the Zhamharian
brothers had a School of Agriculture built through
their own means in a land of 200 dessiatinas in the site
of Arablu. They had purchased it from the parishioners
of St. Hovhannes Church by 200 rubles per dessiatina,
with permission granted by the Synod in 1913.392

The Armenian pupils formed a considerable num-
ber in Gandzak’s public (non-Armenian) schools as
well: thus, in 1893 the local male gymnasia, founded in
1881, had 209 pupils, including 153 Armenians, 38
Turks and 15 Russians.393

__________
371 Idem, p. 18.
372 Idem, p. 22.
373 “Mshak,” 1910, No. 127.
374 Ibid.
375 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 603, p. 75.
376 “Ararat,” 1913, p. 8.
377 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 39, p. 2. Also

see “Ardzagank,” 1890, No. 3, p. 6.
378 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 471.
379 Ibid.
380 Ibid.
381 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 1849, p. 17.
382 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 682, p. 57.
383 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 15, file 571, p. 24. 
384 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 471.

__________
385 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 9, p. 178.
386 Khudoyan, S., idem, pp. 471-472.
387 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 9, p. 178.
388 National Archives of Armenia, fund  57, list 2, file 1849, p. 17.
389 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 682, p. 57.
390 Khudoyan, S., idem, pp. 473-474.
391 “Kovkasi Aravot,” 1907, No. 9, in Armenian.
392 “Ararat,” 1913, pp. 114, 1000.
393 “Nor-Dar,” 1899, No. 81, p. 3; “Ardzagank,” 1893, No. 145, p. 2.
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The Craftsmen Training College, established in
1884 by Great Prince Michael, was housed in a two-
storey building standing in the vicinity of the City Park
and the Governor’s residence.394 In 1902 Priest Avetik
Karapetian Shahsuvariants of St. Grigor Lusavorich
Church taught Religion in that institution whose pupils
also included Armenians.395

A considerable number of Armenian girls attended
the college of St. Nune dating from 1885.396

According to an archive document, the one-year
school of Gandzak Station started working in 1911
with a teacher and 24 pupils, including 14 girls.397 The
available sources keep silence about its future activity.

The Armenian Churches in Gandzak. Given the
fact that even small villages in Armenia had their own
churches, we can imagine how great their number was
in Gandzak, a city with a large Armenian population
which also served as a Patriarchal seat between the 9th
and 12th centuries. Despite that, however, in 1989 the
oldest of the churches preserved there dated back to the
17th century.

In the 19th century, when Gandzak became part of
the Russian Empire, the local Armenians started repair-
ing the city’s old churches and building new ones.
Before the mid-19th century, Gandzak had four
Armenian churches built of stone, three of them parish
ones and the other belonging to a local cemetery. An
archive document of 1849398 mentions them by name:
St. Hovhannes Church; St. Gevorg Church in Yerevan-
tsots Quarter; Sourb Astvatzatzin Church in Norashen
Quarter, and St. Sargis Church standing in the cemetery
of the same quarter.

The city also had several other church-chapels con-
sidered pilgrimage destinations: among them Cholak’s
Sourb Astvatzatzin Church was particularly famous.

According to some archive documents tracing back
to the 1870s, Gandzak had four parish churches,
including  St. Grigor Lusavorich. In 1885 the city
boasted six churches: St. Hovhannes, St. Gevorg, St.
Grigor Lusavorich, Sourb Astvatzatzin, St. Sargis of
Norashen’s grave-yard, and Cholak’s Sourb Astvatza-
tzin.399

The Armenians had the following pilgrimage sites
in Gandzak proper: Sourb Astvatzatzin and Sts.
Kirakos and Yughita.400

St. Hovhannes, which is the main and oldest
church in Nor Gandzak, represents a tri-nave basilica
situated in Kilisakyand Quarter, on the right bank of the

river. Its semi-circular vault, lying below a gable roof,
is sustained inside by three pairs of pillars. The church,
whose two entrances open from its southern and west-
ern facades, has double-storied vestries in the east. In
the course of time, a gavit, a vestibule and a belfry were
added to it. Between the 18th and 19th centuries, buri-
als were held both in the vestibule and in the church
proper, i.e. in the southern section of the first floor of
one of the vestries. Some of the inscriptions of the
sanctuary were recorded and later published.401

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved below a sundial on the
southern wall:

Æ Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÝ àí³Ý¿ë | Ï(³)ÃáõÕ(Ç)Ï(á)ëÇ,
ÃíÇÝ èÒ´ (1633) [ë] ßÇÝí(»)ó³õ ë(áõñ)µ àí³-
Ý¿ë »Ï|»Õ»ó(Çë):

transl.: St. Hovhannes Church was built during
the Patriarchate of Catholicos Hovhannes in the
year 1633.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.
Artsakh, p. 37; “Nor-Dar,” 1899, No. 85, p. 2; Lalayan, Yer.
Gandzak District, p. 299; Corpus..., part 5, p. 227.

Note: M. Barkhutariants is the only researcher to have deci-
phered the epitaph on the spot; the others only re-published it later.

5 lines in the Armenian original carved near the eastern corner of
the southern facade of the church:

ê(áõñ)µ Úáí³Ý¿ëÇ Í³é|³Û Â³ë³ÉÇ | Æë-
ñáõÙÇ ²ëï|³å³ï»óÇ, | Ç èÔ´ (1643) ÃíÇÝ:

transl.: Humble servant of St. Hovhannes Tasali
Isrum from Astapat. In the year 1643.

Published for the first time.

4 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on the facade of the
vestibule entrance:

1860 | ßÇÝ»ó³õ ¹áõéë | ³ñ¹»³Ùµ Úáë¿÷
¼³é|³µ ¶ñÇ·áñ»(³)Ýó ÛÇß(³)ï(³)ÏÇ:

transl.: 1860. This door was built through
Hosep Zarab Grigoriants’ means in perpetuation
of his memory.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid.

__________
394 “Ardzagank,” 1893, No. 133, p. 1.
395 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, pp. 34-38. 
396 “Nor-Dar,” 1899, No. 81, p. 3.
397 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 682, p. 57.
398 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3818, pp. 95-96.
399 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3877, p. 29.
400 Barkhutariants, M., Artsakh, pp. 51-52.

__________
401 The first scholar to decipher and publish the inscriptions pre-

served on the walls of St. Hovhannes Church, as well as the epi-
taphs engraved on the tombstones lying around and inside it is
Bishop M. Barkhutariants, who is known to have collected fifteen
inscriptions (Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 36-38). He was fol-
lowed by Priest Emmanuel Nazariants, who published three
inscriptions, two of them newly-found and one republished (“Nor-
Dar,” 1889, No. 85, p. 2). Some time later, Lalayan republished
four of these inscriptions without referring to the source he had
made use of (Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District. In: “Azgagrakan
Handes,” vol. 5, pp. 268, 299). The fifth part of the Corpus
Inscriptionum Armenicarum (Yerevan, 1982) republished twelve
selected inscriptions which did not add anything to the material
already existing. The entire lapidary heritage of St. Hovhannes
Church, that follows below, comprises twenty-two inscriptions,
two of which appear in print for the first time: we found them dur-
ing the investigation we conducted in the monument in 1986.
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9 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a finely-cut stone
set into the southern facade of the church:

Æ ÃáõÇÝ èÚÄ² (1862). ßÝáñÑÇõÝ ²(ëïáõ-
Íá)Û | »ë Ù³Ñï(»)ëÇ ²Õ³ç³Ý Ê³ã³ïáõñ»³Ýë
| ÇÙáí ë»åÑ³Ï³Ý ³ñ¹»³Ùµ ßÇÝ»óÇ | ½ï³ÝÇë
ë(áõñ)µ ÚáíÑ³ÝÝ¿ë »Ï»Õ¿|óõáÛë ëñµ³ï³ß ù³-
ñ³Ùµ Ç Ý»ñùë | »õ Û³ñ¹³ùë ëåÇï³Ï»óáõóÇ Ç
ÛÇß³|ï³Ï Ñá·õáÛ ÇÙáÛ »õ ³Ù(»Ý³ÛÝ) ÝÝç»|ó¿Éáó
»õ Ï»Ý¹³Ý»³ó ÇÙáó, | Û³ÙÇ ï»³éÝ 1862:

transl.: In the year 1862 of Our Lord by the
grace of God, I, Mahtesy Aghajan Khachaturian,
built the roof of St. Hovhannes Church of finely-
cut stone and had its inner and outer walls white-
washed in memory of all my living and dead rela-
tives and me.

Published for the first time.

The following inscriptions cast light upon the con-
struction of the church and the adjoining buildings:

Engraved above the western entrance of the sanctuary:
ÐÇÙÝ»ó³õ Ç ÑÇÙ³Ý¿ ·³õÇÃ ëáõñµ ÚáíÑ³Ý-

Ý¿ë »Ï»Õ»óõáÛë Ç Ñ³Ûñ³å»ïáõÃ»³Ý ï»³éÝ
º÷ñ»Ù³Û »õ ³é³çÝáñ¹áõÃ»³Ý ï»³éÝ Ü»ñë¿-
ëÇ ëñµ³½³Ý ³ñù»åÇëÏáåáëÇ ³ñ¹»³Ùµ »õ
Í³ËÇõù Ù³Ñï»ëÇ ï¿ñ ¶¿áñ·Ç î¿ñ ÚáíÑ³Ý-
ÝÇë»³Ý. Ñ³Ûó»Ù ³é ëÇñ»ÉÇ »Õµ³ñó¹ª áñù Ñ³Ý-
¹ÇåÇù ÁÝÃ»éÝáõÉª ½Ù¿Ï µ»ñ³Ý ½áÕáñÙÇ ËÝ¹ñ»-
ó¿ù ³é ²ëïáõ³Í, 1816 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: The gavit of St. Hovhannes Church was
founded and completed under Catholicos Yeprem
and Holy Archbishop Nerses through Mahtesy
Gevorg Ter-Hovhannissian’s efforts and means.
May I ask you, my dear brothers, to pray for the
repose of my soul if you happen to read this. 1816.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;
Lalayan, Yer., ibid.

Inscribed inwardly on the upper part of one of the windows open-
ing from the northern facade of the church:

ÚÇß³ï³Ï ¿ Éáõë³Ùáõïë Ø³ÛÇÉ»³Ýó Ô³Ñ-
ñ³Ù³ÝÇÝ áõ ÍÝáÕ³ó ÝáñÇÝ ²õ³·ÇÝ »õ ºÕÇë³-
µ¿ÃÇÝ, 1839 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: This window is in memory of Ghahra-
man Mayiliants as well as his parents Avag and
Yeghisabet. 1839.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid.

Engraved above the second window adjoining the aforemen-
tioned one:

ÚÇß³ï³Ï ¿ ëáõñµ ³õ³½³Ýë »õ Éáõë³Ùáõïë
Ù³Ñï»ëÇ ²Õ³ç³Ý Ê³ã³ïáõñ»³ÝÇ ... »õ ÍÝá-
Õ³ó »õ »Õµ³ñó, 1839 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: This holy font and window are in mem-
ory of Mahtesy Aghajan Khachaturian ...as well
as his parents and brothers. 1839.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid.GANDZAK (GYANJA). St. Hovhannes Church
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Carved on the southern part of the western entrance of the
church opening into the gavit:

Æ ÃáõÇÝ Ð³Ûáó èÚÄ² (1862). ßÝáñÑÇõÝ ²ë-
ïáõÍáÛ »ë Ù³Ñï»ëÇ ²Õ³ç³Ý Ê³ã³ïáõñ»³Ý
ÇÙáí ë»åÑ³Ï³Ý ³ñ¹»³Ùµ Ï³éáõóÇ Ýáñ³Ó»õ
Ï³ÃáõÕÇÏ¿ë ëáõñµ ÚáíÑ³ÝÝ¿ë »Ï»Õ»óõáÛë Ç ÛÇ-
ß³ï³Ï Ñá·õáÛ ÇÙáÛ »õ ³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ ÝÝç»ó»Éáó »õ
Ï»Ý¹³Ý»³ó ÇÙáó: ²Õ³ã»Ù ½Ñ³Ý¹ÇåáÕë¹ ÛÇ-
ß»ëçÇù ½Ù»½ Û³ñÅ³Ý³õáñ Ù³ÕÃ³Ýë Ó»ñ, ½Ç
ÙÇçÝáñ¹áõÃ»³Ùµ ëáõñµ ²ëïáõ³Í³ÍÝÇÝ »õ
³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ ëñµáó çÝç»ëó¿ î¿ñ ½Ó»é³·Çñ Û³Ý-
ó³Ý³ó ÇÙáó, Û³ÙÇ î»³éÝ 1862-ÇÝ, ¶³ÝÓ³Ï:

transl.: In the year 1862 of the Armenian era,
by the grace of God, I, Mahtesy Aghajan Khacha-
turian, had the newly-fashioned dome of St. Hov-
hannes Church built with my own means in mem-
ory of all my living and dead relatives and me.
May you who read this remember us kindly, for
God granted atonement for all my sins by the
grace of the Holy Virgin and all the saints. Gan-
dzak, 1862 A.D.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,
pp. 37-38; Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 299.

Incised into one of the church pillars:
Ê³ÝÇ:
transl.: Khani.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 36.

Carved on a capital:
ÈÕ³ñ ¿ñ»ó:
transl.: Priest Leghar.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,

pp. 36-37.
Note: ‘Leghar’ is the Armenian equivalent for ‘thin,’ ‘emaciat-

ed’: apparently, first used as a nickname, it is mentioned as a proper
name in the inscription.

Some archive documents provide important infor-
mation concerning the construction and overhaul of St.
Hovhannes Church. Particularly remarkable are those
(entitled “About the reconstruction of Gandzak’s St.
Hovhannes Church”) on the major repairs it periodical-
ly underwent in the early 20th century. The project of
the work and estimate of expenditures were made up in
1903 by architect Oltarzhevski.402 The submission of
the documents necessary for its implementation started
in 1899 and ended in 1910. The work that was delayed
due to the Armeno-Turkish fights finally started in 1910
and was completed in the same year,403 with Hovsep
Bey Melik-Beglarian, Simeon Afanassian, Michael La-
zarian, Hakob Lisikian, Martiros Nabatian and Simeon
Babakevkhiyan404 having supervised it all that time.

In 1920 St. Hovhannes Church suffered bombard-
ment on the order of the Turkish army leadership: “A
spate of shells exploded around the sanctuary, five of
them eventually hitting their target: three of them dam-
aged the dome, and the other two the walls of the mon-
ument.”405__________

402 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3400, p. 9.
403 Idem, p. 13. Also see fund 461, list 1, file 26, pp. 11-12.
404 Idem, p. 2.

__________
405 Grigorian, B., idem.

GANDZAK (GYANJA). From top to bottom: The entrance of St.
Hovhannes Church opening from its southern facade; the
construction inscription of the church, and a window opening
from its eastern facade
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Some church dignitaries and other outstanding per-
sonalities who played a pivotal role in the history of the
region were buried in the gavit and one of the vestries
of St. Hovhannes Church. Below follow some of the
epitaphs engraved on their grave-stones: 

Carved on a tombstone lying in the bema of the first floor of the
southern sacristy:

î¿ñ ÚÇëáõë øñÇëïáë, èÖÔ² (1742) ÃíÇÝ 
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ëáõñµ Ü»ñë¿ëÇ 
ºõ ²Õáõ³ÝÇó Ï³ÃáõÕÇÏáëÇ 
ºÕ¨ í³Ë×³Ý Ñ³Ý¹ÇëÇ 
ºñÏÛáµ»É»³Ý Ï»³Ýë Ñ³ëÇ, 
²å³ ÏáãáõÙÝ ï»³éÝ ÉëÇ 
öáË»³É ³ëï¿Ý Û»ñÏÇÝë ¹³ëÇ 
Ð³½³ñ »ñÏáõ Ñ³ñÇõñ ³ÙÇ. 
´Ä (12) ÃáõÇ 
ºõ µ³ñ³¹³ëÇ 
Ü»ñ ëáñ³ ³Ýõáç ÛÇß³ï³ÏÇ:
transl.: The Lord Jesus Christ, in the year 1742 
This is the tomb of St. Nerses
Catholicos of Aghvank.
He reached the age of 100
And consigned his soul to God
Departing to heaven
In the year 1763. 
May his name be always remembered kindly.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,

p. 36; Corpus..., part 5, p. 227.

Incised into another gravestone lying in the same place:
²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï Æëñ³Û¿ÉÇÝ,
àñ ¿ ³½ÝÇõ ¨ ·áí»ÉÇÝ,
ÜÙ³Ý ³ñ¹³ñáÛÝ ²µ¿ÉÇÝ,
ºõ áñ¹Ç Ø»ÉÇù Ð³Ã³ÙÇÝ,
àõÃáõï³ë³Ý Ï»³Ýù ëÏ³ÉÇ
²éÝáõ ³Ý³Ýó å³ñ·¨ë ÉÇ
ºõ Ù»½ »ÃáÕ ïñïÙáõÃ»³Ùµ ÉÇ
èØÆº (1826) ÃáõÇ
ºõ Äº (15) Ù³ÛÇëÇ:
transl.: This is the tomb of Israel
Who is noble and praiseworthy
Like fair Abel
And is Melik Hatam’s son.
Enjoying the blessings of life
For eighteen years,
He died, leaving us grief-stricken and mourn-

ing
On 15 May 1826.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;

Corpus..., part 5, pp. 227-228.

Below follow the epitaphs of some tombstones
lying in the church gavit:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ëáõñµ ºÕÇß¿Ç ³é³çÝáñ¹
ì³... í³ñ¹³å»ïÇÝ, Ãí. èØ¼ (1757):

transl.: In this grave reposes leader of St.
Yeghishe Archimandrite Va... 1757.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,
p. 38; Corpus..., part 5, p. 228.

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ã³ñ³µ»ñ¹óÇ ²Ã³Ý³ë í³ñ-
¹³å»ïÇ... èØÄ¶ (1764):

transl.: In this grave reposes Archimandrite
Atanas from Charaberd... 1764.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;
Corpus..., ibid.

²Ûë ï³å³Ý Îáñ·Ç áñ¹Ç Ø»ÉÇù ØÝ³ó³Ï³-
ÝÇÝ, èØÆ (1771):

transl.: In this grave reposes Korg’s son Melik
Mnatsakan. 1771.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;
Corpus..., ibid.

²Ûë ¿ ßÇñÇÙ ëáõñµ ºñáõë³Õ¿Ù³Û ÝáõÇñ³Ï
ÂáË³ÃóÇ ü³ñ³õáÝ í³ñ¹³å»ïÇ, èØÈº
(1786):

transl.: In this grave reposes Archimandrite
Faravon from Tokhat, a devotee to Holy
Jerusalem. 1786.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;
Corpus..., ibid.

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Øéáõï ³Ý³å³ïÇ ³é³ç-
Ýáñ¹ Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝ í³ñ¹³å»ïÇ, èØÊÂ (1800),
ÛáõÝÇë Ä¼ (16)-ÇÝ:

transl.: In this grave reposes leader of Mrut
Cloister Archimandrite Harutiun. On 16 June
1800.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;
Corpus..., ibid.

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý êáõñµ êï»÷³ÝÝáë Ü³Ë³-
íÏ³ÛÇ ÙÇ³µ³Ý êï»÷³ÝÝáë í³ñ¹³å»ïÇ,
èØÒ¶ (1834):

transl.: In this grave reposes Archimandrite
Stepanos from the monastic community of St.
Stepanos Nakhavka. 1834.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;
Corpus..., ibid.

A grave located in front of the western entrance of
the vestibule had the following epitaph:

²ÝÙáé³ó ³Ûë ï³å³Ý ù³ç ³Ýáõ³ÝÇ,
Ñ³Ý·ãÇ ³ëï Ù³ñÙÇÝ Ø»ÉÇù-²éëï³ÙÇ, Û³½-
·¿Ý ´³·ñ³ïáõÝÇ Ð³ÛÏ³½»³Ý ïáÑÙÇª ïÇñáÕ
´³ñëáõÙ ¶³ÝÓ³Ïáõ Ý³Ñ³Ý·Ç, ÍÝ»³É 1722 Ã.,
í³Ë×. 1794 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this unforgettable grave repose the
remains of prominent brave hero Melik-Arustam
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from the family of the Armenian Bagratids, who
ruled in Barsum, Gandzak Province. Born in
1722, he died in the year 1794.

The Armenian original published in: “Nor-Dar,” 1899, No. 85, p.
2; Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 268; Corpus..., ibid.

Note: Priest Emmanuel Nazariants was the first scholar to pub-
lish the epitaph.

Engraved on a tombstone located in front of the western entrance
of the gavit:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ²õ³· í³ñ¹³å»ïÇÝ, áñ ¿
â³ñ³å»ñïáõ Ø»Í-ÎáõÝ¿Çó, èØÊº (1796):

transl.: In this grave reposes Archimandrite
Avag from Metz-Kune of Charapert. 1796.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;
Corpus..., ibid.

Note: The person buried in the grave was Dali-Mahtasy, a hero
of the contemporary struggle for freedom.

Carved on a tombstone lying in a grave-yard located in a garden
north of the gavit:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ã³ñ³µ»ñ¹óÇ ê³ñ·ëÇ áñ¹Ç
²ñ½áõÙ³Ý áõ½å³ßáõÝ, èØÊº 1796 ÃáõÇÝ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Charaberd inhab-
itant Sargis’ son Arzuman Youzbashi. In the year
1796.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;
Corpus..., ibid.

Note: The person buried in the grave was Tyulli-Arzuman,
another hero of the contemporary struggle for freedom.

Engraved on a grave-stone lying in front of the
western entrance of the vestibule:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ØÏñïÇã »åÇëÏáåáëÇª ³-
é³çÝáñ¹ÇÝ ¶³ÝÓ³Ïáõ, èØÊÂ (1800):

transl.: In this grave reposes leader of Gandzak
Bishop Mkrtich. 1800.

The Armenian original published in: “Nor-Dar,” 1899, No. 85, p.
2.

Note: Priest Emmanuel Nazariants is the only researcher to have
published the epitaph.

Among the priests of St. Hovhannes Church,
mention should be made of Hovhannes Yengibariants,
who was already dead in 1862.406

Senior Priest Garegin Ter-Grigorian Tumaniants
was ordained on 15 November 1898.407 In 1908 he
served his community together with Priests Grigor Ba-
bakevkhiants (he died in 1908), Daniel Ter-Danie-
liants, Mkrtich Ter-Hovsepiants and Shmavon Bor-
iants.408 Garegin Ter-Grigorian, who had four sons
(Tigran, born in 1887; Arsen, born in 1891; Stepanos,
born in 1893, and Grigor, born in 1895), died in De-
cember 1918.409

The Estates of St. Hovhannes Church. Arablu
Hogh was located “...within the borders of Gandzak
City and extended from the north-east to the south cov-
ering an area of 1,560 dessiatinas ... It had a canal pro-
viding it with water.”410

In 1836 part of Arablu Hogh was purchased by the
Hamaspyurians from Gandzak: “Fifty years ago, the
late brothers Petros, Poghos and Taghveran from Ha-
maspyurian Family bought half of Araplu from Melik-
Mejlum’s daughter-in-law, Lady Thamar, at 600
rubles...”411

The remaining part of the site was donated to St.
Hovhannes Church: “...Some prudent, far-sighted and
good-hearted citizens, including Mahtesies Hovakim
Yesayants, Aghajan Isahakiants as well as Jehanbek
Balughiants, Hovhannes-Bey Melikiants and others,
bought the other half for 600 rubles and put it at the dis-
posal of the sanctuary...”412

In 1885 some German immigrants intended to take
possession of 90 dessiatinas of Arablu, then still
belonging to Hamaspyurian Family.413 There was noth-
ing surprising about it, for in 1886 Arablu lay in total
neglect, having been reduced to “...some barren land
belonging to the church.”414

In 1898 Echmiatzin’s Spiritual Department rented
out 33 dessiatinas of Arablu to the Armenians of
Helendorf (some 3 to 4 dessiatinas of that land were
intended for the construction of a church and a school).
However, “...when everything had already been pre-
pared and the representatives of both sides went to the
notary to sign the contract, the spiritual powers raised
some inappropriate questions which delayed it. That
state of uncertainty lasted until August 1903, when
Arablu shifted into state domination together with the
church property.”415

In 1906 Helendorf’s Armenian community again
applied to the spiritual leadership with the same peti-
tion which was met this time. In 1908 the trustees of St.
Hovhannes Church, namely Abraham Temuriants and
Sergei Aziziants on one hand, and Helendorf inhabi-
tants Alexandre Mamikoniants and Grigor Yengiba-
riants on the other, signed an agreement under which
15 dessiatinas of the church domains were allocated to
Helendorf Armenians by an infinite period of time and
an annual rent of 500 rubles: “...that plot extended to
the arable lands of St. Hovhannes Church in the east;
the royal road leading to Helendorf in the west; the
farming lands of the Germans in the south, and the gar-
den fence of Lok, a German in origin, in the north...”416

__________
406 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 4254, p. 48.
407 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, pp. 28-29.
408 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 817, p. 5.
409 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 52, p. 2.

__________
410 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1886, No. 4, p. 2.
411 Ibid.
412 Ibid.
413 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1885, No. 94, p. 4.
414 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 4, p. 12.
415 Idem, file 15, p. 1. Also see “Murj,” 1898, No. 4, p. 565.
416 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 15, pp. 4, 7-8, 11.



In 1907 Echmiatzin Synod decided to meet the peti-
tion of Gandzak’s Parish Assembly and allocate 5
dessiatinas of Arablu for the construction of some
headquarters.417

In 1913 Georgia’s Armenian Consistory applied to
the provincial authorities for permission to sell 200
dessiatinas of Arablu for the construction of Zhamha-
rian School of Agriculture.418

Arablu also represented a famous archaeological
site retaining monuments of pre-Christian period which
were partly excavated in 1880.419

In 1906 the territory of Tik-Ghaj, another estate
belonging to St. Hovhannes Church, was rented out to
Helendorf Armenians and the inhabitants of Koryuna-
pat for farming and house-building.420

Sourb Astvatzatzin, located in Norashen Quarter,
was one of the city’s main parish churches before the
foundation of St. Grigor Lusavorich. In comparison
with the other local sanctuaries, “...it was larger ... rest-
ing on six pillars.”421

Different visitors described the monument in their
travelling notes, but it is Bishop Barkhutariants who
provides data of special importance: “...tracing back to
the year 1713 of the Armenian era, it represents a mag-
nificent, large and high building of stone and mortar
that is 26 1/2 metres long and 16 metres wide. The
northern arches of the sanctuary, which rests on six pil-
lars and has an antechamber, are cracked from the east
to the west; that is why, some exterior abutments of
stone and mortar have been added to it on the same
side.”422

In the late 19th century, Priest Emmanuel Naza-
riants wrote the following about Sourb Astvatzatzin:
“...Gandzak’s Norashen Quarter has quite a large
church called Sourb Astvatzatzin. It represents a vault-
ed building of six stone pillars which is devoid of a
dome. Its paved floor is covered with clean grass that is
commonly used in the local sanctuaries, and a capert
decorates the section in front of the bema. The hall
where believers generally gather is large, the part of
ladies being higher than that of men. This church has
an impressive stone vestibule, above which a belfry
stands: the former was built through Ghazar Teos-
siants’ means in 1889...”423

Between 1854 and 1859, the roof of the sanctuary
was renovated.424

The overhaul carried out in 1868 is commemorated
in an inscription carved on a shrine donated to the
church:

ÚÇß³ï³Ï ¿ ëáõñµ Ë³ãë ØÝ³ó³Ï³Ý ¶ñÇ-
·áñ»³Ýó ì³ë³Ïáí, áñ »ï Üáñ³ß¿Ý ëáõñµ ²ë-
ïáõ³Í³ÍÝ³Û »Ï»Õ»óõáÛÝ, áñ ¨ ³ÛÅÙ Ýáñá·»³ó
áñ¹Ç ÝáñÇÝ ¶¿áñ· ì³ë³Ïáí 1868 ³ÙÇ, Ç ëÙ³
¿ ³Ù÷á÷»³É µáÛÃÝ Â³¹¿áëÇ ³é³ù»ÉáÛÝ ². ¶.
Â.

transl.: This Holy Cross perpetuates the memo-
ry of Mnatsakan Grigoriants Vasakov, who donat-
ed this shrine with the thumb of Thaddaeus the
Apostle ... His son Gevorg Vasakov had the church
repaired in 1868.425

In the same year (1868), probably after the renova-
tion, the sanctuary, where a certain Grigor served as
priest, was plundered.426

On permission granted by the spiritual powers, in
the mid-1890s, fund-raising was initiated for the imple-
mentation of further repairs.

As stated in a press publication of 1895, “it is
already about eight months since the church of Nora-
shen Quarter closed due to the cracks of its vault.”427

The local inhabitants faced the necessity of replac-
ing the decrepit building by another, but a group of spe-
cialists who conducted some studies there found it
more expedient to repair it.428 Mahtesy Kerovbe Ter-
Martirossiants, a merchant from Gandzak, made a large
financial contribution of 500 rubles for that purpose.429

In 1907 the estates of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church
included the sites of Daylar Yeri, Ghuru-Ghobi and
Uch-Tapa.430

Priests. Anania (secular name: Smbat) Ter-Theodo-
rossian Shirakuny was a graduate of the school of Kha-
chakap’s Targmanchats Monastery, Dashkesan District,
where his father, Archimandrite Theodoros Shirakuny,
had taught him between 1866 and 1876. Being
ordained on 21 January 1889, he served Kirants Village
of Dashkesan District until 21 December 1893. Later
he moved to Norashen’s Sourb Astvatzatzin on His Ho-
liness Catholicos Mkrtich’s order. In 1892 Anania Ter-
Theodorossian held the post of Chairman of the Board
of Trustees of the one-year male school attached to the
same sanctuary. He also taught the Armenian language
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__________
417 “Ararat,” 1907, p. 11.
418 “Ararat,” 1913, p. 114, 1000.
419 See the present work, p. 58.
420 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 15, p. 3.
421 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, p. 172.
422 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, pp. 46-47. Presumably,

Barkhutariants relies on a trustworthy source to mention the date
of the construction of the church, but neither he nor any other
scholar ever made reference to it.

423 Priest Emmanuel Nazariants. Impressions of Gandzak. In:
“Nor-Dar,” 1899, No. 85, p. 2.

__________
424 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 3245, p. 8;

fund 53, list 1, file 3830, pp. 81-82.
425 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 47.
426 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 5085, p. 1.
427 “Nor-Dar,” 1895, No. 147, p. 2.
428 Ibid.
429 “Nor-Dar,” 1895, No. 116, p. 3.
430 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 1270, p. 9.
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in a municipal college and one of the local female
schools in 1899.431

From 1902 until 1908,432 Anania Ter-Theodoro-
ssian served the local parishioners together with Yeznik
(secular name: Mkrtich) Harutiunian Zerkiniants. The
latter served Sourb Astvatzatzin from the very day of
his ordination, namely 28 April 1902.433

St. Gevorg, the parish church of Yerevantsots
Quarter, represented a “simple earthen”434 building.
The exact time of its construction is unknown, but its
founders were the local Armenians who had moved
from Yerevan Khanate to Gandzak in 1814. Also given
the fact that an archive document mentions the monu-
ment in 1818,435 we can conclude that it dates from the
period between 1814 and 1818. 

The church, which retained a relic belonging to St.
Gevorg, served as a pilgrimage site for Gandzak’s
Armenian citizens.

The available sources do not provide any thorough
description of St. Gevorg, but a record by Priest Emma-
nuel is of great interest: “Our church of St. Gevorg
stands in a busy street in the centre of the city, although
its rather low building can hardly be seen from the
street. Truly a pilgrimage destination, it does not look
like an ancient sanctuary, for it is said to have original-
ly been a house belonging to a Persian...”436

For the first time, the monument underwent over-
haul in 1849, when 25 rubles 10 kopecks were spent on
the renovation of its dome.437 In 1854 the roof of the
sanctuary was repaired.438

In 1905 the local parishioners, who were surround-
ed by Turks, moved to another Armenian quarter locat-
ed on the right bank of the river out of security consid-
erations. As a result, St. Gevorg was left derelict “...for
ten years, gradually collapsing due to neglect.”439

Unable to tolerate the dilapidation and loneliness of
their sanctuary any more, in 1913 the former parish-
ioners of Yerevantsots Quarter applied to the spiritual
authorities for permission to repair it440 to hold divine
service there.441 The work was to be carried out at the
expense of St. Grigor Lusavorich, as it had been receiv-
ing the income of the community of St. Gevorg all that
time. While the spiritual powers lingered over the

answer, one of the former parishioners of St. Gevorg,
Nikoghayos Alexandrian-Ghukassiants, started the ren-
ovation of the monument with his own means in 1914
and completed it in 1915, the expenses totaling about
1,500 rubles.442 The overhaul was to be followed “...by
the re-consecration of the ‘defiled sanctuary’ on the
forthcoming feast-day of St. Gevorg.”443 In apprecia-
tion of that patriotic undertaking, the local spiritual
authorities interceded before Gevorg Catholicos of All
Armenians to address a bull of blessing444 to Nikogha-
yos Alexandrian, which the Supreme Pontiff did on 7
August 1917.445

Among the local priests, mention should be made
of Arsen Yesayan, who was ordained in 1869 “...to
serve St. Gevorg Church of Yerevantsots Quarter in Ye-
lizavetpol City.”446

Husik (secular name: Tadevos) Hovhannissian Ver-
diants, who served the sanctuary from the very day of
his ordination, i.e. 15 November 1892,447 is mentioned
until 1901.448 He had seven sons: Aram, Hayk, Suren,
Ruben, Tiran, Paruyr and Grigor. 

St. Grigor Lusavorich. In the mid-19th century, St.
Hovhannes Church, that was located in Kilisakyand
Quarter, proved too small to satisfy the spiritual needs
of the increasing local parish. That is why, as stated in
an archive document of 1854, “...The Armenian inhab-
itants of Yelizavetpol City wished to erect a new
church, dedicated to Armenia’s Holy Enlightener, in
the territory of the local ancient cemetery. They intend-
ed to do it with their own means, without spending the
income of St. Hovhannes Church, or turning to fund-
raising...”449

__________
442 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 1582, p. 2.
443 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3458, p. 6; fund 57,

list 2, file 2018, p. 4.
444 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 1582, p. 3.
445 “Ararat,” 1917, p. 675.
446 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 5394, p. 10.
447 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, p. 43.
448 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 1081, pp. 2, 7.
449 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 3245, p. 15.

__________
431 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, pp. 45-48.
432 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 817, p. 6.
433 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, p. 52.
434 Barkhutariants, M., Artsakh, p. 46.
435 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3833, pp. 118-119.
436 “Nor-Dar,” 1899, No. 85, p. 2.
437 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3818, pp. 95-96.
438 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 3245, p. 8.
439 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 1582, p. 2.
440 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 4, file 613, p. 5.
441 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3458, p. 1.

Also see Khojayants, H. St. Gevorg Church of Gandzak. In:
“Mshak,” 1915, No. 177, p. 3.

GANDZAK (GYANJA). St. Grigor Lusavorich Church before the
construction of its dome
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The church, whose foundations were laid in 1853,
boasted quite large dimensions (as attested by its con-
struction inscription which follows a little below):
“The church, erected in one of the most populous
Armenian quarters of the city, represents a splendid,
large, high edifice, 30 1/2 metres long and 19 metres 70
centimetres wide. It rests on four pillars and has mag-
nificent, big doors and windows. The largeness of the
windows excluded, it bears a close resemblance to
Jerusalem’s St. Hakob Monastery. It has three
entrances opening in the south, west and north, but
only one of them has a small vestibule.”450

The aforementioned inscription attests that the
monument was erected within 16 years (it was accom-
plished in 1869 without a dome).
__________
450 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, pp. 44-45.

GANDZAK (GYANJA). St. Grigor Lusavorich Church seen from the south-west and south-east. Partial views of its drum

GANDZAK (GYANJA). The plan of St. Grigor Lusavorich Church
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Engraved on the eastern facade:
ÞÝáñÑûù ¨ áÕáñÙáõÃ»³Ùµ ²ëïáõÍáÛ ÑÇÙÝ»-

ó³õ ëáõñµ ï³×³ñë Ç 14-Ý ë»åï»Ùµ»ñÇ 1853
³ÙÇ ¨ Û»ï ³õ³ñï»ÉáÛÝ ïñáíù µ³ñ»å³ßï Åá-
Õáíñ¹áó ¶³ÝÓ³Ï³Û Ç Ï³ÛëñáõÃ»³Ý ³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ
èáõë³ó ²É»ùë³Ý¹ñ ´. ¨ Ç Ñ³Ûñ³å»ïáõÃ»³Ý
î»³éÝ ¶¿áñ· ¸. ûÓ³õ Û9 ÝáÛ»Ùµ»ñÇ 1869 ³ÙÇ,
Ç ëñµ³½³Ý Ø³Ï³ñ ³ñù»åÇëÏáåáë¿ ³é³ç-
Ýáñ¹¿ ìñ³ëï³ÝÇ ¨ ÆÙ»ñ»ÃÇ ¨ ³Ýáõ³Ý»ó³õ
êáõñµ Èáõë³õáñÇã »Ï»Õ»óÇ Û³ÝáõÝ ëñµáÛÝ
¶ñÇ·áñÇ Ù»ÍÇ Ñ³Ûñ³å»ïÇÝ ³½·Çë: ÐÇÙÝ³ñ-
Ï»ó³õ ëáõñµ ï³×³ñë Û³ÝáõÝ ëñµáÛÝ ¶ñÇ·áñÇ
Èáõë³õáñãÇÝ Ç 1853 ³ÙÇ ¨ ³õ³ñï»ó³õ 1869
³ÙÇ:

transl.: By the grace and mercy of God, this
holy church was founded on 14 September 1853

and given to Gandzak’s pious people, after it had
been completed under Emperor of All Russians
Alexandre II and His Holiness Gevorg IV.
Blessed on 9 November 1869 by leader of
Georgia and Imeret Archbishop Makar and
named Sourb Lusavorich after St. Grigor, the
Great Pontiff of our nation. This church of St.
Grigor Lusavorich was founded in 1853 and
accomplished in 1869.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.
Artsakh, p. 45; “Nor-Dar,”1899, No. 185, p. 2; Lalayan, Yer.
Gandzak District, pp. 300-301; “Sion,” April-May 1957, p. 112.

Incised into one of the southern pillars of the church:
ÞÇÝ»ó³õ ëÇõÝë ³ñ¹»³Ùµù ø»ñáíµ î¿ñ

Ø³ñïÇñáë»³ÝóÇ Ç ÛÇß³ï³Ï ÍÝáÕ³ó Çõñáó
1857 ³ÙÇ:

GANDZAK (GYANJA). An interior view of St. Grigor Lusavorich Church and its drum. A partial view of its southern pediment; an
inscription carved on the north-directed face of a south-eastern pillar, and a tombstone placed near the southern wall of the church
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transl.: This pillar was built through Kerovb
Ter-Martirossiants’ means in perpetuation of his
parents’ memory in 1857.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid. 

The monument was completed only thanks to the
assistance of the parishioners of St. Hovhannes Church
(500 rubles)451, for its own community could not afford
to continue the work any longer. The church, “...repre-
senting a high edifice thoroughly constructed of finely-
cut stone, has been standing without a dome for sever-
al years now: instead, its roof ends in an earthen hill
which gives it the appearance of a Turkish mosque. Is
this fine building to be consigned to neglect this year as
well?”452

Despite the aforementioned, however, St. Grigor
Lusavorich was described as “a large, high building of
finely-finished reddish stone, with a yard surrounded
by bars on three sides. It is distinguished for its exteri-
or and interior fineness and, although devoid of a dome
and belfry, it is truly considered a pearl among
Gandzak’s churches. With its floor paved by marble, it
enjoys good illumination provided by six windows,
three on either side...”453

The project of the dome was approved in 1854, and
that of the belfry in 1888454, but they were not built due
to the shortage of financial means.

It was only in 1898 that the parish and Board of
Trustees of St. Grigor Lusavorich embarked upon
repairing that omission. At that time, however, they
also faced the necessity of “a. building a gavit in front
of the southern and northern entrances of the church; b.
covering its floor with exported bricks; c. whitewash-
ing its inner walls and ceiling..., and painting ... the
stone pillars together with their arches, the vernatun
with all its wooden structures, the 22 windows and
...the remaining iron tools. The other walls and high
ceiling should be painted in white chalk...”455

The aforementioned work required an estimated
2,500 rubles,456 while the amount necessary for the
erection of the dome and belfry was far larger, totaling
over 33,000 rubles.457 For that purpose, “...Gandzak
inhabitant Mr. Mkrtich Danielian Afanassian...” donat-
ed 5,000 rubles.458 In 1904 he received the Patriarch’s
blessing “...for his assistance in completing the local
church of Sourb Lusavorich.”459

In 1901 architect Marchenko was charged with
supervising the construction of the dome,460 and in
1903 a new Board of Trustees was established to over-
see that work.461 Most presumably, they succeeded in
accomplishing it, for the photographs of the mid-1900s
show the church surmounted by a dodecahedral dome
having the same number of windows and ending in a
pointed broach. 

In 1907 Gandzak inhabitant Anna Balughiants
received a Patriarchal bull for having donated “a silver
crozier” to St. Grigor Lusavorich.462

The problem of the waterwork of the church was
settled in 1912, when local resident Aghajan Ohanian
had water pipes extended up to its gavit through his
own means, his charitable act earning him the
Patriarch’s blessing and gratitude.463

In 1936 the authorities closed the church,464 which
reopened between 1944 and 1945,465 functioning until
Gandzak Armenians’ forced deportation in 1989 (it was
the only functioning Armenian sanctuary in Gandzak at
that time).

Within the fine enclosure of St. Grigor Lusavorich,
a small grave-yard and Afanassian School were locat-
ed.

Priests. Avetik Karapetian Shahsuvariants first
attended Gandzak’s District School, but he did not
complete his studies there and continued them in a
national spiritual school between 1867 and 1870. From
1874 till 1885, he taught Religion in the same institu-
tion, and worked as a teacher of the Armenian language
in the State Municipal School between 1895 and 1902.
From 1900 till 1902, Avetik Karapetian Shahsuvariants
taught Religion first in a municipal college school and
then in Michaelian Trade School.

This clergyman, who performed priestly duties in
Sourb Lusavorich Church from the very day of his
ordination on 6 May 1900, was awarded a breast cross
for his good service in 1904.466

In 1908 Avetik Karapetian Shahsuvariants shared
his post with Ghazaros Yengibariants, Husik Verdiants
and Harutiun Yeghiazarian Mraviants:467 the last of
these priests mentioned had been serving the church
from the day of his ordination, namely 30 May 1902.468

St. Sargis Church was located in the territory of an
Armenian cemetery extending at the edge of Norashen
Quarter. It represented a simple earthen building with

__________
451 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 5285, p. 1.
452 “Ardzagank,” 1894, No. 4, 12 January, p. 1.
453 “Nor-Dar,” 1899, No. 85, p. 2.
454 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3363, p. 35.
455 Idem, p. 2.
456 Idem, p. 10.
457 Idem, p. 28.
458 “Mshak,” 1910, No. 127.
459 “Ararat,” 1904, p. 201.

__________
460 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3363, p. 35.
461 Idem, p. 40.
462 “Ararat,” 1907, p. 205.
463 “Ararat,” 1912, p. 870.
464 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2684, pp. 5-

6, 8.
465 Idem, file 2692, p. 15.
466 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, pp. 34-38.
467 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 817, p. 6.
468 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, pp. 39-40.
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the date of its foundation unknown. As attested by
some records of 1881, St. Sargis was regarded as a pil-
grimage site.469

By 1890 the church had been reduced “...to a state
of dilapidation.”470

In 1904 Priest Anania Shirakuny was appointed
Father Superior in the sanctuary.471

The Armeno-Turkish fights of 1905 to 1906 left
St. Sargis in ruins, and it was Gandzak inhabitant
Nikoghayos Ghukassiants who initiated its renova-
tion. Its consecration took place on 4 June 1917,
that providing “...Armenian believers with a chance
not to forget their pilgrimage sites.”472 Every year
“on Fast Friday all the Armenian girls and women
of the city took pokhind473 with them and visited it
to kiss his image on the icons, light candles and
pray for the realizaion of their wishes and
dreams...”474

In the Soviet years, St. Sargis Church turned into a
House of Peoples’ Friendship situated in the 9th lane of
the city.

Cholak’s Sourb Astvatzatzin. The available
sources mentioning ‘Cholak’ as a toponym date back to
the 1720s: “...in a place called Cholak, near Ganja...”475

In 1867 a certain Hovhannes Mirumiants financed
the construction of a church in a site almost 2 kilome-
tres south of the city. After its completion, it was dedi-
cated to Sourb Astvatzatzin (Holy Virgin).476

Below follows the construction inscription of the monument:
Î³éáõó³õ ³Ûë ï³×³ñ ØÇ³ÍÝÇ | Û³ÝáõÝ

êñµáõÑõáÛ ²ëïáõ³Í³ÍÝÇ | ³ñ¹»³Ùµ ÚáíÑ³Ý-
Ý¿ë ØÇõñáõÙ»³ÝóÇ, | ÛÇß³ï³Ï Ñá·õáÛ Çõñ Ï»Ý-
¹³ÝÇ, | Ç 1 û·áëïáëÇ 1867 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: This church of God’s Only Begotten
Son, dedicated to the Holy Virgin, was built
through Hovhannes Mirumiants’ means in perpet-
uation of his living soul on 1 August 1867.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,
p. 51.

Note: During our visit to the church in 1986, we found the
inscription deliberately broken to pieces.

The pilgrimage site of Cholak’s (Tsolak’s) Sourb
Astvatzatzin, that consisted of a church, two rooms477

__________
469 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 66.
470 “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 116, p. 2.
471 “Ararat,” 1904, p. 738.
472 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 2018, p. 1.
473 Also known as 'pokhindz,' i.e. a meal made of a special sort of

flour received from fried wheat.
474 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1874, No. 19, p. 3.

__________
475 Yesayi Hasan Jalaliants, p. 42.
476 “Nor-Dar,” 1899, No. 85, p. 2.
477 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 19, p. 19.

GANDZAK (GYANJA). The feast of Blessing of Water celebrated
on the bank of the river Gandzak (early 20th cent.)

GANDZAK (GYANJA). Inscriptions found in the site of Cholak’s
Sourb Astvatzatzin
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and a large gavit,478 was under the guidance and spiri-
tual leadership of the priests of St. Hovhannes and
Grigor Lusavorich Churches.479

On 11 May 1907, Mkrtich Astvatzatriants was
appointed priest in the sanctuary, where he served until
at least 1913: “...since it is no longer possible for Priest
Mkrtich to return to either Ardvin, or Meysari,
Georgia’s Consistory is to appoint him lifelong priest
of the pilgrimage site of Cholak.”480

On 8 April 1908, the sanctuary was plundered of
some icons, carpets, copper articles, etc.481

A list482 of the movable property of Cholak’s Sourb
Astvatzatzin, drawn up in 1910, revealed that it
retained a silver-bound Gospel and a Mashtots.483

Facing the inconsolable state of the pilgrimage site,
in 1912 Priest Mkrtich Astvatzatriants applied to
Gandzak’s spiritual powers for permission to raise
funds for its renovation: “...the arches as well as the
eastern and western walls of the sanctuary have numer-
ous cracks which should be removed... to collect means
among the pious pilgrims for the overhaul of Sourb
Astvatzatzin.”484

By 1931 the church of the pilgrimage site had been
reduced to a state of the uttermost dilapidation: “The
monastery, surrounded by gardens belonging to
Gandzak’s Armenian citizens, represents a stone edi-
fice. Its arched roof, that is built of brick, is plastered
with lime and sand, but unfortunately, it is bare of tiles,
which has caused a longitudinal crack there, threaten-
ing the entire monument with destruction. It is enclosed
with a spacious gavit, fortified by solid stone ramparts
and planted with hundreds of fruit-bearing trees. The
sanctuary comprises two single-floor rooms built of
brick and having earthen roofs. They have their own
kitchen and are intended for the toller and pil-
grims...”485

On 7 November 1935, the Spiritual Council of
Gandzak Diocese charged Karapet Rostomian (Arusta-
mian) with guarding Cholak’s Sourb Astvatzatzin
Church.486

A letter (10 August 1936) Senior Priest Hovsep
Harutiunian addressed to Echmiatzin’s Supreme
Spiritual Council on behalf of the Armenian Spiritual
Council of Gandzak (Kirovabad) Diocese reveals that

“...without the Diocese Council’s knowledge, Comrade
Kuliyev, Chairman of the Municipal Council, ordered
to demolish Cholak’s pilgrimage site under the plea
that it was on the verge of collapse and, therefore, was
very dangerous...”487

To the aforementioned clergyman’s question if it
was not possible to repair the monument instead of
destroying it, Kuliyev gave the following answer, “...It
should be levelled to its very foundations. I can never
permit people to visit it...”488

On 14 September of the same year, the Spiritual
Council of Gandzak Diocese convened an emergency
session which considered the issue of the pilgrimage
site that had already been reduced to ruins: “...that
emergency session, attended by the members of the
Spiritual Council of the diocese and several citizens,
particularly dwelt upon the illegal demolition of
Cholak’s sanctuary...”489

Nonetheless, even after the destruction of the
church, the site remained sacred among the Armenians
of Gandzak and the adjacent villages. Thus, in 1945,
when St. Grigor Lusavorich Church had already
reopened, vast multitudes of believers kept visiting
Cholak’s sanctuary. With that regard, in 1945 the chair-
man of the Spiritual Council of the diocese addressed a
letter to Catholicos of All Armenians Gevorg VI, par-
ticularly stating the following, “...That chapel once
enjoyed great fame, and even today many believers
from Gandzak and the district attend it, light candles
there and kiss the khachkars scattered in the neigh-
bourhood. Although Gandzak’s Sourb Lusavorich
Church now functions, people continue visiting Cholak
on Sundays. Some speculators sell candles there, thus
stripping the newly-opened church not only of its sig-
nificance and income but also of its community, for
almost no people attend it on Sundays. Humbly inform-
ing You about it, I think the only way out of the current
situation is to solemnly convey the cross-stones of the
aforementioned chapel to the churchyard...”490

Most probably, the problem was settled not through
the removal of Cholak’s cross-stones to St. Grigor Lu-
savorich, but by sending a priest to that sacred site on
Sundays. This supposition is substantiated by a letter
(1948) Melik-Stepanian, a representative of the Spiri-
tual Council of Gandzak Diocese, addressed to Shah-
bazbekov, the person responsible for the Religious Af-
fairs at the Council of Ministers of Soviet Azerbaijan:

“This is to inform You that a site called Cholak and
located in Kirovabad used to retain a monastery that
was demolished in 1930. Believers still visit it on

__________
478 “Nor-Dar,” 1899, No. 85, p. 2.
479 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 8960, p. 70.
480 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 19, pp. 1, 8, 19, 164.
481 Idem, p. 5.
482 Idem, pp. 19, 209-210, 213.
483 A book of rites and prayers, whose name is supposed to derive

from that of St. Mesrop Mashtots, i.e. the inventor of the Arme-
nian alphabet. Another viewpoint connects it with Armenian Ca-
tholicos Mashtots Yeghivardetsy’s name (Archbishop Maghakia
Ormanian. A Dictionary of Religious Festivals and Terms. Ye-
revan, 1992, p. 99, in Armenian).

484 Idem, p. 135.
485 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2666, p. 25.
486 Idem, file 2679, p. 37.

__________
487 Idem, file 2683, p. 13.
488 Ibid.
489 Idem, file 2684, p. 8.
490 Idem, file 2692, p. 15.
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Sundays and offer sacrifices there under the guidance
of priests invited from Kirovabad City.”491

Cholak’s church was constantly visited by vast
multitudes of pilgrims during the period between its
destruction and the Armenians’ deportation in 1989,
and that “despite the fact that the Government had
never granted them any official permission to do
so...”492

In 1986 we found another 2 inscriptions commem-
orating the renovation of the former church and some
donation made to it:

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on a broken stone lying
near an adjacent newly-built chapel:

ÚÇß³ï³Ï Ç Ýáõ¿ñ ë(áõñ)µ | ²ëïáõ³Í³ÍÝ³
»Ï»Õ»óáÛ | ²É»ùë³Ý¹ñ, Ø³ñÇ³Ù »õ | ÜÇÏ³É³Û
ÔáõÏ³ëÇ³ÝóÝ»ñÇó, | 1895 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: This gift was donated to Sourb Astva-
tzatzin Church by Alexandre, Mariam and Nikalai
Ghukassiants in the year 1895.

Published for the first time.
Note: Evidently, Nikoghayos Ghukassiants, who had repaired

Gandzak’s St. Gevorg Church and the pilgrimage site of Norashen’s
St. Sargis, did not spare means to carry out similar work in Cholak as
well (National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 1582, p. 2).
He is also known to have sponsored the renovation of a church in
Murut Village of Khanlar District. 

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a stone set in one
of the inner walls of the aforementioned chapel:

ÚÇß³ï³Ï ¿ | æ³õ³ÑÇñ ØÇñáõ|Ù»³Ý Àë-
ï³éÝ | ºÕÇ»³ÝóÇ 11.1.1899 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In memory of Javahir Mirumian ...
Yeghiants. 11.1.1899.

Published for the first time.

Bishop Barkhutariants was the first investigator to
write about the existence of a pilgrimage site bearing
the names of Sts. Kirakos and Yughita. According to
him, it was located in a garden belonging to brothers
Nabatian and comprised a grave-stone divided into
four parts. Its fragments bore the following epitaph:

êáõñµ ÎÇñ³Ïáë, ëáõñµ ÚáõÕÇï³, Ãáõ³,
ÜèÆÂÖ…

transl.: St. Kirakos, St. Yughita, in the year...
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 52.
Note: According to the aforementioned source, the style of the

epitaph and the cross reliefs of the tombstone trace it back to the 11th
century.

We think the year mentioned in the epitaph and represented by
the Armenian letters ‘ÜèÆÂÖ’ should have been deciphered as
‘èÖÆÂ,’ i.e. 1680, indeed, if Barkhutariants copied it without any
errors.

The Prayer-House of Gandzak Station. In 1899
the Armenian inhabitants of a quarter located in the
city’s northern suburbs and adjoining the railway sta-
tion of Gandzak intended to build a prayer-house for
their spiritual needs.493 Interestingly enough, the land
necessary for its construction had been willingly allo-
cated by two Persian brothers, Mashadi Mamet-Japar
Mirabov and Mamet Ali-Hyusein, both of them resi-
dents of Gandzak City.494 The Catholicos of All
Armenians addressed a bull of blessing to them for
their donation. 

Despite the aforementioned, the building was not
completed due to Gandzak’s clergymen’s imprudent
policy.495

As of 1912, the prayer-house still remained incom-
plete.496 It had a school which is known to have func-
tioned in 1911. The available sources keep silence
about the further fate of that house of worship.

The Prayer-House of St. Sargis in Koryunapat.
In 1926 one of Gandzak Diocese vicars who had occu-
pied that post since 1910 tendered his resignation to the
Catholicos of All Armenians. As he stated in that doc-
ument, in 1914 he “...had personally blessed the foun-
dations of the prayer-house of St. Sargis in Koryunapat
Quarter.”497

Gandzak’s Armenian Cemeteries. In the mid-
19th century, the territory of Gandzak retained 24
cemeteries,498 most of which were destroyed parallel
with the city’s development and expansion. At the close
of the century, Gandzak’s (indeed, we mean Nor
Gandzak dating from 1606) oldest grave-yard extended
around St. Hovhannes Church.

Beginning with the 1820s, some 3 to 4 new ceme-
teries came into being in the city, a record of 1887 stat-
ing the following with that regard, “Some 50 to 60
years ago, before the establishment of the present-day
grave-yards, called Nerki and Barkhudarants, funerals
were held in a cemetery located within 30 feet of the
local main church of St. Hovhannes.”499

Interestingly enough, Gandzak’s Armenian ceme-
teries lay either on the outskirts of the city or in the
neighbourhood of churches. Thus, the grave-yard of
Norashen Quarter had a church/pilgrimage site dedi-

__________
491 Idem, file 2700, p. 7, in Russian (the original reads, “Íàñòîÿ-

ùèì ñòàâëþ Âàñ â èçâåñòíîñòü î òîì, ÷òî íà òåððèòî-
ðèè ã. Êèðîâàáàäà â ìåñòíîñòè ×åëàê èìåëñÿ ìîíàñ-
òûðü, êîòîðûé áûë ðàçðóøåí â 1930 ãîäó. Óêàçàííîå
ìåñòî âåðóþùèé íàðîä ïî âîñêðåñíûì äíÿì ïîñåùà-
åò, óñòðàèâàÿ æåðòâîïðèíîøåíèÿ, êóäà ïðèãëàøàþòñÿ
ñâÿùåííèêè ãîðîäà Êèðîâàáàäà…”).

492 Idem, p. 1.

__________
493 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 421, p. 24.
494 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3444, p. 16.
495 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä56, list 18, file 421, pp.

24, 32.
496 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3444, p. 4.
497 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2644, p. 22.
498 “Krunk Hayots Ashkhari,” 1861, p. 357.
499 “Nor-Dar,” 1887, No. 46, p. 1.
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cated to St. Sargis. St. Hovhannes and St. Grigor
Lusavorich Churches also had their own cemeteries:
according to a record of 1854, that of the latter existed
even before the construction of the monument.500

The Barkhudariants’ grave-yard, that was the only
Armenian cemetery in Gandzak in the Soviet years,
once retained more than 3,000 tombstones. In the
1980s, however, most of the city’s grave-yards lay in
ruins.

Below follow a number of epitaphs found in the
local cemetery (we have chosen those dating from
comparatively earlier periods):

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a grave-stone:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý êÑ³ñÇ, áñ ¿ ÏÇÝ | ÚáíÑ³Ý-
Ý¿ë ø³ëå³ñ»³Ýó, | 50 ³Ù³ó í³Ë×³Ý. 1802
³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Hovhannes Kas-
pariants’ wife Sehar. Died at the age of 50 in
1802.

Published for the first time.

4 lines in the Armenian original incised into a
tombstone:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Ü³½³ñ»³Ýó | ø³ëå³ñÇ
ÏáÕ³ÏÇó | Ø³ñ·³ñÇïÇÝ, èØÎ (1811):

transl.: In this grave reposes Kaspar Nazar-
iants’ spouse Margaret. 1811.

Published for the first time.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a gravestone:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ²õñ³Ù µ»Ï | Ø¿ÉÇù Ð³ËÇ×³-
Ýûí, èØÎÂ (1820):

transl.: In this grave reposes Avram Bey Melik-
Hakhijanov. 1820.

Published for the first time.

5 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on a tombstone:

ÀÝ¹ Ñáí³Ý»³õ íÇÙÇë ÝÝç¿, | áñ Ïáã»ó³õ
³ëï Ç î»³éÝ¿ | ºë³ÛÇ µ¿· Û³Ûñ ø³ç³½³Ýó, |
Ù³ÕÃ¿ ½Ó»½ ï³É áÕáñÙÇ, Û³ÙÇ î(»³é)Ý | ²(ë-
ïáõ³)Í »õ Ó»½ áÕáñÙ»ëóÇ, 1834:

transl.: Beneath this stone reposes Yesayi Bey,
a valorous man who departed to God. May you
pray for his soul and may the Lord have mercy
upon you. 1834.

Published for the first time.

6 lines in the Armenian original carved on a grave-stone:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ù³Ñï»ë|Ç ºÕÇë³å»ïÇÝ, áñ
¿ ÏáÕ|³ÏÇó ØÏñ(ï)ãÇÝ, ùáõ|ñÝ î(¿)ñ Ø³Ï³ñÇ,

1849 ³ÙÇ, »õ ¿ñ | áñ¹Ç Úáí³Ý¿ëÇ, í³Õ×³Ý ¿ Ç
ë(áõñ)µ ºñáõë³Õ»ÙÇ, | áñù Ñ³Ý¹ÇåÇù ïáõù |
áÕáñÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Mahtesy Yeghisa-
bet, who is Mkrtich’s spouse, Father Makar’s sis-
ter and Hovhannes’ daughter. In the year 1849.
May you pray for her soul.

Published for the first time.

5 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone:

ÎáÃáÕ ³ñÍ³ÝÇ ¿ | ¹³Ýµ³Ý Ù³Ñï»ëÇ | ìÇ-
ñ³å ÇßË³ÝÇ | áñ¹õáÛ ØÏñïãÇ | ¼³ñÏ³ñ»³Ýó
ïáÑÙÇ:

transl.: This funerary memorial is dedicated to
Prince Virap Mahtesy, the son of Mkrtich from the
Zarkariants’ family.

Published for the first time.
Note: The epitaph dates from the late 19th century.

Archaeological Monuments. The neighbourhood
of Gandzak and the entire region in general are rich in
Bronze Age monuments and, particularly, burial
mounds.

In the 1870s, Ghahraman Sargissian Hovhannis-
siants, an archaeologist who later worked as mayor of
Gandzak, conducted excavations in the site of Arablu
Hogh located within 3 versts of the city: “...Those
graves are recognized thanks to some huge blocks of
stone once scattered over the tombs. Some of them
were dug out by Mr. Ghahraman Sergei Ovannissian
for the purpose of finding the antiquities they were
alleged to retain. Truly, that honourable person’s efforts
and means spent were not futile: he discovered several
ancient relics which can be of great use to those inter-
ested in the study of their Armenian ancestors’ lives,
their faith and customs. The archaeological finds
include a dagger, representations of the sun, the moon,
a snake, two birds as well as three bracelets, a thin belt,
an incensory and two jugs, all of them cast in an alloy
of gold...”501

In 1899 German archaeologist E. Resler com-
menced investigation into some tumuli situated in the
vicinity of Gandzak: “Working near Yelizavetpol, on
May I, I unearthed 12 large, very interesting steppe
tombs bearing the traces of cremation.”502

The castle of Gandzak towered between the city’s
Turkish quarter and Norashen, “...west of the local

__________
500 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 3245, p. 15.

__________
501 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1880, No. 50, p. 2.
502 Resler, E. Archaeological Research in Transcaucasia. In: “Kav-

kaz,” Tiflis, 1903, No. 179, p. 2, in Russian (the original reads, “Â
ìàå ìåñÿöå ÿ îêîëî ã. Åëèñàâåòïîëÿ îòêðûë 12 áîëü-
øèõ î÷åíü èíòåðåñíûõ ñòåïíûõ êóðãàíîâ, ÷àñòèþ ñ
ïðèçíàêàìè òðóïîñîææåíèÿ, îòíîñÿùèõñÿ ê áðîíçî-
âîìó âåêó”).
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market...”, on the left bank of the river Gandzak. “It
was built between 1712 and 1724, during the thirty-
year Turkish domination in the region...”503

Below follows another record with more details
concerning the monument, “...Located between the
Turkish quarter and Norashen, it occupies an area of
700 sazhens and represents an unequal quadrangle built
of brick, lime and sheetrock. The castle, which used to
have a tower on each of its northern and southern sides,
has preserved embrasures in its corners. The proper
arrangement of its different parts, the skillful construc-
tion technique and the durability of the building mate-
rial used indicate that it was not erected without
European architects’ participation. A moat, five

sazhens deep and equally wide, can be seen around the
castle: in wartime it was generally filled with water,
with a suspension bridge lying over it.”504

The stronghold, which occupied a territory of a
square verst, used to be fortified by 6 towers.

One of the “Kavkas” correspondents who travelled
in Gandzak in 1869 found the monument dilapidated:
“This castle represents a heap of ruins both outwardly
and inwardly. All its buildings seem to have suffered a
deluge which reduced them to this state of devasta-
tion.”505

__________
503 “Krunk Hayots Ashkhari,” 1861, p. 360.

__________
504 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, p. 172.
505 Semyonov, I. Yelizavetpol. In: “Kavkaz,” 1869, No. 131, 7 (19)

November, p. 2 (the original reads, “Êðåïîñòü ýòà êàê ñíà-
ðóæè, òàê è âíóòðè ïðåäñòàâëÿåò êàðòèíó ðàçðóøåíèÿ.
Ïîñòðîéêè òóò âñå êàêèÿ-òî äîïîòîïíûÿ, âåòõèÿ”).

GANDZAK (GYANJA). Tombstones found in the local cemetery
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In 1903 “the only reminder of the existence of
Ganja’s once formidable castle was a small earthen hill,
the rest of the area being occupied by some municipal
buildings and the barracks of Aslanduz Reserve
Battalion.”506

The chapel of Khosrov the Martyr is located in
the north of Gandzak, in the town site of Hin Gandzak.
According to a work of 1167, entitled “A Hagiography
of St. Khosrov, the Great Martyr of Eternal Glory
Called Nor Nahatak507 who was tortured to death in
Aghvank capital Gandzak,” Khosrov was from a vil-
lage adjoining the city: “...St. Khosrov, a Christian by
faith, was from a Christian family dwelling near the
city of Gandzak, Arran.”508

Khosrov fell victim to the intrigues of a Persian
girl: “...An Armenian fellow named Khosrov, a very

handsome boy who was his parents’ and everybody’s
apple of eyes. His family lived in the neighbourhood of
some Persians whose daughter fell in love with him
and did her utmost to entice him into her trap and make
him answer her love. Then another person got her preg-
nant, but she told her father that Khosrov had raped her.
Upset about what he had heard, the Persian arrested the
Armenian youth and took him to Gandzak emir, who
started urging him to renounce his faith and marry the
young lady, by giving him many tempting promises;
otherwise, he was threatened with being sent to prison.
Khosrov, however, remained firm in his answers even
when his parents came. Instead of expostulating him to
remain loyal to his creed, they started persuading him
to repudiate his religion at least outwardly, for the sake
of escaping death in the prime of life (later he might
leave the country and atone for his sins somewhere
else). Khosrov, however, answered that he would rather
sacrifice his bodily beauty for the sake of Christ, who
would bestow spiritual beauty on him.  “Seeing that he
clang to his religion after so many promises and
threats, the Persians took him to the country, bound
him with a tree and stoned him to death. Then they cut
down the tree and wanted to burn it, but a priest bought
it by silver and had a cross erected in its site. The local
Christians buried the martyr with high honours...”509

In the late 19th century, Gandzak Armenians still
recollected the following story connected with
Khosrov’s martyrdom, “As an Armenian legend has it,
this grave used to retain the remains of Armenian mar-
tyr Khosrov, who was tortured to death for his refusal
to adopt Islam. According to a Persian legend, howev-
er, he was killed by his fellow Christians because of his
conversion to the Muslims’ faith.”510

Later a chapel was erected in the site of the martyr’s
grave, its dome bearing “some cruciform structures of
green brick.”511

The sanctuary, that also served as a pilgrimage site,
was known by the name of Gyog-Imam among the
Muslims of the neighbourhood.

Madam Chantre, a French researcher who visited
Khosrov’s chapel in 1893, writes, “We were told that
within an hour’s distance of Yelizavetpol stood a ruined
Persian sanctuary called Imam-zade Mohammed
Ibrahim. Eager to see it, we hired a cab and started in a
north-eastern direction, following the course of the
river Gandza, which we crossed for three times. ...
Imam-zade, that is also called Blue Mosque due to the
fact that its domes and doors are covered with blue
faience, is guarded by several mullahs who permit vis-
itors to see it without any difficulty. The monument
rises in a plain abounding in ruins which are said to be

__________
506 A. P. A Day in Yelizavetpol. In: “Kavkaz,” 1903, No. 121, p. 2 (the

original reads, “Íà ìåñòå æå êîãäà-òî ãðîçíîé êðeïîñòè
Ãàíæèíñêîé îñòàëñÿ ëèøü íåáîëüøîé îáðûâîêú çåì-
ëÿíàãî âàëà, à âñÿ îñòàëüíàÿ ïëîùàäü çàíÿòà ÷àñòüþ
ãîðîäñêèìè ïîñòðîéêàìè, à ÷àñòüþ êàçàðìàìè êâàð-
òèðóþùàãî çäúñü àñëàíäóçñêàãî ðåçåðâíàãî áàòàëüîíà”):

507 The Armenian equivalent for ‘New Martyr.’
508 Ter-Mkrtchian, G. Khosrov Gandzaketsy. In: “Ararat,” 1896, p.

591.

__________
509 Chamchiants, M., idem, p. 436.
510 Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 302.
511 Ibid.

GANDZAK (GYANJA). The Persian mosque of the city (photo
reprinted from: Chantre M., A travers l’Arménie russe, Paris,
1893)
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the remnants of an old Persian city named Gezil-
Astalan. The chapel, which is surrounded by its large
cemetery, is not large at all, with a saint’s grave in the
centre. Its doors and windows bear hanging pieces of
rags, while the floor is covered with some small heaps
of stone and modest gifts left by believers.

“Imam-zade represents a clay building without any
architectural plan and design. It stands in an isolated
plain that is covered with pebble and is extremely
muddy. Only some meagre remnants of the ancient city
can be seen here and there.

“The cemetery surrounding it is also of some
interest: it cannot be regarded neglected, for burials
are still held there. The local obelisk-shaped grave-
stones, most of which are decorated with reliefs and
finely-carved epitaphs, are set in east-facing niches.
Some of them bear allegorical reliefs: thus, a young
girl’s or lady’s grave is recognized by scissors, a
mirror, water pots, perfume bottles and other arti-
cles of female use. Another grave-stone bears the
representation of an armed horseman. One of the
graves is truly unmatched: instead of an obelisk, it
has a memorial horse that is completely saddled
up.”512

The oldest of the local mosques, standing in the
central part of the city, on the left bank of the river
Gandzak, was founded by Shah Abbas in 1607:

“Dating back to Shah Abbas I’s times, it is located
at the southern edge of the square and is surrounded by
ramparts whose main gate has a minaret on both its
sides. Its court boasts a fountain...”513

Gandzak also had 6 Turkish mosques514 tracing
back to the late 19th century: Ghezel-Hajali was built
in 1877; Ozan and Bala-Baghman in 1884; Shah-
Sevan, Gherekhlar and Ghazakhlar in the 1880s. As a
traveller pointed out, they “...were not distinguished for
any architecural or archaeological merits.”515

Gandzak’s Russian church, that was located
inside the local castle, was built after the Russian con-
quest of the city in 1804:

__________
512 M. Chantre, A travers l’Arménie russe, Paris, 1893, pp. 6-7 (the

French original reads, “On nous a dit qu’à une heure de la ville
existe un sanctuaire persan en ruine, qu’on appelle imam-zaddeh
Mahomet Ibrahim. Désireux de le visiter, nous louons un bon
phaéton, et partons dans la direction nord-est d’Élisabethpol, en
suivant le Gandja-tchaï, que l’on traverse trois fois à gué. ...
L’imam-zaddeh, appelé aussi quelquefois §mosquée bleue¦, à
cause du revêtement en faïences bleues des coupoles et des portes.
La garde en est confiée à quelques mollahs, qui la laissent visiter
sans difficulté. Cet édifice s’élève au milieu d’une plaine couverte
de ruines, qu’on dit être les restes d’une ancienne ville persane 

__________
appelée Gezil-Astalan, dont le vaste cimetière entoure le sanctu-
aire. La chapelle est très petite; au centre est le tombeau d’un
saint. Des chiffons sont accrochés autour des ouvertures, portes et
fenêtres, tandis que sur le sol se voient des tas de petites pierres,
modestes offrandes des pieux musulmans. Imam-zaddeh est une
construction en argile sans aucune architecture. Elle se dresse soli-
taire au milieu d’une plaine d’alluvions extrèmement caillouteuse,
dernière épave de l’antique cité, dont on voit çà et là les restes. La
visite du cimetière qui l’entoure ne manque pas d’intérêt. Il n’est
point abandonné, car on y enterre encore. Les stèles sont générale-
ment encastrées dans une niche tournée vers le levant. La plupart
sont peintes, et portent de belles inscriptions; on y voit aussi des
sujets allégoriques. La tombe d’une jeune fille ou d’une jeune
femme se reconnaît aux ciseaux, miroir, aiguières, vases à par-
fums et autres accessoires féminins; celle d’un guerrier, aux armes
et au cheval sculptés sur son monument. Parmi ces tombes s’en
distingue une, unique en son genre: la stèl manque, mais elle est
remplacée par un cheval en pierre tout sellé et bridé.

513 Lalayan, Yer., idem, pp. 298-299.
514 Fatullayev, Sh. S. Urban Planning and Architecture of Azerbaijan

between the 19th and the early 20th centuries. Baku, 1986, p. 434,
in Russian.

515 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 299.

GANDZAK (GYANJA). The memorial dedicated to Captain P.
Kotlyarevski (1850)

GANDZAK (GYANJA). The memorials dedicated to Marshal H.
Baghramian (photo reprinted from: Ghalachian, K.
Monuments of Glory), and H. Hakobian (photo S. Darchinian)
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“The stronghold has a Russian church with a small
garden. Outwardly, it resembles a sunken dwelling, for
it slightly goes down into the earth, but inwardly it is
neat and attractive...”516

The Local Bridges. Indeed, the city used to have
several meadieval bridges lying over the river
Gandzak, but they were ruined in the course of time. In
the mid-19th century, a visitor saw only a single
“...multi-span bridge that had appeared overland, since
water had dried up there.”517

The overflow of the river Gandzak on 26 June 1870
caused damage to a wooden bridge connecting the city
with Kilisakyand.518 Before that, in late February of the
same year, the foundation of a new bridge had begun,
the authorities having earmarked 70,000 rubles for that
purpose, including 20,000 rubles for the stone part of
the structure. The bridge, that was completed by late
June 1870, was remarkable for its interesting composi-
tion:  ...its abutments stood within 12 sazhens of the
piers, but despite that long distance, it was to have iron
lattice girders and not just ordinary arches.519

According to one of the “Kavkas” correspondents,
in 1880 “Ganjinka’s bridge represented a magnificent
structure of iron, with stone abutments...”520

Gandzak also boasted several memorials, includ-
ing those dedicated to Captain P. Kotlyarevski (1850),
Marshal H. Baghramian (1983), poet H. Hakobian and
others. At present all of them have been totally annihi-
lated and replaced by others perpetuating different
notorious bandits regarded as national heroes.

The memorial dedicated to P. Kotlyarevski rose
not far from a chapel, at the edge of the city. It bore
three metal plaques with the following lines engraved
in Russian:

Êàïèòàíó åãåðñêàãî ãðóçèíñêàãî ïîëêà
Êîòëÿðåâñêîìó, ãåðîþ Àñëàíäóçà è Ëåíêîðà-
íà, ðàíåíîìó âú 1803 ã. ïðè âçÿòèè êðåïîñòè

Ãàíæè ïîäú ãëàâíûìú íà÷àëüñòâîâàíèåìú ãå-
íåðàëà êí. Öèöèàíîâà. Ñîîðóæåíú âú 1850 ã.
áûâøèìú âú äåëå ãâàðäèè ïîðó÷èêîìú ãðà-
ôîìú Âîðîíöîâûìú.

transl.: “To Kotlyarevski, Captain of a chas-
seur regiment, a hero of the battles of Aslanduz
and Lenkoran, who was wounded in 1803, dur-
ing the conquest of Ganja Castle under the lead-
ership of General Tsitsianov. Erected in 1850 by
Guards First Lieutenant, Count Vorontsov.” 

Ðåñòàâðèðîâàíú âú 1894 ãîäó àñëàíäóç-
ñêèìú áàòàëüîíîìú, ïðè ó÷àñòèè øòàáà 2-é
êàâê. êàçà÷üåé äèâèçèè, 1-ãî ëàáèíñêàãî
êîííî-êàçà÷üÿãî ïîëêà, ïðè ïîìîùè Ìèõà-
éëüîâñêàãî ðåìåñëåííàãî ó÷èëèùà. 

transl.: “Restored in 1894 by the members of
Aslanduz Batallion, through the assistance of
Mikhailovski Crafts School as well as with the
participation of the Headquarters of the 2nd
Caucasian Division of Cossacks forming part of
the 1st Cavalry Regiment of Labin Cossacks.”

The Russian original published in: A. P. A Day in Yelizavetpol.
In: “Kavkaz,” 1903, No. 121, p. 2.

The memorial to Marshal Hovhannes Baghra-
mian, erected in 1983, was demolished some 7 to 8
years later. The same pedestal now bears another mon-
ument dedicated to a certain Nabi, a bandit who spent
all his life robbing and killing the local peasants, mer-
chants, travellers and passers-by, in complicity with
others like him. A gang-leader whose numerous crimes
had turned him into a fugitive, permanently escaping
the authorities to evade punishment. What can we do?
Yesterday’s cattle-breeding nomads and today’s Turks,
who are called Azeris, have their own understanding of
morals...

__________
516 Semyonov, I., idem, p. 2 (the original reads, “Â êðåïîñòè

åñòü íåáîëüøàÿ ðóññêàÿ öåðêîâü ñú ìàëåíüêèìú ñàäè-
êîìú; ñíàðóæè îíà ïîõîäèòú íà çåìëÿíêó, ïîòîìó ÷òî
óãëóáëÿåòñÿ íåìíîãî âú çåìëþ; íî âíóòðè îòëè÷àåòñÿ
÷èñòîòîé è ïðèâëåêàòåëüíûìú âèäîìú...).

517 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, p. 172.
518 “Kavkaz,” 1870, No. 76, p. 2.
519 Ibid (the original reads, “...óñòîè ìîñòà îòñòîÿòú îòú áû-

êà âú 12 ñàæåíÿõú, íî íåñìîòðÿ íà òàêîå áîëüøîå ðàç-
ñòîÿíèå, ìîñòú áóäåòú íå íà îáûêíîâåííûõú ñâîäàõú,
à íà æåëåçíûõú, ðåøåòî÷íûõú áàëêàõú”).

520 Ix, idem, pp 1-2.
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The administrative district of Dashkesan, established in 1930, occupies an area of 1,019 square kilometres and
comprises 49 residential settlements, including 44 villages. The district, known by the name of Dastapor until
1956, borders on Getabek, Khanlar and Shamkhor Districts of the Republic of Azerbaijan, as well as Karvajar
District of the Republic of Nagorno Karabakh, and the sub-district of Vardenis within Gegharkunik Marz (an
administrative-territorial unit in Armenia) of the Republic of Armenia. Between 1988 and 1989, all its settle-
ments were stripped of their Armenian population.

DASHKESAN DISTRICT
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AHMADLU
Location. The village is situated on the south-fac-

ing slope of a gorge lying on the left bank of the
Gardman, i.e. the right tributary of the river Shamkor,
14 kilometres west of the district centre, at an altitude
of 1,480 to 1,560 metres above sea level. 

One of the most populous Armenian villages of
Gardmank in the Middle Ages, it preserved its popula-
tion until the mid-18th century. In the late 19th centu-
ry, its site was inhabited by some tribes of Turkish
stock-breeders. 

The historical Armenian name of Ahmadlu has fall-
en into oblivion. The only vestiges of material culture
created by its natives comprise the remnants of a large
cemetery lying at the south-eastern edge of the village,
on both sides of a road leading to the neighbouring vil-
lage of Amervar. 

ALAKHANCHALI
Location. The village is located on the left, i.e.

east-facing slope of a deep gorge lying in the area of
the upper course of the river Gandzak, 15.5 kilometres
south of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,550 to
1,620 metres above sea level.

In the late 19th century, some Turkish stock-breed-
ers took up permanent residence in the site of an
ancient derelict Armenian village and founded a settle-
ment there. 

In 1914 it had 215 inhabitants.1

ALMALU
Location. Almalu extends on the south-facing slope

of a gorge lying on the left bank of the river Gandzak,
15 kilometres south-east of the district centre, at an alti-
tude of 1,280 to 1,420 metres above sea level.

Sharing the fate of other Armenian villages, it was
stripped of its residents in the second half of the 18th
century. In the late 19th century, its site was inhabited
by some tribes of Turkish stock-breeders. 

In 1914 it had a population of 35.2

The village, whose historical Armenian name has
sunk into oblivion, was called Almalu, i.e. Khendzorut,
by the Turkish stock-breeders: ‘alma’ is the Turkish
equivalent for the Armenian word ‘khendzor,’ i.e.
‘apple.’

The village has preserved absolutely no vestiges of
its natives. The local Armenian cemetery, once serving
as a “quarry” for the resettlers, was almost entirely
destroyed in 1986. We found only a simple cross-stone
(100 x 40 x 15 centimetres¤ set in the base of one of the

walls of a house built in 1927 by a certain Gadim Ma-
medov.

BANANTS
Location. The village is situated on the southeast-

facing slope of a gorge lying on the left bank of the
river Artinajur, on the ancient highway of Banants-
Karhat, which also leads to the Sevan Basin, 7 kilome-
tres north-east of the district centre, at an altitude of
1,000 to 1,100 metres above sea level.

The toponym of ‘Banants’ derives from the
Armenian word ‘bananots,’ which means a ‘place of
work.’

Means of Communication. Being under Banants
Armenians’ permanent care, the highway, that extend-
ed through the village, and especially, its Banants-
Gandzak Section, repeatedly underwent reconstruction.
Before 1870, however, it was so difficult of passage
that it bore a close resemblance to a path rather than a
road. It was in that very same year that a local inhabi-
tant named Hovsep Ter-Israyeliants started building
and soon completed a highway stretching up to
Gandzak at 3,000 rubles, his fellow villagers actively
participating in its construction. They also erected a
stone bridge to facilitate traffic even further.3

In 1884 village head A. Ter-Avetikian embarked
upon the construction of the second road leading to
Gandzak, which was of great help to those owning gar-
dens a long way from Banants.4

Meeting the suggestion of the Governor of
Gandzak, in 1903 the Village Assembly decided to
open a cart-road to Gandzak. With 242 voices support-
ing the idea, the participants agreed that it should
extend not from the spring of Meketz5 but from a place
called Nerkin Hand (the Armenian equivalent for

ALMALU. A khachkar found in the base of a house (1927)
belonging to Gadim Mamedov

__________
1 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 87.
2 Ibid.

__________
3 “Nor-Dar,” 1887, No. 113, p. 3.
4 Ibid.
5 Most probably, the name is used in Banants dialect, but we failed

to find out its meaning.
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Lower Field), where the gardens of Banants lay.
Although it required harder efforts to be completed, it
was sure to be of greater benefit in the future.6

The general condition of the roads connecting
Banants with the adjacent villages did not get any bet-
ter in the subsequent years. With this regard, a visitor
wrote the following in 1923, “The poor state of the
highways and the difficulty of communication make
one cover about 10 versts either on foot or on different

animals, for there are absolutely no roads for carts or
carriages. Last year head of the “Azerbaijani Oil”
Serebrovski promised to provide Banants with the
building material necessary for the construction of
roads, if only the village gained the right to have its
own railway carriage...”7

Archaeological Monuments. The neighbourhood
of Banants is rich in a great number of tumuli, which
attests that the area of the middle course of the river

__________
6 “Mshak,” 1903, No. 135, p. 2.

BANANTS. The village in the 1920s (above) and in 1985 (left and right)

__________
7 “Martakoch,” 1923, No. 177 (26 September), in Armenian.
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Artinajur has been densely-populated since time imme-
morial. In 1899 German archaeologist Emil Resler, one
of the first scholars to conduct investigation into the
tombs of the area, wrote, “...I unearthed 14 tombs with

17 graves dating from the period between the Bronze
and Iron Ages.”8

The archaeological finds of Banants include a
cuneiform inscription.9

A Historical Introduction. Despite Banants’ cen-
turies-old existence and the glorious past it surely
boasts, the history of the village is very scantily record-
ed. One of the earliest sources mentioning the toponym
traces back to 1625, when “...both the old and the
young of Banants...”10 participated in the mending of a
Gospel (1453), the main work being carried out by a
certain Hovhannes Shatakhetsy.11

In the late 19th century, the village was the resi-
dence of landowners Hovsep Bey Ter-Israyeliants and
Hovsep Ter-Hovsepiants, who owned a local site called
Aghkhach (Shahdagh).12

On the whole, Banants did not suffer any damage
during the Armeno-Turkish fights of 1905 to 1906,
for the Turkish mob did not dare to attack the village
openly. Some of its inhabitants, however, did not
escape the ambushes set up by the enemy. Thus, on 16
March 1906, Karapet Baliants, his nephew and two
sons were killed while grazing 65 head of cattle: the
bandits slew the 9-year-old boy and shot the others.13

On 16 May of the same year, Zakar Shahmura-
diants, another local resident of 34, fell victim to some
Turks who had been lying in ambush for him.14

On 19 September 1906, Artem Atanassian was shot
by a treacherous bullet: “On the morning of the 19th,
unspeakable fuss and tumult permeated Banants: a
young man walked through the village weeping bitter-
ly, hitting his head and mourning his brother’s loss. To
the people’s question what had happened, the dumb-
founded fellow told them the following, ‘My brother
and I were on our way to the Armenian village of
Karhat. We had already reached Orhneli Ser15 when all
of a sudden a report was heard from among the bushes,
and my brother, who was a few steps ahead of me, was
knocked down. I myself had a miraculous escape from
the bandits.’

BANANTS. Archaeological finds unearthed in some tombs
located in the neighbourhood of the village

__________
8 Resler, E., op. cit., p. 2 (the original reads, “...èçñëåäîâàë 14

ãðîáíèö è êóðãàí ñ 17 ìîãèëàìè. Âñå ýòè ìîãèëû
ïðèíàäëåæàò êî âðåìåíè ïåðåõîäà áðîíçîâàãî âåêà â
æåëåçíûé”). Also see Hamamchian, E. The Burial Mounds of
Banants Village. In: “Azgagrakan Handes,” second year, part 2,
Tiflis, 1897, pp. 308-315, in Armenian.

9 Ter-Avetissian, S. Karabakh’s Monuments of Antiquity and the
Scythian Problem. Tiflis, 1934, p. 11, in Russian.

10 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 2, p. 186.
11 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts of the Matenadaran after

Mashtots (henceforward: A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts...),
vol. 2, Yerevan, 1970, manuscript No. 10669, all volumes in
Armenian. Also see Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 279.

12 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 32-33.
13 “Mshak,” 1906, No. 63, p. 1.
14 See his epitaph on page 120 of this book.
15 ‘Ser’ is the equivalent for ‘Mountain Branch’ in Karabakh dialect.

‘Orhneli’ is that for ‘Blessed’ in Armenian.
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“The young fellows of the village immediately took
up arms and hurried to the scene of the tragedy. After a
two-hour search, they finally managed to find Artem
Atanassian’s corpse, blood-soaked and shot in three
parts. One of the most courageous young men in the
village, he had just been demobilized...”16

Between 1918 and 1920, inhabitants of Banants
Colonel Yegor Ter-Avetikian and Grigor Ohanian
(Tatoghli) distinguished themselves at the battles
against the Turkish aggressors and Musavatist ban-
dits.17

Construction Activity. In 1886 a visitor wrote that
Banants was remarkable for its “...densely-located
houses some of which boasted cosiness and com-
fort...”18

In 1898 the village was described in the following
way, “It has some crooked paths which are only an
apology for streets. Most of its houses consist of ordi-
nary rooms the oldest of which were built some 33
years ago. The rest represent small, sunken cabins.”19

Banants has several quarters named after different
families. Thus, the lower section of the village, begin-
ning from the river bank and extending westward, is
called Terunts after the Terians20 The Ter-Mkrtchians’
and Balians’ (Kash-Avagians’) Quarters lie west of it,
i.e. in the centre of the village, in the north of which the
Lokians’ (Lokunts) and Kikians’ (Kikunts) houses are
situated. Parallel with the development and enlarge-
ment of Banants, another two quarters were established
on the right bank of the river Artinajur. One of them,
called Aygestan, is more known by the name of Dimats
Tegh (the Armenian equivalent for an ‘Opposite
Place’). The other, which is named Eliants, is located
in the vicinity of the ancient site of Yeghetsy Hogh (the
Armenian equivalent for ‘Church Land’). 

The centre of the village, where six principal roads
intersect, represents a small square called Poghotsk.    

Population. From at least the 4th to 3rd millennia
B.C. until the deportation of 1989, Banants was one of
the most populous villages in Northern Artsakh. This is
attested by the abundance of large cemeteries (they
date from the pre-Christian era and the Middle Ages) as
well as standing and ruined churches and chapels pre-
served in its neighbourhood. 

In contrast to this, records on the number of the
local population can be found only beginning with the
early 19th century. The analysis of the available data

reveals that they constantly increased during the period
between the 19th century and the establishment of the
Soviet rule.

The following list of families living in Banants in
1839 is of special importance to the study of their his-
tory:

“1 Maki Chopuriants, his mother Sandukht, his wife Ma-
riam as well as his son Yesayi and his daughter Nazi; Maki’s
brother Hakob, his wife Anakhas and his son Hovhannes;
Maki’s nephew Harutiun with his niece Yeghisabet; 

2 Abraham Mosesov together with his wife Mariam and
his son Petros; Abraham’s brothers Harutiun, and Hakob with
his wife Mariam and his son Hovhannes;

3 Zakar Melikov, his wife Mariam, his children Stepan
and Herik as well as his brother Avag;

4 Grigor Poghosov, his wife Mariam and their daughter
Zani; Grigor’s brother Dadi and his wife Shoghakat;

5 Ghukas Jaladov and his wife Gyuli with their son Mar-
tiros and their daughter Vardi; Ghukas’ sister Mariam and his
brother Virap with his wife Salbi;

6 Ohanes Melikov, his sister Sabed as well as his broth-
ers Tzatur and Galust; 

7 Sahak Zuliov, his wife Mariam as well as his nephew
Grigor and his niece Mariam;

8 Sargis Barseghov, his wife Yeghisabet, their son
Martiros as well as their daughters Herik and Margaret;

9 Poghos Kostiov, his wife Margaret as well as their son
Andreas and his wife Sabed; Poghos’ nephew Vardan, his
wife Horomsim and their daughter Nazi;

10 Barber Sargis, his wife Sirun as well as their sons
Maki with his wife Mariam and his son Gevorg, and Grigor
with his wife Anakhas and his daughter Mariam;

11 Ovanes Ayvazov, his wife Marinos, their son Mosi as
well as their daughters Herik and Sabed; Ovanes’ brother
Daniel, his wife Margaret as well as their son Maki and their
daughter Rehan;

12 Grigor Shahumov, his wife Margaret as well as their
children Hakob, Sarah and Herik;

13 Grigor Thorosov, his wife Khanum as well as their
children Makar, Nazi and Zani; 

14 Gabriel Ter-Mkrtchiants and his wife Gayane together
with their son Rusian and his wife Sabet; Gabriel’s daughter-
in-law Shoghakat, her son Gevorg, his wife Mariam and their
son Ohannes; Gabriel’s brother Harutiun, his wife Herik and
their son Stepan;

15 Petros Vanian, his wife Gyuli as well as their sons
Avag and Khachatur; Petros’ brother Poghos, his wife Ma-
riam as well as their daughters Magtagh and Gyuli;

16 Khachatur, his wife Guli as well as their children Ka-
rapet and Horomsim;

17 Stepan Ter-Avetissian, his wife Margaret as well as
their children Grigor, Ohanes and Khatun; Stepan’s brother
Harutiun, his wife Shoghi and their daughter Magtagh;

18 Nerses Chelalov, his wife Marinos as well as their
daughters Nazi and Herik; Nerses’ brother Ghazar and his
wife Margaret;

19 Grigor Avagian, his sons Vardan with his wife Ma-
riam, and Sargis with his daughters Horom and Zani; Gri-
gor’s nephew Ghukas and his wife Margaret;

20 Ohanes Petrosov, his wife Mariam and their son Arzu-
man; Ohanes’ nephew Maki, his wife Zani as well as his
brothers Ghukas and Navasard;

__________
16 National Archives of Armenia, fund 227, list 1, file 381, p. 5.
17 See “Hayastani Hanrapetutiun,” 1995, No. 199, p. 4 (in

Armenian) for further information about G. Ohanian.
“Gardmank,” 1998, No. 6 (11), in Armenian; “Krtutiun yev
Gitutiun Artsakhum,” 2001, Nos. 1-2, p. 84, in Armenian.

18 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 295.
19 Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 308.
20 In Banants dialect, most of the family names had the ending of

‘unts’ instead of the customary ‘ian.’
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21 Arakel Ter-Ohanov, his wife Herik as well as their chil-
dren David and Sabet; Arakel’s nephew Yesayi, his wife Ma-
riam as well as their children Mkrtich, Sandukht and Rehan;

22 Harutiun Shushapazian and his wife Sarah with their
children Sargis, Gozal, Pari and Herik; Harutiun’s brother
Grigor, his wife Herik and their son Mkrtum;

23 Ohanes Ananiants with his wife Mariam and his moth-
er Nazi;

24 Karapet Gulunts, his wife Marinos as well as his chil-
dren Sargis, Shoghi and Mariam;

25 Karapet Tzapovian, his wife Horomsim as well as his
brother Ohannes with his spouse Sarah and his son Poghos;

BANANTS. Quarters and houses
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26 Grigor Manishakov, his wife Khanum as well as their
children Stepan, Mariam and Khatun; Grigor’s brother Po-
ghos, his wife Aziz as well as their daughters Ana and Sarah;

27 Ghuli Ter-Yeghian and his wife Khatun with their son
Harutiun and their daughter Vari;

28 Ohan Hakobian, his wife Shoghakat as well as their
son Grigor with his wife Khanum; Ohan’s brother Ghazar
and his grandchild Kyuli;

29 Harutiun Zakarian, his wife Aziz as well as their chil-
dren Sargis, Barsam, Horom and Margaret; Harutiun’s broth-

BANANTS. Houses and the Vanunts’ gate. Partial views of the village quarters. Below: the house of Hamzunts Marut
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er Hanes, his wife Mariam as well as their children Mateos,
Karapet and Vari;

30 Hakob Dapiov, his wife Sabet, their sons Virap and
Stepan as well as their daughters Herik and Magtagh;
Hakob’s brother Grigor, his wife Yeghisabet as well as his
children Karapet, Marinos and Vari;

31 Martiros Badalian and his wife Nazi with their chil-
dren Anton, Pari and Vardi; Martiros’ brother Harutiun and
his wife Dada;

32 Moses Ghabuzov, his wife Shahpar, their son Harutiun
as well as their daughters Sona and Ana;

33 Aghajan Nalbandov, his wife Mariam as well as their
children Ohanes, Nerses, Yeghisabet and Magtagh; Aghajan’s
nephew Hovsep, his wife Anna as well as their sons Anton,
Zaki and Vari;

34 Sargis Grigorov and his wife Yeprosine with their son
Galust, their daughter-in-law Mariam and their grandchild
Ohannes; Sargis’ brothers Galust, and Barsegh with his wife
Sabed; Sargis’ nephew Avet, his wife Margaret as well as
their children Poghos, Vardi and Khatun;

35 Tsakan Adeanov, his wife Mato, their children Haru-
tiun, Rehan and Herik as well as Tsakan’s brother Maki;

BANANTS. Quarters and houses 
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36 Aghajan Mateossian, his wife Sabed and their son
Mateos with his wife Khanum; Aghajan’s brother Sargis, his
wife Mahalep (Mahpep) as well as his children Harutiun,
Poghos and Shoghi;

37 Papa with his wife Javahir, his sons Gabriel, Grigor
and Maki as well as his daughters Vari and Khanum;

38 Margar Banuchian, his wife Horom and their son Ma-
ki with his wife Mariam and his son Ohannes; Margar’s
brother Avag, his wife Nazi as well as their children Stepan,
Grigor, Marinos, Khatun and Sandukht;

39 Ohan Ter-Khachaturian and his wife Marinos with
their son Grigor, his wife Mariam and his children Sabed and
Hovsep; Ohan’s nephew Ghevond, his wife Gyuli and their

son Hanes with his wife Vardi; Ohan’s brother Ohannes with
his children Ghevond, Poghos, Mariam and Sabed;

40 Hovsep Tusiov, his wife Gyuli as well as their children
Stepan, Moses and Mariam; Hovsep’s brother Grigor, his
wife Sandukht as well as their children Hakob, Petros and
Poghos;

41 Hovsep Ter-Osepian’s son Nerses, his nephew Grigor
as well as his sister Zani and his brother Sargis;

42 Moses Voskanian, his sons Mnatsakan and
Hovhannes, his nephew, widower Avet with his sons G... and
Karapet;

43 Ghazar Arakelian and his wife Margaret; Ghazar’s
brother Grigor, his wife Nazi and their daughter Mariam;

BANANTS. Quarters and houses 
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44 Theodoros Hakobian, his wife Vardi, his mother
Sharmagh as well as his brother Karapet with his wife Aziz
and his daughter Mariam;

45 Abraham Hovakimian, his wife Mariam as well as
their children Rehan and Theodoros; Abraham’s brothers
Martiros, and Maki with his wife Sandukht as well as his
children Herik and Karapet;

46 Ghuli Hayrapetian, his brother Karapet, his wife Zari
as well as his son Maki with his spouse Guli;

47 Galust Ter-Ghukasov, his wife Mariam as well as their
children Mateos and Vardi; Galust’s brother Ohan and his
wife Horomsim;

48 Sargis Muntoyan, his wife Mariam as well as their
children Ohanes, Grigor, Galust and Ana;

49 Martiros Dalakian, his wife Mariam as well as their
children Hanes, Marinos, Zari and Vardi.”21

The inhabitants of Banants were distinguished for
their longevity. One of them, Musunts Hay,22 died at
the age of 103: “Recently Musunts Mnatsakan yielded
up his spirit to God, having lived on the earth for a hun-
dred and three years: he was born in 1801...”23

Musunts Hay was buried “...at the top of a mountain
called Tati Ser, which towered near the village. His fel-
low villagers were convinced that the old man’s soul
would keep a watchful eye on his birthplace from that
height, ever asking the Lord to have mercy upon it...”24

The available statistical records on the number of
the population of Banants between 1804 and 1917 rep-
resent the following picture: 
Year Houses    Males       Females                Total
180425 51 100 80 180
183926 49 191 191 382
184527 477 414 891
184728 485 439 916
184929 509 438 947
185030 118 519 509 1,028
185231 529 517 1,046
185332 536 523 1,059
185433 553 527 1,080
185634 582 562 1,144
185735 589 579 1,168
185836 595 582 1,177

186037 599 584 1,183
186138 75
186339 620 580 1,200
186440 635 595 1,230
186541 103 640 595 1,235
186642 146 709 573 1,282
187243 964 874 1,838
187344 1,644
187445 1,560
187546 1,704
187647 1,739
187748 923 843 1,766
187849 929 836 1,765
188150 990 883 1,873
188251 1,021 911 1,932
188352 1,003 884 1,887
188553 950 900 1,850
188654 174 1,135 860 1,995
188755 1,029 925 1,954
188856 1,063 951 2,014
188957 1,076 952 2,028
189058 1,104 981 2,085
189159 1,144 ? ?
189260 1,198 1,131 2,329
189361 1,221 1,145 2,366
189462 1,232 1,180 2,412
189763 1,326 1,279 2,605
189864 1,374 1,312 2,686
189965 1,382 1,316 2,698

__________
21 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, pp. 33-34.
22 ‘Hay,’ i.e. the Armenian equivalent for ‘Armenian,’ was an hon-

ourary title used with reference to people held in great esteem in
the village.

23 “Mshak,” 1903, No. 162, p. 2.
24 Ibid.
25 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
26 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, pp. 33-34.
27 Idem, file 3811, pp. 4-5.
28 Idem, file 3814, pp. 96-97.
29 Idem, file 3818, pp. 96-97.
30 Idem, file 56, list 1, file 2596, p. 110.
31 Idem, file 3819, pp. 106-107.
32 Idem, file 2743, pp. 16-18.
33 Idem, file 3825, pp. 68-69.
34 Idem, file 3828, p. 112.
35 Idem, file 3830, pp. 74-75.
36 Idem, file 3831, pp. 41-42.

__________
37 Idem, file 3833, pp. 108-109.
38 Idem, file 3835, pp. 147-148.
39 Idem, file 3843, pp. 15-16.
40 Idem, file 3846, pp. 23-24.
41 “Nor-Dar,” 1889, No. 204, p. 2. Also see National Archives of

Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3848, pp. 49-50.
42 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3848, p. 57.
43 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63.
44 Idem, file 3864, pp. 39-40.
45 Caucasian Calendar for 1886, p. 124.
46 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3866 pp. 44-45.
47 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
48 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3869, pp. 54-55.
49 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
50 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
51 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
52 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
53 Idem, file 3877, p. 29.
54 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79. According to another statistical

source, the village had 272 houses in the same year (“Nor-Dar,”
1889, No. 204, p. 2).

55 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 73.
56 Idem, file 3883, p. 131.
57 Idem, file 3884, pp. 226-227.
58 Idem, file 3887, p. 150.
59 Idem, file 3889, p. 149.
60 Idem, file 3891, p. 121.
61 Idem, file 3895, pp. 77-78.
62 Idem, file 3896, pp. 174-175.
63 Idem, file 3899, pp. 147-148.
64 Idem, file 3897, p. 169.
65 Idem, file 3903, p 126-127.
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190066 1,390 1,333 2,723
190167 1,436 1,365 2,801
190268 1,431 1,384 2,815
190569 1,448 1,392 2,840
190670 1,516 1,412 2,928
190771 2,310
190872 262 1,156 930 2,086
190973 1,462 1,394 2,856

191074 1,203 971 2,174
191275 1,508 1,423 2,931
191476 2,390
191777 400 2,596
197678 1,675

With the last inhabitants deported on 27 July 1989,
the Armenian spirit finally died away in the centuries-
old village.79 The former Armenians of Banants, now

__________
66 Idem, file 3905, p 91-92.
67 Idem, file 3906, pp. 97-98.
68 Idem, file 3907, pp. 23-24.
69 Idem, file 3912, pp. 266-267.
70 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
71 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
72 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 10. The

village had 2,070 inhabitants in the same year (Caucasian
Calendar for 1910, p. 201).

73 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 764, p. 117.

__________
74 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 57-58.
75 Idem, file 3919, pp. 62-63.
76 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 98.
77 Avetissian, M. M. A Reference Book on the Settlements and

Population Number of Nagorno Karabakh and Zangezur (1917). In:
"Banber Hayastani Arkhivneri," 1991, No. 3, p.  166, in Armenian.

78 SAE, vol. 1, p. 541.
79 Danielian, A. Banants Totally Abandoned Before My Very Eyes. In:

“Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 16, in Armenian.

BANANTS. Quarters and houses. The houses of the Vanunts and Jalladians
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reduced to the state of refugees, mainly resettled in the
subdistricts of Vardenis (Gegharkunik Marz) and
Meghri (Syunik Marz) of the Republic of Armenia.80

Occupation. Mining. Apart from being occupied
with different crafts, Banants Armenians “...used to be
engaged in trade and iron processing: they obtained
metal from the iron ore found in the nearby mountains
and made various tools. However, the iron imported
from Russia turning out cheaper, they were soon
obliged to give up that business, especially taking into
account the fact that the authorities had started taxing
coal heavily.”81

With this regard, Yerkatakarian, one of the corre-
spondents of the “Nor-Dar” periodical, writes, “Some

fifty to sixty years ago, Banants Armenians dug the soil
to a great depth and obtained round iron ores which
were then crumbled into tiny pieces with a huge ham-
mer, put into a furnace and fused together. In that man-
ner, they extracted iron to make tools necessary for the
villagers. At present the immense holes whose depth
petrifies everybody are the only reminders of those
days. It is already a long time since the local inhabi-
tants quitted the processing of iron.”82

Banants used to have seven iron processing mills.
Coal Mining. Directly connected with mining, this

craft was quitted parallel with the cessation of iron pro-
cessing and the reduction of wooded areas. 

Farming. In the mid-19th century, the people of
Banants were in bad need of land: “Despite the fact that

BANANTS. Above: some of the Israyelians’ houses. Below: the wooden-roof house of the Thorossians (1875)

__________
82 “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 148.

__________
80 Chalumian, M. The Deportees from Banants in Armenia. In:

“Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 16, in Armenian.
81 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 295.
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the number of the local inhabitants is increasing year
by year, their means of existence remain absolutely the
same. Although they have multiplied for several times,
they are still fed on the same amount of bread as some
fifty years ago. Moreover, at present everybody
attempts to earn his living through farming, since they
have no other means of income, whereas in those
times, husbandry was concentrated in the hands of only
a few families. The arable lands, however, are highly
insufficient: the yearly share of the soil allocated to
every house amounts to 2 to 3 oravars,83 which yield a
very scanty amount of wheat.”84

The shortage of land was so acute that some of the
local inhabitants even thought of leaving Banants and
resettling somewhere else.

The Armenians of Banants used to celebrate the fes-
tival of Vardavar85 with great solemnity.86

The parish school of Banants was one of the old-
est educational institutions in Northern Artsakh that
provided regular instruction. The available archive
documents are not unanimous in mentioning the exact
time of its foundation, the possible dates oscillating
between 1871 and 1873. According to a contemporary
press publication, it started working in 1873 through

__________
83 ‘Oravar,’ a unit of measure indicating the size of tilled soil, is

equal to about 8/11 hectares. Deriving from the Armenian words
‘or,’ i.e. ‘day,’ and ‘var,’ i.e. ‘to plow,’ it means ‘an area of land
that can be plowed within a single day.’

84 “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 148.

__________
85 An ancient pagan festival, after the adoption of Christianity (301),

Vardavar changed into the Feast of the Transfiguration of Jesus
Christ.  

86 Ter-Michaelian, S. The Festival of Vardavar in Banants. In:
"Ardzagank," 1884, No. 30, p. 449, in Armenian.

BANANTS. Quarters and houses 
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the efforts of a certain N. Ter-Nersissiants from
Gandzak.87

By 1876 to 1877, the school had earned itself such
high repute that it admitted boarding-pupils not only
from the adjacent villages but also those located in the
Sevan Basin.88 Despite that, however, it remained
closed throughout the year 1878 and reopened only
through the mediation of Diocese Inspector H. Ter-
Hovhannissian and his assistant M. Yepiskopossian,
who visited Banants on 21 October of the same year,
concerned about its fate.89 With this respect, the former
writes, “Taking advantage of the fact that it was

Sunday and the parishioners had some leisure, I invit-
ed them to discuss the reopening and further work of
the school. Gladly accepting every suggestion we
made, they unanimously decided to allocate some fines
as well as the money received from the village pastures
and other means, coming up to about 600 rubles per
year, to that institution so that it would function with-
out any obstacles. New trustees having been appointed,
I declared it reopened, since I had taken Mr. V.
Yeghiazariants with me to teach there. Classes were to
be held in a two-room house which had a yard and a
garden and was quite convenient for the purpose. So
great was the people’s enthusiasm that one of them, Mr.
Ter-Michaeliants, who owned the aforementioned
dwelling, agreed to take no rent for it, and one of the
trustees, Mr. Hovsep Ter-Israyeliants, provided the

BANANTS. Above: capitals of some houses (the second one is in the yard of the Gojunts), 1843. Below: the hearthstone of the
Yepiskopossians’ house

__________
87 “Nor-Dar,” 1887, No. 113, p. 3.
88 “Mshak,” 1888, No. 90, p. 1.
89 Movses Yepiskopossiants, who was from Getashen in origin, was

a graduate of St. Petersburg’s Jemaran of Agriculture.
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teacher with a room to live in absolutely free of
charge.”90 The diocese inspector continues, “The easi-
ness with which we achieved the reopening of Banants’
school can be primarily explained by the local people’s
longing for education. Besides, some of them proved of
great instrumentality in that affair and I find it my duty
to mention their names: the village head, Priests
Poghos and Andreas as well as Mr. Hovsep Ter-Israye-
liants, who is a member and treasurer of the school’s
Board of Trustees.”91

The new building of the institution is described in
the following way, “...the school, built in the site of the
ancient ruined church of Sourb Astvatzatzin92 in 1886,
is located within the enclosure of the present-day
church. A two-floor structure of a tiled roof, it covers
an area of about 455 square sazhens,93 including four
large rooms, a yard and an enclosure...”94

The foundations of the school were laid on 5 July
1887 on the initiative of the village head’s brother,
Doctor Yagor Hovhannissiants, who dedicated it to his
prematurely dead son.95

In 1903 Banants Armenians applied to Gandzak’s
spiritual powers for permission to erect a new building
for the institution.96

In the school year 1911/12, it owned a library of
750 books.97

Below follow further details concerning the activi-
ty of the school between1871 and 1913:

Year Further Information     Teachers                  Pupils
187198 Opening date
187399 1 106
1874100 Functioned as a male Avetik Stepanian

school. Ter-Avetikiants
1875101 Priest Andreas

Ter-Michaeliants 120
1876102 2 90
1877103 1 55
1877/78 Remained closed for a short time.

__________
96 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 9, p. 172.
97 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 15, file 571, p. 20.
98 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 15, file 571, p. 20.

Also see “Horizon,” 1913, No. 21, p. 5. As already mentioned
above, another source states the school opened in 1873 (“Mshak,”
1888, No. 90, p. 1).

99 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3862, p. 59.
100 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 3, file 52, p. 28.
101 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 3, file 52, p. 45; file

62, p. 46.
102 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3850, p. 52;

fund 56, list 3, file 62, p. 46.
103 Idem, file 3850, p. 130.

__________
90 “Mankavarzhakan Tert,” Tiflis, 1878-1879, p. 9, in Armenian.
91 Ibid., pp. 9-10.
92 ‘Sourb Astvatzatzin’ is how the Armenians refer to the Holy Virgin.
93 A ‘sazhen’ is a Russian unit of length equal to 2 metres 13 cen-

timetres.
94 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, part 2, file 3419, p.

3; fund ä461, list 1, file 9, pp. 157, 159.
95 “Nor-Dar,” 1887, No. 113, p. 3.

BANANTS. The teachers and pupils of the parish school
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1878104 Reopened in October 1878/79. 
1879105 1 35
1888106 Maki Jaghetiants rendered great financial aid to

the newly-built school, which had reopened on 
24 January. Its Board of Trustees comprised 
Priest Poghos Yepiskopossiants, verger Poghos 
Karapetian and Doctor Yagor Grigorian Hov-
hannissiants. 

1890107 60
1890/91108 Classes started on 3 September. Sexton Stepanos

Mkrtchian Ter-Michaeliants 73
1891109 70
1892110 One-year 70
1893111 Functioned as a boys’ school.
1894112 1 59
1895 to 1905 Closed on a Government order
1906113 Reopened on 15 September as a unisex school
1907114 3 155 

(43 girls)
1908115 The Board of Trustees included Doctor Michael

Ter-Michaeliants, Levon Ter-Avetikian, Hov
hannes Hovhannissian, Vazgen Ter-Avetikian 
and Simon Nadiriants. Arshak Meliksetian, Miss V. Azatian,
Miss Siranuysh Ter-Sahakian  
1909116 3        155

(43 girls)
1911117 3 147

(45 girls)
1911/12118 Four-year Yeghisabet 

Ter-Vardanian, 140
(40 girls) 

Shushanik Jalladiants, 
Michael Shah-
muradiants

1913119 The Board of Trustees  St. Sargissian included 
St. Ter-Avetikian and Hovhannes Hovhannissian

Village Heads. Throughout its history, Banants had
a great number of outstanding village heads some of
whom are mentioned below:

Stepan Hovhannissiants’120 governance (1878)
marked the foundation of a stone bridge (1886) over
the river Artinajur. It was completed within a year at
2,000 rubles allocated by the villagers.121

In 1884 A. T. Avetikian initiated the construction of
the second road leading to Gandzak.122

In 1903 Hovsep Ter-Hovsepiants held the post of
village head.123

In 1906 S. Hakobiants was elected village head, an
archive document stating the following with that
regard, “...2 October. Today we gathered to elect a new
village head and unanimously gave our voices for Sar-
gis Hakobiants, Mamikon Badaliants being appointed
his assistant. All the villagers were pleased with the
results of the elections...”124

In 1913 “the local inhabitants unitedly elected Ga-
regin Yepiskopossian as village head and Hovhannes
Seyranian as his deputy...”125

In 1903 a hospital functioned in Banants.126

The Local Houses. Before 1988 one could see
several dwellings of flat earthen roofs standing side
by side with double- and even three-storey stone edi-
fices in the village. Banants was distinguished for its
residential buildings which were rich in construction
inscriptions, the oldest of them dating from the first
half of the 19th century. These inscriptions appear in
print for the first time.

9 lines in the Armenian original carved on the wooden pillar of
a hipped-roof house whose last proprietress was Margaret Vazgen
Avetikian:

êï»÷³ÝÇ ÏáÕ³ÏÇó | Ø³ñù³ñÇïë ³ßË³-
ï»óÇ, | Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èØÒ ¥1831¤: | ºë î¥¿¤ñ ²õ»ïÇë-
»³Ý | Ê³ã³ïáõñÇ áñ¹Ç | êï»÷³Ýë »õ Ú³-
ñ|áõÃÇõÝë ßÇÝ»óÇÝù | ³Ûë ïáõÝë:

transl.: I, Stepan’s wife Margaret, did some
work in the year 1831. I, Khachatur Ter-Avetis-
sian’s son Stepan, and I, Harutiun, built this house.

Carved on the wooden capital of an old ruined house (at present
set in one of the walls of a new dwelling):

1843:

Engraved on the capital of the wooden pillar of a house having
a yerdik:127

1875:

__________
120 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 5901, p. 48.
121 “Nor-Dar,” 1887, No. 113, p. 3.
122 Ibid.
123 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 2492, file192.
124 National Archives of Armenia, fund 227, list 1, file 560, file 26.
125 “Horizon,” 1913, No. 266, p. 3.
126 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 2492, p. 192.
127 A ‘yerdik’ is an opening in the ceilings of ancient Armenian

houses. Its main function is to let out smoke and illuminate the
building.

__________
104 Idem, file 3850, p. 178.
105 Idem, file 2922, p. 22.
106 “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 13, p. 1; No. 87, p. 1; “Ararat,” 1888, p. 129.
107 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3887, p. 150.
108 National Archives of Armenia, fund 22, list 1, file 73,pp. 8, 13.
109 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3889, p. 149.
110 Idem, file 3891, p. 121. According to another source, the institu-

tion comprised 55 pupils in the school year 1892/93 (National
Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 15, file 11, pp. 11-12).

111 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3895, pp. 125-126.
112 Idem, file 3896, pp. 34, 174-175; file 3895, p. 99.
113 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 207, p. 19; file

301, p. 5; fund 56, list 15, file 571, p. 20. Another archive document
mentions 1907 as the year of the school’s reopening (National
Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 15).

114 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 15.
115 Idem, file 559, file 16.
116 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 1849, p. 17.
117 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 682, p. 57; file

702, p. 2.
118 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 15, file 571, p. 20.

Also see “Horizon,” 1912, No. 114, p. 3.
119 “Horizon,” 1913, No. 21, p. 5.
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4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a house whose last
proprietor was Makich Hovhannes Atanessian (Bobli):

Æ í³¿ÉáõÙÝ ³Ûë ¹|áõÝë ÚáÑ³Ý¿ë | Î³ñ³å»-
ïáí ²Ý|Ã³Ý¿ë»¥³¤Ýó, 10.11.1884:

transl.: This house is for the enjoyment of
Hovhannes Karapet Antanessiants, 10.11.1884.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a dwelling whose
last proprietress was Haykuhi Hambardzum Movsissian (Musunts):

ÞÇÝ»ó³õ | ïáõÝë î¥¿¤ñ Øáí|ëÇë»³Ýó, 1884:
transl.: This house was built by the Ter-Movsis-

siants,1884.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a house whose last
proprietress was Vardanush Virab Harutiunian (Lkanunts):

1885 ³ÙÇ ³ñ¹»³Ùµ ßÇÝ»ó³õ ³Ûë ïáõÝ»ñë
ØÏñïÇã ¨ Îáëï³Ý¹ | ¶³Éëï»³Ý ÜñÏ³ñ³-
ñ»³Ýó:

transl.: In the year 1885 this house was built
through the means of Mkrtich and Kostand
Galstian Nerkarariants. 

Carved on a dwelling whose last owner was Hovhannes Gevorg
Gevorgian:

1887:

A single arch-shaped line in the Armenian original engraved on
a house whose last proprietress was Sabet Vardazar Chalumian:

1899 ³Ûë ë»Ý»³ÏÁ ßÇÝ»ó³õ Ú³Ïáµ ´¿ÏÝ³-
½³ñ»³ÝóÁ:

transl.: 1899. This room was built by Hakob
Beknazariants. 

A single arch-shaped line in the Armenian original incised into a
dwelling whose last proprietor was Stepan Tigran Beknazarian:

1899 ³Ûë ë»Ý»³ÏÁ ßÇÝ»ó³õ ¶ñÇ·áñ ´¿Ï-
Ý³½³ñ»³ÝóÁ:

transl.: 1899. This room was built by Grigor
Beknazariants.

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a dwelling whose
last owner was Hambardzum Khachatur Israyelian (Donunts):

²Ûë ë»Ý»³ÏÝ»|ñë ßÇÝ»ó³õ ³ñ¹»³Ùµ | Ú³-
ñáõÃÇõÝ î¿ñ Æë|ñ³Û¿É»³ÝóÇ, 1905 Ã.:

transl.: These rooms were built through the
means of Harutiun Ter-Israyeliants, 1905.

7 lines in the Armenian original carved on a residential building:

²Ûë ë»Ý»³ÏÝ»ñë ßÇ|Ý»ó³õ ³ñ¹»³Ùµ ÇÙáí |
ØÇù³Û¿É ´³ï³Û»|³ÝóÇë, 1905 ³ÙÇ, | ¨
³ñ|¹»³Ùµ ÏÇÝª | Â³·áõÑÇ:

transl.: I, Michael Batayants, and my wife
Taguhi built these rooms through our means in the
year 1905. BANANTS. Construction inscriptions of some houses
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5 lines in the Armenian original incised into a house whose last
proprietor was Isak Arshak Danielian:

1910 Ã. Ù³. 1-ÇÝ | Ï³éáõó³õ ½³Ûë ïáõ|Ýë ÇÙ
³ßË³ï³Ýù|áíë ÐáíÑ³ÝÝ¿ë|³Ý ê¿Ûñ³Ý»³Ýó:

transl.: On 1 ... 1910 I built this house with my
own means. Hovhannissian Seyraniants.

5 lines in the Armenian original incised into a dwelling which
housed the Village Council before  1988:

Üáõ¿ñ »Ï»Õ»|ó³Ï³Ý ¹åñáóÇÝ | ¶ñÇ·áñ
Ê³ã³|ïñ»³Ý Ø³Ýáõ|ß³Ï»³ÝÇó, 1910 Ã.:

transl.: Donated to the church school by Grigor
Khachatrian Manushakiants,1910.

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a house whose last
proprietor was Sasha Makich Jaghetian:

1910 Ã. ßÇÝáõÃáõ|Ýë ëÏëí»ó ¨ å³ïñ³|ëï-
í»ó 1911 Ã., êÇÙ¿ûÝ | ¶. æ³Õ¿Ã»³Ýó:

transl.: This building was founded in 1910 and
completed  in 1911, Simeon G. Jaghetiants. 

5 lines in the Armenian original »ngraved on a house whose last
owner was Avetis Grigor Ghavalian:

²Ûë ¿ ØáõÝÃáõÝó | º÷ñ¿ÙÇ ïáõÝÁ, | áñ ³é³Û
1901, | ßÇÝ»óÇ 1911 Ã.:

transl.: This is Muntunts Yeprem’s abode, which
I purchased in 1901 and repaired in 1911.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a dwelling whose
last owner was Khachatur Vanik Avagian (Jojunts):

Æñ³Ý Û³ßË|³¹³Ýùáí, | Þ. êÇÙ¥áÝ»³Ý¤,
1924:

transl.: With the sweat of his brow, Sh.
Simonian, 1924.

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a residential build-
ing whose last proprietress was Emma Mkrtich Mkrtchian
(Ebruzunts):

1925 Ã. í»ñÇ Ñ¥³ñÏÁ¤ ßÇ¥Ý»ó¤ | ì³ñÃáõÑÇ
Úáí|Ñ³ÝÝÇë»³ÝÁ, Ý¥»ñùÇÝ¤ Ñ¥³ñÏÁ¤ ØÏñ|ïÇã
ØÏñïÇã»³ÝÁ:

transl.: In 1925 Varduhi Hovhannissian built
the upper floor and Mkrtich Mkrtichian the lower
one.

4 lines in the Armenian original incised into a house whose last
owner was Mekhak Yeprem Mkrtchian:

²Ûë ïáõÝ ³é³ | 1925 Ã., ßÇÝ»óÇ 1929 |
Ø»Ë³Ï º÷ñ»ÙÇ | ØÏñïÇãÛ³Ýó:

transl.: I bought this house in 1925 and
repaired it in 1929. Mekhak Yeprem Mkrtchiants. 

BANANTS. The longitudinal and transversal sections of Metz
(Hin) Bridge. Its plan
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6 lines in the Armenian original carved on a dwelling whose last
proprietress was Ziravard Hovakim Begian:

î³Ýë Ý»ñùÇ Ñ¥³ñÏÁ¤ ßÇÝ»ó | ê³ñ·Çë ê»Û-
ñ³Ý»³ÝóÁ Çñ 2 | áñ¹áíë ¨ ²í»ïÇëÁ íË. |
1928 Ã., ÇëÏ ÷¥áùñ¤ áñ¹ÇÝ ²ÉÇù | í¥»ñÇÝ¤
Ñ¥³ñÏÁ¤ ßÇÝ»ó 1929 Ã. ¨ Ï³|ï³ñ»ó Ñáñ
Ï³ÙùÁ:

transl.: The lower storey of this house was
built by Sargis Seyraniants and his two sons.
Avetis died in 1928 and his younger son Alik
built the upper floor in 1929, fulfilling his
father’s wish. 

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into an abode whose last
owner was Karen Arshak Movsissian (Musunts):

ÞÇÝí»ó³í ïáõÝë ²ñß³Ï | î»ñ-Øáíë»ë-
Û³Ýó, 1929 Ã.:

transl.: This house was built by Arshak Ter-
Movsissiants, 1929.

Engraved on a dwelling whose last proprietor was Sergi Gulyan.
The inscription was covered with plaster, but the local inhabitants
knew it by heart:

Ì³ÕÇÏ Ñ³ë³ÏáõÙ ïáõÝë ÑÇÙÝ»óÇ, µ³Ûó
ãí³Û»É»óÇ, áñ¹õáÛë ÛÇß³ï³Ï ÃáÕ»óÇ, ³Ýóáñ¹-
Ý»ñ ÛÇß»ó»ù, ²ëïáõ³Í áÕáñÙ»ó»ù:

BANANTS. Metz (Hin)  Bridge. Its interior facade, longitudinal section and plan
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transl.: I founded my house in the prime of life,
but I failed to enjoy it and handed it down to my
son. May you, passers-by, remember me and pray
for me.

Bridges. Metz (the Armenian equivalent for
‘Greater’) or Hin (the Armenian equivalent for
‘Older,’) Bridge, dating from the 17th century, extends
over the river Artinajur, at the south-eastern edge of
Banants. It represents a single-span structure of
undressed stone and mortar, with its span 9.25 metres
long, and its passage 4.90 metres wide. The corner-
stones of its vault-bearing arch are finely-cut. A vault-
ed room can be seen on each side of the bridge: proba-
bly, they used to serve as sentry-boxes, guest-cham-
bers, or customs houses.  

Yants Bridge (18th century), which ranks the sec-
ond in significance after the aforementioned bridge,
lies over the river Artinajur, at the southern edge of
Banants. It represents a single-span structure of a
semi-circular vault, with its span 10.70 metres long,
and its passage 4.90 metres wide. The capstone of its
northern facade bears a relief of a horse head which,
apparently, stands for a family emblem. The bridge

was repaired in the 19th century by a certain Shami
Saki. 

A white marble stone (60 x 40 centimetres),
placed at the top of an arch in the centre of the
upper, i.e. west-facing facade of the bridge, bears
an inscription (5 lines in the Armenian original)
commemorating the overhaul implemented in
1918: 

Î³Ùáõñçë ³Ûë í»ñ³Ýáñá·»ó | ê³ñ·Çë ìÇ-
ñ³µ»³Ý | Ú³Ïáµ¿³Ýó, ³ÝÙ³Ñ | ÛÇß³ï³Ï Çñ |
ÍÝáÕ³ó, 9.6.1918 Ã.:

transl.: This bridge was repaired by Sargis
Virabian Hakobiants in perpetual memory of his
parents, 9 June 1918.

Published for the first time.

The bridge of Nerki Hand (the Armenian equiva-
lent for ‘Lower Fields’), a stone monument lying over
the river Artinajur, was built in 1870, parallel with the
completion of the road of Banants-Gandzak.128 It was
destroyed in the aftermath of an explosion during the
construction of the railway of Gandzak-Karhat in 1945. 

__________
128 “Nor-Dar,” 1887, No. 113, p. 3.

BANANTS. Yants Bridge and its plan
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Boloradzor, which dates from the 17th century,
was built over the stream Bolorajur (Bolorants), at the
southern edge of the village. It represented a single-
span vaulted bridge of finely-cut cornerstones. Its only
remnants comprise its piers built of undressed stone
and mortar. Its span was originally 9.20 metres long,
and its passage 2.50 metres wide (it was later enlarged
into 4.50 metres).

The bridge of Bagher (the Armenian equivalent
for ‘Gardens’), representing a single-span structure of
undressed stone and mortar, was built over the river
Artinajur, “at the beginning of the Kurdians’ Gorge”129

in 1886.

BANANTS. Mazi Bridge and its plan

BANANTS. The left pier and measurement of Boloradzor Bridge

__________
129 Ibid.
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The bridge of Yekeghetsadzor (the Armenian
equivalent for ‘Church Gorge,’ ‘Kilisadara’ in Turkish)
represents a single-span vaulted structure built over the
stream Yekeghetsajur, 5.5 kilometres south of Banants
in the 18th century. In 1932 it was repaired by
Hovhannes Gyurjian (Gurjunts Hovhan).

Mazi (the Armenian equivalent for ‘Hair’) Bridge
(its span was 10.15 metres long, and its passage 3 metres
wide), which lay over the river Artinajur, was built of
rough stone and mortar. It was destroyed in the late 19th
century, its piers being still preserved on the elevated
side of a nearby narrow gorge before the deportation of
the population of Northern Artsakh in 1988.

The school of Banants was adjoined by a bridge
representing a single-span structure of undressed stone
and mortar. It survived until 1960.

Each of the small bridges built over the stream
flowing through the centre of the village represents
a structure of undressed stone and mortar, with a
semi-circular vault and a span of 3 metres on aver-
age. 

Banants was also rich in mills which were locat-
ed all along the gorge and functioned at the expense
of the river Artinajur. Below follows a list of some of
the people and families owning them: the Ter-
Avetikiants (near a mulberry wood above Yants
Bridge); Gabriel Gevorgian (above Metz Bridge); the
Tzapoviants (near the same bridge, on the left bank
of the river Artinajur); the Aniants (on the same bank
of the river) as well as the Musunts and Maki Kikian
(Mkrtich Grigorian), whose mills lay above Metz
Bridge. The latter later gave his to his daughter
Taguhi as part of her dowry (his son-in-law was
Tevos Hovhannissian). 

The oldest church in Banants, Sourb Astvatzatzin
is situated in the centre of the village, north of St.
Grigor Lusavorich Church built later. 

BANANTS. Yekeghetsadzor Bridge

BANANTS. A bridge
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According to Father Poghos Yepiskopossiants, in
the late 19th century, the monument was in an incon-
solable state: “...as a result of the deterioration of its
wooden roof, the condition of the village’s ancient
church of Sourb Astvatzatzin is worsening day by day.
Since its walls partly collapsed last month, people and
even animals have been walking there freely, without
any obstacles. ... The construction of the cells started in
the year 1886 with the means of the sanctuary as well
as through the local inhabitants’ and Mr. Yagor
Hovhannissiants’ financial support. The latter had

made that donation in memory of his brother, Mahtesy
Avetik, as well as his sons Alexandre, Sexton Nerses
and Hovsep... The building was erected in the site of an
older church to meet the villagers’ spiritual needs.”130

In 1981 some repairs were implemented in the church.
Sourb Astvatzatzin represents a single-nave

vaulted structure (exterior dimensions: 9.64 x 7.40
metres) built of undressed stone and mortar. Its only
entrance, which opens from the western facade,

BANANTS. Sourb Astvatzatzin and St. Grigor Lusavorich Churches

__________
130 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 9, p. 161.
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bears signs of some changes carried out during its
enlargement in the 19th century. The sanctuary,
where light penetrates through 2 windows widening
inside, has a wide bema, but is devoid of vestries.
The abundence of khachkars and tombstones (22 in
number according to our estimate), set both in the
exterior and interior walls of the church, make it par-
ticularly remarkable. The former, amounting to 131,
lie everywhere, from the cornices to the niches and
windows. 

The stylistic and decorative peculiarities of
these memorials, a considerable part of which is
inscribed, trace them back to the 16th to 17th cen-
turies.

Below follow the inscriptions carved on the
khachkars and tombstones found inside the church: 

BANANTS. St. Grigor Lusavorich Church

BANANTS. The plans of Sourb Astvatzatzin and St. Grigor
Lusavorich Churches
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5 lines in the Armenian original engraved on and below the cor-
nice of a cross-stone standing in front of the bema:

ºë Æ·áõÉ»óÇ º³Õáõµë Ï³Ý·Ý|»óÇ Ë(³)ãë

Ø³ñÛ³ÝÇÝ, Ãí(ÇÝ) èº (1556):

transl.: I, Yaghub from Agulis, erected this
cross in memory of Marian in the year 1556. 

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p.
258. 

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a cross-stone lying on the northern side of the window opening from
the western facade:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë ¸³õ³ÃÇÝ, | Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èº
¥1556¤: 

transl.: This Holy Cross is in memory of Davat,
in the year 1556. 

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 260. 
Note: This source does not decipher the inscription thoroughly.

The part below the cornice is engraved with a scene of the Crucifixion.

BANANTS. The bema and concha of St. Grigor Lusavorich Church. Its entrances opening from its southern and western facades
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2 lines in the Armenian original carved on another cross-stone
lying on the southern side of the same window:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë ³(õ)·Ý³Ï³Ý ´¿ÏÇ|×³ÝÇÝ,
Ãûí¥ÇÝ¤ èÄÀ ¥1569¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Bekichan,
in the year 1569.

Published for the first time.

A cross-stone placed in front of the bema bears a 2-line inscrip-
tion carved on its cornice and around some reliefs below the cor-
nice:

Â¥íÇÝ¤ èÈº ¥1586¤, ëáõñµ Ë³ãë ³õ·Ý³-
Ï³Ý æÇã³ÛÇÝ:

transl.: In the year 1586, may this Holy Cross
protect Jicha. 

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 257.  
Note: In this source the year is erroneously deciphered as ‘1556.’

The name ‘Jicha’ may also be read as ‘Jika.’

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a cross-stone set in the window opening from the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë ³(õ)·(Ý³Ï³)Ý àëÏ³Ý|ÇÝ: 

BANANTS. Sourb Astvatzatzin Church seen from the north-west and east. Cross-stones set in the western and eastern facades of
the church
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transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Voskan. 
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 260.  
Note: This source, which traces the inscription back to the 16th

century, offers a different decipherment of its last part. 

2 lines carved on and below the cornice of a cross-stone stand-
ing north of the window of the bema, the inscription being interrupt-
ed by reliefs representing Jesus and the four Evangelists:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ¿Ë³õë ÔëÙ³Ã|ÇÝ: |
Î(³½)Ù(áÕ) Ú(áí³Ý¿ë) Í(³é³Û) ³Ý³ñÅ³Ý á-
Õáñ(Ù)Çã: 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Ghesmat.
Sculpted by God’s worthless servant Hovhannes.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 258. 
Note: This source offers a different decipherment of the second

line, in which a certain Poghos is mentioned instead of Hovhannes.
The inscription dates from the 16th to 17th centuries.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on a cross-stone
set above the window of the bema, on the ceiling:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÊÂ ¥1600¤:
transl.: In the year 1600. 
Published for the first time.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone set below the window of the bema: 

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ(³)ñ¿Ë(³õ)ë î¿ñ ¶(ñ)Ç-
(·á)ñÇÝ, Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÊÂ ¥1600¤: 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Father
Grigor, in the year 1600. 

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 259.

At least 5 lines in the Armenian original incised into one of the
sides of a cross-stone which stands in front of the bema, with its cor-
nice hewn:

... | ...ë»Õ|ÇÝ Ñá|·áÛÝ, | èÌ´ ¥1603¤:
transl.: ... soul, 1603. 
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 258. 
Note: This source erroneously divides the inscription (its begin-

ning is weathered) in two parts, presenting them as incised into dif-
ferent khachkars. 

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on one of the faces,
cornice and both sides of the upper cross wing of a khachkar set in a
niche in the north of the bema:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÎ ¥1611¤, | ... Ç ÷ñÏáõÃ¥Çõ¤Ý
Ñá·á¥Û¤Ý ¶...:

transl.: In the year 1611, ... for the salvation of
G...’s soul.

Published for the first time.

2 lines, each engraved on the cornice and one of the sides of a
cross-stone set in front of the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³ñ¤¿Ë¥³õ¤ë ºÕÇßÇ Ñá-
·á¥Û¤Ý, | Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÎ¾ ¥1618¤: 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Yeghish’ s
soul, in the year 1618. 

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: This source omits the year of the inscription and deciphers

‘Yeghish’ as ‘Yeugh.’

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of a
cross-stone placed on the eastern side of a niche south of the bema:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÐ¶ ¥1624¤, ë¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ¿-
Ëûë | Þ³Ñëí³ñÇÝ:

transl.: In the year 1624, may this Holy Cross
protect Shahsvar.  

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 260. 

Two lines, one carved on the cornice and the other on both sides
of the upper cross wing of another khachkar set beside the afore-
mentioned one:  

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ(³)ñ(¿)Ë(³õ)ë Ø³ÑÇÇ
Ñ(á)·(áÛ)Ý, | Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÐ¶ ¥1624¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Mahi’s
soul, in the year 1624.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 259. 
Note: The year of the inscription is not specified.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on a cross-stone
set in the upper part of a niche in the south of the bema:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÐ¶ ¥1624¤:  
transl.: In the year 1624.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 260. 
Note: The cornice of the khachkar, which was apparently

inscribed, is buried in the wall. 

Two lines, one incised into the cornice and the other into both
sides of the upper cross wing of a khachkar set south of the window
of the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ³ñ¿Ë¥³õ¤ë Ø³õñ¹Ç
Ñ(á)·(áõ)Ý | Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÐ¸ ¥1625¤:  

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Mord’s
soul, in the year 1625. 

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: This source deciphers ‘Mord’ as ‘Mabd.’

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice and
both sides of the upper cross wing of a khachkar set north of the win-
dow of the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ¥¿¤Ë¥³õ¤ë ¶Ç(õ)Éá(õ)-
ÙÇÝ | Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÐ|º ¥1626¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Gyulum, in
the year 1626. 

Published for the first time.

Two lines, one engraved on the cornice and the other on both
sides of the upper cross wing of a khachkar set below the window of
the bema:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ³ñ¿Ë(³õ)ë ºÕÇë³µ»-
ï¥ÇÝ¤, Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÐº ¥1626¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Yeghisa-
bet, in the year 1626. 

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 258. 
Note: According to this source, the inscription is dated 1628.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into a cross-stone
lying in a niche south of the bema:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÐº ¥1626¤:
transl.: In the year 1626.
Published for the first time.
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3 lines in the Armenian original carved on the cornice and the
lower part of a cross-stone adjoining the window of the bema in the
north:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ³ñ¿Ë¥³õë¤ ²é(³)ù(»)ÉÇÝ |
Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ è|ÐÀ ¥1629¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Arakel’s
soul, in the year 1629. 

Published for the first time.

Engraved on both sides of the upper cross wing of a khachkar
lying north of the window of the bema:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÒ² ¥1632¤:
transl.: In the year 1632.
Published for the first time.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a cross-stone set above the window opening from the western facade:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ(³¤ñ¥¿¤Ë(³õ)ë Ø³Ã»ÇÝ: 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Mate. 
Published for the first time.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone placed south of the window of the bema:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ(³ñ)¿Ë(³õ)ë ÞÝ³áñÇ
Ñ(á)·(áÛ)Ý: 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Shnavor.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 259. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

3 lines, one incised into the cornice and the other two into one of
the sides of a khachkar set above the window of the bema:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ³ñ¥¿¤Ë(³õ)ë Ô³ñÇå Ë³|-
Ãáõ|ÝÇÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect lady Gharip.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

BANANTS. Tombstones set in the eastern facade of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church
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A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a cross-stone lying on the western side of a niche south of the bema:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ³(ñ»)Ë(³õ)ë ´³ÏÉ³ñÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Baklar.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 260. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a cross-stone set in the southern wall:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë Ðé¥áõ¤ÙÇÝ:
transl.: This Holy Cross to Hrum.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 259. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

8 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a cross-stone
placed on the southern side of the window opening from the western
facade:

ê(áõñ)µ | Ë(³)ã|ë µ(³)ñ(¿)|Ë(³õ)ë | ´(³)Õ-
ï|³(ë³)ñÇÝ, | Ð(áõ)é(áõ)Ù|ëÇÙÇÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Baghtasar
[and] Hurumsim. 

Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone lying south of the window of the bema:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ(³ñ)¿Ë(³õ)ë Þ³ÕáëÏÇÝ: 
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Shaghoski.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of a
cross-stone lying on the eastern side of a niche north of the bema:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ³ñ¿Ë(³õ)ë Â³çáõÙÇ |
Ñ(á)·(áÛ)Ý:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Tajum’s soul.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 260. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

BANANTS. Khachkars found inside Sourb Astvatzatzin Church
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A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a cross-stone standing north of the window of the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ¿Ë¥³õ¤ë:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a cross-stone set south of the window of the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ¥¿¤Ë¥³õ¤ë êÇñ³ÝÇÝ
Ñ¥á·áÛÝ¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Siran’s soul.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.
A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a

cross-stone adjoining the window of the bema in the south:
ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë ê³é»ÏÇÝ:
transl.: This Holy Cross to Sarek. 

Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cor-
nice of a cross-stone adjoining the window of the bema in the
north:

²å³|õÝ êÇñ | ... | ...³Ã|ÇÝ | ä³ñ»ß|Ç±Ý:
transl.: ... Paresh (?). 
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a cross-stone set north of the window of the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ¥»¤Ë¥³õ¤ë Ø³ñ»³-
ÝÇÝ: 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Marian.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

BANANTS. Khachkars found inside Sourb Astvatzatzin Church
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A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone placed on the upper part of a niche in the north of the
bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ³ñ¿Ë³õë î¿ñ Ø¿ÉÇùë¿¥ÃÇÝ¤:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Father

Melikset.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 259. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a cross-stone placed on the upper part of the southern side of the win-
dow of the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ¥»¤Ë¥³õ¤ë Ø³ñ»³-
ÝÇÝ: 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Marian. 
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: This source offers a slightly different decipherment of the

inscription, which dates back to the 17th century. 

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a cross-stone placed on the northern side of the window of the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ³ñ¥»¤Ë¥³õ¤ë Ø³ÃáëÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Matos.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into a cross-stone
lying on the floor of a niche south of the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ¿Ë³õë:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect. 
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on a cross-stone set
in the facade of the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ³ñ¿Ëûë ²ÛáÝÇ Ñá·á¥Û¤Ý:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Ayon’s soul.

BANANTS. Khachkars set in the walls of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church
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Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone
lying in front of the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë ê¥³¤éÇÝ: 
transl.: This Holy Cross to Sar.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

4 lines in the Armenian original incised into another tombstone
lying in front of the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ã|ë µ(³)ñ(»)Ë(³õ)ë | ä³õ½|ÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Poz.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

2 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on a fragment of a
gravestone lying in the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë | µ(³ñ»)Ë(³õ)ë ...: 
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect...
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved around a cross relief on
a vault-bearing arch:

àí(³Ý)¿ëÇ Ï|(³)½Ù(áÕ)ÇÝ:
transl.: To sculptor Ovanes.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved around a cross relief
on a vault-bearing arch:

àí³Ý¿ë | î¥¿¤ñáõÝÇÝ:
transl.: To Ovanes Terun. 
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

BANANTS. Khachkars set in the walls of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church
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The western facade of the church is outwardly
engraved with the following inscriptions:

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of a
cross-stone placed at the top of the western pediment:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³ñ¤¿Ë¥³õ¤ë Ð³Ù³ÝÇÝ, |
Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÐ ¥1621¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Haman, in
the year 1621.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 261. 

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of a
cross-stone standing at the top of the western pediment:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë ... Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÐº ¥1626¤:
transl.: This Holy Cross ... in the year 1626.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³ñ»¤Ë¥³õ¤ë Â³õñáëÇÝ,
Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ è...:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Thoros, in
the year... 

Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a cross-stone:

...»ÉÏ³Ï...:
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century. It is beyond

decipherment and, therefore, impossible to translate.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë ö³ñÇÝ:
transl.: This Holy Cross to Par.
Published for the first time.

BANANTS. Khachkars set in the walls of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church
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Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³ñ¤¿¥Ë³õ¤ë ÂûµãÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Tobchi.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ¿Ë¥³õ¤ë ºÃ³ñÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Yetar.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.
A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of

a cross-stone. It comprises only the last two syllables of the name of
the person it is dedicated to:

...áõÙÇÝ:
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century. It is beyond

decipherment and, therefore, impossible to translate.

Below follow the inscriptions of the khachkars and
gravestones set in the northern facade:

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ¿Ë¥³õ¤ë ì³ÝÇ Ñ¥á¤-
·¥áÛ¤Ý, Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÌ¶ ¥1603¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Van’s soul,
in the year 1603.

Published for the first time.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of a
cross-stone:

BANANTS. Khachkars set in the walls of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church
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ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³ñ¿¤Ë¥³õ¤ë ²ÙÇñÇÝ, |
Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÐ² ¥1622¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Amir, in
the year 1622.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 261. 
Note: This source has deciphered only two letters of the name

which is erroneously restored as ‘Abraham.’

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³ñ¤¿Ë¥³õ¤ë Ê¥³¤Ý»ÏÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Khanek.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: This source deciphers ‘Khanek’ as ‘Khanbek.’ The

inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ³ñ¥¿¤Ë¥³õë¤ ºÕÇÇ Ñ¥á¤-
·¥á¤ÛÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Yeghi’s
soul.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ¥¿¤Ë¥³õ¤ë î¥¿¤ñ ²Ïá-
µÇÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Father
Akob.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p.
262. 

Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century. 

BANANTS. Khachkars set in the walls of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church
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A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone: 

... Ë¥³¤ãë ... å¿ÏÇÝ:
transl.: ... this cross ...
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century. The Arme-

nian original also contains the last two syllables of the name of the
person it is dedicated to.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³ñ¤¿Ë¥³õ¤ë ¶ñÇ·áñÇ
Ñ¥á¤·¥áÛ¤Ý:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Grigor’s
soul.

Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë ´³ñËáõ¹³ñÇÝ:
transl.: This Holy Cross to Barkhudar.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë à[Û]Ñ³ÝÇÝ ¿:
transl.: This Holy Cross to Ohan.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë ¸³õÇÃ¥ÇÝ¤:
transl.: This Holy Cross to David.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë û·¥Ý³¤Ï³Ý àõë»÷ÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Usep.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ»Ë¥³õ¤ë ...ñÇË³Ý...:

BANANTS. Partial views of the older part of the cemetery
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transl.: May this Holy Cross protect ... rikhan...
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 262. 
Note: This source has deciphered the name as ‘Hurikhan,’ but we

do not find it trustworthy. The inscription dates back to the 17th cen-
tury.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of a
cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ»Ë¥³õ¤ë î¿ñ ²¥ë-
ïáõ³¤Í³ïá|¥õñÇÝ¤...:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Father
Astvatzatur...

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: The second line of the inscription is incised into one of the

sides of the khachkar.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ³ñ»Ë¥³õ¤ë ²ñÑ³ÝÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Arhan.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ¥»¤Ë¥³õ¤ë àÑ³ÝÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Ohan.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a cross-stone: 

... ¿ êÇÝ³ïÇ±Ý:
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century. It is unin-

telligible and, therefore, impossible to translate.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³ñ¤»Ë¥³õ¤ë ¶û·çÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Gogji.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: This source erroneously deciphers the name as ‘Gochi.’

The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

The eastern facade of the church is outwardly
engraved with the following inscriptions:

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë ... Ç Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èº ¥1556¤:
transl.: May this Holy Cross ... in the year

1556.
Published for the first time.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of a
cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë µ¥³¤ñ¿Ë¥³õ¤ë ²õ...ïùÇ
Ù¥³õñ¤Ý | àõëïÇ³ÝÇÝ, Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èº ¥1556¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Av...tik’s
mother Ustian, in the year 1556.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 261. 
Note: This source, which has distorted the inscription (17th cen-

tury) to a considerable extent, deciphers the last part as “to Mkrtich,
Ustian” instead of “Av...tik’s mother Ustian, in the year 1556.”

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a cross-
stone standing at the top of the eastern pediment:

²¥ëïáõ³¤Í áÕáñÙÇ ¸áõëïÇÝ, | ¶³õÑ³ñÇÝ:
transl.: May God have mercy upon Doost,

Gohar.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 260. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 16th to 17th centuries.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÐ¶ ¥1624¤ ...:
transl.: In the year 1624...
Published for the first time.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÐ¶ ¥1624¤:
transl.: In the year 1624.
Published for the first time.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a cross-
stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ¿Ë¥³õ¤ë ²ÙÇñ ³ÕÇÝ,
î¥á¤Éí¥³¤Ã¥Ç¤Ý, áñ|¹áóÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Amir
Agha, Tolvat [and his] sons.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 261. 
Note:  The inscription dates from the 17th century. This source,

which has considerably distorted it, deciphers it as “To Amir Tovlat.”

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ¥¿¤Ë¥³õ¤ë Ê¥»¤ãá¥õ¤-
ÙÇÝ, ¨ Ù¥³õñ¤ë:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Khechum
and my mother.

Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë µ¥³¤ñ¥¿¤Ë¥³õ¤ë ... Ñ¥á¤·¥áõ¤Ý:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect  ... soul.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ¿Ë¥³õë¤ ÊûëïñáíÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Khostrov.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ¿Ë¥³õë¤ ö³ßÇ Ñ¥á¤-
·¥áÛ¤Ý:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Pash’s soul.
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The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

The southern facade of the church bears the follow-
ing inscriptions:

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë àëÏ³ÝÇÝ, Þ³ÑáõÙ¥ÇÝ¤:
transl.: This Holy Cross to Voskan, Shahum.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 262. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë ä¥³¤Ñ³Éá¥õ¤ÇÝ:
transl.: This Holy Cross to Pahalu.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë ÐáõéáõÙÇÝ:
transl.: This Holy Cross to Hurum.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë ¶¥áõ¤É÷³ßÇÝ:
transl.: This Holy Cross to Gulpash.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë µ¥³¤ñ¥¿¤Ë¥³õ¤ë àí[Ý]Ý³ÝÇÝ:

BANANTS. Tombstones found in the older part of the cemetery
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transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Hovnan.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë µ¥³¤ñ¥¿¤Ë¥³õ¤ë ÊáÝ¹·³ñÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Khondgar.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë µ¥³ñ¿¤Ë¥³õ¤ë ²ÏáµÇÝ,
àÑÏÝ±...:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Akob...
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: This source deciphers the inscription (17th century) in the

following way, “To Akob and Shahverdi.” 

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a cross-stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë µ¥³ñ¤¿Ë¥³õ¤ë ÙÇµÝ ¥ÙÇ³-
µ³±Ý¤ êÙÇ...ëáë:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect monk (?)... 
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.
Estates. In the year 1845, “...Banants’ Sourb

Astvatzatzin Church has a house and a small mulberry
wood in a quarter in Yelizavetpol.”131

The former had been donated in 1839 by the late
Mrs. Hripsime Harutiuniants, an inhabitant of Gandzak
from Banants in origin.132

Banants’ new church of Grigor Lusavorich almost
adjoined Sourb Astvatzatzin in the south: “In 1863 the
pious believers of the village embarked upon the foun-
dation of another sanctuary which was completed in
1866. A magnificent, large edifice (exterior dimen-
sions: 27.9 x 13.3 metres), it is the pride and glory of
the entire village.”133

Priests. Due to the populousness of Banants, begin-
ning with at least the 17th century, two, three, some-
times even more priests served there simultaneously.
This is also true of the 19th century: thus, in 1865 it had
three, in 1886 two,134 and in 1893 three spiritual shep-
herds.135

The available sources have enabled us to make up
the following chronological list of these clergymen: 

Father Grigor died in 1600.136

BANANTS. A tombstone found in the older part of the cemetery

__________
131 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3811, pp. 13-

14.
132 Idem, file 3798, pp. 242-243.
133 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 295.
134 “Nor-Dar,” 1889, No. 204, p. 2.
135 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1,file 3893, pp. 193-

194.
136 His tombstone represents a khachkar set inside Sourb Astvatzatzin

Church.
__________ 
131 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1,file 3811, pp. 13-14.
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Priests Melikset,137 Akob and Astvatzatur served in
the village in the 17th century.138

Mkrtich Barseghian (according to his epitaph, he
died in 1716) and Grigor Nadiriants (he died in 1761,
as attested by his epitaph) performed priestly duties in
the 18th century.

Priests Mkrtich (he died in 1791), Avag and David
served Banants between the 18th and 19th centuries,
this being confirmed by their epitaphs. 

Avetik Khachatrian Ter-Avetikiants, who was
ordained in 1772 by Bishop Yeprem of Banants’
Targmanchats Monastery, consigned his soul to God in
1822,139 although his epitaph mentions another year
(1809). 

Israyel Petrossian Ter-Hovsepiants died in 1811, as
attested by his epitaph.

In 1816 prior of the aforementioned monastery
Bishop Gabriel promoted Stepanos Avetikian Ter-
Avetikiants (he died in 1861)140 to the fourth degree of
religious service. His son, lawyer Michael (he was born
in 1826 and lived in Gandzak),141 had three children:
Michael, born in 1863, Stepan, born in 1866, and
Levon, born in 1867.142

Father Grigor died in 1841, as attested by his epi-
taph. 

Petros Ter-Israyeliants, mentioned in 1843,143 was
ordained in 1820 and died in 1849.144

Hovhannes Yepiskopossiants performed priestly
duties in 1850. His family comprised his wife Anna as
well as their children Poghos, Shoghakat and Ma-
riam.145

Grigor Ter-Israyelian, mentioned in 1850 among
the 4 sextons of Banants,146 was ordained in 1859147

and yielded up his spirit to God in 1864.148

Andreas Vardanian Ter-Michaeliants (he died in
1894),149 mentioned in 1850 among the 4 sextons of
the village,150 was ordained on 5 February 1861. His

sons were Michael, born in 1865, Levon, born in 1866,
and Grigor, born in 1872151. He taught at the local
parish school in 1875152 and blessed Banants’ newly-
erected school building in 1888.153

Poghos Ter-Hovhannissian Yepiskopossiants, born
in 1840, was ordained on 9 March 1859. His family
consisted of his wife Taguhi (she died in 1901)154 as
well as his 5 sons: Aram, born in 1862 (he died in
1892); Hovhannes, born in 1866; Simon, born in 1872;
Artashes, born in 1879, and Garegin, born in 1881.155

A Patriarchal bull issued in 1888 approved his mem-
bership of the Board of Trustees of the local school.156

In compliance with another bull (1890), he gave up his
post of Chairman of the Board of Trustees of Geta-
shen’s one-year boys’ school for Mesrop Ter-Gri-
goriants to occupy it.157 Poghos Ter-Hovhannissian is
also mentioned in 1908.158

Yervand (secular name: Stepanos) Mkrtchian Ter-
Michaeliants, born in 1860, was a graduate of the
Religious Seminary of Yerevan.159 In 1892 Echmiatzin
Synod granted him permission to be ordained priest in
Banants Village,160 which was carried out on 11
October of the same year. In 1904, when Father
Yervand still served the village, he had four children:
Yeranuhi, born in 1898; Stepanos, born in 1900; Armik,
born in 1903, and Yervandanuysh, born in 1905.161

In 1910 reference is made to Grigor Ter-Ave-
tikiants.162

Ancient sites are of great importance to the study of
the history of any settlement. With this regard, Ba-
nants’ cemetery, which is unusually rich in epitaphs, is
of immense significance not only to the investigation
into the village’s past but also from the standpoint of
conducting research into the history of entire Northern
Artsakh. To the great luck of Banants’ inhabitants and
all Armenians, in 1986 Martiros Chalumian, a local
artist and builder, put down all the epitaphs found in
this spacious graveyard with the utmost care and atten-
tion, thus carrying out gigantic work which, unfortu-
nately, cannot be said about the other devastated
Armenian villages of the region. 

The oldest dated monuments of the cemetery trace
as far back as the 15th century. Martiros Chalumian

__________
151 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 3,file 52, p. 45.
152 “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 13 (4 February), p. 1.
153 Also attested by the epitaph carved on his gravestone.
154 Also attested by the epitaph carved on her gravestone.
155 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3893, pp. 193-194.
156 “Ararat,” 1888, p. 129.
157 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 11, p. 6.
158 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 817, p. 7.
159 Idem, file 795, p. 24.
160 “Ararat,” 1892, p. 565. 
161 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, pp. 61-62.
162 National Archives of Armenia, fund 458, list 1, file 184, p. 7.

__________
137 He has a similar gravestone which is placed in the same church. 
138 The cross-stones (17th century) erected in perpetuation of their

memory were later removed and placed on the northern cornice of
Sourb Astvatzatzin Church.

139 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 5901, pp. 1,
48.

140 Idem, p. 1.
141 Idem, p. 67.
142 Idem, pp. 44-45.
143 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 1356, p. 1.
144 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3818, pp. 96-97.

Also attested by the epitaph carved on his gravestone.
145 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 2596, p. 110.
146 Ibid.
147 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3833, pp. 126-127.
148 “Mshak,” 1878, No. 187, p. 2. Also attested by the epitaph carved

on his gravestone.
149 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1,file 2596, p. 110.
150 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3893, pp. 193-194.
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found it expedient to present the epitaphs of the 19th
century not chronologically but in the alphabetical
order of family names. Following the same principle,
we have included them in this work163 together with
our decipherments of several other inscriptions of the
17th to 18th centuries.

9 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the narrow side of
a cross-stone:

...(Ï³Ý·Ý»ó)Ç ½|Ë³ãë | ÛÇß³ï³Ï | ²õ(³)ù
áñ¹áÛ|Ý ÇÙ å³|ñáÝ ¾íÇ|ïñÇÝ³, | Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ | æÆ¼
(1477): 

transl.: ...I erected this cross in memory of my
elder son, Mr. Evitrina, in the year 1477. 

The Armenian original published in: Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak
District, p. 308; Corpus..., part 5, p. 262. 

Note: According to the local inhabitants, this khachkar, standing
on a high pedestal and known by the name of Tsits Kar (the Armenian
equivalent for ‘Prominent Stone’) was broken to pieces by an enemy
shell in 1918. 

7 lines in the Armenian original incised into a cradle-shaped
gravestone (115 x 70 x 28 centimetres):

Âí(ÇÝ) èÔÀ (1649), | »ë | ²õ»ï|Çë Ë(³)ãë |
Ï³ÏÝó(á)õó|Ç ÇÙ Ñ³õñª | Ü³õ³ë³ñ¹ÇÝ: 

transl.: In the year 1649 I, Avetis, erected this cross
in memory of my father Navasard. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996,
No. 3, p. 15. 

BANANTS. Tombstones and khachkars found in the older part of the cemetery

__________
163 Some years ago, we published parts of this collection of epitaphs

in three issues of the “Gardmank” magazine (1996, Nos. 1, 2, 3)
with some editing.
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5 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (165 x 55
centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ | ï³å³Ý Ù¿|ÉÇù úí³Ý¿ëÇ | ...³ | èÖÀ
(1659):

transl.: In this grave reposes Melik Ovanes... 1659.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14. 

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone
(100 x 50 x 60 centimetres):

Âí(ÇÝ) èÖÆ´(1673): 

BANANTS. Ornamental reliefs carved on 19th-century tombstones found in the older part of the cemetery
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transl.: In the year 1673. 
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 15.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a finely-decorated khachkar of rosy stone (94 x 51 x 11 centimetres):

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë(³)ãë µ(³ñ)¿Ë(³õ)ë ²Õ³Û...:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Agha...
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6. 
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on a rectangular tomb-
stone (150 x 50 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³|Ý Ù¿ÉÇù úí|³Ý¿ëÇ ÏáÕ³ÏÇ|óª
´¿ÏáõÙ³ÕÇÝ, | èÖÎ (1711):

transl.: In this grave reposes Melik Ovanes’
spouse Bekumagh, 1711.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

4 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (185 x
68 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý... | .... ØÇñ½Ç áñ¹Ç | Ù¿ÉÇù ú-
í³Ý¿|ëÇÝ, èÖÐ¾ (1728):

transl.: In this grave reposes ... Mirz’s son
Melik Ovanes, 1728.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.2, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a slab-shaped
tombstone (165 x 60 x 20 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | áõë¹³ ê³ñùÇ|ëÇÝ, Ãí(ÇÝ)
èÖÔ¶ (1744):

transl.: In this grave reposes Usta Sargis, in the
year 1744.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 15.
Note: ‘Usta’ is a title used with reference to old men. 

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on a rectangular tomb-
stone (165 x 55 x 25 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å|³Ý ê³ñùÇëÇ | ÏûÕ³ÛÏÇóª | ºÕÇ-
ë³Û÷»Ã|ÇÝ, Ãí(ÇÝ) è´Ö (1751):

transl.: In this grave reposes Sargis’ spouse
Yeghisabet, in the year 1751. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.
3, p. 15.

Incised into a fragment of a gravestone:
èØÄ¸ (1765):
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

ADIKHANIANTS (DKHANONTS)
3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (180 x 40

x 58 centimetres):
úÑ³Ý êÑ³ÏÇ»³Ý | ²¹ÇË³Ý»³Ýó, íË.

1876: | ²Ûë ù³ñÁ ù³ß¿óÇÝ ²¹ÇË³Ýó Ú³·áµÇ
áñ¹ÇùÁ: 

transl.: Ohan Shakian Adikhaniants, died in
1876. This tombstone was placed by Hakob Adi-
khants’ sons.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

AGHAJANIANTS
2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a coffin-shaped

tombstone of white marble (160 x 32 x 57 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ø³ñù³ñÇïÇ, áñ ¿ ÏÇÝª ê³ñ-

·Çë | ²Õ³ç³Ý»³ÝóÇ, ÍÝ³õ 1855 ³ÙÇ, í³Ë.
1886 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Sargis Aghajan-
iants’ wife Margaret. Born in the year 1855, she
died in 1886.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-
stone (130 x 62 x 29 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ßÇñÇÙ ²Õ³×³Ý³Ýó | ²åñÑ³ÙÇ áñ¹Ç
Ð³Ùµ³ñÓáõÙÇÝ, | ÍÝ¹. 1819 ³ÙÇ, íË. 1891 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Aghajaniants
Abraham’s son Hambardzum. Born in 1819, he
died in 1891.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

3 semi-distorted lines in the Armenian original engraved on a
rosy tombstone (144 x 48 x 25 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ²Õ³×³Ý³Ýó | ÚáÑ³Ý¿ëÇ
áñ¹Ç ... ²í³|·ÇÙÇÝ, í³Ë. ...:

transl.: In this grave reposes Aghajaniants
Hovhannes’ son... Avagim [who] died ...

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

ANANIANTS
7 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (150 x

60 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | ²Ý³Ý»Ç | ÏáÕ³ÏÇó | ºÕÇ-

ë³µ»ï|ÇÝ, èØÊº (1796), | áñ ¿ áñ¹Ç | úÑ³ÝÇÝ
èØÎ (1811):

transl.: In this grave reposes Yeghisabet (1811),
the spouse of Anane, who is Ohan’s son, 1796. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

7 lines in the Armenian original carved on a rectangular tomb-
stone (189 x 55 x 32 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å|³Ý ²Ý³Ý|»³Ýó| ØÏñïÇã|Ç áñ¹Ç|
Ô³½³ñ|ÇÝ, èØÎ(1811): 

transl.: In this grave reposes Ananiants
Mkrtich’s son Ghazar, 1811. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

Engraved on a tombstone:
²Ûë ¿ ßÇñÇÙ ²Ý³Ý»³Ýó | ê»ñáµÇ áñ¹Ç Ú³-

ÏáµÇÝ, | íË. 1881:
transl.: In this grave reposes Ananiants Serob’s

son Hakob [who] died in 1881.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

Incised into a tombstone:
²Ûë ¿ ßÇñÇÙ ²Ý³Ý»³Ýó | ê»ñáµÇ áñ¹Ç

ä»ïñáëÇÝ, | íË. 1881, Ç ù³Õ³ùÝª îåËÇë:
transl.: In this grave reposes Ananiants Serob’s

son Petros [who] died in Tpkhis City in 1881.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.
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ARAKELIANTS 
3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a rectangular tomb-

stone (135 x 30 x 57 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ßÇñÇÙ ²é³ù»É|³Ýó Úáë»÷Ç ÏáÕ³ÏÇó

| êáõÉÃ³ÝÇÝ, íË. 1881 ³ÙÇ:
transl.: In this grave reposes Arakelants Ho-

sep’s spouse Sultan [who] died in the year 1881.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

ATANESSIANTS
7 lines in the Armenian original engraved on both transversal

sides of a white marble tombstone (148 x 37 x 53 centimetres):
²ëï Ñ³Ý·ãÇ å³ï³ÝÇ ù³ç ²ñï»Ù Ê³ã³-

ïáõñ|»³Ý ²Ã³Ý¿ë»³ÝÇ Ù³ñÙÇÝÁ, áñ ÍÝ³õ
1884 Ã., | í³Ë×³Ý»ó³õ 22 ³Ù³óª 1906 Ã. 19
ë»åï., Ï³ñ¹³ó|áÕÝ ³ë¿ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í áÕáñÙÇ: |
¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª àñ¹Ç ÇÙ ¹áõ ¹»é³Ñ³ë ÇÝãá±õ
Ñ»é³óÇñ ßáõï³÷áõÛï | Ù»½ÝÇó Í³ÕÇÏ Ï»³Ý-
ùáõÙ ÑáÕ Çç³ñ Ý³Ù³ñ¹ ÃßÝ³Ùáõ | ÏÝ¹³ÏÇó,
ÃáÕ»óÇñ Ù»ñ ëñï»ñáõÙ µáõÃ Ñá·ÇÝ ÉÇÝÇ:

transl.: In this grave repose the remains of val-
orous youth Artem Khachaturian, who was born
in 1884 and died at the age of 22 on 19 September
1906. May those who read this pray for him.

The other face reads: You, my young son, why did
you forsake us so untimely? In the prime of life
you were consigned to the earth by the bullet of
the base enemy, leaving us grief-stricken. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.
Note: See p. 66 for details about Artem Atanessian’s murder. 

AVAGIANTS
2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (130 x

30 x 40 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ²í³·³Ýó ´³ñë|»ÕÇ áñ¹Ç

Â¿áëÇ, íË. 1885 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Avagants Bar-
segh’s son Teos [who] died in the year 1885.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (125 x
30 x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ²í³·³Ýó Â¿|áëÇ ÏÇÝª Ð»Õ-
Ý³ÝÇÝ, íË. 1894:

transl.: In this grave reposes Avagants Teos’
wife Heghnan [who] died in 1894.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (80 x 20
x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ê¿ñ·¿Ç | ÔáõÏ³ë»³Ý ²õ³·-
»³Ýó: | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª 7 ³Ù³ó íË. 8. 1. 1907 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Sergei Ghukas-
sian Avagiants. The other face reads: Died at the
age of 7 on 8. 1. 1907.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.
1, p. 6.

BADALIANTS 
3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a rectangular, yellow-

ish tombstone (24 x 25 x 45 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ´³¹³É³Ýó | ¶ñÇ·áñÇ áñ¹Ç

Úá|Ñ³ÝÝ»ëÇÝ, í³Ë. 1871 ³ÙÇ:
transl.: In this grave reposes Badalants Gri-

gor’s son Hovhannes [who] died in the year 1871.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6. 

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a rectangular grave-
stone (98 x 55 x 26 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ´³¹³É»³Ýó | Ê³ã³ïáõñ»
áñ¹³Û | ¶ñÇ·áñ, ¸³Ý»É »õ ÐáõéáõÙ|ëÇÙÇÝ, íË×.
2. 2. 1875:

BANANTS. The memorial cross-stone of Tsits Kar at the eastern edge of the cemetery
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transl.: In this grave repose Badaliants Kha-
chatur’s son Grigor, Danel and Hurumsim [who]
died on 2. 2. 1875.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a rectangular tomb-
stone (127 x 35 x 50 centimetres), each of the letters being 7 cen-
timetres:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ´³¹³É»³Ýó ¶ñÇ·áñÇ | áñ¹Çª
Ú³ÏáµÇÝ, íË. 1882 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Badaliants Gri-
gor’s son Hakob [who] died in the year 1882.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone of porous
pumice (146 x 27 x 45 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ´³¹³É³Ýó ¶ñÇ·áñÇ | áñ¹Çª
Î³ñ³å»ïÇ, í³Ë×³Ý. 1885 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Badalants
Grigor’s son Karapet [who] died in the year 1885.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

Incised into a rectangular, rosy tombstone (145 x 26 x 50 cen-
timetres):

²Ûë ¿ ßÇñÇÙ ´³¹³É³Ýó | Ù³Ñï»ëÇ Úáë»÷Ç
áñ¹Çª | Øáíë»ëÇÝ, í³Ë. 6. 11. 1888: 

transl.: In this grave reposes Mahtesy Bada-
lants Hovsep’s son Movses [who] died on 6. 11.
1888.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a rectangular tomb-
stone (140 x 21 x 46 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ê³ñ·ëÇ ä»ïñáë»³Ý ´³-
¹³É|»³Ýó, 24 ³Ù³ó íË. 1888 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Sargis Petrossian
Badaliants [who] died at the age of 24 in 1888.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a rectangular rosy
tombstone  (170 x 22 x 50 centimetres) that has partly decayed:

... | ... | Þ³ÑË³ÝáõÙÇÝ, íË. 1. 1. 1888:
transl.: ...to Shahkhanum [who] died on 1. 1.

1888.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

9 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (150 x 32 x 60 centimetres):

²Ûë ï»Õë »ë ÃáÕ»óÇ, ²ëË³µ³¹ ¹»Õ³-
÷áËí»óÇ | ËûÉ»ñ³ÛÇó Ã³é³Ù»óÇ ¹Ç³Ïë Õ³-
ñÇµ ÃáÕ»óÇ | ¼³ù³ñ áñ¹ÇÝ »Ùª ´³¹³É»³ÝóÇ,
ÛÇß»ó¿ù ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í áÕáñÙ»ëóÇ | 7. 15. 1863 Ã.
ÍÝí»óÇ 5. 25. 1892 ÃÇõÝ í³Ë×³Ý»óÇ: | ¥ØÛáõë
»ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª ²Ë ³ÝáÕáñÙ ÇÝÝ³ëáõÝ »ñÏáõ ÃÇõ ¹³-
ñÇ. | µ»ñÇñ ÇÝÓ Ñ³Ù³ñ ëñ¹³Ù³ß ÉáõñÝ ¼³ù³-
ñÇ | ·ñ³Í ¿ñª »Ï, ³åñ»Ýù ÙÇ³ëÇÝ Ù³ÛñÇÏ
¹³ÏÝ ³Ûë ù³ñÇ | ÙÇ ¹³éÝ³É Ñå³¹³· ³Û¹ áõ-
Ý³ÛÝ ³ßË³ñÑÇ | ¸³ó³ñ³ÝÇ Ë³ÉÉáõ ´³¹³-
É»³ÝóÇ, ÛÇß¿ó¿ù ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í áÕáñÙ»ëóÇ:

BANANTS. The memorial cross-stone of Tsits Kar at the eastern
edge of the cemetery (reconstruction)
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transl.: I left my place for Ashkhabad [where] I
was emaciated by cholera, my body consigned to
a foreign land. I am Badaliants’ son Zakar. May
you pray for me. I was born on 7. 15. 1863 and
died on 5. 25. 1892. The other face reads: Alas,
how ill-fated the year ‘92 was! It brought me the
heart-rending news of my Zakar. It read, ‘Mother,
let’s live together beneath this stone. Unchain
yourself from the bonds of this meaningless
world.’ ... Badaliants,  may you remember in your
prayers.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

8 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-
stone (114 x 29 x 60 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ´³¹³É³Ýó ØÇù³Û|¿ÉÇ
¹áõëïñª êáõÉÃ³ÝÇÝ, áñ ¿ Ïá|Õ³ÏÇóª êáÕáÙáÝÇ
Î³ñ³å»ï»³Ý | ¶ñÇ·áñ»³Ýó, ÍÝ¹. 1880 ³ÙÇ,
í³Ë|×³Ý 10. 1. 1894 ³ÙÇ, Í³ÕÇÏ Ñ³ë³ÏÇ: |
¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª ê³Û ÏáÛë ¿, áñ | Çñ Ñ³¥Û¤ñÁ µÇ-
ñ³õ | ³Ûë ï³å³ÝÁ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Badalants Mi-
chael’s daughter Sultan, who is the spouse of So-
ghomon Karapetian Grigoriants. Born in the year
1880, she died in the prime of life on 10. 1. 1894.

The other face reads: This virgin’s father buried her  in this
grave.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble
tombstone (141 x 30 x 50 centimetres) whose upper part is trihedral:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ´³¹³É³Ýó Øáí|ë¿ëÇ áñ¹Ç
Î³ñ³å»ïÇÝ í³Ë|×³Ýí»ó³í 2. 12. 1897 ³-
ÙÇ: 

transl.: In this grave reposes Badalants
Movses’ son Karapet [who] died on 2. 12. 1897.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

5 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone  (52 x 15 x 36 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ú³ÏáµÇ | Ð³Ùµ³ñÓáõÙ»³Ý |
´³¹³É³Ýó: | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª ÌÝ³õ 10. 5. 1889
³ÙÇ,| í³Ë×³Ý. 9. 23. 1899 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Badaliants Hakob
Hambardzumian. The other face reads: Born on
10. 5. 1889 [he] died on 9. 23. 1899.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

Carved on a white marble tombstone (137 x 31 x 45 centime-
tres):

ÈáõëÝ Ñ³Ý·»³õ ç³ÑÇÉ Ï»³Ý·Çë, Éáõë³¹áõ
×ñ³·ë ³õ³Õ. | Ï³Ý³Ýã-Ï³ñÙÇñ Ñ³ë³ÏÇ Ù¿ç
Ã³é³Ù³Í åë³Ïë ³õ³Õ. | ³Ë ÇÙ ÷³÷³·ë ÉÇ
ÛáÛë»ñûí µûÉûñ Ýå³¹³Ïë ³õ³Õ. | ãáñ³ó³õ
í³ñ¹ Í³ÕÇÏë êÇÙ¿ûÝ ³Õ³õÝÇ³Ïë ³õ³Õ: |
¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª ØÝ³óáÕùë áÝó ó³õ»Ý êÇÙ¿û-
ÝÇë Ù³Ñáõ³Ý ³Ë¹ÇÝ. | ã¿ áñ ÇÙ Ë»Õç Ï»³ÝùÇ

Í³éÁ ãáñ³ó»É ¿ Í³ÕÏ³Í í³Ë¹ÇÝ. | Ï³ñ¹³-
óáÕù¹ áÕáñÙÇ ¹³ù ´³¹³É»³ÝóÇë Ñáùáõ µ³Ë-
¹ÇÝ. | ³ÛÝ Ï»³ÝùáõÙÁ ³ñÅ³Ý³Ý³ñ »¹»Ù³Ï³Ý
ëáõñµ ¹ñ³Ë¹ÇÝ: 

Ü»Õ ÏáÕÇÝª ÌÝ. 2. 14. 1885, íË. 2. 17. 1899:
transl.: My young life faded away in the prime

of youth... Alas, I did not live to see the happy
day of my wedding and my dreams did not come
true. My beloved Simon died like a rose that
withers away. The other face reads: How can
those alive mourn over Simon’s death? The tree
of my poor life dried up while in bloom. May you
who read this remember Badaliants in your
prayers. May he be welcomed in heaven in his
afterlife.  

One of the narrow sides of the tombstones reads: Born on 2. 14.
1885, [he] died on 2. 17. 1899.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

BAGHDASARIANTS (EVETRANANK 
KOTKUNK, PICHUNK)
3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a rectangular tomb-

stone (103 x 30 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ä³Õ¹³ë³ñ³Ýó | ì³Ý»ëÇ

ÏÇÝª ¶áõÉÇ ¼³ù³ñ»³ÝÁ, | íË. 1905:
transl.: In this grave reposes Paghdasarants Vanes’

wife Guli Zakarian. [She] died in 1905.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

BARSEGHIANTS
3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (165 x

35 x 57 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ´³ñë»Õ|³Ýó úí³Ý»ëÇ áñ¹Ç

Ø³ñ|¹ÇñáëÇÝ, íË. 1880:
transl.: In this grave reposes Barseghants Ova-

nes’ son Martiros. [He] died in 1880.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

BEKNAZARIANTS
4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-

stone (115 x 23 x 60 centimetres) whose sides bear simple, rope-
shaped reliefs:

Æ ï³å³ÝÇ ³ëï ³Ù÷á÷Ç Ù³ñÙÇÝ | ØÇù³-
Û»ÉÇ ´»ÏÝ³½³ñ»³Ýó 30 ³Ù»³Û | Ñ³ë³ÏÇ
Ñ³Ý¹Çå»ó Ù³ÑÝ ³Ý·áõÃ | »õ ËÉ»³ó ½Çë Ç Û³ë-
ïÇ Ï»Ý³ó, 8. 11. 1882 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave repose the remains of
Michael Beknazariants [who] met with cruel
death at the age of 30 and lost his life on 8. 11.
1882.

The Armenian original published in: 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

BNICHIANTS (BANUCHIANTS)
2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a coffin-shaped

tombstone:
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý êï»÷³ÝÇ ØÏñïÇã»³Ý |

´ÝÇã»³Ýó, 35 ³Ù³Û íË. 1898 Ã.: 
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transl.: In this grave reposes Stepan Mkrtchian
Bnichiants [who] died at the age of  35 in 1898. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

CHILINKARIANTS
3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (150 x

55 x 35 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ù(³)Ñï(»)ëÇ ØÏñïãÇÝ, | áñ ¿

áñ¹Çª ²Ûí³½»³Ý | âÇÉÇÝÏ³ñ»³Ýó, í³Ë. 1890
³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Mahtesy Mkrtich,
who is the son of Ayvazian Chilinkariants. Died in
1890.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (152 x
50 x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý âÇÉÇÝÏ³ñ»³Ýó | Ù(³)Ñï(»)-
ëÇ ØÏñïãÇ ÏáÕ³ÏÇóª | ÂáõÙ³ñÇÝ, í³Ë×. 1899
³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Mahtesy Mkrtich
Chilinkariants’ wife Tumar [who] died in the year
1899.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

CHOPURIANTS
3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-

stone (78 x 22 x 42 centimetres):
Æ ï³å³Ýë âá÷áõé³Ýó | ²É¿ùë³ÝÃñÇ áñ-

¹áÛª | ØÏñïãÇÝ, íË. 1872 ³ÙÇ:
transl.: In this grave reposes Alexandre

Chopuriants’ son Mkrtich [who] died in the year
1872.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

12 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (78 x 22 x 42 centimetres):

Ê³ãÑ³Ý·Çëï âá÷áõé»³Ýó ºë³Û»³Ý ØÇ-
ù³Û¿ÉÇ, | áñ ·»Õ³ÝÇ ÛáÛÅ ù³Õóñ³µ³Ý »ñÇï³-
ë³ñ¹ ëÇñ»ÉÇ | Ù³ÝáõÏ ïÇûù Ç ï³ñ ³ßË³ñÑ
Éó»³É Ñ³ë³Ï Ý³½»ÉÇ, | ë³ ·³Û Ç ïáõÝ ÙËÇÃ³-
ñ»É ½³ÛñÇ Ù³Ûñ Çõñ »ÕÏ»ÉÇ | Ùï»³É ß³õÇÕ ³Ûë
Ï»Ý³ó, ÁÙå»É µ³Å³Ï í³é ëÇñáÛ | ÁÝ¹ ëÇñ»ÉáÛ¹
ëñïÇ ÇõñáÛ ëÇñ³Ñ»½ÇÏ Ñ¿ù ¹ßËáÛ | Ëáñß³Ï
Ù³Ñáõ ³Ý·Ã³µ³ñ ÷ã¿ Ç ë³ ÛáÛÅ ÷áõÃáí |
Û³ÝÙËÇÃ³ñ Ç ëáõ· Ã³ËÇÍ ³½· ÁÝï³ÝÇ
Ù³ïÝ»Éáí: | ÌÝ³õ Ç 1870 ³ÙÇ | í³Ë×³Ý»ó³õ |
9-Ý ÛáõÝÇëÇ | 1900 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Michael Chopur-
iants Yesayan, a handsome young man, who yield-
ed up his spirit in the prime of life. ... He enjoyed
the blessings of true love with his sweetheart until
the cruel, untimely death took his life away, leav-
ing his kinsfolk in great grief and mourning. Born
in the year 1870, he died on 9 June 1900.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

DALLAKIANTS
4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (145 x

65 x 40 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | ÚûÑ³ÝÇ áñ¹Çª | ¸³ÉÉ³ù ²-

õ³|·Ç, 1831:
transl.: In this grave reposes Ohan’s son, bar-

ber Avag, 1831.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.

2, p. 14.
5 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (140 x 55

x 35 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | ¸³ÉÉ³ù ²õ³|·Ç áñ¹Çª | Úáí-

Ñ³ÝÇëÇ | 1839:
transl.: In this grave reposes barber Avag’s son

Hovhannes, 1839.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,

p. 14.

7 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (145 x
60 x 35 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³|å³Ý Úáí|Ñ³ÝÝÇëÇ | áñ¹Çª Û³Ý|-
·»³É î¥¿¤ñ | ¶ñÇ·áñÇ, | èØÔ (1841) Ã¥íÇÝ¤:

transl.: In this grave reposes Hovhannes’ son
Father Grigor [who died] in the year 1841. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

DANIELIANTS
3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (182 x

48 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¸³Ý»É³Ýó | äáÕáëÇ áñ¹Ç

î³ïÇÝ, 1876:
transl.: In this grave reposes Danelants Po-

ghos’ son Tat, 1876.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,

p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (70 x 21 x 35 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¸³ÝÇ¿É»³Ýó | ¶ñÇ·áñÇ áñ-
¹Çª ²ñ¹¿ÙÇÝ, 5 ³Ù³Û: | ¥ØÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª ì³Ë.
1910 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Grigor Daniel-
iants’ son Artem [who died] at the age of 5. The
other face reads: Died in 1910.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

DATUNTS (TATUNTS)
3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (135 x 50

x 35 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ßÇñÇÙ ¸³ïáõÝó | Ú³ÏáµÇ áñ¹Çª êï»-

÷³ÝÇÝ, | 1883 ³ÙÇ:
transl.: In this grave reposes Hakob Datunts’

son Stepan, 1883.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,

p. 14.
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3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (145 x
55 x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ßÇñÇÙ î³ïáõÝó | Úáë¿÷Ç ÏáÕ³ÏÇó
Ø³ù|Ã³ÕÇÝ, íË. 1898 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Tatunts Hosep’s
spouse Maktagh [who] died in the year 1898.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

DONUNTS (TONUNTS)
3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a rectangular tomb-

stone (162 x 40 x 43 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¸áÝáõÝó | êï»÷³ÝÇ áñ¹Ç

¸³Ý¿ÉÇÝ | íË. 8. 3. 1893 ³ÙÇ:
transl.: In this grave reposes Stepan Donunts’

son Danel [who] died on 8. 3. 1893.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.

2, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (160 x 65
x 38 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¸áÝáõÝó | ê³ñ·ëÇ áñ¹Ç ¶³-
Éáõë|ïÇÝ, í³Ë×³Ý»ó 1872:

transl.: In this grave reposes Sargis Donunts’
son Galust [who] died in 1872.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

GABRIELIANTS
2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble

tombstone (143 x 55 x 40 centimetres):
²Ûë ï³å³Ý ¶³µñÇ¿É³Ýó ÔáõÏ³ëÇ | áñ¹Ç

²õ³ùÇÝ, 18 ³Ù³ó íË. 10. 13. 1911 Ã.:
transl.: In this grave reposes Ghukas Gab-

rielants’ son Avag [who] died at the age of 18 on
10. 13. 1911.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1,
p. 6.

GEVORGIANTS
5 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-

stone (150 x 38 x 40 centimetres) with a trihedral upper part:
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ø¿çÉáõÙÇ, áñ ¿ áñ¹Ç ²Õ¿ù-

ë³|Ý¹ñÇª Ù³Ñï»ëÇ ¶¿áñ·»³Ýó, í³Ë×³Ý»-
ó³õ 1811 ³ÙÇ: | ¥ØÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª ²ëï »ë ³Ù÷á-
÷Ç Ù³ñÙÇÝª ²Õ¿ùë³Ý¹ñÇ, áñ ¿ Ñ³Ûñ Ø¿|ÅÉáõÙÇ
»õ áñ¹Ç Ù³Ñï»ëÇ ¶¿áñ·Ç, í×Çé Ù³ÑáõÝ | »Õ»õ
1866 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Mahtesy Alexan-
dre Gevorgiants’ son Mejlum [who] died in the
year 1811. The other face reads: Here I buried the
remains of Alexandre, who is Mezhlum’s father
and Mahtesy Gevorg’s son. He died in the year
1866. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1,
p. 6.

5 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (145 x
48 x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | ê³ñ·ëÇ áñ¹Ç | Ù³Ñï»ëÇ |
¶»õáñ·ÇÝ | íË. 1863 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Sargis’ son,
Mahtesy Gevorg [who] died in the year 1863.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (106 x 36
x 40 centimetres):

Ø³Ñï»ëÇ ÊÇÏ³ñ | Ù³Ñï»ëÇ ¶¿áñ·»³Ýó |
¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª |1830-1902:

transl.: Mahtesy Khikar. Mahtesy Gevorgiants.
The other face reads: 1830 to 1902.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble
tombstone (132 x 30 x 60 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý äáÕáëÇ | ¶¿áñ·»³Ýó, 70 ³-
Ù³ó Ñ³ë³ÏÇ | í³Ë×³Ý 1895 ³ÙÇ, 2-Ý Ù³ÛÇëÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Poghos Gevorg-
iants [who] died at the age of 70 on 2 May 1895.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-
stone (138 x 32 x 55 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ø³Û³ÝÇ, áñ ¿ ÏÇÝª | ¶¿áñ-
·»³Ýó Î³ñ³µ»¹Ç, | í³Ë×³Ý 11. 6. 1895 ³ÙÇ:
| ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª Î³ñ¹³óáÕÇÝ ËÝ¹ñ»Ù ³ë¿
²¥ëïáõ³¤Í áÕáñÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Mayan, who is
Karapet Gevorgiants’ wife. [She] died on 11. 6.
1895. The other face reads: May those who read this
pray for her.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (134 x 35 x 50 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶»áñ·»³Ýó Î³ñ³µ»¹Ç |
ÏÇÝª êáõÉÃ³ÝÇ, Í. 1860 Ã., íË. 19... Ã.: 

transl.: In this grave reposes Karapet Gevorg-
iants’ wife Sultan. Born in 1860, she died in 19...

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-
stone (136 x 31 x 62 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶¿áñ·»³Ýó | äáÕáëÇ ÏáÕ³-
ÏÇóª ÞáÕ³Ï³ÃÇÝ, | í³Ë×³Ý 1902 ³ÙÇ: | ¥ÙÛáõë
»ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª Î³ñ¹³óáÕÇÝ ËÝ¹ñ»Ù ³ë¿ ²¥ë-
ïáõ³¤Í áÕáñÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Poghos Gevorg-
iants’ spouse Shoghakat [who] died in the year
1902. The other face reads: May those who read this
pray for her.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1,
p. 6.

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (137 x 32 x 60 centimetres):
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²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶¿áñ·³Ýó ÚáÑ³ÝÝ¿ëÇ | áñ-
¹Ç ØÇù³»ÉÇÝ, 20 ³Ù³ó í³Ë×|³Ý»ó³õ 1. 6.
1903 ³ÙÇ: | ¥ØÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª Î³ñ¹³óáÕÝ ³ë¿
²¥ëïáõ³¤Í áÕáñÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Hovhannes Ge-
vorgiants’son Michael [who] died at the age of 20
on 1. 6. 1903. The other face reads: May those
who read this pray for him.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

GHAVALANTS
Engraved on a rectangular tombstone (175 x 58 x 33 centime-

tres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ô³í³É ØÏñïãÇ | ...:
transl.: In this grave reposes Ghaval Mkrtich...
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.

2, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (145 x 60
x 35 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ô³í³É³Ýó | ¼³ù³ñÇ áñ¹Çª
¶ñÇ·|áñÇÝ, ÍÝ³õ 1861, íË. 1881: 

transl.: In this grave reposes Zakar Ghava-
lants’ son Grigor. Born in 1861, he died in 1881.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.
2, p. 14.

GHULUNTS
6 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a rectangular tomb-

stone (180 x 68 x 34 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ¹³å³Ý | ´³Ïñ³ïÇÝ, | áñ ¿ áñ¹Çª æÇ-

ñ³|÷³ñÃóÇ Ú³|Ã³Ù µ¿ÏÇ, | 1830:
transl.: In this grave reposes Bakrat, who is the

son of Hatam Bey from Jirapart, 1830.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,

p. 14.
Note: ‘Jirapart’ is a distorted version of the toponym of ‘Jra-

berd.’

5 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone of
porous pumice (150 x 54 x 35 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ¹³å³|ÝÝ ÔáõÉáõÝó | ²ñáõÃ¥ÇõÝ¤Ç áñ-
¹|Çª ºÕÇÝ, | 1834:

transl.: In this grave reposes Arutiun Ghulunts’
son Yeghi, 1834.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a violet tombstone
(150 x 43 x 25 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÔáõÉáõÝó | Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝÇ áñ¹Çª
Ù³Ñï|»ëÇ ê³Ñ³ÏÇÝ, íË. 1893: 

transl.: In this grave reposes Harutiun Ghu-
lunts’ son, Mahtesy Sahak [who] died in 1893. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on another violet
tombstone (148 x 43 x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÔáõÉáõÝó | Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝÇ áñ¹Çª
Ù³Ñ|ï»ëÇ ê¥³¤Ñ³ÏÇ ÏáÕ³ÏÇóª Ø³ñ»³ÙÇÝ, |
1882:

transl.: In this grave reposes Mariam, the
spouse of Harutiun Ghulunts’ son Mahtesy Sahak,
1882. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble
tombstone (57 x 14 x 38 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÔáõÉáõÝó | ²õ¿ïÇëÇ áñ¹Ç
Ð³Ùµ³ñ|ÓáõÙÇÝ, Í. 1899, íË. 1900:

transl.: In this grave reposes Avetis Ghulunts’
son Hambardzum. Born in 1899, he died in 1900.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.
2, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone of porous
pumice (145 x 53 x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÔáõÉáõÝó | ¶ñÇ·áñÇ áñ¹Çª º-
ÕÇ, íË. 1900:

transl.: In this grave reposes Grigor Ghulunts’
son Yeghi [who] died in 1900.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone of porous
pumice (143 x 38 x 48 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÔáõÉáõÝó ¶ñÇ·áñÇ áñ¹Ç |
ÚáíÑ³ÝÝ¿ëÇ, íË. 1905 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Grigor Ghulunts’
son Hovhannes [who] died in 1905.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

BANANTS. A cross-stone found in the older part of the cemetery
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6 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (142 x 31 x 58 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÔáõÉáõÝó ¶ñÇ·áñÇ áñ¹Ç |
Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝÇ, 66 ³Ù³ó íË. 1920 Ã.: | ¥ØÛáõë »-
ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª ÜÝçÇñ ³ëï Ñ³Ý·Çëï ëÇñ»ÉÇ Ñ³ÛñÇÏ |
ÃáÕÝ»Éáí ÇÝÓ í»ñ³ª Ó»ñ Ù»Í »ñ³ËïÇù, | ÷á-
Ë³Ý »ñ³Ëï»³ó¹ ãáõÝ»ó³ ³ÛÉ µ³Ý | ³Ûë ï³-
å³Ý ù³ñÁ ³é ù»½ Ç Ýß³Ý:

transl.: In this grave reposes Grigor Ghulunts’
son Harutiun [who] died at the age of 66 in 1920.
The other face reads: Rest in peace, dear father. I
am so very obliged to you. I could not thank you
otherwise; so accept this gravestone in token of
my gratitude to you.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-
stone (138 x 28 x 54 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÔáõÉáõÝó Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝÇ ÏÇÝª
Ðáé|áõÙëÇÙÇ, 58 ³Ù³ó íË. 1922 Ã.: | ¥ØÛáõë »-
ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª àñù å³ï³ÑÇù ³Ûë ï³å³ÝÇ | ³ë¿ù
ëÙ³ª î¿ñÝ áÕáñÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Harutiun Ghu-
lunts’ spouse Horumsim [who] died at the age of
58 in 1922. The other face reads: May those who
come across this grave remember her in their
prayers.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (70 x
20 x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÔáõÉáõÝó Ú³ñ|áõÃÇõÝÇ áñ¹Çª
äûÕáëÇÝ, | íË. 1892 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Harutiun Ghu-
lunts’ son Poghos [who] died in 1892.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone of
porous pumice (78 x 25 x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÔáõÉáõÝó | Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝÇ áñ¹Çª
¶ñÇ·|áñÇÝ, Í. 1898, íË. 1900 Ã.

transl.: In this grave reposes Harutiun Ghu-
lunts’ son Grigor. Born in 1898, he died in 1900.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (73 x 20
x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÔáõÉáõÝó Ú³ñáõ|ÃÇõÝÇ
¹áõëïñª ÞáÕÇÝ, íË. 1896:

transl.: In this grave reposes Harutiun Ghu-
lunts’ daughter Shogh [who] died in 1896.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (66 x 23
x 38 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÔáõÉáõÝó Ú³ñ|áõÃÇõÝÇ
¹áõëïñª êÁÑ³ñÇÝ, | íË. 1912 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Harutiun Ghu-
lunts’ daughter Sehar [who] died in 1912.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

GRIGORIANTS 
4 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble

tombstone (154 x 28 x 50 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï ²Ã³Ý»ëÇ ´³ñë»Õ»³Ý, | áñ

Ç ïáÑÙ¿Ýª ¶ñÇ·áñ»³Ýó, ³ëï¿Ý ¿³é | ½Çõñ
í³Ë×³Ý Û³õÇï»ÝÇó Ï»Ý³ó Ûáõëáí | ³ëï¿Ý
ÝÁÝç¿ ³Ýûß ùÝáí, 1816, Ç 10 ÑáÏï»Ùµ»ñÇ:

transl.: In this grave lies Atanes Barseghian,
who is from the family of the Grigoriants.
...departed to God on 10 October 1816 and repos-
es here in sweet eternal sleep.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (140 x 65
x 35 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ù³Ñï»ëÇ | ê³ñ·ëÇ áñ¹Ç
Ô³½³ñÇÝ, | ÙûñÝª º÷ñ»ÙÇÝ, | 1833:

transl.: In this grave repose Mahtesy Sargis’
son Ghazar and his mother Yeprem, 1833.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6. 

9 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (143 x 60
x 40 centimetres):

1846 | ²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Ù³Ñï»ëÇ ê³ñ·ëÇ
áñ¹Çª | ØÏñïãÇ Ïá|Õ³ÏÇó ºÕÇ|ë³µ»ÃÇ, áñ ¿ |
¹áõëïñ ¸³ÝÇ|¿ÉÇ »õ Ü³½É|Ë³ÝÇ:

transl.: 1846. In this grave reposes Yeghisabet,
who is the spouse of Mahtesy Sargis’ son Mkrtich
and the daughter of Daniel and Nazelkhan. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (158 x
60 x 35 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶ñÇ·áñÇ áñ¹Ç | Ù³Ñï»ëÇ
ê³ñ·ëÇÝ, íË×Ý. 8. 10. 1857 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Grigor’s son,
Mahtesy Sargis [who] died on 8. 10. 1857.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1,
p. 6.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (155 x 50
x 35 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶ñÇ·áñ³|Ýó ¶³Éáõë¹Ç áñ¹Çª
ê³ñ|·ëÇÝ, íË×Ý. 5. 21. 1873 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Galust Grigo-
riants’ son Sargis [who] died on 5. 21. 1873.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1,
p. 6.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a rectangular tomb-
stone (135 x 52 x 25 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶ñÇ·áñ³Ýó | ²í³·Ç áñ¹Ç
Ø³Ã»íáëÇÝ, | í³Ë×³Ý»ó³õª 1875 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Avag Grigoriants’
son Matevos {who] died in the year 1875.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.
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2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (165 x 50
x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶ñÇ·áñ»³Ýó Ù³Ñï»ëÇ
ê³ñ·ëÇ | áñ¹Çª ä³ñë»ÕÇÝ, íË×Ý. 3. 1. 1880 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Mahtesy Sargis
Grigoriants’ son Barsegh [who] died on 3. 1.
1880.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone of
porous pumice (150 x 53 x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶ñÇ·áñ³Ýó ØÏñ|ïãÇ ÏáÕ³-
ÏÇóª Ö³õÇÝ, íË. 1882:

transl.: In this grave reposes Mkrtich Grigor-
iants’ spouse Jav [who] died in 1882.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1,
p. 6.

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tree sculpted of
white marble:

Ø³Ñ³ñÓ³Ý ²õ|³·Ç ØÏñïã»³Ý | ¶ñÇ·á-
ñ³ÝóÝ | ÍÝ. 1854 ³ÙÇ, í³Ë. 1882 Ã.:

transl.: This funerary memorial [stands in
memory of] Avag Mkrtchian Grigoriants. Born in
the year 1854, he died in 1882.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1,
p. 6.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (87 x 27
x 35 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶ñÇ·áñ³Ýó | ¶ñÇ·áñÇ
¹áõëïñ ÞáÕ³·³ÃÇÝ | ÍÝ³õ 1861 ³ÙÇ, íË.
1885:

transl.: In this grave reposes Grigorants Gri-
gor’s daughter Shoghakat. Born in the year 1861,
she died in 1885.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1,
p. 6.

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-
stone (48 x 22 x 36 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶ñ|Ç·áñ³Ýó ¶ñÇ·|áñÇ
¹áõëïñª Üáñ|ÁÝÓÇÝ, 11. 10. 1888:

transl.: In this grave reposes Grigorants
Grigor’s daughter Norendzi, 11. 10. 1888.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone of
porous pumice (166 x 55 x 32 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶ñÇ·áñ³Ýó Ù³Ñï»ëÇ
ê³ñ·ëÇ áñ¹Çª ØÏñïãÇÝ, íË. 1889:

transl.: In this grave reposes Mahtesy Sargis
Grigorants’ son Mkrtich  [who] died in 1889.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1,
p. 6.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble
tombstone (63 x 28 x 22 centimetres):

Ø³·Ã³Õ Æí³ÝÇ ¶ñÇ|·áñ³Ýó, íË. 1902 Ã.:

transl.: Magtagh Ivan Grigoriants. Died
in1902.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (104 x 28
centimetres) part of which is buried under the earth:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶ñÇ·áñ³Ýó | ¶ñÇ·áñÇ Ïá-
Õ³ÏÇó Ø³ùÃ|³ÕÇÝ, í³Ë×³Ýí»ó³í 1904:

transl.: In this grave reposes Grigorants Gri-
gor’s spouse Maktagh [who] died in 1904.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (113 x
34 centimetres) with a trihedral upper part (it is partially buried under
the earth):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶ñÇ·áñ³Ýó | Ø³Ã¿áëÇ áñ¹Ç
¶ñÇ·áñÇÝ, | í³Ë×³Ýí»ó³í 1904:

transl.: In this grave reposes Grigorants
Mateos’ son Grigor [who] died in 1904.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble
tombstone (115 x 32 x 55 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶ñÇ·áñ³Ýó Ð³Ý»ëÇ | íáñ¹Ç
Æí³ÝÇ, íË. 1918 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Grigorants
Hanes’ son Ivan [who] died in 1918.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

5  lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-
stone (122 x 28 x 55 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶ñÇ·áñ³Ýó | Æí³ÝÇ íáñ¹Ç
¶ñÇ·áñÇ | íË. 1918 Ã.: | ¥ØÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª êáÝÇã-
Ï³ Æí³ÝÇ ¶ñÇ|·áñ³Ýó, íË. 1918 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Grigorants Ivan’s
son Grigor [who] died in 1918. The other face
reads: Sonichka Ivan Grigoriants. Died in 1918 .

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

GULUNTS
3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (170 x

55 x 35 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï(³)å(³)Ý | ¶áÉÇÝ, Ã(íÇ)Ý è|ÖÎ¼

(1717) ¿ñ:
transl.: In this grave reposes Gol, in the year

1717.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (168 x 42
x 62 centimetres):

ºÏÇ ³ßË³ñÑ ï»ë³Û ³Ù»ÝÝ áõÝ³ÛÝ ¿, í»ñ-
çÇÝ ûñë ãÇ | ÇÙ³ó³Û ÇÝã Ó³ÛÝ ¿, ¶³Éáõëï äá-
Õáë»³Ý ¶ÇõÉÇ|»³Ýóë, Ýáñ ÇÙ³ó³Û, áñ ÷ñÏÇãëª
²ëïáõ³Í ÙÇ»³ÛÝ ¿: | ¥ØÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª 32 ³Ù³ó
íË. 4. 4. 1889 ³ÙÇ, ²ëïáõ³Í Ñá·ÇÝ | Éáõë³õá-
ñ»ëóÇ, ³Ù¿Ý:

transl.: When I was born I saw that everything was
meaningless. On my last day I heard some unfamiliar
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voice and only then did I, Galust Poghossian Gyuliants,
learn that my only saviour was God. The other face
reads: Died at the age of 32 on 4. 4. 1889. May he rest
in peace. Amen.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 6.

9 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble
tombstone (140 x 24 x 58 centimetres):

¾Ûª ³Ýó³õáñ, Ï³þó ù»½ å³ïÙ»Ù É³É³·ÇÝ
³Ïë | ³Ý·áõÃ ó³õÁ ëñïáõÙë ÃáÕ»ó ÇÙ ÷³-
÷³·ë | ÍÝáÕù ÇÙ »õ áñ¹Çù ³Ý·ÇÝ, ³¯Ë Ø»ë-
ñáµª ³ÙáõëÇÝ | á¯Ñ ãÁÙáé³Ý³ù ËÝ¹ñ»Ù Ó»ñ
Ë»Õ× ¸ßËáÇÝ: | ¥ØÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª ØÝ³ù µ³ñ»³õ
Í³ÝáÃ-³ÝÍ³ÝáÃ »ë ·Ý³óÇ | áñ¹Çùë Ï³ÃÝ³-
Ï»ñ ³ÛÉáó ³å³ëï³Ý ÃáÕ»óÇ. | ¸ßËáÝ »Ù ³Ý-
Ùáé³Ý³ÉÇ, ÏÇÝª Ø»ëñáµ ¶ÇÉ»³ÝóÇ, | ÛÇß»ó¿ù
ËÝ¹ñ»Ù ¸ßËáõë, ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í áÕáñÙ»ëóÇ, | ÍÝ¹.
1871 ³ÙÇ Ñá·. 1, íË. 1899 ³ÙÇ 25 ÛÝíñ.:

transl.: You, that are a passer-by, stop for a
moment and listen to my sorrowful story. The bit-
ter pain tore me away from my parents, my pre-
cious children and my husband Mesrop. Oh,
please, do not forget your poor Dshkho! The other
face reads: Adieu to everybody! I am departing
from this world, consigning my sucklings to oth-
ers’ care. I am unforgettable Dshkho, the wife of
Mesrop Giliants. Please, remember me in your
prayers. Born on 1 October 1871, I died on 25
January 1899.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (145 x 35
x 50 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶áõÉáõÝó ê³ñ·ëÇ | ·ÇÝª
ì³ñÃÇÝ, ÍÝ¹. 1846, íË×. 12. 25. 1886 | Ã³é³-
Ù»³É Í³Õ·Çë ³ÝóÝáÕù ÛÇß¿ù ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í áÕáñ-
ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Gulunts Sargis’
wife Vard. Born in 1846, she died on 12. 25. 1886.
May you, passers-by, pray for this flower that
withered away. May she rest in peace.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

4 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (150 x
60 x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Ø»ëñá÷ÇÝ, áñ ¿ | áñ¹Çª äû-
Õûë|ÇÝ, Ãí(ÇÝ) èØÌ (1801):

transl.: In this grave reposes Mesrop, who is
the son of Poghos, in the year 1801.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

HAKOBIANTS
4 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (155 x

35 x 65 centimetres):
²ñÓ³Ý Ù³Ñáõ Áêï»÷³ÝÝáëÇ »õ µ³-

ñ»|å³ßï ÛáÛÅ ·áí»ÉÇ, ³½·ª Ú³Ïáµ»³Ýó | Ô³-
½³ñ»³ÝÇ, í³Õ×³Ý Ñ³ë»³É ³ëï¿Ý | ïÁÝÇ,
Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èØÐ¼ (1827):

transl.: This funerary memorial [stands in
memory of] pious believer Stepanos from the fam-
ily of the Hakobiants Ghazarian. He died [and]
was buried here in the year 1827.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone of porous
pumice (125 x 40 x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ú³Ïáµ»³Ýó úÑ³ÝÇ | áñ¹Çª
¶ñÇ·áñÇ, íË. 11. 8. 1868 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Ohan Hakobian’s
son Grigor [who] died on 11. 8. 1868.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

Engraved on a tombstone of white marble (160 x 48 x 65 cen-
timetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ²õ³· äáÕáë»³Ý î¿ñ Ú³-
Ïáíµ|»³Ýó, ÍÝáõÝ¹ »Õ³õ 1852 ³ÙÇ 15-ÇÝ ¹»Ï-
ï»Ù. | í³Ë×³Ý»³É 1883 ³ÙÇ 16-Ý ÷»¹ñí³ñÇ:
| ¥ØÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª Î³ñÃ³óáÕÇÝ ËÝ¹ñ»Ù ³ë¿ |
²ëïáõ³Í áÕáñÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Avag Poghossian
Ter-Hakobiants. Born on 15 December 1852, he
died on 16 February 1883. The other face reads:
May those who read this remember him in their
prayers. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

HOVHANNISSIANTS
A bilingual (Armenian and Russian) epitaph carved on a tomb-

stone (165 x 34 x 69 centimetres) of white marble (4 lines in both
languages):

²Ûëï»Õ Ñ³Ý·ãáõÙ ¿ ÏûÉÉ¿·Ç³Ï³Ý | ñ¿·Çëï-
ñ³ïáñ µÅÇßÏÇ ³õ³· ÷»ñßÇÉª | º·áñ ¶ñÇ·á-
ñ»³Ý ÚáíÑ³ÝÝÇë»³ÝÇ ³×ÇõÝÁ, | Í. 13 ë»å-
ï»Ùµ»ñÇ 1841 Ã., íË. 14 ÛáõÝÇëÇ 1906 Ã.: 

transl.: In this grave reposes registrar and doc-
tor’s chief assistant Yegor Grigorian Hovhannis-
sian. Born on 13 September 1841, he died on 14
June 1906. 

The other side of the gravestone bears the Russian
translation of the same epitaph: Çäåñü ïîêîèòñÿ
ïðàõü ìåäèöèíñêàãî | ñòàðøåãî êîëëåæñêàãî
ðåãèñòðàòîðà | Åãîðà Ãðèãîðüåâè÷à Îãàíåçî-
âà, | ðîä. 13 ñåíòÿáðÿ 1841 ã., ñêîí÷. 14 èþíÿ
1906 ã.:

Published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.
Note: In 1887 Yegor Hovhannissiants founded a college in

Banants in memory of his prematurely dead son Alexandre (“Nor-
Dar,” 1887, No. 113, p. 3). In 1888 a Patriarchal bull approved his
membership of the Board of Trustees of that institution (“Ararat,”
1888, p. 129). 

6 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (173 x
40 x 58 centimetres) of yellowish limestone:
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Ü³Û»ó¿ù ³é Çë »õ Ùï³µ»ñ»ó¿ù. »ë »Ùª ²-
Õ¿ùë³Ý¹ñ µÅÇßÏ | º·áñ»³Ý ÚáÑ³ÝÝ¿ë»³ÝóÝ,
áñ ¹»é Í³ÕÏ¿Ç ·»ÙÝ³½»³Ý áõëÙ³Ùµ | Ç Å³Ù
³õ³ñïÙ³Ý Ýáñ³ î¿ñ Ù»ñ Ññ³õÇñ»³ó ³é
ÇÝùÝ Ç ÷³é³µ³ÝáõÃÇõÝ: | ¥ØÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª µ³-
ÝÇõ ï»³éÝ »ÏÇ Û³ßË³ñÑ 2-Ý ÝáÛ»Ùµ»ñÇ 1865
³ÙÇ | »õ ÝÝçÇÙ ³ëï Ûáõëáí Û³ñáõÃ»³Ý 12-ÇÝ
ÛáõÉÇëÇ 1885 ³ÙÇ: | ²ÝÙáé³Ý³ÉÇ Ó»ñ ÁÝÏ»ñ ²-
Õ¿ùë³Ý¹ñ ÚáÑ³ÝÝ¿ë»³ÝóÇ:

transl.: Please, look at my grave and remember
me: I am Alexandre Yegorian Hovhannissiants. I
was still a student in the gymnasium and was
about to complete my studies when the Lord called
me to heaven. The other face reads: ...came to this
world on 2 November 1865 and repose here hop-
ing for resurrection on 12 July 1885. Your unfor-
gettable friend Alexandre Hovhannissiants.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a rectangular rosy
tombstone (150 x 32 x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý êï»÷³Ý ¶ñÇ·áñ»³Ý |
Úáõ³ÝÝ¿ë»³ÝóÇ ÏÇÝª Ø³ùÃ³ÕÇÝ, Ã¥íÇÝ¤ 1867:

transl.: In this grave reposes Stepan Grigorian
Hovhannissiants’ wife Maktagh, in the year 1867.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (160 x 70 x 45 centimetres):

ø³ç »ñÇï³ë³ñ¹ Îáëï³Ý¹ÇÝ | êï»÷³-
Ý»³Ý ÚáíÑ³ÝÝÇë»³Ýó | 1881-1904:

transl.: Valorous youth Kostandin Stepanian
Hovhannissiants. 1881 to 1904.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble
tombstone (67 x 16 x 43 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ê»ñ·Ç Úá|Ñ³ÝÝ¿ë»³Ý Úá-
Ñ³ÝÝ¿ë»³Ýó, | 1902:

transl.: In this grave reposes Sergi  Hovhannis-
sian Hovhannissiants, 1902.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone of
porous pumice (72 x 18 x 36 centimetres):

¼³ù³ñ ìÇñ³µ»³Ý Úáí|Ñ³ÝÝ¿ë»³Ýó, íË.
1879 Ã.:

transl.: Zakar Virabian Hovhannissiants. Died
in 1879.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone of porous
pumice (49 x 19 x 36 centimetres):

ØÇù³Û»É ìÇñ³µ|»³Ý ÚáíÑ³ÝÝ¿ë»³Ýó, |
íË. 1884 Ã.:

transl.: Michael Virabian Hovhannissiants.
Died in 1884.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

HRAPETANTS (VARUNTS)
2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (147 x

25 x 50 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ðñ³å»ï³Ýó ÔÇÉÇ | áñ¹Çª

ØÏñïÇãÇÝ, í³Ë. 12. 21. 1818 ³ÙÇ:
transl.: In this grave reposes Hrapetants Ghil’s

son Mkrtich [who] died on 12. 21. 1818.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

JALLADIANTS
2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a rectangular tomb-

stone (160 x 55 x 40 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ²Ý¹ñ»³ëÇ êï»÷³Ý»³Ý |

æ³ÉÉ³¹»³Ýó, íË. 1894:
transl.: In this grave reposes Andreas Stepan-

ian Jalladiants [who] died in 1894.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-
stone (144 x 62 x 32 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶ñÇ·áñÇ Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝ»³Ý |
Ö³ÉÉ³¹»³Ýó, 96 ³Ù³ó íË. 1912 Ã.

transl.: In this grave reposes Grigor Harutiun-
ian Jalladiants [who] died at the age of  96 in
1912.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble
tombstone (92 x 21 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý êÇÙáÝÇ ê³ñ·Çë»³Ý | æ³É-
É³¹»³Ýó, íË. 1913 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Simon Sargissian
Jalladiants [who] died in 1913.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.
3, p. 14.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on a white marble
tombstone (155 x 65 x 21 centimetres):

æ³ÉÉ³¹³Ýó ¶ñÇ·áñÇ ÏÇÝª Â³ÝÏÇ, 2. 3.
1917:

transl.: Jalladants Grigor’s wife Tank, 2. 3. 1917.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,

p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble
tombstone (70 x 20 x 36 centimetres):

êÇñ³Ýáõß ÐáíÑ³Ý»ëÇ | æ³ÉÉ³¹Û³Ý, 1 ³-
Ù³ó íË. 1923 Ã.:

transl.: Siranush Hovhannes Jalladian. Died in
her first year in 1923.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.
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KHALIPIANTS 
2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a coffin-shaped mar-

ble tombstone (142 x 39 x 61 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ê³ÉÇ÷»³Ýó êï»÷³ÝÇ |

áñ¹Çª äáÕûëÇÝ, í³Ë×³Ý 1895 Ã.: 
transl.: In this grave reposes Stepan Khalip-

iants’ son Poghos [who] died in 1895.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,

p. 14.
Note: A chapel located in Banants, Khelpants Khach, is called

after the family of the Khalipiants. 

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a rectangular tomb-
stone (110 x 42 centimetres):

Ê³ÉÇ÷»³Ýó ÏáõÛë | Ø³Û³ÝÇ. 98 ³Ù³Û íË.
1901 Ã.:

transl.: [In memory of] virgin Mayan Khalip-
iants [who] died at the age of 98 in 1901.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a coffin-shaped white
marble tombstone (134 x 32 x 58 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ê³ÉÇ÷»³Ýó äáÕûëÇ | ÏÇÝª
ì³ñÃÇÝ, í³Ë×³Ý 1903 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Poghos Kha-
lipiants’ wife Vart [who] died in 1903.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.
2, p. 14.

Incised into a tombstone of yellowish limestone (67 x 39 x 27
centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ·³ÝÓ³Ï»óÇ | Ú³ñáõÃÇ Ù³Ñ-
ï»ëÇ ´³É³Õ»³ÝÇ ¹áõëïñ | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª
ÐéÇÙëÇÙ¿ÇÝ, ÍÝ»³É 3. 30. 1882, | í³Ë×³Ý»³É
1889 ³ÙÇ, ë»åï»Ùµ»ñÇ 11-ÇÝ:

transl.: In this grave reposes the daughter of
Gandzak inhabitant, Mahtesy Harut Balaghian. The
other face reads: To Hripsime [who was] born on 3. 30.
1882 and died on 11 September 1889.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.
2, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a rectangular tomb-
stone of limestone (140 x 30 x 60 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï êï»÷³ÝÇ äûÕáë»³Ý, áñ Ç
ïáÑÙ¿Ý Ù³Ñï»ëÇ ´³ë»³Ýó¿Ý, ÍÝ³õ 1866, íË.
1. 11. 1898:

transl.: In this grave reposes Stepan Poghos-
sian, who is from the family of Mahtesy Basiants.
Born in 1866, he died on 1. 11. 1898.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

KOSTUNTS
4 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (140 x

60 x 20 centimetres):

øáëïáõÝó. | ³Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | øûëïáÝó î¿ñ |
Ø³Ïáõã¥Ç¤Ý, Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ | (è)ØÊ (1791):

transl.: Kostunts. In this grave reposes Father
Makuch Kostonts, in the year 1791. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

5 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (147 x
50 x 65 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | øûëïáõÝó î¿ñ | ØÏñïãÇ áñ-
¹Çª | äáÕûëÇÝ, | 1847: 

transl.: In this grave reposes Priest Mkrtich
Kostunts’ son Poghos, 1847.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (54 x 19
x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý øáë|ïáõÝó ²åñÑ³ÙÇ áñ¹Ç |
¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ ¶ñÇ·áñÇÝ, íË. 1814:

transl.: In this grave reposes Aprham Kostunts’
son (on the other face) Grigor [who] died in 1814. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

4 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (51 x
17 x 37 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | øáëïáõÝó ÚáÑ³ÝÝ¿ëÇ | áñ-
¹Çª Ø»Ë³ÏÇÝ, | ÍÝ. 1898, íË. 1900: 

transl.: In this grave reposes Hovhannes Kos-
tunts’ son Mekhak. Born in 1898, he died in 1900.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

KURJUNTS (GYURJUNTS)
3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (130 x

44 x 30 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Îáõñ×áõÝó | ØÏñïãÇ áñ¹Çª |

Î³ñ³å»ïÇÝ, íË. 1891:
transl.: In this grave reposes Mkrtich Kurjunts’

son Karapet [who] died in 1891.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,

p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (175 x
44 x 32 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Îáõñ×áõÝó | Î³ñ³å»ïÇ Ïá-
Õ³ÏÇóª | ê³µ»ïÇÝ, 1891:

transl.: In this grave reposes Karapet Kurjunts’
spouse Sabet, 1891.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (160 x 60 x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÎáõñçáõÝó ²åñÑ³ÙÇ áñ¹Ç |
³ÝÅáÕ³ñ³ñ ¶ñÇ·áñÇÝ, 45 ³Ù³ó íË. 189...
³ÙÇ:
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transl.: In this grave reposes Aprham Kurjunts’
son, ... Grigor [who] died at the age of 45 in 189...

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

MANUSHAKIANTS
2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble

tombstone (170 x 65 x 50 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ê³ã³ïáõñÇ | Ø³Ýáõß³-

Ï»³Ýó, íË. 1876 Ã.:
transl.: In this grave reposes Khachatur Manu-

shakiants [who] died in 1876.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,

p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a rectangular tomb-
stone (122 x 39 x 22 centimetres):

Ø³Ýáõß³Ï»³Ýó Ð³Ý¿ëÇ | ÏÇÝª Ø³ñ³ÝáëÇ,
íË. 1887:

transl.: [In this grave reposes] Hanes Manu-
shakiants’ wife Maranos [who] died in 1887.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a rectangular tomb-
stone (106 x 30 x 43 centimetres):

Ø³Ýáõß³Ï»³Ýó äáÕáëÇ | ÏÇÝª ²½Ç½Ç, íË.
1892:

transl.: [In this grave reposes] Poghos Manu-
shakiants’ wife Aziz [who] died in 1892.

Published for the first time.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (108 x
30 x 40 centimetres):

Ð³Ý¿ë äáÕáë»³Ý | Ø³Ýáõß³Ï³Ýó, íË. 1910: 
transl.: Hanes Poghossian Manushakiants.

Died in 1910.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

MELIK-ISRAYELIANTS
6 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone of porous

pumice (165 x 54 x 27 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Ø¿ÉÇù-Æëñ³Û|¿É»³Ýó ... |

...Û»ñÇù, í³Ë×|³Ý»ó³õ, 1870:
transl.: In this grave reposes Melik-Israyeliants

... [who] died in 1870.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

5 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone of yel-
low limestone (150 x 47 x 63 centimetres):

²ÛëÙ ï³å³ÝÇ ï³Ï ÝÝçÇÙ Ûáõëáí | Û³ñáõ-
Ã»³Ý øñÇëïáëÇ ·³Éëï»³Ùµ | úÑ³Ý ²õ³-
·»³Ý Ø¿ÉÇù-Æëñ³Û¿É»³Ýó: | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª
ÌÝ³Û 1847 Ã., íË×Ýó. 1883 Ã., ³åñ»óÇ 36 ï³-
ñÇ, | ³Ûë ÙÇçáó»Ý ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í ×³Ý³ã»óÇ, ³-
ë³ó¿ù ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í áÕáñÙÇ:

transl.: I repose in this grave hoping for resur-
rection upon the Advent. Ohan Avagian Melik-
Israyeliants. The other face reads: I was born in 1847

and died in 1883, having lived for 36 years.
During this time I came to know God. May you
pray for me.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone of yellow
limestone (47 x 20 x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Ø¿ÉÇù-Æëñ³Û¿É»³Ýó | ¥ÙÛáõë
»ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª úÑ³ÝÇ ïáõëïñª | ¸ßËáÇÝ, 1882 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Melik-
Israyeliants. (on the other side) To Ohan’s daughter
Dshkho, in the year 1882.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

MELIK-MATEVOSSIANTS
4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble

tombstone (143 x 68 x 32 centimetres):
ìÇÙÇë ï³Ï ³Ù÷á÷Ç Ù³ñÙÇÝÁ ÏÇÝª

ØÏñïãÇ | Ø»ÉÇù-Ø³ïÃ¿áë»³ÝóÇ ÞáÕ³·³ÃÇ
Ü»ñë¿ë|»³ÝÇ, Ñ³Ý·Çëï áëÏñ³ó¹, ÍÝ³õ 1831
³ÙÇ: | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª ì³Ë×³Ý»ó³õ 1895 ³-
ÙÇ, ÝáÛ. 7-Ý:

transl.: Beneath this [grave]stone repose the
remains of Shoghakat Nersessian, the wife of
Mkrtich Melik-Matevossiants. May you rest in
eternal peace. Born in the year 1831. | The other face
reads: She died on 7 November 1895.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.
2, p. 14.

5 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a rectangular tomb-
stone (140 x 47 x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ø»ÉÇù-Ø³Ã|¿áë³Ýó Ú³ñáõ-
ÃÇõÝÇ áñ¹Ç | ÷áõéÝáãÇ Ô»õ³Ý¹Ç, | íË. | 1882:

transl.: In this grave reposes Harutiun Melik-
Matevossiants’ son, ... Ghevand [who] died in
1882.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (175 x
57 x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ø»ÉÇù Ø³Ã¿áë³Ýó | ØÇñ½Ç
ÏÇÝª ì³ñÃÇÝ, íË. 1887 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Mirz Melik-Mate-
vossiants’ wife Vart [who] died in the year 1887.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a rectangular tomb-
stone (113 x 30 x 35 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ø»ÉÇù-Ø³Ã¿áë³Ýó | äáÕáëÇ
áñ¹Ç Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝÇ, íË. 5. 19. 1890:

transl.: In this grave reposes Poghos Melik-Mate-
vossiants’ son Harutiun [who] died on 5. 19. 1890.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a yellowish tomb-
stone (74 x 21 x 26 centimetres):
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²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ø»ÉÇù-Ø³Ã¿áë³Ýó | äáÕáëÇ
áñ¹Ç ØÏñïãÇÝ, íË. 5. 16. 1881:

transl.: In this grave reposes Poghos Melik-Ma-
tevossiants’son Mkrtich [who] died on 5. 16. 1881.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (170 x
52 x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ø»ÉÇù-Ø³Ã¿íáë³Ýó | Ø³-
Ã¿áëÇ ÏÇÝª Ê³ÝáõÙÇ, íË. 1892 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Matevos Melik-
Matevossants’ wife Khanum [who] died in the
year 1892.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (75 x 23 x 35 centimetres):

ØÏñïÇã äáÕáë»³Ý Ø»ÉÇù-|Ø³Ã¿áë³Ýó, 10
³Ù³ó íË. 1907:

transl.: Mkrtich Poghossian Melik-Matevos-
sants. Died at the age of 10 in 1907.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-
stone (128 x 25 x 37 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ø»ÉÇù-Ø³Ã¿íáë³Ýó | äáÕá-
ëÇ áñ¹Ç Ø³ÙÇÏÇÝ: | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª 26 ³Ù³ó
íË. 3. 17. 1908 ³ÙÇ, | ÏÝ¹³Ï³Ù³Ñ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Poghos Melik-
Matevossants’ son Mamik. The other face reads: Shot to
death at the age of 26 on 3. 17. 1908.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble
tombstone (138 x 31 x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ø»ÉÇù-Ø³Ã¿íáë³Ýó äáÕáëÇ
| ÏÇÝª ÐéÇ÷ëÇÙÇ, 56 ³Ù³ó íË. 1914 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Poghos Melik-
Matevossants’ wife Hripsim [who] died at the age
of 56 in 1914.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-
stone (140 x 38 x 50 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý äáÕáëÇ Ø³Ã¿áë»³Ý | Ø¿ÉÇù-
Ø³Ã¿íáë»³Ýó, 75 ³Ù³ó íË. 1917 Ã.

transl.: In this grave reposes Poghos Matevos-
sian Melik-Matevossiants [who] died at the age of
75 in 1917.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (75 x 25 x 45 centimetres):

Ø³Ã»íáë»³Ý Ø³ÙÇÏáÝ ²ñï»ÙÇ | 1918-
1919: | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª Ø»ÉÇù-Ø³Ã»íáë»³Ý:

transl.: Mamikon Artem Matevossian. 1918 to
1919. The other face reads: Melik-Matevossian.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

MELIK-TZATURIANTS
3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a coffin-shaped

tombstone of white marble (164 x 42 x 68 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶³Éáõëï | Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝ»³Ý

Ø¿ÉÇù-Ì³ïáõñ»³ÝóÇ: | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª 1826-
1901: 

transl.: In this grave reposes Galust Harutiunian
Melik-Tzaturiants. The other face reads: 1826 to 1901.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

MIRZIANTS
3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (148 x 29

x 40 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ø»é½»³Ýó | ê³ñ·ëÇ

ïáõëïñª | Â³·áõÑÇÝ, Ç 1874 ³ÙÇ:
transl.: In this grave reposes Sargis Merziants’

daughter Taguhi, in the year 1874.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (67 x 20
x 43 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ØÇñ½³»³Ýó | ØÏñïãÇ áñ¹Çª
²ñï»ÙÇÝ: | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª ìË×Ý. 1. 11. 1886 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Mkrtich Mirza-
yants’ son Artem. The other face reads: [He] died on 1.
11. 1886.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

MONTUNTS
2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a rectangular violet

tombstone (167 x 55 x 32 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ØûÝÃáõÝó ê³ñ·ëÇ áñ¹Çª |

ä»ïñáëÇÝ, íË. 11. 10. 1880 ³ÙÇ:
transl.: In this grave reposes Sargis Montunts’

son Petros [who] died on 11. 10. 1880.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,

p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-
stone (123 x 60 x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ØûÝÃáõÝó ²Ý³ÛÇ, áñ ¿ |
¹áõëïñª ê³ñ·Çë ´³Õñ³Ù»³ÝóÇ, ÍÝ³õ | 1826
³ÙÇ, í³Ë×³Ý»ó³õ 1889:

transl.: In this grave reposes Ana Montunts,
who is the daughter of Sargis Baghramiants. Born
in the year 1826, she died in 1889.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone of yel-
low limestone (123 x 47 x 26 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ØûÝÃáõÝó ä»ïñáëÇ | ÏÇÝª
ê³ñ³ÛÇÝ, ÍÝ. 1849-ÇÝ, íË. 1894:

transl.: In this grave reposes Petros Montunts’
wife Sarah. Born in 1849, she died in 1894.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.
3, p. 14.
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MUKELIANTS (MICHAELIANTS)
7 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone of yel-

low limestone (140 x 27 x 73 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶³ÝÓ³Ïáõ Ý³Ñ³ÝÏÇ | ä³-

Ý³Ýó ·áõÕ³ µÝ³ÏÇã ÚáÑ³ÝÝ¿|ëÇ áñ¹Çª ´¿·É³ñ
Øáõù¿É»³Ýó, | áÕ×³Ýí¿ó³õ 11. 21. 1863 ³ÙÇ: |
¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª Æ ï³å³ÝÇ ³ëï ³Ù÷á÷Ç
Ù³ñÙÇÝ ØÇù³Û¿É»³Ýó | ê³ñ·ëÇ, áñ ëå³Ý-
Ù³Ùµ í³Ë×³Ý»ó³õ ÛáëáË | ÃßÝ³Ù»³ó ³ëïÇ
µ³ñÓ³õ, íË. 1877 ³ÙÇ: 

transl.: In this grave reposes Beglar Mukel-
iants, the son of Hovhannes from Banants Village
of Gandzak Province. He died on 11. 21. 1863.
The other face reads: In this grave repose the remains
of Sargis Michaeliants, who was killed by the
mean enemy and departed from life in the year
1877.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.
3, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone of
porous pumice (142 x 39 x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ØÇù³Û¿É»³Ýó ê³ñ·ëÇ Ïá-
Õ³|ÏÇóª Ê³ÉÉáõÇÝ, íË. 9. 16. 1893 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Sargis Michael-
iants’ spouse Khallu [who] died on 9. 16. 1893.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone of porous
pumice (72 x 20 x 52 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¼³éÇ, | ï³ïÁª Áêï»÷³Ý |
Øáõù¿É»³ÝóÇ, íË. | 4. 9. 1888:

transl.: In this grave reposes Stepan Mukel-
iants’ grandmother Zar [who] died on 4. 9. 1888.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble
tombstone (162 x 43 x 70 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ê³ã³ïáõñ | Ô»õáÝ¹»³Ý
Øáõù¿É»³ÝóÇ, | 1841-1877:

transl.: In this grave reposes Khachatur
Ghevondian Mukeliants, 1841 to 1877.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

NADIRIANTS
4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (155 x

60 x 35 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Ü³¹Çñ³Ýó | î¥¿¤ñ ¶ñÇ·á-

ñÇÝ, | Ãí(ÇÝ) èØÄ (1761):
transl.: In this grave reposes Father Grigor

Nadirants, in the year 1761.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,

p. 14.

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (140 x 55
x 25 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | î¥¿¤ñ ¶ñÇ·áñ|Ç ÏáÕ³ÏÇó |
Ú»ÕÝ³ÝÇÝ, | Ãí(ÇÝ è)ØÊ(1791):

transl.: In this grave reposes Father Grigor’s
spouse Heghnan, in the year 1791.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (125 x
60 x 35 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ü³¹Çñ³Ýó | ²éáõß³ÝÇÝ, |
í³Ë. 10. 5. 1816 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Arushan Nadi-
rants [who] departed to God on 10. 5. 1816.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (135 x
45 x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ²éáõß³ÝÇ | ÏáÕ³ÏÇó Ü³¹Ç-
ñ³Ýó | Ð»ñÇùÝ³½ÇÝ, 1862:

transl.: In this grave reposes Arushan’s spouse
Heriknaz Nadirants, 1862.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (127 x 47
x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ê³ñ·ëÇ | ÏáÕ³ÏÇóª Ü³¹Ç-
ñ³Ýó | ê³é³ÛÇÝ, 1866:

transl.: In this grave reposes Sargis’ spouse Sa-
rah Nadirants, 1866.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

NALBANDIANTS
2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a rectangular tomb-

stone (162 x 36 x 50 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ê³å»ïÇ, áñ ¿ ÏÇÝª | ä³ñë»-

ÕÇ Ü³Éå³Ý¹»³Ýó, íË. 1898 Ã.:
transl.: In this grave reposes Sapet, who is Par-

segh Nalpandiants’ spouse. Died in 1898.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

NERKARARIANTS (NERKRARANTS) 
2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (144 x

27 x 45 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÜñÏ³ñ³ñ»³Ýó Ê³ã³ïáõ-

ñÇ | áñ¹Ç ¶³ÉáõëïÇÝ, íË×Ý. 1870:
transl.: In this grave reposes Khachatur

Nerkarariants’ son Galust [who] died in 1870.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

Carved on a tombstone (124 x 26 x 36 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÜñÏ³ñ³ñ»³Ýó ìÇñ³åÇ |

ÏÇÝª Ð»ñÇùÇÝ, íË×Ý. 1874 ³ÙÇ: 
transl.: In this grave reposes Virap Nerkarar-

iants’ wife Herik [who] died in the year 1874.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.

3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (137 x
28 x 62 centimetres):
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²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÜñÏñ³ñ³Ýó | Î³ñ³å»ïÇ
ÏáÕ³ÏÇóª Ð»ñÇùÇÝ, | í³Ë×. 1881 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Karapet Nerkrar-
ants’ wife Herik [who] died in the year 1881.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.
3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (54 x
18 x 37 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÜñÏ³ñ³ñ»³Ýó | ìÇñ³åÇ
áñ¹Çª | Ê³ã³ïáõñÇ, 1888:

transl.: In this grave reposes Virap Nerkarar-
iants’ son Khachatur, 1888.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

POGHOSSIANTS
2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone of

porous pumice (154 x 41 x 40 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý äáÕáë³Ýó Î³ñ³å»ïÇ | áñ-

¹Çª äûÕáëÇ ÏÇÝª Ø³ùÃ³ÕÇÝ, íË. 1. 21. 1895:
transl.: In this grave reposes Maktagh, who is

the wife of Karapet Poghossiants’ son Poghos.
Died on 1. 21. 1895.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone of white
limestone (138 x 13 x 45 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ³ñÓ³Ý Ð³Ý»ëÇ áñÃÇ | Ø³ñïÇñáë
äáÕáë»³Ýó, 1843:

transl.: This gravestone [stands in memory of]
Hanes’ son Martiros Poghossiants, 1843.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

SHAHMURADIANTS
3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone of yellow

limestone (130 x 28 x 67 centimetres):
²Ûë ßÇñÇÙ Þ³ÑÙáõñ³¹³Ýó | ¶ñÇ·áñÇ áñ¹Çª

Î³ñ³å»ïÇÝ, | í³Ë×³Ýª 1890:
transl.: In this grave reposes Grigor Shahmu-

radants’ son Karapet [who] died in 1890.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.

3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a coffin-shaped
tombstone of white marble (176 x 39 x 70 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ìÇñ³å | Ú³Ïáµ»³Ý Þ³Ñ-
Ùáõñ³¹»³ÝóÇ: | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª ÌÝ³õ 1805 ³-
ÙÇ, í³Ë×. 1890 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Virap Hakobian
Shahmuradiants. The other face reads: Born in the year
1805, he died in 1890.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.
3, p. 14.

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone of yellow
limestone (55 x 40 x 15 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Þ³Ñ|Ùáõñ³¹³Ýó ê³ñ|·ÇëÇ
áñ¹Çª Î³ñ³å»ïÇÝ, | ÍÝ. 1893, íË. 1894:

transl.: In this grave reposes Sargis Shahmu-
radants’ son Karapet. Born in 1893, he died in
1894.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a rectangular tomb-
stone (160 x 55 x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ØÇÝ³ë ¶ñÇ·áñ»³Ý | Þ³Ñ-
Ùáõñ³¹»³ÝóÇ, íË. 1897:

transl.: In this grave reposes Minas Grigorian
Shahmuradiants [who] died in 1897.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble
tombstone (140 x 45 x 60 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Þ³ÑÙáõñ³¹»³Ýó Î³ñ³å»-
ïÇ | ÏÇÝª ¼³ÝÇÝ, 78 ³Ù³ó, íË. 12. 15. 1902 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Karapet Shahmu-
radiants’ wife Zan [who] died at the age of 78 on
12. 15. 1902.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996,
No. 3, p. 14.

8 versified lines in the Armenian original carved on a white mar-
ble tombstone (140 x 40 x 60 centimetres):

²Ûë ï³å³ÝÇ ï³Ï ÏÁ Ñ³Ý·ãÇ µ³Ý³Ýó»óÇ
| ¹³ßÝ³Ïó³Ï³Ý ù³ç ½ÇÝíáñª ¼³ù³ñ Þ³Ñ-
Ùáõñ³¹»³ÝóÁ, | áñÁ Ý³Ñ³ï³Ïí»É ¿ ´³Ý³ÝóÇ
³Û·ÇÝ»ñáõÙ, 1906 Ã. | Ù³ÛÇëÇ 16-ÇÝ, 34 ³Ù¿³ó
Ñ³ë³ÏáõÙ: | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª ÆÙ ÁÝÏ»ñÝ»ñ, ù³ç
Ïéí»ó»ù | Ãáõñù»ñÇ ¹¿Ù ³Ù»Ý ûñ. | ÇÙ íñ¿ÅÁ
Ýñ³ÝóÇó ³é»ù | ÙáëÇÝÝ»ñáí Ó»ñ Ñ½ûñ: | ÂáÕ
ÃÝ¹³Ý Ó»ñ Ùáë»ÝÝ»ñ | Ù»ñ Óáñ»ñáõÙ, ë³ñ»-
ñáõÙ. | Ýñ³Ýó ³Ñ»Õ ·áé Ó³ÛÝ»ñÁ | ÏÁ Éë»Ù »ë
·»ñ»½Ù³ÝáõÙ: 

transl.: Beneath this grave[stone] reposes Za-
kar Shahmuradiants, a valorous Dashnak soldier
from Banants, who suffered martyrdom in the gar-
dens of Banants at the age of 34 on 16 May 1906.
The other face reads: My brave friends, continue
your struggle against the Turks and take
vengeance for me with your powerful guns. May
your arms thunder in our gorges and mountains;
their formidable reports will reach me in my
grave.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

SHAHUMIANTS
2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a rectangular tomb-

stone (182 x 26 x 43 centimetres):
¶ñÇ·áñ î¿ñ-Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝ»³Ý, | íË. 1815, áñª

Þ³ÑáõÙ»³Ýó:
transl.: Grigor Ter-Harutiunian Shahumiants.

Died in 1815.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.
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3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (146 x
28 x 65 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝ»³Ýó | êï»÷³ÝÇ
ÏÇÝª ²ëïÕÇÏÇ, Í. 1882, | íË. 1. 2. 1908 Ã. Í³-
ÕÇÏ Ñ³ë³ÏÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Stepan Haru-
tiuniants’ wife Astghik. Born in 1882, she died in
the prime of life on 1. 2. 1908. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (146 x 28
x 55 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý î¿ñ-Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝ»³Ýó | ¶ñÇ-
·áñÇ ÏÇÝª ²Ý³ÛÇÝ, | íË. 1892, áñª Þ³ÑáõÙ-
»³Ýó:

transl.: In this grave reposes Grigor Ter-Haru-
tiuniants’ wife Ana Shahumiants. Died in 1892.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (163 x
27 x 61 centimetres):

¶ñÇ·áñ Ú³Ïáµ»³Ý î¿ñ-Ú³ñ|áõÃÇõÝ»³Ýó,
íË. 1895, | áñ ¿ª Þ³ÑáõÙ»³Ýó:

transl.: Grigor Hakobian Ter-Harutiuniants
Shahumiants. Died in 1895.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (148 x 30
x 57 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý î¥¿¤ñ Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝ|»³Ýó Ú³-
ÏáµÇ ÏÇÝª ê³å»ïÇÝ, | íË. 1900 ³ÙÇ, ¿ª Þ³Ñáõ-
Ù»³Ýó:

transl.: In this grave reposes Hakob Ter-Haru-
tiuniants’ wife Sapet Shahumiants [who] died in
1900.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

TER-AVETIKIANTS
2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone:
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý î¿ñ-²õ»ïÇù»³Ýó ÚáíÑ³Ý-

Ý¿ëÇ | ÏÇÝª ºÕáõÙÇ, íË. 1880 ³ÙÇ:
transl.: In this grave reposes Hovhannes Ter-

Avetikiants’ wife Yeghum [who] died in the year
1880.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

7 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone:
êï¿÷³Ý ØÇù³Û¿É»³Ý | î¿ñ-²õ»ïÇù»³Ýó. |

Í³ÕÇÏ, ·»Õ»óÇÏ. | ³ëï µáõë»³É ëå³ëÇÙ. |
Ûáëáí Ú³ñáõÃ»³Ý | øñÇëïáëÇ ·³Éëï»³Ý, | Í.
5. 29. 1851, í. 8. 16. 1861:

transl.: Stepan Michaelian Ter-Avetikiants. A
beautiful flower growing here waiting for resur-
rection upon Christ’s Advent,5. 29. 1851 to 8. 16.
1861.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

16 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone:
²ëï ë»ñÙ³ÝÇÙ, ³Ý¹ µáõë³ÝÇÙ Ûáõëáí | Ú³-

ñáõ(Ã)»(³Ý) ø(ñÇëïá)ëÇ ·³Éëï»³Ùµ ë(ñ)µ(á)Û
Ñá·õáÛÝ | »ñ»õÙ³Ùµ. ÚáíÑ³ÝÝ¿ë êï»÷³Ý»³Ý
î¿ñ ²õ»ïÇù»³Ýó. | ³Ù»Ý³Ï³É ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í »õ
î¿ñ Ú¥Çëáõ¤ë ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë ¹³ï³õáñ ³ñ¹³ñ |
ÛáñÅ³Ù ·³ë ÷³éûù Ñûñ ¹³ï»É ½Ï»Ý¹³ÝÇë »õ
| ½Ù»é»³Éë ÙÇ Ùï³Ý»ñ Ç ¹³ï³ëï³Ý Á(Ý¹)
Ó³é³ÛÇ | ùáõÙ ÚáíÑ³ÝÝÇëÇë, ³ÛÉ ÷ñÏ»³ ½Çë Ç
Û³õÇï»Ý³|Ï³Ý ÑñáÛÝ »õ Éë»ÉÇ ³ñ³ ÇÝÓ
½»ñ³Ý³õ»ï ÏáãáõÙÝ | ³ñ¹³ñáÛ Û»ñÏÝÇó ³ñ-
ù³ÛáõÃ»³Ý¹ »õ áÕáñÙ»³ ùá | ³ñ³ñ³ÍáÛ »õ ÇÝÓ
µ³½Ù³Ù»ÕÇë: | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª ²ñÓ³Ýë ³Ûë
ïáõÝ »õ ï»ÕÇ ¹³ñ÷ÇÝ, í³ñå»ïª ÚáíÑ³ÝÝ¿ëÇ
êï|»÷³Ý»³Ý, ë³ ³Ýáõ³ÝÇ î(¿)ñ ²õ»ïÇù-
»³Ýó ³½·³ïáÑÙÇ, ÍÝá|õÝ¹Ýª 1820 ³ÙÇ, Ç ´³|-
Ý³Ýó ·ÇÕÇ, Ù³ÑÝª | 1860 ³ÙÇ, Û³Ùë»³ÝÝ |
û·áëïáëÇ:

transl.: ... hoping for my resurrection upon
Christ’s Advent. Hovhannes Stepanian Ter-
Avetikiants. My Almighty God Jesus Christ, You
that are a fair judge, do not forget your humble
servant Hovhannes when You arrive here on
Doomsday to judge both the alive and the dead.
Save me from the eternal fire so that I might hear
the voice coming from your heavenly kingdom.
Have mercy upon your sinful servant and all the
creatures on the earth. The other face reads: This tomb-
stone [lies in memory of] master blacksmith
Hovhannes Stepanian from the Ter-Avetikiants’
family. Born in Banants Village in the year 1820,
he died in August 1860. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

9 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone:
¼Ç »ñ³· ûñÑ³ë ÇÝÓ Å³Ù³Ý»É á¯Ñ ²ë-

ïáõ³Í | Û³Ûë ³ßË³ñÑ¿ë Ï³ñ×»³ó ½Ã»É ÇÙ
Ï»Ý³ó | ÙÝ³Û ³ãù Ó»ñ ç»ñÙ ³ñï³ëõûù ÙÇßï Ç
É³ó, | Ó»½ ³ë»É ËÝ¹ñ»Ù ÁÝÏ³É ½ë³ ï¿ñ
÷³é³ó | ÇÝÓª Ê³ã³ïáõñÇë êï»÷³Ý»³Ý î¿ñ
²õ»ïÇù»³Ýó, | Ñ³Ý¹ÇåáÕ³|ó¹ ËÝ¹ñ»Ù | ³ë¿ù
²ëïáõ³Í | áÕáñÙÇ:

transl.: My last hour came and death took my
life away, leaving your eyes ever filled with bitter
tears. I yielded up my soul to God for His perpet-
ual glory. Khachatur Stepanian Ter-Avetikiants.
May those who come across my grave pray for the
repose of my soul.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

TER-ISRAYELIANTS
4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a rectangular tomb-

stone of white marble (128 x 30 x 47 centimetres):
ÀÝ¹ ³Ûë íÇÙáí »¹»³É Ù³ñÙÇÝ | ²ÝÝ³Û Ú³-

ñáõÃÇõÝ»³ÝÇ, áñ ¿ñ | ÏÇÝª ä»ïñáë ù(³)Ñ(³)-
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Ý(³)ÛÇ î(¿)ñ-Æëñ³Û¿É»³ÝóÇ, | í³Ë×³Ý»³É Ç
1855 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: Beneath this [grave]stone repose the
remains of Priest Petros Ter-Israyeliants’ wife
Anna Harutiunian [who] died in the year 1855.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

8 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (160 x 40 x 65 centimetres):

ÀÝ¹ íÇÙáíë ·ï³ÝÇ Ù³ñÙÇÝ ³ëïÇ×³Ý³õá-
ñÇ | ·³í³é³Ï³Ý Ï³é³í³ñáõÃ»³Ý ¶³ÝÓ³-
Ïáõ | ÚáíÑ³ÝÝ¿ëÇ î¿ñ-Æëñ³Û¿É»³Ýó áñ¹õáÛª
î¿ñ-ä»ïñáë | ù³Ñ³Ý³ÛÇ: Ð³Ý¹ÇåáÕ³ó¹
ËÝ¹ñ»Ù ³ë¿ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í áÕáñÙÇ ¥ÏáÕÇÝ¤.
ì³Ë×³Ý»³É | Ç 1-Ý Ù³ÛÇëÇ | 1859 ³ÙÇ, 29 |
³Ù³Û Ñ³ë³ÏÇ:

transl.: Beneath this [grave]stone repose the
remains of Gandzak’s District Government official
Hovhannes Ter-Israyeliants’ son, Priest Petros.
May those who come across this grave pray for
the repose of his soul. On one of the sides: Died at
the age of 29 on 1 May 1859.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.
3, p. 14.

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (190 x 35 x 60 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ... ä»ïñáë ù³Ñ³Ý³ÛÇ | ... |
î¿ñ äáÕ... | ½áÕá... ³Ù»³ó Ç 1849:

transl.: In this grave reposes ... Priest Petros...
Father Pogh... 1849.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.
Note: Petros Ter-Israyeliants “...was promoted to the fourth

degree of religious service in 1812 and was ordained priest on 8
March 1820...” “... Priest Petros died... in the year 1849, leaving his
four sons and two daughters...” 

This archive document dates back to 1853.

16 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (165 x 43 x 55 centimetres):

Ú³ÛëÙ ï³å³ÝÇ ³Ù÷á÷»³É Ñ³Ý·ãÇ |
Ûáõëáí ÷³é³óÝ Û³õÇï»ÝÇ | Ù³ñÙÇÝ ·ñ³ß³ñ
¹åÇñ áõëáõóãÇ | Î³ñ³å»ï î¿ñ-Æëñ³Û¿É»³ÝÇ:
| ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª Ðñ³Ù³Ý³õ ï»³éÝ »ÏÇ Û³Ûë
³ßË³ñÑ | ùñï³Ýó »õ ×·³Ýó ¹³éÝ³Õ¿ï Û³Ûë
í³Ûñ | ³ÛÉ áãÇÝã ·ïÇ Ç ³Ù³ å»ñ×³ñ³ñ |
×»å»Ù Û»ñÏÇÝë ëñµáÛÝ Ï³Û³Ý: | ¥ÏáÕÇÝ¤ª ÌÝÇ. |
1858, | 18-Ý | Ñ¥á¤Ïï¥»Ùµ»ñÇ¤: | ¥ÙÛáõë ÏáÕÇÝ¤ª
÷áË»ó³õ | Ç ï¿ñ 1884 | 18-Ý ÛáõÝÇ|ëÇ:

transl.: In this grave repose the remains of sex-
ton and teacher Karapet Ter-Israyelian. The other
face reads: On the command of the Lord I was born
into this world of toil and heavy efforts, but found
nothing so I am hurrying to heaven. On one of the
sides: Born on 18 October 1858. On the other side:
Departed to God on 18 June 1884.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone of porous
pumice (190 x 50 x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý î¥¿¤ñ-Æëñ³Û¿|É»³Ýó äáÕáëÇ
áñ¹Ç Æë|ñ³Û¿ÉÇÝ, íË. 1884 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Poghos Ter-Isra-
yeliants’ son Israel [who] died in the year 1884.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone of
porous pumice (173 x 44 x 28 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý î¥¿¤ñ-Æëñ³Û|¿É»³Ýó Æëñ³Û¿-
ÉÇ ÏáÕ³ÏÇóª | ... íË. ...:

transl.: In this grave reposes Israyel Ter-
Israyeliants’ spouse ... died in ...

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-
stone (145 x 54 x 27 centimetres):

²Ûë íÇÙÇ ï³Ï ·ï³ÝÇ Ù³ñÙÇÝ | ¼³éÇ Ù³Ñ-
ï»ëÇ Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝ»³ÝÇ, | áñ ¿ñ ÏÇÝª î¿ñ ¶ñÇ·áñ
î¿ñ Æëñ³Û¿É»³ÝÇ, | Ñ³Ý·»³õ ³Ý½³õ³Ï, Ç
1864 ³ÙÇ | ùë³Ý ûñáíù ³é³ç ù³Ý ½Ù³Ñ î¿ñ
¶ñÇ·áñÇ: 

transl.: Beneath this [grave]stone repose the
remains of Father Grigor Ter-Israyelian’s wife,
Mahtesy Zar Harutiunian. Died twenty days
before Priest Grigor’s death, in 1864, leaving no
children. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

5 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (155 x 35 x 52 centimetres):

Ü³ÛÇñ Ï³ñ¹³ á¯í Ù»ñÓ³õáñ, | å³ïÙÇ°ñ
Û»ïÝáó ÇÙ ë·³õáñ, | »ë î¿ñ ¶ñÇ·áñ î¿ñ-Æëñ³-
Û¿É»³Ý | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª »ñ»ëáõÝí»ó ï³ñáõÙë
Ù»é³, | ÑÇÝ· ³Ù ÙÇ³ÛÝ ù³Ñ³Ý³ÛáõÃ»³Ý:

transl.: You, people, look [at my gravestone
and] read [this]. Tell my grief-stricken descen-
dants. I, Priest Grigor Ter-Israyelian (on the other
side) died at the age of thirty-six, having performed
priestly duties for only five years.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.
Note: Among other sources, Priest Grigor’s death (1864) is also

mentioned in the “Mshak” daily (1878, No. 187, p. 2).

13 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble
tombstone (95 x 40 x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ³ñÓ³Ý | ¶ñÇ·áñÇ ³Ý|¹ñ³ÝÇÏ áñ¹áÛª |
úë¿÷ µ¿·Ç | 1870-1873: ¥ÏáÕÇÝ¤ª Ü³ ÙÇ í³ñ¹
¿ñ, | áñ µ³óõ»ó, | ÙÇ ³ñ¨ ¿ñ, | áñ Í³·»ó, | ³õ³Õ
í³ñ¹Á ßáõï | Ã³é³Ù»ó, | å³ÛÍ³é ³ñ¨Ý ¿É |
Ë³í³ñ»ó:

transl.: This gravestone [lies in memory of]
Grigor’s first son Osep Bey. 1870 to 1873. On one of
the sides: He was like a rose that blossomed, like a
sun that rose, but alas, the rose withered away
untimely and the brightness of the sun waned.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.
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Engraved on a funerary tree of black stone:
ØÇ ³Ýµ³Ëï ûñÇáñ¹ª | Þ. î¿ñ-Æëñ³Û¿É»³Ýó

| 1914. 5/8, | Çñ »Õµ³ÛñÝ»ñÇó:
transl.: An unlucky maiden, Sh. Ter-Israyel-

iants. 5.8.1914, from her brothers. 
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.

3, p. 14.

TER-KHACHATRIANTS
3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (118 x

40 x 42 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý î¿ñ | Ê³ã³ïáõñ³Ýó

ØÇù³Û¿ÉÇ | áñ¹Çª Î³ñ³å»ïÇÝ, íË. 1851:
transl.: In this grave reposes Michael Ter-Kha-

chaturiants’ son Karapet [who] died in 1851.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (165 x 38
x 50 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý î¿ñ Ê³ã³ïáõñ³Ýó | ØÇù³-
Û¿ÉÇ áñ¹Çª Ô»õáÝ¹ÇÝ, 1861:

transl.: In this grave reposes Michael Ter-Kha-
chaturiants’ son Ghevond, 1861.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (96 x
30 x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý î¿ñ Ê³ã³|ïáõñ³Ýó Ô»õ³Ý-
¹Ç áñ¹Ç | äáÕáëÇÝ, íË. 1861:

transl.: In this grave reposes Ghevand Ter-
Khachaturiants’ son Poghos [who] died in 1861.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone of white
limestone (70 x 31 x 20 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý î¿ñ Ê³ã³ïáõñ³Ýó Ú³ñáõ-
ÃÇõÝÇ ¹áõëïñª Ø³ñÇ³ÛÇÝ, íË. 188...:

transl.: In this grave reposes Harutiun Ter-
Khachaturiants’ daughter Maria [who] died in
188...

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone of
porous pumice (148 x 37 x 40 centimetres):

êáõÉÃ³Ý ÚáíÑ³ÝÝ¿ë»³Ý î¿ñ-Ê³ã³ïáõñ|-
»³Ýó, íË. 1892:

transl.: Sultan Hovhannissian Ter-Khacha-
turiants. Died in 1892.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a marble tombstone
(115 x 30 x 50 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ð³Ùµ³ñÓáõÙÇ ê³ñ·ë»³Ý |
î¿ñ-Ê³ã³ïáõñ»³Ýó, íË.1900 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Hambardzum Sar-
gissian Ter-Khachaturiants [who] died in 1900. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No.3,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone of white
limestone (72 x 17 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý î¿ñ-Ê³ã³ïáõñ|³Ýó Ø³Ã»-
áëÇ áñ¹Çª ²õ»ïÇëÇÝ |...:

transl.: In this grave reposes Matevos Ter-Kha-
chaturiants’ son Avetis...

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.
Note: The last line is buried under the earth.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (56 x 20 x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Úáë¿÷Ç Ø³|ÙÇÏáÝ»³Ý î¿ñ
Ê³ã³|ïáõñ»³Ýó, íË. 1912 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Hosep Mamikon-
ian Ter-Khachaturiants [who] died in 1912. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone of white
limestone (145 x 43 x 65 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÚáíÑ³ÝÝ¿ëÇ Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝ|»³Ý
î¿ñ-Ê³ã³ïáõñ»³Ýó, | Í. 1890, íË. 1913 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Hovhannes Haru-
tiunian Ter-Khachaturiants. Born in 1890, he died
in 1913.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (130 x 32 x 60 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝÇ Úáí|ë¿÷»³Ý
î¿ñ- Ê³ã³ïáõñ»³Ýó, | 1838-1915:

transl.: In this grave reposes Harutiun Hovsep-
ian Ter-Khachaturiants, 1838 to 1915.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble
tombstone (94 x 30 x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Â³·áõÑÇ Ø³ÙÇÏáÝ»³Ý î¿ñ
| Ê³ã³ïáõñ»³Ýó, íË. 1915 Ã.: 

transl.: In this grave reposes Taguhi Mamikon-
ian Ter-Khachaturiants [who] died in 1915. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

TER-HOVSEPIANTS
6 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (145 x

50 x 20 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | î(¿)ñ-Ðûë¿÷|³Ýó ä»ïñ|áëÇ

áñ¹Çª | î¿ñ Æëñ³¿|É¥ÇÝ¤, èØÎ (1811):
transl.: In this grave reposes Petros Ter-Hov-

sepiants’ son, Priest Israel, 1811.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-
stone (170 x 70 x 45 centimetres):

ì³Õ³Ã³é³Ù Ù³Ñï»ëÇ ²í»ïÇù | Ù³Ñï»-
ëÇ Ü»ñë¿ë»³Ý | î¿ñ-Úáíë¿÷»³Ýó: | ¥ÙÛáõë »-
ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª 1850-5. 1. 1856:

transl.: Mahtesy Avetik Nersessian Ter-Hovsep-
iants, who died an untimely death. The other face reads:
1850 to 5. 1. 1856.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.
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3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (150 x 60 x 50 centimetres):

²Ù÷á÷Ç ³ëï Ù³ñÙÇÝ | Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝÇ î¿ñ-
Úáíë¿÷³Ýó, | 1835-1881:

transl.: In this grave repose the remains of
Harutiun Ter-Hovsepiants, 1835 to 1881.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

4 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble
tombstone (70 x 22 x 35 centimetres):

Ú³ÛëÙ ï³å³ÝÇ ·ï³ÝÇ | Ù³ñÙÇÝ áñ¹áÛª
Úáë¿÷Ç | Ù³Ñï»ëÇ ä»ïñáë»³ÝóÇ | ùÝùáõß
²ñÙ³¹ÇÝ, 1882:

transl.: In this grave repose the remains of
Mahtesy Hosep Petrossiants’ son, affectionate Ar-
mad, 1882. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (110 x 50 x 25 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ßÇñÇÙ î¿ñ Úáë¿÷³Ýó ÚáÑ³Ý¿ëÇ | áñ-
¹Çª ØÇù³¿ÉÇÝ, íË. 1888 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Hovhannes Ter-
Hovsepiants’ son Michael [who] died in 1888. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (140 x 70
x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý î¿ñ Úáë¿÷³Ýó | ê³ñ·ëÇ
ÏÇÝª Ø³ùÃ³ÕÇÝ, íË. 1891:

transl.: In this grave reposes Sargis Ter-
Hovsepiants’ wife Maktagh [who] died in 1891.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a rectangular tomb-
stone (160 x 45 x 38 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Úáë¿÷Ç ¶ñÇ·áñ»³Ý | î¿ñ
Úáë¿÷³Ýó, íË. 1900 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Hovsep Grigorian
Ter-Hovsepiants [who] died in 1900. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

TER-MICHAELIANTS
Carved on a tombstone:
²Ý¹ñ»³ë ù³Ñ³Ý³Û | î¿ñ-ØÇù³Û¿É»³Ýó: |

¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª 1829-1894:
transl.: Priest Andreas Ter-Michaeliants. The

other face reads: 1829 to 1894.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

Engraved on a tombstone:
îÇÏÇÝ êáõÉÃ³Ý | î¿ñ-ØÇù³Û¿É»³Ýó: | ¥ÙÛáõë

»ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª 1836-1901:
transl.: Lady Sultan Ter-Michaeliants. The other

face reads: 1836 to 1901.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-
stone (97 x 24 x 50 centimetres):

Ø³Ñ³ñÓ³Ý ºñáõ³Ý¹³ÝáÛßÇ | î¿ñ-
ºñáõ³Ý¹»³Ý î¿ñ-ØÇù³Û| ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤
¿É»³Ýó, ÍÝ³õ 4. 12. 1894 ³ÙÇ, | í³Ë×³Ý»ó³õ
7. 8. 1901 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: This funerary memorial [stands in
memory of] Yeruandanuysh Ter-Yervandian Ter-
Micha (on the other face) eliants. Born on 4. 12. 1894,
she died on 7. 8. 1901. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

TER-MKRTCHIANTS
3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a khachkar lying as

a tombstone (175 x 65 x 30 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ä³ñë»|ÕÇ áñ¹Ç î¥¿¤ñ

ØÏñïãÇ|Ý èÖÎº (1716):
transl.: In this grave reposes Parsegh’s son,

Father Mkrtich, 1716. 
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,

p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a white marble
tombstone (115 x 48 x 29 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý î¿ñ ØÏñïÇã³Ýó | Ú³ñáõÃáõ-
ÝÇ áñ¹Çª Â³Ã¿íáëÇÝ: | ¥ØÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª 18 ³-
Ù³ó íË. 1883 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Harutiun Ter-
Mkrtchiants’ son Tatevos. The other face reads:
Died at the age of 18 in the year 1883. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

5 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (47 x
15 x 43 centimetres):

²ÙÇ 1889, | ³Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | ê¥³¤Ñ³Ï Ê³-
ã³ïáõ|ñ»³Ý î¿ñ-ØÏñïÇã|»³Ýó áñ¹Çª Â»õ³ÝÇ:

transl.: 1889. In this grave reposes Sahak Kha-
chaturian Ter-Mkrtchiants’ son Tevan.  

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (132 x
30 x 55 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ßÇñÇÙ î¿ñ ØÏñïã»³Ýó | Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝÇ
áñ¹Ç Ê³ã³ïáõñÇÝ | í³Ë×³Ý»ó³õ 1891 ³ÙÇ: 

transl.: In this grave reposes Harutiun Ter-
Mkrtchiants’ son Khachatur [who] died in the year
1891. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

TER-SAHAKIANTS
3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-

stone (175 x 45 x 75 centimetres):
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²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÚáÑ³ÝÝ¿ëÇ Øáíë¿ë»³Ý î¿ñ-
|ê³Ñ³Ï»³Ýó, í³Ë×³Ý»ó³õ 19 ³åñÇÉÇ 1896
³ÙÇ: | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª Î³ñ¹³óáÕÝ ³ë¿ ²¥ë-
ïáõ³¤Í áÕáñÙÇ: 

transl.: In this grave reposes Hovhannes Mov-
sissian Ter-Sahakiants [who] died on 19 April
1896. The other face reads: May those who read this
remember him in their prayers. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

5 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (150 x 40 x 65 centimetres):

ê³ñ·Çë, áñ¹ÇÝ »Ùª Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝ ê³Ñ³Ï»³Ý-
óÇ, | ¹³é¹Çë ¹³ñÙ³Ý ãÇ ×³ñ»óÇ, | ÍÉ³Í Í³Ë-
·³Í Ã³é³Ù»óÇ, | ÛÇß¿ó¿ù ²ëïáõ³Í áÕáñÙ»ë-
óÇ, | ÍÝ. 1814 ³ÙÇ, íË. 1901:

transl.: I am Sargis, the son of Harutiun Sahak-
iants. I did not find any remedy for my pain and
faded away in the prime of life. May you pray for
me. Born in the year 1814, I died in 1901.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.
Note: The other face of the tombstone bears reliefs of a

goniometre, a pair of dividers and a carpenter with a plane in his
hand.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble tomb-
stone (67 x 22 x 41 centimetres):

²ßË¿Ý ²õ»ïÇù»³Ý ê³|Ñ³Ï»³Ý, ÍÝ. 5. 6.
1894, íË. 7. 21. 1894:

transl.: Ashkhen Avetikian Sahakian. Born on 5.
6. 1894, she died on 7. 21. 1894.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

TER-YEPISKOPOSSIANTS
7 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble

tombstone (184 x 37 x 65 centimetres):
²Ûë ï³å³ÝÇ ï³Ï ÏÁ Ñ³Ý·ãÇ î¿ñ-äáÕáë

ù³Ñ³Ý³Û | ºåÇëÏáåáë»³ÝóÇ ÏÇÝª Â³·áõÑÇ
î¿ñ-ä»ïñáë»³Ý ºåÇëÏá|åáë»³ÝóÁ, Ù³Ûñª
³Ý¹ñ³ÝÇÏ Ñ³Ù³Éë³ñ³Ý³Ï³ÝÇ | ´³Ý³ÝóáÛª
²ñ³ÙÇ, Í. 1840 Ã., í³Ë×³Ý. 1901 Ã.: | ¥ÙÛáõë »-
ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª êÇñ»ÉÇ ½³õ³ÏáõÝù ÇÙ, Ó»ñ ÷áË³-
¹³ñÓ ë»ñÝ áõ ÙÇ³µ³Ýáõ|ÃÇõÝÁ ÏÁ ÉÇÝÇ Û³õÇï»-
Ý³Ï³Ý »ñ³Ý»ÉÇ Ûáõß³ñÓ³Ý ÇÝÓ | Ñ³Ù³ñ, áõë-
ïÇ ÙÇßï ëÇñ»ó¿ù ÙÇÙ»³Ýó:

transl.: Beneath this grave[stone] reposes
Priest Poghos Yepiskopossiants’ wife Taguhi Ter-
Petrossian Yepiskopossiants, the mother of
Banants’ first university graduate Aram. Born in
1840 , she died in 1901. The other face reads: My dear
children, your mutual love and unity will comfort
my soul forever; so please, always love each
other. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

5 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (172 x 50 x 65 centimetres):

²Ûë ï³å³ÝÇ ï³Ï ÏÁ Ñ³Ý·ãÇ ´³Ý³ÝóÇ
³é³çÇ Ñ³Ù³Éë³|ñ³Ý³Ï³Ý Ê³ñÏáíÇ ý³-
ÏáõÉï»ïÇ áõë³ÝáÕ áõ ³ÛÝáõ|Ñ»ï»õ ùÝÝÇã áõ
Ñ³ßï³ñ³ñ ¹³ï³õáñÇ û·Ý³Ï³Ý | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»-
ëÇÝ¤ª ²ñ³Ù î¿ñ-äáÕáë»³Ý ºåÇëÏáåáë»³Ý-
óÁ, | ÍÝí»É ¿ 1862 ³ÙÇ, í³Ë×³Ýí»É 1892 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: Beneath this grave[stone] reposes Ba-
nants’ first university graduate, Kharkov Univer-
sity  alumnus, investigator and assistant of justice
of peace (on the other side) Aram Ter-Poghossian Ye-
piskopossiants. Born in the year 1862, he died in
1892.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (140 x
30 x 60 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ²ñï³ß¿ë | î¿ñ-äáÕáë»³Ý
ºåÇëÏáåáë»³ÝóÇ, | ÍÝí»É ¿ 1879 Ã., í³Ë.
1894-ÇÝ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Artashes Ter-Po-
ghossian Yepiskopossiants. Born in 1879 , he died
in 1894.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

THOROSSIANTS 
6 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (170 x

57 x 40 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Âûñûë³Ýó | î¥¿¤ñ ²õ³ùÇ |

áñ¹Ç úÑ³Ý|¿ëÇÝ, | èØÎ¶ (1814):
transl.: In this grave reposes Father Avag Tho-

rossants’ son Ohanes, 1814.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,

p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (160 x
53 x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Âáñáë³Ýó àõÝ³ÝÇ | ÏáÕ³-
ÏÇóª Ö³í³ÑÇñÇÝ, í³Ë. 1819:

transl.: In this grave reposes Unan Thoros-
sants’ spouse Javahir [who] died in 1819.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a rectangular
tombstone (53 x 17 x 42 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Âáñáë³Ýó | àõÝ³ÝÇ áñ¹Ç
Ø³ñ|¹ÇñáëÇÝ, íË. 1890:

transl.: In this grave reposes Unan Thoros-
sants’ son Martiros [who] died in 1890.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (48 x
18 x 38 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Âáñáë³Ýó àõÝ³ÝÇ ¹áõëïñª
| ê³å»ïÇÝ, íË. 1892:
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transl.: In this grave reposes Unan Thoros-
sants’ daughter Sapet [who] died in 1892. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

4 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (45 x
20 x 42 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Âáñáë³Ýó àõÝ³ÝÇ |
¹áõëïñª Ê³ÃáõÝÇÝ | í³Ë. 1892 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Unan Thoros-
sants’ daughter Khatun [who] died in the year
1892.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (44 x
19 x 35 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Âáñáë³Ýó àõÝ³ÝÇ |
¹áõëïñª ê³Ý¹áõËïÇÝ | íË. 1894:

transl.: In this grave reposes Unan Thoros-
sants’ daughter Sandukht [who] died in 1894.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

TZAPOVIANTS
17 lines in the Armenian original carved on a rectangular tomb-

stone (180 x 60 x 50 centimetres):
ä³ñï¿½ Í³ÕÏ»³É | Ç Ù»ç »ñÏñÇ | Ù³ñÙÇÝ

ùáÛáÛ Î³|ñ³å»ïÇ, Ñéã³Ï»|ó³ñ áõ Ù³Ñï»ëÇ |
»õ »ñ³ÅÇßï ·»ñ ·áí»ÉÇ, | áõÃëáõÝ ³Ù³ó Å³-
Ù³Ý³ÏÇ | µÝ³ÏÇ Û³ñ¹ Û³ßË³ñÑÇ | ùñÇëïáë³-
¹Çñ ³ëïÇ×³ÝÇ | ³ñÅ³Ý³ó³ñ ÝáñÇÝ ßÝáñÑÇ |
»Õ»ñáñ¹ î¥¿¤ñ ¶ñÇ·áñÇ | ë»é µ³ñ»å³ßï Ù»Í
Ì¥³¤å¥á¤íÇ | ÏÝù»ó³ñ Û³Ûë ¹³Ùµ³ñ³Ýë |
î¥¿¤ñ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í Ù»ñ ù»½ áÕáñÙÇ, | èØÔº
(1846) ÃõáÛÝ | Ù³ñïÇ Æ¸ (24) ûñÝ | íÇñ³å ÏÇ-
ñ³ÏÇ:

transl.: May flowers decorate your grave, Ka-
rapet, a famous mahtesy and praiseworthy musi-
cian. You lived on this earth for eighty years...
...one of the descendants of pious believer Tzapov.
May God have mercy upon you, Sunday, 24 March
1846.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

6 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (140 x
57 x 20 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Ì³åáí»³Ýó | Ù³Ñï»ëÇ
Î³ñ¥³¤|å»ïÇ ÏáÕ³ÏÇóª | ÐéÇ÷ëÇÙ¿ÇÝ | 185...:

transl.: In this grave reposes Mahtesy Karapet
Tzapoviants’ spouse Hripsime, 185...

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2, p. 14.

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (110 x 55
x 30 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ì³åáí»³Ýó | ÚáíÑ³ÝÝ¿ëÇ
ÏáÕ³ÏÇóª | ê³é³ÛÇÝ, | 1854:

transl.: In this grave reposes Hovhannes Tza-
poviants’ spouse Sarah, 1854.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,
p. 14.

VAHANIANTS
5 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (155 x 60

x 30 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ¹³å³Ý | ì³Ñ³Ý³Ýó ²|é³ù¿ÉÇ áñÃÇ

| î¿ñ Ð...ÇÝ Ã(Ç)õ | èØÌ (1801):
transl.: In this grave reposes Vahanants Ara-

kel’s son, Father H... in the year 1801.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 2,

p. 14.

VANUNTS (VANIANTS)
2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (165 x

30 x 70 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ê³ã³ïáõñÇ | áñ¹Çª ¶ñÇ·á-

ñÇÝ, íË. 1884 ³ÙÇ:
transl.: In this grave reposes Khachatur’s son

Grigor [who] died in the year 1884.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,

p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (60 x 15
x 35 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ì³Ýáõ|Ýó ²í³·ÇÙÇ ¹áõëïñª
| Þáõß³ÝÇÏÇÝ, 1887:

transl.: In this grave reposes Avagim Vanunts’
daughter Shushanik, 1887.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a white marble
tombstone (140 x 38 x 65 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ì³Ý»³Ýó | äáÕáëÇ áñ¹Çª
êáÕáÙáÝÇÝ: | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª Í. 18. 4. 1848, íË.
15. 1. 1886 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Poghos Vaniants’
son Soghomon. The other face reads: Born on 18. 4.
1848, he died on 15. 1. 1886.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (135 x 40
x 58 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ì³Ý»³Ýó êáÕûÙáÝÇ | ÏÇÝª
ºÕÇë³å¿¹ÇÝ: | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª 13. 5. 1858 - 26.
6. 1886:

transl.: In this grave reposes Soghomon Van-
iants’wife Yeghisabet.  The other face reads: 13. 5. 1858
to 26. 6. 1886.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

VARDAPETIANTS
3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (165 x 45

x 42 centimetres):
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²Ûëáõ ï³å³Ý ³Ù÷á÷»³É ¹ÝÇ Ù³ñÙÇÝ |
ì³ñ¹³ÝÇ, áñ¹Ç »Ùª ØÏñïãÇ | ì³ñ¹³å¿ï-
»³Ýó, íË×Ý. 1872 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave lie interred the remains of
Vardan, who is the son of Mkrtich Vardapetiants.
Died in the year 1872.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone of
white limestone (95 x 35 x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³ÝÝ ¼³ÝÇ, áñ ¿ ¹áõëïñ | º÷ñ¿-
ÙÇ ì³ñ¹³å¿ï»³Ýó: | ¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª ÌÝ³õ 2-
Ý ÛáõÝõ³ñÇ 1884 | »õ í³Ë×, 18-Ý ÷»ïñí³ñÇ
1887:

transl.: In this grave reposes Zan, who is the
daughter of Yeprem Vardapetiants. The other face reads:
She was born on 2 January 1884 and died on 18
February 1887.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone of
porous pumice (125 x 38 x 55 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ßÇñÇÙ ì³ñ¹³å»ï³Ýó | Ü³õ³ë³ñ¹Ç
ÏÇÝª ì³ñ¹ÇÝ, | í³Ë. 1886 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Navasard Varda-
petiants’ wife Vard [who] died in 1886.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone of
porous pumice (170 x 30 x 50 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ì³ñ¹³å»ï³Ýó Ü³õ³-
|ë³ñ¹Ç 2-ñ¹ ÏÇÝª ì³ñÃÇÝ, íË. 5. 2. 1905 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes Navasard Varda-
petiants’ second wife Vard [who] died on 5. 2.
1905.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,
p. 14.

VARDAZARIANTS
6 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (153 x

38 x 36 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ø³ïÃ¿áë Ú³ñáõÃÇ|õÝ»³Ý

ì³ñ¹³½³ñ»³ÝóÇ, Í. 1831, íË. 1. 10. 1901: |
¥ÙÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª ²Ûëï»Õ ÏÑ³Ý·ãÇ... | áñÁ ÃáÕ³Í
í³Û»ÉÇù Ï»³Ýù | ÙÝ³ó ÙÇßï Ñ»½, Ñ³Ù»ëï, µ³-
ñÇ | ³ÝáõÝ ÃáÕ»ó ³é³ùÇÝÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Mateos
Harutiunian Vardazariants. Born in 1831, he died
on 1. 10. 1901. The other face reads: In this grave repos-
es... who ignored the blessings of life and
remained ever humble and modest, earning him-
self the reputation of a righteous man.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

Below follow some epitaphs pertaining to unknown
families:

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (170 x 40
x 55 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å|³Ý î(¿¤ñ ²õ|¿ïÇëÇÝ, Ãí(ÇÝ) |
èØÌÀ (1809):

transl.: In this grave reposes Father Avetis, in
the year 1809.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

8 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (180 x
58 x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | î¿ñ äûÕáëÇ ¹áõëïñª ¼³-
Ý³½³ÝÇ | áñ¹Çª êï»÷³ÝÝ|³Ý, áñ ÇÙ Ù³Ûñ |
¼³Ý³½³ÝÝª ³çá|ÏáÕÙÇë ¿ Ã¥³¤Õ»¥³¤É, | èØÎ
(1811):

transl.: In this grave reposes Stepan, the son of
Priest Poghos’ daughter Zanazan, my mother
Zanazan being buried on my right side. 1811. 

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

Incised into a tombstone (120 x 50 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Î³÷é¿É, ì³| ... áñ¹Ç Ø|...:
transl.: In this grave reposes Kaprel...
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

6 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (150 x
56 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Â¿ÉÇÝ... | ...î¿ñ | ¸³õÇÃÇÝ |
ÏáÕ³ÏÇó | èØÎ¶ (1814):

transl.: In this grave reposes Tel... Father
David ... 1814.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone of porous
pumice (154 x 39 x 42 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý öÁ÷»|óÇ ºñÇó³Ýó ²é|³ù¿-
ÉÇÝ, íË. 2. 14. 1894:

transl.: In this grave reposes Pib inhabitant
Arakel Yeritsants [who] died on 2. 14. 1894.

The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

Incised into a red tombstone (160 x 59 x 28 centimetres):
... | ... Î³ñ³å»ïÇ áñ¹Çª ¶ñÇ·áñÇÝ, íË.

1891:
transl.: ...To Karapet’s son Grigor [who] died

in 1891.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 14.

The chapel of Khelpants Khach,164 a vaulted build-
ing of undressed stone and mortar dating from the 18th
century, is located in the centre of the village. Its walls
bear some khachkars and fragments of other cross-
stones, one of which is remarkable for a relief repre-
senting the Crucifixion (1556).

__________
164 ‘Khelpants’ is the name of the Khalapiants’ family, distorted in

the village dialect. ‘Khach’ is the Armenian equivalent for ‘Cross,,
so ‘Khelpants Khach’ means ‘the Khalapiants’ Chapel.’
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BANANTS. The chapel of Tzer Pap BANANTS. The chapel of Khelpants Khach
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BANANTS. The spring of Yants

BBAANNAANNTTSS.. BBnniicchhaannttss SSpprriinngg 

BANANTS. The spring of Shinutagh, 1903

BANANTS. The spring of Khach, 1904
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Tzer Pap (the Armenian equivalent for ‘Old Grand-
dad’), another chapel situated in the centre of the vil-
lage, shares the composition peculiarities of the afore-
mentioned sanctuary. 

The ancient site of Yeghetsy Hogher (the
Armenian equivalent for ‘Church Lands’) extends at
the end of the quarter of Dimats Tegh,165 on the right
bank of the river Artinajur. Its remnants comprise a
ruined church and a cemetery tracing back to the
early Middle Ages. The latter abounds in cross-stones
adorned with old-styled simple reliefs but devoid of
any inscriptions: about twenty of them stood intact
before 1989.  

Banants is famous for its memorial springs chiefly
based on the local waterwork, although originally there
were some others whose water was conveyed from
other places through clay pipes.

The main springs running in the centre of the vil-
lage were as follows: Poghotsk, Yants, Kikunts
(Cheghalunts) as well as Bnichants (the Banuchiants’)
and Ghurukh (the former was built by goldsmith Maki
Kikunts).

Shinutagh and Khach, two stone springs with taps,
flowed in the vicinity of the village, their water reach-
ing them through clay pipes.

Most of the aforementioned springs were either
built or repaired between the 19th and 20th centuries.
The construction inscriptions of the last two of them

BANANTS. A cemetery of cross-stones known as ‘Yeghetsy Hogher’

BANANTS. Stone specimensof water pipes

__________ 
165 See its Armenian equivalent on page 67.
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were preserved until the Armenians’ deportation of
1988 to 1989.

Shinutagh Spring:
ÚáÑ³Ý¿ë ØÇñ½³»³Ýóë »õ ÏÇÝ ê»ÑñÇÝ ßÇÝÇÉ

¹íÇÝù ³Ûë ³ÕµÇõñÁ Ù»ñ ³ñ¹áõÝùáíÁ, 1903: 
transl.: I, Hovhannes Mirzayants,  and my wife

Sehri had this spring built with our own
means,1903.

Published for the first time.

Khach Spring:
5 lines in the Armenian original incised into a marble slab:
ì³Õ³Ã³é³Ù ØÇù³Û¿É 29 ³Ù³ó ÚáíÑ³Ý-

ÝÇë»³Ý ¶¿áñ·»³ÝóÇ ÛÇß³ï³ÏÇÝ ³ÕµÇõñë
ßÇÝ»ó Ñ³ÛñÁ, 1904 Ã.:

transl.: The father built this spring in memory
of Michael Hovhannissian Gevorgiants, who died
an untimely death at the age of 29, 1904.

Published for the first time.

Targmanchats Cloister, which is surrounded by
picturesque, wooded mountains, is situated on the
slope of a gorge lying on the right bank of the stream
Bolorajur (Bolorants), a kilometre south of Banants. 

The monastic complex, whose foundation is tradi-
tionally dated back to the 5th century,166 consists of a

single-nave vaulted church, a gavit of the same compo-
sition standing west of it and a small vestibule leading
to the latter and adjoining it in the west. A double-
storey belfry, built of finely-dressed stone, abuts on the
gavit in the south and leads to the main entrance of the
church. North of the church can be seen a hall that
served as a vestry.

Five metres east of the church, some monks’
dwellings stand side by side in an eastwest-facing
direction. They represent six vaulted rooms each of
which has an entrance and a window opening from the
western facade. In the south-eastern corner of these
abodes, a vaulted refectory stretches from the north to
the south. In the south, it is adjoined by another similar
building which is, probably, a kitchen.

In the north-east of the cloister, a vaulted barn is
located. 

The neighbourhood of the sanctuary retains several
other ruined structures. 

The monks’ habitations share the construction and
stylistic peculiarities of the church and gavit, which
suggests that they date from the same year (1630).
The barn and refectory were erected under
Archimandrite Stepanos in the 1830s: “Prior
Stepanos the Archimandrite founded a long refectory,
a barn and several cells for the members of the
monastic community...”167

__________
166 “Nor-Dar,” 1892, No. 170, p. 3.

__________
167 Ibid.

BANANTS. Targmanchats Cloister seen from the southeast, south and south-west
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BANANTS. The belfry of Targmanchats Cloister seen from the east. The frame of a window opening from the eastern facade of the
church, and the plan of the cloister
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BANANTS. An interior view of the church of Targmanchats Cloister, its eastern facade and northerly section together with meas-
urements
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BANANTS. The western entrance of the church of Targmanchats
Cloister and inscriptions engraved on the walls of the belfry

BANANTS. The monastic cells and hatsatun (a building where
bread is baked and kept) of Targmanchats Cloister
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In 1845 the first of the rooms was repaired at 15
rubles.168

As stated by an archive document of 1847, the
cloister “...has six rooms located within its ramparts”169

(evidently, the monks’ abodes are meant). 
Doomed to continual neglect and deterioration

for a long time, the buildings of the monastic com-
plex eventually appeared on the verge of final col-
lapse in the 1880s: “...at present the cloister is in
utter dilapidation, with its cells, cattle-shed, store-
house and annexe partly lying in cracks and ruins.
The nearby barns merely represent a disorderly
heap...”170

Priors. Bishop Yeprem is mentioned in 1772.171

The cloister prospered under Bishop Gabriel Haru-
tiunian Teriants, who ordained many clergymen from
the nearby and remote villages as parish priests.

The epitaph of his tombstone, which used to lie
near the belfry, reads:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý î¿ñáõÝó Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝÇ áñ¹Ç
¶³µñÇ¿É »åÇëÏáåáëÇÝ, 60 ³Ù í³Ý³Ñ³Ûñ ¿ñ
ë³ ³Ý³å³ïÇë, 96 ³Ù»³Û ¿ñ, áñ ÷áË»ó³õ
³é øñÇëïáëª 2. 13. 1831. èØÒ: 

transl.: In this grave reposes Harutiun Terunts’
son, Bishop Gabriel. He served as prior of this
cloister for 60 years. He was 96 years old when he
departed to Christ on 2. 13. 1831. 

__________
171 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 5901, p. 1. 

__________
168 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3811, p. 22.
169 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3814, pp. 108-109.
170 “Mshak,” 1888, No. 75, p. 2.

BANANTS. Cross-stones found inside the church of Targmanchats Cloister 
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The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.
Artsakh, p. 285.

Note: Indeed, Bishop Gabriel held the post of Father Superior
for a long time, but not for 60 years, as alleged in this epitaph.
According to it, he must have assumed service in 1771, but a
record of 1772 makes reference to Bishop Yeprem as Prior of the
cloister.

“The monastery and its estates thrived...” under
Archimandrite Stepanos Baliants in the 1830s.172

Coenobite Grigor Ter-Hovhannissiants served as
Father Superior in 1839.173

In 1849 Archimandrite Hovhannes was succeeded
by Archimandrite Sargis.174

Targmanchats Cloister enjoyed bloom and pros-
perity under Archimandrite Sargis Azariants
Tpkhisetsy, a strange clergyman who lived a life of an
ascetic: “Throughout the 30 years of his service in
Banants Cloister, never did he go to the village lest
he might come across a woman there. When pilgrims
visited the sanctuary, he consigned himself to the pri-
vacy of a dark cave now called Jgnavori Khoots175

and stayed there for many days until the believers
left.”176

The prior, whose eremitical mode of life had earned
him the name of Kyandagirmaz (i.e. ‘One who does not
go to the village’), served in Targmanchats Cloister
until the 1870s. Father Superior Sargis, who is men-
tioned in an archive document of 1864,177 spent the last
years of his life in Karhan Monastery located near
Mirzik. There he consigned his soul to God in 1877 at
the age of 96.178

For more than a decade, the cloister did not have a
prior, “...sexton Martiros Ghalechiants from Gandzak
living there all by himself and protecting it...”179 all
that time.

Archimandrite Gevorg Ter-Hovhannessiants
took up the post of prior in 1892: “Realizing the
inconsolable state of their cloister, last September
the inhabitants of Banants invited the Reverend
Gevorg Ter-Hovhannessiants, an archimandrite
from Sevan Monastery, to serve as its Father
Superior. It was absolutely devoid of interior orna-
mentation...”180

In 1874 a boys’ school functioned in Targmanchats
Cloister.181

Estates. In the 1830s, the sanctuary had “...between
80 and 90 oravars of arable land tilled by its own 8
pairs of oxen. It also possessed a garden, a large thick
wood as well as cows, mules and a great number of
bees.”182

In 1840 the monastic estates comprised an
orchard and 20 oravars of land.183 In 1856 “The
dominions of the cloister include Hovi Gorge,
Khachi Hogh and the stream Voskatel Arakyal in the
east; Khurji Hogh and Karmir Kar184 located above
the old monastery in the west; the main road leading
to Naltokan and Sorekategher in the south as well as
Hotatz Spring and a chapel below Teghvana Kar in
the north.”185

Note: Hovi Gorge, Khachi Hogh, Khurji Hogh and Teghvana
Kar were plots of land belonging to the village.

BANANTS. Above: a fragment found in the sanctuary of
Dzernavor. Below: cross-stones preserved in the ancient site
of Mandur

__________
172 “Nor-Dar,” 1892, No. 170, p. 3.
173 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 457, p. 8.
174 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3818, p. 99.
175 The Armenian equivalent for ‘Hermit’s Cell.’
176 “Mshak,” 1888, No. 75, p. 2. Another record states, “For a long time,

the spiritual leader of the monastery was Archimandrite Sargis
Tpkhisetsy, who was known by the name of ‘Kyandagirmaz’ among
the people of neighbourhood. That misanthropic clergyman could
never be seen in the villages, for he avoided meeting women”
(“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 295¤.

177 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list1, file 3843, p. 7.
178 See his epitaph on page 427 of this book.
179 “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 123, p. 3.
180 “Nor-Dar,” 1892, No. 170, p. 3.

__________
181 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 3, file 52, p. 28.
182 “Nor-Dar,” 1892, No. 170, p. 3.
183 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list1, file 3798, p. 63.
184 ‘Karmir Kar’ is the Armenian equivalent for ‘Red Stone.’

‘Hotatz’ is that for ‘Rotten.’
185 Idem, file 3828, pp. 112, 114-117, 118-121.
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BANANTS. Cross-stones from the ancient site of Khendzori Aghbyur (1087, 10th to 11th cents., 16th cent.)

BANANTS. Cross-stones from the site of Sheni Hand (10th to 11th cents.)

BANANTS. Cross-stones from the ancient sites of Mknatami Khach (16th cent.), Khendzori Aghbyur (16th to 17th cents.) and
Aknidzor (1101)
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In 1886 the monastic estates were limited to a vine-
yard and some arable lands.186

Ancient Sites Adjacent to Banants. Three kilome-
tres north-west of the village could be found two
khachkars. One of them was dated 1087 and set above
Khendzori Aghbyur (the Armenian equivalent for
‘Spring of Apple’). The other traced back to 1584 and
was broken in two. In 1986 M. Chalumian moved the
latter to Sourb Astvatzatzin Church of the village.

Below follow the inscriptions carved on these
cross-stones:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ ÞÈ¼ ¥1087¤:
transl.: In the year 1087.
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996,

No. 3, p. 11.

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ | è|È¶ ¥1584¤:
transl.: In the year 1584.
Published for the first time.

__________
186 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 138, pp. 100-101.

BANANTS. A settlement site of the late Bronze Age and a semi-ruined church in the site of Yekeghetsadzor
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The sanctuary of Dzernavor (Tzernver) is locat-
ed 0.7 kilometre south of Targmanchats Cloister, 1.5
kilometres south of Banants. Its remnants comprise the
ruins of a chapel, including some finely-dressed stones
one of which bears the Armenian letters ‘êµ.,’ i.e. ‘St.’

Mandur is another ancient site situated on the east-
facing slope of a gorge lying on the left bank of the
stream Bolorajur, opposite the aforemen tion ed clois-
ter. Its remains comprise the ruins of a chapel and some
cross-stones dating from the 9th to 11th centuries (they
are bare of inscriptions).

The ancient site of Aghkhachi Gah,187 called after
a mountain summit (1,473 metres¤ of the same name,
is located 2.5 kilometres north-west of Banants. A soli-
tary cross-stone comprised all that had survived out of
the sanctuary before 1988.

Before 1988, two khachkars were preserved in the
sacred site of Nahatak (the Armenian equivalent for
‘Martyr’) located below Khendzori Aghbyur.

Plati Ser, called after a mountain peak (1,381
metres) of the same name, is situated 3 kilometres
north-west of Banants. Before 1988 two cross-stones
could be seen there.

Yekeghetsadzor extends in an area between forest
and alpine zones, 6.5 kilometres south-west of
Banants. It includes a church, a bridge, some tombs, a
cemetery of cross-stones as well as the site of a once
inhabited locality dating from the Bronze Age, and a
village site tracing back to the early Middle Ages. 

The church (exterior dimensions: 10.00 x 5.20
metres, or 7.66 metres, including the vestry), which is
built of undressed stone and mortar, has an entrance
opening from its southern facade. It is in a semi-ruined
state, with its walls preserved to a height of 2 metres.
The aforementioned vestry, whose entrance opens in
the west, adjoins the sanctuary in the south.

A small cemetery, lying in the north-west of this
church, retains several cross-stones whose stylistic
peculiarities trace them back to the 10th to 11th cen-
turies (they are bare of inscriptions).

The Memorial Dedicated to the Victims of World
War II. Banants participated in World War II with
1,200 of its inhabitants, 600 of whom sacrificed their
lives on the battle-field. In perpetuation of their mem-
ory, in 1969 a monument, designed by architects
Rafayel Israyelian and Ara Harutiunian, was erected on
a nearby elevation called ‘Dimats Tegh.’188 It consisted
of a finely-cut pillar and a pedestal, the former
engraved with 5th-century Armenian historiographer
Yeghishe’s well-known words, “Death not realized is
death indeed, but death realized is immortality.” The
latter bore an eagle with its wings outstretched as a

symbol of valour and love for freedom. However, on
26 July 1969, i.e. two days before its solemn opening,
the memorial fell prey to a criminal plot schemed by
Suleymanov, First Secretary of Dashkesan District’s
Committee of Azerbaijan’s Communist Party. A record
states the following with this regard, “The entire vil-
lage, imbued with the feeling of having somehow ful-
filled its sacred duty towards its killed sons, was look-
ing forward to the opening of the memorial with the
uttermost excitement. The monument, covered with a
piece of white cloth, was to open in two days, many
guests having been invited from Yerevan, Moscow,
Baku and other places. Alas, very soon Banants
Armenians were to wish the dawn of the following day
had not broken over their village. Hardly had the sinis-
ter darkness lifted from the village when unspeakable
tumult permeated through the village and some ill news
spread everywhere, shocking the local inhabitants like
a bolt from the blue, ‘The monument has been
destroyed!’

“Within several minutes, Dimats Tegh was over-
crowded by a vast multitude of sleepy, panic-stricken
people, and what should they see! Only the pillar of the
memorial stood before their eyes, whereas the eagle
had disappeared, its broken fragments lying near the
pedestal...

“...Soon Banants Armenians learnt what had really
happened. On the order of Suleymanov, First Secretary
of Dashkesan District’s Committee of Azerbaijan’s
Communist Party, at 4 o’clock at night, the lights were
turned off in the entire district. Taking advantage of the
darkness, a group of villains stealthily slipped into the
village, accompanied by a number of policemen,
including the chief of police, the chairman of the local
collective farm and the secretary of a party organiza-
tion training and educating future Communists,
Suleymanov himself heading the operation. ...Hardly
feeling his way in the darkness, their chauffeur some-
how managed to put the rope they had brought with
them around the eagle’s neck and removed it by a
crane. Suddenly, however, the rope cut off and the
stone bird fell down: the bandits had not reckoned with
the fact that the eagle weighed more than eight tons.
Anyway, they somehow took it away.”189

__________
187 ‘Aghkhach’ is the Armenian equivalent for ‘White Cross,’ and

‘Gah’ is that for ‘Throne.’
188 See its English equivalent on page 67.  

__________
189 Grigorian, R. The Captured Eagle. In: "Khorhrdayin Hayastan," 27

October 1989, in Armenian. Iskenderov, Chairman of the Presidium
of the Supreme Council of the Azerbaijani SSR who pretended to
be concerned about that formidable crime, declared to Banants
Armenians that its perpetrators had been dismissed from work. He
also added, “As for the monument, ... the Central Committee of
Azerbaijan’s Communist Party has adopted a decision banning the
erection of memorial eagles in the territory of the republic.” The
issue being thus considered settled, the authorities of the country
wilfully built a museum near the monument through state means.
Instead of the eagle, some flags were placed on the pedestal, and
a helmet on top of the column. One of the reasons for the destruc-
tion of the memorial is said to be the likeness between the eagle’s
and prominent Armenian war-lord Andranik's eyes.
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Residents of Banants. Above, left: Stepan Ter-Avetikian; right: Vazgen Ter-Avetikian (sitting above) and Stepan Ter-Avetikian with
Lusik Vazgen Ter-Avetikian in his arms. Below, sitting: Poghos Poghossian (Kachal), Atanes Tnisants, Maki Ohanian (Sayunts);
standing: Sargis Badalian (Muradants), Hovhannes Anton Seyranian (Bor-bor) and Stepan Ton Tonian (his father moved to
Banants from Tonashen Village of Jraberd). Photo 1908
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Residents of Banants. Above, left: Grigor Ohanian (Tatoghli); right: a warrior (1918). Below: the fighters of Colonel Yegor Ter-
Avetikian
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Outstanding Personalities from Banants in
Origin. Melik Melikian (born in 1868, he died in Baku
in 1918) was a famous revolutionary known by the
pseudonym of ‘Dedushka,’ i.e. the Russian equivalent
for ‘Grand-father.’ A bust, set up in the north-eastern
part of Banants, keeps his memory alive in his fellow
villagers’ hearts.  

Stepan Ter-Avetikiants (1868 to 1937), who was
also known by the name of Banantsetsy, i.e. ‘an inhab-
itant of Banants,’ was a publicist, writer (his works
were mainly based on village themes) and a public fig-
ure. Graduating from Tiflis’ Teachers Training Institute
in 1889, he worked as a teacher and an inspector in
Pyatigorsk as well as Karabakh, Gandzak and Tiflis
Uyezds of Yelizavetpol Province. Stepan Ter-Avetik-
iants, whom the peasantry of Yelizavetpol Province
elected as deputy of the Second State Duma in 1907,190

also collaborated with a great number of newspapers as
a correspondent.191

Arshak Tonian (1888 to 1942), a graduate of Ech-
miatzin Gevorgian Jemaran192 (1906) and Halle  Uni-
versity (1914), was a pedagogue, a mathematician and
a lexicographer. From 1909 until 1910, he taught
Mathematics in the diocese school of Shushi (at pres-
ent a city in the Republic of Nagorno Karabakh). In
1914 to 1921, he worked in Tiflis’ Nersissian and
Hovnanian Schools, continuing his activity in Yerevan
State University between 1921 and 1937.193

In the mid-19th century, therapeutist Mekhak Ter-
Michaelian, engineer Levon Ter-Michaelian, lawyer
Hovhannes Israyelian and others were distinguished in
Banants. 

CHANAKHCHI (HAMASRABAK)
Location. The village is situated on both banks of

the river Gandzak, 13 kilometres south-east of the dis-
trict centre, at an altitude of 1,370 to 1,470 metres
above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. The earliest of the
available records on the village mentions it in 1617 in
connection with a manuscript created by David of
Shatakh: “In St. Stepanos Church of Hamasrabak Vil-

__________
190 Soviet Armenian Encyclopedia, vol. 11, Yerevan, 1985, p. 663.
191 St. Ter-Avetikian is the author of a number of works in

Armenian, including “Kap Brnogh” (“Luma,” 1896, part 2, pp.
229-248); “Mer Ter ” (“Luma,” 1897, part 1, pp. 97-132);
“Hayr Surb ” (“Luma,” 1897, part 2, pp. 187-221); “Zpogh ”
(“Luma,” 1898, part 1, pp. 160-190), etc.

__________
192 Jemaran is an institution of higher education.
193 Soviet Armenian Encyclopedia, vol. 12, Yerevan, 1986, p. 59.

CHANAKHCHI (HAMASRABAK). The church of the village and
its plan

CHANAKHCHI (HAMASRABAK). The church of the village and
its plan
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lage, which lies in the gorge of Gyanja in Gandzak
District.”194

Further reference to the village is found in a bull
issued by Catholicos Pilippos (1632 to 1655): “...The
churches and priests of Mirzik, Voskanapat, ...Tsentza-
hal, Getamij and Hamasrabak...”195

The location of Hamasrabak (“...in the gorge of
Gyanja...”) and the sequence of the villages enumerat-
ed give us grounds to conclude that present-day
Chanakhchi, which abounds in medieval monuments,
is identical to the historical village of Hamasrabak.

Population. By the early 1890s, Hamasrabak had
already been re-inhabited by the Turks: “...the Turkish
villages of Tzakarashen, Koshka, Tsentzahal,
Hamasrabak and Mertsna...”196

The local people totaled 240197 in 1908, and 405 in
1914.198

As attested by the colophon of the aforementioned
manuscript, Hamasrabak had a parish church dedicat-
ed to St. Stepanos. Most presumably, it used to be sit-
uated in the centre of the village, but its location can
hardly be traced, for it has been totally annihilated.

Two chapels stand not far from each other at the
flat top of a lofty, steep mountain rising in the south of
the village. One of them (exterior dimensions: 6.80 x
4.20 metres), preserved under the canopy of a huge
oak-tree, dates back to the period between the 16th and
17th centuries. It represents a single-nave vaulted
structure, with its entrance in the west, and its only
window opening in the east, i.e. into the rectangular
bema. The sanctuary is built of undressed stone and
mortar. Its walls and entrance tympanum are absolute-
ly bare of any inscriptions.

The only remnants of the other chapel comprise its
walls, which are preserved to a height of 2 metres, their
surviving parts being bare of any inscriptions. It repre-
sented a uni-nave vaulted structure, with its entrance in
the west, and its only window opening in the east, i.e.
into the horseshoe-shaped bema. The sanctuary, whose
construction peculiarities trace it back to the 12th to
13th centuries, was built of undressed blocks of stone
and mortar. 

COBALT
The village whose name derives from the adjacent

mines of cobalt is located on the slope of a gorge lying
on the right bank of the river Artinajur, opposite Nerkin
Karhat, 2 kilometres east of the district centre.

In the late 1880s, Siemens German Company strove
hard to gain possession of the aforementioned mines.

However, there was another person claiming to their
exploitation so that the parties had to apply to a law-
court. The case was settled in behalf of merchant N.
Ter-Nersissiants, an inhabitant of Gandzak and the cus-
todian of Khachakap’s Sourb Targmanchats
Monastery. With that regard, he wrote the following in
a letter (1890) addressed to Catholicos of All
Armenians Makar I, “...I have found some precious
cobalt mines in Gandzak District. Although the repre-
sentative of the Siemens brothers applied every possi-
ble foul means, including bribery and various plots, in
order to seize them from me,  I did manage to win the
case by the grace of the Holy Translators and thanks to
Your Holiness’ prayers. Having been finally approved
as the proprietor of these mines, I have been granted
permission to build a mill there and export cobalt...”199

DARDERE
This Turkish village lies 8 kilometres south-east of

the district centre, between 1,580 and 1,750 metres of
altitude above sea level. 

It was established in the early 20th century, when
some stock-breeding tribes changed to a sedentary
mode of life in the territory of a derelict Armenian vil-
lage. 

The local inhabitants amounted to 292 in
1908,200and 227 in 1914.201

DASHKESAN
The village extends 28 kilometres south-west of

Gandzak, at an altitude of 1,550 to 1,700 metres above
sea level. 

The administrative centre of the district of the same
name, it was established in the Soviet years and was
granted municipal status in 1948.

Before the 1970s, Dashkesan was mostly inhabited
by the Armenians, but later the number of the Turks
gradually increased there. It was totally stripped of its
Armenian population during the forced deportation of
1988 to 1989.

DASTAPOR
Location. The village is situated on the south-fac-

ing slope of a gorge lying on the left bank of the
Dastapor, i.e. the left tributary of the river Gandzak, 12
kilometres south-west of the district centre, at an alti-
tude of 1,250 to 1,330 metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. As attested by two
manuscripts created by a clergyman named Sargis, it
was called Dastapyur in the second half of the 17th__________

194 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 1, p. 613.
195 Barkhutariants, M., Artsakh, p. 48.
196 Ibid. (note).
197 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 410.
198 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 204.

__________
199 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 31, p. 94.
200 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 237.
201 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 122.
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century. One of them is a Gospel written between 1671
and 1673 for a certain Yearamish,202 and the other a
Mashtots dating from 1673 to 1674.203

Dastapor retains a 17th-century spacious church
whose large dimensions indicate that it used to serve a

village with a population between at least 2,000 and
3,000. The existence of another smaller church and
several cemeteries extending not far from each other
(they predominantly comprise undressed tombstones)
attests that it was truly a populous village.

Population. Stripped of its Armenian inhabitants in
the mid-18th century, Dastapor remained deserted for
about a century. In the second half of the 19th century,
its site provided an encampment for a small number of

DASTAPOR. The village seen from the south; the village site of Hin Dastapor; partial views of the village and its cemetery; the
church preserved in the village site from the south-west, south-east and east; a partial view of the southern facade of the church;
its interior, plan and some khachkars

__________
202 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2, manuscript No.

6476, p. 385. Also see Barkhutariants, MM., idem, p. 264.
203 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2, manuscript No.

3576.
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cattle-breeding Turks. The available statistical data on
their number represent the following picture: 
Year Houses        Males       Females Total
1886204 223 720 651 1,371
1908205 1,557
1914206 457

Archaeological Monuments. In 1899 German
archaeologist E. Resler conducted research into a great
number of tumuli found in the territory of Dastapor: he
revealed that they dated back to the period between the
Bronze and Iron Ages.207

Historical Monuments. The historical village site
of Dastapor extends on the southeast-facing slope of a
small gorge lying about half a kilometre south-west of
the present-day village of the same name. It abounds in
vestiges of various buildings heaped into hills in this
grave reposes and there. Mention should be made of
three cemeteries, which comprise densely-lying graves,
with the surviving tombstones representing undressed
blocks. The village site also retains two churches locat-
ed opposite each other, i.e. on both sides of the small
gorge.

The main church of this “pair” represents a large,
three-nave, vaulted structure (exterior dimensions:
24.25 x 10.90 metres) extending east-westward. It is
entirely built of undressed stone and mortar, except for
its most important junctions where the stones are fine-
ly-cut. The northern wall of the sanctuary, whose
entrance opens in the south, outwardly clings to a bare
rock. The building, whose interior is thoroughly plas-
tered, is distinguished for its rectangular bema,
adjoined by sacristies on both sides. The vault-bearing
arches rest on three pairs of pillars, two of those in the
southern row having been deliberately destroyed. Light

DASTAPOR. The other church of the village seen from the west
and south. Its plan

__________
204 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 80-81.
205 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 248.
206 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 116.

__________
207 Resler, E., op. cit., p. 2.
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penetrates into the monument through eight windows
widening inside: three of them open from the eastern
facade, one from the western (it later closed), and four
from the southern one. The architectural forms of the
church are marked by certain disproportion: its western
wall has a slanting position, and the aisles are not of
equal width.

Below follow the inscriptions preserved on some
cross-stones set in the interior walls of the church:

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into the lower part of a
finely-decorated khachkar (1.14 x 60 x 20 centimetres) set in the
entrance facade of the northern vestry and serving as a tympanum:

êáõñµ Ë³ãë ³õ·Ý³Ï³Ý | Øáíë¿ë ³ÕÇÝ,
ÃíÇÝ è ¥1551¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross help Movses Agha,
in the year 1551.

Published for the first time.
Note: See the explanation of the word ‘Agha’ on page 15.

Engraved on another cross-stone (70 x 45 x 10 centimetres) set
in the window of the southern vestry and serving as a tympanum:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÐº ¥1626¤: 
transl.: In the year 1626.
Published for the first time. 

Carved on a cross-stone (70 x 44 x 13 centimetres) set in the
window of the bema:

Âí èÐ¾ ¥1628¤: 
transl.: In the year 1628.
Published for the first time.

A simple cross-stone (38 x 38 x 11 centimetres)
with undressed sides lies near the church: it is bare of
any inscriptions.

The other church is located on the opposite, i.e.
right, side of the gorge, about 200 metres south-east of
the aforementioned one. It represents a semi-ruined
vaulted building with a semi-circular bema in the east.
The sanctuary, which can also be considered a chapel
due to its dimensions (5.0 x 3.47 metres), is built of
undressed stone and mortar, with its entrance opening
in the west. At present its western wall lies in ruins.

A cemetery, comprising a number of undressed
tombstones, extends on a nearby hill. 

GARDMAN (GERTMANIK, AMERVAR)
Location. The village is situated on the east-facing

slope of a gorge lying on the left bank of the Gardman,
i.e. the right tributary of the river Shamkor, 13 kilome-
tres west of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,370 to
1,520 metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. The township, that was
the administrative centre of the district of the same
name in the Middle Ages, was stripped of its Armenian
population in the mid-18th century. In the late 19th
century, some cattle-breeding Turkish tribes settled

down in its site: “Gardman, the centre of a district
which bore its name, was also the seat of the local
princes. At present the site of the ruined village, which
is called Gertmanik, is inhabited by some Turks.”208

As attested by some sources, “...The Bagratid kings
put that small district under the sway of Gardman
princes who were to pass it from generation to genera-
tion by inheritance. The latter’s graves and the ruins of
their family stronghold lie in the south-east of the
domains of Charek Monastery, near the Turkish village
of Amirvar.”209

Population. As already mentioned above, in the
late 19th century, some stock-breeding Turkish tribes
took up residence in the territory of the present-day vil-
lage. The available statistical data on their number rep-
resent the following picture:
Year Houses       Males        Females Total
1886210 104 449 314 763
1908211 780
1914212 1,137

Historical Monuments. In the late 19th century,
Gardman retained a semi-ruined church213 with some
graves lying around it and seven cross-stones standing
near each other. They were engraved with inscriptions
which, unfortunately, had been distorted to complete
unintelligibility,214 with the exception of a single one
that follows below:

Î³Ý·Ý»ó³õ Ë³ãë øñÇëïáëÇ, Ãí. èØÔ²
¥1842¤:

transl.: This cross of Christ was erected in the
year 1842.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M. Ar-
tsakh, p. 302; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 312.

Note: Yer. Lalayan included Barkhutariants’ decipherment of the
inscription in his work without any changes.

We think there is some error in the decipherment of the year, for
the village had already been stripped of its Armenian inhabitants by
the mid-18th century. 

By the 1960s, “almost nothing has survived” out of
the aforementioned monuments.215

A chapel, named Serblton and serving as a pilgrim-
age site, used to be located a little south of Gardman.
Once it was surrounded by “A spacious cemetery that
comprises many graves with fine tombstones.”216

A cross-stone (3.5 metres high) found in this grave-
yard bore the following inscription:
__________
208 Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 301-302.
209 “Mshak,” 1902, No. 199, p. 1.
210 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 80-81.
211 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 182.
212 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 88.
213 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 302.
214 Ibid.
215 Corpus Inscriptionum Armenicarum, part 5 (henceforward:

Corpus..., part 5). Compiled by Barkhudarian, S. Yerevan, 1982,
p. 270.

216 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 302.
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²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ëáõñµ êñ³åÇáÝÇ, ÃáéÝ Ù»-
ÍÇÝ ê³ÙáñÇÝ, Ù»ÍÇÝ ê³ïÇÝ Ãí. âÒ ¥1331¤:

transl.: In this grave reposes St. Srapion, the
grandson of the Great Samor [and]  the Great Sat,
in the year 1331.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;
Lalayan, Yer., ibid; Corpus..., part 5, p. 270.

The earliest record of Gardman Monastery dates
back to the late 5th century and refers to “…a certain
Akit coming from Gardman Monastery.”217 It is also
mentioned under Catholicoses Hovhannes (557 to
574) and Yezr (630 to 641) (“…Yovhanik, bishop of
Gardman…,”218 “…Stepanos, bishop of Gardman
…”).219

Gardman Monastery served as a bishop resi-
dence, four of its spiritual leaders being later
ordained as Aghvank Catholicoses: “Lord Nerse-
s...”220 (689 to 706); “Lord T‘e-odoros...”221 (784 to
788); “Lord Gagik...”222 (947 to 958), and “Lord
Petros... from the bishopric of Gardman”223 (971 to
987). 

The historiographical sources of the following cen-
turies keep silence about the monument, probably, due
to its destruction.

Gardman Castle. The earliest records of the
monument date back to the 6th century, when
“…Vardan the Brave...,” a representative of
Mihranian Family, “who built the fortress of
Gardman in three years.”224

Prince Jvanshir (637 to 683) “…founded a house of
God in his native canton of Gardman-berd, richly orna-
menting it for the pleasure and glory of Christ the
Lord.”225

In the mid-9th century, Arab War-Lord Bugha
“…invaded the district of Gardman and laid siege to
the stronghold. He finally conquered it and captured
prince of Gardman Ktrij.”226

In the mid-10th century, “…Sahak, who was called
Sewaday, a brave and capable man, subjected the can-
tons of Gardman and K‘ustip‘ar.nay to his rule and

imposed his suzerainty upon the robberchiefs of
Joroyget…”227

At the end of the same century, King Gagik I made
the stronghold and the entire district part of the kingdom
of the Armenian Bagratids: “…in the year 989, …he
took the fort and district… together with Parisos…”228

In the early 13th century, princes Zakarian liberated
“…the impregnable castle of Gardman…”229 from the
Seljuk-Turks’ dominion and put it under Prince
Vahram’s rule.230 Unfortunately, however, the Mongol
invasions made him escape without any resistance,
leaving the monument to the whims of fate: “…Vah-
ram, who was in Gardman at that time, stealthily ran
away under the cloak of night and savedhis skin.”231

The subsequent sources do not make any mention of
the monument.

GETAMIJ (GYADAMISH)
Location. The village is situated on a cape-

shaped peninsula lying between the rivers Gandzak
and Zivlan, 14 kilometres south-east of the district
centre, at an altitude of 1,300 to 1,320 metres above
sea level.

A Historical Introduction. The earliest written
source to make reference to Getamij is one of
Catholicos Pilippos’ (1632 to 1655) bulls which men-
tions it among some other Armenian-inhabited villages
of Gandzak District.232

It was stripped of its Armenian population in the
second half of the 18th century and lay deserted until
the late 19th century, when several families of Turkish
stock-breeders settled down there.

Historical Monuments. As stated by a visitor in
the early 1890s, “…it has… a church of medium size
without any pillars. The site of the devastated village is
now inhabited by some Turks.”233

Almost a hundred years later, in 1986, we found the
aforementioned Armenian church totally reduced to
ruins. Its only surviving part was its northern wall, that
formed part of the enclosure of a Turkish garden. The
fragments of some khachkars and tombstones could be
seen in the vicinity of the monument.

In 1986 we found the cemetery of Getamij, lying at
the south-western edge of the village, totally destroyed,
with all its remarkable gravestones having fallen prey

__________
217 History of the Armenian Nation by Ghazar Parpetsy. Yerevan,

1982 (henceforward. Ghazar Parpetsy), p. 468, in Armenian.
218 Movse-s Dasxuranc.i, p. 72.
219 Op. cit., p. 229. Also see Melikset-Bek, L. M., vol. 1, p. 45.
220 Movse-s Dasxuranc.i, p. 229.
221 Op. cit., p. 230; Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 198.
222 Movse-s Dasxuranc.i, p. 231. Also see Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p.

198.
223 Movse-s Dasxuranc.i, ibid. Also see Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p.

199.
224 Movse-s Dasxuranc.i, p. 108.
225 Op. cit., p. 119.
226 History of the Armenian Nation by Catholicos Hovhannes

Draskhanakerttsy (henceforward: Hovhannes Draskhanakert-
tsy). Yerevan, 1996, p. 127, in Armenian.  According to some Ara-
bic sources, the castle was conquered by war-lord Zirak sent by
Bugha (Ibn-al-Asir, p. 159).

__________
227 Movse-s Dasxuranc.i, p. 226.
228 Universal History by Stepanos Taronetsy the Asoghik. St.

Petersburg, 1885, pp. 255-256, in Armenian. During that period,
the mountainous part of Gardmank, where the castle of the same
name towered, was known by the name of ‘Parisos’ deriving from
a local kingdom.

229 Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 163.
230 Op. cit., p. 153.
231 Op. cit., p. 243.
232 Barkhutariants, MM., idem, p. 48.
233 Idem, p. 275.
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to those searching for treasure there. We saw only a sin-
gle epitaph, dating back to the last period of the histo-
ry of this once Armenian-populated village.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a rectangular grave-
stone having a cross relief on one of its faces:

²Ûë ¿ ¹³å¥³¤Ý | Ô³½³ñÇÝ, èÖÎ² ¥1712¤:
transl.: In this grave reposes Ghazar, 1712.
Published for the first time.

GETISHEN
Location. The village is situated on the southeast-

facing slope of a gorge lying on the left bank of the
Getishinaget (Kheyrachay), i.e. the left tributary of the
river Artinajur, 12 kilometres north of the district cen-
tre, at an altitude of 1,130 to 1,220 metres above sea
level.

Construction Activity. It was established in the
Soviet years and was within the jurisdiction of the
Village Council of Hartshangist (Chovdar) located
within a kilometre. It consists of two quarters, Verin
(i.e. ‘Upper’) and Nerkin (i.e. ‘Lower’) stretching at a
distance of 200 metres from each other. The gardens of
the village extend along the right bank of the river
Getishinaget, over which, at the eastern edge of the
Lower Quarter, a 5-metre-high waterfall can be seen. 

Population. In 1971 Getishen comprised 64 fami-
lies of purely Armenian origin whose number had been
reduced to about 20 by the deportation of 1988.

In the late 19th century, the pilgrimage site of
Vosketel,234 situated on the right bank of the river Geti-

GETAMIJ (GYADAMISH). The remnants of a church, and set-in-wall tombstones (16th to 17th cents.). A cemetery and the only
inscribed gravestone found there (1712)

__________
234 ‘Vosketel’ is the Armenian equivalent for ‘Golden-haired’: pre-

sumably, hence derives the name of the pilgrimage site.
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shen, represented “A small chapel of a wooden roof.
No records concerning it are available: people remem-
ber a legend according to which a golden-haired virgin
once suffered martyrdom in this grave reposes.”235

In 1980 only some vestiges reminded of the exis-
tence of the sanctuary: instead, a small cross-stone dat-
ing from the 9th to 10th centuries could be found there.

The village site of Bakhshik is located 2 kilome-
tres north of Getishen, at an average altitude of 1,400
metres above sea level.

__________
235 Idem, p. 293.

GETISHEN. The village seen from the side of Hartshangist
(Chovdar). A khachkar from the pilgrimage site of Vosketel

GETISHEN. A khachkar from the village site of Ghermeragha
Karmir Yeghtsy (10th to 11th cents.)
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After the village had been totally destroyed, its
inhabitants moved to Hartshangist.236

Amidst its ruins, a church of large dimensions
could be distinguished: “…the building, whose roof is
dilapidated now, rests on six pillars, its length amount-
ing to 20 metres 2 centimetres.”237

An archive document of 1885 mentions this sanctu-
ary by the name of Sourb Astvatzatzin.238

The village site of Gharamurat’s (Ghermeragha)
Karmir Yeghtsy (i.e. ‘Red Church’ in Karabakh dialect)
is located right of the highway of Hartshangist-Pib, on
the elevated slope of a gorge lying on the right bank of
the river Getishinaget, 3.5 kilometres south-west of
Getishen. 

It retains a demolished church amidst whose ruins
can be found an old-styled cross-stone (100 x 80 cen-
timetres) dating from the 10th to 11th centuries.

The site also comprises a cemetery where the fol-
lowing epitaph was preserved:

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a cradle-shaped
gravestone (145 x 60 x 28 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ¹³å¥³¤Ý ²ñß³ÙÇÝ ...Ã³ñ | Â³Ù³½,
áñ ¿ áñ¹Ç Ô³ñ³Ùáõñ³ï¿óÇ Ù³Ñï|»ëÇ úí³-
¥Ý¤¿ëÇÝ, èØÄ² ¥1762¤ Ãí¥ÇÝ¤: 

transl.: In this grave reposes Arsham ... Tamaz,
who is the son of Mahtesy Ovanes from Gharamu-
rat. 1762.

Published for the first time.

The village site of Karatak (the Turks called it
Dashalti, literally translating its name from Armenian)
is situated on the south-facing slope of a gorge lying on
the left bank of the river Hartshangist, 3 kilometres
south-west of Getishen. 

Two manuscript “Collections” created by Priest
Sargis in Getishen mention Karatak in the first half of
the 18th century. One of them, written for Mkhitar
Aghjaghaletsy, dates back to 1717239, the other, copied
for Arakel Dandzuttsy, to 1721.240

In the 18th century, Karatak belonged to the Melik-
Arustamiants, who were from Barsum Village of
Shamkhor District. In the late 19th century, they shared
power over the village with Matevos Virabiants,
Karapet Tayiriants, Harutiun Avagiants and Petros
Jiljaniants.241

GEYEKHLI
This small Turkish village lies on a mountain slope

on the left bank of the river Gandzak, 12 kilometres
south-east of the district centre.

In the late 19th century, some stock-breeding
Turkish tribes settled down in what was the site of a
deserted Armenian village, and eventually founded the
present-day village there.

In 1914 it had a population of 352.242

GHABAGHTAPA
(KABAGHTAPA, DAMZHALI)

Location. The village, which is surrounded by
alpine meadows, is situated 16 kilometres south-west
of the district centre of Dashkesan, at an altitude of
1,580 to 1,670 metres above sea level. 

A Historical Introduction. This ancient village,
whose historical Armenian name has sunk into obliv-
ion, was populated with the Armenians beginning with
at least the early Middle Ages. The Turkish stock-
breeders called it Damzhali and Ghabaghtapa, which is
translated into Armenian as ‘Ddum Blur’: ‘ghabagh’ is
the Turkish equivalent for ‘pumpkin,’ and ‘tapa’ is that
for ‘hill.’

The village lived a period of prosperity in the 17th
century, when the local church was erected. Repre-
senting a magnificent edifice remarkable for its dimen-
sions, it stood intact until 1988.

Population. One of the most populous Armenian
villages in the district, it was stripped of its population
in the mid-17th century and was inhabited by some
Turkish stock-breeders several decades later. The avail-
able statistical data on the number of the local people
represent the following picture:

Year Houses Males Females Total
1886243 89 361 265 636
1907244 631
1914245 510
1976246 509

The aforementioned church, situated on the road-
side, in the centre of the village, represents a three-
nave, vaulted basilica (exterior dimensions: 21.75 x
13.30 metres) of rectangular plan. Its vault, lying below
a gable roof, is inwardly supported by vault-bearing
arches resting on two pairs of pillars and pilasters. The
central nave ends in a semi-circular bema in the east,
and the two aisles terminate into rectangular vestries.
Each of the eastern, western and southern facades of

__________
236 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 295.
237 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 294.
238 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3877, p. 29.
239 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 1, Yerevan, 1965,

manuscript No. 1574, p. 586.
240 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2, manuscript No.

7008, p. 440.
241 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 33-35.

__________
242 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 143.
243 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79.
244 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 264.
245 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 116.
246 SAE,  vol. 2, Baku, 1978, p. 539.
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the sanctuary has three narrow windows widening
inside and illuminating the entire building. Its bema,
sacristies as well as the northern and southern walls
have some small, rectangular niches. Both christening
basins, typical of the Armenian religious buildings of
the 16th to 17th centuries, lie in the north of the church.
The monument, whose entrance opens in the south, is
built of roughly-hewn stones and mortar, but its pylons,
false arches as well as the entrance tympanum and cor-
nerstones are finely-cut. By the time we visited it in

1986, many parts of its interior had been destroyed, the
handiwork of those searching for treasure there.

Two of the church pillars used to bear some brief
inscriptions, but by 1986 they had disappeared.  

Carved on one of the aforementioned pillars:
ºëª Êáëñáíë, Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÖÊ² ¥1692¤: 
transl.: I, Khosrov, in the year 1692.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.

Artsakh, p. 302; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 312.

GHABAGHTAPA. Partial views of the local church and its plan
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Incised into the other pillar:
Æ Ã¥íÇÝ¤ èÖÌº ¥1706¤: 
transl.: In the year 1706.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;

Lalayan, Yer., ibid.

In the late 19th century, the church building housed
a Muslim school (medrese).247

GHARAKULLAR (BALLUCHA)
The village, whose historical name has sunk into

oblivion, extends on the south-facing slope of a gorge
lying in the area of the upper course of the tributary
Dastapor, 11 kilometres south of the district centre, at
an altitude of 1,600 to 1,700 metres above sea level.

Stripped of its Armenian population in the second
half of the 18th century, it remained desolate until the
late 1880s,248 serving as a summer encampment for
some stock-breeders. Later they settled down in the vil-
lage site and started “diligently” annihilating all the
monuments of culture once created by its Armenian
natives. 

A map of 1904 mentions the settlement as a village
called Ballucha. In the Soviet years, it was renamed
Gharakullar.

GHARATAGHLAR
The village, whose historical name has not been

preserved, is situated in the area between the river
Gandzak and its left tributary Dastapor, 12 kilometres
south of the district centre.

In the early 20th century, the site of the derelict
Armenian village was inhabited by some stock-breed-
ing Turkish tribes that had shifted to a sedentary life.

In 1914 the local people amounted to 205.249

GHAZAKHLI
This village, situated 13 kilometres south-west of

the district centre, adjoins the historical village of
Gardman in the north. 

Present-day Ghazakhli was established in the early
20th century by some Turkish stock-breeders who had
changed to a sedentary mode of life in the site of an
ancient deserted Armenian village. In the 1980s, the
remnants of some buildings, once erected by the
natives, could still be found in its territory.

In 1914 the local population totaled 200.250

GHAZAKHYOLCHULAR
This Turkish village is located on the southwest-

facing slope of a gorge lying on the right bank of the

river Artinajur, 7 kilometres south of the district cen-
tre, at an altitude of 1,610 to 1,700 metres above sea
level.

It was founded in the site of an ancient derelict
Armenian village in the late 19th century. 

The available statistical data relating to the local
inhabitants represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886251 27 72 60 132
1914252 345

GHOTYUL
Location. The village lies 12 kilometres north-west

of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,540 to 1,570
metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. In the late 19th centu-
ry, Verin and Nerkin Ghotyul belonged to landowners
Matevos Virabiants, Karapet Tayiriants, Harutiun
Avagiants, Petros Jiljaniants and the representatives of
the Melik-Arustamiants’ family.253

The village site of Sevretsik, once known as a cen-
tre of manuscript writing, is situated in an elevated
plain lying on the right bank of the river Shamkor, 2.5
kilometres south-west of the village. 

It is first mentioned in a manuscript of 1660 as the
place where it was created: “…The Holy Gospel was
copied … in Savuretsik Village of Gyanja, … in the
year 1660 of the Armenian era, under Aghvank Catho-
licos Petros, Father Superior of Charek Monastery
Archimandrite Sargis and spiritual leader of Gyanja
Archimandrite Khachatur. …I am humble scribe Sar-
gis, who does not deserve the title of priest.”254

In the late 19th century, the village site still pre-
served “…the ruins of a large church where only the
vault of the bema and two small vestries remained
standing.”255

Fortunately, some of the lapidary inscriptions of
the sanctuary were deciphered in due time.

Engraved on a khachkar placed in the south of the window of the
bema:

Âí. æÆ´ ¥1473¤. ºë Ð³Ù½³ Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ
½Ç³ãë áñ¹áÛ ÇÙáÛ ä³åÇ:

transl.: In the year 1473 I, Hamza, erected this
cross [n memory of] my son Pap.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.
Artsakh, p. 299; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 312; Corpus...,
part 5, p. 256.

Incised into another khachkar placed in the south of the window
of the bema:
__________
251 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 80-81.
252 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 131.
253 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 33-35.
254 Yerevan Repository of Manuscripts after M. Mashtots: A

Collection of Patriarchal Documents (henceforward: Patriarchal
Documents), folder 1, document 79, in Armenian.

255 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 299.

__________
247 "Ardzagank," 1888, No. 6, p. 72.
248 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 276.
249 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 136.
250 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 131.
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ºë Ð³Ù½³ Ï³Ý·[Ý»óÇ] ½Ç³ãë áñ¹áÛ ÇÙáÛ
¾í³ïÇÝ:

transl.: I, Hamza, erected this cross [in memo-
ry of] my son Evat.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;
Corpus..., ibid.

A cemetery, abounding in finely-adorned khachkars
and tombstones with reliefs of everyday life, used to lie
on the left slope of a nearby gorge.

Carved on a “decorated cross memorial”:
ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë ÂáõÙ³ÝÇÝ, ä¿Ï³çÇÝ, Âí. ä

¥1351¤:
transl.: This Holy Cross to Tuman, Pekach, in

the year 1351.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;

Corpus..., ibid.

Incised into a khachkar (1.10 x 95 centimetres):
ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ë³õë ¶ÇãÝÇÝ, Ï³ÝÏ-

Ý»...:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect... 
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,

pp. 299-300; Corpus..., ibid.
Note: The pedestal of the cross-stone bears “a relief repre-

senting a plough with a ploughman, his brother and some young
shepherds surrounded by oxen and buffaloes. A maiden with a
bowl on her head is depicted bringing the peasants’ midday
meal.”

Engraved on a cross-stone:
êáõñµ Ë³ãë ÐáõéÇ÷ëÇÙÇ, Ø³ñïÇñáëÇÝ:
transl.: The Holy Cross to Huripsim [and]

Martiros. 
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,

p. 300; Corpus..., part 5, p. 257.

A single line in the Armenian original inscribed on a khachkar:
ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³ã)ë µ(³)ñ(¿)Ë(³)ë... è²

¥1552¤:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect... 1552.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 255.

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on the western, narrow
side of a gravestone:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë¥³ã¤|ë µ[³ñ¿Ë³õë Ü»ñ]ë»ëÇÝ |
Ñ(á)·á(Û)Ý, èÔ ¥1641¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Nerses’
soul. 1641.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 256.
Note: The southern face of the tombstone bears some reliefs with

scenes of everyday life.

Engraved on a cross-stone:
ê(áõñ)µ [Ë³]ãë µ³ñ»Ë³õë:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

5 semi-distorted lines in the Armenian original incised into a
khachkar:

GHOTYUL. A general view of the village (photo by courtesy of Colonel Zhora Barsamian)
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ºë ´¿ÏÇ Ê³|ÃáõÝ | Ï³(Ý)Ï(Ý)»ó(Ç) ½Ë[³ãë]
ØÏ(ñïÇã), ê(³ñ)·(Çë):

transl.: I, Beki Khatun, erected this cross [in
memory of] Mkrtich [and] Sargis.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

A single semi-distorted line in the Armenian original inscribed
on the cornice of a cross-stone lying near the ruined church:

[êµ Ë³ãë] µ³ñ[¿Ë³õë] Þ(³)Ñ(áõ)ÙÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Shahum.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

5 lines in the Armenian original incised into the eastern face of
a small, cradle-shaped tombstone:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë [µ]³ñ(¿)Ë(³õ)ë Þ(³)Ñáõ-
ÙÇÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Shahum.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 

Engraved on a gravestone:
ºë ºÕáÙ Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ Ë³ãë Ü³ï³ñÇÝ:
transl.: I, Yeghom, erected this cross [in memo-

ry of] Natar.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;

Corpus..., part 5, p. 257.
Note: Another tombstone, lying near the aforementioned one,

bears a relief representing “…a plough with some tools, a woman
laying the table, some dancers with wine jugs in their hands as well
as a man playing the saz [a ‘saz’ is an Oriental string musical instru-
ment] and another beating the drum. It also depicts a prince, with a
hawk in his right hand and a wine glass in the left. Near him a wash
basin, wine jug and an alive ram can be seen. The eastern side of the
gravestone is engraved with a huge eagle raising a lamb”
(Barkhutariants, M., ibid).

HARSNAKAR (GALIN-GAYA)
This Turkish settlement is located between the vil-

lages of Tapan and Hatstap, 18 kilometres south-west
of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,650 to 1,690
metres above sea level.

The elderly inhabitants of the adjacent villages that
were Armenian-populated until the deportation of 1989
remembered the original name of present-day Galin-
Gaya, i.e. Harsnakar. Unfortunately, however, we
failed to find any written sources attesting to it.

Harsnakar was stripped of its Armenian population
in the mid-18th century.

HARTSHANGIST (CHOVDAR)
Location. The village is situated 11 kilometres

north of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,380 to
1,500 metres above sea level.

Its neighbourhood abounds in quarries providing
stone for the adjacent villages and even Getabek, where
it was used for the purpose of building furnaces.256

Archaeological Monuments. The territory of pres-
ent-day Chovdar has been inhabited since time imme-
morial, which is attested by different archaeological
finds discovered in the village and its vicinity. They
include various clay vessels, bronze weapons, orna-
ments, etc., dating back to the period between the
Bronze and Iron Ages and having their counterparts in
the monuments of the late Bronze Age found in
Armenia.257 Similar items were also unearthed in the
cists D. M. Sharifov excavated in Chovdar in 1926.258

The Origin of the Toponym. The historical name
of the village, i.e. Hartshangist, is repeatedly men-
tioned in the colophons of a number of manuscripts. It
is also used parallel with its new name of Chovdar in
the records of the late 19th century. 

Touching upon the origin of the toponym, the cor-
respondent of the “Ardzagank” periodical, who had,
probably, previously spoken to the elderly inhabitants
of the village on the subject, wrote the following, “It
should be borne in mind that the local people resettled
in this grave reposes from the village of Baghshik
located within an hour’s distance of Chovdar... It is not
clear whether ‘Hartshangist’ (‘Hartsankis’) is the name
of their previous village or not. Presumably, present-
day Chovdar had been a populated village named
Hartsankis long before Baghshik inhabitants moved
there. We are inclined to adhere to this presump-
tion...”259

According to a viewpoint, ‘Hartshangist,’ literally
meaning ‘Fathers’ Graves’ in the Armenian lan-
guage260, derives from a cemetery lying at the top of a
mountain south-west of the village: “A lot of pagan and
Christian graves are preserved on the mountain: per-
haps, it is due to the existence of this cemetery that the
village is called Harts-Hangist.”261

As for the foreign word of ‘Chovdar,’ it literally
means ‘animal dealer.’

Hartshangist as a Scriptorium. Below follow
excerpts from several 17th-century Gospels created in
the adjacent monastery of Matznaberd and mentioning
the toponym Hartshankis: “...I again beg you ... to
remember those who provided us with haven and gave
us our piece of daily bread which we failed to find any-

__________
257 Sadikhzade, Sh. G. About the Archaeological Finds Acciden-

tally Unearthed in the Vicinity of Chovdar Village. In: “Izvestya
Akademii Nauk Azerbaijanskoy SSR,” a series of social sciences,
1963, No. 6, pp. 13-25, in Russian.

258 Sharifov, D. M. Excavations near Chovdar Village of Touz
District. In: “Proceedings of the Azerbaijanian Committee of Pre-
servation of Ancient Historical and Natural Monuments,” part 4,
copy-book 2, Baku, 1929, pp. 247-248, in Russian.

259 "Ardzagank," 1886, No. 20, p. 296.
260 ‘Harts’ means ‘of fathers’ in Grabar, i.e. the classical Armenian

language, and ‘hangist’ is the Armenian equivalent for ‘repose,
eternal rest.’

261 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 292.
__________
256 Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 309.
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where, wandering from Gandzasar to Hartshankis.
Arriving at the village, we were given a cordial wel-
come. May God bestow all His grace upon the young
and the old of this village and may their souls reach the
kingdom of heaven”262 (from an undated Gospel).

“...in Malaznaberd, Hartsankis Village of Gyanja,
under Supreme Pontiff of Aghvank His Holiness Petros,
... Archimandrite Khachatur and Persian King Shah
Abbas Junior, in the year 1666 of the Armenian
era...”263 (from a Gospel created in 1666).

This Holy Gospel was created by the Lord’s humble
servant Hovhannes in the holy monastery of Malazna-
berd located in Hartsanki Village of Gandzak under

Supreme Pontiff of Aghvank His Holiness Petros and
Persian Shah Suleyman. It was completed in bitter
times when the base enemy constantly persecuted the
Christian nation and increased taxes day after day...264

(from another Gospel dating back to 1669)
Another Gospel created in 1683 and intended for a

certain Nazar (copied and bound by Priest Hovhannes,
illustrated by Priest Barsegh and Deacon Ghazar) men-
tions the village by the name of Hertsankis.265

The data relating to the population of Hartshangist
between 1804 and 1914 reveal that they mainly grew
amounting to 1614, the greatest number ever recorded,

__________
262 "Ardzagank," 1886, No. 20, p. 296.
263 Ibid.

__________
264 Ibid.
265 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 1, manuscript No.

3994.

HARTSHANGIST (CHOVDAR). Partial views of the village
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in 1910. The reduction sometimes observed in their
number was due to epidemics and resettlement: thus,
from November 1899 until April 1900, 34 children fell
victim to smallpox.266

Below follows a list of the people living in
Hartshangist in 1839:

“1 Widower Maki Sahakian as well as his sons Martiros,
and Harutiun with his wife Horom;

2 Ghukas Hakobov, his wife Sultan as well as their chil-
dren Arzuman, Hakob, Khallu and Vardi;

3 Maki Nazarov, his wife Herik as well as their daughters
Khatayi and Tamam; Maki’s brothers Martiros, and Margar
with his wife Voski;

4 Harutiun Nersesov, his wife Pari, their sons Nerses,
Movses with his daughter Nazi, and Stepan with his wife
Herik;

5 Aghajan Ohanov, his wife Margaret, their sons Ohannes
and Karapet as well as their daughters Horomsim and Tangi;
Aghajan’s brothers 1. Abraham with his wife Voski as well as
his daughters Khatun, Pari and Javahir; 2. Hovsep with his
spouse Aziz, his daughter Sharmagh as well as his sons
Petros and Astvatzatur;

6 Malkhas Malkhasov, his wife Mariam, their son Grigor
as well as their daughters Pari and Sabed; Malkhas’ brother
Anton, his wife Herik as well as their children Mankasar and
Nazlu;

7 Vardan Malkhasov, his wife Sandukht, their sons Ge-
vorg and Sahak as well as their daughters Khatayi and Pari;

8 Arakel Shervanov, his wife Horomsim as well as their
sons Yesayi and Arustam; Arakel’s brother Maki, his wife
Herik and their son Harutiun;

9 Sargis Nazarov, his wife Anna, their sons Mesrop with
his wife Pari, his children Maki and Salbi as well as Arakel
with his wife Horomsim, his son Hakob and his daughter
Voski;

10 Harutiun Yeghiazarian, his wife Aziz, their sons 1.
Movses with his wife Herik as well as his children Sargis and
Nazi; 2. Mateos with his wife Sultan as well as their children
Ghazar, Khanum, Yasaman and Dovlat; 3. Hovhannes with
his spouse Horomsim, his daughter Margaret, his daughter-
in-law Mariam, her son Ohanes as well as her daughters Pari,
Nakhshun, Khatun and Sharmagh; 

11 Allahverdi Harutiunov, his mother Zani, his wife
Khallu as well as their children Grigor, Harutiun, Annman
and Sirunna;

12 Sahak Vardanov with his wife Sarah and his daughter
Margaret;

13 Badal Grigorov, his wife Mariam as well as their son
Sargis and their daughter Ghumash;

14 Babajan Grigorian, his wife Herik, their sons Grigor,
and Stepan with his wife Herik and his daughter Zada;
Babajan’s brothers 1. Hakob with his wife Sarah as well as
his children Anton, Hovhannes, Margaret and Vardi; 2.

Vardan with his wife Sarah, his daughter Anna as well as his
sons Maki, Mateos and Baghdasar;

15 Gabriel Ter-Khachaturov, his wife Magtagh, his
daughter Mariam as well as his sons Hakob and Avag;

16 Abgar Grigorov, his wife Mariam as well as their sons
Simeon, Grigor and Nerses;

17 Michael Harutiunian, his wife Herik as well as their
children Ghazar, Harutiun and Vardi; Michael’s brother
Mesrop, his wife Sabet, their son Arzuman as well as their
daughters Sultan and Anna;

18 Stepan Davidov, his wife Javahir, their sons David and
Sargis as well as their daughters Shahgul, Margaret and Pari;

19 Abraham Ghazarov, his wife Horomsim, their daugh-
ter Annman as well as their sons Karapet and Movses;

20 Khachatur Kirakosov, his mother Murvat, his wife
Sanam, their son Sargis as well as their daughters Sabed,
Mariam and Zada; Khachatur’s brother Soghomon, his wife
Zani, their daughter Khatum as well as their sons Sargis and
Grigor;

21 Harutiun Voskanov, his wife Anna, their sons Mkhitar,
Voskan and Michael as well as their daughters Sandukht and
Nakhshun; Harutiun’s brothers 1. Martiros with his wife
Guli, his son Vardazar as well as his daughters Javahir, Sultan
and Herik; 2. Allahverdi with his wife Zarneshan as well as
his sons Grigor, Sargis and Maki;

22 Arakel Abrahamian, his wife Sabet, their sons
Ghevond and Sargis as well as their daughters Tellu and
Tamam;

23 Sahak Ter-Avagian, his mother Mariam, his wife
Khatayi, their daughter Sona as well as their sons Avag,
Mkrtich, Poghos and Petros;

24 Vardanan Laliov, his wife Margaret, their son Harutiun
as well as their daughters Gyuli and Sirunna.”267

The available statistical records on the number of
the population of Hartshangist during the aforemen-
tioned period are as follows:

Year Houses Males Females Total
1804268 9 25 21 46
1839269 24 102 100 202
1845270 173 155 328
1847271 175 180 355
1849272 186 160 346
1850273 32 192 189 381
1852274 199 194 393
1861275 35

__________
266 “Mshak,” 1900, No. 77, p. 2.

__________
267 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 27.
268 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
269 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 27.
270 Idem, file 3811, pp. 4-5.
271 Idem, file 3814, pp. 97-98.
272 Idem, file 3818, pp. 96-97.
273 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 2596, p. 110.
274 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3819, pp. 106-

107.
275 Idem, file 3835, pp. 148-149.
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1862276 35
1866277 62 297 226 523
1869278 63
1870279 312 236 548
1872280 385 254 639
1873281 573
1875282 545
1876283 563
1877284 358 223 581
1878285 361 229 590
1881286 393 266 659
1882287 398 274 672
1883288 416 283 699
1885289 90 250 225 475
1886290 98 472 383 855
1887291 284 265 549
1888292 302 276 578
1889293 224 303 527
1890294 236 319 555
1891295 246 326 572
1892296 366 332 698
1893297 381 338 719
1894298 395 352 747
1897299 454 386 840
1898300 470 395 865
1899301 476 401 877
1900302 509 421 930
1901303 519 425 944
1902304 532 435 967

1905305 536 434 970
1906306 592 475 1,067
1907307 1,356
1908308 170 905 622 1,519
1909309 620 482 1,102
1910310 959 655 1,614
1912311 631 485 1,116
1914312 1,227
1917313 99 1,227

Hartshangist participated in World War II with 380
of its inhabitants, 178 of whom sacrificed their lives on
the battle-field. 

One of them, First Lieutenant Ghazaros Avetis
Avagian (1918 to 1945) was awarded the hon-
ourary title of Hero of the Soviet Union after his
death.

Their grateful fellow villagers built a memorial and
a museum to perpetuate their memory.

St. Hovhannes Church. Before the construction of
its present-day church (it stood intact in the days of the
deportation of 1989), Hartshangist had another dedicat-
ed to St. Hakob (mentioned in the archive documents
of 1849,314 1852315 and 1861316).  

In 1869 a new church was built in the site of St.
Hakob and consecrated after St. Hovhannes: “…St.
Hovhannes Church, which rests on four pillars, has a
gavit and a belfry in the south.”317

In the 19th century, the sanctuary retained a parch-
ment manuscript (Tarson City, Cilicia, 1221) thanks to
which it enjoyed great fame.318

St. Hovhannes Church had the following inscrip-
tions:

5 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the tympanum:
²ñ¹»³Ùµ âáí¹³é³Û | ÅáÕáíñ¹áó ê¥áõñ¤µ

ÚáÑ³ÝÝ»ë | »Ï»Õ»óÇë ßÇÝí»ó³õ Ç 1869 ³ÙÇ, |
»Ï³Ûù ³é Çë ³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ ³ßË³ï»³Éù | ¨ Ó³Ý-
ñ³µ»éÝ»³Éù ¨ »ë Ñ³Ý·áõóÇó ½Ó»½:

__________
276 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 4254, p. 28.
277 Idem, file 3848, p. 57.
278 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 4254, p. 142.
279 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3857, pp. 49-50.
280 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63.
281 Idem, file 3862, pp. 59-60.
282 Idem, file 3866, pp. 45-46.
283 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
284 Idem, file 3869, pp. 55-56.
285 Idem, file 3870, pp. 23-24.
286 Idem, file 3879, pp. 27-28.
287 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
288 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
289 Idem, file 3877, p. 30. Also see "Ardzagank," 1885, No. 4, p. 51.
290 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79. According to another source,

the village had 60 houses in the same year (“Ardzagank,” 1886,
No. 20, p. 295).

291 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 74.
292 Idem, file 3882, p. 131.
293 Idem, file 3884, pp. 228-229.
294 Idem, file 3887, p. 150.
295 Idem, file 3889, p. 149.
296 Idem, file 3891, p. 121.
297 Idem, file 3895, pp. 78-79.
298 Idem, file 3896, pp. 174-175.
299 Idem, file 3899, pp. 147-148.
300 Idem, file 3897 p. 169.
301 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3903, pp. 128-129.
302 Idem, file 3905, pp. 94-95.
303 Idem, file 3906, pp. 100-101.
304 Idem, file 3907, pp. 23-24.

__________
305 Idem, file 3912, pp. 226-267.
306 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
307 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
308 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 12.

Another statistical source of 1908 mentions 1,095 inhabitants for
that year (Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 416).

309 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 764, p. 117.
Another statistical source mentions 1,519 residents (Caucasian
Calendar for 1910, p. 207).

310 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 60-61.
311 Idem, file 3919, pp. 62-63.
312 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 207.
313 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166.
314 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3818, pp. 96-97.
315 Idem, file 3819, p. 106.
316 Idem, file 3835, pp. 148-149.
317 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 292.
318 "Ardzagank," 1886, No. 20, pp. 295-296. Also see Barkhutar-

iants, M., idem, pp. 292-293.
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transl.: This church of St. Hovhannes was
built through the means of Chovdar inhabitants
in the year 1869. Come unto me, all ye that
labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
20, p. 295.

Note: The first publisher of this inscription made certain addi-
tions and misread some parts, deciphering the year as ‘1863.’ The
earliest record mentioning the church by the name of St. Hovhannes
dates from 1862, which probably marks the year its foundations were
blessed. 

Carved on a cross-stone set in one of the church walls:
Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÐ ¥1621¤:
transl.: In the year 1621.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 264.

Carved on another cross-stone set in one of the church walls:
Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÖ ¥1651¤:
transl.: In the year 1651.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 

St. Hovhannes functioned until 1928, its building
being used as a storehouse in the Soviet years.319

The church built of ashlar and mortar represents
a three-nave basilica of rectangular plan (exterior
dimensions: 17.70 x 11.75 metres). In the east, it
has a semi-circular bema adjoined by rectangular
vestries. The vault of the prayer hall, resting on two
pairs of pillars and pilasters, lies below a gable
roof.

HARTSHANGIST (CHOVDAR). St. Hovhannes Church

__________
319 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2658, p. 12.
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The entrance of the church opens into the first floor
of a double-story belfry adjoining its southern facade.

Priests. For about 20 years beginning with 1849,
Hartshangist did not have its own priest. It was only in
1869 that Ghazar Ter-Mkhitariants was ordained to
serve the local population.320

Vardan Voskanian Yeremiants was ordained in
1898. He had six children: Mariam, born in 1882;
Astvatzatur, born in 1883; Arsen, born in 1885; Herik,
born in 1889; Arshak, born in 1895, and Khachatur,
born in 1898.321

The elderly people of the village remember that the
last person to be baptized by Usepants (from Hovsep’s
family) priest was a certain Gagik Makich Vanian, that
event taking place in 1932.

One of the most important historical monuments
preserved in the neighbourhood of Hartshangist is the
castle of Matznaberd (‘Meleznaberd,’ ‘Sourb Malaz-
naberd’) towering at the top of a mountain surrounded
by deep precipices, south-east of the village: “Three
lofty, wooded mountains, each having a fort at its sum-
mit, rise on the road to Gandzak, within three versts of
the village.”322

The vulnerable parts of the mountain where the
stronghold towered were fortified by pyramidal ram-
parts built of rough stone and mortar. By the late 19th
century, however, they had already reached a state of
partial destruction.323

Some historical sources mention the castle as the
seat of Aghsartan Kyurikian.324

After the fall of the Kyurikian Kingdom, Kyurike
I’s son David (1113 to 1145) settled down in Matzna-
berd in about 1113 and founded Kyurikian Principality
there. The Kyurikians of Matznaberd, who retained
power until the late 13th century, also held control over
the adjacent forts and districts: “The Bagratids’ descen-
dants, who reigned in Georgia, Matznaberd and Nor
Berd, also established their dominion in many districts
and built a great number of strongholds…”325

For some time, Matznaberd was under the sway of
the Kyurikians of Nor Berd: “Prince David of Nor Berd
married his daughter to young Aghsartan by deception
and thus took possession of Matznaberd. Later, howev-
er, he called his daughter back.”326

The castle was subjected to the incursions of
Gandzak’s Seljuks in the first half of the 12th century
and appeared under the Mongol rule in the mid-13th

century. The king of Matznaberd, who died in 1170,
was buried in the Kyurikians’ family vault in Haghpat
(a monastery in present-day Lori Marz of the Republic
of Armenia): “In 1170 the Kyurikian King of Matzna-
berd yielded up his spirit to God and his remains were
interred in Haghpat amidst those of his ancestors.”327

In 1886 “The only surviving vestiges of the castle
comprise the ruins of its ramparts and some
dwellings…”328

In the 1880s, the remnants of the stronghold
included three 12th-century cross-stones: “…One can
see some circular fortified walls rising at an inch over
the ground in a plain lying at the foot of a mountain.
The excavations conducted in these ramparts unearthed
three white inscribed khachkars.”329

Below follow the inscriptions incised into these
cross-stones:

8 lines in the Armenian original carved on the lower part of a
finely-decorated cross-stone:

Âí¥Ç¤Ý à¶ ¥1154¤. ³Ýáõ³ÙµÝ ²¥ëïáõÍá¤Û
»ë Ø³ñ·³ñÇï, ¹áõëïñª àõËïÇÏ³Û, Ï³ÝÏ-
¥Ý¤»óÇ ½ë¥áõñ¤µ Ýß³Ýë, Ç ÷ñÏáõÃÇ¥õ¤Ý Ñá·áÛÝª
ì³ñ¹ÁÙµ»ñÇÝ ¨ ì³ñ¹³õáñÇÝ, ØËÇÃ³ñ³Û ¨
Î³Ý³ÝÇÝ, áñù Û³Õ³õÃë ÛÇß¿ù »õ ½²ïáÙ, áñ
·áñÍáÕ ¿ñ Ë³ãÇë:

transl.: In the year 1154. By the name of God,
I, daughter of Ukhtik Margaret, erected this Holy
Sign for the salvation of the souls of Vardember
and Vardavor, Mkhitar and Kanan. May you pray
for them and may you remember Atom, who
sculpted this cross.

The Armenian original published in: “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No. 120,
p. 1; Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 292; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak
District, pp. 309-310;  Corpus..., part 5, pp. 264-265.

Note: It was one of the correspondents of the “Nor-Dar” peri-
odical who found the cross-stone and first published its inscription.
Several years later, Barkhutariants saw the same khachkar in St.
Hovhannes Church of Hartshangist Village and wrote the follow-
ing, “The sanctuary retains a small, white, ancient cross-stone
brought from Meleznaberd. It fascinates visitors with its delicate
motifs.”

Yer. Lalayan included Barkhutariants’ decipherment in his work
without any changes. Later the khachkar disappeared from the
church so that S. Barkhudarian did not find it in the same place dur-
ing his visit to the monument in the early 1960s. A meritorious spe-
cialist in lapidary inscriptions, he deciphered the lines carved on the
cross-stone from its photo kept in the History Museum of the
Republic of Armenia.

ÂÇíÝ àÊ¸ ¥1195¤ ¿ñ. »ë Â³ñÇÝ Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ
½ëáõñµ Ýß³Ýë Ç µ³ñ»Ë³õëáõÃÇõÝ Ñ³õñ ÇÙáÛª
Ð³Ûñ³å»ïÇÝ »õ »Õµ³õñ ÇÙáÛª ê»ñáµÇÝ, áñù
»ñÏñå³·³Ý¿ù Û³Õ³õÃë ÛÇß»ó¿ù ¨ ²ëïáõ³Í
½Ó»½ ÛÇß»ëó¿, ³Ù¿Ý:

__________
320 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 5394, p. 10.

Also see file 4254, p. 142.
321 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä461, list 1, file 12, pp.

70-71.
322 “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No. 120, p. 1. 
323 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 293.
324 Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 153; Corpus..., part 5, p. 265.
325 Mkhitar Ayrivanetsy, p. 153.
326 Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 153.

__________
327 Brief Chronicles, vol. 2, p. 502.
328 "Ardzagank," 1886, No. 21, p. 307.
329 “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No. 120, p. 1. 
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HARTSHANGIST (CHOVDAR). The church of Matznaberd Monastery seen from the south-west, southeast and west. An inscription
commemorating the repairs carried out in the church, and khachkars set in its western facade
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transl.: In the year 1195, I, Tarin, erected this
Holy Sign in memory of my father Hayrapet and
my brother Serob. May you pray for them and may
God be graceful towards you. Amen. 

The Armenian original published in: “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No.
120, p. 1.

ÂÇ¥íÝ¤ Ñ³¥Ûáó¤ à... áñ¹Ç ëáõñµ áõËïÇë
ºÇÅ³¹³Ý· í³ñ¹³å»ï Ý³ Ñ³Ý»Ç áõ ³ï¿Ç
ØËÇÃ³ñ Ï³Ý·Ý»ó³ù ½ëáõñµë ï³ñ³Ý í³ñ-
¹³å»ïÇÝ µ³ñ»Ë³õëáõÃÇõÝ »Õµ³ñÇÝ Ù»-
ñáÛ:

transl.: In the year ... of the Armenian era, ...
Archimandrite... in memory of our brother.

The Armenian original published in: “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No.
120, p. 1.

Note: The decipherment contains many errors which make it
impossible to translate it.

One of the summer residences of Javat Khan of
Gandzak was situated near Matznaberd: “At the sum-
mit of another lofty mountain west of the castle towers
the palace of Javat Khan of Gandzak, once serving him
as a summer house.”330

Matznaberd Monastery, one of Gardmank’s most
famous medieval sanctuaries called after the adjacent
fort, is situated at the top of a mountain rising high in
the area, 2.2 kilometres south-east of Hartshangist, at
an altitude of 1,648 metres above sea level. It compris-
es a church known by the names of St. Vardanants Zo-
ravarats (‘Of St. Vardan the War-Lord’)331 and St.
Sargis (mentioned in an inscription commemorating
the repairs of 1891). 

HARTSHANGIST (CHOVDAR). Eastward and westward views of the interior of the church of Matznaberd Monastery. Cross-stones
found inside the church

__________
330 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 307.
331 “Nor-Dar,” 1892, No. 126, p. 2.
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The major overhaul implemented in Matznaberd in
1891 changed it beyond recognition. With this regard,
a record handed down by a visitor who saw it before its
restoration is of immense significance: “…there is a
small stone church with its roof destroyed. At Easter
and other festivals, believers come in this grave repos-
es on pilgrimage.”332

Bishop Makar, who visited the monument early in
the 1890s, writes, “…A small church, resting on two
iron vaults, stands in the site of the former monas-
tery.”333

The semi-ruined church, which survived in that
state until 1891, had been repaired earlier in 1631, this
being attested by an inscription which was, fortunate-
ly, deciphered before the reconstruction of the
monastery:

Carved on the tympanum (125 x 58 centimetres) representing an
ink-coloured sandstone:

Î³Ù³õÝ ²ëïáõÍáÛ »ë Ø»ÉÇù Æ... Ýáñá·»óÇ
ëáõñµ Ù»Ý³ëï... ÛÇß³ï³Ï Ñá·áó ÇÙáó ¨ ÏáÕ³-
ÏÇóÝ ÐÇõñË³ÝÇÝ ¨ áñ¹ÇùÝ ÇÙ Æë³Ë³ÝÇÝ,
²Õ³×³ÝÇÝ, ²ÙÇñ×³ÝÇÝ ¨ ÍÝáÕ³óÝ ÇÙ ²ñÇë-
ï³Ï¿ë ù³Ñ³Ý³ÛÇÝ ¨ Ù³ÛñÝ ÇÙ ä³ñáÝ ¶Çõ-
ÕÇÝÇÝ, Ç Å³Ù³Ý³Ïë Þ³Ñë¿ýÇÝ ...áõÃ... ÔáõÉÇ-
Ë³ÝÇÝ Ï³ÃáõÕÇÏáë ¶³ÝÓ³ù³ î¿ñ ¶ñÇ·á-
ñÇÝ, Ãí. èÒ... ¥1630-³Ï³Ý¤:

transl.: By the will of God, I, Melik I... repaired
this holy monastery in memory of my spouse
Hurkhan, my sons Isakhan, Aghajan, Amirjan, my
parents, Priest Aristakes and my mother mister
Gughin in the days of Shahsef and Gandzak
Catholicos Grigor, in the 1630s.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
21, p. 307.

Note: Aghvank Catholicos Grigor held Patriarchal throne in
Gandzak between 1634 and 1653. Evidently, the inscription suffered
still greater damage during the renovation of 1891: its initial line and
some marginal letters are buried under the stones of the entrance arch
of the church. Despite that, however, we succeeded in deciphering it
further in 1986.

Another inscription engraved above the tympanum
of the western facade provides information on the over-
haul carried out in 1891.

8 lines in the Armenian original incised into a rectangular piece
of marble:

ÐÝ³¹³ñ»³Ý áõËï³ï»ÕÇë Û³Ý|áõÝ ê(áõñ)µ
ê³ñ·ëÇ, áñ ¿ ØÉ½Ý³µ»ñ¹ | ÑÇÙÝáíÇÝ Ýáñá·»ó
·³ÝÓ³Ï»óÇ | êáÕáÙûÝ Ú³ñ(áõÃÇõÝ»³Ý) Ü³É-
ã³·³ñ»³ÝóÝ | Í³ËÇõù Çõñáíù, Ç ÛÇß³ï³Ï |
Çõñ ÏÝáçÝ ´³É³Ë³ÝáõÙÇ, áñ¹|õáÛÝ È»õûÝÇ »õ
Ñ³Ù³ÛÝ ÝÝç»ó»É|áó Çõñáó, Ç 1891, èÚÊ ³ÙÇ: 

transl.: This ancient pilgrimage site of St. Sar-
gis also known as Meleznaberd was thoroughly
repaired by Soghomon Harutiunian Nalchagar-
iants from Gandzak in memory of his wife Bala-
khanum, his son Levon and all his dead relatives.
1891.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.
Artsakh, p. 293.

The church was to be consecrated as soon as its
restoration was completed in 1892: “Mr. Soghomon
Nalchakariants from Gandzak has sponsored the recon-
struction of the pilgrimage site of Matznaberd known
by the name of St. Vardanants Zoravarats and located
near Chovdar. The spiritual authorities are now expect-
ed to grant permission to consecrate the finely-rebuilt
sanctuary during the feast of the Assumption of the
Holy Virgin celebrated on 16 August. The church
authorities of Gandzak have already applied to the
appropriate bodies for that purpose.”334

St. Sargis represents a single-nave basilica (exterior
dimensions: 12.07 x 6.75 metres), with its vault lying
below a gable roof and supported by false arches rest-

ing on the two pairs of pilasters of the longitudinal
walls of the prayer hall. Its only entrance that is
enframed in an arch opens in the west. Light penetrates
into the sanctuary through four rectangular windows
(their upper parts are shaped like a vault) opening from
its northern (later closed) and southern walls, and two
narrower ones, each opening from its eastern and west-
ern walls (the latter has a circular opening). The monu-
ment is built of rough stone and mortar, but its corner-
stones, borderstones, pilasters and false arches are fine-
ly-cut. The northern wall retains a font.

The western pediment of the church bears a small,
four-pillar belfry entirely built of finely-dressed stone
and ending in a broach. 

__________
334 “Nor-Dar,” 1892, No. 126, p. 2.

__________
332 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 307.
333 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 293.

HARTSHANGIST (CHOVDAR). The plan of the church of
Matznaberd Monastery
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Both the outer and inner walls of the sanctuary bear
inscribed cross-stones: 

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a khachkar (42 x 35
centimetres) lying in one of the niches of the bema:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤| è¸ ¥1555¤:
transl.: In the year 1555.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 265.

Incised into a cross-stone:
èÔ ¥1641¤: 
transl.: 1641.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

2 lines in the Armenian original inscribed below the cornice of a
khachkar lying in the font:

Â¥íÇÝ¤| èÖÊ¾ ¥1698¤:

transl.: In the year 1698.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of a
cross-stone (35 x 25 centimetres) lying at one of the corners of the bema:

ÀÕå³ÃÇÝ:
transl.: To Eghpat.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.
Note: It was previously deciphered as “To Shepat.” 

Incised into a khachkar (70 x 40 centimetres) set in the western
facade of the church:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë | µ³ñ¿Ë³õë | ê³Éí³ñÇ |
Ñá·áÛÝ| Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ è...:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Salvar’s
soul, in the year... 

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

HARTSHANGIST (CHOVDAR). A khachkar and tombstone from
the ancient site of Ghermeragha Yeghtsy

HARTSHANGIST (CHOVDAR). The mountain of Matznaberd
(photo by courtesy of R. Abgarian), and a cross-stone (1154)
found in Matznaberd (History Museum of Armenia)
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The village site of Shatakh lies on the left bank of
the stream Shatakh (Danayer), between the villages of
Hartshangist and Khachakap, 2.6 kilometres south of
the former, at an altitude of 1,360 to 1,400 metres
above sea level. 

A Historical Introduction. One of the historical
villages of the region, it was Armenian-populated from
at least the early Middle Ages. The local families
included that of the Praziants who later moved from
Shatakh to Khachakap. 

This village site retains a cross-stone bearing an
exact year (981). 

The earliest record mentioning the village dates
from 1621: “…In Sourb Astvatzatzin Church situated
in the village of Shatakh, Gyanja…”335

In the course of time, the local monuments, partic-
ularly, the cross-stones fell prey to merciless plunder
perpetrated by the inhabitants of the nearby villages
and, especially, Khachakap. 

Below follow the inscriptions of several khachkars
scattered here and there: 

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on one of the faces of a
cross-stone:

Ð»ÃáõÙ | Ï³Ý·¥Ý¤»³|ó ½Ë³ãë. | ÜÈ ¥981¤:
transl.: Hetum erected this cross. 981.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 254. 
Note: The khachkar was found in a site called Nahataki Dzor

(the Armenian equivalent for ‘Martyr’s Gorge’) in 1965.

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the lower part of a
cross-stone:

ºë ¸³õÉ³Ã³õ¥á¤ñë Ï¥³¤ÝÏ¥Ý¤»óÇ ½Ë¥³¤ãë
ÇÝÓ »õ | ÍÝáÕ³ó ÇÙ Æëå³ïÇ³ñÇÝ, ¾ÉÙÇÝ, |
æÐ|º ¥1526¤:

transl.: I, Davlatavor, erected this cross [in me-
mory of] my parents Elm, Ispatiar and in my mem-
ory. 1526.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 255. 
Note: The khachkar was moved from the ruins of Shatakh and

placed onto the edge of the road leading from Khachakap to
Targmanchats Monastery. 

8 lines in the Armenian original incised into the western face of
a big, cradle-shaped tombstone whose southern side bears a scene of
everyday life:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ è¾ ¥1558¤ | »ëª ê³ñù|Çë, Ï³Ù³õÝ |
²¥ëïáõÍá¤Û ... | ...Ï³ÝÏÝ»óÇ | ½Ë³ãë
µ³ñ¿|Ë³õë áñ¹|á¥Û¤Ý ÇÙáÛ:

transl.: In the year 1558, by the will of God, I,
Sargis... erected this cross in memory of my son.

The Armenian original published in:  Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: The gravestone was moved from Shatakh and put over a

grave in Khachakap Cemetery.

Inscribed on a cross-stone:
Âí[ÇÝ] èÈÀ ¥1589¤:
transl.: In the year 1589.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 
Note: It is one of those eight khachkars that were moved from

Shatakh to be used as troughs in a place called Gomer in Khachakap
Village.

Shatakh as a Scriptorium. The 17th century
proved particularly prolific for Shatakh, where Priests
David and Hovhannes, Sexton Nazar and other scribes
created, bound and repaired a number of manuscripts. 

On the order of the prior of Khoranashat, in 1627
Priest Hovhannes Shatakhetsy repaired a Gospel
(1476) “…in the newly-consecrated church of Sourb
Astvatzatzin…”336 Unfortunately, the source does not
mention the village name. 

In 1634 Priest Hovhannes copied another manu-
script “…in my village of Shatakh lying in Gyanja
Gorge, Gandzak District. Completed in Sourb
Katoghike Church under Paronter Mkrtich.”337

In 1636  “…on honourable Melik Simavon’s order,
sinful priest Hovhannes” wrote a manuscript in
Shatakh Village of Gyanja …”338

In 1637 the same priest wrote another manuscript
“in the newly-consecrated church of Sourb
Astvatzatzin located in Gyanja Gorge, near Shatakh
Village of Gandzak District…”339

In 1644 Priest David copied a manuscript Gospel
“…in Sourb Astvatzatzin Church situated in Shatakh
Village of Gandzak District…”340

In 1661 Sexton Nazar copied a Gospel on the order
of village head of Shatakh Khachatur.341

Meeting Melik Hakhnazar’s request, in 1687 scribe
Barsegh made certain additions to the manuscript
copied by Hovhannes Shatakhetsy in 1636.342

The scribes of some other manuscripts copied in
Banants (1625)343 and Shakarbek (1633)344 were from
Shatakh in origin. 

As is apparent from the aforementioned records,
the village church, whose year of construction is
unknown, was repeatedly mentioned by the name of
Sourb Astvatzatzin in the 17th century.

A memorial spring, tracing back to the 20th centu-
ry, used to be located near a bridge on the left bank of
the stream Shatakh, south-west of the village site.

__________
335 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 2, p. 1.

__________
336 Op. cit., p. 255.
337 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 2, p. 560.
338 Op. cit., p. 654.
339 Op. cit., p. 710.
340 Colophons of the Armenian Manuscripts of the 17th century, vol.

3. Compiled by Hakobian, V. Yerevan, 1984 (henceforward:
Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3), pp. 150-151.

341 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2, manuscript No.
5072, p. 28.

342 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 1, manuscript No.
713; Colophons, 17th century, vol. 2, p. 654.

343 Idem, p. 186.
344 Idem, p. 531. Also see “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 12, p. 162.
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It used to bear the following bilingual (Armenian
and Russian) inscription:

1941-1945 | å³ï»ñ³½ÙáõÙ ½áÑí³Í ê.
Ð³ñáõÃÛáõÝ | ²åÏ³ñÛ³ÝÇ ÑÇß³ï³ÏÇÝ. | Çñ
áñ¹ÇÝ»ñÇó:

transl.: 1941 to 1945. In memory of S. Haru-
tiun Apkarian, a victim of the war. From his sons. 

Published for the first time.

HATSTAP (ASTAF)
Location. The village is situated on the southwest-

facing slope of a gorge lying on the right bank of the
right tributary of the river Shamkor, 20 kilometres
south-west of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,500
to 1,680 metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. The available sources
keep silence about the history of Hatstap, but the mon-
uments preserved there attest that it was stripped of its
Armenian population in the mid-18th century. In the
Soviet years, the site of the village was inhabited by
some Turkish stock-breeders.

The cemetery of Hatstap extends on a bare hillside

at the south-western edge of the village. Distinguished
for its densely-lying graves, it retains several low, rec-
tangular tombstones with double-stepped edges, and
more than a 100 undressed stone slabs placed in an
eastwest-facing position. The surviving gravestones,
dating from the 14th to 18th centuries are devoid of
any reliefs and epitaphs, with the exception of a single
one.

The village site of Adishen (Atishen) is situat-
ed on the west-facing slope of a wooded mountain
rising on the right bank of the river Shamkor, oppo-

site Parisos Monastery, 2 kilometres west of
Hatstap. 

Its remnants comprise a church and a cemetery.345

KARHAT (NERKIN)
Location. The village is situated on the south-

east-facing slope of a gorge lying on the left bank
of the river Artinajur, a kilometre east of the dis-
trict centre, at an altitude of 1,280 to 1,380
metres above sea level.

It retains some burial mounds dating back to the
period between the Bronze and Iron Ages, as attested
by the results of excavations conducted there.346

A Historical Introduction. Karhat boasts a remar-
kable history. The monuments of material culture pre-
served in its territory prove that it has existed since at
least the Middle Ages, although the earliest sources
mentioning it date from the 17th century, when it
became a scriptorium. Below follows a list of the sur-
viving manuscripts once created there:   

1 A Gospel “...completed in Karhat Village of
Gyanja under Shah Abbas Junior in the year 1655.”347

2 A Collection of Motets (1656) copied and illus-
trated by Priest Grigor “...in St. Hakob and Sourb
Astvatzatzin Churches of Karahat Village of Gan-
dzak...”348 for a certain Sandukht.

3 A Gospel of 1659 copied by Priest Grigor “...in
Sourb Astvatzatzin Church of Karahat Village of Gyan-
ja...”349

4 A Prayer-Book, including a calendar of religious
festivals copied in 1665 by scribe Grigor.350

5 A Gospel of 1675 copied and illustrated by Priest
Grigor for Archimandrite Ignatios.351

6 A Gospel of 1676 copied and illustrated by Priests
Barsegh and Grigor respectively for a clergyman
named Movses.352

A record of 1691 makes mention of “...Hakob, the
head of Karhat Village...”353

The Economy of the Village and the Main
Occupation of Its Inhabitants. The name of Karhat
indicates what the local people’s chief business was: it
is composed of the word ‘kar,’ i.e. the Armenian equiv-
alent for ‘stone,’ and the root ‘hat’ of the verb ‘hatel,’
i.e. the Armenian equivalent for ‘to quarry.’ They prac-
__________
345 Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 303, 305.
346 Resler, E., op. cit., p. 2.
347 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1885, No. 74, p. 3; Colophons, 17th centu-

ry, vol. 3, p. 663. In 1884 researcher Haykuny saw the parchment
in Gandzasar Monastery.

348 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3, p. 697; A Catalogue of
Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2, manuscript No. 10044, p. 1036.

349 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3, p. 852.
350 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2, manuscript No.

9448, p. 931.
351 Idem, manuscript No. 8965, p. 845.
352 Idem, manuscript No. 5636, p. 153.
353 “Ararat,” 1900, p. 320.

HATSTAP. A cemetery
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tised that craft from time immemorial: “The local resi-
dents who were once known as miners used to extract
iron ore and obtain iron, but they were soon obliged to
give it up, for the iron imported from Russia proved far
cheaper.”354

In the second half of the 19th century, the inhabi-
tants of Karhat stopped processing iron altogether. 

The number of those engaged in husbandry was
reduced due to the appropriation of most of the  village
lands by Siemens German Company: “The local people
once possessed large lots of land which, however, shift-
ed into the possession of Siemens Company. Its cobalt
mines are located quite near the village...”355

By the late 1880s, Karhat Armenians had reached
such a grave financial and economic predicament that
they thought of leaving their place of residence: “The
position of the village is highly unfavourable so that its
inhabitants, who are now on the verge of abject pover-
ty, have serious intentions to resettle somewhere
else.”356

Shortly thereafter, between 1894 and 1895, more
than half of the local Armenians abandoned their
homes and founded another village of the same name
in the area of the upper course of the river Artinajur, 4
kilometres south-west of their previous place of living.

It was called Verin (i.e. ‘Upper’) Karhat to be differen-
tiated from the other village of Karhat, which was later
renamed Nerkin (i.e. ‘Lower’) Karhat. 

Population. Karhat Armenians were natives of the
village.

Below follows a list of the families living there in
1839:357

1 Maki Harutiunian, his wife Horom, their son Allahverdi
and their daughter Tamar; Maki’s brother Khachatur, his wife
Anna as well as their sons Hovhannes, and Gevorg with his
wife Khatun and his daughter Javahir;

2 Sargis Nersissian, his wife Yetar, their sons 1. Ghukas
with his wife Shoghi and his son Cherkez; 2. Babi with his
wife Aziz, and 3. Harutiun with his wife Shoghi; Sargis’
brother Barsegh, his wife Aziz as well as their sons
Khachatur and Beglar;

3 Babajan Nersissian, his sons 1. Arzuman with his wife
Sirunna and his son Ohannes, and 2. Minas with his wife Mariam;

4 Michael Ter-Antonian, his wife Khampervan as well as
their son Simeon with his wife Herik and his daughter
Shahgul;

5 Mkrtich Virapian, his wife Margaret, their daughter
Vardi and their son Babi with his wife Sandukht; Mkrtich’s
brother Yesayi, his wife Margaret, their sons Ghuli and
Hakob as well as their daughters Shoghi and Herik;

6 Vardan Mkhitarian, his sons 1. Sargis with his wife Pari
and his son Mkhitar, and 2. Ohannes with his wife Anakhas,
his son Harutiun and his daughter Gyuli; Vardan’s brother__________

354 “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 122, p. 3.
355 Ibid.
356 Ibid.

__________
357 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 286.

NERKIN KARHAT. The village seen from the south
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Khalat,C his wife Sabed as well as their son Mkhitar with his
wife Nigar, his son Karapet and his daughter Zari;

7 Hovhannes Ter-Harutiunian, his wife Margaret, their
sons 1. Grigor with his wife Mariam, his son Karapet and his
daughter Sabed; 2. Stepan with his wife Mariam as well as his
children Vardazar, Khatun and Khallu, and 3. widower
Gevorg with his son Mnatsakan;

8 Hakob Grigorian, his wife Pari, their sons Grigor,
Mkrtich with his wife Sandukht, and Melik with his daughter
Shahalam;

9 Barsegh Stepanian, his mother Zada, his brother Grigor
and his sister Mariam;

10 Sargis Simeonian, his wife Vari and their son Virap
with his spouse Voski; Sargis’ sister Herik as well as his
brother Ohan with his wife Herik, his son Beglar and his
daughter Khatun;

11 Gaspar Michaelian, his mother Mariam, his wife Pari
as well as his daughters Herik and Tangi;

12 Tsakan Astvatzaturian with his mother Parunna and
his sister Herik.358

The available statistical data relating to the period
between the 19th and 20th centuries show that Karhat’s
inhabitants continually increased until 1894 to 1895,
when more than half of them left their village and
founded Verin Karhat.                        

In the course of some years, the village suffered
losses due to various lethal infectious diseases: thus,
between November 1899 and April 1900, 61 children
fell victim to smallpox.359

The aforementioned statistical data are as follows:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1839360 12 63 60 123
1845361 99 114 213
1847362 91 80 171
1849363 91 95 186
1852364 96 92 188
1861365 18
1866366 40 190 145 335
1871367 47
1872368 434 221 655
1873369 551
1874370 961
1875371 575

1876372 599
1877373 413 211 624
1878374 420 213 633
1881375 432 223 655
1882376 443 225 668
1883377 459 244 703
1885378 55 402 354 756
1886379 80 435 361 796
1887380 447 353 800
1888381 448 354 802
1889382 463 366 829
1890383 100 479 378 857
1891384 486 393 879
1892385 491 398 889
1893386 488 416 904
1894387 494 420 914

The statistical sources regarding the period between 1897
and 1914 do not separate the populations of Verin and Nerkin
Karhat: 
1897388 529 448 977
1898389 541 461 1,002
1899390 548 463 1,011
1900391 563 482 1,045
1901392 568 491 1,059
1902393 572 490 1,062
1905394 575 494 1,069
1906395 622 521 1,143
1907396 1,119
1908397 130 614 580 1,094
1910398 643 518 1,161
1912399 1,113
1914400 1,001
__________
372 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
373 Idem, file 3869, pp. 54-55.
374 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
375 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
376 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
377 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
378 Idem, file 3877, pp. 22-23. Also see “Ardzagank,” 1885, No. 21, p. 300.
379 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 84-85.
380 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 73.
381 Idem, file 3882, p. 131.
382 Idem, file 3884, pp. 27-28, 227-228.
383 Idem, file 3887, p. 150. Also see “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 122, p. 3.
384 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3889, p. 149.
385 Idem, file 3891, p. 121.
386 Idem, file 3895 pp. 78-79.
387 Idem, file 3896, pp. 73-74, 174-175.
388 Idem, file 3899, pp. 147-148.
389 Idem, file 3897, p. 169.
390 Idem, file 3903, pp. 127-128.
391 Idem, file 3905, pp. 92-93.
392 Idem, file 3906, pp. 98-99.
393 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3907, pp. 23-24.
394 Idem, file 3912, pp. 266-267.
395 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
396 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 237.
397 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 10.
398 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 58-59.
399 Idem, file 3919, pp. 62-63. 
400 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 116.

__________
358 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 29.
359 “Mshak,” 1900, No. 77, p. 2.
360 Ibid.
361 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3811, pp. 4-5.
362 Idem, file 3814, pp. 96-97.
363 Idem, file 3818, pp. 96-97.
364 Idem, file 3819, pp. 106-107.
365 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3835, pp. 148-

149.
366 Idem, file 3848, p. 57.
367 Idem, file 5835, p. 1.
368 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63.
369 Idem, file 3864, pp. 39-40. Another source of the same year men-

tions 540 inhabitants (ibid., file 3862, pp. 58-59).
370 Caucasian Calendar for 1886, p. 125.
371 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3866, pp. 44-45.
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In the following years, however, the inhabitants of
Nerkin Karhat are presented separately:
1907401 428
1908402 48 229 171 400
1910403 252 201 451
1914404 340

Immediately after the Tsarist Government had
granted permission to Armenian educational institu-
tions to resume their activity in 1905, the Armenians of
Karhat convened a meeting (27 September) which
decided to found a one-year school without losing
time.405 Gandzak inhabitant Mrs. Yeghisabet N. Ham-

bardzumian Malkhassiants committed herself to spon-
soring its construction in memory of her late husband
Stepanos Malkhassiants.406

St. Stepanossian Unisex School opened in 1908,407

its pupils amounting to 54 that year.408 In 1909 the
institution, whose staff comprised a single teacher, had
70 schoolchildren, including 4 girls.409 In 1911 they
totaled 82, including 6 girls, with the school personnel
consisting of 2 teachers.410

Although St. Stepanossian School had its own building
and budget, in 1913 it closed for absence of teachers.411

NERKIN KARHAT. A cemetery and khachkars (9th to13th cents.)

__________
406 Idem, file 433, p. 2.
407 Idem, file 559, p. 15.
408 Idem, file 433, p. 10.
409 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 1849, p. 18.
410 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 682, p. 57.
411 “Mshak,” 1913, No. 145, pp. 3-4.

__________
401 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 237.
402 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 10.
403 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 58-59.
404 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 116.
405 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 140, p. 1.
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According to some manuscript colophons, Karhat
had two churches: St. Hakob, mentioned in 1656, and
Sourb Astvatzatzin, mentioned in 1656 and 1659. A
great number of archive documents dating from the
period before 1878 (1849,412 1852,413 1861,414 1872,415

1878416) attest that the village had a wooden  church
(indeed, its wooden roof is meant) called St. Stepanos.
From 1882 onwards (1882,417 1885418), the same sanc-
tuary is referred to as a stone monument dedicated to
the Holy Virgin. This suggests that between 1878 and
1882, the local church of St. Stepanos was reconstruct-
ed (perhaps, thoroughly) and reconsecrated. 

In 1903 the roof of the church was in bad need of
repairs: “Nerkin Karhat and its Sourb Astvatzatzin
Church are absolutely devoid of any support. The latter
does not have any benefactors to meet its economic and
other needs. It is now on the verge of utter collapse so
that we should certainly prevent its final destruction by
tiling its roof. The sanctuary should have its own
patrons and trustees to sponsor its renovation. Taking
into account the aforementioned, we are applying to

You for permission to spend three hundred rubles from
the church budget to carry out the necessary
work…”419

According to an estimate, the overhaul expenses
amounted to 1,473 rubles, but the local people had
managed to procure only 262 rubles through dona-
tions.420

As attested by an archive document of 1911, the
spiritual powers did not meet Karhat inhabitants’
request, and the condition of the sanctuary did not
improve at all.421

Sourb Astvatzatzin Church was totally demolished
in 1927. 

Priests. Anton Verdian Papikiants, who was
appointed priest in the village in 1871, served the local
population until 1908.422

A cemetery, extending in the centre of the village,
retains several inscribed cross-stones dating from the
9th to 11th centuries and imparting great historic value
to it.

Below follow the epitaphs found in this graveyard:

17 extremely weathered lines in the Armenian original carved
between the cross wings of a khachkar:

NERKIN KARHAT. A cross-stone, 1292

__________
412 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3818, pp. 96-97.
413 Idem, file 3819, p. 106.
414 Idem, file 3835, pp. 148-149.
415 Idem, file 3872, pp. 30-31.
416 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
417 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
418 Idem, file 3877, p. 29.

__________
419 Idem, file 3368, pp. 17-18.
420 Idem, p. 16.
421 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 1273, p. 11.
422 Idem, file 5835, p. 1; file 817, p. 7.
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Âõ¥ÇÝ¤ ÚÐÂ ¥930¤, | ... ... | Ç µ³ñ|¿Ë³õë|áõ-
ÃÇ(õÝ)| ... | Ñá·|áó:

transl.: In the year 930, ... in memory of ... souls.
Published for the first time.

4 semi-distorted lines in the Armenian original engraved on the
lower part of a cross-stone:

ºë ºÕÇ»³Û ¿ñ¿ó... | ...Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ ëáõñµ | ... |
...½Çë ÛÇß»³ëç[Çù] ...:

NERKIN KARHAT. Partial views of the castle of Ghala and its plan
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transl.: I, Priest Yeghia ...erected this holy ...
May you remember me...

Published for the first time.

A khachkar called Gyozal Kar used to be located
at the beginning of the village: “Within several steps of
Karhat, we came across a cross-stone standing under
the canopy of some four to five trees, almost on the
brink of the gorge, as far as I remember. We found out
that people commonly referred to it as Gyozal Kar.”423

Later the inhabitants of Karhat moved that valuable
cross-stone to the centre of the village, where it stood
until the deportation of 1989. 

8 lines in the Armenian original incised into the lower part of
Gyozal Kar:

ÂíÇë | âÊ² ¥1292¤, | »ë ¼|³ïÇ|Ï áõ Ø³|ÃÇ-
áë Ï³Ý·Ý»ó³ù ½ë(áõñ)µ Ý|ß³Ýë Ç µ³ñ»Ë³õ-
ëáõÃÇ(õÝ)...: 

transl.: In the year 1292, Matios and I, Zatik,
erected this Holy Sign in memory of...

Published for the first time.

The fort of Ghala represents a small medieval
building towering at the top of an almost impregnable
rock, hardly a kilometre south of the village. 

The monument, whose entrance opens in the west,
has a semi-circular tower in the north-west. The sur-
viving remnants of its ramparts are built of undressed
stone and mortar. Evidently, the stronghold, soaring at
an inaccessible height, communicated with the outer
world through a hanging ladder. The vestiges of some
walls and earthen buildings can be seen in its vicinity.   

KHACHAKAP (GHUSHCHI)
Location. The village is situated on the south-fac-

ing slope of a gorge lying in the valley of one of the left
tributaries of the river Artinajur, 4 kilometres north of
the district centre, at an altitude of 1,090 to 1,230
metres above sea level.

The Origin of the Toponym. There exist a number
of versions etymologizing the name of the village.
Thus, a record states, “...The neighbourhood of the vil-
lage abounds in stones bearing ancient cross reliefs:
hence the name of Khachakap424 derives.”425

According to another source, “...these cross-stones
were erected by St. Mesrop after he had uprooted the
last traces of paganism in Gardman on local prince
Khurs’ permission. The village was called Kha-
chakap, or Khachapak in commemoration of that
event.”426

The Persians and later the Turks called the vil-
lage Ghushchi,427 that name being etymologized in
the following way: “During one of Shah Abbas’
incursions into the region, a local inhabitant
named Grigor attempted to catch a hawk and pres-
ent it to him. Unfortunately, however, he fell down
from a rock and smashed himself up to death.
Learning about that, the shah decided to give the
village to Grigor’s father as a gift, but the man
refused to accept it, asking him to liberate the
whole village community from the yoke of
invaders so that they would pray for his dead son's
soul. The shah met his request and named the vil-
lage Ghushchi.”428

Archaeological Monuments. The territory of
Khachakap has been inhabited since time immemo-
rial, which is attested by the results of the excava-
tions ’ Archaeological Society held in 1903: “On the
third of last May, he came across an inscribed stone
within a verst of Khachakap Village. Seemingly, it
bears a cuneiform inscription which, however, can
not be easily declared a piece of written speech, for
it does not have regular lines. The stone, which
resembles a reference-book, should be brought to
Tiflis and delivered over to the Archaeological
Society. 

“During the excavations near the village of
Khachakap, Schultz unearthed an ancient cemetery
comprising huge blocks of stone, apparently, once
moved there from a distance of 15 to 20 versts. Each
of them is two arshins long and weighes between 40
and 50 poods. The grave-yard, which extends from
the south-west to the north-east, retains some agate
beads and bronze articles, including daggers,
bracelets, spears, knives, head brooches, etc. So far,
however, specialists have not established what pur-
poses they were once used for. Two small holes, seen
along a bronze knife, make it particularly remark-
able…”429

Construction Activity. A visitor who saw Khacha-
kap in the 1890s reports the following about it, “Most
of the dwellings are sunken, the others representing
single- or double-storied houses.”430

The available statistical data on the local popula-
tion show a continuous increase in their number
between the early 19th century and the 1910s. In the
course of some years, however, certain changes could
be observed due to resettlement or lethal infectious dis-
eases. Thus, in 1884 about 30 families abandoned their
native village because of the shortage of arable lands

__________
427 ‘Ghush' is the Armenian equivalent for 'Hawk.'
428 Ibid.
429 Ibid.
430 “Mshak,” 1903, No. 117, 3 June, p. 1.

__________
423 “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 122, p. 3. Note: ‘Gyozal Kar’ is the

Armenian equivalent for ‘Beautiful Stone.’
424 'Khach' is the Armenian equivalent for 'Cross.'
425 “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No. 65, p. 1.
426 Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 313.
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and founded a new village called Armavir431 not far
from Getashen Village of Khanlar District. Between

November 1899 and April 1900, smallpox took away
the lives of 29 children.432

KHACHAKAP. Partial views of the village; the older part of the local cemetery, and a khachkar (10th to 11th cents.)

__________
431 See the present work, p. 396.

__________
432 “Mshak,” 1900, No. 77, p. 2.
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According to the inhabitants of Khachakap, the
local family of the Prazians was from Shatakh Village
of Dashkesan District.

Below follows a list of the local residents found in
an archive document of 1839:

“1 Gevorg Shahdinarov, his wife Aziz, their son Karapet,
his wife Zani, as well as their children Khachatur, Harutiun
and Horom; Gevorg’s brothers Mnatsakan and Vardan, the
former’s wife Zani, their children Sargis, Harutiun and
Horom; the latter’s wife Herik, their daughter Javahir, as well
as their sons Hovsep, Haron, Shapakayn, Maki and
Baghdasar;

2 Ghukas Harutiunian, his mother Khatun, his wife Anna,
their sons Mateos, Arakel, Sargis, Grigor and Movses with
his wife Marinos; Ghukas’ brothers Hovhannes and Karapet,
the former’s wife Gyuli, their children Arzuman, Salbi and
Parunna; the latter’s wife Anna, their son Khachatur, as well
as their daughters Mariam and Nazani; 

3. Harutiun Grigorian, his mother Vari, his wife Sirunna,
their children Sona, Grigor and Martiros; Harutiun’s brother
Hakob, his wife Tangi and their daughter Zada;

4 Verdi Harutiunian, his wife Antaram, their children
Arustam, Karapet, Mariam and Sirunna;

5 Mkhitar Gabrielian, his mother Anna, his wife
Margaret, their daughter Javahir, their sons Hovhannes,
Nerses and Harutiun with his wife Mariam; Mkhitar’s broth-
er Vardan, his wife Mariam and their daughter Marmar;

6 Aghabab Harutiunian, his mother Mariam, his wife
Anna, their children Arzuman, Sahak and Sirunna; Aghabab’s
sisters Tellu, Margaret and Herik, as well as his brothers
Hayrapet and Galust with his wife Heriknaz; 

7 Yeremia Hovsepian, his wife Mariam, their sons
Vardan, Mkhitar, Grigor, Voskan with his daughter Pari, as
well as Aram with his wife Tamar and his daughter Horom;
Yeremia’s brothers Sargis and Hakob with his wife Herik, as
well as his daughters Guli and Mariam;

8 Avag Mnatsakanian, his brother Harutiun, their sisters
Mariam and Sirunna, as well as their mother Javahir;

9 Maki Soghomonian, his wife Tellu, their sons Karapet,
Grigor, Soghomon with his wife Sabet and his daughter
Javahir, as well as Martiros with his wife Sandukht and their
children Ghazar, Verdi, Horom and Herik;

10 Sargis Ananian, his wife Sandukht, their sons
Theodoros, Papi, Badal, Arzuman and Harutiun; Sargis’
brother Ohannes and his wife Sharmagh;

11 Badal Stepanian, his wife Tellu, their children Karapet
and Khatun; Badal’s mother Margaret, as well as his brothers
David, Mkrtich, Ohannes and Harutiun;

12 Karapet Ohannissian, his wife Vardi, as well as their
children Ohannes, Grigor, Harutiun, Anakhas, Sirunna and
Mariam; Karapet’s brother Badal and his wife Sirunna;

13 Barsegh Avagian, his mother Mariam, his wife Anna,
their son Bozi and their daughter Horom; Barsegh’s  brothers
Harutiun, Arzuman and Grigor with his wife Gyuli;

14 Tzatur Harutiunian, his wife Aziz, their daughters
Herik and Horom; Tzatur’s mother Sandukht, his brother
Gabriel, his wife Herik, as well as their children Badal,
Harutiun and Gyuli;

15 Petros Badalian, his wife Parunna, as well as their
children Vardi, Sargis and Harutiun; Petros’ brothers
Andreas, Hayrapet, Harutiun and Poghos with his wife

Mariam and his son Harutiun; Petros’ nephews 1. Grigor with
his wife Aziz, his son Tzatur and his daughter Mariam, and 2.
Ohannes with his wife Sarah, as well as his sons Hovakim,
Arustam, Yengibar and Petros;

16 Mkrtich Ghazarian, his wife Sabed and their son
Ghazar; Mkrtich’s mother Margaret, as well as his brothers
Harutiun and Khachatur;

17 Movses Sargissian, his wife Pari, as well as their sons
Beglar and Arustam; Movses’ mother Herik, as well as his
brothers Mirza, Ohannes, Tzatur and Grigor;

18 Sargis Petrossian, his wife Magtagh, as well as their
children Badal, Anakhanum and Horomsim; Sargis’ brother
Hakob, his wife Sandukht and their son Beglar;

19 Khachatur Ohanian and his wife Mariam.”433

The available statistical data on the number of
Khachakap’s population between 1804 and 1917 repre-
sent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1804434 8 30 23 53
1839435 19 114 90 204
1845436 258 254 512
1847437 215 205 420
1849438 215 210 425
1852439 239 217 456
1861440 40
1866441 54 419 343 762
1870442 459 378 837
1872443 550 485 1,035
1873444 957
1874445 961
1875446 968
1876447 985
1877448 517 468 985
1878449 536 469 1,005
1881450 551 479 1,030
1882451 570 482 1,052
1883452 583 475 1,058
1885453 73 585 523 1,108

__________
433 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, pp. 27-28.
434 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
435 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 28.
436 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3811, pp. 4-5.
437 Idem, file 3814, pp. 96-97.
438 Idem, file 3818, pp. 96-97.
439 Idem, file 3819, pp. 106-107.
440 Idem, file 3835, pp. 148-149. 
441 Idem, file 3848, p. 57. 
442 Idem, file 3857, pp. 49-50.
443 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63.
444 Idem, file 3864, pp. 39-40.
445 Caucasian Calendar for 1886, p. 125.
446 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3866, pp. 44-45.
447 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
448 Idem, file 3869, pp. 54-55.
449 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
450 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
451 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
452 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
453 Idem, file 3877, p. 30. Also see “Ardzagank,” 1885, No. 4, p. 51.
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1886454 114 676 637 1,313
1887455 638 562 1,200
1888456 653 586 1,239
1889457 663 589 1,252
1890458 677 607 1,284
1891459 699 631 1,330
1892460 696 634 1,331
1893461 725 644 1,369
1894462 744 654 1,398
1897463 817 729 1,546
1898464 832 747 1,579
1899465 838 751 1,589
1900466 857 773 1,630
1901467 881 791 1,672
1902468 891 811 1,702
1905469 894 814 1,708
1906470 964 865 1,829
1907471 1,514
1908472 206 760 740 1,500
1909473 909 832 1,741
1910474 383 376 759
1912475 923 341 1,264
1914476 661
1917477 119 1,013

The Armeno-Turkish Fights between 1905 and
1906. The Turkish mob, attacking the neighbouring
Armenian villages, did not spare Khachakap either. On
14 September 1905, “The Turks attempted to drive
away the cattle belonging to the local inhabitants, but
some guards from Chovdar freed the animals from

their hands in a place called Saruyal and returned them
to their owners.”478

Khachakap participated in World War II with 397 of
its residents, 197 of whom sacrificed their lives on the
battle-field. Their grateful fellow villagers built a
memorial and a museum in the settlement in perpetua-
tion of their memory.

Lieutenant Colonel Grigor Karapet Baghian (1914
to 1965) was awarded the honourary title of Hero of the
Soviet Union for his valour and great commanding
skills. Later he was promoted to Major-General.479

Since the school of Targmanchats Monastery,
founded in 1872, was located quite near Khachakap, it

KHACHAKAP. Sourb Astvatzatzin Church

__________
454 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 82-83. In some other sources the num-

ber of the village population oscillates between 100 (“Nor-Dar,”
1886, No. 65, p. 1) and 78 houses (“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p.
310).

455 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 73.
456 Idem, file 3882, p. 131.
457 Idem, file 3884, pp. 227-228.
458 Idem, file 3887, p. 150.
459 Idem, file 3889, p. 149.
460 Idem, file 3891, p. 121.
461 Idem, file 3895, pp. 78-79.
462 Idem, file 3896, pp. 174-175.
463 Idem, file 3899, pp. 147-148.
464 Idem, file 3897, p. 169.
465 Idem, file 3903, pp. 126-127.
466 Idem, file 3905, pp. 92-93.
467 Idem, file 3906, pp. 98-99.
468 Idem, file 3907, pp. 23-24.
469 Idem, file 312, pp. 23-24.
470 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
471 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
472 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 10.

Another statistical source of 1908 mentions 1,660 inhabitants for
this year (Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 303).

473 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 764, p. 117.
474 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 58-59.
475 Idem, file 3919, pp. 62-63.
476 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p.149.
477 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166.

__________
478 “Arshaluys,” 1905, No. 17, 20 September.
479 For further information on G. Baghian, see Ghalachian, K.

Memorials of Glory: An Album. Yerevan, 1986, pp. 31-32, in
Armenian.
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was only comparatively later that the inhabitants of the
village felt the necessity of opening their own parish
school.

In 1876 they had a female school.480

The parochial school of the village, which had
reopened in 1906,481 had a teacher and 63 pupils in
1914.482

Khachakap also had a Russian public school,
which functioned from 1903 until 1904.

Sourb Astvatzatzin Church, founded in 1650, was
located in the centre of the village (the earliest archive
documents mentioning it date from 1847).483 It repre-
sented a “magnificent” edifice (exterior dimensions:
18.9 x 12.28 metres) of finely-dressed stone “resting on
four splendid pillars.”484

The monument, which was preserved intact as of
1988, used to have inscriptions commemorating its
foundation and repairs. 

Carved on the facade of the church:
²ñ¹»³Ùµ ¨ Í³ËÇõù Ê³ã³Ï³å³ó ÅáÕá-

íñ¹áó ßÇÝ»ó³õ 1650 ³ÙÇ, Ýáñá·»ó³õ 1864 ³ÙÇ:
ºÏ³Ûù ³é Çë ³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ ³ßË³ï»³Éù ¨

Í³Ýñ³µ»éÝ»³Éù ¨ »ë Ñ³Ý·áõóÇó ½Ó»½:
transl.: Built in the year 1650 through the

means and efforts of the people of Khachakap,
repaired in the year 1864. 

Come unto me, all ye that labour and are
heavy laden, and I will give you rest.

The Armenian original published in: “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No. 65, p.
1; Barkhutariants, M., Artsakh, p. 288.

Found in the belfry:
²ñ¹»³Ùµ ßÇÝ»ó³õ ½³Ý·³Ï³ïáõÝë 1864

ëÙÇ ì»ñïÇ Ú³ñáõÃÇÝ»³Ý îéáõ½»³Ýó:
transl.: This belfry was built through the means

of Verti Harutiunian Truziants in the year 1864.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid.

KHACHAKAP. The chapel of Khach Ketsy and its construction inscription (1913). Cross-stones from the sacred site of Tzaghkots
(11th cent.), and a broken khachkar found in the village (16th to 17th cents.)

__________
480 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1876, No. 40, p. 3.
481 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 214, p. 1. 
482 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 479.
483 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list1, file 3818, pp. 96-97.
484 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 310. Also see “Nor-Dar,” 1886,

No. 65, p. 1; Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 308; Lalayan, Yer.
Gandzak District, p. 313. 
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Parallel with the construction of the belfry in 1864,
some repairs were carried out in the church. Further
overhaul was implemented in 1880, the following
inscription attesting to it: 

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved near the northern cor-
ner of the western facade of the church:

1880 ³ÙÇ, Ð. èÚÆÂ | ê¥áõñ¤µ »Ï»Õ»óáÛë ë»-
Õ³ÝÇ ¨ ÅáÕáíñ¹Ç ï»ÕÇ ë³É³¥Û³¤|ï³ÏÁ ßÇÝ»É
ïí»ó ÷Çµ»óÇ ²µáõÝó Ú³ÏáµÇ ³Õ|çÇÏ Â³-
Ù³ÙÁ. ÛÇß³ï³Ï Ñá·õáÛ Çõñáó:

transl.: In the year 1880. The bema and hall of
this holy church were paved through the means of
Tamam, the daughter of Abunts Hakob from Pib.
In memory of their souls. 

Published for the first time.

In the late 19th century, Sourb Astvatzatzin was
again in need of renovation: “The Reverend Father
Tavakaliants, who had come to our village on an

informal visit, noticed that the church roof was in a
state of dilapidation, water constantly leaking
through its ceiling. He started collecting money and
raised 300 rubles for the overhaul scheduled for the
summer.”485

The sanctuary closed in 1928.486

Below follows a chronological list of the clergy-
men who served in Khachakap:

Movses Yepiskopossiants performed priestly duties
between the 1840s and 1860s.487

Anton Grigorian Malkhassiants, mentioned in
1858, served simultaneously the communities of Ki-
rants and Karhat Villages.488

Before coming to Khachnakap, Grigor Ter-Hov-
hannissian Ter-Avetikiants (1904 to 1910), who was
ordained in 1884, was the spiritual shepherd of the

KHACHAKAP. Cross-stones from the ancient site of Okhtnaghber

__________
485 “Nor-Dar,” 1896, No. 118, p. 3.
486 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2658, p. 12.
487 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 31, pp. 56-58. 
488 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list1, file 3831, pp. 39-40.
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Armenian refugees living in Veliaminov Region on the
shore of the Black Sea.489 From 1908 until 1910, Priest
Hovhannes Ter-Yeghiazariants joined him in his
work.490

Hovhannes Davtian Ter-Yeghiazariants, men-
tioned between 1898 and 1919,491 was ordained
priest in 1898. From 1903 till 1904, he taught
Religion and Armenian in Khachakap’s Russian pub-
lic school. During the period between 1898 and
1919, he “…dedicated himself to the education of
the younger generation and soon initiated the pur-
chase of a building for Khachakap’s parish
school…”492

The Village Cemeteries. A small cemetery, extend-
ing around Sourb Astvatzatzin Church, retains several
tombstones tracing back to the 19th century. Most pre-
sumably, beneath one of them reposes a person of great
significance in the social life of the village, whose
foundation is ascribed to him.

10 lines in the Armenian original carved on a white marble
gravestone:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ê³ã³|Ï³å ·ÇõÕÇ ÑÇÙÝ³|-
¹Çñ î¿ñ ²µñ³Ñ³Ù | Þ³ÑÝ³½³ñ»³ÝóÇ | »õ
áñ¹õáÛ Ýáñ³ | Ø»ÉÇù-Øáíë¿ëÇ: | ¥ØÛáõë »ñ»ëÇÝ¤ª
î¿ñ ²µñ¥³¤Ñ³ÙÁ | íË. 1758 Ã., Ø»ÉÇù Øáíë»ëÁ
| íË. 1790 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave repose Father
Abraham Shahnazariants, the founder of
Khachakap Village, and his son Melik Movses.
The other face reads: Father Abraham died in
1758 [and] Melik Movses passed away in
1790.

Published for the first time.

Another epitaph found in the cemetery reads:
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ù»ÉÇù ä³µÇÝ, Ãí. èØÈ¾

¥1788¤:
transl.: In this grave reposes Melik Pab, in the

year 1788.
The Armenian original published in: Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak

District, p. 313.

Another grave-yard, extending on a hillside at the
eastern edge of the village, retains several khachkars
dating from the 9th to 11th centuries. One of them (100
x 40 x 13 centimetres) bears two cross reliefs carved
below each other. Standing at the foot of the hill can be
seen another cross-stone (110 x 73 x 11 centimetres)

which is distinguished for its simplicity. Only some let-
ters have survived out of the inscription once engraved
on its upper part.493

A pilgrimage site, called Tzaghkots and located at
the southern extremity of Khachakap, has preserved
two 11th-century cross-stones. One of them is engra-
ved with a semi-distorted inscription:

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on the lower part of the
khachkar:

Æ Ãáõ³Ï³Ý|Çë Þº ¥1056¤, | Ç Û³ß...
transl.: In the year 1056...
The Armenian original published in: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3,

pp. 10-11. 

An ornate cross-stone fragment, lying in the yard of
a house in the centre of the village, bears the following
inscription: 

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of the
khachkar (43 x 52 x 15 centimetres):

...Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ ë¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ¥¿¤Ë¥³õë¤
Ñá·áÛÝ ²é³ù¿ÉÇÝ:

transl.: ...erected this Holy Cross in protection
of Arakel’s soul.

Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates from the period between the 16th and

17th centuries.

Another pilgrimage site called Khach Ketsi494 is
located at the southern edge of Khachakap: “At the end
of the village stands a chapel built of undressed stone.
That sanctuary, where the remains of a certain saint
repose in eternal peace, is called Khach Ketsi: young
men and ladies cast lots over the saint's grave to learn
their destiny…”495

According to an inscription carved on the western
facade of the chapel, it was reconstructed in 1913:

àËï³ï»ÕÇë ßÇÝ»³óÇ | ³ñ¹»³Ùµ ¨ Í³Ë-
Çõù Ë³ã³Ï³åóÇ | µ³ñ»å³ßï ¶ñÇ·áñ Ú³-
ñáõÃÇõÝ»³Ý | ØÏñïã»³ÝóÇ, 1913 Ã.:

transl.: This pilgrimage site was re-built
through the means of pious believer Grigor
Harutiunian Mkrtchiants from Khachakap,
1913.

Published for the first time.

The pilgrimage site of Tziranavor, situated in the
centre of the village, used to represent a stone structure
of a wooden roof. __________

489 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, pp. 65-66. Also
see fund 53, list 1, file 817, p. 7.

490 National Archives of Armenia, fund 458, list 1, file 184, p. 7. Also
see fund 53, list 1, file 817, p. 7.

491 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 5, file 250, p. 94. Also see
fund 56, list 6, file 1174, p. 11.

492 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, pp. 65-66.

__________
493 Karapetian, S. The 8th-11th-century Khachkars of Gardmank.

In: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, pp. 10-11, in Armenian.
494 ‘Khach Ketsi’ is the Armenian equivalent for 'Cast a Cross,’ the

name, evidently, deriving from the aforementioned custom.
495 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 288.
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Okhtnaghber.496 Seven old-styled west-facing cross-
stones stand in the site of this sanctuary, 2 kilometres

north-west of Khachakap. The khachkars, dating from
the 9th to 11th centuries, are bare of any inscriptions.

The bridge of Kchaghbyur, preserved in the south-
east of the village as of the early 20th century, repre-

KHACHAKAP. Targmanchats Monastery in 1911 and in the 1980s

__________
496 ‘Okhtnaghber’ is the Armenian equivalent for ‘Seven Brothers.’
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sented a single-span, vaulted structure. It was built of
undressed stone and mortar, except for the cornerstones
of its vault-bearing arch, which were finely-cut. Its
span amounted to 3.95 metres, and the passage-way,

originally 4.05 metres wide, was later extended by ano-
ther 3 metres.

The Monuments in the Neighbourhood of Kha-
chakap. An area between 4 and 5 kilometres north of

KHACHAKAP. Partial views of Targmanchats Monastery
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the village retains a specimen of the early period of the
art of cross-stones. It represents a block of undressed
stone (2.01 x 1.05 x 0.25 to 0.35 metres) bearing three
identical cross reliefs.497

Targmanchats Monastery is located on the south-
facing slope of a mountain rising between two small
gorges, 1.5 kilometres north of the village, at an alti-
tude of 1,315 metres above sea level.

Its foundation is traditionally connected with the
activity of St. Mesrop Mashtots, who preached Chris-
tianity in Artsakh in the 5th century; hence comes its
name, i.e. Targmanchats, which means ‘Of the Holy
Translators.’498

One of the most famous and prolific spiritual and
cultural centres in North-Eastern Armenia, the
monastery repeatedly suffered destruction, which left
traces in its stonework. With this regard, a record
states, “…In Timur’s times, this sanctuary was so heav-
ily dilapidated that its walls were almost levelled with
the ground…”499

Seeing the evident marks of frequent renovation in
the monument, a visitor wrote the following in 1885,
“...throughout many centuries, the monastery was peri-
odically destroyed and repaired so that its once virgin
antiquity gradually withered away. Its bema, however,
seems to have preserved its original position. Early in
the 11th century500 (1029), the choir and hall were
repaired, becoming narrower and smaller in dimen-
sions.”501

The only church of the monastery was dedicated to
Sts. Sahak and Mesrop.502

KHACHAKAP. Partial views of Targmanchats Monastery

KHACHAKAP. The plan of Targmanchats Monastery

__________
497 The old-styled motifs of the khachkar trace it back to the 8th cen-

tury (The Medieval Steles of Armenia: Khachkars of the 9th to
13th centuries. Compiled by Shahinian, A. Yerevan, 1984, p. 22,
in Armenian). However, their comparison with other dated monu-
ments of the area reveals that the reliefs and decorative patterns
adorning the khachkars of Central Armenia between the 8th and
9th centuries were used in the khachkars of Gardmank, a remote
district of Historical Armenia, only in the 10th to 11th centuries.

__________
498 Alishan, Gh. Political Georgraphy. Venice, 1853.
499 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 308.
500 The original of this extract reads “10th century,” a mistake which

we have corrected.
501 “Ardzagank,” 1885, No. 4, p. 55.
502 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list14, file 205, pp. 231-232.
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Between 1872 and 1890, an amount of 9,116 rubles
was collected for the overhaul of the monastery. In fact,
it needed 9,880 rubles, with another 15,000 rubles still
necessary for the accomplishment of the work.503 In
1888 the spiritual authorities called upon the local peo-
ple to contribute to that work of the utmost impor-
tance.504

Despite the aforementioned, however, in the 1880s
the prospering sanctuary aroused admiration, a visitor
writing the following with that regard, “Leaving behind
some luxuriant fields abounding in harvest, together
with a number of magnificent forests and arable lands,
a traveller approaches a gorge presently called
Arjadzor. On the opposite side, on a slope right at the
beginning of the canyon rises the fine edifice of Sourb
Targmanchats Monastery, surrounded by well-built
dwellings, gardens, meadows and a newly-growing
wood. … Thanks to different donations and the strenu-
ous efforts of its benefactor (Armenian merchant and
exporter Nerses Ter-Nersissiants - S. K.), at present the
cloister has two antechambers, a dwelling of four
rooms, and a basement built of mortar. That abode is
adjoined by the prior's large, fine room: you can hard-
ly find one like that in the residences of the bishops of
Holy Echmiatzin. … The church represents a finely-
decorated building with inner and outer courts, and a
cattle-pen located in the latter. Now the construction of
a garden is underway within the large enclosure of the

monument. There is a magnificent spring with a fine
basin in the upper part of that garden…”505

About ten years later, another visitor wrote, “The
monastery, fortified by a mighty enclosure, comprises
a garden, a hive, eight cells, some bridges and a splen-
did spring. With its newly-built bridges, as well as its
finely-repaired gavit, enclosure and cells, it is truly the
most superb sanctuary I have ever seen. We owe all this
revival and magnificence to Nerses Bey Abrahamian
Ter-Nersissiants from Gandzak.”506

Unfortunately, with its benefactor’s death in 1896,
the monastery started gradually losing its significance.
Concerned about that situation, Echmiatzin assigned
“…provisional leader of Georgia’s Armenian diocese
Bishop Yeprem to charge vicar of Gandzak Diocese
Levon the Archimandrite with establishing regular con-
trol over Targmanchats Monastery.”507

Before his death, in 1888 N. Ter-Nersissiants
addressed a letter to the Catholicos, expressing concern
about the future state of the monastery. He particularly
wrote, “…What especially worries me is who is going
to take care of the expensive property, utensils, library,
newly-erected buildings, etc. belonging to the sanctu-
ary. I am afraid lest all our efforts and hard work should
prove futile once Prior Theodoros Shirakuny, who is an
old sick man, passes away.  Is all this to fall prey to rob-
bery and appropriation, which is, unfortunately, the

KHACHAKAP. The eastern facade of the church of Targmanchats Monastery

__________
503 Idem, list 6, file 31, p. 97.
504 “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 109.

__________
505 “Ardzagank,” 1885, No. 4, p. 55.
506 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 291.
507 “Ararat,” 1913, p. 106.
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case in many Armenian churches and monasteries, a
crying shame for the entire Armenian nation…?”508

Regretfully, N. Ter-Nersissiants’ fears and forebod-
ings were to come true, and that not after the Prior’s
death, but right in his lifetime.   

After N. Ter-Nersissiants’ death, in 1898 the Father
Superior of the cloister applied to Georgia and Imeret’s
Armenian Consistory for permission to raise means to
implement renovation and purchase some church uten-
sils.509 Most probably, his petition was not met.

In 1917 the church roof was in bad need of repairs,
the amount necessary for the fulfillment of the work
coming up to 13, 472 rubles. However, selling the

unnecessary woodwork and iron articles of the sanctu-
ary by auction, its trustees managed to raise only 277
rubles by 1919.510 Thus, the monument was actually in
rather a poor state of preservation on the eve of the
Soviet takeover.

Throughout the subsequent 70 years, it was con-
signed to total oblivion. 

In the 1980s, when we visited it for several times,
we found its cemetery totally reduced to ruins, its
enclosure being in almost the same condition. No
traces of the annexes and the once functioning monas-
tic school could be seen anywhere. Although standing,
St. Sahak-Mesrop Church, its gavit and belfry were in

KHACHAKAP. Eastward and westward views of the interior of the church of Targmanchats Monastery. Its drum and an eastward view
of the interior of the gavit 

__________
508 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 31, p. 56.
509 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 9450, pp. 1-2. 

__________
510 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 1174, p. 11,

list 5, file 250, p. 94.
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a state of utter collapse. The same could be said of a
vaulted underground building which had probably ser-
ved as the basement of some structure.

Originally, St. Sahak-Mesrop Church represented a
single-nave, vaulted basilica of rectangular plan, with a
semi-circular bema in the east and two vestries jutting out
of its main structure. One of the most essential composi-
tion peculiarities of the monument consists in the exis-
tence of an open apse in the exterior west-facing wall of
its northern sacristy. Its counterparts can be found in a
number of early medieval religious monuments in Odzun
(in Lori Marz of the Republic of Armenia), Yereruyk,
Talin, Artik (Shirak Marz of the Republic of Armenia),
etc. Interestingly enough, the section adjoining the afore-
mentioned open bema has preserved its original stone-
work, despite the fact that the monastery often underwent

overhaul. The existence of this open bema and its compa-
rison with other similar structures suggest that Targman-
chats Monastery dates back to the early Middle Ages.

The walls of St. Sahak-Mesrop Church, which re-
peatedly underwent repairs, bear stones dated 989, un-
doubtedly, in commemoration of some renovation car-
ried out there.

The monument was entirely built of finely-cut
stones, this being attested by the remnants of an older
church which were widely used in its eastern facade
during further repairs. During the overhaul implement-
ed between the 17th and 18th centuries, a great number
of cross-stones, dating from the 10th to 17th centuries
and, probably, removed from the monastery's medieval
cemetery, were used in the masonry of the building. At
the same time, a dome was added to it.

KHACHAKAP. A tombstone (1879) from the cemetery of Targmanchats Monastery. A fallen fragment of the spire of the church, and
the year of the construction of the bridge of the monastery
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The church, whose entrance is in the west, is illu-
minated through three small, narrow windows open-
ing into the eastern facade, and four others set in the
drum. Its walls bear some inscribed stones and
khachkars: 

Incised into a finely-dressed stone lying in the southern wall of
the church:

ÜÈÀ ¥989¤:
transl.: 989.
The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.

21, p. 308; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 340; Corpus..., part 5,
p. 252.

Note: S. Barkhudarian found another two stones dated 989 on
the northern and southern walls of the gavit (Corpus..., ibid).

Carved on the entrance facade of the church:

Æ Ï³ÃáõÕÇÏáëáõÃ»³Ý ³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ Ð³Ûáó
¶¿áñ·³Û ¸-¹Ç, Û³é³çÝáñ¹áõÃ»³Ý ¶³µñÇ¿É
³ñù»åÇëÏáåáëÇ ²Ûí³½»³Ý ¨ ²ñÇëï³Ï¿ë »-
åÇëÏáåáëÇ ê»¹ñ³Ï»³Ý ¨ Ç í³Ý³Ñ³Ûñáõ-
Ã»³Ý Â¿á¹áñáë í³ñ¹³å»ïÇ ÞÇñ³ÏáõÝõáÛ,
Ó»éÝïáõáõÃ»³Ùµ µ³ñ»å³ßï ½³õ³Ï³ó Ð³-
Û³ëï³Ý»³Ûó ê. »Ï»Õ»óõáÛ, Ýáñá·»³É µ³ñ»-
½³ñ¹»ó³õ ëáõñµ Ù»Ý³ëï³Ýë, áñ Ï³éáõó»³É ¿
Ç ¾. ¹³ñáõ ¨ ÙÝ³Ûñ ³õ»ñ³Ï: ´³ó³õ ³ëï í³-
Ý³Ï³Ý ¹åñáó, Ýáñá· Ï³éáõó³Ý ¹åñáó³Ï³Ý,
ïÝï»ë³Ï³Ý ßÇÝáõÃÇõÝù, Ï³Ùáõñç, ë³ÛÉáõÕÇù
¨ ³ÛÉÝ, Ýáñá·»ó³Ý É³ÛÝ³ó³Ý å³ñÇëåù Ýá-
ñ³, ×áË³ó³Ý Ï³ñ³ëÇù ¨ åÇïáÛù ¹åñáóÇÝ
Ñ³Ý¹»ñÓ Ù³ï»Ý³¹³ñ³ÝÇõ Ç Ñá·¨áñ ÙËÇÃ³-
ñáõÃÇõÝ Ð³Û³½Ý»³Ûó 1872-1885 ³ÙÇ:

KHACHAKAP. Cross-stones set in the walls of the church and gavit of Targmanchats Monastery
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transl.: This holy cloister, that dates from the
7th century and was in a ruined state, was
repaired through the assistance of the pious sons
of the Armenian Church in the days of Catholicos
of All Armenians Gevorg IV, Archbishop Gabriel
Ayvazian, Bishop Aristakes Sedrakian and Father
Superior Theodoros Shirakuny. A monastic school
opened here, a bridge, cart-roads and annexes
were built and the ramparts enlarged. The school
and repository acquired new utensils and sta-
tionery for the spiritual comfort of the Armenian
nation. 1872 to 1885.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
21, p. 309.

Engraved on a stone placed in front of the bema like a reading-
stand:

êÇõÝë ³Ûë Ï³Ý·Ý»ó³õ Ç í³Ýë Â³ñ·Ù³Ý-
ã³ó Ç ÛÇß³ï³Ï Ýáñá·áõÃ»³Ý ¨ µ³ñ»½³ñ¹áõ-
Ã»³Ý ëñµáÛ ï³×³ñÇë ¨ Ñá·¨áñ ¹åñáóÇ ÝáñÇÝ
Ç 1875 ¨ 1880 ³ÙÇ Ýå³ëïÇõù ÎáíÏ³ë»³Ý
Ð³Û³½Ý µ³ñ»ÙÇï ¨ ÏñûÝ³ë¿ñ ÅáÕáíñ¹³Ï³-
Ý³ó Ç Ñ³Ûñ³å»ïáõÃ»³Ý ¶¿áñ·³Û ¸-¹Ç ¨ ³-
é³çÝáñ¹áõÃ»³Ý ¶³µñÇ¿É ³ñù»åÇëÏáåáëÇ
²Ûí³½»³Ý:

transl.: This pillar was erected in Targman-
chats Monastery in commemoration of the repairs
carried out in the holy church and its spiritual
school in the years 1875 and 1880 through the
donations made by Caucasia’s pious Armenian
believers in the days of Catholicos Gevorg IV and
Father Superior Gabriel Ayvazian the Archbi-
shop. 

KHACHAKAP. Cross-stones set in the walls of the church and gavit of Targmanchats Monastery
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The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21,
p. 309.

4 semi-distorted lines in the Armenian original inscribed around
the cross wings and on the lower part of a khachkar set in the west-
ern pylon of the gavit:

àÈº ¥1186¤. | î¥¿¤ñ ²é³ù»É ³é[³çÝáñ¹], |
ê¥áõñ¤µ áõËïÇë Ï³Ý·[Ý»óÇ] ½Ë³ãë:  

transl.: 1186. I, leader of this holy monastery
Father Arakel, erected this Cross.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on a cross-stone set in the
western wall of the northern vestry:

ê¥áõñ¤µ ²Ï|áµ:
transl.: Saint Akob.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 12th century.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on a khachkar
lying in the western cornice of the drum: 

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ äÐ´ ¥1423¤:
transl.: In the year 1423.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 253.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into a cross-stone
(70 x 52 centimetres) forming part of the false arch of the southern
wall of the gavit:

Âí è ¥1551¤:
transl.: 1551.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on both sides of the
upper cross wing of a khachkar set outwardly near the eastern win-
dow:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ è|º ¥1556¤:

KHACHAKAP. Cross-stones set in the walls of the church and gavit of Targmanchats Monastery
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transl.: In the year 1556.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid. 

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved around the cross wings
of a khachkar lying in the upper part of the window of the southern
vestry:

Âí ¥ÇÝ¤ èÆ|º ¥1576¤:
transl.: In the year 1576.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

Incised into a cross-stone set in the northern wall of the gavit:
èÈ¾ ¥1588¤:
transl.: 1588.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved around the cross wings
of a khachkar set in the upper part of the eastern window of the
southern vestry:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ è|Êº ¥1596¤:
transl.: In the year 1596.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

Engraved on a cross-stone (38 x 34 x 10 centimetres) lying in the
bema:

Âí ¥ÇÝ¤ èÌ¾ ¥1608¤:
transl.: In the year 1608.
Published for the first time.
Note: The upper part of the cross-stone is broken.

A single line in the Armenian original inscribed on the cornice of
a cross-stone (56 x 43 centimetres) set in the eastern wall of the
drum:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³ã¤ë µ³ñ¿Ë¥³õ¤ë ì¥³¤ñ¹¥³¤-
ÝÇÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Vardan. 
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 254.

A single incomplete line in the Armenian original incised into
the lower part of another cross-stone (80 x 53 centimetres) set in the
eastern wall of the drum:

Æ ÷ñÏáõÃÇ¥õÝ¤ Ñá·á ³ÙáõëÝá ÇÙá...:
transl.: For the salvation of my husband’s

soul...
The Armenian original published in:  Corpus..., ibid.
Note: The upper part of the cross-stone is broken.

A single line in the Armenian original inscribed on a cross-stone
lying at the top of the drum:

KHACHAKAP. A cross-stone (1608) from Targmanchats Monastery (in the days of the deportation, it was moved to Bagratashen
Village of Tavush Marz of the Republic of Armenia through the efforts of local inhabitant Isaac Baghian)
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ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³ã¤ë µ³ñ¿Ë¥³õ¤ë ²ÏáµÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Akob. 
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a cross-stone (65 x 28 centimetres) set in the southern wall of the
drum:

Âá¥õ¤Ã³Ï:
transl.: Tutak.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

Carved on a cross-stone lying in the lower part of the drum:
ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³ã¤ë µ³ñ¿Ë¥³õ¤ë ¶³õÑ¥³¤ñÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Gohar. 
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

Incised into a cross-stone (60 x 47 centimetres) forming part of
the southern false arch of the drum:

Ê¥³¤ãë ÛÇß³ï¥³¤Ï Ú³ñ³ÛÙÇßÇÝ:
transl.: This Cross [stands] in memory of

Haraymish. 
Published for the first time.

Inscribed on another cross-stone lying in the lower part of the
drum:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³ã¤ë µ³ñ¿Ë¥³õ¤ë Øñ³ÝëÇÝ ¥±¤:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Mrans (?). 
Published for the first time.

Engraved on a cross-stone set outwardly in the west of the drum:
²åñÑ³¥ÙÇÝ¤ ³õ¥·Ý³Ï³Ý¤...:
transl.: To protect Aprham...
Published for the first time.

The gavit, built in 1800, adjoins St. Sahak-Mesrop
Church in the west. It represents a rectangular, vaulted
structure of gable roof, built of undressed stone and
mortar. Its interior walls bear about ten khachkars and
gravestones some of which are inscribed.

Carved above the entrance of the gavit:
¶³õÇÃë ³Ûë Ï³éáõó³õ Ç í³Ý³Ñ³ÛñáõÃ»³Ý

ê³Ùáõ¿É »åÇëÏáåáëÇ, 1800 ³ÙÇ:
transl.: This gavit was built under Prior Samuel

the Bishop in the year 1800.
The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.

21, p. 308; Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 289; Lalayan, Yer.
Gandzak District, p. 340.

Engraved near the western corner of the northern wall of the
gavit:

ÞÇÝ»ó³õ ÃÇõ | Ñ³Ûáó èØÊÂ ¥1800¤:
transl.: Built in the year 1800 of the Armenian

era.
Published for the first time.

Inscribed on a rectangular stone lying on the roof:
ÐÇÙÝ³ñÏáõÇÝ ³Ûë 450 ³é³çÇÝ Ýáñá·áõÇ

1029 í»ñçÇÝ í»ñ³Ýáñá·áõÙÝ 1875-1880:

transl.: Founded in 450, repaired for the first
time in 1029 [and] between 1875 and 1880 for the
last.

Published for the first time.

Incised into a cross-stone (100 x 62 centimetres) forming part of
the false arch of the southern wall:

ºë ...»å¥ÇëÏáåá¤ë Ï³¥Ý¤ÏÝ»óÇ ½Ë¥³¤ãë |
»Õµ¥á¤ñáñ¹áÛÝ ÇÙáÛ ²É»ùë³Ýáë ³µ»ÕÇÝ:

transl.: I, Bishop... erected this cross [in
memory of] my nephew, celibate priest
Alexanos.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 254.

Carved on a cross-stone (58 x 40 centimetres) set inwardly in the
interior southern wall:

Ú¥³¤ñ³Ûå»ïáõÃ»¥³Ý¤ î¥¿¤ñ àÑ³ÝÇëÇÝ
...³Ù³ ÃáÕÇÝ áõ ÷³Ë³Ý:

transl.: Under Father Ohanis ...abandoned and
ran away.

Published for the first time.

The belfry, adjoining the western facade of the ga-
vit, dates back to 1856. It represents a double-storey
structure entirely built of finely-cut stone and mortar.
For the last time, major overhaul was implemented
there in 1890 at 550 rubles donated by Karapet Poghos-
sian Lalayants.511

Below follow the inscriptions found in the belfry:

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the western facade:
¼³Ý·³Ï³ïáõÝë Ï³éáÛó | ¶³ÝÓ³Ï»óÇ

äáÕáë | ²ÙÇñË³Ý»³ÝóÝ, Ç 1856 ³ÙÇ:
transl.: This belfry was built by Poghos Amir-

khaniants from Gandzak in the year 1856.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;

Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 341.

7 lines in the Armenian original incised into the northern wall:
...áñ Ï³|¥é¤áõó³õ Ç ³ÝáõÝ ë¥áõñ¤µ ³é³-

ù»Éáó »ïáõ ÛÇß³ï³Ï ÇÝÓ | Ø³Ýáõ¿ÉÝ, ¶ñÇ-
·áñÝ »õ | êÇÙûÝ, ¹ëï»ùÝª Ø³ÏÃ³|ÕÝ, ´³É³-
Ë³Ý, ØÇÝ ... »³Ý Êáõ|Ù³ñÝ Ñ³ñëÝ ÇÙ
Ø³ñÇ³Ù, 1876 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: ...built in the name of the Holy Apostles
in memory of Manuel, Grigor and Simon, [his]
daughters Maktagh, Balakhan, ... Khumar, my
daughter-in-law Mariam, 1876.

Published for the first time.

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on the capitals of two
eastern pillars:

ºÏ³Ûù å³ïáõ¿ëóáõù ï³×³ñë ßÇÝ»³É Û³-
ÝáõÝ | ëñµáó Â³ñ·Ù³Ýã³óÝ Ù»ñáó ê³Ñ³Ï³Û

__________
511 “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 13, p. 2. Also see National Archives of

Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 31, p. 94.
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»õ | Ø»ëñáµ³Û, ù³Ý½Ç Ç ëÙ³ Í³·»³ó Ù»½ ¥450¤
| ÉáÛë Ç Ð³»³ëï³Ý ³ßË³ñÑÇ, Ç 1029 ÷ñÏã¥³-
Ï³¤Ý ³ÙÇ:

transl.: Come and honour this church built in
the name of our Holy Translators Sahak and
Mesrop, for they spread enlightenment (450)
through the Armenian land in the year 1029
A.D. 

The Armenian original published in: Lalayan, Yer., idem, p.
340.

Note: According to Lalayan, this inscription is engraved in the
gavit.

Annexes. From time immemorial Targmanchats
Monastery had a number of buildings inside its enclo-
sure intended for the monks and pilgrims. As stated in
a record, in 1847 “The ramparts are adjoined by a large
dwelling and three small rooms, where the members of
the monastic community live.”512

In 1902 the Prior received 220 rubles513 raised
for the repairs of the monasxtic rooms. Despite that,
however, a report made up in 1910 revealed that the
condition of the rooms was becoming still more
deplorable: “...I found the roofs of the bakery and
kitchen in bad need of overhaul, the other parts of
the monastery sharing that miserable state. At pres-
ent it is highly important to establish strict control
over the entire monument to save it from final col-
lapse.”514

Below follows a list of the most famous Fathers
Superior of the monastery:

Bishop Israel is mentioned in 1764.515

Archimandrite Yeprem died in 1781 and was buried
in the gavit of the monastery. 

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on his tombstone that
is decorated with a verge:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý º÷ñ»Ù | í³ñ¹³å»ï(ÇÝ),
Ãí(Ç)Ý èØÈ (1781):

transl.: In this grave reposes Archimandrite
Yeprem, in the year 1781.

Published for the first time.
Note: M. Barkhutariants mentions Archimandrite

Yeprem’s tombstone among some others lying in the gavit, but
he makes no reference to the epitaph (Barkhutariants, M.,
idem, p. 289). 

Bishop Samuel, mentioned in 1800, was buried in
the gavit built in his days, but we failed to find his
gravestone.   

According to his epitaph, Archimandrite Grigor
Ter-Hovhannissiants, who was still a coenobite in

1839, served as prior from 1830 till 1852.516 That peri-
od marked certain outrages perpetrated against the
property of the monastery. 

Grigor Ter-Hovhannissiants’ tombstone, which lies
in the south of the church broken in two, bears an epi-
taph of 6 lines in the Armenian original:

²Ûë ¿ ßÇñÇÙ ¶³ÝÓ³Ï»óÇ ¶ñÇ·áñ í³ñ¹³-
å»ïÇÝ î¥¿¤ñ ÚûÑ³ÝÝ¿ë»³Ý | Þ³ÑÇÝ-
µ¿Ï»³Ýó, áñ í³ñ»³ó ½í³Ý³Ñ³ÛñáõÃÇõÝ
í³ÝÇó | êñµáó Â³ñ·Ù³Ýã³Ýó Ç 1830 ³Ù¿,
í³Ë×³Ý»ó³õ Ç 1852 ³ÙÇ: | Ú³õáõñë ëáñ³
Ï³éáõó³õ í³Ýù³Ï³Ý Ù¿Ï ë»Ý»³Ï: | êáñ³
»Õµûñ áñ¹Ç ¸³Ý»É ù¥³¤Ñ¥³Ý³¤ î¥¿¤ñ Ø³ñ-
ïÇñáë»³Ýë »ïáõ ³ñÓ³Ý³·ñ¥»É¤, | èÚÆÀª
1879 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Archimandrite
Grigor Ter-Hovhannissian Shahinbekiants from
Gandzak, who served as Father Superior of Sourb
Targmanchats Monastery from the year 1830
[and] died in 1852. In his days, a cell was built in
the monastery. I, his nephew, Priest Danel Ter-
Martirossian, had [this epitaph] inscribed in the
year 1879. 

Published for the first time.

Two archimandrites are mentioned as priors of the
sanctuary in 1860.517

In 1867 the spiritual powers removed Archiman-
drite Theodoros Shirakuny from his post of the spir-
itual leader of Vanevank, located in Nor Bayazet518

(present-day Gegharkunik Marz in the Republic of
Armenia), and appointed him Father Superior of
Targmanchats Monastery, meeting the petition
Khachakap inhabitants had twice addressed to them.
Under Theodoros Shirakuny, the cloister gained
even greater fame and significance. The year 1872
marked the opening of a school, the foundation of a
college and the beginning of large-scale renovation
there. The prior taught at the aforementioned school,
wrote some works and translated others. In the
meantime, he also focused his efforts on the preser-
vation of the estates belonging to the monastery. In
appreciation of all his endeavours, in 1898 the
Catholicos issued a bull stating, “The diocese con-
sistory is to appoint Archimandrite Theodoros
Shirakuny lifelong prior of Khachakap’s
Targmanchats Monastery.”519

__________
516 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 457, p. 8.
517 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3833, pp. 112-113.
518 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 31, pp. 56-58.

Also see “Ararat,” 1884, pp. 420-421.
519 Idem, file 775, p. 10.

__________
512 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3814, pp. 108-109.
513 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 435, p. 37.
514 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 775, p. 11.
515 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. VI.
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In  1910 Theodoros Shirakuny, who had reached
rather an advanced age, still performed the duties of
Father Superior. A contemporary, however, wrote the
following with that regard, “How can Prior Theodoros
Shirakuny look after such a monastery now that he
himself needs care and attention? It is not surprising
that he has brought the cloister to such a lamentable
state.”520

Priest Hovhannes Ter-Yeghiazariants is men-
tioned between 1917 and 1919 as provisional Father
Superior of Targmanchats Monastery and parish
priest of Khachakap Village. At that time, the
church roof was in need of overhaul, and he himself
made up the estimate of expenditures of that
work.521

The Movable Property Belonging to the
Monastery. In compliance with the will of Patriarch of
Constantinople Archbishop Melkisedek Muradian,
who died in 1904, his vestment was sent to Targman-
chats Monastery.522

On 7 February 1924, spiritual leader of Gandzak
Armenians Bishop Levon entered a protest to
Echmiatzin’s Spiritual Council, particularly stating
the following, “Without consulting anybody, the
Executive Committee of Khachakap Village moved
the copper pans, carpets, clock and boards belong-
ing to Sourb Targmanchats Monastery to the vil-
lage, and sold them at 75 million rubles by
February 1923.”523

The earliest archive documents, containing infor-
mation on the boundaries, economic state and income
of the large domains of the cloister, date back to the
19th century. 

Between 1840 and 1860, Priest Movses Yepisko-
possiants illegally allocated some of the monastic
estates to certain relatives of his.524

The forest belonging to the monastery was so
mercilessly exploited that it “... resembles a pasture
rather than a wood: the trees having been ruthlessly
chopped down, it now comprises merely some bush-
es.”525

The neglected state of the monastic domains
aroused the peasants’ and spiritual powers’ righteous
indignation.  

Together with Nerses Ter-Nersissiants, who had
been appointed guardian of the sanctuary in 1872, Prior
Theodoros Shirakuny made great endeavours for the
preservation of the monastic estates. They succeeded in

maintaining “a territory of 183 dessiatinas, including
some arable lands, a hayfield and a forest.”526 They
also took some actions for the restoration of the afore-
mentioned wood.527 In 1880 the income received from
the pastures, garden and arable lands of the monastery
amounted to 451 rubles.528

In 1886 the cloister had some arable lands, a
kitchen garden and 5 rooms.529

Despite all the measures taken, the monastic
domains again suffered losses so that in 1890 they were
confined to 10 dessiatinas.530

In 1901 the real estate of the sanctuary comprised a
garden, 5 rooms and some arable lands.531

According to a reference-book of 1910, the estates
of Targmanchats Monastery covered 92 dessiatinas,
including 30 dessiatinas of arable land, another 30
dessiatinas of pastures and 32 dessiatinas of forest, all
of them lying in total neglect.532

Targmanchats Monastery used to be a famous
scriptorium where a manuscript repository was
founded in 1877.533 As attested by Sargis Jalaliants,
“Once it retained a great number of important manu-
scripts…”534

The repository was enriched thanks to the activity
of the monastic school. With this regard, special men-
tion should be made of Prior Theodoros Shirakuny,
who wrote works on Armenian musical instruments,
the poetry of Grigor Narekatsy (951 to 1003),535 etc. 

According to a reference-book of 1890, the
monastery had a “rich repository” with a manuscript
Gospel dating from the 6th century.536 Another docu-
ment (1910) reports that it was handed over to Holy
Echmiatzin through Gandzak Vicarate.537

The repository of Targmanchats Monastery retained
“...an illustrated manuscript Gospel which can be con-
sidered a precious gift for any repository thanks to both
its old age and superb images. The date of its creation
is unknown, but one of the lower lines of its ninth illus-
trated page contains the following sentence, ‘The Holy
Gospel was illustrated in the year 1233. May our Lord
Jesus Christ have mercy upon us.’ In 1312 prince of
Syunik Grigor Orbelian had it written in memory of his
late wife Aspa and donated it to Khadar (Khatra)

__________
520 Idem, file 775, pp. 10, 13.
521 Idem, file 1174, list 5, file 250, p. 94.
522 “Ararat,” 1904, p. 739.
523 Documents on the History of the Armenian Church (1921 to

1938). Yerevan, 1994, p. 46, in Armenian.
524 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 31, pp. 56-58.
525 “Ardzagank”, 1885, No. 4, p. 55.

__________
526 Ibid.
527 “Ardzagank,” 1885, No. 21, p. 308.
528 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 31, p. 98.
529 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 138, pp. 100-101.
530 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 31, pp. 56-58.
531 Idem, list 14, file 205, pp. 231-232.
532 Idem, list 6, file 775, p. 11.
533 Idem, p. 9.
534 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, pp. 168-169.
535 A prominent Armenian poet, musician and philosopher.
536 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 31, p. 100.
537 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 775, p. 9.
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Monastery (in Martakert District of the Republic of
Nagorno Karabakh).”538

Among the miniatures the Gospel is illustrated with
“that of the Holy Virgin can be distinguished. Dating
back to an ancient period, it represents the Holy Mother
of God in quite a different manner which I have never
seen anywhere before. St. Mary is depicted with her
breast in her child’s mouth, which can hardly be dis-
cerned.”539

Mentioning the illustrations of this Gospel, Bishop
Makar writes, “The images, pictures, flowers, orna-
ments, bird-patterned capital letters and all the details
in general are superb and unsurpassed in their colours
and magnificent gilding. The delicacy of the motifs
attracts visitors like a powerful magnet, something
quite rare in the ancient manuscripts.”540

The other manuscripts kept in the repository included:
A Gospel written in 1324 by scribe Vardan;541

Another Gospel written in 1652 by Priest Grigor
Byurakantsy for Christian believer Sarkhosh
Vardenistsy;542

An Echo of Narek. Written between 1870 and 1872
by Archimandrite Theodoros Shirakuny;543

Vahan Mamikonian’s Activity. Written in verse
(1873) by Archimandrite Theodoros Shirakuny;544

Musical Instruments, vol. 1. Written in 1874 by
Archimandrite Theodoros Shirakuny;545

Musical Instruments, vol. 2. Written in 1876 by
Archimandrite Theodoros Shirakuny;546

Musical Instruments, vol. 3. Written in 1876 by
Archimandrite Theodoros Shirakuny;547

A New Armenian Lyre. Written in 1876 by
Archimandrite Theodoros Shirakuny;548

The Christian Doctrines. Written in 1876 by
Archimandrite Theodoros Shirakuny;549

The Armenian Guitar.  Written between 1877 and
1878 by Archimandrite Theodoros Shirakuny;550

A New Armenian Lyre. Written in 1891 by
Archimandrite Theodoros Shirakuny.551

Indeed, Theodoros Shirakuny was of immense sig-
nificance in Targmanchats Monastery, which is also
attested by the following record, “The Very Reverend
Father Theodoros is one of those exceptional clergy-
men who adore the classical Armenian language. He
has concentrated his love, work and attention on the
magnificent works by Narekatsy, whose poems,
although in prose, are distinguished for great splen-
dour. Having rendered the prayer-book of Narek into a
poem in the old Armenian language, Father Theodoros
is now translating it into modern Armenian.”552

Regretfully, very few of the manuscripts once kept
in the repository have come down to us, a considerable
number of books being lost under Prior Movses
Yepiskopossiants (1840 to 1860).553

Touching upon the indifference and careless atti-
tude many monks showed towards the scriptorium-
repository and stressing their rather limited mentality,
S. Jalaliants writes, “…Due to the laziness of the mem-
bers of monastic community, the manuscripts were
doomed to uttermost neglect, as a result of which they
were damaged. Later the monks buried the books under
the ground, thus displaying great respect to them,
according to their rustic mode of thinking.”554

In 1895 the scriptorium contained more than a
1,000 books of which only 391 had survived by
1902.555 By 1910 the repository had ceased working al-
together: “The place of the former repository being
insecure, all the books belonging to Sourb Targman-
chats Monastery have been gathered in a disorderly
heap in a big bookcase standing in the left vestry of the
cloister.”556

The repository remained consigned to that
deplorable state for about twenty years. Eventually, on
12 January 1911, Echmiatzin Synod decided that “...
the vicar of Gandzak should send its manuscripts to the
Holy See, allocate the books appropriate for a village
school to the Armenian school of Banants Village and
hand the others to the libraries of the parish schools of
Gandzak’s St. Hovhannes and Sourb Lusavorich
Churches.”557

Even before the foundation of its school, Targman-
chats Monastery played an important educational role
for the adjacent villages. Actually, “…over many cen-
turies, it was the only institution of enlightenment
throughout the nearby villages.”558

Founded in 1872,559 the monastic school func-
tioned until the Tsarist order of closing all the

__________
538 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 309. Also see Yeganian, O. S.

The Armenian Manuscripts of Targmanchats Monastery, in
Armenian. In: “Echmiatzin,” 1971, No. 5, p. 57. Matevossian, A.
The Gospel of Targmanchats Monastery, in Armenian. In:
“Echmiatzin,” 1992, Nos. 9-11, pp. 102; 1993, Nos. 1-3, p. 105.

539 “Ardzagank,” 1885, No. 4, p. 55.
540 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 308.
541 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 1, No. 2837.
542 “Echmiatzin,” 1971, No. 5, p. 57.
543 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 1, No. 2847.
544 Idem, No. 3094.
545 Idem, No. 3346.
546 Idem, No. 3150.
547 Idem, No. 3549.
548 Idem, No. 3550.
549 Idem, No. 2938.
550 Idem, No. 2737.
551 Idem, No. 2740.

__________
552 “Ardzagank,” 1885, No. 4, p. 56.
553 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 31, pp. 56-58.
554 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, pp. 168-169.
555 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 775, pp. 9-10.
556 Idem, p. 11.
557 “Ararat,” 1911, p. 92.
558 “Ardzagank,” 1885, No. 4, p. 56.
559 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1875, No. 11, p. 2.
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Armenian schools throughout the Russian Empire in
1885. As attested by a record, “In the same year, that
institution taught Religion and Conduct of Divine
Service to those poor adults who could not afford to
attend Echmiatzin Jemaran or any diocese school.”560

From the very beginning of the school’s activity,
its only teacher was Prior Theodoros Shirakuny, who
taught Classical and Modern Armenian, as well as
Conduct of Public Worship, Arithmetics and Russian
there.561

Gandzak inhabitant N. Ter-Nersissiants, who held
the school under his custody, was of immense instru-
mentality in its preservation.562

In the 1870s, the activity of the institution repre-
sented the following picture:
Year Further Information Teachers Pupils
1873563 20
1874564 Parish school for males 1
1875565

1 40
1876566

1 40
1878567 1 30

The facade of the school building was engraved
with the following inscription:

Ðá·¨áñ ¹åñáóë µ³ó³õ Ç í³Ý³Ñ³Ûñáõ-
Ã»³Ý Â¿á¹áñáë í³ñ¹³å»ïÇ ÞÇñ³ÏáõÝõáÛ, Ç
1872 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: This spiritual school opened under
Father Superior Theodoros Shirakuny in the year
1872. 

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
21, p. 309.

The educational level of the institution was rather
low, which was proved during the diocese inspector’s
visit to the monastery and his examination of some
pupils: “When we arrived there, the prior was absent:
we were told he had gone to Gandzak to raise some
money. We saw only two boarding pupils who told us
that their school had about thirty pupils coming from
Khachakap Village (a local priest whom we had taken
there with us confirmed it). As I wanted to get some
idea about the educational level of the institution, I
found it expedient to examine the aforementioned

boarders. They were between 14 and 15 years old and
had been studying there for already three years, as far
as I remember. The examination - it was not difficult at
all - revealed that the pupils had only satisfactory
knowledge of the Armenian language. They were even
worse at writing (we dictated them a few sentences)
and had rather poor command of Arithmetics so that
they proved unable to solve the simplest problems up
to forty…”568

Catholicos of All Armenians Makar Teghuttsy I and
school custodian N. Ter-Nersissiants intended to open a
central monastic school in the monastery:569

“They make every possible endeavour to establish a
two year monastic school which is planned to have a
crafts department for adults, indeed, if the founders can
afford to constantly sustain it. For that purpose, the
condition of the monastic dominions should be
improved so that they will yield permanent income,
thus sparing the sanctuary the trouble of pinning all its
hopes on fund-raising and unstable sources of
income.”570

Besides, it was decided to “convey iron water-pipes
from Tzaghkadzor, situated within 200 sazhens, to the
plain adjoining the monastery of Harants Takht (the
pipeline could not stretch via the sandy soil in any other
way) and build a big reservoir there. It was also found
necessary to extend a cart-road from Banants Village,
located within 8 to 9 versts, up to the monastery. That
would finally secure the future existence of the cloister,
its two-year school, workshop and monastic communi-
ty without any donations which were not always easy
to receive...”571

However, the curtailment of the income received
from the monastic estates and some other factors hin-
dered the foundation of the aforementioned school. 

Once a cemetery lay within the enclosure of the
monastery, in the south of its yard. It was mostly ruined
in the Soviet years, the surviving tombstones being
removed and broken to pieces. Several others, which
were mentioned by some topographers in the late 19th
century, could not be found in their original places in
1980. 

Below follow a number of epitaphs found in this
grave-yard:

Inscribed on a tombstone set in the eastern facade of the church:
Âí. èÊÂ ¥1600¤, »ë ê³ñáõË³Ý³ Ï³½Ù»É

ïáõÇ ëáõñµ Ë³ãë Ñ³õñ ÇÙáÛ ê³ñ·ëÇÝ Ñá·áõÝ:
transl.: In the year 1600, I, Sarukhan, had this

Holy Cross sculpted [in memory of] the soul of my
father Sargis.

__________
560 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 775, p. 9.
561 “Ardzagank,” 1885, No. 4, p. 56. 
562 “Murj,” 1896, Nos. 10-11, p. 1433.
563 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3862, p. 68.
564 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 3, file 52, p. 28.
565 Idem, file 52, p. 45.
566 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3850, p. 52;

fund 56, list 3, file 62, p. 46. Another source reports 20 pupils for
the same year (“Meghu Hayastani,” 1876, No. 40, p. 3).

567 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3850, p. 178.

__________
568 “Mankavarzhakan Tert,” 1878-1879, pp. 10-11.
569 “Ardzagank,” 1885, No. 4, p. 56.
570 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56ä, list 18, file 31, p. 97.
571 Idem, p. 98.
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The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21,
p. 309.

Note: The tombstone was distinguished for the abundance of
reliefs carved on it: “...one of its faces bears crosses, the other some
images, including a table-cloth with a variety of dishes and fruits on
it. Somebody is playing the saz, another person giving him a bunch
of flowers, his hand on his chest in token of respect. Opposite him,
someone is filling his glass with wine, while another man kneeling
below is turning a barbecue spit over the fire” (”Ardzagank,” 1886,
No. 21, p. 309).

Carved on a gravestone set in the western facade of the church:
ÚÇß³ï³Ï ¿ Î³ñ³å»ï î¿ñ Ü»¥ñ¤ë¿ë»³Ý-

óÇ, áñ í³Ë×³Ý»ó³õ, Ç Í³ÕÏ»³É Ñ³ë³ÏÇ, Ç
í³Ýë ëñµáó Â³ñ·Ù³Ýã³ó, Ç 21 û·áëïáëÇ
1879 ³ÙÇ ¨ Ã³Õ»ó³õ Ç ·»ñ»½Ù³Ý³ï³Ý ¶³Ý-
Ó³Ï³Û, Ç 23 ÝáÛÝ ³ÙëáÛ:

transl.: In memory of Karapet Ter-Nerses-
siants, who died in the prime of life in Sourb Targ-
manchats Monastery on 21 August 1879 and was
buried in the cemetery of Gandzak on the 23rd of
the same month. 

A little below:
Î³Ý·Ý»ó³õ ³Ûë Ù³Ñ³ñÓ³Ý Î³ñ³å»ïÇ

î. Ü»ñë¿ë»³Ý, ¶³ÝÓ³Ï»óÇ å»ñ× ÇßË³Ý,
³ëï¿Ý ¿³é ½í³Ë×³Ý:

transl.: This funerary stone was erected [in
memory of] Karapet T. Nersessian, a handsome
prince from Gandzak who found repose in this
grave.

On the eastern facade:
¼Ù³Ñ³ñÓ³Ýë ³Ûë Ï³Ý·Ý»³ó Ç 1879 ³ÙÇ

Ü»ñë¿ë î. Ü»ñë¿ë»³ÝóÝ Û³ÝÙáé³Ý³ÉÇ ÛÇß³-
ï³Ï »ÕµûñÝ ÇõñáÛ Î³ñ³å»ïÇ, ½áñ ËÉ»³ó Ç
ÏñÍÇó Ýáñ³ Û³ÝÏ³ñÍ³ÏÇ Ù³ÑÝ, Ñ³Ý¹ÇåáÕù
Ñ³Ûó»ó¿ù ÝÙ³ ½Ñ³Ý·Çëï ¨ ½Ë³Õ³ÕáõÃÇõÝ: 

transl.: This funerary stone was erected in the
year 1879 by Nerses T. Nersessiants in perpetual
memory of his brother Karapet, whose life was
taken away by untimely death. May those who
come across it pray for the repose and peace of his
soul.

A little below:
Ì³ÕÏ»³É ÛÇõñÝ Ç Ñ³ë³Ï,
Ã³é³Ù»ó³õ ½¿ï µáõë³Ï,
½³Ûë ³ñÓ³Ýë Ë³ã³÷³Ï,
»ÃáÕ Û»ïáÛ ÛÇß³ï³Ï:
transl.: He faded away in the prime of life. May

this gravestone, decorated with crosses, perpetu-
ate his memory.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21,
p. 309.

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the western marble
face of a memorial cross located in  the  north-east of the church:

²ëï ³Ù÷á÷ÇÝ ÏÙ³Ëù Ý³ËÝ»³ó, | Ñ³Ý-
·áõó»Éáó ÁÝ¹ Ñáí³Ý»³õ | Ù»Ý³ëï³ÝÇë êáõñµ
Â³ñ·Ù³Ýã³ó, | Ç 450-1800 ³Ùë:

transl.: Here, in this monastery of Sourb
Targmanchats, repose the remains of our forefa-
thers. 450 to 1800.

4 lines in the Armenian original incised into the eastern face of
the same cross:

Î³Ý·ÝÇ ³Ûë Ù³Ñ³ñÓ³Ý | Ç å³ïÇõ áëÏ»-
ñ³ó, | áñù ³ëï »ñ¨»ó³Ý Ç í»ñ³Ýáñá·Ù³Ý, |
1872-1883 ³Ùë:

transl.: This funerary memorial [stands] in
honour of the remains that were unearthed here
during the repairs, 1872 to 1883.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
21, pp. 308-309; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 341.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on the cornice and
around the rosette of immortality of a cross-stone (155 x 65 x 20 cen-
timetres) standing on an elevation in the south-west of the monastery,
outside its enclosure:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³ã¤ë µ³ñ¿Ë¥³õ¤ë ¿ Úáí³ÝÇëÇ
Ñ¥á¤·¥áÛ¤Ý ³Ù¿Ý, | Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÌ¾ ¥1608¤: 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Hovanis’
soul. Amen, in the year 1608.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 253.
Note: In the days of the deportation of Northern Artsakh in 1989,

Isaac Tigran Baghian, an inhabitant of Khachakap, moved the cross-
stone to his new place of residence, i.e. Bagratashen Village of
Tavush Marz, Republic of Armenia, with great care and difficulty.
With his son Sergei helping him, he placed it in the yard of his house
(for further details, see “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 8).

4 semi-distorted lines in the Armenian original incised into the
pedestal of a cross-stone (80 x 47 x 37 centimetres):

Î³ÝÏ... ...|»ñ» ½ï¥³¤Ý¥áõ¤ï¥¿¤|ñ êÇ¥Ù¤¿áÝÇ
ë³... | ¥³õ¤|ñÑÝ»É ÙÇ ËÝ¹ñ¿ù¥±¤... | í¥³¤ëÝ
²¥ëïáõÍá¤Û ëÇñáÛÝ ...¿:

transl.: ...village head Simeon...  for the sake of
God’s love...

Published for the first time.

In 1881 famous benefactor A. Tayiriants built a
bridge on the cart-road leading to Khachakap, east of
the monastery. It represented a single-span vaulted
structure engraved with the following construction
inscription:

ÞÇÝ»ó³õ Ï³Ùáõñçë, »ñÏáõ í»ñëï ×³Ý³-
å³ñÑÝ ëáõñµ í³Ýáõóë Í³ËÇõù »ñ¨³ÝóÇ ²-
Õ¿ùë³Ý¹ñ ØÏñïã»³Ý Â³ÛÇñ»³ÝóÇ, 1880-
1883:

transl.: This bridge [and] two-verst road [lead-
ing to the] holy monastery were built under the
patronage of Alexandre Mkrtchian Tayiriants from
Yerevan, 1880 to 1883.
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“Without consulting Mr. Tayiriants, the pious prior
asked the Lord to forgive him for his debts and sins
through the following lines from a poem by Nerses
Shnorhali (the Gracious) engraved on the pedestal of
the inscribed stone.”

ä³ñ·¨Çã µ³ñ»³ó å³ñ·¨»³ ÇÙáó å³ï-
ñ»³óë ÃáÕáõÃÇõÝ:

transl.: You, that bestow all blessings upon man,
please, forgive me my vain illusions.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
21, p. 309.

Note: The exact date of the construction of the bridge (1881) is
engraved on a finely-cut stone set in one of its walls. In 1988 it was
still preserved in its original position.

A memorial spring, built on the road-side near
Targmanchats Monastery, bore the following inscrip-
tion:

ÐÇß³ï³Ï Ø»ÉÇùÛ³Ý îÇ·ñ³ÝÇó ÑáñÁª Ø»-
ÉÇùÛ³Ý êáÕáÙáÝÇÝ:

transl.: From Tigran Melikian to his father So-
ghomon Melikian.

Published for the first time.

KHACHBULAGH
Location. The village is situated on the south-fac-

ing slope of a gorge lying on the left bank of the river
Artinajur, 9 kilometres south-west of the district centre,
at an altitude of 1,710 to 1,790 metres above sea level.

The Origin of the Toponym. ‘Khachbulagh,’
which is translated from Turkish into Armenian as
‘Khachaghbyur’ (‘bulagh’ is the Turkish equivalent for
the Armenian word ‘aghbyur,’ i.e. ‘spring’), is used
with reference to a local spring whose name has spread
to the entire village: “A fast-flowing spring located a
little below the church has a cruciform basin; hence
comes its name of Khachbulagh (‘Khach’ is the
Armenian equivalent for ‘Cross’).”572

The archaeological monuments preserved both in
the territory and neighbourhood of Khachbulagh attest
that it has been inhabited since time immemorial.

Working in a site called Hamamgyuzi in 1959, the
archaeological expedition of the Soviet Socialist
Republic of Azerbaijan, headed by I. Narimanov and
G. Ismayilov, unearthed three burial mounds covered
with soil and stones. One of them was absolutely
empty, while the other two contained a silver button, 4
bronze volutes, 16 grey-blackish clay vessels, some
cornelian beads and a metal spearhead, all these find-
ings dating back to the middle of the second millenni-
um B.C.573

It is interesting to note that similar articles and clay
containers were also discovered in a number of other
Bronze Age monuments found in the territory of Arme-
nia.

The ceramic objects remarkable for their white
ornaments have their parallels in the archaeological
finds of Ljashen (in Gegharkunik Marz of the Republic
of Armenia) dating from the 16th to 14th centuries
B.C.574

A Historical Introduction. The earliest records
containing reference to Khachbulagh trace back to the
late 17th century. Thus, in 1691 mention is made of “...
Usta Papum from Khachpulagh...”575 and “...sexton
Khachum from Khachpulagh...”576

Stripped of its Armenian population between the
‘50s and ‘60s of the 18th century, the village remained
derelict until the ‘70s to ‘80s of the following century,
when it was inhabited by a small number of stock-
breeding Muslim tribes. By the early 1890s, it had
already turned into a Turkish settlement: “At present
the village is populated by the adherents of Islam. It has
a market where Muslim nomads buy and sell some
essentials before leaving for their summer encamp-
ment.”577

A list (1839) of the population of Pib Village men-
tions a certain David Khachbulaghian, whose family
name, undoubtedly, derives from that of his birthplace.
This suggests that the inhabitants of Pib also included
some of the natives of Khachbulagh.578

In the late 19th century, a visitor described the local
church in the following way, “The devastated village
site retains a remarkable church dated 1710. It is built
of finely-cut stones and rests on 4 pillars. A little far
from the sanctuary extends a grave-yard.”579

In 1927 Badam Grigorian, an inhabitant of Brajur
(born in 1914), saw the monument still standing, with
part of its vaulted roof destroyed. According to him, it
was located on a mountain slope on the left bank of the
river Artinajur and bore a weathered inscription on its
entrance arch. 

Badam Grigorian also speaks of an ornate cross-
stone set in one of the walls of Khachbulagh Spring.

KIRANTS (SHARUKKAR, SEYIDKEND)
Location. The village, which is surrounded by bare

hills, is situated on the south-west-facing slope of a
gorge lying on the left bank of the Vochkharajur, i.e. the

__________
572 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 287.
573 Narimanov, I., Ismayilov, G. Archaeological Excavations in

Khachbulagh in 1959 (in Azerbaijanian). In: “Izvestya Akademii
Nauk Azerbaijanskoy  SSR.” A serial of social sciences, 1961, No.
3, pp. 19-30.

__________
574 Mnatsakanian, A. About the Two-Coloured Ceramics  of

Ljashen. In: “Izvestya,” 1957, No. 5, p. 109, in Russian.
575 “Ararat,” 1900, p. 320.
576 Ibid.
577 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 287.
578 See the present work, p. 208.
579 Ibid.
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left tributary of the river Artinajur, 3 kilometres north-
west of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,230 to
1,380 metres above sea level.

The Turks referred to Kirants by the name of Seyid-
kend.

A Historical Introduction. Written records regard-
ing Kirants can be found only in some press publica-
tions, archive documents and a number of topographi-
cal works of the late 19th century. Despite this fact,
however, the historical monuments preserved both in
the village and its neighbourhood show that it has been
inhabited since time immemorial,580 also attesting that
it was populated by the Armenians beginning with at
least the early Middle Ages. 

In the late 19th century, the village belonged to
Turkish landowners Vali Bey, Mahmed Agha
Abul-Bey oghli and Soyun Agha Novruz-Agha
oghli.581

Population. Kirants inhabitants are considered to
be natives of the village,582 although some of them are
known to have resettled there from Ghabaghtapa.583

The available statistical data relating to the local
population between 1804 and 1917 reveal an increase
in their number, which reached a maximum of 723 in
1908. 

Although in the course of some years, resettlement
and various lethal infectious diseases caused reduction
in the number of Kirants Armenians, their growing rate
was always remarkably high. Thus, between November
1899 and April 1900, 24 children fell victim to a raging
epidemic of smallpox; in the meantime, however, the
village population showed increase.584

Below follows a list (1839) of Kirants’ inhabitants
which is of great significance to the study of the histo-
ry of local families:

“1 Hakob Manucharian, his wife Anayi, their sons
Khachatur, Poghos as well as their daughters Khallu and

__________
580 Resler, E., op. cit., p. 2. Working in the neighbourhood of Kirants

in 1899, E. Resler unearthed and excavated several burial mounds
dating back to the period between the Bronze and Iron Ages.

581 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 37-38.

__________
582 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 287.
583 Lalayan, Yer., Gandzak District, p. 314.
584 “Mshak,” 1900, No. 77, p. 2.

KIRANTS. A general view of the village from the road leading to Kaghni Khach Monastery
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Javahir; Hakob’s nephews 1. Yesayi with his wife Herik as
well as his sons Maki and Beglar; 2. Sahak with his sister
Margaret; Hakob’s brother Hovhannes, his wife Vari, their
sons Mesrop and Petros with his wife Herik and his son
Maki;

2 Zakaria Manucharian, his wife Mariam, their daughter
Salbi as well as their sons Vardan and Aghajan;

3 Hovhannes Margarov, his wife Khatayi, their daughter
Salbi, their sons Harutiun, Poghos, Martiros with his wife
Khatayi, and Sargis with his wife Sandukht, his son Avet and
his daughter Margaret;

4 Galust Margarov, his wife Horom, their daughter
Margaret as well as their sons Simeon and Grigor with his
wife Pari and his son Khachatur;

5 Kochar Gabrielian, his mother Gayane, his wife
Herik, their daughter Tangi as well as their sons Grigor
and Khachatur; Kochar’s nephew Verdi, his wife Mariam,
their daughter Sabed as well as their sons Melik and
Ohannes;

6 Tanes Movsissian, his wife Tamam, their daughter Vari,
their sons 1. Aghajan with his wife Horom, his daughter
Khatun as well as his sons Melkum and Mkrtich; 2. Hovsep
with his wife Tamam and his daughter Taguhi; Tanes’ broth-
er Ohan, his wife Nazlukhan as well as their sons Mnatsakan
and Papi with his wife Taguhi;

7 Ghazar Ter-Zakarian, his daughters Herik and Zani,
his sons Galust, Grigor, Mateos and Yesayi with his wife
Voski; Ghazar’s brother Ohanes, his wife Nazi, their daugh-
ter Anakhas as well as their sons Hakob, Mkrtich and
Vardazar;

8 Yesayi Ter-Zakarian, his wife Herik as well as their
sons Avet, Tzatur  and Navasard; Yesayi’s brothers 1. Avag
with his wife Sirunna and his son Grigor; 2. Vardan with his
wife Margaret as well as his sons Sargis and Harutiun;
Yesayi’s nephews Mnatsakan, Hovhannes and Harutiun with
their mother Horom;

9 Karapet Ter-Zakarian, his wife Khatayi, their daughter
Pari, their sons Mkrtich, Mnatsakan and Grigor with his wife
Paronna;

10 Karapet Sarukhanian, his wife Mariam, their daughter
Tangi as well as their sons Ghuli, Voskan and Vardan;
Karapet’s brothers 1. Adam with his wife Sabed, his son
Mkrtich as well as his daughters Annman, Taguhi and
Magtagh; 2. Sarukhan with his wife Margaret, his son
Hovhannes as well as his daughters Vardi and Sirunna;

11 Ohannes Harutiunian, his wife Gyuli as well as their
son Sahak and their daughter Aziz; Ohannes’ brother Virap
and his wife Mariam;

12 Onan Ter-Martirossian, his daughter Salbi, his sons
Martiros and Sargis with his wife Aziz as well as his son
Gevorg and his daughter Tellu.”585

Below follow the available statistical data on the
number of Kirants’ population between 1804 and
1917:

Year Houses Males Females Total
1804586 8 26 21 47
1839587 12   81 71 152
1845588 134 94 228
1847589 104 97 201
1849590 112 94 225
1852591 126 115 241
1861592 29  
1866593 24 156 124 280
1872594 237 125 362
1873595 304
1875596 311
1876597 326
1877598 219 110 329
1878599 225 118 343
1881600 238 127 365
1882601 240 134 374
1883602 241 132 373
1885603 181 172 353
1886604 35 237 199 436
1887605 204 201 405
1888606 216 203 419
1889607 216 210 426
1890608 218 214 432
1891609 224 224 448
1892610 227 219 446
1893611 230 224 454
1894612 237 229 466
1897613 255 267 522

__________
585 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 29.

__________
586 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
587 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 29.
588 Idem, file 3811, pp. 4-5.
589 Idem, file 3814, pp. 96-97.
590 Idem, file 3818, pp. 96-97. 
591 Idem, file 3819, pp. 106-107.
592 Idem, file 3835, pp. 148-149.
593 Idem, file 3848, pp. 57.
594 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63.
595 Idem, file 3864, pp. 39-40. 
596 Idem, file 3866, pp. 44-45. 
597 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58. 
598 Idem, file 3869 pp. 54-55. 
599 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23. 
600 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
601 Idem, file 3874, p. 30. 
602 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57. 
603 Idem, file 3877, p. 30.
604 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 84-85. According to another source,

the village had a population of 28 houses in the same year
(“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 310).

605 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list. 1, file 3880, p. 73.
606 Idem, file 3882.
607 Idem, file 3884, pp. 227-228.
608 Idem, file 3887, p. 150.
609 Idem, file 3889, p. 149.
610 Idem, file 3891, p. 121.
611 Idem, file 3895, pp. 78-79.
612 Idem, file 3896, pp. 174-175.
613 Idem, file 3899, pp. 147-148.
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1898614 266    276 542
1899615 269    281 550
1900616 277    293 570
1901617 287    305 592
1902618 298   314 612
1905619 303   315 618
1906620 323   330 653
1907621 710
1908622 93 356 367 723
1909623 362 361 723
1910624 369    361 730
1912625 372   364 736
1914626 665
1917627 45 277

Kirants participated in World War II with 197 of
its inhabitants, 93 of whom did not return from the bat-
tle-field.

The exact date of foundation of the village church,
mentioned in archive documents of 1847,628

1852,6291861,630 1878,631 1882632 and 1885,633 remains
unknown. It is named St. Sargis in 1861, and Sourb
Astvatzatzin from 1885 onwards: most probably, it was
reconstructed and reconsecrated between the ‘60s and
‘80s of the 19th century.

The sanctuary, which used to represent a stone
building of a wooden roof, was destroyed in the
1930s, its stones, including some inscribed frag-
ments, being used in the construction of a local ware-
house. 

Carved on a cross-stone fragment (80 x 29 centimetres):
Âí(ÇÝ) èÆ ¥1571¤:
transl.: In the year 1571.
Published for the first time.

Note: According to the local inhabitants, the stone was removed
from Kaghni Khach Monastery.

4 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone frag-
ment (51 x 30 x 25 centimetres):

...Ñ³Ý·ãÇ Úáé... | ...ÑÝ·»ï³ë³ÝÝ Ýá... |
...³ó¹ ½³Ûë ³Õ»ñ... | ...ÛÇß»³É ÉÇçÇù ÛÇß...:

transl.: ...repose...
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription is absolutely unintelligible and, therefore,

impossible to translate.

A cemetery extends in the yard of the once standing
church, in the centre of the village. Although the high-
way traversing it has partly ruined it, it still retains
some tombstones the oldest of which trace back to the
early 19th century.

5 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a gravestone (186
x 63 x 40 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Ø³ÝÇã³ñ³Ýó | äáÕáëÇ Ïá-
Õ|³ÏÇó Þ³Ñ·Çõ|ÉÇÝ, Ãí(ÇÝ) èØÎ ¥1811¤:

transl.: In this grave reposes Poghos Manicha-
rants’ spouse Shahgyul, in the year 1811.

Published for the first time.

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (140 x 62
x 27 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Ø³ñ·³ñ³Ýó Ðá|Ý³ÝÇ
ÏáÕ³ÏÇó | â³Ý»ã³ÝÇ, Ãí(ÇÝ) | èØÎ² ¥1812¤:

transl.: In this grave reposes Honan Marga-
rants’ spouse Chanechan, in the year 1812.

Published for the first time.

6 lines in the Armenian original incised into a gravestone (170 x
70 x 50 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Ø³ÝÇã³ñ³Ýó | ²ñáõÃÇõÝÇ |
ÏáÕ³ÏÇó ä³|ñáÝÝ³ÝÇÝ, Ãí(ÇÝ) | èØÎÂ
¥1820¤:

transl.: In this grave reposes Arutiun Mani-
chariants’ wife Paronna, in the year 1820.

Published for the first time.

4 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on a tombstone (170 x
92 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý î¥¿¤ñ Ø³ñ¹ÇñáëÇ áñ¹Ç |
àõÝ³ÝÇÝ 1846 | Ç ï³å³Ýë ²Ý³Ë³ÃáõÝ, | áñ
¿ ÏÇÝ` àõÝ³ÝÇÝ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Priest Martiros’
son Unan, 1846. In this grave [lies] Anakhatun,
who is Unan’s spouse.

Published for the first time. 

The monastery of Kaghni Khach (‘Standing
Cross’ in the Karabakh dialect) is situated in a small
gorge a kilometre south-west of Kirants.

__________
614 Idem, file 3897, p. 169.
615 Idem, file 3903, pp. 127-128.
616 Idem, file 3905, pp. 92-93.
617 Idem, file 3906, pp. 98-99.
618 Idem, file 3907, pp. 23-24.
619 Idem, file 3912, pp. 266-267.
620 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
621 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
622 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 10.

According to another statistical source of 1908, Kirants had a pop-
ulation of 775 that year (Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 363).

623 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 764, p. 117.
624 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 58-59.
625 Idem, file 3919, pp. 62-63.
626 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 180.
627 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166. These figures seem highly

improbable and cannot be considered trustworthy.
628 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3818, pp. 96-97.
629 Idem, file 3819, p. 106.
630 Idem, file 3835, pp. 148-149.
631 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
632 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
633 Idem, file 3877, p. 29.
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An archive document of 1853 provides the first
comparatively detailed description of the sanctuary:
“…this cloister, surrounded by the graves of the
members of monastic community, i.e. bishops, archi-
mandrites, priors, etc., is located within about half a
verst of Kirants Village. It consists of a church hav-
ing a stone gavit at present semi-destroyed, as well
as five small and large cells and dwellings once
housing the monks, but now lying in ruins. …A lit-
tle far from the monastery, a chapel rises over the
graves of three holy martyrs, now consigned to

oblivion. Their inscribed tombstones attract pilgrims
from various places: they kiss the stones in token of
love for those saints…”634

Another record states, “Two small stone chapels
stand within several steps of each other in a forest
located at a distance of two versts from the village. A
big khachkar can be seen near one of these sanctuaries,
which are famous pilgrimage sites. According to some
people, they retain the remains of a boy and his sister,

KIRANTS. Partial views of the village cemetery; a tombstone, khachkar and inscribed fragments from this grave-yard  

__________
634 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 2742, p. 14.
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but we failed to find out who they had been. On an
adjacent plateau north of these monuments stands
another stone chapel, which is considered a monastery
among the local people. It functioned until 1838.
…Some semi-ruined cells and annexes can be seen
west and south of this sanctuary.”635

It is traditionally assumed that one of Gardman’s
prominent princes reposes in the monastery of Kaghni

Khach: “…the holy remains of an honourable person
are said to rest in eternal peace below the bema. People
believe it is the grave of prince of Gardman District
Khurs, who once owned a large number of mines.”636

In 1986 a chapel built of undressed stone and mor-
tar was preserved amidst the ruins of the monastery,
with its walls dilapidated and its roof totally
destroyed. It represented a single-nave structure of

KIRANTS. The grave-yard of the village church and its tombstones

__________
635 "Ardzagank," 1886, No. 21, p. 310.

__________
636 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 288.
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rectangular plan (exterior dimensions: 7.90 x 4.92
metres), with a semi-circular bema in the east and an
entrance opening in the south. Inside the chapel stood
a simple cross-stone (210 x 82 x 8 centimetres) dating

from the 12th to 13th centuries. It was bare of any
inscriptions. 

Once the functioning monastery had a Father
Superior and a community, which lived there until
1834 or 1838. With this connection, a record states,
“This document has been signed by some people of
advanced age who reliably attest that within 70 years
from 1834 onwards (namely, between 1764 and 1834 -
S. K.), the following priors and monks dwelled in the
cloister: Bishop Simeon Odznetsy as well as Archi-
mandrites Yeprem Khachabaktsy, Kostand Shamkore-
tsy and Karapet Melik-Babayan. The last of these peo-
ple mentioned passed away in 1834 and was buried in
the monastery by …Archimandrite Sargis Dav-
tiants.”637

KIRANTS. The church and cemetery of Kaghni Khach Monastery. A khachkar

__________
637 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 2742, p. 14.

KIRANTS. The plan of Kaghni Khach Monastery



The Monastic Estates. The aforementioned ar-
chive document (1853) contains valuable information
on the domains of Kaghni Khach Monastery, particu-
larly stating the following, “…as attested by some hon-
ourable inhabitants of Kirants ... and others from the
villages adjoining Yelizavetpol, the estates of the sanc-
tuary bordered on a site called Bazkakar in the east. Its
community lived on the income yielded by its arable
lands, woods, etc. They also received a certain amount
of money from those involved in lime business...”638

The earliest record bearing reference to the lapida-
ry inscriptions of the monastery dates back to 1853:
“The walls of some buildings, at present totally dilapi-
dated due to their old age, are engraved with inscrip-
tions, presumably, containing information on two
standing cross-stones.”639

Unfortunately, however, the author of the afore-
mentioned lines confined himself to only copying the
years inscribed on the aforementioned khachkars. 

Carved on a cross-stone:
ÞÈÀ (1089¤:
transl.: 1089.
Published for the first time.
Note: See the unpublished inscription in: National Archives of

Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 2742, p. 14.

Incised into another khachkar:
êáõñµ Ë³ãë ï¿ñáõÝ³Ï³Ý å³ñáÝ Ð³ë³-

ÝÇÝ, Ñ³õáõÝª äáÉÕ³¹³ñÇÝ, »Õµ³õñÝª Ô³½³-
ÝÇÝ, áñ¹áÛÝª ²ÉÃáõÝÇÝ, ä³å³×³ÝÇÝ, Ï»Ý³Ï-
óÇÝª ²½Ç½ÇÝ, Ê³ëïñ³õÇÝ, ÎÇõÉË³ÝÙÇÝ, ï¿ñ
ÂáÙ³Û. Ãí. æÆ ¥1471¤:

transl.: The Holy Cross to Mr. Hasan, his father
Polghadar, his brother Ghazan, his sons Altun,
Papachan, his spouse Aziz, Khosrov, Kyulkhanum,
Father Toma. In the year 1471.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21,
p. 310.

Note: Another researcher copied only the year of the inscription
in 1853 (National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 2742, p.
14).

Some other cross-stones are preserved on Katnasar
rising in the north-east of the village.  

KYOLLU (GULLAR)
The village extends on the east-facing slope of a

gorge lying on the left bank of the river Gandzak, 15
kilometres south-east of the district centre.

Most presumably, present-day Kyollu is identical to
the village of Gullar, where Priests Sargis and Grigor

respectively copied and illustrated a manuscript Gospel
for a certain Tarchi in 1667.640

In the late 19th century, the site of the village,
which had been lying derelict since the 1770s, provid-
ed an encampment for a small number of Turkish
stock-breeders.

In 1914 the local population amounted to 95.641

In 1986 the remnants of a chapel, blown up in
1983, were preserved about a kilometre north of the
village. 

__________
638 Ibid.
639 Ibid.

__________
640 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2, manuscript No.

6771, p. 390.
641 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 139.

KIRANTS. A cross-stone from Kaghni Khach Monastery

KYOLLU (GULLAR). The remnants of a blown-up chapel
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MOOSHAVAKH
The village is located on the south-facing slope of a

gorge lying on the left bank of the Dastapor, i.e. the left
tributary of the river Gandzak, 9.5 kilometres south-
east of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,580 to
1,640 metres above sea level. 

It was stripped of its Armenian population in the
second half of the 18th century and lay deserted  until
the late 19th century, when some stock-breeding Tur-
kish tribes founded the present-day settlement in its site.

It had 340 inhabitants in 1908,642 and 362 in
1914.643

PIB (ZAGLIK)
Location. The village extends on the west-facing

slopes of a gorge lying near the watershed division
between the right and left tributaries of the rivers
Shamkor and Artinajur respectively, 7 kilometres
north-west of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,360
to 1,620 metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. The archaeological and
medieval monuments preserved in Pib and its neigh-
bourhood attest that it has been populated since time

immemorial. According to some researchers, its
Armenian inhabitants were natives of the area.644

The present-day village was founded by the former
residents of Hin (Older) Pib, who had left their place of
living because of its unfavourable climate. 

The Origin of the Toponym. As legend has it, the
name of Pib derives from that of Virgin Pepronya, who
suffered martyrdom in the village and was buried in the
local church.

Foreigners, especially the Turks, called the village
Zaglik, the name deriving from the nearby alum mines:
‘zag’ is the Turkish equivalent for ‘alum.’

The Armeno-Turkish Fights between 1905 and
1906. One of the most populous villages in Northern
Artsakh, Pib boasted proud and valorous inhabitants
who always succeeded in putting up proper resistance
against the Turks. On 6 September 1905, “...seven Tur-
kish bandits on horseback drove away the Armenians’
cattle from a place called Tyureki.645 The proper own-
ers of the animals, however, managed to kill two of
them and free their stock, with four of the brigands
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__________
642 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 328.
643 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p 162.

__________
644 Barkhutariants, MM., idem, p. 296.
645 The Turks referred to the historical village site of Aghyusashen

(Aghvesashen), located near Pib, by the names of ‘Tyureki’ or
‘Tyulkikyand’ (“Mshak,” 1883, No. 128, p. 1¤.

PIB (ZAGLIK). A general view of the village from the south-west



escaping to the forest, where they were surrounded by
some local people. The Armenians of Zaglik, including
several armed women, also captured the Turks’ horses,
seven in number.”646

The favourable geographical position of the village,
the adjacent alum mines, providing constant employ-
ment, as well as the abundance of springs, woods and
arable lands played a significant role in the increase
and development of the local population.

Below follows a list of Pib Armenians made up in
1839: “1 Sargis Ter-Ohannissian, his sons Aghajan, Arakel
with his wife Horom, Ohanes with his wife Vardi, and
Khachatur with his wife Nakhshun;

2 Hakob Antonian, his wife Sandukht, their sons 1.
Martiros with his wife Herik as well as his children
Khachatur, Beglar and Vardi; 2. Poghos with his wife Javahir
as well as his daughters Aziz and Nazlukhan; 3. Petros with
his wife Khatun and his son Grigor; 4. Anton with his wife
Anna; Hakob’s brother Arakel, his wife Anakhas as well as
their children Harutiun, Hovhannes, Voski, ... and Shoghakat;

3 Arakel Mirumian, his wife Antaram, their sons
Martiros, Sargis with his wife Zari, and Karapet with his wife
Margaret; Arakel’s brother Mateos, his wife Aziz and their
son Hovsep;

4 Khachatur Vardanian, his mother Tamam and his son
Simon; Khachatur’s brother Poghos and his wife Tamam;

5 Babajan Allahverdov, his mother Aziz, his wife Sona as
well as their children Karapet and Javahir; Babajan’s brother
Avetis, his wife Sandukht and their daughter Vardi;

6 David Ter-Khachaturian, his mother Heriknaz, his wife
Zanazan, their sons Hovhannes and Stepan as well as their
daughters Sandukht and Taguhi; David’s nephews Martiros
and Harutiun as well as his sister-in-law Herik; 

7 Virap Harutiunian, his wife Parunna and their son
Vardan;

8 Khachatur Khojayan, his wife Yetar, their sons 1. Sargis
with his wife Anna as well as his daughters Vardi and
Yeghisabet; 2. Hovhannes with his wife Herik and his son
Voskan; 3. Galust with his wife Aziz; Khachatur’s nephews
Mkrtich, Ghazar and Karapet;

9 Hovhannes Abrahamov, his wife Horomsim, their son
Karapet, his wife Shahgul and his son Harutiun;
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10 Babakyokhva Martirosov, his wife Mariam, their sons
Aghabeg with his wife Margaret, and Mnatsakan with his
wife Mariam and his daughter Vardi;

11 Stepan Melikov, his mother Yeghisabet, his wife
Hripsime as well as their children Arakel and Khatun;
Stepan’s niece Hripsime as well as his nephews Poghos with
his wife Anayi, and Sargis with his wife Mariam; 

12 Poghos Badalov, his wife Sandukht, their sons
Harutiun, Arakel and Gabriel with his wife Shoghakat;
Poghos’ brother Sargis, his wife Anayi, their children Nazi,
Guli, Mariam, Vanes and Hovhanes with his wife Margaret;

13 Harutiun Melikov, his wife Shoghakat, their sons
Sargis and Movses, their daughters Zani and Mariam;
Harutiun’s sister Annman, his nephew Margar with his wife
Voski as well as his daughters Javahir and Yeghisabet;

14 Hovakim Petrosov, his sons 1. Petros with his wife
Varvar and his son Gabriel; 2. Poghos with his wife Margaret
as well as his children Michael, Mariam, Yeghisabet, Herik
and Tamam; 

15 Mkrtich Manuelian, his wife Sona, their sons 1. Petros
with his wife Javahir and his daughter Zani, and 2.
Hovhannes with his wife Tangi; Mkrtich’s sisters Tamam and
Mariam;

16 Stepan Baliov, his mother Khannan, his wife
Mariam as well as his daughters Vardi, Voski, Aziz and
Yeghisabet; Stepan’s brother Sargis, his wife Aziz and their
son Avag;

17 Petros Apoyev, his wife Aziz as well as their sons
Karapet and Martiros with his wife Javahir; Petros’ brothers
1. Simon with his wife Margaret and his daughter Javahir; 2.
Hakob with his wife Herik as well as his daughters Vardi and
Tamam;

18 Thomas Kostandov, his wife Hripsime, their daughter
Gozal, their sons Grigor, Arakel, Melikset and Harutiun with
his wife Tamam;

19 Mkhitar Tavakalov, his wife Vardi, their sons 1.
Vardan with his wife Margaret and his daughter Javahir; 2.
Harutiun with his wife Tamam and his son Hovhannes; 3.
Gabriel with his wife Mariam and his son Michael...;

20 Vardan Gorgiov, his wife Margaret, their sons 1.
Mkrtich; 2. Harutiun with his wife Sultan as well as his chil-
dren Grigor, Petros and Yeghisabet; 3. Hovhannes with his
wife Anayi;

21 Arakel Tavakalov, his wife Anna as well as their sons
Mirza and Harutiun;

22 Khachatur Chobanov, his wife Zarneshan, their sons
Stepan, Movses as well as their daughters Sona and
Shoghakat; Khachatur’s brothers 1. Petros with his wife
Margaret and his son Vardanan, 2. Grigor with his wife Vardi
and his daughter Taguhi; Khachatur’s uncles 1. Sargis; 2. Si-
meon with his daughter Guli; 3. Mnatsakan, his wife Marga-
ret as well as his sons Simeon and Martiros with his wife Aziz;

23 Avet Mirzayov, his wife Mariam, their sons Harutiun,
Khachatur, Mirza with his wife Hripsime, and Hovhannes
with his daughters Yeghisabet and Nazlukhan;

24 Tzatur Mnatsakanov, his wife Anayi, their sons 1. Si-
mon; 2. Sahak with his wife Tamam as well as his daughters
Hripsime and Mariam; 3. Stepan with his daughters Anna and
Voski; Tzatur’s nephews 1. Gabriel with his wife Hripsime as
well as his children Hovhannes, Voski and Yeghisabet; 2.
Michael with his wife Anakhas as well as his daughters Var-
di, Tamam and Nazi; 3. Martiros with his wife Hripsime;

25 Grigor Dashiov, his wife Vardi, their sons
Mnatsakan, Harutiun with his daughter Javahir, and Sargis
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with his wife Javahir and his daughter Herik; Grigor’s
nephews 1. Vardan with his wife Voski as well as his chil-
dren David, Petros and Pari; 2. Avag with his wife Zanazan
as well as his sons Adam and Harutiun; 3. Arakel with his
wife Yeghisabet as well as his daughters Aziz and Margaret;
4. Poghos with his wife Margaret as well as his children
Petros and Yeghisabet;

26 Mnatsakan Khojayev, his mother Hripsime, his wife
Anna, their daughters Javahir, Herik and Sirunna, their sons
Karapet, Ohannes and Virap with his wife Sandukht;
Mnatsakan’s cousin Avag, his wife Khanum, their children
Arakel and Mariam; Mnatsakan’s brother Sargis and his wife
Marinos;

27 Barsam Ghusumov, his son Petros with his wife
Varvar and his son Harutiun; Barsam’s sister Mariam, his
brother Khachatur with his wife Margaret, their son
Arzuman, his wife Huri and their daughter Anayi; Arzuman’s
sister Khatun, his daughter-in-law Khatun and his grandson
Sargis;

28 Arzuman Konjorov, his wife Sandukht, their chil-
dren Nerses, Poghos and Aziz; Arzuman’s brother Grigor,
his wife Javahir as well as his daughters Khatun and Gyuli;
Arzuman’s cousin Ghazar, his wife Yetar, their sons Mirza,
Petros and Yeghia, their daughters Taran and Tangi as well
as Arzuman’s nephews Voskan, Shoghakat and Zarneshan;

29 Voskan Ter-Ghazarov, his mother Javahir, his wife
Javahir as well as his daughters Gyuli and Pari; Voskan’s
brothers Avag and Barsegh;

30 Khachatur Makikeokhvian, his wife Margaret, their
sons Ghazar, Arakel and Voskan with his wife Zani and his
daughter Herik; Khachatur’s brother Petros as well as his
children Khachatur and Aziz;

31 Vardan Kostandov, his wife Margaret, their son Vos-
kan with his wife Zari and his daughter Herik; Vardan’s
brother Petros, his sons Khachatur and Arakel as well as his
daughter Aziz; 

32 Arakel Muradov, his mother Horomsim, his wife
Sandukht as well as their children Galust, Hovhannes, Anayi,
Voski and Mariam;

33 Gevorg Ghazarov, his mother Yeghisabet, his wife
Zarneshan as well as his brothers Yesayi and Margar with his
wife Khatun; Gevorg’s sisters Herik, Tamam and Sandukht; 

34 Arustam Chilinkarov, his mother Herik, his wife Aziz,
their sons Arakel, Martiros with his daughters Mariam and
Hripsime, and Harutiun with his spouse Sirunna and his
daughter-in-law Hripsime; Arustam’s brothers 1. Hovakim
with his wife Sona as well as his children Avetis, Hakob,
Vardi and Margaret; 2. Sargis with his wife Heriknaz and his
son Hovhannes;

35 Tzatur Ter-Grigorov, his wife Zani as well as their
children Sahak and Shoghakat; Tzatur’s brothers 1.
Thomas with his wife Herik as well as his children Simon
and Aziz, the former’s wife Taguhi and his daughter
Yeghisabet; 2. Mnatsakan with his wife Mariam as well as
his children Harutiun, Yeghisabet and Tangi; 3. Martiros
with his wife Khanum as well as his sons Khachatur and
Abraham;

36 Arakel Balbabov, his wife Aziz as well as his sons
Mkrtich and Grigor; Arakel’s nephews 1. Petros with his
spouse Yeghisabet as well as his children Harutiun, Margar
and Mariam; 2. Aghajan with his wife Tamam as well as his
children Hakob, Yeghisabet, Anayi, Vardi and Margaret;

37 Grigor Manvelov, his mother Herik, his wife
Shoghakat, their daughter Sandukht as well as their sons
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Vardan and Harutiun; Grigor’s brothers Aghajan and Poghos
with his wife Mariam;

38 Harutiun Apov, his mother Margaret, his wife Vardi as
well as his children Petros, Gozal and Mariam; Harutiun’s
brothers 1. Virap with his wife Vardi as well as his children
Yesayi and Gabriel; 2. Galust with his wife Mariam and his
daughter Shoghakat; Harutiun’s sisters Voski and Nakhshun,
his nephew Abraham with his wife Tamam, and his brother
Aslan with his wife Margaret;

39 Grigor Gorgiov, his wife Mariam, his sons 1. Petros
with his wife Sirunna as well as his children Zakaria, Aghajan
and Nanakir; 2. Anton with his wife Aziz, their children
Voskan and Sandukht as well as their grandson Vardan;

40 Mkrtich Ghazarov, his wife Voski as well as his sons
Sargis and Vardan; Mkrtich’s brothers Harutiun and Karapet
with his wife Voski;

41 Khachatur Tzuzanov, his wife Sandukht as well as his
sons 1. Avetis with his wife Gyuli, his sons Aghajan,
Mnatsakan, and Arakel with his wife Mariam; 2. Poghos with
his wife Malak and his son Harutiun;

42 Harutiun Azarian, his wife Khatun and their son
Arakel; Harutiun’s brother Avag, his wife Aziz and their
daughter Tamam; Harutiun’s nephews 1. Hovsep with his wife
Sandukht and his son Navasard; 2. Movses with his mother
Mariam, his wife Nazi and his daughter-in-law Mariam;

43 Galust Jumov, his mother Mariam, his wife Aziz, his
brothers Ghazar with his wife Mariam, and Poghos with his
spouse Nazlukhan;

44 David Khachbulaghian, his wife Hripsime, their sons
Hovhannes and Grigor with his wife Sanam as well as his
children Vardan, Harutiun, Mariam and Herik;

45 Hovhannes Dalakov, his wife Hripsime as well as his
children Aghajan, Khachatur, Pari, Heriknaz and Vardi;

46 Virap Azriov, his sons 1. Mkrtich; 2. Arushan with his
wife Yeghisabet as well as his children Grigor and Mariam;
3. Stepan with his spouse Voski and his daughter Margaret; 4.
Harutiun with his wife Tangi;

47 Vardan Azariov, his wife Herik, their sons 1. Arzuman
with his wife Aziz as well as his children Grigor, Stepan,
Sargis and Hripsime; 2. Mirza with his wife Zarneshan; 3.
Martiros with his spouse Margaret;

48 Movses Gulumov, his mother Zani, his wife Pari as well
as his son Vardan and his daughter Parunna; Movses’ brothers
1. Arakel with his wife Sirunna, their son Hakob with his wife
Margaret, her mother Herik and their daughter Mariam; 2.
Poghos with his son Grigor; Movses’ uncle Khachatur;

49 Simeon Antonov, his wife Heghinan, their son Stepan,
his spouse Mariam, his sons Nikoghos, Khachatur and
Karapet as well as his daughter-in-law Voski with her son
Mkhitar and her daughters Zani and Margaret;

50 Aghajan Melikov, his wife Khanum as well as his chil-
dren Hakob, Yeghisabet, Sanam, Zani and Tamam; Aghajan’s
brother Aslan, his wife Zani as well as their children Tzatur,
Khachatur, Zarneshan and Aziz.”647

Below follow the available statistical data on Pib’s
population between 1804 and 1917:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1804648 40 100 57 157
1839649 50 286 259 545
1845650 703 598 1,301
1847651 625 517 1,142
1849652 539  621 1,160
1850653 126 551 620 1,171
1852654 559 631 1,190
1853655 571  633 1,204
1854656 602 650 1,252
1857657 573   649 1,222
1858658 585 659 1,244
1859659 90
1860660 594 661 1,255
1861661 135  
1863662 680 665 1,345
1864663 703 680 1,383
1865664 705 685 1,390
1866665 155 979 750 1,729
1872666 1,365 1,055 2,420
1873667 2,210
1874668 2,187
1875669 2,252
1876670 2,282
1877671 1,308 1,001 2,309
1878672 201 1,328 1,012 2340
1881673 1,306 1,031 2,337
1882674 1,326 1,034 2,360
1883675 1,366 1,071 2,437
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1885676 377 1,366 1,183 2,549
1886677 205
1887678 1,504 1,282 2,786
1888679 1,559 1,322 2,881
1889680 1,574 1,335 2,909
1890681 1,594 1,355 2,949
1891682 400 1,641 1,407 3,048
1892683 1,638 1,404 3,042
1893684 1,704 1,442 3,146
1894685 1,732 1,464 3,196
1897686 1,819 1,563 3,382
1898687 1,862 1,605 3,467
1899688 1,867 1,609 3,476
1900689 1,872 1,659 3,531
1901690 1,939 1,710 3,649
1902691 1,946 1,738 3,684
1905692 1,958 1,755 3,713
1906693 2,096 1,855 3,951
1907694 3,713
1908695 768 2,200 1,800 4,000
1909696 2,061 1,803 3,864
1910697 2,347 1,920 4,267
1912698 2,083 1,824 3,907
1914699 5,838
1915700 800
1917701 627 5,838

As the table reveals, on the whole, the local pop-
ulation constantly increased, although in the course
of some years, certain reduction was observed in
their number due to various infectious lethal dis-
eases. Thus, between the autumn of 1880 and the
spring of 1881, 120 people fell prey to some
unknown disease.702 The smallpox epidemic, raging

in the village from November 1899 till April 1900,
proved still more disastrous, taking away the lives of
375 children.703

In 1891 Pib inhabitants planned to found a pharma-
cy and have a local doctor to resist such calamities.704

The Economy of the Village. Apart from farm-
ing, stock-breeding and bee-keeping, Pib
Armenians also exploited the alum mines located in
the lofty mountains towering in the south of the vil-
lage, an occupation they had had since time imme-
morial.

According to G. Tkachev, in the 1850s, Pib
Armenians exploited 10,000 poods of alum per year,
this being also attested by the local inhabitants. The
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__________
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same rate of work was also typical of the period bet-
ween 1805 and 1864.705

In 1865 an ore processing mill was built at the
south-western edge of the village. The mines were ex-
ploited under contract for about 3,000 rubles per
year706 (in 1873 contractor Mirzoyan assumed that
work).707

From 1887 until 1888, the Government stopped
the exploitation of mines due to some disagreement
over certain estates.708 As a result, the inhabitants of
Pib suffered heavy financial losses: “It was thanks to
mining that this Armenian-populated village gradual-
ly grew into the largest settlement throughout
Gandzak…”709

The residents of Pib and the Melik-Arustamiants,
landowners from Barsum, had some conflict over cer-
tain lands. The discrepancy aggravated to such an
extent that it finally led to a clash (27 July 1892) dur-
ing which three villagers were wounded.710

Pib was one of the first villages in Northern Artsakh
to open a school. The available archive documents are
not unanimous in mentioning the date of its foundation:
thus, according to one of them, in 1866 it had 88
pupils.711 Another states that in 1915 the institution
boasted 43-year-long existence, which suggests that it
had opened in 1872.712

According to a reference-book of 1878, in 1875
“…it is already three years since its Gevorgian School
started functioning…”713

As alleged in a record, “The village school was
established on 15 April 1876, when Mr. Alexandre
Araratiants commenced delivering lectures there at my
invitation…”714

Two inscriptions carved on the walls of the institu-
tion attest that it was founded in 1877715 (fortunately,
Priest Hovhannes Khojayants put them down in 1904):

Engraved on the south-eastern wall of the school:
ÞÇÝ»ó³õ öÇµÇ ê. ¶¿áñ·»³Ý ¹åñáóë ³ñ-

¹»³Ùµ ¨ Í³ËÇõù â³ñ»ù³Û ³Ý³å³ïÇ í³Ý³-
Ñ³Ûñ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í³ïáõñ î¥¿¤ñ Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝ»³Ý
í³ñ¹³å»ïÇ êÕÝ³Ë»óáõ ¨ öÇµÇ Ñ³ë³ñ³-
ÏáõÃ»³Ý 1877:

transl.: Pib’s St. Gevorgian School was built in
1877 through the efforts and means of the local

inhabitants and the financial assistance of Prior
of Charek Cloister Archimandrite Astvatzatur Ter-
Harutiunian from Seghnakh.

Reference: National Archives of Armenia, fund ä461, list 1, file
9, p. 187.

Incised into one of the school walls:
ÞÇÝ»ó³õ ¹åñáóë Ç Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÇ ï»ëáõã

Øáíë¿ë ºåÇëÏáåáë»³ÝÇ ¨ áõëáõóÇã ²Õ¿ù-
ë³Ý¹ñ ²ñ³ñ³ï»³ÝÇ, 1877:

transl.: This school was built in the days of
inspector Movses Yepiskopossian and teacher
Alexandre Araratian in 1877.

Reference: National Archives of Armenia, ibid.

The period between 1876 and 1878 marked true
bloom and prosperity for the school. Alexandre Ara-
ratiants, a graduate of Tiflis’ Nersissian School who
taught there at that time, enjoyed respect and popu-
larity both among the pupils and villagers. Diocese
Inspector H. Ter-Hovhannissian, who visited all the
schools within that bishopric, was particularly
pleased with the educational level of Pib’s school-
children.716

The institution was established in 1877 through the
income received from the estates of Charek Monaste-
ry717 (its pupils had their lessons in a private house be-
fore that).718 Its building, which was completed in
1878, consisted of four rooms.719

The school, known by the name of St. Gevorgian
between 1877 and 1878, remained closed from 1879
till 1880: “When teacher Alexandre Araratiants
refused to continue working in Pib Village, the school
closed and did not function for two years, since
Diocese Inspector Mr. Barkhudariants did not conde-
scend to approve the candidacy of the teacher the
local inhabitants had put forward. This year, however,
the people themselves have appointed a teacher there,
realizing that they should not have relied on that offi-
cial.”720

Beginning with 1883, the spiritual authorities
ordered that Charek Monastery allocate an annual
allowance of 100 rubles to Pib’s school.721

Sharing the fate of the other Armenian educational
institutions in the Russian Empire, it closed on the
order of the Tsarist authorities in 1885. 

In 1888 Catholicos Makar I issued a bull approving
the candidacy of Vahan Grigorian, Priest Petros Sargis-
sian and verger Michael Gulumiants as the trustees of
Pib’s parish school.722
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In 1896 classes were again interrupted there on the
order of the Tsarist authorities and resumed only in
1906 (the school is mentioned as having a library at
that time).723

Comparing the number of the local population with
that of the pupils, we reveal that the majority of children
of school age did not attend classes. With some other
reasons put aside, they were unable to receive education
due to their involvement in agricultural work. The
pupils’ number varied from season to season: “In winter
they amount to about 120, but beginning with May,
their number is gradually reduced to 20.”724

In the school year of 1915/1916, Echmiatzin Synod
allocated an allowance of 100 rubles to the institution
from the General Fund of Parish Schools.725

Below follows a chronology of the activity of Pib’s
parish school:
Year Teachers Pupils Further Information
1866726 88
1876727 1 30 Functioned as a male 

school.
1877728 1 95 St. Gevorgian
1878729 1 93 St. Gevorgian
1882730 2 65
1883731 Functioning
1878732 Reopened
1890733 54
1890734 58
1891735 60
1892736 52
1893737 Functioning
1894738 1 58
1906739 87(28 girls) Reopened on 15 

September as a 
one-year school of 4 
classes.

1907740 Functioned as a one-
year male school.

1909741 2  98 (37 girls) Unisex
1910742 Functioned as a uni

sex school.
1911743 2 107 (47 girls)
1911/12744 90 (14 girls) Galust Mamikonian, 

Yermonia Yeghian 
Functioned as a four-
year school.

1912745 Functioning
1914746 2 75
1915747 Functioning. The

building was in need 
of repairs.

Pib’s Russian public school, that opened on 1
September 1899, represented a one-year institution of 3
classes. It had 120 pupils, including 96 boys and 24
girls.748

The Local Sanctuaries. Nor Pib had three church-
es, the oldest of which was known by the name of
Sourb Astvatzatzin: “The village’s ancient church,
which has a wooden roof…”749

The sanctuary, mentioned in archive documents in
1790,750 1815,751 1823,752 1860753 and 1885,754 had the
following inscriptions:

Incised into a wooden pillar:
ÆßË³ÝáõÃ»³Ý Ù¿ÉÇù Ð³ËÝ³½³ñÇ, å³å»ñ

Ç øñÇëïáë ÛÇß»ó¿ù, Ðñ³å»ïÝ. áñ¹Çùª ä³ÉÇÝ,
ê³ñ·Çë, Ñ³Ý·áõó»³É áñ¹ÇÝ î¿ñ Ô³½³ñ,
Ù³ÛñÝ Çõñ Ü³ñÏÇ½Ý, Ãí. èÖÈ¼ ¥1687¤:

transl.: During the reign of Melik Hakhnazar.
...may you pray for Hrapet, his sons Pal, Sargis,
the late Father Ghazar [as well as] his mother
Narkiz, in the year 1687.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.,
Artsakh, p. 298.

Carved on one of the walls of the church:
êáõñµ ²ëïáõ³Í³ÍÇÝ µ³ñ»Ëûë î¿ñ Àëï»-

÷³ÝÝáëÇÝ, Ãí. èÖÄÂ ¥1670¤:
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723 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 364, pp. 2, 16.
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725 “Ararat,” 1916, p. 13.
726 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3848, p. 115.
727 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3850, p. 52;

fund 56, list 3, file 62, p. 46.
728 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3850, p. 130.
729 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3850, p. 178.
730 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 482.
731 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 500, p. 2.
732 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 482.
733 Ibid.
734 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3887, p. 151.
735 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3889, p. 150.
736 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3891, p. 122;

fund 56, list 15, file 11, pp. 12-13.
737 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3895, pp. 126-127.
738 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3895, p. 99;

file 3896, pp. 34, 175-176.
739 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 207, p. 19.

Another archive document mentions 1907 as the year of the
school’s reopening (National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list
15, file 571, p. 20).

__________
740 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 285, p. 2.
741 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 1849, p. 17.
742 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 605, p. 4.
743 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 682, p. 57.
744 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 15, file 571, p. 20.
745 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 718, p. 2.
746 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 482.
747 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 1062, p. 1.
748 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 9, p. 146.
749 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 298.
750 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3833, pp. 131-132.
751 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3833, pp. 132-133.
752 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3833, pp. 130-131.
753 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3834, pp. 22-23.
754 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3877, p. 29.



transl.: May the Holy Virgin protect Father Ste-
panos, in the year 1670. 

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid.

St. Stepanos Church represented “…a magnificent
stone edifice resting on six splendid pillars. It was built
in 1849 through the local people’s support and Tpkhis
inhabitant Mr. Stepan Mirimaniants’ financial assis-
tance. An inscription carved on a small marble slab set
in the western wall of the sanctuary perpetuates his
memory.”755

Another record mainly focuses on the architectural
features of the monument: “…built of mortar and rest-
ing on six pillars, it is 22 metres long and 12 metres

wide. A dome surmounts the choir, and a belfry rises on
top of the roof, at the western edge of the church. It also
has a stone cross-carrier…”756

The aforementioned small belfry was built through
the sanctuary’s own means in 1847 (“...eighteen rubles
for the construction of the church dome”).757

St. Stepanos finally closed in 1928.758

The following inscription was found in the sanctuary:
1849. èØÔÀ ÃíÇÝ: 
transl.: In the year 1849.  
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.,

idem, p. 296.
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PIB (ZAGLIK). The churches of Sts. Stepanos and Hovhannes.
An inscription commemorating the repairs carried out in the
latter

PIB (ZAGLIK). St. Stepanos Church

__________
755 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 23, p. 329.
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756 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 296.
757 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3814, p. 105.
758 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2658, p. 12.



Undoubtedly, the year 1849 mentioned above
marks the completion of the church. 

In 1862 “170 rubles were spent on the paving of
the floor of the sanctuary and the overhaul of its
roof.”759

St. Stepanos represents a domed hall of rectangular
plan built of undressed stone and mortar, except for its
dome and most important junctions, which bear finely-
finished stones. 

The church used to retain four manuscript Gos-
pels.760

All the available information on St. Hovhannes
Church comprises the year of its renovation, i.e. 1912,
found in the following inscription:

ê¥áõñ¤µ ÚáíÑ³ÝÝ¿ë »Ï»Õ»óÇë | Ýáñá·»ó³õ
³ñ¹»³Ùµ öÇ÷ | ·ÇõÕÇ Ñ³ë³ñ³ÏáõÃ»³Ý Ñ³Ý-
·³/Ý³ÏáõÃ»³Ùµ »õ ç³Ýù»ñáí ºÕÇ|ë³å»ï
äûÕáë»³ÝóÇ »õ ²½Ç½ | ´³Õ¹»³ÝóÇ, 1912
ë»åï. 8:

transl.: This church of St. Hovhannes was
repaired through the means of the inhabitants of
Pib Village assisted by Yeghisabet Poghossiants
and Aziz Baghdiants. 8 September 1912.

Published for the first time.

The Priests of the Village. Pib always had between
two and three clergymen serving their flock simultane-
ously.

In 1832 Petros Ter-Vardanian was ordained priest.761

Father Galust Mamikonian, who served in the vil-
lage from the very day of his ordination (6 March
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759 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3836, pp. 40-41.
760 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 23, pp. 329-330. Also see Barkhutar-

iants, M., idem, pp. 296-298.
__________
761 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3833, pp. 131-132.



1823), was of immense instrumentality in the construc-
tion of St. Stepanos Church. In 1851 “His Holiness
Nerses V awarded him a gilded cross in token of grati-
tude for the strenuous efforts he had made during the
establishment of the church of Pib Village. In 1860
Galust Mamikonian still worked for the satisfaction of
the local people’s spiritual needs.762

Galust Ter-Khachatrian Shahnazariants, who
joined Father Galust in 1834, continued performing his
duties until 1860.763

In 1878 Pib had three priests.764

After some brief illness, Hovhannes Mamikoniants
died at the age of 45 on 21 October 1892.765

In 1897 Hovhannes Voskanian Khojayants was
ordained (he had two children: Hayk, born in 1892, and
Haykanoush, born in 1896).766 In 1908 he served the
village together with Movses Mamikoniants,767 per-
forming priestly duties until at least 1922.768

The village site of Hin Pib is situated on the south-
facing slope of a gorge lying on the right bank of the
Pib (Zaglik), i.e. the right tributary of the river Sham-
kor, within 0.8 kilometre of its right bank, 5 kilometres
north-west of Nor Pib, at an altitude of 1,000 to 1,050
metres above sea level.   

In 1886 a visitor wrote the following about a
church standing in the village site, that had turned into
a winter encampment, “…it has a well-built, large
stone church whose walls are 3.5 arshins wide.”769

According to an archive document of 1885, the
sanctuary was dedicated to Holy Virgin Pepronia.770

It was distinguished for its large dimensions which,
indeed, speaks of the existence of a once prospering
populous village in that area. With this regard, a record
states, “...the church, resting on two arches, stands
intact. Two openings, serving as secret closets, can be
seen on the right and left of its main bema. This mag-
nificent sanctuary is 26 metres 35 centimetres long and
12 metres 70 centimetres wide, the thickness of its
walls amounting to 2 metres 40 centimetres.”771

St Pepronia had the following inscriptions:

Carved on the entrance tympanum:
Î³Ù³õÝ ²ëïáõÍáÛ Ù»ù öÇ÷»óáó ÅáÕá-

íáõñ¹ë ÙÇ³µ³Ý ßÇÝ»ó³ù ½»Ï»Õ»óÇë, Ç Ñ³Û-
ñ³å»ïáõÃ»³Ý ï»³éÝ ä»ïñáëÇ, Ó»é³Ùµ

ê³ñ·Çë í³ñ¹³å»ïÇÝ, ÛÇßË³ÝáõÃ»³Ý Øáõñ-
Ãáõ½³ ÔáõÉÇ Ë³ÝÇÝ. ÛÇß»ó¿ù Ç øñÇëïáë ï³-
Ýáõï¿ñ ì³ñ¹³Ý¿ëÝ ¨ ÏáÕ³ÏÇó Ø³ñ»³Ý:

transl.: By the will of God, we, the inhabitants
of Pib, built this church with united efforts in the
days of Catholicos Petros and Murtuza Ghuli
Khan, with Archimandrite Sargis supporting us.
May you pray for village head Vardanes and his
spouse Maria.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
23, p. 330; Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 301; Lalayan, Yer.
Gandzak District, p. 311.

Note: The “Ardzagank” refers to ‘Pib’ as ‘Pab’ in its decipher-
ment of the inscription.

The inscription dates back to the days of Aghvank Catholicos
Petros (1653 to 1675).

Engraved on the font:
ÚÇß»ó¿ù Ç øñÇëïáë Ì³ïáõñÝ ¨ ÏáÕ³ÏÇóÝ

Çõñ Ø³ñ»³Ý, Ãí. èÖÄÂ ¥1670¤:
transl.: May you remember Tzatur and his

spouse Maria in your prayers, in the year 1670.
The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.

23, p. 330; Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 300; Lalayan, Yer.,
idem, p. 311.

Incised into the wall right of the altar:
ÚÇß»ó¿ù Ç øñÇëïáë ù³Ñ³Ý³Ûù »Ï»Õ»óõáÛ

î¿ñ àëÏ³ÝÝ, î¿ñ ºÕÇÇÝ: ÚÇß»ó¿ù Ç øñÇëïáë
ØÇËÇÃ³ñÝ:

transl.: May you pray for priests of this church
Fathers Voskan [and] Yeghi. May you pray for
Mkhitar.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 23,
p. 330.

Inscribed on the entrance of the northern vestry:
ÚÇß»ó¿ù Ç øñÇëïáë¶³õñÏÇÝ ¨ Ì³ïáõñÝ

...²é³ù»³ÉÝ ¨ áñ¹ÇÝ Çõñ ÚáíÑ³Ý:
transl.: May you pray for Gorki and Tzatur ...

Arakeal and his son Hovhan.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,

pp. 300-301.

The chapel of Barsam Jgnavor (Barsam the Her-
mit) used to be located in the south of St. Pepronia
Church. It retained three tombstones bare of any epi-
taphs.

One of them was adjoined by a khachkar reading:
ºë Ø³Õ³·³Û »åÇëÏáåáë Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ

½Ç³ãë Ñ³õñ ... »Õµ³õñÝ ÇÙáÛ ï¿ñ ä³ñ... Ù³ñÑ
»åÇëÏáåáëÇÝ, Ãí. æ¼ ¥1457¤:

transl.: I, Bishop Maghagia, erected this cross
[in memory of my] father ... my brother Father
Par... Bishop ..., in the year 1457.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 23,
p. 330; Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 301; Lalayan, Yer., idem, p.
311.
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Note: The “Ardzagank” deciphers the epitaph in the following
way, “I...erected this cross in memory of my father Priest Parsam in
the year 1457.”

The chapel of Maghtum Zade. Not far from a
cemetery, “in a picturesque plain lying on the right, i.e.
river-directed slope of a gorge, a grave-yard and a
ruined chapel”772 were located. 

The latter was adjoined by two cross-stones one of
which bore the following inscription:

êáõñµ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ë³õë Ê³ÙµÏÇ, ÜÐ¶
¥1024¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Khambik,
1024.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,
p. 313; Corpus..., part 5, p. 257.

Note: M. Barkhutariants does not consider it right to regard the
last three letters of the Armenian original of the inscription, i.e.
‘ÜÐ¶,’ as representing a year. Rather, he is inclined to think that they
stand for the Armenian equivalent of the word ‘soul.’

The pilgrimage site of Karahat Khach is situated
on Mount Shibasar rising in the south of Pib: “…has a
wooden roof and retains the remains of a saint whose
name is unknown.”773

Another pilgrimage site, known by the name of
Ruskan Nahatak (the Armenian equivalent for ‘Ruskan
the Martyr’) and located at the top of a mountain north-
west of Pib, used to retain a big cross-stone.774

The Fort of Kerstavank rises on a west-facing,
slanting mountain branch, on the right bank of the river
Shamkor, a little below the pilgrimage site of Ruskan
Nahatak, in an isolated area surrounded by deep gorges
on both sides. 

In the late 19th century, a visitor wrote the follow-
ing about Kerstavank, “The monument is fortified by
an enclosure which is partially destroyed. Its only rem-
nants comprise the lower part of the ramparts and the
vestiges of some stone buildings.”775

SHAHUMIAN
Location. Shahumian extends in the gorge of one

of the right tributaries of the river Shamkor, 10 kilo-
metres west of the district centre.

A Historical Introduction. In 1922 some 50 to 60
families from Pib founded the present-day settlement
in the site of an ancient derelict Armenian village.

In the 1970s, it shifted into the jurisdiction of the
Village Council of Amervar.

Population. In the 1960s, Shahumian’s Armenian
population comprised 160  houses. However, with the

Turks’ penetration into the village in the 1970s, they
started gradually leaving their place of residence. On
the eve of the deportation of Northern Artsakh (1988),
the number of the local Armenian families was limited
to 18.

The village school, which opened in 1922, origi-
nally worked on a four-year basis, shifting to a seven-
year course of instruction between 932 and 933. From
1946 till 1947, it functioned as a secondary education-
al institution. 

The school continued its activity until 1988, differ-
ent classes having their lessons together there.

The cemetery of Shahumian, extending over a hill
called Verin (i.e. ‘Upper’) Ghelashen, comprises near-
ly 80 to 90 densely-lying medieval tombstones of
undressed limestone. 

The site of Okht Yeghtsy776 represents seven
churches “built” into a rock called Ughti Kar (the
Armenian equivalent for 'Camel Stone') and located 2.5
kilometres north-west of the village, 3.5 kilometres
south-east of Charek Castle. 

In the late ‘20s of the 13th century, Aghvank Catho-
licos Hovhannes (1195 to 1235) found haven in some
caverns in the vicinity of Charek Castle to escape enemy
persecution. Some records state the following with this
regard, “…in a cave near a fort called Charek…”777

“…He moved the Patriarchal Throne to the neigh-
bourhood of Charek…”778

Most probably, it was during that period that a num-
ber of rock-cut and semi-rock-cut chapels and churches
were erected there: “…seven caves, surrounded by
thick forests, can be seen in a rock whose open parts are
hidden behind a wall of mortar. Two of them represent
churches with their altar stones still preserved. A road
extending in front of the rock leads to these caves…”779

SHAHVELEDLI
Location. The village is situated on the west-facing

slope of a gorge lying 2 kilometres north of the histor-
ical village of Dastapor, 9 kilometres south-east of the
district centre, at an altitude of 1,640 to 1,720 metres
above sea level.

Shahveledli preserved its Armenian population
until the ‘70s of the 18th century.

The present-day Turkish village was founded by
some stock-breeding tribes which had changed to a
sedentary mode of life in the late 19th century.

It had 382 inhabitants in 1908,780 and 396 in
1914.781
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TAPAN
Location. The village lies 17 kilometres south-west

of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,490 to 1,580
metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. No records relating to
Tapan have been preserved, but presumably, it was
stripped of its Armenian population in the mid-18th
century.

The present-day Turkish settlement was established
in the early 20th century, when some cattle-breeding
tribes settled down in the site of the ancient Armenian
village.

The cemetery of this once Armenian-populated
village used to be located at its southern edge, where at
present an “Azerbaijani” grave-yard extends. 

Most of its tombstones were later smashed and
appropriated by the newly-arrived herdsmen.

In 1986 a church was preserved standing in a for-
est in a site called Pirin-Geleja and situated between
the villages of Tapan and Hatstap. 

It represented a single-nave, vaulted structure
(exterior dimensions: 7.50 x 4.78 metres) mainly built
of undressed stone and mortar. Most of the corner-
stones of the monument, whose entrance adjoined the
western corner of its southern wall, were dressed and
even finely-cut. Light penetrated there through two
small, narrow windows widening inside, each of them

opening from the eastern and western facades. The
church was devoid of any ornamentation, the stones
preserved on its outer walls being bare of any inscrip-
tions. We, however, cannot claim that it never had any,
for its entrance tympanum, which has been intentional-
ly destroyed, might have been engraved with some.
The western facade of the sanctuary was preserved
without any damages, but its eastern wall was out-
wardly buried in the earth.

In 1986 the sanctuary lay in terrible dilapidation,
with many of the facing stones of its northern and
southern facades having fallen down. The trees as well
as the moss growing in its walls and on the roof in their
turn seemed to “contribute” to its final collapse. The
monument also bore signs of deliberate demolition left
by those searching for treasure there.

TSENTZAHAL (ZINZAGHAL)
Location. The village is situated on the south-fac-

ing slope of a gorge lying on the left bank of the river
Gandzak, 14 kilometres south-east of the district cen-
tre, at an altitude of 1,400 to 1,480 metres above sea
level.

It is first mentioned in one of Catholicos Pilippos’
bulls among a number of other Armenian-inhabited vil-
lages.782

The village was stripped of its Armenian population
in the second half of the 18th century. Its site served as
an encampment for some Turkish stock-breeders in the
late 19th century.  

In 1914 Tsentzahal had 655 inhabitants.783
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In the early 1890s, a visitor wrote, “…It has…a
large church built of stone and mortar, with its roof
lying in ruins.”784

By 1986 the sanctuary had been replaced by a
school founded over its remnants. The walls of that
institution bear some finely-dressed stones, which sug-
gests that at least the cornerstones of the church were
finely-finished. 

The village used to have a spacious grave-yard
which has been totally annihilated.

VERIN KARHAT
Location. The village extends on the slightly slant-

ing and mostly south-facing slope of a gorge lying on
the left bank of the river Artinajur, 4 kilometres south
of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,480 to 1,640
metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. The area retains sever-
al simple  cross-stones which are typical of the period
between the 10th and 11th centuries. This suggests that
beginning with at least the Middle Ages, an Armenian-
inhabited village existed in the territory of what is pres-
ent-day Verin Karhat. Supposedly, it was stripped of its
residents in the second half of the 18th century and was
re-populated between 1894 and 1895, when some

Armenian families from Nerkin Karhat founded a new
village there and named it Verin Karhat.

Population. As we have already mentioned, the
number of the populations of Nerkin and Verin Karhat
Villages is generally presented as merged together. It is
only in the following years that the available statistical
sources separate the residents of Verin Karhat from
those of Nerkin Karhat:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1907785 691
1908786 82 385 309 694
1910787 391 317 708
1914788 661

The village school began functioning in 1908 as a
unisex educational institution of 70 pupils, including
only 4 girls. 

In the school year 1911/12, it started working on a
three-year basis, having 3 classes with 2 teachers
(Aram Papiants, Ishkhan Hayriants) and 29 pupils,
including 3 girls.789

The newly-arrived Armenian inhabitants of Verin
Karhat embarked upon the construction of a church
without any delay. It was erected at the edge of a group
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of hills extending like a cape at the eastern extremity of
the village, on the brink of a gorge lying on the left
bank of the river Artinajur. 

The sanctuary was dedicated to the Holy
Translators, an archive document of 1903 stating the
following with this connection, “It is already eight to
nine years since half of our people resettled in the vil-
lage site of Verin Karhat, where at present a village
extends with a newly-built church named Sourb
Targmanchats…”790

In 1914 the spiritual authorities met the villagers’
request to contribute to the renovation of the church
roof, which was to be tiled at 300 rubles.791

In the 1920s, however, the monument was totally
demolished. 

In 1898 Anton Barseghian Ter-Antoniants was
ordained priest in Verin Karhat.792

A large cemetery, surrounded by a stone enclosure,
extends at the south-eastern edge of the village. Its
graves date back to the late 19th and mainly the early
20th centuries.

A smaller cemetery, tracing back to the same peri-
od, lies around the once standing church.

A. Papiants, one of the teachers of the local
school, is buried in the aforementioned spacious
grave-yard. His tombstone bears the following epi-
taph:

VERIN KARHAT. Partial views of the cemetery lying at the south-eastern edge of the village 
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3 lines in the Armenian original carved on the northern face of
the gravestone:

²Ûëï»Õ » Ñ³Ý·ãáõÙ Ù³ñÙÇÝÁ ì. ø³ñÑ³ïÇ
| áõëáõóÇã ²ñ³Ù î»ñ ²ÝïáÝÇ ä³åÛ³ÝÇ | ÍÝ.
1886 Ã., í³Ë×. 1918 Ã.:

transl.: In this grave reposes one of Verin
Karhat teachers, Priest Anton’s son Aram Papian.
Born in 1886, he died in 1918.

Published for the first time.
Note: The spelling used in the epitaph suggests that the tomb-

stone was erected much later than 1918, in the Soviet years.  

A bridge lying over the river Artinajur is located at
the eastern edge of the village. A double-centered, sin-
gle-span structure with an arched vault, it is entirely
built of undressed stone and mortar, except for the fine-
ly-cut cornerstones of the arch. The construction
inscription of the monument (indeed, if it had one) has
not been preserved. The building peculiarities of the
bridge trace it back to the second half of the 19th cen-
tury. 

VERIN KARHAT. A bridge extending over the river Artinajur
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The administrative district of Getabek, established in 1930, occupies an area of 1,225 square kilometres and
comprises 112 residential settlements, including 111 villages. It borders on Touz, Shamkhor and Dashkesan
Districts of the Republic of Azerbaijan as well as Tavush Marz and the subdisricts of Karmir and Vardenis with-
in Gegharkunik Marz of the Republic of Armenia. With the total devastation of the Armenian village of Ghazakh-
Getabak in 1918, the entire district was stripped of its inhabitants.

GETABEK DISTRICT
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AGHAMALI (GHAZANCHI)
The village, formerly known by the name of

Ghazanchi, is situated on the east-facing slope of a
gorge lying in the north-east of Mount Shakarbek, in
the area of the source of the river Legharak (Badajur),1

14.5 kilometres north-west of the district centre,
between 1,550 and 1,660 metres of altitude above sea
level.

Its historical name has fallen into oblivion. Stripped
of its Armenian population in the 1770s, it was devas-
tated and reduced to a summer encampment for some
cattle-breeding Turkish tribes. 

In the second half of the 19th century, the village
was the seat of famous landowner Zulghadarov, who
“...spent winters in an estate named Khennalu and
moved to the elevated settlement of Ghazanchi in sum-
mers.”2

In 1890 Allahyar Bey Zulghadarov lived there:
“I had been told that the Zulghadarovs did not wel-

come those interested in their domains. I, however, did
not intend to anyhow harm their family; moreover, I
even planned to pay a visit to Allahyar Bey in the
mountain encampment of Ghazanchi...”3

In 1976 the local population amounted to 1,824.4

ALI-ISMAYILI
The village is located on the southeast-facing slope

of a gorge, 14.5 kilometres south-west of the district
centre, at an altitude of 1,440 to 1,510 metres above sea
level.

Stripped of its Armenian population in the 1770s, it
provided a place of encampment for several houses of
Turkish Ayrums in the early 20th century.

The stock-breeding newcomers completely remo-
ved all the remnants of the local Armenian monuments.

AMIRASLANLI
The village, tracing back to the Soviet years,

extends on the right bank of the river Shakarbek, 8
kilometres west of the district centre, between 1,470
and 1,670 metres of altitude above sea level.

It was established in the site of an Armenian village
abandoned in the 1770s.

ARABACHI
Arabachi is situated 21 kilometres west of the dis-

trict centre, at an altitude of 1,360 to 1,420 metres
above sea level.

It was established in the late 19th century in the site
of an Armenian village devastated and laid derelict in
the 1770s. The local Turkish Ayrums amounted to 189
in 1914,5 and 509 in 1976.6

West of the village, a semi-ruined church is pre-
served. It represents a uni-nave vaulted structure built
of undressed stone and mortar.

AREGHDAM
This village, dating from the late 19th century,

extends on the east-facing slope of a gorge lying 3 kilo-
metres north of the district centre, between 1,450 and
1,580 metres of altitude above sea level.

It was established in the site of a deserted Armenian
village (its historical name is consigned to oblivion)
which had been stripped of its Armenian residents in
the 1770s, becoming a summer encampment for some
stock-breeding Turkish tribes.

In 1914 Areghdam had 513 inhabitants,7 whose
number had grown to 1,780 by 1976.8

ARIGHERAN

The village is situated on the west-facing slope of a
gorge lying on the right bank of the river Zakam, 17

__________
1 It was known by the name of ‘Mrejur’ in the area of its upper

course. 
2 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 11. A record states

the following about the estates belonging to the Zulghadarovs,
“From the top of Khachyal you could enjoy a fascinating view of
Mount Yanegh Paya dominating the entire environment. You
could also take great delight in watching the opposite gorges and
mountains: the peaks of Tyulkelu and Kyaran with the ravine of
Hayvalu; Ghalaboyin  with the gorge of Ahmadi Band below it as
well as Yelludagh and Isakhan with the nearby ravines of
Aghdara, Kujur Shamlugh and Metz Shamlugh. All these gorges
and peaks form part of a mountain chain extending on the left
bank of the river Zakam (I shall enlarge upon them while descend-
ing the gorge). On the right bank of the same river, at the foot of
Mount Valijan, opposite Aghdara stands the monastery of
Mkrtich. Another cloister, called ‘Kilisa Darasi,’ can be found in
a village re-inhabited by Turks and located in the gorge of
Gharanlekh adjoining Choban Seghnakh. All the aforementioned
ravines, rivers, mountains and villages belong to Zulghadarov...”
(idem, pp. 10-11).

3 Op. cit., p. 17.
4 SAE, vol. 1, p. 97.

__________
5 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 89.
6 SAE, vol. 1, p. 378.
7 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 91.
8 SAE, vol. 1, p. 392.

ARIGHERAN. The area of the upper course of the river Zakam
near the village (photo by courtesy of A. Ghulian)



kilometres south-west of the district centre, between
1,400 and 1,520 metres of altitude above sea level.

It was founded in the late 19th century in the site of
an Armenian village abandoned since the 1770s. 

The Turkish Ayrums inhabiting the settlement
amounted to 168 in 1908,9 230 in 1914,10 and 1,861 in
1976.11

ARISU
Arisu extends on the south-facing slope of a gorge

lying on the left bank of the left tributary of the river
Shamkor, 11 kilometres south-west of the district cen-
tre, at an altitude of 1,420 to 1,500 metres above sea le-
vel.

It represents a settlement of Turkish Ayrums estab-
lished in the early 20th century in the site of an
Armenian village abandoned since the 1770s.

ATAKHAL
The settlement is situated on the left bank of the

river Zakam, 16 kilometres west of the district centre,
between 1,170 and 2,080 metres of altitude above sea
level.

In the early 20th century, several families of
Turkish Ayrums arrived at the site of a derelict Arme-
nian village which had been stripped of its population
in the 1770s.

In 1908 Atakhal had 234 inhabitants,12 whose num-
ber had dropped to 146 by 1914.13

The newly-arrived stock-breeders totally obliterat-
ed all the vestiges of the local Armenian monuments. 

AYITALA
The village is located on the east-facing slope of a

gorge lying at the southern foot of Mount Ghezelghaya
(1,719.9  metres), in the area of the source of the Aytali
Jur, i.e. the left tributary of the river Shamkor, 3 kilo-
metres south of the district centre, between 1,490 and
1,600 metres of altitude above sea level.

In the khans’ times, it belonged to Charek
Monastery and served as a winter encampment (“...a
place called Aytala and comprising winter dwellings
since earliest times...”).14

The present-day settlement was founded in the late
19th century in the site of an Armenian village devas-
tated and stripped of its inhabitants since the 1770s.  

BEYDEMIRLI
The village is situated on the west-facing slope of a

gorge lying 32 kilometres north-west of the district
centre, between 1,600 and 1,680 metres of altitude
above sea level.

It traces back to the Soviet years.

CHALBURUN
The village, which has an east-facing position, ex-

tends along the right bank of one of the left tributaries of
the river Parisos for more than 2 kilometres and is situ-
ated 9 kilometres south-west of the district centre, bet-
ween 1,380 and 1,460 metres of altitude above sea level.

Founded in the early 20th century, it had 640
Turkish inhabitants in 1914,15 and 1,385 in 1986.16

The remnants of some ancient buildings preserved
in the neighbourhood of the settlement attest that once
an Armenian village existed in its site.

CHALDASH (CHALDAGH)
The village, which has an east-facing position, is

located 11 kilometres south-west of the district centre,
at an altitude of 1,460 to 1,550 metres above sea level. 

After it had been stripped of its Armenian popula-
tion in the 18th century, it served as a summer
encampment for some cattle-breeders who took up per-
manent residence there in the early 20th century. In the
1890s, the ruins of a church and a cemetery were pre-
served in the area.17

The available data regarding the number of the
local Turkish population represent the following pic-
ture: 220 inhabitants in 1908;18 193 in 1914,19 and 888
in 1986.20
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__________
14 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1,file 2634, p. 1.
15 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 204.
16 SAE, vol. 10, Baku, 1987, p. 302.
17 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 308.
18 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 410.
19 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 204.
20 SAE, vol. 10, p. 302.

__________
9 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 188.
10 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 91.
11 SAE, vol. 1, p. 392.
12 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 189.
13 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 92.

ARISU. The village seen from the castle of Parisos 



CHAREK CASTLE
Location. The stronghold towers on a rock that forms

the end of a mountain branch extending like a cape at the
confluence of the rivers Shamkor (Charek) and Getabak,
at an altitude of 1,110 metres above sea level, and at an
absolute altitude of 100 metres above the river bank.

A Historical Introduction. As attested by a record,
in the year 1206 of the Armenian era (655), the princes
Zakarian “...took the royal residence of Kars as well as
Getabak and Charek...”21 The castle was liberated by
Ivane Zakarian:

“And Ivane, a great war-lord famous for his
courage, re-conquered Charek and put it under the
sway of his relative Vahram’s son Zakaria...”22

A record of 1224 mentions “...Ayrarat Province and
Khachen up to Charek” as “belonging to Ivane the
Atabak...”23

In the 13th century, Charek fell into the Mongols’
dominion:

“...Charek, Getabak and Vardanashat... went to
Ghatagha Noyin.”24

While writing about these events, Gandzaketsy
mentions “...Charek and Getabak...”25 among the other
strongholds conquered by the Mongols.

The subsequent sources keep silence about the
stronghold, which comes to suggest that with the
Mongol conquest, it lost its strategic significance.

__________
21 Vardan VVardapet, p. 138. Also see Hovhannissian, HH. MM. The

Castles of Armenia. Venice, 1970, pp. 509-510, in Armenian.
22 Vardan VVardapet, p.  140.

__________.
23 Colophons, 13th century, p. 140.
24 Vardan VVardapet, p.  144.
25 Kirakos GGandzaketsy, p. 243.
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CHAREK CASTLE. The stronghold seen from the valley of the river Shamkor



Charek Castle in Topographical Works. In the
late 19th century, several topographers visited the cas-
tle, but they confined themselves to very brief descrip-
tions of the monument, some of them making only
passing reference to it. Below follows one of them:

“On a wooded rock located on the bank of the fast-
flowing river Shamkhor, on the road leading from the
monastery to Gandzak, within about two versts of this
monument towers a castle. It is entirely built of red
burnt brick and has high towers and solid ramparts. It

is named Shamkhor Castle after the river, but the Turks
call it Mamur Kalasi...”26

The river flowing below the castle “...used to bear a
stone bridge, whose arch has been replaced by some
wood terrifying those walking on it. It is in a state of
the utmost dilapidation and on the verge of collapse: no
matter how slowly you walk on it, the entire bridge
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CHAREK CASTLE. Partial views of the fortified walls of the citadel

__________
26 Smbat MM. Antiquities in the Neighbourhood of Getabek. In: “Nor-

Dar,” 1893, No. 36, p. 2, in Armenian.



shakes under your feet. I wonder what an unfortunate
wretch is predestined to get drowned in the deep river
after this ramshackle heap of wood collapses...”27

CHAREK MONASTERY
Location. The monument is situated on the left

bank of the river Shamkor, about 3.5 kilometres south-
west of the confluence of this river and its left tributary
Getabak (up the course of the former), within the same
distance of Charek Castle, 7 kilometres south-east of
the district centre, at an altitude of 1,070 metres above
sea level.28
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CHAREK CASTLE. Partial views of the fortified walls of the citadel

CHAREK CASTLE. The right pier of the bridge of the stronghold

__________
o’clock, when I started for the monastery of Charek following a
path that extended along the left bank of the river (it flowed fast
below the gorge) and was, probably, fit for only a donkey or a
mule. In many parts of that so-called “road,” you were frightened
to death. My attention was caught by a waterfall resembling a
magnificent fountain, its water cascading from the top of the
mountain. In two places, it went below the rock but was further
seen erupting right from inside it like a shower... Riding the horse
carefully through dangerous blocks of stone, we reached the
trough of a spring belonging to the cloister and called ‘Siptak Jur.’
Everything located below this place, including both forests and
mountains, formed part of the monastic dominions. By the time
we reached there we had seen only impregnable rocks and moun-
tains belonging to the owner of the mine. The forest of the
monastery was distinguished for its unusual thickness. Having
already crossed the river, we were now on its right bank, passing
through thickly-arrayed hazels and various other fruit trees
towards an alley so shaded that bright sunlight could not penetrate
it. We silently continued our way on the bumpy road where horse
tracks could be seen. We could hear some voices above the wood,
and my horse, which had grown even more impatient than me,
was eager to reach those talking... These people, who turned out
to be coal miners on mules and donkeys, were surprised to see a
man wearing a priest’s skullcap... After I had left them behind me,
they asked Tzatur who I was, and my ingenious companion told
them that I was the Very Reverend’s friend and was going to see
him. Upon hearing this, all of them came and deeply bowed
before me... One of them, a man on donkey, came forward and
said that he served in the monastery and had gone to do some
shopping for the prior. The place where we dismounted the hors-
es was the pass of a mountain chain called ‘Ghali Oos.’ We
descended it in a south-easterly direction towards the river
Shamkor and then turned south up the riverside, our destination
being the cloister. To the north of where we were standing, on the
left bank of the river soared high Mamrot Ghala, its brick walls
shining with tints of red” (S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1,
VI-11, pp. 21-22).

__________
27 Ibid.
28 S. Kamalian provides an interesting description of the path lead-

ing from Getabek to Charek Cloister: “...it was raining at 6
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A Historical Introduction. The main buildings of
the monastic complex, i.e. its church, gavit, belfry,
chapel, enclosure, monks’ dwellings as well as some
annexes, were built in the 17th century. The sanctuary,
that used to be a scriptorium and an educational centre,
often underwent destruction and reconstruction, the
activity of its conscientious and sometimes imprudent
priors marking both ups and downs for it. After the
Soviet takeover, Charek was reduced to a dwelling for
a cattle-breeding Turkish family, while its large estates
were confiscated and appropriated by the state.

According to Arakel Davrizhetsy, the foundation
of Charek Monastery is attributed to Bishop David, a
graduate of Tatev’s Metz Anapat (‘Great Cloister’):

“And Bishop David, descending from the princely
family of the Gharamaniants of Shamkor Gorge, came
to the Great Cloister, but later returned to Shamkor
Gorge, where he built a sanctuary called Monastery of
the river Charek. It functions in accordance with firm-
ly-established rules and has a large community of
brethren. After Bishop David consigned his soul to
God, his remains found eternal repose here...”29

A bull issued by Catholicos Karapet (1726 to 1729)
in connection with rendering financial assistance to
Charek Monastery (it had been plundered by the
Caucasian mountaineers) hints that it was founded
even earlier: “...Ganja’s great, holy monastery of

Charek, famous all over the region as a pearl among the
local sanctuaries, was erected in the first kings’ times,
under the Holy Pontiffs of blessed memory... and has a
large community of monks leading an ascetic life and
atoning for their sins. ... This unsurpassed sanctuary,
possessing divine power and enjoying great fame,
retains many relics and crosses...”30

Another bull issued by the same Catholicos in 1727
states, “...the renowned monastery of Charek, situated
in the gorge of Shamkor in Gandzak, Aghvank, was
built by princes Mamrut’s and Gharaman’s sons and
grandchildren...”31

This is also attested by a bull Patriarch of Jerusalem
Grigor the Archimandrite issued in 1730: “...the main
monastery of the region, ... Charek situated in... This
bull of blessing was written in the holy city of
Jerusalem on 29 March 1730...”32

Charek Monastery received similar Patriarchal
bulls from the predecessors of Catholicos Karapet as
well, namely Catholicoses Pilippos (1632 to 1655);
Hakob (1655 to 1680); Yeghiazar (1681 to 1691); Na-
hapet (1691 to 1705), and Alexandre (1706 to 1714).33

The name of the monastery derives from Charek
Castle located 3 kilometres north of it (the available
bibliographical records particularly mention the latter

CHAREK MONASTERY seen from the south-west (1980)

__________
30 National Archives of Armenia, fund 332, list 1, file 778. 
31 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 23, pp. 330-331.
32 National Archives of Armenia, fund 332, list 1, file 786.
33 National Archives of Armenia, fund 332, list 1, file 778.

__________
29 Arakel Davrizhetsy, p. 218.
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in connection with the events of the early 13th centu-
ry). The same is also true of the river Shamkor: in the
Middle Ages, the areas of its upper and middle courses
were more known by the name of Charek (a historical
record of a Lezghin invasion (1579) states that the
enemy reached “...the river Charek...”).34

The name of ‘charek’ is etymologized as ‘a quarter.’35

Research on Charek Monastery. Despite its soli-
tude and isolation from inhabited areas, Charek always
attracted topographers and investigators. The works
some of them published after having conducted inves-
tigation into the monument mostly deal with its histo-
ry, buildings and lapidary inscriptions. There also exist
a number of archive documents, unpublished so far,
which contain a wealth of information mainly regard-
ing its estates and economic affairs.

The first scholar to publish a brief historico-philo-
logical work on Charek Cloister is S. Jalaliants,36 who
provides a description of the monastic complex togeth-
er with the decipherments of six inscriptions.

Russian researcher G. Tkachev, who visited the
monastery in 1858, reports some valuable information

regarding its architectural features: “...the church, cov-
ered with grass and already showing signs of impend-
ing deterioration, is 20 sazhens long and 7 sazhens
wide (42.67 x 14.93 metres). It is built of simple stone,
except for its front, which is finely-cut. The monument
is surrounded by different structures... Until 1855, sev-
eral clergymen lived there, but it was abandoned short-
ly after its plunder and has been standing derelict ever
since.”37

In 1872 Father Superior of Targmanchats Monaste-
ry Archimandrite Theodoros Shirakuny published an
article devoted to 10 of the inscriptions of the cloister.38

Kajikian is the author of a larger work on the
monastery, which is the result of investigation conduct-
ed right on the spot.39 Unlike his predecessors and even

The gavit of CHAREK MONASTERY (1980)

__________
37 Tkachev, G., op. cit., p. 43 (the original reads, “...îí çàðîñ

òðàâîþ è óæå îáíàðóæèâàåò íåêîòîðûå ïðèçíàêè
ðàçðóøåíèÿ; öåðêîâü èìååò 20 ñàæ. â äëèíó è 7 â
øèðèíó; ïåðåäíÿÿ ÷àñòü ñäåëàíà èç òåñàíàãî êàìíÿ, à
äðóãàÿ èç ïðîñòàãî. Êðóãîì ìíîãî ðàçëè÷íàãî âèäà è
âåëè÷èíû ïîñòðîåê, íàçíà÷åííûõ, ïîâèäèìîìó, äëÿ
êåë; âñå ýòî îáíåñåíî âûñîêîþ êàìåííîþ îãðàäîþ.
Ïî ñëîâàì íàøåãî ïðîâîäíèêà, ìîíàñòûðü ïîñòðîåí â
XVI ñò. åïèñêîïîì Äàâèäîì. Äî 1855 ãîäà â íåì æèëè
íåñêîëüêî äóõîâíûõ ëèö; íî ïîñëå ðàçãðàáëåíèÿ
ðàçáîéíè÷åñêîé øàéêîþ, îí îñòàâëåí è íàõîäèòñÿ â
íàñòîÿùåå âðåìÿ â çàïóñòåíèè...”).

38 Archimandrite Theodoros Shirakuny. Charek Monastery. In:
“Ararat,” 1872, pp. 269-271, in Armenian.

39 Kajikian. Travelling Notes (a series of articles). In: “Ardzagank,”
1886, No. 23, pp. 330-331; N 24, pp. 339-340, in Armenian.

__________
34 Arakel Davrizhetsy, p. 459; Brief Chronicles, vol. 2, p. 242.
35 Land Deeds and Other Economic Documents compiled by Har.

Abrahamian. Part 1, Yerevan, 1941, p. 182, note 20, in
Armenian. Also see Avagian, S. A. Word Analysis of Lapidary
Inscriptions. Yerevan, 1978, p. 30, in Armenian (“...the one-fourth
part of a whole...”).

36 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, pp. 163-166.
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successors, he is distinguished for his professional
treatment of a number of issues. He analyzes certain
published and unpublished sources, providing skilled
and exhaustive decipherments of the inscriptions.

Folklorist S. Kamalian, who visited Charek
Monastery in the summer of 1890, wrote a work,
unpublished so far, on its architectural peculiari-
ties and economic condition, also providing the

CHAREK MONASTERY. The belfry of the monastery seen from the south-west; its dome of pillars; a weathered relief representing
an angel playing the pipe, and the construction inscription of the belfry engraved on its western facade (1980)
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decipherments of six inscriptions.40

The monastery and its inscriptions were studied by
Mesrop Smbatiants as well,41 but his brief work pro-
vides only some slim information on the monument;
moreover, his decipherments of four inscriptions
abound in errors and distortions.

Bishop Makar, a prolific investigator of high merit,
is another scholar to have conducted studies in Charek
Monastery. He deciphered five inscriptions which,
however, contain mistakes and contractions.42

Perhaps, Yervand Lalayan is the only researcher to
have published newly-found data relating to the clois-
ter after Th. Shirakuny and Kajikian. Apart from the

decipherments of six inscriptions, his large work
reports the exterior dimensions of many buildings
forming part of the monastic complex, together with a
detailed description of each of them.43 For the first time
in the history of Charek, he published a photograph
representing a general view of the monastic complex. 

In 1913 M. Ter-Movsissian published some materi-
al on the cloister, apparently, without having visited it
previously.44 It, however, did not add anything new to
the data already existing: surprising as it is, his article

CHAREK MONASTERY. Reliefs of angels decorating both sides of the window opening from the southern facade of the belfry.
Khachkars (1980)

__________
43 Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District. In: “Azgagrakan Handes,” Tiflis,

1899, No. 1, pp. 336-339. The same information is also found in
a separate book (Gandzak District. Tiflis, 1899, pp. 128-131, in
Armenian). Republished in Yerevan in 1988, pp. 312-314
(Lalayan, Yer. Works, vol. 2).

44 Bishop Mesrop Ter-Movsissian. Armenian Inscriptions. In:
“Azgagrakan Handes,” Tiflis, 1913, No. 2, pp. 74-75, in
Armenian.

__________
40 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, pp. 21-24.
41 “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 35, p. 3.
42 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, pp. 313-314. 
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entitled Armenian Inscriptions does not include a sin-
gle inscription (several decades later, Ter-Movsissian
re-published this material in a separate work).45

H. Voskian’s brief history of the monastery (he did
not visit it either)46 includes an important part of the
material relating to it found in some periodicals. 

In the Soviet years, Charek Monastery was con-
signed to total oblivion and was never mentioned in
print until the year 1982, when an extensive work on
the lapidary inscriptions of Karabakh was published,
part of it devoted to Charek.47 Regretfully, however,
that large-scale work did not provide the scientific
world with any new information on the cloister (the
scientific expeditions organized between 1960 and ‘64
simply ignored the epigraphs of the monument).
Moreover, it did not make even a passing reference to
Kajikian’s, Kamalian’s and M. Smbatiants’ decipher-
ments, while those by Th. Shirakuny had been re-pub-
lished without any reference to their source.

The Monastic Complex of Charek. In 1862 Prior
Sargis spent 120 rubles for the repairs of the monastic
complex.48 In 1879 Father Superior Astvatzatur called
upon the former Armenian inhabitants of Shamkor,
then already dwelling in Tiflis, to carry out the next
overhaul: “...The prior would like to ask the residents
of Tiflis’ Shamkor Quarter to extend a helping hand to
Charek Monastery of their homeland, since its neigh-
bourhood retains their forefathers’ remains.”49

The cloister continually suffered armed robbery, two
acts of which were reported in 1893 and 1895, with the
Father Superior having a narrow escape from death.50

Until 1989, the main buildings of the monastery
sheltered some Turkish stock-breeders, with its rooms
reduced to cattle-sheds (although in a state of total dis-
repair, they were mostly preserved standing).

On the whole, Charek was in a good state of preser-
vation before the Soviet takeover.

Sourb Astvatzatzin Church represents a tri-nave
basilica (exterior dimensions: 17.28 x 9.72 metres) dat-
ing back to the early 17th century (its walls bear dona-
tion inscriptions of 1617 and 1621). The vault, lying
below a gable roof, is inwardly supported by two pairs
of quadrangular pillars. In the east, i.e. to the left and
right of the main apse, two vestries are located. The
entrance of the church, which is built of undressed and
roughly-finished stone and mortar, opens into the gavit
adjoining the monument in the west.

The gavit, dating from 1684 and entirely built of
yellow-greyish finely-finished stone, abuts on Sourb
Astvatzatzin Church in the west and shares its compo-
sitional features. In the south, its facade is shaped like
a portico with a three-arch opening. The northern nave
of the building (exterior dimensions: 8.0 x 6.48 metres)
is sustained by a pair of columns. The main door of the
gavit opens into the portico, while the second one,
closed for a long time, used to open from near the
northern corner of its western facade. The tympanum
of the southern entrance bears a construction inscrip-
tion tracing back to 1684. 

The belfry, erected in 1659, is located several
metres north of the gavit and represents a square (6.12
x 6.12 metres), its only entrance opening from the
western facade. It represents a building of undressed
stone, brick and mortar, with a broach and eight circu-

CHAREK MONASTERY. The monastic enclosure and annexes

__________
45 Archbishop Mesrop Ter-Movsissian. The Churches and

Monastic Buildings of Three Great Armenian Monasteries: Tatev,
Haghartzin and Dadivank. Jerusalem, 1938, pp. 91-92, in
Armenian.

46 Voskian, H. The Monasteries of Artsakh. Vienna, 1953, pp. 166-176,
in Armenian.

47 Corpus..., part 5, pp. 267-268.
48 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3836, pp. 43-44.
49 “Ararat,” 1879, p. 320. The following record (1890) reports inter-

esting details relating to the economic condition of the monastery,
“West of the belfry stand between 12 and 15 cells which are thor-
oughly preserved and serve as vestries for the Father Superior.
Opposite them are 85 beehives as well as some ruined rooms,
remnants of pipes and walls built of mortar. Several rooms stand-
ing intact in the south of the monastery serve as storehouses.
Particularly remarkable is a long, arched building whose entrance
opens from a large hall and which is, apparently, the refectory of
the cloister. It has a vaulted ceiling of stone. ...The cloister, which
enjoys all blessings, provides appropriate conditions for bee-keep-
ing and animal husbandry” ¥S. KKamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1,
VI-11, pp. 22, 24¤.

50 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 160, pp. 1, 3, 4,
5, 9, 14. Also see “Ardzagank,” 1895, No. 105, p. 3. The plunder
of 1893 was organized by Mamet Hasan Allahverdi oghli.
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lar solid pillars on the second floor. The finely-finished
stones placed above the entrance are engraved with a
construction inscription above which three khachkars
can be seen. The left and right sides of the window of
the southern facade are decorated with bas-reliefs rep-
resenting angels playing the pipe. 

The refectory of the monastic complex represent-
ed a vaulted structure (exterior dimensions: 25.0 x 8.64
metres) of undressed stone and mortar, adjoined by the
kitchen of the monastery. It was illuminated through
some small narrow windows. By the late 19th century,
its stone tables, extending in two rows, had been total-
ly ruined.  

The monastery of Charek also comprises about thir-
ty vaulted rooms intended for the monks - a consider-
able part of them was built, or renovated in the second
half of the 19th century - and a mill located within a
solid enclosure. Its arched gateway, opening in the
south, is engraved with a construction inscription of
1717. In 1847 “Within the fortified walls are eight
rooms which are the monks’ habitations and contain
their belongings. Besides, the monastery also has a mill
and a jrating.”51

A chapel named Harants is situated at the top of a
low hill rising north-west of the main buildings of the
complex. It represents a small, vaulted structure of fine-
ly-finished stone tracing back to 1667. A khachkar, once

standing in front of its entrance but at present displaced,
is engraved with a memorial inscription of 1740.

Mention should also be made of some graves lying
below the eastern wall of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church as
well as around and inside the aforementioned chapel.

Adjacent Monuments. In the territory between
Charek Monastery and the castle of the same name (on
the left bank of the river Shamkor) are preserved the
ruins of a medieval village site and a cemetery of cross-
stones. As of 1981, it also retained a church, thorough-
ly built of finely-finished stone: despite its state of
deterioration, it was still preserved standing.

Some other historical monuments could be found
on the right bank of the river Shamkor: “On two lofty,
wooded hills rising quite far from each other above the
monastery, on the other bank of the river, two semi-
ruined chapels are located, with vestiges of many cells
and dwellings near one of them. Here and there some
cross-stones can be seen, all of them bare of any
inscriptions. On the slope of a lofty mountain towering
near the cloister, a semi-destroyed church is preserved,
with some graves nearby: apparently, it was intended as
a summer residence for the monks...”52

Charek Monastery was one of the most famous and
prolific scriptoria in Northern Artsakh, but unfortu-
nately, very few of the manuscripts copied, or repaired
there have come down to us.

CHAREK MONASTERY. Harants Chapel (17th cent.) seen from the west

__________
52 “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 35, p. 3.

__________
51 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3814, pp. 107-108.
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In 1641 a certain Sargis, one of the monks of the
monastery, repaired a Gospel of 1496 there: “...The
Holy Gospel was mended by monk Sargis, a learner
gaining knowledge from the Holy Gospel, under the
spiritual leadership of Bishop David in the holy
monastery of Charek.”53

In 1655 a certain Mekhitar, probably, a member of
the monastic community, repaired another manuscript:

“Mended by wretched sinner Mekhitar in Sourb
Astvatzatzin Church of Charek’s holy monastery in the
year 1104 (1655) of our era. May you remember me.”54

In the same year, Priest Avetis completed a manu-
script he had started in Papajan Village of Verin Zakam
District:

“This manuscript was accomplished... in the renow-
ned monastery... of Charek...”55

Another manuscript, dating back to 1659, was cre-
ated “...in Shamkor’s Charek Monastery having a mo-
nastic community of 70, under the leadership of Father
Sargis the Senior Teacher and Archbishop David, the
spiritual shepherd of Gardman District.”56

In 1665 scribe and illustrator Grigor created a man-
uscript for Father Superior Sargis the Archimandrite.57

The priors and monks of Charek Monastery who
also created manuscripts outside the walls of their
sanctuary did not spare efforts to enrich their reposito-
ry. Thus, in 1637 they purchased a manuscript:

“In the year 1637, we, Fathers Hakob, Barsegh and
Archimandrite Aristakes, sold this book to Charek
Monastery, represented by David the Paronter as well
as Fathers Anton, Khachatur and others...”58

In the late 19th century, Aguletsots (‘Of Agulis
inhabitants’) Church of Shushi retained a Gospel which
had been created on the order of “Archimandrite
Nerses of the holy monastery of Charek, Gandzak.”59

While in Jerusalem, in 1704 Father Superior of
Charek Nerses created a Gavazanagirk (a chronologi-
cal list of church dignitaries with an account of their
lives and activities) whose colophon states, “May you
pray for Archimandrite Nerses of Charek Monastery...
who initiated this to his enjoyment in St. Hakob the
Apostle’s Monastery located in the holy city of Jerusa-
lem in the year 1704.”60

In 1715 scribe Hovhannes created a Collection in
Charek.61

In 1818 Archimandrite Baghdasar Jalaliants took a
manuscript from Charek Monastery to Gandzasar (at
present kept in the Matenadaran under N 4411).62

The Epigraphy of Charek Monastery. Below fol-
lows a list of the inscriptions of the cloister deciphered
and published by different researchers: two in the
church; five, one of them a cryptogram, in the gavit;
one in each of the belfry, the gateway and Harants
Chapel; five engraved on khachkars, and two on tomb-
stones, with a total of seventeen, six of which were
later republished by K. Kostaniants.63 The 5th part of
the Corpus Inscriptionum Armenicarum64 republished
eleven of them without any addition to the decipher-
ments already existing; moreover, it did not even offer
a thorough analysis either for those published before,
or the ones waiting for print. 

Regretful as it is, when we visited Charek in 1980,
our skills of copying lapidary inscriptions were far
from satisfactory. Fortunately, the photographs we took
then enabled us to prepare the copies of the following
inscriptions:

“...engraved in the form of a cross” near a yerdik-shaped win-
dow:

êáõñµ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ë³õë Ø³Ýáõ¿ÉÇ, Ãí¥ÇÝ¤
èÎ¼ (1617): 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Manuel. In
the year 1617.

The Armenian original published in: “Ararat,” 1872, p. 270;
Corpus..., part 5, p. 268. 

Engraved “...in a circular form...” on an anchor-shaped stone
lying on the part of the roof covering the bema: 

êáõñµ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ë³õë ¿ ¸³õÇÃ »åÇëÏá-
åáëÇÝ Ñ³õñÝ »õ ÝÝç»ó»Éáó, Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÐ(1621): 

transl.: This Holy Cross is in memory of Bishop
David ... and his dead relatives. 1621.

The Armenian original published in: “Ararat,” 1872, p. 270;
Corpus..., ibid.

5 lines in the Armenian original incised into the finely-cut face
of a rectangular grave-stone decorated with a relief of verge:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | î¥¿¤ñ ê¥³¤Ñ³Ï í³ñ¹³å»-
ï|ÇÝ, áñ ÷áË»ó(³õ) ³é |øñ(Çëïá)ë, ÃíÇÝ
èÖ|Æ¶(1674) ³Ù:

__________
53 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3, p. 47. Also see Barkhutariants,

M. Artsakh, p. 144; Topjian, H. A Catalogue compiled by
Archimandrite Khachik Dadian (henceforward: Topjian, H.). Part
2, Vagharshapat, 1900, p. 45, all parts in Armenian.

54 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3, p. 663.
55 Op. cit., p. 691.
56 Op. cit., p. 876.
57 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 1,  manuscript N

986, p. 452. 
58 Archimandrite Nerses Akinian. Armenian Catholicos Movses

Tatevatsy III and the Period of His Patriarchate. Vienna, 1936, p.
161, in Armenian. Colophons, 17th century, vol. 2, p. 702.

59 Topjian, H., part 2, p. 45.
60 Op. cit., part 1, Vagharshapat, 1898, p. 52. 

__________
61 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2, manuscript N

8678, p. 792.
62 Yeganian, O. S. The Collection of Gandzasar’s Armenian Manus-

cripts. In: “Echmiatzin,” 1971, No. 4, pp. 61-62, in Armenian.
63 Kostaniants, K. A Chronological Catalogue of Armenian

Lapidary Inscriptions. St. Petersburg, 1913, pp. 183, 187, 190,
196, 205, in Armenian (the author made use of Jalaliants’ and
Lalayants’ works).

64 Corpus..., part 5, pp. 267-268.
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transl.: In this grave reposes Archimandrite
Sahak, who departed to Christ in the year 1674.

Published for the first time.

7 lines in the Armenian original carved on three finely-dressed
stones set above the belfry entrance opening from the western facade:

Î³ÙûùÝ ²(ëïáõÍá)Û ßÇÝ»ó³õ ½³ÝÏ³Ï³-
ïáõÝë Û³ÝáõÝ ë(áõñ)µ Ð(ñ»)ßï(³Ï³å»)]ï³óÝ
[ØÇù³Û¿ÉÇ »õ ¶³µñÇ¿ÉÇ, Ç] | Ñ(³)Ûñ(³)å(»)-
ïáõÃ(»³)Ý ä»ïñ(á)ëÇ [ëñµ³½³Ý Ï³ÃáõÕÇÏá-
ëÇ Ç ï]³Ýë ²Õáõ³ÝÇó, Û³é³ç|Ýáñ¹áõÃ»(³Ý)
ë(áõñ)µ áõËïÇë »õ [³Ý³å³ïÇë â³ñ»ù³Û]
ê³ñ·Çë í(³)ñ¹(³)å(»)ïÇ, Ó»éÝïá|õÃ(»³Ù)µ
»õ ³ÕûÃÇõù Ð ¥70¤ ÙÇ³[µ³ÝÇóë Ï³ï³ñáõÙÝ]
»Õ»õ ë(áõñ)µ Ë(á)ñ(³)ÝÇë, Ç ÷³éë ²(ë-
ïáõÍá)Û: ²ñ[¹] | »ë ø(ñÇëïáë)Ç Í³é³ ê(³)ñ-
·(Ç)ë í(³)ñ¹(³)å»ï[ë »õ ³ÕûÃ³õáñ »Õ-
µ³ñù]ë ßÇÝ(»)ó(³)ù ½ë(áõñ)µ Ï(³)Ã(á)Õ(Ç)Ï¿ë
Ç ÷ñÏ[áõÃÇ(õÝ)] | [Ñá·(á)]ó Ù»ñ(á)ó »õ ³Ù(»-
Ý³ÛÝ) Ñ(³)õ(³)ï(³)ó»Éá[ó, áñù ÁÝÃ»é]Ýáõù
ÛÇß»ó¿ù ½Ù»½ Ç ø(ñÇëïá)ë, Ãí(Ç)[Ý] | èÖ »õ À
¥1659¤:

transl.: By the grace of God, this belfry, dedi-
cated to Holy Archangels Michael and Gabriel,
was erected in the days of Aghvank Catholicos
Petros, Sargis the Archimandrite, Father Superior
of Charek’s holy monastery, its holy apse being
completed through the support and prayers of 70
monks for the eternal glory of our Lord. The local
brethren and I, Christ’s humble servant Sargis the
Archimandrite, had the holy dome built for the

salvation of all believers’ and our souls. May you
who read this pray for the repose of our souls.
1659.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
23, pp. 330-331; Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, pp. 164-165; “Nor-
Dar,” 1893, No. 35, p. 3; Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 314;
Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 338.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 23. 
Note: These sources published the inscription with some major

and minor errors and distortions.

Incised inwardly into the “eastern” wall of Harants Chapel:
Æ Ãáõ³Ï³ÝÇë Ð³Ûáó èÖÄ¼ (1667) ³ÙÇ

ï»³éÝ ä»ïñáëÇ Ï³ÃáõÕÇÏáëÇÝ, »ë øñÇëïá-
ëÇ Í³é³ ê³ñ·Çë í³ñ¹³å»ïë Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ
ëáõñµ Ë³ãë Ç Éáõë³õáñáõÃÇõÝ Ñá·õáÛ ÇÙáÛ »õ
ÍÝáÕ³óÝ ÇÙª ï¿ñ ÚáÑ³ÝÝ¿ëÇÝ »õ ºÕÇ³ë³µ¿-
ÃÇÝ »õ ÙÇ³µ³Ýóë, áñù ³ëï »Ý Ñ³Ý·áõó»³É »õ
³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ áÕáñÙ³Í³ó Ù»ñáó áÕáñÙ»ëóÇ ³ë³-
ó¿ù, ²ëïáõ³Í Ù»ñ Éáõë³õáñ»ëó¿ Ñá·áí »õ
Ù³ñÙÝáí ³ëï ûñÝ ¹³ï³ëï³ÝÇ Ù³¿Ý, áñù
ÁÝÃ»éÝáõù ÛÇß»ó»ù Ç øñÇëïáëª ä³Õï³ë³ñÝ
»õ Ø»ÉùáÝ, Ï³½ÙáÕ ëáõñµ Ë³ãë:

transl.: In the days of Catholicos Petros, in the
year 1667 of the Armenian era, I, Christ’s humble
servant Sargis the Archimandrite, erected this
Holy Cross for the salvation of the souls of my
parents, Father Hovhannes and Yeghisabet [as
well as] for the salvation of my soul, and in mem-
ory of the monks who died here. May you pray for
the repose of their souls and may God be merciful
to them on the Doomsday. May you who read this

CHAREK MONASTERY. A traced copy of the construction inscription of the belfry (1659)
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remember Melkon and Paghtasar, the sculptors of
this Holy Cross.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
23, p. 331; Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, p. 166; Barkhutariants, M.,
ibid; Lalayan, Yer., idem, pp. 338-339; Corpus..., part 5, p. 268. 

Note: Kajikian’s (“Ardzagank”) decipherment is the most
exhaustive among all these sources.

Engraved on a gravestone “lying opposite the main apse of the
church, outside it: probably, once a chapel stood over it by some
ancient custom, but now it was reduced to ruins and buried in the
earth. Removing the gravestone, we saw a pair of others, only one of
which bore an epitaph”:

²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï ¸³õÇÃ »åÇëÏáåáëÇ,
áñ ÷áË»ó³õ ³é øñÇëïáë, Ç ÃíÇÝ èÔ´
(1643):

transl.: In this grave reposes Bishop David,
who departed to Christ in the year 1643. 

The Armenian original published in: Jalaliants, S., ibid;
“Ararat,” 1872, p. 270; “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 23, p. 330;
“Bazmavep,” 1891, p. 39; “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 35, p. 3;
Kostaniants, K., idem, p. 183; Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 339;
Akinian, N. Movses G..., p. 92; Corpus..., ibid.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 23. 
Note: Kamalian, who found this gravestone broken in two in

1890, writes, “In the east of the monastery lies its founder’s grave,
with its small tombstone broken in two fragments.”

Incised into the entrance tympanum of the gavit:
ÞÝáñÑûù ²ëïáõÍáÛÝ ³Ù»Ý³Ï³ÉÇ Ï³éáõ-

ó³õ Ç ³Ýáõ³Ý ²Ù»Ý³÷ñÏãÇ í»ñÝ³ïáõÝë ï»-
ÕÇ Ñá·áÛ ×ßÙ³ñïÇ, »Ï»Õ»óÇë ëáõñµ »õ ·³õÇÃ
·áí»ÉÇ Ç Ñ³Ûñ³å»ïáõÃ»³Ý... ßÇÝ»ó³õ ë³ Ó»-
é³Ùµ ï»³éÝ Ü»ñë¿ëÇ Ñ³Ý¹»ñÓ Ð ¥70¤ »Õ-
µ³ñµù ³Ù¿Ý Ç ÷ñÏáõÃÇõÝ Ñá·áó Ù»ñáó, áñù ÁÝ-
Ã»éÝáõù, ÛÇß»ó¿ù Ç øñÇëïáë, ³Ù¿Ý, Ãí¥ÇÝ¤
èÖÈ¶ (1684):

transl.: By the grace of Almighty God, this
gallery, holy church and fine gavit were built in
the days of Catholicos... by Father Nerses and 70
brethren for the salvation of our souls. May you
who read this pray for us. Amen. In the year
1684. 

The Armenian original published in: Jalaliants, S., idem, part  1,

p. 165; “Ararat,” 1872, p. 271; “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 23, p. 330;
“Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 35, p. 3; Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 313;
Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 337; Corpus..., part 5, p. 267. 

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, pp.
22-23.

Note: “The name is not incised into the stone.”

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the lower part of a
cross-stone set a little below the western pediment of the gavit:

êáõñµ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ë³õë î¿ñ Øûíë¿ëÇÝ,
Ü»ñë¿ëÇÝ, Úûíë¿÷³ÝÇÝ »õ ä³ñËáõï³ñÇÝ,
áñù µ³½áõÙ ëÇñáí »ïáõÝ ßÇÝ»É ½·³õÇÃ ëáõñµ
»Ï»Õ»óõáÛë, Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÖÈ¶ (1684):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Fathers
Movses, Nerses, Hovsepan and Parkhutar, who
had the gavit of this holy church built with great
devotion in the year 1684.

The Armenian original published in: Jalaliants, S., ibid;
“Ararat,” 1872, p. 271; Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 314; Lalayan,
Yer., idem, pp. 337-338; Corpus..., ibid.

Incised above the tympanum of the southern entrance of the
gavit:

î¿ñ, Ñ³ïÇ ½Ý»ÕáõÃÇõÝë î¿ñ Øûíë¿ëÇ, Ü»ñ-
ë¿ëÇ, úë¿÷³ÝÇÝ »õ ä³ñËáõï³ñÇ, Ó»½ å³Ñ¿
³Ý÷ûñÓ ³ßË³ñÑÇ:

transl.: My Lord, deliver Fathers Movses,
Nerses, Osepan and Parkhutar from predicaments
and save them from evil.

The Armenian original published in: “Ararat,” 1872, p. 371;
Corpus..., part 5, p. 268.

Note: The aforementioned 4 people are the builders of the gavit;
therefore, the inscription may be traced back to 1684.

Engraved below a cross relief above the tympanum of a small
door opening near the north-western corner of the gavit:

àí ù³é³Ã»õ ëáõñµ öñÏãÇÝ »õ ½ÇÝ³ñ³Ý ³Ý-
Ù³Ñ ·³éÇÝ, ³õáõñ ÷³é³íáñ ³ñù³ÛÇÝ, ÃíÇ¥Ý¤
èÖÈ¶ (1684):

transl.: To the four-winged Saviour and the
abattoir of the immortal lamb,  ...the glorious
king. In the year 1684.

The Armenian original published in: “Ararat,” 1872, p. 271.

CHAREK MONASTERY. The gravestone of Sahak the
Archimandrite (1674)

CHAREK MONASTERY. An inscription carved on the tympanum
of the gavit



A cryptogram engraved on the western facade of the gavit: 
ºë Ü»ñë¿ë:
transl.: I Nerses.
The Armenian original published in: “Ararat,” 1872, p. 271.
Note: Presumably, the person alluded to is the Nerses mentioned

in the construction inscription (1684) of the gavit; therefore, the
inscription may be traced back to the end of the 17th century.

Incised “into one of the three small cross-stones encircling the
southern window of the belfry”:

êµ. Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ëûë ê³ñ·ëÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Sargis.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 23.
Note: Probably, the person alluded to is Archimandrite Sargis,

who died in 1671; therefore, the inscription may be traced back to the
17th century.

Engraved on the gate opening in the south of the monastic enclo-
sure:

Æ ÃáõÇÝ èÖÎ¶ (1717). »ë ØÏñïÇã í³ñ¹³-
å»ïë ßÇÝ»óÇ å³ñÇëåë, áñ »Õ»õ Ë³ñç :ÆÀ:
(28) ÃáõÙ³Ý, úí³Ý¿ë í³ñ¹³å»ïÝ ïáõ³õ Ä
(10) ÃáõÙ³Ý, ßÇÝ»ó³õ ÇßË³ÝáõÃ»³Ùµ ëáñ³:

transl.: I, Archimandrite Mkrtich, had these
ramparts built at 28 tumans in the year 1717,
under Archimandrite Ovanes, who donated 10
tumans.

The Armenian original published in: Jalaliants, S., idem, part  1,
pp. 165-166; Barkhutariants, M., ibid; “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 26,
p. 331; Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 338; Corpus..., ibid.

“...carved on a small khachkar”:
êµ Ë³ãë ì³ñ¹³ÝÇÝÝ ¿:
transl.: This Holy Cross stands for Vardan.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 23.

Engraved on another cross-stone:
ØÇÝ³ëÇÝ íñ¹å»ï:
transl.: To Archimandrite Minas.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid. 

“Incised into a khachkar outwardly set in the southern wall”: 
êáõñµ ¥Ë³ãë¤ µ³ñ»Ë³õë ä»ïñáõÙ µ¿ÏÇÝ,

Ø³Ï³ë³ñÇÝ: 
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Petrum

Bey and Makasar.
The Armenian original published in: “Ararat,” 1872, p. 270;

Corpus..., ibid.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice and
lower part of a displaced cross-stone lying in front of the entrance of
Harants Chapel:

[ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ã]ë µ(³ñ»)Ë(³õ)ë ... | áñ ¿
Ù³Ûñ ê(³)ñ·(Ç)ë í(³)ñ¹(³)å(»)|ïÇÝ, ÷á-
Ë(»)ó(³õ) Ç ø(ñÇëïá)ë, èÖÒÂ(1740):

transl.: This Holy Cross is in memory of ...
Archimandrite Sargis’ mother, who consigned her
soul to Christ in 1740.

Published for the first time.

Carved on a tombstone lying in the gavit:
²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï â³ñ»ùáõ ³Ý³å³ïÇ

ØÏñïÇã í³ñ¹³å»ïÇÝ, Ãí. è¥Ö¤Ôº ¥1746¤:
transl.: In this grave reposes Archimandrite

Mkrtich of Charek Monastery. In the year 1(7)46.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,

p. 277; Corpus..., part 5, p. 250.
Note: The copy of the inscription misses the second part of the

year indicating the hundred: we think it should have been deciphered
as ‘1746.’

Incised into a gravestone lying near the southern door of the
church:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¸³õÇÃ í³ñ¹³å»ïÇÝ, áñ
÷áË»ó³õ ³é øñÇëïáë, Ç ÃíÇÝ èØÐº (1826): 

transl.: In this grave reposes Archimandrite
David, who departed to Christ in the year

1826.
The Armenian original published in: “Ararat,” 1872, pp. 270-

271; “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 35, p. 3; Corpus..., part 5, p. 268. 
Note: Smbatiants deciphers the year as ‘1828.’

Charek Monastery used to possess large estates,
including hayfields, pastures and mainly forests. 

The stock-breeding Turkish tribes which had shift-
ed to a sedentary life in the neighbourhood of the
monastic dominions in the late 19th century often tres-
passed on these lands. In addition, in the late 1860s,
the cloister entered into a conflict against the authori-
ties, which eventually led to legal proceedings. After
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some delay, the case was settled in behalf of the for-
mer. 

A number of archive documents clearly set the
boundaries of the monastic estates covering 3,000
dessiatinas. Thus, one of them (1857) states, “...its
domains, consisting of woods, fields, meadows and
pastures, extend up to the tributary Getabak merging
into the river Shamkor in the east, and the tributary
Aykyand, flowing at the foot of Ghlij Dagh, in the west.
In the north, their boundaries stretch from Chaparlu
Bulagh65 and reach the site of Aytala, where some
ancient winter dwellings are located. These territories
have comprised the indisputable dominions of the mo-
nastery since the times of the khans of Yelisavet-
pol...”66

Information regarding the boundaries of the
monastic estates and cattle-sheds can also be found
in an archive document of 1869: “By signing this
document, I, Father Superior of Charek Monastery
Archimandrite Sargis Davtiants, rent out the four

winter residences belonging to Charek Monastery,
namely the sites of Mkoshants, Sablugh, Kyukyurt
and Nerki, to you, Mirza Mirzakhan from Zaglik, by
three years. The boundaries of these lands are
marked by the river Getabek in the east; Chaparlu
Bulagh and the mountain rising above it ( it serves as
a hayfield) in the west, and Ghlij Dagh in the
south...”67

An archive document of 1877 reveals that the dis-
pute over the determination of the boundaries
between the monastic and court lands had aggravat-
ed:

“So far the spiritual powers and royal treasury have
not come to an agreement concerning the domains of
Charek Monastery and its large forest that is of great
value.”68

The complicated situation only played into the
hands of the adjacent Turks who had started illegally
felling trees in a section of the aforementioned wood
called Dyuz-Yurt.69

CHAREK MONASTERY. The boundaries of the monastic estates before the late ‘10s of the 20th cent.

__________
67 Idem, file 2882, p. 17.
68 Idem, file 2882, p. 38.
69 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1879, No. 37, p. 3.

__________
65 ‘Bulagh’ is the Turkish equivalent for ‘spring.’
66 National Archives of Armenia, fund  53, list 1, file 2634, p. 1.
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In 1888 the monastic dominions comprised 5 win-
ter residences that were as follows: Ojakhverdi, Ku-
kurt, Verin Sabghul, Nerkin Sabghul and Mokosha-
nots-Kizilkala.70

In 1890 S. Kamalian wrote the following about the
estates of the cloister, “...the issue of the wood, that was
raised in 1875, is about to be settled. The monastery,
which holds possession of it, has its own forest-guard,
two servants and nothing else.”71

As already mentioned above, the dispute over the
monastic dominions eventually brought the parties
before court. The final hearing of the case was sched-
uled for 1 July  1891, “the majority of the witnesses
who were Turks giving testimony in behalf of the san
ctuary.”72

An archive document of 1893 states the following
about the domains of Charek Monastery, “Its forests
and pastures occupy an area of three thousand dessiati-
nas, their boundaries running as follows: Klijdagh-
Tapansu in the east and south (the latter merges into the
river Shamkor); Karmir-Kap and Sazmazu up to Ghlij
and down to Palchekhli Bulagh in the west; Satani Ser,
the peak of Chakhmakhakar and Chabarlu Bulagh, that
flows into the tributary Gatabek, in the north...”73

According to a press publication of 1894, “Late in
October, the Provincial Court heard the case of the
estates of Charek Monastery and settled it in behalf of
the sanctuary...”74

The dispute, that had started in the late 1860s, was
finally settled only in 1902: “...Charek Monastery
holds complete possession of the ancient province of
Gardman donated by the local feudal lords, i.e. the
princes of Gardman, in eternal ownership since the
Middle Ages. The Turkish witnesses swore that the
story of that donation had been handed down to them
from generation to generation. The case was not an
easy one: it took the judicial bodies, from the
Provincial Court of Gandzak to the Senate, about 20
years (1883 to 1902) to arrive at a certain conclusion
respecting it. It was repeatedly heard and investigat-
ed, ... the land surveyors continually studying and
measuring the monastic estates. In the long run, in
April of this year, the Senate finally approved the
domains of Charek as pertaining to that ancient
monastery...”75

In the same year, the cloister suffered an armed
robbery during which Prior Astvatzatur the
Archimandrite was killed.76 That clergyman “...had

been selflessly serving the monastery for twenty
years, from the very first day of his ordination. As
reported by some trustworthy sources, it was thanks
to his consistent, enthusiastic efforts that the
Supreme Court of Petersburg settled the case in
behalf of the monastery. Now the estates Charek has
obtained surpass many of our monastic domains by
their largeness, fertility and thickness of wooded
lands.”77

In the same year (1902), Echmiatzin Synod ordered
to prepare a map “...of the estates of Charek
Monastery.”78

In 1910 the lands of the cloister occupied an area of
2,732 square dessiatinas.79

According to a register of the monastic domains
of Gandzak Diocese, made up on 4 July 1910, the
boundaries of Charek Monastery were as follows,
“...In the east, the lands, covering about four versts,
stretch up to Mount Gharadagh. Climbing its top
together with my companion and some forest guards
who were leading us, I saw a borderstone a land sur-
veyor had placed there. In the west, they cover an
area of about ten versts, and comprise the site of
Jajili, Lake Tonghuz, the tributaries Aykend and
Aytali as well as the mountain ridge of Sajin and
Mount Aytal, which bears a border stone. In the
north, the dominions include Chapar Bulagh, a high
hill, the mountain ridge of Chakhmakh, Zakar
Bulagh (the border stone is placed here), the site of
Tsagia Yeri, the tributary Getabek and Mamrot
Ghali (another borderstone lies below it), the entire
area amounting to some six to seven versts in
length. In the south, the domains of the cloister
include the site of Gharadara, the gorge of
Telegraph, Mounts Ghezelghaya and Kyukyurt as
well as the tributary Tapan near the river Shamkor
(here the borderstone lies), these forming an area of
seven versts...”80

Despite the steps taken by Levon Ter-Avetikian,
Manager General of the monastic estates, illegal
felling, particularly for Getabek’s copper mills, was
still spread in these lands in 1913.81

Until 1918, the monastery regularly received the
income yielded by its domains and mainly sent it to
the Holy See. In the Soviet years, its derelict build-
ings sheltered some Turkish cattle-breeders who lived
there until 1989 (perhaps, they still occupy it at pres-
ent).

Priors. The first Father Superior of the cloister was
its founder, Bishop David (1610s to 1643), who held__________

70 National Archives of Armenia, fund  53, list 1, file 2882, p. 37.
71 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 21.
72 “Nor-Dar,” 1891, No. 116, p. 3. 
73 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3892, p. 40.
74 “Mshak,” 1894, No. 144, p. 2. 
75 “Mshak,” 1902, No. 199, p. 1.
76 “Ararat,” 1902, pp. 1024-1025. 

__________
77 “Luma,” 1902, No. 4, p. 256.
78 “Ararat,” 1902, p. 761.
79 “Ararat,” 1910, p. 57:
80 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 775, p. 16. 
81 “Mshak,” 1913, No. 126, p. 3.
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office for about 30 years (mentioned in 1637, 1641 and
1643).82 The Very Reverend David is buried below the
eastern wall of the church.

Under Archimandrite Sargis (1643 to 1671), men-
tioned in 1659, 1660, 1665, 1667 and 1671 (the last
year marks his death),83 the belfry of the monastic
complex was built and manuscript writing flourished
there. A manuscript created in Sevretsik Village men-
tions him in the following way, “...under
Archimandrite Sargis of blessed memory, Prior of
Charek Monastery who does not differ from his pred-
ecessors...”84 Archimandrite Sargis is buried in
Harants Chapel.

The available information regarding Father Su-
perior Sahak the Archimandrite  (1671(?) to 1674)
comprises the date of his death.85 His remains are inter-
red in the aforementioned chapel. 

In the days of Archimandrite Nerses (1675 to
1700s), mentioned in 1684 and 1704,86 the gavit of the
monastery was built. His remains repose in the same
chapel.

Through Archimandrite Mkrtich’s (1710s to 1746)
efforts, in 1717 the monastery was fortified by an
enclosure. In 1730 Catholicos Karapet and Patriarch of
Jerusalem Grigor respectively granted permit and
issued a bull allowing fund-raising for the implementa-
tion of a major overhaul in the sanctuary, that had been
plundered and dilapidated in the aftermath of a Lezghin
invasion.87

Archimandrite Mkrtich is buried in the gavit of
Karhan Monastery situated near Mirzik Village of
Khanlar District (see his epitaph on page 427 of the
present work). 

Between 1817 and 1819, Archimandrite David
Jalaliants (at least 1817 to 1826) studied “...reading,
writing and interpretation of the Old and New Testa-
ments...”88 in Charek Monastery. His teacher Sargis
Davtiants later succeeded him in the post of Father
Superior. He died in 182689 and was buried below
the southern wall of the church.  

Archimandrite Sargis Davtiants (1826(?) to 1867),
still a celibate priest in 1839,90 is mentioned in 1844,
when some Turks plundered the monastery.91 In  1862
the prior (according to his CV, he was born in 1790)92

carried out some repairs in the sanctuary at 120
rubles.93 Reference is also made to Sargis Davtiants in
1858, 186494 and 1869, the last year, probably, marking
his death.95

Archimandrite Grigoris Ter-Hakobiants (1867 to
1869), born in Samaghar Village of Echmiatzin District in
1842, “...was appointed Prior of Charek Monastery by a
Synod decision of 1 July 1867...”96 As attested by an
archive document, in 1867 he sank into debts, but it is not
clear whether the Father Superior himself or the mo-
nastery was in a financial predicament.97 Grigoris Ter-
Hakobiants, who is also mentioned in 1869, died in
1912.98

Archimandrite Yeprem Yenikolopian served until
1875, but “...it was impossible to find any trustworthy
details concerning his activity.”99

Almost the entire period of the priory of Archi-
mandrite Astvatzatur Ter-Harutiuniants (17 May
1875 to 21 August 1902), born in in 1850 Seghnakh
City of Kakhet, Eastern Georgia having a large Ar-
menian population,100 marked a heavy struggle for
the restitution of the monastic estates that had been
arrogated by the state (between 1887 and 1888, he
was dismissed from office for a short time). As
already mentioned above, some Turkish bandits
killed him in the very year (1902) the court finally
settled the case, delayed for so many years, in behalf
of the monastery101 (the Turks of the neighbourhood
called him Red Sultan, or Hero of the gorges of
Shamkor).102

__________
82 Topjian, H., part 2, p. 46; Archimandrite Nerses Akinian, op.

cit., p. 161; Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3, p. 47; Arakel Davri-
zhetsy, p. 218.

83 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3, p. 876. Patriarchal Documents,
folder 1, document 79; A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts...,
vol. 1, manuscript No. 986. The date carved on his gravestone is
found only in Kajikian’s notes (“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 23, p.
330).

84 Patriarchal Documents,  folder 1, document 79.
85 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 23, p. 330.
86 Topjian, H., part 1, Vagharshapat, 1898, p. 52; “Ardzagank,”

1886, No. 23, p. 330.
87 National Archives of Armenia, fund  332, list 1, file 778. Also see

“Ardzagank,” ibid.
88 National Archives of Armenia, fund  53, list 1, file 3831, p. 38.
89 See his epitaph among the lapidary inscriptions of Charek Monastery.

__________
90 National Archives of Armenia, fund  53, list 1, file 457,  .
91 National Archives of Armenia, fund  56, list 1, file 1687, p. 1.
92 National Archives of Armenia, fund  53, list 1, file 3831, pp. 37-38.
93 Idem, file 3836, pp. 43-44.
94 Idem, file 3843, p.7.
95 Idem, file 2882, p.17.
96 “Ararat,” 1912, p. 757.
97 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 8882, p. 18; file

2860, p. 8.
98 “Ararat,” 1912, p. 757.
99 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 775, p. 18; fund

53, list 1, file 2882, p. 38.
100 “Ararat,” 1902, p. 1024; “Mshak,” 1902, No. 199, p. 1.
101 “Mshak,” 1902, No. 187, p. 2.
102 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1879, No. 37, p. 3. Once Archimandrite

Astvatzatur heard that some Turks had illegally cut down trees in
a forest located in one of the monastic estates called ‘Dyuz-Yurt’
and situated in the neighbourhood of Getabek. Accompanied by
two people from Pib, he immediately went there to draw up a
report of the incident on the spot. Noticing a Turk waiting in
ambush for them with a gun in his hand, he made for him without
a minute’s hesitation, while the horror-stricken bandit proved
unable to shoot at him.
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Astvatzatur Ter-Harutiuniants kept the monastic
buildings under constant care, always drawing atten-
tion to the problems of the cloister and settling them
through fund-raising and petitions.103 In 1877 Catholi-
cos Gevorg IV gave him a breast cross in gratitude for
his selfless devotion to his duties,104 a bull of 1898
awarding him a chasuble embroidered with flowers.105

Another bull of 1899 entitled Archimandrite Astvatza-
tur to continue serving in the same sanctuary.106 He
was buried in the court of the monastery, but until 1911
his grave was bare of any tombstone due to his succes-
sors’ imprudence and carelessness.107

Archimandrite Anton Vardazarian (5 October 1887
to 24 October 1888) held office for a brief period of
time: “On 5 October, the Synod decided to appoint Ar-
chimandrite Anton Vardazarian, then supervisor of a
farm belonging to the Holy See, Father Superior of
Charek Monastery.”108

A year later, however, “on 24 October ...Archiman-
drite Anton Vardazarian was dismissed from his post at
his own request...”109

The Catholicos accepted his resignation, for he was
absolutely unprepared to pursue the case of the monas-
tic domains in contrast to his predecessor, Archiman-
drite Astvatzatur, who was well-aware of all its details:
“...during the survey of the monastic dominions, the
authorities entered into a conflict against the sanctuary,
and now it needs a person of wide experience in that
affair. Archimandrite Anton, however, is unable to con-
tinue the legal proceedings without advice and instruc-
tions so that the religious powers have released him
from his office of Father Superior, replacing him by
Archimandrite Astvatzatur Ter-Harutiunian, who is
well-acquainted with the case and has perfect knowl-
edge of the boundaries of the monastic estates. Besides,
what is even more important, he is familiar with the
inhabitants of the adjacent villages who hold him in

high esteem. Given all these facts, firstly, Archiman-
drite Astvatzatur Ter-Harutiunian should receive a list
of all the property and belongings of Charek Monastery
from Archimandrite Anton in the presence of a repre-
sentative of Yelizavetpol’s Armenian spiritual powers,
and resume office to protect the rights and interests of
the sanctuary with the uttermost devotion, enthusiasm
and responsibility... Secondly, the leader of Karabakh
Diocese should appoint Archimandrite Anton Father
Superior in one of the monasteries of the diocese...”110

Archimandrite Vahan Gevorgian (1902), who was
appointed Prior in December 1902, manifested extreme
carelessness during his short term of office. He conde-
scended to arrive at the monastery only in February
1903, and even after that, he spent more time in Geta-
bek than in Charek.111

In 1906 Echmiatzin Synod ordered the Armenian
Consistory of Georgia and Imeret to sue Archimandrite
Vahan “for having illegally sold timber from the
monastic forest.”112

Parish priest of Pib Hovhannes Voskanian Khoja-
yants (1903) was appointed provisional guardian of
Charek Monastery on 8 July 1903.113

Given the long distance separating Charek from
Pib, as well as the latter’s populousness and Hovhannes
Khojayan’s overburdened work, Gandzak’s spiritual
powers applied to Georgia and Imeret’s Diocese
Consistory with a petition to provisionally appoint
Prior Theodoros Shirakuny (1903) of Khachakap’s
Targmanchats Monastery Father Superior of Charek.114

In compliance with a decision adopted by Echmia-
tzin Synod, in 1906 Archimandrite Anton, the former
rural dean of Aparan (Aparan District, Yerevan Pro-
vince), was appointed Prior of Charek Monastery.115

Presumably, when German archaeologist L. Haupt
visited the monastery, he met this prior there (he does
not mention him by name):

“The cloister, which stood abandoned like the oth-
ers, had a solitary dweller, a monk who had some com-
mand of the German language and showed us to the
large but derelict monastic structures and its under-
ground basement serving as a refuge in case of escapes.
Then we walked to the wild, neglected garden of the
sanctuary where he treated us to tea, bread, butter and

__________
103 “Ararat,” 1879, p. 320.
104 “Ararat,” 1902, p. 1024.
105 “Ararat,” 1898, p. 283.
106 “Ararat,” 1899, p. 268.
107 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 11365, p. 1. Of

great interest are the details of S. Kamalian’s meeting with Prior
Astvatzatur:
It was already getting dark when I reached the cloister. Having
some rest on an ottoman in a garden opposite it for several min-
utes, I was called inside to see the father superior. His fears and
suspicions concerning me soon dissipating, he showed me a kind
hospitality by treating me to tea, vodka, wine and various dishes.
We spent most of the night talking, and I learnt that divine service
was held in the cloister only on Sundays when pilgrims visited it.
It had two cows, and when I asked who tended and milked them,
the prior answered, ‘They are consigned to God’s care. They go to
the pasture and return all by themselves’ (S. Kamalian Fund,
copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 21).

108 “Ararat,” 1887, p. 509.
109 “Ararat,” 1888, p. 721; National Archives of Armenia, fund 53,

list 1, file 3882, p. 37.

__________
110 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä56, list 18, file 160, p. 3.

The list of the movable property of the monastery contains more
than a hundred items, but unfortunately, unlike other similar doc-
uments, it does not mention when and by whom each of them was
donated (idem, pp. 32-33).

111 “Ararat,” 1902, p. 1018; “Mshak,” 1903, No. 55, p. 2; “Ararat,”
1903, p. 161; “Mshak,” 1903, No. 124, pp. 1-2.

112 “Ararat,” 1906, p. 802.
113 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä461, list 1, file 12, p. 69;

fund 53, list 1, file 1104, p. 18.
114 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 1104, pp. 18-19.
115 “Ararat,” 1906, p. 794; “Ararat,” 1907, pp. 8, 10.



lime honey that he himself had made under a lime-tree:
after our exposure to the midday heat, the tea seemed
especially delicious to us. Bee-keeping was that cler-
gyman’s main occupation: in prolific years he received
some 50 to 60 poods of honey, that amount dropping to
only 10 to 15 poods in years of poor harvest.”116

A certain Ter-Avetikov (1910) is mentioned as
Father Superior of the cloister in 1910.117 His days
marked a period of total neglect for the monastery.118

Charek Monastery as a Place of Exile. The iso-
lated position of the sanctuary turned it into a suitable
place of repentance where Gandzak’s spiritual powers
generally sent clergymen found guilty of various
wrongdoings. Thus, in 1871 “One of the priests of
Gandzak, Stepanos Yeghiants, who had been defrocked
due to debauchery and a corrupted mode of life, was
sent to Charek to atone for his sins.”119

Another clergyman, “Priest Khachatur Ter-Yeghia-
zariants of Kusapat Village of Karabakh Diocese was
sent (22 January) into a long-term exile in Charek Mo-
nastery in punishment for the heavy crimes he had
committed.”120

CHAY-RASULLU
This Turkish settlement is situated on the west-fac-

ing slope of a gorge lying on the right bank of the river
Akhenji, 32 kilometres north-west of the district cen-
tre, between 1,390 and 1,480 metres of altitude above
sea level.

It was founded in the site of an ancient abandoned
Armenian village in the Soviet years.

In 1986 it had a population of 818.121

CHOBANKEND
The village is located on the east-facing slope of a

gorge lying on the left bank of one of the right tribu-
taries of the river Zakam, 2 kilometres south-west of
the historical village site of Papajan, 19.5 kilometres
west of the district centre, between 1,290 and 1,350
metres of altitude above sea level.

The present-day Turkish settlement, dating back to
the Soviet years, was established in the site of an
ancient village that had been stripped of its Armenian
population in the 18th century. The remnants of some
old buildings and a ruined mill can still be seen respec-
tively in the village centre and at its eastern edge.

In 1986 the local population amounted to 1,013.122

DAGHERMANDAGH
The village extends on the east-facing slope of a

gorge lying 10 kilometres west of the district centre,
between 1,450 and 1,520 metres of altitude above sea
level. 

In the late 19th century, the site of an ancient aban-
doned Armenian village was inhabited by some stock-
breeding Turkish tribes which later changed to a seden-
tary life. 

In 1908 the local people amounted to 55,123 this
number growing to 205 by 1914.124

DARYURT
The village is situated on the northwest-facing

slope of a gorge lying 14 kilometres south-west of the
district centre, between 1,440 and 1,510 metres of alti-
tude above sea level. 

In the late 19th century, the site of a once Arme-
nian-populated village sheltered some Turkish herds-
men who later shifted to a sedentary life.

The settlement had 139 residents in 1908,125 and
188  in 1914.126

DAYA-GHARABULAGH
(BALA-GHARABULAGH)

Location. The village lies 6 kilometres south of the
district centre, at an altitude of 1,430 to 1,550 metres
above sea level.

Population. Stripped of its Armenian inhabitants in
the ‘70s of the 18th century, the abandoned village later
served as a summer encampment for some stock-
breeding Turkish tribes which eventually settled down
there in the late 1880s.

Daya-Gharabulagh had 840 residents in 1914,127

and 1,031 in 1977.128

The neighbourhood of the village, whose historical
Armenian name has sunk into oblivion, abounds in a
wide variety of centuries-old Armenian monuments.

A village site called Jokhtak Kamurj (the Arme-
nian equivalent for A Couple of Bridges) is situated at
the confluence of the rivers Parisos and Shamkor, 3 ki-
lometres south-east of Daya-Gharabulagh.

The historical name of the village, that was stripped
of its Armenian population in the second half of the
18th century, remains obscure. In the late 19th century,
it was known by the names of Jokhtak Kamurj among
the nearby Armenians, and Ghosha-Kyopri, or Bay-
ramli (also Ali-Bayramli) among the Turks.
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__________
116 Lehmann-Haupt C. F. Armenia in the Past amd Today. Berlin,

1910, p. 133, in German.
117 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 5, file 250, p. 1.
118 “Hovit,” 1913, No. 37, p. 590, in Armenian.
119 “Ararat,” 1871, p. 316.
120 “Ararat,” 1888, p. 129.
121 SAE, vol. 10, p. 301.
122 Idem, p. 370.

__________
123 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 234.
124 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 115.
125 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 237.
126 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 116.
127 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 117.
128 SAE, vol. 3, Baku, 1979, p. 394.



The foundation of a new settlement in this place
was due to the supply of timber, obtained in the
Shamkor valley, for Getabak’s copper-smelting mills.
A saw mill and some warehouses that were built there
at the very beginning became the basis of the future
Turkish settlement of Bayramali established there to
meet the growing needs of the people working there. It
was mainly populated by the members of the cattle-
breeding tribe of Bayramli who generally spent winters
in several areas on the right bank of the river Kur
(north-east of Ashaghi-Ayipli Village of present-day
Touz District) and moved to the area of the upper
course of the river Shamkor together with their large
cattle for summers. In 1886 “seven Armenians who had
recently converted to Islam arrived at Bayramli, got
married there and took up residence in the village.”129

In 1883 railway communication was established
between Getabek and the newly-founded settlement
which retained large reserves of wood and coal.130

Later, however, parallel with the exhaustion of copper
ore in the mines, Bayramli lost its significance and was
gradually stripped of its inhabitants. At present it
serves as a summer encampment for some cattle-breed-
ers.

In the late 19th century, a church was preserved on
the slope of a gorge lying on the right bank of the river,
in an area adjoining the village site of Jokhtak Kamurj
(Bayramli). The earliest record bearing reference to it
dates from 1890:

“...to the left of the confluence of the two branches
of the river Shamkor, near the wood reserves of the
copper mine lies a gorge surrounded by lofty moun-
tains on both sides. It leads to Ghosha Kyopri, where a
monastery stands. That branch of the river is called
Ghashkha-Chay...”131

Another visitor who travelled in the area almost
during the same period writes, “On an elevation on the
right bank of the stream, east of the railway terminus
stands a church with its roof toppled.”132

As the Armenian name of the village site itself sug-
gests, it used to have two bridges:

“...It is called Bayram-Ali, or Ghosha-Kyopri
[Jukht Kamurj, i.e. ‘A Couple of Bridges’], the
toponym, probably, deriving from two local bridges,
one of them still standing, but the other destroyed, with
only a part of it preserved...”133

The other bridge was located in the village site of
Chanakhchi, rather far from Jokhtak Kamurj; there-
fore, the latter might have had another bridge demol-
ished later.

The village site of Tandzut (Dandzut, Chanakh-
chi) lies on the left bank of the river Shamkor, 4.5
kilometres south of Jokhtak Kamurj.

The toponym of ‘Dandzut’ is mentioned in the
colophon of a manuscript Collection (1721) copied by
scribe Sargis in Karatak Village on Arakel Dan-
dzuttsy’s order.134

In the late 19th century, the site of the village which
had been stripped of its Armenian population in the
‘70s of the 18th century, retained a church and a single-
span vaulted bridge. The latter still stood intact in the
1980s.

The church was distinguished for its awesome
dimensions:

“...This bridge is adjoined by quite a large church
resting on six pillars. One of its walls has collapsed
together with most part of its roof, but the font and the
rest of the monument are preserved.”135

M. Barkhutariants, who travelled in Tandzut in the
same years, provides more details about it:

“The village site and its cemetery are quite large, to
say nothing of the local church (it is 27 metres long and
15 metres 60 centimetres wide), whose magnificence
enchants visitors. Resting on six columns, it has a
bema, two vestries, two fine niches as well as two
entrances opening in the south and north. At present its
main apse, the arch of the left choir and some part of its
north-western corner lie in dilapidation. The church is
bare of inscriptions.”136

Another site named Pirnazar comprised “...two
ruined churches situated above Tandzut ...”137

DIKDASH
The village is situated on the west-facing slope of a

gorge lying on the right bank of the river Zakam, 14
kilometres north-west of the district centre, at an alti-
tude of 1,070 to 1,100 metres above sea level. 

In the late 19th century, the abandoned Armenian
village was inhabited by some cattle-breeding Turks.

In 1907 Dikdash had a population of 35,138 whose
number had grown to 239 by 1914.139

DYUZ-RASULLU
The village lies in the valley of the right tributary of

the river Akhenji, 31 kilometres north-west of the dis-
trict centre, between 1,450 and 1,560 metres of altitude
above sea level.

It was established in the Soviet years in the site of
an abandoned Armenian village. 
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DYUZ-YURT
The village is located 4 kilometres south-west of

the district centre, between 1,550 and 1,600 metres of
altitude above sea level.

In 1978 the local people amounted to 1,100.140

A site named Ghuzi-Yurt was situated within 7
versts of Getabek. “...Its territory is to be populated by
some Russian immigrants...”141

EMIR
This Turkish settlement extends on the southwest-

facing slope of a mountain rising 12 kilometres west of
the district centre, in an area among the historical vil-
lages of Metz (Greater) Gharamurat, Karkar and
Heriknaz, at an altitude of 1,480 to 1, 580 metres above
sea level.

It was founded in the Soviet years in the site of an
Armenian village abandoned in the 1770s (its historical
name is consigned to oblivion).

EYRIVANK
The village is situated in a deep gorge lying on both

banks of the river Inekboghan, 19 kilometres south-
west of the district centre, between 1,290 and 1,410
metres of altitude above sea level.

It represents a Turkish settlement tracing back to
the early 20th century and established in the site of an
Armenian village devastated and stripped of its inhab-
itants in the 1770s. The name of Eyrivank derives from
a nearby medieval monastery and is etymologized as
‘A Leaning Monastery’ (‘vank’ is the Armenian equiv-
alent for ‘monastery,’ and ‘eyri’ is the Turkish equiva-
lent for ‘leaning’).

Until 1988 a semi-ruined church, built of undressed
stone and mortar, was preserved at the southern
extremity of the village. It represented a uni-nave
vaulted structure.

The historical names of the village and church have
fallen into oblivion.

GETABEK (GETABAK)
Location. Getabek is situated “in a plain lying at

the edge of the wide gorge of Charek,”142 48 kilometres
south-west of Gandzak, within 35 kilometres of
Shamkhor in the same direction, between 1,380 and
1,500 metres of altitude above sea level. 

The centre of the district of the same name, it has
had the status of township since 1935143 and compris-
es the once Armenian-populated villages of Hin
Getabak in the west, and Hayi Getabak (also known as
‘Ghazakh,’ ‘Ghazakhli’ and ‘Ghazakhashen’) in the
north. 

The Origin of the Toponym. Presumably, the
name of Getabek (originally, ‘Getabak’) derives from
the confluence of the rivers Shamkor and Parisos:

“Two of the tributaries of the river Shamkor, one
flowing through Ghalakend, and the other from the
other side of the mountain, merge together below.
Probably, this explains the origin of the name of
‘Getabak’:144 the two tributaries coming from different
sides give the area lying between them the appearance
of a yard...”145

A Historical Introduction. The township dates
back to the depth of many millennia, the tombs  archae-
ologists V. Belk and A. Ivanovski unearthed in its terri-
tory (they date from the Bronze and early Iron Ages)
proving this. 

The available Armenian sources first mention ‘Ge-
tabak’ in the 7th century as the name of a castle. Esca-
ping the persecution of Catholicos Yezr I Parazhna-
kerttsy (630 to 641), Archimandrite Hovhan Mayrava-
netsy, the guardian of St. Grigor Church of Dvin and an
adherent of Chalcedonism, first found refuge in
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church (photo by courtesy of R. Abgarian)



Mayravank Cloister of Solak (the present-day village
of Solak in Kotayk Marz of the Republic of Armenia).
Later, however, “...he settled down in a remote place in
the neighbourhood of Getabak Castle, where he spent
his further life in prayers.”146

Isolated from the outer world in Getabak, the sage
“wrote three works which, however, remained anony-
mous, for their author was afraid lest people should
accept them. One of them was entitled Khrat Varuts,
the other Hamatarmatar, and the third one No-
yemak.147

The castle of Getabak is also mentioned in connec-
tion with the events of the 13th century, when the Ar-
meno-Georgian forces, led by Ivane and Zakare Za-
karian, liberated the districts of North Armenia, includ-
ing Getabak (1206), from the Seljuk-Turks: “...in the
year 655, they took the royal residence of Kars, after
which they reconquered Charek and Getabak...”148

Several decades later, the Mongol-Tartars invaded
Transcaucasia and occupied the stronghold: “...started
dividing up the most important places of the districts
conquered, and the castle went to a noble prince named
Noyin. They started for their domains and immediaely
established their sway there... Ghatagha Noyin left for
Charek, Getabak and Vardanashat.”149

According to another source, the Mongols also
“...attacked Gardman and some other forts, then under
Vahram’s rule... one of their commanders-in-chief, na-
med Ghatagha Noyin, sieging Charek and Getabak.”150

The sources of the subsequent period mention Ge-
tabak as a scriptorium: “...in ownership of the church,
by worthless, sinful and humble Hovhannes, in Sourb
Astvatzatzin and Sourb Herdzan of Gatapag Village,
Shamkor, under Catholicos of Aghvank His Holiness
Petros, whose seat was in Gandzasar, in the year 1659
of the calendar of Habet’s family.”151 (An extract from
the colophon of a manuscript Aysmavurk (a book of the
feast-days of different saints and martyrs also contain-
ing their hagiography) copied by scribe Hovhannes in
the local church of Sourb Astvatzatzin in 1659).

The Armenians of Getabak took part in the struggle
for the throne of the Supreme Pontiff that broke out
immediately after Petros Catholicos’s death. In 1691
Bishop David, Archimandrite Azaria as well as a cer-

tain Tamraz and Khachatur signed “A Document of
Agreement” in favour of Catholicos Yeremia together
with the representatives of the other classes of the soci-
ety, including “...Bishop David from Ketapak..., ...Ar-
chimandrite Azaria from Getabak Monastery..., Geta-
bak inhabitant Grigor’s son Tamraz..., ...Khachatur
from Getabak...”152

In 1702 Persian Shah Husein I put Getabak Village,
together with its population, farming lands and pas-
tures, into the possession of Hovhannes Bey, an
Armenian in origin, in gratitude for some service he
had rendered to him. He also ordered the Governor of
Gandzak to avoid ever trespassing on the newly-
bestowed lands and annoying the bey “either by pen or
through action.” As for the local peasants, they were
obliged to regard Hovhannes as their master and obey
all his decisions.153

The available written sources do not contain any
reference to Getabak until its devastation in the 1770s.

The Revival of the Village. In 1861154 about
twenty Armenian families from Kot, Ghalacha and
Voskepar Villages of Ghazakh District155 took up
residence in the site of the abandoned Armenian vil-
lage. Later the newly-established settlement of Hayi
(Nor) Getabek (Getabak) was more frequently
referred to as ‘Ghazakh-Getabek,’ or simply ‘Gha-
zakh’ (‘Ghazakhli’). 

Population. The existing statistical records concer-
ning Getabak’s Armenian inhabitants trace back to the
period following the aforementioned resettlement. 

In 1901/1902 their number plummeted down due to
the fact that some of them moved from the village.
Getabak used to be famous for its copper mines, but by
the late 19th century the resources of the copper ore
had been exhausted, as a result of which many mines
had stopped working. The majority of Getabak Arme-
nians being miners by trade, that brought them close to
unemployment so that they started addressing petitions
to the authorities for permission to move elsewhere.
They viewed the ancient site of Mokoshanots, located
within the estates of Charek Monastery, 3 kilometres of
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trace the village back to 1863, since the earliest available sources
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155 “Nor-Dar,” 1889, No. 174, p. 3.



their village, as a desirable place of resettlement.156

The statistical data regarding some years (1874,
1914) are slightly exaggerated, since they are based on
the results of a population census carried out by the
Government. In fact, they reflect the number of the
entire population of the city and not only that of the
Armenians.

Below follows a table indicating the changes the
number of Getabak inhabitants underwent between
1861 and 1914:

Year Houses      Males           Females      Total
1861157 18 
1866158 18 96 58 154
1870159 106 64 170
1872160 147 109 256
1873161 197
1874162 653
1875163 208
1876164 225
1877165 135 101 236
1878166 20-25 137 99 236
1881167 148 107  255
1882168 151 110 261
1883169 147 105 252
1885170 23 150 125 275
1886171 44 178 149 327
1887172 172 150 322
1888173 183 159 342
1889174 23 188 169 357

1890175 33 197 184 381
1891176 215 202 417
1892177 230 214 444
1893178 30 243 225 468
1894179 262 252 514
1897180 309 297 606
1898181 325 315 640
1899182 33 329 318 647
1900183 337 339 676
1901184 359 347 706
1902185 248 228 476
1905186 250 230 480
1906187 165 163 328
1907188 327
1908189 35 300 250 550
1909190 265 241 505
1910191 70 60 130
1912192 74 280 243 523
1914193 669

The environment in Getabak was highly polluted
and dangerous for the local residents. A traveller who
visited it in 1890 writes the following with this regard,
“The mine was still far in the distance, but we could
already feel the intolerable smoke so that when we
entered the village we were almost suffocated to death.
Woe betide the local people! Perhaps, it was due to that
smoke and poor water that they seemed sick to me. The
gardeners were mostly Turkish, but the outstanding
inhabitants and shop-keepers were Armenians two of
whom regularly received the “Nor-Dar” magazine.”194

In 1849 the brothers Mekhov, Greeks in origin,
commenced “large-scale exploitation” of Getabak’s
copper mines. Their company extracted and processed
up to 10,000 poods (a pood is equal to 16,380 kgs, i.e.
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163, 800 kgs) of copper ore per annum. Later, howev-
er, they severred their partnership due to some discrep-
ancy. In 1864 the company, that had enough means for
further activity, sold its rights to brothers Carl, Walter
and Werner Siemens.195

According to a source, the mine had been previous-
ly exploited by the Armenians, and it was they who
sold it to the aforementioned Germans:

“Twenty-five years ago, Getabek’s copper mill be-
longed to some Armenians from Gandzak who exploit-
ed the mine through some antediluvian system,
employing a pair of huge bellows, perhaps, handed
down to them by their forefathers. Their organization
of the work absolutely lacking any principles, they
received but some meagre income...”196

A contemporary of Siemens Company left a record
of great interest regarding its activity:

“A large copper mine belonging to Siemens &
Comp. is located in a place named Getabek in Gandzak
Province. It has numerous cutting-edge crucibles and

kilns, working by coal, wood and oil. It also owns
many buildings intended for the miners and workers,
its staff including specialists of all spheres, such as
doctors, architects, etc. Siemens & Comp. has its own
college, drug-store, telegraph-station, iron mill as well
as a carpenter’s workshop and a railway station both
within the territory of the mill in Ghalakend and
Bayram-Ali, where the store-houses of coal and wood
are situated. Raw or black oil is received from Baku via
the railway station of Dalyar, near which the company
has an oil depository and a separate mill whence oil is
taken first to the Armenian-populated village of
Chardakhlu, located within 15 versts, and then to the
mine on carts (there is another telegraph station on that
route). We learnt that the miners’ and other workers’
salary totaled 25,000 to 30,000 rubles, excluding vari-
ous other expenses which did not constitute a small
sum.”197

Between 1864 and 1914, the company extracted
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tions, especially, when “Manager of the mine Mr. Bernulu was
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GETABEK. A general view (reprinted from: Lehmann-Haupt, C. F. Armenien Einst und Jetzt, Berlin, 1910)



more than a million 700,000 tons of copper ore and
smelted about 58,000 tons of copper of it.198

On the eve of World War I, Getabak was gradually
exhausted of its copper resources, which compelled
Siemens & Comp. to shift to the extraction of sulphur
ore. It sold 100,000 poods of raw material to Nobel Oil
Company of Baku per year.199

Among the mine managers of distincion, Bernuli
(he held office until 1875),200 Wilhelm Richardovich
Bolton (1875 to 1900)201 and Gustav Kelle (he
assumed office in 1900)202 can be mentioned.

In the first years of Azerbaijan’s Sovietization, Ge-
tabak’s copper mine retained its status of one of the lar-
gest centres of sulphur extraction in Transcaucasia.203

Later it was included in Dashkesan’s Mining and In-
dustrial District, established on the basis of the admin-
istrative districts of Shahumian, Khanlar, Dashkesan
and Getabek.204 As a result of the extension of produc-
tion, Hayi (Nor) Getabak ceased existing as a separate

village and became part of the present-day district cen-
tre of Getabak together with Hin Getabak, that had
been reduced to ruins still earlier. 

Getabak had an Armenian parish school, which
opened in 1894 and functioned as a one-year institution
with a teacher and 30 male pupils.205 It closed on a
Government order in 1896.206 The year of its re-open-
ing is unknown, but it is reported as working in
1909.207

The Armeno-Turkish Fights between 1905 and
1906. Hayi Getabak was one of those Armenian-popu-
lated villages of Gandzak District that was totally plun-
dered, ruined and burnt down by the Turkish mob of
the adjacent settlements. The atrocities broke out on 17
November 1905, when some of the inhabitants of
Parakend set alight 60 carts of grass belonging to
Abbas Hajiyev, a wood-keeper from Getabak, to have
a plea for attacking the local Armenians. Several days
later, the priest of the Russian village of Frezevka told
Al. Shepillo, a newly-appointed police officer then in
Slavyanka, that the Turks were planning to mount an
offensive against Getabak. On 22 November, the
Turkish residents of Sogutlu, Miskinli and other vil-
lages encircled Ghazakh-Getabak and the local market:
“...all the Armenians had closed their shops, the people
having gathered near the Armenian church and waiting
horrified for the enemy to attack. Meanwhile, the latter,
who had divided up into large groups totaling 500 peo-
ple, had fortified themselves in the market.”208

The young inhabitants of Getabek, however, did not
yield up to the huge Turkish throng and got into posi-
tions, putting up self-defence: “A group of young fel-
lows who were small in number but did not lack
courage fortified themselves amidst the stones of a
cemetery lying between the market and the village.
They succeeded in defending both places all day long
despite the fact that the Turkish mob was gradually
increasing, making the fighting still more and more dif-
ficult. Seeing that it was becoming impossible to repel
the enemy from both places simultaneously, the young
men returned to the village, that allowing the former to
burst into the market in an insatiable longing for pil-
lage.”209

Finally, the avaricious throng that was growing lar-
ger with every passing hour managed to break the resis-
tance of the Armenians who had appeared under siege
but could not expect any outside help. Some of them had
a narrow escape by somehow reaching Chardakhlu on
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foot, but many others lost their lives in the fighting.
According to some information provided by police

officer Al. I. Shepillo,210 about  50 Armenians, includ-
ing men, women and children, were burnt to death in
their houses.211 The local Armenian church of St.
Gevorg was plundered and devastated.212

The Turkish bandits chased the survivors of that
carnage even on their way to Chardakhlu. Horrified at
the atrocities they had committed, the inhabitants of
Slavyanka showed a treacherous attitude to the
Armenian refugees running away on foot and refused
to give them carts.213

The tragedy that befell Getabek had been plotted
and perpetrated by acting police officer Aliyev and a
certain Mahmed, the head of Miskinli Village.214

A. Oherny, a German mill owner, prepared quite a
detailed report on the massacres of Getabak which was
later published by archaeologist Lehmann Haupt.
Although remarkable for rather a simplified approach
and interpretation of some episodes (thus, murderer
Aliyev is represented as a humane, peace-keeping offi-
cial), it is, nonetheless, an important source for the
study of those events.215

Some time later, seeing that the authorities did not

take any steps to punish the organizers and perpetrators
of the aforementioned slaughter, the Armenians of
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Al. Shepillo, who had been appointed Police Officer before the
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213 A-Do, op. cit., p. 354.
214 “Ararat,” June 1910, p. 531.
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German original into Armenian by Ash. Hayruny and published
for the first time in: Karapetian, S. Northern Artsakh. Yerevan,
2004, in Armenian): “One day von Bolton took me to Alayar-Bey
Tsulgadarov (later he [the bey] earned himself high repute for his,
unfortunately, futile efforts to put an end to the atrocities commit-
ted in Getabek in 1906 due to the enmity between the Tartars and
Armenians). A report that Mr. A. Oherny, the Manager of the local
mill, sent to me from Getabek provides very important informa-
tion about these formidable events. It should be pointed out that
police officer Museib Aliyev, a Tartar whose name is frequently
mentioned in that document, was a very active and daring person:
within a short time, his strictness and objectivity earned him con-
fidence among the Tartars, Russians and Armenians. At the out

__________
break of the conflict, he was to be replaced by an extremely inac-
tive person who was completely unfamiliar with the area and had
no command of the Tartar language: fortunately, however, Aliyev
stayed in Getabek. The report goes as follows, ‘On 18 November
(according to the old calendar) 1906, the Tartar and Armenian
inhabitants of Yelizavetpol entered into a heavy fighting, which
extremely upset the people living here, for everybody realized that
only a most insignificant incident would be enough to spark off
blind national fanaticism in this district as well, since it had a
mixed Armenian and Tartar population. According to a trustwor-
thy source, the outbreak of the Armeno-Tartar massacres in
Yelizavetpol was due to some rumours that spread in the city on
the morning of 18 November, alleging that a great number of
Tartar corpses had been found in its neighbourhood and below a
bridge (this information has not been verified so far). Shortly
afterwards, a Turkish throng burst into the Armenian shops and
started killing the Armenian merchants by revolvers and daggers
(the Tartars’ shops were closed, since it was the Muslims’ day off).
After the stores had been burnt down, plunder and murders grad-
ually assumed larger scale both among the Armenians and the
Tartars. Unfortunately, the local servicemen, who were small in
number, did not intervene at once, which facilitated the influx of
still more Tartars into the city. Thus, the ravage was not prevent-
ed in due time so that most of the city was reduced to ruins with-
in several days. The news of these events spread here and there at
lightning speed. On the evening of 18 November, the Kurds living
in the neighbourhood of Dallyar plundered the Armenian shops of
the settlement, those in the colony of Annenfeld sharing that fate
the following evening. Their owners either ran away or hid them-
selves somewhere, like the Armenians working for the German
immigrants. The Tartar bandits enjoyed such an overwhelming
majority and behaved so aggressively that neither the police offi-
cer with his policemen nor the German resettlers dared to inter-
vene... The day following the fruitless Armeno-Tartar peace talks
held on 20 November (Sunday) under Alayar-Bey Tsulgadarov’s
chairmanship, most of the workers and employees who had come
to Getabek to earn their living left the village, the last of them
returning after the following midday. Despite that, however, the
village still had a number of Armenian families which lived on the
stable income they received in the local mill, their houses and
property being, naturally, located there. At 5:10 on 22 November,
it had begun getting dark, but the mill continued working.
Suddenly some shots were heard in its direction from the market
and the yard of the Armenian church.
The Office of the Mill Administration rapidly closed. Suleyman
Bey and Police Officer Aliyev, who were on their way to the mar-
ket, came back, for they seemed to be the targets of the fire that
kept intensifying. It had broken out after some cries for help had
been heard from the market: as it turned out, some Tartars had
attempted to seize an Armenian’s gun there. The Armenians who
had hidden themselves in the yard of the ancient Armenian church
(they included many humbis, i.e. members of the Armenian
Committee who had come from Turkey and were armed with
modern guns) immediately opened fire in the direction of the mar-
ket, whence their shots were incessantly answered. 
Ten of the night guards and security workers of the mill who had
gathered near a local memorial, instantaneously opened fire in the
direction of the church, without having received any orders to do
so (they thought the firing was aimed at themselves). They had
already fired a minimum of thirty shots by the time the officials
present managed to somehow put them to order. Meanwhile, the
market still suffered incessant firing, the bullets continually
whistling past the House of Administration and the gardens of the
employees’ dwellings, sometimes hitting their rafters. It was high-
ly dangerous to leave houses at that time:
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Bada, Chardakhlu and Ghazakh-Getabak decided to
take vengeance upon those Turkish brigands who had

particularly distinguished themselves for their brutali-
ty. On 1 January 1906, they laid siege to the village of

__________
court investigator Lipski, who had come out of a hotel and was on
his way to the market, was shot dead (the following morning his
corpse was found behind a ruined store). In the meantime, some
220 mounted Tartars (according to some information, 180 of them
were from Ayipli, and 40 from Hilihanli) gathered in the market
and repelled the Armenians who were shooting and casting shells
from inside their houses (the explosion caused by the latter was
clearly distinguished from the reports). With the people’s vexation
gradually growing, at 7:30 the first flames of fire appeared in the
market. The Armenians plundered and burnt down a store belong-
ing to a  Persian named Alapker. The next victim of fire was mer-
chant Avetis Ohanesov’s booth set alight with the Armenians’ own
hands, the other Armenian shops sharing that fate together with a
number of Tartar ones. During that night of horror (22 to 23
November), gun-shots and explosion were incessantly heard from
the market-place, intertwined with loud cries and shouts. The
Tartars searched the local houses and workers’ dwellings, killing
all those Armenians who had not managed to run away. I was
well-familiar with the victims who included merchants, crafts-
men, silversmiths, farriers, carpenters and their family members.
All the corpses, totaling  35, were thrown into a smelting chamber
and consigned to flames: it was only some weeks later that their
remains were found and buried. Old watch-maker Alexandre
Belakhiants’ dead body, with his neck severed, was found the fol-
lowing morning on the way leading to the city’s Russian church.
The Tartars’ corpses (their victims must have amounted to about
33) were immediately moved away: the following morning, only
a single dead Kurd lay in the centre of the market. At sunrise (23
November), some groups of Tartars came from the adjacent vil-
lages and started plundering first the abandoned Armenian houses
and then the employees’ dwellings. The mills having stopped
working the previous evening, the Persian miners had fled to
Gerger, Miskinli and Karamurad Villages, while the Greeks and
Turks had moved to the foundry whence they accommodated
themselves in a workshop. Escaping the Tartar bandits, the super-
intendents and workers, living near the borehole cavity and in the
ore shop, entered the pit-face, leaving their dwellings in the hands
of the Tartar robbers. After Avetis Papiyev, the guardian of the
dynamite basement, had been killed early in the morning, the
enemy began plundering the Armenian houses located near
Werner's old bore. The Turks and Tartars living there ran away and
their belongings were stolen. Upon receiving that news, Police
Officer Aliyev rushed to the pit-face with several of his security
workers, chased away the bandits and charged 12 armed people
from the neighbouring village of Arokhdam with guarding the
place. Actively supported by Mamed and Rahim, the oldest inhab-
itants of Miskinli and Karamurad, Aliyev worked without sparing
efforts to forbid plunder: he even ordered to shoot many of the
bandits, constantly exposing himself to danger. On the second day
of the carnage, some messengers were sent to Yelizavetpol for
military aid. Given the current dangerous situation, after midday
all the officials moved to the House of Administration and House
N 2 together with their families, their dwellings being put under
guard. The Armenians who had stayed in the mill hoping to be
protected by these high-ranking people moved to the aforemen-
tioned two houses and adjacent buildings. We attempted to force
them into leaving for Ghazakhli, but in vain: they thought they
would be safer with us. On the morning of 24 November, large
multitudes of mounted Tartars arrived in Getabek and encircled
the mill. The workers’ panic grew to the utmost, for nobody knew
what the Tartars had planned to do. Accompanied by his body-
guards, the police officer rushed to the ore workshop behind
which a mountain towered. After a long meeting convened on its
slope, the Tartars left for Ghazakhli and started chasing its former 

__________
inhabitants, now relegated to fugitives. They also began plunder-
ing the village, continuing their “work” even more unceremoni-
ously near the pit-face, in Getabek’s market and the workers’
dwellings, the loot being carried away on carts.The robbers took
away even the doors and windows of the buildings, partly broken
by axe. It was almost at the risk of his life that Police Officer
Aliyev managed to somehow restrict the scale of pillage and keep
the bandits away from the mill (prior to that, he had mercilessly
shot dead the thieves who had stolen some oil resources). The
Armenian buildings still standing in the market were totally burnt
down after the aforementioned pillage (the hotel belonging to the
mill escaped both fire and plunder). The workers were in bad need
of bread, for most of the bakeries had been plundered and did not
function. The bread they baked in their dwellings was not suffi-
cient so that they had to order bread from Slavyanka. The situa-
tion of the Armenians who had found shelter in our houses aggra-
vated still further and further, for the Tartars kept demanding that
we should deliver them up. 
Although we always firmly declared that the Armenians who had
found protection with us were immune from any persecution and
we were obliged to guarantee their safety even at the cost of our
lives, the Tartars seemed unwilling to put up with it and finally
informed us that they could no longer be responsible for our secu-
rity unless we delivered up “those captives.” The Armenians were
now in a critical situation, facing still more and more serious prob-
lems. In the meantime, the workers of the mill had begun worry-
ing for their safety. Consulting the police officer, we came to the
conclusion that the only salvation of our so-called “hostages” was
to move them to an Armenian territory as soon as possible. Aliyev
expressed readiness to organize it under his own protection. Such
a settlement of the problem seemed particularly expedient given
the information received from Tiflis, Yelizavetpol and other places
about the strike of the railway, post-offices and telegraph-stations,
which thwarted all our hopes of getting immediate military aid. In
order to realize what we had planned to, we had to get the Tartars’
consent so that we invited the most influential of them to an
evening talk together with the local mullah. We conveyed the
request of all the workers of the mill, namely to allow the
Armenians to leave the settlement freely, to them. It was only after
lengthy talks held in the presence of the police officer that the
Tartars agreed not to hinder the realization of that plan. Despite
that, however, I found it expedient to visit the Armenians late in
the evening and suggest that the men run away at night, for the
transportation of the women and children would be, certainly, less
dangerous. My proposal being rejected, the Armenians decided to
start together the following morning under police control. At sun-
rise (25 November, Friday), three carts were prepared for some 40
to 45 Armenians, including women and children, who left the vil-
lage at 7:30 with Police Officer Aliyev, 8 security guards and the
heads of two Tartar villages (I accompanied them up to the road).
However, hardly had the carts reached the vicinity of the Russian
church when the carts became targets of some treacherous bullets
fired from an ambush. Totally horrified, those sitting on them
jumped down to save their lives by running away. The first victim
of that trap was carter Grigor (for several times, he had taken me
to Anet’s meadow and other adjacent places), who fell down, with
his skull crumbled to pieces. Police Officer Aliyev fought the
murderers like a hero, shooting a bandit with his own hands. An
Armenian, a travelling salesman working for Zinger Company
who sought protection with Aliyev, was killed right in his arms.
Security worker Hambardzum Tumanov, carpenter Petros
Khachaturov and his old fellow craftsman Sargis Shahnazarov
were shot during their attempt to flee. The same fate befell
Khachatur Adamov, a boiler-man who died in the yard of a local 
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Sogutlu which was known as a den of criminals where
the Turks had concentrated all their loot.216

The subsequent years marked revival and reconstruc-
tion in Getabak: the local school reopened, the church
was renovated and life resumed its former course.

In 1908 the village was governed by Aghabek
Aghasariants.217

In 1915 196 fugitives who had had a narrow escape

of the Genocide of the Armenians perpetrated in the
Ottoman Empire found refuge in Getabak and were
accommodated in about 25 houses.218

St. Gevorg Church. The Armenian resettlers of
Nor Getabak did not have to build a church in their
newly-founded village, for they found even two
churches there:

“Indeed, the Armenians who formed an awesome
number together with the temporary dwellers of the
settlement had spiritual needs: so many people could
not do without a church and a priest. Fortunately, the
village had two ancient churches: a small one located
in the cemetery (the present-day church) and a larger
one far in the east. The latter being in need of overhaul,
they chose the former and had it consecrated under the
leadership of the local spiritual powers, an itinerant
priest from a remote village being appointed to serve
them.”219

The sanctuary, which functioned as a parish church
in 1861, is mentioned as an unnamed stone building in
the archive documents of  1861, 1877 and 1878.220 In
1885 it was referred to as “Ketabak’s parish church of
St. Gevorg.”221 That “...centuries-old small church was
located near the copper mill, a little far from the vil-
lage...”222

In 1890 the roof of the monument, whose exact date
of foundation remains vague, was in need of renova-
tion.223

W. Bolton, the manager of the local mine, “...tiled
the church roof through his own means and plastered
its exterior and interior, spending at least 400 rubles...
Early this year (i.e. 1900), he donated 50 rubles to the
Armenian church for its further repairs and all possible
needs.”224

In the days of the November fighting in 1905, the
Turks plundered and ruined the sanctuary. Given  its
inconsolable state, in 1908 the inhabitants of Hayi
Getabak applied to Gandzak’s spiritual authorities for
permission to carry out its overhaul, spending 300
rubles out of its budget.225

Generally speaking, the managers of the local
mines inflicted great damage on Getabak’s Armenian
antiquities. They regarded them as something unneces-
sary and neglected, often destroying centuries-old mo-

__________
hospital. A woman fell victim to blind nationalism in front of the
closed gates of the House of Administration. Many young boys
ran away to a gorge lying below the road, trying to hide themsel-
ves below the bridge of the workshop: they, however, were found
and cruelly killed. Old carpenter Amirov’s 16-year-old daughter,
who had found shelter below the bridge, was found and kidnap-
ped. Her father managed to run away, but he was said to have been
killed on the road leading to Barsum. Carpenters Melik Shah-
nazarov, Alexandre Altumov and Amirhan had a narrow escape
from that carnage: after three days of unspeakable torture, they
found haven in Chardakhli. With bitter weeping, Police Officer
Aliyev gathered the surviving women and children, about 30 in
number, and took them to the hospital of the mill, where Dr. Ro-
zen and his sister committed themselves to providing them with
food (the hospital also gave refuge to several wounded Tartars).
It was only on 26 November (Saturday) that the pillage stopped
and the workers’ dwellings were taken under guard. After midday
on 29 November (Tuesday), some cavalry units reached Getabek,
the entire population of the village meeting them near the Russian
church. The disciplined, well-dressed cavalry troops made such an
encouraging impression on these wretched people that many of
the men stood weeping. The mill gradually resumed work, but the
neighbouring villages, particularly Slavyanka, still suffered inva-
sions of mounted Tartar hordes fighting under the red flag. Soon
some troubling letters were received from Tiflis, where the situa-
tion was aggravating with every single passing day. That city had
not escaped the bloody Armeno-Tartar fights which were expect-
ed to bring the country to the brink of total bankruptcy, revolt and
wide-spread strikes. On 6 December 1906, the railway workers
went on a general strike (permission for the use of the railway was
granted by the Strike Office of the Russian Social-Democratic
Workers’ Party). It was only in the last days of the previous year
that some passenger trains were allowed to resume work. Peace
was not immediately restored in Getabek, this being proved by the
regrettable fact that at New Year’s night the Armenian side organ-
ized an armed attack against the neighbouring village of Sogutli
located within 4 versts of Getabek. It was repelled only through
the intervention of the cavalry troops which had accidentally
stopped there for the night. Despite that, however, the Tartars suf-
fered 30 fatalities, including 17 women and small children:
besides, almost all their cattle had been driven away. The
Armenians who somehow reached Sogutlu via the Dukhobors’
village of Novo-Gorelovka had suffered about 17 losses. Since
Getabek and the adjacent Russian villages, including Slavyanka
and Novo-Gorelovka, were situated in the area between the dis-
tricts of Yelizavetpol and Nor Bayazetshen, the Armenians were
expected to attack the Tartar villages located on their way. On the
other hand, the Armenian village of Chardakhli hindered the
Tartars living in the plain from reaching the mountain pastures;
that is why, we feared lest that should lead to another outbreak of
fighting between the two enemy peoples, its prevention being pos-
sible only through the mediation of sufficient armed forces’”
(Lehmann-Haupt, C. F., op. cit., pp. 150-154).

216 A-Do, idem, p. 354. See p. 288 of the present work for further
information about the destruction of the criminal den of Sogutlu
by the revengeful Armenians.

217 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 1274, p. 10.

__________
218 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 1058, pp. 1,5.
219 “Nor-Dar,” 1889, No. 174, p. 3.
220 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3835, pp. 148-

149; file 3870, pp. 22-23.
221 Idem, file 3877, p. 29.
222 “Mshak,” 1878, No. 145, p. 2.
223 “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 148, p. 3.
224 “Mshak,” 1900, No. 26, p. 3. W. Bolton “...spent about 3,000

rubles and built a small but splendid Russian church. He held
office for 25 years and passed away on 29 January 1900, being
succeeded by his son-in-law Gustav Kelle.

225 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 1274, p. 14.
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numents to use their stones in the construction of vari-
ous buildings:

“...The ancient church, which is situated within the
territory of the mill, is surrounded by large cemeteries
where burials take place even today so that the old and
new grave-yards form a single whole. In the south, it
extends in a square where the market-place is located.
Recently the manager of the mill caused heavy damage
to a considerable part of the cemetery while construct-
ing some buildings. A curious visitor can get convinced
of this by seeing the cross-stones set in the corners of
these buildings (they might have been engraved with
epitaphs)...”226

Priests. At first the spiritual shepherd of Pib served
the community of Getabak, but in 1869 Movses Ter-
Galstian Mamikoniants was ordained there.227

Between 1890 and 1903, Shmavon Boriants is men-
tioned.228

In December 1907, Gandzak’s spiritual powers
charged Mesrop Stepanossiants with performing priest-
ly duties in Getabak’s St. Gevorg Church. Upon assum-
ing that post, he immediately unfolded large-scale
activity to improve its inconsolable state, an archive
document of 1908 stating the following with that
regard, “...arriving at the village and seeing the miser-
able condition of our church, he started making every
possible endeavour to reconstruct and improve it. He
also submitted protests to the Consistory and
Government against the trespasses the Turks and the
manager of the mill had made on the church estates...,
for which we are so very obliged to him.”229

On 24 July 1917, the Synod granted permission for
Hamazasp Khachatrian to be ordained priest in
Getabak.230

A cemetery, extending in the south of Getabak, was
of great historic value, the oldest of the local graves
dating from at least the Middle Ages.

It was levelled with the ground between 1960 and
1970 and the TV Station of Getabek District was built
in its site.

Sourb Astvatzatzin Church, that stood in the terri-

tory of Hin Getabak, was first mentioned in the colo-
phon of a Haysmavurk copied there in 1659.231 Without
having seen it, S. Jalaliants describes it as a “magnifi-
cent church resting on finely-built pillars.”232

In fact, however, it represented a simple, small
chapel233 (“1885. Sourb Astvatzatzin Church in an
ancient village site...”)234

In the early 20th century, Gustav Kelle had the mo-
nument demolished to use its stones in the construction
of some buildings.235

The oldest available record on Getabak’s St. Sar-
gis Monastery provides only a slim description of it:

“A forest in the vicinity of Getabek retains a small
monastery known by the name of St. Sargis. Its neigh-
bourhood has preserved the remnants of many houses.”236

Without consulting the proper bodies, in 1883 the

aforementioned manager of the mines, W. Bolton, con-
ducted some overhaul in the sanctuary and appropriat-
ed its building, turning it into a site of pastime:

“A finely-built, cruciform, domed monastery can
be seen standing in a small meadow, within an hour or
two of the present-day copper mine, south of it. ...it
has a large, fine entrance and a small wooden balcony,
with its walls plastered and dome painted. The motive
behind all this renovation becomes clear when you see
the interior of the monument: it is plastered and paint-

__________
231 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3, p. 876.
232 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 2, p. 360.
233 “Ardzagank,” 1888, No. 7, p. 86.
234 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1,file 3877, p. 29.
235 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 312; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak

District, p. 328.
236 Smbat M., idem, p. 3.

__________
226 “Nor-Dar,” 1889, No. 145, p. 3. Another visitor reports almost

the same, “In the north of the buildings of Getabak’s copper mine
stands an insignificant, small, vaulted Armenian chapel, with a
large cemetery adjoining it, a fact proving that once it was popu-
lated by more Armenians than nowadays. Not far from the chapel,
the ruins of a church can be found. It is not surprising at all that
there are absolutely no vestiges of the dwellings of the people who
handed down such a spacious grave-yard and so many sanctuar-
ies. Probably, they were totally demolished due to the construction
of the copper mills...” (“Ardzagank,” 1888, No. 7, p. 86).

227 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 5394, p. 10.
228 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 21; National

Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1,file 1104, p. 17.
229 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1,file 1274, p. 14.
230 “Ararat,” 1917, p. 605.

GETABEK. St. Sargis Monastery in the early 20th cent. (reprint-
ed from: Lehmann-Haupt, C. F. Armenien Einst und Jetzt,
Berlin, 1910)
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ed like the exterior, but its altar, that was completely
destroyed during the overhaul, has been replaced by a
large, wooden table, covered with a clean cloth and
surrounded with seats ...This major change is the
handiwork of the German manager of the local copper
mine: we saw him, accompanied by several ladies and
young girls, arriving there in his own carriage after
dinner. They started playing music and dancing inside
the monastery... Let us complete the description of the
monastery by adding that a wooden kitchen is annexed

to its south-eastern corner. Common people refer to it
as ‘The Director’s Monastery,’ totally indifferent to
that shameless conduct... Foolish people! Perhaps,
they might have learnt the true name of the sanctuary
and its old age, had not its walls, probably bearing
some inscriptions, been buried under plaster. These
pivotal changes were made some 10 years ago...”237

Another visitor who saw the monastery almost dur-

__________
237 “Ardzagank,” 1893, No. 124, p. 2.

GETABEK. St. Sargis Monastery seen from the west in 1980 and 1982 (during its destruction). The monastery from the north, and
partial views of its interior
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ing the same period writes, “St. Sargis represents a
small chapel and a pilgrimage site located in a fine, ele-
vated plain on the right of the gorge, in the east of Hin
Getabak. It has a wooden hall and is surrounded by a
forest. Once this monastery provided shelter for
Archimandrite Hovhan Mayragometsy the Sage.”238

In the late 1900s, German archaeologist L. Haupt
made passing reference to the monastery:

“Getabek was permanently shrouded in thick
smoke and vapour coming out of the furnaces that
made breathing almost impossible. In its neighbour-
hood, however, you could find a place where you could
enjoy pure mountain air, i.e. Anet’s Meadow, which
was surrounded by woods and mountains and adjoined
by an ancient Armenian chapel. Until recently, this
meadow used to retain a huge oak held sacred among
the nearby Armenians. When we reached Getabek,
however, we found that big tree, once occupying an
area of 4.26 metres, already lying on the ground. As we
were later told, it had collapsed after having stood dried
up and bare of foliage for three years. In front of it lay
a stone completely blackened after so many candles
had been lit on it. Evidently, it used to serve as a pagan
altar which was later engraved with a cross and turned
into a Christian sanctuary. As for the chapel, it was
built in the neighbourhood of the aforementioned holy
tree so that heathen people would come and worship it.
This Christian sanctuary, however, never became an
object of pious veneration like the pagan tree.”239

Sharing S. Jalaliants’ and M. Barkhutariants’ view-
points, H. Voskian identifies the monument with
Khertin Monastery,240 which is supposed to have pro-
vided refuge for Hovhan Mayravanetsy in the 7th cen-
tury.241

Travelling in the territory of Northern Artsakh in
1980, we came across a corroded cruciform, domed
church standing in a small plain surrounded by wood-
ed mountains and located on the slope of a gorge lying
on the right bank of the tributary Getabak, a kilometre
south-east of the district centre of Getabek. Comparing
it with the monument described by M. Smbatiants, M.
Barkhutariants and “Ardzagank” correspondent Nuto,
we come to the conclusion that they are identical. The
church represents a uni-apse, domed structure cruci-
form both inwardly and outwardly, with its inner walls
plastered. Its dome-bearing square is connected with
the concha through pendentives, a technique applied in
Armenian architecture since the 7th century. All the

facades of the monument, built of undressed stone and
mortar, have narrow, extended windows. It is bare of
inscriptions.

When we visited St. Sargis Church for the second
and, unfortunately, last time in 1982, we found its octa-
hedral tambour partly demolished.242

The archaeological monuments found in the
neighbourhood of Getabek include a cyclopean castle
which is described by Haupt:

“A huge hill, at present covered with a dark forest
and overgrown with shrubs, is surrounded by a cyclo-
pean enclosure, sevenfold fortified and built of such
immense blocks of stone that it is impossible to
understand - just as is often the case with prehistoric
structures -  how a single block, if not hundreds of
them, was raised and placed beside, or above, others.
A road, strengthened by ramparts from two sides,
extends north-southward through the entire structure.
Besides, a secret, partly underground passage stretch-
es from the east to the centre of the castle, the part
where the hill grows steeper. It was impossible to find
even the main entrance to that fortification: the hors-
es were almost lost in the grass that reached their sad-
dles; nor was it easy to advance in the territory with-
in the enclosure. That structure, standing in the wild
thicket, made an awesome and almost formidable
impression on us.

“On our way back, my companion showed me a
number of tombs dating from the Bronze and early Iron
Ages. He himself had unearthed them together with
some bronze belts decorated with animal reliefs and
hunting scenes. Virkhov later made them objects of
study in a special academic work.”243

GETABEK. The plan of St. Sargis Monastery

__________
238 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 313.
239 Lehmann-Haupt C. F., op. cit., pp. 130-131.
240 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 2, p. 360; Voskian, H. The Monasteries

of Artsakh. In: “Handes Amsorea,” July to September 1952, p.
424, in Armenian.

241 Jalaliants, S., ibid; Voskian, H., ibid; Barkhutariants, M., ibid;
Lalayan, Yer., idem, pp. 347-348.

__________
242 “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 8.
243 Lehmann-Haupt C. F., op. cit., pp. 133-134.
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GHARABULAGH
The village is situated on the east-facing slope of a

gorge lying on the left bank of the river Inekboghan, 14
kilometres north of the district centre, between 1,240
and 1,290 metres of altitude above sea level.

The vestiges of some ancient buildings preserved in
its territory attest that it was Armenian-inhabited until
the 1770s.

The present-day settlement, dating from the Soviet
years, is populated by Turks leading a sedentary mode
of life. 

GHARADAGH
The village is located on the left side of the high-

way of Getabek-Shamkhor, on the southeast-facing
slope of a gorge lying at an altitude of 1,540 to 1,660
metres above sea level, 5 kilometres north of the dis-
trict centre. 

Stripped of its Armenian inhabitants in the 1770s, it
served as a summer encampment for some cattle-
breeding Turkish tribes until the late 19th century. In
the early 20th century, they changed to a sedentary life
and founded the present-day settlement.

In 1914 the local population amounted to 40.244

GHARAMAMEDLI
The village extends on the right bank of the river

Inekboghan, 2 kilometres north of the historical Arme-
nian village of Metz Gharamurat once enjoying a large
population, 14 kilometres north-west of the district
centre, at an altitude of 1,240 to 1,310 metres above sea
level.

Stripped of its Armenian population in the 1770s, it
served as a summer encampment for some tribes  of
Turkish herdsmen until the late 19th century. After hav-
ing shifted to a sedentary life in the early 20th century,
they founded the present-day settlement.

It had 148 inhabitants in 1914,245 and 770 in
1977.246

GHARAVULTOMBA
The settlement lies 10 kilometres south-west of the

district centre, at an altitude of 1,480 to 1,530 metres
above sea level.

It was founded in the site of an ancient abandoned
Armenian village in the Soviet years.

GHAREKEND
The village is located on the south-facing slope of a

mountain rising 4.5 kilometres west of the district cen-
tre, between 1,590 and 1,640 metres of altitude above
sea level.

It was founded in the site of an ancient derelict
Armenian village in the Soviet years.

GHOSHABULAGH (KORKH)
Location. The village is situated on the left bank of

the river Legharak (Bada), 22 kilometres north of the
district centre, between 1,220 and 1,350 metres of alti-
tude above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. Folklorist S.
Kamalian is the only topographer to have visited the
site of this ancient village, which was stripped of its
inhabitants in the 1770s (some of them resettled in
Shulaver, i.e. the present-day township of Shahumian
in Marneul District of the Republic of Georgia); that is
why, we are presenting his most valuable records on
Korkh without any abridgement: “Walking above the
Aziziants’dwelling sites and some demolished houses,
we headed south-east through mountain slopes, pas-
tures and a gorge and reached the village site of Korkh
comprising some 8 to 10 Turkish families with their
cattle (its former inhabitants lived in Shulaver).
Korkh, that is located in a steep southeast-facing area,
lies opposite Okuz Dara or Mount Yokizlu. It has a
large, magnificent cemetery with fine grave-stones
whose epitaphs, however, are distorted. Over a 100
years, the local tombstones, decorated with superb
reliefs, have been serving as “trays” of salt for
landowner Zulghadarov, who is in the habit of driving
his cattle to this grave-yard and feeding them here.
The following is what I managed to make out in the
surviving epitaphs...”247

Carved on a cross-stone (“most of its epitaph is distorted”):
ÎáÕ³ÏóÇÝ ÇÙáÛ å³ñáÝ Ø³... Ãí. èÆ¶

(1574):
transl.: To my spouse, Mr. Ma... in the year

1574.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 14.

Incised into a tombstone “similarly decorated with reliefs, its
epitaph distorted”:

Âí èÈ ¥1581¤:
transl.: The year 1581.
Reference: Ibid.

Engraved on another “...ornamented...” gravestone:
²Ûë.... µ³ñ»Ëûë ºñùáÙÇÝ Ãí. èÈ (1581): 
transl.: This...protect Yerkom in the year 1581.
Reference: Ibid.

“These lines are read on an ornate” tombstone:
ºë Ø»ÉÇù Ö³É³Éë ÇÙ ÏáÕ³ÏÇó Ê³Ù-

÷³ñë Ï¥³¤ÝÏÝ»óÇÝù ë¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë µ³-
ñ»Ëûë áñ¹áõÝ Ù»ñáÛ Â³Ùáõñ Ë³ÝÇÝ, Ãí.
èÈ´ (1583):__________

244 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 134.
245 Idem, p. 135.
246 SAE, vol. 3, p. 63.

__________
247 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, pp. 13-14.
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transl.: My spouse Khampar and I, Melik Jalal,
erected this Holy Cross in memory of our son, Ta-
mur Khan, in the year 1583.

Reference: Ibid.

Carved on “a horse-shaped tombstone bearing a relief represent-
ing a saddled horse with a man and some women”:

ºë Ø»ÉÇù Ö³É³Éë Ï³ÙáíÝ ²¥ëïáõÍá¤Û
Ï¥³¤ÝÏÝ»óÇ ë¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ëûë áñ¹ÇÝ ÇÙ
²ÙÇ....:

transl.: By the will of God, I, Melik Jalal, erect-
ed this Holy Cross in memory of my son Ami....

Reference: Ibid.

“On one of the sides of the road leading to the village, two splen-
did cross-stones stood on a firm pedestal. They had hardly escaped
collapse firstly because they rose high and cattle could not reach
them, and secondly, because they were unsurpassed specimens of the
sculpture of the past century. Scratching the moss off the first one
with the tip of the knife, I read the following on it”:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ëûë ¿ ï¿ñ Ú³ÏáµÇÝ,
´»ÏáõÙ ³ÕÇÝ, ï¿ñ Ú³Ïáµë ¹Ý»É ë¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë,
Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇÝù Ãí. èÒ¶ ¥1634¤: 

transl.: This Holy Cross [stands] in memory of
Father Hakob [and] Bekum Agha. I, Father Ha-
kob, erected this Holy Cross in the year 1634.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, pp. 13-
14.

Engraved on the other cross-stone:
ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ë³õë å³ñáÝ ï¿ñ

Úáí³ÝÇ å... Çõñ Ñ³Ûñ ¸³õÇÃ ù³Ñ³Ý³ÛÝ
ÍÝáÕ³óÝ ÞÇñ³½ÇÝ, ï»ñ Ú¥³¤Ï¥á¤µÇÝ, ØÇñ½³
»Õ»³Û Ï³½ÙáÕÇÝ Âí. èÒ¶ ¥1634¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Father
Hovan ... his father, Priest David, his parents Shi-
raz, Father Hakob, Mirza [and] sculptor Yeghia.
In the year 1634.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 14.
Note: “The white stone of these 3-arshin-high khachkars was

brought from Gharaul Tapa. They are adjoined by a heap of stones,
probably, the remnants of the cemetery chapel.”

These epitaphs and a legend handed down from
generation to generation among the local people led
Kamalian to the following conclusion, “This much
about the cemetery. Thus, Jalal was a famous prince in
Korkh. Common people called him Agh Melik, obvi-
ously, due to the whiteness of his face skin. As legend
has it, Jalal was a prominent wealthy person: according
to the inhabitants of Legharak, he owned seven
ploughs, his draft animals being of seven distinct
colours. The villagers ascribed this fact to Hormat’s
family: probably, this was the name of Melik Jalal’s
family. His cattle, which generally grazed on the slopes
of Mount Palttu (Kaghnut), was said to be so great in
number that he found it senseless to drive them back to

the village every day. Instead, he built a clay pipeline
(the local people showed me the underground pipes),
through which the milk yielded by the animals reached
his house, where it was churned and matzoon [sour
clotted milk] was prepared. I attempted to make some
inquiries about Agh Melik, but all that was known
about him from the aforementioned legend was
restricted to his tragic death. 

“Once Agh Melik was having a talk with Keohna
Ghalaum (he was either a sultan or khan: those telling
me the legend were not sure about his rank) near
Mount Memertlu. At that time, a Persian ambassador,
who had arrived from Persia, came to introduce him-
self to the latter, but he mistakenly took Agh Melik for
him and bowed before him. When the sultan (or khan)
asked him why he had done so, he apologized for his
mistake and said that anyone unacquainted with him
could not remain indifferent to the magnificent appear-
ance of the melik and, indeed, would not bow before
the khan, leaving him aside. He also added that
Keohna Ghalaum had better not receive guests in the
melik’s presence in the future. A short time later, the
treacherous, envious sultan poisoned Melik Jalal.
Nobody knew where his remains were interred.
According to the common people, the person talking
to him on that day was sultan Allahyar, Mamarzabek’s
father and the head of the Zulghadarovs’ family.
Mamarzabek was the grandfather of Allahyar Bey,
whose father was Mamad.”248

In the late 19th century, some cattle-breeding
Turkish tribes shifted to a sedentary life in the village
site of Korkh, serving them as a summer encampment,
and founded the present-day settlement there.  

In 1977 it had a population of 1,636.249

The village of Azizank (Zada), situated 3 kilo-
metres north-east of Korkh, was stripped of its
Armenian inhabitants in the 1770s (some of them
moved to Shulaver, as attested by S. Kamalian):
“Mounting the horses, we moved eastward from the
mountain pasture of Ojagh Ghuli and arrived at the
devastated village site of Azizants. Totally lying in
ruins, it had some yards and a cemetery extending on
the left of a road leading to a mine. The latter retained
some cross-stones with their reliefs fragmented and
epitaphs distorted. One of them, representing a mag-
nificent white stone, had been broken to pieces by
some savages.”250

Carved on “...a huge cross-stone that has fallen off its pedestal”:
ä³ñáÝ ØÇñ½¿ë Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ µ³ñ»Ëûë ÇÙ

Ñ¥û¤ñÝ áõ Ùûñë, Ãí. èÆ² (1572): 

__________
248 Op. cit., pp. 14-15.
249 SAE, vol. 3, p. 221.
250 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 12.
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transl.: I, Mr. Mirza, erected [this cross] in
memory of my father and mother, in the year 1572.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 12.

“...in the centre of the grave-yard, two sculptures of horsemen ...
can be seen: the riders have been either scraped away or ruined by the
barbarians. One of the cross-stones reads”:

Âí. èÈ¥1581¤. ë¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ë¥û¤ë ¿
ÙûñÝ ÇÙáÛ Ê³ÝÇÝ: 

transl.: In the year 1581. May this Holy Cross
protect my mother Khan.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 12. 

Kamalian goes on saying, “The Turks also refer
to Azizants Village by the names of Azizlu, or Zada,
but the Armenians call it Azazandz. The local people
refer to Kalantar’s family, now dwelling in Shulaver,
by the name of Ezank, or Ezants: is it not a version
of the word of Azizank? The inhabitants of Shulaver
shorten Azizamia for Zamia in their curses.
Probably, the ancestors of Kalantar’s family emi-
grated from Azizants or Azizlu Village, or perhaps,
they had a prominent relative named Aziz, for they
were commonly referred to as fair-haired Aziz’s
family...”251

GHURUDERE
The settlement is situated on the southeast-facing

slope of a gorge lying on the left bank of the river
Gharamurat, 8.5 kilometres south-west of the district
centre, between 1,400 and 1,510 metres of altitude
above sea level.

It was established in the Soviet years in the site of
an Armenian village left derelict in the 1770s.

GORELSK
The settlement is located on the southeast-facing

slope of a gorge lying 7.5 kilometres north of the dis-
trict centre, at an altitude of 1,570 to 1,640 metres
above sea level.

It was founded in the Soviet years in the site of an
ancient abandoned village.

GREMU BAZAR
The location of this village remains obscure: it must

have been situated either in the west of today’s Getabek
District or in the south of Touz District. In the afore-
mentioned part of Getabek lies a village named Kerimli
which we are inclined to identify with the historical vil-
lage of Grem.

In the 17th century, Priest Grigor copied a manu-
script “Gospel” in Gremu Bazar on a certain Paronter’s
order.252

Sharing the fate of the other purely Armenian vil-
lages of the district, it was stripped of its indigenous
Armenian population in the 1770s.

GYARGYAR (KARKAR)
Location. The village lies at the confluence of the

rivers Shakarbek and Gharamurat, 7 kilometres west of
the district centre, at an altitude of 1,470 to 1,560
metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. Its historical name is
preserved in the colophon of a Mashtots copied by
Priest Avetis in Serserut Village of Shamkhor District
in 1656 (“Senior Priest of Karkar Village
Hakob...”.)253

Stripped of its Armenian population in the second
half of the 18th century, the derelict village served as
a summer encampment for some stock-breeding
tribes for about a century. Later they shifted to a
sedentary mode of life and took up a permanent resi-
dence there between the ‘70s and ‘80s of the 19th
century. 

In 1908 Gyargyar had a Turkish population of
355254 and 378 in 1914.255

In the 1890s, Gyargyar retained “...a semi-ruined
church and a cemetery”256 erected by its indigenous
Armenian inhabitants.

GYODAKDERE
The village is situated on the right bank of a stream

of the same name, 8 kilometres north-west of the dis-
trict centre, between 1,500 and 1,580 metres of altitude
above sea level. It borders on the historical village of
Shakarbek in the south.

Stripped of its Armenian inhabitants in the 1770s, it
was later re-populated by some Turks who totally oblit-
erated all the traces of material culture the indigenous
Armenians had once created.

The present-day settlement was established in the
Soviet years.

HAJIALEKPERLI
This Turkish settlement, which is within the juris-

diction of the Village Council of Gargar (Karkar), is
located west of the district centre.

__________
252 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2, manuscript N

7299, p. 502.
253 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3, p. 741.
254 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 224.
255 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 109.
256 Barkhutariants, M., Artsakh, p. 308.

__________
251 Op. cit., p. 13.
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It was founded in the early 20th century in the site
of an ancient abandoned Armenian village. 

In 1914 the local people amounted to 143.257

HAJILAR
The village, whose historical name has sunk into

oblivion, is situated on the west-facing slope of a gorge
lying 2 kilometres east of the historical village of Metz
Gharamurat, 13 kilometres west of the district centre,
between 1,290 and 1,400 metres of altitude above sea
level.

Stripped of its Armenian population in the 1770s, it
served as a summer encampment for some stock-breed-
ing Turkish tribes until the late 19th century, when they
shifted to a sedentary life and founded the present-day
Turkish settlement.

In 1986 it had a population of 576.258

HERIKNAZ
The village extends on the south-facing slope of a

gorge lying in the area of the source of the right tribu-
tary of the river Gharamurat, 12 kilometres north-west
of the district centre, between 1,570 and 1,660 metres
of altitude above sea level. 

Stripped of its Armenian inhabitants in the 1770s,
in the early 20th century, it was re-populated by some
Turkish herdsmen leading a sedentary life.

In 1914 the local population totaled 173.259

HEYDARLI
Heydarli lies at the southern foot of Mount

Ghozgharali, in the area of the source of the right trib-
utary of the river Shakarbek, 9 kilometres north-west of
the district centre, at an altitude of 1,710 to 1,780
metres above sea level.

It represents a Turkish village established in the
Soviet years in the site of an abandoned Armenian vil-
lage.

INEKBOGHAN (KOVAKHEGHD)
Location. The village is situated on the right bank

of the river Inekboghan, 16 kilometres east of the dis-
trict centre, between 1,230 and 1,360 metres of altitude
above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. ‘Inekboghan’ derives
from the literal translation of the village’s historical
name of ‘Kovakheghd’ into Turkish: ‘kov’ is the
Armenian equivalent for the Turkish word ‘inek,’ and
‘kheghdel’ is that for ‘boghan.’ One of the participants
of a meeting convened by Catholicos Anania Mokatsy

(946 to 968) in Khachen was “Father Petros, a monk
from Kovakheghd.”260

The remnants of a great number of ancient build-
ings preserved throughout the village attest that it
enjoyed prosperity in the Middle Ages.

Stripped of its Armenian population in the 1770s,
the derelict village served as a summer encampment
for some cattle-breeding tribes for several decades. The
present-day Turkish settlement was founded in the late
19th century. 

The available data regarding the number of Inekbo-
ghan’s population represent the following picture: 199
inhabitants in 1908;261 144 in 1914,262 and 1,444 in
1979.263

JAFARLI
The village, whose historical name has fallen into

oblivion, extends 14 kilometres south-west of the dis-
trict centre, at an altitude of 1,380 to 1,440 metres
above sea level. 

In the early 20th century, some cattle-breeding
tribes shifted to a sedentary life and established the set-
tlement of Jafarli in the site of a once Armenian village
which had been stripped of its Armenian inhabitants in
the 1770s.

In 1914 it had 302 residents.264

KESAMAN
The settlement is located 14 kilometres north-west

of the district centre, between 1,220 and 1,300 metres
of altitude above sea level. 

It was founded in the site of an ancient abandoned
Armenian village by some Turkish herdsmen who had
shifted to a sedentary life in the late 19th century.

In 1914 the local population amounted to 204.265

KHARKHAR (ALEXEYEVKA)
Location. The village lies at the right edge of the

highway of Shamkhor-Getabek, 12 kilometres north of
the district centre, between 1,450 and 1,550 metres of
altitude above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. The remnants of some
ancient buildings preserved in its centre attest that an
Armenian village existed here even before the arrival
of the Russian resettlers in the late 19th century. With
its Armenian name forgotten after its devastation in the
1770s, the Russians renamed it Alexeyevka.

__________
257 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 106.
258 SAE, vol. 10, p. 155.
259 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 213.

__________
260 The Rebellion of Aghvank by His Holiness Anania Catholicos

of Armenians. In: “Ararat,” 1897, p. 134, in Armenian.
261 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 261.
262 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 128.
263 SAE, vol. 4, Baku, 1980, p. 452.
264 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 119.
265 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 150.
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Population. The Russian immigrants totaled 199 in
1908,266 and 421 in 1914.267 In 1905 the village also
had 5 Armenian houses.268

In the Soviet years, it was re-populated by Turks
and renamed Kharkhar. 

In 1986 the local people amounted to 1,187.269

KILSYALI
This small Turkish village extends on the left bank

of the river Akhenji, 33 kilometres north-west of the
district centre.

It was established in the Soviet years in the site of
an ancient derelict Armenian village. The toponym
derives from a local Armenian church: ‘kilisa’ is the
Turkish equivalent for ‘church.’

KOMINTERN (MOLLALI)
Location. The village is situated 8 kilometres

north-east of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,480
to 1,580 metres above sea level.

Khunisavank stood in the south of the village. A
traveller who visited it in the early 1890s writes the fol-
lowing about it, “This small monastery is situated on
the left bank of the tributary Getabak, in the east of Nor
Getabak, in the neighbourhood of the Turkish village of
Mollalu. It represents a fine domed building which,
however, stands derelict at present.”270

KUMLU
This Turkish village, which almost adjoins the dis-

trict centre in the north-east, is situated on the left bank
of the Getabak, i.e. the left tributary of the river Sham-
kor, between 1,390 and 1,460 metres of altitude above
sea level.

It was established in the site of an ancient aban-
doned Armenian village in the late 19th century.

The available data regarding the number of its
inhabitants represent the following picture: 441 people
in 1908;271 589 in 1914,272 and 1,022 in 1977.273

KUMLU ASHAGHI (LOWER)
The settlement extends on the south-facing slope of

a small gorge lying opposite Kumlu, 2 kilometres
north-east of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,320
to 1,370 metres above sea level.

It was founded in the Soviet years.

KYOLAMAN
This small Turkish village lies in the area between

the historical villages of Metz Gharamurat and
Heriknaz, within 2 kilometres of each of them, and
12.5 kilometres north-west of the district centre.

It was established in the early 20th century in the
site of an ancient derelict Armenian village.

In 1914 the local population totaled 197.274

LESHKAR
Leshkar is located 2 kilometres south-east of the his-

torical Armenian village of Pokr (Smaller) Gharamurat,
11 kilometres south-west of the district centre, between
1,340 and 1,400 metres of altitude above sea level.

The remnants of some unknown buildings scattered
in its centre attest that its site used to be occupied by an
Armenian village dating from at least the Middle Ages.
With its total devastation in the 1770s, its historical
name fell into oblivion. 

At the end of the 19th century, the abandoned vil-
lage became a place of permanent residence for some
stock-breeding Turkish tribes. 

The local people amounted to 267 in 1908,275 and
308 in 1914.276

MAARIF
The settlement is situated on the right side of the

highway of Getabek-Shamkhor, 8 kilometres north of
the district centre, at an altitude of 1,510 to 1,550
metres above sea level.

It dates back to the early 20th century.

METZ GHARAMURAT
Location. The village extends on the east-facing

slope of a gorge lying on the left bank of the river Metz
Gharamurat, 15 kilometres west of the district centre,
between 1,200 and 1,270 metres of altitude above sea
level.

A Historical Introduction. The remnants of a
Bronze Age castle preserved in its neighbourhood
attest that it has been inhabited since time immemorial.

A village of a remarkable history, Metz Gharamurat
gradually grew to the status of village town and partic-
ularly prospered between the 16th and 17th centuries,
when the monastery of Harants and the convent of
Koosanats (17th century) were erected there (it also
had two churches standing in its centre). 

During the reign of Georgian King Heracle II, in the
late 18th century, the Armenian inhabitants of Gandzak
District were deported to Shulaver, i.e. the present-day

__________
266 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 178.
267 Idem, p. 86.
268 A-Do, op. cit., p. 378.
269 SAE, vol. 10, p. 59.
270 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 314.
271 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 230.
272 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 113.
273 SAE, vol. 3, p. 272.

__________
274 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 150.
275 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 310.
276 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 152.
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township of Shahumian in Marneul District of the
Republic of Georgia. As alleged by a source, however,
about 25 families from Gyulambar and Gharamurat
escaped that forced resettlement and established a vil-
lage named Aygedzor (Ghulali) in Shamshadin
District.277 Interestingly enough, more than a century
after the complete devastation of the village, in 1890, a
visitor wrote, “...truly, Gharamurat used to be a town
and not just an ordinary village...”278

The stock-breeding tribes that later arrived at Metz
Gharamurat “inherited” large territories once belong-
ing to the indigenous Armenians: “...Turning west-
wards, we went past an elevation to a valley through
which ran the fast-flowing stream Inag-Boghan. These
areas, that comprised large plains and abundant rivers
once belonging to Gharamurad Armenians, lay barren
in the hands of the Ayrum barbarians.”279

Population. When Metz Gharamurat was stripped
of its inhabitants in the 1770s, part of them resettled in
Shulaver and founded the quarter of Gharamuratetsots
(i.e. ‘Of Gharamurat Inhabitants’), as already mentio-
ned above.

Uuntil the second half of the 19th century, the site
of the abandoned Armenian village served as a summer
encampment for the Ayrum cattle-breeders, who later
shifted to a sedentary life and founded a settlement
there. 

According to H. Vardanian, “The Turkish residents
of Gharamurad Village are Armenian Prince Gharamu-
rad’s descendants.”280

__________
277 Gaspar H. The Traditions of a Village. In: “Nor-Dar,” 1889, No. 50.
278 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 28. Below fol-

lows an interesting account of the feelings and impressions of S.
Kamalian and his companion Tzatur, who visited Metz
Gharamurat in 1890, “...the monastery was located on the left
bank of the river, quite near it. While dismounting the horse, I
noticed Tzatur hurriedly approaching it and kissing its wall fer-
vently. Instead of blessing his forefathers, however, he started
cursing them for having abandoned that heavenly land with its
sweet water and magnificent sanctuary and huddled up on the
slope of this or that mountain. ‘Why should this monastery be for-
saken and left without anybody to take care of it? Why should it
shelter buffaloes and cows and be filled with dirty dung? Why
should the inhabitants of Legharak, I mean the grandchildren of
Gharamurad, lose it in this way? Can’t we do anything about this,
my dear teacher?’ Yes, Tzatur was really greatly upset and grief-
stricken: he either swore and cursed his ancestors who had aban-
doned the monastery and their land or reproached the local Ayrum
inhabitants who did not differ from animals and were absolutely
unaware how to treat a house of God which should not be filled
with dirt. I asked Tzatur some questions concerning the neigh-
bourhood of Gharamurad. The village was located at the foot of a
mountain which was called Tebelkhi.  To the right of it rose anoth-
er wooded mountain named Hasan Ali, behind which towered
Mount Haza-Daya, with the peak of Gevog-urd west of it. A

__________
mountain rising east of the forest of Hasan Ali was called Darvand.
Some tributaries, flowing from a gorge lying between Hasan Ali
and Darvand, merged with others, running from a ravine extending
between Hasan Ali and Tebelkhi, and formed the river Gha-
ramurad, whose last tributary was called Areghsan” (idem, p. 28).

279 Op. cit., p. 33.
280 Vardanian, H., op. cit., p. 2. Presumably, the author means the

Ghara Murat mentioned in the undated colophon of a Haysmavurk
of 1610.

METZ GHARAMURAT. The village from the north (seen from the side of Harants Monastery)
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In 1886 the local community and the adjacent
Ayrum-inhabited villages had 326 houses with 2,176
residents, including 1,296 males and 880 females.281 In
contrast to this, in 1908 Metz (‘Beyuk’ in Turkish)
Gharamurat alone had 205 inhabitants,282 whose num-
ber had grown to 395 by 1914.283

Sourb Amenaprkich (Metz) Church. As a popu-
lous village, Metz Gharamurat had several churches
which aroused admiration among visitors:

“...I had already heard about the largeness and mag-
nificence of Gharamurad’s church from the elderly
people of Shulaver, but still, I could not hide my admi-
ration when I saw it. It represented a splendid edifice
whose construction had apparently cost quite large
sums of money. Its interior was more impressive than
the exterior: outwardly, it seemed a low building, for
part of its finely-finished walls was buried under the
soil. Its door, built in accordance with the cautionary
measures that period of enemy invasions dictated, was
comparatively smaller, but once you entered the huge
church opened up before your eyes with 6 massive
columns entirely decorated with finely-carved crosses.
Those durable, solid pilasters had been supporting the
high arches of the sanctuary for 3 to 4 sinister cen-
turies.”284 Then the same traveller adds with bitter pain
and sorrow, “From early spring till autumn, the pres-
ent-day Ayrum inhabitants of Gharamurad drive their
cattle into the church after dinner when it becomes
especially hot. This is the reason why I found its interi-
or filled with intolerable dirt and a sea of dung so that
I could hardly reach the altar. The font was completely
wet, and the lower parts of the inner walls were so
damp that you could think you were in a bath-house,
with water constantly dripping from them. The monu-
ment was totally stripped of all its interior decoration

and only a long, hewn altar-stone could still be seen
there, together with some finely-decorated khachkars
in the left vestry, and some others, 3 arshins long, lying
vertically, or horizontally in a wall inside the bema.
Many of them were bare of any inscriptions... In the
south, the church was adjoined by a smaller one having
a font, an altar and a bema... The remnants of some
walls indicated that these monuments used to be forti-
fied by ramparts. The roof of the larger church was
thoroughly preserved despite a thick layer of soil accu-
mulated there: several stones had been displaced from
the part covering the bema, as a result of which that
section of the interior was exposed to rain.”285

__________
281 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 76-77.
282 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 204.
283 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 99.
284 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 29.

METZ GHARAMURAT. A carpet with an Armenian piece of writ-
ing (1914) found in the house of a local Turkish inhabitant

METZ GHARAMURAT. The remnants of Sourb Amenaprkich
Church (1980), and a cross-stone set inside its north-eastern
vestry

__________
285 S. Kamalian writes the following regarding the fact that the

church was reduced to a cattle house, “Several Ayrum inhabitants
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Bishop Barkhutariants, another visitor who had the
opportunity of admiring the architectural peculiarities
of the church, describes it as an “...extremely spacious
and splendid...” building “...resting upon six pillars and
having an altar stone...”286

The manuscripts created in Metz Gharamurat attest
that it had a church even before 1634; this gives us
grounds to suppose that the aforementioned monument
was built in the site of another, which might have been
lying in ruins in 1634. 

The topographers who visited Sourb Amenaprkich
succeeded in deciphering the following inscriptions:

Carved on the facade of the bema:
ÞÇÝ»ó³õ ë¥áõñ¤µ ï³×³ñë Ó»é³Ùµ ³Ý³ñ-

Å³Ý çáõÕ³Û»óÇ áõëï³ Øáõë¿ëÇÝ áñ¹Ç ºï-
Ï³ñÇÝ, ½³õ³Ïª êáÕáÙáÝÇÝ Ññ¥³¤Ù¥³¤Ý¥³¤õ
öÇÉÇåáë Ï¥³¤Ã¥áõ¤ÕÇÏáëÇÝ »ÏÇ ßÇÝ»óÇ
ëáõñ¥µ¤ »Ï»Õ»óÇë Ô³ñ³Ùáõñ³¹ÇÝ Ñ³Ûáó
ÃíÇÝ èÒ¶ (1634) ÇÝ, áí áñ Ï³ñ¹³ù áÕáñÙÇ
Øáë¿Ç ÛÇß»ó¿ù Ç î¥¿¤ñ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í, Ó»½ ÛÇß¿
³Ù¿Ý:

transl.: The holy church was built by Sogho-
mon’s son Yetkar’s son Muses, a worthless usta
from Jugha. On the order of Catholicos Pilippos,
I came and built Gharamurad’s holy church in the
year 1634 of the Armenian era. May those who
read this pray for Mose’s soul and may God have
mercy upon you. Amen.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 30.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.

Artsakh, p. 309; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 326; Corpus...,
part 5, p. 273.

Note: According to Kamalian, “the inscription is adjoined by its
cryptogram dating back to 1634 A.D.”

Carved “on the facade of the left vestry” according to
Barkhutariants, although Kamalian writes the following regarding it,
“One of the walls of the bema was engraved with a long piece of
writing whose upper lines were impossible to read due to the dark-
ness and long distance separating us from it. What I did manage to
discern is the following”:

ÂíÇÝ èÒ¸ ¿ñ (1635) ... ¨ »Ï»Õ»óÇ
ê³éÇÏÝ ¨ Ñ³Ûñ ì»ÉÇ×³ÝÝ ¨ áñ¹ÇÝ Ô³ñ³
Ùáõñ³¹Ý, ÔáõÏ³ëÝ ¨ ¹áõëïñÝ Çõñ ¶áõÉ³Õ»Ý,
¼³ù³ñÇ Ñ³ÛñÝª ì»ÉÇç³Ý, ÏáÕ³ÏÇóÝ Çõñª
¶áõÉ¹³Ý¿Ý, áñ¹ÇÝ Çõñª ²ç³ÙÝ, Ð¥³¤Ë-
Ý¥³¤½¥³¤ñÝ, àí³Ý¿ëÝ ÛÇß»ó¿ù ¨ ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í
áÕáñÙÇ ³ë¿ù:

transl.: In the year 1635... and a church Sarik,
her father Velijan and his son Gharamurad, Ghu-
kas, his daughter Gulaghe, Zakar’s father Velijan,
his spouse Guldane, his son Ajam, Hakhnazar and
Ovanes. May you pray for the repose of their
souls.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 29.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;

Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 326; Corpus..., ibid.

Incised into the same wall, a little below the aforementioned
one:

ê¥áõñ¤µ ë»Õ³ÝÇ ù³ñÝ ÛÇß³ï³Ï ¿ ÁèëïÇ-
ÙÇÝ, Çõñ »Õµ³Ûñª ¾í³½ÇÝ, ä³ñáÝÇÝ, Çñ»Ýó
Ù³Ûñª Ê³ÃáõÝÇÝ, Ãí. èÒ¸ (1635):

transl.: The holy altar stone lies in memory of
Rstim, his mother Khatun as well as his brothers
Evaz and Paron. 1635.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 29.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,

p. 309; Lalayan, Yer., ibid; Corpus..., ibid.

Carved on the wall right of the altar:
ÞÇÝ»óÇ ë¥áõñ¤µ ï³×³ñë ÛÇß³ï³Ï ÔáõÏ³-

ëÇÝ:
transl.: The holy church was built in memory of

Ghukas.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

Engraved on a khachkar placed inside the church: 
ØÇñ½³ Ï³½ÙáÕ: 
transl.: Sculptured by Mirza.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

Engraved on a cross-stone outwardly set in the window of the
southern wall:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ëûë ³Õ³ÛÇÝ ... Ð³-
Ý¿ëÇÝ, Þ³Ñ½³¹ÇÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Agha ...
Hanes, Shahzad.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 30.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on and below the cornice
of a khachkar set in the bema: 

__________
of the village were gathered there. When I started reproving them
for having filled the church with dirt and dung, an elderly woman
came forward and said the following, ‘Indeed, my agha, this is a
house of God: it does not matter that it was built by the
Armenians, does it? You know that poor, God-fearing people
would never have the face to drive their cattle into the church. The
first person to do so was the owner of this large house who pos-
sessed a great fortune and had many children. The word reached
the police officer, who was an Armenian, and he came to see in
what conditions the sanctuary was. Our people were convinced
that he would give that wealthy man a good dressing down for the
wrong he had committed, but he decided to consign him to the
punishment of the church. In the course of years, all his family
members were exterminated, while his property was left derelict
after his death.’
“The old woman turned out to have told me the truth, for when I
approached the vast hall of the house of the aforementioned rich
Ayrum, I saw the once magnificent residence buried in animal
droppings up to its highest corner. In fact, it was in a state even
more deplorable than the interior of the church. The Ayrums pres-
ent, however, did not want to admit that they had their own share
of guilt in the defilement of the sanctuary. For several times they
even attempted to interrupt the ingenuous woman to hinder her
from praising the divine power of the Armenian church, but she
did not pay any attention to them. Moreover, she strongly advised
me to visit the fine monastery by all means...” (idem, pp. 30-31).

286 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, pp. 308-309.
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ê(áõñ)µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ³ñ¥¿Ë³õë¤ Ê³ÃáõÝÇÝ, |
Ãí(ÇÝ) èÎ¾ (1618): 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Khatun.
1618.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 272.

Sourb Amenaprkich Church had a scriptorium-
repository which retained both manuscripts copied on
the spot and donated ones. In 1610 David Geghametsy
and Priest Hovasap copied a manuscript there on a cer-
tain Aghabab’s order:

“Written by worthless priest Hovasap and sinful,
imprudent scribe David, who is allegedly a bishop, in
Gharamurat Village of Zakam in the year 1610 of the
Armenian era...”287

The manuscript also mentions Senior Priests Sargis
and Stepanos:

“May you pray for Priest Sargis, senior priest of
Gharamurat Village who initiated the creation of this
manuscript but later consigned his soul to God, the
work being completed by his son, Senior Priest Stepa-
nos, who served in this village. May you also pray for
the other priests...”288

Village head Arustam and some local inhabitants
ransomed a manuscript and donated it to the church:

“We, hakhsakh of Zakam Alughuli, head of Metz
Gharamurat Village Rustum as well as Vostan, Ghara
Murat, Ghazar, Navasard, Amirpek and Aun’s son
Amirpek went ..., saved it from the hands of the brutal
enemy and brought it with us. We, the people of
Gharamurat, raised 8 tumans and saved it, donating it
to Sourb Amenaprkich.”289

In 1682 Priest Ghukas created another manuscript
entitled Mashtots Dzerats.290

The Smaller Church. “Behind the church, some
20 to 25 steps northward can be seen the finely-fin-
ished walls and dilapidated roof of another church
whose door opens in the west...”291

Presumably, the sanctuary meant is Sourb Khoran
(Holy Apse) Church, built by a certain Mr. Aghabab and
twice mentioned in a Haysmavurk of 1610.292 A versified
colophon by David Geghametsy speaks about the con-
struction of the church in a description of the period
marking the Armenians’deportation (1605), Shah Abbas’
victories against the Turks and the famine of 1606: 

“The khans of many places
Embarked upon construction
And built many churches
Meeting the people’s decision.
One of them was Aghabab,
Who built a cut-in-rock church
With an apse and two mills.
When the Turks left the area
They abandoned Chatakh 
And arrived at Metz Gharamurat, 
Leaving Nerkin Shen forsaken.”293

Judging from this record, the monument was estab-
lished between 1605 and 1610.

The colophon (1610) written by Aghabab mentions
the church as a newly-erected and already consecrated
building:

“This book, written in the newly-blessed church
of Gharamurat Village, perpetuates Aghabab
Agha’s memory. Neither the locals nor the foreign-
ers should dare to sell, steal, or appropriate this
holy script.”294

Sourb Khoran Church had the following inscription incised
“...into the tympanum”:

ÞÝáñÑÇõ ²¥ëïáõÍá¤Û, »ë úÑ³Ý¿ë í¥³¤ñ-
¹¥³¤å¥»¤ïë, áñ¹Ç ³å¥³¤ßË¥³¤ñáÕÇ ßÇÝ»óÇ
½»Ï»Õ»óÇë, ³ñ¹»³Ùµ ¨ ïáõÇù ³Ù¥»Ý³ÛÝ¤
ùñÇëïáÝ¿Çó ÛÇß³ï³Ï ÇÝÓ ¨ ÍÝáÕ³óÝ ÇÙáó ¨
³Ù¥»Ý³ÛÝ¤ ³ßË³ïáÕ³ó, Ç Ù³Ûñ³å»ïáõ-
Ã»³Ý ³Ý³å³ïÇë Â³·áõÑõáÛÝ ¨ Î³ÛÇÝ³ÛÇÝ,
Ç èÖÌ (1701) Ãí.:

transl.: By the grace of God, I, Archimandrite
Ohanes, the son of a sinner atoning for the
wrong he has committed, had this church built
through the means and efforts of many
Christians in perpetuation of my parents’ and my
souls as well as in memory of all the workers,
under Mothers Superior Taguhi and Kayina in
the year 1701. 

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 30.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.

Artsakh, p. 309; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, pp. 326-327; Cor-
pus..., part 5, p. 273.

Note: Many inscriptions, including this one, often use the Arme-
nian equivalent for the word ‘to build’ in the sense of ‘to repair.’

Koosanats Convent, “which was adjoined by a
grave-yard and the remnants of some cells,” was locat-
ed “in a plain lying on the right bank of the tributary,
east” of the village.

It was founded with the active participation and
under the auspices of Catholicos of All Armenians
Pilippos:

__________
287 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 1, p. 363.
288 Ibid.
289 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 1, p. 364.
290 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2, p. 200, manu-

script No. 5868.
291 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 30. Barkhutariants

provides us with a similar description of the monument, stating, “The
ceiling of the smaller church has collapsed” (idem, pp. 308-309).

292 Karapetian, S. The Historical Monuments of Northern Artsakh.
In: “Lragir,” 4 March 1995, p. 6; Voskian, H. The Monasteries of
Artsakh. In: “Handes Amsorea,” July to September 1952, p. 426.

__________
293 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 1, pp. 367-368.
294 Idem, p. 363.
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“Ever-blessed Supreme Pontiff Pilippos donated
this Haysmavurk to Gharamurat’s Koosanats Sourb
Astvatzatzin in the year 1636 of the Armenian era, stat-
ing that whoever removed it be cursed by the Holy
Pontiffs. Thus, the Holy Catholicos laid the founda-
tions of the nunnery..., had it decorated and appointed
Virgin Hripsime Mother Superior there...”295

The convent had a rich library established on the
basis of numerous gifts, including a Sharaknots (a col-
lection of Armenian motets) donated in 1636. Its
colophon read, “This Sharaknots was donated to
Gharamurat’s nunnery in the days of Prioress Hripsime
and her righteous nuns in 1636.”296

The sanctuary also retained a manuscript created in
Sultanetsik Village of Verin Zakam in 1671:

“Receiving this Gospel, I donated it to
Gharamurat’s Sourb Astvatzatzin Church of Koosanats
Convent.”297

“...A long stone pillar lying on the ground bore a cross relief and
a brief inscription”:

êáõñµ ê³ñ·Çë:
transl.: Saint Sargis.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;

Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 327; Corpus..., ibid.

METZ GHARAMURAT. Harants Monastery seen from the north-east, east and north; a partial view of the southern facade of the
church; the church seen from the north-east, and an eastward view of its interior 

__________
295 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 2, p. 656. The manuscript is kept

in the Matenadaran (N 1503).
296 Op. cit., p. 669.

__________
297 Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 281-282. In the 19th century, this

Gospel was kept in St. Grigor Lusavorich Church of Banants. La-
ter it was moved to Yerevan.
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The monastic complex of Harants is situated on a
hill rising between two small gorges, about a kilometre
north-east of Metz Gharamurat.

Kamalian, who visited the monument in 1890,
writes, “...A fine dome built of white finely-finished
stone could be seen at the foot of Mount Dagirman: the
Ayrums called that building a monastery. Indeed, the
agreeable dome could attract anybody wandering
amidst the ruins of that wild area so that I rode my
horse in the direction of Mount Dagirmi, on the way to

which I came across some graves and ruined dwellings,
certainly, once inhabited by the people who later
moved to Shulaver. On the left bank of a clear stream
flowing from the gorge was seen the edge of a forest
which gradually grew denser, the wild trees being
replaced by fruit-bearing ones with pomegranates,
quinces, pears, apples, hazelnuts, walnuts, etc. Going
deeper into the gorge, we saw smoke swirling up near
some dilapidated walls that were the remnants of some
large ancient ramparts. Right of them, a marshy lake

METZ GHARAMURAT. The belfry of Harants Monastery (the last two photos by courtesy of H. Zakarian)
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METZ GHARAMURAT. Cross-stones preserved in the walls of the church of Harants Monastery and its neighbourhood (photos Nos.
1, 3, 9 by courtesy of H. Zakarian)
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could be seen in what was the site of the former cream-
ery. The church represented a spacious building of fine-
ly-finished stone, with its roof undamaged and two
entrances opening in the west and north. The area
abounded in khachkars, but they were bare of inscrip-
tions: the inscribed ones seemed to have been deliber-
ately broken by the savages. In the north of the church
stood a magnificent belfry built of white and reddish
ashlar: it was its dome that we had seen in the distance.
We were told that its cross had been standing until
recently, but the same Ayrum savages had displaced it
together with its conical pedestal and thrown it some-
where in the vicinity. The high-rising dome of the bel-
fry as well as a stone cross that was higher than life-
size and stood amidst four finely-erected pillars in its
lower floor still aroused admiration and attracted pious
believers. I had never seen a cross so superb in any
Armenian sanctuary: it represented a single piece of
surprisingly well-dressed white stone rising at a height
of two feet on a nicely-carved pedestal... You had to dip
your feet into the dirty dung left by the cattle of the
Ayrum barbarians in order to approach that unsur-
passed work of art...”298

Another interesting description299 of the monument
is provided by Barkhutariants:

“Built of finely-finished stone, the standing monu-
ment (it is 15 metres 5 centimetres long and 9 metres
60 centimetres wide) rests upon two pillars. ...In its
north-eastern corner, it has a double-storey belfry enti-
rely built of finely-finished stone. The covering slabs
of both the monastery roof and belfry have collapsed.
The latter retains a life-size stone cross rising on a
stepped pedestal on its first floor: it bears a striking
resemblance to the wooden cross on which Christ was
crucified.”300

The church of the monastic complex represents a
tri-nave basilica with two entrances opening in the west
and north, its vault lying below a gable roof and
inwardly supported by a pair of square pillars and
pilasters. A rectangular vestry is located on both sides
of the semi-circular apse. All the vault-bearing arches
are pointed. The sanctuary, whose windows open from
its eastern (3), northern (2) and western (1) facades, is
built of undressed and roughly-hewn stone and mortar.
Its pillars, pilasters, vault-bearing arches and corner-
stones are finely-finished. The walls bear some
khachkars part of which is inscribed.

Harants Monastery. The inscribed parts of the khachkars dedicated to Vardan and Gizal 

METZ GHARAMURAT. The plan of Harants Monastery

__________
298 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 31.
299 M. Barkhutariants identifies Harants Monastery with the cloister

of Khamshi situated in the district of Miapor (nowadays the basin
of the river Getik) adjacent to Zakam District. This identification,
however, is absolutely groundless.

300 Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 309-310.
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About 20 metres north of the church stands its dou-
ble-floor belfry entirely built of finely-finished stone.
Its first floor (exterior dimensions: 4.0 x 4.0 metres)
comprises four solid columns connected with each
other through sagittate arches. The second one repre-
sents a rotunda with its broach supported by 8 cylindri-
cal pillars. 

The monastery also had some annexes intended for
habitation and additional accommodation. They were
erected through Prior Yeghia the Hermit’s efforts in the
mid-17th century (“...He had many buildings added to
the monastery”).301

Within the enclosure of the cloister, a large ceme-
tery of khachkars used to be located. By our first visit
(1980) to the monument, however, they had already
been levelled with the ground. A Turkish inhabitant of
Gharamurat had ploughed the territory of the monas-
tery, breaking and displacing all the khachkars and
tombstones as something unnecessary and arranging
them on the new enclosure of his land.  

Harants Monastery as a Scriptorium. The colo-
phon of a Gospel created in 1659 states, “...The Gos-
pel ... was completed by sinful Grigor, a priest in
name only, on 20 March 1659 of the Armenian era...
...Mahtesy Yeghia the Hermit, who ... went to Ghara-
murat's holy monastery, stayed there for a time and ...
went on pilgrimage to the holy city of Jerusalem on
Prior Terun’s order... Returning to his first sanctuary,
... he had a great number of buildings added to the
monastery. Some time later ... on Father Superior
Terun’s order and by all the brothers’ consent, he
came to us with a request to have his sacred wish ful-
filled. And I completed the Holy Gospel, gilded and
illustrated it with various colours. ...May you please
pray for Father Terun and the monks of the holy
monastery, Bishop Grigor, Priest Karapet, Father
Yeghia and others...”302

The colophon of another Gospel copied by Priest
Avetis Kamaletsy in 1679 states, “The Holy Gospel
was finely-written by sinful priest Avetis from Kamalu
Village of Tavush in Harants Monastery of Gharamu-
rat, Verin Zakam in sorrowful times, in the year 1679
of the Armenian era...”303

In 1682 Priest Ghukas copied a Mashtots Dzerats in
the cloister.304

Below follow the inscriptions found in the sanctuary:

A single line in the Armenian original carved between the wings
of the cross of a khachkar set in the eastern wall of the church: 

Âí(³)Ï(³Ý) èÐ (1621): 
transl.: The year 1621.
Published for the first time.

A single line engraved on the cornice of a cross-stone, broken in
two and lying inside the monument. The year is in embossed charac-
ters on both sides of the upper wing of the main cross:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ¿Ë(³õ)ë ì³ñ¹³ÝÇÝ, |
Ãí(ÇÝ) èÐ (1621):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Vardan.
1621.

Published for the first time.

A single line engraved on the cornice of a cross-stone, with the
year of the inscription in embossed characters on both sides of the
upper wing of the main cross:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ¿Ë³(õ)ë ¶Ç½³É[Ç]Ý, |
Ãí(ÇÝ) è|Ð¶ (1624):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Gizal.
1624.

Published for the first time.
Note: When we saw the cross-stone for the first time on 8 April

1980, it was broken in two, but when we visited the monument for
the second time on 25 June 1980, its upper half had been broken into
three fragments.

“Incised among the cross reliefs” of a winged cross:
Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÒÂ (1640):
transl.: In the year 1640.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 31.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.

Artsakh, p. 310.
Note: According to Barkhutariants, “Another stone located near

the cross was engraved with a long inscription, but some Muslims
had broken it in two pieces. We failed to find the other half to bring
them together and copy it.” He deciphers the year of the inscription
as ‘1639,’ but Kamalian thinks it is ‘1636.’

In 1960 the cross-stone, standing on the first floor of the belfry
of Harants Monastery, was moved to Holy Echmiatzin and placed in
the yard of the Patriarchate.

A single distorted line in the Armenian original carved on the
facade-bearing stone of the church entrance: 

êáõñµ Ë³ãë Ø³ñ... 
transl.: This Holy Cross stands in memory of

Mar...
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,

p. 310; Corpus..., part 5, p. 274.
Note: The name can be deciphered as ‘Margar,’ ‘Marian,’ etc.

Engraved near the aforementioned one: 
êáõñµ Ë³ãë ²ÙÇñË³ÝÇÝ: 
transl.: This Holy Cross to Amirkhan.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;

Corpus..., ibid.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
cross-stone set in the northern part of the western wall of the church: 

ê(áõñ)µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³¤ñ¥¿¤Ë¥³õ¤ë Î³ñ[³å»-
ïÇÝ] 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Karapet...

__________
301 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3, pp. 851-852.
302 Op. cit.
303 Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 281-282. The manuscript is kept

in the Matenadaran (N 6708). Voskian, H., idem, p. 427.
304 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2, p. 200, manu-

script N 5868.
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The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 272.
Note: The ending of the inscription is damaged.

Incised into the cornice of a cross-stone lying in the niche of the
vestry:

...¶ñÇ[·áñ]...
transl.:...Grigor...
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 273.

Engraved on the cornice and near the recessed cross of a
khachkar set in the western wall of the church:

ê(áõñ)µ [Ë³ãë] ²ÙÇñÇÝ | ... | ...
transl.: This Holy Cross [stands in memory of]

Amir...
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 272.

Carved in embossed characters near the recessed cross of a
khachkar set in the window of the bema:

...³Û Ï³½ÙáÕ:
transl.: Sculptured by...
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 273.

Gharamurat Armenians in Other Places of
Residence. As already mentioned above, in the late
1770s, part of the inhabitants of Gharamurat resettled
in Shulaver, where they established a quarter after their
abandoned village, i.e. Gharamuratetsots. In the late
19th century, eight families of Gharamurat Armenians
were particularly famous there: the Ter-Vardanians
(‘Vrtanank’ in the local dialect), Ghardashians (‘Gher-
dashank’), Tzanians (‘Tzanunk’), Zakarians (‘Zanunk,’
Arzumanians), Mkhitarians (‘Ptrosank’), Balasanians
(‘Belsanank’), Kamalians (‘Kmalank’) and Aghbalians
(‘Gyorkhnank-Mushtunk’).305

Some of the epitaphs of the first generation of these
immigrants mention the birthplace of the person
buried. Below follows one of them (1798) preserved in
the cemetery of Metz Shulaver:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ô³ñ³ÛÙáõñ|³Û¹»óÇ ø³ëÇ
áñ¹Ç | î¥¿¤ñ Ê³ã³ïáõñ Éáõë³ÛÑáùÇÝ, | Ï³ñÃ³-
óûÕù ¹áõù áÕáñÙÇù, | ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í ½Ó»½ áÕáñÙÇ,
| Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èØÊ¾ ¥1798¤:

transl.: In this grave reposes Father
Khachatur of blessed memory, the son of
Gharamurat inhabitant Kas. May you who read
this pray for his soul and may God have mercy
upon you. In the year 1798.306

Gharamurat Armenians occasionally worked in
the adjacent and remote villages. With this regard, an
inscription commemorating the overhaul implement-
ed in Masruts Monastery, dating from the 9th to 10th
centuries and located at the eastern edge of Dzo-
ragyugh (formerly Shoghaga) Village of Gegharkunik
Marz (Republic of Armenia), in 1611 is of special
interest:

5 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the eastern wall of
the monastery:

ÚÇß»ó¿ù Ç øë. Ô³ñ|³Ùáõñ³ï»óÇ ö³Ý|áëÝ,
áñ í³ëÝ Ñá·áÛÝ | »õ Çõñ ÍÝáÕ³óÝ | »Ï»Õ»óáõë
Ýáñá·»ÉáõÝ (Ýå³ëï»ó):
__________
305 Aslanian, S., Karapetian, S. Shulaver. Yerevan, 2002, p. 25.
306 Idem, p. 43.

METZ GHARAMURAT. The winged cross-stone of the belfry of
Harants Monastery (now in Holy Echmiatzin)
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transl.: May you pray for Gharamurat inhabi-
tant Panos, who contributed to the repairs of the
church in perpetuation of his parents’ and his
memory.307

MORUKHLU
The village is situated on the west-facing slope of a

gorge lying on the right bank of the river Legharak, 18
kilometres north of the district centre (“...the villages of
Samanlu and Merekhlu, that lay on the edge of the
slope, on the right bank of the river”).308

By 1890 the village, which had been stripped of its
Armenian population in the 1770s, had become a place
of permanent residence for some stock-breeders of
Turkish origin.

MUSAYAL
The village lies 6 kilometres south-west of the dis-

trict centre, between 1,580 and 1,670 metres of altitude
above sea level.

The site of the Armenian village (its historical name
is consigned to oblivion), stripped of its population in
the 1770s, was later inhabited by some Turkish stock-
breeders who shifted to a sedentary life and founded
the present-day settlement in the late 19th century. 

In 1914 the local people amounted to 585.309

NOVO-GORELOVKA
(ERENETSIK, ARTAP, ARTAPA)

Location. The village extends in the area of the
source of the Artapa, the right tributary of the river
Jagir, 11.5 kilometres north-east of the district centre,
at an altitude of 1,590 to 1,660 metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. Before the 17th centu-
ry, it was known by the name of Erenetsik.310

Its second historical name, ‘Artap,’ is mentioned in
1691 in connection with the struggle between Aghvank
Catholicoses Simon and Yeremia. Head of the village
Tahir and the local priests swore an oath of loyalty to
the latter, signing a “Document of Agreement” togeth-
er with other representatives of the religious and secu-
lar powers (“My priests and I, village head of Artap
Tahi, give our consent to this”).311

The village preserved its Armenian population
until the ‘70s of the 18th century. In the 1840s, it shel-
tered some Russian Dukhobors who founded the settle-
ment of Novo-Goreloye (Novo-Gorelovka) there. Part
of them, about 19 families, moved to the newly-estab-
lished region of Kars in the ‘80s of the 19th century.312

The available scanty statistical data regarding the
number of the local inhabitants represent the following
picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886313 61 236 238 474
1894314 50
1908315 520
1914316 743

In the 1980s, the village had a mixed population of
Russians and Azerbaijanis, who amounted to 404  in
1983.317

During our visit to Novo-Goreloye in 1980, we saw
the meagre remnants of its Armenian cemetery, whose
tombstones represented undressed blocks of stone. 

NOVO-IVANOVKA (AGHKILISA)
Location. The village is situated 22 kilometres

west of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,320 to
1,460 metres above sea level.

The Origin of the Toponym. The historical name of
Novo-Ivanovka has fallen into oblivion. Before the
arrival of the Russian resettlers, some cattle-breeders
called it Aghkilisa, i.e. the Turkish equivalent for ‘White
Church’ deriving from a large church standing there.

Population. Stripped of its Armenian inhabitants in
the 1770s, the village remained absolutely derelict for
about seven decades. It was only in 1853 that some
Russian sectarians from Tambov and Saratov
Provinces of the Russian Empire and Jiban Village of
Shamakhi District settled down there.318

METZ SHULAVER (GEORGIA). A tombstone (1798) dedicated to
an Armenian from Metz Gharamurat buried in the village
cemetery

__________
307 Corpus Inscriptionum Armenicarum, part 4. Compiled by Bar-

khudarian, S. Yerevan, 1973 (henceforward: Corpus..., part 4), p.
250.

308 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 17.
309 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 162.

__________
310 Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, pp. 356-357.
311 “Ararat,” 1900, p. 320.
312 Abelov, N. A., op. cit., p. 21.
313 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87; Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 357.
314 “Ardzagank,” 1894, No. 104, p. 2.
315 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 335.
316 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 163. 
317 SAE, vol. 7, Baku, 1983, p. 281.
318 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 358.
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The available scanty statistical data regarding the
number of the local population represent the following
picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886319 144 542 404 946
1914320 1,697
1983321 1,631

The neighbourhood of the village retains different
cyclopean structures. 

NOVO-SARATOVKA (PENTEKHLU)
Location. The village lies in the basin of the upper

course of the river Zakam, on the left bank of its left
tributary Mamajan, 20 kilometres west of the district
centre, between 1,200 and 1,280 metres of altitude
above sea level.

Population. Most presumably, it was stripped of its
Armenian residents in the 1770s.

In the 1840s, the site of the abandoned village (its
historical name has sunk into oblivion) provided shel-
ter for some Russian sectarians banished from Saratov
Province. In 1844 they settled in Prince Orbelian’s
domains in Lori (Tiflis Province), but in 1850 they
moved to what is present-day Novo-Saratovka, then
known by the name of Pentekhlu (Kaghnut) among the
nearby Armenians and Turks.322 Supposedly, this name
derives from the word ‘kaghni,’ i.e. the Armenian
equivalent for ‘oak,’ as the area retained an oak wood
(‘kaghnut’ is the Armenian equivalent for ‘oak wood’):

“...First we headed westward from the bank of the
river Inagboghan, left behind a hill and found ourselves
on the bank of the river Mamajan. On its left side, the
Malakans’ village of Pendekhlu extended east-west-
ward. The Russians refer to it as ‘Saratovka,’ but the
Armenians and Turks call it ‘Pendekhlu,’ the name
probably deriving from an oak wood a little above it.
Formerly, it was inhabited by the Armenians who
moved away like the inhabitants of Gharamurat, unable
to bear the violence perpetrated against them...”323

In the ‘80s of the 19th century, about 58 families of
Russian sectarians moved to the newly-established
region of Kars.324

The available scanty statistical data indicate that the
village population almost doubled in number between
the late 19th and early 20th centuries:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886325 177 591 508 1,099
1908326 1,805

1914327 2,026
1983328 2,115

Before World War II, Novo-Saratovka was a purely
Russian village, but afterwards it was gradually inhab-
ited by some stock-breeding tribes of Turkish origin.
Immediately after the Armenians’ deportation between
1988 and ‘89, almost all the local residents, who had
been living there for over a century and a half, were
forced to leave their homes.

The cultural heritage of the indigenous people of
Novo-Saratovka includes a church and a cemetery.
Below follows a record by S. Kamalian, who is the first
topographer to have seen the historical monuments of
the village: “...attested by some grave-yards and church
walls seen in the village and a little far from it. In the
north extends its large cemetery surrounded by kitchen
gardens: the newcomers being Christians, it has been
left intact. Apart from khachkars and tombstones, it also
comprises some quadrangular memorials, between 3
and 5 arshins high. Almost all of them bear cross reliefs,
but they are bare of any year or epitaphs; perhaps, they
have been scraped away. All the memorials are erected
of stone which must have been conveyed from afar, for
there is no quarry in the neighbourhood of the village.

“The local Armenian church is preserved in a semi-
ruined state in the yard of a Malakan’s house, at the end
of a street below the cemetery. The vaults and roof of
the bema are undamaged, but some stones are missing
from the altar. The Malakans assured us that some Ar-
menians from Bashkend had displaced them to use
them in their newly-built church.”329

As reported by M. Barkhutariants, “...the surviving
monuments include a cemetery with tombstones and a
stone that is quite long (3 metres). It also has a semi-
destroyed church which is 18 metres long and 11
metres wide.”330

An unknown source traces the church back to
1535.331 A cross-stone found nearby is known to have
been erected in 1558.332

Archaeological Monuments. The neighbourhood
of Novo-Saratovka retains a cave named Kyoroghli and
a cyclopean structure dating from the Iron Age.

Melikzada (Melikzata), a village site of a remark-
able history whose original name remains obscure, is
situated in the territory between Novo-Saratovka and
Artzvashen. 

__________
319 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 84-85.
320 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 166.
321 SAE, vol. 7, p. 282.
322 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 358.
323 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 33; Lalayan, Yer., idem.
324 Abelov, N. A., op. cit., p. 21. 
325 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87.
326 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 336.

__________
327 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 166.
328 SAE, vol. 7, p. 283.
329 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, pp. 33-34. In 1890

Kamalian spent a night in the house of an Armenian inhabitant of
Novo-Saratovka: “For the night I stayed with a shopkeeper who
was an Armenian from Gandzak. He showed me a kind hospitali-
ty” (idem, p. 34).

330 Barkhutariants, M., Artsakh, p. 310.
331 SAE, ibid.
332 Lalayan, Yer., Gandzak District, p. 358.
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Arakel Davrizhetsy is the first historiographer to
mention Melikzada (Melikzata) in the early 17th cen-
tury, when “...Bishop Melkiset from Melikzata Village
of Verin Zakam...”333 left for Persia to take up perma-
nent residence in Isfahan together with some other peo-
ple escaping the Ottoman oppression.  

In 1652 Priest Hakob copied a manuscript Gospel
in the village. Later M. Barkhutariants saw it in
Banants’ St. Grigor Lusavorich Church and published
its colophon:

“...The copying of this Holy Gospel was initiated
on 1 March 1652 of the Armenian era and completed
on 15 April... It was written by worthless priest and
unskilled scribe Hakob by the grace of Sourb Astvatza-
tzin, Sourb Nahatak and St. Thomas in Melikzata
Village of Zakam District.”334

The first people to receive that Gospel were Priest
Kirakos and Melik Ovanes.

The village is also mentioned in the colophon of a
Gospel (1669) kept in the church of Ghulali (Ayge-
dzor):

“My son Gabriel and I, Ovan from Melikzada, ran-
somed this holy Gospel from the enemy with our hon-
estly-earned means...”335

The village was stripped of its Armenian population
in the ‘70s of the 18th century, its inhabitants moving
to Metz Shulaver:

“The territory of Pendekhlu and its neighbourhood
were once occupied by the large, prospering village of
Melikzata, whose residents immigrated into Shulaver
in the late 18th century.”336

In the late 19th century, “...The village of
Melikzata, which forms part of royal possessions,
belongs to the Malakans...”337

The village site retained “...a spacious cemetery and
two semi-ruined churches, one larger and the other
smaller.”338 These sanctuaries are, indeed, Sourb
Astvatzatzin (recorded as early as 1652) and St.
Thomas referred to in the aforementioned colophon.

The village site of Sultanetsik (Sultane) is sup-
posedly located on the road leading from Nor
Saratovka to Artzvashen (Bash Gyugh).339 It retains the
ruins of a cemetery and a small church, probable called
Sourb Astvatzatzin.

The village used to be one of the most famous
scriptoria in Zakam District, with a great number of
manuscripts copied and illustrated there.

It is first mentioned in the colophon of a Gospel
copied in 1647 by scribe Mkhitar, who was a lay per-
son:

“The Holy Gospel was written in divine inspiration
from the Holy Spirit ... in Sourb Astvatzatzin Church of
Sultanetsy Village, Zakam District...”340

In 1671 scribe Mkhitar copied another two manu-
scripts “... at the request of kind-hearted Eve and her
husband Voskan in Sourb Astvatzatzin of Sultanetsik
Village, Verin Zakam, under Patriarch of Holy
Gandzasar His Holiness Petros and Persian Shah
Suleyman, ...this year marking widespread deaths in
Verin Zakam District, where seven people died in the
same family in a single day...”341

The spouses donated the manuscript to Sourb
Astvatzatzin Church of Gharamurat’s Koosanats Con-
vent, but in 1729 it shifted into Melik Sargis’ posses-
sion. In the 19th century, it was kept in Banants’ St.
Grigor Lusavorich Church, where Barkhutariants saw
it and copied its colophon (at present kept in M. Mash-
tots Matenadaran, Yerevan, Republic of Armenia).342

__________
333 Arakel Davrizhetsy, p. 63.
334 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 282. Republished without any

changes in: Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3, p. 276.
335 “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 95, p. 3.
336 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, pp. 33-34.
337 Op. cit.

__________
338 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 311.
339 Idem, p. 310.
340 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3, p. 247.
341 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2,  manuscript No.

6759.
342 Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 281-282.

NOVO-SARATOVKA.Cross-stones from the cemetery of the village site of Melikzata (photos by courtesy of H. Zakarian)
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The other manuscript mentioned was created in
1678 for Bishop Tadevos.343

In 1709 scribes Sargis and Vardan copied another
manuscript in Sultanetsik for a certain Sargis.344

An incomplete manuscript (Tpkhis, 1837), entitled
Grigor Loru-Melikian: Bank Voskiakank, is of great
importance to the history of the village. Its scribe con-
tinued it in Sultanetsik in 1844,345 which comes to
attest that in the mid-19th century, it was still a pros-
pering village. It remains obscure when exactly and for
what reasons it was destroyed and left derelict.

NOVO-SPASOVKA
(KHAVUNIS, KHUNIS)

Location. The village is situated in the area of the
source of the Khunis, the left tributary of the river
Shamkor, 9 kilometres north-east of the district centre,
between 1,510 and 1,570 metres of altitude above sea
level.

A Historical Introduction. The only record to
mention its name is the colophon of a Sharaknots
copied in 1655: “...The copying of this Sharaknots
commenced in my native village of Papajan in Verin
Zakam District. At present I am a fugitive living in
Khavunis Village, which has a finely-built church
named Jukhtak. This Sharaknots was completed there
... by most sinful and worthless scribe Avetis called a
priest in name only.”346

The name and location of this church are also men-
tioned in the sources of the late 19th century: “Jokhtak
Church actually consists of two churches standing side
by side on a wooded slope in the north-east of Nor
Getabak (none of them bears any inscriptions). They
are adjoined by a village site and a cemetery where no
epitaphs can be found.”347

Population. About half a century after the village
had been stripped of its Armenian inhabitants (‘70s of
the 18th century), it was re-populated by some Russian
Dukhobors who founded the settlement of Novo-
Spaskoye (Novo-Spasovka) in its site (interesting as it
is, it was occasionally mentioned by the name of
Khunis).348

The available scanty statistical data regarding the
number of the local population represent the following
picture:

Year Houses Males Females Total
1886349 31 108 114 222 
1894350 30
1908351 232
1914352 598

In the late 1880s, 39 families left Novo-Spaskoye
for the newly-established region of Kars.353

East of Jukhtak Church, not far from the village
extends an ancient site called Tandzut, where the
ruins of a village site, a cemetery and a church known
by the name of St. Stepanos are preserved. The sanc-
tuary was demolished by the Russian sectarians of
Slavyanka between the ‘80s and ‘90s of the 19th cen-
tury: ...The inhabitants of the adjacent village of
Slavyanka have displaced its stones and carried them
away so that now only the circular part of its main apse
is preserved.354

The following inscription was carved “on a cross-stone set in the
wall separating the southern vestry and main apse...”:

ºÏ»Õ»óÇë ëáõñµ êï»÷³Ý. »ë Øáíë¿ë...:
transl.: This church of St. Stepan. I, Movses...
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.

Artsakh, p. 315.

ORJONIKIDZE (MREJUR)
Location. The village extends on the east-facing

slope of a gorge lying on the left bank of the river Le-
gharak, 17 kilometres north-west of the district centre,
between 1,430 and 1,550 metres of altitude above sea
level.

A Historical Introduction. It was stripped of its
population in the 1770s, when the local residents mo-
ved to Metz Shulaver. The cemetery of this Georgian
township retains the gravestone of one of them with the
following epitaph:

5 lines in the Armenian original incised into a rectangular tomb-
stone (137 x 24 x 58 centimetres): 

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Øñ³×ñ¿óÇ ºÕ»³½³ñ ùûËÇ,|
áñ ¿ áñ¹Ç ì³ñ¹³Ý[³Ý]Ç »õ Ã(á)éÝ ²ñáõÃÇ
»|Õå³Ûñ ê³ñáõµ¿ÏÇ Ï³Ù ²Õ³ñ¿ë, áñ Ù³ÛñÝ |
ÐáõéáõÙëÇÙÇ »õ Ñ³Ûñ ë³ úÑ³Ý¿ë ùûËÇ |
ÁÝÃ(»)ñóûÕù¹ ²(ëïáõ³)Í áÕáñÙÇ ³ë¿ù, èØÈÀ
(1789) Ãí(ÇÝ): 

transl.: In this grave reposes Yeghiazar or
Aghares Kokha from Mrajur. He is Vardan[an]’s
son and Arut’s brother Sarubek’s grandson,
Hurumsim’s son and Ohanes Kokha’s father.

__________
349 Idem, pp. 86-87.
350 “Ardzagank,” 1894, No. 104, p. 2.
351 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 336.
352 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 166.
353 Abelov, N. A., op. cit., p. 21.
354 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 315.

__________
343 ACatalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 1,  manuscript No. 968.
344 ACatalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2,  manuscript No. 3813.
345 ACatalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2,  manuscript No. 7501.
346 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3, p. 691.
347 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 315.
348 An official statistical source of 1886 mentions both the old and

new names of the village, although the former is slightly distorted
into ‘Khunush’ (A Statistical Survey..., p. 86).
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May those who read this pray fûr their souls.
1789.

Published for the first time.

The site of the deserted village served as a summer
encampment for some cattle-breeders until its revival
in the 1880s. 

In 1983 it had a population of 951.355

Historical Monuments. In 1890 Mrejur still
retained a semi-ruined church and a cemetery of some
inscribed memorials. Below follows a description of
this church and its neighbourhood:

“...I lept over the wall and entered the church, hard-
ly escaping plunging my shoes into dung, for it was
thoroughly filled with animal droppings. It had pre-
served only part of its walls, with its door replaced by
some stones. ...The font was displaced... some cross-
stones bearing inscriptions beyond decipherment were
set in the wall right of the altar. Two others lay on the
window tympanum of the left vestry, but I did not see
anything incised into them. The roofs of the sacristies
were preserved intact. Some heaps of ashlar and
unhewn stones could be seen both inside and around
the church.

“The cemetery extending above did not have any
epitaphs and only some flat stones could be seen
there.

“Another grave-yard located below did not retain
anything remarkable either. It mostly comprised some
old, unhewn blocks of stone, some of them bearing
large and small cross reliefs engraved by an unskilled
hand.

“Mrejur lies in an easterly position, with the local
yards occupying quite a large area and serving as hay-
fields.

“There is a spring a little above the church. Mrejur
is situated in the east of Evokyuz Dagh, in the west of

which can be seen Korkh, the residence of Agh
Melik.”356

Below follow the inscriptions found in the village
church:

Carved “...on a cross-stone set in the tympanum of the window
inside the bema”:

Âí. èÆ¼ (1577): 
transl.: In the year 1577.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 18.

“Incised into a small khachkar set in the western wall,” namely
in the western facade of the church:

Ø³ñÇ³ÝÇÝ, Ãí. èÌ (1601):
transl.: To Marian.1601.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

Carved on a khachkar (“Written intricately on 5 small cross-
stones set above the right sacristy”): 

Ø³ñ·³ñïÇÝ, ¾Ûí³½ÇÝ.
transl.: To Margaret, Eyvaz.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

Incised into a cross-stone “below the window behind the altar”:
ÆßË³Ý ¿ë Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ ... ëµ. Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ëûë

¿ ê³ñ·ëÇ Ñá·áÛÝ:
transl.: Ishkhan ... had this Holy Cross erected

... in memory of Sargis’ soul.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

Engraved on one of the small khachkars “...placed horizontical-
ly on both sides of the window of the bema and bare of any year”:

Ø³ñÇ³ÝÇÝ:
transl.: To Marian.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

Carved on one of the cross-stones set “above the wall left of the
altar”:

¶ñÇ·áñ ùÑÝÛ ¨ ÏáÕ³ÏóÇÝ ºÕÇ³µ»ÃÇÝ:
transl.: To Priest Grigor and his spouse Yeghi-

sabet.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

Incised  into a cross-stone “placed sideways”:
êµ Ë³ãë .... áñ¹Ç Ø»ÉùáõÙÇÝ:
transl.: This Holy Cross .... son Melkum.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

PARAKEND
The village is located 11 kilometres south-west of

the district centre, between 1,420 and 1,480 metres of
altitude above sea level.

Stripped of its Armenian inhabitants in the 1770s, it
served as a summer encampment for some tribes of
Turkish cattle-breeders until the early 20th century,

METZ SHULAVER (GEORGIA). A tombstone dedicated to an
Armenian from Mrejur

__________
355 SAE, vol. 7, p. 384.

__________
356 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, pp. 18-19.
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when they shifted to a sedentary life and founded a
Turkish village in its site.

The local people amounted to 197 in 1914,357 and
1,329 in 1983.358

PARISOS (GHALAKEND)
Location. The village is situated on the bank of the

Parisos, the left tributary of the river Shamkor, 11 kilo-
metres south-west of the district centre.

A Historical Introduction. Parisos used to be the
centre of a kingdom of the same name. In the early 10th
century, Sahak Sevada united Gardman and Dzoraget
Districts of Utik Province with his patrimony, i.e. the

district of Parnes (Parisos) and established the principal-
ity of Parisos. In the middle of the same century, his son
Senacherim declared himself king  and received a crown
with a royal cape from the Byzantine Empire, which
encouraged such actions since they led to a split in the
Armenian statehood. The Bagratids of Ani had to recon-
cile themselves to the existence of the newly-founded
kingdom for a while. That, however, lasted till the peri-
od between the late 10th and early 11th centuries, when
Gagik Shahnshah (Shah of the Shahs) entered into
alliance with Emir of Gandzak Patlun and launched a
struggle against Parisos. After Senacherim’s death
(1003), his throne shifted to his son Philipe, who fell vic-
tim to an inimical plot in the mid-11th century. His
assassination marked the fall of the kingdom, whose ter-
ritory later became part of the principality of Khachen.

__________
357 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 171. 
358 SAE, vol. 7, p. 460.

GHALAKEND (PARISOS). The mountain of the castle seen from the side of the city site of Parisos. The valley of the river Shamkor,
and the city site seen from the aforementioned mountain
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The present-day village was founded over the ruins
of the historical city site of Parisos, whose remnants
were still preserved in the late 19th century: “Some
densely-located yards and the vestiges of many build-
ings of stone and mortar can still be seen...”359

Parisos was stripped of its population in the 18th
century and lay derelict until the late 1880s, when its
territory became a summer encampment for some cat-
tle-breeders.360 Later they settled down there and
founded a village called Ghalakend, which sounds as
‘Berdagyugh,’ i.e. ‘Village of Castle,’ in Armenian.

Most presumably, present-day Ghalakend is iden-
tical to the village of Berdatak mentioned in
“Shamkor District” in 1671 as the place where Priest
Hovhannes wrote a Gospel for his parents Evaz and
Pay.361

Churches. The topographers who visited the city
site in the late 19th century are not unanimous in men-
tioning the number of the local churches. Thus,
Kajikian writes, “Ghalakend retains the ruins of six
Armenian churches, some of which were demolished
by the Turks for their stones to be used in the construc-
tion of various buildings...”362

GHALAKEND (PARISOS). A uni-nave church amidst the ruins of the left quarter of the city site (seen from the south-east and south).
Partial views of its pilasters and false arches

__________
359 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 307.
360 “Ardzagank,” 1888, No. 7, p. 86 (“Opposite the castle extend

fine pastures and meadows where nomadic Turks put up their
tents in summers, enjoying this beauty...”).

__________
361 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2,  manuscript No.

6645, p. 364.
362 “Ardzagank,” 1888, No. 7, p. 86.
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Barkhutarians found 11 churches there: “This ruined
city site is quite large. To give an idea how populous it
used to be, suffice it to mention that it retains eleven
churches, three of them located on the right bank of the
river (one of them standing and the other two semi-
ruined), and the remaining eight ones on the left (two of
them standing and six ruined). As attested by some eye-
witnesses, it is not a long time since they were demol-
ished: their foundations can still be clearly seen...”363

The main church of the city, built on the left bank of
the river, was destroyed in the 1880s: “...they pulled it
down several years ago and used its stones in the con-
struction of some shops.”364

GHALAKEND (PARISOS). A uni-nave church amidst the ruins of the left quarter of the city site (seen from the north and west). Its
interior south-western corner; an eastward view of the interior of the monument, and a built-in-wall capital

GHALAKEND (PARISOS). The plan of the uni-nave church__________
363 Barkhutariants, M., ibid.
364 Op. cit.
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The base of the church (exterior dimensions: 15 x
11.5 metres) and its “semi-circular apse” could still be
seen in 1890.365

St. Hovhannes Church (exterior dimensions: 8.27 x
5.05 metres) was situated on the slope of a gorge lying
on the right bank of the tributary Parisos, in the east of
the city site. It comprised some monastic cells, an
enclosure and a cemetery.366

Below follow the inscriptions found in the sanctuary:
Engraved on a cross-stone set in the western facade:
Âí. ÞÌº (1106). »ë ì³[ñ¹³Ý...]:
transl.: In the year 1106 I, Vardan...
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.

Artsakh, p. 308; Corpus..., part 5, p. 271. 

Carved on another cross-stone placed near the entrance:
Âí. æÆ (1471):
transl.: In the year 1471.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;

Corpus..., ibid.

A little west (below) of St. Hovhannes Church
stands a small chapel built of undressed stone and
known by the names of Jgnavor (the Armenian equiv-
alent for ‘Hermit’) and Jgnavori Gerezman (the
Armenian equivalent for ‘Hermit’s Grave’) among the
Armenians of the neighbourhood.367 It retains a grave-
stone without an epitaph.

In the late 19th century, 2 inscribed cross-
stones, located west of the main church of the city,
were removed and placed below the railway line.

GHALAKEND (PARISOS). A uni-nave church on the right bank of the river Parisos (seen from the south-west, south, north-west and
east). Cross reliefs carved on the main walls of the church

__________
365 Op. cit.
366 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 308.

__________
367 Ibid.
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The inscriptions engraved on them are as follows:
ÂíÇÝ âÆ (1271). Û³ÝáõÝ ²ëïáõÍáÛ »ë Ð³Û-

ñ³å»ï ... õ³... »Õµ³Ûñ ö³... Ï³Ý·Ý»ó³ù
½Ë³ãë ÛÇß³ï³Ï Ñ³õñ Ù»ñáÛ Êáñ»Ý³Û, Ù³õñ
Ù»ñáÛ Þ³Õ³ÏÏáÛ áõ »Õµ³õñ Ù»ñáÛ Ê³ÛáÙÃ»Ý-
ß³Û. áí ½³Ûë ·Çñë Ï³ñ¹³Û...:

transl.: In the year 1271, in the name of God   ...
brother Pa... I, Hayrapet, erected this cross in
memory of our father Khoren, our mother
Shaghakko and our brother Khayomtensha. May
those who read this...

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.
Artsakh, p. 307; Corpus..., ibid. 

Incised into the other khachkar (dimensions: 2.75 x 1.22 metres): 
Âí. æÈ (1481). Û³ÝáõÝ ²ëïáõÍáÛ »ë ê³ë-

Ý³Ûë Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ ½Ë³ãë Ç ï¿ñáõÃ»³Ý Å³Ù³-
Ý³ÏÇ ÇÙáÛ ÛÇß³ï³Ï ÇÝÓ ¨ ÍÝáÕ³ó ÇÙáó ¨ ³-
ÙáõëÝáÛÝ ÇÙáÛ êÇñáõÝÇÏ³Û ¨ áñ¹õáÛ ÇÙ ê³ñ·Ç-
ë³Û ¨ ¹ëï»ñÝ ÇÙáÛ Ø³Ù³Ë³ÃáõÝ³Û, Ü÷³Õ-
Ñ³×³Û, »Õµ³õñÝ êÇñáõÝÇÏ³Û. Ï³Ý·Ý»ó³õ
Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ë³õëáõÃ»³Ý Ñá·áó Ù»ñáó: àí
Ï³ñ¹³Û ³Ûë. ¸³õÇÃë ÛÇß»ëó¿ ³é ²ëïáõ³Í.
çñÑ»ó...: 

transl.: In the year 1481 in the name of God, I,
Sasna, erected this cross during my reign in mem-
ory of my parents, my spouse Sirunik, my son
Sargis, my daughter Mamakhatun, Nepaghhaja,
Sirunik’s brother, and me. May it protect our
souls. May those who read this remember David
in their prayers...

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;
Corpus..., ibid.

During our visit to the site of Parisos in 1982, we
saw only two churches there, but they do not corre-
spond to the ones described in the available topograph-
ical works; that is the reason why we have included
them in the present research work.

The first of the churches, located on an elevation on
the right bank of the tributary Parisos, represents a
dilapidated but still standing uni-nave, vaulted monu-
ment. It is mainly built of undressed stone and mortar,
with its cornerstones roughly-finished. The only
entrance of the sanctuary opens from its southern
facade. Its northern wall bears some old-styled cross
reliefs.

The second, larger church (exterior dimensions:
11.82 x 7.40 metres) is situated in Ghalakend Village,
on the left bank of the tributary Parisos. It represents
a uni-nave vaulted structure mainly built of
undressed and roughly-finished stone, with a vestry
on both sides of its semi-circular bema. The corner-
stones, upper parts of the walls as well as the two
pairs of pilasters and false arches, extending along

the inner walls, are finely-finished. The building,
whose entrance opens from its northern facade, is
illuminated through 4 windows, 3 of them opening
from the east and 1 from the west. The ornate capitals
of the pilasters stand out for their decoration. The
architectural peculiarities of the church place it
among the religious monuments of the 9th to 10th
centuries.

The Castle of Parisos, that dominates the envi-
ronment, towers on a lofty, rocky hill rising on the
left bank of the river, in the north of the city site.
The hill, which is surrounded by solid rocks in the
south, imparts natural impregnability to the monu-
ment, which is otherwise also strengthened by ram-
parts of many towers and even double rows of for-
tified walls in the north and west. These ramparts,
which are preserved to a height of 8 to 9 metres and
are 2.5 metres thick, are built of undressed, or
roughly-finished stone and mortar. The castle,
whose entrance opens in the west, has more than
ten semi-circular towers. The area enclosed within
the ramparts retains a semi-ruined chapel and the
remnants of a great number of buildings of differ-
ent dimensions. In the north, the ramparts are
adjoined by 2 vaulted rooms connected with each
other by a common entrance. One of them used to
serve as a water reservoir. As legend has it, water
reached the stronghold through an underground
canal: “...At the top, the castle has a reservoir whose
water is received via a subterranean canal extending
from afar...”368

Built between the 9th and 10th centuries, the castle
of Parisos used to be one of the main strongholds of the
kingdom of the same name and served as a citadel for
its capital bearing the same name.

Several researchers who visited the monument in
the late 19th century provide interesting records with
its description. Thus, S. Kamalian, who saw it in the
summer of 1890, writes: “...The village abuts on the
eastern side of a limestone hill which retains the solid
ramparts of a castle  at its top (they have some holes
and crevices). I ascended the hillside in a north-easter-
ly direction, where limestone was extracted and loaded
onto huge carts. Mounting the horses near a bridge
extending in the north, we continued our way on a
crooked road that bent in many places. From the foot of
the hill the castle seemed impossible to reach, but 25
minutes later, we were walking around its ramparts
happily and studying the stones heaped there. The hill
was surrounded by a green pasture, with white layers of
lime seen from below the soil and grass. The ramparts
were outwardly covered with some bushes, several big
oak-trees growing in their northern part. In the south,

__________
368 Smbat M., op. cit., p. 3.
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the hill, which was as lofty as a mountain, was adjoined
by a long, deep gorge with a stream taking its source in
a remote peak called Satani Khach [the Armenian
equivalent for ‘Cross of the Devil’]. The entrance of
the castle, that opened in the west, was at the edge of
the gorge: those entering it first of all cast a glance over
the right side, where the river babbled. A large territo-
ry below the ramparts, between the northern part of the
castle and its entrance, was paved with stone. ...the for-
tified walls, that were quite high, had some deep, cylin-
drical inner crevices, four vershoks in diametre. The
stronghold had greatly subsided, with its interior and
vicinity reduced to ruins, although the western and
northern parts of its ramparts were still preserved. It is

said to have had its own water system and reservoir in
periods of might and prosperity. The latter exists even
today, but the water has changed its course, apparently,
upset about something. Two mills functioned at the
expense of a large spring welling out from below a
small hill in the north of the castle... It took source
within some 2 to 3 versts of the castle, but we were
assured that if straw was poured into its water from a
certain part of the stronghold, it surfaced some time
later. The meagre vestiges of an ancient chapel were
preserved in the centre of the castle, where traces of
candles ... could be seen. Mounting the horses near the
bridge, we left behind the newly-blossomed millet
fields, crossed the mountain chain rising on the left and

GHALAKEND (PARISOS). The castle seen from the north, and partial views of its fortified walls
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descended the gorge where the tributary Shakar Bey
flowed.”369

The monastery of Parisos is situated in a wooded
tableland 1.5 kilometres west of the village site of
Tandzut, 6 kilometres south-east of the city site of Parisos: “The local inhabitants still remember the name

of the mountain on which it stands, i.e. Kapank, or
Darband, as the Turks call it. They also recall the__________

369 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, pp. 24-26.

GHALAKEND (PARISOS). The ruins of the chapel of the castle
and its water reservoir

GHALAKEND (PARISOS). The plan of the castle 
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names of various sites in the neighbourhood, such as
Tandzut and the river Gardman...”370

The earliest records mentioning the monastery
date from the 10th century. It was known as a bish-
op residence, three of the spiritual leaders of Parisos
Monastery later serving as Catholicoses of Aghvank.
“...from the priorate of the monastery of
P’ar.isos...”371 were David IV (923 to 929), David VI
(965 to 971) and Movses II (987 to 993). The partic-
ipants of a church meeting Catholicos of All
Armenians Anania Mokatsy (946 to 968) convened
in Khachen included Monk David from the
monastery of Parisos.372

It preserved its status of a bishop residence in the
subsequent centuries as well: thus, in 1691 mention  is
made of “...the leader of Shamkor, Bishop Barsegh of
Parisos...”373 In 1764 Archbishop Hovhannes served as
Father Superior of the monastery,374 which had a
church called “St. Stepanos...,”375 as attested by an
archive document of 1889.

Parisos Monastery used to be a famous scriptorium,
among the manuscripts copied there a Gospel of 1657
being particularly remarkable: “...it was called Karmir
Avetaran and written by Sexton Harutiun in Kartman
District under Catholicos of Gandzasar Petros, in 1657.
Bound by Archimandrite Hakob in Parisus
Monastery.”376

By the late 19th century, the monastery, once
enjoying the fame of a spiritual centre, had been
reduced to an extremely inconsolable state. As attest-
ed by a visitor, “Taking advantage of its dereliction,
the Turks have relegated it to a sheep-cote filled with
dust and dirty water so that it is absolutely impossible
to enter it.”377

The monastic complex of Parisos used to comprise
3 churches, 2 gavits and a chapel built almost in a row
and extending in an east-westerly direction: “...The
second and third churches have vaulted gavits of three
pillars in the south... The middle one is larger than the
others, but all of them represent old buildings, with
their entrances in the south. The eastern church has a
small gavit, adjoined by a belfry built of finely-finished
pumice, like all the arches and cornerstones of all the

churches and halls (their other parts are built of
undressed stone). The second and third churches are 25
metres long and 11 metres 70 centimetres wide. These
sanctuaries are thoroughly preserved, unlike the mo-
nastic cells all of which are ruined. Many graves lie
both inside and outside the ramparts, but we failed to
find any epitaphs. A reservoir and the traces of some
clay pipes can be seen near the monastery: they were
once used to convey the water of a spring, running in
the west, to the monastery.”378

The facade-bearing stone of the entrance of the
western church is engraved with an inscription deco-
rated with a cross relief:

“Carved on a stone placed above the door of the third church”:
:ÜÊ¶: (994) Øáõë¿ë »ñ¿ó:

transl.: 994 Priest Muses.
The Armenian original published in: Smbat M. Antiquities in

the Neighbourhood of Getabek. In: “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 36, p. 3;
Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 306; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak
District, p. 340; Corpus..., part 5, p. 271.

Note: The first two researchers failed to write down the year of
the inscription. Smbatiants mentions another inscribed cross-stone
whose epigraph, however, was impossible to decipher: “...another
khachkar bears something incised, but it is beyond reading, for
smoke and ashes have blackened it...”

POKR GHARAMURAT
Location. The village is situated on the south-fac-

ing slope of a gorge lying on the right bank of the
river Gharamurat, 12 kilometres west of the district
centre, at an altitude of 1,300 to 1,380 metres above
sea level.

A Historical Introduction. The medieval written
sources keep silence about it, but the colophon of a
Haysmavurk of 1610 makes reference to Metz
Gharamurat, a fact attesting to the existence of a small-
er village of the same name (it was called Metz
Gharamurat to be differentiated from the other vil-
lage).379

An investigator who visited the village in 1890
describes it in the following way, “Continuing our
way along the right bank of the river, we hurriedly
made for the monastery we had seen in the distance:
it was situated on the flat slope of a rocky mountain.
At first the village was called Ghara Bulagh, but
some people claim it should be named Gharamurad,
alleging that this is Pokr Gharamurad, the one locat-
ed on the other side of the mountain being Metz
Gharamurad. Above this village, which is inhabited
by Ayrums, a church of semi-ruined walls can be
seen, with part of its roof covering the bema remain-
ing intact. Apparently, it is not a long time since the
rest of it was demolished, for its interior is filled with
the stones of the roof, walls and pillars, overgrown
__________
378 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 306.
379 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 1, p. 367.

__________
370 Lazariants, S. Parisos Monastery and the Armenian Kingdom of

Parisos. In: “Meghu Hayastani,” 1859, No. 13, p. 99, in Armenian.
371 Movse-s Dasxuranc.i, p. 231; Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 199 
372 The Rebellion of Aghvank by His Holiness Anania Catholicos

of Armenians, p. 134.
373 Topjian, H., part 2, p. 18.
374 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. V.
375 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3884, p. 227.
376 “Echmiatzin,” 1970, No. 1, p. 46. Gh. Pirghalemian published

another colophon of the same contents which does not mention
Parisos and marks of omission are put instead. It is, however, evi-
dent that the colophons are identical. Republished in: Colophons,
17th century, vol. 3, p. 780.

377 Smbat M., op. cit., p. 3.
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with rust, burdock and nettle. Entering the church
over the lower part of a wall and reaching the
vestries, I noticed some empty hives in the left one.
The entrance to the other was buried under soil and
stones. There are no inscriptions: all of them have
been scraped away. ...The church is surrounded by
numerous graves and cross-stones: probably, they
used to bear inscriptions which are lost beyond

__________
the south of the sanctuary. Its water seemed to push its way
through some black stones; hence derives the name of the village,
i.e. ‘Gharabulagh’ [‘Gharabulagh’ is the Turkish equivalent for
‘Black Spring’]. A little below this spring stands a functioning
mill: we proceeded on an ancient, bumpy road stretching above it.
Passing through a thick forest, we found ourselves in the valley of
a stream, on the left bank of which about 20 houses of Ayrums
lived. The residence of a wealthy Ayrum standing on the roadside
had been built with the finely-dressed stones of the church. Both
above and below the sites of the former yards can be seen ceme-
teries which retain magnificent gravestones: none of them has
escaped the brutal hands of the savages. Almost all of them are
broken, scattered here and there and covered with animal drop-
pings so that it is highly difficult to make out anything in the epi-
taphs carved on them. These yards and graves once belonged to
the rich inhabitants of Gharamurad who emigrated to Shulaver
located near the river Khram in the days of horror and terror. The
former prospering houses that amounted to several hundreds have
now been replaced by several sunken dwellings of Ayrums where

__________
380 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, pp. 26-27. Below

follows an interesting description of the road leading from Pokr
to Metz Gharamurat, “Opposite the church, in a south-easterly
direction extends a gorge adjoined by numerous encampments
and mountain huts. The most important of them is Mount Karut
called ‘Genlegeldagh’ among the local Turks. Following some
footprints seen near the aforementioned church, we started
descending and approached a narrow channel formed by the water
of a fast-flowing spring running from below a mountain rising in 

POKR GHARAMURAT. The village church seen from the south, south-east and east. The southern entrance of the monument and its
entrance tympanum
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retrieve, for the Ayrums are in the habit of feeding
their cattle and sheep on salt poured right on these
stones. Everywhere you can see some yard sites.”380

Another researcher who visited the village reports,
“...It is an Armenian village presently inhabited by
Turks, but retaining a semi-ruined church and a ceme-
tery.”381

Population. The village was totally abandoned in
the ‘70s of the 18th century, when “...its inhabitants

moved to Shulaver under last Georgian King He-
racle.382

Over about a century, the site of the derelict village
served as a summer encampment for some nomadic
Turkish stock-breeders who eventually changed to a
sedentary life in the 1880s and founded a settlement
there.

It had 246 inhabitants in 1908,383 and 447 in
1914.384

On an elevation at the north-western extremity of
Pokr Gharamurat can be seen the semi-destroyed
building of a church (exterior dimensions: 20.45 x
13.95 metres) built of undressed and roughly-fin-
ished stone and mortar. A uni-nave, vaulted basilica
with architectural peculiarities typical of the 16th to
17th centuries, it has a vestry on both sides of the
bema. All the walls of the church have survived to a
height of 1 to 1.5 metres, with the exception of the
eastern one, which is completely intact. On this side
are preserved three narrow, oblong windows that
widen inside, with a two-line inscription carved on
the lower part of the finely-finished frame of the
central one. The only entrance of the sanctuary
opens in the south, with those of the vestries open-
ing into the prayer-hall. A finely-cut 3-metre-long

POKR GHARAMURAT. An eastward view of the interior of the church, and the inscribed frame of a window opening from its eastern
facade

POKR GHARAMURAT. The plan of the church

__________
pressed dung is burnt. Although the area is remarkable for fertile
soil and tasty water, there are only ruins everywhere, their sight
rending my heart. I could never imagine that the former homeland
of the residents of Gharamurad, now sheltered in Shulaver, was so
magnificent. With my heart imbued with sadness and plunged in
thoughts, I was riding my horse in the direction of the monastery
standing in the middle of a picturesque valley...” (idem, p. 27).

381 Barkhutariants, M., Artsakh, p. 308.

__________
382 Op. cit.
383 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 276.
384 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 142.
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octahedral obelisk serves as a facade-bearing stone
for the church: one of its facets bears a cross relief
and an inscription, which were probably added dur-
ing the construction of the church.  

The church is surrounded by a ruined cemetery
retaining some cross-stones and sculptured frag-
ments.

Below follow four inscriptions found in this grave-
yard:

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on an obelisk, a record
stating the following about it, “Incised into one of the ends of a hewn
quadrilateral tympanum (about 4 arshins long and an arshin thick) set
above the door, which is very difficult to pass through due to the soil
and stones accumulated there”:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ(³)ñ»Ë(³õ)ë | ºÕÇ³ÛÇÝ, |
²ÏáµÇÝ »õ Ø³ÛñË(³)Ã(áõ)ÝÇÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Yeghia,
Akob and Mayrkhatun.

Published for the first time.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 26.
Note: ‘Yeghia’ may also be deciphered as ‘Yeghisa.’

“Engraved on one of the two cross-stones set on the tympanum
of a window behind the altar”:

Âí. èÆ¾ ¥1578¤:
transl.: In the year 1578.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

Note: By the time we visited the church in 1984, the stone had
been displaced.

Incised into a cross-stone inside the church:
ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ³ñ¿Ë(³õ)ë ï(¿)ñ ê(Ç)Ù¿-

(áÝ)ÇÝ: |Âí(ÇÝ): è[È²] ¥1582¤:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Father

Simeon. 1582.
Published for the first time.
Note: The ten and unit of the year are weathered and hardly dis-

cernible. 

2 lines in the Armenian original carved ûn the lower part of the
frame of a window opening from the bema, i.e. the eastern facade of
the church:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë ØË(Ç)Ã³ñÇ, áñ¹Ç
Ø·..|...[Ç]Ý »õ áñ¹(á)óë: ²Ù¿Ý:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Mkhitar, ...
son. Amen.

Published for the first time.
Note: Certain letters are broken to pieces.

A single line in the Armenian original incised into a khachkar
lying below the northern wall of the church:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ¥³¤ñ¿Ë(³õ)ë Ô(³)½(³)-
ñÇÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Ghazar.
Published for the first time.
Note: The name is weathered.

POKR GHARAMURAT. Inscribed cross-stones amidst the ruins of the church
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POLADLU
Location. The village extends in the area between

Metz and Pokr Gharamurat, 15 kilometres west of the
district centre, at an altitude of 1,270 to 1,300 metres
above sea level.

The present-day Turkish village, dating back to the
early 20th century, was founded in the site of an ancient
abandoned Armenian village. 

In 1983 it had a population of 226.385

A semi-ruined church whose architectural peculi-
arities trace it back to the period between the 16th and
17th centuries is preserved at the eastern edge of the
village. It is built of undressed and roughly-finished
stone and mortar, with part of its cornerstones finely-
cut. The monument represents a uni-nave basilica, with
vaulted vestries of rectangular plan adjoining its semi-
circular bema in the north and south. Although jutting
out of the main area of the prayer-hall, they were built
parallel with the construction of the church, whose
exterior dimensions are 13.20 x 5.65 metres, its eastern

POLADLU. Partial views of the village church

__________
385 SAE, vol. 7, p. 571. 
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wall amounting to 9.65 metres together with the sac-
risties. The southern one is connected with the church
through a long, narrow entrance opening into the bema,
the entrance of the northern one opening directly into
the prayer-hall. The church, which has two entrances
opening in the south and west, is illuminated through
three narrow windows widening inside and opening

from the eastern facade. Its walls are preserved to a
height of 1.5 to 2 metres, but the roof and vault are
totally ruined. The facing stones of the vestries and the
cornerstones of the entrances have fallen. The masonry
of the walls bears some stone fragments adorned with
cross reliefs.

The church is surrounded by an ancient cemetery
comprising some roughly-finished grave-stones, part
of them buried under the soil. Many of them are deco-
rated with old-styled, simple cross reliefs.

Before 1982 an octahedral obelisk was preserved in
another grave-yard extending at the north-western
extremity of the village. Presumably, one of its finely-
finished facets was engraved with some simple cross-
es. By 1984, however, the memorial, dating from the
5th to 6th centuries, had been displaced and moved to
a museum in Baku, as attested by the local residents.

RUSTAM-ALIYEV (GHARABULAGH)
Location. The village is situated on the south-fac-

ing slope of a gorge lying 9 kilometres south-west of
the district centre, between 1,360 and 1,470 metres of
altitude above sea level. 

A Historical Introduction. Stripped of its
Armenian population in the ‘70s of the 18th century, a
hundred years later, it was inhabited by some Turkish
herdsmen who had been using its territory as a summer
encampment for already several decades.

With the development of copper industry in the late
19th century, a number of craftsmen, including some
Armenians, settled down in the village: “...Crossing the
river flowing in front of me, I entered the village which
was inhabited by craftspeople, such as coppersmiths,
blacksmiths, tailors, hatters and farriers. An Armenian
artisan told me that I could climb the top of the castle...”386

In the Soviet years, the village was renamed
Rustam-Aliyev.387

The available data regarding the number of the
local Turkish population represent the following pic-
ture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886388 67 223 160 383
1908389 443
1914390 923 

Ancient Monuments. In the 1890s, the ruins of a
medieval Armenian church and a cemetery were pre-
served in the territory of the village.391

SABAT-KECHMAZ
Location. The village extends on the southeast-fac-

ing slope of a gorge lying between 1,380 and 1,460
metres of altitude above sea level, 2 kilometres north-
__________
386 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 24.
387 Rustam Aliyev, notorious for his hatred for the Armenians, was

First Secretary of the District Committee of Shamkhor. He was
shot to death by a revengeful Armenian.

388 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 84-85.
389 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 271.
390 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 133.
391 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 308.

POLADLU. The plan of the church

POLADLU. An octahedral obelisk

RUSTAM-ALIYEV. The village seen from the castle of Parisos
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west of Parisos Castle and 10 kilometres south-west of
the district centre.

Stripped of its Armenian population in the 18th cen-
tury, in the late 19th century, it was inhabited by some
cattle-breeders who had been using its territory as a
summer encampment for already several decades. 

The available data regarding the number of the
local population represent the following picture: 130
inhabitants in 1908;392 280 in 1914,393 and 547 in
1983.394

Ancient Monuments. In the 1890s, the remains of
a church and cemetery were preserved in the territory
of the village.395

SAMANLU (SAMANLEGH)
Location. The village is situated on the west-facing

slope of a gorge lying on the right bank of the river
Legharak, 21 kilometres north of the district centre,
between 1,320 and 1,400 metres of altitude above sea
level (“...the villages of Samanlu and Merekhlu, that
were located on the slope of a gorge extending on the
right bank of the river”).396

Stripped of its Armenian population in the 1770s,
by 1890 it had already been inhabited by some Turkish
cattle-breeders who led a sedentary mode of life.

In 1983 the local inhabitants totaled 814.397

SARIKYOYNAK
Location. This Turkish village lies in the area

between the historical villages of Karkar and Metz
Gharamurat, 8 kilometres south-west of the district
centre, between 1,440 and 1,490 metres of altitude
above sea level.

It was founded in the early 20th century in the site
of an ancient abandoned Armenian village. 

In 1914 it had a population of 177.398

SHEKERBEY (SHAKARBEK)
Location. The village is situated at the southern foot

of a mountain  (2,281 metres) of the same name,  9 kilo-
metres north-west of the district centre. A stream, taking
its source on the southern slope of the mountain and
flowing through the village, bears the same name.399

A Historical Introduction. The earliest available
record mentioning the toponym of Shakarbek dates
back to 1633, when Priest Hovhannes, a famous scribe
from Shatakh,400 created a Gospel in the village: “This
splendid copy of the Holy Gospel was written by ... sin-
ful priest Hovhannes from Shatakh Village of Ganja...
in Shakarbek Village of Verin Zakam District in rather
harsh and difficult times, when Shah Abbas reigned,
under Bishop Barsegh the Paronter, His Holiness
Movses Catholicos of the Holy See of Echmiatzin, who
brought enlightenment to the Armenian land and con-
signed his soul to Christ this year, as well as Supreme
Pontiff of Aghvank Hovhannes, who was treacherous-
ly captured by the Persians and taken to the shah (God
knows what happened to him) in 1633 of the Armenian
era.”401

Population. Sharing the fate of the adjacent vil-
lages, Shakarbek was stripped of its Armenian popula-
tion in the ‘70s of the 18th century. For about a hundred
years, it remained derelict  and served as a summer
encampment for some cattle-breeding tribes. In the
1870s, it was inhabited by Turkish stock-breeders who
started leading a sedentary mode of life there.

The available data regarding the local residents are
as follows: 179 in 1908;402 355 in 1914,403 and 830 in
1987.404

Historical Monuments. Some cross-stones and the
remnants of a village site, a church and a cemetery are
preserved in the village and its neighbourhood. Its ter-
ritory also retains the vestiges of some old walls.

SHURAKEND (AYKEND)
Location. This Turkish village extends on the

southeast-facing slope of a gorge lying in the area of
the source of the Aykend, the small, left tributary of the
river Shamkor, 5 kilometres south of the district centre,
between 1,540 and 1,650 metres of altitude above sea
level.

It was founded in the late 19th century in the site of
an ancient Armenian village abandoned about a hun-
dred years before (it used to form part of the estates of
Charek Monastery).

In 1908 the village had 73 Turkish inhabitants405

whose number had grown to 410 by 1914.406

__________
400 A historical village and scriptorium now reduced to a village site

lying between Khachakap and Hartshangist Villages of Dashkesan
District.

401 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 2, p. 531. Also see “Ardzagank,”
1886, No. 12, p. 162; Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 333-334.

402 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 419.
403 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 209.
404 SAE, vol. 10, p. 498.
405 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 176.
406 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 85.

__________
392 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 354.
393 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 176.
394 SAE, vol. 8, Baku, 1985, p. 368.
395 Barkhutariants, M., ibid.
396 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 17.
397 SAE, vol. 8, p. 277.
398 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 179.
399 A record of 1890 reads, “Mounting the horses near the bridge, we

left behind some newly-blossomed fields of millet and turned left,
descending towards the gorge of the stream of Shakar Bey through
the pass of a mountain chain rising on the left. This tributary flows
from the southern part of the lofty mountain of Shakar Bey, which
has large slopes. Near its source can be seen the village of
Gargar...” (S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 25).
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SHURAKEND
Location. Another Turkish village of the same

name, it is situated on both banks of the Papajan, the
large left tributary of the river Zakam, 19 kilometres
west of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,300 to
1,360 metres above sea level.

It was established in the Soviet years.
A semi-ruined church and a cemetery are preserved

3 kilometres south-west of the village.

SLAVYANKA (VARDANAPAT)
Location. The village lies on the highway of Geta-

bek-Shamkhor, 10.5 kilometres north of the district
centre, between 1,460 and 1,540 metres of altitude
above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. As legend has it, it used
to be called Vardanapat, the Turks referring to it by the
name of Yengija-Bazar.

The village, whose historical name is consigned to
oblivion, was abandoned between the 1770s and ‘80s.
In 1789 its former inhabitants took up residence on the
left bank of the river Khram and founded the village of
Daghet, which has preserved its Armenian population
until today.

Between 1837 and 1838, 40 Armenian families
attempted to resettle in Slavyanka, but they proved
unable to adapt themselves to the new surroundings
and returned to Daghet in 1844.407 A researcher writes
the following about the ethnic make-up of the village,
“Before the arrival of the Russian sectarians, it was
inhabited by the Armenians (the latter had two church-
es standing there even today) who later scattered here
and there due to the raids and persecution of the near-
by Turkish bandits. A group of Armenians from
Daghed tried to move there, but the same reason forced
them into leaving it again. The Russian sectarians,
however, proved more successful in suppressing these
bandits...”408

S. Kamalian, who visited Slavyanka in 1890, writes
the following in connection with the same historical
events, “As we were told, after the flock of that church
had abandoned the village, it had been re-inhabited by
some nomadic Turks or Ayrums. When the former
inhabitants attempted to return, the newcomers
opposed that and the sides entered into an armed con-
flict, the Turks suffering three victims during the fight.
The intimidated Armenians moved away to the bank of
the Khram, where they established the village of
Daghet. Some time later, certain Dukhobors took pos-
session of their large lands and took up living there.”409

Population. In the 1840s, the site of the ancient Ar-
menian village was inhabited by Russian Dukhobors. 

The available scanty statistical data regarding the
number of the local population represent the following
picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1874410 1,383
1886411 201 759 753 1,512
1888412 130
1894413 200
1914414 1,473

A traveller who visited the  village in 1864 does not
hide his admiration for the local residents: “...The
locals are quite sociable, industrious, wealthy and
neat... They live in cosy houses built of wood, namely
in the style of the Russian cabin. ...They are the best
people I have ever come across here.”415

Despite this, however, “...drunkenness seems to
have strong roots among them.”416

In the late 1960s, the Azerbaijanis usurped
Slavyanka “peacefully.”417

Construction Activity. In the late 19th century, the
village was described as having “...regular long and
wide streets...,”418 an architectural peculiarity which
has been preserved intact until the present.

In 1888 a two-year male public school was estab-
lished in Slavyanka.419

Economic Activity. The Russian Dukhobors were
good farmers and workers, a visitor writing the follow-
ing about their farming methods, “While I was in the
field, something ordinary attracted my attention: two
Dukhobors were working a plough with six oxen yoked
to it. One of them was a ploughman, while the other
was simply walking beside the animals, shaking a long
whip of no handle in the air, whistling and making
some noise: in this way, the plough was tilling the soil.
If it belonged to an Armenian, Georgian or Turk, we

__________
410 Caucasian Calendar for 1886, p. 124.
411 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87. Apart from the Russian

Dukhobors, in 1886 the village also comprised 7 Armenian hous-
es with 19 inhabitants; a single Georgian house with 4 residents;
a Polish house of a solitary dweller, and a single house inhabited
by a Tartar from Kazan.

412 “Ardzagank,” 1888, No. 7, p. 86.
413 “Ardzagank,” 1894, No. 104, p. 2.
414 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 181.
415 Meves, V. Articles on Yelizavetpol District. In: “Kavkaz,” 1865,

No. 35, p. 199 (the original reads, “...æèòåëè îïðÿòíû,
÷èñòû, äîáðîíðàâíû, çàæèòî÷íû è òðóäîëþáèâû...
Äîìà ó íèõ óþòíû, ïîñòðîåíû èç äåðåâà ïî îáðàçöó
ìàëîðîññèéñêèõ õàò... Ýòî ëó÷øèé çäåñü íàðîä”).

416 “Ardzagank,” 1888, No. 7, p. 86.
417 Yepiskopossov, G. L. On the History of the Present-Day Admi-

nistrative-Territorial Division of the Transcaucasian Republics
and the Ongoing Deviations from the National Policy by the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union in the Soviet Socialist Republic
of Azebaijan. In: White Book: Documents and Materials. Book 1,
vol. 2, Yerevan, 1989, p. 794, in Russian.

418 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 356.
419 Op. cit. 

__________
407 Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 356.
408 “Ardzagank,” 1888, No. 7, pp. 86-87.
409 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, pp. 19-20.
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would indeed find five people instead of two, and that
sitting lazily on the ox and hitting it from above.”420

Like the Armenians, the Russian Dukhobors suffe-
red constant exploitation and robbery on the part of the
Turks who had managed to secure certain high ranks for
themselves. A traveller who visited the village in 1890
became witness to an occurrence manifesting this:

“I had just stopped at an Armenian shop when a
group of horsemen turned up and the word spread that
the police officer had arrived. The entire village was
permeated with fuss and turmoil. Hardly had a quarter
of an hour passed when some commissars started going
house after house together with the local messengers:
they were collecting food for both the police officer
and his commissars. That robbery was the handiwork
of Aslanbek Rustambekov, the police officer of Zagam
District: we were assured that they committed the same
in every single village.”421

The Armenian Monuments of Slavyanka. In
1890 the remains of a church, cemetery and some
house sites once built by the natives were preserved at
the north-western extremity of the village. A record
states the following with this regard, “...Outside the
Dukhobors’ settlement, I caught sight of some ruins
which turned out to comprise ancient trampled grave-
stones of almost undressed stone as well as a roughly-
built structure and two standing cross-stones, their
crosses lacking in good taste. In the centre of the ceme-
tery stood a church  whose roof and left vestry were
still preserved. Its western part, however, lay in ruins,
the inner columns destroyed together with the right
sacristy... The wall near the left vestry bore a cross of
red stone, an arshin in diametre. Westwards, above the
church could be seen some yards and house sites. The
Dukhobors’ village of Slavyanka is located on the right
bank of the river.”422

The following inscription, published for the first
time, was preserved in the aforementioned church:

Carved “on a cross-stone set below the window of the bema”: 
êµ. Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ëûë ¿ ä³×ÇÝ ¨ äáÕáë

Ï³½Ù»óÇÝ ëµ. Ë³ãë, Ãí. èÎ´ (1613) Ã.: 
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Paj and

Poghos, who sculpted this holy cross in the year
1613.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 19.

SOGUTLU
Location. The village is situated in a southeast-fac-

ing plain lying at an altitude of 1,390 to 1,450 metres
above sea level, 4 kilometres north-east of the district
centre.

Translated into Armenian, the toponym of Sogutlu
sounds as ‘Uroot,’ i.e. the Armenian equivalent for
‘Willow Wood.’

Population. Stripped of its Armenian residents in
the 1770s, the village lay devastated and uninhabited
for about a 100 years. Later it was re-populated by
some cattle-breeding Turkish tribes which took up per-
manent residence there.

In 1908 it had 570 inhabitants423 whose number had
grown to 1,252 by 1914.424

The Armeno-Turkish Fights between 1905 and
1906. The Turkish inhabitants of Sogutlu took a partic-
ularly active part in the extermination of the Armenian
population of Ghazakh-Getabek located near the cop-
per fields of Getabek. It was in Sogutlu that the bandits
accumulated all the trophy they had gained after the
fall of this village.

The local brigands, however, did not enjoy their
“victory” for a long time, for on 1 January 1906, a
group of valorous Armenians sieged Sogutlu to take
vengeance for the innocent victims of the slaughters
perpetrated during the Armeno-Turkish fights:
“...During the night of 31 December, our group sta-
tioned itself in the neighbourhood of Syogyutlu and
occupied important positions there, with some aid
groups setting up ambush in the nearby gorges. At sun-
rise, with the first hours of the new year (1 January
1906¤ roared the leader’s trumpet, followed by the
cries of hundreds of people. The main detachment and
aid groups advanced towards the enemy and encircled
Syogyutlu. The Turks opened fire from their positions,
but they proved powerless against the heavy volleys of
our warriors. The leader of the detachment rushed for-
ward, followed by his revengeful volunteers who had
gathered from different grief-stricken Armenian vil-
lages: Beglar from Ghazakh; Makich from Banants;
Hambardzum (Tavakalian) from Pib; Petros from
Akhalkalak as well as butcher Grigor and Karapet
Melkonian, both of them from Van... Vardan, who had
come from Moosh, instantaneously joined them with
tens of courageous fighters... Within an hour, we took
possession of all the enemy positions. Leaving their
houses to the mercy of fate, the Turks took to their
heels, with our warriors chasing them.

“...The latter destroyed and burnt down the village,
putting its inhabitants to merciless slaughter, but spar-
ing the women and children. In three hours’ time, the
large village of Syogutlu was consigned to history...”425

Present-day Sogutlu used to be a populous village
until the late Middle Ages. This is attested by a large
Armenian cemetery extending a kilometre north-west
of the village and retaining some inscribed tombstones.

__________
420 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 20.
421 Op. cit.
422 Op. cit., p. 19.

__________
423 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 366.
424 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 180.
425 Varandian, M., op. cit., pp. 352-353. Also see “Mshak,” 1906, No. 24.
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SONALAR
The village extends 35 kilometres north-west of the

district centre.
Stripped of its Armenian population between the

1770s and ‘80s, the derelict village served as a summer
encampment for some Turkish cattle-breeders for about
a century. In the late 19th century, they shifted to a
sedentary life and founded the present-day village. 

In 1914 the local population amounted to 233.426

YAGHUBLI
The village lies on the south-facing slope of a

gorge, 7.5 kilometres north-west of the district centre,
between 1,670 and 1,700 metres of altitude above sea
level. 

In the pre-Soviet years, it formed part of
Yelizavetpol’s 5th police district and was within the
jurisdiction of Metz Gharamurat.427

The toponym of Yaghubli derives from the family
name of Yaghub oghli, i.e. Hakob’s son (Hakobian):
“...The entire village of Yaghubli is inhabited by the
descendants of a Muslimized Armenian called Hakob;
hence comes its name.”428

YENIKEND
The village, adjoining the district centre of Getabek

in the south-west, is situated on the left bank of the
river Getabak, at an altitude of 1,500 to 1,570 metres
above sea level.

It was founded in the Soviet years.

YENIKEND (PAPAJAN)
Location. This is the second village bearing the

name of  Yenikend in Getabek District. It is situated on
the left bank of the stream Papajan or Babajan (present-
ly Bajanka), 19 kilometres west of the district centre, at
an altitude of 1,250 to 1,350 metres above sea level.

The Village as a Scriptorium. The earliest records
of Papajan date from the period between the 1650s and
1660s, when a wide variety of manuscripts were creat-
ed in the local church one after another. Their great
number (indeed, we mean those preserved) truly ranks
it among the most prolific scriptoria in Verin (Upper)
Zakam District. 

In 1655 Priest Avetis from Papajan started copying
a Sharaknots which he completed in Jukhtak Monas-
tery of Khavunis (“...The copying of this Sharaknots
was initiated in my native village of Papajan, Verin
Zakam. Now reduced to a fugitive, I completed it in the
splendid church of Jukhtak in Khavunis Village...”).429

Presumably, several years later, Priest Avetis retur-
ned to his birthplace, for he is known to have copied
and illustrated the next three manuscripts in Papajan. In
1659 a certain Hakhum from Pasaker ordered Avetis to
copy a Red Gospel and illustrate it with miniatures for
his son Priest Barsegh:

“This divine Red Gospel of Christ was created in
Papajan Village of Verin Zakam District in times of
peace, in 1659 of the Armenian era, under the auspices
of Gharamurat’s cloister...”430

Priest Avetis copied and illustrated another Gospel
in 1661431 and a Sharaknots in 1668.432

It should be noted, however, that the name of Papa-
jan is not associated with this clergyman only. Another
scribe working there was Priest Hovhannes, who creat-
ed a manuscript there in 1662.433

Population. The village was stripped of its inhabi-
tants in the 1770s. In the late 19th century, its site
retained a church and cemetery.434

In the Soviet years, a Turkish village named Yeni-
kend was established in the south of Papajan. Its resi-
dents destroyed the church of this historical Armenian
village and a chapel located not far from it. Moreover,
they continually used the tombstones and khachkars of
the village cemetery as building material.

During our visit to Papajan in 1982, we found only
the remnants of these monuments.

The aforementioned church (exterior dimensions:
20.40 x 12.10 metres) was built of undressed stone and
mortar. It represented a uni-nave, probably, vaulted

__________
426 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 184.
427 Idem, p. 163.
428 Vardanian, H., op. cit., p. 2.
429 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3, p. 691.

__________
430 Barkhutariants, M., Artsakh, pp. 388-389; Colophons, 17th

century, vol. 3, pp. 867-868; A Catalogue of Armenian
Manuscripts..., vol. 1, manuscript No. 3542.

431 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2, p. 587, manu-
script No. 7687.

432 Idem, pp. 769-770, manuscript N 8549.
433 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 1, manuscript N 337.
434 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 312.

YENIKEND (PAPAJAN). The plan of the church
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basilica, with two vestries in the east. In 1982, howev-
er, it was only its north-eastern sacristy that was pre-
served to some extent. Some of the finely-cut corner-
stones of the entrance could be seen on the southern

facade of the church. The other parts of the monument
were buried in the earth. 

A little below the church could be seen the main
walls of the chapel.

YENIKEND (PAPAJAN). The ruins of the church and the chapel
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On a hillside in the south-west extended the large
cemetery of the village. It retained some displaced and
broken gravestones engraved with epitaphs as well as
cross reliefs and scenes from everyday life. 

Below follow the epitaphs we found in the ceme-
tery:

Only 2 lines of the Armenian original were preserved on a tomb-
stone decorated with scenes of everyday life and broken into three
fragments (we failed to find the middle one):

ºë ì(³ñ)¹ ... ÏÇ ë(áõñ)µ Ë³(ãë) áñ..,
»Õµ(³õñ) ÇÙáÛ... | èÈ¼ (1587):

transl.: I, Vard ... this Holy Cross ... my broth-
er... 1587.

Published for the first time.

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on a fragmented tombstone:
²(ëïáõ³)Í | áÕ[áñÙÇ] | ØÇñ[½³]|×³|[Ý]ÇÝ: 
transl.: May God have mercy upon Mirzajan.
Published for the first time.
Note: The epitaph dates from the 16th to 17th centuries.

YENIKEND (PAPAJAN). Partial views of the village cemetery and several preserved tombstones
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3 lines in the Armenian original engraved by an unskilled hand
below a simple cross relief:

[²]Õ|³×³[ÝÇÝ](±) | æÌº ¥1506¤ Ã(íÇÝ):
transl.: To Aghajan in the year 1506.
Published for the first time.
Note: We are not certain about the decipherment of the name.

ZAHMETKEND
The village, whose historical name has sunk into ob-

livion, is situated on the left bank of the river Jagir
(Jker), 13 kilometres north of the district centre, between
1,400 and 1,450 metres of altitude above sea level.

It was established in the early 20th century in the  site of
an Armenian village devastated and abandoned in the 1770s.

In 1979 the purely Turkish village had 867 inhabi-
tants.435

ZAMANLI
The village lies on the left bank of the river

Akhenji, 33 kilometres north-west of the district centre,
between 1,430 and 1,550 metres of altitude above sea
level.

Stripped of its Armenian inhabitants in the 1770s, it
was re-populated by some stock-breeding Turkish
tribes that had changed to a sedentary life in the early
20th century. 

VILLAGES OF UNKNOWN  LOCATION
FREZEVKA

This was a Russian village adjacent to Slavyanka.
In 1908 it had 804 inhabitants436 whose number had

grown to 808 by 1914.437

LUTSOVKA
Lutsovka represented another Russian village locat-

ed close to Slavyanka.
On 3 September 1905, the Tartar gangs attacked it

for plunder:
“With all their property and belongings seized and

destroyed, the local inhabitants abandoned their houses
for the neighbouring village of Slavyanka.”438

SARDARI TALA
This was an Armenian village located in the area

of the upper course of the river Zakam, in “Zakam
District.” The available sources mention it in 1703.
Priest Aristakes is known to have copied a manu-
script Haysmavurk there on the order of Mahtesy
Yesayi, Village Head Voskan and Aghsakhkal
Melkum.439

The village was left derelict in the 1770s.

YENIKEND (PAPAJAN). Fragment of an inscribed tombstone,
and a gravestone adorned with crosses (1506)

__________
435 SAE, vol. 4, p. 330.
436 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 390.
437 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 194.
438 “Arshaluys,” 9 September 1905, No. 9, in Armenian.
439 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2,  manuscript N

9088.
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GHAZAKH DISTRICT

Ghazakh District of the Soviet Socialist Republic of Azerbaijan, established on 8 August 1930, occupies an
area of 2,202 square kilometres, and comprises 2 cities, a township and 72 villages. Since 4 December 1959, it
has also included the administrative district of Aghstafa set up in 1939. 

The district borders on Touz District of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Tavush Marz of the Republic of Armenia
as well as Marneul, Gardaban, Sagarejo, Seghnakh and Dedoplis-Tzegharo Districts of the Republic of Georgia.
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ABASBEYLI
The village is situated on the left bank of the river

Voskepar (Joghas), 14 kilometres west of the district
centre, at an altitude of 560 to 580 metres above sea
level.

In the late 19th century, some stock-breeding tribes
which had just changed to a sedentary life founded the
present-day Turkish settlement in the site of a derelict
Armenian village.

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture: 23
houses with 115 inhabitants1 in 1886, and 127 residents
in 1914.2

THE CASTLE OF GAVAZAN (GAVARZIN) 
Location. The stronghold towers at the summit of a

lofty mountain, within 1.5 kilometres of the left bank
of the river Voskepar, a kilometre north-west of
Abasbeyli, 15 kilometres west of the district centre.

A Historical Introduction. The earliest record on
the monument, also known by the names of Gavarzin,
Gevarzin, Kavazin and Kozin, dates back to the ‘60s of
the 11th century, when Georgian King Bagrat IV (1027
to 1072) attacked Tpkhis, then under the dominion of
Gandzak Emir Patlun. The latter was taken captive by

Ivane Orbelian’s troops and was set free only after he
had returned “…Tpkhis, Gag and Kozin…”3 to the
Georgian king. 

In 1123 Georgian King David the Builder (1073 to
1125) “...reconquered the Armenian forts of Dmanis,
Gag, Terunakan and Kavazin…”4 from the Seljuks.  

In the ‘30s of the 13th century, the Mongol-Tartars,
led by Molar Nuin, also occupied “…the impregnable
castle of Kavazin…”5

In 1436 Gavazan provided haven for some
Christians escaping the enemy invasions: “…When we
reached Aghstev, we were attacked by Mongol Jaghat’s
horsemen, who robbed us to the very last shreds of
clothing, stripping us even of our shoes and leaving us
almost stark naked in that severe cold. Then we got to
the stronghold of Gavazan, where we were given some
garments to hide our naked bodies.”6

Topographical Records. The earliest description
of the monument dates back to the first half of the 19th

century. A visitor who saw it writes, “The castle, which
is built of a single block of rock, towers high in the
plain of Gag. It has a water basin and quite a number of
dwelling rooms, which served as haven at different
periods. This is rather an impregnable fortification, its

GAVAZAN (GAVARZIN). The mountain seen from the north GAVAZAN (GAVARZIN). Reprinted from: Alishan, Gh. History of
the Armenians. Venice, 1901, p. 389 (in Armenian).

__________
1 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 144-145.
2 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 82.

__________
3 Juansher, p. 114.
4 Melikset-Bek, L. M., vol. 1, p. 218.
5 Vardan Vardapet, p. 145.
6 Colophons, 15th century, vol. 1, p. 461.
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only accessible section being strengthened by ram-
parts.”7

Another visitor describes Gavazan in the following
manner, “On the left bank of the stream Voskepar (Jo-
ghaz) towers a simple, lofty, greyish rock, which is both
amazing and formidable. In times bygone, some for-
tified walls were built at its eastern foot, with rooms and
cells inside. It is only one of them that has a well to pro-
vide the entire castle with water that is kept in two stone
reservoirs. You can ascend the top of the rock only if
you overcome an extremely dangerous, narrow, utterly
steep and dreadful path in the north. Its surface, which
is almost entirely plain, is about two kals8 long… This
is what is known as the famous stronghold of Gavarzin.
In the west of the rock can be seen a large crevice
behind which a cave of rather great dimensions is said
to be located, but at present there is no road leading to
it. Time and again, eagles find some rotten shreds of
carpets in these caves and throw them down.”9

Gavazan’s Defense System. The castle, rising high
on the north-eastern slanting slope of a rocky mountain
peak (400 metres), has a dominating position over the
area, where at present the ruins of its citadel and a
fortress town are preserved.

Between 1960 and 1961, the territory was investi-
gated by a group of researchers from the Institute of Ar-
chaeology of the Academy of Sciences of the Republic
of Armenia.10

The citadel (exterior dimensions: 140 x 40 metres)
was built of yellow limestone. With its entrance opening

in the west, it used to be fortified by 7 semi-circular tow-
ers, which have survived to a height of 4 to 7 metres.

The fortress town, which used to be surrounded by
ramparts, extended 400 metres north of the citadel. Its

GAVAZAN (GAVARZIN). Partial views of the ramparts. A vaulted structure on the northern slope of the mountain of the castle

__________
7 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, p. 156.
8 ‘Kal,’ i.e. the Armenian equivalent for ‘threshing-floor,’ is an

ancient unit of area equal to about 50 square metres.
9 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 395.

__________
10 Barseghian, L., Khachatrian, Zh. About Two Castles of

Medieval Armenia. In: “Bulletin of the Academy of Sciences of
the Armenian SSR,” 1962, No. 7, pp. 74-76, in Armenian. Also see
Archimandrite Michael Hovhannissian. The Castles of
Armenia. Venice, 1970, pp. 493-494, in Armenian.

GAVAZAN (GAVARZIN). The plan of the citadel
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fortified walls were built of yellow limestone and
rough blocks of rock.

AGHKYOYNAK
At present the village lies within the borders of

Ghazakh City.  
The available statistical data on the number of the

local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
188611 76 283 211 494
190812 834
197613 2,625

AGHSTAFA
Location. The village, located 8 kilometres north-

east of the district centre, at an altitude of 325 to 340
metres above sea level, was established in the site of a
station of the same name belonging to Tbilisi-Baku
Railway.  

In 1909 some Russian resettlers who were mainly
Baptists and adherents of the sect of New Israel carried
on its construction in the vicinity of Aghstafa Station.

In 1934 the village turned into a township and pre-
served that status until 16 March 1941, when it grew
into a town.14

Population. Until 1909, the newly-founded settle-
ment had 50 houses with 150 inhabitants,15 more than
half of whom were Turks (they amounted to 84 in
1908).16

In 1976 Aghstafa had a population of 9,000.17

ALI-BAYRAMLI (ASLANBEKLI)
The village is situated 23 kilometres north-west of

the district centre, at an altitude of 360 to 400 metres
above sea level.  

It had 1,355 inhabitants in 1908;18 1,32519 in 1914,
and 2,950 in 1979.20

The historical monuments preserved in the territory
of the village include a tomb (1904), a mosque (1909)
and some dwellings built in the vicinity of the latter in
the 19th century.21

ALPOUT
The village extends on the left bank of the river

Voskepar, 12.5 kilometres west of the district centre, at
an altitude of 640 to 680 metres above sea level. 

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
39 houses with 184 inhabitants in 1886,22 and 168  res-
idents in 1914.23

ASHAGHI-ASKIPARA (AKSIPARA)
The village is located in the area between the rivers

Voskepar and Baghanis, on the left bank of the former,
24 kilometres west of the district centre, between 700
and 760 metres of altitude above sea level. 

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
188624 126 397 259 656
190825 933
191426 1,057
197627 1,023

ASHAGHI-SALAHLI 
The village lies 13.5 kilometres north of the district

centre, at an average altitude of 300 metres above sea
level. 

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
188628 366 1147 848 1,995
190829 2,669
191430 2,798
197631 1,066

AZIZBEYLI (HYUSEINBEKLI)
The village is situated 3 kilometres north of the dis-

trict centre, at an average altitude of 330 metres above
sea level. 

It had 139 inhabitants in 1907,32 and 109 in 1914.33

__________
11 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 144-145 (these figures are not trust-

worthy at all).
12 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 173.
13 SAE, vol. 1, p. 110.
14 The Azerbaijanian SSR: Administrative-Territorial Division.

Baku, 1979, p. 9, in Russian.
15 “Tifliski Listok,” 1909, No. 271, p. 2.
16 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 176.
17 SAE, vol. 1, p. 111.
18 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 188.
19 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 91.
20 SAE, vol. 4, p. 187.
21 Fatullayev, Sh. S., idem, p. 433.

__________
22 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 145-146.
23 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 87.
24 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 144-145.
25 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 176.
26 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 85.
27 SAE, vol. 1, p. 508.
28 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 150-151.
29 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 357.
30 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 177.
31 SAE, vol. 1, p. 509.
32 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 231 
33 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 113. The results of the statistical

survey conducted in 1886 (55 houses with 354 inhabitants) are
exaggerated and untrustworthy (A Statistical Survey..., pp. 144-
145).
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BAGHANIS-AYRUM
Baghanis-Ayrum extends 24 kilometres west of the

district centre, at an altitude of 760 to 820 metres above
sea level.  

It represents a Turkish village established in the late
19th century. 

In 1908 it had a population of 141.34

BALA-JAFARLI
The village, dating back to the Soviet years, lies on

the right bank of the water reservoir of the river
Aghstev, 11.5 kilometres south-west of the district cen-
tre. 

BARKHUDARLI
The village is located right of Ijevan-Ghazakh

Highway, 15.5 kilometres south-west of the district
centre.  

It was founded in the late 19th century by some
stock-breeding Turkish tribes that had changed to a
sedentary life.  

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population in the pre-Soviet years represent
the following picture:

Year Houses Males Females Total
188635 14 38 31 69
190836 103
191437 122

CHAYLI-KOMUNA
The village, tracing back to the Soviet years, is sit-

uated 6 kilometres west of the district centre.  

CHAYLI-KOSALAR
A Turkish village established in the second half of

the 19th century, it lies 6 kilometres north of the district
centre, at an altitude of 380 to 420 metres above sea
level.  

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population represent the following picture:

Year Houses Males Females Total
188638 134 495 276 771
191439 747
198640 5,492

DAGH-KYASAMAN
Dagh-Kyasaman extends within a kilometre of the

right bank of the river Aghstev, east of Ghazakh City,
at an altitude of 360 to 400 metres above sea level. 

Before the foundation of Ghazakh City (1880), it
was the administrative centre of the district.  

It used to be a densely-populated village, but the
available statistical sources report only some scanty
data on the number of its population:

Year Houses Males Females Total
188641 219 840 588 1,428
190842 2,150
191443 2,850
197744 5,245

The village is famous for its mosque built in 1895.45

It is the earliest monument of Turkish culture through-
out the district of Ghazakh.

DASH-SALAHLI
One of the most populous villages in the district,

Dash-Salahli is situated at the eastern foot of Mount
Gag, 10 kilometres north-west of the district centre, at
an altitude of 400 to 440 metres above sea level.

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:

Year Houses Males Females Total

188646 287 891 564 1,455
190747 1,340
191448 3,239
197749 6,174

Archaeological Monuments. In 1958 the
Archaeological Expedition of the History Institute of
Ghazakh District, working under the supervision of M.
Huseinov, unearthed the ruins of a site dating from the
Mousterien Era in a cave located in the vicinity of the
village, on the western slope of Mount Avey, along the
frontier of the Republic of Armenia.50 The archaeolog-
ical finds mainly included stone tools such as hand cut-
ters, scrapers, blades, etc. made of flint, basalt,
heliotrope and fieldstone. 

__________
34 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 194.
35 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 150-151.
36 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 199.
37 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 97.
38 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 152-153.
39 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 204.
40 SAE, vol. 10, p. 301.

__________
41 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 146-147.
42 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 234.
43 Caucasian Calendar for 1915 p. 115.
44 SAE, vol. 3, p. 298.
45 Fatullayev, Sh. S., idem, p. 433.
46 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 146-147.
47 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 238.
48 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 117.
49 SAE, vol. 3, p. 348.
50 Huseinov, M. The Musterien Site in the Cave of Dash-Salahli. In:

“Izvestya Akademii Nauk Azerbaijanskoy SSR,” 1959, No. 6, pp.
17-33, in Russian.
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THE CASTLE OF GAG
Location. The stronghold, that dates from the 10th

century, towers at the top of Mount Gag, within hardly
a kilometre of the frontier of the Republic of Armenia,
2 kilometres west of Dash-Salahli Village. 

A Historical Introduction. Most presumably, both
the castle and the district got their names from that of
Bagratid King Gagik I (989 to 1020): “…the district
and the famous fort of Gag were built by King
Gagik…”51

One of the earliest records on the monument traces
back to the beginning of the 11th century, when king of
Lori David Anhoghin52 suppressed certain centrifugal
forces. With this regard, a quotation states, “…David
the Landless suspected Marzpan Demetr, a prince
residing in the castle of Gag, of having repudiated his
forefathers’ religion and converted to the Georgian
faith, for now he followed only the rites of the
Georgian church… And David, the young handsome
king, succeeded in expelling him from Gag thanks to
his exceptional prudence…”53

In 1001 Gagik I the Shahnshah took possession of
the estates of David the Landless, who had risen in
rebellion against the king. The former “…arrived in
Aghstev District54 … via the fort of Gag.”55

In the ‘60s of the 11th century, the Georgians and
Abkhazians’ King Bagrat IV liberated Gag from the
dominion of Emir Patlun.56

In 1123 Georgian King David the Builder “…con-
quered … the strongholds of Gag and Terunakan.”57

In 1162 the news of the occupation of Dvin (in
Ayrarat Province of Metz Hayk) by Georgian King
Giorgi III (1156 to 1184) “…reached Persian Atabek
Yeltkuz, the sultan, who was in Khorasan58 (Khvara-
san), and the caliph, i.e. the ruler of Great Babylon and
the Arabs’ (Saracens’) false lawmaker, who was in
Iragh.59 …all of them assembled in Ran, whence they
headed towards Armenia (Somkhit). Their united
forces conquered Gag Fort and devastated its neigh-
bourhood.”60 Learning that the Georgians were prepar-
ing a counterattack, “…Yeltkuz ordered that the sul-
tan’s troops, who were stationed in Gag, should aban-
don it. However, hardly had they crossed the river
Yekeghyats when the Georgians caught and slaugh-
tered them.”61

In the first years of the reign of Georgian Queen
Thamara (1184 to 1213), “…prince of Gag Hovhan
(Ivane), who was Vardan’s son…” was among the feu-
dal lords who had stirred up an insurrection with the
objective of enforcing some restriction on the royal
power.62 After the suppression of the revolt in 1191,
Queen Thamara bestowed “Gag, together with the
gorge of Kurdvajar and a great number of tax-paying
cities, castles and townships,” on Bluz (Younger) Zaka-
re (1176 to 1205), a representative of the Vahramian
Branch of the Zakarians’ Family. Now his newly-gran-
ted dominions “…extended up to Gandzak.”63

The construction inscription of Haghpat’s Khatuna-
shen Sourb Astvatzatzin Church (in Lori Marz of the
Republic of Armenia), dating back to the early 13th
century, mentions Bluz Zakare as the ruler of Gag:
“…Zakaria, who held possession of Gag and Tavush,
Gardman and Terunakan and other districts...”64

DASH-SALAHLI. Specimens of archaeological finds unearthed
on Mount Avey

__________
51 Vardan Vardapet, p. 145.
52 David the Landless, whose date of birth is unknown, took up reins

of power in about 996 and died in 1048.
53 Universal History by Stepanos Taronetsy the Asoghik, p. 257.

__________
54 In Gugark Province of Metz Hayk.
55 Idem, p. 280.
56 Juansher, p. 114; Melikset-Bek, L. M., vol. 1, p. 208.
57 Samuel Anetsy, p. 125. Also see Vardan Vardapet, p. 119;

Mkhitar Ayrivanetsy, p. 62; Brief Chronicles, vol. 1, p. 25;
Melikset-Bek, L. M., vol. 1, p. 218; vol. 3, Yerevan, 1955, p. 42.
Abrahamian, A. The Historiographical Works by Hovhannes the
Sage. Yerevan, 1956, p. 134, in Armenian.

58 In North-Eastern Persia.
59 In West Persia.
60 Melikset-Bek, L. M., vol. 2, p. 9; vol. 3, p. 44.
61 Ibid.
62 Melikset-Bek, L. M., vol. 2, p. 13.
63 Ibid.
64 Ghafadarian, K. Haghpat. Yerevan, 1963, p. 220, in Armenian

(the Armenian original of this part of the inscription reads,
§...¼³ù³ñÇ³, áñ ¿ñ ï¿ñ ¶³·³ »õ î³õßá, ¶³ñ¹Ù³Ý³ »õ î¿-
ñáõÝ³Ï³ÝÇÝ »õ ³ÛÉáó ·³õ³é³ó...¦).
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Bluz Zakare was succeeded by his son Vahram
Gagetsy (1205 to 1250/52), under whose dominion the
fort became the seat of the Vahramians and one of the
most famous centres in North-East Armenia.65

“…Prince of Gag Vahram…” particularly distin-
guished himself at the battle of Kotman (1221) fought
between the Mongols and the Armeno-Georgian united
forces.66

After the victorious battle of Garni (1225) and the
plunder of Dvin City, Khorezm’s Shah Jalal-ad-Din

(1220 to 1231) “…spread ruin and devastation
throughout Dvin, Ani and Gag, reaching even Gandzak
and Shamkor. In a word, he conquered almost the
whole country of Somkhit, most of the occupied terri-
tories once belonging to Vahram Gagetsy, a prudent
man who had distinguished himself in many fights.”67

In 1231 the Mongols defeated Jalal-ad-Din’s troops
at the battle of Amid, which enabled Vahram Gagetsy
to restore the territorial integrity of his estates.  

After the conquest of Shamkor in the ‘30s of the
13th century, the Mongol-Tatars, led by commander
Molar Nuin, occupied Vahram Gagetsy’s castles and
districts without encountering any resistance.68 Some
time later, that nobleman succeeded in restoring his
dominions, including the fort of Gag: “Then he came
and reconquered the stronghold and district,
bequeathed to him by his forefathers. He also re-cap-
tured his castles in Tavush, Katzaret, Terunakan,
Yergevank and Matznaberd, this last one belonging to
Askhartan Kyurikiants. Vahram also strengthened his
positions in Nor Berd, then under Prince Vasak’s rule,

MOUNT GAG seen from the south-west; St. Sargis Monastery from the north-east and east; western view of a semi-ruined chapel
located at the north-eastern edge of the monastery

GAG. The plan of St. Sargis Monastery (measurement by D.
Akhundov)

__________
65 For further information on Vahramian princes, see Shahnazarian, A.

The Principality of the Vahramians. Yerevan, 1990, in Armenian.
66 Grigor Aknertsy. History of the Tartars (hereinafter: Grigor Ak-

nertsy). Jerusalem, 1974, pp. 20-21, in Armenian.

__________
67 Georgian Chronicles, p. 62. Also see Melikset-Bek, L. M., vol. 2,

p. 52; vol. 3, p. 49. A record states the following in connection
with the aforementioned events, “Arriving in Atropatene with an
army of 140,000, Jalal-ad-Din started destroying Hayk and, par-
ticularly, Gag, without sparing even little children…”

68 Vardan Vardapet, p. 144; Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 243.
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as well as in the impregnable fortress of Kavazin and
famous Gag…”69

Archimandrite Vanakan Tavushetsy, who had been
taken captive by the Mongols and was threatened with
being sold, was set free only after the inhabitants of
Gag Fort had paid ransom for him.70

In 1242 mention is made of Gag prince Vahram and
his son Aghbugha, who assisted the Mongols in con-
quering South Armenia together with many Armenian
and Georgian nobles. After the conquest of Karin in
Bardzr Hayk Province of Metz Hayk, they paid ransom
for numerous Christians, purchased some Armenian
manuscripts and donated them to the religious institu-
tions of North Armenia.71

In 1243 Vahram Gagetsy’s son Aghbugha partici-
pated in the battle of Chemankatuk against the forces
of the sultan of Ikonion: “Prince of Gag Aghbugha,
Vahram the Great’s son and Bluz Zakare’s grandson,
fought bravely against the sultan’s troops…”72

From the second half of the 13th century onwards,
the available historical sources do not contain any
information on the castle. 

Topographical Records. A visitor of the late 19th
century describes the monument in the following way,
“Since time immemorial the summit of Mount Gag has
been encircled by some ramparts within which an
impregnable stronghold soars aloft. Unfortunately, this
solid fortification, which is quite powerful, is devoid of
waterwork. In compensation for that, some stone
basins have been built into its walls, that are mostly full
of rainwater. The castle has more than 20 caves which
may have served as barracks, for several of them have
preserved their chimneys.”73

GAG. Stone inscriptions from St. Sargis Monastery (the last one deliberately scraped off)

__________
69 Vardan Vardapet, p. 145; Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 163.

Another record states, “Vahram also reconquered a great number
of districts and fortifications that were under Persian rule, includ-
ing the castles of Gag, Gardman, Karherdz, Yergevank, Tavush,
Katzaret and Terunakan. Shamkor, which had appeared in a tight
corner, was later occupied by his son Vahram, who was
Saghpugh’s father and Vahram, Zakare and Ivane’s grandfather.” 

70 Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 252.
71 Idem, p. 280.

__________
72 Grigor Aknertsy, pp. 28-29.
73 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 396. For further information on the

castle of Gag, see Hovhannessian, H. M., idem, pp. 487-492.
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THE  MONASTERY OF GAG’S ST. SARGIS
Location. Gag’s St. Sargis Monastery, one of the

most famous sanctuaries in medieval Armenia, stands
at the top of Mount Gag, hardly half a kilometre east of
the frontier of the Republic of Armenia, 4 kilometres
west of Dash-Salahli Village, at an altitude of 922
metres above sea level, and 420 metres above the foot
of the mountain.  

A Historical Introduction. Tradition connects the
foundation of the monument with War-Lord Sargis,
who suffered martyrdom as a preacher of Christianity
and was later canonized. Supposedly, Mesrop
Mashtots, the creator of the Armenian alphabet,
interred part of his remains in Ushi Village of
Aragatzotn Marz of the Republic of Armenia, and the
rest in the vicinity of Gag Castle. He also built two
churches in memory of the saint: “…The history of the
church ascribes its foundation to Mesrop Mashtots,
who buried part of St. Sargis’ head here. The same is
also attested by a church song, ‘At the top of Mount
Gag stands a church blessed by St. Mesrop the Holy
Pastor…’”74

The fact that Gag Monastery is closely connected
with the worship of St. Sargis is also confirmed by
some Georgian sources, one of which states, “…A vast
multitude of pilgrims from almost all Armenian
(Somkhit) cities went to Isfahan, whence they moved
Sargis’ remains with high honours and brought his right
hand to Gag Church built by a certain Petros.”75 In
1130 “…a huge army of horsemen, comprising barbar-
ians from different tribes, flooded into the plain of Gag,
where they wanted to burn the Holy Cross standing in
memory of War-Lord Sargis. The Lord, however, gave
vent to His wrath and they killed each other in a crazy
fight…”76

Yeltkuz Atabek, who invaded the field of Gag with
an immense army in 1163, wanted to set alight St.
Sargis Church. The saint’s might, however, saved the
monument, for all the enemy forces fell victim to a poi-
sonous snake which suddenly turned up there…”77

A 13th-century record mentions Gag’s St. Sargis
among the oldest and most remarkable monuments in
the plain of Gag: “The Georgian territories... extend up
to the Caspian Sea and the field of Gag, where St.
Sargis stands…”78

Further reference is made to the sanctuary in the
‘30s of the 13th century, when Armenian historiogra-
pher Vanakan Tavushetsy the Archimandrite (1181 to
1251), a church and public figure, applied to the inhab-
itants of Gag Fort for his pupils’ and his salvation: “…I
am going to kneel before the Holy Cross standing in
commemoration of St. Sargis and beg the Lord to
redeem us from the cruel enemy…”79

Gag’s St. Sargis Monastery was a renowned pil-
grimage site, believers generally visiting it at Easter
and on New Sunday.

The inscriptions of Gag’s St. Sargis Monastery,
which date from the 13th to 19th centuries, are of great
historical significance. Unfortunately, however, the
specialists, engaged in the copy, decipherment and
publication of the region’s Armenian lapidary inscrip-
tions, have neglected this. With this respect, S. Ja-
laliants and the correspondent of the “Ardzagank” con-
stitute the only exception: the latter published 5 ins-
criptions, of which only one was preserved during our
visit to the sanctuary in 1986. Another one had been de-
liberately scraped out, with only some letters still dis-
cernible in certain parts.

Repairs. As attested by some inscriptions and
archive documents, Gag’s St. Sargis Monastery  often
underwent overhaul. For the last time, Agha Sargis
Varshamian undertook renovation there, the work
being completed in 1851 by mason Yesayi Nuriniants
from Tiflis: “…thanks to their hard, strenuous endeav-
ours, the church went through major overhaul which
was completed in the year 1851. Having been rebuilt
into a fine stone edifice with an arched ceiling and a
small dome, it was also fortified by ramparts. The road
leading to the monument, which was once so difficult
of passage, was thoroughly repaired so that pilgrims
would not face any difficulty in visiting it.”80 By the
way, the renovation expenses totaled 2,210 rubles 23
kopecks, of which 736 had been donated by believers.  

Further repairs were carried out in the monastery by
Arzuman Khachatrian Ter-Sargissiants from Kot
Village of Ghazakh District.81

Below follow the inscriptions of the sanctuary:

Once carved on the facade of the gavit and obliterated by 1986:
Æ Ã³·³õáñáõÃ»³Ý íñ³ó ¶³õñ·³Û...:

__________
74 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 12, p. 161. Some other records read,

“…A miracle-working cross, towering at the summit of Gag,
attracted all those suffering and held captive. People visited it with
profound faith in their hearts, and Sargis the Holy Martyr himself
opened the doors of all prisons, broke all iron chains, his vision
showing everybody the path they were to follow. The fame of the
wonder-working cross, which was said to have been erected by
Mesrop the Holy Archimandrite, had permeated through the entire
nation” (Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 252). “… At the top of Mount
Gag, in the vicinity of a castle of the same name founded by King
Gagik stands a famous church built in memory of Holy
Commander Sargis by Archimandrite Mesrop, the Great
Armenian Translator” (Samuel Anetsy, p. 145).

75 Melikset-Bek, L. M., vol. 1, p. 115.
76 Vardan Vardapet, p. 123.
77 Samuel Anetsy, p. 138.

__________
78 A Geographical Atlas by Vardan Vardapet. Paris, 1960, p. 34, in

Armenian.
79 Kirakos Gandzaketsy, pp. 221-252.
80 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 3735, p. 1.
81 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 396.
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transl.: Under Georgian King Giorgi… 
The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.

12, p. 162.

Engraved on the entrance facade of the larger chapel and oblit-
erated by 1986:  

¼ëáõñµë ÛÇß³ï³Ï ¨ Ñ³Ûñ»ÝÇù Û³½·¿ Û³½·,
Ûáñ¹Çó¿ Ûáñ¹Çù ÙÇÝã¨ Û³õÇï»³Ý ·³ÝÓ Ù»½
³ÝÏáÕáåï»ÉÇ. ¨ ëÏÇ½µÝ ³ñ³ñÇ Ýáñá·Ù³Ý
»Ï»Õ»óõáÛë, áñ Ë³Ëï»³É ¿ñ Ç µ³½áõÙ Å³Ù³-
Ý³Ï³ó, ¨ ½³ñ¹³ñÇóÇ ½³Ûë ¨ ßÇÝ»óÇ ÇÙ Ñ³õ³-
ï³ñÙáõÃ»³Ùµ áñ áã áõÙ ³õ·ÝáõÃÇõÝ, »ë ¥³é
Çë¤ ãÏ¿ñ ¨ Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ ½÷³é³õáñ Ýß³Ý áëÏ»-
³õÍ µ³½Ù³óáõóÇ Ç ·ÉáõË ·áõÙµ¿ÃÇÝ Ç µ³ñ»-
Ë³õëáõÃÇõÝ ÇÝÓ ¨ ÍÝáÕ³ó ÇÙáó ¨ ½³õ³Ï³ó ¨
½áñ¹»óÇ ½Å³ÙÝ Û»ñÏñáñ¹Ç ÙÇ ß³µ³ÃÝ ³õñÝ ¨
ÏÇñ³Ï¿Ý Ù³ïáõó³ÝÇ ÍÝáÕ³ó ÇÙáó ¨ Û»ï Ù³-
Ñáõ³Ý ÇÙá ÇÝÓ Ñ³Ý³å³½, ¨ áí áñ Ë³÷³Ý¿
Ý½áí»³É »ÕÇóÇ Û²ëïáõÍáÛ ¨ Ù³ëÝ³ÏÇó Úáõ-
¹³ÛÇ ³Ù¿Ý:

transl.: This sanctuary [which stands] in per-
petual memory of all our nation, should be treas-
ured forever by the coming generations. And I ini-
tiated the repairs of this church that had been in a
dilapidated state for a long time and decorated it,
building it through my faithfulness, without any-
body’s support. All by myself, I erected a magnifi-
cent gilded cross on top of its dome in memory of

my parents, children and me. ...On Saturday and
Sunday divine service should be held in commem-
oration of my parents and me after I consign my
soul to God. May those who hinder this be cursed
by the Lord and share Judas’ fate. Amen.

The Armenian original published in: Jalaliants, S. Journey to
Greater Armenia, part 1. Tpghis, 1842, p. 158; “Ardzagank,” 1886,
No. 12, pp. 161-162.

Misreading: Jalaliants’ decipherment of the end of the inscrip-
tion reads as follows, “…May those who hinder this and remove the
cross be cursed by the Lord and share Judas’ fate.”

Note: Presumably, the inscription dates from the 13th to 14th
centuries.

Carved on the left of the entrance of the smaller chapel and
obliterated by 1986: 

Æ ÃáõÇÝ âÒ² ¥1332¤, »ë æí³Ýß¿ñ ßÇÝ»óÇ
½Ëáñ³Ýë ¨ Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ ½Ë³ãë µ³ñ»..., áí Ë³-
÷³Ý¿ ÇÙ Ù»Õ³óë ï¿ñ ¿ ¨ ¹³ïÇ Û²ëïáõÍáÛ:

transl.: In the year 1332, I, Jvansher, built the
bema and erected a cross in memory of..., may
those who ruin it atone for my own sins and stand
before the Divine Judgement.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
12, p. 162.

Incised into the north-eastern facade of the gavit and obliterated
by 1986: 

Î³Ù³õÝ ²¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »ë Ê³ã»ñ»/ëë
¶ñ¥Ç¤·¥áñ¤ Ú³Ïáµë Ï³ÝÏ/Ý»ó³ù ½Ë³ãë Ç

GAG. Partial views of a medieval cemetery preserved at the south-western foot of Mount Gag
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µ³/ñ»Ë³õë Ù»½ »õ ÍÝ/áÕ³ó Ù»ñáó, áñù
»ñ/ÏÇñå³·¿ù Û¥³¤Õ¥³õ¤Ãë Û/Çß»ó¿ù, Ç ÃáõÇÝ
âÒ¾ ¥1338¤:

transl.: By the Lord’s will, Grigor, Hakob and I,
Khacheres, erected this Holy Cross in memory of
our parents’ and our souls. May believers remem-
ber us in their prayers. In the year 1338.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
12, p. 162.

Note: This publication of the inscription contains some minor
errors.

Only two lines of a large Armenian inscription are preserved on
a fragment fixed in one of the church walls: 

...½Ë³ãë ... ÇÝÓ / ... ¥ÍÝáÕ¤³ó ÇÙáó, áñù »ñ-
ÏÇñå³·³Ý¿ù...:

transl.: ...this cross... my parents ...me. May
believers...

Published for the first time.
Note: Most of the first line has been deliberately scraped away.

7 lines in the Armenian original (part of the last one in Georgian)
carved on the entrance tympanum of the church:

Î³éáõó³õ ê¥áõñ¤µ ê³ñ·Çë »Ï»Õ»óÇë Ç ÑÇ-
Ù³Ý¿ | ³ßË³ïáõÃ»³Ùµ »õ ³ñ¹»³Ùµù Ô³½³-
Ëáõ | ·³õ³éÇ ÎûÃÇ ·ÇõÕ³óÇ ²ñ½áõÙ³Ý Ê³|-
ã³ïáõñ»³Ý î¿ñ ê³Ñ³Ï»³ÝóÇ, Ç ÛÇß³ï³|ÏÇ
Çõñ ÍÝáÕ³ó »õ áñ¹õáó Çõñáó, | 1838 ... | ...:

transl.: This church of St. Sargis was built from
its very foundations through the efforts and means
of Arzuman Khachaturian Ter-Sahakiants from
Kot Village of Ghazakh District in memory of his
parents and sons, 1838 ...

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
12, p. 161.

Note: This publication of the inscription contains only its initial
5 lines.

By 1986 most of the inscription had been deliberately scraped
off, with only some parts discernible.

Preserved in a cave in one of the crevices of Mount Gag:  
...Ç ÃáõÇë Ñ³Ûáó àÌ¾ ¥1208¤, ÛÇßË³ÝáõÃ-

»³Ý...:
transl.: ...under… in the year 1208 of the Arme-

nian era...
The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.

12, p. 162.
Note: “This huge mountain has numerous caves once forming

part of a large castle which used to provide shelter for troops, or
vast multitudes. Inside the two of them, the rocks are engraved
with inscriptions which we were unable to read due to their old
age. Besides, some bigoted Turkish stock-breeders generally
spending winters there had damaged them out of spite. The only
surviving part is the first line, which reads...”  (“Ardzagank,”
ibid).

The fact of the deliberate obliteration of the inscrip-
tions of St. Sargis Monastery was established in 1886,
a record stating the following with this connection,
“There are some other inscriptions carved near and on

the right of the aforementioned one. However, it is next
to impossible to read them either due to their old age or
distortion by the enemy…”82

The chapel of Sourb Kiraki (Holy Sunday) used
to adjoin St. Sargis Monastery. 

DEMIRCHILYAR
Demirchilyar lies on the right bank of the river Kur,

26 kilometres north-west of the district centre, between
250 and 280 metres of altitude above sea level.

It represents a Turkish village founded in the Soviet
years. 

DEMIRCHILYAR
Another Turkish village of the same name, it is sit-

uated on the right bank of the river Voskepar, 8 kilo-
metres west of the district centre, at an altitude of 370
to 410 metres above sea level.  

It was established in the site of an ancient Armenian
village in the late 19th century.  

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
188683 85 283 157 440
190884 493
191485 495
197786 1,111

DYUZGHESHLAGH (DYUZKHALFALU)
The village is located within 2 kilometres of the left

bank of the river Aghstev, 8 kilometres north of the dis-
trict centre, at an altitude of 320 to 330 metres above
sea level.  

It was founded in the late 19th century by some
stock-breeding Turkish tribes which had already
changed to a sedentary life. 

The number of the local population was reli-
ably entered into statistical registers only after
they had shifted to a sedentary life. Thus, both in
190887 and in 1914, 225 inhabitants were regis-
tered in the newly-founded village.88 In contrast to
that, during their nomadic life, the same people
were counted for many times, as a result of which
their number was highly exaggerated: for
instance, in 1886 62 houses were recorded with
390 inhabitants, including 220 males and 170
females.89

__________
82 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 12, p. 162.
83 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 146-147.
84 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 239.
85 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 117.
86 SAE, vol. 3, p. 406.
87 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 250.
88 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 123.
89 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 146-147.
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EYNALI
This village, founded in the Soviet years, extends

12 kilometres east of the district centre. 

FARAHLI
Farahli represents a Turkish village situated 18

kilometres west of the district centre, at an altitude of
760 to 850 metres above sea level.  

It was founded by some tribes of Turkish stock-
breeders who had changed to a sedentary life in the site
of an ancient Armenian village in the early 20th centu-
ry.

According to an inaccurate statistical survey of the
local people (their number is highly exaggerated), in
1886 the village had 40 families with 287 inhabitants.90

In 1914 it had a sedentary population of 182.91

GHARAHASANLI
The village is located 6 kilometres north-east of the

district centre, at an altitude of 320 to 330 metres above
sea level.

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture: 42
houses with 247 inhabitants (130 males, 117 females)92

in 1886, and 286 residents in 1914.93

GHARAPAPAKH
The village, which adjoins Ghazakh City in the

north-east, is situated on the right bank of the river
Aghstev. It was founded during the period between the
late 19th and early 20th centuries.  

By 1864 Gharapapakh inhabitants had not changed
to a sedentary life yet.94

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
188695 44 147 135 282
190796 299
191497 309

GHAZAKH
Location. The city, dating from 1880, was founded

in a fertile plain lying on the right bank of the river
Aghstev, at an altitude of 350 to 390 metres above sea
level.  

Foundation. Before the establishment of Ghazakh,
the administrative centre of the district was the village
of Dagh-Kyasaman.

On 11 December 1880, the Caucasian vice-roy
issued a decree under which 356 dessiatinas and 490
square sazhens of royal land were to be allocated for
the construction of the future city, whose plan had
already been approved.98 By 1883 the settlement had
been granted municipal status.99

During the initial period of the existence of
Ghazakh, the contemporary press was incredulous
about the prospects of its development: “It is only a few
years since this town was founded, but the number of
the fine houses and shops is increasing here day by day.
However, one can hardly think there is any future for it,
since the terrible summer heat and unhealthy water can
one day reduce it to the state of the township of Tartar
in Jvanshir100 District.”101

Waterwork. In 1897 the Government planned to
introduce water supply system into Ghazakh to keep its
inhabitants from moving to Dilijan, that was located in
the same district.102 It took the local people 23,000
rubles to implement the aforementioned project, for the
pipeline extended within a distance of 11 versts of the
city.103

Construction Activity. In 1905 a visitor wrote, “At
present Ghazakh is divided into 26 quarters, which
consist of 276 subquarters, 156 of them still under con-
struction. Most of the local single-storied, stone build-
ings represent the municipal style of architecture. The
city has a mosque and two churches, one Orthodox and
the other Armenian-Gregorian. It also boasts a market-
place located in the centre and surrounded by shopping
malls...”104

In 1905 District Head Arnold, a person of German
origin who was a fervent advocate of the city’s
progress and enlightenment, “… sold some unoccupied
territories to enrich it.”105

Ghazakh Armenians, who had been absorbed in
their daily problems before the outbreak of the
Armeno-Turkish fights between 1905 and 1906,
were severely punished for having completely neglect-
ed the organization of their self-defence. The Turks set

__________
90 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 148-149.
91 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 193.
92 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 146-147.
93 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 134.
94 Meves, V., idem, in: “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 85, p. 420.
95 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 144-145.
96 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 276.
97 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 136.

__________
98 “Kavkaz,” Tiflis, 1905, No. 24, p. 3.
99 “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No. 208. According to another source, Ghazakh

was granted municipal status in 1909 (The Azerbaijanian SSR:
Administrative-Territorial Division, p. 9).

100 In Yelizavetpol Province of the Caucasian Vice-royalty.
101 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 12, p. 162.
102 “Nor-Dar,” 1887, No. 53, p. 1.
103 “Kavkaz,” Tiflis, 1905, No. 24, p. 3.
104 Ibid. (the original reads,“Âú íàñòîÿùåå âðåìÿ Êàçàõú ðàç-

áèòú íà 26 êâàðòàëîâú, âú êîòîðûõú ñîñòîèòú 276
ó÷àñòêîâú, èçú íåçàñòðîåííûõú îñòàëîñú âñåãî 156.
Áîëüøèíñòâî ïîñòðîåêú âú Êàçàõå êàìåííûÿ, îäíî-
ýòàæíûÿ, ãîðîäñêîãî òèïà. Èìåþòñÿ ïðàâîñëàâíàÿ è
àðìÿíî-ãðèãîðèàíñêèÿ öåðêâè è ìàãîìåòàíñêàÿ ìå-
÷åòú. Ïîñðåäè ãîðîäà ðàñïîëîæåíà áàçàðíàÿ ïëîùàäü,
îêðóæåííàÿ òîðãîâûìè ðÿäàìè ëàâîêú”).

105 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 1254, p. 1.
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alight the Jaghetiants’, Melik-Israyelian’s, Gulumian’s,
Khachatrian’s and others’ houses, plundering and
destroying the local church and school. The Armenian
citizens, who had lost everything they once possessed,
could hardly have a narrow escape from extermination
by running away to Tiflis and the nearby Armenian-
populated villages.106

Archaeological Monuments. Between 1956 and
1957, the Caucasian Archaeological Expedition (head-
ed by I. Narimanov) of the Academy of Sciences of the
Republic of Azerbaijan conducted excavations in an
ancient site located at the western extremity of
Ghazakh City, in the territory of a brick mill, in the
vicinity of a hill called Saritapa. The study of the
archaeological finds revealed that the site dated back to
the beginning of the I millennium B.C.107

Population. From the very day of its foundation,
Ghazakh was populated by the Armenians. 

As a postal station, it attracted tradesmen as a most
convenient place of work. In 1885 the majority of the
local merchants were Armenians, which is confirmed
by the following record, “The population mainly con-
sists of Armenian and foreign salesmen who have come

here from different places…”108 The newly-arrived set-
tlers comprised both citizens and villagers: “Most of
the inhabitants who are resettlers from Shushi and the
nearby villages are occupied with trade and various
crafts.”109

The available statistical records on the number of
the local population represent the following picture:

Year Houses Males Females Total
1890110 50 120 110 230
1895111 248 114 362
1897112 60
1900113 300 150 450
1902114 190 151 341
1917115 60 320

In 1905 Ghazakh had 3,380 residents, the majority
of them being Turks who had numerical superiority
over the local Armenians and the small number of
Russians.116

Before the foundation of a church, a prayer-house
was built in Ghazakh, its construction lasting from
1885 until 1887.117 By 1886 some parts of the sanctu-
ary, which is also referred to as a church in certain
press publications, had already been completed. With
this regard, a quotation states, “Through the strenuous
efforts of local priest Abgarios Ter-Harutiunian, the
walls of Ghazakh’s church have already been erected.
Now at least another 300 to 500 rubles are necessary
for the accomplishment of its roof.”118

In 1890 Baku inhabitants Elizabeth Sargissiants and
her brother, forest-guard Grigor Youzbashiants, embar-
ked upon the overhaul of the prayer-house, which was
consecrated on 29 October of the same year.119

The sanctuary served the citizens of Ghazakh until
the construction of a church in 1901.120

In 1907 the parishioners of the city made a unani-
mous decision to “…reconstruct our old prayer-house
and put it at the school’s disposal.”121

St. Vardan Church. In 1885 the Armenians of
Ghazakh, who had been anxious about having their
own church since the early 1880s, initiated fund-raising
for that purpose: “…the people who are desperate for a

GHAZAKH. Archaeological finds unearthed on the hill of
Saritapa

__________
106 A-Do, idem, p. 360.
107 Narimanov, I. Archaeological Excavations in the Settlement

Site of the Hill of Saritapa  (1956 to 1957). In: “Izvestya Akademii
Nauk Azerbaijanskoy SSR,” 1959, No. 3, pp. 31-43, in Russian.

__________
108 “Nor-Dar,” 1885, No. 58, p. 1.
109 “Ardzagank,” 1897, No. 35, p. 3.
110 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 60.
111 “Ardzagank,” 1895, No. 19, p. 3.
112 “Ardzagank,” 1897, No. 35, p. 3.
113 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3905, p. 28.
114 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3907, pp. 27-28.
115 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 167.
116 “Kavkaz,” Tiflis, 1905, No. 24, p. 3.
117 “Nor-Dar,” 1887, No. 192, p. 3; No. 210, p. 2.
118 “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No. 208.
119 “Ardzagank,” 1890, No. 174, p. 2.
120 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 1254, p. 6.
121 Idem, p. 14.
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church have already embarked upon collecting
money…”122 Soon, however, turned up a person who
was willing to sponsor the construction of the sanctu-
ary: “…Gandzak inhabitant Maki Ghazariants has
applied to the leader of Tiflis Diocese for permission to
build a church in Ghazakh with his own means. The
construction expenses will amount to a minimum of
5,000 rubles. Both the priest and his flock are happy
they will soon have a magnificent church.”123

The foundations of the monument being blessed on
17 June 1889,124 Maki (Mkrtich) Jaghetiants embarked
upon work. On 22 July 1890, however, he consigned
his soul to God,125 handing down its completion to his
son Alexandre.  In the following several years (1890,126

1891,127 1895), the implementation of the project pro-
ceeded without any obstacles: “…At present a church
is under construction with Mr. Jaghetiants’
means…”128

The sanctuary was accomplished in 1901. 
“During the feast of New Sunday celebrated on 8

April” 1901, “the solemn consecration of Ghazakh’s
newly-built Armenian church was held, with Bishop
Anania, the vicar of Gandzak Diocese, officiating at the
ceremony with ten priests…”129 On the same day, a
lavish dinner party was given in honour of some 200
guests, and Alexandre Jaghetiants addressed them with
the following remarkable speech, “My late father, who
laid the foundations of St. Vardan Church, was destined
to see its walls erected only to a height of 1.5 arshins.
He failed to see it completed in his lifetime and yield-
ed up his spirit to God, charging me with its accom-
plishment. To tell the truth, I myself was in rather a
grave financial predicament at that time, but I carried

on the work, believing in the Lord’s support. As you
can see in the printed estimate of expenditures, I have
spent 18, 500 rubles on this sacred building, which I
am dedicating to my parents’ memory. My only request
to you is to keep a small corner near my parents’ graves
for my own remains.”130

A short time later, the Catholicos addressed a bull
of blessing and gratitude “…to Mr. Alexandre M.
Jaghetiants for the construction of Ghazakh’s
church…”131 Another bull entitled his descendants to
be buried in the church gavit.132

During the Armeno-Turkish fights of 1905 to 1906,
St. Vardan Church was again plundered.

Different documents and letters written between
1907 and 1912 reveal that Ghazakh inhabitants wished
to repair the church enclosure at an estimated 181
rubles. It was to be rebuilt of oak and have two gates
fortified by iron wire. For the completion of that proj-
ect, a Board of Trustees was approved with Guerasim
Baghramiants, Ivan Jaghetiants and Matthew
Baghdasariants as its members.133 Finally, in 1912 the
spiritual powers granted permission for the beginning
of the work. 

In February 1918, Ghazakh Armenians abandoned
the city for reasons of security and found haven in
Karvansara (the present-day city of Ijevan in Tavush
Marz of the Republic of Armenia). St. Vardan Church,
which had been left derelict, was plundered by some
Turkish bandits. With this regard, parish priest Zakaria
Apressiants writes the following, “…in March the
word spread that certain dark, bigoted Turkish ele-
ments had robbed and desecrated the Armenian and
Orthodox churches of the city. Unwilling to believe
that news which I regarded absolutely groundless, I
started making inquiries which came to confirm what
we had heard… The church had truly been pillaged: the
brigands had first broken its windows and then com-
mitted various actions defiling the sanctuary. In the
meantime, the authorities of Ghazakh did not bother
themselves to take any measures against that, evident-
ly finding it beyond the confines of their duties and
responsibility…”134

GHAZAKH. St. Vardan Church (photo by courtesy of S.
Darchinian)

__________
122 “Nor-Dar,” 1885, No. 58, p. 1.
123 “Nor-Dar,” 1887, No. 46, p. 3.
124 “Mshak,” 1889, No. 74, p. 3; “Ardzagank,” 1890, No. 23, p. 8.
125 “Ardzagank,” 1890, No. 23, p. 8.
126 “Ardzagank,” 1890, No. 40, p. 4.
127 “Mshak,” 1891, No. 51, p. 3.
128 “Ardzagank,” 1895, No. 19, p. 3.
129 “Mshak,” 1901, No. 87, p. 3.

__________
130 “Taraz,” 1901, No. 19, p. 220.
131 “Ararat,” 1901, p. 264. Also see National Archives of Armenia,

fund 56, list 18, file 421, p. 4.
132 “Ararat,” 1901, p. 478. Al. Jaghetiants, who died in Karvansara

on 26 August 1916, was buried in the gavit of St. Vardan Church.
The following quotation provides an account of his burial cere-
mony, “The late Jaghetiants’ funeral was also attended by some
Turkish landowners and clergymen who expressed their gratitude
to him for his great contribution to the accomplishment of the
city’s mosque.” Kharatian, H. Mkrtich and Alexandre
Jaghetiants as the Builders of Ghazakh’s St. Vardan Church. In:
“Echmiatzin,” 1994, Nos. 6-7, p. 96, in Armenian.

133 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 1254, pp. 13,
15-18, 21.

134 The Armenian Massacres in the Provinces of Baku and Yeliza-
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Priests. Zakaria Apressiants, who was ordained on
2 April 1896, served the local community untill 1918135

(Ghazakh had not had its own priest formerly). A grad-
uate of Tiflis’ Nersissian School, he had worked as a
teacher for four years,136 before occupying the post of
spiritual shepherd. 

In 1884 the issue of founding an Orthodox church
in Ghazakh was put under consideration.137 By 1905
that sanctuary had already been accomplished.138

In 1899 a Turkish mosque was built in the city and
dedicated to a certain Israfil Agha.139

The Local Armenian Institutions of Education. 
In 1873 Ghazakh had a functioning male school (its

foundation date is unknown) with a teacher and 57
pupils.140 No information is available on its activity
between 1873 and 1895.141

In 1895 the city had another functioning male
school which might be the one founded by Alexandre
Jaghetiants.142

Ghazakh also had a female school, mentioned only
in 1873, when it had a female teacher and 7 pupils.143

The available records on the activity of Ghazakh’s
unisex school represent the following picture:
Year More Info Teachers Males   Females Total
1894144 2 17 8 25
1907/08145 Single-class 16 15 31
1908/09146 2 33 25 58
1911/12147 Functioned 1 17 12 29  

on a four-year basis          
1914148 37

The institution was plundered during the Armeno-
Turkish fights of 1905 to 1906. In 1907 the local inhab-
itants applied to the spiritual powers for support “…to
repair the building of the parish school and provide it
with new desks as well as all the necessary equip-
ment.”149

GHAZAKHBEYLI
The village, founded in the early 19th century, is

situated 9 kilometres north-west of the district centre,
at an average altitude of 340 metres above sea level.  

In 1886 the nomadic community of Ghazakhbeyli
comprised 60 families with 277 people.150 The local
inhabitants amounted to 166 in 1908,151 and 175 in
1914.152

GHERAGH-KYASAMAN
Gheragh-Kyasaman lies on the right bank of the

river Kur, 16 kilometres north-east of the district cen-
tre, at an altitude of 200 to 205 metres above sea level.  

At present it is divided in two parts which original-
ly constituted distinct villages, i.e. Verin (Upper) and
Nerkin (Lower) Gheragh-Kyasaman.  

The available statistical data on the number of the
inhabitants of Verin Gheragh-Kyasaman represent the
following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886153 342 1,166 848 2,014
1908154 1,833
1914155 2,488

The population of Nerkin Gheragh-Kyasaman
formed the following number:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886156 253 753 538 1,291
1908157 1,537
1914158 1,546

In 1977 the residents of both parts of the village
together amounted to 1,306.159

GHEREKHLI
The village, established in the early 20th century,

extends 13 kilometres east of the district centre.  
In 1914 it had a population of 81.160

__________
vetpol (1918 to 1920). A Collection of Documents. Yerevan, 2003,
p. 69 (the Russian original reads, “...óæå â ìàðòå ìåñÿöå
ñòàëè äî íàñ äîõîäèòü ñëóõè î òîì, ÷òî àðìÿíñêàÿ è
ïðàâîñëàâíàÿ öåðêîâü ïîäâåðãëèñü ðàçãðàáëåíèþ è
êîùóíñòâåííîìó îòíîøåíèþ ñî ñòîðîíû ôàíàòè÷íî
íàñòðîåííûõ ìàññ. Ñ÷èòàÿ ýòè ñëóõè ëèøåííûìè
ïðàâäîïîäîáíîñòè, ÿ ñòàë íàâîäèòü áîëåå òî÷íûå
ñïðàâêè, êîèìè âïîëíå ïîäòâåðäèëîñü âñå òî, ÷òî äî
ýòîãî ãîâîðèëîñü... ðàçãðàáèëè öåðêîâü, ïðåäâàðè-
òåëüíî âûëîìàâ îêíà è ñîâåðøèâ êîùóíñòâåííûå
äåéñòâèÿ, à êàçàõñêàÿ àäìèíèñòðàöèÿ â ýòî âðåìÿ
íèêàêèõ ìåð íå ïðèíèìàëà, ñ÷èòàÿ ýòî, î÷åâèäíî, âíå
êðóãà ñâîèõ îáÿçàííîñòåé...”).

135 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 1079, p. 3.
Also see The Armenian Massacres in the Provinces of Baku and
Yelizavetpol (1918 to 1920), p. 69.

136 “Ardzagank,” 1897, No. 35, p. 3.
137 “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 52, p. 2.
138 “Kavkaz,” Tiflis, 1905, No. 24, p. 3.
139 Fatullayev, Sh. S., idem, p. 433.
140 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 492.
141 “Ardzagank,” 1895, No. 19, p. 3.
142 “Mshak,” 1916, No. 216. Benefactor Jaghetiants also donated

some money for the further activity of the school.
143 Khudoyan, S., ibid.
144 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3896, p. 34;

file 3895, p. 99.
145 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 372, p. 1. Also

see Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 492.
146 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 1849, p. 18.

Also see fund 35, list 1, file 434, p. 1.
147 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 682, p. 58.

Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 492.
148 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 492.

__________
149 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 1254, p. 13.
150 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 150-151.
151 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 266.
152 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 131.
153 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 148-149.
154 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 298.
155 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 146.
156 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 148-149.
157 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 298.
158 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 146.
159 SAE, vol. 3, p. 164.
160 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 142.
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GHEZEL-HAJILI
The village is situated on the right bank of the river

Voskepar, 16 kilometres west of the district centre,
between 590 and 640 metres of altitude above sea
level.  

In the late 19th century, the newly-founded settle-
ment consisted of several winter encampments belong-
ing to some Turkish landowners.161

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886162 56 161 125 286
1907163 390
1914164 402

GHUSHCHI-AYRUM
The village is located 22 kilometres west of the dis-

trict centre, at an altitude of 820 to 900 metres above
sea level.  

The Ayrums, representing a tribe of Turkish stock-
breeders, changed to a sedentary life in the site of a
derelict ancient Armenian village in the late 19th cen-
tury.  As of 1864, however, the nomadic community of
Ghushchi-Ayrum, that comprised 176 families, lived
scattered not only throughout the district but in the
neighbouring country as well. The following record
gives us an eloquent picture about the location of the
houses of the members of this tribe, “Four families
within twenty versts, three houses situated still farther,
i.e. within fifteen versts, another family within thirty
versts and twelve more houses within ten versts.
Besides, three families of this tribe live in Karabakh
and two in Persia. Thus, house by house should be reg-
istered to finally achieve their true number, i.e. 176
families…”165

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886166 59 221 105 326
1908167 444
1914168 462

GYOYJALI
Gyoyjali extends on the left bank of the river

Hakhum, 11 kilometres south-east of the district centre,
at an altitude of 430 to 480 metres above sea level. 

The available statistical data on the number of the
population of this Turkish village represent the follow-
ing picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886169 304 847 613 1,460
1908170 985
1914171 2,985
1981172 1,795

JAFARLI
The village is situated on the left bank of the river

Aghstev (presently turned into a water reservoir), 12
kilometres south-west of the district centre, at an alti-
tude of 480 to 510 metres above sea level.

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886173 48 134 83 217
1908174 332
1914175 302
1986176 1,579

JANALI
The village extends 3.5 kilometres north-west of

the district centre, at an altitude of 380 to 390 metres
above sea level. 

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886177 38 146 112 258
1908178 102
1914179 103

KAYMAGHLI
Kaymaghli lies 24 kilometres north-west of the dis-

trict centre, at an altitude of 400 to 480 metres above
sea level.  

It was founded by some stock-breeding Turkish
tribes which had changed to a sedentary life in the sec-
ond half of the 19th century.  

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:

__________
161 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 18-

19, 25-26, 28-30, 39-40.
162 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 82-83.
163 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 287.
164 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 141.
165 Meves, V., idem, in: “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 85, p. 420 (the Russian

original reads, “Âåðñò çà 20 îòñþäà æèâóò 4 äûìà,
äàëüøå âåðñò 15 æèâóò 3 äûìà; äàëüøå, âåðñò 30 â
ñòîðîíó, æèâåò 1 äûì; äàëüøå, âåðñòàõ â 10, æèâóò 12
äûìîâ; â Êàðàáàõå 3 äûìà, â Ïåðñèè 2 äûìà. È òàê
ïðîäîëæàåò âûñ÷èòûâàòü âñåõ ïîèìåííî, ïîêà íå
ñîñòàâèòñÿ 176 äûìîâ...”). 

166 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 148-149.
167 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 303.
168 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 149.

__________
169 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 144-145 (these figures are not trust-

worthy at all).
170 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 221.
171 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 109.
172 SAE, vol. 6, p. 111.
173 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 152-153.
174 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 242.
175 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 119.
176 SAE, vol. 10, p. 431.
177 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 144-145.
178 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 241.
179 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 118.
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Year Houses Males Females Total

1886
180 108 389 279 668

1914181 1,472
1977182 1,990

KECHASKER
This Turkish village extends 14 kilometres south-

east of the district centre.  
It was established in the late 19th century by some

cattle-breeding tribes which had already changed to a
sedentary life.  

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886183 101 433 289 722
1908184 785
1914185 1,032

KELKHALAFLI
Kelkhalafli is situated within hardly a kilometre of

the left bank of the river Aghstev, 14 kilometres north-
east of the district centre, at an average altitude of 240
metres above sea level.

In 1914 it had 216 inhabitants.186

KEMERLI
Kemerli represents a Turkish village lying on both

banks of the river Koghbopor, 26 kilometres north-
west of the district centre, at an altitude of 440 to 550
metres above sea level. 

It was established in the site of a derelict ancient
Armenian village in the second half of the 19th centu-
ry. In the early 20th century, it was divided in two parts
named Verin (Upper) and Nerkin (Lower) Kemerli,
which later united and formed a village extending at a
distance of about 5 kilometres.  

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886187 193 597 423 1,020
1914188 1,557
1980189 2,603

KHEYRIMLI
The village, which almost adjoins Kirants Village

of Tavush Marz, Republic of Armenia, in the east, is

situated 22 kilometres south-west of the district centre,
at an altitude of 660 to 700 metres above sea level.  

Originally a small village established in the early
20th century, it was enlarged by the Azerbaijani author-
ities in the Soviet years. They were guided by purely
political considerations, their action being motivated
by the strategic importance of Ijevan-Noyemberian
Highway of the Republic of Armenia.  

Kheyrimli had 75 inhabitants in 1886,190 and 78 in
1914.191

KHILKHINA (KHULKHINA)
The village extends 10 kilometres north-east of the

district centre, between 300 and 305 metres of altitude
above sea level.  

In 1914 it had a population of 311.192

KOLAIR (KOLAGIR)
Kolair is located 9 kilometres north of the district

centre, at an altitude of 310 to 320 metres above sea
level. 

The available statistical data on the number of the
local Turkish inhabitants represent the following pic-
ture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886193 33 116 73 189
1907194 298
1914195 321

KOSALAR
The village is situated 5 kilometres north of the dis-

trict centre, at an average altitude of 320 metres above
sea level.  

It was established in the late 19th century by some
cattle-breeding tribes which had changed to a sedentary
life. 

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local people represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886196 125 514 380 894
1907197 460
1914198 467
1980199 2,782

__________
180 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 144-145.
181 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 131.
182 SAE, vol. 3, p. 6.
183 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 150-151.
184 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 297.
185 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 146.
186 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 139.
187 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 146-147.
188 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 150.
189 SAE, vol. 5, p. 338.

__________
190 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 144-145.
191 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 197.
192 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 197.
193 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 146-147.
194 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 283.
195 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 139.
196 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 152-153 (these figures are, evidently,

exaggerated).
197 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 285.
198 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 140.
199 SAE, vol. 5, p. 526.
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KYOHNAGHESHLAGH
This Turkish village, dating back to the early 20th cen-

tury, lies 12 kilometres south-east of the district centre.
It was founded in the site of an ancient Armenian

village by some stock-breeding tribes which had shift-
ed to a sedentary life.  

The local inhabitants amounted to 335 in 1907,200

and 338 in 1914.201

MARXOVKA
The village, that was founded in the Soviet years,

extends 9 kilometres north-east of the district centre.  
In 1981 it had a population of 1,517.202

MAZAMLI
Mazamli represents a Turkish village located on the

left bank of the river Voskepar, 20 kilometres west of
the district centre, at an altitude of 650 to 700 metres
above sea level.  

It  was established in the site of a derelict Armenian
village in the late 19th century.  

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886203 25 62 47 109
1908204 243
1914205 245

MOLLAJAFARLI
This village, tracing back to the early 20th century,

extends 9 kilometres north-east of the district centre.  

MUSAKEY (KHANUKHLAR METZ)
The village lies on the right bank of the river

Aghstev, 5 kilometres south-west of the district centre,
at an altitude of 400 to 420 metres above sea level.  

An 18th-century watchtower, called Ditavan, is
preserved in its territory. 

In 1908206 and 1914, the local people totaled
258.207

OMARAGHALI
This Turkish village, founded in the early 20th cen-

tury, is situated on the right bank of the river Kur, 25
kilometres north-west of the district centre.  

In 1907 it had a population of 58.208

ORTA-SALAHLI
The village is located 11 kilometres north of the

district centre, at an altitude of 300 to 320 metres above
sea level.

In 1983 it had 1,123 inhabitants.209

Some tombs, dating back to the pre-Christian era,
have been discovered in the vicinity of the village.  

PIRILI
The village lies within 2 kilometres of the right

bank of the  river Kur, 13 kilometres north of the dis-
trict centre, at an average altitude of 300 metres above
sea level. 

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886210 104 343 290 633
1908211 1,152
1914212 783

POYLU
Poylu represents a Turkish village extending on the

right bank of the river Aghstev, within hardly a kilo-
metre of the confluence of the rivers Aghstev and Kur,
10 kilometres north-east of the district centre, at an alti-
tude of 210 to 220 metres above sea level.  

It was established in the site of a derelict ancient
Armenian village in the late 19th century.  

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886213 149 508 388 896
1908214 1,133
1914215 1,236
1983216 2,527

Some tombs, tracing back to the late 19th century,
have been preserved in the village territory. 

SHEKHLI-1
The village is situated on the right bank of the river

Kur, 28 kilometres north-west of the district centre, at
an altitude of 275 to 290 metres above sea level.  

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population represent the following picture:

__________
200 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 283.
201 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 139.
202 SAE, vol. 6, p. 373.
203 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 144-145.
204 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 312.
205 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 153.
206 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 204.
207 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 99.
208 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 340.

__________
209 SAE, vol. 7, p. 377.
210 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 150-151.
211 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 347.
212 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 172.
213 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 150-151.
214 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 348.
215 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 173.
216 SAE, vol. 7, p. 569.
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Year Houses Males Females Total
1886217 325 1176 881 2,057
1908218 2,400
1914219 2,570
1977220 2,209

Three 19th-century tombs have been preserved in
the village.

SHEKHLI-2
This Turkish village is located on the right bank of

the river Kur, 33 kilometres north-west of the district
centre, at an altitude of 270 to 300 metres above sea
level.  

It was founded in the second half of the 19th century.
The available scanty statistical data on the number

of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886221 318 1126 778 1,904
1908222 1,867
1914223 2,034
1979224 3,027

The village retains a tomb dating back to the late
19th century.

SOFULU
Sofulu represents a Turkish village extending on

the left bank of the river Aghstev, 16 kilometres south-
west of the district centre, at an altitude of 420 to 460
metres above sea level.  

It was founded by some stock-breeders who had
changed to a sedentary life in the late 19th century. 

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture: 17
houses with 103 inhabitants225 in 1886, and 128 resi-
dents226 in 1914. 

TATLI
The village lies on the left bank of the river

Hakhum, 10 kilometres south-west of the district cen-
tre, at an altitude of 500 to 540 metres above sea level.  

It was set up by some stock-breeders who had
changed to a sedentary life in the late 19th century. In
1886 they were referred to as ‘Tats,’ in 1914 as
‘Tatars,’ and later as ‘Azerbaijanians.’

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population represent the following picture:

Year Houses Males Females Total
1886227 229 806 518 1,324
1914228 940

URKMAZLI
Urkmazli is another Turkish village situated on the

left bank of the river Voskanapat, 9 kilometres west of
the district centre, at an altitude of 470 to 490 metres
above sea level.  

It was established in the site of an ancient derelict
Armenian village in the late 19th century.  

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture: 45
families with 260 residents in 1886,229 300230 inhabi-
tants in 1908, and 266 in 1914.231

YARADULU
The village, that adjoins the frontier of the Republic

of Armenia and Tatli Village, is located on the left bank
of the river Hakhum, 9.5 kilometres south-east of the
district centre. 

It had 151232 inhabitants in 1908, and 120 in
1914.233

YUKHARI-ASKIPARA (HIN, VERIN
VOSKEPAR)

The village, forming part of Tavush Marz of the
Republic of Armenia at present, extends on the left
bank of the river Voskepar, 28 kilometres west of the
district centre, at an altitude of 780 to 850 metres above
sea level.  

The site of the ancient Armenian village provided
shelter for some stock-breeding Turkish tribes in the
late 19th century.

It was only during the Liberation Struggle of
Artsakh that it got rid of the alien elements. 

The available scanty statistical data on the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886234 33 114 88 202
1914235 320
1980236 593

Three medieval bridges, the ruins of a castle, a
monastery complex (12th to 13th centuries) as well as
a watchtower (17th century) and a secret underground

__________
217 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 152-153.
218 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 423.
219 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 211.
220 SAE, vol. 2, p. 186.
221 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 152-153.
222 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 423.
223 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 211.
224 SAE, vol. 4, p. 413.
225 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 152-153.
226 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 182.

__________
227 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 150-151.
228 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 187.
229 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 146-147 (these figures are, evidently,

exaggerated).
230 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 387.
231 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 192.
232 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 430.
233 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 214.
234 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 144-145.
235 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 85.
236 SAE, vol. 5, p. 187.
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passage (14th century) are preserved in the village ter-
ritory. 

YUKHARI-SALAHLI
The village, dating from the late 19th century, is sit-

uated within hardly half a kilometre of the right bank of
the river Kur, 19 kilometres north-west of the district
centre, at an altitude of 230 to 240 metres above sea
level.  

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886237 345 1186 925 2,111
1908238 3,030
1914239 3,529
1980240 2,419 

YENIGYUN
The village, founded in the Soviet years, lies 8 kilo-

metres north-east of the district centre.  
In 1980 it had a population of 1,106.241

YENIKEND
The village, established in the Soviet years, extends

13 kilometres north-east of the district centre, at an
average altitude of 310 metres above sea level.  

In 1980 the local inhabitants totaled 1, 859.242

ZELIMKHAN
The village, tracing back to the Soviet years, is sit-

uated 13 kilometres north-east of the district centre, at
an altitude of 300 to 310 metres above sea level.

__________
237 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 150-151.
238 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 357.
239 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 177.
240 SAE, vol. 5, p. 187.

__________
241 SAE, vol. 5, p. 118.
242 Idem, p. 118.
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KASUM-ISMAYILOV DISTRICT

The administrative district of Kasum-Ismayilov (Gyoran), established in 1930, occupies an area of 1, 231
square kilometres and consists of 67 residential settlements, including 64 villages, 2 townships and a city. 

It borders on Khanlar, Yevlakh and Tartar Districts of the Republic of Azerbaijan as well as Martakert and
Shahumian Districts of the Republic of Nagorno Karabakh. 
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AGHAMALIOGHLU (SAFIKYURD)
Location. The village is situated 5 kilometres

north-west of the railway station of Dalmamedli, 25
kilometres north-west of the district centre, at an alti-
tude of 215 to 225 metres above sea level.

It was called Abdullahbeykurdu before 1925.1

Population. During a population census carried out
in 1886, the same members of the stock-breeding
nomadic tribe inhabiting Aghamalioghlu were regis-
tered in different places, as a result of which their true
number was highly exaggerated. 

This is subsantiated by the results of the statistical
surveys carried out in 1886 and 1914, when more than
a double reduction was observed in that number:
Year Houses Males Females Total
18862 277 817 706 1,523
19083 1,640
19144 750
19765 1,757

AHMEDABAD
The village, dating back to the Soviet years, lies 16

kilometres north-west of the district centre, at an alti-
tude of 165 to 170 metres above sea level. 

ALPOUT
Location. The village is situated in a plain 26 kilo-

metres north-west of the district centre, at an altitude of
197 to 202 metres above sea level. 

It was founded in the site of a winter encampment
in the early 20th century. 

Population. Alpout had 165 inhabitants in 1908,6

and 235 in 1914.7

AZAR-AHMEDLI
Location. The village is situated 8 kilometres

north-east of the township of Dalmamedli, 19 kilome-
tres north-west of the district centre, between 160 and
170 metres of altitude above sea level. 

Population. One of the earliest records on the
Turkish tribe of Azar-Ahmedlu dates back to 1804.8

During a population census carried out in 1886, the
same members of the tribe were registered in different
places, as a result of which their number was highly
exaggerated. 

In contrast to that, in 1914, when the tribe had
already shifted to a sedentary life by turning its former
winter encampment into a village, the population cen-
sus yielded a much smaller but trustworthy number:
Year Houses Males Females Total
18869 94 231 179 410
190810 1,078
191411 199
198612 803

AZAT (ARANI-AZAT)
Location. The village lies in a plain extending at an

altitude of 255 to 262 metres above sea level, right of
the railway of Gandzak-Yevlakh, 13 kilometres east of
Gandzak, 25 kilometres north-west of the district cen-
tre, and 27 kilometres north-east of Azat (Suluk)
Village of Khanlar District.

A Historical Introduction. Between 1948 and
1949, the inhabitants of Azat who had large arable
lands in Arani-Azat were forced into cultivating cotton;
otherwise, the Azerbaijani authorities threatened them
with the confiscation of their farming territories. Soon
about 20 local families took up permanent residence in
Arani-Azat.

In the early 1970s, the Armenians of Arani-Azat
started gradually abandoning the village, where they
had lived and worked for about a quarter of a century.
They scattered in different places, mostly returning to
Azat and leaving everything in Arani-Azat to the Turks. 

Stripped of the possibility of getting education at
national schools, the children of Arani-Azat attended a
7-year Russian school in the neighbouring village of
Aran-Mikhailovka. 

AZIZBEKOV (DALMAMEDLI)
Location. This Turkish village lies in a plain 16

kilometres north-west of the district centre, at an alti-
tude of 180 to 190 metres above sea level. 

It was established in the mid-19th century. 
Below follow the available statistical data regard-

ing its population:
Year Houses Males Females Total
188613 11 32 29 61
190814 327
191415 264
197816 464

__________
1 SAE, vol. 1, p. 98.
2 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87.
3 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 361.
4 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 179.
5 SAE, vol. 1, p. 98.
6 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 180.
7 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 87.
8 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.

__________
9 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 76-77.
10 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 175. Evidently, this number is

exaggerated.
11 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 84.
12 SAE, vol. 10, p. 127.
13 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 146-147.
14 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 235.
15 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 116.
16 SAE, vol. 4, p. 147.
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BAKHCHAKYURD
Location. This Turkish village is situated 27 kilo-

metres north-west of the district centre, at an altitude of
215 to 223 metres above sea level. 

It was founded in the Soviet years.

BALLEGHAYA
Location. The village extends 9 kilometres south-

east of the district centre. 
It was founded by some nomadic Turkish tribes which

had changed to a sedentary life in the early 20th century. 
It had 87 inhabitants in 190817 and 146 in 1914.18

BORSUNLU
Location. This densely-populated village is situated

12 kilometres north-west of the district centre, between
185 and 220 metres of altitude above sea level. 

Population. It was founded by some Turkish stock-
breeders who had shifted to a sedentary life in the late
19th century. 

During a population census carried out in 1886, the
same members of the aforementioned nomadic tribe
were registered in different places, as a result of which
their number was highly exaggerated.
Year Houses Males Females Total
188619 196 514 448 962
191420 474
197621 2,260

The village retains a tomb tracing back to the early
20th century.22

CHELABERTI
Location. The settlement is situated 6 kilometres

south-west of the district centre, at an altitude of 230 to
250 metres above sea level.

Established in the Soviet years by several Armenian
families from Getashen, it later turned into a purely
Turkish village.  

In 1987 Chelaberti had 1,210 inhabitants.23

DALMAMEDLI
Location. The village is situated 18 kilometres east

of Gandzak, 21 kilometres north-west of the district cen-
tre, at an altitude of 220 to 250 metres above sea level. 

Presently a railway station, it was granted the status
of township in 1958.24

The available data on the local population repre-
sent the following picture: 57 houses with 295 inhabi-
tants (163 males and 132 females) in 1886,25 and 143
residents in 1914.26

EYVAZALILAR
Location. The settlement, founded in the early 20th

century, lies 8 kilometres east of the district centre, at
an average altitude of 100 metres above sea level. 

It had 110 inhabitants in 1914.27

FAKHRALI
Location. The village extends 6 kilometres north of

the township of Dalmamedli, 25 kilometres north-west of
the district centre, at an altitude of 190 to 198 metres
above sea level. 

A record of 1804 mentions Fakhrali as the encamp-
ment of a stock-breeding Turkish tribe.28

The analysis of the available statistical data on the
local population reveals that a researcher can trust
only the figures registered after the aforementioned
herdsmen had changed to a sedentary life:
Year Houses Males Females Total
188629 106 300 248 548
191430 218
198531 1,787

GAMANLI
Location. Gamanli lies within hardly a kilometre of

the left bank of the river Kurak, 12 kilometres north of
the district centre, at an altitude of 85 to 90 metres
above sea level. 

It represents a Turkish village established in the late
19th century.

The available statistical data on the local population
represent the following picture: 
Year Houses Males Females Total
188632 33 123 73 196
190833 102
191434 103

GHARADAGHLU (KHANKEND)
Location. The village is situated on the left bank of

the river Kurak, in a slightly slanting and north-east-
facing plain lying in the area of its lower course, 21

__________
17 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 197.
18 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 96.
19 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79.
20 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 101.
21 SAE, vol. 2, p. 254.
22 Fatullayev, Sh. S., idem, p. 433.
23 SAE, vol. 10, p. 302.
24 SAE, vol. 3, p. 398.

__________
25 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79.
26 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 115.
27 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 212.
28 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
29 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87.
30 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 193.
31 SAE, vol. 9, Baku, 1986, p. 540.
32 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 82-83. For reasons already specified,

this number cannot be considered reliable.
33 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 218.
34 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 107.
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kilometres north-west of the district centre, between
330 and 360 metres  of altitude above sea level. 

The Origin of the Toponym. Until the 1880s, it
was mentioned by the name of Gharadaghlu, but the
sources of the subsequent periods refer to it as
Khankend. The former derives from Gharadagh, i.e.
the birthplace of part of the local inhabitants: “Some of
them resettled here from Gharadagh, Persia; hence the
name of the present-day village.”35

Population. Below follows a list (1839) of the
inhabitants of Gharadaghlu which is of great value
from the standpoint of the history of local families: 

“1 Harutiun Melikjanov, his wife Anayi as well as his
sons Hayrapet and Ghazar; 

2 Hakob Sargisov, his wife Nabat as well as their sons Ye-
ghiazar and Hovsep; 

3 Arustam Gabrielov, his wife Mariam, their daughter Ye-
ghisabet as well as their sons Gevorg and Harutiun;

4 Verdi Kavoanov, his wife Yetar, his daughter Yeghisa-
bet as well as his sons Petros and Gevorg;

5 Hovhannes Abrahamov, his wife Horomsim as well as
his sons Vardan and Harutiun; Hovhannes’ brother Mkrtich,
his wife Sanam and their son Abraham; 

6 Poghos Tumayov, his wife Zanazan, his daughter
Dastakul as well as his sons Hayrapet, Galust, Tsakan, Sargis
and Harutiun; 

7 Ghazar Ohanesov, his mother Horom and his wife Sona; 
8 Verdi Tatarov and his wife Shoghi; 
9 Mkrtum Khachaturov, his wife Sarah and their son

Hovhannes; 
10 Arakel Harutiunov, his mother Yetar and his sister Herik; 
11 Arzuman Hovsepov and his mother Rehan; 
12 Stepan Ghukassov, his wife Mariam as well as their

sons Hovakim, Harutiun, Galust, Margar and Hambardzum; 
13 Movses Bodalov, his wife Vari as well as their chil-

dren Shoghi and  Hayrapet; 
14 Pala Tekanov, his wife Mariam and his son Hovhannes; 
15 Gevorg Allahverdov, his wife Horomsim, their sons

Aghajan, Astvatzatur and Harutiun as well as their daughters
Yeghisabet and Gyuli; 

16 Khachatur Tevanov, his wife Ahar and his mother Rehan;
17 Vardazar Martirosov and his wife Hori; 
18 Simon Sargisov, his wife Yeghisabet as well as his

sons Harutiun and Khachatur; 
19 Adam Tanghriverdian, his wife Mariam and their son

Astvatzatur; Adam’s sister Tamam, his brother Habul and his
wife Vardi; 

20 Hayrapet Harutiunian, his wife Zanazan as well as
their sons Allahverdi, Sargis and Grigor; 

21 Harutiun Ohanessov, his wife Horom as well as their
daughters Sayi and Anayi; 

22 Hovhannes Tuniov, his daughter-in-law, widow Anayi
as well as his daughters Sabed and Zanazan; 

23 Harutiun Ghukassov, his mother Horom and his wife
Sabed; 

24 Grigor Niazov, his wife Shahkhanum as well as their
sons Poghos and Sargis; Grigor’s brother Sahak, his wife

Sanam, their daughter Pari as well as their sons Harutiun,
Hovhannes and Hovsep; 

25 Ohanjan Khachaturov, his wife Javi as well as their
daughters Mariam, Herik and Sandukht; 

26 Galust Melkumov, his wife Mariam, their sons Kocha-
ri and Nerses as well as their daughters Vardi and Heriknaz; 

27 Harutiun Danelov, his wife Sona, their son Sargis as
well as their daughters Mariam, Sarah and Heghnan; 

28 Grigor Harutiunov and his mother Rehan; 
29 Ohannes Martirosov, his wife Katan, their daughter

Javahir as well as their sons Hovsep, Movses and Harutiun; 
30 Mkrtum and Grigor Ghazarian with their mother Tellu;
31 Martiros Harutiunov, his mother Horom, his wife Sho-

ghi and their son Astvatzatur; 
32 Pilippos Yepremian, his wife Nazlu and their daughter

Sazlu.”36

The available statistical data on the number of Gha-
radaghlu’s population between the 19th century and
1917 represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
183937 32 81 62 143
184538 109 91 200
184739 102 74 186
184940 70 63 133
185241 80 64 144
186142 20
186643 29 118 103 221
187244 170 146 316
187345 263
187546 277
187647 234
187748 157 140 297
187849 161 136 297
188150 172 147 319
188251 177 151 328
188352 181 152 333
188553 152 134 286
188654 86 189 174 363
188755 167 144 311

__________
35 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, pp. 279-280; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak

District, p. 307.

__________
36 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 26.
37 Ibid.
38 Idem, file 3811, pp. 5-6.
39 Idem, file 3814, pp. 97-98.
40 Idem, file 3818, pp. 95-96.
41 Idem, file 3819, pp. 105-106.
42 Idem, file 3835, pp. 147-148.
43 Idem, file 3848, p. 57.
44 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63.
45 Idem, file 3864, pp. 39-40.
46 Idem, file 3866, pp. 44-45.
47 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
48 Idem, file 3869, pp. 54-55.
49 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
50 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
51 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
52 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
53 Idem, file 3877, p. 29.
54 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87. According to another source, the

village had 40 houses in the same year (“Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
19, p. 279).

55 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 72.
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188856 174 148 322
188957 175 152 327
189058 183 158 341
189159 174 166 340
189260 178 164 342
189361 176 165 341
189462 193 172 365
189763 189 182 371
189864 197 183 380
189965 208 189 397
190066 207 189 396
190167 209 185 394
190268 217 191 408
190569 220 205 425
190670 258 225 483
190771 470
190872 69 244 229 473
190973 246 239 485
191074 246 238 484
191275 245 238 483
191376 70
191477 180
191778 80 495

As is apparent from this table, the village popula-
tion constantly grew during the aforementioned period. 

In 1977 Gharadaghlu had 1,231 inhabitants, most
of whom were Turks.79

The village was stripped of its Armenian residents
in the aftermath of the forced deportation of 1988.

The Armeno-Turkish Fights between 1905 and
1906. In the autumn of 1905, the Turkish mob mount-
ed an attack against Gharadaghlu, that was surrounded

by Turkish villages, totally isolated from the region’s
Armenian-inhabited villages. On 17 November, two
Armenians were killed in a nearby mill. Three days
later, the local people somehow broke through the
enemy encirclement and found refuge in Getashen
Village of Khanlar District, their derelict houses being
immediately plundered and burnt down by the Turks.80

After a three-month stay in the aforementioned village,
Gharadaghlu Armenians moved to Gandzak.81

Suppressing their fears, between 1906 and 1907,
the former residents of Gharadaghlu went to their
ruined village to farm the land, the local church, the
only roofed building throughout the village, serving
them as a night shelter.82

After peace had been restored in the region, the inhab-
itants of Gharadaghlu returned to their birthplace and start-
ed reviving it. That was evident in 1913, when “…the vil-
lagers were likely to overcome their financial predicament
and improve their conditions within a short time…”83

Numerous archive documents (1847, 1849, 1852)84

mention the local church of St. Gevorg as an earthen
building of wooden roof, but the exact date of its foun-
dation is unknown. Beginning with 1861, it is spoken
about as a stone structure bearing the same name.85

Fortunately, the construction inscription of the sanc-
tuary was copied and published in due time. It reveals
that the stone church replaced the older one in 1855: 

1855 ³ÙÇ 20 Ù³ñïÇ Ç ë¿ñ ëÇñ»ÉÇ Ñ³Ûñ»Ý-
»³ó, áñ¹áó ëÇûÝÇ ÷áùáõÝó ¨ Ù»Í³ó. ³Ûë ï³-
×³ñ ÷áùñÇÏ Ç ÑÇÙ³Ýó ³ÝïÇ, µ³ñ»å³ßï Ï³-
Ùûù ³ëï Ï³éáõó³ÝÇ, ë»åÑ³Ï³Ý ³ñ¹»³Ùµù
Ù»ÍÇ ÇßË³ÝÇ ³Õ³ èáõëï³ÙÇ áñ¹áÛ ¸³ÝÇ¿-
ÉÇ, Û³ÝáõÝ ëñµáÛÝ ¶¿áñ·³Û Ù»ÍÇ, ßù»Õ Ñ³Ý¹Ç-
ëÇõ ³ëï¿Ý ûÍ³ÝÇ:

transl.: On 20 March 1855, in memory of my
dear compatriots... I laid the foundations of this
small church by the Lord’s good will, with the
means of Daniel, the son of great Prince, Agha
Rustam [and] had it dedicated to St. Gevorg at a
solemn ceremony.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
19, p. 280. 

Note: M. Barkhutariants refers to the same source in his repub-
lication of the inscription (idem, p. 53).

The church, inside which its builder’s remains were
interred,86 served as a repository for St. Gevorg’s and

__________
56 Idem, file 3882, p. 130.
57 Idem, file 3884, pp. 226-227.
58 Idem, file 3887, p. 149.
59 Idem, file 3889, p. 148.
60 Idem, file 3891, p. 120.
61 Idem, file 3895, pp. 77-78.
62 Idem, file 3896, pp. 71-72.
63 Idem, file 3899, pp. 146-147.
64 Idem, file 3897, p. 168.
65 Idem, file 3903, pp. 125-126.
66 Idem, file 3905, pp. 90-91.
67 Idem, file 3906, pp. 96-97.
68 Idem, file 3907, pp. 22-23.
69 Idem, file 3912, pp. 265-266.
70 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
71 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
72 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 11.

According to another source of 1908, Gharadaghlu had 149 resi-
dents that year (Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 273).

73 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä56, list 18, file 764, p. 116.
74 National Archives of Armenia,fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 56-57.
75 Idem, file 3919, pp. 61-62.
76 “Horizon,” 1913, No. 177, p. 4.
77 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 195. This number seems far from

trustworthy.
78 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166.
79 SAE, vol. 3, p. 57.

__________
80 A-Do, idem, p. 332.
81 “Mshak,” 1906, No. 64, 24 March, p. 2.
82 A-Do, ibid.
83 “Horizon,” 1913, No. 177, p. 4.
84 National Archives of Armenia,fund 53, list 1, file 3814, pp. 97-98;

file 3818, pp. 95-96; file 3819, p. 105.
85 Idem, file 3835, pp. 147-148; file 33874, p. 30.
86 “Ardzagank,” ibid.
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St. Minas’ relics: “...in 1871 the former proprietors of
the mill, i.e. Tiflis inhabitants Nikoghayos and
Hripsime Hakhverdiants, took them out of their wood-
en shrines and placed them in some silver closets...”87

In November 1905, the Turkish mob plundered and
dilapidated St. Gevorg Church and the chapel of the
pilgrimage site of Sourb Nahatak (the Armenian equiva-
lent for ‘Holy Martyr’), situated on the left bank of the
river Kurak, 200 metres south of the village.88

In  1911 the Religious Department of Gandzak
decided to donate some books to St. Gevorg Church,
that had suffered heavy damage.89

The Local Priests. In 1869 “clergyman Sargis Ter-
Arakeliants, an inhabitant of Gharadaghlu” was
ordained “to serve St. Gevorg Church of the Armenian
village of Gharadaghlu.”90

He held his post until at least 1910, also performing
priestly duties for the community of Khoylar Village.91

One of the earliest records on the parochial school
of Gharadaghlu dates back to 1874.92

According to a press publication of 1887, it remained
closed without any immediate prospects of future reopening:

“The villagers have built a small, two-room school
at their own expense in the south of the church.
Unfortunately, however, at present one of its rooms
serves as a barn for a certain gentleman from Gandzak.
The other, where Armenian children were to learn their
mother tongue, shelters some Persian Jvars. These peo-
ple do not pay any rent for their stay in the building;
moreover, they constantly damage it by making a fire
right in the middle of the room and thus blackening both
its walls and ceiling. When the issue of the reopening of
Armenian schools became a subject of wide discussion
everywhere, Khankend Armenians stated, “We are
going to open our school, too.” So far, however, they
have not taken any actions for that purpose…”93

In 1913 the inhabitants of Gharadaghlu embarked
upon the construction of a state Russian school.94

The aforementioned mill, which enjoyed wide-
spread fame, constantly attracted the attention of dif-
ferent topographers. Thus, a record states, “The village
is adjoined by a magnificent mill belonging to a certain
Mr. Hakhverdiants from Tpkhis. It consists of many
large buildings and is furnished with European equip-
ment, thanks to which it yields 500 poods of flour per
day.”95

A press publication of 1899 mentions a certain N.
Pridoniants & Company from Tiflis as the proprietor of
the mill.96

As already stated above, some Turkish bandits
killed two Armenians in this mill in 1905: “On 17
November, two Armenians were murdered in
Fridonov’s mill located within half a verst of
Gharadaghlu. One of the victims was its manager.”97

GHARAMUSALI
Location. The village is situated 14 kilometres

north of the district centre, at an altitude of 100 to 110
metres above sea level.

It was founded in the late 19th century by the
Turkish tribe of Gharamusali, which had changed to a
sedentary life.  

Population. Due to their nomadic mode of life, the
same members of the tribe were registered in different
places, as a result of which their number was highly exag-
gerated. With this connection, a researcher wrote the fol-
lowing in 1865, “For example, let us take Gharamusanli
Village: according to some documents, it comprises 50
families, but actually they amount to only 26...”98

The same is true of the population census carried
out in 1886, when 129 houses with 540 inhabitants
(303 males and 237 females) were recorded in the vil-
lage.99 In contrast to that, the statistical data regarding
the years 1908100 and 1914,101 i.e. 246 and 292 resi-
dents respectively, are far more trustworthy.

GHARAPIRIMLI
Location. This Turkish village extends on the right

bank of the river Kurak, 11 kilometres north of the district
centre, at an altitude of 105 to 115 metres above sea level. 

In the late 19th century, it belonged to landowners
Nazar Melik-Shahnazarian and Lazar Emmanuelian
Lazariants from Voskanapat Village of Khanlar District.102

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886103 18 59 52 111
1908104 84
1914105 45

__________
87 Priest Emmanuel Nazarian. Impressions of Gandzak. In: “Nor-

Dar,” 1899, No. 85, p. 2.
88 National Archives of Armenia,fund 53, list 1, file 3764, p. 278.
89 “Ararat,” 1911, p. 522.
90 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 5394, p. 10.
91 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 3, file 52, p. 28.
92 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä458, list 1, file 184, p. 7.
93 “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No. 6.
94 “Horizon,” 1913, No. 71, p. 3; ibid., N 79, p. 3. 
95 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 280.

__________
96 “Nor-Dar,” 1899, No. 85, p. 2.
97 A-Do, idem, p. 332.
98 Meves, V., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 88, p. 440 (the orig-

inal reads, “Äà âîò, õîòÿ áû äåðåâíÿ Êàðàìóñàíëû. Â
ýòîé äåðåâíå ïî êàìåðàëüíîìó îïèñàíèþ çàïèñàíî 50
äûìîâ, à â íàòóðå èõ òîëüêî 26...”).

99 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 82-83.
100 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 276.
101 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 135.
102 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 8-9.
103 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79. Apparently, this number is

exaggerated.
104 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 276.
105 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 136.
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GHARASULEYMANLI
A Turkish village founded in the Soviet years, it

adjoins the district centre in the south-west.

GHARASUNCHU
The village is situated 18 kilometres north-west of

the district centre, at an altitude of 140 to 143 metres
above sea level.

It was founded by some stock-breeding Turkish
tribes which had shifted to a sedentary life in the early
20th century.  

In 1914 Gharasunchu had 119 inhabitants.106

GHASUMBEYLI
Location. The village extends 13 kilometres south-

east of the district centre. 
It was founded by some cattle-breeding Turkish

tribes which had changed to a sedentary life in the late
19th century. 

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886107 17 75 47 122
1908108 257
1914109 35

GHAZAKHLAR (MOLLA-ISMAYILI)
Location. The village is situated 11 kilometres

north-west of the district centre, at an altitude of 170 to
175 metres above sea level. 

At the close of the 19th century, Molla-Ismayili
belonged to Turkish landowners Melik Mahmed Bey and
Mustafa Bey Shafibekov together with the villages of
Shaf, Arapli, Nashmir, Gyoranli and Iydali-Ghurugh.110

During the period between the late 19th and early
20th centuries, the number of the local population was
reliably entered in the statistical registers only after
they had shifted to a sedentary life. Thus, in 1908 the
village had 185 inhabitants111 whose number had
dropped to 139 by 1914.112

In contrast to the aforementioned, during their
nomadic life, the same inhabitants of the village were
oft-registered in different places, as a result of which
their number was highly exaggerated. Thus, in 1886 65
houses were recorded with 379 inhabitants.113

GHAZANBULAGH
Location. The present-day township of

Ghazanbulagh lies 12 kilometres west of the district
centre (Hin, i.e. Older Ghazanbulagh is situated 5 kilo-
metres south-west). 

A Historical Introduction. The estate of Ghazan-
bulagh, which occupied an area of 2,000 dessiatinas,
belonged to the Melik-Hovsepians until the region
joined Russia.114

In the late 19th century, the site of these dominions
served for the foundation of a Turkish village of the
same name which was granted the status of township in
1949.115

Population. By 1864 the nomadic community of the
village had not changed to a sedentary life yet, and lived
scattered even in the neighbouring provinces.116 The
available statistical data on their number represent the
following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886117 118 258 298 556
1907118 62
1976119 600

GHAZANCHI 
Location. The village is situated 9 kilometres

north-west of the district centre, at an altitude of 135 to
145 metres above sea level. 

In the late 19th century, Ghazanchi and Gharapiri-
mli belonged to landowners Nazar Melik-Shahnazarian
and Lazar Emmanuelian Lazariants from Voskana-
pat.120

GHEREKHLI (MISKINLI)
Location. Gherekhli extends on the left bank of the

river Kurak, 12 kilometres north-west of the district
centre, at an altitude of 107 to 112 metres above sea
level. 

It was founded in the early 20th century by the
Miskinli tribe of Turkish stock-breeders who had
changed to a sedentary life.

In 1914 it had a community of 63 inhabitants.121

GHEZEL HAJILI
Location. One of the most densely-populated

Turkish villages in the region, Ghezel Hajili lies 6 kilo-
metres south-east of the district centre. 

__________
106 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 136.
107 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 80-81. Evidently, this number is exag-

gerated.
108 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 279. Evidently, this number is

exaggerated.
109 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 137.
110 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 15-16.
111 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 324.
112 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79.
113 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 160.

__________
114 Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 251.
115 SAE, vol. 2, p. 559. 
116 Meves, V., op. cit., in: "Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 85, p. 420.
117 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 88-89. For reasons already specified,

this number cannot be considered reliable.
118 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 265.
119 SAE, vol. 2, p. 559.
120 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 8-9.
121 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 159.
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It was inhabited by the members of the Miskinli
tribe who totaled 174 in 1908,122 1,210 in 1914,123 and
4,993 in 1977.124

In the late 19th century, a mosque was built in the
village.125

GHUSHCHULAR
The village, whose foundation traces back to the

Soviet years, is situated 22.5 kilometres north-west of
the district centre, at an average altitude of 210 metres
above sea level.

GYORANLI
Location. The village is situated on the right bank of

the river Kurak, 11 kilometres north-west of the district
centre, at an altitude of 148 to 152 metres above sea level. 

In the late 19th century, Gyoranli belonged to Turkish
landowners Melik Mahmed Bey and Mustafa Bey
Shafibekov together with the villages of Shaf, Arapli,
Nashmir, Iydali-Ghurugh and Mollah-Ismayili.126

The available data on the number of the local pop-
ulation represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886127 91 209 156 365
1906128 45
1914129 219

GYOYNIYAN
Location. The village, dating back to the Soviet

years, lies 19 kilometres north-west of the district cen-
tre, at an altitude of 158 to 165 metres above sea level. 

GYULMAMEDLI (MISKINLI)
Location. This Turkish village extends on the left

bank of the river Kurak, 11.5 kilometres  north-west of
the district centre, at an altitude of 118 to 122 metres
above sea level.

It was founded in the early 20th century.
In 1914 it had a population of 63.130

HAJALILI
Location. Hajalili is situated 15 kilometres south-

west of the district centre. 
It was established by some stock-breeding tribes which

had changed to a sedentary life in the late 19th century.

The village had a population of 208 in 1914.131

JINLI-BOLUSLU
The village is located 6 kilometres north-east of the

district centre, at an average altitude of 100 metres
above sea level.

It was founded by the Jinli cattle-breeding tribe,
which had shifted to a sedentary life. 

Population. The available statistical data regarding
the number of the local inhabitants represent the fol-
lowing picture: 
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886132 206 582 412 994
1908133 668
1914134 868
1986135 981

JINLI-ZEYNALI (ZEYNAL-JINLU)
The village, founded by some cattle-breeders in the

early 20th century, is situated 3 kilometres east of the
district centre.

KARKUJAK
Location. The village extends in the valley of one

of the right branches of the river Sevjur, 14 kilometres
south-west of the district centre. 

It was founded in the early 20th century by some
Turkish herdsmen who had changed to a sedentary life. 

Karkujak had 195 inhabitants in 1914,136 and 526 in
1977.137

KASUM-ISMAYILOV
(GYORANBOY-AHMEDLI)

Location. The city of Kasum-Ismayilov, which is
the centre of the district of the same name, is situated
30 kilometres west of Yevlakh and 37 kilometres south-
east of Gandzak. 

It had the status of township between 1958 and 1966.
The available data on the number of the local pop-

ulation represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886138 335 968 625 1,593
1908139 1,940
1914140 907

__________
122 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 287. Apparently, this number is

exaggerated.
123 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 141.
124 SAE, vol. 3, p. 161. According to the highly exaggerated statis-

tical data of 1886, the village had 23 houses with 150 inhabitants
(A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79).

125 Fatullayev, Sh. S., idem, p. 433.
126 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 15-16.
127 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79. For reasons already specified,

this number cannot be considered reliable.
128 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 223.
129 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 109.
130 Idem, p. 159.

__________
131 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 106.
132 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 80-81.
133 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 244.
134 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 120.
135 SAE, vol. 10, p. 439.
136 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 136.
137 SAE, vol. 3, p. 70.
138 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79. For reasons already specified,

this number cannot be considered reliable.
139 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 223.
140 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 109.
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KHANKARVEND
Location. Khankarvend lies 16 kilometres south-

east of the district centre. 
In the late 19th century, it belonged to four Turkish

landowners.141

The present-day village was founded in the late
19th century by some Turkish tribes which had
changed to a sedentary mode of life.

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886142 284 947 692 1,639
1908143 2,180
1914144 1,200
1986145 4,733

KHASADARLI
Location. The village extends 13 kilometres north-

west of the district centre, between 140 and 145 metres
of altitude above sea level. 

It was established in the early 20th century by some
Turkish stock-breeders.

Khasadarli had a population of 44 in 1914.146

KHINALI
Location. The village, founded in the early 20th cen-

tury, is situated 15 kilometres north-west of the district
centre, at an altitude of 120 to 125 metres above sea level. 

In 1986 the local inhabitants totaled 634.147

KHOYLI (KHOYLAR, JARKYALAR)
Location. The village,nowadays officially called

Khoyli, extends in a slightly slanting plain lying on the left
bank of the river Kurak, a kilometre south-west of
Gharadaghlu, 22 kilometres west of the district centre, at an
altitude of 375 to 410 metres above sea level. 

The Origin of the Toponym. It is also known by the
name of Jarkyalar deriving from a site of the same name
where it was established. Khoylar, another name used with
reference to it, comes from Khoy, i.e. the birthplace of the
Armenian resettlers who were to become the founders of
this village.148

Foundation. In 1844 “…14 families of Khoyli inhabi-
tants took up residence in Jarkalar, situated near the village
of Gharadaghlu...”149

The available statistical data on the number of the local
population between 1844 and 1981 represent the following
picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1844150 14 37 33 70   
1845151 53 51 104
1847152 62 53 115
1849153 51 43 94
1852154 55 48 103
1861155 10
1866156 11 44 43 87
1872157 90 75 165
1873158 164
1875159 165
1876160 162
1877161 90 83 173
1878162 86 78 164
1881163 85 68 153
1882164 85 65 150
1883165 86 66 152
1885166 80 67 147
1886167 40 89 83 172
1887168 64 62 126
1888169 59 57 116
1889170 58 57 115
1890171 62 56 118
1891172 61 60 121
1892173 60 56 116
1893174 66 62 128
1894175 69 72 141
1897176 65 63 128

__________
141 National Archives of Armenia, fund  93, list 1, file 388, pp. 62-63.
142 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 150-151.
143 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 393.
144 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 195.
145 SAE, vol. 10, p. 47.
146 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 196.
147 SAE, vol. 10, p. 89.
148 Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 307.
149 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3809, p. 31.

According to another source, Khoy Armenians settled there in
1828 (Lalayan, Yer., ibid.).

__________
150 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3809, p. 31.
151 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3811, pp. 5-6.
152 Idem, file 3814, pp. 97-98.
153 Idem, file 3818, pp. 95-96.
154 Idem, file 3819, pp. 105-106. 
155 Idem, file 3835, pp. 147-148.
156 Idem, file 3848, p. 57.
157 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63.
158 Idem, file 3864, pp. 39-40.
159 Idem, file 3866, pp. 44-45.
160 Idem, file. 3868, pp. 57-58.
161 Idem, file 3869, pp. 54-55.
162 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
163 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
164 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
165 National Archives of Armenia,fund 53, list 1, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
166 Idem, file 3877, p. 29.
167 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87. Another source mentions 20

houses for the same year (“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 280).
168 Idem, file 3880, p. 72.
169 Idem, file 3882, p. 130.
170 Idem, file 3884, pp. 226-227.
171 Idem, file 3887, p. 149.
172 Idem, file 3889, p. 148.
173 Idem, file 3891, p. 120.
174 Idem, file 3895, pp. 77-78.
175 Idem, file 3896, pp. 71-72.
176 Idem, file 3899, pp. 146-147.
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1898177 66 66 132
1899178 71 69 140
1900179 76 71 147
1901180 74 73 147
1902181 80 76 156
1905182 85 80 165
1906183 110 90 200
1907184 191
1908185 36 108 88 196
1909186 111 91 202
1910187 114 94 208
1912188 123 99 222
1917189 40 273
1981190 6

The Armeno-Turkish Fights between 1905 and
1906. In the autumn of 1905, the inhabitants of Khoyli
moved first to the neighbouring village of Gharadaghlu
and then Getashen out of security considerations. In
November of the same year, the Turkish mob set the
village alight (its reconstruction was still underway in
1913).191

Sourb Astvatzatzin Church. Khoyli remained
devoid of a church until the early 1850s so that the nec-
essary religious ceremonies were either performed in
the church of Gharadaghlu, or a clergyman was invited
from the neighbouring villages. 

According to an archive document of 1861,192

Khoyli had a church called Sourb Astvatzatzin; hence
we can conclude that it was built in the second half of
the 1850s. 

In 1886 the issue of the overhaul of that “simple,
dark and dilapidated” monument was put forward.193

Oral discussion was soon followed by the beginning of
its renovation, “…the local people themselves assum-
ing all the burden of the work.”194

In the days of the Armeno-Turkish fights between
1905 and 1906, the Turkish bandits plundered and
destroyed Sourb Astvatzatzin Church.195 After peace

had been restored, the inhabitants of Khoyli returned to
their homes and repaired the monument.

In 1911 Sourb Astvatzatzin received some church
books from the Religious Department of Gandzak.196

In 1914 the newly-repaired sanctuary was conse-
crated by Diocese Leader Levon the Bishop.197

In 1935 the church started serving as an office. By
the early 1980s, its building had been reduced to a
semi-ruined state. 

In 1910 Priest Sargis Ter-Arakeliants from
Gharadaghlu served in Khoyli.198

KURBANZADE 
Location. The village is situated 8 kilometres north

of the township of Dalmamedli, and 26 kilometres
north-west of the district centre. 

Established in the Soviet years, it was within the
jurisdiction of the Village Council of Fakhrali. 

A village site called Kermezi-Ghazakhlar extends
on the right bank of the Korcha, i.e. the right branch of
the river Gandzak, a kilometre north of Kurbanzade.

In the late 19th century, it belonged to Abdullah
Bey Allahverdi Bey oghli Safikyurdski.199

Between the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the
inhabitants of Kermezi-Ghazakhlar were reliably regis-
tered in statistical sources only after they had shifted to
a sedentary life: thus, in 1914 they amounted to 66.200

In contrast to that, during their nomadic life, the
same people were registered in different places, as a
result of which their true number was highly exagger-
ated. Thus, in 1886 53 houses were recorded with 216
inhabitants.201

Kermezi-Ghazakhlar was stripped of its population
in the Soviet years.

KYALAK
Location. Kyalak is situated 16 kilometres north-

west of the district centre, at an altitude of 140 to 145
metres above sea level. 

In the late 19th century, some stock-breeding tribes
took up permanent residence in the village, which
belonged to numerous Turkish landowners.202

In 1908 it had a community of 130.203

KYURAKCHAY
Location. Kyurakchay, that represents a township

adjoining one of the stations of Baku-Gandzak

__________
177 Idem, file 3897, p. 168.
178 Idem, file 3903, pp. 125-126.
179 Idem, file 3905, pp. 90-91.
180 Idem, file 3906, pp. 96-97.
181 Idem, file 3907, pp. 22-23.
182 Idem, file 3912, pp. 265-266.
183 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
184 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
185 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 11.
186 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 764, p. 116.
187 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 56-57.
188 Idem, file 3919, pp. 61-62.
189 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166.
190 Attested by the villagers themselves.
191 “Horizon,” 1913, No. 177, p. 4.
192 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3835, pp. 147-148.
193 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 280.
194 Ibid.
195 National Archives of Armenia,fund 53, list 1, file 3764, p. 278.

__________
196 “Ararat,” 1911, p. 522.
197 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2644, p. 22.
198 National Archives of Armenia, fund 458, list 1, file 184, p. 7.
199 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 32-33.
200 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 148.
201 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 76-77.
202 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 40-41.
203 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 306.
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Railroad, is situated 9 kilometres north-west of the dis-
trict centre.

In the early 20th century, a Turkish village was
founded in its site. 

In 1906 it had 24 inhabitants.204

MESHADIGHARALAR (JINLU)
The village, extending 6 kilometres east of the dis-

trict centre, was founded in the early 20th century by
the Jinlu tribe of Turkish cattle-breeders who had
changed to a sedentary life.

MIKHAYLOVKA
Location. The village, at present inhabited by

Turks, is situated 12 kilometres east of Gandzak City,
26 kilometres north-west of the district centre, at an
average altitude of 240 metres above sea level. 

It was founded in the late 19th century by some
Russian resettlers who had established another village
of the same name near Azat (Suluk) Village of Khanlar
District. 

MUZUDULAR
Location. The village, founded in the Soviet years,

lies 18 kilometres north-west of the district centre,
between 200 and 220 metres of altitude above sea
level. 

In 1982 its inhabitants amounted to 900.205

NADIRKEND
Nadirkend is located on the right bank of the river

Kurak, 14 kilometres north-west of the district centre,
at an altitude of 210 to 230 metres above sea level.

It represents a Turkish village dating back to the
Soviet years.

NIZAMI (MOLLA-AVAZLI)
Location. The village lies on the left bank of the

river Kurak, 6 kilometres south-west of the township of
Dalmamedli, 24 kilometres north-west of the district
centre, between 320 and 350 metres of altitude above
sea level. 

It was founded in the late 19th century by some stock-
breeding Turkish tribes which had shifted to a sedentary
life.

The local community comprised 327 people in
1908,206 and 159 in 1914.207

RAHIMLI
The village extends 4 kilometres south-west of the

district centre.
It was founded in the early 20th century by some

herdsmen, and had a population of 795 in 1983.208

Several tombs, tracing back to the period between
the 18th and 19th centuries, are preserved in its territory.

SAFIKYURD
Location. The village is situated in the valley of

one of the branches of the river Sevjur, 7 kilometres
south of the district centre. 

In the late 19th century, Safikyurd, that comprised
several encampments of stock-breeding Turkish tribes,
belonged to some Turkish landowners.209

Population. During the period between the late 19th
and early 20th centuries, the members of the cattle-breed-
ing tribe of Safikyurd were reliably registered in statisti-
cal sources only after they had changed to a sedentary
mode of life. Thus, in 1908  570,210 and in 1914 498
inhabitants were recorded.211 In contrast to that, during
their nomadic life, the same people were counted in dif-
ferent places, as a result of which their true number was
highly exaggerated: for instance, in 1886 Safikyurd
allegedly had 176 houses with 1,101 dwellers.212

In the early 20th century, a tomb was built in the village.213

SAMEDABAD (KARKUJAK)
Location. The village extends 7 kilometres east of

the township of Dalmamedli, 14 kilometres north-west
of the district centre, at an altitude of 170 to 180 metres
above sea level. 

In the early 20th century, it was populated by some
stock-breeding Turkish tribes, and had a community of
80 in 1914.214

SAROV
Location. The village lies on the left bank of the

river Kurak, half a kilometre south of the railway line,
22 kilometres west of the district centre, at an altitude
of 240 to 250 metres above sea level. 

Two stories are generally associated with the foun-
dation of Sarov. According to one of them, it was
established in the second half of the 18th century by the
last representatives of Krzen Armenians, most of whom
had been captured and taken to Daghestan.215 The other
holds that it was founded by some resettlers from a vil-

__________
204 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 305.
205 SAE, vol. 7, p. 86.
206 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 324. Apparently, this number is

exaggerated.
207 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 159. According to the highly

exaggerated statistical data of 1886, the village had 42 houses
with 256 inhabitants (A Statistical Survey..., pp. 88-89).

__________
208 SAE, vol. 8, p. 11.
209 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 26-28.
210 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 361.
211 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 179.
212 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87.
213 Fatullayev, Sh. S., ibid.
214 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 136.
215 “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No. 119, p. 2.
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lage of the same name located in Partav (Uti-
Arandznak) District of Utik Province of Metz Hayk.216

In any case, Sarov Armenians can be considered
natives of the village, for neither Krzen nor Maralian
(Begum) Sarov was situated very far from the village. 

A Historical Introduction. In the late 19th centu-
ry, Sarov belonged to the Kamsarakans’ family of
landowners.217

The local Turks enjoying triple numerical superior-
ity over the Armenians in 1886, the latter decided to
leave the village, then belonging to Manas Bey
Kamsarakan, and resettle in some royal dominions.218

Population. In 1839 Sarov comprised 13 families
which are presented below:

“1 Ohan Bhaturov, his wife Sarah, their son Arzuman as
well as their daughters Mariam, Shoghi and Herik; 

2 Grigor Poghosov and his wife Yeghisabet; 
3 Michael Sahakov, his wife Khanum, as well as their son

Simon and their daughter Gyulli; 
4 Papa Grigorov, his wife Yetar, their sons Hayrapet,

Papan, Sargis, Hovhannes, as well as their daughters Mariam
and Zanazan, their daughter-in-law Rehan and  their grand-
son Grigor; 

5 Widow Mariam Satelmishian, her daughter-in-law,
widow Margaret with her son Avetik, as well as Mariam’s
daughters Martha, Sanam, Anayi, Yetar and Kozal; 

6 Sahak Allahghuliov and his son Kochari with his wife
Dastagyul and his daughter Margaret; Sahak’s nephew Hay-
rapet and his niece Heriknaz; 

7 Kalantar Potiov, his wife Nanakhas, their children
Alexan and Sirun, their daughter-in-law Heriknaz as well as
their grandchildren Khachatur, Gozal and Papas; 

8 Hovhannes Ghazarian, his wife Sanam and his sister Nanum;
9 Alamkhan Arakelian, his wife Nanaghez as well as their

sons Harutiun, Khachatur and Ohan; 
10 Khurshut Khachaturov with his wife Antaram; 
11 Khachatur Zinavorov, his wife Mariam as well as their

daughters Herik and Horomsim; 
12 Khachatur Hakobov, his wife Mariam as well as their

sons Madat and Sahak; Khachatur’s brothers 1. Adam with
his wife Mariam as well as his son Harutiun and his daughter
Horomsim; and 2. Hovhannes with his wife Yeghisabet as
well as his children Ghevond and Gayane; 

13 Ghuli Abrahamian, his wife Anayi, their son Abraham
as well as their daughters Sandukht and Gozal.”219

The following statistical data represent the number of
Sarov’s population between the 19th and 20th centuries:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1839220 13 34 42 76
1845221 42 45 87
1847222 34 35 69

1849223 37 34 71
1852224 41 41 82
1861225 10
1866226 13 39 41 80
1870227 49 53 102
1872228 72 58 130
1873229 114
1875230 118
1877231 64 60 124
1878232 68 59 127
1881233 74 56 130
1882234 75 56 131
1883235 75 59 134
1885236 64 60 124
1886237 35 83 72 155
1887238 78 64 142
1888239 80 69 149
1889240 80 71 151
1890241 82 74 156
1891242 31 86 77 163
1892243 85 75 160
1893244 87 77 164
1894245 87 77 164
1897246 87 80 167
1898247 90 81 171
1899248 96 87 183
1900249 92 91 183
1901250 92 95 187
1902251 92 95 187

__________
216 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, pp. 53-54; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak

District, p. 307.
217 Lalayan, Yer., ibid.
218 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 279.
219 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 307.
220 Idem, p. 26.
221 Idem, file 3811, pp. 5-6.
222 Idem, file 3814, pp. 97-98.

__________
223 Idem, file 3818, pp. 95-96.
224 Idem, file 3819, pp. 105-106.
225 Idem, file 3835, pp. 147-148.
226 Idem, file 3848, p. 57.
227 Idem, file 3857, pp. 49-50.
228 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63.
229 Idem, file 3862, pp. 58-59.
230 Idem, file 3866, pp. 44-45.
231 Idem, file 3869, pp. 54-55.
232 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
233 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
234 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
235 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
236 Idem, file 3877, p. 29.
237 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87. Another source mentions 20

houses (“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 279). Sarov also had a
Turkish population of 62 houses in the same year.

238 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 72.
239 Idem, file 3882, p. 130.
240 Idem, file 3884, pp. 226-227.
241 Idem, file 3887, p. 149.
242 Idem, file 3889, p. 148; Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 54.
243 Idem, file 3891, p. 120.
244 Idem, file 3895, pp. 77-78.
245 Idem, file 3896, pp. 71-72.
246 Idem, file 3899, pp. 146-147.
247 Idem, file 3897, p. 168.
248 Idem, file 3903, pp. 125-126.
249 Idem, file 3905, pp. 90-91.
250 Idem, file 3906, pp. 96-97.
251 Idem, file 3907.
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1905252 95 95 190
1906253 44 52 96
1907254 86
1909255 108 104 212
1912256 119 115 234
1914257 53
1917258 30 210

This table indicates that Sarov was a small village,
with its population hardly amounting to a maximum of
234 (1912) during the aforementioned period.

By the mid-1980s, the village had been stripped of
its Armenian inhabitants. 

The Armeno-Turkish Fights between 1905 and
1906. The occupation and destruction of Sarov, an iso-
lated village having a small Armenian population, did
not pose any difficulty for the Turkish mob: “Early in
October, Mamikon Madatian, a man of 40, was shot in
his yard without any reason. Immediately afterwards,
all the local inhabitants moved to Gharadaghlu and
Gandzak, the derelict village being first plundered and
then set ablaze by the Turkish bandits.”259

For several years, Sarov Armenians, who had scat-
tered in different places, did not dare to return to their
homes. According to some archive documents, their
abandoned village represented merely a heap of ruins
between 1905 and 1910.260 In 1910, however, when the
tumult of the Armeno-Turkish fights had abated, they
returned and started reconstructing the village.

Sarov’s Sourb Astvatzatzin Church, which used
to represent an earthen building of wooden roof, was
destroyed in 1905.  

SAROV (TURK SAROV)
Location. The village extends 4 kilometres north-

east of the township of Dalmamedli, and 21 kilometres
north-west of the district centre. 

It was often called Turk Sarov to be differentiated
from an Armenian village of the same name located 5
kilometres south-west.

In the late 19th century, it belonged to some Turkish
landowners.261

Population. The available statistical data reveal
that in the course of time, the number of Sarov’s popu-
lation continually diminished instead of increasing.
The reason is evident: in the early 20th century, the
local Turkish stock-breeders gradually shifted to a
sedentary life, which made it possible to get a more

reliable statistical picture of them, something impossi-
ble during their nomadic life. 
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886262 98 253 199 452
1908263 360
1914264 177
1983265 720

SHADILI
Location. The village, founded in the late 19th cen-

tury,  lies on both banks of the river Kurak, 5 kilome-
tres south of the township of Dalmamedli, 18 kilome-
tres north-west of the district centre, between 280 and
300 metres of altitude above sea level. 

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886266 70 150 126 276
1908267 354
1914268 180

TAP
The village is located on the left bank of the river

Inja, 20 kilometres south of the district centre. 
It was mainly in the Soviet years that some cattle-

breeding Turks settled down in Tap. 

TAP-GHARAGHOYUNLU269

Location. The village, adjoining the village of Tap,
extends not far from the left bank of the river Inja, 19
kilometres south of the district centre. 

In the early 20th century, the site of an ancient,
derelict Armenian village provided a new place of
dwelling for some Turkish herdsmen who had shifted
to a sedentary life.

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population reveal that in 1886 the same members
of the nomadic tribe were registered for many times in
different places: 

__________
252 Idem, file 3912, pp. 265-266.
253 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
259 A-Do, idem, p. 331.
260 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file. 559, p. 11;

fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 56-57.
261 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 54-55.

__________
262 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87.
263 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 360.
264 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 179.
265 SAE, vol. 8, p. 303.
254 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.

According to another statistical source of the same year, the vil-
lage had 118 inhabitants (Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 360).

255 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä56, list 18, file 764, p. 116.
256 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3919, pp. 61-62.
257 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 179.
258 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166.
266 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 88-89.
267 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 419.
268 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 209.
269 The toponym is composed of the word ‘tap,’ i.e. the Armenian

equivalent for ‘ground,’ ‘land,’ and the name of the tribe of
‘Gharaghoyin,’ i.e. ‘Black Sheep.’
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Year House Males Females Total
1886270 118 315 291 606
1908271 980
1914272 390
1985273 1,771

YEGARCHI-GHAZAKHLAR
Location. The village is situated 8 kilometres north

of Dalmamedli, 22 kilometres north-west of the district
centre, at an altitude of 160 to 170 metres above sea
level.

In the Soviet years, it was within the jurisdiction of
the Village Council of Dalmamedli. 

The present-day village was founded in the late
19th century by some Turkish stock-breeders who had
shifted to a sedentary life on a Government order.

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:

Year Houses Males Females Total
1886274 82 221 197 418
1907275 370
1986276 158

The ruins of a village site called Murghuzular are
preserved 3 kilometres north-east of Yegarchi-
Ghazakhlar. 

YELPAK (YOLPAKH)
Location. The village lies 18 kilometres north-west

of the district centre, between 180 and 190 metres of
altitude above sea level. 

Founded in the late 19th century, it was one of the
small Turkish villages in the district.

The existing statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886277 13 25 20 45
1908278 51
1914279 47

YEREVANLI (KARAKOYUNLI)
This village, established in the early 20th century,

extends 4 kilometres north-east of the district centre, at
an altitude of 110 to 120 metres above sea level. 

In 1914 it had a population of 66.280

YOLGHULULAR
Location. The village is located on the left bank of

the river Kurak, 23 kilometres west of the district cen-
tre, between 410 and 460 metres of altitude above sea
level. 

It was founded in the late 19th century by some cat-
tle-breeding Turkish tribes which had shifted to a
sedentary life. 

The local inhabitants amounted to 192 in 1908,281

and 243 in 1914.282

__________
270 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87.
271 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 375.
272 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 186.
273 SAE, vol. 9, p. 147.
274 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 76-77.
275 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 250.
276 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 123.

__________
277 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79.
278 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 264.
279 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 130.
280 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 135.
281 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 251.
282 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 123. 
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KHANLAR DISTRICT

The administrative district of Khanlar, known by the name of Narimanov until 1938, was established in 1930.
It occupies an area of 2,393 square kilometres and comprises 86 residential settlements, including 82 villages.
The centre of the district is the former German colony of Helendorf, which was renamed Khanlar on 19 July 1938.
It borders on Dedoplis-Tzegharo District of the Republic of Georgia, Shahumian and Karvajar Districts of the
Republic of Nagorno Karabakh, as well as Dashkesan, Yevlakh, Touz, Kakh and Shamkhor Districts of the
Republic of Azerbaijan. Between 1988 and 1991, all the settlements of Khanlar District were stripped of their
Armenian population.
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ABLAH
Location. The village is situated 10 kilometres

south-east of the district centre, between 1,000 and
1,050 metres of altitude above sea level. 

The village site of Hin (Older) Ablah extends on the
south-facing slope of a gorge lying 1.5 kilometres
north-east of the present-day village: “...it is surround-
ed by bare mountains on three sides. In times bygone,
a huge block of rock stretching all along the southern
part of the village used to serve as a solid fortification
for the local inhabitants, protecting them from the
attacks of the neighbouring barbarians. The eastern part
of the village is covered with a fine forest and gardens
with all kinds of fruit-bearing trees: Ablah is especial-
ly famous for its pears...”1

In the early 20th century, the residents of Ablah
abandoned their ancient village and took up residence
in a plateau extending a little south-westward, where
they founded a new village of the same name.

Hin Ablah, now relegated to a village site, was also
known among the local people by the name of
Ginedzor. We, however, are not convinced that
‘Ginedzor’ and ‘Kinevanuts Dzor,’ mentioned in the
colophon of a manuscript Gospel once kept in the local
church,’ are identical.2

Population. The following list of Ablah Armenians
drawn up in 1839 is of great value to the study of the
history of their families:

“1 Abraham Baghdasarian, his wife Shoghi, their daugh-
ter Herik as well as their sons Yeghiazar and Sargis;
Abraham’s brother Vardan and his spouse Altum;

2 Sargis Papian, his sister Sona and his mother Anna;
3 Simeon Khachumian, his wife Mariam, their daughter

Shoghi as well as their sons Avag and Mkrtich;
4 Khachatur Harutiunian, his wife Antaram, his mother

Khatun as well as his brothers Hovsep, and Mnatsakan with
his wife Heriknaz;

5 Widow Khanum, her daughter Sona as well as her sons
Avetis and Grigor;

6 Vani Harutiunian, his wife Mariam as well as his broth-
ers Grigor, and Hovakim with his spouse Antaram;

7 Grigor Harutiunian, his wife Anna as well as their sons
Daniel, Aaron and Simeon;

8 Hovhannes Harutiunian, his wife Margaret, their chil-
dren Sargis and Varti as well as Hovhannes’ brother Petros;

9 Sarukhan Ghukassian, his wife Shoghi as well as their
sons Thomas, Ghazar and Harutiun;

10 Avag Grigorian, his mother Nazlukhan, his brother
Hovsep and their sister Sona.”3

The available statistical records on the population
of Ablah between 1804 and 1917 represent the follow-
ing picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
18044 16 32 26 58
18395 10 28 21 49
18456 62 41 103
18477 65 42 107
18498 65 47 112
18529 71 55 126
186110 12
186611 12 52 44 96
187212 69 60 129
187313 78
187514 81
187615 83
187716 46 41 87
187817 48 40 88
188118 70 64 134
188219 69 69 138
188320 68 68 136
188521 62 47 109
188622 34 111 85 196
188723 77 47 124
188824 82 48 130
188925 83 50 133
189026 86 48 132
189127 91 54 145
189228 99 56 155
189329 104 58 162

__________
1 “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No. 144, p. 2.
2 That part of the colophon reads, “In the year 842, I, Vahap, erected

this church and purgatory, and had a canal stretched from the
gorge of Kinevanuts... The villagers promised to hold divine serv-
ice in my memory three hours a year: may God bless those who
will do so. Besides, I built a bridge, paved a road and had a heifer
as well as some sheep, rams and lambs slaughtered for nine hun-
dred people. My estate in Buskhan was arid; that is why, I
arranged for water to be conveyed there once a week for the sake
of my property (“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 293).

__________
3 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, pp. 29-30.
4 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
5 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, pp. 29-30.
6 Idem, file 3811, pp. 4-5.
7 Idem, file 3814, pp. 95-96.
8 Idem, file 3818, pp. 95-96.
9 Idem, file 3819, pp. 105-106.
10 Idem, file 3835, pp. 147-148.
11 Idem, file 3848, p. 57.
12 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63.
13 Idem, file 3862, pp. 58-59.
14 Idem, file 3872, pp. 44-45.
15 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
16 Idem, file 3869, pp. 54-55.
17 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
18 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
19 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
20 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
21 Idem, file 3877, p. 29.
22 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87. According to another source, the

village had a population of  24 houses (“Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
20, p. 293).

23 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 72.
24 Idem, file 3882, p. 130.
25 Idem, file 3884, pp. 226-227.
26 Idem, file 3887, p. 149.
27 Idem, file 3889, p. 148.
28 Idem, file 3891, p. 120.
29 Idem, file 3895, pp. 77-78.
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189430 105 56 161
189731 119 74 193
189832 124 76 200
189933 131 82 213
190034 133 86 219
190135 137 84 221
190236 142 85 227
190537 149 92 241
190638 149 88 237
190739 257
190840 27 157 158 312
190941 159 158 317
191042 166 160 326
191243 43 174 175 349
191444 371
191745 60 324

These statistical data reveal that the inhabitants of
Ablah mostly increased during the aforementioned
period. In the course of some years, however, certain
reduction could be observed in their number due to
resettlement. In 1886 the contemporary press wrote the
following with regard to that fact, “Several decades
ago, this village boasted greater prosperity than it does
today: in the aftermath of an incessant resettlement
mainly in Gandzak, the number of the local people has
dropped to 25 houses now...”46

Most of Ablah Armenians were natives of the vil-
lage, and only a small part of them had moved there
from some other places, including Haterk, a village in
present-day Martakert District of the Republic of
Nagorno Karabakh.47

At first the Turkish elements who penetrated into
Ablah in the early 1980s comprised merely several
families. In the summer of 1989, however, it was rap-
idly inhabited with Turks, in the aftermath of which, it
was stripped of its Armenian inhabtants in several
months’ time.

The year of the opening of the school of Ablah
oscillates between 190648 and 1907.49 One of the avail-
able  sources even speaks of its reopening, which gives
us grounds to suppose that the village had a function-
ing parish school before the closing of Armenian
schools by the Tsarist authorities in 1895.

In 1912 the institution, that had 43 pupils, both girls
and boys, closed due to the shortage of financial
means.50

The church of St. Minas was erected in the site of
an older, dilapidated one in the 17th century. 

It represents a tri-nave basilica (exterior dimen-
sions:18.85 x 10.30 metres) built of hewn and finely-
cut stone as well as mortar. Its vault, lying below a
gable roof, is supported by semi-circular arches resting
on three pairs of pillars. A sacristy of rectangular plan
can be seen on both sides of the bema, and the font lies
in its traditional place, namely in the northern wall. The
building, which abuts on a slanting mountain slope
with its western and northern facades, is illuminated
through 5 windows opening from the eastern  (3) and
southern (2) facades.

The entrance of the sanctuary, opening from its
southern facade, was repaired in the late 19th century
and a double-storey belfry was added to it.

The tympanum of the older church, that had been
displaced during the overhaul of the entrance of St.
Minas in 1892, was still preserved in 1987: it was set in
the stonework of the main wall adjoining the church
entrance, at the western edge of the belfry. 

Between 8 and 9 lines in the Armenian original incised into the
aforementioned tympanum:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÖÒ² ¥1732¤, ÛÇß³ï³Ï ¿ ä»ïñá-
ëÇÝ, Ú³ÏáµÇÝ, Øñ½|Ç¥Ý¤ ïñá¥õ¤µ î¥¿¤ñ äûÕ|û-
ëÇÝ, áñ ¿ÇÝù | áñ¹Çù ²õ»ïÇëÇ, | Ç ³½·¿Ýª Ð³-
ë|³Ý³Ýó, áñ ¿ñ Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÝ ì³ÉÇÝ ²ÑÙ³ïÇÝ,

ABLAH. The plan of St. Minas Church

__________
30 Idem, file 3896, pp. 71-72.
31 Idem, file 3899, pp. 146-147.
32 Idem, file 3897, p. 168.
33 Idem, file 3903 pp. 126-127.
34 Idem, file 3905 pp. 90-91.
35 Idem, file 3906 pp. 96-97.
36 Idem, file 3907, pp. 22-23.
37 Idem, file 3912, pp. 265-266.
38 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
39 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
40 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 8. 
41 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä56, list 18, file 764, p. 116.
42 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 56-57.
43 Idem, file 3919, pp. 61-62. Also see “Horizon,” 1912, No. 107, p. 3.
44 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 82.
45 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166.
46 “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No. 144, p. 2.
47 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 267. Also see Lalayan, Yer.

Gandzak District, p. 317.

__________
48 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 301, p. 5. 
49 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 261, p. 1.
50 “Horizon,” 1912, No. 107, p. 3.
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áñ ·áãÇ Â³ÑÙ³½, áñ Ã³ù|³õáñ»ó³õ Ç »ñ·ñÇÝ
´³ñëÇó, µ³½áõÙ ·³õ³éë ³õ»ñ»³ó:

transl.: In the year 1732, in memory of Petros,
Hakob, Merza, worthless Father Poghos, who
were the sons of Avetis from the Hasaniants’ fam-
ily under Vali Ahmat who was called Tahmaz and
who reigned in the land of the Persians, devastat-
ing a great many districts. 

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
20, p. 293; Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 267; Lalayan, Yer.
Gandzak District, p. 317; Corpus..., part 5, p. 232.

Note: The initial 2 to 3 lines, that were deliberately scraped
away, have been restored in accordance with the previous decipher-
ments.

The walls of St. Minas Church are abundantly
engraved with brief donation inscriptions dating back

to the period between the 17th and 18th centuries.
Below follow some of them:

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on the west-directed face
of the finely-finished cornerstones lying in the north of the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë | µ³ñ¥»¤Ë³õë | î¥¿¤ñ Ô³-
½¥³¤ñ|ÇÝ, Ñ¥á¤·¥áõ¤Ý, | Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÖÆº ¥1676¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Father
Ghazar’s soul, in the year 1676. 

Published for the first time.

9 lines in the Armenian original engraved on one of the sides of
a khachkar carved of a small white-coloured stone and set in the
upper part of the eastern facade of the church:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ã¥ë¤ | µ³¥ñ»¤Ë|¥³õë¤ | Ð¥³Û¤-
ñ¥³¤å¥»|ïÇÝ¤ »õ ºë³¥ÇÝ¤...|...|Ñá·|¥áÛÝ¤, Ãí¥ÇÝ¤
èÖÈ ¥1681¤:

ABLAH. St. Minas Church seen from the west and east. Cross-stones standing near its western facade, and the belfry of the church
adjoining it in the south 
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transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Hayrapet
and Yesayi.... soul, in the year 1681.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

5 lines in the Armenian original incised into the west-directed
face of the finely-finished cornerstones lying in the north of the be-
ma:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ã¥ë¤ µ³ñ¥»¤Ëûë | î¥¿¤ñ
úÐ³Ý¿ëÇÝ| Çõñ Ï¥á¤Õ³ÏÇó Ð¥é¤ûÙÇÝ | úõ³ùÇÝ,
Ø³ñù|³ñÇï¥ÇÝ¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Father
Ohanes, his spouse Hrom, Ovak, Markarit. 

Published for the first time.

8 lines in the Armenian original carved on the west-directed face
of the finely-finished cornerstones lying in the north of the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë | µ¥³¤ñ»Ëûë | ä¥³¤ÉÇÝ, Ñá-

·|¥á¤õÝ, | Çõñ Ï¥á¤Õ|³ÏÇó Ê|¥³¤ÝáõÙÇ¥Ý¤:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Pal’s soul

[and] his spouse Khanum.
Published for the first time.

5 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on the west-directed
face of the finely-finished cornerstones lying in the north of the
bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ³ñ¥»¤Ë¥û¤ë | ¸¥³¤õÃÇÝ,
ºÕÇ|¥ë³µ¤|¿ÃÇÝ, Ô³½|³ñÇÝ | Ñ¥á¤·¥áõ¤Ý:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect the souls of
David, Yeghisabet [and] Ghazar.

Published for the first time.

4 lines in the Armenian original incised into the west-directed
face of the finely-finished cornerstones lying in the south of the
bema:

ABLAH. The belfry of St. Minas Church and construction inscriptions near the southern wall of the latter
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ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ã¥ë¤ µ³ñ¥»¤Ë|ûë | ²Õ³½³ñÇÝ...:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Aghazar... 
Published for the first time.

6 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the west-directed
face of the finely-finished cornerstones lying in the south of the
bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë | µ³ñ»Ë¥û¤ë | Ê³Ã|áõÝ|ÇÝ Ñá|-
·¥á¤ÛÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Khatun’s
soul. 

Published for the first time.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on the west-directed face
of the finely-finished cornerstones lying in the south of the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë | µ¥³¤ñ¿Ë¥û¤ë | Ø³ñ»³ÝÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Marean. 
Published for the first time.

4 lines in the Armenian original incised into the west-directed
face of the finely-finished cornerstones lying in the south of the bema:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë | µ³ñ»Ë³õë ²é|Áëï³Ï»ë|ÇÝ
Ñá·áÛÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect
Arestakes’ soul. 

Published for the first time.

6 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on a finely-cut fallen
stone in commemoration of the overhaul of the entrance:

ÞÇÝ»ó³õ ¹áõéÝë | ³ñ¹»³Ùµù »õ Í³|ËÇõù
ØÇù³Û¿ÉÇ | ê³ñ·ë»³Ý Ô³½³Ýã»³Ýó | ²µÉ³-
Ñ»óõáÛ, Ç ÛÇß³ï³Ï | Çõñ, Û³ÙÇÝ 1892 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: This door was repaired in the year 1892
through the means and efforts of Michael
Sargissian Ghazanchiants from Ablah in [perpe-
tuity of] his memory.

ABLAH. Westward and north-eastward views of the interior of St. MinasChurch. Capitals
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Published for the first time.

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a finely-finished
stone set in the eastern facade of the belfry:

10.1.1896 ³ÙÇ ³Ûë »Ï»Õ¿óá | Ï³Ã¥á¤ÕáõÏ¿Ý
Û¥Ç¤ß³ï³Ï | ßÇÝ»óÇ ØÇù³Û¿ÉÇ ÇÙ | Ñ³Ûñ
ê¥³¤ñ·Çë ². Ô³½¥³¤Ýã¥»³Ýó¤:

ABLAH. Stone inscriptions preserved on the walls of St. Minas Church. Khachkars standing near its western wall
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transl.: On 10.1.1896 I, Michael, built the dome
of this church in memory of my father Sargis A.
Ghazanchiants. 

Published for the first time.

St. Minas functioned until 1928, when it closed on
a Government order.51

The cemetery of Ablah extends on a slanting
mountain slope a little above the church. In the 1960s,
it retained three inscribed cross-stones: 

Carved on the cornice and around the cross wings of a khachkar:
Ê³¥ã¤ë ÷¥ñ¤ÏáõÃÇ¥õÝ¤ ÂÇÉÝ³ Ë¥³¤ÃáõÝ³, |

Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÊº ¥1596¤: 

transl.: May this cross save Tilna Khatun, in the
year 1596.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 232.

6 lines in the Armenian original incised around the cross wings
of another khachkar:

Â³É³ëáõÙ, | Ê¥³¤Ýáõ|Ù|áõÝ | Ñá·|áõÝ:
transl.: To the souls of Talas and Khanum. 
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

9 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice, the
southern side and around the cross wings of a fallen khachkar lying
together with its pedestal:

ºë ê³ñ·Çë ¿ñ¿ó Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ ë(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ã(ë) 
| µ³(ñ)¿Ë(³õ)ë ¿ ¶ÇÉÇÝ·áÛÉÇÝ Ñá·áõÝ: Ê³Ýáõ-
Ù|ÇÝ, ¸³É|å¿ÏÇÝ, ù³Õ³ù|ÇÝ | Ù»é³õ:

transl.: I, Priest Sargis, erected this Holy Cross
in memory of  Gilingoyl’s soul. To Khanum,
Dalpek...

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

Priests. As stated in a press publication of 1891, it
was already 10 years since Ablah was left without a
spiritual shepherd,52 evidently, due to parish priest
Petros’ death in 1879. In 1987 we saw his inscribed
tombstone lying below the outer southern wall of St.
Minas Church. Father Petros Adibekiants (born in
1783), who was ordained in 1814, first served in Erkej
(in present-day Shahumian District of the Republic of
Nagorno Karabakh) and then moved to Ablah. He also
performed priestly duties for the parishes of the adja-
cent villages of Suluk and Hajishen.53

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a rectangular tomb-
stone decorated with a verge:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ëñµ³ÏñûÝ Ó»ñáõÝÇ | î¿ñ ä»ï-
ñáë ù³Ñ³Ý³ÛÇ | ²¹Çµ¿Ï»³Ýó, í³Ë×³Ý»³É |
1879 ³ÙÇ, ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í Ñá·ÇÝ Éáõë³õáñ¿, ³Ù¿Ý:

transl.: In this grave reposes old righteous
priest Petros Adibekiants [who] died in the year
1879. May his soul rest in peace. Amen.

Published for the first time.
Note: The priest died at the age of 96.

Nerses Ter-Baraghamiants,54 one of the pupils of
Archimandrite Theodoros Shirakuny, studied in Kha-
chakap’s Targmanchats Monastery from 1885 until
1888. He was ordained in Tpkhis in 1897 by Archbi-
shop Gevorg Sureniants and served the community of
Ablah between 1897 and 1910. Nerses Ter-Baragham-
iants had 5 children: Sona, born in 1891; Mkrtich, born
in 1894; Sargis, born in 1896; Karapet, born in 1898,
and Shushanik, born in 1903.55

ABLAH. The tombstone of Father Petros Adibekiants, and a
khachkar set in the northern wall of St. Minas Church 

__________
51 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2658, p. 12.

__________
52 “Nor-Dar,” 1891, No. 113, p. 2. 
53 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3833, pp. 124-125.
54 National Archives of Armenia, fund 458, list 1, file 184, p. 7. Also

see fund 53, list 1, file 817, p. 6.
55 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, p. 56.
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ACHAGHAYA
This Turkish village extends on the left bank of the

Getishinaget (‘Kheyrachay’ in Turkish), 11 kilometres
north-west of the district centre, at an altitude of 620 to
660 metres above sea level.

It was founded in the late 19th century and had a
population of 125 in 1908.56

AGHASIBEKLI (NERKIN AND VERIN)
The villages of Verin and Nerkin Aghasibekli are

situated respectively 25 and 27 kilometres north of the
district centre, at an altitude of 205 to 210, and 194 to
196 metres above sea level.

In the second half of the 19th century, the stock-
breeding Turkish tribe of Aghasibeklu was scattered in
different winter encampments lying within several
kilometres of each other. 

The available statistical data relating to the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
188657 65 230 146 376
190858 1850
191459 345

AGHEKHUSH
Location. The village is situated on the south-fac-

ing slope of a gorge lying on the left bank of the
Getishinaget, i.e. the left tributary of the river Artinajur,
15 kilometres north-west of the district centre, between
820 and 950 metres of altitude above sea level.

It represents a Turkish settlement founded in the
early 20th century.

In 1908 it had a population of 145.60

A pilgrimage site called Ptkesaberk or Ptki Sourb
Gevorg (‘St. Gevorg of the top’: ‘ptuk’ is the equivalent
for ‘top’ in Karabakh dialect) is located at the top of a
mountain (1,403 metres) of the same name (‘Pirinyal’
in Turkish), 2 kilometres north-west of the village. It
used to comprise a chapel, but in the late 19th century,
only a cross-stone could be seen in its site: “...a khach-
kar standing at the pointed peak of a mountain and
serving as a pilgrimage site. In times bygone, a chapel
was situated there, but later it was demolished.”61

ALABASHLI
One of the stations of the railway line of Gandzak-

Aghstafa, it is situated 15 kilometres north-west of Gandzak,

within 23 kilometres of the district centre in the same direc-
tion, at an average altitude of 270 metres above sea level.

In 1864 some cattle-breeding Turkish tribes known
by the common name of ‘Alabashli’ used the territory
of the present-day village as a winter encampment.62

The available statistical data regarding the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
180463 29 50 41 91
188764 101 437 315 752
190765 898
191466 850

ALI-BAYRAMLI
This Turkish village, dating from the Soviet years, is

situated 28 kilometres north-east of the district centre,
between 184 and 187 metres of altitude above sea level.

At present it is within the jurisdiction of the Village
Council of Lyak.

ALI-BAYRAMLI (AHMEDBEKLI)
The village extends in an entirely flat plain lying at

an altitude of 230 to 245 metres above sea level, 22
kilometres north-east of the district centre.

The available statistical records relating to the num-
ber of the local population represent the following pic-
ture: 53 houses with 341 inhabitants (198 males, 143
females) in 1886,67 and 497 in 1914.68

ALIMADATLI
The village is located on the right bank of the river

Artinajur (not constantly-flowing in this area), 20 kilo-
metres north of the district centre, between 285 and 295
metres of altitude above sea level.

It represents a Turkish village founded in the Soviet years.

ALINJALI
This Turkish village, dating back to the late 19th cen-

tury, is situated 20 kilometres north of the district centre,
at an altitude of 255 to 268 metres above sea level. 

The available statistical data regarding the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
188669 14 45 56 101
190870 130
191471 147

__________
56 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 219.
57 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 84-85. During the statistical survey, the

same nomads were registered in different places, as a result of
which the figures achieved were exaggerated. 

58 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 172. This figure is not trustwor-
thy at all.

59 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, ñ. 83.
60 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, ñ. 174.
61 Barkhutariants, M., Artsakh, p. 294.

__________
62 Meves, V., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 48, p. 258.
63 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
64 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 76-77.
65 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 177.
66 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 85.
67 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 84-85.
68 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 93.
69 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 80-81.
70 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 179.
71 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 87.
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ALIUSHAGHI
This Turkish village is situated 18 kilometres north-

east of the district centre, between 275 and 290 metres
of altitude above sea level.

It was established in the late 19th century.
In 1908 the local people amounted to 256.72

ASHEGHLI (HATIS)
Location. The present-day Turkish village of

Asheghli is situated 6 kilometres south of the district
centre, between 830 and 970 metres of altitude above
sea level.

A Historical Introduction. Its identification with
the historical village of Hatis is based on one of Catho-
licos Pilippos’ bulls (17th century) mentioning it
among a number of other adjacent villages: “...Geta-
shen, Suluk, Baghshik, Mertsunis, Hajishen, Koshk,
Hatis, Eirloda, Mirzik, Voskanapat...”73

In 1804 Hadis is mentioned among the villages of
Dulus, Suluk, Hajikend and Koshk.

Hatis remained a purely Armenian village until the
early 19th century: in 1804 it had 6 houses with 12 men
and 10 women inhabitants.74

The village, which was called Garyaghdi before
1931, was later renamed Voroshilovka and, finally, in
1958 Asheghli.

In 1976 it had a population of 537.75

AZAT (SULUK)
Location. Present-day Azat, which represents the

historical village of Suluk, lies 10.5 kilometres south-
east of the district centre, between 1,170 and 1,220
metres of altitude above sea level. 

The Origin of the Toponym. It is traditionally
assumed that the village got its name after it had been
exempted from taxes:76 “...while Timur’s army was
passing through the village, his soldiers broke into the
local church and plundered it. Shortly thereafter, his
neck became lop-sided and his face turned backward.
Making inquiries about the reason for his miserable
state and learning that he had been punished for what
his troops had perpetrated in the sanctuary, Timur
ordered to return the pillage. Immediately afterwards,
his neck regained its original position, and he exempt-
ed both the church and the entire village from taxes.
Thanks to that incident, the village was also spared fur-
ther attacks; that is why, it was renamed Azat.”77

A Historical Introduction. The available written
sources do not report the date of the foundation of the
village, but the monuments preserved in its territory
trace back to the pre-Christian era.

In the 17th century, Suluk was mentioned in a bull
issued by Catholicos Pilippos (1632 to 1655).78

Population. In the late 19th century, the village
comprised “...15 families of native Armenians as well
as 20 others that had resettled there from Khoy, 7 from
Bozlukh, and 8 from Bakhshi...”79

The following list of 12 families (with a total of 64
people) dwelling in Suluk in 1839 is of great impor-
tance to the study of their history:

“1 Mahtesy Verdi Petrossian, his wife Gyubahar as well
as their sons Harutiun, and Avetis with his wife Mariam;

2 Harutiun Hovhannissian, his wife Herik as well as his
brothers Martiros, Musi and Gabriel;

3 Mnatsakan Petrossian, his wife Taguhi as well as their
sons Petros, Vardan, and Poghos with his wife Anakhanum
and his son Avetis;

4 Hovhannes Petrossian, his wife Nana, their son Gaspar
and their daughter Amarnan;

5 Sahak Grigorian, his wife Roghi as well as their chil-
dren Harutiun and Mehri; Sahak’s brother Gevorg and his
wife Gyuli;

6 Sargis Petrossian, his wife Tangi and their daughter
Heriknaz;

7 Yesayi Ohanissian, his wife Mariam, their son Harutiun
and their daughter Gyuli; Yesayi’s brother Ovakim, his wife
Hripsime and their daughter Heriknaz; 

8 Avetis Ter-Yeghiazarian, his wife Gyuli, their son
Soghomon as well as Avetis’ brother Ghazar, his sister Sanam
and his mother Mariam; 

9 Vardan Navasardian with his wife Sona; his brother
Minas, his wife Hripsime, their daughter Sanam as well as
their sons Vardan, Shahgeldi and Ghuli;

10 Daniel Sahakian, his wife Khanperi as well as their
sons Khudi, Avag and Astvatzatur;

11 Sargis Petrossian, his wife Sirun as well as their sons
Sargis and Martiros;

12 Mesrop Ohanessian, his wife Nana as well as their
sons Gaspar and Khachatur.”80

The available statistical records on the number of
the local population between the early 19th and late
20th centuries represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
180481 14 26 14 40
183982 12 38 24 62
184583 60 57 117
184784 63 59 112
184985 75 61 136

__________
72 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 179.
73 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 48.
74 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
75 SAE, vol. 1, p. 514.
76 ’Azat’ is the Armenian equivalent for ‘free.’
77 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 317. Also see Ghanalanian, A. Legends.

Yerevan, 1969, p. 175, in Armenian.

__________
78 Barkhutariants, M., ibid.
79 Idem, p. 269.
80 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 30.
81 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
82 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 30.
83 Idem, file 3811, pp. 4-5.
84 Idem, file 3814, pp. 95-96.
85 Idem, file 3818, pp. 95-96.
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185286 84 77 161
186187 13
186688 23 112 74 186
187289 109 91 200
187390 149
187691 164
187792 95 76 171
187893 97 79 176
188194 114 94 208
188295 117 100 217
188396 119 101 220
188597 165 145 310
188698 52 189 164 353
188799 170 152 322
1888100 175 160 335
1889101 179 170 349
1890102 186 178 364
1891103 50 192 181 373
1892104 197 188 385
1893105 205 200 405
1894106 208 205 413
1897107 228 229 455
1898108 236 237 473
1899109 241 244 485
1900110 252 266 518
1901111 263 273 536
1902112 256 273 529
1905113 260 275 535
1906114 277 302 579

1907115 503
1908116 37 135 120 255
1909117 271 251 522
1910118 150 135 285
1912119 283 261 544
1914120 690
1917121 110 718
1968122 500
1976123 511
1989124 154

The table reveals that on the whole, the population
of Suluk manifested constant growth during the afore-
mentioned period.

Azat was to go through a great tragedy in the year
1920: “...a gang of troops the authorities of the pro-
vince had sent there disarmed and robbed the local Ar-
menians who were then deported from their homes

AZAT. The village seen from the south-east and west

__________
86 Idem, file 3819, pp. 105-106.
87 Idem, file 3835, pp. 147-148.
88 Idem, file 3848, p. 57.
89 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63.
90 Idem, file 3862, pp. 39-40.
91 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
92 Idem, file 3869, pp. 54-55.
93 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
94 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
95 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
96 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
97 Idem, file 3877, p. 29.
98 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87. Another source reports 24 hous-

es (“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 294).
99 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 72.
100 Idem, file 3882, p. 130.
101 Idem, file 3884, pp. 226-227.
102 Idem, file 3887, p. 149.
103 Idem, file 3889, p. 148. Also see Barkhutariants, M., Artsakh,

p. 270.
104 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3869, p. 120.
105 Idem, file 3895, pp. 77-78.
106 Idem, file 3896, pp. 173-174.
107 Idem, file 3899, pp. 146-147.
108 Idem, file 3897, p. 168.
109 Idem, file 3903, pp. 126-127.
110 Idem, file 3905, pp. 91-92.
111 Idem, file 3906, pp. 97-98.
112 Idem, file 3907, pp. 22-23.
113 Idem, file 3912, pp. 265-266.
114 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.

__________
115 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
116 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 9.

Another statistical source of 1908 mentions 550 inhabitants for
that year (Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 175).

117 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 764, p. 116.
118 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 57-58.
119 Idem, file 3919, pp. 61-62.
120 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 84.
121 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166.
122 Soviet Armenian Encyclopedia, vol. 1, Yerevan, 1974, p. 95.
123 SAE, vol. 1, p. 131.
124 This number is confirmed by Hovhannes Badalian, who is from

Azat.
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under the plea of being taken to Gandzak. Most of
them, however, were slaughtered on the road between
the summer residences of Hajikend and the German
township of Helenendorf. The survivors, about 500 in
number, somehow reached Helenendorf, where they
were given a most cordial welcome, being provided
with shelter and food for three days.”125

In 1926 leader of Gandzak Diocese Bishop Levon
wrote the following about that harrowing calamity,
“March 1920 marked the fall of the Armenian village
of Suluk. That was, evidently, the handiwork of the
Azeri troops and a mob, who were allegedly ‘punishing
the local people for having given shelter to a madman
named Ghazar.’ Some of them were killed in the vil-
lage, whereas others were either put to sword, or
wounded while escaping to the city...”126

The Foundation of Nor Azat Village. On permis-
sion of the provincial authorities, in 1910 the inhabi-
tants of Azat founded a new village of the same name
at the foot of the same mountain branch, a little north-
east of their former place of living.127 By 1926 it had
grown into a prospering village: “It is only 16 years
since older Suluk was abandoned due to its unfavou-
rable position and a new Suluk was founded in a plain.
It is the first Armenian village to have well-measured,
regular houses and streets that are between 7 and 8 sa-
zhens wide. They are planted with trees such as apples,
pears, nuts, lindens, etc. and have channels flowing
along them. Every house has its own garden with fruit
trees, and its kitchen garden where Jerusalem arti-
choke, beans, cabbage, radish and other vegetables are
grown. All this represents a huge but modest garden
that attracts and fascinates you. The dwellings are
mostly tiled and double-storied...”128

The inhabitants of Nor Azat were forced into leav-
ing their native village between 27 and 28 February
1990. The last remaining Armenian family was Benik
Melkumian’s, which abandoned the village, then
already under Azeri control, on 3 March and resettled
in Getashen.

According to a record of 1886, several years earli-
er, a room had been built near the village church for the
purpose of having lessons there.129

St. Hovhannes Church (also mentioned by the
name of St. Hakob)130 stands on a hill in the territory of
the historical village site of Suluk, hardly a kilometre
south-west of present-day Azat. Erected in the place of

an older church and partly with its stones, it represents
a uni-nave basilica (exterior dimensions: 16.80 x 10.40
metres¤ dating from the 17th century.

During our first visit to the monument in 1980, we
failed to find its construction inscription which had,
fortunately, been copied and published in due time:

St. Hovhannes (Sourb Astvatzatzin) Church:
ÞÝáñÑûù ²Ù»Ý³Ï³ÉÇÝ »ë Ø¿Éù¿Ù ·³Ù³õë

ßÇÝ»óÇ »Ï»Õ»óÇë ÛÇß³ï³Ï ÇÝÓ ¨ Ý³ËÝ»³óë
ÇÙáó å³ñáÝ ²Õ³ÛÇÝ, Ø¿ÉÇù ºïÏ»³ñÇÝ, Ø¿ÉÇù
²Õ³å¿ÏÇÝ, Ô³Ù³ñ-êáõÉÃ³ÝÇÝ ¨ Çõñ ÍÝáÕÇÝª
Ø¿ÉÇù ä³ÕáõÝ, ²õ³ñ Ë³ÃáõÝÇÝ, ÏáÕ³ÏóÇÝª
ê³íáÛÇÝ³ÛÇÝ ¨ »ÕµûñÝª ä³ïû å¿ÏÇÝ, ²Õ³ëÇ
å¿ÏÇÝ. Ãí. è...:

transl.: By the grace of Almighty God, I, Mel-
kem, built this church in my memory and [in mem-
ory of] my ancestors, Mr. Agha, Melik Etkar, Me-
lik Aghapek, Ghamar-Sultan, his parent, Melik
Paghi, Avar Khatun, his (?) spouse Savoyina and
brother Pato Bey, Aghasi Bey. In the year 1...

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M. Ar-
tsakh, p. 270.

Note: The people mentioned in the inscription help trace it back
to the 16th to 17th centuries.

In 1890 a double-storey belfry was erected in front
of the northern entrance of the church, the following
inscription commemorating that event (neither the bel-
fry nor the inscription has been preserved):

êáõñµ ²ëïáõ³Í³ÍÇÝ »Ï»Õ»óõáÛ ½³Ý·³-
Ï³ïáõÝë ßÇÝ»óÇ ³ñ¹»³Ùµ Ø³ÏÇ ä»ïñáë»³Ý
²õ³É»³ÝóÇ Ç ÛÇß³ï³Ï Ñ³Ý·áõó»³É áñ¹áÛ
ÇõñáÛ Ê³ã³ïáõñÇ 1890 Û³ÙÇ Ù³ÛÇëÇ 10 ûñÝ:

transl.: I built the belfry of Sourb Astvatzatzin
Church with the means of Maki Petrossian Aval-
iants in memory of his late son Khachatur on 10
May 1890.

AZAT. The plan of St. Hovhannes (Sourb Astvatzatzin) Church

__________
125 The Armenian Massacres in the Provinces of Baku and

Yelizavetpol (1918 to 1920), p. 460.
126 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2644, p. 22.
127 “Tifliski Listok,” 1912, No. 119, p. 3.
128 “Martakoch,” No. 180, 10 August 1926.
129 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 294.
130 Among them can be mentioned a document of 1861 (National

Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3835, pp. 147-148).
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The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,
p. 269.

A 7-line inscription engraved on a finely-finished stone set in the
northern facade of the sanctuary attests that its entrance was repaired
in 1897:

ÞÇÝ»ó³õ ¹áõéë | »Ï»Õ»óõáÛ êñµáÛÝ | Ú³Ïûí-
µ³Û ²µÉ³Ñ»|óÇ ¶³ÉëïÇ êáÕáÙûÝ|»³Ý Ê³-
ãáõÙ»³Ýó, Ç ÛÇ|ß³ï³Ï Çõñ »õ ÍÝáÕ|³ó, 9.6.1897
³ÙÇ:

AZAT. St. Hovhannes (Sourb Astvatzatzin) Church seen from the south-west, north-west, south and west. Its entrance opening from
its northern facade. Inscriptions
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transl.: The door of St. Hakob Church was repaired
by Galust Soghomonian Khachumiants from Ablah in
memory of his parents and his soul. 9.6.1897.

Published for the first time. 
Priests. In 1869 “Karapet Ter-Hakobian Ter-Sargis-

siants from Karabakh” was ordained “priest of St. Hovhan-
nes Church of the Armenian village of Suluk to help his
father, Priest Hakob, who was in rather an advanced age.”131

AZAT. Westward and eastward views of the interior of St. Hovhannes Church; its southern sacristy; the capital of its south-eastern
pillar; the frame of the window opening from the western facade, and a khachkar set in the entrance of the vestry

__________ 
131 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 5394, p. 10.
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Karapet Ter-Sargissiants, mentioned between 1908
and 1910, served the neighbouring village of Baghshik
as well.132

The monastery of Priest Yermoghia (Suluk
Monastery) is situated on the left, i.e. south-facing,
side of Suluk Gorge, 2 kilometres west of Azat. 

During our visit (1987), it represented a heap of
ruins with several displaced and broken cross-stones.
One of them  (50 x 44 x 11 centimetres) bore a 2-line
inscription carved on both sides of its lower cross wing:

Âí(ÇÝ) àÆ¶ (1174) ¿(ñ):
transl.: In the year 1174.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,

p. 270.

In 1891 the sanctuary was described in the follow-
ing way, “...it is built of undressed stone. Although its
roof has fallen its four walls remain standing.”133

The monastery also preserved its tympanum with the following
important inscription:

ÂÇõÝ âÆÀ ¥1279¤, »ë ØËÇÃ³ñ áõ îÇñ³Í¿ñ
ßÇÝ»ó³ù ½»Ï»Õ»óÇë Ç Ñ³Ûñ³å»ïáõÃ»³Ý î¿ñ
Áêï»÷³ÝÝáëÇ ²Õáõ³ÝÇó Ï³ÃáÕÇÏáëÇ:

transl.: In the year 1279, we, Mkhitar and Tira-
tzer, built this church  under Aghvank Catholicos
Stepanos.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;
Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 317; Corpus..., part 5, p. 247.

The sanctuary and its neighbourhood retain the fol-
lowing inscriptions:

Engraved “a little above the door” of the monastery:
²å³Õ³Û ºÉã Ë³ÝÇÝ áõ Ê³ñ³ÛÝ³ËÇÝ

²õ³éë É»Õáí ßÇÝ»óÇ ½»Ï»Õ»óÇë:
transl.: To Apagha Yelch Khan and Kharay-

nakh ... built this church.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;

Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 318.

“The chapel retained a grave whose tombstone was broken.
Putting the fragments together, we read the following”:

²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï ê³ÛÇ áñ¹Ç Ð³ë³Ý³Û ÷»-
ë³ÛÇë:

transl.: In this grave reposes my son-in-law (?)
Hasan, the son of Sa. 

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid.

Carved on a gravestone lying outside the monastery:
²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï ØÇë³Û¿É³Û ê³ëÝÇ áñ¹Ç,

áñù Ï³ñ¹¿ù, Û³Õ³õÃë ÛÇß»ó¿ù Ãí. â ¥1251¤:
transl.: In this grave reposes Sasun’s son Misa-

yel. May you who read this pray for him. In the
year 1251.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid.

Incised into another tombstone lying in the north of the chapel:
²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï æ¨³Ý³Û áñ¹Ç Ð³ë³Ý³Û Ç

Ãí. âÎ¶ ¥1314¤:
transl.: In this grave reposes Hasan’s son

Jevan. In the year 1314.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid.

Engraved on a big cross-stone found in a cemetery extending in
the yard of the monastery:

Î³Ù³õÝ ²ëïáõÍáÛ Ï³Ý·Ý»ó³õ ëáõñµ
Ýß³Ýë Ç µ³ñ»Ë³õëáõÃÇõÝ Ø³ëÉáõÏÇÝ ¨ ÍÝá-
Õ³ó Çõñáó ¨ »Õµ³ñó Çõñáó êñÃáõßÇÝ, Ê³õçÇÝ,
Þ³ÑÙ¿ÉÇù Ë³ÃáõÝÇÝ, Ãí. äÔ¼ ¥1447¤:

AZAT. A khachkar ¥1174¤ preserved amidst the ruins of the monastery of Priest Yermoghia; fragment of another cross-stone ¥12th to
13th cents.¤ 

__________
132 National Archives of Armenia, fund 458, list 1, file 184, p. 7.

Also see fund 53, list 1, file 817, p. 6.
133 Barkhutariants, M., ibid. 
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transl.: By the will of God, this Holy Sign was
erected in memory of Masluk, his parents and
brothers, Sertush, Khoja, Shahmelik Khatun. In
the year 1447.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid.

Not far from the monastery of Priest Yermoghia, the
vestiges of a medieval village site are preserved. Bar-
khutariants identifies it with Henguzak mentioned in
the colophon of a manuscript kept in the church of
Ghalaka Village: “...in the church retaining Doctor
Pandalion’s relic, Anuz Havaytun Henguzak Village in
the year 1564 of the Armenian era...”134

The chapel of St. Pandalion (Pand, Pandavank)
towers at the top of Mount Pand, at an altitude of 2,108
metres, 5.5 kilometres south-west of Azat. It was a
famous site of pilgrimage for the Armenians of both the
adjacent and remote villages. Below follow some
records attesting this: “From June till the end of
August, groups of pilgrims visit a sanctuary known by
the name of St. Pantaleon. It is located on a lofty moun-
tain rising thirty-five miles south of the city. In 1857
Father Sargis Ter-Azariants built a fine church there
with his own means.”135

“...the chapel of Pantaleon is generally visited by
large multitudes of pilgrims, especially during the feast
of the Assumption of the Holy Virgin. That day a great
number of believers from Gandzak City and the nearby
places gather there, all the income received being allo-
cated to Getashen’s Armenian spiritual school.”136

The chapel of St. Pandalion (exterior dimensions:
7.36 x 4.36 metres) represents a uni-nave vaulted mon-
ument entirely built of finely-cut stone. Its masonry
suggests that no older building originally stood in its
site. The following inscription, 8 lines in the Armenian

original, can be read above the tympanum of its only
entrance opening from the western facade:

ê(áõñ)µ ä³Ýï³É¿áÝÇ Ù³ïáõéë ßÇÝõ»ó³õ
1856 Ã. | ¶³ÝÓ³Ï»óÇ ê³ñ·Çë ù³(Ñ³)Ý(³)Û
î¿ñ-²½³ñ»³ÝÇ Í³Ë|ùáí Ç ÛÇß³ï³Ï Çõñ áñ¹Ç
ØÏñïãÇ, | Ýáñá·»ó³õ 1896 Ã. Ø³ÙÇÏáÝ Úáí-
Ñ³ÝÝ¿ë»³Ý | î¿ñ-ê³ñ·ë»³Ý î¿ñ-²½³ñ»³ÝóÇ
Ñá·³óáÕáõÃ»³Ý | »õ Çõñ ÅáÕáíñ¹Ç ûÅ³Ý¹³Ïáõ-
Ã»³Ùµ, | Ç Ñ³Ûñ³å»ïáõÃ»³Ý î. î. ØÏñïãÇ ²
,,Ð³ÛñÇÏ,, ëñµ|³½Ý³·áÛÝ Ï³ÃáÕÇÏáëÇ ²Ù»-
Ý³ÛÝ Ð³Ûáó:

transl.: This chapel of St. Pantaleon was built
in 1856 with the means of Priest Sargis Ter-
Azarian from Gandzak in memory of his son
Mkrtich. Repaired in 1896 through the efforts of
Mamikon Hovhannessian Ter-Sargissian and the
assistance of his people under Catholicos of All
Armenians His Holiness Mkrtich I (Hayrik).

Published for the first time.

AZGHILI
This Turkish village is situated on the steep slope of

a gorge lying on the left bank of the river Kurak, 20
kilometres south of the district centre, between 1,430
and 1,550 metres of altitude above sea level.

It dates from the early 20th century. 

AZAT. The chapel of St. Pandalion seen from the south-west and north-east

AZAT. The plan of the chapel of St. Pandalion

__________
134 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 271 (see this colophon in:

Barkhutariants, M. Caucasian Albania and Its Neighbours.
Tiflis, 1893, p. 208).

135 “Krunk Hayots Ashkhari,” Tiflis, 1861, p. 365.
136 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 294.
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It had 126 inhabitants in 1908,137 and 142 in
1914.138

BOLCHALU
The village is situated 5 kilometres west of

Gandzak City, 12 kilometres north-west of the district
centre, between 450 and 520 metres of altitude above
sea level.

It was stripped of its Armenian population between
the 17th and 18th centuries and later  belonged to
Turkish landowners Mahmed Agha Abul-Bey oghli,
Soyun Agha Novruz Agha oghli and Vali Bey.139

Archaeological Monuments. In 1899 E. Resler
excavated 5 tombs in the neighbourhood of the hill of
Pasha-Tapa rising on the bank of the river Artinajur.
The archaeological finds trace them back to the period
between the Bronze and Iron Ages.140

Population. The cattle-breeding Turkish tribe of
Bolchalu lived scattered in several winter encamp-
ments in the valley of the Getishinaget and in the plains
lying on the right bank of the Kur. The available statis-
tical data regarding their number are as follows:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886141 149 656 500 1,156
1914142 2,650
1977143 2,075

BRAJUR (GHARAKESHISH)
Location. Brajur lies 3 kilometres north of Mirzik,

9 kilometres south-west of the district centre, between
980 and 1,040 metres of altitude above sea level.

The toponym of ‘Brajur’ “...may be etymologized
as ‘dug up water,’144 for the local people had to dig up
the soil to convey water flowing in two distinct places
to their village.”145

Construction Activity. In 1890 “most of the local
houses represent uncomfortable sunken dwellings of
earthen roofs...”146 Almost eight years later, another
visitor wrote, “The village comprises more or less reg-
ular streets, with most of its houses built in the recent
fashion, although the barns and cattle-sheds are located
near them.”147

Population. Bishop  Barkhutariants writes that the
inhabitants of Brajur were “natives of the village,”148

but other scholars claim that it also comprised some
Armenian resettlers from Persia.149

The village of Brajur “...originally consisted of
merely five Armenian houses. Under Karabakh and Ye-
revan Khans Ibrahim and Mahmad, several Armenian
families left these provinces, unable to endure the
Persian tyranny any further. They reached here and
joined the natives, setting up a small village...”150

The “Ardzagank” correspondent wrote the follow-
ing with this regard, “During the Persian war, several
families from Yerevan and others from Erkej Village of
Karabakh took up residence here...”151

Below follows a list (1839) of Brajur inhabitants
that is of great importance to the study of their history:

“1 Karapet Arakelian, his mother Mariam, his wife Java-
hir, their daughter Begzata as well as their sons Babajan and
Avetis;

2 Hakob Hovhannissian, his wife Mariam and their
daughter Sultan;

3 Vardan Khachaturian, his daughter Mariam as well as
his sons Sargis and Avag;

4 Mnatsakan Sargissian, his wife Nazani, their son
Harutiun and their daughter Magtagh;

5 Hakob Matevossian, his wife Vardi, his daughter, lady
Mina, as well as his sons Poghos and Khachatur;

6 Karapet Harutiunian, his wife Mariam and their son
Mkrtich; Karapet’s brother Mnatsakan, his wife Rehan, their
son Simeon as well as their daughters Mariam, Hori and
Herik; 

7 Petros Melkumian, his wife Tangi and their son Kos-
tand; Petros’ brothers Navasard, Baghdasar, Hovhannes and
their mother Khatayi;

8 Barkhudar Tzaturian, his wife Herik and their daughter
Magtagh; Barkhudar’s brother Sukias and his wife Horom-
sim;

9 Margar Grigorov, his wife Heriknaz and their son
Ghahraman; Margar’s brother Hakob as well as his sisters
Anna and Yeghisabet;

10 Hovhannes Harutiunian and his mother Varvar;
11 Sahak Antonian and his spouse Margaret;
12 Bakhtiar Ghazarian, his brother Stepan and their

mother Gayane;
13 Ghuli Allahverdian, his wife Taguhi, their daughter

Siranna as well as their sons Mkrtich and Hovhannes;
14 Ohannes Sargissian, his wife Mariam, their daughter

Taguhi as well as their sons Sargis and Martiros; Ohannes’
brother Stepan, his wife Zari, their son Harutiun and their
daughter Sabed;

15 Harutiun Melkumian, his wife Sara, their daughter
Herik as well as their sons Ohannes and Gabriel with his wife
Herik.”152

Chronologically arranged, the available statistical
data relating to the local population represent the fol-
lowing picture: 

__________
137 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 175.
138 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 84.
139 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 37-38.
140 Resler, E., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” Tiflis, 1903, No. 179, p. 2.
141 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79.
142 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 101.
143 SAE, vol. 2, p. 241.
144 ‘Brel’ is the Armenian equivalent for ‘dig.’
145 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 295.
146 “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 119, p. 2.
147 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 315.
148 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 278.

__________
149 Lalayan, Yer., ibid.
150 “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 70, p. 3.
151 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 295.
152 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 26.
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Year Houses Males Females Total
1804153 7 15 10 25
1839154 15 41 35 76
1845155 63 54 117
1847156 54 60 114
1849157 76 63 139
1852158 85 76 161
1861159 16
1866160 21 96 79 175
1872161 179 126 305
1873162 236
1876163 254
1877164 159 102 261
1878165 164 118 282
1881166 184 128 312
1882167 191 137 328
1883168 195 141 336
1885169 145 125 270
1886170 35 190 163 353
1887171 165 145 310
1888172 176 150 326
1889173 182 152 334
1890174 185 165 350
1891175 33 191 171 362
1892176 195 169 364
1893177 199 175 374
1894178 208 178 386
1897179 229 191 420
1898180 233 194 427
1899181 241 201 441

1900182 248 206 454
1901183 256 210 466
1902184 263 214 477
1905185 266 220 486
1906186 284 231 515
1907187 457
1908188 33 255 200 455
1909189 262 210 472
1910190 269 221 490
1912191 271 223 494
1914192 412
1917193 56 387
1924194 82

The table indicates that on the whole, the popula-
tion of Brajur increased throughout the 19th and early
20th centuries. In the course of some years, however,
their number plummeted down due to resettlement,
political instability (as between 1905 and 1906) and
World War I. 

Occupation. Brajur Armenians “are industrious to
such an extent that they even spend sleepless nights
thinking about tomorrow’s work. The local people are
mainly occupied with farming, cattle-breeding and
partly carting...”195 They could also be considered min-
ers, for “There are fields of flint and white stone in the
south of the village: the latter resembles the stones of
the quarry of Hin Gharabulagh which are sold in
Baku.”196

Carpet weaving was another craft developed in
Brajur: “The women and girls of this village are equal-
ly diligent... they are engaged in a praiseworthy craft,
namely they weave valuable carpets, multicoloured
kaperts197 and other minor items which can compete
even with the handiwork of Persian masters with their
fineness.”198

Schools. There are no available data about any
school functioning in Brajur before the state order of
closing the Armenian schools in 1896. However, its
existence even before that year is beyond doubt, for a

__________
153 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
154 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 26.
155 Idem, file 3811, pp. 4-5.
156 Idem, file 3814, pp. 96-97.
157 Idem, file 3818, pp. 96-97.
158 Idem, file 3819, pp. 105-106.
159 Idem, file 3835, pp. 147-148.
160 Idem, file 3848, p. 57.
161 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63.
162 Idem, file 3864, pp. 39-40.
163 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
164 Idem, file 3869, pp. 54-55.
165 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
166 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
167 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
168 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
169 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3877, p. 29.
170 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 84-85. Another source mentions 24

houses (“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 295).
171 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 73.
172 Idem, file 3882, p. 131. 
173 Idem, file 3884, pp. 226-227.
174 Idem, file 3887, p. 150.
175 Idem, file 3889, p. 149. Also see Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 278.
176 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3891, p. 121.
177 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
178 Idem, file 3896, pp. 72-73.
179 Idem, file 3899, pp. 147-148.
180 Idem, file 3897, p. 169.
181 Idem, file 3903, pp. 126-127.

__________
182 Idem, file 3905, pp. 91-92.
183 Idem, file 3906, pp. 97-98.
184 Idem, file 3907, pp. 23-24.
185 Idem, file 3912, pp. 266-267.
186 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 9. Also

see file 3915, p. 24.
187 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
188 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3895, pp. 77-

78. Also see fund 35, list 1, file 559, p.  9.
189 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä56, list 18, file 764, p. 117.
190 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 57-58.
191 Idem, file 3919, pp. 62-63.
192 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 135.
193 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166.
194 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2635, p. 49.
195 “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 70, p. 3.
196 Barkhutariants, M., ibid.
197 A napless carpet.
198 “Nor-Dar,” ibid.
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number of archive documents speak about the reopen-
ing of the village school in 1906.199 Interestingly
enough, it resumed activity as a parish school for males
without the spiritual powers’ awareness.200 By 1909 it
had turned into a unisex institution with 21 boys and 12
girls.201

In the Soviet years, Brajur also had a functioning
eight-year school.

St. Gabriel Church standing in the centre of the
village represents a uni-nave vaulted building of
undressed stone and mortar, with a four-pillar belfry

above its eastern pediment. One of its facades is engra-
ved with the following inscription:

ÚÇß³ï³Ï ¿ êáõñµ ¶³µñÇ¿É »Ï»Õ»óÇ ´³-
µ³ç³Ý, áñ ¿ áñ¹Ç î¿ñ ²ÏáµÇÝ:

transl.: St. Gabriel Church stands in memory of
Babajan, who is the son of Father Akob. 

Published in: “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 70, p. 3.
Note: Brajur inhabitant Badam Grigorian deciphers the inscrip-

tion in the following way, “The church was built in 1700 by Hakob’s
son Babajan in memory of his sons Hakobjan, Ohanjan as well as his
grandchildren, great grandchildren and his daughter-in-law Varvara
(Grigorian, B. Brajur. In: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 1, p. 3, in Arme-
nian).

The founder of the church, Babajan, was said “...to
possess a large fortune so that Javad Khan, whose res-
idence was in Gandzak then, always demanded that he
should give him some money. One day the khan asked,

BRAJUR. Above, from left to right: a general view of the village; St. Gabriel Church seen from the west. Below: a photo represent-
ing the participants of a wedding (early 20th cent.)

__________
199 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 216, p. 1. Also

see fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 15.
200 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 301, p. 5.
201 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 1849, p. 17.

Also see Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 470.
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‘Babajan, why do I run out of money very often, while
you never seem to be short of it?’ Babajan answered,
‘My dear khan, yours is what Babajan gave you, while
mine is what God gave me.’ People have not forgotten
his words which sound as a saying in our villages until
now.”202

Although St. Gabriel Church closed on a Govern-
ment order in 1928,203 it was preserved standing until
the deportation of the local Armenians in 1989.

Between 1905 and 1923, priest of Mirzik Martiros
Yepiskopossiants served in the village.204

CHAYLU
This Turkish village extends on the left bank of the

river Kurak, 16 kilometres east of the district centre,
between 490 and 520 metres of altitude above sea level.

It was established in the Soviet years, and had a
population of 715 in 1986.205

CHOBAN-ABDALI
Location. Choban-Abdali lies in a plain extending

at an altitude of 240 to 250 metres above sea level, 10
kilometres north-east of Gandzak, within 21 kilometres
of the district centre.

In the late 19th century, it comprised several winter
encampments of Turkish cattle-breeders and belonged
to some Turkish landowners.206

The scanty statistical data relating to the number of
the local population represent the following picture: 
Year Houses Males Females Total
1804207 12 23 19 42
1886208 49 167 133 300
1907209 411
1986210 1,421

CHRAGHIDZOR (JRAGIDZOR)
The village is located 14 kilometres south of the

district centre, between 1,340 and 1,440 metres of alti-
tude above sea level.

In the Soviet years, the site of the ancient, derelict
Armenian village was re-populated by some Armen-
ians who mainly practised mining.

DAMZHALI
This small, insignificant Turkish village is situated

on the right bank of the river Artinajur, 9 kilometres

north-west of the district centre, between 620 and 640
metres of altitude above sea level.

It had a population of 4 houses (15 males, 22
females) in 1886,211 and 85 inhabitants in 1908.212

DANAYER
The settlement extends on the right bank of the

river Artinajur, 13 kilometres north-west of the district
centre, at an altitude of 910 to 970 metres above sea
level.

It was founded in the site of an abandoned
Armenian village in the late 19th century. 

The local Turkish population comprised 10 houses
(61 males, 69 females) in 1886,213 and amounted to 115
in 1908.214

DOZULAR (BIRGYOZ)
Location. The settlement is situated on the left

bank of the river Kurak, 10 kilometres north-east of
Getashen, 14 kilometres south-east of the district cen-
tre, between 670 and 690 metres of altitude above sea
level.

Population. While conducting investigation in the
area in 1864, Meves once had a talk with some Turks
and found out that the nomadic community of Birgyoz
was scattered in various places so that actually it could
not be considered as a village. Below follows the
record of that conversation: “What do you mean by
saying that villages are something rare here? Statistical
surveys are conducted as per villages, are they not?”

(My interlocutor smiled).
“Why are you smiling?” I asked.
“Never mind it.”
Right at that moment, a Tartar approached the Turk

and started talking to him in the Tartar language. When
he left, I asked the Turkish nomad, “Where is he
from?”

“From Birgyoz.”
“Is the village of Birgyoz far from here?”
“There is no such a village.”
“Why, but you have just told me that Tartar is from

Birgyoz.”
Totally taken aback, my interlocutor answered

hastily, “He is registered in Birgyoz.”
“His being registered in Birgyoz shows that such a

village does exist. Why are you trying to convince me
of the contrary? I did not expect you to be so reticent.”__________

202 “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 70, p. 3.
203 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2658, p. 12.
204 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57ä, list 3, file 259, p. 4.
205 SAE, vol. 10, p. 301.
206 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 31-

32, 43-44.
207 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
208 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 84-85.
209 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p 415.
210 SAE, vol. 10, p. 369.

__________
211 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79. 
212 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 235. As alleged by this statisti-

cal source, the local inhabitants were Armenians, but this is not
confirmed in any other records.

213 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79. 
214 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 235. The local residents are

alleged to be Armenians, but this is not confirmed in any other
source.
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Highly embarrassed, the Turk attempted to prove
the rightfulness of what he had said, evidently forget-
ting that he had at first planned to avoid discussing cer-
tain issues with me.

“Well, who told you that all the villages fixed on
paper do really exist? Their names are written down
simply out of formal considerations, but in fact, a num-
ber of villages such as Birgyoz, Ghushchi, Ashagha-
Ayipli, Yukhari Ayipli and many others are merely
names and nothing else. Their inhabitants live scattered
in various sites, districts and provinces as well as part-
ly in Persia...”215

The available statistical data relating to the number
of the population of this Turkish “village” represent the
following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886216 67 208 195 403
1908217 156
1914218 178

FIZULI (SUNNILAR)
The village lies 24 kilometres north-east of the dis-

trict centre, between 220 and 225 metres of altitude
above sea level. 

The available statistical data relating to the number
of the local population are as follows: 56 houses with
297 inhabitants (163 males, 134 females)219 in 1886,
and 233 residents in 1914.220

GETASHEN
Location. The village, that is 2.5 kilometres long

and only 500 to 600 metres wide, is situated in a deep
gorge mainly lying on the left bank of the river Kurak,
13 kilometres south-east of the district centre. Most of
its quarters extend on the slopes of some ravines on the
left riverside, between 950 and 1,050 metres of altitude
above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. Only very few of the
villages of Northern Artsakh (Pib, Banants, Legharak,
Khachakap, Voskanapat) can match Getashen, a village
of glorious history.

The surviving monuments of material culture trace
it as far back as the early Middle Ages. Some archaeo-
logical finds, including pottery and Bronze articles, can
be attributed to the pre-Christian period. 

Getashen and its neighbourhood retain a wealth of
mills, churches, bridges, wine presses, village sites,
cemeteries abounding in khachkars and grave-stones,
as well as dwellings and public buildings that consti-
tute a rich, unique cultural heritage of immense value.
Erected in the course of many centuries, they have
come down to our days in a standing or semi-ruined
state.

The available scanty records on Getashen date back
to the 17th century. Thus, in 1626 the toponym was
used in an account of the atrocities committed by the
Georgian troops: “And the base Georgians attacked
Getashen’s Armenians...”221

It may also be found in a bull issued by Catholicos
Pilippos (1632 to 1655).222

In 1691 reference is made to “...head of Getashen
Kamal Bey...”223

This person, who is mentioned by the title of Melik
in an inscription of 1673, headed the construction of
the local church of Sourb Nahatak (Avag Sourb Nshan
Church) in 1677.

In 1766 mention is made of “Melik Yusif..., whose
residence is in Getashen at present...”224

A year later, Georgian King Heracle incited Shah-
verdi Khan of Gandzak to invade Getashen, but the lat-
ter was faced with a heavy counterattack: “...day had
not broken yet when he unexpectedly mounted an
offensive against Melik Yusuf of Getashen for the pur-
pose of slaughtering his army, capturing his people and
plundering the village. Unaware of the danger, Melik
Yusuf’s people  lay asleep in complete carelessness, but
the Lord came to their rescue. The melik’s valorous son
Beklar plucked up courage, took his sword and rushed
outward all by himself to repel the attacking troops until

__________
215 Meves, V., op. cit., p. 420 (the original reads, “–Êàê

äåðåâíÿ âåùü ðåäêàÿ? âåäü êàìåðàëüíîå îïèñàíèå
è ñîñòàâëåíî ïî äåðåâíÿì. Ìîé ñîáåñåäíèê
óëûáíóëñÿ. –×åãî âû óëûáàåòåñü? –Òàê, íè÷åãî...
Â òî âðåìÿ, êîãäà ìîé ñïóòíèê ñêàçàë “òàê,
íè÷åãî”, ïîäîøåë êàêîé-òî òàòàðèí è íà÷àë
ãîâîðèòü ÷òî-òî ïî òàòàðñêè. Êîãäà òàòàðèí
îêîí÷èë ðàçãîâîð è óøåë, ÿ ñïðîñèë NN îòêóäà
ýòîò òàòàðèí. –Èç Áèðãåçà. –À äàëåêî-ëè äåðåâíÿ
Áèðãåç? –Äåðåâíÿ Áèðãåçà íåò! –À êàê æå âû ãîâî-
ðèòå, ÷òî ýòîò òàòàðèí èç Áèðãåçà? Òóò ñîâåðøåííî
ñìåøàëñÿ ìîé NN è â òîðîïÿõ ñêàçàë. –Îí
çàïèñàí â ä. Áèðãåç. –Åñëè çàïèñàí â ä. Áèðãåç, òî
çíà÷èò; åñòü òàêàÿ äåðåâíÿ; çà÷åì æå âû óâåðÿåòå
ìåíÿ, ÷òî òàêîé äåðåâíÿ íåò? ß íå îæèäàë îò âàñ
òàêîé... òàêîé... íåîòêðîâåííîñòè... NN ñìåøàëñÿ
è, âèäèìî, æåëàÿ äîêàçàòü ñâîþ ïðàâîòó, çàáûâ î
ñâîåì ïëàíå îáõîäèòü íåêîòîðûå âîïðîñû, ñêàçàë.
–Äà ðàçâå ñóùåñòâóþò âñå òå äåðåâíè, êîòîðûÿ
çíà÷àòñÿ ïî áóìàãàì? Íàçâàíèå äåðåâåíü çíà÷èòñÿ
ïî áóìàãàì ïîòîìó, ÷òî ôîðìà ýòîãî òðåáóåò; íî â
íàòóðå ìíîãèõ äåðåâåíü íå ñóùåñòâóåò, êàê, íàïðè-
ìåð ñëåäóþùèÿ äåðåâíè. Áèðãåç, Êóùè, Àøàãà-
Àéïëû, Þõàðè-Àéïëè è ìíîæåñòâî äðóãèõ. Æè-
òåëè ïîêàçàííûå â ýòèõ äåðåâíÿõ, æèâóò â ðàçíûõ
ó÷àñòêàõ, â ðàçíûõ óåçäàõ, â ðàçíûõ ãóáåðíèÿõ, à
÷àñòüþ è çà ãðàíèöåþ, â Ïåðñèè...”).

216 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 80-81.
217 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 205.
218 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 99.
219 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 80-81.
220 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 184.

__________
221 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 2, p. 206.
222 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 48.
223 “Ararat,” 1900, p. 320.
224 A Collection of Armenian Historiographical Works, vol. 3,

p. 573.
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his fellow warriors came to his aid, his father fighting
the enemy in the village in the meantime. Eventually
gathering all their troops, they hindered the advance of
that foul Shahverdi and killed most of his soldiers.”

Chasing the escaping khan and “...murdering the
enemy right and left...,” Melik Hovsep “...reached
Ganja and returned with all his troops safe and sound.
Over many days, he kept all the roads to the city
blocked so that nobody entered or left it...”225

Finally, Shahverdi Khan had to ask King Heracle to
“intercede” with the melik for lifting the siege of
Gandzak.

Getashen Armenians were famous for their bravery
and patriotism. In the late 19th century, one of their fel-
low villagers was characterized in the following way,
“...among those courageous fighters was Hanes
Sapariants, who had not practised any crafts all his life-
time, his only occupation being the slaughter of the
enemies...”226

Construction Activity. Parallel with the develop-
ment of the village, the number of the local buildings
gradually increased so that by 1886 another 12 houses
had been built on the right bank of the river as well.227

The Domains of Getashen. A populous village
serving as a seat for meliks, Getashen possessed large
estates from times immemorial. In the early 19th cen-
tury, the authorities provided the newly-arrived settlers
with 8,228 dessiatinas 2,191 sazhens for farming, and
3,611 dessiatinas 479 sazhens for winter residence, in a
site called Geran: “It borders on the river Geran, the
road of Oghri as well as the lands of Borsunlu and the
plain of Geran. Since then it has been called Geran-
Chelaberd...”228

Later, however, the village failed to expand its
dominions; moreover, against the local people’s will, a
plot of 200 dessiatinas was stripped of it and allocated
to Secret State Counselor Chelyayev.229 As a result, in
the early 20th century, Getashen Armenians already felt
the acute shortage of arable land.

During the fierce Armeno-Turkish fights of 1905 as
well as between 1918 and 1920, the remote domains of
the village were consigned to neglect, for the local
inhabitants did not dare to cultivate the soil with the
Turks in the neighbourhood: “Getashen has 2,100
dessiatinas of arable land near the station of Gyoran...
The fighting, however, has made it absolutely impossi-
ble to till it.”230

GETASHEN. The village seen from the road leading to Yeghnasar Monastery

__________
225 A Collection of Armenian Historiographical Works, vol. 3, p. 773.
226 “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 108, p. 3.
227 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 280. Also see Sargissian, M.

Getashen. In: “Kultur-Lusavorakan Ashkhatank,” 1988, No. 2, pp.
13-20, in Armenian.

__________
228 “Mshak,” 1913, No. 72, p. 3.
229 Ibid.
230 A-Do, idem, p. 333.
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In the 19th century, some small villages were set up
in the vicinity of the cattle-houses belonging to
Getashen but located outside the village. These vil-
lages, lying within a short distance of each other, were
as follows: Murtunis (Mertsunis), situated 1.5 kilome-
tres west of Getashen; Chilkin, located on the left bank
of the river Kurak, 6 kilometres north-east of Getashen;
Jragidzor (Chraghidzor), extending 2.5 kilometres
south-west of Getashen, and Gyoran north-east of
Getashen. In the Middle Ages, some of them represent-
ed prospering villages which were later abandoned and
re-populated by Getashen Armenians only in the 19th
century. During population  censuses, the inhabitants of
these satellite villages were registered together with
those of Getashen.

The Armeno-Turkish Fights between 1905 and
1906. Thanks to its populousness and comparatively
favourable position for defence, Getashen did not suf-
fer enemy attacks either in the days of the Armeno-
Turkish fights of 1905 to 1906 or during the joint
offensives launched by the Ottoman and Musavatist
troops between 1918  and 1920. The local inhabitants
who had united and taken up arms to defend their

native village did not engage in serious fighting against
the Turks, since the latter did not dare to attack the vil-
lage, being well-aware of the skills and valour the war-
riors of Getashen boasted. The village, however, lost
many people outside its territory: thus, on 13
September 1905, 5 Armenians returning home from
their fields in Gyoran were slaughtered by the Turks
who appropriated the harvest  of millet they had gath-
ered.231

In retaliation for the unprecedented crimes the
Turkish bandits had committed in the adjacent villages,
in late 1905, an armed detachment from Getashen
destroyed some of their dens: “At half past six on the
morning of 15 December, Chaylilar was heavily encir-
cled from three sides. The local forces, that were not
small in number, proved unable to repel the fire com-
ing from three directions simultaneously and ran away
through the open field after a persistent resistance of
several hours. The Armenians who burst into the vil-
lage ravaged and burnt it down. They had not finished
their act of retribution yet when a large mob reached

GETASHEN. General views of the village

__________
231 “Arshaluys,” 1905, No. 17, p. 1.
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there from the plain, and the fighting resumed with
even greater ferocity, lasting for many hours. Finally,
the Turks were warded off, but the heavy battle had
cost the Armenians the lives of Ivan Balasanian, Ghu-
kas Petrossian from Karabakh, and Bakhshi, the in-
surgent son of the rebellious land of Khachen. Besides,
they had also suffered 6 casualties, the Turkish losses
exceeding 20.”232

Getashen Armenians also visited retribution on
some other nearby villages housing Turkish gangsters:
“After Chaylilar, the same Armenians attacked and
devastated Dardara, Saresu, Dozilar as well as Abas-
Dara and Panahlar. The last two of these villages men-
tioned had been abandoned even before the
onslaught.”233

As already mentioned, Getashen mainly escaped
the scourge of the Armeno-Turkish fights that ravaged
throughout Caucasia. That meant that the calculations
of the Tsarist authorities had not come true at all.
Seeing that the Turks were of no use with that regard,
they stripped away their disguise of “saving peacemak-
ers” and launched an offensive against the village on 24
March 1906. First the Russians demanded that Geta-
shen Armenians deliver up their arms and then fired 20
gun volleys against the village, “...demolishing several
magnificent houses...”234

The contemporary press responded to that act by
the following interrogation, “...what is Getashen to
blame for? Its only crime is that it did not let the Turks
touch it. Besides, located on a crossroad of nomads’

GETASHEN. Partial views of the central quarters of the village

__________
232 A-Do, idem, p. 334.
233 Ibid.

__________
234 “Mshak,” No. 68, 29 March 1906.
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continual resettlement, it might pose danger to the
Turks if it remained armed...”235

In 1918 Getashen was delivered up “...to the Tur-
kish authorities. The local people were very displeased
with the Turkish powers, for the establishment of Tur-
kish forces in their village finally reduced them to ban-
kruptcy. Every day the enemy soldiers robbed them of
two bulls, took as much bread as they wished and did
not spare even forage which was considered something
of highest necessity to the villager and cost a high
price.236

Population. None of the available sources attests to
what the correspondent of the “Nor-Dar” alleges about
the establishment of Getashen: “At first this village,
founded in 1748, comprised only 25 houses. In 1802 30
families from the principality of Jraberd took up living
here and mixed with the local inhabitants, in their turn
contributing to the prosperity of the village...”237

The existing sources are not unanimous in mention-
ing the exact year of this resettlement which oscillates
among 1802,238 1804239 and 1805 to 1806.240 Nor do

GETASHEN. Partial views of the central quarters of the village. The last photo represents the houses of the Tzaturants

__________
235 Ibid.
236 The Armenian Massacres in the Provinces of Baku and Yelizavetpol

(1918 to 1920), p. 130 (the original reads, “...òóðåöêèì âëàñòÿì.
Æèòåëè ýòîãî ñåëà áûëè íåäîâîëüíû òóðåöêîé âëàñòüþ,
ïîòîìó ÷òî âî âðåìÿ ïðåáûâàíèÿ òóðåöêèõ ñèë â ýòîì
ñåëå îêîí÷àòåëüíî îíè èõ ðàçîðèëè. áðàëè 

__________
îò íèõ â äåíü ïî äâà áûêà, õëåáà, ñêîëüêî õîòåëè, íå
ùàäèëè äàæå êîðì, êîòîðûé â íàñòîÿùåå âðåìÿ öå-
íèòñÿ î÷åíü äîðîãî äëÿ êðåñòüÿíèíà è ÿâëÿåòñÿ ïåð-
âîé íåîáõîäèìîñòüþ”).

237 “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 108, p. 3.
238 Ibid.
239 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 280. Also see “Mshak,” 1890, No. 76, p. 2.
240 “Mshak,” 1913, No. 72, p. 3.
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they report the true number of the Armenians who
moved from the neighbouring district of Jraberd to
Getashen: it ranges from 30241 and 80242 to 300.243

The epitaphs preserved in the local cemetery reveal
that the resettlers were mostly from Metzshen, Akana,
Maghavuz and Khotorashen Villages of the aforemen-
tioned district.

In 1886 Getashen comprised 300 families, includ-
ing 80 of Jraberd Armenians.244

Below follows a list of 145 families living in Geta-
shen in 1839:

“1 Poghos Ter-Ohanian, his sons Shirin with his wife
Rehan, and Petros with his wife Nazel;

2 Nerses Ter-Israyelian, his wife Rehan as well as his
sons Yeprem and Poghos;

3 Moses Ter-Sahakian, his wife Rehan as well as their son
Sahak and his wife Javahir;

4 Sayi Zakarian, his wife Anna and their son Ghahraman;
5 Verdi Zakarian with his spouse Anna;
6 Grigor Hakobian with his wife Anna;
7 Ghahraman Melkumian, his wife Aziz and their son

Arzuman;
8 Sandri Melkumian, his wife Mariam as well as their

sons Nerses, Arzuman and Hakob;
9 Yesayi Melkumian, his wife Heriknaz, their sons Daniel

with his wife Antaram, and Gabriel with his wife Javahir;
10 Poghos Harutiunian, his wife Sona and their daughter

Margaret;
11 Papi Pekov, his wife Shali and their son Hovhannes;

Papi’s brother Hayrum and his wife Anna;

GETASHEN. Houses(19th cent.) GETASHEN. The house of Khachatur Gabrielian

__________
241 “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 108, p. 3.
242 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 280. Also see “Mshak,” 1913, No.

72, p. 3.
243 “Mshak,” 1890, No. 76, p. 2.
244 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 280.
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12 Mayil Grigorian, his wife Yeghisabet and their son
Harutiun;

13 Mirza Paytalian, his wife Mariam as well as their sons
Harutiun and Nerses;

14 Avag Ghazarian, his wife Margaret, their daughter
Mina as well as their sons Grigor and Ghazar;

15 Sargis Aghajanian, his wife Anna and their daughter
Mariam; Sargis’ brother Stepan with his wife Rehan;

16 Avag Ohanissian, his wife Horomsim as well as their
son Daniel with his wife Javi;

17 Asriel Hakobian, his wife Yetar as well as their son
Soghomon and their daughter Mariam;

18 Petros Sevian, his wife Anna as well as their sons
Sargis and Hambardzum;

19 Beki Harutiunian, his wife Sirunna and their son
Hakob; Beki’s brothers 1. Yesayi with his wife Anna, and 2.
Ohannes with his wife Bekzata and his daughter Mariam; 

20 Poghos Sargissian, his wife Khatayi and their daugh-
ter Rehan;

21 Grigor Papassian, his wife Yeghisabet and their
daughter Herik;

22 Hovhannes Hovsepian, his wife Sevgyul and their son
Avetis;

23 Verdi Misayelian, his wife Sevgyul as well as their son
Arushan and their daughter Yasaman;

24 Babajan Atayan, his wife Sirunna, their sons Hakob
and Misayel as well as their daughter-in-law Khatun;

25 Sarukhan Poghossian with his wife Anakhanum;
26 Petros Mkhitarian, his wife Antaram, their son

Arustam with his wife Mariam as well as his sons Nerses,
Karapet and Hovhannes;

27 Israyel Misayelian, his wife Yetar as well as their sons
Beglar and Grigor; Israyel’s brother Petros, his wife Begzada
and their son Harutiun;

28 Petros Hakobian, his wife Varti as well as their sons
Nerses, Aghabek, Ohanes, Misayel and Hakob;

29 Petros Simonian, his wife Mariam as well as their
daughter Javahir and their son Simeon;

GETASHEN. Houses. The last photo represents the house of Michael the Youzbashi
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30 Simeon Hakobian with his wife Vardi;
31 Soghomon Baghdasarian, his wife Javahir as well as

their son Sargis and their daughter Yeghisabet;
32 Widow Antaram, her daughter Gozal as well as her

sons Beglar and Abraham;
33 Martiros Balassian, his wife Anna as well as their

daughters Anakhanum and Herik;
34 Arzuman Grigorian, his wife Khatayi as well as their

sons Karapet and Sargis;
35 Arustam Apressian, his wife Tari, his brother Ohannes,

his spouse Anayi as well as his sons Sargis, Grigor and
Daniel;

36 Daniel Hakobian, his wife Javi, their son Grigor with
his wife Paji as well as his sons Nerses, Khachatur and
Beglar; Daniel’s brother Arustam with his wife Taguhi;

37 Gogi Ghazarian, his wife Javi as well as their sons
Khosrov and Grigor;

38 Hovhannes Galustov, his wife Javi as well as their
sons Daniel and Sargis;

39 Sargis Hakobian, his wife Mariam as well as their sons
Avag and Arustam;

40 Hovhannes Sargissian, his wife Mariam as well as
their son Hakob and his spouse Herik;

41 Gabriel Hovhannissian, his wife Khatayi as well as
their sons Ohan, Yeghiazar and Arushan;

42 Daniel Vardanian, his wife Aznan, their sons Sargis
and Minas as well as their daughter-in-law Nazlo;

43 Grigor Sargissian, his wife Horomsim as well as their
daughters Rehan and Anna;

44 Grigor Galustian, his wife Anna and their son Ghazar;
45 Salah Sadeghian, his wife Margaret and their daughter

Marian; Salah’s brother Petru with his wife Khanum;
46 Usup Sargissian, his wife Rehan and their son Sargis; 
47 Widow Javi with her sons Hovhannes and Grigor;
48 Petros Matikian, his wife Hustiane and their son

Allahverdi;
49 Widow Shakhi with her sons Poghos and Hovhannes;
50 Widow Nazi with her sons Abraham, Stepan and Hakob;

GETASHEN. The house of Melik-Mnatsakanian
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51 Abraham Hakobian with his wife Hori and their
daughter Rehan;

52 Petros Hakobian, his wife Bagzata and their daughter
Khanum;

53 Hovhannes Gasparian, his wife Mariam as well as
their son Karapet and their daughter Rehan;

54 Widow Khatun, her daughter Sona as well as her sons
Murat and Hovhannes;

55 Hovsep Apressian with his spouse Javahir;
56 Sargis Danielian, his wife Nazlu as well as his broth-

er Ghazar with his wife Herik and his son Misayel;
57 Baghdasar Ghukassian, his wife Aziz, their son Hov-

hannes and Baghdasar’s brother Yedgar;
58Verdi Sevanian, his wife Javahir as well as their son

Arzuman and his spouse Nazlu;
59 Widow Huri, her daughter Gurjhan as well as her sons

Simeon and Beglar;
60 Harutiun Denielian with his wife Anayi;
61 Ohan Danielian, his wife Zata, their daughters Malak

and Nazlu, their sons Avan and Sargis as well as their daugh-
ter-in-law Nakar;

62 Ayrum Papian and his spouse Malak with their sons
Javat and Khechatur; Ayrum’s brothers Avag, Simeon, Petros
and Martiros together with their daughters-in-law Sona and
Anna;

63 Ayrum Adamian, his wife Margaret and his brother
Grigor;

64 Hovakim Adamian, his wife Peki and their daughter
Shamam;

65 Petros Poghossian, his wife Hori and their daughter
Nakhshun; Petros’ brother Grigor, his spouse Sirunna and
their son Simeon;

66 Grigor Ter-Hakobian, his wife Gyuli as well as their
son Petros and his wife Zata;

67 Petros Avagian, his wife Sirun and their daughter Re-
han;

68 Israyel Galustian, his wife Anna, his brother Harutiun
as well as his sons Gevorg and Ghazar;

GETASHEN. The house of Dulunts (Dulian) Grigor
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69 Abraham Ter-Hovhannissian, his wife Rehan as well
as their sons Israyel and Hovhannes;

70 Avag Ohannissian, his wife Mariam as well as their
sons Hovhannes and Sargis;

71 Hovhannes Vanian, his wife Mariam, their son Vardan
and their daughter Antaram;

72 Sargis Danielian, his wife Mariam as well as their sons
Javat and Daniel;

73 Petros Markossian, his wife Mariam as well as their
sons Arustam and Aghajan;

74 Atay Hakobian, his wife Anna, their son Aghajan and
their daughter Khanum;

75 Petros Israyelian, his wife Nazlukhan as well as his
brothers Harutiun and Avetis;

76 Soghomon Kolayan and his wife Taguhi together with
their sons Misayel and Grigor; Soghomon’s brother
Hovhannes and his spouse Khatayi;

77 Batal Arustamian, his wife Nazlukhan as well as his
brothers Payi and Hovhannes;

78 Khachatur Danielian, his wife Yeghisabed and their
daughter Anna;

79 Hakob Seiranian with his wife Hori;
80 Petros Israyelian, his wife Nazlu and their son Seiran;
81 Mkhitar Baghdasarian with his spouse Vari;
82 Widower Movses Seiranian, his brother Avetis with

his spouse Yeghisabet;
83 Widower Hakob Mirzayan with his sons Petros and Ohan;
84 Gabriel Avtandilian, his wife Huri as well as their sons

Maki and Arushan with his wife Herik;
85 Arustam Papayan, his wife Khatayi and their son

Ghahraman;
86 Arustam Allahverdian, his wife Magtagh and their son

Sargis;
87 Thomas Hakobian with his spouse Khatayi;
88 Harutiun Petrossian with his wife Khatun;
89 Michael Sargissian with his wife Javahir;
90 Zohrap Danielian, his wife Vari as well as their sons

Grigor and Avetik;

GETASHEN. The house of Priest Mesrop Ter-Grigoriants (1889)
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91. Sargis Danielian with his wife Herik;
92 Ghaybali Khachaturian, his wife Mariam as well as his

brothers Sargis and Petros;
93 Sargis Petrossian, his wife Shahzat as well as their

sons Harutiun, Vardan and Antanes;
94 Badal Arushanian with his wife Heriknaz;
95 Martiros Khachaturian with his wife Javahir;
96 Avag Hakobian, his wife Mehri as well as their sons

Hakob and Hovhannes;
97 Hovhannes Poghossian, his wife Gyuli, their son

Allahverdi and their daughter Bekzada;
98 Hovhannes Poghossian, his mother Gyuli, his spouse

Magtagh and their son Hovhannes;
99 Arustam Poghossian, his mother Antaram, his wife

Sirunna as well as his brother Ayrum, his spouse Sehar and
his son Arushan;

100 Mnatsakan Petrossian, his mother Anna, his wife
Anna as well as his brother Khachatur with his spouse
Shahzada and his son Grigor;

101 Kochari Poghossian, his mother Hripsim, his wife
Sultan and their daughter Herik;

102 Abraham Poghossian with his mother Hori, his wife
Anna and his daughter Herik;

103 Astvatzatur Karapetian with his spouse Herik and his
son Harutiun;

104 Avag Mkrtumian with his mother Margaret and his
wife Sirunna;

105 Grigor Sahakian with his wife Horomsim;
106 Musayel Harutiunian, his wife Mariam as well as

their daughters Javahir and Shahkhanum;
107 Petros Hovhannissian, his wife Herik as well as their

sons Karapet and Sargis with his spouse Nakhshun;
108 Daniel Nazarian, his wife Heriknaz, their sons

Khachatur, Karapet with his wife Nazlukhan, and Martiros
with his wife Nazgyul, his son Gevorg and his daughter
Marun;

109 Khachatur Hakobian, his wife Herik as well as their
sons Sahak and Petros;

GETASHEN. The house of Priest Mesrop Ter-Grigoriants, 1889 (photos by courtesy of A. Ghulian)
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110 Poghos Ter-Hakobian, his wife Herik as well as their
daughters Khanum, Yetar and Shazlu;

111 Harutiun Apressian, his wife Mariam as well as their
sons Gabriel, Papa and Yeghi;

112 Israyel Hovhannissian, his mother Nazlu, his wife
Yetar and their son Misayel; 

113 Hovhannes Mirzayan, his wife Khatun, his brother
Abraham, his spouse Yetar, his daughter Khatayi as well as
his sons Sargis, Misayel and Arustam;

114 Hovhannes Ter-Petrossian, his wife Anna as well as
their son Harutiun with his wife Sirunna;

115 Mosi Sargissian and his wife Javahir with their sons
Gabriel and Kochari;

116 Hovhannes Poghossian, his wife Tukhi as well as
their sons Javat and Sahak;

117 Movses Grigorian, his wife Gyuljehan as well as
their sons Mirza and Arustam;

118 Hovakim Hakobian, his wife Mariam as well as his
brother Gevorg with his spouse Khatun, his son Khachatur

and his daughter Herik;
119 Gabriel Mkhitarian, his wife Herik as well as their

sons Hakob, Hambardzum, and Sargis with his wife Mariam;
120 Martiros Petrossian and his wife Anna with their sons

Harutiun and Hovhannes;
121 Allahverdi Harutiunian, his wife Gyurjehan as well

as their daughters Herik and Nazlu;
122 Martiros Harutiunian, his wife Sirun as well as their

sons Avag and Yeprem;
123 Petros Papayan, his wife Javahir with their son Sahak

and his wife Pari;
124 Hovhannes Adamian, his wife Zani and their son

Petros with his wife Horomsim;
125 Hakob Petrossian, his wife Sehar, their son Sargis

with his wife Heriknaz and his daughter Sirunna;
126 Widower Petros Arushanian and his brother Petros

with his wife Sara; 
127 Widower Gabriel Hakobian as well as his son Mirza

with his wife Magtagh;

GETASHEN. A house (late 19th cent.)
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128 Mkrtum Soghomonian, his wife Javahir, their
sons Gyurji, and Ghuli with his wife Gyuli, his sons
Musayel, Israyel as well as his daughters Khatayi and
Horom;

129 Musayel Harutiunian, his wife Begzada as well as
their sons Beglar, Petros and Avag;

130 Widow Shakhi, her daughter Seharnaz as well as her
sons Yeghiazar and Sargis;

131. Widow Gayane Grigorian, her son Arustam as well
as her daughters Tazagyul and Herik;

132 Grigor Yesayan, his wife Mariam and their daughter
Sirun; Grigor’s brother Ohan, his wife Herik and their son
Andreas;

133 Widow Hripsime Gevorgian, her sons Harutiun, and
Papa with his wife Sirunna;

134 Widow Rehan with her daughters Vardi and
Shahkhanum;

135 Gabriel Harutiunian, his wife Mariam as well as their
son Sahak and their daughter Shahkhanum;

136 Sayi Abrahamian, his wife Aghakhan and their son
Hovhannes;

137 Hakob Balasian, his wife Hyuri as well as their sons
Zakaria and Israyel;

138 Mkrtum Hovhanian, his wife Tellu as well as their
son Mirza and their daughter Javahir;

139 Mnatsakan Ghukassian, his wife Khanum and their
daughter Taguhi;

140 Petros Apressian with his wife Sona;
141 Gabriel Hovhannissian, his wife Anna and his broth-

er Israyel with his spouse Vardi;
142 Ohanjan Stepanian, his wife Herik and their daugh-

ter Taguhi;
143 Sargis Hakobian, his wife Rehan as well as their

daughters Herik and Seharnaz;
144 Khachatur Petrossian with his wife Tellu;
145 Hovakim Hakobian, his wife Nazlu as well as their

sons Ohan and Khachatur.”245

As already mentioned above, Getashen was one of
the most populous villages in Artsakh: the study of a
wealth of archive documents containing the results of
population censuses carried out between the 19th and
20th centuries reveals that it was second to only Pib
(Zaglik) Village by the number of its inhabitants. The
available statistical data relating to the local people
represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1839246 145 342 261 603
1845247 592 552 1,144
1847248 479 404 883
1849249 566 481 997
1850250 150 568 562 1,130
1852251 594 575 1,169
1853252 614 584 1,198
1854253 608 582 1,190
1857254 615 601 1,216
1858255 621 611 1,232
1860256 627 615 1,242
1861257 146
1862258 162
1863259 665 634 1,299
1864260 670 652 1,322
1865261 675 650 1,325

GETASHEN. Houses (early 20th cent.)

__________
245 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, pp. 30-31.
246 Ibid.
247 Idem, file 3811, pp. 4-5. According to another archive document

(idem, file 3809, p. 31), Getashen had 100 houses with 1,012 inha-
bitants, including 510 males and 502 females.

248 Idem, file 3814, pp. 95-96.
249 Idem, file 3818, pp. 95-96.
250 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 2596, p. 109.
251 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3819, pp. 105-106.
252 Idem, file 2743, pp. 16-17.
253 Idem, file 3825, pp. 68-69.
254 Idem, file 3830, pp. 74-75.
255 Idem, file 3831, pp. 41-42.
256 Idem, file 3833, pp. 108-109.
257 Idem, file 3835, pp. 147-148.
258 “Mshak,” 1913, No. 72, p. 3.
259 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3843, pp. 15-16.
260 Idem, file 3846, pp. 23-24.
261 Idem, file 3862, pp. 58-59.
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1866262 183 763 532 1,295
1872263 938 832 1,770
1873264 240 1,621
1874265 1,934
1875266 1,700
1876267 1,709
1877268 930 810 1,740
1878269 922 804 1,726
1881270 961 846 1,807
1882271 970 858 1,828
1883272 972 848 1,820
1885273 793 662 1,455
1886274 300
1887275 779 677 1,456
1888276 831 721 1,552
1889277 864 736 1,600
1890278 887 767 1,654
1891279 434 920 782 1,702
1892280 460 926 774 1,700
1893281 953 781 1,734
1894282 c500985 794 1,779
1897283 450 1,037 827 1,864
1898284 1,087 850 1,937
1899285 1,092 861 1,953
1900286 1,136 861 1,997
1901287 1,172 949 2,121
1902288 1,164 931 2,095
1905289 1,174 950 2,124

1906290 1,840 1,511 3,351
1907291 3,464
1908292 550 1,903 1,589 3,492
1909293 1,278 1,112 2,390
1910294 2,000 1,675 3,675
1911295 650 3,551
1912296 1,305 1,143 2,448
1914297 5,080
1917298 700 5,361
1986299 3,568

As the table indicates, the population of Getashen,
a millennia-old purely Armenian village, continually
increased until the ‘10s of the 20th century. In the
course of some years, however, certain reduction could
be observed in their number due to small-scale reset-
tlement and diseases, especially, among infants. In
times of turmoil and political instabilitiy, the number of
the local people increased instead of decreasing, for
Getashen was considered a safe haven for the Arme-
nians of other villages (it so happened, for instance,
during the Armeno-Turkish fights between 1905 and
1906: see the table).

The Armenian spirit faded away in the village “when
the last inhabitant abandoned it on 7 May 1991.”300

The Local Families. The elderly residents of Geta-
shen remember that the Melik-Mnatsakaniants, who li-
ved in the central part of the village, came from Gyu-
listan, a village in present-day Shahumian District of
the Republic of Nagorno Karabakh. The Chilingarians
were from Begum-Sarov, the Israyelians from Jraberd,
and the Gyurjians, who dwelled in the vicinity of a ce-
metery in the old quarter of the village, from Ani City
of Shirak District (Ayrarat Province, Metz Hayk). Mo-
ving first to Tseghna, then to Verin and Nerkin Aza Vil-
lages of Goghtan District, and later to Mokhratagh Vil-
lage of Jraberd, they finally settled down in Getashen.

Between 1905 and 1906, the Paravians’(‘Pravants’in the
local dialect) family of armourers was famous in the village.

Crafts and Economic Life. Farming, gardening,
cattle-breeding and bee-keeping were the main occupa-
tions of the Armenians of Getashen.

In 1864 the villagers applied to the authorities with
a request to send some experienced farmers from the

__________
262 Idem, file 3848, p. 57.
263 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, file 3872, pp. 62-63.
264 Idem, file 3864, pp. 39-40. Also see “Mshak,” 1913, No. 72, p. 3.
265 Caucasian Calendar for 1886, p. 125.
266 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3866, pp. 44-45.
267 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
268 Idem, file 3869, pp. 54-55.
269 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
270 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
271 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
272 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
273 Idem, file 3877, p. 29.
274 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 280. Another statistical source

reports 446 houses with 2,558 inhabitants (A Statistical Survey...,
pp. 86-87).

275 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 72.
276 Idem, file 3882, p. 130.
277 Idem, file 3884, pp. 226-227.
278 Idem, file 3887, p. 1489.
279 Idem, file 3889, p. 148. Also see Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 259.
280 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3891, p. 120.

Also see “Nor-Dar,” 1892, No. 140, p. 3.
281 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3895, pp. 77-78.
282 Idem, file 3896, p. 173. Also see “Murj,” 1894, Nos. 7-8, p. 1154.
283 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3342, p. 3.

Also see file 3899, pp. 146-147.
284 Idem, file 3897, p. 168.
285 Idem, file 3903, pp. 126-127.
286 Idem, file 3905, pp. 90-91.
287 Idem, file 3906, pp. 96-97.
288 Idem, file 3907, pp. 22-23.
289 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3912, pp. 265-266.

__________
290 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
291 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
292 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 8. The

village had 3,138 inhabitants, as attested by another source
(Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 409).

293 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä56, list 18, file 764, p. 116.
294 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 56-57.
295 “Mshak,” 1913, No. 72, p. 3.
296 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3919, pp. 61-62.
297 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 204.
298 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166.
299 SAE, vol. 10, p. 300.
300 “Urbat,” 1991, No. 18.
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German colony of Helenendorf to convey their skills to
them. The petition was met, and two specialists, Fried-
rich Ziezer and Friedrich Rietenbach, arrived at the vil-
lage, the local residents assuming all their expenses du-
ring the period of teaching.301

In the pre-Soviet years, Getashen had 18 function-
ing mills, 5 creameries, 4 smithies, 3 leather dressing
mills and 6 shoe-making workshops.302

By 1883 the shops functioning in the village had
totaled 35: “It comprises between 30 and 35 shops be-
longing to retailers, carpenters, tinmen, dyers, tailors,
curriers, drapers, shoemakers and silversmiths...”303

Bishop Barkhutariants, who visited Getashen in the
late 19th century, writes, “It is a township of prosper-
ing crafts such as carpentry, tailoring, saddlery, mason-
ry, weaving, cart-making and blacksmith’s work.”304

Educational Institutions. The village boasted a
year-long history in the educational domain as well:
“...Getashen’s school dates back to the ‘50s, but it was
only in 1865 that its activity was officially approved.”305

The first parish school of the village, providing a
one-year course of instruction for males, opened in
1862.306

In 1878 its building was in need of renovation307

which was carried out through Gandzak vicar Satun-
ian’s efforts.308

In the school year 1911/12, the institution had a
small library of 350 books.309

The local female school started work in 1906.310

Below follow some data relating to the parish
schools of Getashen dug out of various archive docu-
ments and arranged in chronological order:
Year Further Information Teachers        Pupils

1864
311

A parish school opened for males
1865

312
1 33

1866
313

1 47
1869

314
The school was in a financial plight.
Its trustee was

Ghahraman Musayeliants.
1870

315
1 30

1872
316

1 50
1873

317
1 25

1874
318

1 62
1875

319
Priest Simeon Atibekiants 61

GETASHEN. The buildings of the local eight-year and secondary schools

__________
301 “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 70, p. 349.
302 Balasanian, G. The Centuries-Old Traveller. Yerevan, 1986, p.

7, in Armenian.
303 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1883, No. 52, p. 2.
304 Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 258-259.
305 “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 193, p. 3.
306 “Mankavarzhakan Tert,” 1878-79, pp. 15-16. According to

another source, the school opened in 1864 (National Archives of
Armenia, fund 56, list 3, file 52, p. 28).

307 “Mankavarzhakan Tert,” p. 16.

__________
308 “Nor-Dar,” 1895, No. 7.
309 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 15, file 571, p. 21.
310 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 301, p. 5.
311 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 3, file 52, p. 28. Ac-

cording to another archive document, the school opened in 1863
¥National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 15, file 571, p. 21¤.

312 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3848, p. 50.
313 Idem, file 3848, p. 115.
314 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 4850, pp.

16,25.
315 Idem, file 3857, pp. 49-50.
316 Idem, file 3872, pp. 30-32.
317 Idem, file 3862, pp. 59-68.
318 Idem, file 3864, pp. 55-56.
319 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 3, file 52, p. 45. Also

see National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3866, pp.
48-49.
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1876320 1 60
1877

321
1 26

1878
322

M. Baghdasariants 31
1882

323
1 45

1884
324

Functioned on a one-year basis
1885

325
Closed on a Government order

1888
326

Reopened
1889

327
Functioned on a one-year basis

1891
328

Functioning 
1892

329
1 38

1893
330

Providing a one-year course for males
1894

331
Harutiun Mirimaniants 40

1896
332

Closed on a Government order
1906

333
Reopened without the state
and religious powers’
knowledge

1908
334

Officially declared opened
as a one-year school for males 128

1909
335

One-year, in a financial plight
1909

336
2 126

1910
337

2 109
(87 boys, 22 girls)

1911
338

2 96
(70 boys, 26 girls)

1911/12
339

Providing a three-year 1 50
course for males Kamal Petrossian

1914
340

2 140
1919

341
Attacked by Turkish bandits

The local Russian public school, located on the
right bank of the river Kurak, had been moved from the
Turkish village of Gyoran and started work in 1886.342

In the early 1890s, it had over 50 pupils.343 In 1892 it
had 5 classes and functioned on a two-year basis.344

In the Soviet years, the building of the institution
underwent some reconstruction after which it housed a
10-year Armenian secondary school until 1991. 

Village Heads and Elders. In earlier times, the
post of village head shifted from generation to genera-
tion, but in the 19th century, people generally elected
that official.

A visitor who happened to be present at the elec-
tions of village elders in the 1890s provides a detailed
account of that process, particularly stating the follow-
ing, “On the evening preceding the election, an errand-
man passed from roof to roof, chose a so-called central
one, ascended it and cried out the following after hav-
ing coughed for several times, ‘Tomorrow all of you
are to come and elect a village head and judges. Right’?
The following day, a man appeared in the centre of the
village, with the local police officer waiting in a near-
by balcony. The peasants had decided to depose the
head of their village, but why? The answer was evi-
dent: a prudent person of some erudition, he had been
strict towards them and had fined most of them for
keeping the gavits and streets unclean and setting their
animals free at night. An extremely exacting man, he
had not spared even his aged father, who was the for-
mer head of the village and enjoyed great respect. The
local people kept complaining that he did not govern
them well and had even punished his father. As for the
judges, they should be replaced, for all of them were
bribe takers.

“To the police chief’s question whom they wanted
to see in the post of village head, about 300 people
raised a great turmoil: some of them were shouting
Hambo’s name, others Tyuni’s or Javad’s so that there
was not even an apology for unanimity in their deci-
sion. Losing patience, the aforementioned official
ordered the supporters of Hambo to stand on the left
and those of Sako, one of the former heads of the vil-
lage, on the right. The crowd was more inclined to join
those on Hambo’s side, but those defending Sako’s
candidacy drove right even the supporters of Hambo.
Without counting the people standing on both sides and
merely trusting his eyes, the police chief declared that
the elections had been won by the man who had gath-
ered more followers. Thus, they had elected Sako, a
simpleton who had absolutely no knowledge of gov-
erning, only because the days of his office had been
peaceful, namely the villagers had been absolutely free
in their actions. Thus, now it is clear how the crowd
prepared a pitfall for themselves...”345

__________
320 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 3, file 62, p. 46.
321 Idem, file 3850, p. 130.
322 Idem, file 3850, p. 178. Also see “Mankavarzhakan Tert,” 1878

to 1879, p. 16.
323 Khudoyan, S., idem, pp. 474-475.
324 Ibid. 
325 Ibid.
326 Ibid.
327 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 11, p. 1.
328 Khudoyan, S., ibid.
329 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3891, pp. 120-

122. Another source reports 28 pupils for the school year 1892/93
(National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 15, file 11, pp. 11-12).

330 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3895, pp. 124-125.
331 Idem, file 3896, pp. 173-174.
332 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 562, p. 2.
333 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 301, p. 5.
334 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 15.
335 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 562, p. 2.
336 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 1849, p. 17.
337 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 55-60.
338 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 682, p. 57.
339 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 15, file 571, p. 21.

Also see Khudoyan, S., ibid.
340 Khudoyan, S., ibid.
341 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 736, p. 1.
342 Mirimaniants, H. The Village of Getashen. In: “Murj,” 1894,

Nos. 7-8, p. 1162, in Armenian.

__________
343 Ibid.
344 “Nor-Dar,” 1892, No. 140, p. 3.
345 Mirimaniants, H., idem, pp. 1155-1156.
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Indeed, the village community did “prepare a pitfall
for themselves,” for the aforementioned exigent village
head was a person highly concerned with the problems
of Getashen and its further improvement. Thus, the
amount the fined inhabitants paid him was used for the
construction of a fine vaulted bridge of vital impor-
tance lying over the river Kurak, that flew through the
centre of the village.346

In 1913 Getashen Armenians held the funeral of vil-
lage head Arustam Yepiskopossian, whose governance
had proved quite prolific, marking the construction of
roads, bridges as well as new buildings for the local
parish and public schools.347

The oldest of the three churches preserved in the
centre of the village is Avag Sourb Nshan (Sourb
Nahatak, i.e. ‘Holy Martyr’), also mentioned by the
name of Karmir Nahatak, i.e. the Armenian equivalent
for ‘Red Martyr.’ It represents a small, uni-nave, vault-
ed building (exterior dimensions: 7.95 x 5.50 metres)
of gable roof. It is built of undressed stone and mortar,
but the cornerstones of its only entrance opening from
the western facade are finely-finished. Below follow
the inscriptions of the sanctuary:

11 lines in the Armenian original carved on the tympanum of the
church:

Âí(ÇÝ) èÖÆ¼ (1677) | Ï³Ù³õÝ ³(Ù)»Ý³-
Ï³É¥Ç¤Ý | ²(ëïáõÍá)Û, ßÇÝ»ó³õ ë(áõñ)µ Ü(³)-
Ñ(³)ï|³Ïë Ó»é³Ùµ êÇ... | »... ëÇÝ »õ áñ¹á(õ)Ýª |
ø³Ù³É ä¿Ï(Ç)Ý, û·Ý¥³¤Ï¥³¤Ý|áõÃ(»³Ù)µ

GETASHEN. Avag Sourb Nshan (Nahatak) Church (1677)

__________
346 “Nor-Dar,” 1887, No. 127, p. 3.
347 “Mshak,” 1913, No. 123, p. 2.
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·»Õáõë, | Ã(³)·(³)õáñáõÃÇ(õ)Ý å(³)ñëÇóª |
ß(³)Ñ êáõÉ»(Û)Ù³Ý(ÇÝ), Ñ(³)Ûñ(³)å(»)ï|áõ-
ÃÇ(õ)Ý ï(»³é)Ý ê(Ç)Ù¿áÝÇÝ. | Û(Ç)ß(³)ï(³)Ïª
ö³ñÇÝ:

transl.: In the year 1677 by the will of Almighty
God, Sourb Nahatak was built in memory of Par
by Si... and ... Kamal Bey with the support of the
villagers under Persian Shah Suleyman [and]
Supreme Pontiff Simeon.

Note: The first scholar to publish the inscription was Kajikian
(“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 281), who was followed by M.
Barkhutariants (Artsakh, p. 259) and Yer. Lalayan (Gandzak District,
pp. 318-319), the last of these decipherments being somewhat more
comprehensive. S. Barkhudarian republished it without further deci-
pherment and verification (Corpus..., vol. 5, p. 237). During our visit
to the monument in 1989, we scraped away the plaster covering the
inscription, which made it possible to get a comparatively thorough
decipherment.

All the publications of the inscription contain some errors and
omissions. 

7 short lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone
(80 x 33 x 27 centimetres) placed in the centre of the bema as an altar
stone:

²Ûë | ¿ Ñ³|Ý·Ç|ëï | Ø³|ñ»|³Ý³:
transl.: In this grave reposes Marean.
Note: The style of writing is typical of the 11th to 12th centuries.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the facade of the
niche retaining the font (in the northern wall):

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ³ñ¿Ëûë | Â³ÝÏñÕáõÉÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Tanker-

ghul.
Note: The style of writing is typical of the 17th century.

“A gilded silver shrine retaining part of Yeghishe the Apostle’s
arm is engraved with the following inscription”:

GETASHEN. The tympanum of Avag Sourb Nshan (Nahatak) Church; an eastward view of the interior of the monument; a cross relief
carved on its western facade, and a donation inscription engraved on the niche of the northern wall
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²Ûë ¿ ³ç ëñµáÛÝ ºÕÇß¿Ç ³é³ù»ÉáÛÝ. ³ßË³-
ïáÕùëª áñ ²¥ëïáõÍá¤Û Æ·Ý³ïÇáë »åÇëÏá-
åáë, áñ »µ»ñ ëáõñµ ÝßË³ñë Ç Î³ý³Ûáõ ÛÇß³-
ï³Ï ëáñ³, ï¿ñ àëÏ³Ý »åÇëÏáåáë: Î³Ù³õÝ
²ëïáõÍáÛ Î³ñ³å»ï »åÇëÏáåáë »ïáÛ Ýáñá-
·»óÇ, ²ëïáõ³Í áÕáñÙÇ ³ë³ó¿ù: Î³Ù³õÝ ²ë-
ïáõÍáÛ Øáõñ³¹ë áñ¹Ç ÜÇ³½Ç ßÇÝ»óÇ ëáõñµ
³çë, ²ëïáõ³Í áÕáñÙÇ ³ë³ó¿ù. ³é³çÝáñ¹áõ-
Ã»³Ý àëÏ³Ý »åÇëÏáåáëÇÝ, ÃíÝ èÎ¾ ¥1618¤
¿ñ:

transl.: This is the right hand of St. Yeghishe the
Apostle. Bishop Ignatios brought this holy relic
from Kafa ... Bishop Voskan. By the will of God, I,
Bishop Karapet, repaired it. May you pray for the
repose of my soul. By the will of God, I, son of
Niaz Murad, made this holy shrine under Bishop

Voskan in 1618. May you pray for the repose of my
soul.

The Armenian original published in: Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak
District, p. 318.

The only remnants of a cemetery once extending
around the church comprise several tombstones,
including a 19th-century one set in the base of a near-
by public building. It is engraved with an extremely
weathered inscription mentioning the name of Haterk
(a village in Martakert District of the Republic of
Nagorno Karabakh): probably, the deceased person
was from that village.  

Getashen’s parish church of Sourb Astvatzatzin
stands on the south-facing skirts of a nearby gorge, in
the centre of the village’s old quarter. The exact date of
its foundation is unknown, but its composition and
building peculiarities suggest that an older church
stood in its site as early as the 17th century. In the ‘30s
of the 19th century, the latter was in an emergency con-
dition: “...a large church located here has totally fallen
apart...”348

In 1883 the new church was completed, its conse-
cration being held on 23 November: “...on the 23rd of
the previous month, vicar of Gandzak Archimandrite
Anania visited the village, blessed the altar stone of the
church, conducted divine service there and returned to
Gandzak.”349

Several years later, the newly-erected church was
described in the following manner, “...Sourb Astvatza-
tzin represents a splendid edifice resting on six pillars
and entirely built of finely-finished madder stone...
inside, it has a spring boasting tasty water. The monu-
ment, which seems to have been repaired, is bare of any
inscriptions...”350

A short time later, another visitor wrote, “...it has
recently undergone renovation, during which the
workers destroyed its spring running from the north-
ern wall into a quadrangular basin built in its cen-
tre.”351

In 1903 the sanctuary was in bad need of overhaul:
“The village church is on the verge of collapse, but it is
absolutely neglected. Rainwater pours right over the
priest, and still, there is nobody to attend to the prob-
lem...”352

In the same year, Getashen Armenians embarked on
the repairs of the monument: “...the issue of the reno-
vation of our church was discussed and an architect
worked out a project for it through the same rural
dean’s efforts...”353

GETASHEN. 19th-century tombstones in the yard of Avag Sourb
Nshan Church. Its plan

__________
348 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, p. 172.
349 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1883, No. 121.
350 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 258.
351 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 110.
352 “Nor-Dar,” 1903, No. 51, p. 2.
353 “Nor-Dar,” 1903, No. 91, p. 2.
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Sourb Astvatzatzin Church represents a tri-nave
vaulted structure (exterior dimensions: 22.05 x 14.20
metres), with a double-storey vestry on both sides of
the bema. Its only entrance opens from the southern
facade. Some window frames set outwardly in its
eastern facade obviously belonged to the older
church.

The walls of the sanctuary bear several khachkars
and tombstones some of which are inscribed:

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on one of the faces of a
tombstone  (116 x 44 centimetres) set in the west-facing corner in the
south of the bema:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ³ñ¿Ë³õë ²½Ç½ ä»ÏÇÝ,
Ù[³] ûñÝ` ²ÝÃ(³)é³ÝÇÝ, | ÑûñÝ` ²Ý¹ñ»|³ëÇÝ,
ÏáÕ(³)Ïó(Ç)Ý` ä¿ÏÇëáõÉÃ|³ÝÇÝ »õ Çõñ áñ¹áóÝ,
áñ :´: (2) | Ã(áõ)Ù(³)Ý »ñ(»)ï »Ï»Õ(»)óáÛë, |
Ãí(ÇÝ) èÖ (1651): 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Aziz Bey,

GETASHEN. Sourb Astvatzatzin Church seen from the south-west, south-east and east; the upper part of its entrance; a sundial, and
the plan of the monument
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his mother Antaram, his father Andreas [as well
as] his spouse Pekisultan and his sons, who
donated two tumans to the church in the year
1651. 

One of the faces of a gravestone (143 x 67 centimetres) set
below the font is engraved with a year and scenes of everyday life:

Â(íÇÝ) èÔ´ (1643):
transl.: In the year 1643.

Incised into a capital-shaped stone lying in the bema:
²µñÇÉÇ 20-ÇÝ ³Ûë ëáõñµ ï³×³ñÇë ÝáõíÇñ»-

óÇ ÛÇß³ï³Ï ÇÙáÛ` Ø³ÝÇß»óÇ êÇÙûÝ Ø³Ñï»ë-
»³Ýó:

transl.: On the 20th of April, I made some
donation to this holy church in [perpetuity
of] my memory. Simon Mahtesiants from
Manish.

Note: ‘Manish’ is Manashid Village in Shahumian District.

GETASHEN. Eastward and westward views of the interior of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church. Tombstones set in the walls of the church
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Carved around a cross relief decorating the outer part of the
southern wall of the church:

...ÏáÕ³Ï(Ç)ó... èØÎ¶ (1814):
transl.: ...spouse... 1814.

A sundial is preserved near the eastern corner of the
southern facade of the sanctuary. 

Koosanats Anapat (Virgins’ Cloister) Church,
also mentioned by the name of Koosanots Sourb
Tiramayr (‘Holy Mother of God of the Virgins’) in an
archive document of 1885,354 is situated west of the
aforementioned sanctuaries. In the late 19th century,
some semi-ruined monastic rooms could be seen in its
neighbourhood.

GETASHEN. Koosanats Sourb Tiramayr Church (18th cent.) seen from the south-west and south-east. Eastward and westward views
of the interior of the monument 

GETASHEN. The plan of Koosanats Sourb Tiramayr Church
__________
354 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3877, p. 29.
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Koosanats Anapat represents a uni-nave vaulted
building (exterior dimensions:12.14 x 7.80 metres) of
undressed stone and mortar, with only its cornerstones
finely-cut. It has a semi-circular bema and a gable roof,
but it is devoid of vestries. The only entrance of the
sanctuary opens from its western facade.

It has preserved the following inscriptions: 

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on the tympanum (125 x
51 centimetres) of the church:

²Ûë ¿ Ø¿ÉÇù Â³Ù³½ÇÝ áñ¹Ç | ê³ñáõË³ÝÇÝ
»Ëå³ñ` º³í(ñ)ÇÝ, ø¥³¤å³×ÇÝ, | ²å³íÇ áñ-
¹Ç Ø¿ÉÇù úë¿÷ÇÝ: | ì¿Éáõóª å¿Ñ¿½, ê³ñùÇëÇÝª
å¿Ñ¿½:

transl.: To Melik Tamaz’s son [and] Sarukhan’s
brother Yavr, Kapaj, Apav’s son Melik Osep...

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M. Ar-
tsakh, pp. 264-265; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 319;
Corpus..., part 5, p. 237.

Note: In 1767 Melik Osep drove away the troops of Shahverdi
Khan from Getashen and chased them up to Gandzak.

6 lines in the Armenian original incised into the finely-finished
southern pilaster of the church:

ÂíÇ(Ý) èÖÔÀ (1749), | »ë ²ùáõÉ¿óÇ | ¶ÇñÇ-
ÏáñÇ áñ¹Ç | äûÕáëÇÝ Ù³¥Û¤ñ | º÷ñ»ÙÇ ùá¥Û¤ñ` |
Â³·áõÑÇÝ:

transl.: In the year 1749, I, Taguhi, Agulis inha-
bitant Girikor’s son Poghos’ mother and Yeprem’s
sister. 

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
19, p. 281 (the year is missing).

Three ornate khachkars, two of them broken, are set in the west-
ern facade of the church. One of them bears the following 2-line
inscription carved on and below its cornice:

Ê(³)ãë Ê³Ãá(õ)ÝÇÝ »õ Çõñ ÝÝç»ó(»Éáó), |
Ãí(ÇÝ) èÈ¾ (1588):

transl.: This Cross [dedicated] to Khatun and
her dead relatives. In the year 1588.

The Issue of the Construction of the Fourth
Church. In the late 19th century, Getashen represented
a populous village in the prime of prosperity. That is
the reason why on 15 February 1897, about 250 Arme-
nian families from the lower quarter addressed a peti-
tion to the spiritual authorities for permission to build
another parish church in their village. That document,
signed by 250 people, particularly stated, “The church
of our village, where at present divine service is con-
ducted, is located on the slope of a nearby mountain so
that only the inhabitants of its neighbourhood are able
to attend it. The residents of more than 150 houses sit-
uated in the lower quarter, that extends in a large plain,
find it difficult to climb the steep slope of the mountain
every day. It is especially unbearable for the aged so
that many of them fail to attend divine service alto-
gether. In times bygone, our village had a small num-
ber of population and the existing sanctuary was able to
satisfy their spiritual needs. At present, however, it has
four times as many inhabitants as formerly: apart from
the foreigners dwelling here temporarily, it comprises
450 families, and the church is too small to serve such
a great number of parishioners...

“The lower quarter of our village has a small church
which retains the holy sign of cross made of wood. It is
generally visited by a huge multitude of pilgrims from
Gandzak, Tpkhis and many districts so that in summer
there is not even room for many people to stand there.
No service is held in that small sanctuary. It is a long

GETASHEN. A khachkar and inscription set in the western facade of Koosanats Sourb Tiramayr Church
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time since we decided to reconstruct it into a magnifi-
cent church, since there is some unoccupied space in its
vicinity. At present the village community wishes to
fulfill that plan with the spiritual authorities’ kind per-
mit.”355

On 1 May 1897, Gandzak’s spiritual powers gave
the following answer to Georgia and Imeret’s
Armenian Consistory, “...first of all, there is no need
for the construction of a second church in Getashen, for
the existing one is quite large and stands in a conven-
ient place. Besides, some of the local inhabitants have
already moved to Gyoran and Chilkin Quarters located
within respectively 12 and 35 versts, so that when
believers gather even some free space remains there.
Moreover, most of the villagers are hardly able to eke
out a bare existence. In addition, the site they have
selected for the future sanctuary is at present occupied
by the chapel of Avag Sourb Nshan together with two
small rooms for pilgrims. It represents a low, hill-
shaped plain which cannot fit the purpose at all.”356 On
30 May, Getashen Armenians’ petition was finally
rejected.

Priests. Sargis Ter-Sahakian Arkeriants served
Sourb Astvatzatzin Church of Getashen from the day of
his ordination (3 September 1896) till at least 1910.357

Ghevond Nersissian Ter-Israyeliants was ordained
on 2 May 1897 and performed priestly duties until at
least 1922.358

Between 1908 and 1910, Fathers Sargis and Ghe-
vond served the local community together with Mesrop
Ter-Grigoriants.359

Avag Sourb Nshan Church was famous for the
sacred relics it retained: they were known to possess
divine power and that made it a renowned pilgrimage
site.

At first all these relics were kept with the local
inhabitants: thus, in 1839 Youzbashi Movses Arakelian
kept a silver cross called Avag Sourb Nshan in his
house; Khachatur Harutiunian had a Red Gospel, and
Grigor Sahakian a White Gospel. Another local resi-
dent possessed a gilded silver shrine representing St.
Elisha the Apostle’s right hand.360

On the order of the spiritual powers, by 1869 all
these relics had been collected and handed over to Avag
Sourb Nshan Church.361 They included a cross called
Avag Sourb Nshan; a Red (Sultan’s) Gospel; St. Elisha
the Apostle’s right hand; another Gospel called

Kensaber (i.e. Vivifying), and some relics of three mar-
tyred children.                        

In c1890 Bishop Barkhutariants saw the following
relics in the sanctuary:

1 A Gospel (1661);
2 A parchment Gospel (1223);
3 A paper Gospel (1356);
4 Another paper Gospel (1673);
5 Part of the Holy Cross fitted into a silver cross;
6 Part of the Holy Apostle’s arm fitted into a gilded

silver cross;
7 Some relic belonging to an unknown saint fitted

into a cross adorned with precious stones.362

These relics were kept in the sanctuary until the
1920s: “Between 1927 and ‘28, the leaders of the local
collective farm took the Gospel and other relics to
Baku and handed them to a museum, being given a
radio set and other devices necessary for the village in
exchange for them. Several years later, president of the
Village Council Abgar saw them in Baku’s Armenian
church. There is no further information on our
Gospel.”363

Getashen boasted hundreds of residential build-
ings most of which were multi-storied, with wooden
balconies and tiled roofs. Particularly distinguished
were those belonging to the Melik-Mnatsakaniants,
Youzbashi Michael, Khachatur Gabrielian and Priest
Mesrop Ter-Grigoriants. This last one was located in
the east of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church and had the fol-
lowing construction inscription:

1889 ³ÙÇ ßÇÝ»óÇÝù | ³Ûë ïáõÝë, »ë î¿ñ |
Ø»ëñáíµ î¿ñ ÚáÑ³ÝÝ¿ë|»³Ý î¿ñ ¶ñÇ·áñ»³Ý
»õ Ï|áÕ³ÏÇóÝ ÇÙ` Þ³Ë³ÝáõÙ | Êáç³Û³ÝÝ,
ÛÇß³ï³Ï áñ¹áó Ù»ñáó:

transl.: In the year 1889, I, Father Mesrop Ter-
Hovhannessian Ter-Grigorian, and my spouse
Shakhanum Khojayan built this house in memory
of our sons.

Both in the 19th century and the 1980s, “Ter-
Grigoriants’ fine four-storey house and the former res-
idence of the Melik-Mnatsakanians stand out of the
other local buildings.”364

Some archive documents provide interesting infor-
mation regarding the circumstances of the construction
of Priest Mesrop’s house. In 1911, when he had already
completed it, his fellow villagers applied to the spiritu-
al powers to prevent his further building activity. As
they stated, “...Priest Mesrop Ter-Grigoriants has occu-
pied quite a large area at the expense of which he

__________
355 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3342, p. 3.
356 Idem, pp. 2, 6.
357 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, p. 54.
358 Idem, p. 55. Also see fund 57, list 3, file 375, p. 3.
359 National Archives of Armenia, fund 458, list 1, file 184, p. 7.

Also see fund 53, list 1, file 817, p. 6.
360 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 44, p. 1.
361 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 4850, p. 16.

__________
362 Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 259-264.
363 Karapetian, B. A Hundred-Year-Long Dialogue. Yerevan, 1990,

p. 20, in Armenian.
364 Lalayan, Yer., ibid.
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intends to extend his dwelling.”365 They also wrote that
the aforementioned land belonged to the church and the
priest was not entitled to appropriate it. In answer to
that protest, Father Mesrop declared that he had built
his house in his ancestral estate and not in the church
domains.366

Although there are no available sources to cast light
on the further course of events, the priest, apparently,
reached his aim, his magnificent residence standing as
an eloquent proof of it.

The most important street of Getashen extended
along the river bank.367 In general, all the main roads of
the village were paved.

Three 19th-century bridges are preserved over the
river Kurak. The upper bridge, called Teri, or Terunts
(etymologized as ‘Terteri,’ i.e. ‘of the Priest’), was built
of wood at the expense of the fines paid by law-break-
ing villagers. The middle one, named Gari or Garini (i.e.
‘of Garegin’), was erected by Dulunts Garegin’s father
Zori in the early 1880s. The lower one was known as
‘Melik-Mnatsakanian’s Bridge.’ Both of these monu-
ments represented single-span stone structures.

Getashen’s large cemetery, where the earliest
graves trace as far back as the 8th to 9th centuries, is of
immense historical significance. The study of the sur-
viving khachkars and tombstones of later periods
proves that the Armenian-populated village of
Getashen existed for at least 1,200 years.

The cemetery extends at the north-western extrem-
ity of the village, in a large plain slanting eastward and

GETASHEN. Partial views of the older part of the cemetery

__________
365 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1 file 3436, p. 4. 
366 Ibid. 
367 For further details on the architecture of the local houses, see

Sargissian, M., idem, pp. 13-20.

GETASHEN. The bridge of Garegin (Garin)
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surrounded by rocks on both sides. The area dominates
its neighbourhood, enjoying a position higher than the
local quarters.

The eastern part of the cemetery mostly comprises
the earliest graves, the oldest dated memorial repre-
senting a cross-stone of 1173. The local khachkars and
tombstones many of which are engraved with epitaphs
are of great artistic value.

In the 1980s, we collected about 30 epitaphs carved
as early as the 12th to 18th centuries. Those tracing back
to the 19th to 20th centuries form a huge number; that is
why, we are presenting only the most important of them:

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the lower part of a
finely-adorned khachkar (120 x 74 x 16 centimetres) lying back-
wards and partly buried in the earth:

ÂÇõÝ àÆ´ (1173) ¿ñ: ºë êÇñ³ÝáõÝ »õ ØË|Ç-
Ã³ñ Ï³Ý·Ý»ó³ù ½Ë³ãë Ç µ³ñ¿Ë|³õëáõÃÇ(õÝ)
î(¿)ñ ä»ïñáëÇ: ºõ ½Ç|ë ÛÇß»ó¿ù......:

transl.: The year was 1173. We, Siranun and
Mkhitar, erected this cross in memory of Father
Petros. May you remember...

7 lines in the Armenian original incised into the cornice and
lower part of a finely-decorated khachkar (210 x 80 x 25 centimetres)
standing in its original place and bearing a relief of a horseman on its
lower part:

ºë ¾ï·³Ûñ ... ³Õ¿ë | :Ê: (40) Ù³ñ¹áí ³éÇ
½Ô³ñ³å³ÕÝ | Ï³Ù(³õÝ) ³(ëïáõÍáÛ): |

(Â)í(ÇÝ) æÔÂ (1550) | ¿ë ²½³ñÇ¿Ý Çõñ :´: (2)
| ¿Õµ³õñáíÝ áÕáñÙÇ | ³ë³ó¿ù: 

transl.: I, Etgayr ... Agha... by the will of God,
I took Gharapagh with 40 people. In the year
1550. May you pray for Azaria and his two broth-
ers.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on the cornice and on
both sides of the lower cross wing of an ornate khachkar (210 x 73 x
22 centimetres) standing in its original place and bearing three
human reliefs on its lower part:

Ô³½³ñë Ï³(Ý)Ï(Ý»)óÇ Ë(³)ã¿ñë (³)Ù¿Ý,
Ãí(ÇÝ) è|È (1581):

transl.: I, Ghazar, erected these crosses. Amen.
In the year 1581.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 235
(this source has published only the year of the epitaph).

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the ornamented
northern face of a tombstone (127 x 64 x 30 centimetres) whose
southern face bears a weathered cross:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ¿Ë³(õ)ë Ø¿ÉÇù×³ÝÇÝ,
¾Ý³ÉÇÝ, | Ãí(ÇÝ) è|È¾ (1588): 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Melikjan
[and] Enal. In the year 1588.

A single epitaph engraved on the cornices of two khachkars (156
x 68 x 25 centimetres; 148 x 70 x 28 centimetres) standing on a com-
mon base:
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ºë ¾ïÏ³ñ ³Õ¿ë Ï³ÝÏ(Ý)»óáõóÇ |
Ë³ãë Çß³(ï³)Ï Ñ³õñÝ ÇÙ` ÊáÝÇÝ | ¨
Ù³õñÝ ÇÙáÛ`  øáõ | É |ÇÝ:  ºë Ù»|Õ³õáñ |
²½³ñ|»³Û:

transl.: I, Etkar Agha, erected this cross in
memory of my father Khon and my mother Kul. I,
sinful Azaria.

Note: The epitaph dates back to the 16th century.

GETASHEN. Khachkars (No 1 -1173; Nos. 2, 3 - 16th cent.; No 4 - 17th cent.)
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A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a finely-adorned khachkar (175 x 83 centimetres) lying backwards
on the ground:

Ê(³)ãë Â³÷áõÏÝÇÝ:
transl.: This Cross [dedicated] to Tapuk.
Note: The epitaph dates back to the 16th century.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of an
ornate khachkar (208 x 70 x 25 centimetres) lying sideways:

Ê(³)ã(ë) ÷ñÏáõÃÇ(õÝ) | Ñá·áÛÝ î(¿)ñ ²Õ³-
½³ñÇÝ:

transl.: May this Cross save Father Aghazar’s soul.
Note: The epitaph dates back to the 16th century.

GETASHEN. Tombstones (16th to 17th cents.)
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A single line in the Armenian original inscribed on the cornice of
an ornamented khachkar (165 x 67 x 23 centimetres) standing in its
original place and bearing a relief of a hunting scene on its lower
part:

Ê(³)ãë Ü³½³ñÇÝ:
transl.: This Cross [dedicated] to Nazar.
Note: The epitaph dates back to the 16th century.

7 short lines in the Armenian original incised into a khachkar:
ºë ä³å|³Û×³Ý | ³Õ³Û: º|ë Ï³Ý·|Ý»óáÛó|Ç

:¶: Ë(³)ãë | Çß³|(ï³Ï)...:
transl.: I, Papajan Agha, erected ...this cross in

memory of...
Note: We saw this ornate khachkar (16th to 17th centuries) and

copied its epitaph in 1985. In 1989, however, we failed to find it in
the cemetery: supposedly, it had been moved somewhere else or was
simply lost.

Carved on a tombstone (147 x 45 x 20 centimetres) whose north-
ern face bears crosses and the southern one reliefs with an epitaph of
5 lines in the Armenian original:

Â(íÇÝ) èÌ² (1602), | »ë Ö»Ý|»Ùß»ë |
·(³Ý)Ï(Ý»)óÇ ë(áõñ)µ Ë|¥³¤ãë µ³ñ(»)Ëûë |
áñ¹áÛÝ ÇÙ` ²Õ³ÛÇÝ:

transl.: In the year 1602, I, Jenemshe, erected
this Holy Cross in memory of my son Agha.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the upper
edge of the northern face of a tombstone (137 x 44 x 27 centimetres)
both of whose faces bear cross reliefs:

²Ûë ¿ Ñ(³Ý)·Ç(ë)ï ØÏÁ(ñ)ï¥Ç¤ã µ¿ÏÇÝ,
Ï(³)Ý·(Ý»óÇ) ë(á¤õ¥ñ)µ Ë(³)ã¥ë¤, Ãí(ÇÝ) èÌ²
(1602):

transl.: In this grave reposes Mkrtich Bey. This
Holy Cross was erected in the year 1602.

GETASHEN. A khachkar (1581) and its traced copy

cm
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Incised into the edge of the ornamented southern face of a tomb-
stone (133 x 57 x 20 centimetres) whose northern face is absolutely
bare of reliefs:

Ê(³)ãë µ³ñÇË(³õë) ¶ñÇ·áñÇë, Ãí(ÇÝ)
èÐ¼ (1627): | ¶áÉáõÙ, | ¾Ñ¹Ç|å³ñ:

transl.: May this Cross protect Grigoris. In the
year 1627. Golum, Ehdipar.

Note: The small and capital letters ‘¶’ of the Armenian word
‘¶ñÇ·áñÇë’ (‘Grigoris’) are carved in mirror reflection.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on the northern face of a
grave-stone (131 x 20 x 56 centimetres) both of whose faces are
adorned with cross reliefs:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë îáõñëáõÝÇÝ, ºÕÇÇÝ, Ì³µ-
ñÇÝ, | Ãí(ÇÝ) èÒ (1631):

transl.: This Holy Cross [dedicated] to Tursun,
Yeghi [and] Tzabr in the year 1631.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone
(130 x 24 x 58 centimetres) both of whose faces are decorated with
reliefs. The year is carved on its western narrow side:

²Ûë ¿ Ñ(³)Ý·(Ç)ëï ¾ñ¿í³Ý»óÇ ¶(³)Éá(õ)ë-
ïÇ áñ¹Ç ä»ïñ(á)ëÇÝ, | Ãí(ÇÝ) è|Ô´ (1643):

transl.: In this grave reposes Petros, the son of
Galust from Erevan. In the year 1643.

Incised into a gravestone whose northern face bears some reliefs
and the southern one is adorned with five crosses carved below an
arcade. The year is in embossed letters:

èÔ´ (1643):

3 lines, in embossed characters, in the Armenian original carved
on the southern face of a gravestone (125 x 28 x 61 centimetres)
whose northern face has some cross reliefs carved below four arch-
es:

GETASHEN. A khachkar (16th cent.) and its traced copy

cm
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ê(á)õñµ Ë³ãë µ³ñ¿Ëáë Ð³ËÝ³½³ñÇÝ, Ïá-
Õ³ÛÏÇóÝ` Ü³Ý»Ý, áñ¹Ç` º³íñÇÝ, Ú³ñáõÃ(Çõ-
ÝÇÝ): | Æß»ó¿ù ³Ý³ñÅ³Ý ÚáõÑ³Ý Ï³½Ù|áÕ, |
Ãí(ÇÝ) èÖ(1651):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Hakhna-
zar, his spouse Nane, [their] sons Yavr [and] Ha-
rutiun. May you remember worthless sculptor O-
han. In the year 1651.

3 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on the southern face of
a tombstone (170 x 32 x 79 centimetres):

Âí(ÇÝ) èÖÆ´ (1673): | ²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëïë
Ú»ïÏ³ñÇÝ, ë(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë µ³ñÇËáõë Ñá·áõÝ
÷[á]ñÏáõÃÇ(õÝ), ÛÇß³ï³Ï Ø¿ÉÇù ø³Ù(³)É(ÇÝ),
| ²Õ³ëÇ ´¿Ï:

transl.: In the year 1673. In this grave reposes
Yetkar. May this Holy Cross protect [and] save his
soul. In memory of Melik Kamal [and] Aghasi Bey.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 236 (the
decipherment is incomplete).

Note: The letters of the epitaph are embossed, except for the first
line. The last one is engraved in mirror reflection.

A single-line embossed epitaph incised into the northern face of
a tombstone (72 x 22 x 50 centimetres) whose southern face bears
three human reliefs (one of the figures is holding a saz in his hand)
and the northern one three crosses below an arcade:

²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï ´³ñáõÝ³ÝÇÝ, ¹áõëïñ`
Ø¿ÉÇù ø³Ù³ÉÇÝ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Baruna, the
daughter of Melik Kamal.

Note: Some letters are carved in mirror reflection. The epitaph
dates back to the 17th century.

GETASHEN. Khachkars (16th cent.)
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2 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on the cornice of an
ornate khachkar (95 x 55 x 30 centimetres):

Ê(³)ãë ÷ñÏ³Ï³Ý | ê¿íÉÇÏÇÝ Ñá·áõÝ: 
transl.: May this Cross save Sevlik’s soul.
Note: The epitaph dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a finely-adorned khachkar (138 x 76 x 25 centimetres):

²(ëïáõ³)Í ÛÇß¿: ¥´³¤ñ¥»¤[ë]Ë¥³õ¤¿ë: ÚÇ-
ßáÕÝ:

transl.: May God remember. Protect. Those
remembering.

Note: The epitaph dates back to the 17th century.

A single-line epitaph carved on the edge of the ornate southern
face of a tombstone (146 x 53 x 26 centimetres) whose northern face
is bare of reliefs:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ(³)ñ¿Ë(³)õë è(áõ)ëï(³)-
Ù(Ç)Ý:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Rustam.
Note: The epitaph dates back to the 17th century.
A single line in the Armenian original inscribed on the upper nar-

row part of a tombstone (110 x 45 x 21 centimetres) whose southern
face is bare of reliefs and the northern one is adorned with four cross-
es below an arcade:

²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï àõÉáõµ¿(Ï)ÇÝ:
transl.: In this grave reposes Ulubek.
Note: The epitaph dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the flat north-
ern face of a gravestone (143 x 55 x 25 centimetres) whose southern
face is decorated with cross reliefs:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë Ñ(á)·áõ ÷ñÏáõÃ(»³Ý):
transl.: This Holy Cross [stands] for the salva-

tion of the soul.

GETASHEN. Khachkars(the right one is dated 1550)
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Note: The epitaph dates from the 17th to 18th centuries.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into the northern face of
a flat tombstone (163 x 77 x 28 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï àí³Ý¿ëÇÝ, ÏáÕ(³)ÏóÇÝ`
Ø³ñ»³Ý(ÇÝ), | áñ¹Ç` ²ñáõÃÇÝ. Ï³ÏáÕª ï³å³-
ÝÇë, Ãí(ÇÝ) èÖÎ´ (1713):

transl.: In this grave repose Ovanes, his spouse
Marean [and] his son Arut. ... in the year 1713.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved along the edge of
the southern face of a gravestone (130 x 23 x 57 centimetres)
whose northern face bears four cross reliefs carved below an
arcade:

Ú³ñáõÃ(Çõ)Ýë Ï³ÝÏ(Ý»)óÇ ë(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë
µ³ñ¿Ëáë º³õñÇÝ, áñ¹Ç Ð³ËÝ³½³ñÇÝ: |
Âí(ÇÝ) èÖÎ¶ (1714):

transl.: I, Harutiun, erected this Holy Cross in
memory of Hakhnazar’s son Yavr. In the year
1714.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into a simple stone slab
(177 x 45 x 24 centimetres) buried in the earth:

²Ûë ï³å³Ý | ì³ñ¹(³)½(³)ñÇÝ, | ÃíÇÝ
èÖÐ² (1722):

transl.: In this grave reposesVardazar. In the
year 1722.

Only the year is eligible in a weathered epitaph engraved on a
rectangular stone slab mostly buried in the earth:

èÖÐ¼ (1727):

An embossed epitaph, its ending weathered, carved on a smooth
rectangular stone slab ( 167 x 64 centimetres) decorated with a band
of woven ornaments:

²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çë(ï) | Ú³ÏáµÇ áñ¹|Ç
²í³Ý¿ë¥ÇÝ¤, ÃíÇÝ èÖÐÂ (1730), | ÛÇß...:

transl.: In this grave reposes Hakob’s son
Avanes. In the year 1730...

3 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on the southern face of
a tombstone ( 174 x 59 x 20 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ØÕû½¿óÇ ä»ïñáëÇ, | ë³ ¿
áñ¹Ç Î³ï³íÝ¿ë³Ýó | ê³ñ·ÇëÇÝ, Ãí(ÇÝ)
èØÄ (1761):

transl.: In this grave reposes Petros from
Meghoz, who is the son of Sargis Katavnessiants.
In the year 1761.

Note: ‘Meghoz,’ also referred to as ‘Meghuz,’ is Maghavuz
Village located in Martakert District of Nagorno Karabakh.

Carved on a tombstone (141 x 39 x 20 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ØÕáõ½ó¿Ý | øûÃãÇÝ ê³Û³ÏÇ

áñ¹Ç | ïÇñ¥³¤óáõ[Ý] ä»ïñáë¥Ç¤Ý, Ãí¥ÇÝ¤
èØ|Î¾ (1818):

transl.: In this grave reposes Sexton Petros,
the son of ... Sahak from Meghuz. In the year
1818.

Incised into a gravestone (161 x 56 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | â³ñ³µ»ñÃ|ó¿ ²Ï³Ýó¿ |

ê¿ñ³Ý øûË|³Ýó ²Ý³ÝÇ | áñ¹Ç Æëñ³¿|ÉÇÝ,
Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ è|ØÎ¾ (1818):

transl.: In this grave reposes Israel, the son of
Seran Kokhiants Anan from Akana Village of
Charabert. In the year 1818.

Inscribed on a tombstone (193 x 63 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Ø»Í Þ¿Ý¿óÇ | ä³åá¥õ¤ÙÇ

áñ¹Ç | î³ÝÇ¿ÉÇÝ, | Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èØÐ (1821):
transl.: In this grave reposes Taniel, the son of

Papum from Metz Shen. In the year 1821.

Engraved on a gravestone (123 x 44 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | Ê³ã¥³¤ïáõñÇ | ÏáÕ³ÏÇó |ª

ê¿ñáõÝ, | Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ è|ØÐ² (1822):
transl.: In this grave reposes Khachatur’s

spouse Serun. In the year 1822.

Carved on a tombstone (115 x 37 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý â³ÝÃ³Õó¿ | µñáõï ²í»ïÇëÇ

áñ¹Ç | ²Ã³ÛÉÇ, Ãí¥ÇÝ¤. èØÐ¶ (1824):
transl.: In this grave reposes Atayil, the son of

potter Avetis from Chantagh. In the year 1824.
Note: The deceased person was from Janyatagh (Jankatagh)

Village of Jraberd District.

Inscribed on a gravestone:
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | ØûÕû½¿óÇ | Ê³ã³ïáõñÇÝ, |

áñ ¿ áñ¹Ç äáÕáõ|ó Ú³ÏáµÇÝ, | Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èØÐ¸
(1825):

transl.: In this grave reposes Khachatur from
Moghoz, who is the son of Poghuts Hakob. In the
year 1825.

Carved on a tombstone (193 x 50 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | äáÕûëÇ áñ¹Ç | ØÕû½¿óÇ |

ê³ñ·ÇëÇÝ, | Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èØÐ¾ (1828):
transl.: In this grave reposes Sargis from

Meghoz, who is the son of Poghos. In the year 1828.

Engraved on a gravestone (164 x 65 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | ºûËïáõñÇ Ãáé | âñÁ÷ñÃ¿óÇ |

´³É³å³ñ¥Ç¤ áñÃÇ | ²ñáõÃáõÝ¥ÇÝ¤, ÃíÇ¥Ý¤ | 1837:
transl.: In this grave reposes Arutun, the grand-

son of Yokhtur and the son of Balapar from
Cherpert. In the year 1837. 

Note: ‘Cherpert’ is a distorted version of ‘Charaberd,’ which is
equal to ‘Jraberd.’

Incised into a tombstone (210 x 74 x 35 centimetres):
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý æ³É³í³Ýó ²µñ»ëÇ | áñ¹Ç

²éáõëï³ÙÇÝ, â³ñ³µ»ñ¹áõ | ²Ï³Ý»óÇ, áñù
Ñ³Ý¹ÇåÇù ¹áõù ½áÕáñÙÇ, | ø¥ñÇëïá¤ë »õ Ó»½
áÕáñÙ»ëóÇ: ²éáÕ »Õµ³ÛñÝ ÚûÑ¥³Ý¤Ý¥¿¤ë ÏáãÇ,
| ÃáÕ»Éáí Çõñ ÏáÕ³ÏÇó ²ÝÃ¥³¤é¥³¤ÙÝ ·ëÏÇó
ëñïÇ, | 1839 ÃíÇ:
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transl.: In this grave reposes Jalaviants Abres’
son Arustam from Akan Village of Charaberd.
May you who come across it pray for his soul and
may Christ have mercy upon you. ... brother
Hovhannes... leaving his spouse Antaram grief-
stricken in the year 1839.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
khachkar (110 x 48 x 15 centimetres) leaning on one of the walls of
Ziravard (Ziro) Hayrumian’s house located in the centre of the vil-
lage:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë ê³¹á(õ)ÝÇÝ: 
transl.: This Holy Cross [dedicated] to Sadun. 
Note: The epitaph dates back to the 17th century.

The cemetery of the Jaghariants extends on a
small hill rising near the Jaghariants’ houses, in a quar-

ter on the right bank of the river. The study of the local
tombstones reveals that funerals were held there
throughout the 19th and early 20th centuries.

3 lines in the Armenian original of an epitaph carved on one of
the faces of a tombstone adorned with a verge:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý.... | ë(ñ)µ³ÏñûÝ ï(¿)ñ
Æëñ³¿ÉÇÝ, áñ ¿ áñ¹Ç | ï(¿)ñ úÑ³Ý¿ëÇ, Ãí(ÇÝ)
èØÐÀ (1829):

transl.: In this grave reposes righteous priest
Israel, who is the son of Father Ohanes. In the
year 1829.

The monastic complex of Yeghnasar is situated
on the slightly slanting and north-facing slope of a
mountain towering on the skirts of a forest about 1.5
kilometres south of Getashen. It comprises a church, a

GETASHEN. Partial views of the Jegharants’ Cemetery, and the
tombstone (1829) of Priest Israel 

GETASHEN. Yeghnasar Monastery seen from the south-west,
north-east and south-east
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gate and some monastic rooms, all of them dating back
to the period between the 17th and 18th centuries and
preserved standing until the deportation of Artsakh
Armenians. Several fragments of medieval khachkars
and others set in the church walls attest that originally
some older sanctuaries used to be located in the site of
these buildings. Unfortunately, the available ancient
and medieval sources keep silence about the
monastery of Yeghnasar; that is why, its history is very
scantily recorded. It is known that in the 18th century,
it had a monastic community and a scriptorium,
despite the unfavourable political situation marking
that period. In 1744 a 15th-century manuscript was
repaired there, its colophon stating the following with
that regard, “Mended with unspeakable difficulty in
bitter and harsh times... in the monastery of Yeghnasar,

where I lived together with the members of its com-
munity...”368

Comparatively greater in number are the archive do-
cuments of the 19th century which reveal the name of the
only church of the monastery and other details relating to
it. The sanctuary functioned until the early 19th century.369

An archive document of 1841 states the following
about the estates of Yeghnasar, “The finely-built mo-
nastery of Yeghnasar dedicated to Sourb Astvatzatzin
now stands derelict. It has some land of a hundred and
ten oravars costing two hundreds rubles. It also used to
possess an orchard that has turned barren.”370

GETASHEN. The church of Yeghnasar Monastery seen from the south-west and south-east. Partial views of its western facade

__________
368 Mkhitar Anetsy. A Book of Universal History. Yerevan, 1983,

p. 50, in Armenian.
369 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 138.
370 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1 file 3798, pp. 64-65.
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Another archive document of 1853 reads, “Once
this monastery ranked among the richest and most
splendid sanctuaries of the region, boasting a great
number of monks whose graves lie nearby. Its ramparts
and other buildings are either semi-ruined or in a state
of complete dilapidation, but the church has been thor-
oughly preserved. As attested by the inhabitants of the
neighbourhood who put their signatures to this docu-
ment, the monastery possessed some pastures, woods
and arable lands extending within the following bound-
aries: the river of Gharabulagh Village in the east;
Spitak Jur in the west; the site of Ghonja in the south,
and a stone called Oshep in the north...”371

In 1886 the sanctuary possessed a wood and some
arable lands.372

In the early 20th century, it was in a state of utter
neglect: “This monastery, standing derelict since the
beginning of this century, has been reduced to a
pigsty.”373

A register of Gandzak’s monastic estates drawn up
in 1910 reads, “At present this miserable monastery,
that is sometimes visited by pilgrims, does not have a
single income-yielding domain. The authorities laun-
ched legal proceedings against it and appropriated its
forest covering about 800 dessiatinas. Now it has three
old, dilapidated rooms.”374

Comparing the state of Yeghnasar Monastery
between the late 19th century and 1988, we come to the
conclusion that it underwent almost no changes. In cer-
tain parts, however, it suffered destruction, evidently,
caused by those searching for treasure there. 

The available archive documents and scientific
works suggest several names for the church of the

monastic complex: Sourb Astvatzatzin, St. Sargis375

and St. Elisha the Apostle.376 It represents a tri-nave
basilica (exterior dimensions: 12.30 x 10.20 metres) of
gable roof, its semi-circular vaults supported by vault-
bearing arches resting on a pair of pillars. The monu-
ment, whose only entrance opens from the west, is
entirely built of finely-cut stone and mortar, six win-
dows providing it with illumination. 

Exactly 10 metres south of the church, five vaulted
rooms (exterior dimensions: 30.40 x 5.70 metres)
extend east-westward together with two corridors.

GETASHEN. The plan of Yeghnasar Monastery

GETASHEN. A partial view of the monastic dwellings; the con-
struction inscription of one of the rooms (1712), and part of
the cornice of the southern facade of the church of
Yeghnasar Monastery

__________
371 Idem, file 2742, p. 19.
372 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 138, pp. 100-101.
373 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 138.
374 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 775, p. 25.

__________
375 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56 list 6, file 775, p. 25.
376 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 265.
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According to an inscription incised into the facade of
one of them, they date back to 1712377 and are built of
undressed stone and mortar. 

West of the church, the semi-destroyed gate of the
monastic complex is preserved. The southern wall of
the sanctuary bears the fragments of a khachkar broken
in two. Its stylistic and artistic peculiarities trace it back
to the period between the 11th and 12th centuries.

A single line in the Armenian original of an inscription carved
below the capital of the western pilaster of the church:

æÒÀ ¥1539¤:
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 237.

8 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the northern side of
the church entrance:

Æ ¥20¤ Ñáå»É»³|Ý[¿] ³½[³ï³ñ]|³ñÇ ¶ ¥3¤
Ãáõ[³]|Ñ³Ù(³)ñë Ù¿Ï ...|ï³ëÇÝ Ç ï³ñ¿|Ï í»ñ
ï³[ñ] ¥1584¤. »ë ³Ý|³ñÅ³Ý î¥¿¤ñ Ô³½|³ñ ·Ç-
ñ»ó(Ç):

transl.: ... 1584. I, worthless priest Ghazar, wrote.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.

Artsakh, p. 265; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 345; Corpus...,
part 5, p. 238. 

Misreading: Lalayan deciphers the year as ‘1311.’
Note: According to the fifth part of Corpus Inscriptionum

Armenicarum, the composition of the building and the style of the
inscription are characteristic of the 16th century. The encoded year
can be deciphered in the following manner: 1000+13+20+551=1584.

5 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on the southern side of
the church entrance:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÖ|Èº ¥1686¤. »ë ³Ý[³ñÅ³Ý] |
àí³Ý¿ë »ñ|¿ó:

transl.: In the year 1686. I, worthless priest
Ovanes.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;
Lalayan, Yer., ibid; Corpus..., ibid.

Note: Lalayan offers an incomplete decipherment, with the name
read as ‘Movses.’

4 lines and a single encoded one in the Armenian original carved
above the entrance of one of the rooms of the monastery:

ê»Ý(»)³Ï Ï»ñï»(³)É Ññ³ß³½³Ý, í»ñÝ³-
|Û³ñÏûù »õ ½³Ý³½³Ý. ë³Ïë î(Ç)ñ(³)Ùáñ |
ëñµ³½(³)Ý »õ ½Ô³½³ñÇ ²(ëïáõ³)Í³µ³Ý, |
Ãí(ÇÝ) èÖÎ² ¥1712¤:

transl.: This splendid room was built with an
upper storey in the year 1712, ...decorated with
representations of the Holy Virgin and Ghazar the
Theologian.

The encoded part reads:
î¥¿¤ñ Ô³½³ñ Í³é³Û ²¥ëïáõÍá¤Û:
transl.: God’s servant Father Ghazar.
The Armenian original published in: Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 346

(the decipherment is incomplete); Corpus..., ibid.

A cryptogram incised into the facade-bearing stone of one of the
rooms of the monastery:

î¥¿¤ñ ØÏñïÇã Í³é³Û ²¥ëïáõÍá¤Û:
transl.: God’s servant Father Mkrtich.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

A village site called Murtunis, or Mertsunis (the
toponym is first recorded in one of Catholicos Pilippos’
(1632 to 1655) bulls378 is located 2.5 kilometres west of
Getashen. It preserves a standing church with the fol-
lowing inscriptions:

13 lines in the Armenian original carved on the tympanum (170
x 74 centimetres) of the church:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ âÈ¸ ¥1285¤ | Ï³Ù³õÝ ²¥ëïáõÍá¤Û »õ
Ññ³Ù³Ý³õ ë¥áõñ¤µ | Ñ³Ûñ³å»ïÇÝ î¥¿¤ñ
Áêï»÷|³ÝÇ, »åÇëÏáåáëáõÃ»¥³Ý¤ î¥¿¤ñ ¶ñÇ|-
·áñÇ »õ ÇßË³ÝáõÃ»¥³Ý¤ êáÙ³×ÇÝ, »ë Úáí|³-
Ý¿ë ...³Ý¿áë »ñ»ó ßÇÝ»ó|³ù ½ë¥áõñ¤µ »Ï»Õ»óÇë
Ç µ³ñ»Ë³õëáõÃÇ¥õÝ¤ Ñá·|áÛ »õ ïáõ³ù... | ... | ...
| ... | Û»Ï»Õ»óÇë ïíÇ ½³ïÇÏ ³õñ Å³Ù ÇÝÓ
³éÝ»Ý | áí ... Ë³÷³Ý¿ ½ÇÙ Ù»Õ³óÝ ï¥¿¤ñ ¿:

GETASHEN. Fragments of a khachkar set in the southern facade
of the church of Yeghnasar Monastery (12th cent.).
Reconstruction 

__________
377 Corpus..., part 5, p. 238. This part of the Corpus Inscriptionum

Armenicarum contains five inscriptions which we found
unchanged during our visit to the monument in 1989. They are
deciphered absolutely correctly so that we did not find it expedi-
ent to republish them (idem, pp. 237-238).

__________
378 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 48. 
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transl.: In the days of Bishop Grigor and
Prince Somaj, in the year 1285 by the will of God
and on the order of Holy Pontiff Stepan, I,
Hovhanes ... priest had this holy church built for
the repose of... May those who hinder it atone for
my sins.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,
p. 267; Corpus..., part 5, pp. 245-246.

Note: M. Barkhutariants’ decipherment is incomplete.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a khachkar frag-
ment (40 x 48 centimetres) set in the eastern facade of the church:

...¥áñ¤ù »|ñÏ|Çñ¥å³·¿ù¤, ÃÇõ...
transl.: ...those who worship...
Note: The epitaph dates back to the 13th century.

5 lines in the Armenian original incised into a stone set in the
southern facade of the church:

ºë ...| ½³ïÇÏ Ç ÛÇÙ | Ñ³É³É ÁÝãÇó ÙÇ³µ³|-
Ý»ó³ ë¥áõñ¤µ »Ï»Õ»óÇë »õ | ïíÇÝ Ç ï³ñáç :²:
¥1¤ ³õñ |...:

transl.: I ... joined the community of this holy
church with my honestly-earned means...

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 246.
Note: The epitaph dates back to the 13th century.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice and
lower part of a khachkar set in the western facade of the church:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ³ñ(»Ë)³(õ)ë ØËÇÃ(³)-
ñ(Ç)Ý »õ ÏáÕ³(Ïó)ÇÝ | »õ ÚáõÑ³Ý¿ëÇÝ ÙáñÝ |
Úáõñ³óË³ÝÇÝ, ÃíÇÝ èÒÀ (1639):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Mkhitar,
his spouse and Hovhannes’ mother Huratskhan.
In the year 1639.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

GETASHEN. The church of the village site of Mertsunis seen from the south-west and west. Eastward and westward views of the
interior of the monument 

GETASHEN. The plan of the church of the village site of
Mertsunis
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GHADILI
Ghadili extends 3 kilometres south of the right bank

of the river Kur, 32 kilometres north of the district cen-
tre, at an average altitude of 160 metres above sea le-
vel. 

In the early 20th century, some cattle-breeding
tribes, living in several winter encampments lying
within 2 to 3 kilometres of each other, united and
founded the present-day village.

The available data relating to the number of the
local inhabitants represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886379 37 139 91 230
1908380 182
1914381 137

GETASHEN. The tympanum ¥1285¤ of the older church of the village site of Mertsunis. Cross-stones set in the walls of the church
(13th to 17th cents.)

__________
379 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 76-77.
380 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 265.
381 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 131.
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GHARABAGHLAR
The village is located near the left bank of the river

Gandzak, 22 kilometres north of the district centre,
between 230 and 240 metres of altitude above sea level.

The available data regarding the number of the
local population are as follows: 61 houses with 370
inhabitants (226 males, 144 females) in 1886;382 325
residents in 1907,383 and 502 in 1914.384

GHARAYERI
The village is situated 23 kilometres north of the

district centre, at an altitude of 248 to 258 metres above
sea level.

It was founded in the Soviet years and was granted
the status of township in 1960.385

GHEREKHLI
The village lies 15 kilometres north of the district cen-

tre, at an altitude of 240 to 250 metres above sea level.
In the Soviet years, it was under the jurisdiction of

the Village Council of Kovlarsarli.
In 1886 the community of Gherekhli comprised

214 families with 1,087 inhabitants, including 655
males and 432 females.386 In 1907 it had a population
of 1,315.387

GHEZELJA
The village extends on the left bank of the river

Artinajur, 10 kilometres north-west of the district cen-
tre, at an altitude of 620 to 700 metres above sea level.

It was founded in the late 19th century by some
stock-breeding Turkish tribes which had shifted to a
sedentary life. 

The available data regarding the local population
are as follows: 12 houses with 115 inhabitants (64
males, 51 females)388 in 1886, and 754 people in
1977.389

The Turkish cemetery of the village retains a tomb
dating from the early 20th century as well as some
gravestones engraved with epitaphs in Arabic Turkish
and tracing back to the late 19th century.

GHUSHKARA
The village is located 15 kilometres north of the

district centre, at an altitude of 375 to 390 metres above
sea level.

In 1977 it had a population of 454.390

HAJALI
Location. The village is situated in a plain 16 kilo-

metres north-east of Gandzak City, within 28 kilome-
tres of the district centre in the same direction, between
190 and 200 metres of altitude above sea level. 

__________
382 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 84-85.
383 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 271.
384 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 133.
385 SAE, vol. 3, p. 61.
386 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 82-83.
387 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 289.
388 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79.
389 SAE, vol. 3, p. 162.
390 SAE, vol. 3, p. 289.

GHEZELJA. A Turkish tomb and gravestones (early 20th cent.)
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Population. As late as 1864, the local Turks still led
a nomadic life. With this respect, a traveller reports
some interesting details concerning his trip to the “vil-
lage” of Hajali: “...will it take us long to reach the
Tartar village?”

They answered my question in surprise, “It’s a long
time since we entered Hajali Village.”

Can you imagine how very amazed I was to be
assured by my guides that I was in a Tartar village,
while what I saw was a bare steppe...

“Well, but what about the Tartars’ dwellings, their
household buildings, fields, workshops...?”

...pointing to some diggings we were passing by,
they said, “Here are the dwellings we spend winters in.
In summers we live in pens; that’s why, we don’t see
any houses or other buildings now...”391

Several statistical sources provide the following
data relating to the population of Hajali:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886392 45 161 132 293
1907393 338
1914394 240

In the Soviet years, the village was under the juris-
diction of the Village Council of Lyak.

HAJISHEN (HAJIKEND)
Location. The village is situated on the road lead-

ing to Lake Alharak, amidst deep forests 8 kilometres
south of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,210 to
1,290 metres above sea level. 

A Historical Introduction. A semi-ruined church
and a cemetery of khachkars attest that it dates as far
back as the Middle Ages. The first written source to
mention ‘Hajishin’ is one of Catholicos Pilippos’ (1638
to 1655) bulls.395

As described by some visitors, it “lies amidst a
wood on the brink of a gorge and enjoys beautiful
scenery...”396

“...the position of the area, the healthy air and water
turn Hajishen into a true summer resort.”397

Taking into account the aforementioned geographi-
cal advantages of the area, in 1870 the local authorities,
headed by Governor of Gandzak Butalov, decided to
found a summer resort there for the officials and digni-
taries of Gandzak.398 To carry out that plan, the local
people were offered residence in the historical village
site of Bakhshik: “Several years ago, this place was
inhabited by the Armenians who scattered to various
villages, leaving behind their houses as well as a ruined
church and a cemetery lying around it.”399

Construction Activity. The elevated part of the vil-
lage turned into a summer resort and was named Verin
Tagh. It was built with “...royal residences, its inhabi-
tants comprising high-ranking officials such as the
Governor and Deputy-Governor...,”400 whereas com-
mon Armenians who did not boast high position were
not entitled to take up residence there.401 As for the vil-
lage of Hajishen, it extended in Nerkin, i.e. ‘Lower’
Tagh, which still preserved its Armenian population.

__________
398 “Nor-Dar,” 1885, No. 131, p. 2.
399 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 280. In 1889 the author of anoth-

er article wrote the following with this regard, “...Hajikyand used
to be an Armenian-populated village which is attested by a semi-
ruined Armenian church and a great number of ancient graves pre-
served there. In the course of time, however, the local people
abandoned it and founded another village named Bakhshik within
some 2 to 3 versts of it...” (“Nor-Dar,” 1889, No. 144, p. 3).

400 “Nor-Dar,” 1885, No. 131, p. 2.
401 “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 125, p. 3.

__________
391 Meves, V., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 42, p. 231 (the orig-

inal reads, ”...ñêîðî ëè ìû äîåäåì äî òàòàðñêîé äåðåâíè.
Îíè, èçóìëÿÿñü ìîåìó âîïðîñó, îòâå÷àëè. “Äà ìû óæå
äàâíî â äåðåâíå Ãàäæàëè”. Ìîæíî ñåáå ïðåäñòàâèòü,
êàêîâî áûëî ìîå óäèâëåíèå, êîãäà ìîè âîæàòûå ñðåäè
ãîëîé ñòåïè óâåðÿëè ìåíÿ, ÷òî ÿ â òàòàðñêîé äåðåâ-
íå!... -Ãäå æå äîìà, â êîòîðûõ æèâóò òàòàðû? Ãäå æå
èõ õîçÿéñòâåííûÿ îáçàâåäåíèÿ? Ãäå æå òå ñàäû, ôàá-
ðèêè, ñåíîêîñû ... îíè óêàçàëè íà ÿìó, ê êîòîðîé ìû
ïîäúåçæàëè -ãîâîðÿ. âîò íàøè çèìíèå äîìà, à ëåòîì
ìû æèâåì íà êî÷åâêàõ, è îòòîãî-òî òåïåðü íåëüçÿ âè-
äåòü íè äîìîâ, íè õîçÿéñòâåííûõ íàøèõ çàâåäåíèé,
íè ñåíîêîñîâ”).

392 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 84-85.
393 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 216.
394 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 106.
395 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 48.
396 “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 125, p. 3.
397 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 280.

HAJISHEN (HAJIKEND). Partial views of the village (early 20th
cent.) 
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In 1886 brothers Atayan from Gandzak pursued
legal proceedings to take possession of the territory of
the summer resort.402

By the late 19th century, Verin Hajikend had grown
into a small town with a court, post office and tele-
graph-station functioning there in summers.403 It also
had some hotels, that of A. Mirzoyants adding to their
number in 1895.404

The available statistical data reveal that in the 19th
century, Hajishen had a small number of Armenian
population:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1804405 10 20 20 40
1845406 30 30 60
1847407 34 32 66
1849408 51 56 107
1852409 69 61 130
1861410 10
1866411 18 111 76 187

Despite that, however, it remained a purely
Armenian village comprising between 25 and 30
Armenian houses until 1870.412

After 1870, the Upper Quarter, officially named
Hajikend from its very foundation, was inhabited by
people of different nationalities. Particularly great in
number were the Russians who occupied a separate
quarter. In 1885 they built a church and started prepar-
ing for its consecration to be held in July of the same
year.413

Beginning with the late 19th century, some stock-
breeding Turkish nomads could be seen in the vicinity
of the village in the summer months: “A forest lying in
the neighbourhood of Hajikend, particularly the site of
Daghdan located on the road leading to Suluk Village,
abound in hundreds of tents occupied by the Turkish
Alachukhs.”414 According to a statistical register made
up between 28 and 29 June 1892, the Turkish herdsmen
totaled 631.415

As attested by the same source, the population of
Hajishen-Hajikend represented the following picture:
585 Armenians; 478 Russians; 7 Armenian Catholics;
631 Shiah Muslims; 99 Lutherans; 56 Jews; 51 Roman

Catholics; 9 sectarians and 6 foreigners, with a total of
1,924 inhabitants (1,104 males, 820 females).416

During the Soviet period, Hajishen-Hajikend, which
was predominantly populated by the Armenians and
Russians until 1949, preserved its fame of summer re-
sort. Despite the fact that later some Azerbaijanian fa-
milies moved there from Soviet Armenia, the local Ar-
menian residents, constituting about 60 houses, enjoyed
majority among the representatives of other nationalities
until 1988. Before the deportation, both the Lower and
Upper Quarters still had some Armenian population.

One of the earliest archive documents to make men-
tion of Hajishen’s parish church of St. Hovhannes
dates back to 1861.417

In 1883 Yelizavetpol inhabitant Hakob Hovakimian
Paroniants applied to the spiritual authorities for per-
mission to repair the semi-destroyed church of the vil-
lage: “...to allow me to renovate the old dilapidated
church of St. Hovhannes, which is a famous pilgrimage
site, through my own means. I also intend to enclose its
territory that covers fifteen sazhens in the north; twen-
ty-six sazhens in the east, reaching the Royal
Repository of Manuscripts; eleven and a half sazhens
in the west, stretching up to a road, and ten sazhens in
the south, extending to an old Armenian cemetery.”418

Unfortunately, however, in the spring of the same
year “...resident of Yelisavetpol Hakob Hovakimian
Paroniants, who planned to repair the semi-ruined
church of Hajishen Village, has had an accident with
his cart and died all of a sudden...”419

In 1884 Vicar of Yelisavetpol Diocese Anania
Hamazaspiants the Archimandrite applied to Georgia
and Imeret’s Consistory, emphasizing the inconsolable
state of St. Hovhannes Church: “...although it is great-
ly destroyed, its walls and pillars are still preserved and
the same is true of its arches that have survived to the
height of their capitals. Only the ceiling has collapsed,
with its stones heaped inside the sanctuary. ...in the
south of the church lie some Armenian graves, part of
them covered with soil and others preserved in their
original places. Some other graves located in the west
of the church are buried under the earth...”420

In the same year (1884), Gandzak inhabitant Sargis
Hovhannissian Atayants committed himself to repair-
ing the church in July, but “being very busy, he had to
postpone it  ... and did not pursue its fulfillment even
later.”421

In the late 1880s, the Armenians of Hajishen, who
totaled about a hundred families in summer-time, made

__________
402 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 280.
403 Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 271-272.
404 “Nor-Dar,” 1895, No. 118, p. 3.
405 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
406 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3811, pp. 5-6.
407 Idem, file 3814, pp. 95-96.
408 Idem, file 3818, pp. 95-96.
409 Idem, file 3819, pp. 105-106.
410 Idem, file 3835, pp. 147-148.
411 Idem, file 3848, p. 57.
412 “Nor-Dar,” 1885, No. 191, p. 2.
413 Ibid.
414 “Nor-Dar,” 1895, No. 131, p. 2.
415 “Nor-Dar,” 1892, No. 119, p. 2.

__________
416 Ibid.
417 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3835, pp. 147-148.
418 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 12, file 402, p. 8.
419 Idem, p. 11.
420 Idem, p. 12.
421 Idem, p. 23.
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every possible endeavour to renovate the ruined
church, which enjoyed a wonderful position and
“boasted a history of over a century, as attested by an
inscription carved on its finely-cut stones...”422

They initiated fund-raising and collected “an
amount which would certainly suffice to complete the
renovation of the sanctuary together with the contribu-
tion the adjacent churches had pledged themselves to
make...”423

Simeon Stepanian Arzumaniants, who was from
Gandzak but lived in Baku, intended to carry out the
overhaul of St. Hovhannes Church with his own finan-
cial means.424 In contrast to Tiflis’ Consistory, howev-
er, in 1892 the governor of Yelizavetpol rejected his
petition, “...expressing willingness to allocate a site in
Hajishen Village if Arzumaniants wished to cover all
the expenses of the construction of a new church.
Therefore, Tpkhis’ Armenian Consistory was assigned
to order Yelisavetpol’s spiritual powers to see to it that
Hajishen’s demolished church and the graves sur-
rounding it were preserved as sacred sites. In case the
Armenians spending summers there wished to have a
church for their spiritual needs, they could apply for a
site and erect a new one.”425 In his letter addressed to
the Government, the governor also stated that
“...Hajishen’s dilapidated church was planned to be
replaced by an Orthodox one, but its grave-yard was to
be thoroughly preserved...”426

According to engineer I. Vardanov’s estimate, the
amount necessary for the construction of a new church
totaled 10,000 rubles.427

Unfortunately, St. Hovhannes Church remained in
the aforementioned state of utter dilapidation.
Moreover, Priests Simeon Ter-Khachaturiants and
Anania Shirakuny found the sanctuary and the local
graves destroyed in October 1892: “...visiting the sum-
mer resort of Hajishen, we found the local church total-
ly demolished by some Turks who were Persian sub-
jects: Hasan Husein oghli, Akhmet Husein oghli, Ta-
zakh Akhmet oghli, Hanep Mamat Ali oghli and Nar-
zhap Mamat oghli. To our question who had told them
to destroy it, they answered that Yelisavetpol’s archi-
tect Marchenko had ordered them to do so, appointing
Dimitri Zamet from Gandzak, a follower of the Greek
faith, to supervise their work. Marchenko had also paid
them for the complete destruction of the church. The
workers who were to build an enclosure around the site
of the ruined church and the graves opposed the afore-

mentioned supervisor’s involvement in the work. In the
vicinity of the dilapidated church were uncovered
another three cemeteries which were levelled with the
ground, the remains of the deceased being scattered
here and there...”428

Fund-raising for the purpose of renovating the
monument was also held in 1894.429

KAMO (BAGHSHIK, BAKHSHIK,
HAJISHEN)

Location. The village lies at the north-eastern foot
of Mount Pand, 11 kilometres south-east of the district
centre, at an altitude of 1,170 to 1,230 metres above sea
level.

A Historical Introduction. The medieval monu-
ments preserved in its territory attest that it dates back
to times immemorial.

The site of the present-day village, originally occu-
pied by the historical village of Baghshik, lay derelict
until the early 1870s, when some Armenians moved
there from Hajishen (Hajikend) Village, that was grad-
ually becoming a summer resort. Apart from Baghshik,
the resettlers also used the name of Hajishen to refer to
their new place of residence: “...some circumstances
made them take up living near a small gorge lying in
the vicinity of Suluk, within about four versts of their
older village. The former inhabitants of Hajikend
founded the village of Baghshik...”430

Some of the lands Baghshik possessed were locat-
ed quite far from the village (for instance, it owned 320
dessiatinas of farming land in the site of Gyoran)431 so
that the local people usually failed to till them under
complicated political circumstances. 

In 1926 the residents of Baghshik moved to a lower
area where they founded the present-day village of
Kamo: at first called Rikovka, it was renamed Tukha-
chevsk in 1930 and later Belyukherovka.432 On 16 Ap-
ril 1939, the village was officially renamed Kamo.433

Between 1870 and 1917, the local population
grew almost twice as large as they were:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1872434 107 92 199
1873435 157

__________
422 “Mshak,” 1890, No. 85, p. 1.
423 “Nor-Dar,” 1887, No. 138, p. 1.
424 “Nor-Dar,” 1892, No. 113, p. 2.
425 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 12, file 402. Also see

“Ararat,” 1892, pp. 556-557.
426 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 12, file 402.
427 “Tifliski Listok,” 1896, No. 90, p. 2.

__________
428 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 12, file 402.
429 “Kavkaz,” 1894, No. 206.
430 “Nor-Dar,” 1885, No. 131, p. 2. The “Ardzagank” correspondent

writes the following with this respect, “...it used to be a populous
village, as attested by its grave-yard. Later, however, it was aban-
doned and lay derelict for a long time. Its present-day residents,
who comprise 24 houses, resettled here several years ago from the
village of Hajishen...Manas Bey Melik-Hovsepian now claims pos-
session of the village lands” (“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 294).

431 A-Do, idem, p. 333.
432 As attested by local inhabitant Hrant Petrossian born in 1926.
433 The Azerbaijanian SSR: Administrative-Territorial Division,

p. 212.
434 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3872, pp. 62-63.
435 Idem, file 3862, pp. 58-59.
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1875436 168
1876437 174
1877438 98 82 180
1878439 99 84 183
1881440 108 91 199
1882441 104 97 201
1883442 106 96 202
1885443 115 78 193
1886444 38 141 123 264
1887445 112 82 194
1888446 119 88 207
1889447 118 90 208
1890448 122 93 225
1891449 127 93 220
1892450 140 101 241
1893451 142 101 243

1894452 143 104 247
1897453 160 124 284
1898454 166 131 297
1899455 171 137 308
1900456 177 142 319
1901457 180 144 324
1902458 181 144 325
1905459 183 145 328
1906460 197 158 355 
1907461 303
1908462 32 128 114 242
1909463 229 164 393
1910464 151 125 276
1912465 243 181 424
1914466 410
1917467 170 1,423

__________
436 Idem, file 3866, pp. 44-45.
437 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
438 Idem, file 3869, pp. 54-55.
439 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
440 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
441 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
442 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
443 Idem, file 3877, p. 29.
444 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87. Another source reports 24

houses (“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 294).
445 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 72.
446 Idem, file 3882, p. 130.
447 Idem, file 3884, pp. 226-227.
448 Idem, file 3887, p. 149.
449 Idem, file 3889, p. 148.
450 Idem, file 3891, p. 120.
451 Idem, file 3895, pp. 77-78.

__________
452 Idem, file 3896, pp. 72-73.
453 Idem, file 3899, pp. 146-147.
454 Idem, file 3897, p. 168.
455 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3903, pp. 126-127.
456 Idem, file 3905, pp. 90-91.
457 Idem, file 3906, pp. 96-97.
458 Idem, file 3907, pp. 22-23.
459 Idem, file 3912, pp. 265-266.
460 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
461 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
462 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 9.
463 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 764, p. 116.
464 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 56-57.
465 Idem, file 3919, pp. 61-62.
466 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 84.
467 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166. These numbers seem exagger-

ated and untrustworthy.

KAMO (BAGHSHIK). The village seen from the south-east, south and south-west
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The Last Days of Kamo Armenians. On 8 March
1990, the last remaining inhabitants of the village com-
prised 12 Armenians who addressed a letter to the
Assembly of the People’s Deputies of the USSR, des-

cribing their critical situation. On the same day (8
March), 20 lorries of Azeris broke into Azat and Kamo
Villages under the leadership of Russian soldiers com-
manded by Colonel General Shatalin. They drove away

KAMO (BAGHSHIK). Partial views of Sourb Amenaprkich Church, and khachkars set in its walls
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the last residents of both villages and took possession
of them,468 the deportees finding refuge in Getashen,
where they stayed until its fall in May 1991.469

Before that displacement, the village site of Bagh-
shik retained a semi-ruined church that evidently dated
back to the 17th century. Its walls bore some older frag-
ments and khachkars attesting that the village once had
an earlier church.

That sanctuary, mentioned by the name of Sourb
Amenaprkich in an archive document of 1885,470 rep-
resented a uni-nave vaulted structure (exterior dimen-
sions: 17.40 x 8.65 metres) of gable roof, with its only

KAMO (BAGHSHIK). Khachkars set in the walls of Sourb
Amenaprkich Church

KAMO (BAGHSHIK). A partial view of the older part of the ceme-
tery, and a tombstone (1856)

KAMO (BAGHSHIK). The plan of Sourb Amenaprkich Church

__________
468 “Hayk,” 1990, No. 6, p. 1, in Armenian.
469 Karapetian, S. Truth at least for History. In: “Orer,” 1997, No.

16, pp. 2-3, in Armenian.
470 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3877, p. 29.
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entrance opening from its southern facade. The vault,
now lying in ruins, used to be supported by arches rest-
ing on two pairs of pilasters. The sanctuary had six
windows, three of them opening from the east, two
from the south and one from the west. The entrance and
the eastern window of the southern facade were recon-
structed in the late 19th century. The entire monument
was built of undressed stone and mortar, except for the
cornerstones that were finely-cut. Its walls bore more
than ten ornate khachkars and several tombstones dat-
ing from the 12th to 17th centuries. Some of them were
engraved with inscriptions which are presented below:

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on the cornice and both
sides of the upper cross wing of a khachkar (100 x 60 x 18 centime-
tres):

Ê(³)ãë ÷ñÏáõÃÇ(õÝ) Ñá·á(õ)Ý Âñí|¿ïÇÝ,
Ãí(ÇÝ) è´ (1553):

transl.: This Cross [stands] for the salvation of
Trvet’s soul. In the year 1553.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on both sides of the
upper cross wing of a khachkar (129 x 65 x 23 centimetres) set out-
side the western facade of the church:

Âí(ÇÝ) è¶ (1554):
transl.: In the year 1554.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of a
khachkar (82 x 52 x 16 centimetres) set in the church entrance:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë ¾ï·³ñ(ÇÝ), ºÕ»ë|³å»-
ï(ÇÝ), Ãí(ÇÝ) èÐÂ (1630):

transl.: This Holy Cross [dedicated] to Edgar,
Yeghisabet. In the year 1630.

A single line in the Armenian original inscribed on the cornice of
a khachkar (124 x 68 centimetres) set in the northern wall of the
church:

Ê(³)ãë Þ³Ñ¥ÇÝ±¤...:
transl.: This Cross [dedicated] to Shah (?)...

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of a
khachkar ( 97 x 57 x 16 centimetres) lying amidst ruins inside the
church:

ê(áõñ)µ | Ë(³)ãë | Ø³ñ|»³Ý|ÇÝ, ²Ù|ÇñÇÝ, |
¶á(õ)É|áõÙÇÝ, | ²Õ³|å¿Ï|ÇÝ:

transl.: This Holy Cross [dedicated] to Marean,
Amir, Gulum, Aghabek.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
khachkar (91 x 51 x 14 centimetres):

Ê(³)ãë àÑ³ÝÇÝ:
transl.: This Cross [dedicated] to Ohan.

2 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on both sides of the
lower cross wing of a khachkar set in the eastern corner of the south-
ern wall of the church:

Ê(³)ãë ÷ñÏ|áõ(ÃÇõÝ) Ñá·(áÛ)...:
transl.: This Cross [stands] for the salvation of

the  soul...

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on the lower part of a
khachkar (97 centimetres long) set in the eastern corner of the south-
ern wall of the church:

Ê(³)ãë Ñá·áÝ | ...ÇÝ:
transl.: This Cross [is dedicated] to the soul

of...

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on both sides of the
cross wings of a khachkar (118 x 52 x 16 centimetres) set below the
eastern window of the church, in the bema:

Ê(³)ãë ØË|ÇÃ|³ñ|ÇÝ | Ñá|·(áÛ)...:
transl.: This Cross [is dedicated] to Mkhitar’s

soul...

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the cornice of
a khachkar (84 x 53 centimetres) placed inwardly below the western
wall of the church:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë ÐáéáõÙÇÝ µ(³)ñ¿Ë(³õë ¿):
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Horum.

2 semi-distorted lines in the Armenian original carved on the
cornice of a khachkar (96 x 63 centimetres) set inwardly in the north-
ern wall of the church:

Ê(³)ãë ÷ñÏ(áõÃÇõÝ)... |...»³ÛÛÇÝ: 
transl.: This Cross [stands] for the salvation

of...

The cemetery of Baghshik extends on a slanting
mountain slope and occupies a large area. It retains a
considerable number of undressed stone slabs as well
as several finely-finished grave-stones dating back to
the 19th century. One of them is engraved with the fol-
lowing epitaph:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Éáõë³Ñá·Ç ¶³Ýçáõ
Ý³Ñ³Ý·Ç Ð³çÇ·»ÕÇ µÝ³ÏÇã ØÇñ½Ç áñ¹Ç
ÚûÑ³Ý¿ëÇÝ, í³Ë×³Ý ¿, áñ ¿ Ö³Õ³ñ³Ýó,
1856 ³ÙÇ 7 ÇÙ½Ç¥±¤ ³ÙëÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Hovhannes of
blessed memory, the son of Mirza Jaghariants
from Hajigegh of Ganja Province. Died on the 7th
of ... 1856.

KHACHAKAP-ARMAVIR 
(KUSHCHI-ARMAVIR)

Location. The village lies in a plain adjoining the
right bank of the river Kurak, 14 kilometres south-east
of the district centre, between 940 and 1,060 metres of
altitude above sea level.

Foundation. It was established in 1884 by 30
Armenian families which had left Khachakap
(Ghushchi, Kushchi) because of the shortage of arable
lands. The site they had chosen for further residence
was occupied by “...Tiflis-based Mr. Pavli Khan’s
estate named ‘Gharabulagh.’ It forms part of Gandzak
Diocese and extends within a distance of 70 to 75 ver-
sts of Khachakap. The soil of the area as well as its
healthy air and water made the resettlers buy that terri-
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tory for about 30 thousand rubles and build their homes
there...”471

Within several years, the Armenians paid back the
debt they had borrowed to pay for their newly-founded
village; moreover, they carried out large-scale con-
struction in the newly-founded village so that visitors
and the inhabitants of the neighbourhood could not
hide their surprise at it: “These people, comprising 25
families mostly from Khachakap, moved to this village
belonging to the late Mr. Melik-Beglariants due to the
lack of land in their former place of living. It is already
ten years since these peasants, who were almost in
abject poverty, purchased a land of three thousand
dessiatinas for thirty thousand rubles, but within this
short period of time, they paid back their debt at the
expense of the income yielded by their forest. Apart
from possessing fields and mountain encampments,
they also hold control over a group of Turkish houses.
The inhabitants of Getashen and Gharabulagh, who
constitute 500 houses, with their fields adjoining these
large lands, are now greatly puzzled and perplexed. A
handful of people managed to buy these lands and pay
back their debt, something they had not been able to
do! Moreover, they were busy building fine-looking
houses with tiled roofs, something rare in the quarter of
Igirmidort. ...Today they even think of erecting a
church and have selected a very convenient site in the
village for that purpose... The village, which originally
did not have a name of its own, is now called Armavir,
which sounds alien to the Armenians who are accus-
tomed to referring to it by the Turkish name of
Ghushchi... ...our villagers have conveyed the water of
a fine spring from a remote place, spending quite a
large amount of money on it.”472

The available sources have preserved only scanty
statistical reports relating to the population of the
purely Armenian-inhabited village of Kushchi-Arma-
vir. Despite this, however, the existing data reveal that

its residents continuously increased between the 1890s
and 1910s:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1896473 25
1907474 261
1908475 28 169 127 296
1914476 353
1917477 40 243

After the deportation of 1989, most of the
Armenians of Kushchi-Armavir resettled in the sub-
district of Vardenis located in Gegharkunik Marz of the
Republic of Armenia.

A Patriarchal bull issued on 20 December 1913 per-
mitted the opening of a parish school in Nor Armavir
Village.478

By 1896 the plan and estimate of expenses of the
construction of the future church had been finally
worked out. Its trustees stated that “...besides the

__________
471 “Nor-Dar,” 1892, No. 52, p. 2.
472 “Nor-Dar,” 1896, No. 139, p. 3.

__________
473 Ibid.
474 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
475 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 8.

According to another statistical source of 1908, Kushchi-Armavir
had 204 residents (Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 186).

476 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 90.
477 Avetissian, M. M., ibid.
478 “Ararat,” 1914, p. 6.

KHACHAKAP-ARMAVIR 
(KUSHCHI-ARMAVIR). The project of a church to be built in the village (1896)

KHACHAKAP-ARMAVIR 
(KUSHCHI-ARMAVIR). The village seen from the south
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amount necessary for the purchase of stone and lime,
we also need three thousand rubles which we can hard-
ly raise...”479

The expenses of the entire work totaled 3,096
rubles 4 kopecks.480

Indeed, it would take a long time to complete the
sanctuary, but the delay of work was not due to any
building problems. Being a newly-founded village, Nor
Armavir had not been officially registered and given
status yet so that first of all, the local people had to
obtain permission for the erection of the monument:
“...let the residents of that village know that the con-
struction of the church cannot be allowed, for the
appropriate bodies of power have not officially appro-
ved the establishment of Norashen-Khachakap Vil-
lage.”481

Permit for the foundation of the church was grant-
ed only after 1903.482

In 1914 leader of Gandzak Diocese Bishop Levon
blessed the newly-erected sanctuary,483 which closed
on the order of the Soviet authorities in 1928.484

KHANLAR (HELENENDORF)
Location. Khanlar is situated on the right bank of

the river Gandzak, 9 kilometres south of Gandzak City,
between 650 and 700 metres of altitude above sea
level.

Foundation. The site of present-day Khanlar City
used to be occupied by a settlement whose date of
foundation remains obscure. In 1804 it provided a
place of living for some stock-breeding Turks compris-
ing 25 houses with 104 inhabitants.485 The authorities
planned to allocate the site of Khanakhlar to the
Armenians for the establishment of a village,486 but it
was delivered to some German resettlers who laid the
foundations of the future colony there between 1817
and 1819: “...it was named after Duchess of
Mecklenburg and Schwering Helen Pavlovna.”487

The available sources are not unanimous in men-
tioning the exact year of the establishment of the set-
tlement, but probably, it dates back to 1819.488

The Armenians of Gandzak showed a most benev-
olent attitude towards the German resettlers. With that
regard, Governor of Georgia Major General Khaven
wrote the following in a letter (3 February 1819)
addressed to Caucasian Vice-Roy A. P. Yermolov,
“...the Armenians of Yelizavetpol gave a friendly wel-
come to the immigrants from Vurtemberg. Some of
them even provide these people with food absolutely
free of charge, rendering some other services to them.
With this letter, I express my gratitude to Yelisavetpol’s
Armenian population for their praiseworthy atti-
tude.”489

Construction Activity. From the very day of its
foundation, Helenendorf had a well-worked out plan.
According to a traveller who visited the colony in
1886, it represented a fine-looking settlement “...with
regular streets, houses and gardens.”490

In the late 1890s, the village was described in the
following manner, “Regular, wide, straight and old
streets that are about a verst long, both their sides plant-
ed with aspens, poplars and pine-trees imparting par-
ticular attractiveness to the colony. Almost in the cen-
tre rises a church built of finely-cut red stone, in the
Gothic style. It is adjoined by a two-year state unisex
school on one side, and a fine, two-floor house with a
small garden on the other... ...The houses range from
single- to three-storey ones, with large yards and small
kitchen gardens in front of them.”491

Population. The Germans. The 1,440 families,
which left Vurtenberg in 1817 and resettled in Helen-
dorf, comprised both adventurers and people who had
left their homeland out of certain religious motives.492

In the course of time, the colony was inhabited by
Armenians and people of other nationalities so that in
1898  it consisted of 1,806 Germans as well as 30 Ar-
menian, 10 Turkish and 5 Russian houses.493

Year Houses Males Females Total

1894494 200
1898495 1,806
1908496 2,234

__________
479 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3340, p. 7.
480 Idem, p. 29.
481 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 9524, p. 11.
482 Idem, p. 9.
483 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2644, p. 22.
484 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2658, p. 12.
485 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
486 “Nor-Dar,” 1891, No. 167, p. 3.
487 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1874, No. 19, p. 3.
488 A record states the following with this connection, “On 12 May,

the German inhabitants of Helendorf held a solemn celebration of
the 75th anniversary of the foundation of their colony dating from
1819...” (“Nor-Dar,” 1894, No. 84, p. 1). Another source reads,
“...The small German colony of Helendorf, established in 1825, is
famous for the diligence of its inhabitants...” (“Nor-Dar,” 1890,
No. 119, p. 2).

__________
489 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57. list 2, file 4, p. 1 (the

Russian original reads, “...Åëèñàâåòïîëüñêèå àðìÿíå
ïðèíÿâ Âèòòåìáåðãñêèõ êîëîíèñòîâ äðóæåëþáíûì
îáðàçîì, íåêîòîðûå èç íèõ ñíàáæàþò ñèõ íîâûõ ïî-
ñåëåíöåâ áåç ïîëó÷åíèÿ ïëàòû ñúåñòíûìè ïðèïàñàìè
è îêàçûâàþò äðóãèå âîçìîæíûå ïîñîáèÿ. ß çà óäî-
âîëüñòâèå ñåáå ïîñòàâëÿþ îáúÿâèòü Åëèñàâåòïîëüñêî-
ìó Àðìÿíñêîìó îáùåñòâó ...ñèþ áóìàãó ìîþ áëàãîäàð-
íîñòü çà òàêîâîé ïîõâàëüíûé ïîñòóïîê...”).

490 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 280.
491 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 354.
492 A Collection of Materials for the Description of the Tribes and

Localities of Caucasia (hereinafter: A Collection...). Part 29,
Tiflis, 1901, p. 1, in Russian.

493 Idem, p. 10.
494 “Ardzagank,” 1894, No. 58, p. 2.
495 A Collection..., p. 10.
496 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 251.
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The Armenians. The early Armenian resettlers arri-
ved in Helenendorf in the 1860s. As stated in an ar-
chive document of 1902, “...more than thirty-five peo-
ple from Gandzak City, the adjacent and remote vil-
lages as well as some other places took up residence
here...”497

In 1891 “Helenendorf had a permanent Armenian
population of 30 houses, whose number increased ten-
fold in summer, for the village was a beloved summer
resort among the wealthy inhabitants of Gandzak...”498

In 1898 Echmiatzin’s spiritual powers agreed to
rent out 33 dessiatinas499 of the site of Arablu, belong-
ing to Gandzak’s St. Hovhannes Church, to Helenen-
dorf Armenians for a place of living, but the transaction
was delayed and finally annulled.500

In 1906 the Armenians of Helendorf again applied
to the spiritual authorities who met their petition and
allocated them a plot of 15 dessiatinas for an annual
rent of 500 rubles.501

The available statistical data relating to the number
of the Armenians of Helendorf Colony between the late
19th and early 20th centuries represent the following
picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total

1893502 60
1897503 65
1906504 219 140 359
1907505 255
1910506 71 38 109
1925507 90

Schools. The exact year of the opening of
Helenendorf’s Armenian school remains vague. In
September 1890, the local Armenians, who were high-
ly concerned about the education of their younger gen-
eration, invited Ghazakh inhabitant Ghukas Ter-Dav-
tiants, a graduate of Tiflis’ Nersissian School, to work
there as a teacher.508

In 1894 the institution, which had functioned the
previous year509 as well, had a teacher and 30 pupils.510

In 1886 Helenendorf had two German schools,511

one for males and the other for females. In 1890 these
institutions had 250 pupils together.512

The issue of building an Armenian church in
Helenendorf was discussed as early as 1891,513 but that
intention was not carried out for the simple reason that
the entire territory of the colony belonged to the state:
“...the lands of the German colony being considered
state property, they had been given to the resettlers only
for provisional use. There was no unoccupied space,
and the Germans were not entitled to sell either their
lands or any part of their settlement...”514

In 1893 a rented room served the Armenians as a
prayer-house,515 but it was in an inconsolable state:
“Instead of a church, the Armenians have only a
prayer-house placed in a dirty shop...”516

In 1899 “...the Armenian inhabitants of Helendorf
attended Sourb Astvatzatzin Church of the city’s
Norashen Quarter for their spiritual needs. As for
divine service, it was held in a temporary prayer-house
located in the colony.”517

In 1902 the spiritual powers met the petition of
Helendorf’s Armenian community and a Patriarchal
bull permitted them to have the altar-stone of their
prayer-house blessed.518

Priests. Devoid of a spiritual shepherd from 1895
until at least 1898, the Armenians of the colony had
appeared in a state of utter desperation: “...absolutely
stripped of the encouraging influence of the service of
our holy church, we are surrounded by Germans.
Witnessing the indifference our spiritual leaders have
displayed in the recent three years towards our efforts
to have a priest of our own, they are doing their utmost
to attract the weakest of us into the bosom of their
Protestant church...”519

In 1898 Sexton Ghazaros Ter-Hovsepian Yengibar-
iants’ candidacy was put forward for priesthood, but
his ordination was delayed. In the meantime, the Arme-
nian community of Helendorf appointed Prior Theodo-
ros Shirakuny of Khachakap’s Sourb Targmanchats
Monastery as their provisional spiritual shepherd, but
the Very Reverend failed to perform his duties due to
the distance separating the colony from that village.520

A year later, parish priest of Khachakap Grigor Ter-
Hovhannissian was appointed to serve Helendorf’s
Armenian community.521

__________
497 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 437, p. 42.
498 “Nor-Dar,” 1891, No. 167, p. 3.
499 “Murj,” 1898, No. 4, p. 565.
500 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 15, p. 1. In

another source we find that the Armenians of Helendorf gave up the
idea of settling down in Arablu due to some unfavourable conditions
(National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 337, p. 15).

501 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 15, pp. 4, 7-
8, 11.

502 “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 39, p. 1.
503 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 10, p. 1.
504 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3915, p. 24.
505 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
506 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 55-56.
507 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2635, p. 8.
508 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä461, list 1, file 5, p. 61.
509 “Ardzagank,” 1894, No. 58, p. 2.
510 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3896, p. 34.

__________
511 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 280.
512 “Ardzagank,” 1894, No. 58, p. 2.
513 “Nor-Dar,” 1891, No. 167, p. 3.
514 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä56, list 18, file 435, p. 23.
515 “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 49, p. 1. Also see Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 354.
516 “Ardzagank,” 1894, No. 58, p. 2.
517 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä461, list 1, file 10, p. 18.
518 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä56, list 18, file 435, p. 72.

Also see “Ararat,” 1902, p. 984.
519 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 10, p. 20.
520 Ibid.
521 Idem, p. 23.
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Finally, in 1900 the spiritual authorities met the
local Armenians’ petition and ordained Ghazaros Ter-
Hovsepian Yengibariants, who served there until at
least 1905. In 1904 Father Ghazaros received a gilded
silver breast cross and Catholicos Mkrtich’s bull for his
noble service and devotion.522

Helenendorf’s German church represented a mon-
ument of finely-cut red stone.523 A traveller who visit-
ed the colony in 1886 writes, “...In the centre of the vil-
lage towers a magnificent church of finely-finished
stone. It has a beautiful dome and a belfry...”524

Some sources have preserved the year of its con-
struction: “...they have a strongly-built stone church
dating from 1854 A.D.”525

The Colony in the Soviet Years. In 1931 Helenen-
dorf had a population of 4,305. Ten years later, howev-
er, it was stripped of its German residents who were
exiled to Kazakhstan. In 1970 the former German
colony, whose name had changed into Khanlar,526 rep-
resented a city mostly inhabited by Turks who amount-
ed to 12,700.527

With the deportation of the Armenian inhabitants of
Khanlar between 1988 and 1989, it turned into a pure-
ly Turkish settlement.

Archaeological Monuments. The neighbourhood
of present-day Khanlar abounds in tumuli dating as far
back as the Bronze Age. In 1899 German archaeologist
E. Resler excavated and studied part of them: “I start-
ed my excavations with the interesting burial mounds
preserved near the colony of Helenendorf. In 1899 I
unearthed 29 barrows on the right bank of the river
Gandzak: as attested by the archaeological finds, they
trace back to the Bronze Age. The work was a great
success. The burial mounds, that represented monu-
ments of coarse sand and pebble having different
dimensions, contained between 1 and 3 graves, filled
with sand and stone (very few of them were covered
with slabs). The skeletons lay backwards, or sideways,
huddled up or in a sitting position. In one of the graves,
the deceased person lay his face downward, with a jug
on both sides of his waist bones. The majority of the
graves had a north-west-southeast-facing position. The
study of the skulls revealed that the dead were of Aryan
origin. Almost all the graves contained various sacri-
ficed animals as well as a great amount of pottery

which were supposed to satisfy the deceased people’s
needs in their after-life.”528

The archaeological finds included ornate bronze
necklaces with remnants of chains, needles, enameled
buttons, stone spearheads and various other articles. In
the autumn and winter of the same year, Resler exca-
vated another 18 tumuli.529

A village site called Aghasibeklu is located on an
old road leading from Gandzak to Banants, 4.5 kilome-
tres west of the district centre.

KIYASLI
The village is located 20 kilometres north-west of

the district centre, at an average altitude of 240 metres
above sea level.

It was founded in the late 19th century by some
Turkish herdsmen who had changed to a sedentary life.  

The available data on the number of the local pop-
ulation represent the following picture: 15 houses with
71 inhabitants in 1886;530 115 residents in 1908,531 and
46 in 1914.532

KOLAYIR
The village lies 20 kilometres north-east of the dis-

trict centre, between 260 and 270 metres of altitude
above sea level. 

It had 22 houses with 87 inhabitants (47 males, 40
females) in 1886,533 and 163 residents in 1908.534

__________
522 Idem, file 12, p. 53.
523 “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 119, p. 2.
524 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 19, p. 280.
525 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 437, p. 42.

Also see Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 146. According to
another source, the church was built in 1859 (Fatullayev, Sh. S.,
idem, p. 439).

526 Grand Soviet Encyclopedia, vol. 24, Moscow, 1932, pp. 497-
498. 

527 Soviet Armenioan Encyclopedia, vol. 5, Yerevan, 1979, p. 13.

__________
528 Resler, E., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” 1903, No. 173, p. 2 (the

Russian original reads, ”...Ñïåðâà ÿ íà÷àë ðàñêîïêó
èíòåðåñíûõ êóðãàíîâ áëèç êîëîíèè Åëåíåíäîðô. Â
1899 ãîäó ÿ îòêðûë íà ïðàâîì áåðåãó ðåêè Ãÿíäæè 29
êóðãàíîâ, çàêëþ÷àâøèõ â ñåáå ìîãèëû, êîòîðûÿ ïî
íàõîäêàì äîëæíû áûòü îòíåñåíû ê ò. í. áðîíçîâîìó
âåêó. Ðàñêîïêè óâåí÷àëèñü ïðåêðàñíûì ðåçóëüòàòîì.
Êóðãàíû ðàçëè÷íûõ ðàçìåðîâ, âîçâåäåííûå áîëüøåþ
÷àñòüþ èç æåñòêàãî ãëèíèñòàãî ïåñêà è ðå÷íûõ
êàìíåé, ñîäåðæàëè îáûêíîâåííî îò 1 äî 3 ãðóíòîâûõ
ìîãèëüíûõ ÿì. Ðåäêî ìîãèëà áûëà êðûòà ïëèòàìè,
íàïîëíåíû æå îíå áûëè ïåñêîì è êàìíÿìè. Êîñòÿêè
ëåæàëè èëè íà ñïèíå, èëè íà áîêó â ñîãíóòîì
ïîëîæåíèè, èëè æå íàêîíåö â ñèäÿ÷åì ïîëîæåíèè. Â
îäíîì ñëó÷àå ïîêîéíèê ëåæàë íà æèâîòå, ëèöîì ê
çåìëå à êèñòÿìè ïðèêàñàÿñü ê äâóì ñîñóäàì, ñòîÿâ-
øèì ïî îáåèì ñòîðîíàìè â îáëàñòè ïëå÷. Ïðåîáëàäà-
þùåå íàïðàâëåíèå ìîãèë è êîñòÿêîâ áûëî ñ. ç. - þ. â.
×åðåïà ïîêîéíèêîâ äàëè âîçìîæíîñòü âûâåñòè çà-
êëþ÷åíèå î êóëüòóðíîì íàðîäå àðèéñêàãî ïðîèñõîæ-
äåíèÿ. Ïî÷òè â êàæäîé ìîãèëå áûëè íàéäåíû òàêæå
îñòàòêè ðàçíîîáðàçíûõ æåðòâåííûõ æèâîòíûõ, íà-
ïîëíÿâøèõ ÷àñòü ìíîãî÷èñëåííûõ ñîñóäîâ, ïîìåùåí-
íûõ îêîëî ìåðòâåöîâ äëÿ èõ ïðîäîâîëüñòâèÿ íà ïóòè
â çàãðîáíóþ æèçíü...”).

529 Resler, E., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” 1903, No. 179, p. 2.
530 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87.
531 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 291.
532 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 143.
533 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 80-81.
534 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 283.
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KOSHK
Location. The village is situated 4 kilometres south

of the district centre, at an altitude of 990 to 1,060
metres above sea level. 

A Historical Introduction. It is mentioned in one
of Catholicos Pilippos’ (1632 to 1655) bulls among nu-
merous other Armenian villages of Gandzak Pro-
vince.535

Population. In the early 19th century, Koshk repre-
sented a purely Armenian village: in 1804 it had 7
houses with 17 inhabitants, including 10 males and 7
females.536

It remains unknown when exactly Koshk was
stripped of its Armenian residents: it must have
occurred not later than 1839, as from that year
onwards, it is not mentioned in any of the existing
numerous statistical registers. Most probably, it
was invaded and devastated during the Persian
incursion of 1826, as it was located close to
Gandzak City.

For many decades following its depredation, the
village remained uninhabited, as attested by a visitor
who saw it in 1885, “Not far from the site of the chapel
lie the ruins of a village which must have had a prince-
ly summer residence. At present it is called Koshk
among the people of the neighbourhood.”537

The remains of the aforementioned chapel can be
found on the edge of the ancient road of Murut-
Hajishen extending through a thick forest, hardly a
kilometre south of Koshk. They include the inscribed
tympanum of a medieval church together with the frag-
ments of several ornate khachkars.538 Unfortunately,
this place, known by the name of Koshki Matur, i.e.
‘Chapel of Koshk,’ was frequented by those searching
for hidden treasure there.

The first researcher who visited it writes, “We
saw the stone remnants of an Armenian chapel,
together with some big and small khachkars, in a
thick forest on the left of a path, on the road leading
from Murut to Getashen. Nobody could tell us what
the name of the chapel was, for it was a long time
since it was destroyed. A fragment broken off the
facade of its entrance was engraved with the follow-
ing...”539

Bishop Barkhutariants, who visited the site some 5
to 6 years later, writes, “There is a ruined chapel named
Keoshk in a thicket, on the road between the villages of
Hajikyand and Mrut. It retains an inscribed fragment of
stone...”540

6 lines in the Armenian original carved on the aforementioned
fragment of tympanum:

Æ ÃÇõÝ Ð³Ûáó âÂ ¥1260¤ | Ï³Ù³õÝ ²¥ëïáõ-
Íá¤Û »õ áÕáñÙ|áõÃ»³Ùµ ø¥ñÇëïáë¤Ç ³Ù»Ý³Ï³-
ÉÇÝ... | ßÇÝ»óÇ ½»Ï»Õ»óÇë ³é³|çÝáñ¹áõÃ¥»³Ù¤µ
î¥¿¤ñ àí³ÝÇëÇ, | å³ñáÝáõÃ¥»³Ù¤µ ´³·ñ³Û-
¹ÇÝ:

transl.: In the year 1260 of the Armenian era by
the will of God and grace of Almighty Christ... I
built this church in the days of Father Ovanis and
Mr. Bagrayd.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
20, p. 294 (the decipherment of the year is wrong). Barkhutariants,
M. Artsakh, p. 272 (the year is deciphered as ‘1457’).

Note: The year ‘1260’ was deciphered by S. Barkhudarian, who
also read the name of the builder (“...I, Sargis...”) and the continua-
tion of the inscription (Corpus..., part 5, p. 230).

A single line in the Armenian original incised into the upper edge
of the tympanum:

Ð³ëï³ï»óÇ ½Û³ÛïÝ¥áõÃ»³Ý¤...
transl.: ...revelation...
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

10 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on the left edge of the
tympanum:

²¥ëïáõ³¤Í áÕá¥ñÙ»³Û¤| ØËÇÃ|³ñ³, áñ |
³õ·Ý»ó | »Ï»Õ»ó|áÛë áõ |... áñ ³õ·Ý»³óÝ ß³ï.
²Ïáµá... ï¥¿¤ñ:

transl.: May God have mercy upon Mkhitar,
who helped the church...

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

9 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the right edge of the
tympanum:

²¥ëïáõ³¤Í áÕáñÙ»¥³¤Û | ØËÇÃ³ñãÇ, | áñ
³õ·Ý»¥³¤ó | ½»Ï»Õ»óáÛë |...|...|...|...:

transl.: May God have mercy upon Mkhitarich,
who helped the church...

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on the lower part of a
khachkar lying in the south-west of the village site:

ÂÇõ àÈ¶ ¥1184¤, »ë ä³Õáë »|õ ê³Ñ³Ï
Ï³Ý·Ý»ó³ù ½Ë³ãë | Ç µ³ñ¿Ë³õëáõÃÇõÝ Ñ³õñ-
»Õµ³ñ Ù|»ñá ´³ñëÕÇ í³ñ¹³å»ïÇ »õ Ñ³õñ Ù»-
ñ¥á¤ ²|Ïáµ³, áñù »ñÏñå³·¿ù Çß»ó¿ù Ç ø¥ñÇë-
ïá¤ë, ³Õ³ã»Ù¥ù¤:

transl.: In the year 1184 Sahak and I, Poghos,
erected this cross in memory of our uncle, Archi-
mandrite Barsegh, and our father Akob. May you
pray for the repose of their souls.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 229.

34 lines in the Armenian original carved on the southern narrow
side of an ornate khachkar lying near a spring called Khachi Jur
(‘Water of the Cross’), 15 metres east of the church (the marginal let-
ters are distorted):

¥Æ¤ ¹³éÝ »õ Ç Ý¥»|Õ¤ Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÇ¥Ý¤ | ¥Ûá¤ñáõÙ
Ëéáí¥ù¤ | µ³½Ù³ó ¹Ç¥Ù|»ñ¤ Ç íñ³ó ùñÇë|ïáÝ¿-

__________
535 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 48.
536 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
537 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 294.
538 We visited this ancient site in 1980 and 1887. 
539 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 294.
540 Barkhutariants, MM., idem, p. 272.
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Çó, ³õ·Ý¥³Ï|³Ý¤ »õ áã áõëï»ù ¥³õ³·Ý¤³Ï³-
ÝáõÃ»³Ùµ | ¥²Û¤ »õ Ã³·³õá|ñÇÝ íñ³ó ¥È³ß³¤
³Û »õ Ç... | ...ä³ñëÇó | ...Ð³Ûáó ï¥»³é¤Ý Úáí-
Ñ³Ý¿|ë ... Û³é³çÝáñ¹|áõÃ¥»³Ù¤µ ë¥áõñ¤µ áõË-
ï¥Çë¤ | ... | ... | ... | ... | ... | ...Ï³Ý|¥·Ý»ó¤Ç ½ë¥áõñ¤µ
¶ñÇ|·áñë Ç µ³ñ¿Ë|¥³¤õëáõÃÇ¥õÝ¤ Ñ³õñ | ÇÙáÛ
¶ñÇ·áñ | »õ Ù³õñ ÇÙáÛ | ... | ¥áñù¤ ½»ñÏñå³|·¿ù
½Ù»½ ... | ...Û³Õ³õÃ¥ë¤ | ¥ÛÇ¤ß»ëçÇù:

transl.: In harsh and bitter times, when turmoil
reigned in Christian Georgia and no aid reached
there... by the support of God and Georgian King
Lasha... Father Hovhannes... erected this cross,
dedicated to St. Grigor, in memory of my mother
and my father Grigor... May you pray for the
repose of our souls.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, pp. 230-
231.

KOVLARSARLI
The village lies 23 kilometres north of the district cen-

tre, at an altitude of 240 to 250 metres above sea level.
In the late 19th century, it belonged to eight Turkish

landowners.541

The available scanty statistical data relating to the
number of the local population between the 19th and
20th centuries represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886542 163 671 542 1,213
1908543 1,150
1914544 1,095
1977545 914

In the Soviet years, Kovlarsarli was under the juris-
diction of the Village Council of Gherekhli.

KYURAK-BASAN
The village, whose exact location remains

unknown, is allegedly situated east of Gandzak City.
An archive document of 1839 mentions it as an Arme-
nian-inhabited village having a church (Sourb Astva-
tzatzin) and a priest (Ohan Ter-Arakeliants).546

LAHIJ
This small Turkish village extends on the south-fac-

ing slope of a gorge lying on the left bank of the river Ge-
tishinaget, 13 kilometres north-west of the district centre,
at an altitude of 750 to 800 metres above sea level.

It was founded in the Soviet years and had a popu-
lation of 357 in 1981.547

LYAK
Location. The village lies within 2 kilometres of

the left bank of the river Gandzak, 16 kilometres north-
west of Gandzak City, within 27 kilometres of the dis-
trict centre in the same direction, at an altitude of 190
to 200 metres above sea level.

Before the 1870s, its site served as a winter
encampment for some cattle-breeders who gradually
shifted to a sedentary life and founded a settlement
there.

The available statistical data regarding the number
of the local population between the 19th and 20th cen-
turies represent the following picture: 
Year Houses Males Females Total
1804548 30 54 50 104
1886549 61          198     155 453
1908550 340
1914551 208
1981552 633

A village site called Gharasakhkal used to be
located on the right bank of the river Kur, 13 kilome-
tres north of Lyak. At present it lies buried under the
water reservoir of Mingechaur.

Below the village were found some large ruins
which were considered to be the remnants of an
Armenian city site, as attested by the local Turks.

In the late 19th century, Gharasakhkal Yeri belon-
ged to Turkish bey Beyuk-Bey Aghasi.553

It comprised 118 families (369 males, 313 females)
in 1886,554 and 767 inhabitants in 1914.555

MARTUNASHEN (GHARABULAGH)
Location. The village, whose historical name has

not been preserved, extends on the west-facing slope of
a gorge lying on the right bank of one of the right trib-
utaries of the river Kurak, 15 kilometres south-east of
the district centre, at an altitude of 1,010 to 1,140
metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. The construction
inscription of a church (1675) standing in the centre of
the village mentions it by the name of Gharabulagh,
which is also found in an archive document of 1750,
“Head of Gharabulagh Village Nikoghayos.”556

It is traditionally assumed that “...this village used
to comprise 500 houses, but its inhabitants emigrated to
Georgia to escape Persian tyranny. Many people from
other villages of the district joined them: the ruins of

__________
541 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 11-12.
542 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 82-83.
543 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 292.
544 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 143.
545 SAE, vol. 3, p. 191.
546 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, p. 10.
547 SAE, vol. 6, p. 172.

__________
548 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
549 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87.
550 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 311.
551 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 153.
552 SAE, vol. 6, p. 211.
553 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 38-39.
554 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 82-83.
555 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 136.
556 “Ararat,” 1914, p. 741.
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their houses can still be seen here and there. In the ‘20s
of the 19th century, when stability was restored in the
region, most of them, including four families from our
village, returned to their homes from the Georgian vil-
lage of Bolnis. Sev Saki, a 95-year-old man who sur-
vived that repatriation, remembers that upon their
return, they found their native village devastated by the
Turks, and its main church turned into a cattle-house
filled with dirt...”557

In the late 19th century, Gharabulagh was under the
jurisdiction of Luarsab and Pavel Melik-Beglarian
together with Manashid, Buzlukh and Sarisu.558

Construction Activity. A visitor who saw the vil-
lage in the late 19th century writes, “Thanks to its posi-

tion, the village is quite clean... On the whole, its hous-
es represent ordinary dwellings, but they also comprise
some fine two-floor residences.”559

The available statistical data indicate that the local
population continually increased between the 19th and
20th centuries:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1832560 30 19 49
1841561 4 6 7 13
1851562 4 30 37 67
1876563 174

__________
557 “Nor-Dar,” 1894, No. 73, p. 3.
558 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 61-62.

__________
559 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 333.
560 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 50, p. 394.
561 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 350, p. 47.
562 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 2596, p. 93.
563 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 6775, pp. 115-116.

MARTUNASHEN. The village seen from the side of Yeghnasar Monastery (from the west)
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1886564 41 155 148 303
1889565 161 146 307
1894566 40 
1901567 226 212 438
1908568 583
1914569 685
1917570 80 387 269 656
1918571 80 387 269 656

Sourb Astvatzatzin Church, which is situated in
the centre of the village, represents a tri-nave basilica
built of dressed stone and mortar, with its entrance
opening from its western facade. Its vault-bearing arch-
es, that lie below a gable roof, rest on three pairs of pil-
lars and pilasters. A vestry of rectangular plan can be
seen on each side of the semi-circular eastern bema.
The font is in its traditional place, i.e. in the northern
wall. The sanctuary is illuminated through 10 win-
dows, 4 of them opening from the south, 3 from the
east, 2 from the north, and 1 from the west. Its corner-
stones and most important junctions are finely-dressed
stone. 

Sourb Astvatzatzin Church boasts a rich lapidary
heritage.

MARTUNASHEN. The village seen from the west and south

__________
564 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 88-89.
565 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 8583, pp. 46-47.
566 “Nor-Dar,” 1894, No. 73, p. 3.
567 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 14, file 205, pp. 241-242.
568 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 271.
569 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 133.
570 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166.
571 National Archives of Armenia, fund 150, list 1, file 59, p. 4.
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10 lines in the Armenian original carved on a finely-cut rectan-
gular stone placed a little above the tympanum of the western facade:

ÞÝáñÑûù ³Ù»Ý³Ï³ÉÇÝ. Ù»¥Ý¤ù Ô³ñ³åáõ-
É³ËÇ ÅáÕ¥á¤íáõñ¹ë, Ù»Í | »õ ÷áùñ ßÇÝ»óÇÝù
ë¥áõñ¤µ »Ï»Õ»óÇë ÛÇß¥³¤ï¥³¤Ï Ñá·áó Ù»|ñáó »õ
³Ù¥»Ý³ÛÝ¤ ÝÝç»ó»Éáó, Ç Ñ¥³Û¤ñ¥³¤å¥»¤ïáõ-
Ã»¥³¤Ý î¥»³é¤Ý ä»ïñáëÇ, Ç | Ã³·³õáñáõ-
Ã»¥³¤Ý ä³ñëÇó Þ³Ñ êÇ¥õ¤É¿Ù³ÝÇ, ¥Ç¤ Ë³Ý|áõ-
Ã»¥³¤Ý. »ñÏñÇë »õ º¥á¤õÕáõñÉáõ Ë³ÝÇÝ »õ å³-
ñ¥á¤ÝáõÃ»¥³Ý¤ | ·»ÕÇë ü³ñ½³ÉÇ å¿ÏÇÝ, î³-
ñáõÕ¿Ý Øáõñïáõ½³ Õáõ|ÉÇÝ, ï³Ýáõï¿ñª î¥¿¤ñ

êÇÙ¿ûÝ, î¥¿¤ñ ²Ïáµ, î¥¿¤ñ ²½³ñÇ¿Ý, î¥¿¤ñ
¸¥³¤õ¥Ç¤Ã, | ·ñ¥³¤·¥Ç¤ñ ²½³ñÇ³, Þ³ÑÝ¥³¤-
½¥³¤ñ, ê³ñáõË¥³¤Ý, ²õ³Ý, áñ ç»ñÙ»é³|Ý¹ ëÇ-
ñáí ³ßË¥³¤ï¥»¤óÇÝ. »ë Ù»Õ¥³õá¤ñ ¸¥³¤õ¥Ç¤Ã
¿ñ¥»¤óë ·ñ»óÇ | Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÖÆº ¥1676¤, áñ
Ï¥³¤ñ¹³ù Ù¿Ï µ»ñ³Ý áÕ¥á¤ñÙÇ ³ë¿ù, ³Ù¿Ý:

transl.: By the grace of Almighty God, we, the
elderly and young inhabitants of Gharapulakh,
erected this holy church in memory of our relatives
and our souls in the days of His Holiness Petros,
Persian Shah Suleman, Yoghurlu Khan, village

MARTUNASHEN. A local quarter adjoining Sourb Astvatzatzin Church; this monument seen from the south-west and south; details
of its western facade
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head Farzali Bey Tarughen Murtuza Ghuli, as well
as heads of quarters Fathers Simeon, Akob, Azaria,
David, clerk Azaria, Shahnazar, Sarukhan and
Avan, who worked with great devotion. I, sinful
priest David, wrote this in the year 1676. May you
who read this pray for my soul. Amen.

References: Matenadaran: Patriarchal Documents, folder 1, archive
document 3; S. Kamalian Fund, list 2, part VI, file 44, pp. 34-35.

The Armenian original published in: “Nor-Dar,” 1894, No. 73, p.
3; Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 253; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak
District, p. 333; Corpus..., part 5, p. 241.

Note: The first person to decipher the inscription is S.
Kamalian.

The original text of the inscription, written on a sheet of blue
paper (21.5 x 15 centimetres) is preserved in the Matenadaran. We
found the following essential differences between the manuscript and
inscription: instead of ‘Farzali Bey Tarughen Murtuza Ghuli,’ the
manuscript reads, ‘Gamzali Bey, ... Murtuz Agha.’ Instead of
‘Sarukhan, Avan,’ it reads, ‘Avan’s son Sarukhan.’ There are also
some minor differences.

The Armenian abbreviation of ‘·ñ·ñ’ is deciphered as a proper
name in Corpus Inscriptionum Armenicarum (part 5, p. 241), while
the manuscript has preserved the whole word which is the Armenian
equivalent for ‘clerk.’

MARTUNASHEN. Cross reliefs carved on the western facade of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church; inscriptions engraved on the windows
opening from its southern facade; a capital, and cross-stones (17th cent.) set in the niche of the font 
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11 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the right of the
same facade-bearing stone:

ºë Ëû×³ ²Ý|ïáÝë ë³Ï³õ û·|Ý³Ï³Ý »Õ¿ |
ë¥áõñ¤µ »Ï»Õ»ó|áÛë í³ñÓáõÝ. ÛÇß¥³¤ï¥³¤Ï ÇÝÓ |
»õ Ï¥á¤Õ¥³¤ÏóÇÝ | Ø³ñÇ³ÝÇÝ | »õ áñ¹áóÝ |
¶³ëµ³ñÇÝ, | Ø»ÉùáõÙ¥ÇÝ¤:

transl.: I, Khoja Anton, made some [financial]
contribution to the construction of this holy
church in memory of my spouse Marian, my sons
Gaspar, Melkum and [in perpetuity of] my memo-
ry.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, list 2, part VI, file 44, p. 35; the
Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;
Corpus..., part 5, p. 242.

Note: The first person to decipher the inscription is S. Kamalian.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved below a cross relief, on
the left of the aforementioned facade-bearing stone:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ|³ñ»Ëûë | Þ³ÑÝ¥³¤½¥³¤-
ñÇÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Shahnazar.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid; the Armenian original pub-

lished in:  Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 253; Corpus..., ibid.
Note: The first person to decipher the inscription is S. Kamalian.

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a khachkar set above
the facade-bearing stone, on its left side:

ê¥áõñ¤µ | Ë¥³¤ãë | µ³¥ñ¿¤Ë¥³õ¤ë | ²½³ñÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Azar.
The Armenian original published in:  Corpus..., part 5, p. 241.

7 lines in the Armenian original carved on a khachkar set above
the facade-bearing stone, on its right side:

ê¥áõñ¤µ | Ë¥³¤ãë | µ³ñ¥¿¤Ë¥³õ¤ë | ¶|ñÇ|·|á-
ñÇÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Grigor.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 242.

Engraved on a khachkar set above the aforementioned ones:
êáõñµ Ë¥³¤ãë µ³ñ»Ë¥³õ¤ë Þ³ï³Ë»óÇ

î»ñ ¸³õÃ¥ÇÝ¤:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Father

David from Shatakh.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 242.
Note: For information on Shatakh, at present reduced to a village

site, see p. 166 of the present work. Priest David is known to have
created a number of manuscripts.

Inscribed above a narrow window opening from the western
facade:

Ô³½¥³¤ñ ÛÇß¿ù:
transl.: May you remember Ghazar.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 243.

Below follow some inscriptions commemorating
the renovation Sourb Astvatzatzin Church underwent
in 1892:

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on the tympanum of the
western facade of the church:

ÀÝ¹É³ÛÝáõÙÝ | ¹ñ³Ýë Û¥Ç¤ß¥³¤¹¥³¤Ï ¿ ¶³Ý-
Ó¥³¤Ï¿óÇ | ïÇÏÇÝ ºÕÇë³å»ïÇ ³ÙáõëÝáÛ |
Ø³ñïÇñáëÇ êï»÷³Ý»³óÇ. | 1892 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: This door was enlarged in memory of
Martiros Stepaniants, the husband of Mrs.
Yeghisabet from Gandzak. 1892.

Published for the first time.

6 lines in the Armenian original incised below the cornice of the
western facade of the church:

Þñç³å³ï Ï³ñÝÇ½ ë¥áõñ¤µ ï³×³|ñÇë ßÇ-
Ý»ó³õ ³ñ¹»³Ùµù åû|ïåûÉÏáíÝÇÏ Â»Ùáõñ³½
µ»ÏÇ | áñ¹Ç ²Õ¿ùë³Ý¹ñ µ»ÏÇÝ | Ø»ÉÇù-´»ÏÉ³ñ-
»³Ýó, | 1892 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: The cornice of this holy church was
built through the means of Lieutenant Colonel Te-

MARTUNASHEN. A cross-stone set in the western facade of
Sourb Astvatzatzin Church. The plan of the church
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muraz Bey’s son Alexandre Bey Melik-Beklariants
in the year 1892.

Published for the first time.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a stone surmount-
ing the window of the southern facade of the church:

Èáõë³Ùáõïë ÛÇß³ï³Ï ¿ º³ËßÇ | ê³ñ·Çë-
»³Ý ¸³õÇÃ»³Ýó, 1892 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: This window is in memory of Yakhshi
Sargissian Davidiants. 1892.

Published for the first time.

2 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on a stone surmount-
ing the other window of the same facade of the church:

²Ûë Éáõë³Ùáõïë ÛÇß³ï³Ï ¿ ºÕë³å¿ïÇ |
Ì³ïñ»³Ý, áñ »ï ß¥Ç¤Ý¥»¤É áñ¹Ç | ëáñ³ ¶ñÇ-
·áñ Ì³ï»ñ»³Ýó, 1892 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: This window is in memory of Yeghisapet
Tzaturian. Built by her son Grigor Tzaturian in
the year 1892.

Published for the first time.

The sanctuary was under repairs in 1899 as well,
but the work remained incomplete due to the shortage
of means.572

In 1917 the villagers again embarked on its over-
haul at an estimated 1,270 rubles.573

The authorities closed the church in 1928.574

Priests. Simeon Ter-Sargissian Ter-Baraghamiants,
born in 1785, received education with Priest Yeghia Ter-
Manvelian. He started serving Gharabulagh immediate-
ly after his ordination in Sourb Astvatzatzin Church of
Gharachinar Village (in Shahumian District of the pres-
ent-day Republic of Nagorno Karabakh) in 1818575 (in
1857 he was the only parish priest in the village).576

Simeon Ter-Sargissian Ter-Baraghamiants had 4 sons:
Daniel, born in 1832; Movses, born in 1835; Serob,
born in 1838, and Yeprem, born in 1842. His elder son
Daniel succeeded him in 1858 and served the local
community for more than half a century. In 1910, when
the biographies of the clergymen of Gandzak District
were made up, 81-year-old Father Daniel was still con-
sidered fit for priesthood. He had two sons: Levon, born
in 1859, and Theodoros, born in 1875.577

Priest Daniel “...is a qualified carpenter and cooper,
but he shows particularly distinctive skills in wood-
working. It should be mentioned that he is a self-made
craftsman: the Reverend Father spends all day long
practising that craft, the trays he has made arousing the
admiration of many sculptors. The works he has creat-

ed have even been given to the Catholicos and many
bishops...”578

Another record states, “At first when the Reverend
Father Daniel was ordained, this village comprised
merely some 7 to 8 houses. The priest, who had much
leisure, started learning several crafts and now he
makes fine cross-carriers, barrels and beautiful wooden
trays of walnut. He has given some of them as gifts to
Catholicoses Gevorg and Makar as well as a number of
other prominent people...”579

Historical Monuments. The chapel of St. Kirakos
stood in the older part of Martunashen’s cemetery: “...a
small chapel traditionally assumed to be St. Kirakos’
hermitage. It serves as a pilgrimage site for the local
inhabitants.”580

A village site called Brtishen (Dulus) and retain-
ing the ruins of a church and a cemetery is located half
a kilometre south-west of the village: “To the west of
the village stands a small church bare of inscriptions. It
is surrounded by the remnants of some earthen build-
ings which are believed to have been once inhabited by
50 houses of potters.”

581

Priest Daniel Ter-Simeonian Ter-Baraghamiants 

__________
572 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56 list 6, file 373, p. 53.
573 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 4, file 811, p. 1.
574 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2658, p. 12.
575 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä56, list 12, file 531, files

532, 533.
576 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä56, list 18, file 542.
577 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä57, list 3, file 48, pp. 12-13.

__________
578 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1881, No. 34, p. 2.
579 “Nor-Dar,” 1894, No. 73, p. 3.
580 Ibid.
581 Ibid.
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In 1804 Dulus represented a prospering village with
a population of 12 houses, including 25 males and 20
females.582

The church of Brtishen represents a uni-nave
vaulted building of undressed stone and mortar,
with the cornerstones of its entrance finely-fin-
ished.

MARTUNASHEN. The village site of Brtishen (Dulus) and the local church

__________
582 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
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The part of the sanctuary adjoining its bema is in a
comparatively better state of preservation, but the rest
of the monument has survived to a height of 2 metres.
The only entrance of the church, which has a vestry in
the south of the bema, opens from its northern facade.
Its composition and building peculiarities trace it back
to the period between the 17th and 18th centuries.

In 1989 we found two 18th-century stone slabs in a
cemetery extending in the north of the semi-ruined
church. They were engraved with the following epitaphs:

4 lines in the Armenian original carved on a grave-stone (160 x
55 x 33 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | ê³ñùëÇ áñ¹Ç |ì³ñÃ³ÝÇÝ,
| ÃíÇÝ èÖÐÀ ¥1729¤:

transl.: In this grave reposes Sargis’ son Var-
dan. In the year 1729.

Published for the first time.

7 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (119 x
40 x 28 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï|³å³Ý | Ô³½|³ñÇ áñ|ÃÇ ¶³É|áõë-
ïÇÝ, | èÖÒ¾ ¥1738¤:

transl.: In this grave reposes Ghazar’s son
Galust. 1738.

Published for the first time.
Koosanats Anapat. In 1894 G. Ashotian, a corre-

spondent of the “Nor-Dar” periodical, wrote the fol-
lowing about a monument located 3.5 kilometres
south-west of Martunashen, “...The village is adjoined

by a church known by the name of Koosanats Anapat
among the local people. The sanctuary, which has pre-
served two semi-destroyed monastic cells, is bare of
any inscriptions.”583

The cloister, whose building peculiarities are typi-
cal of the 16th to 17th centuries, is built of undressed
stone and mortar.

By 1980 the aforementioned cells had been total-
ly demolished, the only remnants of the church com-
prising the parts adjoining its bema and northern
facade.

An ancient site named Kosakal and retaining a
semi-ruined church is situated in a wooded area almost

MARTUNASHEN. The cemetery of the village site of Brtishen (Dulus) and tombstones

MARTUNASHEN. The plan of the church of the village site of
Brtishen (Dulus)

__________
583 “Nor-Dar,” 1894, No. 73, p. 3.
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opposite the village site of Miji Vank, 2 kilometres
south of Martunashen. The church represents a uni-
nave vaulted structure of undressed stone and mortar.
Its western facade, whence its only entrance once
opened, is totally destroyed. The composition and

building peculiarities of the monument trace it back to
the period between the 16th and 17th centuries.

The neighbourhood of the sanctuary has preserved
some remnants of the village site as well as the ruins of
other buildings, probably, once inhabited by monks. 

Some sources mention two lapidary inscriptions
found in Kosakal, but during our visit there in 1989 we
found only one of them:

2 semi-distorted lines in the Armenian original carved on the
lower part of a khachkar (72 x 57 x 28 centimetres) lying inside the
church:

Âí¥Ç¤Ý àÈÂ ¥1190¤ ¿¥ñ¤. | ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í áÕáñ-
ÙÇ ê³ñ·ëÇ:

transl.: The year was 1190. May God have
mercy upon Sargis.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 239.

MARTUNASHEN. The church of Kosakal and a cross-stone

MARTUNASHEN. The plan of the church of Kosakal
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The other, missing epitaph was inscribed on a tombstone placed
in the local grave-yard:

²Ù÷»ñÇÝ, Ø»ÉÇóùáõ, ´áõñËï. ÃíÇÝ è
¥1551¤:

transl.: To Amper...in the year 1551.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.

Artsakh, p. 256; Corpus..., part 5, p. 243.

The village site of Mijin Vank is located on the
right side of a gorge lying in the east of Kosakal, 4
kilometres south of Martunashen. It retains a semi-
ruined church representing a structure of semi-
dressed and undressed stone. It used to have a semi-
circular vault lying below a gable roof and resting on
a pair of pilasters: at present the vault is totally
destroyed. The part of the north-eastern corner of the
sanctuary fell apart and collapsed into the gorge. The
monument, whose only entrance opens from its
southern facade, is illuminated through 6 windows
widening inside: 3 of them open from the eastern, and
the rest from the other facades, one from each.

The composition and building peculiarities of the
church trace it back to the 16th to 17th centuries.

The sanctuary and a cemetery extending in its yard
have preserved a number of displaced khachkars and
tombstones, part of them broken to pieces and engra-
ved with inscriptions:

MARTUNASHEN. Miji Vank seen from the south; an interior view of the northern wall of the local church; its western facade, and a
westward view of its interior

MARTUNASHEN. The plan of the church of Miji Vank
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3 lines in the Armenian original carved on the lower part of a
khachkar fragment (58 x 65 x 15 centimetres) lying inside the
church:

²ÙÇñ ²ë³Ã | Ï»ÝÏ¥Ý»¤óÇ Ë¥³¤ãë | ½Çë ¥Û¤Ç-

ßáÕ ²¥ëïáõ¤Í¥áÛ¤ ³¥õñ¤Ñ¥Ýáõ³Í¤ ¿:
transl.: Amir Asat erected this cross. May God

bless those who will remember me.
Published for the first time.

MARTUNASHEN. Khachkars and tombstones preserved in the church of Miji Vank and the cemetery extending around it
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4 lines in the Armenian original incised into a khachkar set in the
lower part of the southern pilaster of the church:

Ê³ãë | ì³ñ¹|áõÏ³Û áñ|¹ÇÝ ²¥ëïáõ¤Í¥áÛ¤:
transl.: This Cross [dedicated] to Varduk’s son...
Published for the first time.

Inscribed on a khachkar fragment outwardly set in the northern
wall of the church:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ è¸ ¥1555¤:
transl.: In the year 1555.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 239.
Note: We failed to find this fragment in 1989.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a khachkar (120 x
49 x 15 centimetres):

ÂÇõñ³ÛÙÇßÇÝ, Çõ¥ñ¤ ÏáÕ¥³¤ÛÏ¥Ç¤ó ÞÇñÇÝÇÝ:
transl.: To Turaymish [and] his spouse Shirin.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

MARTUNASHEN. Zori Khach

MARTUNASHEN. The plan of the church of Yeri Vank

MARTUNASHEN. The church of Yeri Vank
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A single line in the Armenian original engraved on a khachkar
fragment lying near the aforementioned ones:

²Ûë [¿]... [ØË]ÇÃ³ñÇÝ:
transl.: This... to Mkhitar.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., part 5, p. 240.

3 embossed lines in the Armenian original carved on the lower
part of an ornate khachkar set above the tympanum of the church:

ºë êÇÙ¿ûÝ ³Ý³ñÅ¥³¤Ý ¿ñ¥¿¤óë Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ |
½ë¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë »õ ë¥³¤Ï³õ ³ßË¥³¤ï¥»¤óÇ ¥Ç¤
í¥»¤ñ¥³¤ ë¥áõñ¤µ »Ï»Õ»|óáÛë, ¥áñù¤ »ñÏÇñå³-
·³Ý¿ù »õ ½Çë ÛÇß¥»¤ó¥¿¤ù:

transl.: I, worthless priest Simeon, erected this
Holy Cross and carried out some work in this
church. May you pray for me.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, list 2, part VI, file 44, p. 35.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.
Artsakh, p. 253; Corpus..., ibid.

Note: The first person to decipher the inscription is S. Kamalian.

4 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on the lower part of a
khachkar fragment (45 x 60 x 13 centimetres) lying in the south of
the church:

²Ûë »³Û Ë³ã¥ë¤ | Ñá·á¥õ¤Ý |Ð³Û»³Ã|ÇÝ:
transl.: May this cross [protect] Hayat’s soul.
The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.
Incised into a khachkar  (152 x 62 x 20 centimetres) placed in the

local grave-yard:
öñÏáõ¥Ã¤Ç¥õÝ¤ Ñá·¥áõ¤Ý ö³ñÇÝ, Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ è¾

¥1558¤:
transl.: For the salvation of Par’s soul. In the

year 1558.

MARTUNASHEN. The entrance of the church of Yeri Vank opening from its southern facade; a khachkar (1271) set in its north-west-
ern pilaster; eastward and westward views of the interior of the church
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Published for the first time.

10 lines in the Armenian original carved on one of the sides of a
khachkar fragment (43 x 33 x 15 centimetres) lying inside the
church:

Ú³ÝáõÝ ²¥ëïáõÍá¤Û.  |  àÆ² ¥1172¤
Ã|áõ³Ï³Ý|áõÃ»³Ýë | Ñ³Ûáó. »|ë ¶Çáñ·
Ï³|Ý·Ý»óÇ ½ |ëáõñµ Úáí|³Ý¿ë Ç
µ|¥³ñ»¤Ë³õë...:

MARTUNASHEN. Intact and fragmented cross-stones found in Yeri Vank

cm
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transl.: In the name of God, in the year 1172 of
the Armenian era I, Giorg, erected [this cross ded-
icated to] St. Hovhannes for the salvation...

Published for the first time.

14 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the western side
and southern face of a displaced tombstone (64 x 49 x 9 centimetres)
lying inside the church:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ è|Ì¶ ¥1604¤. Þ|³Ñ ²å|³½Ý »ñÏ.|
³Ûë | ¿ Ñ³Ý|·Çëï | àÑ³Ý|¿ëÇÝ á|ñ¹Ç ä|³ÉÇÝ |
Ë³Ù¿ | Ç·Çï | ³ëÇù¥±¤:

transl.: In the year 1604, Shah Apaz... In this
grave reposes Ohanes’ son Pal...

Published for the first time.

Incised into a tombstone (170 x 62 x 26 centimetres) found in the
cemetery extending in the south of the church:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÊ¾ ¥1598¤. | »ë ²Õ¿ë¥±¤, | Ê³ã»-
ëÇñ, | ì³ñ¹³Ý, | ÍÝáÕ ÇÙª | Ø³ñ·¥³ñ¤Ç¹ | áÕáñ-
ÙÇ | ³ëÇ:

transl.: In the year 1598, I, Agha (?), Khache-
sir, Vardan, may you pray for my parent
Margaret.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid (the year is
missing).

6 lines in the Armenian original carved on a grave-stone lying in
the churchyard:

...Ï³¥Ý¤Ï¥Ý¤»ó¥³ù¤...| ½Ë³ãë »Õµ³¥õñ¤ Ù»ñ |
ä³ÉÇÝ, Ï¥á¤Õ¥³¤Ïó¥Ç¤Ý Çõñ...|ÇëåÇïÇÝ ÇõñáÝ
î¿ñ | ²½³ñÇÝ Ñ¥á¤·[áÛÝ]...| Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÌÀ:
¥1609¤:

transl.: ...erected this cross [dedicated] to our
brother Pal, his spouse... Father Azar’s soul... in
the year 1609.

The Armenian original published in: Corpus..., ibid.

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on one of the sides
of a fragmented cradle-shaped tombstone (152 x 62 x 20 centime-
tres):

ºë î»ñ | ¹...Ç...ë Ë¥³¤ãë | Ï¥³¤Ý·Ý»óÇ ÇÙ | ...
transl.: I, Father... erected this cross...
Published for the first time.

An ancient site, known by the name of Zori Khach
and retaining two ornate 13th-century khachkars,
extends 4.2 kilometres south of Martunashen. The
cross-stones, that stand side by side, are bare of inscrip-
tions.

The village site of Yeri Vank, which is surround-
ed with magnificent forests, is located 5 kilometres
south of Martunashen. It has preserved a ruined
medieval cemetery and a standing church represent-
ing a uni-nave vaulted building extending east-west-
ward, with its only entrance opening from its south-
ern facade. Its vault, lying below a gable roof, is
inwardly supported by two pairs of arches. It has 3

extremely narrow windows which impart darkness to
the interior of the sanctuary. The font is preserved in
its traditional place, i.e. in the northern wall. The
walls of the monument bear many fragments of
medieval khachkars some of which are inscribed.

The composition and building peculiarities of the
church of Yeri Vank suggest that it was built between
the 16th and 17th centuries.

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on the lower part of a
khachkar (130 x 76 x 43 centimetres) placed upside down in the
church and serving as a pilaster: 

Â¥íÇÝ¤ âÆ ¥1271¤. | »ë ²õï³ñ áñ¹|Ç Ø³-
Ý³ëÇ Ï³|Ý¥·Ý)»óÇ ½Ë³ãë | ÇÝÓ »õ »Õµ³õñ
ÇÙáÛ...:

transl.: In the year 1271, I, Otar’s son Manas
erected this cross in memory of my brother and
me...

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.
Artsakh, p. 254; Corpus..., part 5, p. 243.

Misreading: The Corpus Inscriptionum Armenicarum deciphers
the name of ‘Avtar’ as ‘Tavtar.’

4 lines in the Armenian original incised into a khachkar fragment
(45 x 51 x 11 centimetres) lying in the bema:

Î³Ý·Ý»óÇ ½Ë³ãë Ç µ³ñ»Ë³¥õë¤|áõÃ¥ÇõÝ¤
Ñ³õñ ÇÙá, áñù Ï³ñ¹¿ù, ÛÇß»ó¿ù | ÁÝ¹ ÝÙÇÝ »õ
½³ñ³ñáÕ Ë³ãÇë ê»õ|...

transl.: I erected this cross in memory of my
father. May you who read this remember him and
the sculptor of this cross...

Published for the first time.

3 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on a khachkar (68 x 40
x 26 centimetres) set in the south of the bema in a horizontal posi-
tion:

êáõï ù³Ñ³Ý¥³¤Û ²½³ñ|Ç³ÛÇÝ, ÛÇßáÕ ²¥ë-
ïáõ¤Í¥áÛ¤ ³¥õñ¤Ñ¥Ýáõ³Í¤ ¿, | ³Ù»Ý¨ÇÝ:

transl.: To worthless priest Azaria. May God
bless those who will remember him.

Published for the first time.

Engraved on a tombstone lying in the south of the church:
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶ñÇ·áñ »åÇëÏáåáëÇ ¶³Ý-

Ó³Ï»óõáÛ:
transl.: In this grave reposes Bishop Grigor

from Gandzak.
The Armenian original published in: “Nor-Dar,” 1894, No. 73, p.

3; Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 255; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak
District, p. 334; Corpus..., ibid.

Note: Lalayan’s decipherment reads, “In this grave reposes
Bishop of Gandzak St. Grigor” (§²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï ëáõñµ ¶ñÇ·áñ³Û
¶³ÝÓ³Ï³Û »åÇëÏáåáëÇÝ¦).

Martunashen participated in the Great Patriotic
War with 165 of its inhabitants, 103 of whom fell on
the battle-field. One of them, Vaghinak Simon Zakar-
ian, was awarded the title of Hero of the Soviet Union.
In 1970 their fellow villagers built a memorial perpet-
uating their memory. 
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Martunashen was stripped of its Armenian popula-
tion on 2 May 1991.584

MIKHAILOVKA
Location. The village is situated in a tableland lying

in the area between the left tributaries of the river Kurak,
10 kilometres south-east of the district centre, between
1,180 and 1,200 metres of altitude above sea level.

It was founded “...in 1870 in territories detached
from the farming lands of Hajikend, Suluk and Sapi-
Kyurd...” and allocated to some Russian resettlers. In
1885 it comprised 22 houses.”585

Construction Activity. In the late 1890s, Mikhai-
lovka was distinguished for its comfortable houses, its
main street being planted with trees on both sides.586

The available data on the number of the local pop-
ulation are as follows: 28 houses with 131 inhabitants
(70 males, 61  females)587 in 1886; 28 houses with 131
people in the late 1890s;588 192 residents in 1908,589

and 345 in 1914.590

Beginning with the 1950s, some Turks took up res-
idence in the village. By 1989 they had formed about
15 families.

During the deportation of 1990, the Russian
Malakans of Mikhailovka abandoned their place of liv-
ing together with the Armenian residents of the adja-
cent villages.

MIRZIK
Location. The village, which is surrounded by

wooded mountains in the south and east, is situated in a
table-land lying between the left tributaries of the river
Gandzak, 12 kilometres south-west of the district centre,
at an altitude of 1,000 to 1,160 metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. Thanks to the
favourable geographical position and climatic condi-
tions of the village, its territory has been inhabited
since time immemorial. While working there, archae-
ologist F. Schultz, a member of Tiflis’ Archaeological
Society who conducted excavations in the territory of
Gandzak in the late 19th and early 20th centuries,
unearthed a tomb with some articles tracing back to the
Middle Bronze and Early Iron Ages: “...Schultz
unclosed nine skeletons arranged one on top of the
other in a northerly direction, with some ironware in
the upper row and bronze articles in the lower one.
Apparently, the graves had been well-built before the
interment of the bodies. The earliest and last burials are
chronologically separated by a time-span of 8 to 10
centuries, the Bronze Age merging into the Iron Age.
Schultz also unearthed some rings, bracelets, arrows,
daggers and beads in the tomb...”591

The historical monuments preserved in the village
and its vicinity trace it back to the Middle Ages.

Originally called Vardashen, the settlement was
renamed Mirzik under the Persian dominion.
Allegedly, it was the name of a Persian tax collector
who agreed to exempt the village from taxes provided
that it should be called after him. The inhabitants of
Vardashen agreed and renamed it Mirza, which later
changed into Mirzik.592

Indeed, this story does not sound a trustworthy one,
but in the 17th century, the village was known by the
name of Mirzik, as mentioned in a bull issued by
Catholicos Pilippos.593

Construction Activity. In the 19th century, Mirzik
aroused admiration among visitors and researchers:
“...the village, that offers a fascinating view, boasts
sweet-water springs. The only drawback is that it does
not have regular streets, and the barns and cattle-hous-
es are situated rather near the houses.”594

Bishop Barkhutariants describes Mirzik as a village
extending on an east-facing mountain slope and offer-
ing a fine view. It enjoyed an abundance of fruit trees
as well as pure air and water, which he writes were the
main reasons for the local residents’ noted longevity.595

Mikhailovka. The village seen from the south-east

__________
584 On 1 May 1991, the residents of Martunashen held the funeral of

5 young Armenians killed on 28 April. The following day when
most of the villagers were in the local cemetery to pay tribute to
their memory, Martunashen was invaded by the Turks and troops
of the Soviet army. The aforementioned people ran away to
Getashen right from the grave-yard and were deported together
with their compatriots of that village several days later. 

585 “Nor-Dar,” 1890, No. 125, p. 3. Also see Lalayan, Yer., idem, p.
359.

586 Lalayan, Yer., ibid.
587 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87.
588 Lalayan, Yer., ibid.
589 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 322.
590 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 159.

__________
591 “Mshak,” 1903, No. 117, p. 1.
592 Grigorian, B. Mirzik or Vardashen? (An excerpt from a book of

memoirs entitled The Traces are Lost).  In: “Gardmank,” 1996,
No. 2, pp. 12-13.

593 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 48.
594 Lalayan, Yer., idem, pp. 316-317.
595 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 276.
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Population. The following list of the families liv-
ing in Mirzik in 1839 is of great value to the study of
their history:

“1 Gabriel Grigorian with his wife Sabed;
2 Abraham Sevian, his wife Mariam, their daughter

Khatayi, their sons Beglar, Ohanes, and Shahverdi with his
wife Herik; Abraham’s nephew Avetis, his wife Annman as
well as their sons Poghos and Soghomon;

3 Gabriel Grigorian, his wife Mariam as well as their sons
Hakob, Avetik, Ohanes and Sahak;

4 Mkrtich Tamrazian, his wife Aziz, their daughters
Mashak, Vardi and Javahir as well as their sons Hovakim,
Karapet, Poghos, Khachatur and Grigor;

5 Hovsep Ter-Mkrtchian, his son Petros with his wife
Gyuli, his son Hovhannes and his daughter Herik; Hovsep’s
nephews Simon, and Harutiun with his wife Sirunna, his son
Vardazar as well as his daughters Yeghisabet, Horomsim,
Mariam and Tangi;

6 Movses Harutiunian, his wife Horomsim, their sons
Vardan, Ghazar, Anton as well as their daughters Yeghisabet,
Mariam and Herik;

7 Avetis Sargissian, his wife Tangi, their sons Khachatur
and Harutiun as well as their daughters Mariam and
Yeghisabet; Avetis’ mother Shahnaz, his brothers 1. Bazum
with his wife Sirunna and his son Sargis, and 2. Hovsep with
his wife Zani and his son Martiros;

8 Hakob Abrahamian and his wife Taguhi with their sons
Mkrtich and Karapet; Hakob’s mother Mariam as well as his
brothers Hovhannes, and Harutiun with his wife Taguhi; 

9 Arustam Mkrtchian, his wife Horomsim, their daugh-
ters Yeghisabet and Magtagh, their sons David, Hovsep and
Vardazar as well as their daughter-in-law Khanum with her
daughter Tellu and her sons Harutiun and Ghazar; 

10 Yeghia Khachaturian, his wife Sarah, their daughter
Magtagh as well as their sons Harutiun, Ohanes and Grigor;

11 Khachatur Arakelian, his wife Tangi, their son
Harutiun as well as their daughters Nakhshun and Shoghakat;

12 Vardan Ohanian with his wife Hori;
13 Allahverdi Babajanian and his wife Yeghisabet with

their son Ohanes and their daughter Magtagh;
14 Khudaverdi Gharibian with his mother Rehan;
15 Gabriel Aghabegian, his mother Mariam, his brother

Harutiun as well as his sisters Heriknaz and Sandukht;
16 Vardan Hakobian, his wife Sarah, their sons Ohanes,

Hakob as well as their daughters Mariam and Herik;
17 Petros Grigorian, his wife Aziz, his brothers Ohanes,

Sargis, and Khachatur with his wife Murvat;
18 Sabar Harutiunian, his wife Horomsim, their daughter

Shoghakat, their sons Harutiun, Soghomon, Hovhannes and
Khachatur as well as their daughter-in-law Mariam with her
sons Avag and Bedkhehem;

19 David Yeghian, his mother Mariam, his wife Mariam,
their daughter Magtagh as well as their sons Sahak and
Harutiun;

20 Harutiun Hovsepian, his wife Yeghisabet and their
daughter Magtagh; Harutiun’s mother Yeghisabet, his sister
Anayi as well as his brothers Grigor, and Hovhannes with his
wife Herik and his daughter Nakhshun;

21 Hovakim Harutiunian, his mother Yeghisabet as well
as his sisters Javahir and Mariam.”596

Below follow the available statistical data on the
number of Mirzik’s population:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1804597 13 28 17 45
1839598 21 74 63 137
1845599 120 81 201 
1847600 134 76 210 
1849601 143 59 202
1852602 168 162 330
1861603 27

Mirzik. Partial views of the village, and a derelict house

__________
596 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 27.
597 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
598 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 27.
599 Idem, file 3811, p. 4-5.
600 Idem, file 3814, pp. 96-97.
601 Idem, file 3818, pp. 96-97.
602 Idem, file 3819, pp. 105-106.
603 Idem, file 3835, pp. 147-148.
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1866604 38 193 186 379
1872605 180 107 287
1873606 225
1875607 240
1876608 265
1877609 161 103 264
1878610 165 102 267
1881611 189 116 305
1882612 206 132 338
1883613 198 104 302
1885614 250 220 470
1886615 71 339 264 603
1887616 272 241 513
1888617 70 286 252 538
1889618 295 261 556
1890619 305 270 575
1891620 320 273 593
1892621 349 310 659
1893622 355 314 669
1894623 368 329 697
1897624 424 388 812
1898625 428 397 825
1899626 434 401 835
1900627 441 400 841
1901628 458 411 869
1902629 465 418 883
1905630 466 423 889
1906631 498 455 953
1907632 697
1908633 60 402 301 703

1909634 462 414 876
1910635 433 318 751
1912636 474 419 893
1914637 623
1917638 75 416
1924639 157
1925640 895
1981641 846

The table shows that the local inhabitants continu-
ally increased, amounting to 953 in 1906. In the
course of some years, however (1866 to 1873, 1906 to
1907, 1912 to 1914), certain reduction could be
observed in their number, particularly due to resettle-
ment.

Occupation. The Armenians of Mirzik were main-
ly farmers and cattle-breeders. In addition, the magnif-
icent forests extending in the neighbourhood of their
village enabled them to cut down trees and sell tim-
ber.642

There exists no trustworthy information on the
foundation of the Armenian school of the village
attached to St. Gabriel Church. According to some
archive documents, it reopened in 1906:643 this sug-
gests that it had functioned previously and had closed
on the order of the Tsarist authorities in 1895.

Beginning with 12 December 1906, the institution
functioned as a one-year parish school with a regular
course of instruction.644

In 1907 it was known as a unisex institution.645 On
29 May of the same year, it closed for a short time due
to the shortage of means.646 In 1908 the financial
plight again put it on the verge of closing,647 for its
Board of Trustees had failed to pay its only teacher for
many months.648 Despite that, however, the school
endured the hardships and continued functioning in
1909, when it had a teacher and 25 pupils, including 4
girls.649

__________
604 Idem, file 3848, p. 57.
605 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63.
606 Idem, file 3864.
607 Idem, file 3866, pp. 44-45.
608 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
609 Idem, file 3869, pp. 54-55.
610 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
611 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
612 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
613 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
614 Idem, file 3874, p. 29.
615 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 84-85. Another source mentions 44

houses (“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 295).
616 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 73.
617 Idem, file 3882, p. 131. Also see “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 202, p. 2.
618 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3884, pp. 226-227.
619 Idem, file 3887, p. 150.
620 Idem, file 3889, p. 149.
621 Idem, file 3891, p. 121.
622 Idem, file 3895, pp. 77-78.
623 Idem, file 3896, pp. 174-175.
624 Idem, file 3899, pp. 147-148.
625 Idem, file 3897, p. 169.
626 Idem, file 3903, pp. 126-127.
627 Idem, file 3905, pp. 91-92.
628 Idem, file 3906, pp. 97-98.
629 Idem, file 3907, pp. 23-24.
630 Idem, file 3912, pp. 266-267.
631 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
632 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.

__________
633 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 9.

Another statistical source reports 610 inhabitants (Caucasian
Calendar for 1910, p. 322).

634 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 764, p. 117.
635 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 57-58.
636 Idem, file 3919, pp. 62-63.
637 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 158.
638 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166.
639 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2635, p. 49.
640 As attested by the register of the Village Council.
641 SAE, vol. 6, p. 593.
642 “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 202, p. 2.
643 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 301, p. 5.
644 Idem, file 224, p. 7.
645 Idem, file 559, p. 15; file 323, p. 2.
646 Idem, file 296, p. 3.
647 Idem, file 402, p. 1; file 505, p. 1.
648 Idem, file 505, p. 1.
649 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 1849, p. 17.
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The financial predicament of Mirzik’s Armenian
school was due to the existence of a public school in
the village. Between 1910 and 1919, Priest Martiros
Yepiskopossiants, who served in Mirzik and Brajur,
worked as a teacher in that institution whose date of
foundation is unknown.650

St. Gabriel Church, located in the centre of the vil-
lage, was built in 1674, as attested by its construction
inscription:

²ñ¹»³Ùµù »õ Í³ËÇõù ØÇñ½áõ Ñ³ë³ñ³Ïáõ-
Ã»³Ý Ï³éáõó³õ ë¥áõñ¤µ ¶³µñÇ¿É »Ï»Õ»óÇë
Ã¥íÇÝ¤ 1674, Ç Ñ³ßáõ¿ »Ï»Õ»óõáÛ Ýáñá·»ó³õ
1910:

transl.: This church of St. Gabriel was built
through the efforts and donations of Mirzik inhab-
itants in the year 1674. Repaired in 1910 with its
own means.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
20, p. 295; Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 276; Lalayan, Yer.
Gandzak District, p. 316.

Note: The decipherments made by these sources are incomplete.

Mirzik. The plan of St. Gabriel Church

Mirzik. St. Gabriel Church seen from the south-west and south-east. Its belfry

__________
650 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 3, file 375, p. 1; fund

53, list 1, file 817, p. 7.
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During the repairs of 1863, the inner walls of the
sanctuary were plastered, the amount necessary for the
completion of the work being received from its own
budget.651

Yer. Lalayan, who saw St. Gabriel in the late 19th
century, describes it as a small, damp building.652

According to another visitor, however, it represented a

magnificent monument resting on four splendid pil-
lars.653

Bishop Barkhutariants provides the following brief
description of the sanctuary, “...built of stone and mortar
and resting on four pillars. It has an ancient khachkar... and
a small belfry, its length amounting to 16 metres 95 cen-
timetres, and its width to 12 metres 10 centimetres...”654

Mirzik. Khachkars and a tombstone set in the western facade of St. Gabriel Church

__________
651 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3843, p. 40.
652 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 298.

__________
653 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 295.
654 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 276.
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St. Gabriel Church represents a tri-nave vaulted
basilica, with a font in the northern wall and a vestry on
each side of the bema. Its only entrance, that is shaped
like an arch, opens from its southern facade. The sanc-
tuary, that is built of dressed stone and mortar, is illu-
minated through 6 windows widening inside. All its
cornerstones are finely-cut.

In the early 1880s, a double-storey belfry of finely-
finished stone was erected near the church entrance. It
is supported by four pillars on the first floor, and has a
six-pillar rotunda ending in a spire on the second. 

The church walls are engraved with the following
inscriptions:

5 lines in the Armenian original incised into a khachkar set in the
bema of the southern vestry:

Î³Ý·Ý»óÇ ê³ñáõË³Ýë ëáõñµ Ë³ãë | àëÏÇ
Ñ(á)·(áõ)Ý, | ºÕÇ³Û | Ï(³)½Ù(á)Õ Ë(³)ã(Ç)ë, |
Ã(íÇÝ) èÐ¼ ¥1627¤: 

transl.: I, Sarukhan, erected this Holy Cross in
memory of Voski’s soul. Sculptor of this cross
Yeghia. In the year 1627.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.
Artsakh, p. 276 (the part reading, “Sculptor of this cross Yeghia” is
missing).

Note: The khachkar used to be located in the village cemetery.
The year of the epitaph is engraved on both sides of the upper cross
wing.

Carved on a south-facing ornate khachkar placed on the right of
the entrance:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÌ... ¥1600-³Ï³Ý ÃÃ.¤:
transl.: In the 1600s.
Published for the first time.

Mirzik. Partial views of Karhan Monastery
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Carved on a finely-adorned south-facing khachkar placed on the
left of the entrance:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÌº ¥1606 Ã.¤:
transl.: In the year 1606.
Published for the first time.

Engraved on a khachkar set in the western facade of the church:
ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë ºÃ³ñ ÷³ßÇÝ:
transl.: This Holy Cross [dedicated] to Yetar

Pasha.
Published for the first time.

Inscribed on another khachkar adjoining the aforementioned
one:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ã¥ë¤ µ³ñ»Ë¥³¤õë ²ñËûßÇÝ ¿,
Ã¥íÇÝ¤ èÐ¼ ¥1627¤:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Arkhosh.
In the year 1627.

Published for the first time.

Incised into a khachkar set in the western facade of the church,
near the aforementioned ones:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë µ¥³ñ»Ë³õë¤ Ø³ñÏáëÇÝ,
Ø³ñ»³ÝÇÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Markos,
Marean.

Published for the first time.

Carved on a khachkar inwardly set in the eastern wall of the
church:

Â¥íÇÝ¤ èÌ´ ¥1603¤:
transl.: In the year 1603.
Published for the first time.

Inscribed on a khachkar set in the font:
Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÖ¼ ¥1657¤:
transl.: In the year 1657.
Published for the first time.

Carved on a khachkar inwardly set in the southern wall of the
church:

Â¥íÇÝ¤ èÒ´ ¥1633¤:
transl.: In the year 1633.
Published for the first time.

Engraved on a khachkar set in the northern wall of the church:
²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï...:
transl.: In this grave reposes...
Published for the first time.

Although the authorities of Soviet Azerbaijan
closed the church in 1928,655 it was preserved standing
until the deportation of Artsakh Armenians.

Martiros Yeghiazarian Yepiskopossiants, who stud-
ied in Pib’s St. Gevorgian School between 1871 and
1879, was ordained on 21 January 1897 and served the
community of St. Gabriel Church until at least 1905.656

Ancient Sites. The remnants of the chapels of
Sourb Astvatzatzin and Ovasap are preserved in the
south of Mirzik. In their neighbourhood extend several
village sites, one of which is called Khachi Pos, i.e. the

Mirzik. Partial views of Karhan Monastery. Its plan

__________
655 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2658, p. 12.
656 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, p. 59.

5m
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Armenian equivalent for ‘Pit of Cross,’ the name deriv-
ing from a cross-stone lying in an opening in the ground.
In 1970 an inhabitant of Voskanapat placed it over a
spring he himself had built on the road leading to the vil-
lage. Khachi Pos lies on the slope of a high, wooded hill
named Metz Bloor (i.e. the Armenian equivalent for ‘Big
Hill’), a kilometre south-east of Mirzik. Recently, while
having water pipes extended through the hill slope, the
villagers unearthed a secret underground passage lead-
ing from the hilltop to a nearby canal. 

The ruins of another village site named Tumani are
scattered in an elevated wooded area, south-west of
Mirzik.

Shinategh, located about 2 kilometres south-west
of Mirzik, retained a standing church until the afore-
mentioned deportation.

The remains of Tamblut are preserved on a wood-
ed elevation in the north of the village.

Enapat, extending in a picturesque place 2 kilome-
tres south of Mirzik, is surrounded by a small gorge in
the north-east, and some forests on three sides. 

This village site boasts the monastery of Karhan
(Karkhan) also known as Astvatzamor Vank, i.e. the
Armenian equivalent for Monastery of the Holy
Virgin: “This church is called Mirzik Cloister due to its
closeness to the village, and ‘Karkhan657 Monastery’
after a copper mine located nearby...”658

The monastery, that was founded between the
16th and 17th centuries, used to have a large commu-
nity. It functioned until the 1870s and possessed
some estates of which it was stripped after the mid-
19th century.

The following document made up in 1853 is of
great value to the study of the history of the sanctuary:
“In times bygone, this cloister boasted high fame and
magnificence, with a great number of monks and pri-
ors, including Bishops Yeghiazar and Sargis as well as
Archimandrites Hovsep, Mkrtich and Poghos. Now
they repose in the gavit of the church, together with
some other people. At present the monastic buildings,
its ramparts and monks’ dwellings are in a state of
dilapidation. Only a stone church and a chapel are pre-
served there, the latter serving as a pilgrimage site.
This monastery rises on a lofty mountain called
Novan, with a rock named Tzil Kertz, or Jgnavori
Kertz, i.e. the Armenian equivalent for ‘Hermit’s
Rock,’ in the west. It lies between two gorges... with
two streams running on the left and right of the clois-
ter, at a distance of about two versts of each other.
Descending eastward for about three versts, they
merge together...”659

The Monastic Estates. The area between the afore-
mentioned two tributaries comprised “fine land of sev-
eral oravars”660 once belonging to Karhan Monastery. 

In 1886 the monastic domains included a wood and
some arable land.661

The monastic complex of Karhan consists of a
church, a small gavit adjoining it in the west, and some
monks’ rooms, all of them representing structures of
undressed stone and mortar. It used to be fortified by an
enclosure which was in a semi-ruined state in the late
19th century.

The church represents a uni-nave vaulted hall
where the vault-bearing arch is supported by a pair of
pilasters. Its only entrance opens from the gavit adjoin-
ing its western facade. In the east, it has a semi-circu-
lar bema, with a sacristy of rectangular plan on each of
its sides. The sanctuary is illuminated by 5 small win-
dows widening inside, 3 of them opening from the east-
ern facade, and 2 from the southern one. 

The khachkars set in the church walls are engraved
with the following inscriptions:

Carved on a khachkar placed on the left of the bema:
Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÊÀ ¥1599¤:
transl.: In the year 1599.
Published for the first time.

Incised into a khachkar set in the facade of the bema:
Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÎ¸ ¥1615¤:
transl.: In the year 1615.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.

Artsakh, p. 276; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 345 (the year is
deciphered as ‘1616’).

Inscribed on a khachkar set in a niche in the north of the bema:
Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÐÂ ¥1630¤:
transl.: In the year 1630.
Published for the first time.

Engraved on a khachkar placed on the left of the entrance:
... É³..., Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÖ´ ¥1653¤:
transl.: ... in the year 1653.
Published for the first time.

Incised into a khachkar set in the southern window of the church:
...¥³¤...Çë Ñ³Ý·Çëï ÊáëñáíÇ...:
transl.: ...reposes Khosrov...
Published for the first time.

The gavit represents a building of almost square
plan, with two entrances opening from its southern and
northern walls standing close to the church. Its roof,
resting on intersecting arches, has a small, circular
yerdik in the centre.

__________
657 A dialectal word meaning ‘quarry.’
658 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 295.
659 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 2742, p. 16.

__________
660 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 277.
661 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 138, pp. 100-101.
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During our visits to Karhan Monastery in 1980 and
1985, the  gavit, where some of the priors of the mo-
nastery reposed, had an entirely earthen floor.

Below follow several epitaphs Bishop Barkhutar-
iants copied there in the late 19th century:

²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï â³ñ»ùáõ ³Ý³å³ïÇ
ØÏñïÇã í³ñ¹³å»ïÇÝ, Ãí. èÔº ¥1646¤:

transl.: In this grave reposes Archimandrite
Mkrtich of Charek Cloister. In the year 1646.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,
p. 277; Corpus..., part 5, p. 250.

Note: The year of the epitaph does not seem trustworthy to us: it
should have been deciphered as ‘1746.’

Ð³Ý·Çëï ÑáÕ³å³ï»³Ý ï»³éÝ ºÕÇ³½³-
ñáõ Û³õ¿ï Ñ³Ý·Çëï ¿ ³Ýíßï³ÏÇñ ÝßË³ñ ëá-
ñÇÝ, áñ ³ëï Ï³Ý. Ñá·ÇÝ ·áÉáí ÙÇçÝáñ¹ ³é
ï¿ñ Åï³Ï³Ý í³ëÝ Çõñ áñ¹»Ï³óë, áñ »Ùù ï³-
ï³ÝÙ³Ý ÷áñÓ³Ý³ó ·³ÕïÝÇ, áñ ûÅï»É ÷áõ-
Ã³Ý ½ÙÇ³µ³ÝáõÃÇõÝ Ñá·¨áñ³Ï³Ý, ÷ñÏ»É Ç
÷áñÓ³Ý³ó ³ÛÅÙ ¨ Û³å³·³ÛÝ Ñ³Ý·»ó³õ
ëáõñµ Ñ³ÛñÝ Ù»ñ ÃáõÇÝ Ð³ÛÏ³½ÝõáÛ èÖÎ´
¥1713¤:

transl.: ... in this grave repose the remains of
Father Yeghiazar. ... May his soul protect his sons
before the Lord... The Right Reverend passed
away in the year 1713 of the Armenian era.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid;
Corpus..., part 5, p. 250.

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ï³Ýë ëå³ë³õáñ Ø³Ñï»ëÇ
í»ñ³Ó³ÛÝÇ, Ü³õ³ë³ñ¹ ³Õ³ ³Ýáõ³ÝÇ, »Õ-
µ³Ûñ Â³Ùñ³½ ø³É³ÝÃ³ñáõ ¼³Ï³Ù Ø»Í ê³-
Ñ³Ï Ç Ô³ñ³Ùáõñ³ï ·»Õç¿, ÏáãÇ ²ñ³ÙÇ,
Ù³ÑÝ ¹Çå¿ í³ÃëáõÝ :´: ¥2¤ ³ÙÇ. èÖÔ: ¥1741¤
ÃáõÇ ¨ ã³Ù¹ñ»³ Ù³ñÙÇÝ ¿ :Ô¶: ¥93¤ ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes servant of the
House of God, ...famous Mahtesy Navasard Agha,
the brother  of Tamraz Kalantar from Gharamurat
Village of Zakam District... Death took away his
life at the age of sixty-two in the year 1741...

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid.

Inscribed on a gravestone placed in the east of the monastery:
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ê³ñ·Çë í³ñ¹³å»ïÇ ²½³-

ñ»³Ýó î÷ËÇë»óõáÛ ø»³Ý¹³ÏÇñÙ³½ Ù³Ï³-
Ýáõ³Ý»³É, áñ Û³ÛïÝ³å¿ë ³Ýµ³ëïáõÃ»³Ùµ
í³ñ»³Ýó ½Ï³ñ· ÏñûÝ³õáñáõÃ»³Ý Ç ½³Ý³-
½³Ý í³Ýáñ³Ûë ¶³ÝÓ³Ï³Û ·³õ³éÇ ³õ»ÉÇ
ù³Ý 70 ï³ñÇ ¨ í³Ë×³Ý»ó³õ Ç Ñ³ë³ÏÇ 96
³Ù³ó, Ç ØÇñ½ÇÏ ·»Õç, 1877 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Archimandrite
Sargis Azariants, also called Kyandakirmaz,662

from Tpkhis. With stainless behaviour, he served

as the shepherd of various monasteries of
Gandzak District for more than 70 years and died
at the age of 96 in Mirzik Village in 1877.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid. 

Putting together the available data, we can make up
the following chronological list of the priors of Karhan
Monastery:

Bishop Yeghiazar (died in 1713);663

Archimandrite Hovsep;
Bishop Sargis (mentioned between 1770 and

1773);664

Archimandrite Mkrtich;
Archimandrite Poghos;
An unknown friar (mentioned in 1857);665

An unknown archimandrite (mentioned in 1862).666

Priest Martiros Yepiskopossiants, who was ordai-
ned in 1897,667 served Mirzik and Brajur between 1905
and 1923.

MURUT
Location. The village is situated in a picturesque

place, on the northern wooded slope of Mount Pand, 4
kilometres north-east of Voskanapat, 8 kilometres
south of the district centre, between 1,190 and 1,310
metres of altitude above sea level.

The Origin of the Toponym. The village name is
believed to derive from a chapel once situated in the
site of the local church of Sourb Astvatzatzin and
retaining a khachkar which was, supposedly, blessed
with chrism (‘Chrism’ is the English equivalent for the
Armenian word ‘meron.’) by Mesrop Mashtots: “The
father of Armenian translators, Mesrop Mashtots,
blessed a cross with holy chrism: it is now set in the
facade of the bema.”668

As legend has it, “A century ago, one of
Gandzasar Catholicoses came to the site of what is
the present-day village to spend the summer in the
mountains. He blessed some holy chrism there, and
that event made such a deep impression on the pious
inhabitants of the neighbourhood that they named
the place Myuronot” (‘Blessed with chrism’ in Ar-
menian.)669

The toponym is also etymologized as the slightly
changed version of Morut (‘Mori’ is the Armenian
equivalent for ‘wild strawberry’), i.e. ‘wood of straw-

__________
662 ‘One who does not enter the village.’

__________
663 Topjian, H., part 2, p. 21.
664 As attested by his epitaph.
665 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3830, p. 78.
666 Idem, file 3836, p. 56.
667 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 3, file 259, p. 4; fund

458, list 1, file 184, p. 7.
668 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, p. 170.
669 “Nor-Dar,” 1892, No. 136, pp. 2-3. 
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berries,’ allegedly due to the abundance of that currant
in the neighbourhood.670

Construction Activity. As described by a visitor
who saw the village in the 1890s, the gorge lying in
front of it “...is shrouded in beautiful gardens. Murut
has finely-looking houses, most of them boasting
European furniture. The inhabitants of Gandzak gener-
ally spend summers here: indeed, but for its dampness,
the village could serve as a wonderful summer resi-
dence.”671

Water Supply. In 1914 the local residents attempt-
ed to bring water to their village from a site called
Pandajur and located within a verst and a half. The
expenses of that project, however, amounted to an esti-
mated 2,000 rubles which they could not afford to
cover so that they had to give up that idea.672

Population. The available topographical sources
are not unanimous in mentioning the origin of the peo-
ple inhabiting Murut: they are either considered “native
inhabitants,”673 or resettlers: “...it is an old village com-
prising emigrants from various places who gathered
here at the beginning of this century.”674

Below follows a list of the families living in Murut
in 1839:

“1 Hovhannes Yeghiazarian, his wife Kali, their sons
Arustam, Andreas, Avetis and their daughter-in-law Anna;

2 Barsegh Gabrielian, his wife Mariam, their sons
Muchael, Grigor and Tatevos; Barsegh’s brother Daniel and
his wife Salbi;

3 Sahak Panossian, his wife Herik and their son Panos;
4 Petros Hovhannessian, his wife Javahir as well as their

sons Panos, Aghajan and Hovhannes;
5 Tovmas Hovhannessian, his wife Mariam and their

daughter Shamam.”675

The existing statistical records indicate that from
1804 onwards, the local inhabitants continually
increased, reaching a maximum of 441 in 1912.

Below follow the available statistical data on the
number of the village population in the 19th to 20th
centuries:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1804676 5 8 7 15
1839677 5 16 9 25
1845678 32 23 55
1847679 36 32 68
1849680 30 29 59

1852681 33 30 63
1861682 6
1866683 12 44 26 70
1872684 74 57 131
1873685 103
1875686 105
1876687 109
1877688 62 55 117
1878689 65 56 121
1881690 76 61 137
1882691 83 67 150
1883692 78 58 136
1886693 34 131 107 238
1887694 114 111 225
1888695 124 114 238
1889696 131 123 254
1890697 141 124 265 
1891698 135 131 266
1892699 132 135 267
1893700 143 140 283
1894701 148 148 296
1897702 173 169 342
1898703 179 177 356
1899704 189 185 374
1900705 198 194 392
1901706 201 197 398
1902707 207 199 406
1905708 210 200 410
1906709 175 144 319

__________
670 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 294; “Nor-Dar,” ibid.
671 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 316.
672 “Mshak,” 1914, No. 168, p. 3.
673 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 272.
674 “Nor-Dar,” 1892, No. 136, pp. 2-3.
675 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 31.
676 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
677 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 31.
678 Idem, file 3811, pp. 5-6.
679 Idem, file 3814, pp. 97-98.
680 Idem, file 3818, pp. 96-97.

__________
681 Idem, file 3819, pp. 105-106.
682 Idem, file 3835, pp. 147-148.
683 Idem, file 3848, p. 57. 
684 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63.
685 Idem, file 3864, pp. 39-40. Also see file 3862, pp. 58-59.
686 Idem, file 3866, pp. 44-45.
687 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
688 Idem, file 3868, pp. 54-55.
689 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
690 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
691 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
692 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
693 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 84-85. Another source reports only 18

houses for this year (“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 294).
694 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 73.
695 Idem, file 3882 p. 130.
696 Idem, file 3884, pp. 226-227. According to another statistical

source, the village had 195 inhabitants, including 100 males and
95 females (idem, file 3877, p. 29).

697 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3887, p. 149.
698 Idem, file 3889, p. 148.
699 Idem, file 3891, p. 120.
700 Idem, file 3895, pp. 77-78.
701 Idem, file 3896, pp. 173-174.
702 Idem, file 3899, pp. 146-147.
703 Idem, file 3897, p. 168.
704 Idem, file 3903, pp. 126-127.
705 Idem, file 3905, pp. 91-92.
706 Idem, file 3906, pp. 97-98.
707 Idem, file 3907, pp. 22-23.
708 Idem, file 3912, pp. 265-266.
709 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
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1907710 317
1908711 33 161 145 306
1909712 213 207 420
1910713 182 159 341
1912714 223 218 441
1914715 31 340
1917716 34 215
1940717 500
1983718 133

Murut participated in the Great Patriotic War with
122 of its inhabitants, 67 of whom lost their lives on the
battlefield.

Sourb Astvatzatzin Cloister (later Sourb
Astvatzatzin Church) of Myuronut, which was one of
the most famous sanctuaries throughout Gandzak
District, used to stand at the south-western extremity of
the village. Between 1877 and 1881, it was thoroughly
reconstructed into a parish church.

The available scientific literature does not contain
any significant records on the foundation of the sanctu-
ary. Nor is there any valuable information regarding the
other buildings of the monastic complex and a church
allegedly located nearby and preserved until 1877.

In 1800 Prior of “Mrut Cloister” Archimandrite
Harutiun died and was buried in the yard of Gandzak’s
St. Hovhannes Church.

One of the earliest sources mentions Myuronut
Monastery in connection with its plunder committed in
1838: “...on the night of 23 June, some bandits broke
into the pilgrimage site of Myurnot rising at the top of
a mountain and having two friars: all its vessels were
stolen.”719

In the aftermath of that burglary, the sanctuary suf-
fered grave financial losses: “...Myurnot Cloister has
been robbed of different items and articles totaling
1,109 rubles in silver coins.”720

In 1839 Friar Hovhannes Hovhannissiants served
as Father Superior of the sanctuary.721

An archive document of 1847 states that “the
church had a room and two winter encampments.”722

In 1853 the lands of Sourb Astvatzatzin Cloister
were included within the following boundaries, “...a

MURUT. Houses (photos by courtesy of H. Badalian)

__________
710 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
711 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 9.

Another statistical source reports 392 inhabitants (Caucasian
Calendar for 1910, p. 327).

712 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä56, list 18, file 764, p. 116.
713 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 57-58.
714 Idem, file 3919, pp. 61-62.
715 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 161. Also see “Mshak,” 1914,

No. 168, p. 3.
716 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166.
717 As attested by Kirakos Khachaturian from Voskanapat.
718 Ditto.

__________
719 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 436, p. 1.
720 Idem, p. 3.
721 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 457, p. 8.
722 Idem, file 3814, pp. 109-110.
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road called Yotn-Shahar in the east; the Saru-Su tribu-
tary in the west; Saru-Yal Road in the south, and the
river Yelisavetpol in the north...”723

In the same year, it comprised a single clergyman
who served as Father Superior there.724

According to some archive documents (1849,725

1852,726 1861727 and 1862),728 the sanctuary had a
stone church which is mentioned by the name of Sourb
Astvatzatzin in 1861.

Mahtesy Kerovbe Ter-Martirossiants built a parish
church in the site of Myuronut Cloister with his own
means: “Our small, poor village could not afford to
erect a church so that Mahtesy Kerovbe Ter-Martiros-
siants, a merchant from Gandzak,  ...had a finely-finis-
hed stone church built there at the cost of about ten
thousand rubles. That gentleman, however, does not
confine himself to only that: almost every year he
makes some donation to the sanctuary. Recently he has
given it a pair of big bells.”729

The construction of the church took four years. It
was completed in 1881 and was solemnly consecrated
in the same year: “It is already four years since hon-

ourable citizen of Gandzak Mahtesy Kerovbe Ter-
Martirossiants embarked upon the construction of
Morut’s Sourb Astvatzatzin Church with his own
means. Working with great devotion, he spent several
thousand rubles on the House of God in times of
famine when everything was incredibly expensive. The
sanctuary, built of finely-dressed stone, was blessed in
a great ceremony held on the feast-day of the Holy
Cross (Sunday).”730

Until 1988 the church preserved its construction
inscription, which is of great value to the study of its
history:

MURUT. Sourb Astvatzatzin Church with its construction inscription and gate (the last photo by courtesy of H. Badalian)

MURUT. A spring called Nahatak

__________
723 Idem, file 2742, p. 6.
724 Idem, file 2743, pp. 20-21.
725 Idem, file 3818, pp. 96-97.
726 Idem, file 3819, p. 105.
727 Idem, file 3835, pp. 147-148.
728 Idem, file 3836, p. 58.
729 “Nor-Dar,” 1896, No. 120, p. 1.

__________
730 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1881, No. 258, p. 3.
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5 lines in the Armenian original carved on two blocks of stone
placed above the church entrance:

ºë ¶³ÝÓ³Ï ù³Õ³ù³óÇ Ù³Ñ¥ï»ë¤Ç ø»ñáµ
î¥¿¤ñ-Ø³ñïÇñáë»³Ý | Ï³éáõóÇ ÇÙáí ³ñ¹-
»³Ùµ ê(áõñµ) ²(ëïáõ³)Í³ÍÇÝ »Ï»Õ»óÇ Øáõ|-
éáõï ·»Õç, Ç ÛÇß³ï³Ï å³åÇÝ ÇÙáÛ î(¿)ñ
Ø³ñïÇñáë ³õ³ù | ù³Ñ³Ý³ÛÇ ¨ ÍÝáÕ³ó ÇÙáó
ØÏñïáõÙÇ ¨ Ðé(Ç)÷ëÇÙÇ ¨ Ï³Ý³Ýó | ÇÙáóª
Ê³ÝáõÙÇ ¨ êÑ³ñÇ Û³ÙÇ î(»³)éÝ 1881 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: I, citizen of Gandzak Mahtesy Kerob
Ter-Martirossian, built Sourb Astvatzatzin Church
of Murut Village with my own means in the year
1881 in memory of my grandfather, Senior Priest
Martiros, my parents Mkrtum and Hripsime as
well as my wives Khanum and Sehar.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
20, p. 294; Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p.  272.

The following Biblical citation is engraved below the construc-
tion inscription:

ºÏ³Ûù ³é Çë ³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ ³ßË³ï»³Éù ¨
Í³Ýñ³µ»éÝ»³Éù ¨ »ë Ñ³Ý·áõóÇó ½Ó»½:

transl.: Come unto me, all ye that labour and
are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” ibid;
Barkhutariants, M., ibid.

The site of the former cloister retained its fame of
pilgrimage place even after the construction of the
church.

In summers the number of people living in Murut
greatly increased, as it served as a summer resort for
large multitudes of Gandzak citizens. Taking into ac-
count that fact in March 1900, the inhabitants of the vil-
lage decided to add a belfry to the church and fortify its
yard with ramparts: “...consulting each other, we came
to the conclusion that it was necessary to build a belfry
in front of our church. In summertime, a great number
of people come here from Gandzak, and on Sundays
and feast-days it turns out too small to accommodate all
of them: many of them are not even able to stand inside
it. Besides, we find it most important to enclose the
church within ramparts, for the northern road extending
near it is gradually coming to ruins and may endanger
the monument in the very near future.”731

A year later, on 11 June 1901, the residents of Mu-
rut changed their plans: “...instead of building a belfry,
we had better extend the western wall of the church by
several arshins. Once we have done so, it will become
large enough to provide room for both the local people
and pilgrims. Later we can erect a belfry above the
newly-added part of the church if it proves necessary
(the present means of the sanctuary will hardly suffice
to cover these expenses).”732

By 1907 the aforementioned reconstruction had
already been completed, but its project and estimate of

MURUT. A cemetery extending in the west of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church. Tombstones

__________
731 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3406, p. 3.
732 Idem, p. 12.
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expenditures had not been approved previously: “...the
belfry of the church was founded and erected without
any plan, and no architect supervised the work.”733

Between 1905 and 1910, Priest Grigor Ter-
Sargissiants served the village community.734

A small cemetery, lying in the west of the church,
retains 19th-century tombstones, one of which bears
the following epitaph: 

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on the southern face of
an ornate gravestone whose upper part is trihedral, and the eastern
side bears a relief:

²ùáõÉ»óáõÝó ÛáñçáñçÇ µÝ³Ï»ñ ·³ÝÓ³Ï»óÇ |
³Ýó³õáñ³ó¹ ËÝ¹ñ¿ ½áÕáñÙÇ, í³Ë×. 7. 10. 1873:

transl.: An inhabitant of Gandzak named Agule-
tsy. May passers-by pray for his soul. 7. 10. 1873.

Published for the first time.

NADEL
The village is located in a plain lying on the left

bank of the river Artinajur, 10 kilometres north-west of
the district centre, at an altitude of 340 to 350 metres
above sea level.

It was founded in the Soviet years.

PADILI
This Turkish village is situated on the left bank of

the river Getishenaget, 12 kilometres north-west of the
district centre, between 490 and 550 metres of altitude
above sea level.

It was founded in the late 19th century and had a
population of 261 in 1908.735

PANAHLAR
Panahlar extends on the left bank of the river

Kurak, 15 kilometres east of the district centre, at an
altitude of 550 to 600 metres above sea level.

It represents a small insignificant Turkish village
established in the Soviet years.

SAFARALIYEV (NABI-AGHALI)
The village lies 22 kilometres north-east of the dis-

trict centre, at an altitude of 230 to 260 metres above
sea level. 

The available data relating to the number of the
local population are as follows: 98 houses with 553
inhabitants (302 males, 251 females)736 in 1886; 1,050
inhabitants in 1907,737 and 721 in 1914.738

SARIGHAMISH
The village is located in a plain lying at an altitude

of 208 to 215 metres above sea level, 27 kilometres
north of the district centre.

In 1886 the local Turkish community, that had shift-
ed to a sedentary life, consisted of 34 families with 164
inhabitants, including 96 males and 68 females.739 In
1914 the village had a population of 191.740

SARISU
Sarisu extends on the southeast-facing slope of a

gorge lying on the left bank of one of the tributaries of
the river Kurak, in the area among the villages of
Martunashen, Manashid and Buzlukh, 17 kilometres
south-east of the district centre, between 1,280 and
1,400 metres of altitude above sea level.

It represents a small Turkish village founded in the
late 19th century. 

The available data relating to the number of the
local population are as follows: 23 houses with 203
inhabitants (123 males, 80 females) in 1886,741 and 250
residents in 1914.742

Like Topalhasanli, Sarisu represented a den of mur-
derers; that is why, in 1906 and 1991, it was levelled
with the ground in fair retaliation for the crimes its
inhabitants had committed.

SARKYAR
This Turkish village is situated in a plain lying at an

altitude of 250 to 275 metres above sea level, 20 kilo-
metres north of the district centre. 

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886743 76 222 194 416
1908744 792
1914745 692
1983746 3,065

TATLI
This Turkish village, dating from the late 19th cen-

tury, is located 19 kilometres north-east of the district
centre, between 265 and 280 metres of altitude above
sea level.

It had 94 inhabitants (21 houses) in 1886,747 839 in
1908,748 and 43 in 1914.749

__________
733 Idem, p. 19.
734 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 817, p. 7; fund

458, list 1, file 184, p. 7; fund 461, list 1, file 12, p. 58.
735 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 389.
736 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 80-81.
737 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 329. This number is, evidently,

exaggerated and, therefore, unreliable.
738 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 162.

__________
739 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 80-81.
740 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 179.
741 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 88-89.
742 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 179.
743 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 80-81.
744 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 360.
745 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 179.
746 SAE, vol. 8, p. 393.
747 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87.
748 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 376.
749 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 187.
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TOGHANALI
The village is situated on the left bank of the river

Kurak, 17 kilometres south of the district centre, at an
altitude of 1,200 to 1,300 metres above sea level.

It was established in the Soviet years and had 878
inhabitants in 1985.750

Two kilometres south-east of Toghanali, amidst
some wooded mountains can be seen Lake Alharak
(‘Gyoygyol’ in Turkish) lying at an altitude of 1,553
metres above sea level. Its formation is traditionally
connected with an earthquake that struck the area in
1139: “During the quake, Mount Alharak collapsed
into the gorge and blocked the way of a stream flowing
through it. A small lake that was formed there after-
wards has been preserved until now, with fine fish
swarming there.”751

According to the results of a geological investiga-
tion conducted in the area in 1908, the lake had a depth
of 76 metres.752

TOPALHASANLI
Location. The settlement, dating back to the late

1880s, extends on the left bank of the river Gandzak, 4
kilometres south-west of the district centre, at an alti-
tude of 700 to 790 metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. Situated on the high-
way connecting the Armenian villages of Brajur,
Mirzik, Voskanapat, and partly Murut with Gandzak
City, Topalhasanli had a position of pivotal importance:
“Some ten years ago, a den of bandits called Topal-
Hasanlu was established immediately in the vicinity of
Helenendorf, within ten versts of Gandzak City. The
gangsters, whose activity is highly doubtful, hold the
inhabitants of the neighbourhood in constant horror...
Topal-Hasanlu is a true scourge for them: the only
motto of that haunt of various criminal elements is
‘theft and murder,’ for they are unable to do any other
work...”753

The main occupation of the people dwelling in
Topal-Hasanli was to lie in ambush for passers-by and
travellers for the purpose of robbing and killing them.
What is even more noteworthy, they did the same in
peaceful times as well: “...Topalhasanlu represents a
den of bandits lying near the highway, within about
three versts of Helenendorf. Even in peaceful times, it
holds the adjacent Armenian villages as well as the
German inhabitants of the colony and Gandzak
Armenians in constant terror, always providing a con-

siderable number of prisoners for the jails and
Sakhalin.”754

The Armeno-Turkish fights of 1905 to 1906 gave
the Turkish residents of Topalhasanli “Village” a bril-
liant opportunity to manifest all their professional
skills. The number of their victims increased with
every single passing day: carters and travellers were
killed on the roads; lumbermen were murdered in the
woods, and shepherds in the mountains. They stole
whatever fell into their hands: “...The people the Turks
of Topalhasanlu have murdered since the foundation of
their village far outnumber its present-day inhabitants.
Baghmanlar and Topal-Hasanlu are like two vicious
sisters...”755

The Turkish inhabitants of Topalhasanli took an
active part in the plunder and destruction of the
Armenian shops of Gandzak’s market on 18 November
1905.756 “Encouraged by their success,” they also
invaded the Armenian-populated villages in the vicini-
ty of the city.

Sooner or later, all forces of evil and vile are held to
accountability: 22 December of 1905 marked a dooms-
day for the inhabitants of Topalhasanli who had been
perpetrating various crimes for a decade and a half.
With their patience exhausted, the Armenians of the
neighbourhood taught a good lesson to them: “...That
village gave birth to countless ordinary thieves, high-
waymen and even gangs of criminals. ...Thinking that
it was time they should get even with all that to restore
peace in the region, the Armenians  launched fighting
on 22 December. ...after stubborn, but futile resistance,
the brigands took to their heels, leaving about 20
corpses in the streets. In a gorge called Agh-Kyorpi, the
Armenians also crushed some Turks from the city who
were hurrying to rescue their compatriots in
Topalhasanli. Having previously blocked the passage
of the ravine, they made the Turks run away and scat-
ter here and there...”757

Below follows a record with interesting details
relating to the aforementioned events: “22 December
1905. At sunrise a group of 160 warriors led by a
courageous teacher758 walked towards Topal-Hasanlu,
encircled it in three directions and started showering it
with volleys. Although the Turks answered them from
their positions, the number of those attacking and
group leader Martiros’ trumpet had already terrified
them. The enemy fired without any order and discipline
so that they were not able to cause any injury to the

__________
750 SAE, vol. 9, p. 301.
751 Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 117. Cf. idem, p. 200.
752 Hofman, E. A Geological Study of Mount Kyapaz. In: “Izvestya

Kavkazskovo Muzeya,” vol. 9, part 2, Tiflis, 1915, pp. 125-129,
in Russian.

753 “Mshak,” 1900, No. 92, p. 1.

__________
754 “Mshak,” 1906, No. 15, p. 1.
755 “Mshak,” 1906, No. 78, p. 2.
756 Varandian, M., idem, p. 350. 
757 A-Do, idem, pp. 338-339.
758 That valorous teacher was fidayi Martiros from Yonjalu Village

of Bulanekh District of Western Armenia, who had joined the
ranks of Hay Heghapokhakan Dashnaktsutiun since 1891.
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Armenians. After having shot several volleys, they
broke into the village and put the escaping Turkish mob
(foreseeing that attack, the enemy had arranged for the
evacuation of the women and children) to a merciless
slaughter. The entire village represented a scene of
unspeakable horror... Unwilling to confine himself to
killing the Turks, at the first moments of the break-
through, Hambo slipped into the remote corners of the
village with one of his friends and burnt down a house
with a pile of grass. With the fire quickly spreading,
everybody ran away, except for an aged woman whom
the Armenians spared and set free so that she would tell
everybody about what had happened... Topal-Hasanlu
was reduced to a heap of ruins. The Armenians, who
had not suffered a single victim, took about a thousand
sheep, 160 head of cattle, 30 horses and mules as well
as some house property mostly robbed from Gandzak
Armenians...”759

Several months later, the authorities started dis-
cussing the issue of returning the Turkish refugees, but
naturally, the Armenian and German inhabitants of the
neighbourhood did not wish it at all: “You are aware
that the Turkish village of Topalhasanlu has been
destroyed and its inhabitants scattered in various places
(most of them have resettled in Gandzak’s Baghmanlar
Quarter). Now the question is whether or not the for-
mer residents of Topal-Hasanlu should be permitted to
come back to their village. Among those opposing that
are the inhabitants of the German colony, as they were
constantly attacked and plundered by them. The local
administrative bodies are to consider the issue.”760

Despite the Armenians’ and Germans’ disapproval,
the former inhabitants of Topalhasanli were granted
permission to return and resettle in their village. On 1
January 1914, they totaled 430.761

With the passing decades, the region underwent
drastic changes: thus, in 1941 the Germans were ban-
ished, and in 1988 the Armenians deported so that the
entire area shifted into Turkish possession. As for
Topalhasanli, the number of the bandits living there
grew from generation to generation, amounting to
1,406 in 1985. As alleged by the Soviet Azerbaijanian
Encyclopedia, in the same year, the village had a
library, a secondary school, a house of culture and a
medical aid post. Its inhabitants grew corn, fruits and
grapes.762

What abominable history in the early 20th century
and what a “bright” mode of life at the end of the same
century! It took many nations of the world long cen-

turies to attain a high level of civilization, whereas the
Azeri Turks acquired it within only several decades.
May they be “glorified and highly honoured” for that
great achievement!

TULALLAR
This Turkish village is located on the south-facing

slope of a wooded mountain rising at an altitude of
1,530 to 1,700 metres above sea level, 17 kilometres
south-west of the district centre.

It was founded in the site of an ancient derelict
Armenian village in the early 20th century. It had 207
inhabitants in 1914,763 and 240 in 1985.764

The local Turks still remember the name of one of
the right tributaries of the river Gandzak flowing in the
south of the village: Mariam River (Meiramchay).

UCHTEPE
The village, dating from the Soviet years, is located

5 kilometres north of the district centre, at an altitude
of 560 to 580 metres above sea level.

VOSKANAPAT (ZURNABAD)
Location. The village, which is surrounded by

thickly-wooded mountains, lies on the slanting south-
east-facing slope of a mountain, on the left bank of the
river Gandzak (Voskanapat), 17 kilometres south of
Gandzak City, at an altitude of 870 to 950 metres above
sea level. It is about 1.4 kilometre long and hardly 200
metres wide along the left bank of the river. The local
buildings, that are situated in the immediate vicinity of
the riverside, extend up the slope at about 80 metres.
The most elevated quarter of the village is the one
adjoining the parish church of St. Hakob and located at
its southern extremity.

Archaeological Monuments. The territory of pres-
ent-day Voskanapat has been inhabited since time
immemorial. The excavations conducted in a tomb
unearthed some articles of the Middle Bronze Age
which have their parallels in Vanadzor (in Lori Marz of
the Republic of Armenia) and Treghk (also known as
‘Trialet’ and situated in Tzaghka District of the
Republic of Georgia).765 This is also attested by the
results of archaeological investigation carried out by
other researhers.766

A Historical Introduction. The earliest record
mentioning Voskanapat is an inscription of 1314 carved
on a boundary cross which is preserved in Tzaghkots
Monastery standing in the gorge of Shamkor.767

__________
759 Varandian, M., idem, p. 351. 
760 “Mshak,” No. 57, 15 March 1906, p. 1.
761 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 189. The fact that in 1908 the

village had 825 inhabitants is not trustworthy at all (Caucasian
Calendar for 1910, p. 381).

762 SAE, vol. 9, p. 314.

__________
763 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 190.
764 SAE, vol. 9, p. 389.
765 Lang D. M. The peoples of the Hills. London, 1971, p. 92.
766 Narimanov, I. Archaeological Research in the Valley of the

River Gandzak. Baku, 1958, in Azerbaijanian.
767 See the inscription in the part devoted to Garnaker Village on p.

491.
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Kajikian provides the following etymology for the
toponym, “...It is generally assumed that this clois-
ter768 was built by a certain Melik Voskan and called
after him, i.e. Voskan Anapat. Its name spread to the
village which became known as Voskanapat. We do not
know, however, who Voskan was and when he founded
the aforementioned sanctuary...”769

There was no melik named Voskan in the melikdom
of Voskanapat established in 1601. Besides, the earliest
available records on the meliks of Voskanapat date
from the 17th century; therefore, the toponym which
traces back to a period much earlier than the 17th cen-

tury cannot have derived from Melik Voskan’s name,
even if there did exist such a historical personality.

As for the aforementioned convent, whose con-
struction is ascribed to the “imaginary” melik, it dates
from the 17th century and was built after the village
had become a residence for meliks, i.e. after 1601.

This sanctuary, which was dedicated to the Holy
Virgin, is mentioned by different names: Voski
Cloister, Voskanapat Cloister and Sourb Voskiants. The
last of them gives us grounds to suppose that the
church of the cloister was erected over the remains of
an unknown saint (‘Sourb Voskiants’ is the Armenian
equivalent for ‘Sacred Bones’). There are, however, no
existing materials to maintain this hypothesis; nor can
we substantiate that the convent was built in the site of
an older church.

VOSKANAPAT (ZURNABAD). The village seen from the north-east (photo by courtesy of A. Ghulian)

__________
768 ‘Cloister’ is the English equivalent for the Armenian word ‘ana-

pat.’
769 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 294.
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VOSKANAPAT (ZURNABAD). The village seen from the north-east
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The toponym of ‘Voskanapat,’ which was distorted
into ‘Seknapat’770 in the local dialect, dates from at
least the 14th century (1314). The Persians referred to
the village by the name of Zurnabad, which was later
declared its official name by the Azeri authorities.

Construction Activity. A visitor who saw Voskana-
pat in the 1890s described it in the following manner,
“The small gorge is shrouded in gardens. The village
streets are dirty and irregular. On the whole, its houses
are not badly-built and even include some fine two-
floor residences...”771

Almost no construction activity was unfolded in the
village throughout the Soviet years: no new buildings
were erected or quarters founded so that it thoroughly

preserved the architectural features it had before the
Soviet takeover.

The Melikdom of Voskanapat. By the late 16th
century, the Ottoman incursions had put Voskanapat in
severe living conditions and the representatives of the
local principality expected aid from the Persian shah in
their struggle against the Turkish invaders: “The Arme-
nian, Georgian and Muslim inhabitants of Transcauca-
sia continually addressed petitions to Shah Abbas, urg-
ing him to launch a counter-attack as soon as possible.
The rulers of many villages and districts as well as the
people under their control kept abandoning their places
of living for the Persian capital of Isfahan, where they
complained of the Ottoman oppression bitterly.”772

VOSKANAPAT (ZURNABAD). Partial views of the village

__________
770 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, p. 169.
771 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 314.

__________
772 Leo. Works, vol. 3, part 1. Yerevan, 1969, p. 232.
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Those who had left for Isfahan included “...Saru-
khan Bey and his brother Nazar from Voskanapat Vil-
lage...”773

Several years later (1601), Shah Abbas conferred
the title of Melik on Nazar, who “...was renamed
Shahnazar, i.e. ‘Shah’s Eye,’ for he was one of the fa-
vourites of the Persian sovereign.”774

Melik Shahnazar founded the princely family of the
Shahnazariants, who enjoyed their rights and title until
the region joined Russia (later they preserved their
noble title and certain land ownership rights). The
Melik-Shahnazariants held possession of Mirzik, Bra-
jur, Murut, Voskanapat, that served as their seat,775 as
well as the Turkish villages of Ghazanchi and Ghara-
pirimli located in what is present-day Kasum-Ismayi-
lov District.776

The epitaphs preserved in Voskanapat’s cemetery777

helped Yer. Lalayan to arrange the meliks in the fol-
lowing order, “According to the epitaphs, Melik
Shahnazar was succeeded by Meliks Hovsep I; Yavri
(died in 1720); Yusup II (died in 1730); Gabriel (died
in 1780), and Yusup III (died in 1826), who had two

sons, Beklar Bey and Yavri Bey, as well as a brother,
Kochar Bey, who died in 1740...”778

This list, unfortunately, contains certain errors.
Thus, the signatories to a letter the meliks of Karabakh
addressed to Governor General of Caucasia Pavel
Sergei Potyomkin (1743 to 1796) in 1783 included
“...Melik Gabriel of Voskanapat...”779 Therefore, he
could not have died in 1780. 

Besides, Kochar Bey passed away in 1840 and not
1740 (probably, a misprint which was not corrected
even in the second edition of Lalayan’s work), which is
attested by an archive document of 1839 mentioning
Kochar Bey among the “alive” inhabitants of Voskana-
pat.

An archive document of 1630 mentions Melik
Hovsep I “...from Zurnabat (Voskanapat),”780 who put
his signature to a document ratifying the inviolability
of Gandzasar’s monastic estates.

Another archive document of 1691, which bears a
seal dated 1690, makes reference to “Ghalapek from
Voskanapat ...”781

There are no other records on Ghalapek, but pre-
sumably, he held the title of Melik, for he represented
the melikdom of Voskanapat.

VOSKANAPAT (ZURNABAD). Partial views of the village (photos above by courtesy of H. Zakarian; photos below by courtesy of G.
Khachaturian)

__________
773 Arakel Davrizhetsy, p. 63.
774 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 266.
775 Ibid.
776 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 8-9.
777 Regretfully, we failed to conduct proper investigation into this

ancient site before the deportation of 1988.

__________
778 Lalayan, Yer., ibid.
779 The Armeno-Russian Relations in the 18th century, vol. 4.

Yerevan, 1990, p. 222, in Russian.
780 “Ararat,” August 1914, p. 736.
781 “Ararat,” June 1900, p. 320.
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For many decades, the local people recalled an
episode from Melik Hovsep III’s life, which was
recorded and published in due time.782

In 1855 “...a Cossacks’ sotnia and an artillery de-
tachment of three battalions from Mingrelian Regiment
were stationed in Zurnabad, near Yelisavetpol, under
the command of Major General Chaplits. They were to
keep control over the Muslim-inhabited regions...”783

In the 1880s, it was planned to change the barracks
into a hospital in case the troops pulled back: “The
large Russian barracks of Zurnabat are located on the
left bank of the river Gandzak, in the area between
Murut and Voskanapat. Chief Doctor Remert intends to
turn them into a mental asylum for all Caucasia once
the troops withdraw from the place.”784

There exist a vast amount of data relating to the
number of Voskanapat’s population between the 19th
and 20th centuries. Unfortunately, earlier records have

not come down to us, but the large dimensions of the
parish church of St. Hakob  (25.60 x 11.20 metres)785

built in the 17th century suggest that the village boast-
ed at least 2,000 to 3,000 inhabitants at that time: oth-
erwise, there would be no need to erect such a large
sanctuary.

The situation drastically changed in the 18th centu-
ry: between 1712 and the early 1720s, the entire region
of Gardmank continually suffered the Lezghins’ raids,
their hordes penetrating “...into the gorge of
Voskanapat as well...”786

In 1722 Georgian King Vakhtang’s army devastated
the districts belonging to Gandzak’s Javad Khan,
allegedly, for the purpose of punishing him. As attested
by an eye-witness, the Georgians even surpassed the
Lezghins in the atrocities they committed against the
Armenian villages of the area: “...the base Georgians,
who proved even more merciless than the Caucasian
invaders, penetrated into every single gorge and moun-
tain in Zakam, Shamkor, Ganjapasan, Voskanapat, the
valley of the river Kurak and Partaw up to Gulistan
Village and the river Derdu.”787

In 1724 Gandzak suffered the invasions of the
Ottoman Turks, followed by the wars unleashed as a re-

VOSKANAPAT (ZURNABAD). A road leading to St. Hakob Church through the village (photos by courtesy of A. Ghulian)

__________
782 Mamikoniants, A. A Historical Event. In: “Ardzagank,” 1888,

No. 5, pp. 59-60. Yer. Lalayan included this material in his work
entitled Gandzak District without any reference to its source.

783 Muravyeva, N. N. The Transcaucasian War of 1855, vol. 1, part
1. St. Petersburg, 1877, p. 26 (the Russian original reads,“...Äëÿ
íàáëþäåíèÿ çà ìóñóëüìàíñêèìè ïðîâèíöèÿìè, ïîñ-
òàâëåí áûë â Çóðíàáàäå, ÷òî áëèç Åëèñàâåòïîëÿ, ïîä
êîìàíäîþ ãåí. ìàéîðà ×àïëèöà îòðÿä, ñîñòîÿâøèé èç
òðåõ áàòàëèîíîâ Ìèíãðåëüñêàãî ïîëêà ñ àðòèëåðèÿ è
ñîòíåÿ êàçàêîâ...”).

784 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 20, p. 294.

__________
785 Churches of such huge dimensions are very rare in Artsakh. The

largeness of the sanctuary speaks of the populousness of the village.
786 Yesayi Hasan Jalaliants, p. 24.
787 Idem, p. 42.
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sult of the separatist claims of the khan of Gandzak.
The Armenians’ emigration from their homeland that
began “thanks” to Georgian King Heracle’s
“efforts,”788 the epidemic of plague that broke out at
the close of the century, and the unprecedented famine
following it came to add to the previous calamities and
actually devastated Voskanapat as well as the entire
region.

In 1805 Gandzak Khanate, that had almost been
stripped of its Armenian population, joined Russia. The
following two decades proved as tumultuous as the
previous ones: suffice it to mention the incursion of the
Persian army under Abbas Mirza’s leadership in 1826.
It was only after the late 1820s that the Armenians of
Voskanapat who had scattered here and there again
gathered in their village. In 1839 it comprised merely
22 families with 170 residents789 whose names are pre-
served in an archive document:

“1 Nobleman Yavribeg Melik-Shahnazariants,790 his
wife Sultan, their daughter Sehar as well as their sons
Aghabeg and Hovsep; Aznvakan’s brother Beglar,791 his wife
Khanum, their daughter Taguhi as well as their sons Ohanes
and Shamir; 

2 Kochar’s son Aznvakan Melik-Shahnazariants,792 his
wife Pari, their sons 1. Adam; 2. Nariman with his wife
Herik, his son Mejlum and his daughter Begum, and 3.
Arustam with his daughters Ghamar and Sultan;

3 Arakel Melkumian, his wife Sandukht, their sons
Arushan, Harutiun, Mkrtich, Hovsep as well as their daugh-
ters Khanum, Nazi, Anakhas and Mariam;

4 Michael Ghazarian, his wife Khanum, their sons
Poghos, Karapet, Ghazar as well as their daughters Yeghsom
and Herik;

5 Sargis Hovsepian, his wife Herik and their son Petros;
Sargis’ brother Aslan and his wife Aziz with their daughters
Mariam and Herik;

6 Hakob Simonian, his wife Hori and their daughter
Mariam;

7 Arakel Navasardian, his wife Margaret, their sons 1.
Kochari, his wife Nakhshun, their daughter Javahir as well as
their sons Sargis, Yesayi, Hakob and Ghazi, 2. Avag, his wife
Pari, their son Abraham as well as their daughters Mariam
and Khanum;

8 Hovhannes Poghossian, his wife Heghine, their sons 1.
Arustam, his wife Pashakh and their daughter Sanam, 2.
Ghahraman, his wife Herik and his daughter Anayi;

9 Apres Arjunts, his wife Vardi, their daughter Ajabnan as
well as Apres’ sister Anayi and his mother Khatayi;

10 Aghajan Ohannissian, his wife Taguhi, their daughter
Sehar, their sons Sahak, Ohanes, Harutiun, Hakob and
Grigor; Aghajan’s brothers Tunibob and Stepan;

11 Murat from Khoy,793 his wife Ghumash, their sons 1.
Thomas with his wife Herik, and 2. Sargis with his daughters
Sabet and Mariam;

12 Israpil Stepanian, his wife Anayi and their daughter
Javahir; Israpil’s sister Khatayi and his mother Tamam;

13 Sahak Movsessian, his wife Mariam as well as their
sons Gevorg, Ohanes and Harutiun with his wife Herik; 

14 Saghatel Davtian, his wife Mariam, their son Hovsep
and their daughter Tazagul;

15 Baba Avetian and his wife Sara together with their
sons Avetis, Sargis and Hovhannes;

16 Shahsvar Mosessian, his wife Sirunna, their sons
Mnatsakan, and Sargis with his wife Mariam;

17 Ballu Vanian and his wife Khatayi with their sons
Hakob and Hovhannes;

18 Khachatur Hovhannissian, his wife Shahum, their son
Hakob as well as their daughters Sabed, Nazi, Herik and
Mariam; Khachatur’s brothers Mkrtum, Gevorg with his wife
Anayi, and Harutiun with his wife Taguhi, his son Hovhannes
as well as his daughters Sandukht and Mariam; 

19 Arzuman Khachaturian, his wife Javahir, their sons
Melkum and Hakob as well as their daughters Hori and
Taguhi; Arzuman’s brothers 1. Sargis with his wife Sabed, 2.
Ghahraman with his wife Mariam as well as his sons Poghos
and Petros; Arzuman’s cousins Movses and Harutiun
Vardanian;

20 Harutiun Mkrtumian, his wife Jorap and his son
Mnatsakan; Harutiun’s brother Poghos and his wife Taguhi
with their daughters Mariam and Javahir;

21 Hovhannes Hayrapetian, his wife Sabed, their daugh-
ter Sanam as well as their sons Arustam, Poghos, Petros and
Sargis;

22 Widower Bayram Poghossian, his sons Harutiun and
Karapet as well as his daughters Taguhi, Tellu, Gayane and
Mehri.”794

The available statistical data on the number of Vos-
kanapat’s population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1839795 22 90 80 170
1845796 153 137 290
1847797 149 135            284
1852798 153 142 295
1861799 34
1866800 38 194 128 322
1870801 219 140 359
1873802 430

__________
788 See The Bloodless Slaughter of Gardman Armenians in Lis (in:

“Gardmank,” No. 3, p. 16) and The Armenian Refugees of Gard-
mank in Georgia (in: “Gardmank,” No. 1, p. 7) for details about
the resettlement of Voskanapat Armenians in the village of Lis
located near Tiflis.

789 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 29.
This archive document contains some errors in the number of the
male and female members of the local families. The former total
91, and the latter 100, which is not correct. In fact, the village had
90 male and 80 female inhabitants.

790-792 Noblemen Yavribek, Beklar and Kochari Bey (he died in
1840) were Melik Hovsep III’s sons (he died in 1826).

__________
793 A district of Historical Armenia, at present forming part of

North-western Iran.
794 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 29.
795 Idem, file 3800, p. 29.
796 Idem, file 3811, pp. 4-5.
797 Idem, file 3814, pp. 96-97.
798 Idem, file 3819, pp. 105-106.
799 Idem, file 3835, pp. 147-148.
800 Idem, file 3848, p. 57.
801 Idem, file 3857, pp. 49-50.
802 Idem, file 3864, pp. 39-40.
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1874803 490
1885804 270 240 510
1886805 114 398 329 727
1887806 277            252 529
1888807 290 260 550
1889808 297 267 564
1890809 314 271 585
1891810 89 321 275 596
1892811 334 294 628
1893812 23 343 294 637
1894813 349 309 658
1897814 340 313 653
1898815 341 318 659
1899816 347 321 668
1900817 349 321 670
1901818 350 324 674
1902819 360 332 692
1905820 364 340 704
1906821 375 342 717
1907822 965
1908823 99 564 421 985
1909824 438 385 823
1910825 596 451 1,047
1912826 452 398 850
1914827 1,215
1917828 102 1,215
1924829 226
1940830 1,500
1979831 751
1983832 570

The table indicates that the local inhabitants contin-
ually grew throughout the 19th and early 20th cen-
turies. Like the other villages of the region, Voskanapat
sometimes suffered losses due to various lethal infec-
tious diseases: thus, in 1893 smallpox took away 15
lives.833

Although the village grew even more populous in
the first decades of Soviet rule, as a result of the emi-
gration that started later and acquired larger scale par-
ticularly in the 1970s, the number of the local residents
was gradually reduced. In March 1989, Voskanapat
saw the deportation of its last remaining 500 Armenian
inhabitants and was left absolutely derelict. 

The village participated in the Great Patriotic War
with 309 of its inhabitants, 154 of whom did not return
from the battle-field.

The year of the foundation of the local Armenian
parish school remains unknown. The institution, pro-
viding a one-year course of instruction for males in
1884,834 remained closed on the order of the authorities
throughout 1885 (for the second time it closed in
1896). The existing archive documents mention it only
in 1891 as a one-year male school of 60 pupils.835

In 1897, when the activity of Armenian national
schools was banned throughout the Russian Empire, a
public Russian school opened in Voskanapat. The
pupils of that “...two-year public school”836 totaled a
100.837

In 1940/1941, Voskanapat’s seven-year school shif-
ted to a ten-year basis. The institution, that had 46 pu-
pils in 1988, functioned until the deportation of 1989.

St. Hakob Church, standing on an elevation at the
southern extremity of the village, represents a magnif-
icent edifice, but the scholars describing it are not lav-
ish with their words. Thus, S. Jalaliants confines him-
self to stating, “...it has a vaulted church.”838

Kajikian writes, “...the church, erected more than
two hundred years ago, is built of dressed stone and has
a big, gable roof.  It is bare of any inscriptions.”839

According to M. Barkhutariants, “...St. Hakob
Church is a superb monument resting on four pillars...”840

In 1847 “...there was a capital of a hundred rubles
raised the previous year for the purpose of buying tiles.
This year the community has again collected money for
tiles and the repairs of the church in general.”841

__________
803 Caucasian Calendar for 1886, p. 125.
804 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3877, p. 29.
805 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 84-85.
806 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 73.
807 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3882, p. 130.
808 Idem, file 3884, pp. 226-227.
809 Idem, file 3887, p. 149.
810 Idem, file 3889, p. 148. Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 273.
811 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3891, p. 120.
812 Idem, file 3895, pp. 77-78. In March 1893, smallpox took away

the lives of 15 children (“Ardzagank,” 1893, No. 50, p. 2).
813 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3896, pp. 173-174.
814 Idem, file 3899, pp. 146-147.
815 Idem, file 3897, p. 169.
816 Idem, file 3903, pp. 126-127.
817 Idem, file 3905, pp. 91-92.
818 Idem, file 3906, pp. 97-98.
819 Idem, file 3907, pp. 23-24.
820 Idem, file 3912, pp. 266-267.
821 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
822 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
823 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 9.

According to another statistical source, Voskanapat had 827
inhabitants (Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 259).

824 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 764, p. 117.
825 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 57-58.
826 Idem, file 3919, pp. 62-63.
827 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 127.
828 Avetissian, M. M., ibid.
829 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2635, pp. 8, 49.
830 As attested by Kirakos Khachaturian from Voskanapat.
831 SAE, vol. 4, p. 348.
832 As attested by Kirakos Khachaturian from Voskanapat.

__________
833 “Ardzagank,” 1893, No. 50, p. 2.
834 Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 480. The author mistakenly took

Voskanapat and Zurnabad for two different villages.
835 Idem, p. 477; “Nor-Dar,” 1891, No. 47, p. 2.
836 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 315.
837 “Mshak,” 1901, No. 84, p. 3.
838 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, p. 169.
839 Kajikian, idem, p. 294.
840 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 273 (by “pillars,” the author

means ‘pilasters’).
841 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3814, pp. 101-102. 
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During the overhaul of 1916, “...the foundations of
the southern, northern and eastern walls were renovat-
ed...” together with the tiled roof of the monument at
the expense of 765 rubles.842 The wooden floor of the
sanctuary is the handiwork of the Russians who used it
as a barn during the Russo-Persian war of 1826 to
1828.843

The topographers of the 19th century keep silence
about the construction inscriptions of the church walls.
We suppose it had none, for its tympanum, i.e. the part
where such inscriptions are generally carved, does not
bear anything.

St. Hakob represents a uni-nave vaulted basilica
(exterior dimensions: 25.60 x 11.20 metres) typical of
Artsakh’s architectural school, but at the same time,
standing out of its other specimens. In all other struc-
tures of the same composition, the vault, lying below a
gable roof, is supported by arches resting on one to
three pairs of pilasters. In contrast to that, in this church

the vault-bearing arches rest on four pairs of pilas-
ters,844 thanks to which, the prayer hall is quite spa-
cious. Like all the other monuments of the same peri-
od, the sanctuary has quite thick walls (135 centime-
tres), with the bay of the vault-bearing arches totalling
6.5 metres. Along the inner northern and southern walls
extend the false arches. The font is in its traditional
place, i.e. in the northern wall. The church is thorough-
ly built of undressed stone and mortar, with the excep-
tion of its cornerstones which are finely-finished. Its
walls, particularly its western facade, bear about twen-
ty khachkars dating from the 12th to 16th centuries. 

The aforementioned peculiarities of the church and
its comparison with other similar monuments of
Gandzak Province trace it back to the second half of the
17th century.

VOSKANAPAT (ZURNABAD). Partial views of St. Hakob Church (photos below by courtesy of A. Ghulian)

__________
842 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 1107, p. 2.
843 Kajikian, ibid.

__________
844 Another similar monument having vault-bearing arches that rest

on four pairs of pilasters is St. Stepanos Church of Khandzk in
Askeran District of the Republic of Nagorno Karabakh, but it is
smaller in dimensions. See our table of the plans of religious
buildings in: Donabedian, Patrick, Mutafian, Claude. Artsakh:
History of Karabakh. Paris, 1991, p. 152, in French.
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St. Hakob Church closed in 1928.845

Its walls have preserved the following inscriptions:

Carved on a capital in the north of the font:
ºë àí³Ý¿ë, ¶ñÇùáñ Ï³Ù³ñë µ»ñÇ ¶áõ¹-

Ï³Ý, ¹íÇÙ ÇÙ Ù»ñ (Ùáñ) àõéáõÙÇ (ÐéÇ÷ëÇÙ¿Ç)
Ñá·ÇÝ Ñ³Ù³ñ:

transl.: Grigor [and] I, Ovanes, brought this
arch ... donated it in memory of my mother Urum
(Hripsime).

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.
Artsakh, p. 273.

Incised into one of the khachkars outwardly set in the western
facade of the church:

Âí(ÇÝ) | à¸ (1155). | ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë ³õ·Ý³-
Ï³Ý | î(¿)ñ àí³ÝÇëÇÝ:

transl.: In the year 1155. May this Holy Cross
protect Father Ovanes.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid.

Priests. In 1869 “Michael (formerly: Mkrtich) Ter-
Hovhannessian Ter-Avagiants from Voskanapat was
ordained to serve the churches of the Armenian villages
of Murut and Voskanapat and help his aged father,
Priest Hovhannes.”846

Father Michael occupied his post until 1905, when
he was killed by some Turks.847

Between 1908 and 1910, Grigor Ter-Sargissiants
performed priestly duties in Voskanapat and Murut Vil-
lages.848

On 28 August 1924, Voskanapat’s last priest
Hovhannes Aghassiants resigned his post.849

The convent of Koosanats Sourb Astvatzatzin is
located in a gorge lying at the southern extremity of the
village, on the left bank of the river Voskanapat. There
exist no trustworthy sources on the exact time of its
foundation, but most presumably, it was built before
1684, as it is mentioned in the colophon of a manu-

VOSKANAPAT (ZURNABAD). Khachkars set in the western facade of St. Hakob Church

VOSKANAPAT (ZURNABAD). The plan of St. Hakob Church

__________
845 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2658, p. 12.

__________
846 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 5394, p. 10.
847 “Mshak,” No. 15, 22 January 1906, p. 1.
848 National Archives of Armenia, fund 458ä, list 1, file 184, p. 7.
849 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2658, p. 12.
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script created that year: “...I, Sargis’ son Pati the Khoja,
ransomed the Holy Gospel from the mean enemy and
donated it to Voskanapat’s Sourb Astvatzatzin Cloister
of Virgins...”850

The composition and building peculiarities of the
church of the convent trace it back to the 17th century.
It is highly probable that it started receiving gifts,
including the aforementioned Gospel, immediately
after its completion.

The monument represents a uni-nave, vaulted struc-
ture (exterior dimensions: 12.25 x 6.55 metres) of
gable roof, its only entrance opening from the south. It
is built of undressed stone and mortar, with its walls
plastered both inside and outside. The sanctuary used
to have some monastic rooms in its western part, “...but

heavy rains reduced them to ruins so that their sites
now represent heaps of pebble.”851

An archive document of 1885 mentions the cloister
by the name of Sourb Voskiants.852

The church bears the traces of some repairs. The
following epitaph attests that an elderly man named
Harutiun carried out some overhaul there in 1821.853

Carved on a tombstone lying below the southern wall of the
monument:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝ å³åÇÝ , áñ
í»ñëïÇÝ Ýáñá·»³ó ëáõñµ »Ï»Õ»óÇë, Ãí. èØÐ
(1821):

VOSKANAPAT (ZURNABAD). Khachkars set in the walls of St. Hakob Church

__________
850 Kajikian, ibid.

__________
851 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 275.
852 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3877, p. 29.
853 Barkhutariants, M., ibid.
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transl.: In this grave reposes grandfather
Harutiun, who repaired this holy church again in
1821.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.
Artsakh, p. 275.

The church of St. Sargis (Sourb Vardanants),
presumably, dating back to the 17th century, stands on
the right bank of the river Voskanapat, opposite
Koosanats Sourb Astvatzatzin. It represents a uni-nave,
vaulted structure (exterior dimensions: 10.50 x 6.30
metres) built of undressed stone and mortar, with some
ruined cells and an enclosure preserved nearby. Its
semi-circular vault, lying below a gable roof, is sup-
ported by arches resting on two pairs of pilasters. 

An archive document of 1885, that mentions St.
Hakob Church and the cloister of Koosanats Sourb

Astvatzatzin, also makes reference to Sourb Vardanants
Church.854 Given the fact that St. Sargis was the third
more or less famous sanctuary in Voskanapat and its
neighbourhood after the aforementioned ones, we pre-
sume ‘Sourb Vardanants’ is its second name. 

Interestingly enough, two different manuscripts da-
ted 1626 and 1634 mention the same clergyman,
“...Priest Vardan of Voski Cloister...”855 and “...Priest
Vardan of Voskanapat.”856

Presumably, Sourb Vardanants Church was either
built by that person or dedicated to him.

VOSKANAPAT (ZURNABAD). Koosanats Sourb Astvatzatzin Convent seen from the east and south-east. The entrance of the con-
vent opening from the south. Its plan 

__________
854 Ibid.
855 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 2, p. 206.
856 Idem, p. 543.
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Engraved on the lower part of a khachkar standing in the bema
of St. Sargis Church:

êáõñµ Ë³ãë ³õ·Ý³Ï³Ý...:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect...
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid.

A thick wood extending east of Voskanapat in the
direction of Mount Pand retains an ancient site called
Sirun Khach, i.e. the Armenian equivalent for
‘Beautiful Cross’: probably, the name derives from
one or several cross-stones located there.857

A small fort, dating from the 10th to 12th centuries,
is preserved on the left bank of the river Gandzak, in
the south-west of Voskanapat. The only topographer to
have visited it is Bishop Barkhutariants (Yer. Lalayan
used the information he reports without referring to the
source): “A small stronghold built of stone and mortar
rises on the left bank of the river Voskanapat, about a
mile above a village of the same name. It is almost
square in shape and has a gate. Small as it is, it repre-
sents a fine monument enjoying a favourable position
and solid ramparts with four towers. It might have had
another row of fortified walls extending a little below
its main ramparts and comprising a dwelling together
with a building of stone and mortar.”858

YALGHESHLAGH
The village lies on the right bank of the river

Artinajur, 10 kilometres north-west of the district cen-
tre, at an altitude of 700 to 740 metres above sea level.

It was established in the site of an abandoned
Armenian village in the late 19th century. It comprised
9 houses (37 males, 34 females) in 1886,859 and 123
inhabitants in 1914.860

YENI-ALIBAYRAMLI
This Turkish village extends 3.5 kilometres east of

the district centre, between 600 and 620 metres of alti-
tude above sea level.

It was founded in the Soviet years and had 1,252
inhabitants in 1980.861

ZAZALI
The village is situated 19 kilometres north-east of

the district centre, at an altitude of 250 to 258 metres
above sea level.

The available statistical data relating to the number
of the members of the Zazalu tribe of Turkish nomads
represent the following picture:

VOSKANAPAT (ZURNABAD). The church of St. Sargis (Sourb Vardanants) seen from the west; its plan, and partial views of the
cemetery extending around it

__________
857 “Nor-Dar,” 1891, No. 47, p. 2.
858 Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 303-304.

__________
859 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79.
860 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 161.
861 SAE, vol. 5, p. 110.
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Year Houses Males Females Total
1804862 12 23 19 42
1908863 200
1914864 101
1979865 420

Zazali was adjoined by the estate of merchant
Nikoghayos Arafelian.866

ZIYADLI
The village extends in a plain lying 22 kilometres

north of the district centre, at an altitude of 245 to 270
metres above sea level.

The available statistical data regarding the number
of the members of the Ziyadli tribe of Turkish herds-
men represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1804867 6 15 17 32
1886868 109 334 267 601
1907869 948
1914870 780
1979871 1,490

__________
862 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
863 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 254.
864 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 125.
865 SAE, vol. 4, p. 420.
866 “Tifliski Listok,” 1906, No. 229, p. 3.

__________
867 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
868 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 80-81.
869 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 258.
870 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 127.
871 SAE, vol. 4, p. 331.
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SHAMKHOR DISTRICT

The administrative district of Shamkhor, established in 1930, occupies an area of 1,660 square kilometres and
comprises 62 residential settlements, including 60 villages. Its centre is Shamkhor City founded in an area once
occupied by the Turkish village of Morul and the former German colony of Annenfeld. It borders on Getabek,
Dashkesan, Touz and Khanlar Districts of the Republic of Azerbaijan. The entire district of Shamkhor was
stripped of its Armenian population during the deportation of 1988 to 1989.
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ABASLI
Location. The village lies 12 kilometres southeast

of the district centre, at an altitude of 420 to 470 metres
above sea level. 

In the Soviet years, it was within the jurisdiction of
the Village Council of Seyfali.

In 1976 Abasli had a Turkish population of 2,294.1

AHMEDLI
Location. Ahmedli extends 11 kilometres south-

west of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,140 to
1,180 metres above sea level.

It represents a small Turkish village founded in
some territories seized from Chardakhlu in the Soviet
years.

ASHAGHI2 SEYFALI
Location. The village is situated 12 kilometres

southeast of the district centre, at an altitude of 440 to
490 metres above sea level. 

Population. Its historical name has sunk into obliv-
ion like those of the other adjacent villages. It was pre-
sumably stripped of its Armenian population by the late
17th century. 

For a long time, the village site served as a winter
encampment for some nomadic Turkish tribes. It was
only in the late 19th century that these cattle-breeders
shifted to a sedentary mode of life and founded the
present-day Turkish settlement of Ashaghi Seyfali.

Below follow the available statistical data regard-
ing the local population:
Year Houses Males Females Total
18863 250 1,005 648 1,653
19144 1,550
19765 1,915

The remnants of a tower known by the name of
Ditvan (18th century) are preserved in the vicinity of
the village. 

ATABEK
Location. The village is situated 19 kilometres

south-west of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,330
to 1,450 metres above sea level. 

A Historical Introduction. By 1890 Atabek had
already been stripped of its Armenian population. S.
Kamalian, who is the only topographer to have visited
it, writes, “South of the station, the dim shapes of
Mount Gharamoghli and the fields of Chardakhlu
could be seen. The former is adjoined by the mountain

chain of Atabek with a village site and the walls of a
demolished church.”6

ATABEK. The eight facets of a tube-shaped finely-dressed stone

__________
1 SAE, vol. 1, p. 13.
2 ‘Ashaghi’ is the Turkish equivalent for ‘Lower.’
3 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87 (for reasons already specified, the

number of the village population is exaggerated).
4 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 180.
5 SAE, vol. 1, p. 509.

__________
6 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, pp. 1-2.
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Population. In the early Soviet years, the site of the
abandoned Armenian village provided a place of living
for some Armenians from the adjacent villages, this mar-
king revival and prosperity for it. In 1976 the local Ar-
menians, who had a small number of Azerbaijani neigh-
bours, amounted to 470.7 Ten years later, however, a dou-
ble reduction could be observed in the former’s number.

Atabek was totally stripped of its Armenian popula-
tion during the deportation of 1988 to 1989.

In 1986 the village had an eight-year school of 40
pupils, including only eight Armenians.8

The historical monuments preserved in the village
include a tube-shaped, finely-cut stone, with only one
of its ends open (it was unearthed during road-build-
ing). Cylindrical inside and octahedral outside, it con-
tains some encoded pieces of writing on all its facets.
This finding, whose original function still remains
obscure, was kept in the local sawmill before 1988.

In the mid-1980s, the ruins of an old mill could be
seen in a small gorge lying half a kilometre north-east
of the village.

BADA (BADENK, BDADZOR, LEGHARAK)
Location. The village, mentioned by the historical

name of Legharak in some bibliographical sources, is
situated on the north-facing slope of a mountain rising
at an altitude of 1,130 to 1,260 metres above sea level,
21 kilometres west of the district centre.

A Historical Introduction. In 1620 Priest Hakob
copied a manuscript Gospel there and wrote the fol-
lowing in its colophon, “...dedicated to St. Hovhannes
as well as Holy Archimandrites Vanakan and Grigor in
Khoranashat’s Sourb Astvatzatzin Church located in
the gorge of Zakam, in Legharak Village.”9

Hin Bada used to be situated “at the foot of a lofty
hill of a pointed top” rising on the left bank of one of
the tributaries of the river Zakam. As the aforegoing
source continues, “...it is permanently inhabited by
some families from Bada whose main occupation is se-
riculture and animal husbandry so that the village bears
a close resemblance to a nomads’ encampment.”10

In the mid-1880s, Hin Bada had a population of
some 20 to 25 houses.11

Nor (the Armenian equivalent for New) Bada was
founded “in a wide plain of moderate altitude called
Legharak.”12

The available sources are not unanimous in men-
tioning the circumstances under which it was estab-
lished. Thus, according to a press publication of 1893,
“...the village was founded in the year 1866 by the for-
mer inhabitants of Nerkin Legharak which was situat-
ed near Zakam Station...”13

A record of 1898 states the following, “About half
a century ago, this village was situated a little north of
its present-day location, where now its gardens extend.
It was the terrible heat that made its residents move to
a place of a greater altitude.”14

Stating that “Nor (Metz) Bada was founded in
Legharak about two centuries ago,” Kajberuny contin-
ues, “In the course of time, the inhabitants of the old
village of the gorge increased so that their small village
could not accommodate them any longer. Naturally,
they were to move to their present-day place of resi-
dence which enjoys a favourable geographical posi-
tion, a great altitude, an abundance of springs and other
blessings.”15

Construction Activity. By 1893 Bada had already
grown into a rich, populous village, the following
record attesting this, “Bada (Baden), a thriving village
of more than 300 houses, is rich in gardens. Although
the construction of its church is still underway, a young
clergyman has already started performing priestly
duties there. The village, which enjoys pure air and
water, is adjoined by a forest and an iron mine, the only
problem facing the local residents being the necessity
of a school...”16

Before the outbreak of the Armeno-Turkish fights
early in the 20th century, “...the single- and double-
storey neat houses, accurately erected side by side,
stood as eloquent proof of Bada’s prosperity. Like the
dwellings of the Russian immigrants, most of these
buildings were covered with either straw or grass so
that they could easily be set alight. The village also had
barns, cattle-sheds, granaries, cellars, etc. ...”17

Population. Sharing the fate of the other villages of
the region, Bada was stripped of its Armenian popula-
tion in the 1770s. In the early 19th century, the desolate
village was revived thanks to some Armenian resettlers
“...from Jraberd, Pambak and Gharamurat Villages...”18

Below follows a list (1862) of Bada’s 91 housefa-
thers which is of great value for the study of the histo-
ry of the local families:

__________
7 SAE, vol. 1, p. 457.
8 Karapetian, S. Abandoned Armenian Settlements in Azerbaijan

(1988 to 1991). In: “Hayreniki Dzayn,”  9 February 1993, p. 4, in
Armenian.

9 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 1, pp. 725-726.
10 “These encampments that are very fit for cattle-breeding are

called Bina” (Kajberuny. The Destruction of Bada Village. In:
“Ararat,” 1910, p. 227).

11 Abelov, N. A., idem, p. 13. 
12 Kajberuny, idem, p. 227.

__________
13 “Nor-Dar,” 1889, No. 117, p. 2.
14 Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 322.
15 Kajberuny, idem, pp. 228-229.
16 “Ardzagank,” 1893, No. 44, p. 2.
17 Kajberuny, idem, p. 231.
18 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 321. Also see Lalayan, Yer,

idem, p. 322.

“1 Ghevond Shushanov;
2 Sahak Martirosov;

3 Stepan Astvatzaturov;
4 David Hadamov;
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The available statistical evidence regarding the
population of Bada dates from the ‘40s of the 19th cen-
tury. In the course of some years, certain reduction
could be observed in their number due to resettlement,

various epidemics and the Armeno-Turkish fights: 

BADA (LEGHARAK). The village seen from the west

__________
19 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1,file 3841, pp. 196-197.

5 Hovhannes Danelov;
6 Khachatur Sargisov;
7 Harutiun Papeov;
Grigor Papov;
9 Hadam Grigorov;
10 Harutiun Grigorov;
11 Sargis Grigorov;
12 Stepan Avagov;
13 Movses Stepanov;
14 Hakob Stepanov;
15 Aghajan Kartishov;
16 Hovhannes Dadolov;
17 Poghos Galustov;
18Arzuman Ter-Mkrtichov;
19 Arushan Hovhannessov;
20 Poghos Gabrielov;
21 Khachatur Asriov;
22 Simon Mkrtichov;
23 Poghos Arakelov;
24 Arakel Sahakov;
25 Patir Sargisov;
26 Arakel Harutiunov;
27 Hovhannes Astvatzaturov;
28 Martiros Grigorov;
29 Hovhannes Ghukassov; 
30 Hovhannes Grigorov;
31Hakob Avagian;
32 Grigor Avagian;
33 Poghos Arzumanov;

34 Khachatur Sargisov;
35 Tzatur Harutiunov;
36 Hakob Harutiunov;
37 Avag Danelov;
38 Khachatur Avagov;
39 Sahak Sargisov;
40 Harutiun Astvatzaturov;
41 Hakob Ghukasov;
42 Vardan Voskanov;
43 Martiros Harutiunov;
44 Daniel Margarov;
45 Arzuman Harutiunov;
46 Karapet Grigorov;
47 Vardazar Galustov;
48 Abraham Hovhannesov;
49 Avag Sargisov;
50 Papi Sargisov;
51 Ghazar Avetov; 
52 Herapet Mkhitarov;
53 Barsegh Avetov;
54 Hovhannes Harutiunov;
55 Astvatzatur Yeghizarov; 
56 Mkrtich Khachaturov;
57 Papi Khachaturov;
58 Poghos Kartishov;
59 Sargis Ghukasov;
60 Hovhannes Stepanov;
61 Grigor Hunanov;
62 Harutiun Sargisov;

63 Stepan Hovsepov;
64 Hovsep Apresov;
65 Harutiun Apresov;
66 Maki Hovhannesov;
67 Martiros Martirosov;
68 Margar Harutiunov;
69 Hovhannes Margarov;
70 Aghajan Margarov;
71 Hakob Avetov;
72 Voskan Hovsepov;
73 Grigor Ter-Vardanov;
74 Hovhannes Ter-Vardanov;
75 Gabriel Ter-Vardanov;
76 Harutiun Aghasiov;
77 Vardazar Nikoghayosov;
78 Hakob Unanov;
79 Karapet Ghukasov;
80 Harutiun Ghukasov;
81 Petros Khachaturov;
82 Atay Khachaturov;
83 Grigor Khachaturov;
84 Sargis Grigorov;
85 Grigor Avalov;
86 Akoy Avalov;
87 Hovhannes Harutiunov;
88 Galust Mejlumov;
89 Khachatur Avagian;
90 Sargis Sahakov;
91 Harutiun Azriov.”19
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Year Houses Males Females Total
184020 34 102 92 194
184121 160 117 277
184222 150 170 320
184423 165 123 288
184924 306 259 565
185125 90 303 255 558
185326 340 256 596
185727 315 248 563
186228 90
186629 90
187430 1,242
187931 647 510 1,157
188232 472 408 880
188333 508 438 946
188534 605 499 1,104
188635 270 634 439 1,073
188736 705 623 1,328
188837 721 641 1,362
188938 743 668 1,411
189039 765 692 1,457
189140 748 735 1,483
199241 713 739 1,452
189342 740 749 1,489
189543 245 735 713 1,448
189744 908 764 1,672
189845 959 731 1,690
189946 1,009 771 1,780
190047 1,032 722 1,754

190148 1,087 760 1,847
190249 1,017 785 1,802
190550 300 1,388 1,225 2,713
190651 827 698 1,525
190752 1,524
190853 1,965
191054 1,980 1,420 3,400
191455 2,111
191756 400 2,518
197657 1,526
198858 1,200

The Economic Life of the Village. The Armenians
of Bada were mainly occupied with farming, viticul-
ture, bee-keeping, animal husbandry and silkworm
breeding. 

Touching upon the financial condition of the local
people, a visitor wrote the following in 1890, “The
arable lands and winter cattle-sheds belonging to Bada
lie east of the village, towards Dashbulagh  (the local
inhabitants generally camp in the mountain dwellings
belonging to Dabagh and Ayvaz). It does not have any
storehouses, for its residents hardly have anything to
store in. On the whole, the Armenians of Legharak face
rather harsh living conditions: the poor arable lands do
not yield rich crops so that they mainly grow wheat and
barley. Each family owns only a small plot of land, on
which they grow fruits and distil vodka from them, thus
somehow making both ends meet until the end of the
year. The farming lands belonging to the state, the poor
peasants receive scanty income from them and eke out
a miserable existence. Some of them even think of
leaving their place of residence in search of fertile soil.

“Some 30 to 40 years ago, however, the shortage of
farming lands was not so acute: the local inhabitants
generally lived in the mountain encampments now
appropriated by the Zulghadarovs.59 Through bribery
and false promises, the cunning bey made the elderly
people of Bada yield up vast territories, including
mountains, fields, springs, rivers and villages, to him.

__________
20 Ibid.
21 Idem, file 3800, p. 7.
22 Idem, file 3802, pp. 57-58.
23 Idem, file 3805, pp. 84-85.
24 Idem, file 3809, pp. 73-74.
25 Idem, file 3818, pp. 75-76.
26 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 2596, p. 52.
27 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 2743, pp. 102-103.
28 Idem, file 3830, p. 292.
29 Idem, file 3848, p. 86.
30 Caucasian Calendar for 1886, p. 124.
31 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3870, p. 90.
32 Idem, file 3874, pp. 129-130.
33 Idem, file 3875, p. 3.
34 Idem, file 3877, p. 8.
35 Idem, file 3879, p. 126. Also see “Ardzagank,” 1888, No. 7, p. 87.

Another source reports 247 houses with 1,720 inhabitants, includ-
ing 985 males and 735 females. Also see A Statistical Survey...,
pp. 76-77; Caucasian Calendar for 1894, p. 155.

36 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 31.
37 Idem, file 3882, p. 135.
38 Idem, file 3884, p. 12. Another source reports 180 houses (“Nor-

Dar,” 1889, No. 117, p. 2).
39 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3887, p. 154.
40 Idem, file 3889, p. 153.
41 Idem, file 3891, p. 125.
42 Idem, file 3895, pp. 13-14.
43 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 321.
44 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3899, pp. 151-152.
45 Idem, file 3897, p. 174.
46 Idem, file 3903, p. 22.
47 Idem, file 3905, p. 14.

__________
48 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, lists 1-2, file 205, pp. 145-146.
49 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3907, pp. 28-29.
50 Kajberuny, idem, pp. 231-232.
51 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3915, p. 75.
52 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
53 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 194. According to another

source, the village had 350 houses with 3,405 inhabitants, includ-
ing 1,980 males and 1,425 females (National Archives of
Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 12).

54 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 60-61.
55 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 95.
56 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 167.
57 SAE, vol. 1, p. 535.
58 Attested by the Village Council.
59 A record of 1890 states the following about the Zulghadarovs,

“The Zulghadarovs, the eldest of whom is Allahyar Bey, are four
brothers having large families. Mamad Bey, Mamarza Bey and
Sultan Allahyar are respectively their father, grandfather and great
grandfather” (S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 5).
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‘If you support me,’ the guileful bey told them, ‘I shall
allocate some lands to you.’ ... In fact, these elderly
Armenians deprived their descendants of their piece of
daily bread, delivering over the fertile fields and rich
meadows to the mean enemy and bequeathing only
some bare mountains to them.”60

Continuing his description of the economic life of
Bada, the visitor writes, “The village has some wealthy
inhabitants with an income of 2,000 to 3,000 rubles. I
saw four smithies, the same number of dye-houses and
three hawker’s shops there, but I failed to see others
dealing in spirits. On the whole, Bada is a poor village,
where no trade is conducted. Some of the local people
are workers and farmers; others practise weaving and
make woollen shawls, stocks, leather belts, etc.”61

In the early 20th century, Bada had “...a butcher’s
and five hawker’s shops as well as eight draperies...”62

The Armeno-Turkish Fights between 1905 and
1906. Believing in the hollow promises of Allahyar
Bey Zulghadarov, an influential landowner from the
neighbouring village of Keshishkyand, and convinced
that he would support and protect them in case it
proved necessary, the Armenians of Bada did absolute-
ly nothing to put up a proper resistance against the
inimical intrusion. With this regard, a record states,
“Unfortunately, Bada turned out unable to repel the
enemy attacks: the local inhabitants did not have any
influential leader to unite them against the Turkish mob
and control their actions... Despite that, however, real-
izing the tensity of the atmosphere, some young men
who had personally experienced the horror of the
February and August massacres perpetrated in Baku
organized the self-defence of the village, following
Chardakhlu Armenians’ example. Allahyar Bey
Zulghadarov, however, lulled them into a false sense of
security, saying, ‘Bada is my own village so that I will
never yield it up. I feel closely attached to its inhabi-
tants and will never let anyone touch them...’”63

The insouciance of Bada Armenians was not broken
even by the ill news of the Armenians’ slaughter com-
mitted at Zakam Station on 18 November, several eye-
witnesses hardly having a narrow escape from certain
death.

On 19 November some reports were heard in the
neighbourhood of Bada and the people living in the
mountain encampments returned to the village with all
their property and cattle: “...at that moment the village
represented a scene that beggared any description.
...Unspeakable turmoil, intertwined with the weeping,
mourning, cries, shouts and voices of thousands of peo-
ple, had permeated through the entire village. The peas-

ants were at a loss: they did not know what they were
to do and where they were to go... It goes without say-
ing that nobody thought of self-defence.”64

The situation grew even worse due to the fact that
“The inhabitants of Bada were absolutely deprived of
any chances of getting arms and ammunition, for it was
surrounded by numerous Turkish villages... The Turks
of the neighbourhood were on their guard so that Bada
would not be able to receive arms from the outer
world.”65

Sieged from all possible sides, through 20 to 23
November, Bada made desperate attempts to receive
aid from the other Armenian villages, but in vain.
Attacking it on 23 November, the Turks broke the poor
resistance of the Armenians on the evening of the same
day and intruded into the village: “...First they set
alight the buildings... that sinister moment marking the
notorious end of the existence of Bada: the history of a
rich village was consigned to the past, its inhabitants’
blood covering the earth and their mourning permeat-
ing through the air. The local people were incessantly
shot dead... some of them running away in the direction
of the gardens without a second thought.”66

The carnage, plunder and destruction continued for
three days, the Turks also attacking and slaughtering
ruthlessly the fugitives who had found shelter in the
nearby caves and gorges. The third day (25 November)
“...found the village totally stripped of its residents and
left to the mercy of the Turkish mob, that had arrogat-
ed the fortune accumulated by the Armenians and were
now busy carrying it away, without fearing any possi-
ble counterattack on the part of the Armenians and
local bodies of government. Certainly, the new owners
of the property the inhabitants of the once prospering
village had left took their time over selecting their loot
and differentiating between the light and heavy articles,
including the wooden parts of the buildings, logs,
doors, boards, etc. That unhurried pillage lasted for
three months...”67

These tragic events left “...the village totally lev-
elled with the ground: even the walls of the buildings
had not survived to be reconstructed into dwellings.
The surviving Armenians faced the utmost necessity of
rebuilding their village from its very foundations...”68

The massacres committed by the Turkish bandits
took away the lives of 116 people, including Arakel
Avagiants’, Saribek Nikoghossiants’ and Grigor Sar-

__________
60 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, pp. 3-5.
61 Idem, pp. 3-4.
62 Kajberuny, idem, p. 233.
63 Idem, p. 333.

__________
64 Idem, p. 422. Before that attack, many of the local people hid their

belongings in the village cemetery, as a result of which it was later
ransacked by the Turks for the treasures it allegedly retained
(idem, p. 1170).

65 Idem, p. 335.
66 Idem, pp. 655-656.
67 Idem, p. 731.
68 “Mshak,” No. 80, 16 April 1906, p. 1.
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gissiants’ families, that were exterminated up to their
very last members.69

Those inhabitants of Bada who had had a miracu-
lous escape from the carnage (277 houses with 1,664
inhabitants) found haven in Gandzak City and at the
station of the same name, as well as in the Armenian
villages of Pib, Banants, Khachakap, Barsum, Garna-
ker, Chardakhlu and Jagir.70

Part of them resettled in Tala, Khachtarak, Khava-
radzor, Karvansara and Verin (Upper) Aghdam Villages
of Ghazakh District.71

In January 1906, several hundred Armenians took
up living in Sololak and Havlabar Quarters of Tiflis.

The Relief Administered to Bada Armenians.
According to a press publication of 28 December
1905, the people who had found refuge in
Karvansara “are in bad need of medical and financial
aid.”72

Learning about the tragic state of Bada from local
priest Mesrop Ter-Stepanossiants, Catholicos of All
Armenians Mkrtich Khrimian (1892 to 1907), who was
in Tiflis early in December 1905, ordered that clothes,
bed articles and other essentials should be urgently sent
to the wretched fugitives. In its turn, the Central Relief
Committee of Tiflis allocated them 5,000 rubles to buy
flour.73

Obeying a Government order from 10 till 25 April
1906, conciliator Ivan Petrov made up a list of the loss-
es the village and each of its families had suffered in
the presence and with the participation of 150 local
Armenian and Turkish inhabitants. According to their
calculations, the compensation for the damage inflicted
amounted to two million two thousand three hundred
rubles.74

The Reconstruction of the Village. The Arme-
nians of Bada returned in 1906 and immediately em-

BADA (LEGHARAK). The old school house of the village, and fragments of the local church (destroyed in the Soviet years) set in
the walls of the new one

__________
69 Kajberuny, idem, p. 732. Another source reports 118 victims (A-

Do, idem, p. 349).
70 Kajberuny, idem, pp. 859-860.
71 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3764, p. 212.
72 “Mshak,” 1906, No. 1, p. 1.

__________
73 Kajberuny, idem, p. 734.
74 Idem, pp. 1169-1170. According to Kajberuny, the amount the

Tsarist authorities were to pay “can only partly compensate for the
formidable damage inflicted upon the wretched village of Bada in
the days of its destruction” (idem, p. 232).
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barked upon the reconstruction of their village, that
represented merely a heap of ruins (the local church of
Sourb Astvatzatzin had not been spared demolition
either). With this regard, an archive document states
the following, “...going through unspeakable torture in
1905, our people, who had been reduced to miserable
wretches, returned to their village on a Government
order. It is already four years since they started repair-
ing their houses with the sweat of their brow, without
receiving any financial assistance.”75

The Local School. A populous village as it was,
Bada did not have a school until the early 20th century:
“Although comprising a large population, it does not
have a school, for its residents feel absolutely no interest
in gaining literacy; nor do they send their children any-
where else to get education. In general, they are rather
rude and uncouth, just like their stones and gorges. None
of the local priests has ever attempted to gather several
children together to teach them reading and writing.”76

Early in the 20th century, Bada had a one-year
public school functioning through the means of the
local people.77 Priest Grigor Ter-Hovakimian Ter-Ha-
rutiuniants is known to have taught Religion and Arme-
nian there during the period between 24 October 1902
and 20 May 1915.78

In the Soviet years, the village had a secondary
school.

The earliest available record on the local church,
the exact date of whose foundation remains unknown,
mentions it in 1844 as a wooden building.79

On 20 September 1862, the sanctuary was plun-
dered.80

According to a press publication of the late 19th
century, Bada “...has two churches dating from 1867
and 1883...”81

Touching upon the first of them, a visitor writes,
“The older church represents a simple structure, with
darkness and humidity reigning inside. Its extremely
narrow entrance opens in the west. Eight pillars stand
in the middle of the hall, the pilasters being greater in
number. ... We were told a manuscript Gospel was kept
there, but somebody had taken it away to heal a sick
person so that we failed to see it and determine how old
it was. Outside, Priest Abraham’s grave was preserved

(he had died in 1858) near the entrance, his tombstone
ornamented with some reliefs.”82

In the late 1870s, the Armenians of Bada “...invited
a Greek master to erect a fine stone church in their vil-
lage. However, taking advantage of the local people’s
ignorance, the latter bungled the job mercilessly (he
had been paid 8,000 rubles for it), the building collaps-
ing in several years’ time.”83

In 1890 S. Kamalian wrote the following about this
church, “The newly-built church, that lies on the verge
of the gorge in a state of utter dilapidation, seems to be
cursing the sly Greek master’s greediness and Legha-
rak inhabitants’ recklessness. It is already seven years
since its roof collapsed, fortunately, without causing
any injury to the local residents.”84

Some time later, presumably, in the late 1890s,
“...the Armenians of Bada were obliged to reconstruct
the old church of the village for divine service to be
held there.”85

In the days of the November massacres of 1905,
“The Tartar gangs broke the cross-carrier of the church,
destroying its altar and font in search of the treasure
allegedly buried there. They also robbed it of its cur-
tain, bells, doors, windows, large fans, censers, various
vessels and even the manuscripts kept there.”86

The loot of the bandits also included a manuscript
created in 1711 by Priest Hovhannes. 

In 1906 Priest Mesrop Ter-Stepanossiants obtained
some church utensils through donations made in Baku.
They comprised “a gonfalon (donated by Hakob Man-
gasarian); a thurible (Piradiants); a gilded silver chalice
(Ludwig Sargissian); a large icon of the Holy Virgin
(Mrs. Mayilian); another large icon of St. Gregory the
Enlightener (Mkrtich Kalantarian and his brother) as
well as three stoles and the same number of chasubles
gifted by the Armenian church of Baku...”87

Despite all the aforementioned, however, Sourb
Astvatzatzin still remained in emergency condition. It
was only in September 1911 that “...we, the Armenians
of Bada, decided to carry out major overhaul in the
church... taking into account the fact that it can no
longer serve the local community safely. It being
absolutely impossible to close the church altogether
and leave its flock without spiritual comfort, we are
now busy conveying the necessary building material.

__________
75 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3446.
76 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 4. Also see

“Ardzagank,” 1893, No. 44, p. 2; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District,
p. 322. The statement that Bada “...had an Armenian school func-
tioning since the 1880s” is absolutely groundless (Dictionary of
Toponymy of Armenia and Adjacent Territories, vol. 1, Yerevan,
1986, p. 539).

77 Kajberuny, idem, p. 233. 
78 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, pp. 80-81.
79 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3809, p. 73.
80 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 4350, p. 1.
81 “Nor-Dar,” 1889, No. 117, p. 2.

__________
82 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 4.
83 “Ardzagank,” 1888, No. 7, p. 87. The earliest record, mentioning

this church by the name of Sourb Astvatzatzin, dates from 1882
(National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3874, pp. 129-
130).

84 S. Kamalian Fund, ibid. In 1888 divine service was still held in
the church that had been reduced to a semi-ruined state
(“Ardzagank,” 1888, No. 7, p. 87).

85 Kajberuny, idem, p. 230.
86 Ibid.
87 Ibid.
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We have also entered into agreement with some mas-
ters who have already embarked upon preliminary
work. Accordingly, they are to erect new walls of sixty
cubic sazhens, a sazhen costing 18 rubles. Besides,
they are to repair the pillars of the church together with
the vaults of the bema and vestries. Its wooden roof is
to be tiled, all the expenses coming up to an estimated
2,500 to 3,000 rubles...”88

In order to realize the aforementioned, the Arme-
nians of Bada applied to the spiritual powers for per-
mission to start fund-raising.89 Their petition remaining
unanswered, in June 1912 they turned to Catholicos of
All Armenians Gevorg V (1911 to 1930): “...At present
our community is making strenuous efforts to start the
renovation of our church. It is, however, beyond our
means to erect the magnificent edifice of the future
church, for we are in a grave financial predicament. We
are planning to procure the necessary building materi-
al, but we still need an estimated three thousand rubles
to complete the work. In order to somehow get that
money, we have to apply to different benefactors, but
there are no influential people in our midst who could
find them and achieve the desirable result. After a long
consultation, our community decided to apply to Your
Holiness’ paternal support, humbly asking You to order
a charity society or the Relief Committee to allocate
some of the funds earmarked for the poor to us to bring
the reconstruction of Bada’s church to an end.”90

This petition sharing the fate of the previous one,
on 26 August 1913, local parish priests Mesrop and
Grigor were again obliged to apply to Gandzak’s spiri-
tual authorities with the following warning, “...Bada’s
Sourb Astvatzatzin Church, originally built of wood, is
now in a state of dilapidation: the wood rotting away
due to its old age, it has become extremely dangerous
to hold divine service there. Consequently, we are
humbly asking You to either take some measures to
prevent its final collapse or close it altogether.”91

Unfortunately, however, the spiritual powers did
not take any drastic steps to save the church so that
soon the desperate inhabitants of Bada showed a ten-
dency to repudiate the Armenian Apostolic Church.
Even in the face of such grave danger, the church
authorities did not change their indifferent attitude to
the fate of the monument and refused to close it: “Even
taking into consideration the emergency condition of
the sanctuary, the spiritual powers find it hardly expe-
dient to follow these priests’ advice and close it, given
the facts that this summer the local inhabitants dis-
played some striving to renounce their forefathers’

faith, and there is no other Armenian church in the
neighbourhood.”92

It was only in 1914 that Bishop Yeprem, the leader
of the dioceses of Georgia and Imeret, granted permis-
sion for fund-raising through the support of vicar of
Gandzak Levon the Archimandrite.93

The available sources do not provide any further
information regarding the reconstruction of Sourb
Astvatzatzin Church, which finally closed in 1928.94

It used to have a 7-line construction inscription,
which we found on one of the walls of the newly-built
school of the village in 1985.

Æ 1883 ³ÙÇ | ßÇÝ»ó³õ ë(áõñ)µ ²ë|ïáõ³Í³-
ÍÇÝ »Ï»|Õ»óÇë Ç ÅáÕáíñ|¹¿Ý¿ ´³¹¿ñ ·»Õç: |
¶ñ»ó ïÇñ³óáõ ì³ñ¹|³Ý ï(¿)ñ ²µñ³Ñ³Ù-
»¥³¤Ýó:

transl.: This church of Sourb Astvatzatzin was
built in the year 1883 by the inhabitants of Bada
Village. Written by Sexton Vardan Ter-Abraham-
iants.

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S. The
Historical Monuments of Northern Artsakh. In: “Lragir,” 25 March
1995, p. 6.

Some archive documents mention local parish
priests Abraham Ter-Harutiuniants in 1851,95 and
Mkrtich Ter-Abrahamiants in 1862.96

Mesrop (secular name: Mkrtich) Movsissian Ter-
Stepanossiants, who was ordained on 4 April 1890,
served the village until at least 1923.97 He also worked
as guardian of the monastery of Huskan Nahatak.98

In July 1906, the Armenians of Bada applied to the
spiritual authorities “...with a request to release Mesrop
Stepanossiants from performing priestly duties in the
village, for its surviving inhabitants, who are in a grave
financial plight, can not afford to sustain three parish
priests. Besides, unable to endure the unspeakable pri-
vations caused by the Armeno-Turkish fights of 1905,
some of them have scattered in various cities and vil-
lages.”99

An archive document written in December of the
same year mentions only one priest, namely Grigor
Ter-Abrahamiants, which suggests that the church
powers met the aforementioned petition. As for Mesrop
Stepanossiants, he was to serve in Tatlu (present-day

__________
88 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3446; fund  35,

list 1, file 705, p. 62.
89 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3446.
90 Ibid.
91 Ibid.

__________
92 Ibid.
93 “Mshak,” 1914, No. 159, p. 3. Also see “Ararat,” 1912, p. 395.
94 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2658, p. 12.
95 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 2596, p. 52.
96 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3841, p. 197.
97 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 56, p. 2; idem,

file 12, pp. 79-80. A source of 1912 mentions Priest Mesrop in
connection with the donation of a napless carpet to Echmiatzin
Monastery (”Ararat,” 1912, p. 871). 

98 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 775, p. 28;
National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, pp. 79-80.

99 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 813.
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Paravakar) Village of Shamshadin District,100 but he
refused to assume that work under the excuse that “...it
will be impossible for me to reach Tatlu safely, for it is
surrounded by Turkish villages, the local beys and pop-
ulation being my bitter enemies...”101

Grigor Ter-Hovakimian Ter-Harutiuniants (he had
9 children)102 served in Bada together with Mesrop
Ter-Stepanossiants from 1897 until at least 1905. He
also taught Religion and Armenian at the local public
school.  

In the early 20th century, Grigor Ter-Abrahamiants
performed priestly duties in Bada together with

Mesrop Ter-Stepanossiants and Nerses Ter-
Abrahamiants.103 His fellow villagers admired his
patriotism and devotion to his nation: “...Our parish
priest Grigor Ter-Abrahamiants proved of great instru-
mentality in the days of the Armeno-Turkish fights of
November 1905 and, especially, during the defence of
Bada. Had we  been lucky enough to have several
other fighting people like him, our village would not
have been levelled with the ground. It was his sermons
that made us prepare for self-defence a few months
before the outbreak of fighting... Unfortunately, how-
ever, Priest Grigor’s endeavours proved futile, for
there was nobody to help him and struggle side by side

BADA (LEGHARAK). A horse-shaped tombstone found in the vil-
lage cemetery; the chapel of Tekhkut; cross-stones from the
ancient site of Mandura Khach

BADA (LEGHARAK). A capital (5th to 6th cents.)

__________
100 Ibid.
101 Ibid.
102 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, pp. 80-81.

__________
103 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3764, p. 308.
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with him. After our village had been ruined, some of
the wretched peasants desperately sought refuge
among the enemy. It was only thanks to his pretended
kindness and flattery towards the Turks that Priest
Grigor succeeded in liberating about 800 people and
sending them to Shamshadin. He himself returned to
his native village to take care of the other members of
his flock who had been led astray. ...The welfare of his
own self being absolutely unimportant for him, he set
free another 62 of his compatriots held captive in dif-
ferent places...”104

In 1906 Grigor Ter-Abrahamiants joined the
Armenians of Bada “...returning to their ruined houses
and selflessly served his parish all on his own.”105 In
1908 he was mentioned as still holding his post.106

Before the outbreak of the Armeno-Turkish fights,
Nerses Ter-Abrahamiants served in Bada together with
two other clergymen. After the destruction of the vil-
lage, he found refuge in Shamshadin’s Norashen
Village and was appointed spiritual shepherd there.107

The large cemeteries preserved in the territory of
Bada are eloquent proof of its populousness.

An ancient cemetery which lies on a concave hill at
the north-eastern extremity of the village retains some
stone slabs, but it is particularly remarkable for a
quadri-hedral capital broken in two fragments, both its
faces bearing old-styled equal-wing crosses enclosed
within trees of life and edged by leaf patterns.  

Another graveyard, located in the centre of the vil-
lage, was known by the name of Gyulabi Hangstaran,
i.e. the Armenian equivalent for ‘Gyulab’s Cemetery.’
S. Kamalian describes it in the following way, “As
soon as you enter Legharak, the cemetery immediately
catches your eye. Open from all sides, it serves as a
pasture for the pigs and calves of the local people; well,
this is a commonplace in Armenian villages.”108

This graveyard retains one horse-shaped and many
rectangular tombstones (all of them are sculptured)
which reveal that the earliest funerals were held there
in the 15th century. The oldest inscribed gravestone
(by 1980 it had already been removed) was erected in
1571, a record stating the following about it, “Regret-
fully, its epitaph is distorted beyond decipherment, but
its face bears a relief of a standing woman, her uncov-
ered hair plaited in a single braid hanging down her
back. She is dressed in a long, buttoned up chemise
under a short upper garment, her feet covered with...
She is also wearing some jewellery, including ear-
rings and bracelets, her left hand lying folded on her

breast and the right one stretched towards a silver
pitcher.”109

Below follow some epitaphs found in the cemetery:

Carved on a cross-stone (177 x 71 centimetres):
êáõñµ Ë³ãë ¶ÇõÉ³µÇÝ ¨ Çõñ ÏáÕ³ÏóÇÝ

ä³ÉÇÝ, Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ ëáõñµ Ë³ãë. »ë ´³Õ¹³-
ë³ñë ¨ ØÇñ½¿ë Ï³½Ù»óÇÝù ëáõñµ Ë³ãë Ãí.
èÎ´ (1613):

transl.: This Holy Cross was erected in memo-
ry of Gyulab and his spouse Pal. Mirza and I,
Baghdasar, sculpted this Holy Cross in the year
1613.

The Armenian original published in: Kajberuny. The
Destruction of Bada Village, p. 231.

Note: S. Kamalian was the first to decipher this epitaph in 1890
(S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 5).

Sculptor Mirza is also the creator of another finely-decorated
cross-stone (1628) standing in the ancient cemetery of Tzovak
Village, in Gegharkunik Marz of the Republic of Armenia
(Barkhudarian, S. Medieval Armenian Masons and Architects.
Yerevan, 1963, pp. 175, 195, in Armenian). As for Baghdasar, an
inscription (1658) engraved on a cross-stone located in Aghkilisa
Village (the present-day village of Azat in the sub-district of
Vardenis, Gegharkunik Marz, Republic of Armenia) mentions a
sculptor of the same name (idem, pp. 178, 196).

Incised into the rear of a khachkar (177 x 106 centimetres):
ÞÝûñÑûù ³Ù(»Ý)³Û|½ûñÇÝ ²(ëïáõÍá)Û, »ë

Ü³½|ÉáõË³Ýë »õ áñ¹Çù|ë ÇÙ Ø¿ÉÇù ¸áÝÙ|³½ »õ
å(³)ñ(á)Ý ÔáñËÙ³½, | áñ¹Çù [å³ñáÝ] [Ð]³Ë-
Ý³½|³ñÇÝ, áñ¹áÛ å(³)ñ(á)Ý Æ÷³|ùÇÝ, Ï³(Ý)Ï-
Ý(»)óÇ ë(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë | Û(Ç)ß(³)ï(³)Ï áñ¹áÛ
ÇÙáÛ ï(¿)ñ | ê»ñ³åÇáÝÇÝ:    

transl.: By the grace of Almighty God, I,
Nazlukhan, and my sons, Melik Donmaz and Mr.
Ghorkhmaz, the sons of Mr. Ipak’s son Hakhnazar,
erected this Holy Cross in memory of my son,
Priest Serapion. 

A single line inscribed on the cornice of the same khachkar and
another line carved in embossed characters in its middle part:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ(³)ñ(»)Ë(³õ)ë êñ³åÇáÝ
ù(³)Ñ(³)Ý³Û)|ÇÝ »õ Ï(á)Õ(³)ÏóÇÝ Ê³Ý÷³ñÇÝ: 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Priest
Serapion and his spouse Khanpar. 

Another 5 lines embossed below the horizontal wings of the
main cross:

ÂíÇÝ | Ð³(Û)áó | èÖÆÂ (1680) | ¿ñ:
transl.: In the year 1680 of the Armenian era. 
The Armenian original published in: Kajberuny, ibid;

Karapetian, S. The Historical Monuments of Northern Artsakh. In:
"Lragir,” 21 March 1995, p. 6.

Note: S. Kamalian was the first to decipher this epitaph in 1890
(S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, pp. 5-6).

The cross-stone stood intact until 1988. 

__________
104 Ibid.
105 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 813.
106 Idem, file 817, p. 7.
107 Idem, file 813.
108 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 5.

__________
109 Kajberuny, idem, p. 231; S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1,

VI-11, p. 5.
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Misreading: According to Kajberuny, whose decipherment con-
tains some errors, the epitaph dates back to 1671.

A semi-distorted epitaph preserved on both sides of a horse-
shaped tombstone bearing a cross relief and sculptures of human
beings: 

Æ Ý»ñùáÛ ï³å³ÝÇë »Ù Ñ(³)Ý·(á)õó(»³)É...
·ñ»óÇ ³Ûë ï³å³Ý:

transl.: Beneath this grave[stone]...
Published for the first time.
Note: The epitaph dates back to the 19th century.

Carved on a gravestone perpetuating the memory of Petros
Tzeratiants, one of the organizers of the village’s self-defence:

²ëï Ñ³Ý·ãÇ Ý»ñùá ù³ñÇ Ù³ñÙÇÝ ù³ç
½ÇÝõ|áñÇ ä»ïñáëÇ Ì»ñ³ï»³ÝóÇ. Å³Ù³Ý³Ï |
Ñ³»-Ãñù³Ï³Ý ÁÝ¹Ñ³ñáõÙÇ ½áÑáõí¿ó 24-³Ù³ó |
»ñÇï³ë³ñ¹ Ñ³ë³ÏÇ 1905 ³ÙÇ ÝáÛ»Ùµ»ñÇ, |
Ñ³Ý¹ÇåáÕ³ó¹ ËÝ¹ñ¿ ³ë¿É ²(ëïáõ³)Í áÕáñÙÇ:

transl.: Beneath this [grave]stone repose the
remains of valorous warrior Petros Tzeratiants.
He sacrificed his young life at the age of 24 dur-
ing the Armeno-Turkish fights in November 1905.
May you who come across it pray for his soul.

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.
Note: Petros Tzeratiants was killed when “The Turkish mob ...

went down the gorge of Khazni and attacked some 700 to 800 men
and women of different ages, huddled up together in a cavern called
Toz Perpenjan. Crossing the river, the Turks opened fire at the fugi-
tives from its left bank. In response to that harrowing slaughter,
Petros Tzeratiants, who had positioned himself on an impregnable
rock named Kap, on the right bank of the river, started shooting at

those blood-thirsty bandits and killed 36 of them. Soon, however, he
ran out of cartridge and fell victim to an enemy bullet (Kajberuny,
idem, p. 658).

The Village Springs. Before 1890 the inhabitants
of Bada got their drinking water from four springs
running in the nearby gorge (they had troughs).110

Later the village acquired its own springs: “Arushan’s
Spring is rather shallow, in contrast to the other,
called Musi or Miji, which is distinguished for its
tasty, abundant water. Built by Tzerat, it has a wood-
en trough, its sheets of water being three inches
thick...”111

Veri or Shahbazi Spring, which enjoyed great
fame, ran near the local parish church. It was built by
Arshak Tzeratian in the early 1890s: “The water of Veri
Spring or Shahbazi, which has a trough, flows through
a pipe, its sheets being three inches thick. The late
Arshak Tzeratiants, a resident of Bada, had it extended
up to the church at his own expense so that the local
people might be able to use it...”112

In January 1894, Poghos Tzeratiants had the fol-
lowing lines engraved on the spring:

²Ûë ¿ ³ÕµÇõñ Ûáñ¹ ¨ Ùßï³µáõÕË, 
áñ ¿ ù³ÕóñÇÏ ÛáÛÅ ë³éÝáñ³Ï, 

BADA (LEGHARAK). A khachkar (1680) BADA (LEGHARAK). A 10-line inscription carved on the back of
a khachkar (1680)

__________
110 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 4.
111 Kajberuny, idem, p. 229.
112 Ibid.
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ÝáõÇñáõÙ »Ù ÇÙ Ñ³Û »Õµ³ñó
´³¹³ ·ÇõÕÇë ùñïÝ³í³ëï³Ï, 
áñ »ë äûÕáë Ì»ñ³ï»³Ýóë
³Ýáõ³Ùµ ²ñß³Ï Ì»ñ³ï»³ÝóÇ, 
Ýáñ³ ¨ ÇÙ ë»åÑ³Ï³ÝÇó
³Ûë ÛÇß³ï³ÏÁ Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ. 
Ñ³Ý·áõó»ÉáÛÝ Ó»ñ Ù³ÕÃ³ÝùáõÙ 
ÁÝÃ»ñóáÕ³ó¹ ÛÇß»É ËÝ¹ñ»Ù, 
³ñÅ³Ý ÉÇÝ»É ³Ý³Ýó ÏÛ³ÝùáõÙ 
ÝáÛÝå¿ë ¨ Ò»½, Ó»ñ ³Ýó»Éáó
6. 1. 1894 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: May this ever-streaming, abundant
spring, with its sweet, cool water, perpetuate the
memory of Arshak Tzeratiants and my hard-work-
ing Armenian brothers from Bada Village. May
you pray for the repose of their souls and may
your dead relatives rest in peace. 6. 1. 1894.

The Armenian original published in: Kajberuny, idem, p. 229.

Ancient Sites. The neighbourhood of Bada retained
some ancient village sites and cemeteries: “Tonirs,113

clay vessels and pipes, extending at varying depths and
in different directions, as well as the remnants of a pot-
tery and smithy were unearthed there during dig-
ging.”114

Tekhkut Chapel, situated on the slope of a hill ris-
ing a kilometre south-west of Bada, represents a small
rectangular building which underwent major overhaul
in 1969.  

An inscription, preserved on one of the interior
walls of the sanctuary, attests that originally a church
used to be located in its site:

Æ Ã(íÇÝ). Ð³[Ûáó... Û³Ý]|áõÝ ²(ëïáõÍá)Û »ë
ì...| Ýáñá·»óÇ ½»Ï»Õ[»óÇ]|ë. áñù Ï³ñ¹¿ù
Û³Õ³õÃ[ë]| ÛÇß»ó¿ù:

transl.: In the year ... of the Armenian era, I,
V..., repaired this church. May you who read this
remember me in your prayers. 

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S. The Historical
Monuments of Northern Artsakh. In: “Lragir,” 1995, N 37, p. 6.

Note: The inscription dates from the period between the 16th and
17th centuries.

Mandura Khach, a sacred site located at the top of
a hill rising 1.5 kilometres north-west of the village,
retains 4 roughly-dressed cross-stones of simple com-
position, typical of the period between the 9th and 10th
centuries.  

The site of Nover Aghbyur (‘Novera Kol’ in the
local dialect), located 2 kilometres southeast of the vil-
lage, in a site of the same name which is rich in white
clay,115 comprises a cemetery of stone slabs.

The ruins of a castle called Aghjkaberd (‘Ghez-
ghala’ in Turkish) are preserved at the top of a lofty
rock, within some 4 to 5 kilometres of the aforemen-
tioned sanctuary. According to a record, “it represents
a small stronghold of brick walls soaring high at the top
of a rock, its territory retaining the remnants of some
stone buildings. One can also see a rotten water reser-
voir which, apparently, used to receive water through
clay pipes extending from a place called Tsamak Dzor
and situated near the fine forest of Andzeghahor and
the mountain encampment of Kyamasar.”116

The ruins of a village site and grave-yard are pre-
served in the vicinity of the Turkish village of Tatarli
located some 3 to 4 kilometres north-west of Bada. 

An extensive plain lying west of the village (in the
direction of Kamandar) “...retains some ancient
chapels and cemeteries. Distinguished for an ancient
thick oak-tree of rich foliage, the site serves as a pil-
grimage destination for the inhabitants of Bada.”117

In 1890 a visitor saw another ancient site in the
gorge leading to Kamandar, west of the village: “We
were told the following story connected with a huge
abyss called Khazni Dzor that lay between us, ‘Three
sisters who were gathering Cornelian cherries there
suddenly caught sight of several silver coins. Finding
out that the place abounded in them, they took some of
them to their village, where they told everyone about
their discovery. Ascending the gorge in search of silver,
the peasants found the place it had been hidden in, i.e.
some walls of plaster and cement where the treasure
had been lying for so many years! The villagers equal-
ly shared the coins, but those who had managed to
gather more ran away. ...However, some malignant
people who had failed to get their share of the fortune
informed the local Turkish police officer about it.
Searching the place, the latter found 5 gervankas118 of
silver.’”119

BARSUM (BARSUMASHEN)
Location. The village extends on the south-facing

slope of a gorge lying on the left bank of the river
Shamkor, 20 kilometres south of the district centre, at
an altitude of 770 to 850 metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. As legend has it,
Barsum was founded by 35 Armenian families from
Ani (Shirak District, Ayrarat Province, Metz Hayk):
“Originally, this village, also known by the name of
Pastun,120 had a population of 35 houses, i.e. the for-

__________
113 An underground oven used in bread baking in Armenian villages.
114 Idem, p. 230.
115 Idem, p. 229.

__________
116 Idem, p. 228.
117 Ibid.
118 An ancient unit of weight equal to 400 grammes.
119 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 7.
120 “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 47, p. 3. Also see Barkhutariants, M.,

idem, p. 318.
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mer inhabitants of Ani who had moved there under the
leadership of Melik-Arustam the Bagratid...”121

The Melikdom of Barsum. In the early 17th cen-
tury, Barsum enjoyed the status of a princely residence:
it was the seat of the Melik-Arustamiants, who also
held power over Karatak, Verin (Upper) and Nerkin
(Lower) Ghotyul, Matznaberd and other adjacent vil-
lages (they had been granted the title of Melik by Shah
Abbas). The most prominent representative of this
noble family was Melik Arustam (1722 to 1794), a dis-
tinguished public figure and politician in Transcauca-
sia122 (a manuscript dating back to the 18th century is
known to have been created especially for him).123 In
1794 he fell victim to a treacherous plot in Gandzak
and was buried near the southern wall of the gavit of
the local church of St. Hovhannes.124

After Melik Arustam’s death, in the early 19th cen-
tury, part of Barsum residents emigrated to Tiflis,
where they founded the quarter of Havlabar. Some time
later, however, the prince’s descendants returned to
their native village and resettled in their family estates.
At the close of the century, the Melik-Arustamiants
held sway over Karatak, Anchikopor as well as Verin
and Nerkin Ghotyul.125

Means of Communication. In 1884 on Priest
Yeprem Melik-Arustamiants’ initiative and through the
financial assistance of local police officer Javad Bey
Melik-Shahnazariants, “...the roads leading to the near-
by mountains...” were renovated “...at 1,500
rubles...”126

Population. An archive document dating back to
1839 has preserved a list of 28 families dwelling in
Barsum:

“1 Avag Galustian, his wife Aziz, their son Avet and their
daughter Magtagh; Avag’s brother Sargis, his wife Zani, their
sons David and Grigor, the latter’s wife Ghumash as well as
their children Sarah and Margar;

2 Harutiun Tzaturian, his wife Sirunna, their son Aghajan
with his wife Gyulvard and his daughter Gayine, Aghajan’s
daughter-in-law Varvara, his sons Mkrtich and Karapet with
his wife Taguhi;

3 Babajan Tzaturian with his spouse Mariam;
4 Minas Galustian, his wife Khatayi as well as their son

Movses and their daughter Zari;
5 Apres Melikov, his wife Mariam, their sons Avag and

Grigor with his wife Khanum;
6 Gabriel Ohanov, his wife Horomsim, their sons Minas

and Yeremia with his wife Horomsim and his daughter
Mariam;

7 Gabriel Sargissian, his wife Khatun as well as their sons
Khachatur with his wife Tellu, and Grigor with his wife
Taguhi;

8 Hayrapet Ananian, his mother Yeghisabet, his wife
Anakir and their son Avetis; 

9 Harutiun Kirakossian, his wife Yeghisabet as well as
their sons Hovhannes and Sargis with his wife Anna;

10 Khachatur Ohannesov, his mother Gyulpara, his wife
Sandukht as well as their sons Grigor and Hovhannes;
Khachatur’s brother Harutiun, his wife Yeghisabet and their
son Margar;

BARSUM. The village seen from the southeast

__________
121 “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 47, p. 3.
122 See Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, pp. 319-320 for detailed infor-

mation about the Melik-Arustamiants. 
123 A Catalogue of Armenian Manuscripts..., vol. 2, manuscript No.

9153, p. 882.
124 Below follows the translation of his versified epitaph, “In this

grave repose the remains of valorous Melik Arustam of ever-liv-
ing memory from the family of the Armenian Bagratids, who
ruled in Barsum, Gandzak Province. Born in 1722, he died in the
year 1794” (Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 320-321; Lalayan,
Yer. Gandzak District, p. 268; Corpus..., part 5, p. 228). 

125 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 33-34.
__________
126 “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 47, p. 3; 1884, No. 121, p. 2.
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11 Hovhannes Mkrtchian, his wife Khatun, their sons
Grigor with his wife Rehan, and Arakel with his spouse Vardi
as well as his children Ghahraman and Taguhi;

12 Khachatur Tzaturian, his mother Mariam, his wife
Nazlukhan as well as their daughters Horomsim and
Azizkhanum; Khachatur’s brothers Petros with his wife
Sabet and his son Ohanes, and David with his spouse
Magtagh and his daughter Voski;

13 Maki Mkrtchian, his wife Ghumash as well as their
children Vardi and Vardan; Maki’s brother Babi, his wife
Mariam, their son Khechatur and their daughter Shogha-
kat;

14 Hayrapet Aghabekov, his sons Hovsep with his wife
Rehan and his daughter Tellu, and Hovakim with his wife
Mariam as well as his children Khachatur and Shoghakat;

15 Martiros Harutiunian, his wife Mariam, their son
Hovakim, his wife Javahir as well as their daughters Aziz and
Manushak;

16 Arakel Shahnazarian, his wife Nazlukhan and their
son Maghakia;

17 Nerses Martirosov, his mother Khanum, his wife
Antaram as well as their son Galust and their daughter
Gyullu;

18 Hovhannes Aghabekov, his mother Varduhi, his wife
Mariam as well as their son Baba and their daughter Horom;

19 Harutiun Hakobian, his wife Shahgul as well as their
son Avetik and their daughter Zari;

20 Harutiun Aghamalov, his wife Nazlukhan, their sons
Avetik with his wife Margaret, and Hovhannes with his
spouse Pari and his son Andreas;

21 Harutiun Cherkezov, his wife Shamam and their son
Ohan; Harutiun’s brother Babi, his wife Sarah and their
daughter Mariam;

22 Arakel Voskanov, his mother Khatun, his wife
Shoghakat as well as his son Avetis and his daughter
Khanum;

23 Sargis Adamian, his mother Shamam, his wife Anna
as well as their children Yesa and Tamam; Sargis’ brother
Galust and his wife Herik;

24 Khachatur Nazarian, his wife Shoghakat as well as
their son Hovakim and their daughter Aziz;

25 Harutiun Gharagozian, his wife Mariam, their daugh-
ter Aziz as well as their son Sahak with his spouse Varduhi;

26 Ohannes Gabrielov, his wife Sabet, their sons
Khachatur with his wife Aziz, and Mkrtich with his spouse
Magtagh and his daughter Nazlukhan;

27 Babi Sargissian, his wife Vari and their daughter
Sabet; Babi’s brother Aza and his wife Sabet;

28 Ghahraman Tayirian, his wife Mariam and their son
Karapet; Ghahraman’s brother Stepan, his spouse Shamam as
well as their sons Mnatsakan and Vardazar.”127

The available statistical data regarding the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1804128 29 65 66 131
1839129 28 90 90 180
1845130 247 230 477

1847131 156 125 281
1849132 230 191 421
1850133 48 230 229 459
1852134 236 217 453
1853135 238 221 459
1854136 250 230 480
1858137 262 245 507
1860138 268 247 515
1861139 47
1863140 350 322 672
1864141 385 331 716
1865142 375 340 715
1866143 86 458 391 849
1872144 629 420 1,049
1874145 956
1875146 1,000
1876147 986
1877148 627 409 1,036
1878149 616 400 1,016
1880150 629 420 1,049
1881151 640 433 1,073
1882152 652 460 1,112
1883153 666 482 1,148
1885154 510 380 890
1886155 155 617 556 1,173
1887156 565 424 989
1888157 580 438 1,018
1889158 585 446 1,031
1890159 596 464 1,060

__________
127 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 28.
128 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
129 National Archives of Armenia, ibid.
130 Idem, file 3811, pp. 4-5.

__________
131 Idem, file 3814, pp. 97-98.
132 Idem, file 3818, pp. 96-97.
133 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 2596, p. 110.
134 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3819, pp. 106-107.
135 Idem, file 2743, p. 18.
136 Idem, file 3825, pp. 69-70.
137 Idem, file 3831, pp. 42-43.
138 Idem, file 3833, pp. 109-110.
139 Idem, file 3835, pp. 148-149.
140 Idem, file 3843, pp. 15-16.
141 Idem, file 3846, pp. 23-24.
142 Idem, file 3848, p. 50.
143 Idem, file 3848, p. 57.
144 Idem, file 3872, pp. 63-64.
145 Idem, file 3864, pp. 41-42.
146 Idem, file 3866, pp. 45-46.
147 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
148 Idem, file 3869, pp. 55-56.
149 Idem, file 3870, pp. 23-24.
150 Idem, file 3872, pp. 31-32.
151 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
152 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
153 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
154 Idem, file 3877, p. 30.
155 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 76-77. Another source reports 120

houses (“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 307).
156 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 74.
157 Idem, file 3882, p. 132.
158 Idem, file 3884, pp. 228-229.
159 Idem, file 3887, p. 151.
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1891160 614 472 1,086
1892161 653 502 1,155
1893162 650 504 1,154
1894163 672 551 1,223
1897164 735 608 1,343
1898165 755 616 1,371
1899166 759 619 1,378
1900167 768 628 1,396
1901168 779 644 1,423
1902169 789 661 1,450
1905170 794 667 1,461
1906171 831 725 1,556
1907172 1,708
1908173 238 925 900 1,825
1909174 828 682 1,510
1910175 971 944 1,915
1912176 842 685 1,527
1914177 2,000
1917178 185 2,258
1976179 777
1985180 40 134

As is apparent from this table, the population of
Barsum showed constant growth beginning with 1914.
In the course of some years, certain reduction could be
observed in their number due to resettlement and var-
ious infectious diseases. Their number drastically
plummeted down in the 1920s, when some of them
moved to a plain on the left bank of the river Shamkor
and established a new village named Barsum-Sar
there. 

Forced to abandon their native village during
the deportation of 1988, the inhabitants of Barsum
took up residence in Karmir District (i.e. present-
day Gegharkunik Marz of the Republic of
Armenia).

Construction Activity. In 1878 Barsum comprised
about 120 houses, all of them built after the style of
glkhatun181 with the exception of a single one: “...I
found the classroom absolutely unfit for lessons, main-
ly for lack of illumination: light penetrated there from
the yerdik. ...All the local buildings were constructed in
the same fashion, except for one whose owner refused
to rent it out to the school...”182

According to a visitor of the late 19th century, “The
village, which is devoid of regular streets, is divided in
two parts: its inhabitants generally spend winter in the
first one which lies in the gorge, the terrible summer
heat typical of that area making them move to the sec-
ond, extending at the top of a mountain rising on the
left, at a distance of four versts. The local houses abut
on each other so that sometimes the roof of one of them
serves as a yard for the other. The village barns and cat-
tle-sheds are located in its second part.”183

Occupation. The Armenians of Barsum were main-
ly engaged in farming, gardening, stock-breeding and
sericulture.

The Armeno-Turkish Fights between 1905 and
1906. In late November 1905, the Turks “...laid siege
to Barsum, but the village succeeded in repelling
them thanks to its impregnable position. Unable to
take any lessons from that defeat, the enemy mount-
ed another offensive against the village on 5
December and drove away the local cattle grazing in
a field. On their way back, however, the Turks
encountered a group of armed fellows coming from
Chardakhlu: not only did these young men manage
to set free the herd but they also chased the Turks up
to the village of Malaklu, where they opened fire
against them.”184

In 1866 Barsum had a functioning parish school
of males comprising a teacher and 27 pupils.185

Probably, that institution soon closed, for another
source traces back the establishment of the village
school to 1878, when it had a teacher and 28 pupils186

“...having their classes in an old, damp house...”187

According to a diocese inspector who visited the
newly-founded school in the same year, its building
represented a simple glkhatun.188

The institution closed in the summer of 1878 due to
the acute shortage of financial means. In order to some-

__________
160 Idem, file 3889, p. 150.
161 Idem, file 3891, p. 122.
162 Idem, file 3895, pp. 78-79.
163 Idem, file 3896, pp. 175-176.
164 Idem, file 3899, pp. 148-149.
165 Idem, file 3897, p. 170.
166 Idem, file 3903, pp. 128-129.
167 Idem, file 3905, pp. 94-95.
168 Idem, file 3906, pp. 100-101.
169 Idem, file 3907, pp. 24-25.
170 Idem, file 3912, pp. 267-268.
171 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
172 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
173 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 12.

Also see Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 199.
174 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 764, p. 118.
175 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 60-61.
176 Idem, file 3919, pp. 63-64.
177 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 96.
178 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166.
179 SAE, vol. 2, p. 35.
180 Karapetian, S., idem, p. 4.

__________
181 A type of ancient, hipped-roof dwelling in the mountainous

regions of Armenia. It represents a stone building of stepped
wooden roofing with a yerdik (an opening in the ceiling used as a
chimney and for the purpose of illumination.) in its centre.

182 “Mankavarzhakan Tert,” 1878 to 1879, p. 15.
183 Lalayan, Yer., idem, p. 323.
184 A-Do, idem, p. 341.
185 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3848, p. 115.
186 Idem, file 3850, p. 178.
187 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1878, No. 25, p. 3.
188 “Mankavarzhakan Tert,” 1878 to 1879, pp. 14-15.
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how keep it functioning, the Armenians of Barsum
attempted to receive an allowance from Garnaker’s
Tzaghkots Monastery, but in vain.189

Churches. A great number of sources dating from
the period anterior to 1886 (1849,190 1852,191 1862,192

1877,193 1882194 and 1886195) make reference to a
wooden church (indeed, its wooden roof is meant)
standing in Barsum and known by the names of Sourb
Astvatzatzin (1860)196 and St. Gevorg (1861).197

The Church of St. Grigor Lusavorich. In 1887
Priest Yeprem Melik-Arustamiants embarked upon the

BARSUM.. St. Grigor Lusavorich Church seen from the north-east and southeast; its double-floor belfry adjoining its northern
entrance, and a partial view of its western facade

BARSUM.. The plan of St. Grigor Lusavorich Church

__________
189 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1878, No. 25, p. 3. 
190 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3818, pp. 96-97.
191 Idem, file 3819, p. 106.
192 Idem, file 3836, p. 58.
193 Idem, file 3869, pp. 55-56.
194 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
195 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 307.
196 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3834, pp. 22-23.
197 Idem, file 3835, pp. 148-149. 
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construction of a new, stone church which, however,
remained incomplete for lack of means. A press publi-
cation of 1893 states the following with this regard,
“...The village has a wooden church which is on the
verge of collapse. ...The priest has undertaken the foun-
dation of a magnificent edifice of finely-dressed stone
which has not been accomplished yet, despite the fact
that an estimated 3,000 rubles have already been spent
on it...”198

According to a five-line inscription carved on the
facade-bearing stone of the northern entrance of the
church, its construction lasted for 8 years. In 1895 it
was consecrated after St. Grigor Lusavorich:

²ñ¹»³Ùµ »õ Í³ËÇõù | ´³ñëáõÙ³Û Ñ³ë³-
ñ³ÏáõÃ»(³)Ý | Ï³éáõó³õ ê¥áõñµ¤ ¶¥ñÇ·áñ¤
Èáõë³íáñÇã | ÑáÛ³Ï³å ï³×³ñë, | ÑÇÙ. 1887
Ã., ³õ³ñï 1895 Ã.:

transl.: This superb church of St. Grigor
Lusavorich was built through the means and
efforts of Barsum inhabitants. Founded in 1887, it
was completed in 1895.

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S. The
Historical Monuments of Northern Artsakh, p. 6.

Although this inscription attests that the church was
completed in 1895, a press publication of 1902 reveals
that its construction was still underway: “The church,
however, still needs to be plastered and paved; besides,
it is bare of any decoration, icons as well as any neces-
sary utensils and articles in general...”199 By the year
1902, 8,000 rubles had already been spent on the erec-
tion of the building, the local inhabitants finding it hard
to repay their debt of 2,000 rubles.200

On 21 April 1911, the residents of Barsum applied
to Gandzak’s spiritual powers for permission “...to
brick the floor of St. Grigor Lusavorich Church and
whitewash its walls through their own means.”201 On 9
May, their petition was met on provision that the
expenses should not exceed 260 rubles 50 kopecks.202

St. Grigor Lusavorich represents a tri-nave basilica
(exterior dimensions: 22 x 11.35 metres) of rectangular
plan, with a semi-circular eastern apse adjoined by sac-
risties. The vault of the prayer hall, resting on three
pairs of pillars and pilasters, lies below a gable roof.
The church has a double-storey belfry which abuts on
it in the north. It is sustained by four pillars on the first

floor and six others on the second. The entire monu-
ment is built of rough stone and mortar, except for its
columns, pilasters, vault-bearing arches and corner-
stones which are finely-cut. It has two entrances, north-
ern and southern, the former opening into the first floor
of the belfry. The font is preserved in its traditional
place, adjoined by some finely-decorated khachkars
and tombstones with reliefs of scenes from everyday
life.

Below follow two inscriptions found in the church:

Engraved on a cross-stone lying in the font:
[êáõñµ Ë³ã]ë áñ¹á(Û)Ý ÇÙáÛ ²Õ³ÛÇÝ:
transl.: This Holy Cross [stands] for my son Agha. 
Published for the first time.

A semi-distorted inscription incised into another cross-stone
lying in the same place:

...Ë³ã»ñë...:
transl.: ...crosses...
Published for the first time.

A manuscript Gospel dating back to 1579203 was
kept in the church of St. Grigor Lusavorich, which
functioned until 1927.204

Priests. In 1849 the spiritual authorities approved
Father Barsegh’s appointment as the spiritual shepherd
of Barsum.205

In 1861 priests of Pib Petros Ter-Vardaniants,
Sahak Ter-Kirakossiants and Poghos Mamikoniants
served the local community.206

Among the parish priests of the village, special
mention should be made of Yeprem Grigorian Melik-
Arustamiants, who was ordained in St. Grigor
Lusavorich Church of Gandzak by Bishop Thaddaeus
Ter-Danielian on 11 September 1882 and held his post
until at least 1911.207 On 12 April 1885, “...he proved
of immense instrumentality in protecting the rights of
the churches and monasteries of Gandzak Diocese and
preserving their estates at a time when lands were
being measured and set within newly-fixed boundaries
throughout Yelizavetpol District.”208

In September 1885, Yeprem Grigorian raised a sum
of 152 rubles in the villages of Gandzak Diocese for the
renovation of Tpkhis Patriarchate.209

Between 1884 and 1890, he served as rural dean of
the villages of Gandzak Diocese “...with the uttermost
devotion and faithfulness.” Yeprem Grigorian, to
whom the inhabitants of Barsum owed the construction__________

198 “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 47, p. 3. A record of 1895 states the fol-
lowing with this regard, “Our present-day church is in an
absolutely inconsolable state... Several kind-hearted people
embarked upon the construction of a new one and erected part of
its walls, but unfortunately, they failed to complete it due to the
lack of means...” (“Nor-Dar,” 1895, No. 216, p. 3).

199 “Mshak,” 1902, No. 130, p. 3.
200 Ibid.
201 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 1268, p. 30.
202 Idem, p. 32.

__________
203 Barkhutariants, MM., idem, p. 318.
204 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2658, p. 12.
205 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3818, pp. 96-97.
206 Idem, file 3835, pp. 148-149.
207 Idem, file 817, p. 7, file 1268, p. 30.
208 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, pp. 77-78.
209 Ibid.
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of a bridge over the river Shamkor as well as the foun-
dation of St. Grigor Lusavorich Church and the over-
haul of some roads, was awarded a small, gilded breast
cross by Catholicos of All Armenians Mkrtich
Khrimian for his selfless service and enthusiastic
work.210

Historical Monuments. Barsum and its neighbour-
hood used to abound in different monuments, a consid-
erable part of which was annihilated in the Soviet
years. Fortunately, however, local inhabitant Nikolai
Ghazarian had them recorded in due time, thus saving
them at least on paper.

The facade-bearing stone of a semi-ruined tri-
nave basilica, preserved in a cemetery lying south of
the village, used to bear the following inscription:

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÖº ¥1656¤ ¿ñ:
transl.: The year was 1656.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.

Artsakh, p. 318; Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 323; Ka-
rapetian, S. The Historical Monuments of Northern Artsakh, p.  6.

A stone church of a wooden roof used to stand in
Barsum’s lower quarter. It was destroyed in 1938 and
replaced by a school.

A grave-yard and a semi-demolished church are
located north of the village. 

Amidst the gardens extending east of the village,
“can be seen a medium-size monastery ... of a wood-
en roof whose name remains unknown.”211

By the 1980s this monument had been reduced to
ruins.

The main walls of St. Hripsime, that was, probably,
a convent, are preserved in Akubants (i.e. Hakob’s)
Garden situated on the left bank of the river Shamkor,
east of Barsum. A record dating back to the late 19th
century states the following concerning it, “At present
the wooden ceiling of the monument, entirely built of
stones and mortar, lies in dilapidation: it is the convent
of St. Hripsime mentioned by Mkhitar Gosh.”212

Ksaper Church, which used to stand in the
Galstiants’ lot lying in the centre of the village, was
surrounded by a medieval cemetery of memorials and
finely-adorned cross-stones. One of them was moved
to Yerevan by N. Ghazarian and is now kept at the State
History Museum of Armenia. The church was demol-
ished in 1938. 

Another church called Geti Gholi Khach used to
be located at the top of a small hill north-east of
Barsum. It represented a single-nave structure, with its

only entrance opening in the north. The facade of its
bema bore some fine cross-stones. The monument was
ruined in 1940.

A pilgrimage destination, known by the name of
Manduri Khach, is situated in a site of the same name,
west of the village.

The chapel of St. Minas, standing at the highest top
of a mountain branch called Pladzor, 2.5 kilometres
east of Barsum, represents a stone structure of a wood-
en roof, with its only entrance opening in the west. The
sanctuary, retaining “...hermit Minas’ remains, is a pil-
grimage site for thousands of believers.”213

Another pilgrimage site named Chobanants
Khach can be seen on the road connecting Barsum and
Barsum-Sar.

A church known as Trran Yeghtsy (i.e. ‘a church
soaring aloft’) used to be located in the south of the vil-
lage. In the late 19th century, “its only remnants com-
prise four walls...”214 In the 1980s, only some meagre
vestiges reminded one of the existence of the sanctuary
whose stones had been used in the construction of St.
Grigor Lusavorich Church.

Vanki Dzori Ananun Vank (i.e. ‘Unknown Monas-
tery of the Monastery Gorge’), which used to stand 5
kilometres north-west of Barsum, comprised a church,
a gavit and several cells. It was levelled with the
ground in 1982, its stones being used in the construc-
tion of some annexes.

An ancient site called Tekruk (the name of
Tigranakert distorted in the local dialect) lies on the
right bank of the river Shamkor, a kilometre south of
Barsum. It retains the remnants of a church, cemetery
and a village site. It is mentioned in the 7th century in
connection with a battle between Persian King
Khosrov and Byzantine Emperor Heracle: “Then the
Persian army reached Nisibis at great speed. The
emperor Heraclius was informed that Khor.eam had
come to Nisibis; he took his troops and captives,
returned by the difficult terrain of Media, and reached
P‘aytakaran. Khosrov was informed that Heraclius had
retreated and had reached P‘aytakaran, and was intend-
ing to pass into Iberia via A uank‘. He commanded his
general Shahr Varaz to block his way. He rapidly came
to Ayrarat, crossed into Gardman to oppose him, and
camped opposite him at the other Tigranakert. Shahe-n
with 30,000 troops arrived and camped behind
Heraclius in the town of Tigranakert”215

In the days of Catholicos Yeghia I Arjishetsy (703
to 717), Partaw City hosted a church assembly whose
main goal was to consolidate the spiritual union of

__________
210 Idem, pp. 74-76.
211 Barkhutariants, M., ibid; Lalayan, Yer, idem, p. 323; Voskian, H.

The Monasteries of Artsakh. In: “Handes Amsorea,” July to
September 1952, p. 416.

212 Barkhutariants, M., ibid.

__________
213 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, p. 162.
214 Barkhutariants, M., ibid. 
215 The Armenian History attributed to Sebeos. Translated by R. W.

Thomson. Liverpool University Press, 1999, pp. 81-82.
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Armenia and Aghvank. The participants of that meet-
ing also included Aghvank Catholicos Simeon (706 to
707) and “... Petros, monk of Tgrakert...”216

Barsum’s cemetery used to retain a quadri-hedral
memorial cross which was moved to one of Yerevan
museums (we failed to find out which one) in the 1970s
through N. Ghazarian’s endeavours. It bore two
inscriptions (their Armenian originals comprised 5 and
6 lines respectively) carved on the lower parts of both
its sides:

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë | µ³ñ¿|Ë³õë | Â³Ùñ|³½ÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Tamraz.
ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë¥³¤ãë | µ³ñ¿Ë|³õë ²×|áõµ Ë³-

Ý|áõÙÇÝ, ¶|...:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect lady

Achub, G...
Kangneal Khach (the Armenian equivalent for

‘A Standing Cross’), a chapel serving as a pilgrim-
age site, was located at the top of a lofty mountain
towering in the vicinity of Barsum. Near its eastern

wall, “...two stones lie on each other, the one above
being engraved with three cross reliefs; hence its
name of ‘Kangneal Khach.’ The sanctuary is visit-
ed by both the Turkish and the Armenian believ-
ers.”217

A khachkar called Kosot Khach (the Armenian
equivalent for ‘A Worthless Cross-Stone’) could be
found in the site of Kerkeran Dzor. 

The territory of Barsum is also rich in village sites
which are as follows:

Hin Barsum. Not far from present-day Barsum, on
the right bank of the river Shamkor lay “...the ruins of
a village of the same name once inhabited by Shamkor
Armenians who later resettled in Tiflis’ Havlabar
Quarter. It comprises a church named after St.
Hovhannes.”218

The remnants of Pokr (i.e. Smaller, also Kechi,
Kochir) Barsum, which extended on the brink of
Kerkeran Dzor, north of the village, comprise some
dwelling sites and a small grave-yard. 

BARSUM.. A cross obelisk of the 16th century (photos by courtesy of N. Ghazarian)

__________
216 Movse-s Dasxuranc.i, p. 194.

__________
217 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 307.
218 Ibid.
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A cavern that can shelter between 40 and 50 people
can be found in Gheltegh (‘Berdategh’) situated in a
gorge of the same name, west of Barsum.

A cemetery, preserved on the brink of Bajants Tagh
Gorge, on the right bank of the river Shamkor, is the
only reminder of the existence of Lalaka Village Site.

The village site of Irkishetsik retains a grave-yard
and some dwelling sites.

Nerkin Ghotul, situated east of Barsum, on the
right bank of the river Shamkor, consists of the ruins of
a church, a cemetery and some house sites.219

The Local Bridge. In 1884 encouraged by the
financial assistance of police officer Javad Bey Melik-
Shahnazariants, Priest Yeprem Melik-Arustamiants
embarked upon the construction of a bridge over the
river Shamkor.220 By 1893 it had already been com-
pleted, being known as “a solid bridge.”221

Apart from the aforementioned, the territory of
Barsum also retains some Bronze Age castles, tombs
and other archaeological monuments.

Outstanding Personalities from Barsum in
Origin. Yeprem Khan (Yeprem Davtian) was one of the
active members of the haydook222 groups fighting in

Western Armenia in the late 1880s. His participation in
Sargis Kukunian’s campaign223 (1890) “earned” him
banishment to Siberia in 1892 (four years later, he fled
to Iran). In 1899 Yeprem Khan worked as a teacher in
Gharadagh’s Aghaghan Village. He was one of the
organizers and leaders of the Iranian Revolution
between 1905 and 1911. After the conquest of Teheran
on 10 July 1909, he was appointed head of the coun-
try’s Provisional Government. For the services he had
rendered to the Iranian state, Yeprem Khan was award-
ed the title of Sardar, i.e. Supreme Commander.224

He lost his life at the battle of Surjie on 6 May 1912
and was buried in the yard of Teheran’s Haykazian
(nowadays Davtian) School.

Barsum was also the birthplace of Martiros
Arshak Shahnazarian (born in 1960), one of the par-
ticipants of Artsakh’s Liberation Struggle who sacri-
ficed his life on the battle-field on 5 April 1991.225

The valley of the Shamkor as seen from the site of Khachi Yal

__________
219 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 319.
220 “Nor-Dar,” 1884, No. 121, p. 2.
221 “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 47, p. 3.
222 The Armenian combatants who struggled against the Turkish

tyranny in Western Armeia were known by the names of ‘hay-
dook,’ and ‘fidayi.’

__________
223 On 22 September 1890, an armed detachment of one

hundred warriors led by S. Kukunian attempted to pene-
trate into Western Armenia via the region of Kars. They,
however, suffered defeat and 25 of them, including
Kukunian, were arrested by the Russian authorities.
Kukunian was released from prison in 1905 and returned
to Caucasia in 1906. He again harnessed himself to the
struggle for the liberation of Western Armenia, for which
the Tsarist authorities again arrested him and sent to
prison in Orion Region. S. Kukunian died in 1914 (Soviet
Armenian Encyclopedia, vol. 6, Yerevan, 1980, p. 10).

224 Soviet Armenian Encyclopedia, vol. 3, p. 646.
225 “Azatamart,” 12 April 1991, p. 15.
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BARSUM-SAR
(NOR, SARI BARSUM, BARSUMASAR) 
Location. The village is situated in an elevated

plain lying on the left bank of the river Shamkor, 22
kilometres south of the district centre. 

A Historical Introduction. It was established in
the first years of the Soviet rule, when most of the
inhabitants of Barsum moved to a plain on the left bank
of the river Shamkor and took up residence there.

The territory of the village does not retain any his-
torical monuments.

Population. In 1985 Barsum had a population of
127 houses, including 338 Armenian inhabitants. After
the deportation of 1988, the local people resettled in
Karmir District.226

BARUM (NOR, SARI BARUM) 
Location. The village lies 23 kilometres south of

the district centre, at an altitude of 1,330 to 1,420
metres above sea level. 

A Historical Introduction. After the Sovietization
of Azerbaijan, in 1923 the majority of the inhabitants
of Garnaker moved to an elevated plain lying on the
left bank of the river Shamkor, some 3 to 4 kilometres
west of their village. They founded a new village which
was called Sari or Nor  Barum to be differentiated from
the one already existing.   

Population. According to one of the residents of
Barum, Pavel Khojayan, in 1978 the village had 130
Armenian houses. By 1985, however, their number had
dropped to 88, including 204 inhabitants, as attested by
the Village Council. 

In 1988 Barum was totally stripped of its popula-
tion, the local Armenians, who had been relegated to
the status of deportee, resettling in Karmir District of
the Republic of Armenia.

Historical Monuments. The village is not distin-
guished for any remarkable monuments. 

Three cross-stones are preserved in a pilgrimage
site called Kaghni Khach and situated on the road
connecting Barum and Garnaker, north-west of the lat-
ter.227

Above this sanctuary, on the right side of the same
road lies a village site named Tziranavor. It comprises
the remnants of a church and a cemetery.228

CHAPARLI
The village extends 7 kilometres north-east of the

district centre, at an altitude of 280 to 295 metres above
sea level.

It was established in the Soviet years and had 1,193
inhabitants in 1986.229

The valley of the Shamkor seen south of Garnaker (Barumshen) Village

__________
226 As attested by the Village Council.

__________
227 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 317.
228 Ibid.
229 SAE, vol. 10, p. 305.
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CHARDAKHLU
Location. The village is situated in the middle of

the highway of Shamkor-Getabek, 15 kilometres south-
west of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,240 to
1,360 metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. Chardakhlu and its
neighbourhood abound in a wide variety of monu-
ments, including the remnants of some cyclopean and
funerary structures. The territory of the village is also
rich in metalware and clay ceramics dating from differ-
ent periods. These archaeological findings, that were
unearthed as a result of precipitation and the rotting of
the soil stratum, are silent proof of the fact that the ter-
ritory of Chardakhlu has been inhabited since time
immemorial.230 These artefacts were studied by a num-
ber of scholars, including V. Belk, academicians
Nikolski, Ivanovski and others.

The territory of the village also abounds in speci-
mens of material culture tracing back to the Christian
era, but they have come down to us in a deplorable
state of preservation.

Migration. Living in a village devoid of woodland
and impregnable mountains, the inhabitants of
Chardakhlu often failed to put up a proper resistance
against the enemy in case of necessity so that they were
sometimes obliged to abandon their houses in search of
a better place of residence. Thus, the continual
Lezghin, Georgian and Turkish raids of the 18th centu-
ry put them into harrowing living conditions, which
eventually led to the total devastation of the village.

In the mid-17th century, 200 families from Kanaker
Village of Yerevan District moved to Tiflis and reset-
tled “in the part of Havlabar which is occupied by some
barracks at present.”231 Some time later, however, the
Government suggested that they should move some-
where else in Tiflis, but the Armenians chose to take up
living in Chardakhlu Village of Gandzak Khanate,

thinking that they might face further resettlement if
they stayed in Georgia: “...Chardakhlu was founded in
1794, i.e. a year before Hasan Khan’s invasion. Its
present-day residents, who are emigrants from Tiflis,
once lived in a site presently occupied by the barracks
of Pokrovski in Havlabar. They cultivated soil in Kukia
and the colony at present populated by German immi-
grants. Finding that place quite appropriate for the con-
struction of barracks, the Russian authorities, who
wanted to have such military installations in Tiflis,
offered them free permanent residence in Kukia and the
colony. These “clever” fellows (they constituted about
200 houses), however, found that suggestion unaccept-
able and left Tiflis, moving to Chardakhlu...”232

The only reminders of the existence of the former
village the newcomers found in its site comprised “a
ruined church and an ancient cemetery.”233

It is not certain whether the Armenians of Kanaker
met any natives in Chardakhlu or not: they themselves
might be from this village in origin, but there are no
records to substantiate this presumption. Anyway,
“hardly had a year passed when blood-thirsty Hasan
Khan invaded its territory at a time when the local
inhabitants were occupied with agricultural work.
Horrified at his raids, they left everything at the mercy
of destiny and fled away, finding refuge first in the
gorge of Barsum and then in Garnaker, where they
stayed for three years. Armenia eventually falling into
Russian dominion, in 1826 50 out of these 200 families
returned to the newly-built village of Chardakhlu,
which was also later populated by some people from
Yerevan, Gyunash and other places.”234

GARNAKER (BARUMSHEN). A path leading to the village from
the west

BARSUM-SAR. A general view of the village

__________
230 Martirossian, G. My Heart is in Your Mountains, Chardakhlu.

In: “Dashnaktsutiun,” 1991, No. 18, p. 2. 
231 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1884, No. 99, p. 2.

__________
232 Gasparian, Hovh. Chardakhlu and Its History. In: “Nor-Dar,”

1889, No. 197, p. 3, in Armenian. The cemetery of Metz Shulaver
retains a rectangular tombstone (154 x 63 x 25 centimetres) cov-
ering the remains of an Armenian from Chardakhlu. The follow-
ing is a translation of the epitaph carved on it, “In this grave repos-
es Father Avak, the son of Arusdam from Chardakhlu. 1801.”

233 Gasparian, Hovh., ibid.
234 Ibid. 
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According to another record, “The village of
Chardakhlu was established between 1822 and
1823...”235

Without referring to any sources, Lalayan definite-
ly states that “some of the inhabitants of Chardakhlu
are resettlers from Persia and Karabakh. The others are
the former Armenian residents of Havlabar, who took
up residence in the village in 1823...”236

All the aforementioned gives us grounds to suppose
that the last influx of resettlers arrived in Chardakhlu in
the mid-1820s. 

The Origin of the Toponym. Even today the
Armenians of Chardakhlu remember how the name of
their village is etymologized: “According to some peo-
ple, the toponym comes from the word ‘chardakh,’ or
the Persian word of ‘chhardagh.’ Probably, it derives
from the existence of four mountains237 in the village:

Chakher-yoli, Gharadagh, Gharam-oghli and Bardzr
Khach238 (Khacheal).”239

Construction Activity. Chardakhlu is divided into
three quarters which are situated at an altitude of 1,280
to 1,350 metres above sea level, each of them more
than 3 kilometres long and a kilometre wide. The old-
est of them are Gyunash and Khachi Sar240 extending
respectively on the left and right banks of a tributary
flowing in a south-northerly direction. Norashen lies
north-eastward, around the highway leading to
Shamkor.

The oldest of the local houses, that predominantly
represent double-storey stone structures, date back to
the 1880s, the village mainly having single-floor earth-
en dwellings before that. A traveller who visited it in
1864 describes it in the following way, “Like the other
villages, Chardakhlu mostly consists of huts housing
both people and animals in winter... ...about the con-
struction activity typical of Chardakhlu, considered

CHARDAKHLU. Partial views of the village

__________
235 “Nor-Dar,” 1896, No. 77, p. 2. 
236 Lalayan, Yer, idem, p. 327.
237 ‘Char’ (‘chahar’) is the Persian equivalent for ‘four,’ and ‘dagh’

is that for ‘mountain’ in Turkish.

__________
238 The Armenian equivalent for ‘High Cross.’
239 Gasparian, Hovh., ibid.
240 The Armenian equivalent for ‘Mount of Cross.’
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one of the best Armenian villages: it represents a group
of rambling diggings amidst some earthen cabins or
others built of clay and stone.”241

Water Supply. Originally, Chardakhlu did not
know any shortage of water, but with its further
enlargement, the local people faced the necessity of
conveying the water of the nearby springs to their vil-
lage. Despite its financial predicament, in 1900 “the
poor quarter of the village has spent about 1,500 rubles
for the establishment of its waterwork...”242

The study of a variety of sources containing infor-
mation on Chardakhlu’s population reveals that it was
a purely Armenian village whose inhabitants grew par-
ticularly numerous between 1840 and the 1910s. In the
course of some years, certain reduction could be
observed in their number due to epidemics and migra-
tion: thus, in 1878 “...about one hundred children fell
prey to smallpox within a month and a half.”243

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population are as follows:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1840244 40 158 136 294
1841245 162 152 314
1842246 160 140 300
1844247 206 184 390
1849248 246 203 449
1851249 65 240 183 423
1853250 315 281 596
1866251 90
1872252 548 330 878
1877253 522 326 848
1878254 120 502 306 808
1880255 548 330 878
1881256 565 343 908
1882257 589 360 949
1883258 608 377 985
1884259 120

1885260 118 602 403 1,005
1886261 202 753 561 1,314
1887262 685 469 1,154
1888263 713 487 1,200
1889264 204 742 501 1,243
1890265 760 520 1,280
1891266 757 528 1,285
1892267 779 357 1,136
1893268 821 381 1,202
1894269 838 405 1,243
1897270 921 501 1,422
1898271 946 526 1,472
1899272 941 521 1,462
1900273 982 538 1,520
1901274 1,008 569 1,577
1902275 1,025 600 1,625
1905276 1,033 608 1,641
1906277 1,056 934 1,990
1907278 1,101
1908279 200 1,299 1,111 2,410
1909280 1,135 742 1,877
1910281 1,355 1,162 2,517
1912282 1,139 752 1,891
1914283 2,400
1917284 331 1,841
1976285 1,526
1985286 663 2,527

The Armeno-Turkish Fights between 1905 and
1906. On 30 November, the Turks mounted a major
offensive against Chardakhlu, but the local people

__________
241 Meves, V., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 44, p. 239 (the orig-

inal reads, “Äåðåâíÿ ×àðäàõëû ñîñòîèò òàêæå áîëüøåþ
÷àñòüþ èç çåìëÿíîê, êîòîðûõ õîçüÿåâà æèâóò çèìîþ
âìåñòå ñ ñâîèì ñêîòîì... ...îáú óñòðîéñòâå ×àðäàõëû-
ëó÷øåé èçú àðìÿíñêèõú äåðåâåíú. ×àðäàõëû - ýòî áåç-
ïîðÿäî÷íàÿ êó÷à íîðú, ïåðåìåøàííûõú ñú ñàêëÿìè,
ñëîæåííûìè èçú çåìëè, èëè ãëèíû è êàìíåé”).

242 “Mshak,” 1900, No. 132, p. 4. 
243 “Mshak,” 1878, No. 169, p. 2.
244 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 7.
245 Idem, file 3802, pp. 57-58.
246 Idem, file 3805, pp. 84-85.
247 Idem, file 3809, pp. 73-74.
248 Idem, file 3818, pp. 75-76.
249 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 2596, p. 53.
250 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 2743, pp. 102-103.
251 Idem, file 3848, p. 86.
252 Idem, file 3872, pp. 63-64.
253 Idem, file 3869, pp. 55-56.
254 Idem, file 3870, pp. 23-24. “Mshak,”, 1878, No. 169, p. 2. 
255 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3872, pp. 31-32.
256 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
257 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
258 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
259 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1884, No. 99, p. 2.

__________
260 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3877, p. 30.
261 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 88-89. Another source reports 118

houses (“Ardzagank,” 1888, No. 7, p. 87).
262 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 74.
263 Idem, file 3882, p. 131.
264 Idem, file 3884, pp. 227-228. Also see “Nor-Dar,” 1889, No. 197, p. 3.
265 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3887, p. 150.
266 Idem, file 3889, p. 149. Another source reports 200 houses with

1,320 inhabitants, including 770 males and 550 females
(Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 321).

267 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3891, p. 121. 
268 Idem, file 3895, pp. 78-79.
269 Idem, file 3896, pp. 174-175.
270 Idem, file 3899, pp. 147-148.
271 Idem, file 3897, p. 170.
272 Idem, file 3903, pp. 127-128.
273 Idem, file 3905, pp. 93-94.
274 Idem, file 3906, pp. 99-100.
275 Idem, file 3907, pp. 24-25.
276 Idem, file 3912, pp. 267-268.
277 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
278 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
279 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 11.

According to another statistical source of 1908, the village had
2,400 residents (Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 411).

280 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 764, p. 118.
281 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 59-60.
282 Idem, file 3919, pp. 63-64.
283 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 205.
284 National Archives of Armenia, fund 150, list 1, file 59, p. 5.
285 SAE, vol. 1, p. 535.
286 As attested by the Village Council.
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managed to repel it: “...between 25 and 30 November,
the Turkish mob incessantly attacked Chardakhlu.
Although each time their onslaughts were successfully
warded off, they resumed fighting with still larger
forces. ...On 30 November, the sides were engaged in a
decisive fighting, during which the Turkish bandits suf-
fered great losses. The Armenians had a single victim
whose loss was a great blow to them: it was Shahen
from Chardakhlu.”287

Having repelled the enemy from their village, the
inhabitants of Chardakhlu went to rescue Barsum,
whence they drove away the brigands with united
forces on 5 December.288

The last Turkish assault against Chardakhlu was
launched on 18 January 1906. The enemy occupied
positions at the top of a hill called Sangyar-Tapa, 5
kilometres north-east of the village. Noticing them in
due time, the Armenians attacked them bravely from
both sides and parried them with a small number of
forces. The shooting raged until 5 o’clock in the
evening, the Turks eventually running away, leaving 6
horses to the Armenians and gathering the corpses of
their fellow bandits instead of pillage. Unfortunately,
the Armenians suffered a victim and two casualties dur-
ing this fighting.289

As courageous patriots, the Armenians of
Chardakhlu manifested their valour and devotion to
their homeland in the days of World War II as well.
Marshals Hovhannes Baghramian and Hamazasp
Babajanian, both natives of this village, made an
immense contribution to the victory won against the
Nazi invaders. Mention should also be made of Gene-
ral-Major Gurgen Manassian, Alexandre Martirossian,
Guards Colonel Smbat Danielian, H. Babajanian’s
elder brother, Lieutenant Colonel Gurgen Babajanian,
and others, who were commanders of different regi-
ments and divisions. On the whole, Chardakhlu partic-
ipated in the war with 1,500 of its inhabitants, 350 of
whom did not return from the battle-field.290 The vil-
lage is also known to have reared 20 colonels and lieu-
tenant colonels, 35 majors, 28  captains...

In perpetuation of the memory of their compatriots
who had sacrificed their lives on the front, the grateful
Armenians of Chardakhlu erected a memorial in the
centre of the village and founded a Museum of Military
Glory in the site of Hovhannes Baghramian’s paternal
house.

Schools. Through the efforts of Assistant Diocese
Inspector  M. Yepiskopossian, in March 1878 a one-

year parish school of males opened in Chardakhlu.291

The number of its pupils varied from season to season
due to their involvement in agricultural work.292

Beginning with 1884, different books were period-
ically donated to this institution mentioned by the name
of St. Sahakian.293

According to a visitor, in 1886 “this village has a
spiritual parish school housed in a simple building, but
the local people plan to erect another in the church-
yard.”294

The new building of the school was completed with
the villagers’ own means (1,500 rubles) in 1888:
“...representing a fine edifice like the local church, it
was accomplished in 1888...”295 Despite the aforemen-
tioned, however, by 1889 the new school had not been
thoroughly built yet. 

On 8 April 1890, Musayel Shahgedaniants, an  80-
year-old Armenian from Chardakhlu, died in Baku. In
perpetuation of his memory, his son Mkrtich expressed
willingness to build a new school in his native village
and provide it with stable means of existence on condi-
tion that it should bear their family name, i.e.
Shahgedanian:296 apparently, however, his intention
was not carried out.

In 1896 Chardakhlu had “...a newly-built school
located in the churchyard.”297

Below follows a chronology of the activity of the
parish school of Chardakhlu on the basis of the avail-
able data concerning it:

__________
287 A-Do, idem, p. 353.
288 Idem, p. 341.
289 “Mshak,” No. 52, 9 March 1906, p. 1.
290 Ghalachian, K. Memorials of Glory, p. 12. Also see Chardakhlu

in Raphael Manassian’s Memoirs, in Armenian. In: “Gardmank,”
1996, No. 2, p. 3.

__________
291 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3850, p. 178.

Also see “Meghu Hayastani,” 1878, No. 25, p. 3;
“Mankavarzhakan Tert,” 1878 to 1879, p. 14; Gasparian, Hovh.,
ibid; Khudoyan, S., idem, p. 481.

292 “Meghu Hayastani,” 1878, No. 25, p. 3.
293 “Ardzagank,” 1884, No. 9, p. 124. 
294 “Ardzagank,” 1888, No. 7, p. 87.
295 Gasparian, Hovh., ibid. 
296 “Ardzagank,” 1890, No. 8, p. 4. 
297 “Nor-Dar,” 1896, No. 77, p. 2.

CHARDAKHLU. The plan of the parish school
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Year Further Information Teachers Pupils
1878298 Foundation Stepanos 32

Ter-Michaelian
from Banants

1881299 60
1884300 Stepanos

Ter-Michaelian
1885/86 Closed on  a

Government
order

1886301 Its Board of Trustees
included Tanan
Margarian and
Priest Makar
Ter-Stepanossiants. 

1888302 41
1890303 32
1891304 47
1892305 41
1892/93306 One-year 55
1894307 1 55
1895308 Gevorg Ter-Stepanossian

Manassiants taught
Religion there.

1896309 Closed
1913310 Granted permission to reopen

On 1 September 1899, a Russian public school
opened in Chardakhlu.311 It functioned on a two-year
basis and comprised 5 classes. The teaching staff of the
institution, which had 101 pupils, including a girl, in
1901,312 consisted of Hovhannes Sargissian Aghayants,
Mikhail Feodorovich Lapik and Gevorg Ter-Stepanos-
sian Manassiants.313

In fact, this institution represented a Russian school
before the establishment of the Soviet rule, for the Ar-
menian language was not taught there: “Most of the
young men of the village were stripped of the chance of
getting education, since the local five-year school could
admit only 120 pupils who were to pay a tuition fee for
attending it. The instruction was conducted in Russian,
with the exception of the lessons of Religion.”314

Before his death in 1934, Chardakhlu inhabitant
Jahan Margarian donated his library of 2,000 books to
this school.315

In 1936 the secondary school of Chardakhlu had its
first graduates. It had 697 pupils in the school year of
1967/68 and 230 in 1984/85.

Below follows a table representing the number of
the school graduates between 1936 and 1985: 
School Year Graduates
1935/36 28
1936/37 18
1937/38 20
1938/39 12
1939/40 21
1940/41 12
1941/42 22
1942/43 20
1943/44 11
1944/45 10
1945/46 9
1946/47 13
1947/48 10
1948/49 11
1949/50 14
1950/51 14
1951/52 10
1952/53 13
1953/54 27
1954/55 44
1955/56 40
1956/57 53
1957/58 14
1958/59 23
1959/60 12
1960/61 16
1962/63 11
1963/64 21
1964/65 21
1965/66 38
1966/67 19
1967/68 34
1968/69 37
1969/70 26
1970/71 40
1971/72 43
1972/73 41
1973/74 40
1974/75 36
1975/76 54
1976/77 60
1977/78 51
1978/79 62
1979/80 55

__________
298 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3850, p. 178.

“Meghu Hayastani,” 1878, No. 25, p. 3.
299 Khudoyan, S., ibid.
300 “Ardzagank,” 1884, No. 9, p. 124. 
301 “Ararat,” 1886, p. 469.
302 Khudoyan, S., ibid.
303 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3887, p. 150.
304 Idem, file 3889, p. 149.
305 Idem, file 3891, p. 121.
306 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 15, file 11, pp. 10-11.
307 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3896, p. 34;

file 3895, p. 99.
308 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, pp. 72-74.
309 Khudoyan, S., ibid. 
310 “Ararat,” 1913, p. 302.
311 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 9, pp. 147-149.
312 Ibid.
313 Ibid. Also see file 12, pp. 72-74.
314 Manassian, R. Instruction and Educational Work in the School

of Chardakhlu Village of Shamkhor District. Baku, 1964, p. 4, in
Armenian.

__________
315 Martirossian, G., idem, p. 2.
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1980/81 56
1981/82 35
1982/83 37
1983/84 51
1984/85 37

In 1985 Chardakhlu also had an eight-year school
of 157 pupils.316

Sourb Astvatzatzin Church. In 1844 the village
had a stone church317 which was, probably, reduced to
a dilapidated state in the course of the subsequent
decades. In the early 1870s, the local inhabitants
embarked upon the foundation of a new, larger one.
They carried on its construction with their own means

between 1871 and 1872, the building being completed
in 1872 and dedicated to Sourb Astvatzatzin:318 “The
village has a magnificent church erected in 1872...”319

This is also attested by the construction inscription
of the monument, which follows below:  

6 lines in the Armenian original carved above the church entrance:
ÞÇÝ»ó³õ ë(áõñ)µ »Ï»|Õ»óÇë Í³ËÇõù »õ | ³ñ-

¹»³Ùµù â³ñ¹³ËÉáõ | ·»Õç µ³ñ»å³ßï Åá-
Õá|íÁñ¹áó »õ ù(³)Ñ(³)Ý(³)ÛÇó, | Ç 1872 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: This holy church was built through the
means and efforts of the pious inhabitants and
priests of Chardakhlu Village in the year 1872. 

Published for the first time.
__________
316 As attested by the headmaster of this institution in 1985.
317 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3809, p. 73. 

__________
318 “Nor-Dar,” 1896, No. 77, p. 2.
319 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 321.

CHARDAKHLU. Sourb Astvatzatzin Church seen from the north, southeast and east. The entrance of the church opening from its
southern facade, and its construction inscription
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Some years later, a press publication stated, “...they
have two parish priests and a splendid stone church
built in 1871 at an estimated 4,500 rubles...”320

Taking into consideration the populousness of
Chardakhlu, in 1890 Mkrtich Shahgedaniants, men-
tioned above, intended to build another church there in
memory of his father, but it was not carried out.321

The early 20th century found Sourb Astvatzatzin in
a state of total disrepair. Taking into account this fact,
on 20 July 1903, the villagers unanimously decided to
apply to Gandzak’s spiritual authorities: “...taking into
consideration our grave financial predicament and the
decrepit state of our church, we have made up our
minds to turn to the Supreme Church Powers through
Gandzak’s spiritual authorities to be allocated 2,000
rubles out of the general church budget for the tiling of
its roof and the construction of a vestibule... The for-
mer is highly endangered, as its tiles have broken, ex-
posing it to rain and snow... It is also necessary to plas-

ter the interior of the church... all this work will cost an
estimated 2,000 rubles, 1,243 rubles 36 kopecks of
which are meant for the urgent repairs of the roof...”322

An archive document of 1913 reveals that the reno-
vation of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church was delayed, as a
result of which its state aggravated even further.323

In 1914 “...the church roof is in bad need of over-
haul; otherwise, it may suddenly collapse causing dam-
age to the neighbourhood...”324

Eventually, Echmiatzin Synod met the petition of
Chardakhlu Armenians, ordering that “...Gandzak’s
spiritual powers allow the parishioners to spend 1,550
rubles out of the church budget for the repairs of the
monument...”325

The Soviet Government closed the church in
1928.326 In 1988 it still stood intact and served as a sto-
rehouse.

CHARDAKHLU. A khachkar from the pilgrimage site of
Khachi Ser

CHARDAKHLU. Khachkars and a tombstone from the cemetery
extending around Sourb Astvatzatzin Church

__________
320 “Nor-Dar,” 1889, No. 197, p. 3.
321 “Ardzagank,” 1890, No. 8, p. 4.

__________
322 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 1246.
323 Idem, p. 31.
324 Idem, file 3457, pp. 1-4.
325 Ibid. Also see “Ararat,” 1914, p. 880.
326 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2658, p. 12. 
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An Architectural Description. Sourb Astvatzatzin
Church (exterior dimensions: 23.65 x 12.75 metres)
represents a tri-nave basilica of rectangular plan, with
its only entrance opening from its southern facade. The
vault, lying below a gable roof, is inwardly supported
by vault-bearing arches resting on three pairs of pillars
and pilasters. The central nave ends in a semi-circular

apse and the aisles in rectangular sacristies in the east.
Each of the eastern, western and southern facades of
the monument has three narrow windows widening
inside and providing it with illumination together with
another opening from the western facade. The font is in
its traditional place. The church, whose roof is tiled, is
built of undressed stone and mortar, but its columns,
pilasters, false arches as well as the entrance tympanum
and cornerstones are finely-cut.

Priests. Gevorg Ter-Stepanossian Manassiants, a
graduate of Tiflis’ Nersissian School (ordained on 12
February 1894), is mentioned between 1894 and 1908.
He taught Religion at the parish school of Chardakhlu
in 1895 and at the local two-year public school begin-
ning with 1899.327 In 1908 Gevorg Ter-Stepanossian
performed priestly duties together with Makar Ter-
Stepanossiants.328

A pilgrimage site called Khachi Ser was located at
the top of Mount Khachi Ser (1,566.2 metres) rising a
kilometre and a half southeast of Chardakhlu. It com-
prised “...a long stone called Bardzr Khach or St.
Gevorg and engraved with a cross and other reliefs. It
does not bear any epitaph, except for a year, i.e.
1629...”329

Outstanding Personalities from Chardakhlu in
Origin. The village boasts the high reputation of being
a cradle of Armenian military glory: it is the birthplace
of Marshals Hovhannes Baghramian and Hamazasp
Babajanian, Senior Adviser of the Russian Empire and

Major-General of Medical Service Jahan Khachatur
Margarian as well as many other distinguished army
commanders.

Jahan (Ivan) Margarian (born on 5 May 1844, he
died in 1934) received primary education at the parish
school of his native village, after which he continued
his studies in the Aristocratic Gymnasium of Tiflis and
the Imperial Academy of Medicine and Surgery of St.
Petersburg, Russia. He participated in a great number
of battles particularly during the Russo-Turkish war of
1877 to 1878 and was awarded the highest medals for
his valour and heroism. During his service, Margarian
did not forget his birthplace and made a great contribu-
tion to its welfare and prosperity. After he had saved
Nikolai II’s wife from certain death,330 the emperor ful-
filled his request in token of gratitude: “...Remembe-
ring that the Turks of Shamkhor had illegally appropri-
ated about a thousand hectares of orchards belonging to
his native village, that Armenian from Chardakhlu
asked the king to return those lands to his compatriots.
On the tsar’s order, they were restituted to their proper
owners and were afterwards referred to as ‘Jahan Bey’s
Lands.’”331

In the years of famine, Jahan Margarian rendered
aid to his fellow villagers through his own means: he
allocated them corn, agricultural machinery and means
to exterminate vermin.332

CHAYLI
This Turkish village lies on the left bank of the river

Shamkor, 11 kilometres southeast of the district centre,
at an altitude of 490 to 520 metres above sea level.

It was founded in the site of an ancient abandoned
Armenian village in the early 20th century.

DALLYAR
Location. The village, which adjoins the railway

line of Gandzak-Aghstafa on the left, is situated 4 kilo-
metres north of the district centre, at an altitude of 320
to 350 metres above sea level.

Its establishment was due to the existence of a near-
by railway station.

CHARDAKHLU. The plan of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church

__________
327 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 12, pp. 72-74.
328 Idem, file 817, p. 7.
329 Gasparian, Hovh., ibid.

__________
330 Chardakhlu in Raphael Manassian’s Memoirs, p. 3.
331 Another record states the following with this regard, “King

Nikolai II’s wife Shura was seriously ill and the doctors of
Moscow were very pessimistic about her recovery. After an
elderly serviceman had told the king about Jahanbek
Margarian, he was invited to the court and stayed there for
three months, eventually curing the queen and saving her life”
(Chardakhlu in Raphael Manassian’s Memoirs. In:
“Gardmank,” No. 2, 1996, p. 3).

332 Nahatakian, R. The Forefather of Glorious Marshals. In:
“Hay Ashkhar,” No. 5 (23), 1992. Jahan Margarian founded a
children’s hospital in Kojor, a summer resort situated near
Tiflis.
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DALLYAR-JEIR
Location. The village extends 6 kilometres north of

the district centre, at an altitude of 280 to 300 metres
above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. Until the late 19th cen-
tury, the site, which belonged to landowner Musakhan
Shamkhorski at that time,333 served as a winter
encampment for some stock-breeding Turkish tribes. In
the  course of time, the present-day purely Turkish vil-
lage came into being there. 

The available statistical data concerning the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1804334 43 74 85 159
1886335 329 1,123 790 1,913
1914336 2,008

DALLYAR-JERDAKHAN
(HAJJIALEKPERLI)

Location. The village is situated 9 kilometres
north-east of the district centre, at an altitude of 220 to
240 metres above sea level.

It was established in the late 19th century by some
stock-breeding tribes which had shifted to a sedentary
mode of life.

DASHBULAGH
Location. The village, which dates back to the

Soviet years, is situated on the highway of Bada-Char-
dakhlu, 18 kilometres south-west of the district centre,
at an altitude of 1,200 to 1,260 metres above sea level.

A pilgrimage site called Huskan Nahatak (the Ar-
menian equivalent for Huskan the Martyr) is located
in the territory between the villages of Bada and Char-
dakhlu (“...between Yelizavetpol Vicarate and Sham-
shadin Diocese”),337 half a kilometre east of Dashbu-
lagh, at an altitude of 1,200 metres above sea level.

Foundation. An unknown hermit is said to repose in
this sanctuary which is also known by the names of Vos-
kan Nahatak338 and Voskiants339 Monastery: “A small,
cell-shaped structure standing in the south of the chapel
(St. Gevorg Church - S.K.) retains the remains of an
unknown saint named Voskan Nahatak. It is a pilgrimage
destination even for the Turks who call it Balajekh.”340

According to a cross-stone preserved in the
monastery, this church was built in 1590 (see the pres-
ent work, p. 481). Although it is engraved with an
inscription dating back to a later period (probably, the
second half of the 19th century), we think its author
had some trustworthy archive documents at his dispos-
al (unfortunately, they have not come down to us)  to
maintain that. Besides, it is also attested by the build-
ing and composition peculiarities of the church.

A Historical Introduction. H. Manassiants, who
visited the monastery of Huskan Nahatak in 1883 and
became witness to its inconsolable state, regretfully
writes the following, “...it consists of a small adjoining
chapel and a church that has almost been reduced to a
cow-house. In winters the latter serves as a cattle-pen
for the nearby Turks and some pilgrims coming from
remote places who use it as a night shelter for their
herds. The altar is totally dilapidated, for the monastery
is absolutely neglected by those who should attend to
its problems.”341

Between 1884 and 1885, Bada inhabitant Karapet
Sapariants  “...restored the semi-ruined church through
strenuous efforts.”342

As stated in a press publication of 1888, the
guardian of the monastery “...has embarked upon the
construction of new rooms and the cleaning of the
neighbourhood of the church.”343

In 1890 another visitor wrote the following, “On
both sides of the entrance, two rooms of magnificent
windows have been built for pilgrims. A small door,
seen on the left of the church door, leads into a mortu-
ary chapel where the martyr’s remains lie in eternal
repose. His grave is almost entirely covered with rem-
nants of censer and candles. The bema has a narrow
window in the west. ...The yards of several ruined
dwellings are preserved in the east and north of the
church, which has some old graves bare of any epitaphs
in the west.”344

Exposed to continual deterioration and neglect for
rather a long time, the monastic buildings appeared in
a deplorable state by 1893: “...The church used to have
four rooms, but only two  of them are preserved, and
that on the verge of collapse. ...A year ago, an elderly
man served as a toller and guardian there but, unfortu-
nately, he consigned his soul to God, leaving the sanc-
tuary absolutely derelict.”345

In November 1905, St. Gevorg was plundered and
ruined by the Turks.346

__________
333 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 13-14.
334 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
335 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79.
336 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 115.
337 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3877, p. 29.
338 Idem, file 3437, p. 15.
339 “Ardzagank,” 1893, No. 44, p. 2.
340 Kajikian, idem, p. 87. Also see “Mshak,” 1883, No. 74, p. 1

(“The martyr’s grave, which is located in the bema, is covered
with a large stone occupying almost the entire territory of that sec-
tion. It does not bear any epitaph...”). Barkhutariants, M., idem,
p. 321 (“...the pilgrimage site of Voskan Nahatak also known by
the name of Bulanlugh).

__________
341 “Mshak,” 1883, No. 74, p. 1.
342 Gasparian, Hovh., ibid; also see S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book

No. 1, VI-11, p. 15.
343 “Ardzagank,” 1888, No. 7, p. 87.
344 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, pp. 15-16.
345 “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 133, p. 2.
346 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3764, p. 278.
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In 1907 Prior Mesrop Ter-Stepanossiants made up a
journal of the income of the monastery for the purpose
of implementing some overhaul there.347

During our visit to Huskan Nahatak in 1985, the
church was on the brink of collapse, with some rem-
nants of the monks’ cells still preserved there. Most
presumably, they had first served for the Father
Superior, but were later reduced to pilgrim dwellings.

An Architectural Description. The main building
of Huskan Nahatak Monastery, St. Gevorg Church348

(exterior dimensions: 14 x 7.95 metres), represents a
uni-nave vaulted structure. Its walls are remarkable for
their thickness (123 centimetres), which is characteris-
tic of other religious monuments of the late Middle
Ages found in the region. The vault of the prayer hall
rests on a pair of pilasters and lies below a gable roof.
The walls of the bema and the entire church in general
have niches. The monument (it is devoid of vestries),
whose only entrance opens in the south, is illuminated
through windows opening from its four facades. St.

Gevorg Church bears the evident signs of reconstruc-
tion periodically carried out there. With its interior
plastered, it is mainly built of undressed stone and mor-
tar, except for its cornerstones which are finely-cut. A
great number of khachkars and tombstones (including
some fragments) set in the exterior walls of the church
make it particularly remarkable. Their stylistic and dec-
orative peculiarities trace them back to the period
between the 16th and 17th centuries. 

A vaulted funerary chapel (exterior dimensions:
4.55 x 3.27 metres) of a pent-roof and rectangular plan
adjoins the western corner of the southern wall of the
church. All its walls are built of rough stone, except for
the eastern one, which is finely-cut.

The entrance of the chapel, opening from the east-
ern facade (a great number of other similar buildings
have entrances on all sides, except the eastern one),
represents a rare specimen of splendid ornamentation:
it bears finely-adorned cross-stones, with their decora-
tion typical of the period between the 16th and 17th
centuries.

This chapel shares the building peculiarities of St. Ge-
vorg Church; therefore, it dates back to the same period.

DASHBULAGH. The monastery of Huskan Nahatak seen from the north-east, south-west and east. The entrances to the mortuary
chapel and church

__________
347 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 56, p. 3.
348 “Nor-Dar,” 1893, No. 133, p. 2.
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West of the church extends a large cemetery of
densely-located graves, the surviving stone slabs being
bare of any epitaphs and reliefs.

Priors. Under Archimandrite Gabriel, mentioned
in 1843, Huskan Nahatak was in a lamentable state of
poverty.349

Between 1891 and 1923, Priest Mesrop Stepanos-
siants served as Father Superior and guardian of the
sanctuary. In 1923 he wrote, “It is exactly thirty-two
years since I (Priest Mesrop Stepanossiants - S. K.) was

appointed prior and supervisor of the monastery of St.
Huskan the Martyr...”350

In 1902 some repairs were carried out in the sanc-
tuary (see the inscription commemorating it on page
481). 

On 18 April 1924, Priest Mesrop Stepanossiants
applied to Gandzak’s Spiritual Consistory with a peti-
tion to re-appoint him guardian of the monastery so
that he would improve its decrepit condition. He par-
ticularly wrote that in his days of office, “...the church
powers entitled me to repair the monastery, surround
the entire complex and saints’ graves with a solid
enclosure and build springs with the donations of pious
pilgrims. All possible predicaments and obstacles prov-
ing unable to discourage me, I purged it of the Turks
who had got accustomed to defiling it like many other
sanctuaries for many years. I achieved all this through
the support and on the strict orders of my secular
authorities so that even the enemy’s grave threats and
insolent words could not frighten me. Moreover, my
enthusiasm only grew, helping me secure the welfare of
the monastery. ...In the recent sinister years, however,
with Father Grigor having assumed charge of it as a
rural dean, ...the sanctuary has again been doomed to
total neglect. The Turks of Irmashlu have returned to its
fertile arable lands and meadows, ...hastening to

DASHBULAGH. The plan of Huskan Nahatak Monastery

DASHBULAGH. Khachkars set in the northern facade of the church of Huskan Nahatak Monastery

__________
349 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 1459, p. 1.

__________
350 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 56, p. 2; fund

56, list 6, file 775, p. 28.
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accommodate themselves around this pilgrimage site,
whose condition is aggravating day by day, for it is
subjected to continual profanation.”351

Apparently, the spiritual powers met Mesrop Ter-
Stepanossiants’ request, for a record dating from 19
July of the same year mentions him as Father Superior
of the pilgrimage site of Huskan Nahatak.352

The available data on the boundaries of the monas-
tic dominions as well as their economical condition
and the income they yielded trace back to the late 19th
century. In 1888 “...quite a number of pilgrims visit the
monastery, all the profit received being allocated to
Nersissian School”353 of Tiflis.

In 1910 Huskan Nahatak lost a considerable part of
its real estate due to neglect: “This monastery does not
possess anything, except for a ruined room. It used to
have some lands, but the state took possession of them,
since there was absolutely nobody to attend to
them...”354

The inscriptions of Huskan Nahatak Monastery
were first published by Kajikian and S. Kamalian, but
during our visit there in 1985, we found only one of
them engraved on a cross-stone. We also copied anoth-
er four inscriptions which follow below:

Carved on the cornice of one of the three khachkars set in the
northern facade of the church:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ³ñ¿Ë³õë Ø³Õ³ÏÇ³Û(ÇÝ),
Ãí(ÇÝ) èÊ² (1592):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Maghakia.
In the year 1592. 

Incised into the lower part of the same cross-stone:
1590-ÇÝ »Õ»õ ßÇÝáõ(Ã)Ç(õ)Ý ë(áõñ)µ »Ï»(Õ»-

óáÛë):
transl.: This holy church was built in the year

1590.
The Armenian original published in: Kajikian. Travelling

Notes. In: “Ardzagank,” 1888, No. 7, p. 87.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 16.
Note: Kajikian’s decipherment is incomplete. The stylistic fea-

tures of the second inscription trace it back to a later period.

Engraved on a tombstone set in the southern facade of the church:
ºë ä»ÏÇË³Ýë, áñ¹ÇÝ ÇÙ àñáÛ Ë³Ýë,

Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ ëáõñµ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ëáë Ç ¹áõéÝ
î³ñë(³Ç)×ÇÝ:

transl.: I, Peki Khan, erected this Holy Cross
together with my son Voro Khan in memory of...

The Armenian original published in: Kajikian, ibid.
Note: The gravestone bore beautiful reliefs, “...including a

horseman with a hawk in his hand and another person standing in
front of the animal with a wine glass and a hazrabesha (?) in his hand.
Close to them, sitting at a table are two people: one of them is por-
trayed filling his glass with wine, while the other is playing the saz,
with spits of meat being barbecued over a nearby fire. One of the
sides of the tombstone bears the following words...” (ibid).

2 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on the cornice of a
cross-stone set in the northern facade of the church:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ã(ë) µ(³)ñ(¿)Ë(³õ)ë ²...|
Ãí(ÇÝ) èÎ´ (1613):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect... in the
year 1613.

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S. The
Monasteries of Gardmank: Huskan Nahatak. In: “Gardmank,” 1997,
No. 3, p. 9.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on the southern facade of
the church:

1882. ØÏñïÇã | Ø³ñÇÝ»³Ýó:
transl.:1882. Mkrtich Mariniants.
The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.

Engraved on a fragment lying inside the church:
1886. ¶¿áñ· | ´á½»³Ýó, | ßáÉ³õáñóÇ:
transl.:1886. Gevorg Boziants from Sholavor.
The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.

8 brief lines in the Armenian original incised into a stone lying
in front of the bema:

ÚÇß³ï³Ï ¿ | í»ñ³Ýáñá|·áõÃÇõÝ ë(áõñ)µ
áõËï(³ï)»Õáóë | í³Ý³Ñ³Ûñ Ø»|ëñáå ù(³)-
Ñ(³)Ý(³)ÛÇ | êï»÷³Ýáë(»³Ý)ó | 1902 Ç ³ÙÇ:

DASHBULAGH. A khachkar (17th cent.) set in the eastern corner
of the southern facade of the church of Huskan Nahatak
Monastery

__________
351 National Archives of Armenia, fund 461, list 1, file 56, p. 2.
352 Idem, p. 3.
353 Kajikian, idem, p. 87.
354 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 775, p. 28.
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transl.: In commemoration of the overhaul of
this holy monastery [in the days of] Priest Mesrop
Stepanossiants the Prior. 1902.

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.

DASHBULAGH
Another village of the same name, it is located 8

kilometres north of the district centre, at an altitude of
240 to 260 metres above sea level. 

Dashbulagh represents a purely Turkish settlement
established in the Soviet years.

DYUHARLI
Location. This Turkish village is situated in a vast

steppe lying on the right bank of the river Zakam, 18
kilometres north-west of the district centre, at an alti-
tude of 340 to 370 metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. It dates back to the sec-
ond half of the 19th century and belonged to nine Tur-
kish landowners between 1894 and 1895.355

Population. Dyuharli, which did not have a seden-
tary population until the early 1870s,  served as a win-
ter encampment for some nomads.

The available statistical data regarding the local
inhabitants represent the following picture: 
Year Houses Males Females Total
1874356 1,354
1886357 252 869 634 1,503
1914358 1,925

DZEGAM (ZAKAM)
Location. The village extends 14 kilometres north-

west of the district centre. 
In 1901 the local Armenian inhabitants, who com-

prised between 20 and 25 houses,359 applied to the
church authorities with a petition to appoint Mesrop
Ter-Stepanossiants, serving in Bada, itinerant priest for
their community, which had been devoid of a spiritual
shepherd by then.360

The archaeological finds unearthed in the territory
of Dzegam include some coins dating back to the times
of Safavid Shah Tahmas I (1524 to 1576) and Shah
Abbas I (1587 to 1629).361

DZEGAM-JERDAKHAN (YUKHARI AYIPLI)
Location. The village lies 18 kilometres north-west

of the district centre, at an altitude of 255 to 260 metres
above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. In 1890 a visitor wrote
the following about it, “...we made for Hin Zagam
located at the foot of Gharaul Tapa.362 The village,
whose inhabitants comprise Armenian and Turkish
craftsmen, has some semi-ruined, dilapidated cara-
vanserais as well as a number of houses and gardens
boasting a glorious history. Now only several stands
function here.”363

In the late 19th century, Dzegam-Jerdakhan
belonged to six Turkish landowners.364

Population. V. Meves mentions the present-day
village as the dwelling place of a cattle-breeding
nomadic Turkish tribe in 1864.365

The available statistical data regarding the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886366 474 1,583 1,298 2,881
1914367 2,180
1979368 4,698

Archaeological Monuments. The territory of
Dzegam-Jerdakhan has been inhabited since time
immemorial. S. Kamalian, who visited it in 1890,
writes, “...to the north-west of the station can be seen
Gharaul Tapa. During the excavations conducted here,
some pitchers, bracelets, coral jewellery, horn-shaped
glasses and other articles were unearthed. The build-
ings of the station are of finely-cut stone, which is
extracted from the aforementioned hill. It bears the
remnants of the walls of an old structure which is
believed to have been a stable belonging to Kyor
Oghli.”369

One of the first investigators to conduct research
into the area was S. Ter-Avetissian, who supervised
some preliminary excavations there in 1914: “During
the construction of a canal for the Russian immigrants
who had settled down in the vicinity of Zakam Station,
some antiquities, dating from the period of paganism,
were discovered at a depth of two to three arshins.
Following the instructions of the Caucasian Museum,
Smbat Ter-Avetissian, one of the members of the
Caucasian Branch of the Imperial Archaeological
Society (Moscow), left for Zakam. Studying the find-
ings, he carried out preliminary digging at the foot of
Gharaul-Dagh, rising within about three versts of the
station. ...He disclosed some Stone Age articles and
tombs of the pre-Christian period (about two hundred

__________
355 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 3-4.
356 Caucasian Calendar for 1886, p. 142.
357 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 80-81.
358 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 123.
359 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 720.
360 Ibid.
361 Rajabli, A. M. Coinage in the Safavid State. In: “Proceedings of

the Museum of the History of Azerbaijan,” vol. 4, Baku, 1963, in
Russian.

__________
362 The equivalent for ‘Hill of Guards’ in the Turkish language.
363 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 2.
364 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 9-10.
365 Meves, V., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 85, p. 420. See p.

346 of the present work for more information about this village.
366 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 88-89.
367 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 213.
368 SAE, vol. 4, p. 314.
369 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 2.
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steps south of these findings) comprising several big
and small burial urns (no metalware was found there).
Three hundred steps south of the latter were unearthed
several heathen cists of stone containing bronze items
(similar structures are typical of many localities in
Caucasia). All the aforementioned comes to suggest
that this small territory has been inhabited since time
immemorial when man had no idea about metals. ...All
the findings have been handed to the Caucasian
Museum and Smbat Ter-Avetissian has been assigned
to start larger-scale excavations in August.”370

ENGELSKEND (IRMASHLI)
Location. This Turkish village is situated 11 kilo-

metres west of the district centre, at an altitude of 490
to 530 metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. It was established in
the late 19th century by some stock-breeders who had
shifted to a sedentary life. Originally, it represented a
cluster of several small villages located within some
distance of each other, but known by the same name.
Between 1894 and 1895, they belonged to nineteen
Turkish landowners and Tiflis citizen Grigor Sargissian
Atabekiants.371

Population. The available statistical data regarding
the number of the local population represent the fol-
lowing picture: 
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886372 117 376 261 637
1914373 679
1978374 2,401

FIZULI
The village, dating from the Soviet years, extends

on the right bank of the river Shamkor, 10 kilometres
east of the district centre, at an altitude of 330 to 340
metres above sea level.

GARNAKER (BARUM, BARUMSHEN)
Location. Garnaker is situated on the south-facing

slope of a gorge lying on the left bank of the river
Shamkor, 23 kilometres south of the district centre. 

In the mid-19th century, it was described as “a vil-
lage founded on the bank of the river Shamkor. It
enjoys a favourable position, abounds in gardens and
does not know any shortage of water...”375

A Historical Introduction. The earliest records of
Garnaker mention it in the mid-15th century in con-
nection with Sourb Astvatzatzin Church of Tzaghkots
Monastery built on an elevation on the left bank of the
river Shamkor, about  0.7 kilometre south of the vil-
lage. 

In 1691 reference is made to “head of Garnaker
Village Sedkh” with regard to the struggle of superior-
ity between Aghvank Catholicoses Simeon and
Yeremia: together with many other spiritual and secu-
lar dignitaries of the region, he recognized the authori-
ty of the former by putting his signature to a
“Document of Unity.”376

Means of Communication. The roads leading to
Garnaker did not boast good conditions, a record trac-
ing back to the first quarter of the 19th century attest-
ing this: “...the bumpy roads of this village are
extremely difficult of passage, the nearby deep, har-
rowing abysses frightening passers-by to death. The
local residents, however, should thank their lucky stars
for the impregnable position of their village, since it
saves them the trouble of incursions by various barbar-
ians.”377

In 1884 the road connecting Garnaker with the
adjacent villages was renovated.378

Population. An archive document of 1839 has pre-
served a list of 15 families dwelling in Garnaker which
is of special value for the study of their history:

“1 Petros Khojian, his wife Mariam and their son
Mkrtich;

2 Hovhannes Sahakian, his wife Shoghakat, their sons
Poghos and Hovakim as well as their daughters Hori,
Shahgul and Taguhi; Hovhannes’ brother, widower Stepan,
his son Karapet as well as his daughters Voski and Herik;

3 Hayrapet Ter-Yeghiazarian, his mother Rehan, his wife
Mariam, his sons Sahak and Hovhannes as well as his daugh-
ters Hori, Khanum, Herik and Margaret; Hayrapet’s brothers
1. Babi with his spouse Gozal, and 2. Grigor with his wife
Ghumash; 

4 Sargis Matevosov, his brother Harutiun with his spouse
Annayi, their daughter Nazi as well as their sons Mkrtich and
Poghos;

5 Gevorg Ohanesov, his wife Sarah, their daughter
Margaret, their daughter-in-law Khatayi as well as their sons
Makar and Simeon;

6 Aghajan Khachaturian, his wife Anna, their sons Avag
and Khachatur as well as their daughters Aziz and Anakhas;
Aghajan’s brother Ghazar, his wife Margaret as well as their
children Stepan and Mariam;

7 Anton Khachaturian, his wife Mariam as well as their
sons Tuni and Hovsep;

8 Mkrtum Sargissian, his mother Khanum, his wife
Mariam, their sons Harutiun and Karapet as well as their
daughters Hori and Yeghisabet;

9 Hovhannes Arzumanian with his mother Mariam;

__________
370 Gitak. The Antiquities of Zageam. In: “Mshak,” 1914, No. 123,

p. 4, in Armenian. Also see A Report on the Caucasian Museum
for 1914. Tiflis, 1917, pp. 21, 23, in Russian.

371 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 6-7, 9.
372 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 80-81.
373 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 129.
374 SAE, vol. 4, p. 67.
375 Jalaliants, S., idem,part 1, p. 162.

__________
376 “Ararat,” 1900, p. 320.
377 Jalaliants, S., ibid.
378 “Nor-Dar,” 1884, No. 121, p. 2.
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10 Hovhannes Minassian, his mother Mariam, his daugh-
ter Vardi as well as his sons Avag and Hakob;

11 Harutiun Avagian, his wife Nazlukhan as well as their
sons Sahak and Mkrtich; Harutiun’s brother Zakaria, his
spouse Gozal and their daughter Khatayi;

12 Papi Hovsepian, his mother Margaret, his wife Aziz
and his brother Mkrtich with his spouse Nubar;

13 Grigor Maghakian with his wife Hori;
14 Vardan Harutiunian, his wife Zani, their daughter

Mariam as well as their sons Ghazar and Grigor;
15 Hovhannes Voskanian, his wife Vardi, their sons

Harutiun, and Khachatur with his spouse Anna.”379

The available statistical data concerning the num-
ber of Garnaker’s population represent the following
picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1804380 9 19 17 36
1839381 15 47 47 94
1845382 129 115 244
1847383 124 127 251
1849384 186 160 346
1852385 157 150 307
1861386 25
1866387 43 253 141 394 
1872388 338 295 633
1874389 502
1875390 511
1876391 513
1877392 321 279 600
1878393 312 283 595
1880394 338 295 633
1881395 341 292 633
1882396 358 299 657
1883397 371 312 683
1885398 90 546 464 1,010
1886399 84 380 360 740

1887400 573 498 1,071
1888401 573 496 1,069
1889402 576 508 1,084
1890403 588 508 1,096
1891404 618 533 1,151
1892405 628 545 1,173
1893406 649 554 1,203
1894407 669 571 1,240
1897408 715 598 1,313
1898409 730 607 1,337
1899410 735 609 1,344
1900411 752 627 1,379
1901412 752 631 1,383
1902413 760 634 1,394
1905414 766 638 1,404
1906415 706 597 1,303
1907416 800
1908417 135 562 513 1,075
1909418 752 631 1,383
1910419 439 361 800
1912420 767 651 1,418
1914421 1,500
1917422 102 1,500
1985423 9 14

As is apparent from the statistical evidence present-
ed above, the local population continually increased
during the period between the 19th century and the
establishment of the Soviet regime.

The Armenians of Garnaker were mainly occupied
with gardening and farming. 

Some data we have dug out of different sources
enable us to compile a chronology of the activity of
Garnaker’s parish school:

__________
379 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 28.
380 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
381 National Archives of Armenia, ibid.
382 Idem, file 3811, pp. 5-6.
383 Idem, file 3814, pp. 97-98.
384 Idem, file 3818, pp. 97-98.
385 Idem, file 3819, pp. 106-107.
386 Idem, file 3835, pp. 148-149. Also see National Archives of

Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 4254, p. 11.
387 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3848, p. 57.
388 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63. Another statistical source reports 476

inhabitants (idem, file 3859, pp. 161-162).
389 Idem, file 3864, pp. 41-42.
390 Idem, file 3866, pp. 45-46.
391 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
392 Idem, file 3869, pp. 54-55.
393 Idem, file 3870, pp. 23-24.
394 Idem, file 3872, pp. 30-31.
395 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
396 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
397 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
398 Idem, file 3877, p. 30. Also see “Ardzagank,” 1885, No. 4, p. 51.
399 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 76-77. Another source reports 56

houses (“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 308).

__________
400 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 74.
401 Idem, file 3882, p. 131.
402 Idem, file 3884, pp. 228-229.
403 Idem, file 3887, p. 150.
404 Idem, file 3889, p. 149.
405 Idem, file 3891, p. 121.
406 Idem, file 3895, pp. 78-79.
407 Idem, file 3896, pp.174-175.
408 Idem, file 3899, pp. 147-148.
409 Idem, file 3897, p. 169.
410 Idem, file 3903, pp. 128-129.
411 Idem, file 3905, pp. 93-94.
412 Idem, file 3906, pp. 99-100.
413 Idem, file 3907, pp. 23-24.
414 Idem, file 3912, pp. 266-267.
415 Idem, file 3915, p. 75.
416 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
417 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 12.

Also see Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 199.
418 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 764, p. 117.
419 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917, pp. 59-60.
420 Idem, file 3919, pp. 62-63.
421 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 96.
422 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166.
423 Karapetian, S. Abandoned Armenian Settlements in Azerbaijan

(1988 to 1991). In: “Hayreniki Dzayn,” 9 February 1993, p. 4.
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Year More Information Teachers Pupils
1905424 Opened on 5 October

as a one-year school. 
1906425 Karapet Ter-Hovsepian

Balayants’ candidacy for
teacher was put forward.  

1907/08426 Unisex 50 (3 females)
1908/09427 1 62 (11 females) 
1911/12428 Comprised a single class.

Functioned as a one-year
school.

1913/14429 Closed
1914/15430 Reopened 
1915-16431 Functioned at an allowance

of a 100 rubles received from
the School Budget of the
Diocese.

1919432 Closed

The village church, mentioned in some archive
documents of 1849,433 1852,434 1858,435 1861,436

1862,437 1878438 and 1885439 (by the names of St.
Hakob in 1861 and Sourb Astvatzatzin in 1858, 1885
and afterwards) traces back to 1838. This year is engra-
ved on a cornerstone placed right of its entrance.440

The church, whose entrance opens in the south, is
entirely built of undressed stone and mortar, except for
its cornerstones and the most important sections which
are finely-cut. Its walls bear some cross-stones and
sculptured fragments. The architectural peculiarities of
the church, which functioned until 1928,441 trace it
back to the 19th century.  

Priests. Simon Ter-Yeghiazariants, born in 1791 (he
had 5 sons: Harutiun, born in 1817; Hovsep born in
1825; Martiros born in 1828; Poghos born in 1836, and
Petros born in 1839),442 served Garnaker between 1832
and 1861:443 “...having learnt reading and conduct of
divine service in Tzaghkots Monastery...”,444 he was
ordained by Archbishop Baghdasar on 27 March 1832.
In 1861 “...Priest Simeon Ter-Yeghiazariants, who had
reached rather an advanced age, still lived in Garnaker,
being, indeed, in bad need of a helper...”445

Simon Ter-Yeghiazariants also performed priestly
duties in Jagir. 

In 1908 Karapet Ter-Hovsepian Balayants served
the local community.446

Tzaghkots Cloister. Location. The most famous
monument in Garnaker (also called Garnaker Monas-
tery), it is situated on the left bank of the river Sham-
kor, 0.7 kilometre south of the village.

A Historical Introduction. The earliest record of
this cloister dates back to 1467, when a certain Azaria
illustrated a manuscript Gospel there and wrote the fol-
lowing in its colophon, “Enriched with illustrations in
Sourb Astvatzatzin of Tzaghkots [situated] in
Garnaker, Gandzak District, in the days of Catholicos
Hovhannes and Archbishop Tzeruny...”447 The colo-
phon of another manuscript (1634) entitled  Meknutiun
Saghmosats (‘Interpretation of Some Psalms’) and
copied in Tseghna Village of Goghtan District (Vaspu-
rakan Province, Metz Hayk) mentions the monument
by the name of Garnaker Monastery: “...Garnik Garne-
tsy from Garnaker Monastery...”448

When Sultan Murad invaded Armenia with an army
of 700,000 in 1635 and conquered the castle of Yere-
van, Bishop Hovhannes of Hovhannavank (in present-
day Aragatzotn Marz of the Republic of Armenia) and
his pupils found refuge in Garnaker: “...After Muslims’
leader Murad had captured the castle of Yerevan, all the
local residents scattered here and there. The same fate
befell Bishop Hovhannes of Hovhannavank, who
moved to Aghvank together with his pupils and found
haven in Garnaker Monastery.”449

__________
424 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 146, p. 1.

According to another source, the school opened on 15 September
1906 (idem, file 207, p. 19).

425 Idem, file 226, p. 1.
426 Idem, file 262, p. 1. Also see file 427, p. 2; Khudoyan, S., idem,

p. 474.
427 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 495, p. 1. Also

see  fund 57, list 2, file 1849, p. 17; Khudoyan, S., ibid.
428 Khudoyan, S., ibid.
429 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 1062, p. 1.
430 Ibid. Also see National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file

1062, pp. 1, 4, 6. Vicar of Gandzak Diocese Levon the Archiman-
drite interceded before the Synod of Echmiatzin for permission to
cut down some trees in a wood belonging to Charek Monastery
free of charge. His request, however, was rejected due to the oppo-
sition of L. Ter-Avetikian, Manager General of the estates of the
Holy See.

431 “Ararat,” 1916, p. 13. Also see Khudoyan, S., ibid.
432 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 4, file 927, p. 33.

Also see file 811, p. 1. The local inhabitants wanted to allocate the
income of Tzaghkots Monastery to the school.

433 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 315.
434 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3818, pp. 97-98.
435 Idem, file 3819, p. 106.
436 Idem, file 3831, pp. 25-26.
437 Idem, file 3835, pp. 148-149.
438 Idem, file 3836, p. 58.
439 Idem, file 3870, pp. 23-24.
440 Idem, file 3877, p. 29.
441 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2658, p. 12. 

__________
442 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3831, pp. 25-

26. Also see file 3835, pp. 148-149.
443 Idem, file 3831, pp. 25-26. Also see file 3833, pp. 134-135; fund

56, list 1, file 4254, p. 11.
444 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3831, pp. 25-

26. Also see file 3833, pp. 134-135.
445 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 4254, p. 11.
446 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 817, p. 7.
447 Colophons, 15th century, vol. 2, p. 244. The colophon of anoth-

er manuscript created in Tzaghkots Monastery in 1468 and illus-
trated by the same person repeats this passage (Colophons, 15th
century, vol. 2, p. 272).

448 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 2, p. 548.
449 Historiography by Zacharia Sarkavag, vol. 2, Vagharshapat,

1870, p. 47, in Armenian.
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A press publication of 1886 describes the monu-
ment as follows, “...it represents a vaulted stone church
of small dimensions with a small gavit retaining two
unknown graves held in profound reverence by the
local people. According to them, originally this sanctu-
ary was a convent, its name of Tzaghkots deriving from
that of Mother Superior Tzaghik.”450

An Architectural Description. Tzaghkots Cloister,
which consists of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church and a
gavit, used to have “...a large dwelling and four small
monastic cells” within its enclosure.451

The church (exterior dimensions: 9.25 x 6.4
metres), built of undressed stone and mortar, represents
a uni-nave vaulted basilica. It is illuminated through

four narrow windows widening inside, each of them
opening from one of the four facades of the monument.
Its only entrance connects it with a gavit of rectangular
plan which adjoins it in the west. 

This gavit replaced an older one in the last quarter
of the 19th century, its foundation being initiated by
Priest Hovsep Baliants: “The monastery used to have a
wooden gavit, but Priest Hovsep urged the inhabitants
of Garnaker to destroy it. At present a new one,
designed to have stone walls and a wooden roof, is
under construction. It comprises two graves which the
local residents believe retain the remains of some her-
mits. Their tombstones, representing crude slabs, are
bare of any epitaphs.”452

In the 1980s, the gavit, whose walls were preserved
to a height of 1.5 metres, was in a semi-ruined state. Its
only entrance opened from its southern facade which
retained the remnants of two windows.

In 1919 the cloister was in a state of decrepitude.453

In 1840 the dominions of Tzaghkots Cloister
were described as follows, “...it has a garden of 250
rubles which yields 40 rubles per annum, and a mul-
berry wood of 40 rubles, providing an income of 10
rubles.”454

GARNAKER (BARUMSHEN). The village seen from the south-west

__________
450 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 308.
451 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3814, pp. 107-108.

__________
452 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 316. By the time Yer. Lalayan vis-

ited the monastery the gavit had already been completed
(Lalayan, Yer, idem, p. 343).

453 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 4, file 927, p. 32.
454 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3798, pp. 63-64.

GARNAKER (BARUMSHEN). The plan of Tzaghkots Cloister
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In 1847 the cloister had a vineyard, a mulberry
wood, a large house and four small cells.455 A vineyard,
four small rooms and a large dwelling adjoined its
enclosure in 1852.456 A garden and three wooden
rooms abutted on its enclosure between 1860 and
1862.457

In 1886 the estates of Tzaghkots Cloister comprised
some arable land, a vineyard and three rooms.458 In
1910 it held possession of some vineyards and mulber-
ry woods covering three dessiatinas.459

Lapidary Inscriptions. The walls of Sourb
Astvatzatzin Church bear some cross-stones (they date
from the 15th to 17th centuries) which are inscribed: 

Carved on a khachkar set in the southern window of the church.
Half of it being buried in the stonework of the wall, the inscription is
only partly intelligible, with the part containing the year broken: 

[ÂíÇÝ] æ..(³éÝí³½Ýª 1451 Ã.)...[Ñ³õ]ñÝ ÇÙ
ÂáõÙÇÏÇ[Ý, Ù³õñ]|Ý ÇÙáÛ Ö³Ý÷...: 

transl.: In the year ... [at least 1451] to my
father Tumik [and] my mother Janp...

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S. The
Historical Monuments of Northern Artsakh. In: "Lragir,” 1995, p. 6.

A single line in the Armenian original:
æÆº (1476):
The Armenian original published in: Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak

District, p. 343; Corpus...,, part 5, p. 269.

6 lines in the Armenian original incised into a cross-stone
inwardly set in the upper part of the window of the northern facade:

Âí(ÇÝ) | æÈÂ (1490). Ë³ãë ÷|ñÏáõÃÇõÝ
Ñá|·áÛ ²ÙÇñ|Ñ³ë³ÝÇÝ: 

transl.: In the year 1490. This Holy Cross
[stands] for the salvation of Amirhasan’s soul. 

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.

Engraved on a cross-stone set in the niche of the font:
Âí(ÇÝ) èÄ² (1562):
transl.: In the year 1562.
The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.

Inscribed on a khachkar inwardly set in the northern wall of the
church:

êáõñµ Ë³ã ï¿ñ å³ñáÝ ¶³µñÇ»ÉÇÝ
ù³õ³ñ³Ý. Ãí èÖÈÀ (1689):

transl.: This Holy Cross [stands in memory of]
Mr. Gabriel... in the year 1689.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.
Artsakh, p. 316; Lalayan, Yer., ibid; Corpus..., ibid. 

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on the lower part of a
cross-stone set near the window of the northern facade: 

...Ü»ñë¿ë ¿ñ»ó| Ï³(Ý)·Ý»óÇ ½Ë³ãë |
ÍÝáÕ³ó ÇÙáó:

GARNAKER (BARUMSHEN). Sourb Astvatzatzin Church seen from the west; a window opening from the western facade of the
church, and its only entrance opening from its southern facade

__________
455 Idem, file 3814, pp. 107-108.
456 Idem, file 3819, pp. 116-117.
457 Idem, file 3834, pp. 24-25; file 3836, pp. 44-45.
458 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 138.
459 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 775, p. 27.
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transl.: ...I, Priest Nerses, erected this Cross for
my parents.

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.
Note: The inscription dates back to the period between the 16th

and 17th centuries.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a cross-stone set in
the northern niche of the bema:

Ü³½|ñ(³)Ý:
transl.: Nazran.
The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone lying
in the yard, near the northern wall of the church:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ï(³)ñÝ(³)·(»)éóÇ | ²Õ³×³-
Ý³Ýó àëÏ³ÝÇÝ, | áñù Ñ³Ý¹ÇåÇù ïáõù | áÕáñ-
ÙÇ, 1859 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Voskan Aghajan-
iants from Garnaker. May you who come across it
pray for him. In the year 1859.

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.

The school of Tzaghkots Cloister played an im-
portant educational role in Garnaker before the estab-
lishment of a parish school there. This institution,
where “scholar Hovhannes Maghakiants the Archiman-
drite”460 is known to have worked, taught its pupils

“...Armenian, church songs and conduct of divine serv-
ice.”461

The available information regarding the priors of
Tzaghkots Cloister is as follows:

Archimandrite Hovhannes Maghakiants, mentio-
ned between the early 1820s and 1839, taught the Ar-
menian language in the school of Tzaghkots Cloi-
ster.462 In 1839 he shared his post with Coenobite Mov-
ses Maghakiants.463

In 1860 reference is made to Archimandrite Haru-
tiun.464 Another archimandrite served as Father Su-
perior in 1853465 and 1862.466

In 1864 the spiritual leader of the cloister was Ar-
chimandrite Harutiun Mamikoniants.467

An archimandrite, whose name remains unknown,
performed the duties of Prior in 1878.468

Archimandrite Hovhannes Baraghamiants, who
was appointed Father Superior in 1882, held that post
for over 28 years.469 He still headed the monastic com-

GARNAKER (BARUMSHEN). The remnants of a double-span
bridge over the river Shamkor

GARNAKER (BARUMSHEN). Tzaghkots Cloister seen from the
south and south-west

__________
460 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3831, p. 40;

file 3833, pp. 134-135.

__________
461 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 4254, p. 11.
462 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3831, pp. 39-40.
463 Idem, file 457, p. 8.
464 Idem, file 3834, pp. 24-25; file 3833, pp. 112-113.
465 Idem, file 2743, pp. 20-21.
466 Idem, file 3836, p. 56.
467 Idem, file 3843, p. 7.
468 Idem, file 3870, p. 26.
469 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 775, p. 27, list

5, file 320, p. 1.
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munity in 1910, despite the fact that he was over 106:
“...The spiritual leader of the cloister is Archimandrite
Hovhannes Baraghamian, who has seen 106 springs...
Rather advanced in years, he is absolutely unable, both
physically and mentally, to govern the monastery so that
it is high time he should be released from his duties.”470

Hreshtakapetats (of the Holy Archangels) Monas-
tery is situated on the left bank of the river Shamkor,
150 metres south of Tzaghkots Cloister. 

The only building of this monastery to have come
down to us is a church. Its construction inscription,
which was fortunately copied and published in the late
19th century, reveals that it was founded in 1816 by
Archimandrite Hovhannes and Mahtesy Hovhannes:

Carved on the northern wall of the gavit:
ÞÝáñÑÇõ ²ëïáõÍáÛ ßÇÝ»ó³õ ëáõñµ ØÇù³Û¿É

¨ ¶³µñÇ¿Éë Ó»é³Ùµ ÚáíÑ³ÝÝ¿ë í³ñ¹³å»ïÇ
»õ Ù³Ñï»ëÇ ÚáíÑ³ÝÝ¿ëÇ Ñ³Ý¹»ñÓ ÙÇ³µ³Ý
»Õµ³ñù. Ãí(ÇÝ) èØÎº (1816): 

transl.: By the grace of God, Archimandrite
Hovhannes and Mahtesy Hovhannes built this
church of Sts. Michael and Gabriel together with
the brethren of the community in the year 1816.

The Armenian original published in: Jalaliants, S. Journey to
Great Armenia, part 1, Tpkhis, 1842, p. 163;  “Ardzagank,” 1886,
No. 21, p. 308; Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 316.

Note: Jalaliants deciphers the year as ‘1616.’

Archimandrite Hovhannes’ remains were interred
in the gavit of the monastery, with the following epi-
taph engraved on his gravestone:

²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï ×·Ý³õáñ ÚáÑ³ÝÝ¿ë í³ñ-
¹³å»ïÇ, ßÇÝáÕ í³ÝÇë, Ø³Õ³ùÇ áñ¹Ç. Ãí
èØÐ¾ (1828):

transl.: In this grave reposes hermit Hovhannes
the Archimandrite, the founder of this monastery
[and] the son of Maghak. 1828.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., idem,
pp. 316-317.

Some topographers who visited Hreshtakapetats
Monastery at the close of the 19th century describe it as

GARNAKER (BARUMSHEN). Tzaghkots Cloister seen from the west. Khachkars (14th cent.) set around a window opening from the
northern wall of the church. A tombstone (1859)

__________
470 Idem, file 775, pp. 27-28.
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a semi-ruined, derelict complex devoid of any lands
(all that it possessed comprised a garden) and con-
signed to the care of a solitary priest.471 

The monument was in the same state in the first
decades of the 20th century: thus, a register of the
dominions of Gandzak monasteries, made up on 28
June 1910, states the following, “...a vineyard and mul-
berry wood occupying an area of about three dessiati-
nas and hardly yielding forty buckets of wine a year.
The post of Prior is held by Archimandrite Hovhannes
Baraghamian, who has seen 106 springs, ...being
appointed in 1882.”472

An Architectural Description. At the end of the
19th century, Hreshtakapetats Monastery still preserved
its church, the adjoining gavit and monks’ dwellings:
“The cloister also has a gavit of stone and mortar which
retains some graves. ...It possesses a garden and nine
old cells with narrow windows and low doors...”473

By the time we visited the monastery in 1984, only
its church had been preserved, and that on the verge of
final collapse. 

This church (exterior dimensions: 10.7 x 8 metres),
built of undressed stone and mortar, represents a uni-
nave vaulted basilica, with two vaulted sacristies of
rectangular plan in the east. Its main peculiarity con-

GARNAKER (BARUMSHEN). The plan of the church of
Hreshtakapetats Monastery

GARNAKER (BARUMSHEN). Hreshtakapetats Monastery with
Tzaghkots Cloister in the background. The church of
Hreshtakapetats Monastery seen from the north-west

GARNAKER (BARUMSHEN). The church of Hreshtakapetats
Monastery seen from the south-west and west

__________
471 Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 316-317; Lalayan, Yer, ibid.
472 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 775, p. 27.
473 Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 316, 317.
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sists in the dimensions of its northern vestry, which juts
out of the main structure of the church. Its only
entrance opens from the western facade. The church is
plastered inside, its walls, mainly those of the bema,
bearing the traces of some frescoes. The stonework of
the building also includes small, finely-adorned
khachkars one of which is fitted into a frame for the
southern window. This cross-stone, whose only rem-
nants comprise its girdle, was engraved with the fol-
lowing inscription: 

Â(õ)Ç(Ý) èÀ(1559):
transl.: In the year 1559.

In the Soviet years, the bell of the church was taken
to Barum (Sari Barum) to be used in the local school.
On 20 January 1980, however, some unidentified
thieves stole it.

This bell was engraved with an inscription which
was fortunately copied in due time by Barum inhabi-
tant Pavel Khojayan: 

¼³Ý·³Ïë ß³ÙËáé»óÇ ÆßË³Ý(»)³Ýó Úá-
Ñ³Ýç³ÝÇ áñ¹Ç ... Ç ¹áõéÝ Ì³ÕÏáó³ Ðñ»ßï³-
Ï³å»ï³ó ... ÛÇß(³)ï(³)Ï ¿ 1815:

transl.: The son of Ohanjan Ishkhaniants from
Shamkhor...this bell ...Hreshtakapetats of Tzagh-
kots ...in memory 1815.

Published for the first time.

Sourb Astvatzatzin Church of Tzaghkots retains a
finely-decorated border cross of exceptional value and
significance. Originally, Hreshtakapetats Monastery
was home to it, but in 1984 we moved it for the sake of
preserving it, since the sanctuary was on the verge of
collapse. This border cross bore the following inscrip-
tion, three lines in the Armenian original:

òùáõé ·»ï Ç î³õáõß Óá|ñáÛ ÙÇÝã»õ àëÏ³Ý³-
å³ï, | ÃáõÇÝ âÎ¶ (1314)... ï(»³é)Ý ê(³)ñ·Çë:

transl.: From the river Kur to Voskanapat via
Tavush Gorge. In the year 1314... father Sargis.

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S. A Border
Cross from Gardmank. In: ‘Azatamart,” N 43, 1994, p. 13, in Arme-
nian.

GARNAKER (BARUMSHEN). A border cross (1314) found in the
yard of  the church of Hreshtakapetats Monastery  

GARNAKER (BARUMSHEN). Khachkars in the walls and in the
yard of the church of Hreshtakapetats Monastery 
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Note: By fixing the aforementioned toponyms on a map, we get
a vast territory whose borders were marked by the historical village
of Voskanapat (present-day Zurnabad Village in Khanlar District of
Northern Artsakh) in the east; the river Tavush in the west; the river
Kur in the north, and the watershed of Mrav and Sevan in the south.
As for Sargis, mentioned as the proprietor of these lands, we failed to
find any reference to him in other sources so that his identity remains
obscure.

Harants Cemetery, located west of Hreshtakape-
tats Monastery, retains “...many graves with the re-
mains of some hermits, archimandrites and monks.”474

Amidst the rocks towering on the right bank of the
river Shamkor, east of Hreshtakapetats Monastery can
be seen a cavern called Harants Jgnaran (the Armenian
equivalent for ‘Fathers’ Hermitage’). In the late 19th
century, this cave “...where some hermits are said to
have spent their lives in total asceticism” boasted
“...three magnificent cross-stones.”475 They, however,
had been removed by the time we visited Harants
Jgnaran in 1984. 

Other Monuments Preserved in the Neighbour-
hood of Garnaker. A church used to be situated on the
brink of a gorge, at the north-western extremity of the
village, in a site called Tsits Kar. According to Barsum
inhabitant Nikolai Ghazarian, it represented a structure
of white sandstone and had a gable roof built of wood.
The facade-bearing stone of its entrance was engraved
with the following construction inscription:

Âí(ÇÝ) àÔ¶ (1244):
transl.: In the year 1244. 
Note: The inscription is taken from N. Ghazarian’s unpublished

work. 

The church was demolished in 1934 and replaced
by a school.

A pilgrimage destination called Nahatak (the
Armenian equivalent for ‘Martyr’) is located on the
right bank of the river Shamkor, in the north-east of
Garnaker. In the late 19th century, it comprised “...a
chapel of a wooden roof which retains the remains of
an unknown martyr.”476 By 1984, however, only some
meagre vestiges had survived as silent reminders of the
once standing sanctuary.

Another pilgrimage site named Tratz Khach (the
Armenian equivalent for ‘A Soaring Cross’) is situated
on a watershed between two gorges called Spitak Aru
(the Armenian equivalent for ‘White Canal’) and
Tsamak Aru (the Armenian equivalent for ‘Dried
Canal’).

The ruins of a chapel and a cemetery of cross-
stones are preserved at the north-eastern extremity of
the village site of Hndzadzori Pkategher situated on

the right bank of the Hndzadzor, i.e. the tributary of the
river Shamkor. 

The territory of another village site, called Bov
Dzori Pkategher and located north of Garnaker, ser-
ved for the establishment of some farms in the Soviet
years.

The cavern of Dzor Prak was one of the fortifica-
tions of Garnaker Village. It could accommodate
between 10 and 15 people in case of necessity.

GHARAGHOJALI
Gharaghojali lies on the left bank of the river Sham-

kor, 13 kilometres south of the district centre, at an alti-
tude of 530 to 570 metres above sea level.

It was established by some Turkish cattle-breeders
who shifted to a sedentary life in the site of an ancient
abandoned Armenian village in the early 20th century.

GHARAJAMIRLI
This large Turkish village is situated 17 kilometres

east of the district centre, at an altitude of 210 to 225
metres above sea level.

It was established in the second half of the 19th
century by some cattle-breeding tribes which had shift-
ed to a sedentary life.

The available statistical data regarding the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886477 197 1,018 781 1,799
1914478 2,151
1977479 4,331

GHARANUY (GHARAGHOYUNLU)
The village extends 11 kilometres north-east of the

district centre, at an altitude of 200 to 210 metres above
sea level.

It was founded at the beginning of the 20th century
by some Turkish stock-breeders who had changed to a
sedentary mode of life.

GHASUMALILAR
This village, dating back to the Soviet years, is sit-

uated in the middle of the highway of Shamkor-Char-
dakhlu, 7.5 kilometres south-west of the district centre,
at an altitude of 1,130 to 1,140 metres above sea level.

GYOYMAMEDLI
Location. This Turkish village lies on the left side

of the highway of Chardakhlu-Shamkhor, 8 kilometres
south-west of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,090
to 1,150 metres above sea level.

__________
474 Idem, p. 317.
475 Ibid.
476 Ibid.

__________
477 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 82-83.
478 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 134.
479 SAE, vol. 3, p. 69.
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It dates from the Soviet years and was established
in the territories seized from Chardakhlu out of certain
political considerations.

GYULAMBAR 
(GYULAMBIR, GLAMBAR, GYULAMBYUR,

KYULAMBYUR)
Location. The village is situated on the right bank

of the river Shamkor, 17 kilometres south of the district
centre, at an altitude of 1,090 to 1,150 metres above sea
level. 

A Historical Introduction. The available sources
do not provide any information concerning the founda-
tion and medieval history of the village, but the monu-
ments preserved in the area attest that it dates back to
at least the 12th century. Beginning with the 18th cen-
tury, the archive documents and topographical works
mention it by the name of Gyulambar (its historical
name has probably sunk into oblivion).

In the ‘60s of the 18th century, Georgian King He-
racle, who had deported the Armenian inhabitants of
many Northern Artsakh villages to Tiflis, attempted to
do the same with the residents of Gyulambar. They,
however, managed to escape forced resettlement and
took up residence in Tavush (Shamshadin) District,
where they founded the village of Aygedzor (Ghulali):
“...to evade obeying the king’s order, they applied to
Ali-Sultan, the ruler of Shamshadin District, and swore
subjection to him, provided that they should be permit-
ted to establish a village in the site of the present-day
one.”480

In 1804, when the issue of the belonging of Nuk-
zar’s Sourb Amenaprkich (the Armenian equivalent for
‘Holy Saviour’) Monastery became a subject of debate,
Archbishop Hovhannes received a letter stating the fol-
lowing, “The residents of both Barsum and Garnaker
attest that Gyulambir belongs to Amenaprkich. This
was common knowledge even among our ancestors so
that it has become customary to refer to it as the village
of the monastery.”481

A record of 1842 states that Gyulambar “...extends
on the bank of the river Shamkor and enjoys a favou-
rable position, the area abounding in magnificent gar-
dens. ...It used to comprise thirty families which left
the village, moving to a mountainous area.”482

According to a source of the late 19th century,
Gyulambar, that lay completely derelict, revived only
thanks to several Armenian families from Nukzar.483

In 1886 the village, having merely 7 houses (its
inhabitants were mainly occupied with farming), be-
longed to the Tsiraliants, a rich, Tiflis-based family.484

Gyulambar, that had 325 residents in 1917485 and 15 to
20 (12 to 15 houses) in 1986,486 was stripped of its
Armenian population in 1988. 

The village used to have “...a simple” parish
church “...of a wooden roof...,” where sometimes a
priest from Barsum held divine service.487 The sanctu-
ary was demolished in the Soviet years.

Karmir Monastery. The ruins of Dasno (Horoma-
shen) Monastery (commonly known by the name of
‘Karmir Vank,’ i.e. ‘Red Monastery’), that is distin-
guished for its remarkable history, are preserved at the
north-western extremity of the village, on the right bank
of the river Shamkor. Representing a structure of cruci-
form composition (Getabak’s St. Sargis Church can be
considered its parallel with this regard), it occupies a spe-
cial place among the religious monuments in the region.

A Historical Introduction. As legend has it, the
monastery was founded “...by some Armenian clergy-
men who had fled from Greece in the year 751.”488

__________
480 Gaspar, H. Village Legends. In: “Nor-Dar,” 1889, No. 50, in

Armenian.
481 National Archives of Armenia, fund 332, list 1, file 596, p. 1.
482 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, p. 162. According to Lalayan, they

moved to Jagir and other villages (Gandzak District, p. 324).
483 Lalayan, Yer, idem, p. 325; Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 296.

__________
484 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 307.
485 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166.
486 Karapetian, S. The Historical Monuments of Northern Artsakh.

In: “Lragir,” 4 March 1995, p. 6. Karapetian, B., Karapetian, S.
The Mysteries of Gandzak (Kirovabad) and Northern Artsakh.
Moscow, 1998, p. 307, in Russian.

487 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 307.
488 Jalaliants, S., ibid.

GYULAMBAR (GYULAMBYUR). The remnants of the church of
Karmir (Dasno) Monastery. Its plan
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It is mentioned in 1184 as the place where Mkhitar
Gosh wrote his famous Code of Laws: “It was com-
pleted in a monastery named Dasno, ... in a province
called after its capital Gandzak, in the land of Arran,489

through Father Hovsep and monk Poghos’ support.”490

In 1804 the sanctuary was dependent on Nukzar’s
Sourb Amenaprkich Monastery (the sources of the pre-
ceding period do not contain any reference to it):
“...Karmir... belongs to the great monastery of Amena-
prkich and its village of Gyulambir, all the food and
various articles received from other villages being
gathered there and then taken to the latter.”491

The following lines quoted from an archive docu-
ment (28 September 1853) come to prove the afore-
mentioned, “...another pilgrimage site, called Karmir
Yekeghetsy492 and possessing great divine power, is
located a verst and a half from the river Shamkor: it is
subject to this monastery...”493

Although the monastery ceased functioning in the
‘40s of the 19th century, its buildings stood intact for a
few decades.

In 1886 the state of the monument was described as
follows: “...on the right bank of the river, one can see a
chapel called Karmir Yekeghetsy, which represents a
vaulted structure of stone: it is adjoined by a gavit retain-
ing three unknown graves. Its outer niches, southern and
northern, used to be engraved with some inscriptions
which have been deliberately annihilated so that only the
initial letters of the lines can be discerned.”494

At the close of the 19th century, the monastery rep-
resented the following picture, “The sanctuary, soaring
high on the road on the right bank of the river
Shamkor, represents a small, cruciform structure
entirely built of finely-cut red stone; hence its name of
Karmir Vank.”495

The monument, which bears a close resemblance to
a monastery rather than a church, has a fine, pointed
dome and a small, dark sacristy in the southern corner of
its main apse. It consists of a grave-yard, an enclosure of
stone and mortar, some cells intended for the monks, and
a gavit retaining many graves which are bare of any epi-
taphs (all these buildings are in a state of dilapidation).
The part below the cornice of the exterior northern wall
of the monastery used to bear a long Armenian inscrip-

tion, enumerating the entire real estate it was in posses-
sion of. Several years ago, however, a dishonest
Armenian broke the inscribed stones and fraudulently
arrogated the dominions of the sanctuary.”496

Karmir Vank was levelled with the ground in the
1930s, its stones serving as building material for a cat-
tle-shed situated about 100 metres north of it. By 1980
only some remnants of its main walls had survived
suggesting that the monument had been either a tri-
nave or a quadri-nave structure, most presumably, dat-
ing back to the period between the 6th and 7th cen-
turies.

The vestiges of the piers of a multi-span medieval
bridge, built of cobblestone and mortar, are preserved
over the river Shamkor, west of the village.497

HAJJIALILAR
Location. The village lies 13 kilometres south-west

of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,180 to 1,200
metres above sea level.

At the beginning of the 20th century, it served as a
summer encampment for the village community of
Dzegam-Jerdakhan (Yukhari Ayipli).

JAGIR
Location. Jagir is situated 16 kilometres south-west

of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,300 to 1,420
metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. The village, whose date
of foundation is unknown, retains some monuments
(such as a Bronze Age castle, etc.) attesting that man
has inhabited it since time immemorial. 

Apostasy. The unspeakable persecution and the
clergymen’s indifference to the village in general,
intertwined with the absence of a school and a priest,
eventually aroused some tendency of apostasy among
the local inhabitants. Jagir’s desperate Armenians vol-
untarily applied to the Georgian Exarch with a peti-
tion to be converted to the Georgian Orthodox faith.
On 22 July 1913 Gandzak’s vicar informed
Catholicos of All Armenians Gevorg V about that
painful fact.498

Population. In the early 19th century, “...between
20 and 25 families resettled here from Gyulambar
Village...”499

The following list (1839), including the names of
the members of 14 local families (56  people on the
whole) is of great importance from the standpoint of
the study of their history:

__________
489 Caucasian Albania, mainly referred to in this work by the

Armenian version of its name, i.e. Aghvank.
490 Code of Laws by Mkhitar Gosh. Prepared for publication by

Thorossian, Kh. Yerevan, 1975, p. 25, in Armenian. Also see
Colophons of the Armenian Manuscripts of the 5th to 12th cen-
turies, pp. 242-243.

491 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 596, p. 1.
492 The Armenian equivalent for ‘Red Church.’
493 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 2742, p. 17.
494 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 307.
495 As we have already mentioned above,‘karmir’ is the Armenian

equivalent for ‘red.’

__________
496 Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 295-296. 
497 Karapetian, S. A New Year in the Shamkor Gorge (Travelling

Notes). In: “Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 13, in Armenian.
498 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä 57, list 2, file 2139,

pp. 2-3.
499 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 308. Also see Jalaliants, S., ibid.
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“1 Sargis Grigorian, his wife Guli and their adopted son
Arzuman with his spouse Sandukht and his daughter Pari;

2 Anania Sahakian, his mother Vardi, his brother Grigor
and their cousin Ghambar;

3 Gabriel Sargissian, his wife Yeghisabet, as well as their
children Ghevond and Mariam; 

4 Arakel Petrossian, his wife Anayi, as well as their sons
Poghos and Harutiun;

5 Kirakos Sargissian, his spouse Javahir, as well as their
son Stepan and their daughter Manushak;

6 Hovakim Danielian, his wife Gozal and their son
Gevorg;

7 Ghukas Khachaturian, his mother Hyurzada, his spouse
Mariam and his brother Mnatsakan with his wife Ghumash;

8 Mateos Baghiov, his wife Yeghsum and his nephew
Hayrapet;

9 Tzatur Ohanian, his wife Aziz and their son Ohan with
his spouse Horom and his daughter Mariam;

10 Grigor Kirakossian, his wife Khatun and his nephew
Harutiun;

11 Harutiun Braziants, his wife Shahgyul, as well as his
brother Papi with his spouse Sabet;

12 Abraham Khachaturian, his wife Anna and their son
David;

13 Avet Tzaturian, his wife Vari and their son Hovsep;
Avet’s brother Grigor with his spouse Margaret and his son
Gevorg;

14 Virap Mkrtchian with his step children Mirza and An-
nman.”500

The available statistical data regarding the number
of the local population represent the following picture:

Year Houses Males Females Total
1845501 142 122 264
1847502 146 109 255
1849503 152 141 293
1852504 101 90 191
1861505 28
1866506 68 284 223 507 
1872507 321 274 595
1874508 477
1875509 495
1876510 511
1877511 324 264 588
1878512 322 268 590
1880513 321 274 595
1881514 332 279 611

1882515 336 285 621
1883516 352 303 655
1885517 73 351 395 746
1886518 75
1887519 387 402 789
1888520 386 402 788
1889521 326 426 752
1890522 336 431 767
1891523 349 444 793
1892524 362 462 824
1893525 369 477 846
1894526 388 495 883
1897527 388 544 932
1898528 401 529 930
1899529 408 534 942
1900530 423 452 875
1901531 417 471 888
1902532 425 484 909
1905533 432 487 919
1906534 489 532 1,021
1907535 1,232
1908536 160 740 657 1,397
1909537 463 491 954
1910538 765 676 1,441
1912539 468 496 964
1914540 1,600
1917541 140 1,360
1977542 989
1985543 786

In 1988 the local Armenians, amounting to 700,
were forced to leave Jagir and resettle in Shishkaya
Village of Vardenis District in Gegharkunik Marz of
the Republic of Armenia.  

__________
500 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 28.
501 Idem, file 3811, pp. 5-6.
502 Idem, file 3814, pp. 97-98.
503 Idem, file 3818, pp. 97-98.
504 Idem, file 3819, pp. 106-107.
505 Idem, file 3835, pp. 148-149. Also see fund 56, list 1, file 4254, p. 11.
506 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3848, p. 57.
507 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63. Another statistical source reports 435

inhabitants (idem, file 3859, pp. 161-162).
508 Idem, file 3864, pp. 41-42.
509 Idem, file 3866, pp. 45-46.
510 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
511 Idem, file 3869, pp. 54-55.
512 Idem, file 3870, pp. 22-23.
513 Idem, file 3872, pp. 30-31.
514 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.

__________
515 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
516 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
517 Idem, file 3877, p. 30. Also see “Ardzagank,” 1885, No. 4, p. 51.
518 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 76-77. Also see “Ardzagank,” 1886,

No. 21, p. 308.
519 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 74.
520 Idem, file 3882, p. 131.
521 Idem, file 3884, pp. 228-229.
522 Idem, file 3887, p. 150.
523 Idem, file 3889, p. 149.
524 Idem, file 3891, p. 121.
525 Idem, file 3895, pp. 78-79.
526 Idem, file 3896, pp. 174-175.
527 Idem, file 3899, pp. 147-148.
528 Idem, file 3897, p. 169.
529 Idem, file 3903, pp. 128-129.
530 Idem, file 3905, pp. 93-94.
531 Idem, file 3906, pp. 99-100.
532 Idem, file 3907, pp. 23-24.
533 Idem, file 3912, pp. 266-267.
534 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
535 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 240, p. 2.
536 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 11.

Also see Caucasian Calendar for 1911, Tiflis, 1910, p. 240.
537 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 764, p. 117.
538 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list1, file 3917, pp. 59-60.
539 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list1, file 3919, pp. 62-63.
540 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 118.
541 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 167.
542 Karapetian, S. Abandoned Armenian Settlements in Azerbaijan.

In: “Hayreniki Dzayn,” No. 3, 9 February 1993, p. 4.
543 As attested by the Village Council.
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The Armeno-Turkish Fights between 1905 and
1906. Panic-stricken at the news of the devastation of
Bada and the impending Turkish attack, on 27
November 1905 the local people abandoned the vil-
lage, finding shelter in Barsum and Garnaker.544

In 1985 Jagir had a functioning 8-year school of
120 pupils. 

The stylistic and architectural peculiarities of the
local church of Sourb Astvatzatzin rank it among the
monuments of the period between the 17th and 18th
centuries. In the 19th century the sanctuary (by our
second visit to it in 1985, its vault had totally col-
lapsed) was reconstructed, its windows opening in the
southern facade being widened.

The earliest archive documents bearing reference to
the church, originally called St. Gevorg545 and then
Sourb Astvatzatzin (from 1885 onwards),546 date back
to the 1840s.547

The sanctuary (exterior dimensions: 21.5 x 11.6
metres) represents a basilica of a wooden roof, with a
vaulted rectangular vestry on both sides of the apse.
Each of the eastern and southern facades has three
windows widening inside which provide the monument
with illumination together with another opening in the
western facade. The building, which has two entrances,
southern and western, is built of undressed stone and
mortar, its walls bearing about thirty finely-decorated
cross-stones engraved with inscriptions.

ºë êÇÙ³õáÝë Ï³ÝÏÝ»óÇ | ½Ë³ãë »Õµ³õñÝ
ÇÙ àõë¿÷ÇÝ,| Ñ³õñ ÇÙ àÑ³Ý¿ëÇÝ, Ù³õñ ÇÙ(á)Û |
Ü³½Ë³ÃáõÝÇÝ, Ãí(ÇÝ) âÆ¸ (1275):

transl.: I, Simon, erected this cross in memory
of my brother Usep, my father Ohanes [and] my
mother Nazkhatun in the year 1275.

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S. The
Historical Monuments of Northern Artsakh. In: “Lragir,”1995, N 38,
March 22,p. 6.

Incised into both sides of the lower wing of the main cross of a
khachkar set in the western facade and serving as a cornerstone right
of the entrance:

Âí(ÇÝ) æ² (1452):
transl.: In the year 1452.
The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.

21, p. 308; Karapetian, S., ibid.

Carved on a cross-stone set in the window of the southern vestry:
... Ï³Ý(·)Ý»[óÇ Ë³ãë] Ãí(ÇÝ) :èÂ: (1560):
transl.: ...erected this cross in the year 1560.
The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.

Inscribed on the cornice of another cross-stone adjoining the
aforementioned one:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ(³ñ¿Ë³õ)ë Ê³ãÇÏÇÝ:
Â(í): èÎÀ (1619):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Khachik.
In the year 1619.

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the upper part of a
cross-stone set in the window of the northern vestry:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë Þ³ÑÝ³½³ñÇÝ, | Ãí(ÇÝ) èÐº
(1626): 

transl.: This Holy Cross [dedicated] to Shahna-
zar. In the year 1626. 

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.

JAGIR. A general view of the village

__________
544 Kajberuny, idem, p. 733.
545 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3818, pp. 97-

98; file 3819, p. 106; file 3836, p. 58.
546 Idem, file 3835, pp. 148-149.
547 Idem, file 3877, p. 29.
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2 lines in the Armenian original carved on the upper part of a
khachkar placed in the southern niche of the bema:

[Ê³]ãë ö³ñÇË³ÝÇÝ ¿, | Ãí(ÇÝ) èÐº
(1626):

transl.: This Cross [dedicated] to Parikhan. In
the year 1626.

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S. ibid.
Incised into a khachkar placed in the northern niche of the bema:

Âí(ÇÝ) èÐº (1626):
transl.: In the year 1626.
The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.

Inscribed on a cross-stone lying in the niche of the northern
vestry:

...¹ÇëÇ Ñ(á)·(á)ÛÝ, | Ãí(ÇÝ) èÐº (1626):
transl.: ...soul. In the year 1626.
Published for the first time.

Carved on another cross-stone lying in the niche of the northern
vestry:

...ÇÙÇÝ, Ãí(ÇÝ) èÐº (1626):
transl.: ...in the year 1626.
Published for the first time.

2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a khachkar set in
the window of the bema:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë å(³)ñ(á)Ý..., | Ãí(ÇÝ) èÐ¼
(1627):

transl.: May this Holy Cross [protect] Mr. ... in
the year 1627.

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.

JAGIR. Sourb Astvatzatzin Church seen from the west; an inscription (1655) found in the bema and commemorating the construc-
tion of the altar; a window opening from the bema, and a khachkar (1452) set in the western facade of the church 

JAGIR. The plan of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church
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2 incomplete lines in the Armenian original incised into the cor-
nice of a cross-stone set in the window of the northern vestry:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë, | Ãí(ÇÝ) èÒ¸ (1635):
transl.: This Holy Cross, in the year 1635.
Published for the first time.

A partly distorted inscription engraved on the cornice of a cross-
stone lying in the south of the bema:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë ...½³ÝÇÝ, | Ãí(ÇÝ) èÒ¸ (1635):
transl.: This Holy Cross ..., in the year 1635.
Published for the first time.

JAGIR. Khachkars set in the walls of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church
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6 lines in the Armenian original carved on a finely-cut corner-
stone lying in the north of the bema:

ê(áõñ)µ ë»Õ³Ýë ÛÇß|³ï³Ï ¿ Ô³½³ñ | ù(³)-
Ñ(³)Ý(³)ÛÇÝ, áñù å³|ï³ñ³·¿ù ÛÇß¿|ó¿ù Û³-
ÕûÃë, | Ãí(ÇÝ) èÖ¸ (1655):

transl.: This holy altar is in memory of Priest
Ghazar. May you pray for him at the divine serv-
ice. In the year 1655.

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.
Note: This inscription attests to the existence of the church in

1655.

3 semi-distorted lines in the Armenian original carved on the
upper part and near the projection of a cross-stone lying in the font:

[Ê³ãë] ö³ñÇÝ ... | èÇÙÇÝ,| Ãí(ÇÝ): èÖ  ̧(1655):
transl.: This Cross [stands] for Par ... Rim. In

the year 1655.
Published for the first time.

Incised into one of the faces of a cross-stone lying in the south-
ern niche of the bema:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë ÷(ñ)Ï(á)õÃ(ÇõÝ) ...| Ã(íÇ)ë
èØÂ (1760):

transl.: May this Holy Cross save ... in the year 1760.
Published for the first time.

A single semi-distorted line in the Armenian original inscribed
on the cornice of a cross-stone set in the eastern wall of the northern
vestry, near the window:

[ê(áõñ)µ Ë³]ãë µ³(ñ¿)Ë(³õë) [¿] ... ä³Õ[ÇÝ]:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect ... Pagh.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

Engraved on the cornice of a khachkar lying in the southern
niche of the bema:

Ê³ãë ²ëÉÇÝ »...:
transl.: This Cross [stands] for Asel ...
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

Carved on a khachkar set in the south of the bema:
ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë:
transl.: This Holy Cross.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

Incised into a cross-stone lying in the northern niche of the
southern sacristy:

[êáõñµ] Ë(³)ã(ë) µ(³ñ¿Ë³õ)ë Ü¿ñë(¿ë)ÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Nerses.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

Carved on a cross-stone set in the window of the southern sacristy:
ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë ¶Çõù³ÝÇÝ:
transl.: This Holy Cross [stands] for Gyukan. 
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

Inscribed on another cross-stone lying opposite the aforemen-
tioned one:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë Ê(»)ãáõÙ|ÇÝ ¿:
transl.: This Holy Cross [stands] for Khechum.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single, partly distorted line in the Armenian original engraved
on the cornice of a cross-stone lying in the southern niche of the
southern sacristy:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë î... ÝÇÝ, Ø³[ñ]»³Ý[ÇÝ]:
transl.: This Holy Cross [stands] for... [and]

Marean. 
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the cornice of a
khachkar inwardly set in the eastern wall of the bema, near the win-
dow:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë ´(»)ßù(³)Ý(ÇÝ), ê(³)é(»)-
Ï(Ç)Ý ¿:

transl.: This Holy Cross [stands] for Beshkan
[and] Sarek.

Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

Engraved on a cross-stone lying in the western wall of the
vestry, south of the bema: 

[êáõñµ Ë³ãë] µ³ñ¿Ë(³õ)ë ¿ Ê³ÃáõÝÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Khatun.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

Carved on a khachkar set in the window of the bema: 
[êáõñµ Ë³]ãë ¸³ë...[Ç]Ý, Ì...:
transl.: This Holy Cross [stands] for...
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

Inscribed on a khachkar placed near the window of the bema:
ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë Ê(³)Ý(áõ)ÙÇÝ »õ ¼(³)ÉË(³)ÝÇÝ:
transl.: This Holy Cross [stands] for Khanum

and Zalkhan.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

Engraved on another cross-stone adjoining the aforementioned one:
ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ(³ñ)¿Ë(³õ)ë ²í³Ý¿ëÇ(Ý):
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Avanes.
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

The Soviet authorities closed Sourb Astvatzatzin
Church in 1928.548

Among the local priests, mention is made of Simon
Ter-Yeghiazariants, who served Jagir between 1832
and 1861, also working as the spiritual shepherd of
Garnaker Village.549

__________
548 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2658, p. 12.
549 Idem, file 3833, pp. 134-135; file 3835, pp. 148-149.
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In 1908 Hovhannes Ter-Yeghiazariants performed
priestly duties for the local parish.550

Jagir’s old and new cemeteries that have merged
into one another extend at the northern end of the vil-
lage. The part of the earliest burials retains an inscribed
memorial (220 x 48 x 35 centimetres) dating back to
1593. Its west-directed face bears some simple cross
reliefs, with the following epitaphs incised into its east-
and north-directed facets respectively:

ºë å(³)ñáÝ Ôáñ|ËÙ³½ë, ´ßÇ|å³Ãë
Ï(³)ÝÏ(Ý»)ó|Ç... Ë(³)ãë Ñ³(õ)ñÝ »õ Ùá|ñÝ
Ù(»)ñáÛ:

transl.: Beshipat and I, Mr. Ghorkhmaz, erected...
this cross in memory of our father and mother.

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ|(³)ñ¿Ë³õë | ØÇñ½³Û
³ÕÇÝ, | Ãí(ÇÝ) èÊ´ (1593):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Mirza
Agha. In the year 1593.

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S. The
Historical Monuments of Northern Artsakh, p. 6.

Jagir has a functioning spring built in 1900 and
engraved with the following inscription:

ÐÇß³ï³Ï: (Î)³ñ³|µ¿¹ »õ áñ¹Ç ¶ñÇ|·áñ
´³ÕÇ»³Ýó, | 1900 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: In memory of Karapet and his son
Grigor Baghiants. 1900. 

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.

The territory of the village also retains some pil-
grimage sites.

JAGIR. An obelisk found in the older part of the village cemetery

__________
550 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 817, p. 7.
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JELHAN
We failed to find out the exact location of this vil-

lage, but a small number of archive documents mention
it together with the villages of Bada, Krzen and
Chardakhlu; therefore, Jelhan, that was stripped of its
Armenian population in the second half of the 19th
century, must be, or must have been, situated some-
where in their neighbourhood. 

The available scanty statistical data concerning the
number of its residents are as follows:  
Year Houses Males Females Total
1841551 35 21 56
1853552 16 13 29

KAMANDAR
Location. The village lies 25 kilometres west of the

district centre, at an altitude of 1,200 to 1,320 metres
above sea level. 

A Historical Introduction. The monuments sur-
viving in the territory of Kamandar, whose historical
name has sunk into oblivion, trace it back to at least the
Middle Ages. 

Most presumably, it shared the fate of the other
villages of the region and was stripped of its popula-
tion in the 1770s, the local people moving to

Shulaver: “Apparently, Kamandar, part of whose
inhabitants now live in Shulaver, used to be a large
settlement: present-day Legharak (Bada) residents
use its name to refer to several village sites together
with a grave-yard.”553

An inscribed tombstone preserved in a cemetery in
Metz Shulaver perpetuates the memory of one of
Kamandar Armenians who found refuge there:

10 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a rectangular
gravestone (147 x 73 x 25 centimetres):

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ¶ñÇ·á|ñÇ, áñ ¿ áñ¹Ç Ú³ñáõ-
ÃÇÝ, | Ù³ÛñÝ ëáñ³ ê³Ù³Ç »õ | »Õå³Ûñ Àëï»-
÷³ÝÇ Ï³Ù | Ú³ÏûµÇ, ë³ ¿ Ï»Õ×¿Ý | ø³Ù³Ý-
¹³ñÇ, Ãí(Ç)Ý èØÊ¾ (1798) | ÑÁÝÃ»ñóûÕù¹ áñ
Ñ³Ý|ïåÇ Ù¿Ï å¿ñ³Ý ²(ëïáõ³)Í áÕá|ñÙÇ ³ëÇ,
²(ëïáõ³)Í ÍÝáÕ³|ó áÕáñÙÇ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Grigor, the son of
Harutiun and Sama and the brother of Stepan or
Hakob from Kamandar Village. In the year 1798.
May you who read this pray for his parents and
his soul.

Published for the first time.

The village site of Kamandar revived in the early
20th century thanks to 30 families from Bada.554

__________
551 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3802.
552 Idem, file 2743, pp. 102-103.

__________
553 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 8.
554 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 2139, pp. 2-3.

JAGIR. Specimens of applied art
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The Village Lands. According to a visitor who
travelled in Kamandar between 1906 and 1907, it
“...was surrounded by vast arable lands, so-called
Archimandrite Lands,  once belonging to Khoranashat
Monastery but at present under state control. Extending
up to the royal forest of Kalkar in one direction, they
merge into a large plain in the other: the latter retains
some ancient cemeteries and chapels amidst which a
thick, centuries-old oak-tree of rich foliage stands as a
pilgrimage destination for Bada inhabitants.”555

Apostasy. The unspeakable persecution and the
clergymen’s indifference to the village in general,
intertwined with a number of other factors, eventually
aroused some tendency of apostasy among Kamandar’s
population. The desperate Armenians voluntarily
applied to the Georgian Exarch with a petition to be
converted to the Georgian Orthodox faith. On 22 July
1913 Gandzak’s vicar informed Catholicos of All
Armenians Gevorg V about that painful fact, particu-
larly stating that “...the reasons that had forced them
into resorting to that step included the shortage of
lands, the social pressure, heavy taxation, as well as the
absence of a school and a church.”556

In 1986 the village had a population of 40 houses,
including more than 100 inhabitants.557

Kamandar was stripped of its residents in the after-
math of the deportation between 1988 and 1989.

Three medieval cemeteries, preserved in the vil-
lage, are of great importance from the standpoint of the
study of its history. The surviving cross-stones trace its
existence to at least the period between the 9th and 11th
centuries.

The oldest of the grave-yards, which is located in
the southeast of Kamandar, retains some densely-lying
graves with undressed vertical rock slabs bare of any
epitaphs. Their west-directed faces bear reliefs of sim-
ple, old-styled crosses typical of the aforementioned
period.

Another large cemetery, extending in the east of the
village, comprises a number of finely-decorated cross-
stones dating back to the period between the 10th and
17th centuries. Some of them are engraved with epi-
taphs which are presented below:

A single line in the Armenian original carved on the lower part
of a cross-stone standing at the western end of the cemetery (its west-
ern face bears a cross relief):

Âí(ÇÝ) ÜÊ¶ (994):
transl.: In the year 994.
The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S. The

Historical Monuments of Northern Artsakh, p. 6.

3 semi-distorted lines in the Armenian original incised into the
cornice and near the upper cross wing of a khachkar standing in the
central part of the cemetery:

[Ê]³(ã)ë µ³(ñ)¿(Ë)³(õ)ë ...|[Ï]áÕ³ÏóÇÝ
ö(³)ñÇ½...Ç ... ì...| [Ã]í èÖÆ² (1672):

KAMANDAR. Fragment of a khachkar (12th cent.), and a
khachkar (1672)

__________
555 Kajberuny, idem, p. 228. A record of 1890 states the following

about this sacred site, “South of Keshish oghli, Khachyal was
located. Riding our horses in that direction, ... we saw a huge oak-
tree with splendid branches, its trunk exceeding seven arshins.
Nobody dared cut a single branch off that holy tree; that is why,
some immense branches that resembled logs were rotting under-
neath, torn off by the storm. The tree, which was a place of pil-
grimage for the inhabitants of Legharak, was surrounded by some
old graves, remains of fires as well as countless legs and feathers
of sacrificed roosters squeezed into its tough bark and clefts. In a
slightly elevated area west of it, its sister was said to be buried:
allegedly, both of them suffered martyrdom in earlier times.
“The remains of a chapel were still preserved in that place.
Leaving the tremendous oak-tree behind, we descended towards
the rock of Aghaj Ghala where lay a Turkish encampment over-
looking the gorge. Opposite Aghaj Ghala rose Mount Choban
Seghnakh, at the northern skirts of which could be found a
chapel...” (S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 10).

556 National Archives of Armenia, fund 57, list 2, file 2139, pp. 2-3.
557 As attested by the Village Council.
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transl.: May this Cross protect ...Paris’ spouse
...1672.

The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.

Preserved on the upper fragment of a cross-stone:
êáõñµ ¶ñÇ(·)áñ|¿ë í³ëÝ...
transl.: St. Grigores...
The Armenian original published in: Karapetian, S., ibid.

The third, i.e. northern cemetery of the village is
situated on a mountain slope. 

The neighbourhood of Kamandar is rich in a great
variety of monuments and ancient sites dating back
to different periods. The only topographer to have vis-
ited  them is philologist S. Kamalian, whose unpub-
lished manuscript contains their descriptions together
with  the decipherings of all the inscriptions he found
there. The work he carried out is of immense signifi-
cance not only for the history of Kamandar but also for
that of the entire region. Below follow his records of
the village: 

1 On the road leading from Bada to Kamandar,
“...on the other side...” of Shamkor Gorge, “...the lair of
Ojagh Ghuli is situated, with a canal flowing above it
in the gorge: the latter is under Legharak inhabitants’
control.

“On an elevation in the area between Ojagh Ghuli
and Kendivan, another village site at present uninhabit-
ed, a semi-ruined chapel called Santruk can be seen,
animals being often sacrficed there.

“A thicket a little above it retains some graves, yard
sites and a lying cross-stone, 2.5 arshins long and 2
arshins wide, with its year distorted. The territory
above the thicket contains a spate of big and small
khachkars, both lying and standing, which are not
dated. 

“A cart-road leads from Santruk to Kendivan: the
latter, which comprises some ruined house sites and a
cemetery of old blocks of stone, is inhabited by sever-
al families from Legharak who are not able to convey
farming tools, as well as carts and bunches of grass
from one village to another. A ghobi (?) extends in the
direction of the gorge, right kran (?) of Boz Aghbyur: it
retains a grave-yard...”558

One of the cross-stones preserved in the aforemen-
tioned cemetery was engraved with the following
inscription: 

êµ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ëûë ¿ ²ÙÇñ³ÛÇ ¨ ÏáÕ³ÏóÇÝ
ö³ñÇÝ... Ãí è× (1651):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Amira and
his spouse Par... in the year 1651.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p.  8.

2 “The main village site in the neighbourhood of
Kamandar is Kendivan, with a spring at its beginning:
its population once inhabited both slopes of the gorge.
...It also has a thoroughly reconstructed church of a
wooden roof and a small door, with all its cross-stones
gathered together.”559

Some of the aforementioned khachkars bore inscriptions which
are presented below:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ëûë ¿ ê³ñ·Çë, ¸³ë-
ï³Ý, Ô³½³ñí³ÝÇ ÏáÕ³ÏóÇÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Sargis,
Dastan [and] Ghazarvan’s spouse. 

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ëûë ¿ Â³Ù³ñÇÝ, ¼³-
ï³Û ́ ³×ÇÝ, Þ³ÑÝ³½³ñÇÝ, Ãí(ÇÝ) èÖ² (1652): 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Thamar,
Zata Bajji [and] Shahnazar. In the year 1652. 

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ëûë ¿ Ú³Ïáµ(ÇÝ), Ø³-
Ãáë(ÇÝ), ...ëÇÝ ÏáÕ³ÏóÇÝ Â»½³ÛÇÝ, Ã(íÇÝ)
èÖ² (1652):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Hakob,
Matos and ...spouse Teza. In the year 1652.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

3 “...north-west...” of the village site of Kendivan,
“...a road leads to the top of a hill along which some
graves, lying in moss, can be seen. According to
Legharak inhabitants, this site, called Keshish Oghli
Hangstaran, belongs to Kamandar. I copied all the epi-
taphs I found there one by one...”560

“...It is so called due to the fact that two priests, a
man and his son, are buried here.”561

Below follow the epitaphs of the grave-yard:

Engraved on a tombstone:
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ²õ³ÉÇÝ, Ãí. èÖ¶ (1654) ÇÝ: 
transl.: In this grave reposes Aval. In the year

1654. 
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 10.

Carved on a tombstone:
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Õ³ñ³Ùáõñ³ïóÇ ÆëÏ³Ý¹³-

ñÇ áñ¹... áËåÇÝ, áñ ÷áË»ó³õ Ï»³Ýë í»ñÇÝ,
Ãí. èØÆ (1771):

transl.: In this grave reposes... of Iskandar from
Gharamurat. He departed to heaven in the year
1771.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p.  9.

__________
558 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 8.

__________
559 Idem, pp. 8, 9.
560 Idem, p.  9.
561 Idem, p. 10.
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Incised into a tombstone:
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý... ÇÙ ... ËÇÝ, áñ ¿ Âá... Þ³Ñ-

å³½ÇÝ, ÷áË»ó³õ ÃíÇÝ èØÄ¶ (1664):
transl.: In this grave reposes... my ... Shahpaz

[who] died in the year 1664.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

Inscribed on a tombstone:
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ø³ñÇ³ÙÇÝ, áñ ¿ ¹áõëïñ

ê³ñ·ëÇÝ, Ãí. èÖÆ (1671): 
transl.: In this grave reposes Mariam, who is

the daughter of Sargis. In the year 1671. 
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

Engraved on a tombstone:
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Õ³ñ³Ùáõñ³ï»óÇ ¸áõÉÏ³-

ñ³Ýó Éáõë³Ñá·Ç ï¿ñ ê³ñ·ëÇÝ, áñ ¿ áñ¹Ç ï¿ñ
àõÑ³ÝÇÝ, èØÄ¾ (1768) ÃíÇÝ:

transl.: In this grave reposes Father Sargis
Dulkariants of blessed memory from Gharamurat.
He is the son of Father Uhan. In the year 1768. 

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

Carved on a tombstone:
Ô³ñ³Ùáõñ³ïóÇ Éáõë³Ñá·Ç ...Ãáë ï¿ñ

Ô³½³ñÇ áñ ... èØÄ¾ (1768):
transl.: ...Priest Ghazar of blessed memory

from Gharamurat... 1768.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

Incised into a tombstone:
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ÏáñËóÇ Ù»ÉÇù Ð³ËÝ³½³ñÇ

¹áõëïñ Ê³ÉíÇÝ. Ð³(Ûáó) èØÄ¾ (1768):
transl.: In this grave reposes Khalva, the

daughter of Melik Hakhnazar from Korkh. 1768 of
the Armenian era.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

Inscribed on a tombstone:
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Õ³ñ³Ùáõñ³ïóÇ ÎÇñ³ÏáëÇÝ,

áñ ÷áË»ó³õ Ç Ï»³Ýë í»ñÇÝ, èØÆ (1771) ÃíÇÝ:
transl.: In this grave reposes Kirakos from Gha-

ramurat, who departed to heaven in the year 1771.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

Incised into a gravestone bearing a relief of sun rays:
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ²í³ÉÇ ÏáÕ³ÏÇó Ü³½ÉáõË³Ý:
transl.: In this grave reposes Aval’s spouse Naz-

lukhan.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

Engraved on a tombstone bearing a relief of a club with one of
its ends bended:

ÚÇß³ï³Ï ¿ ³Ûë ï³å³Ýë ²õ³ÉÇ áñ¹Ç ä³-
å³ëÇÝ, »Õµ³ñù ¿ÇÝ, áñ ²Í. ÷áË»ó³õ, áí áñ
Ï³ñ¹³ áÕáñÙÇ ³ëÇ, Ãí. èÖÎ¶ (1714):

transl.: In this grave reposes Aval’s son Papas...
May those who read this pray for his soul. In the
year 1714.

Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 10.

Incised into a tombstone “crashed to pieces...”:
Âí. èØÆ (1771):
transl.: In the year 1771.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 9.

Engraved on a gravestone representing “a small stone”:
êµ. Ë³ã ï³å³Ý ¼áÑñ³åÇÝ:
transl.: In this... grave [reposes] Zohrap. 
Reference: S. Kamalian  Fund, ibid.

Inscribed on another tombstone representing “a small stone”:
Ø»Ññ³µÇÝÁÝ ¿:
transl.: To Mehrab.
Reference: S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

A gorge lying about 2 kilometres north-east of Ka-
mandar retains a spring called Pekhakats
(Jahjaghbyur). It is decorated by a finely-carved cross-
stone bearing an incomplete inscription:

Incised left of the lower wing of the main cross:
ä´ (1353) Ã(õÇ)|ë ... Çñ³ó | »É³ñ³ñ:
transl.: In the year 1353...
Published for the first time.

KASUM-ISMAYILOV (GHARA-ARKH)
The village is situated 21 kilometres east of the dis-

trict centre, at an altitude of 208 to 210 metres above
sea level.

It was founded in the late 19th century by some Tur-
kish cattle-breeders who had changed to a sedentary life.

In 1977 it had 1,282 residents.562

KOLKHOZKEND
Location. The village, dating from the Soviet

years, is situated in a plain lying within 2 kilometres of
the right bank of the river Zakam, 14 kilometres north-
west of the district centre, at an altitude of 270 to 280
metres above sea level.

A village site called Chugunlu is located 3 kilome-
tres north-west of Kolkhozkend. In the late 19th centu-
ry, it belonged to eight Turkish landowners.563

Below follow the available statistical data regard-
ing the number of the local population:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886564 99 232 149 381
1914565 521

__________
562 SAE, vol. 3, p. 80.
563 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 13-14.
564 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79.
565 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 208.
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KOMSOMOL
The village, which bears the name of the Young

Communists’ Union (‘Komsomol’ is a Russian abbre-
viation for ‘Êîììóíèñòè÷åñêèé Ñîþç Ìîëî-
äåæè’), is situated 18 kilometres east of the district
centre, at an altitude of 255 to 260 metres above sea
level.

It was founded in the Soviet years.

KOSALAR (MESHADIHUSEINLI)
Location. The village is situated 8 kilometres

north-east of the district centre, at an altitude of 260 to
270 metres above sea level.

It was founded in the early 20th century by some
Turkish herdsmen who were members of the tribe of
Kechili. 

KYONYULLYU
This village, founded in the Soviet years, extends

19 kilometres southeast of the district centre, at an alti-
tude of 270 to 290 metres above sea level.

LEGHAN 
The village, whose exact location is unknown, is

mentioned in the available bibliographical sources by
the names of Leghan and Gheghan.566

The first record containing a reference to it is the
colophon of a manuscript copied in Haghpat Monas-
tery (in present-day Lori Marz of the Republic of
Armenia) in 1441 (“...Leghan’s Sourb Nshan567...”).568

The village is mentioned as a scriptorium between
the 15th and 16th centuries. Two manuscripts, dating
back to that period, have come down to us: 

1 A Gospel (15th century) copied by Coenobite
Stepanos for a certain hermit named Sahak: “...in
Leghan’s Sourb Astvatzatzin (Gandzak District) under
Bishop Stepanos, Catholicos Hovhannes, Khan
Jahanshah and Georgian King Gorki.”569

2 A Book of Fables copied by scribe Yesayi in 1650:
“...in Gheghan’s Sourb Astvatzatzin (where Celibate
Priest Hovhannes served), Shamkur570 District...”571

LENINABAD
This Turkish village lies 10 kilometres east of the

district centre, at an altitude of 180 to 190 metres above
sea level. 

It dates back to the Soviet years.

LENINKEND (GEORGIEVSK, 
GEORGSFELD, LENINFELD)

Location. The village is situated on the right bank
of the river Shamkor, 10 kilometres southeast of the
district centre, at an altitude of 410 to 430 metres above
sea level. 

A Historical Introduction. It was founded in 1887:
in 1912 the 25th anniversary of its establishment was
celebrated with great solemnity.572

Renamed Leninkend in 1942,573 the village was
granted the status of township in 1962.574

Construction Activity. In 1912 a visitor wrote the
following in connection with the 25th anniversary of
the foundation of Leninkend, “...its houses with their
roofs, yards and even verandas give it the appearence
of a purely German village. In many of them you can
even see an accordion, the carpets, a necessary part of
furnishing, being the only reminder that you are in an
Asian village. ...The colonists are members of the
Lutheran church: they have their own church statutes,
and divine service is held in accordance with the ritual
they have brought with them from their homeland...”575

Population. A colony established by some German
immigrants, Leninfeld represented a German settle-
ment until 1941. After its founders had been banished,
it was re-populated by some Azerbaijanians from dif-
ferent parts of the Republic of Azerbaijan.  

After the deportation of several Armenian families
inhabiting Leninkend until 1988, the former German
colony turned into a purely Turkish village.

Below follow the available statistical data regard-
ing the number of the local population:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1908576 757
1912577 750
1914578 151

Archaeological Monuments. In 1899 E. Resler
unearthed and excavated 9 tombs in the area, the
archaeological finds dating from the period between
the Bronze and Iron Ages.579

__________
566 The name of Gheghan may be a misprint of the word Leghan.
567 ‘Sourb Nshan’ is how the Armenians refer to the Holy Cross.
568 Colophons, 15th century, vol. 1, p. 514.
569 Colophons, 15th century, vol. 2, p. 246. Voskian, H. The Monas-

teries of Artsakh. In: “Handes Amsorea,” August to October 1951,
p. 342. Taking into account the period of time during which the
people mentioned in the colophon lived (Georgian King Georgi
VIII - 1446 to 1466; Jahanshah - 1437 to 1467, and Catholicos of
Aghvank Hovhannes - 1441 to 1470), L. Khachikian traces the
manuscript back to the year 1466 (Colophons, 15th century, vol.
2, p. 245).

570 Another version of the name of Shamkor.
571 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3, p. 409.

__________
572 “Taraz,” 1912, No. 11, p. 192.
573 The Azerbaijanian SSR: Administrative-Territorial Division, p.

211.
574 SAE, vol. 6, p. 194.
575 “Taraz,” 1912, No. 11, p. 192.
576 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 223.
577 Ibid.
578 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 109.
579 Resler, E., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” p. 2.
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LYAZGILYAR
In the Soviet years, the village was within the juris-

diction of the Village Council of Plankend (Kechili).

MAHMUDLU (TAKNALI)
Location. The village is situated on the right bank

of the river Shamkor, 12 kilometres north-east of the
district centre, at an altitude of 250 to 275 metres above
sea level.

A Historical Introduction. Taknali, having a
sedentary population of Shiah Muslims in the 17th cen-
tury, belonged to landowner Musakhan Shamkhorski
together with the villages of Dallyar, Okhchulu and
Jeyranchyol in the late 19th century.580

The available statistical data regarding the local
population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1804581 22 48 54 102
1886582 101 481 294 775
1981583 2,232

The historical monuments preserved in Mah-
mudlu include a 17th-century mosque and the rem-
nants of a medieval bridge. The latter formerly lay
over the river Shamkor, in the vicinity of the vil-
lage. 

MAMEDALILAR (GHAPANLI)
Location. This once Armenian-inhabited village

lies 17 kilometres north-east of the district centre, at an
altitude of 200 to 210 metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. Visiting it in the early
1890s, Barkhutariants described it in the following
way, “...The largeness of the village site, whose length
amounts to about a mile, suggests that it used to be a
village town, densely planted with aspens, nut- and
other aged trees. Its ancient dwellings are built of brick
blocks, each of them 40 centimetres long and 9 cen-
timetres thick. The digging carried out there has
unearthed some ancient jugs, pitchers, other clay ves-
sels, fragments of brick, as well as silver and copper
coins. It remains vague what the present-day Turkish
inhabitants of this originally Armenian village have
done with the stones of the  local churches and ceme-
teries...”584

Population. In 1804 Mamedalilar comprised 16
Armenian houses with 55 inhabitants (29 males and 26
females), and 11 Turkish ones with 39 residents (20
males and 19 females).585 It was stripped of the former
after some Turks had taken up residence there. With

this connection, a visitor of the late 19th century writes,
“...several local families moved to Gandzak about a
hundred years ago.”586

The statistical registers have preserved the follow-
ing data regarding the village population:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886587 103 524 352 876
1914588 1,035

MARTUNY (NOVO-TRUTSKOYE, 
GOLITSINO)

Location. The village, whose historical name has
sunk into oblivion, extends 20 kilometres south-west of
the district centre, at an altitude of 1,490 to 1,560
metres above sea level. 

A Historical Introduction. Undoubtedly, it was
stripped of its Armenian inhabitants in the 1770s. 

About half a century after the total devastation of
the village, some Russian Dukhobors settled down in
its site and founded the settlement of Novo-Troitskoye
there. In the late 1880s, however, the Russian residents,
comprising 22 houses, left the village for the newly-
established Kars Marz.589

In August 1899 on the initiative of Caucasian Vice-
roy Golitsin, 36 families of Orthodox Russians from
Chernigov Region resettled in Novo-Troitskoye and
renamed it Golitsino in honour of the aforementioned
high-ranking official.590

The only settlement of Orthodox Russians through-
out Yelizavetpol Province, Golitsino enjoyed great sup-
port on the part of the Tsarist Government. Each of the
local families was allocated 3 dessiatinas of garden-
plot and 35 dessiatinas of arable land, the poor ones
also receiving a one-time living allowance of a 100
rubles.591

The available statistical data regarding the local
population between the late 19th and early 20th cen-
turies represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886592 36 101 113 214
1894593 40
1901594 416
1907595 261

__________
580 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 13-14.
581 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
582 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 82-83.
583 SAE, vol. 6, p. 396.
584 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 54.
585 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.

__________
586 Barkhutariants, M., ibid.
587 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 82-83.
588 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 133.
589 Abelov, N. A., idem, p. 21.
590 Jasha, Il. The Russian Village in Yelizavetpol  Province. In:

“Kavkaz,” 1900, No. 285, p. 3, in Russian.
591 Ibid.
592 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 86-87 (including an Armenian house

with 3 inhabitants).
593 “Ardzagank,” 1894, No. 104, p. 2.
594 Dictionary of Toponymy of Armenia and Adjacent Territories,

vol. 3, Yerevan, 1991, p. 742.
595 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 227.
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1908596 286
1914597 743 

The Orthodox Russians abandoned Golitsino in
1918 and resettled in North Caucasia. In the first years
of the Soviet rule, some Armenians from Ghazakha-
shen (Ghazakh-Getabek), Pib, Barsum, Barum, Jagir
and Chardakhlu took up residence in the village and
renamed it first Ghazakhashen and later (in 1926) Mar-
tuny in memory of Alexandre Miasnikian.598  During
that period, it was within the jurisdiction of the Village
Councils of Jagir and Spitakashen. 

During our visit to Martuny in 1985, it had 312
Armenian inhabitants and a school attended by a small
number of pupils.

The local Armenians were obliged to leave their
houses during the deportation of 1988. They found
refuge in the sub-district of Karmir in Gegharkunik
Marz of the Republic of Armenia.

In September 1900, King Nikolai II allocated 5,000
rubles to the village for the purpose of building a church
and a school there, another 3,000 rubles being provided
by the Ministry of the Interior Affairs.599 By 1901 the plan
and estimate of expenditures of the construction of the
future church had already been worked out. “On 22 April
the Caucasian vice-roy, Prince Golitsin, accompanied by
the Governor of Gandzak and other dignitaries, arrived at
the village of Russian immigrants, Golitsina, where he
himself laid the foundations of the future church, donating
one thousand rubles for that purpose...”600

The construction of the school started in 1901 and
was completed in 1911.

The historical monuments preserved in Martuny
include a cemetery lying in the ancient site of Balucha,
about 6 kilometres north-west of the village. It also
retains another grave-yard and a village site called
Gyunash-Arevashen Pkategher and situated a kilo-
metre north-west of it.__________

596 Idem, p. 336.
597 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 166.
598 Dictionary of Toponymy of Armenia and Adjacent Territories,

vol. 3, p. 742.

__________
599 Jasha, Il., idem, p. 3.
600 “Mshak,” 1901, No. 90, p. 2.

MARTUNY seen from the south; partial views of the village
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MEHRALI
The village, which dates back to the Soviet years, is

situated on the right bank of the river Shamkor,  13

kilometres south of the district centre, at an altitude of
530 to 580 metres above sea level.

MISKINLI
The village extends on the left bank of the river

Shamkor,  8 kilometres east of the district centre, at an
altitude of 325 to 335 metres above sea level.

The present-day Turkish village was established in
the early 20th century by some stock-breeders who had
shifted to a sedentary life.

MUKHTARIYAT
The village is located on the left bank of the river

Shamkor,  7 kilometres east of the district centre, at an
altitude of 335 to 360 metres above sea level.

The present-day Turkish village was founded at the
beginning of the 20th century.

NIZAMI
This village, founded in the Soviet years, is situat-

ed 13 kilometres east of the district centre, at an alti-
tude of 300 to 315 metres above sea level.

NUKZAR
(NEWSGER, NEWKZAR, NUNGUZAR)
Location. Nukzar is situated in an elevated plain

lying on the right bank of the river Shamkor, 17 kilo-
metres southeast of the district centre, at an altitude of
1,340 to 1,410 metres above sea level.

Population. The local Armenians were the former
inhabitants of Kanaker, Jatgheran (nowadays Gegha-
shen Village in Aragatzotn Marz of the Republic of Ar-
menia) and Jerviz Villages of Yerevan Khanate who
took up residence in this village at the beginning of the
19th century.601

The analysis of the available statistical data regard-
ing the local population (they date back to the ‘40s of
the 19th century) reveal that on the whole, their num-
ber continually grew in the period between the 19th
century and the establishment of the Soviet rule:

Year Houses Males Females Total
1845602 70 75 145
1847603 72 73 145
1849604 103 99 202
1850605 36 106 107 213
1852606 114 111 225
1861607 28     
1866608 37 173         117 290

MARTUNY. The local Russian church seen from the north-west
and south-west; the 2nd floor of its belfry, and the school
house erected in 1911 

__________
601 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 294; Lalayan, Yer, idem, pp. 324-325.
602 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3811, pp. 5-6.
603 Idem, file 3814, pp. 97-98.
604 Idem, file 3818, pp. 97-98.
605 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 1, file 2596, p. 111.
606 Idem, file 3819, pp. 106-107.
607 Idem, file 3835, pp. 148-149.
608 Idem, file 3848, p. 57.
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1870609 183 125 308
1872610 253 150 403
1874611 365
1875612 373
1876613 385
1877614 256 142 398
1878615 249 143 392
1880616 253 150 403
1881617 253 159 412
1882618 261 161 422
1883619 268 166 434
1885620 60 235 195 430
1886621 76 301 261 562
1887622 254 322 576
1888623 270 328 598
1889624 288 343 631
1890625 297 349 646
1891626 313 360 673
1892627 314 368 682
1893628 324 379 703
1894629 332 389 721
1895630 70 360 323 683
1897631 370 420 790
1898632 383 431 814
1899633 386 435 821
1900634 394 441 835
1901635 409 450 859
1902636 418 464 882
1905637 425 463 888
1906638 458 505 963
1907639 865

1908640 121 501 431 932
1909641 443 462 905
1910642 536 461 997
1912643 966 487 1,453
1914644 1,000
1917645 102 1,007
1982646 608

Unfortunately, information concerning the number
of Nukzar’s population in the Soviet years is rather
scanty, but the data of 1982 indicate that on the eve of
the deportation (between 1988 and 1989, the local res-
idents were obliged to leave their native village) their
number had dropped to 31 houses.647

The Armeno-Turkish Fights between 1905 and
1906. Surrounded by Turkish villages in three direc-
tions, Nukzar did not escape the enemy attacks. Gr.
Vardaniants writes the following in connection with the
events of 1906, “At 10 o’clock on 5 January, a Turkish
mob amounting to several thousand mounted an offen-
sive against the village. About 40 armed Armenians
who were defending Nukzar succeeded in repelling the
enemy, who resumed the onslaught with even greater
ferocity and larger forces at 5 o’clock on the morning
of 8 January. Through the support of 8 armed men from
the neighbouring settlement of Chovdar, the Armenians
again won the battle that had lasted for 9 hours and 40
minutes. The fighting caused six Armenian fatalities,
with another three getting wounded, while the Turks
suffered 60 casualties.”648

The first record of Nukzar’s parochial school dates
back to 1866, when it had a teacher and 34 pupils.649

__________
609 Idem, file 3857, pp. 49-50.
610 Idem, file 3872, pp. 62-63. Another statistical source reports 534

inhabitants (idem, file 3859, pp. 161-162).
611 Idem, file 3864, pp. 41-42.
612 Idem, file 3866, pp. 45-46.
613 Idem, file 3868, pp. 57-58.
614 Idem, file 3869, pp. 54-55.
615 Idem, file 3870, pp. 23-24.
616 Idem, file 3872, pp. 30-31.
617 Idem, file 3873, pp. 27-28.
618 Idem, file 3874, p. 30.
619 Idem, file 3875, pp. 56-57.
620 Idem, file 3877, p. 30. Also see “Ardzagank,” 1885, No. 4, p. 51.
621 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 76-77. Another source reports 60

houses (“Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 308).
622 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 74.
623 Idem, file 3882, p. 132.
624 Idem, file 3884, pp. 228-229.
625 Idem, file 3887, p. 151.
626 Idem, file 3889, p. 150.
627 Idem, file 3891, p.122.
628 Idem, file 3895, pp. 78-79.
629 Idem, file 3896, pp. 175-176.
630 Barkhutariants, M., ibid.
631 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3899, pp. 148-149.
632 Idem, file 3897, p. 170.
633 Idem, file 3903, pp. 128-129.
634 Idem, file 3905, pp. 94-95.
635 Idem, file 3906, pp. 100-101.
636 Idem, file 3907, pp. 24-25.
637 Idem, file 3912, pp. 267-268.
638 Idem, file 3915, p. 24.
639 Idem, file 240, p. 2. 

__________
640 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 12.

According to another statistical source of 1908, the local inhabi-
tants amounted to 932 (Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 337).

641 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 18, file 764, p. 118.
642 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3917,

pp. 60-61. 
643 Idem, file 3919, pp. 63-64.
644 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 167.
645 Avetissian, M. M., idem, p. 166.
646 SAE, vol. 7, p. 311.
647 Khojabekian, V. Artsakh during the Hours of Ordeal. Yerevan,

1991, p. 114, in Armenian.
648 “Mshak,” 1906, No. 28, p. 1. Also see A-Do, idem, pp. 341-

342. Another record states the following regarding the second
Turkish offensive, “About three thousand bandits, led by Dali
Ali, again attacked Nugzar with the aim of plundering it and
slaughtering the local people. They engaged in a fierce battle
that lasted from 5 until 11 o’clock in the morning. Despite the
Turks’ numerical superiority and various tricks they played,
they failed to break into the village, for the Armenians were
resisting them persistently and fervently. They only managed to
set alight several barns and some piles of grass, but they suf-
fered great losses and were repelled. It was a humiliating and
disgraceful withdrawal: the vans they had brought with them to
carry their trophies left the village with nothing but the corpses
of their victims. Nugzar lost six courageous volunteers”
(Varandian, M., idem, p. 353).

649 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3848, p. 115.
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Most probably, it functioned till 1895, when the Tsarist
Government banned the activity of all Armenian edu-
cational institutions. It was only on 13 October 1908
that Nukzar Armenians held a meeting deciding to
open a school attached to the local church and set up a
Board of Trustees for it.650

St. Gevorg Church. The archive documents dating
back to the period before 1885 (1849,651 1852,652

1861,653 1862654 and 1878655) mention a church called

Sourb Astvatzatzin in Nukzar, whereas after 1885 it is
referred to as St. Gevorg:656 this comes to suggest that the
sanctuary was reconsecrated between 1849 and 1885.

Most presumably, St. Gevorg Church (18,2 x 9,05
metres), which “was erected by the former inhabitants
of the village”,657 dates back to the 17th century. It rep-
resents a uni-nave vaulted structure of undressed stone
and mortar: it is only the cornerstones of its walls, as
well as the frames of the entrance (it opens in the west)
and the windows that are finely-cut. In the north, the
apse is adjoined by a vestry of rectangular plan.  

Closed on a Government order in 1928,658 it was
later used as a storehouse.

Priests. In 1861 Andreas Ter-Michaeliants659 and
in 1908 Mkrtich Ter-Ghevondiants served in Nukzar.660

Not far from the aforementioned sanctuary, a
medieval cemetery extended, with a semi-ruined chapel
of rough stone and mortar. According to a record, “...it
had a wooden roof, the part of the altar facing the believ-
ers being adorned with ancient stone crosses.”661

The only remnants of the grave-yard comprise a
tombstone bearing the following epitaph:

²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·Çëï ¶ñÇ·áñáÛ, ÃíÇë âÊ¾
(1298):

transl.: In this grave reposes Grigor. In the year
1298.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.
Artsakh,  p. 294; Corpus...,, part 5, p. 265.

The ruins of a large village site are preserved on the
wooded slope of a gorge lying in the valley of the river
Shamkor, about 4 to 5 kilometres south-west of Nukzar.
At the south-western extremity of that site, retaining
some simple lonely cross-stones (they are bare of any
inscriptions) scattered here and there, the monastery of
Sourb Amenaprkich is located. There are no available
bibliographical records concerning the sanctuary,
whose exact date of foundation is unknown.662 Its
inscriptions published previously come to suggest that it
served as a bishop residence in the 17th century.

A record, dating back to 28 September 1853,
reveals that the sanctuary, which was in an incon-
solable state, did not function any more: “...the ruined
monastery called Sourb Amenaprkich is situated near
the villages of Hartshangist, Nunguzar and Gulambar,
Yelizavetpol District. ...The period when it was an
important sanctuary with a large monastic community,

NUKZAR. St. Gevorg Church seen from the south-west and west

__________
650 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 145, p. 1.
651 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3818, pp. 97-98.
652 Idem, file 3819, p. 106.
653 Idem, file 3835, pp. 148-149.
654 Idem, file 3836, p. 58.
655 Idem, file 3870, pp. 23-24. 
656 Idem, file 3877, p. 29.

__________
657 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 294.
658 National Archives of Armenia, fund 409, list 1, file 2658, p. 12.
659 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3835, pp. 148-149.
660 Idem, file 817, p. 7.
661 Barkhutariants, M., ibid.
662 The contemporary topographical sources trace it back to the 12th

century (Dictionary of Toponymy of Armenia and Adjacent
Territories, vol. 4, Yerevan, 1998, p. 36).
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bishops and priors, is consigned to history now. It is
only the church that has been preserved standing,
whereas the other buildings, including the dwellings
and its enclosure, are either semi-destroyed or in a sate
of utter dilapidation.”663

The records left by some topographers who saw the
monastery in the late 19th century come to prove the
aforementioned: “The church represents a small but
magnificent stone building with its roof destroyed.
Adjoined by a small, vaulted gavit, it has three vestries
on its right and left... The sanctuary, once fortified by
stone ramparts, used to have a creamery in the east and
some monastic dwellings in the west: at present their
ruins are the only reminders of their existence.”664

The monastic complex of Sourb Amenaprkich con-
sisted of a church, an adjoining gavit, some monastic
cells, as well as an enclosure and a number of annexes.
It also included a cemetery lying at the slope of a near-
by hill, whence several cross-stones were moved and
set into the walls of the church and gavit.  

The church represents a uni-nave vaulted building,
having vestries of rectangular plan in the east (the
northern one is destroyed), which jut out of its main
structure. Their construction coincided with that of the
church, which is also characteristic of the other monu-
ments of the region. The ruined vault, lying below a
gable roof, used to be supported by vault-bearing arch-
es resting on two pairs of pilasters.

The church had three windows in the east, as well
as two entrances, opening in the north and the west,
the latter connecting the church with the gavit.  Apart

NUKZAR. Sourb Amenaprkich Monastery seen from the north-east, south-west and north-west; the entrance of the gavit opening
from itsnorthern facade

__________
663 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 2742, p. 17.
664 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 307.
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from the entrance leading into the church, the vault-
ed gavit (like that of the church, its vault used to be
supported by vault-bearing arches resting on two
pairs of pilasters), built later, also has another in its
northern facade. The building is illuminated through
two windows, opening in the south and west.  The
entire monument is built of rough stone and mortar,
with the exception of its cornerstones which are fine-
ly-cut.

In 1984 the other buildings, forming part of Sourb
Amenaprkich Monastery, lay in total devastation.

In the early 19th century, the estates of Sourb
Amenaprkich comprised Karmir Vank of Gyulambar
Village and several adjacent villages.665

In 1840 “Amenaprkich Monastery, that  had been
stripped of its monastic community, had a ruined
creamery and fifty oravars of non-arable land...”666

A register of 1853 states, “...the dominions of
Amenaprkich and Karmir Monasteries, that hold pos-
session of many nearby villages, include a road called
Elchi in the east (it borders on the sanctuary from the
side of Baghshek Village); the river Shamkor in the
west; the site of Papi Gomer in the south, and
Nunguzar Village in the north...”667

The sanctuary, which had a forest and some arable
land between 1860 and 1862,668 preserved the same
estates in 1886.669

__________
665 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 596, p. 1.
666 Idem, file 3798, pp. 64-65.

__________
667 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 2742, p. 17.
668 Idem, file 3834, p. 25-26, file 3836, pp. 45-46.
669 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56ä, list 18, file 138.

NUKZAR. A window opening from the western facade of the gavit of Sourb Amenaprkich Monastery; the entrance of the gavit open-
ing from its northern facade; khachkars set in the western facade of the gavit, and its entrance tympanum 
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A register of Gandzak’s monastic dominions  made
up in 1910 states, “This ancient monastery, at present
serving as a pilgrimage site under the guardianship of
the nearby parish priests, is absolutely devoid of any
industrial estates and seems derelict and forsaken to a
passer-by.”670

During our visit to the sanctuary in 1984, we found
only a single surviving inscription, the other two hav-
ing, fortunately, been published in due time. 

A single line in the Armenian original carved  on the cornice of
a cross-stone set in the northern facade of the gavit, east of its
entrance:

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë µ(³)ñ(¿)Ë³õë Ûáõëï³Û
²Õ³½³ñÇ Ñá·á(õ)Ý:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Usta
Aghazar’s soul.

Published for the first time.

Inscribed on the plaster inside the gavit:
ÞÝáñÑûùÝ øñÇëïáëÇ ¨ Ï³Ù³õÝ ²(ëïáõ-

Íá)Û. »ë ¸³õÇÃ »åÇëÏáåáë Ýáñá·»óÇ ½»Ï»Õ»-
óÇë ³Ûë ÛÇß³ï³Ï ÇÝÓ ¨ ÍÝáÕ³ó, ´³Õ¹³ë³-
ñÇÝ... Ãí(ÇÝ) èÖÆÀ (1679): 

transl.: By the grace of Christ and will of God,
I, Bishop David, repaired this church in memory
of my parents, Baghdasar and me... in the year
1679.   

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” 1886, No.
21, p. 307; Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 295 (incomplete);
Lalayan, Yer. Gandzak District, p. 346; Corpus..., part 5, p. 265.

Misreading: The “Ardzagank” correspondent deciphers the year
in the same manner, i.e. ‘1680.’

__________
670 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, list 6, file 775, p. 26.

NUKZAR. Partial views of the pilasters of the church of Sourb Amenaprkich Monastery, and a khachkar set in the northern facade
of the gavit
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Note: Bishop David, mentioned in the inscription, was one of the
signatories to a document called “An Agreement” (1681): “I, Christ’s
humble servant, Bishop David of Amenaprkich Monastery, acceded
to it in 1681” (“Ararat,” 1900, p. 319).

Engraved on a big cross-stone placed in front of the church altar:
Æ Ñ³Ûñ³å»ïáõÃ»³Ý ²Õáõ³ÝÇó ï(»³é)Ý

ï(»³é)Ý îñ¹³ï³Û ê(áõñ)µ Ï³ÃáÕÇÏáëÇ, Ã³-
·³õáñáõÃ»³Ý å³ñëÇó Þ³Ñ³µ³½ÇÝ, »ë Ø»-
Õ³å³ñï... áñ¹Çë ÇÙ Ø³Õ³ùÇ³ »åÇëÏá-
åáëÝ... Ýáñá·»ó³ù ë(áõñ)µ ²Ù»Ý³÷ñÏÇãë:

transl.: In the days of Catholicos of Aghvank
His Holiness Trdat and Persian Shah Abbas, I,
sinful... my son, Bishop Maghakia... repaired
Sourb Amenaprkich.

The Armenian original published in: “Ardzagank,” ibid;
Lalayan, Yer., ibid; Corpus...,, part 5, p. 266.

Misreading: The “Ardzagank” periodical offers the following
decipherment of the inscription, §Æ Ñ³Ûñ³å»ïáõÃ»³Ýë
²Õáõ³ÝÇó î»³éÝ î¿ñ ØÇÝ³ë Ï³ÃáõÕÇÏáëÇ, Ã³·³õáñáõÃ»³Ý
å³ñëÇó Þ³Ñµ³ëÇÝ, »ë Ù»Õ³å³ñï ²µñ³Ñ³Ù »åÇëÏáåáë ¨
»Õµ³ñùë ÇÙ Ü»ñë¿ëÝ ÏñûÝ³õáñ »Õ³ù...¦ (transl.: “In the days of
Aghvank Catholicos Minas and Persian King Shahbas, I, sinful bish-
op Abraham, and my brother Nerses were ordained...”).

Tzitzer Spring. In a gorge lying half a kilome-
tre north-east of Amenaprkich Monastery, a rock
towers “with its lower part shaped like a cave.”671

Water drops from some stalactite stones hanging
above into a natural stone basin, forming a spring
commonly known among the locals by the name of
Tzitzer: “The stone whence the water drops contains
some lime, due to which its ends are identified with
human nipples; hence the name of the spring, i.e.
Tzitzer.672 That rare shape of the stone has imparted
sanctity to the spring, making it a pilgrimage desti-
nation.”673

Some three to four simple cross-stones are pre-
served in the vicinity of the spring.  

The village also had another “church called Sourb
Astvatzatzin in a village site named Akherji”,674 but
its location is unknown. 

The historical monuments preserved in Nukzar also
include Ghezghala, a medieval fort situated 7 kilome-
tres east of the village.

ORJONIKIDZE
The village is located 15 kilometres south of the

district centre, at an altitude of 1,400 to 1,410 metres
above sea level.

It was established by some Armenian resettlers
from Garnaker in 1921. In the 1980s, it had 78 Arme-

nian inhabitants who were deported between 1988 and
1989.

PLANKEND (KECHILI)
Location. The settlement is situated 9 kilometres

northeast of the district centre, at an altitude of 220 to
300 metres above sea level. 

A Historical Introduction. The present-day vil-
lage, which originally represented several winter
encampments lying within some distance of each other,
used to shelter the cattle-breeding Turkish tribe of
Kechili. It was only in the late 19th century that it shift-
ed to a sedentary life in the settlement of Kechili,
belonging to landowners Hasan Bey and Rustam Bey
Shamkhorski at that period.675

In the Soviet years, the two villages of the same
name, situated within 3 kilometres of each other, were
united and renamed Plankend (it was within the juris-
diction of the Village Council of Lyazgilyar).

Population. The available statistical data regarding
the number of the stock-breeding nomadic community of
Kechili (later a village) represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1804676 45 82 79 161
1886677 222 569 382 951
1914678 1,545
1982679 1,698

A village site called Ghurulukh was located on the
right bank of the river Kur, 6 kilometres north of
Plankend.

Below follow the available statistical data regard-
ing the stock-breeding Turkish nomads who shifted to
a sedentary life and founded the aforementioned vil-
lage only in the late 19th century: 
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886680 54 124 101 225
1914681 308

The village was stripped of its population in the
Soviet years.

PRAVDA (ALABASHLI)
The village is located 17 kilometres east of the dis-

trict centre, at an altitude of 240 to 255 metres above
sea level.

By 1864 the cattle-breeding Turkish tribes inhabit-
ing Alabashli had not changed to a sedentary life yet682

so that the so-called village actually existed only in
winter. 

__________
671 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 295.
672 The equivalent for ‘Breasts’ in vulgar Armenian.
673 “Ardzagank,” 1886, No. 21, p. 307. Also see Karapetian, S. A

New Year in the Shamkor Gorge (Travelling Notes). In:
“Gardmank,” 1996, No. 3, p. 13.

674 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 6, file 3877, p. 29. 

__________
675 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, p. 13.
676 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 596.
677 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 82-83.
678 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 140.
679 SAE, vol. 7, p. 553.
680 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 82-83.
681 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 148.
682 Meves, V., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 48, p. 258.
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In 1886 Alabashli, that was within the jurisdiction of
the Village Councils of the adjacent settlements of Kadili
and Myulkadarli, had a stock-raising Turkish community
of 101 houses, including 437 males and 315 females.683

SABIRKEND
This purely Turkish village is situated on the right

side of the railway of Aghstafa-Gandzak, 12 kilometres
north-west of the district centre, at an altitude of 335 to
360 metres above sea level.

It was established in the Soviet years and had 2,992
residents in 1983.684

SALER
The village lies 18 kilometres south of the district cen-

tre, at an altitude of 1,450 to 1,480 metres above sea level.
It was founded in 1918 by 50 Armenian families

from Barsum.
Saler had 94 Armenian inhabitants in 1983685 and

70 houses in the late 1980s, when it also had an eight-
year school of a small number of pupils.

The village was stripped of its residents during the
deportation of 1988 to 1989.

SAMED VURGHUN (TAKNALI)
Location. The village extends on the right bank of the

river Shamkor, 18 kilometres northeast of the district cen-
tre, at an altitude of 150 to 170 metres above sea level.

It was founded by some stock-breeding Turkish
tribes which had shifted to a sedentary life in the late
19th century. 

A village site called Tars-Dallyar is located on the
right bank of the river Kur, 2 kilometres north-east of
Samed Vurghun.

It was established by some tribes of Turkish herds-
men who had changed to a sedentary life in the late
19th century.  

The available statistical data regarding the number
of the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886686 65 140 98 238
1914687 287

Tars-Dallyar was stripped of its inhabitants in the
Soviet years.

SERSERUT
The village, whose exact location remains

unknown, is mentioned in 1656, when Priest Avetis
copied a manuscript Mashtots there (“...in a village
called Serserut, Shamkor District...”).688

SHAMKOR TOWN SITE
Location. The ruins of this fortress town, boasting

a remarkable history, lie on the left bank of the river
Shamkor, about 10 to 12 kilometres east of Shamkhor
City.

The foundation of Shamkor is traditionally
ascribed to Aghvank Catholicos Viro (595 to 629), who
allegedly “...built five cities bearing Shata’s name...”689

A Historical Chronology. One of the most famous
fortified towns in medieval Armenia and Transcauca-
sia, Shamkor was also a prospering centre of com-
merce. Its name was often used to refer to the entire
region (“In the district of Shamkur,” “In the district of
Shamkor,” etc.).690

7th to 9th centuries. In the mid-7th century,
Shamkor was occupied by the Arabs. At the end of the
following century, it was reduced to ruins by the tribes
of Sewordik691 from Utik: “He [i.e. Salman ibn Rabia
al-Bahili] sent a mounted detachment to Shamkhor
(Shamkur) and conquered it. It was an ancient city
which enjoyed prosperity until its total devastation by
the so-called Sewordik (Siyavardiyya), a people who
had united their forces and strengthened themselves
after Arab Governor Yazid ibn Maziad’s departure from
Armenia.”692

An Arab historiographer writes the following in
connection with the aforementioned  events, “Shamkor,
which is an ancient fortress town in Aghvank, is situat-
ed within eleven parsakhs693 of Gandzak (this distance
can be covered in a single day). A thriving, populous
city, it was annihilated by the Sanavardia (they mani-
fested their occupation plans after Yezid ibn Usayid
had left Armenia), led by War-Lord Salman ibn Rabia,
who had also captured Partaw. Later, however, ...
Mutasim’s mavla (?) Bugha, who had been appointed
Governor General of Armenia, Shumshat and
Azerbaijan in the year 240 of the Hijrah calendar (2
June 854 to 21 May 855), suppressed them and recon-
structed the town, renaming it Al-Mutavakilia.”694 He
also inhabited its territory with 300 Khazar families
from Darband: “...arriving in Darband in spring, he
moved three hundred of the local Khazar families to
Shamkor...”695

__________
683 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 76-77.
684 SAE, vol. 8, p. 244.
685 Idem, p. 271.
686 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79.
687 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 186.
688 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3, p. 740.

__________
689 Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 195. Also see Injijian, Gh. History of

Ancient Armenia, p. 532, in Armenian.
690 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 3, pp. 409, 740, 876, etc.
691 The ethnonym, meaning ‘Black Sons,’ was used with reference

to a brand of Hungarian tribesmen who had settled in the valleys
of the rivers Tavush and Dzegam.

692 Ibn-al-Asir, pp. 56, 370 (note 51).
693 A unit of length equal to three miles.
694 Arabic Sources on Armenia and the Adjacent Countries.

Compiled by Nalbandian, H. Yerevan, 1965, p. 85. Yezid ibn
Usayd was the Arab Governor of Armenia under Caliph Al-
Mansur (754 to 775) (idem, p. 182, note 249).

695 Juansher, p. 106.
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Under Aghvank Catholicos Michael (707 to 744),
the monastery of Shamkor Castle hosted a church
meeting: “...assembling all in the monastery of Berd in
Šamkor he and the council unanimously cursed the
house of Varazoy.”696

In the 890s, to put it more exactly, before the great
earthquake of Dvin, Bagratid King Smbat I (890 to
914) extended the territories of his realm up to Toos
(nowadays Tavush) and Shamkor in the north-east and
turned the latter into a frontier fortification: “Thus, he
expanded his state... whose borders reached the river
Kur and the city of Tpkhis in the south; Hunarakert
City, Utik District as well as Toos and Shamkor.”697

11th to 13th centuries. In the 11th century, Shamkor
fell under the sway of the Seljuk Turks, who devastated it.

The participants of a church meeting held in the fort
of Tavush in 1139 included “...Bishop Stepanos of
Goghtan District and Shamkor City...”698

In 1194 (or 1195 according to some Georgian
sources), Atropatene’s Atabek Abu-Beker (1191 to
1210), who had invaded Shirvan, launched hostilities
against the Georgian troops, led by Queen Thamara’s
husband, David Soslan, in the neighbourhood of
Shamkor. That decisive fighting ended in the former’s
crushing defeat so that he hardly had a narrow escape
from capture.

Dwelling upon the battle of Shamkor in his
Chronology, Priest Hovhannes writes, “In the year
1194, the troops of Thamara smashed the Turks in the
vicinity of Shamkor.”699

Early in the 13th century, the Armeno-Georgian
united forces, led by the Zakarians, liberated Shamkor,
which shifted into the reign of Blu Zachare’s son
Vahram: “...conquering a great number of impregnable
forts and districts, then under Persian rule, they also
attacked and took Shamkor. Vahram, Aghbugh’s father
and Vahram, Zakare and Ivane’s grandfather, estab-
lished his domination there.”700

According to Vardan Areveltsy, Shamkor was liber-
ated between 1214 and 1219: “In the year 663... Ivane
the Great, distinguished for his valour, captured Charek
and the territories in its neighbourhood. He also liber-
ated Shamkor through the support of his relative
Zakaria’s son Vahram...”701

The fact that Shamkor belonged to the Vahramians
is also attested by some Georgian sources: “Shamkor
(Shankor) was under the sway of Vahram (Varam)
Gagetsy, a prudent man who had earned himself high
repute at many battles...”702

Apparently, during the same period, i.e. between
1214 and 1219, Shamkor was the seat of the archbish-
op of the diocese of the same name: “...under the lead-
ership and with the support of Archbishop Hovhannes
Tuetsy, the spiritual guardian of Shamkor, Gardman,
Yergevank, Terunakan, Tavush as well as other forts
and territories under Prince Vahram’s dominion.”703

The Mongol-Tartars’ raids reached Shamkor City in
1220. Penetrating into Aghvank via Derbend, they also
invaded Georgia and reached Tiflis, spreading devasta-
tion on their way: “...Advancing rapidly towards the
city of Tpkhis, they returned to Aghvank and
approached Shamkor City.”704

In 1225 one of the commanders of War-Lord
Charmaghan, Molar Nuin, who had taken the forts
belonging to the Vahramians, laid siege to Shamkor:
“One of his senior commanders named Molar Nuin
sent a small number of troops, amounting to about a
hundred, to the gates of Shamkor, where they stationed
themselves, hindering free movement in the city.”705

With Vahram Gagetsy rejecting the local inhabi-
tants’ request to support them (realizing that it would
be simply impossible to resist the large enemy forces,
he even forbade his son Aghbugha to do so), the
Mongol-Tartars conquered and destroyed the city easi-
ly: “When Molar, the foreign invaders’ commander-in-
chief, eventually joined them (by that time their num-
ber had greatly increased), they mounted an offensive
against Shamkor. Its ramparts being built of wood and
straw, they easily climbed over them and burst into the
city, burning down its fortified walls at night. The fol-
lowing day, Molar Nuin ordered his troops to fill the
immense pit that had appeared in the site of the ram-
parts with soil. Thus, the barbarians took possession of
the city and put all its inhabitants to sword, setting the
local buildings alight and appropriating what they
found there.”706

The available sources keep silence about Shamkor
until the 15th century, when it fell under the domina-

__________
696 Movse-s Dasxuranc.i, p. 204.
697 Hovhannes Draskhanakerttsy, p. 164. Also see Chamchiants,

M., op. cit., vol. 2, Venice, 1785 (republished in Yerevan in 1984),
p. 715.

698 Movse-s Dasxuranc.i: Appendix by Mkhitar Gosh, p. 351.
699 Brief Chronicles, vol. 1, p. 25. Also see Abrahamian, A. G.,

Historiography by Sage Hovhannes. Yerevan, 1956, p. 134, in
Armenian. The battle of Shamkor is also traced back to 1203,
although this is not substantiated by any facts (Veydenbaum, E.
A Guide to Caucasia. Tiflis, 1888, p. 376, in Russian).

700 Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 163.
701 Vardan Vardapet, pp. 142-143.

__________
702 Melikset-Bek, L. M., vol. 2, p. 52. Blu Zakare’s son Vahram was

also called ‘Gagetsy’ (i.e. ‘from Gag’) or ‘Gageli’ (in Georgian)
due to the fact that his residence was in the castle of Gag.

703 Kirakos Gandzaketsy, p. 153.
704 Idem, p. 202.
705 Idem, pp. 241-242.
706 Idem, pp. 242-243. Vardan Areveltsy, who traces the conquest of

Shamkor back to 1225, writes the following about it, “...Shamkor
was the first of the districts belonging to Great Prince Vahram that
was taken by Molar Noyin through various tricks in the year 674”
(Vardan Vardapet, p. 146).
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tion of the Turkoman tribes of Ak-Koyunlu707 and
Kara-Koyunlu.708

Between the 16th and 17th centuries, it formed part
of the Kizilbashi state. 

In 1606 Persian Shah Abbas conquered Shamkor
and “...perpetrated large-scale massacres there...”709

The18th century marked a heavy struggle between
the Armenian meliks of Karabakh (Khamsa) and the
local Persian rulers (it also involved the Georgian court
and Caucasian mountaineers). In the aftermath of this,
Shamkor shifted back and forth between different
forces, periodically undergoing devastation and recon-
struction, the local inhabitants being either slaughtered
or taken captive.

In 1721 8,000 Lezghins, led by Surkhey Khan and
Ali-Sultan, attacked Gandzak, but suffered defeat there
and decided to invade Shamkor. After Gandzak’s Khan
Oghurlu had turned to Georgian King Vakhtang for aid,
the latter’s army units occupied Shamkor and advanced
towards Gandzak, where they robbed the local popula-
tion and captured many of them, taking advantage of
the favourable opportunity.710

The second half of the 18th century and, especially,
the days of King Heracle II marked an even greater
influx of Shamkor Armenians into Georgia in general
and Tiflis in particular. Constituting a large number in
the Georgian capital, they had their own quarter called
Shamkoretsots (i.e. ‘Of Shamkor Inhabitants’), and
their church named Sourb Astvatzatzin, or Karmir
Avetaran (i.e. the Armenian equivalent for ‘Red
Gospel’).711

In retaliation for the atrocities that had marked the
domination of Oghurlu Khan, in 1762 the inhabitants
of Gandzak decided to slaughter the members of his
family. His son Shahverdi Khan, however, escaped that
fate and found refuge in Shamkor.712

The unbearable tyranny of Karabakh’s Ibrahim
Khan forced 500 Armenian families from Gyulistan to
move to Gandzak Khanate and resettle in Shamkor in
1788.713

19th century. In 1804 Shamkor shifted into Russian
domination, which was ratified by a Russo-Persian
Treaty signed in Gyulistan on 12 October 1813. 

Breaking this agreement, in 1826 Persian Prince
Abbas Mirza invaded Karabakh with an army of
60,000, sieged Shushi and occupied Yelizavetpol. A
Persian army unit of 10,000, led by distinguished
Persian War-Lord Amir Khan and Abbas Mirza’s son
Mahmed Mirza, moved to Tiflis via Ghazakh, but their
advance was halted in the neighbourhood of Shamkor
by a Russian detachment of 2,000, led by Armenian
General V. G. Madatov. On 3 (15) September, the bel-
ligerents fought a decisive battle and the Russians won
a brilliant victory, which paved the way for the libera-
tion of Yelizavetpol several days later.714

Military Historian V. Potto describes this battle in
the following way, “The battle of Shamkor, which was
not heavy at all, did not last long, for a decisive attack
put an end to it at once. The Persians offered such a
weak resistance that it took the Russians only 27 fatal-
ities to crush their forces, fivefold as strong as they
themselves were. The enemy suffered really great loss-
es: they confessed that the victims caused by that fatal
battle exceeded 2,000, including the Guards Unit of the
shah, that had been totally exterminated by the Russian
cavalry. The entire territory, extending from Shamkor
to Yelizavetpol for more than 30 versts was covered by
their corpses. This is also attested by Paskevich (he
happened to pass through the battle-field eight days
after the fighting), who is beyond any suspicions of
bias in favour of Madatov; nor could he be inclined to
overestimate the significance of the victory won at
Shamkor.”715

The aforementioned Armenian general himself con-
fessed that the battle of Shamkor marked the happiest
moments in his life.716 During the fight, the Russian
forces included some detachments of Armenian volun-

__________
707 Composed of the Turkish words of ‘agh,’ i.e. ‘white,’ and ‘ko-

yun,’ i.e. ‘sheep,’ the ethnonym means ‘White Sheep.’
708 ‘Black Sheep’ in Turkish.
709 Chamchiants, M., op. cit., vol. 3, p. 555.
710 Lalayan, Yer, idem, p. 216. Also see Raffi. The Melikdoms of

Khamsa: A Collection of Works, vol. 10, Yerevan, 1959, pp. 177,
179, in Armenian.

711 P. M. Muradian published the lapidary inscriptions of the church
in his monograph entitled The Armenian Epigraphy of Georgia:
Tbilisi (Yerevan, 1988, pp. 92-96, in Russian).

712 Lalayan, Yer, idem, pp. 228-229.
713 Raffi, idem, p. 251.

__________
714 History of the Armenian Nation, vol. 5, Yerevan, 1974, pp. 141-

142; Parsamian, V. A. Historiographical Works. Yerevan, 1985,
p. 111, in Armenian; Lalayan, Yer, idem, p. 219; Raffi, idem, pp.
331, 352-355.

715 Potto, V. The Caucasian War..., vol. 3, part 1, St. Petersburg,
1886, p. 145 (the Russian original reads, “Øàìõîðñêàÿ áèòâà
äëèëàñü íå äîëãî è áûëà íå ñëîæíà. Îíà îêîí÷èëàñü
îäíèìú ñòðåìèòåëüíûìú óäàðîìú. Ñîïðîòèâëåíèå íå-
ïðèÿòåëÿ áûëî òàêú ñëàáî, ÷òî áëèñòàòåëüíàÿ ïîáåäà,
ðàçãðîìú âú ïÿòü ðàçú ñèëüíåéøàãî âðàãà,-ñòîèëè ðóñ-
ñêîìú âîéñêàìú âñåãî 27 ÷åëîâåêú, âûáûâøèõú èçú
ñòðîÿ, âú òî âðåìÿ, êàêú ïîòåðè íåïðèÿòåëÿ áûëè ãðî-
ìàäíû. Ïî ñîçíàíèþ ñàìèõú ïåðñèÿíú, îíè ïîòåðÿëè
âú ýòîò ôàòàëüíûé äëÿ íèõú äåíü ñâûøå äâóõú òûñÿ÷ú
÷åëîâåêú îäíèìè óáèòûìè. Øàõñêàÿ ãâàðäèÿ, ó÷àñòâî-
âàâøàÿ âú äåëå, áîëåå íå ñóùåñòâîâàëà,- îíà ïî÷òè âñÿ
ëåãëà ïîäú óäàðàìè ðóññêîé êîííèöû. Ïðîñòðàíñòâî
îòú Øàìõîðà äî Åëèçàâåòïîëÿ, íà ïðîòÿæåíèè òðèä-
öàòè ñëèøêîìú âåðñòú óñòëàíî áûëî íåïðèÿòåëüñêèìè
òðóïàìè. Îáú ýòîìú ñâèäåòåëüñòâîâàëú ìåæäó ïðî-
÷èìú è ñàìú Ïàñêåâè÷ú, ïðîåçæàâøèé, ñïóñòÿ âîñåìü
äíåé, ÷åðåç ïîëå áèòâû, - à Ïàñêåâè÷à íèêàêú íåëüçÿ
çàïîäîçðèòü âú ïðèñòðàñòèè êú Ìàäàòîâó èëè âú
æåëàíèè ïðåóâåëè÷èòü çíà÷åíèå øàìõîðñêîé ïîáåäû).

716 Op. cit., p. 146.
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teers led by Galust Manucharian, Asri Bahaterian and
others.717

The battle of Shamkor was to prove of immense
importance in the course of the second Russo-Persian
war. It marked the beginning of a series of victories
won by the former, who conquered the khanates of
Yerevan and Nakhijevan. Under the treaty of
Turkmenchay from that time onwards, the border
between the two states was to run along the river Arax.

By the ‘90s of the 19th century, Shamkor had
already been reduced to ruins. 

Shamkor in 1918. In January 1918 in connivance
with the representatives of some Western states and,
particularly, Tiflis’ American Consul Adam Smith, the
Georgian Menshevik leaders of the Transcaucasian
Commissariat, i.e. N. Ramishvili, Yev. Gegechkori and
A. Chkhenkeli, committed a massacre of the Russian
soldiers returning home from the Caucasian Front of
World War I. Disarming them under the plea of allo-
cating their weapons to the national army units, the
commander of the armoured train sent to Shamkor, i.e.
Abkhazava, the National Muslim Committee and the
so-called Wild Division (its leaders included Aslan Bey
Safikyurdski, Prince Maghalov, Khududan Bey
Khasmamedov and others) slaughtered more than
1,000 of them, appropriating over 12 cannons, 15,000
guns and 70 machine-guns.718

The present-day city of Shamkor, which comprises
the former village of Annino, dates from the first years
of the Soviet rule. It is situaed on the motorway of
Tiflis-Yevlakh, about 10 to 12 kilometres west of the
town site. Having served as the centre of the district of
the same name since 1930, it was granted municipal
status in 1944.719

Information regarding the number of the local pop-
ulation in the 19th century can be found mainly in
some Russian sources. However, it is hardly exhaustive
to give a clear picture of their ethnic make-up. Thus,
the city had 600 families in 1809,720 and 581 residents
in the early 1850s.721 At the turn of the century, its ruins
comprised merely several Muslim houses.722

Shamkor, that comprised 20,000 inhabitants in
1976,723 had an Armenian population of over 2,000
before the deportation of 1988.724 They had a second-
ary school and a district newspaper. Most of the former
residents of Shamkor took up living in the Republic of
Armenia.

A monastery, referred to as a scriptorium in the
sources of the 17th century, used to be situated either in
Shamkor or its vicinity. It may be  identical to Berdi
Vank (i.e. Monastery of the Fort) mentioned by Movse-s
Dasxuranc.i. 

In 1635 Sargis the Philologist copied the Epistles of
Apostle Paul “...in the holy monastery of Shamkor.”725

In 1651 Priest Grigor penned and illustrated a man-
uscript Prayer-Book, writing the following in its
colophon, “...I handed it to blessed senior teacher St.
Sargis, the guardian of Shamkor Monastery...1651.”726

A topographer who visited the castle of Shamkor
describes it in the following manner, “...The present-
day ruins indicate that the city was, indeed, a large one,
less than half a mile wide and about a mile long togeth-
er with its suburb. You can still see some gold, silver
and copper coins, other copper articles, pitchers, ves-
sels as well as iron and clay tools amidst its remnants.
Nowadays, however, everything lies in complete dilap-
idation, with the exception of a semi-ruined fort which
is 130 metres long and 70 metres 50 centimetres wide
(its walls are 2 metres 45 centimetres thick). It has two
gates opening in the south and north as well as thick
ramparts and many towers built of burnt brick,
undressed pebble and mortar. The stronghold is sur-
rounded by the ruins of the city in the south, north and
west, with the stream Shamkor flowing below its forti-
fied walls in the east. Apart from its main ramparts, the
castle also had some extra ones built of unburnt brick
and mortar: as a continuation of the southern ramparts,
they extended along its western part and eventually
joined the northern ones.”727

The castle used to have four vantage-points “...built
of stone and mortar. The first and highest of them,
located north of the second one, was destroyed in 1844.
The latter was situated at the edge of a plain lying on
the left bank of the stream Shamkor. The other two,
which have been preserved standing, are placed at the
foot of Mount Aghdan.”728

In 1845 a high column729 towered in the vicinity of
Shamkor: “Enduring all kinds of attacks and invasions

__________
717 Soviet Armenian Encyclopedia, vol. 8, pp. 443-444.
718 As attested by the 7th volume of the History of the Armenian

Nation published by the Academy of Sciences of the Republic of
Armenia (vol. 7, Yerevan, 1967, pp. 23-24, in Armenian), the
slaughter of the Russian soldiers was perpetrated between 7 and
20 January 1918. According to the Soviet Armenian Encyclopedia
(vol. 8, p. 443), it was committed on 9 to 12 January. For more
details about that carnage, see The Great Socialist October
Revolution and the Victory of the Soviet Authorities in Armenia. A
Collection of Documents and Materials. Yerevan, 1960, pp. 167-
168, 170-173; Melikian, H. S. The October Revolution and the
Caucasian Army. Yerevan, 1970, pp. 551-555, in Armenian.

719 Dictionary of Toponymy of Armenia and Adjacent Territories,
vol. 4, p. 71.

720 Collected Acts..., vol. 4, p. 491. 
721 Caucasian Calendar for 1852, p. 93.
722 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 56.

__________
723 Soviet Armenian Encyclopedia, vol. 8, p. 443.
724 Karapetian, S. Abandoned Armenian Settlements in Azerbaijan

(1988 to 1991). In: “Hayreniki Dzayn,” No. 3, 9 February 1993, p. 4.
725 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 2, p. 611.
726 Idem, p. 450.
727 Barkhutariants, M., idem, pp. 55-56.
728 Idem, p. 56.
729 Caucasian Calendar for 1846, p. 50.
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that marked the history of the country throughout many
centuries, this immense column was preserved intact
amidst the ruins and remnants of the once large city.
...There exist different legends with regard to its con-
struction, but there are some grounds to presume that it
formerly served as an observatory (it was only in the
recent years that some mullahs turned it into a minaret).
The column, rising over a quadrangular pedestal, was
unique for its unusual durability and daring height.
Some winding stairs that were wide  enough for two
people to climb them side by side led to a hall, jutting
out over the column and surrounding it at a height of
about two hundred feet, its delicacy making it a rare
specimen of architectural art. The year of the erection
of this superb monument is far in the depth of cen-
turies: even today the ruins of Shamkor retain some
ancient coins with a representation of Alexandre the
Great. ...it collapsed in the ‘40s...”730

The following record provides some valuable infor-
mation concerning the aforementioned column, the
famous castle of Shamkor and other historical monu-
ments standing in the city or its neighbourhood: “It rep-
resents a devastated Armenian city site lying on the
bank of the river Shamkor. In the 12th century, it was
under the sway of Prince Vahram. Later it was ruined
by the Tartars whose leader was called Molar.
Afterwards the city was reconstructed by the meliks of
Karabakh, but at present it lies in ruins. In a plain lying
in the east of the site towers a small, but durable castle
of brick whose neighbourhood boasts fertile soil and
sweet water abounding in trout. ...This column, which
is 108 kanguns731 high, bears resemblance to a mosque.
Presumably, it was erected by the Armenians in honour
of the Tartars: this is attested by some Armenian letters

distorted beyond decipherment. It may have served as
an observatory, for its height allows view of a very
large territory.”732

Some bridges, dating from at least the early Middle
Ages, lay over the river Shamkor flowing in the vicin-
ity of the city. All of them were built as multi-span
structures so that they might be able to endure the wide
current of the river. In the mid-19th century, “...the
ruins of a multi-span bridge built of white stone lie over
the river...”733

During the same period, another stone bridge was
erected over the river Shamkor with the means of
Gandzak inhabitant Altuniants and through the assis-
tance of the local people (3,000 carts were used for the
conveyance of the building material necessary for it).734

SHAMKHOR (ANNENFELD, MORUL)
Location. The town, situated on both banks of the

river Jagir, dates back to the Soviet years and compris-
es the German colony of Annenfeld and the Turkish
village of Morul.

ANNENFELD (ANNINO)
Location. The settlement extends on the right bank

of the river Jagir, at an altitude of 400 to 500 metres
above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. Between 1817 and
1818, the Government allocated some lands lying on
the left bank of the river Shamkor (the site of the pres-
ent-day village of Yenihayad) to 67 families of German
immigrants who were to become the founders of a
colony “...named after Great Princess Ann Pavlovna,
the queen of the Netherlands...”735

Soon, however, many of the resettlers fell victim to
the unfavourable climatic conditions of the area char-
acterized by “...a severe climate and fertile soil, if only
there was sufficient irrigation water...”736

Hardly a decade after its establishment, in 1826,
Annenfeld was reduced to ruins by the troops of
Persian Prince Abbas-Mirza. Although the Government
rendered some financial aid to the local inhabitants
after the termination of the Russo-Persian war,737 the
rigorous climate made “them scatter in different vil-

__________
730 Potto, V., op. cit., p. 141 (the Russian original reads, “Ïðè âñåõ

ïåðåâîðîòàõú, êîëåáàâøèõú ýòó ñòðàíó âú òå÷åíèå
ìíîãèõ âåêîâú, îäèíú ýòîòú ãèãàíòñêèé ñòîëáú ïðîòè-
âóñòîÿëú ðàçðóøåíèþ è ñîõðàíÿëñÿ íåâðåäèìî ñðåäè
ãðóäû êàìíåé è ðàçâàëèíú íåêîãäà îêðóæàâøàãî åãî
áîëüøîãî ãîðîäà. Òåìíûÿ ïðåäàíèÿ ðàçëè÷íî ïîâåñò-
âóþòú î ñîîðóæåíèè ýòîãî ñòîëáà; íî åñòü îñíîâàíèå
äóìàòü, ÷òî îíú âú áûëîå âðåìÿ ñëóæèëú àñòðîíîìè-
÷åñêîé îáñåðâàòîðèåþ, è ÷òî òîëüêî óæå âú ïîçäíåé-
øèå ãîäû ìóëëû îáðàòèëè åãî âú ìèíàðåòú. Óñòàâëåí-
íàÿ íà ÷åòûðåõú-óãîëüíîìú ïüåäåñòàëå, êîëîííà ýòà
áûëà çàìå÷àòåëüíà ñìåëîñòüþ ïîëåòà âú âûøèíó è
íåîáûêíîâåííîþ ïðî÷íîñòèþ. Âèíòîâàÿ ëåñòíèöà
âíóòðè, äîñòàòî÷íî øèðîêàÿ äëÿ äâóõú ÷åëîâåêú, èäó-
ùèõú ðÿäîìú, âåëà íà ãàëåðåþ, îêðóæàâøóþ êîëîííó
íà âûñîòå îêîëî äâóõñîòú ôóòîâú îòú çåìëè, è ìîãëà
ñ÷èòàòüñÿ îáðàçöîìú àðõèòåêòóðû ïî ñâîåé èçÿùíîñ-
òè è ëåãêîñòè. Âðåìÿ îñíîâàíèÿ ýòîãî çàìå÷àòåëüíàãî
ñîîðóæåíèÿ òåðÿåòñÿ âú ãëóáèíå âåêîâú, è íóæíî ñêà-
çàòü, ÷òî åùå è òåïåðü âú ðàçâàëèíàõú Øàìõîðà íàõî-
äÿòú äðåâíèÿ ìîíåòû ñú èçîáðàæåíèåìú Àëåêñàíäðà
Âåëèêàãî. ...Âú ñîðîêîâûõú ãîäàõú îíú óïàëú...”). Also
see Veydenbaum, E., idem, p. 375.

731 A unit of length measured by the part between a human elbow
and the middle finger.

__________
732 Jalaliants, S., idem, part 1, pp. 170-171.
733 Idem, p. 171.
734 Collected Acts..., vol. 11, Tiflis, 1888, p. 817 (the Russian origi-

nal reads, “Ñòðîèò Åëèñàâåòîïîëüñêèé æèòåëü ìèëèöèè
øò.-ðîòì. Àëòóíîâ, íà ñîáñòâåííûé ñ÷åò, ñ íàðÿäîì îò
æèòåëåé 3000 àðîá äëÿ ïåðåâîçêè ìàòåðèàëîâ”).

735 Lalayan, Yer, idem, p. 330.
736 Meves, V., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 35, p. 197 (the orig-

inal reads, “...ñ óáèéñòâåííûì êëèìàòîì è ïëîäîðîä-
íåéøåé ïî÷âîþ, åñëè áûâàåò äîñòàòî÷íî âîäû äëÿ ïî-
ëèâêè ïîëåé”).

737 Lalayan, Yer, idem, p. 331. The author repeats the record by the
“Nor-Dar” periodical (1890, N 119, p. 2) with almost no changes.
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lages: by 1831 360 people had died, whereas the num-
ber of the newly-born amounted to only 94. The former
residents of Annenfeld, however, were soon obliged to
return, failing to find unoccupied territories any-
where.”738

Eventually, in 1873 the authorities moved these
people “...to a place of healthy climate situated eight
versts northward. They were given 1,500 logs and
6,000 rubles for the construction of new dwellings.”739

That marked the establishment of Nor Annenfeld con-
stituting half of the eastern part of the present-day city
of Shamkor. In 1938 it was renamed Shamkor.740

Construction Activity. In 1864 a visitor described
Annenfeld in the following way, “...approaching the
colony, I was fascinated by its finely-cultivated fields,
the golden wheat swaying in the wind, the wonderful,
green meadows as well as the orchards and vineyards,
that lay in silent manifestation of the uttermost care and
great skills thanks to which they had come into being:
in a word, it was an oasis in an uninhabited desert...”741

According to the same visitor, in the 1890s
Annenfeld was distinguished for its well-thought-out
plan: “The straight, regular streets, planted with tall
trees, and the finely-built houses with their large yards
imparted a perfect appearance to the village... There is
not anything worthy of mention regarding this colony,
which is almost identical to Helenendorf... Unlike the
latter, however, it does not enjoy an advanced stage of
development, for it is farther from the centre.”742

Population. The scanty statistical data regarding
the number of the local inhabitants represent the fol-
lowing picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886743 116 492
1914744 942

In 1903 Annenfeld had an Armenian population of
about 25 houses,745 whose number oscillated between
25 and 30 in the days of the Armeno-Turkish fights of

1905 to 1906.746 They had over 30 large and small
shops all of which were plundered and destroyed by the
Turkish residents of Morul.747

The Armenians of Annenfeld “...being devoid of
spiritual comfort for a long time, ...on 23 April 1900  ...
a prayer house opened there...”748

The local German church was erected in 1909.749

The archaeological monuments preserved in the
neighbourhood of Annenfeld include some tumuli
which were studied by Yer. Lalayan in the late 19th
century.750

MORUL
Location. Originally a village on the left bank of

the river Shamkor, at present Morul forms part of
the city of Shamkor together with the German
colony of Annenfeld lying on the opposite bank of
the river.

A Historical Introduction. In 1864 Morul, that
did not have a sedentary population yet, served as a
winter encampment for a stock-breeding Turkish
tribe. V. Meves, who visited it in the summer of the
same year, writes, “Before dusk I reached a group of
diggings that comprised the village of Morul. They
were absolutely akin to the ones already described,
with the local inhabitants in the cattle-houses at that
time...”751

In the late 19th century, the territory of the village
belonged to a great number of Turkish landowners.752

Population. According to a population census held
in 1886, the local community consisted of 282 houses
with1,792 people, including 1,023 males and 769
females.753

In 1914 the village had 1,848 inhabitants.754

SHEIDLAR
The village is situated 9 kilometres south-west of

the district centre, at an altitude of 1,160 to 1,200
metres above sea level.

It was established in a plot of land seized from
Chardakhlu Village in the Soviet years.

__________
738 Lalayan, Yer, ibid. (note 1).
739 Ibid.
740 The Azerbaijanian SSR: Administrative-Territorial Division, p. 211.
741 Meves, V., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 43, p. 235 (the orig-

inal reads, “...Ïîäúåçæàÿ ê êîëîíèè, ÿ áûë îáðàäîâàí
âèäîì ïðåêðàñíî îáðàáîòàííûõ ïîëåé, çûáëþùèõñÿ
âîëíîþ çîëîòèñòûõ õëåáîâ, ïðåâîñõîäíîþ çåëåíüþ
ëóãîâ, æèâîïèñíûìè ïåéçàæàìè îòëè÷íî îáðàáîòàí-
íûõ ñàäîâ ôðóêòîâûõ è âèíîãðàäíûõ. Ñëîâîì, ýòî-÷òî
òî â ðîäå îàçèñà â áåçëþäíîé ïóñòûíå...”).

742 Idem, p. 355.
743 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 76-77. The majority of the local popu-

lation were Germans who constituted 97 houses with 201 male and
236 female inhabitants. The available records on the number of the
representatives of other nationalities are as follows: 16 Armenian
houses with 23 male and 20 female inhabitants; a single Russian
house with 3 males and 4 females; a single Georgian house with 2
males and a female, and a Persian house with 2 males.

744 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 89. 
745 “Nor-Dar,” 1903, No. 14, p. 2.

__________
746 A-Do, idem, pp. 340-341.
747 Ibid.
748 “Nor-Dar,” 1903, No. 14, p. 2.
749 Fatullayev, Sh. S., idem, p. 440.
750 Lalayan, Yer, idem, p. 355.
751 Meves, V., op. cit., in: “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 43, p. 235 (the

original reads, “Äî çàêàòà ñîëíöà ÿ äîòàùèëñÿ äî
ãðóïïû ÿì, èç êîòîðûõ ñîñòàâèëàñü äåðåâíÿ
Ìîðóë; íî êàê æèòåëè âñå áûëè íà êî÷åâêàõ, à âñå
ÿìû íè÷åì íå îòëè÷àëèñü îò ïðåæäå îïèñàí-
íûõ...”).

752 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388,
pp. 35-36.

753 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 84-85.
754 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 160.
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SHISHTEPE
One of the most populous villages in the district,

Shishtepe is located 8 kilometres west of the district cen-
tre, at an altitude of 440 to 550 metres above sea level.

It was founded in the early 20th century and had a
Turkish population of 3,649 in 1986.755

SPITAKSHEN (TSIRALOVKA)
The village lies 13 kilometres south of the district cen-

tre, at an altitude of 1,280 to 1,350 metres above sea level.
It was founded in 1918 by some Armenian resettlers

from Jagir.

TALISH
This Turkish village, dating from the early 20th cen-

tury, extends 22 kilometres north-east of the district cen-
tre, at an altitude of 180 to 190 metres above sea level.

In 1907 the local population amounted to 98.756

TATARLI
Location. This Turkish village lies on the right

bank of the river Zakam, 24 kilometres west of the dis-
trict centre, at an altitude of 550 to 620 metres above
sea level.

A Historical Introduction. It was founded in the
late 19th century by some stock-breeders who had
shifted to a sedentary life. During that period, it
belonged to four Turkish landowners.757

The available statistical data regarding the local
population represent the following picture: 
Year Houses Males Females Total
1886758 83 320 255 575
1908759 815
1914760 679

At the top of a mountain rising opposite the village,
i.e. on the left bank of the river Zakam are preserved
the ruins of a chapel called Yari Khach (the Armenian
equivalent for ‘A Healing Cross’) . In 1890 a visitor
wrote the following about it, “...I continued my way
westward via the Turkish village of Ayiplu, with the
mountains of Memertlu towering on my right. A path
that was extremely difficult of access led to the summit
of a mountain, where the yard of a chapel could be seen
with some stones around it. Everyone complaining of
any pain and disease turned to it and was healed; that is
why, it had been given the widespread name of Yari
Khach. The believers visiting the sanctuary also includ-
ed some Turkish pilgrims.”761

TAZAKEND
Tazakend extends on the right bank of the river

Shamkor, 11 kilometres east of the district centre, at an
altitude of 290 to 320 metres above sea level. 

Until the beginning of the 20th century, the railway
station of Shamkor was located in its site.

In 1908 this Turkish village had 334 inhabitants.762

TIK-KHULUF (KHULUF)
This small, insignificant Turkish village lies within

a kilometre of the left bank of the river Kur, 16 kilo-
metres north-east of the district centre, at an altitude of
175 metres above sea level.

It was founded in the early 20th century.

YENIABAD (BITTILI)
Location. The village lies on the right bank of the

river Shamkor, 14 kilometres north-east of the district
centre, at an altitude of 200 to 215 metres above sea level.

It was founded in the late 19th century by some
stock-breeding Turkish tribes which had changed to a
sedentary life.  

The village was officially renamed Yeniabad in
1954.763

In 1908 it had a population of 64.764

YENIHAYAD (HIN ANNENFELD)
The village extends in a plain lying on the left bank

of the river Shamkor, 8 kilometres southeast of the dis-
trict centre, at an altitude of 210 to 230 metres above
sea level.

YERRORD INTERNATSIONAL
The village lies 5 kilometres east of the district cen-

tre, at an altitude of 320 to 330 metres above sea level.
It was established in the Soviet years.

YUKHARI (VERIN) KYONYULLYU
The village, which dates back to the Soviet years, is

situated 19 kilometres southeast of the district centre, at
an altitude of 360 to 370 metres above sea level.

YUKHARI SEYFALI
The village is situated on the right bank of the river

Shamkor, 11 kilometres southeast of the district centre,
at an altitude of 460 to 570 metres above sea level.

It was established in the late 19th century (at that
time it belonged to landowner Ashraf Khan Ziatkha-
nov)765 by some cattle-breeding tribes which had
changed to a sedentary life. __________

755 SAE, vol. 10, p. 549.
756 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 373.
757 National Archives of Armenia, fund  93, list 1, file 388, p. 7.
758 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 82-83.
759 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 376.
760 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 187.
761 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 2.

__________
762 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 372.
763 The Azerbaijanian SSR: Administrative-Territorial Division, p.

211.
764 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 205.
765 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 22-23.
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TOUZ DISTRICT

The district, which occupies an area of 1,903 square kilometres, was established in 1930 and has a 100 resi-
dential settlements, including 98 villages. It borders on Ghazakh, Shamkhor and Getabek Districts of the Republic
of Azerbaijan, Tavush Marz of the Republic of Armenia, and Tziteli-Tzegharo District of the Republic of Georgia.
It mostly covers the basin of the river Zakam and the plains extending on the right bank of the river Kur.
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The territory of the present-day district of Touz is
mainly identical to the historical district of Nerkin
(Lower) Zakam, and partly Verin (Upper) Zakam.
Written sources mention the district in 1548,1 in 1639
(“…by the grace of Khoranashat’s Sourb Astvatzatzin,
in the district of Zagam…”),2 and in 1706 (“In the year
1706, Mirza Ghasum left for Zakam to expel the army.
I, Melik Kemal, came to arrange the work on the feast-
day of the Holy Virgin”).3

The description of the area where the Armeno-
Georgian army was defeated by the Mongols in the
early 13th century mentions the toponym of ‘Sagim,’
which is identified to Zakam. With this regard, a record
reads, “…the troops moved on, stationing themselves
in a place now called Sagim, on the bank of the river
Berduj…”4

Interestingly enough, the available written sources
make frequent references only to the name of Verin
Zakam,5 while the lower part of the district, which is
actually Nerkin Zakam, is simply mentioned by the
name of Zakam. 

Extending in vast plains that provided no natural
means of defense, the Armenian-inhabited district was
gradually stripped of its residents. The last remaining
Armenians left it in the 1770s and resettled in Shulaver. 

The cemetery of Metz Shulaver retains the tomb-
stone of Sargis, the prince of Zakam whose epitaph fol-
lows below:

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on a rectangular tomb-
stone (154 x 62 x 30 centimetres): 

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Éáõë³ÑáùÇ Ù¿ÉÇù ê³ñùëÇ
ï¥»³é)Ý ¼|³·³Ùáõ, áñ ¿ áñ¹Ç Ù¿ÉÇù Ð³ËÝ³-
½³ñÇ »õ Ñ³Ûñ ¿ñ ë³ | Ù¿ÉÇù ²Õ³×³ÝÇ, áñ ¿
Ã(á)éÝ Ù¿ÉÇù ²í³ÉÇ, ë³ ¿ »Õ|å³Ûñ Éá(õ)ë³ÛÑá-
ùÇ ì³Ý³ÛÏ³Ý ³ñù»åÇëÏáå(á)ëÇ èØÌº
(1806) | Ãí¥Ç¤Ý ë³ ÷áË»ó³õ Ï(»)³Ýë í»ñÇÝ
÷»¹ñí(³)ñÇ Äº(15), ²(ëïáõ³)Í áÕ(á)ñ(ÙÇ):

transl.: In this grave reposes the ruler of
Zagam, Melik Sargis of blessed memory who is
the son of Melik Hakhnazar, the father of Melik
Aghajan, the grandson of Melik Aval and the
brother of Archbishop Vanakan of blessed memo-
ry. He departed to heaven on 15 February of the
year 1806. May God have mercy upon him.

Published for the first time.

Note: Melik Sargis is the forefather of the princely family of the
Sargissians. They enjoyed their title and rights until the region joined
Russia. Afterwards they preserved their noble title and some land
ownership rights (the family tree of the Melik Sargissians was com-
piled by Sargis Kamalian). See Aslanian, S., Karapetian, S.
Shulaver. Yerevan, 2002, p. 233, in Armenian.

By the late 19th century, most of the district had
been inhabited by some stock-breeding Turkish tribes.
The only village to preserve its Armenian population
was Krzen, which was left absolutely derelict in the
aftermath of the forced deportation of 1988 to 1989. 

ABASKULLAR
This small Turkish village is located 34.5 kilome-

tres south of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,550
to 1,600 metres above sea level. 

It was founded in the Soviet years. 

__________
1 The Persian Documents of the Matenadaran: Decrees (15th to 16th

cents.). Translated from the original Persian into Armenian by
Papazian, H. Yerevan, 1959, pp. 59, 90.

2 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 2, p. 785.
3 Brief Chronicles, vol. 1, p. 289.
4 Melikset-Bek, L. M., vol. 2, p. 51.
5 Records on Verin Zakam District are mainly found in the 17th cen-

tury in connection with certain events that took place in the fol-
lowing villages: Gharamurat (1610, 1679), Shakarbek (1633),
Sultanetsik (1647, 1671),  Melikzata (1652), Papajan and
Khavunis (1655).

AGHAJ-GHALA. The remnants of a medieval castle
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ABDAL
Another small Turkish village, it is situated on the

right bank of the river Zakam, 22 kilometres south-east
of the district centre, at an altitude of 700 to 750 metres
above sea level. It was established after the 1950s. 

AGHAJ-GHALA
Location. The village extends on the right bank of

the river Zakam, 21 kilometres south-east of the district
centre, at an altitude of 1,290 to 1,340 metres above sea
level. 

AGHAJ-GHALA. Shahpekar Monastery
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The medieval castle of Aghaj-Ghala (translated
from Turkish as ‘Wooden Castle’), also known by the
name of Shahpekar, is one of the most remarkable local
monuments. Its ruins are preserved at the top of a lofty,
rocky mountain towering on the right bank of the river
Yekeghetsajur (Kilisasuyu), in the west of Aghaj-
Ghala.  

The steep sides of the rock secure the natural
impregnability of the castle in the south, west and east.
Its northern and eastern sections were once fortified by
mighty ramparts, whose ruins have survived to a height
of 2.5 to 3 metres.

A large mediaeval village site and a cemetery are
preserved in the vicinity of the castle, in the east of
which a ruined chapel is located. With this respect a
record states, “Opposite Aghaj-Ghala, towers Mount

Choban-Seghnakh, with a chapel at its northern
foot…”6

Shahpekar (Aghaj-Ghala) Monastery stands in
an elevated plain in a village site located about 6 kilo-
metres south-west of Aghaj-Ghala. The monastic com-
plex, which has been preserved in a semi-ruined state,
consists of a church and a destroyed graveyard extend-
ing around it.7

The church (exterior dimensions: 9.3 x 7 metres)
represents a uni-nave vaulted basilica built of
undressed and roughly-finished stone and mortar, with
its cornerstones mostly finely-dressed. Its gable roof is

__________
6 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 10.
7 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 58; Voskian, H. The Monasteries

of Artsakh. In: “Handes Amsorea,” August to October 1951, p. 34.

AGHAJ-GHALA. Partial views of Shahpekar Monastery
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inwardly supported by a vault-bearing arch resting on a
pair of pilasters. On the right and left of the main apse
are located two vaulted, double-storey vestries, each of
them having a semi-circular apse. The walls of the
main apse and vestries have small niches. Light pene-
trates into the building through the windows opening
into the 4 facades and widening inside. The entrance to
the church opens in the west. Both its outer and inner
walls bear some fragments decorated with crosses, and
simple, old-styled cross-stones bare of any inscriptions.

The architectural peculiarities of the church trace it
back to the 10th to 11th centuries.

During our visit to the monument in the 1980s, we
found the middle parts of its walls and some sections of
the windows (particularly, the southern ones) lying in
ruins.

A cemetery, extending at the top of a mountain ris-
ing north-west of Aghaj-Ghala, comprises only three
surviving gravestones. This ancient site is known by
the name of St. Ghazar.  

AGHBASHLAR
The village is situated on the right bank of the river

Zakam, 39 kilometres south of the district centre, at an
altitude of 1,040 to 1,160 metres above sea level. 

The only person to have investigated the neigh-
bourhood of Aghbashlar is S. Kamalian, who travelled
in the region in 1890. Below follows his record on the
local monuments, “Leaving Pendekhlu early in the
morning, I went north-east and descended the gorge,
where several streams merged together, forming the
river Zakam. Keeping along the left bank of the river
for an hour, I reached a simple, wooden bridge, within
30 steps of which, i.e. on the right bank of the river, on
the upper section of the road, the resonant waters of
Atti-Bulagh ran. It falls from a crack at a height of 2
arshins so that you can drink its water even on horse-
back; hence comes its name. Tzatur told me that some
silver coins had been found from below a cross-stone
lying by the source of the spring. I tried to find it, but
in vain. I thought it must be something simple and ordi-
nary, but how great was my amazement when I found
out what I had been told about was a natural block of
stone. Its southern side bore a large cross with the fol-
lowing inscription,8 ‘May this Holy Cross protect kind-
hearted David, who built Jasat’s Bridge in the year
1607 in perpetuation of his soul.’ After I had read it, I
looked around and caught sight of a part of the bridge
pier on the right bank of the river.

“Keeping downwards from Atti-Bulagh, we saw
Mharli Gorge on the left side of the river. Then we
came across several dwellers at the beginning of the
gorge, below which lay the ravine of Chanaghchi.
There was another bridge on our way, with its middle
part demolished. Due to its dilapidated state, the road,
once under construction, had been left incomplete. As
my companion told me, that gorge was not difficult to
traverse any more, while formerly it was absolutely dif-
ficult of access, especially during the periods the river
overflowed its banks. Now carts were used for trans-
portation purposes and there was a guard-house, called
Keorpi Gyoz, opposite the bridge, on the right bank of
the river. Below, on the left lay the gorges of Shamlut
and Agh-Dara.”9

AGHAJ-GHALA. A medieval cemetery known by the name of St.
Ghazar

__________
8 The Armenian original of the inscription reads, §ê¥áõñ¤µ

Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ëáë ¿ µ³ñ»ÙÇï ¸³õÃÇÝ, áñ ßÇÝ»³ó
æ³ë³ïÇ Ï³Ùáõ¥ñ¤×Ý ÛÇß³ï³Ï Ñá·áÛ ÇõñáÛ.
Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÌ¼ (1607)¦:

9 S. KKamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, pp. 34-35.
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AGHBULAGH
Aghbulagh extends on the left bank of the stream

Asrik, 3 kilometres south-east of the famous monastery
of Khoranashat, 16.5 kilometres south of the district cen-
tre, at an altitude of 840 to 880 metres above sea level.

It represents a Turkish village founded in the Soviet
years in the site of the former Armenian-inhabited vil-
lage that had been stripped of its population in the 18th
century.

The ruins of an old mill are preserved in the centre
of the village. 

AGHDAM
This Turkish village, founded in the early 20th cen-

tury, is located on the left bank of the river Akhenji, 10
kilometres south-west of the district centre.

In 1908 it had 185 Turkish inhabitants who had just
changed to a sedentary life.10

AGHDERE
The village, whose historical name has sunk into

oblivion, is situated on the left bank of the river Zakam,
29 kilometres south of the district centre, at an altitude
of 850 to 900 metres above sea level. 

In the second half of the 19th century, it belonged
to a certain Turkish landowner named Zulghadarov.11

As attested by a visitor of the late 19th century,
“The monastery of St. Mkrtich is located on the right
bank of the river Zakam, at the foot of Mount Valijan,
opposite Aghdere.”12

AHMEDABAD
The village lies on the left bank of the river Zakam,

20 kilometres south of the district centre, at an altitude
of 740 to 780 metres above sea level.

Undoubtedly, the village, whose historical name
has sunk into oblivion, remained Armenian-inhabited
until the 1770s. In the late 19th century, when it
belonged to Turkish landowner Zulghadarov,13 some
cattle-breeding Turkish tribes settled down there. 

As stated in a record of 1890, “…To the north of
Yelli Dagh extends the gorge of Ahmadi-Bad, opposite
which, i.e. on the right bank of the river, the pier of an
ancient bridge can be seen. The neighbourhood of the
river abounds in all kinds of fruit-bearing trees, as if
attesting to the large number of people once dwelling in
these gorges and mountains.”14

The ruins of a mill can be found at the north-east-
ern extremity of the village, on the right branch of the
river Zakam.

ALAKYOL
The village, that lies in a plain 16 kilometres south-

east of the district centre, at an altitude of 435 to 460
metres above sea level, was established in the Soviet
years. 

In 1976 it had a population of 2,300.15

ALIBEYLI
The village is located 12 kilometres south-west of

the district centre, between 630 and 680 metres of alti-
tude above sea level. 

In the late 19th century, the site of the once
Armenian-populated village was inhabited by some
Turkish stock-breeders. 

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
188616 81 220 170 490
190817 558
191418 597

ALIMARDANLI
The village lies 7 kilometres north-east of the dis-

trict centre, at an altitude of 350 to 360 metres above
sea level. 

Until the late 19th century, the territory of the vil-
lage served as a winter encampmemt for some Turkish
cattle-breeders who later changed to a sedentary mode
of life and took up permanent living there. 

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
188619 34 119 81 200
190820 616
191421 645
197922 2273

ALMALITALA
The village is located on the south-facing slope of a

gorge lying on the right bank of the tributary
Chanakhchi, on the right bank of the river Zakam, 37
kilometres south of the district centre, at an altitude  of
1,100 to 1,160 metres above sea level. 

It was founded by some cattle-breeding tribes
which had changed to a sedentary way of life in the site
of the derelict village in the early 20th century. 

__________
10 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 173.
11 S. KKamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 11.
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.
14 Idem, p. 35.

__________
15 SAE, vol. 1, p. 212.
16 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 148-149.
17 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 178.
18 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 86.
19 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 150-151.
20 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 179.
21 Idem, p. 87.
22 SAE, vol. 4, p. 181.
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ARAN (ARANDUR)
Aran extends about 17 kilometres south-east of the

district centre.  
Sharing the fate of the other Armenian-inhabited

villages of the region, it was stripped of its population
in the 1770s. 

In the Soviet years, the village was under the juris-
diction of Yankhli Village Council. 

The toponym of Arandur is mentioned in an epitaph
found in the cemetery of Metz (Greater) Shulaver,
where the Armenians of Aran found shelter after they
had abandoned their native village.

11 lines in the Armenian original, followed by 2 lines in
Georgian, carved on a rectangular tombstone (167 x 67 x 20 cen-
timetres) whose upper part is arched:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý | ²ÝÝ³ÛÇª ÏáÕ|³ÏÇó ¿
ê³ñ·ëÇ, | ë³ ¿ Ñ³ñëÝ áõëï³ Î³ñ³å»ïÇ, |
áñ ¿ Ï»Õ×³õù | ²ñ³Ý¹ñ¿óÇ, áñ | áù ï³ó¿ ²(ë-
ïáõ³)Í | áÕáñÙÇ ø(³)ëÇÝ... | »³Ý áÕáñÙ»ëóÇ |
Ãí(Ç)Ý èØÌ¼ (1807)-Ç:

The Georgian part reads: ê³ñ·Çë³ë³ | Ù»áõÕÉ» (write in
Georgian) (transl.: ‘Sargis’ spouse’).

transl.: In this grave reposes Sargis’ spouse An-
na, who is the daughter-in-law of Usta Karapet
from Arandur Village. May those who... pray for
her. In the year 1807.

The Armenian original published in: Aslanian, S., Karapetian,
S., idem, p. 45.

ASHAGHI (NERKIN) AYIPLI
Location. The village, adjoining the Tbilisi-Baku

railroad, is situated in the area of the lower course of the
river Zakam, 19 kilometres south-east of the district cen-
tre, at an altitude of 350 to 410 metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. In the late 19th centu-
ry, it belonged to 16 Turkish landowners.23

Population. In 1864 Ashaghi Ayipli served as a
winter encampment for a stock-breeding Turkish
tribe.24 In 1874 the village comprised between 4 and 5
winter encampments scattered within 3 to 5 kilometres
of each other in a large steppe. In the same year, it had
a population of 1,685 Shiah Muslims who had just
assumed a sedentary life.25

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
188626 349 1,189 922 2,111
190827 2,490
197628 5,944

Economic Life. Apart from cattle-breeding, the local
inhabitants also cultivated thorn-bush, which was not
always profitable. With this regard, a contemporary
wrote the following in 1890, “The steppes are some-
times in bad need of water. Almost always Ayiplu dries
up even before the river Zakam reaches it. These areas
are rich in thorn-bush roots. A Turk is known to have
gathered 3,000 poods of it in a site belonging to the
Railway Department. A pood costing 6 kopecks, he
was obliged to pay 2,700 rubles for the place he had
been keeping his harvest in. Unable to pay that sum, the
Turk took to his heels, and the Railway Department
had to sell the thorn-bush by auction, its profit amount-
ing to only 100 rubles…”29

ASHAGHI-GHUSHCHU
This Turkish village lies on the right side of the

Touz-Gandzak railway, 6 kilometres south-east of the
district centre, at an altitude of 440 to 490 metres above
sea level. 

Until the late 19th century, its site served as a win-
ter encampment for some stock-breeding tribes which
changed to a sedentary life there, yielding up to the
demands of the Tsarist Government. 

In 1976 the village had 5,316 inhabitants.30

ASHAGHI-MYULKYULYU
Another Turkish village founded in the early 20th

century, it is located 7 kilometres north of the district cen-
tre, at an average altitude of 350 metres above sea level.

In 1976 it had a population of 1,259.31

ASHAGHI-OKSYUZLYU
The village extends 3 kilometres south-west of the

district centre, between 480 and 520 metres of altitude
above sea level.

In the late 19th century, some cattle-breeding tribes
that lived scattered in a number of winter and summer
encampments were forced to yield up to the Govern-
ment’s demand and unite in the site of the present-day
village, thus becoming its founders. 

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
188632 169 861 484 1,345
190833 1,399
191434 1,464
197635 4,323

__________
23 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 4-5.
24 Meves, V., idem, in: “Kavkaz,” 1865, No. 85, p. 420. See the part

devoted to Birgyoz Village of Khanlar District on p. 346.
25 Caucasian Calendar for 1886, p. 142.
26 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 76-77.
27 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 192.
28 SAE, vol. 1, p. 507.

__________
29 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, pp. 2-3.
30 SAE, vol. 1, p. 508.
31 Ibid.
32 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 148-149. 
33 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 339.
34 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 168.
35 SAE, vol. 1, p. 509.
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ASHRALAR
Ashralar represents a small village lying on the left

bank of the river Zakam, 28 kilometres south of the dis-
trict centre, at an altitude of 830 to 900 metres above
sea level. 

It was established in the site of a once Armenian-
inhabited village in the Soviet years.

ASRIK-JERDAKHAN
The village is situated on the left bank of the river

Asrik, 2.5 kilometres north-east of the famous
monastery of Khoranashat (in present-day Tavush
Marz of the Republic of Armenia), 14 kilometres south
of the district centre, at an altitude of 740 to 810 metres
above sea level.

The village having been stripped of its Armenian pop-
ulation in the 1770s, its site became a new place of living
for some stock-breeding Turkish tribes which changed to
a sedentary life there in the early 20th century.

In 1979 it had 1,722 inhabitants.36

AZAPLI
The village extends in a plain lying on the left bank

of the river Asrik, 8 kilometres south-east of the district
centre, at an altitude of 550 to 600 metres above sea
level. 

By the second half of the 19th century, some cat-
tle-breeders of Turkish origin had already taken up res-
idence in the site of the village that had been stripped
of its Armenian population in the 1770s.

The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
188637 92 395 322 717
190838 512
191439 529
197640 976

BAKKALI
The village, dating back to the Soviet years, is

located on the southeast-facing slope of the eastern
branch of Mount Bakkali (1,733 metres), that towers in
the area between the rivers Asrik and Zakam, 22 kilo-
metres south of the district centre. 

BAYRAMLI
The village is situated on the right bank of the river

Asrik, 10 kilometres south-east of the district centre,
between 590 and 660 metres of altitude above sea
level. 

It was founded in the late 19th century by the stock-
breeding Turkish tribe of Bayramli. During the same
period, it belonged to the Sultanovs’ family of Turkish
landowners.41

In the mid-19th century, the Bayramli lived a
nomadic life, which made it rather difficult to carry out
a trustworthy population census among them. That is
the reason why the official number of the local inhabi-
tants was highly exaggerated:
Year Houses Males Females Total
188642 214 606 464 1,070
190843 1,831
191444 923 

BEYUK-GHESHLAGH
Beyuk-Gheshlagh represents a Turkish village

extending on the left bank of the river Asrik, 31 kilo-
metres south of the district centre, at an altitude of
1,430 to 1,600 metres above sea level. 

It  was established in the site of a derelict Armenian
village in the Soviet years, with the objective of turn-
ing the Armenian village of Artzvashen into an enclave. 

In 1976 it had 2,800 inhabitants.45

BOZALGHANLI
The village, adjoining the district centre of Touz in

the east, is located at an altitude of 410 to 420 metres
above sea level. 

The stock-breeding tribe of Bozalghanli lived a
nomadic life in the 1860s, which made it rather diffi-
cult to carry out a trustworthy population census
among them and compile the lists of tax payers. With
this regard, a contemporary writes the following,
“Well, let us suppose that Bozalghanli Village, having
152 houses, should be taxed. It extends up to our dis-
trict and Shirak, its houses being located within long
versts of each other. It is utterly difficult to establish the
occupation of the local inhabitants: they are said to be
stock-breeders, which obliges them to change their
places of living constantly, so that the tax collectors
find it almost impossible to trace them in due time…”46

In the late 19th century, Bozalghanli belonged to
landowner Yusup Bey Khanbudaghov.47

__________
36 SAE, vol. 4, p. 235.
37 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 146-147.
38 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 175.
39 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 84.
40 SAE, vol. 1, p. 133.

__________
41 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 14-15.
42 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 78-79.
43 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 196.
44 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 95.
45 SAE, vol. 2, p. 288.
46 Meves, V., idem, p. 440 (the original reads, “Ïîëîæèì, ÷òî èç

äåðåâíè Áîçàãàíëû, èìåþùåé 152 äûìà, ñëåäóåò ñîá-
ðàòü ïîäàòü. Ýòà äåðåâíÿ ðàñêèíóòà è â íàøåì óåçäå è
â Øèðàêñêîì ïðèñòàâñòâå, à äûì îò äûìà îòñòîèò íà
äåñÿòêè âåðñò; ñêàçàòü íàâåðíî, ÷åì çàíèìàþòñÿ æè-
òåëè ýòîé äåðåâíè î÷åíü òðóäíî; ïî÷òè âñå îíè, êàê
ãîâîðÿò, ñêîòîâîäû, à êàê ñêîòîâîäû íå æèâóò íà ìåñ-
òå äîëãî íè ëåòîì, íè çèìîþ, òî âî âðåìÿ âçíîñà ïî-
äàòåé èõ î÷åíü òðóäíî îòûñêàòü ñáîðùèêó”).

47 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 30-31.
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The available statistical data on the number of the
local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total
188648 264 1,071 544 1,615
191449 2,396
197650 6,050

CHATAKH
Chatakh is situated on the left bank of the river

Asrik, 30 kilometres south of the district centre, at an
altitude of 1,350 to 1,450 metres above sea level. 

A versified colophon by Bishop David Geghametsy
mentions it as an Armenian-inhabited village. Accor-
ding to it, during the period between Shah Abbas I’s tri-
umphant struggle against the Turks and the famine of
1606, the inhabitants of Chatakh abandoned their birth-
place and resettled in the present-day village of Metz
Gharamurat in Getabek District. With this respect, a
record states, “…When the Turks were finally defeat-
ed, they left Chatakh Village for Metz Gharamurat,
Nerkin Shen remaining devastated and derelict…”51

CHESHMALI
Cheshmali represents a Turkish village lying in the

basin of the river Asrik, 34 kilometres south of the dis-
trict centre, between 1,480 and 1,550 metres of altitude
above sea level.

It  was established in the site of an Armenian village
in the early 20th century.

CHOBAN SEGHNAKH
The village is located 27 kilometres south-east of

the district centre, at an altitude of 1,300 to 1,390
metres above sea level. 

In the late 19th century, the derelict Armenian vil-
lage site, that belonged to Turkish landowner
Zulghadarov, was inhabited by some Turkish stock-
breeders who named it Choban Seghnakh.52

A visitor of the late 19th century mentions a
monastery situated in the vicinity of the village: “A
monastery called Kilisa Darasi can be seen in a village
that lies in the gorge of Gharanlekh, south of Choban-
Seghnakh. It is presently populated by Turks.”53

DONDARLI
Dondarli is situated on the west-facing slope of a

gorge lying on the right bank of the stream Yekeghetsajur,
31 kilometres south-east of the district centre, at an alti-
tude of 1,450 to 1,520 metres above sea level.

It represents a small Turkish village dating back to
the Soviet years.

It was established in the site of an Armenian village
that had been stripped of its population in the late 18th
century. 

DONDAR-GHUSHCHU
The village, that was established in the Soviet

years, extends on both banks of the stream Yekeghetsa-
jur, 4 kilometres south of the district centre, at an alti-
tude of 460 to 490 metres above sea level. 

In 1977 it had a population of 1,921.54

DYUZ-GHEREKHLI
The village, tracing back to the Soviet years, is

situated 16.5 kilometres south-east of the district centre,
between 360 and 380 metres of altitude above sea level.

DYUZ-JERDAKHAN
This village, founded in the Soviet years, is located

in a large plain 3 kilometres north of the district centre,
at an altitude of 380 to 410 metres above sea level.

GAZKULU
Gazkulu extends on the right bank of the river

Akhenji, 2.5 kilometres south of the district centre. 
It represents a small, insignificant village estab-

lished in the Soviet years. 

GHALABOYUN
The village lies 26 kilometres south of the district cen-

tre, at an altitude of 1,510 to 1,530 metres above sea level.
In the late 19th century, “…Ghalaboyin and the

gorge of Ahmadi Band, located below the village…”
belonged to Turkish landowner Zulghadarov.55

The present-day Turkish village was founded in the
site of a derelict Armenian village.

Its name (‘ghala’ is the Turkish equivalent for ‘cas-
tle,’ and ‘boyun’ is that for ‘neck’), given by some
sedentary stock-breeders, indicates that a medieval
stronghold used to be situated nearby. 

GHARABAGHLILAR
The village is situated on the northwest-facing

wooded slope of a mountain rising within about a kilo-
metre of the right bank of the river Zakam, 29 kilome-
tres south of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,000
to 1,070 metres above sea level. 

It was established in the site of an abandoned Arme-
nian village in the early 20th century.  

In 1914 it had a population of 502.56__________
48 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 144-145.
49 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 100.
50 SAE, vol. 2, p. 218.
51 Colophons, 17th century, vol. 1, p. 368.
52 S. KKamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 11. 
53 Ibid.

__________
54 SAE, vol. 3, p. 507.
55 S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.
56 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 133.
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GHARADASH
The village is located in the basin of the river Akhen-

ji, 34 kilometres south-west of the district centre, bet-
ween 1,440 and 1,480 metres of altitude above sea level.

It was founded in the site of a derelict Armenian vil-
lage in the Soviet years.  

In 1977 the local inhabitants amounted to 310.57

GHARIBLI
This Turkish village extends 33 kilometres south of

the district centre, at an altitude of 910 to 950 metres
above sea level.

It was founded in the site of a derelict ancient
Armenian village in the Soviet years.

A dilapidated mill is preserved on the southern edge
of Gharibli. 

GHERAN
The village, dating from the Soviet years, is situat-

ed on the watershed of the mountain branch, 21 kilo-
metres south of the district centre, at an altitude of
1,400 to 1,420 metres above sea level. 

In 1980 it had a Turkish population of 636.58

GHOSHA
Ghosha represents a Turkish village located in a

wooded area 24 kilometres south of the district centre,
at an altitude of 1,380 to 1,420 metres above sea level. 

It was established in the site of a deserted ancient
Armenian village in the Soviet years. 

GHOZDERE
Ghozdere extends on the right bank of the river

Zakam, opposite Yankhli (the historical city of Khagh-
khagh), 18 kilometres south-east of the district centre,
at an altitude of 650 to 670 metres above sea level.

It represents a small village founded in the Soviet years.

GYUVANDIK
Gyuvandik is situated in the area of the source of

the river Asrik, 36 kilometres south of the disteict cen-
tre, between 1,720 and 1,780 metres of altitude above
sea level.

The foundation of this Turkish village traces back
to the Soviet years. It was established in the site of an
abandoned Armenian village that had been stripped of
its population in the late 18th century.

HAJIHASANLI
This Turkish village lies on a wooded mountain

slope, 19 kilometres south of the district centre, at an
altitude of 1,200 to 1,250 metres above sea level. 

It was founded in the site of a derelict ancient Ar-
menian village in the Soviet years.

HAJILAR
Hajilar is situated on the left bank of the river Asrik,

about a kilometre north of the historical village of
Chatakh, 29 kilometres south of the district centre, at
an altitude of 1,340 to 1,410 metres above sea level.

The establishment of this Turkish village traces
back to the Soviet years. It was founded in the site of
an Armenian village that had been stripped of its popu-
lation in the 1770s.

Hajilar retains the surviving parts of the walls of
some old buildings, and the ruins of a mill preserved on
its southern edge. 

HASANLI
Hasanli lies 35 kilometres south of the district centre,

at an altitude of 1,560 to 1,600 metres above sea level.
It is one of those Turkish villages that were found-

ed in the Soviet years out of certain political consider-
ations, namely in order to turn the Armenian village of
Artzvashen into an enclave.

HATAMLAR
Hatamlar represents a Turkish village extending on

the left bank of the river Zakam, 30 kilometres south of
the district centre, between 860 and 890 metres of alti-
tude above sea level.

It was founded in the site of an Armenian village
that had been stripped of its inhabitants in the 1770s. 

The ruins of an old mill are preserved on the south-
ern skirts of the village.

HATINJAN
This Turkish village is situated on a wooded moun-

tain slope on the right bank of the river Asrik, 24.5 kilo-
metres south of the district centre, at an altitude of
1,490 to 1,510 metres above sea level.

It was established in the site of a deserted Armenian
village in the Soviet years.  

IBRAHIM-HAJILI
Ibrahim-Hajili lies 15 kilometres south-east of the

district centre, at an altitude of 490 to 520 metres above
sea level.

It represents a Turkish village dating back to the
late 19th century. It was established in the site of an
Armenian village that had been stripped of its popula-
tion in the late Middle Ages. 

In 1979 it had a population of 2,515.59

__________
57 SAE, vol. 2, p. 218.
58 SAE, vol. 5, p. 392.

__________
59 SAE, vol. 4, p. 362.
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ISAKEND (ISAKHAN)
The village extends on the left bank of the river

Zakam, 27 kilometres south of the district centre,
between 1,820 and 1,850 metres of altitude above sea
level.  

It was founded in the site of an ancient abandoned
Armenian village in the Soviet years.  

Some records of the late 19th century mention it by
the name of Isakhan. During the same period, it
belonged to Turkish landowner Zulghadarov.60

JIRDEK
The village is situated on the right bank of the river

Asrik, opposite Chatakh, 30 kilometres south of the
district centre, at an altitude of 1,420 to 1,500 metres
above sea level.  

Remaining derelict during the period between the
1770s and the Soviet takeover, it was later inhabited by
some Turkish stock-breeders.  

KEJAVEND
This small Turkish village, comprising only several

houses, lies 21.5 kilometres south-east of the district
centre, at an altitude of 1,250 to 1,270 metres above sea
level.  

It was established in the site of a derelict Armenian
village in the Soviet years.  

KHATINLI
Khatinli is situated in a plain 6 kilometres north-

east of the district centre, at an altitude of 360 to 365
metres above sea level.

It represents a Turkish village founded in the late
19th century.

It had 1,510 inhabitants in 1908,61 and 1,691 in
1914.62

KHENNAGHERAN
This small Turkish village, founded in the Soviet

years, extends on an east-facing mountain slope, 22
kilometres south of the district centre, at an altitude of
1,350 to 1,400 metres above sea level. 

It was established in the site of an Armenian village
that had been stripped of its population in the late 18th
century. 

KOCHDERE
Another small Turkish village dating from the

Soviet years, it is located on the right bank of the river
Zakam, 26 kilometres south of the district centre, at an
altitude of 810 to 850 metres above sea level. 

KOVLAR (KOVLAR-SARLI)
Kovlar represents a Turkish village situated on the

right side of the Touz-Gandzak Railway, 11 kilometres
south-east of the district centre, at an altitude of 410 to
430 metres above sea level.  

It was established by some stock-breeding tribes which
had changed to a sedentary life in the late 19th century.

In 1906 the local inhabitants amounted to 79.63

KRZEN
Location. Krzen is situated not far from the confluence of

the rivers Kur and Tavush, within a kilometre of the former, 16
kilometres north-east of the district centre, at an altitude of 170
to 185 metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. In the course of time,
the village changed its location for several times, the
sites preserved in its neighbourhood being the living
proof of this. Originally, Krzen lay on the right bank of
the river Kur, i.e. a kilometre east of its present-day
position. Until 1883, it was situated “… in a damp area
exactly by the riverside…”,64 but later its inhabitants
founded a new village “in an elevated locality within
four versts of the former one.”65

The new village of Krzen was established after the
tragic events of 1905 to 1906, in the early 20th centu-
ry. It was surrounded by numerous Turkish settlements,
being “…the only Armenian village in the plain.”66

In 1998 the ancient Armenian village of Krzen, then
populated by Turks, was renamed Gyunashli. 

The Origin and Dialect of Krzen Armenians. It is
commonly presumed that in the remote past, Krzen had
over 700 houses67 inhabited by resettlers from Ani City

__________
60 S. KKamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 11.
61 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 395.
62 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 196.

__________
63 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 292.
64 “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No. 119, p. 2.
65 Ibid.
66 S. KKamalian Fund, list 2, part VI, file 62, p. 11. Also see

“Ardzagank,” 1893, No. 44, p. 2.
67 This information is confirmed by different records some of which

are presented below, “Formerly the village had 700 Armenian
houses, whose number has dropped to 30 at present…” (“Nor-
Dar,” 1886, No. 119, p. 2). “Krzen used to comprise 700 families,
but today only 30 of them live there. The reason for this is the
intolerable summer heat, due to which the annual death rate in the
village exceeds the birth rate” (Barkhutariants, MM. Artsakh, p. 59).
“During my visit, the village, once having a population of 700
houses, comprised merely 30 ones, surrounded by 30,000 Turks.
According to the locals, who live isolated from the other
Armenian villages, their coexistence with their Turkish neigh-
bours became impossible after the Russians had taken possession
of these territories and banned the use of arms among common
people. Most of the desperate inhabitants of Krzen scattered in all
directions, in the aftermath of which, the number of its population
plummeted down. However, it is not only the pressure exerted by
the Turks that made the Armenians forsake their homes. One of
the chief reasons for that was the unhealthy air, the existence of
poisonous mosquitoes and the intolerable climate, typical of the
areas on the bank of the Kur, where the dreadful heat was unbear-
able even in the forests…” (S. KKamalian Fund, list 2, part 6, file
62, pp. 11-12; “Mshak,” 1879, No. 35, p. 2).
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of Shirak District, Ayrarat Province, Metz Hayk: “Ac-
cording to the villagers, their forefathers came there
from Ani. At first they comprised 700 houses, but in the
course of time, some of them proved unable to bear the
local climate, as a result of which their number was
gradually reduced to 18 families…”68

According to another viewpoint, Krzen inhabitants’
ancestors moved there from Goghtan, a district that
shifted back and forth between Syunik and Vaspurakan
Provinces of Metz Hayk: “There exists a close similar-
ity between the dialects of Krzen and Agulis, which
comes to suggest that the former inhabitants of the vil-
lage resettled there from Goghtan District in Shah
Abbas’ times.”69

This presumption is also shared by another source:
“…the local people, who are resettlers from Agulis, do
not speak the district’s vernacular; moreover, their
women wear Turkish national costumes…”70

The continual Lezghin invasions of the 19th centu-
ry reduced the rich and prosperous village to a poor set-
tlement with a small number of population. During a
church festival held between 1797 and 1871, it was
unexpectedly attacked by a gang led by a certain Bul-
ghadar. That raid took a heavy toll on Krzen: the gen-
eral massacre and plunder were accompanied by the
capture and displacement of its inhabitants. Most of the
deportees either scattered in different places in Arme-
nia and Georgia, or settled down in the territory of
Gandzak,71 where they founded Sarov (Gandzak Dis-
trict) and Khandak (Aresh District) Villages.72

In the 1840s, Gh. Alishan73 suggested that Krzen
Armenians were the descendants of the Udi people and
spoke the Udi language, although they adhered to the
Armenian church and also spoke Armenian. This view-
point was later shared by Al. Yeritsian,74 M. Barkhutar-
iants75 and Kajberuny.76

The Armenian press of the late 19th century issued
numerous publications on the strange dialect of the vil-
lage’s inhabitants, pointing out its resemblance to the
Agulis vernacular.77

As attested by some other sources, Krzen Arme-
nians’ main language was Turkish: “Even their every-
day communication is in Turkish so that the Armenian
language will soon fall into oblivion there…”78

Sargis Kamalian is another researcher to have
touched upon the question of Krzen Armenians’ vernac-
ular. He thought that they were purely Armenian-speak-
ing: “Now let me dwell upon the dialect of Krzen inhab-
itants. The epitaphs in both the old and new cemeteries
of the village are Armenian-lettered. Those alive speak
that language in their own particular manner: their pro-
nunciation is rather rough, but it excludes anything
reminding of the Udi language. Krzen Armenians speak
very fast so that their speech is almost impossible to
understand for a person unaccustomed to it. While talk-
ing to them you get the same impression the dialects of
Agulis, Zeytun, or Sasun Armenians make on you.
Despite this, however, all of these vernaculars represent
the Armenian language, do they not? I do not know if
the ancestors of the present-day generation spoke the
Udi language some hundreds of years ago, but the con-
temporary villagers’ speech absolutely does not admit
of that. Now I shall adduce some examples from Krzen
dialect and the Udi language to show their discrepan-
cies, but before doing so, I would like to apologize for
the mistakes I will possibly make while pronouncing
words in the Udi language: it is 36 years since I worked
as a teacher in the township of Nizh.”79

After some research conducted in Krzen, D.
Karbelashvili and V. Ghukasov arrived at the conclu-
sion (in May 1934) that the local dialect actually bore
no resemblance to the Udi language. Rather, it repre-
sented a peculiar combination of Turkish with the ver-
naculars of Khoy, Karabakh and Agulis.80

As hypothesized by linguist R. Baghramian in
1958, contemporary Krzen vernacular has been pre-
served in a stage of development that was typical of the
“È” and “ê” branches of Armenian dialects during the
period they became independent of their mother
dialect. This may be explained by the fact that it was
separated from its sister dialects, being further used in
another locality.”81__________

68 “Mshak,” 1879, No. 35, p. 2.
69 “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No. 119, p. 2.
70 “Ardzagank,” 1893, No. 44, p. 2.
71 Karbelashvili, DD. PP. Krzen and Its Inhabitants. In: “Proceedings of

the Azerbaijani Branch of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR,”
1937, No. 2, p. 42.

72 “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No. 119, p. 2.
73 Alishan, Gh., idem.
74 Yeritsov, A. D. The Economic Life of State Peasantry in Ghazakh

District of Yelizavetpol Province. Tiflis, 1886, p. 44, in Russian.
75 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 59. 
76 Kajberuny. The Destruction of Krzen Village. In: “Ararat,” 1911,

p. 954 (see the author’s series of articles consisting of four parts
in: “Ararat,” October, November & December 1911, and January
1912).

77 “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No. 119, p. 2. Also see “Ardzagank,” 1893, 
No. 44, p. 2.

__________
78 “Mshak,” 1879, No. 35, p. 2. According to another statistical

source, the village had 27 houses with 160 inhabitants, including
90 males and 70 females (A Statistical Survey..., pp. 144-145).

79 S. Kamalian Fund, list 2, part VI, file 62, pp. 13-14. The contin-
uation of the Armenian original of the quotation contains the
aforementioned examples, which show the evident differences
between both vernaculars (see the Armenian original of the pres-
ent work, p. 287).

80 Karbelashvili, D. P., idem, p. 42. 
81 Baghramian, R. About the Studies of Krzen Dialect. In: “Bulletin

of the Academy of Sciences of the Armenian SSR,” 1958, No. 6,
p. 75, in Armenian. Also see idem, The Dialect of Krzen. Yerevan,
1961, in Armenian.
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Population. The earliest reliable statistical data on
the number of Krzen’s population trace back to 1840.
They reveal that it plummeted down in the aftermath of
the Armeno-Turkish fights and the grave financial
predicament following them. 

The available statistical data on the number of the
local inhabitants represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total

180482 25 57 55 112
184083 31 78 76 154
184184 95 100 195
184285 162 174 336
184486 198 179 377
184987 86 90 176
185388 37 26 63
185789 65 68 133
186290 20
186691 22
187992 18 67 76 143
188293 115 70 185
188394 117 76 193
188595 127 79 206
188696 131 85 216
188797 137 88 225
188898 140 90 230
188999 143 90 233
1890100 143 88 231
1891101 144 94 238
1892102 142 87 226
1893103 144 89 233
1894104 144 94 238
1897105 98 93 191
1898106 124 111 235

1899107 228 114 342
1900108 226 113 339
1901109 266 114 380
1902110 265 114 379
1908111 30 138 110 248
1914112 111
1934113 35 78 75 153
1961114 50
1988115 60

Below follows a “list of the parishioners living in
Krzen Village of Ghazakh District in 1862: Abraham
Sarukhaniants, Aslan Polatian Levoniants, Movses Gri-
gorian Sahakiants, Margar Ghazarian Sahakiants, Ma-
chan Antonian, Gevorg Abaziants, David Harutiunian
Hovhannissiants, Margar Hovhannissiants, Stepan Ge-
vorgian Aghaniants, Vanakan Aghaniants, Khachatur
Harutiunian Tarkhaniants, Sargis Movsissian Tarkhan-
iants, Sahak Harutiunian Akoniants, Harutiun Abaz-
iants, Ghazar Babian Melikiants, Alexan Mayilian Me-
likiants, Alexan Ayubiants, Hovhannes Mkrtchian, Ay-
vaz Hakobian Sahakiants, Hovhannes Vardanian, Priest
Hovakim Rumbariants from Tovuz Village of Ghazakh
District.”116

Despite the continual changes in the number of its
population, Krzen remained purely Armenian-inhabit-
ed until the 1960s.117 It was during that period that the
Azerbaijanization of the village began: thus, in 1961 30
Azerbaijani families lived there side by side with the
Armenians.118

By the forced deportation of 1988, the number of the
Azerbaijanis had doubled, amounting to 60 houses.119

In the days of the aforementioned displacement,
part of Krzen inhabitants moved to Shamshadin, Ararat
(a family in each of Lusarat and Pokr Vedi Villages)
and Masis (40 to 45 families in Sis) Districts of the
Republic of Armenia. Some of them left for Russia and
took up residence in Sochi-Adler (10 to 15 families),
Moscow (4 families), Saratov (8 to 9 families),
Sverdlovsk (3 families), Omsk (about 10 families) and
other large cities.

__________
82 Collected Acts..., vol. 2, p. 597.
83 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3800, p. 7.
84 Idem, file 3802, pp. 57-58.
85 Idem, file 3805, pp. 84-85.
86 Idem, file 3809, pp. 73-74.
87 Idem, file 3818, pp. 75-76.
88 Idem, file 2743, pp. 102-103.
89 Idem, file 3830, p. 292.
90 Idem, file 3841, p. 193.
91 Idem, file 3848, p. 86.
92 Idem, file 3870, p. 90. Also see “Mshak,” 1879, No. 35, p. 2.
93 Idem, file 3874, pp. 129-130.
94 Idem, file 3875, p. 3.
95 Idem, file 3877, p. 8.
96 Idem, file 3879, p. 127.
97 Idem, file 3880, p. 31.
98 Idem, file 3882, p. 136.
99 Idem, file 3884, p. 12.
100 Idem, file 3887, p. 155. Another statistical source reports that in the

same year, the village had 30 houses with 170 inhabitants, including
90 males and 80 females (Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 59).

101 Idem, file 3889, p. 154.
102 Idem, file 3891, p. 126.
103 Idem, file 3895, pp. 13-14.
104 Idem, file 3896, pp. 179-180.
105 Idem, file 3899, pp. 152-153.
106 Idem, file 3897, p. 174.

__________
107 Idem, file 3903, p. 22.
108 Idem, file 3905, p. 14.
109 National Archives of Armenia, fund 56, lists 1-2, 205, pp. 145-146.
110 Idem, file 3907, pp. 28-29.
111 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 61.

Also see Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 289.
112 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 142.
113 Karbelashvili, D. P., idem, p. 41.
114 Baghramian, R. The Dialect of Krzen. Yerevan, 1961, p. 5, in

Armenian.
115 Karapetian, S. Abandoned Armenian Settlements in Azerbaijan.

In: “Hayreniki Dzayn,” No. 2, 19 January 1993.
116 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3841, p. 193.
117 Karapetian, S., ibid
118 Baghramian, R., ibid.
119 Karapetian, S., ibid. Also see Melian, B. The Village of Krzen.

In: “Aygabats,” 1991, No. 47, p. 4.
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Occupation. Throughout many centuries, not only
did Krzen Armenians secure their existence in their
land but they also carved out financial prosperity and
welfare. Occupied with viticulture, silkworm breeding
and silk weaving from time immemorial, they exported
their products to different countries. By the 17th centu-
ry, the village of Krzen had already grown into a
famous commercial centre, the epitaphs of the local
cemetery being the eloquent proof of this: “The
remains of some merchants from Tabriz, Aleppo, Karin
and other cities are interred here.”120

Krzen inhabitants were distinguished for their brav-
ery, which is attested by the following record, “The vil-
lagers, who are famous for their valour throughout the
villages of Turkish Tarakamas, spend days and nights
walking in their territories, with arms in their hands…
The local women are by no means inferior to the men
in their heroism. They often take part in their husbands’
fights against the tribe of Tarakamas when its members
come to steal fruits as well as sheep, horses and other
domestic animals from the Armenians.”121

The Armeno-Turkish Fights between 1905 and
1906. Krzen, that actually represented a small, isolated
village, proved unable to repel the Turkish attacks at
the decisive moments of the grave calamity that had
befallen it. Some contemporaries confirm that in the
‘90s of the 19th century, the local population enjoyed
financial prosperity, which “…stirred up their Turkish
neighbours’ … and, particularly, Bozal Ghanlu inhabi-
tants’ envy. Soon the turmoil reigning in Gandzak and
the siege of the adjacent railway station by the Turkish
mob gave the latter a golden opportunity to appease
their greediness.”122

Two days after the siege (18 November 1905) of the
Zakam-Aghstafa Section of Gandzak-Tiflis Railroad, a
50-member armed detachment appeared in the territory
of Krzen, where they killed a shepherd and stole 500
head of cattle.123 Panic and tumult permeated through
the entire village, which was subjected to another act of
aggression the following day: a new group of Turks
robbed the village of its horses and property, also
threatening its inhabitants with slaughter and the
destruction of their houses. Devoid of any means of
self-defence, the local people were forced to escape to
the neighbouring village of Mansurlu on 23
November. The Armenians having always been on
friendly terms with its Turkish population, the latter
showed them kind hospitality. Soon, however, a vast
multitude of armed Turks came and required that the

Armenians be returned to their native village. The res-
idents of Mansurlu had to meet their compatriots’
demand for fear of a conflict. The Armenians who were
compelled to go back to Krzen stayed there for a single
night:

“…on 27 November124 Krzen represented an
unspeakably dreadful scene: the village was flooded by
people of every age and sex, coming from Bozghanlu,
Karakhanlu, Jelovdarlu, Samadbaylu and other adja-
cent villages… Wandering in the village without any
difficulty, that crowd entered any house they liked and
took whatever they desired to, laughing at the Arme-
nians …who stood nearby, bearing all that humiliation
in silence.”125

Later the Armenians of Krzen were divided in two
groups and driven away to different Turkish villages,
where they stayed until 28 December: 120 people
found themselves in Bozalghanlu and 108 in Kara-
khanlu, their displacement being followed by the plun-
der of Krzen. Throughout 18 days, the “…Turkish car-
avans kept carrying oil, cheese, house property, thou-
sands of agricultural tools together with a vast amount

KRZEN. The house of the local eight-year school

__________
120 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 59.
121 “Nor-Dar,” 1886, No. 119, p. 2.
122 Kajberuny, idem, p. 955.
123 Idem, p. 956; “Mshak,” 1906, No. 45, p. 2. According to A-Do,

the number of the stolen animals amounted to 300 (see his work
entitled The Armeno-Turkish Fights in Caucasia, p. 363).

__________
124 The printed sources describing the events of Krzen are not unan-

imous in mentioning the exact day of the plunder of the village.
Thus, the “Mshak” writes, “That happened between 23 and 24
November” (1906, p. 2). Kajberuny thinks it was perpetrated on
27 November (Kajberuny. The Destruction of Krzen Village. In:
“Ararat,” 1911, pp. 958, 959; “Mshak,” 1906, No. 65, p. 3). 

125 Kajberuny, idem, p. 958. 
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of wheat, barley, grass and hay, loaded onto hundreds
of carts, as well as some wooden and stone parts of
dwellings, etc. to their villages. Thus, within several
days, the prosperous, rich village was reduced to a dev-
astated, uninhabited area where only the heaps of ruins
and neglected gardens reminded of the buildings once
standing there.”126 Only a single house remained intact
in the village, for famous bandit Tanghriverdi’s son had
settled there.127

In 1906 120 captive Armenians from Krzen, who
had been set free through the aid of a Russian detach-
ment in late December, were sent to Tiflis. In February
another 24 people were released and taken there, all the
deportees settling down in the Armenian quarter of
Havlabar. With the active participation of Tiflis
Armenians and their leader, Archbishop Garegin
Satunian, a Relief Committee was established to render
aid to the refugees. 

General-Major Levitsky, who arrived in Ghazakh
District with a special detachment on 24 January 1906,
assured the Armenians that the turmoil had come to an
end. In March and April, part of Krzen inhabitants left
Tiflis for the railway station of Touz,128 their destina-
tion being the villages of Shamshadin.

On a Government order on 24 April, the represen-
tatives of both peoples set up a commission which was
to calculate the extent of the damage Krzen had suf-
fered. The Turks suggested that the work should be
conducted on the spot so that the Armenians who had
agreed to it were obliged to spend the night in
Mansurlu. The following day (25 April), 8 out of the 23
Armenian members of the aforementioned commission
were taken to Bozalghanlu under the plea of continuing
the work there. On their way to that village, however, 4
of them were killed, while those surviving returned to
Touz Station together with the rest of their compatri-
ots.129 Some time later, most of Krzen inhabitants set-
tled down in a plain a little far from their former place
of residence, between 2 and 3 kilometres south of the
right bank of the river Kur, where they founded the vil-
lage of Nor (New) Krzen. Some of them, however,
stayed in Tiflis and different villages of Shamshadin. 

The inhabitants of the newly-established village
could hardly eke out a bare existence; some of them
even died of starvation. In order to somehow alleviate
their situation, the session of the Council of the
Armenian Charity of Caucasia, convened on 18
February 1912, decided to buy a 100 poods of wheat
and deliver it to them.130 Accordingly, each of the 200

residents of the village, comprising 30 houses, would be
given half a pood, which was not sufficient at all.131 On
19 February, the leader of Georgia’s Armenian Diocese
sent a new portion of wheat, costing 75,253 rubles 64
kopecks, to the famine-stricken Armenians.132

Before the deportation of 1988 to 1989, an eight-
year Armenian school functioned in Krzen. 

The village used to have two churches, one of
which was dedicated to St. Hovhannes,133 and the other
to the Holy Virgin, as attested by some archive docu-
ments.

The exact location of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church
(mentioned by this name in 1841 and 1882)134 is
unknown, but presumably, it used to be situated in the
older village site of Krzen. By the late 19th century, it
had already been reduced to ruins: “…Krzen is
adjoined by a large ancient village site and a cemetery
rich in finely-carved gravestones. The former retains
the ruins of a once magnificent church built of mortar
and decorated with reliefs typical of Armenian archi-
tecture. The monument is said to have been demolished
some 20 to 30 years before by famous gang leader
Tanghervert: he had the finely-cut stones of the sanctu-
ary loaded onto carts and carried to his village of Bozal
Ghanlu, located near Krzen, for the construction of his
house. People say all its walls were covered with
inscriptions commemorating the heroic deeds of Krzen
Armenians’ ancestors, i.e. the village princes, who
struggled against the Lezghins and set free their cap-
tives, caught in different districts of Artsakh. These
inscriptions also reveal that part of the village inhabi-
tants were natives of Ani City, which they had aban-
doned to escape the Persians’ persecutions.”135

Although St. Hovhannes Church stood intact, it
did not have its own parish priest so that divine service
was usually held by some itinerant priests from differ-
ent villages of Shamshadin District. In November
1905, the sanctuary was totally annihilated:

“The church was leveled with the ground on the ini-
tiative and under the guidance of a certain Turkish
merchant named Hajji Amirkhan. That man, who was
known as a serious and influential person, took posses-
sion of its property together with its books and
bells.”136 The destruction of the monument is also cer-
tified by some archive documents.137

__________
126 Idem, p. 959. 
127 “Mshak,” 1906, No. 65, p. 3. This information is also reported by

Kajberuny (idem, p. 959).
128 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3764, p. 206.
129 Kajberuny, idem, in: “Ayrarat,” 1912, pp. 60-61.
130 “Horizon,” 1912, No. 36, p. 3.

__________
131 “Horizon,” 1912, No. 38, p. 3.
132 “Ararat,” 1912, p. 197.
133 The name of the church has come down to us only thanks to M.

Barkhutariants (see his work entitled Artsakh, p. 59). It is not
mentioned in any other sources.

134 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3798, p. 95,
file 3874, pp. 129-130.

135 Ibid.
136 “Mshak,” 1906, No. 65, p. 3.
137 National Archives of Armenia, fund 35, list 1, file 559, p. 61;

fund 53, list 1, file 3874, pp. 129-130.
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The Local Cemetery. After the devastation of Hin
(Older) Krzen, mass tree-planting was carried out
throughout its territory so that no vestiges of the local
buildings were preserved. It was only the village’s
ancient cemetery that remained intact: burials took
place in its north-eastern section until the last deporta-
tion of Krzen Armenians in 1988. 

There existing no available bibliographical records
on Krzen, the epitaphs preserved in the aforementioned
grave-yard are of great value and significance from the
standpoint of conducting thorough investigation into
the history of the village.  

Between 1985 and 1986, the cemetery still retained
2 17th-century khachkars and more than 50 tombstones
trimmed with delicate reliefs, most of them inscribed
and dated. The rest of the gravestones date from the
19th to 20th centuries.  

In 1985 we copied forty 17th-century epitaphs in
the cemetery. All of them, with the exception of a sin-
gle one, were first published in 1989.138

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the northern face of
a tombstone fragment (112 x 30 centimetres):

...Ø³ÙË³|ÃáõÝë Ï³Ùû(ù)Ý Û²(ëïáõÍá)Û
Ï(³)Ý·Ý(»)óÇ ë(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ³ñ¿Ëûë ²ÙÇ|ñ-
×³Ý¥ÇÝ¤, Ãí(ÇÝ) èÎ (1611): 

transl.: ...By the will of God, I, Mamkhatun,
erected this Holy Cross in memory of Amirchan in
the year 1611. 

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the northern
face of a tombstone (120 x 53 x 27 centimetres):

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ¿Ë³õ(ë) ¿ ØÇñ³ÝÇÝ.
Ãí(ÇÝ) èÎ¾ (1618):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Miran. In
the year 1618. 

Engraved on the northern face and western side of a tombstone
(119 x 44 x 23 centimetres):

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ¿Ë³(õ)ë ¿ ...ë³ÃÇÝ,
...Ãí(ÇÝ) èÎ¾ (1618). | (Ê)³ã³ÛïÇ(ñ) | Ï³½-
Ù(á)Õ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect ...sat. In
the year 1618. Sculpted by Khachatur. 

Note: Sculptor Khachatur is a "newcomer" among the Armenian
masons. Krzen Cemetery retains 7 inscribed tombstones bearing his
name and dated 1618, 1620 (two), 1651 and 1652.

5 lines in the Armenian original engraved on the eastern side of
a tombstone (112 x 55 to 67 x 26 centimetres):

Âí(ÇÝ) èÎÂ (1620) | ¿(ñ). | Ü³ñÏÇ½¥ÇÝ¤ |
(Ë)³ãë µ³ñ»Ë(³õë). | Ê³ã³ïáõñë. | Ï³½ÙáÕ:

transl.: The year was 1620. May this Holy
Cross protect Narkiz. Sculpted by Khachatur. 

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on one of the sides of a
tombstone (120 x 52 to 60 x 27 centimetres):

__________
138 Karapetian, S. The Armenian Historical and Architectural

Monuments in Touz District of the Azerbaijani SSR. In:
“Echmiatzin,” 1989, part 1, pp. 51-55, in Armenian.

KRZEN. Partial views of the village cemetery
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Âí(ÇÝ) èÎÂ (1620)...| ¿ó»ÙÏë¥±¤...| ë(áõñ)µ
Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ë(³õë) | (Ê³ã)³ïáõñ...| Ï³½ÙáÕë:

transl.: In the year 1620. ... may this Holy
Cross protect sculptor Khachatur. 

5 lines in the Armenian original incised into one of the sides of
a gravestone (89 x 38 to 50 x 20 centimetres):

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ã|ë µ³ñ»Ë(³õë) ¿ | ²é³ù|¿É(ÇÝ),
ÃÇõ | èÐ¶ (1624):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Arakel. In
the year 1624.

4 lines in the Armenian original engraved on one of the sides of
a gravestone (115 x 38 to 55 x 26 centimetres):

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ(¿)|Ë(³õ)ë ¿ (¼)ÇëÇ|ÏÇÝ,
ÃÇ|õ èÐ¸ (1625):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Zisik. In
the year 1625.

Preserved on one of the sides of a gravestone (124 x 63 to 70 x
29 centimetres):

...|ÝÇÝ Ã(íÇÝ) èÐ¸ (1625):
transl.: ...in the year 1625.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on a gravestone
(132 x 63 to 70 x 27 centimetres):

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ³ñ¿Ë³õë ¿ Ø¿ÉÇùÇÝ:
Â(íÇÝ) èÒ¾ (1638):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Melik. In
the year 1638.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a gravestone (72 x
38 to 50 x 15 centimetres):

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ³ñ¿Ë³õë ¿ |... Ãí(ÇÝ) èÔ²
(1642): 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect ...in the
year 1642.

Engraved on the northern face as well as on the eastern and west-
ern sides of a tombstone (101 x 46 x 23 centimetres):

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³(ã)ë |(µ³ñ)¿Ë³(õ) ¿ | ÚáÑ³|Ý¿-
ëÇ|Ý, àëå¿ï. Ãí(ÇÝ) èÔ¶ (1644):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Hovhannes
[and] Vospet. In the year 1644.

9 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a rectangular tomb-
stone (137 x 40 x 23 centimetres):

Âí(ÇÝ) | èÔ|¶ (1644¤ |ÇÝ. èáõ|ÙáÑá¥±¤ | Ï(á)-
Õ(³)Ï(Ç)ó | ¾ùÇÝ, | Úáõë:

transl.: In the year 1644. to… wife …
2 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a tombstone (111 x

62 x 23 centimetres):

ê¥áõñ¤µ Ë³¥ã¤ë µ³ñ¿Ë³¥õ¤ë ¿ ÚáÑ³Ý¿ëÇÝ. |
Ãí¥ÇÝ¤ èÔÀ (1649):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Hovhan-
nes. In the year 1649.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into the northern face of
a tombstone (103 x 62 to 74 x 25 centimetres):

Âí(ÇÝ) èÔÀ (1649). | ë(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë µ³ñ¿-
Ë³õë ¿ ¶áÑ³ñ|ÇÝ, Ðñ³Ûå¿ïÇÝ: 

transl.: In the year 1649. May this Holy Cross
protect Gohar [and] Heraypet.

Engraved on both faces as well as on the eastern side of a tomb-
stone (113 x 62 to 70 x 22 centimetres):

Âí(ÇÝ) èÔÀ (1649). | ë(áõñ)µ Ë³(ã)ë µ³-
(ñ)¿Ë³(õ)ë ¿ Ô³ëáõÙÇÝ, ö³ñáõÝ..., | Ð¿ÕÇÝÇÝ,
Æñ...| ²Û×áõÝÇÝ, | ...³Ûå»ïÇÝ, | â³Ë³ÝÇãÁ:

transl.: In the year 1649. May this Holy Cross
protect Ghasum, …Helen…Ayjun …

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved in embossed letters on
and below the cornice of a cross-stone (155 x 40 to 60 x 24 centime-
tres):

...ÐáõéáõÙÇÝ | ë(áõñ)µ Ë³(ã)ë µ³(ñ)¿Ë³(õ)ë
¿ Úáõë¿÷, |Ãí(ÇÝ) èÔÂ (1650). Ï(³)½Ù(á)Õ àõ-
Ý³Ý:

transl.: ...to Hurum. May this Holy Cross pro-
tect Hovsep. In the year 1650. Sculpted by Unan.

Note: Krzen Cemetery retains 4 inscribed tombstones that are
the handiwork of sculptor Unan. Three of them are dated 1650, 1652
and 1653.

A single line in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (63
x 27 x 25 to 35 centimetres):

Â(íÇÝ) èÖ (1651): 
transl.: In the year 1651.

6 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (142 to
154 x 52 x 14 centimetres):

Î³½(Ùá)Õ (Ê³)ã(³)Û|ïá(õ)ñ Ãí(ÇÝ) èÖ
(1651): |²Ûë ¿ Ñ³Ý·|Çëï ...|...Ã³ÝÇÝ: 

transl.: Sculpted by Khachatur in the year
1651. In this grave reposes…

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on the northern face of a
tombstone ( 94 x 38 x 20 centimetres):

Âí(ÇÝ) èÖ² (1652). | ë(áõñ)µ Ë³(ã)ë (µ³)-
ñ(¿)Ë(³õ)ë ¿ Â³é³|ÝÇÝ:

transl.: In the year 1652. May this Holy Cross
protect Taran.

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into the southern face of
a tombstone (96 x 58 x 22 centimetres):

Âí(ÇÝ) èÖ² (1652).| ë(áõñ)µ Ë³(ã)ë (µ³)-
ñ(¿¤Ë(³õ)ë ¿ Ô³½³ñÇÝ ÏáÕ³|ÏóÇÝ ÐáõÙÇ×³-
Ý(ÇÝ): Î(³)½Ù(á)Õ àõÝ³Ý: 

transl.: In the year 1652. May this Holy Cross
protect Ghazar [and] his wife Humichan.
Sculpted by Unan. 

Carved on the southern face as well as on the eastern and west-
ern sides of a tombstone (149 x 70 x 27 centimetres):
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ê(áõñ)µ Ë³(ã)ë µ³ñ¿|Ë³(õ)ë ¿ ÖÇõ³|Ýß³ÛÇ.
| Ì³ïáõñ. Ã(íÇÝ) èÖ² (1652). Ï³½ÙáÕ Ê³ã³-
ïáõ(ñ):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Jvansha [and]
Tzatur. In the year 1652. Sculpted by Khachatur.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on one of the sides and
northern face of a tombstone (128 x 65 x 20 centimetres):

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³(ã)ë µ³|(ñ)¿Ë³(õ)ë ¿. | (Ï)³½ÙáÕ
Ê³ã³ïáõ(ñ):

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect. Sculpted
by Khachatur.

KRZEN. Tombstones
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2 lines in the Armenian original incised into the eastern side of a
tombstone (119 x 40 to 50 x 31 centimetres):

Î³½ÙáÕ Ê³ã³ïáõ(ñ). ë(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë
µ³ñ¿Ë|³õë ¿ êÙµ³ïÇÝ:

transl.: Sculpted by Khachatur. May this Holy
Cross protect Smbat.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the northern
face of a tombstone:

Î³½ÙáÕ Ê³ã³ïáõ(ñ): 
transl.: Sculptor Khachatur.  

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on the northern face of a
tombstone (136 x 62 to 75 x 28 centimetres):

ÂíÇÝ èÖ´ (1653). | ë¥áõñ¤µ Ë(³)ãë
µ(³)ñ(¿)Ë(³õ)ë ¿ Â³Ù³ÙÇÝª ÏáÕ|³ÏóÇÝ
²ÝïáÝÇÝ. | Ï³½Ù(á)Õ àõÝ³Ý: 

transl.: In the year 1653. May this Holy Cross
protect Anton’s wife Tamam. Sculpted by Unan. 

Preserved on the western side and both faces of a fragmented
tombstone (140 x 80 to 103 x 28 centimetres):

...(ÏáÕ³)ÏÇó ´ÇµÇÏ...: Î³½ÙáÕ àõÝ³Ý:   
transl.: ...wife Bibik... Sculpted by Unan.

10 lines in the Armenian original incised into one of the sides of
a rectangular tombstone (159 x 45 centimetres): 

Âí¥ÇÝ¤ èÖÄ (1661). | »ë ê³ñ·Çë Ï³|½Ù»É
ïíÇ ï³|å³Ý...| ÏáÕ³ÏóÇ|Ý ÇÙáÛ Ê³Ã|áõÝÇÝ:

transl.: In the year 1661, I, Sargis, erected this
grave[stone] …in memory of my wife Khatun.

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone (127 x 56
to 72 x 33 centimetres):

ÂíÇÝ èÖÆ² (1672). | ë¥áõñ¤µ Ë³¥ã¤ë µ³ñ¿-
Ë³¥õ¤ë ¿ Ð³É³å|¿óÇ Ë³õ×³Û ²õ¹áõÉù³ñÇÙÇÝ:

transl.: In the year 1672. May this Holy Cross
protect Khoja Avdulkarim from Aleppo.

The Armenian original published in: Karbelashvili, D. P., idem, p.
42.

Misreading: The publisher deciphers the end of the epitaph as
“…Khoja David and Margaret from Aleppo.”

3 lines in the Armenian original incised into one of the sides of
a tombstone (86 x 32 x 20 centimetres):

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³ãë µ|³(ñ¿)Ë(³õë) ¿ Â³|×áõÙÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Tachum. 
Note: The epitaph dates back to the 17th century.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into one of the sides of
a tombstone (86 x 38 x 18 centimetres):

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³(ã)ë µ³|(ñ)¿Ë³(õ)ë ¿:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect.
Note: The epitaph dates back to the 17th century.
4 lines in the Armenian original carved on one of the sides of a

tombstone (138 x 50 x 23 centimetres):
ê(áõñ)µ Ë³(ã)ë (µ)³ñ¿Ë³(õ)ë | ì³Ý³-

Ï|³ÝÇÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Vanakan.
Note: The epitaph dates back to the 17th century.

10 lines in the Armenian original incised into one of the sides of
a tombstone (107 x 58 x 18 centimetres), which has a crack in its
middle part and some ornamental reliefs on its southern face: 

ê(áõñ)µ Ë|³ãë µ|³ñ(¿)Ë³õ|ë ¿ ÆãÇ|å¿ÏÇ Ñá|-
·áõÝ |...|...|...|...:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Ichipek’s
soul…

Note: The epitaph dates back to the 17th century.

3 lines in the Armenian original (the last one distorted)incised
into one of the sides of a tombstone (149 x 45 to 65 x 26 centimetres):

ê(áõñ)µ (Ë)³ãë µ³|(ñ¿)Ë³õë ¿ ê³Ù|...:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect...
Note: The epitaph dates back to the 17th century.

7 lines in the Armenian original carved on one of the sides of a
tombstone (147 x 53 to 68 x 24 centimetres):

ê(áõñ)µ (Ë)³ãë | (µ³)ñ¿Ë³(õ)ë¿{ë} | êáõ(É)-
Ã|³Ý ´³µÇÝ, | áñ Ø¿É(Ç)ù ¿|ñ Â³ëáõ|çÇÝ ÓáñÇÝ:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Sultan
Bab, who was the Melik of the gorge of Tasuch. 

Note: We failed to find out the identity of Melik Sultan Bab
(‘Bab’ is the Persian equivalent for ‘father’). M. Barkhutariants saw
the tombstone of a certain Melik Jhankir in Krzen Cemetery, which
gave him grounds to presume that the village used to be a princely
residence (Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh. Baku, 1895, p. 59). 

Also see Barkhutariants, M. History of Caucasian Albania,
vol. 2, Tiflis, 1907, p. 57 (in Armenian). We failed to find that grave-
stone in the cemetery. Nor did we succeed in locating the so-called
“gorge of Tasuch.”

3 lines in the Armenian original carved on one of the sides of a
tombstone (85 x 42 x 22 centimetres):

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³(ã)ë µ³(ñ)¿Ë³(õ)ë ¿ | Ê³Ý³-
|å³(ÇÝ)...:

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Khanapa...
Note: The epitaph dates back to the 17th century.

Incised into the western side of a tombstone (135 x 41 x 21 cen-
timetres):

²ÙÇñ:
transl.: Amir.
Note: The epitaph dates back to the 17th century.

2 lines in the Armenian original carved on both faces of a tomb-
stone (94 x 42 x 23 centimetres):

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ)³(ñ(¿)Ë(³õ)ë ¿ ì³ÝÇÏÇÝ,
| Ï³½ÙáÕ ÚáõÝ³Ý: 

transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Vanik.
Sculpted by Hunan.

Note: The epitaph dates back to the 17th century.

2 lines in the Armenian original incised into a tombstone (73 x
45 x 19 to 22 centimetres):  

ê(áõñ)µ Ë(³)ãë µ³ñ¿Ë³õë ¿ ä¿Ïá(õ)Ù(ÇÝ). |
Úá(Ñ)³Ý, ÂáÃÇÏ:
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transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Pekum.
Hovhan, Totik.

Note: The epitaph dates back to the 17th century.

Incised into a tombstone (146 x 74 to 88 x 32 centimetres), bro-
ken in two parts. The second fragment lies with its face downwards,
which makes the epitaph incomplete. 

ê(áõñ)µ Ë³(ã)ë (µ³ñ)¿Ë³(õ)ë ¿ êáõ³ñ|ÇÝ
Ïá¥Õ³ÏóÇÝ¤...:

KRZEN. Tombstones and a khachkar
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transl.: May this Holy Cross protect ...wife
Suar.

Note: The epitaph dates back to the 17th century.

5 lines in the Armenian original carved (partly in embossed let-
ters) on a rectangular tombstone:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Ø³ñ·³ñ»³Ýó ¸³õÃÇ | »õ
ê³Ý¹áõËïÇ áñ¹Ç ì³ñ¹³½³ñ¥ÇÝ¤ | ÏáÕ³ÏÇó
¼³Ý³½³Ý. ÃÇíÝ | èØÒÀ | 12.3.1839:

transl.: In this grave reposes Vardazar, the
spouse of Zanazan and the offspring of David
Margariants and Sandukht. 12 March 1839.

Incised into a rectangular tombstone:
²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ì³Ý³Ï³Ý»³Ýó Ú³ÏáµÇ Ïá-

Õ³ÏÇó Ø³ñ»³ÙÇÝ, áñ ¿ ¹áõëïñ Ê³ëÇµ¿ÏÇ,
²(ëïáõ³)Í áÕáñÙÇ ³ë¿ù. 1847:

transl.: In this grave reposes Hakob Vanakan-
iants’ wife Mariam, who is Khasibek’s daughter.
May you pray for her. 1847.

5 lines in the Armenian original incised into a rectangular tomb-
stone:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý ì³Ý³Ï³Ý»³Ýó | È»õ³ÝÇ
áñ¹õáÛ Ý»ñÏ³ñ³ñ Ú³ñáõ|ÃÇõÝÇÝ, ²(ëïáõ³)Í
áÕáñÙÇ | ÏáÕ³ÏÇó ²ÝÝ³ÛÇÝ. 1848. | ÚáíÑ³Ý-
Ý»³Ý:

transl.: In this grave reposes Levan Vanakan-
iants’ son, dyer Harutiun. May God have mercy
upon his wife Anna. 1848. Hovhanian.

5 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a rectangular tomb-
stone:

²Ûë ¿ ³ñÓ³Ý Ïñ½»Ý»óÇ Ì³ïáõñ»³Ýó | ²Ý-
ïûÝÇ áñ¹Ç Ú³ñáõÃÇõÝÇÝ, 50 ³Ù³ó | í³Ë.
10.1.1896 ³ÙÇ, ³Ûë ³ñÓ³Ýë Ï³Ý|·Ý»óÇÝ Çõñ
ÏÇÝ Ð¿ñÇùÝ »õ áñ¹ÇùÝ Ê³[ã]|³[Û]ïáõñÝ,
ê³ñùÇëÝ, ...³ëÇÝ, ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í ûÕ[áñÙÇ]...:

transl.: This is the gravestone of Harutiun, the
son of Anton Tzaturiants from Krzen. Died at the
age of 50 on 10 January 1896. Erected by his wife
Herik, his sons Khachatur, Sargis… May God
have mercy…

6 lines in the Armenian original carved on a rectangular tomb-
stone:

²Ûë ¿ ï³å³Ý Øûíë»ë ·ÇõÕ³óÇ | Ê³Ýáõ-
Ù³Û êÇÙûÝ»³Ý ´³¹³É»³Ýó, | áñ í³Ë×³Ý»-
ó³õ Ç ·ÇõÕÝ Îé½¿Ý, áñ | ¿ñ ½áù³Ýã ê³ñ·ëÇ
Â³ñË³Ý»³ÝóÇ, ¹áõëïñ ëáñ³ ... | ...:

transl.: In this grave reposes Khanum Simonian
Badaliants from Movses Village, who died in
Krzen Village. She was Sargis Tarkhaniants’
mother-in-law. Her daughter...

A holy tree called Zatki Tzar139 and representing a
giant lignum vitae, stands not far from the village
cemetery.

The territory of Krzen retains the remnants of a
grave-yard as well as the remains of a village site and
an annihilated church.140

The ruins of Hoghaberd (‘Topragh Ghala’ in
Turkish) are preserved on a hill rising on the right bank
of the river Kur, a kilometre north-east of the village:
“The top of the hill represents an area of fine surface
where different pitchers, old rifles as well as copper
articles and earthenware were discovered. About forty
years ago, six jugs, full of Arabic and Persian coins,
were unearthed there.”141

KYAZIMLI
This small Turkish village, founded in the Soviet

years, is located on the right bank of the river Asrik,  31
kilometres south of the district centre, at an altitude of
1,370 to 1,410 metres above sea level.

KYOHNAGHALA
The village extends in a plain 16 kilometres south-

east of the district centre, between 470 and 490 metres
of altitude above sea level.

A record left by a visitor of the late 19th century
states, “Below Memertlu lies the ancient village site of
Kyohna Ghala, now inhabited by Turks. In the course
of the excavations, some large jugs, weighing up to 150
batmans,142 were dug out of its territory. Balasan, an
inhabitant of Baden, told me that his uncle’s house
retained three inscribed nalbakis found in Kyohna
Ghala.”143

KRZEN. The sacred site of Zatki Tzar

__________
139 ‘Zatik’ is the Armenian equivalent for both ‘Christmas’ and

‘Easter,’ which suggests that the sacred tree (‘tzar’ is the Armenian
equivalent for ‘tree’) may be somehow connected with either of
these feasts.

140 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 59.
141 Idem, p. 60.
142 ‘Batman’ is an ancient unit of weight. ‘Nalbaki’ is a dialectal

word denoting a household article.
143 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 3.
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KYOKHANABI
This small Turkish village is situated on an east-fac-

ing mountain slope, 1.2 kilometres north-east of the
monastery of Khoranashat, 13.5 kilometres south of the
district centre, at an altitude of 900 to 940 metres above
sea level.

It was established in the Soviet years. 
Until 1988, the surviving parts of a ruined church

were preserved in the territory of the village.  

LAZILAR
This Turkish village lies on a lofty mountain slope,

38 kilometres south of the district centre, at an altitude
of 1,700 to 1,770 metres above sea level.

It was founded in the site of an Armenian village
that had been stripped of its population in the ‘70s of
the 18th century. 

MESHADILAR (TOMAKHLI)
Meshadilar extends on the left bank of the river

Zakam, at the north-facing foot of a mountain, 17 kilo-
metres south-east of the district centre, at an altitude of
560 to 620 metres above sea level. 

The village, whose historical name has sunk into
oblivion, was known by the name of Tomakhli in the
second half of the 19th century.

It represents a Turkish settlement established in the
site of a deserted Armenian village. Between 1894 and
1895, it belonged to the Kyamranbekovs’ family of
Turkish landowners.144

The available statistical records on the number of
the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total

1886145 65 227 219 446
1914146 515

MOLLA-AYRUM
Molla-Ayrum is situated on the divide between the

rivers Zakam and Asrik, 18 kilometres south of the dis-
trict centre, at an altitude of 1,000 to 1,050 metres
above sea level.

It is a small Turkish village established in the Soviet
years.  

MUNJUKHLU
The village extends on an east-facing wooded

mountain slope, on the left bank of the river Akhenji,
22 kilometres south of the district centre, at an altitude
of 1,430 to 1,510 metres above sea level.

It represents a small Turkish settlement dating from
the Soviet years.  

MYULKYULYU
This Turkish village lies 11 kilometres south-west

of the district centre, within about 1.5 to 2 kilometres
of the frontier of the Republic of Armenia, between 590
and 650 metres of altitude above sea level.

It was founded in the site of a derelict Armenian vil-
lage in the second half of the 19th century.

The available statistical records on the number of
the local population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total

1886147 58 269 162 431
1914148 410

NAMKHOSH
The village extends on the right bank of the river

Zakam, 28 kilometres south of the district centre, at an
altitude of 1,330 to 1,410 metres above sea level.

Having been stripped of its Armenian population in
the 1770s, it was inhabited by Turks in the Soviet years.

NASIBLI
Nasibli is located in the area of the source of the

river Akhenji, 34 kilometres south-west of the district
centre, between 1,590 and 1,630 metres of altitude
above sea level.

It represents a small village founded in the Soviet years.

OSGYAN (VOSKYAN)
The village is situated on the left bank of the river

Zakam, 31 kilometres south of the district centre, at an
altitude of 1,010 to 1,040 metres above sea level.

The historical name of this once Armenian-inhabit-
ed village has survived in a slightly distorted form. In
the Soviet years, some Turkish stock-breeders settled
down in its site. 

PALEKLI
The present-day Turkish village of Palekli, founded

in the Soviet years, lies on the left bank of the river
Asrik, 27 kilometres south of the district centre, at an
altitude of 1,230 to 1,350 metres above sea level.

It occupies the site of an Armenian village which
was stripped of its population in the ‘70s of the 18th
century. Unfortunately, its historical name has sunk
into oblivion.  

SAFARLI
This is another Turkish settlement founded in the

Soviet years.
It extends in the basin of the river Akhenji, 32 kilo-

metres south-west of the district centre, at an altitude of
1,520 to 1,550 metres above sea level. 

__________
144 National Archives of Armenia, fund 93, list 1, file 388, pp. 2-3.
145 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 82-83.
146 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 189.

__________
147 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 1150-1151.
148 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 162.
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SARITALA
This Turkish village is situated on the east-facing

slope of a gorge lying on the left bank of the stream
Yekeghetsajur, i.e. the right tributary of the river
Zakam, 30 kilometres south-east of the district centre,
at an altitude of 1,430 to 1,500 metres above sea level.  

It was founded in the site of a derelict Armenian vil-
lage in the late 19th century.  

SHAMLUGH (SHMEGH)
The village is located 1.5 kilometres south-west of

the historical village of Chatakh, 31 kilometres south of
the district centre, between 1,460 and 1,540 metres of
altitude above sea level.  

Forced to abandon their birthplace in the 1770s,
nineteen families of Shamlugh Armenians149 resettled
in Shulaver. They gave one of the local quarters the
name of their native village, i.e. ‘Shmegh,’ which has
been preserved untill today.  

SHAMLUGH BALA (SMALLER 
SHAMLUGH) 

Smaller Shamlugh lies on the left bank of the river
Zakam, in the valley of the tributary of the same name,
33 kilometres south of the district centre, at an altitude
of 1,060 to 1,100 metres above sea level.  

In the late 19th century, the village, mentioned by
the name of Kujur Shamlugh, belonged to Turkish
landowner Zulghadarov.150

In the Soviet years, the site of the devastated Arme-
nian village was inhabited by some Turks. 

SHAMLUGH BEYUK (GREATER SHAM-
LUGH)

Greater Shamlugh extends on the left bank of the
river Zakam, 31 kilometres south of the district centre,
at an altitude of 1,070 to 1,180 metres above sea level.

In the late 19th century, the village site belonged to
Turkish landowner Zulghadarov.151

The foundation of the present-day Turkish settle-
ment dates back to the Soviet years. It occupies the site
of an Armenian village that was stripped of its popula-
tion in the 1770s. 

SHEKHEYBAT
Shekheybat is situated on the divide between the

rivers Akhenji and Asrik, 27.5 kilometres south of the
district centre, at an altitude of 1,600 to 1,700 metres
above sea level.  

One of the oldest villages in the district, it was
stripped of its native Armenian population in the 1770s
and was inhabited by Turks in the Soviet years.  

SOFULAR
The village is located in an elevated, wooded area

between the rivers Asrik and Zakam, 23 kilometres
south of the district centre, at an average altitude of
1,380 metres above sea level.

It represents a Turkish settlement established in the
early 20th century.  

In 1914 it had a population of 128.152

TOUZ CITY
The city is situated on Ghazakh-Gandzak Highway

and the railroad of the same name extending parallel
with it, 24 kilometres south-east of Ghazakh, at an alti-
tude of 430 to 455 metres above sea level.  

The present-day administrative centre of the district
of the same name, Touz used to be a railway station
before 1935. Later it turned into a township and pre-
served that status until 1947, when it grew into a city. 

VAYITLI
A Turkish village founded in the early 20th century,

it lies on the right bank of the river Akhenji, 6.5 kilo-
metres south-west of the district centre, at an altitude of
190 to 530 metres above sea level.  

In 1976 the local inhabitants amounted to 815.153

YANKHLI (KHAGHKHAGH, KHILKHINA)
Location. Yankhli, i.e. the historical  city of

Khaghkhagh, is located on the left bank of the river
Zakam, 17 kilometres south-east of the district centre,
at an altitude of 600 to 650 metres above sea level.

A Historical Introduction. One of the oldest vil-
lages in the region, it used to serve as a winter resi-
dence for the Armenian Arshakids (66 to 428), the fol-
lowing quotations attesting to it: “Then he and his
brother... made their way to Armenia. Anak presented
himself to King Khosrov at the winter quarters in
Khalkhal...”154

“…opposite the city of Khaghkhagh, which is the
winter residence of Aghvank kings located near the
border with Georgia…”155

“…Khal.khal. was in the land of the Albanians.”156

__________
149 Aslanian, S., Karapetian, S., idem, pp. 27-28.
150 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 11.
151 S. Kamalian Fund, ibid.

__________
152 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 181.
153 SAE, vol. 2, p. 424.
154 The Conversion of Armenia to Christianity. A Retelling of

Agathangelos’ History. By Valerie Goekjian Zahirsky. New York,
2001, p. 7.

155 History of the Armenian Nation by Ghazar Parpetsy. Tpghis,
1904, p. 65.

156 Elishe-. History of Vardan and the Armenian War. Translation and
Commentary by Robert W. Thomson. London, 1982, p. 127.
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Records with references to Khaghkhagh can also be
found in some Georgian sources, one of which states,
“And he crossed the border of Armenia (Somkhit), his
destination being the city of Khaghkhagh (Khilkhala),
that served as a winter residence for the Armenian
kings.”157

In 450 the Armenian troops, led by Commander
Vardan Mamikonian, won victory over the Persians in
a battle fought near Khaghkhagh.158

Interestingly enough, ‘Khilkhina,’ which is a slight-
ly distorted version of the village’s historical name,
survived until the 20th century.  

In the late 19th century, the village belonged to
Turkish landowners Allahyar-Bey, Mehrali-Bey and
Adil-Bey Zulghadarov.159

The local population amounted to 4,458 in
1914,160 and 66 in 1981.161

In 1890 Sargis Kamalian wrote the following about
the village’s monuments of antiquity, “…You could
see vestiges of different monuments throughout the ter-
ritory beginning with the northern foot of Mount
Tulklu. At present this area, known by the name of

Shehar (‘town’) both among the local Armenians and
Turks, belongs to the Zulghadarovs. Among the ancient
monuments, a mosque and a bridge can be distin-
guished. The latter, built by Mama Mirza, has 3 huge
arches and some broad-surfaced pillars... There are
doors on either side of its middle pier. The bridge, how-
ever, is in a dilapidated state and does not function; that
is why, the dwellings are located far below it…The
Zulghadarovs have magnificent residences surrounded
by platans and poplars. This village is called Khennalu
or Khelkhana.”162

The aforementioned bridge was built of brick,
except for its main parts where finely-dressed basalt
was used. During our visit to the village in 1980, only
its piers were preserved on both banks of the river
Zakam.  

Bishop Makar, who visited Yankhli in the early
1890s, confirms that once a village existed there:
“…The deep valley is surrounded by Mounts Enkuzut
(Ghozlu) in the east, and Mamrut (Mamertlu) in the
south, as if lying within a natural enclosure along both
banks of the river. It abounds in vestiges of different
monuments of late antiquity, such as heaps of stones,
broken fragments of old, rough vessels, remnants of

YANKHLI (KHAGHKHAGH). A mosque and tombs

__________
157 Melikset-Bek, L. M., vol. 1, p. 163.
158 Ghazar Parpetsy, p. 66. Also see Chamchiants, M., vol. 2, p.

57.
159 National Archives of Armenia, fund  93, list 1, file 388, pp. 9-10.
160 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 197.
161 SAE, vol. 5, p. 187.

__________
162 S. Kamalian Fund, copy-book No. 1, VI-11, p. 35. An anony-

mous article entitled Studies of the History of Azerbaijan contains
a photo of the standing bridge (“Izvestya Akademii Nauk
Azerbaijanskoy SSR,” 1946, No. 5, p. 95).
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lime and brick walls as well as huge barrels found in
some underground ditches. The bricks are thicker,
longer and wider than usual, i.e. 31 square centimetres.
Some earthenware tubes used to provide the former vil-
lage with spring water from time immemorial. This is
proved by the ruins of the long, rough pipeline, once
extending in the west of its present-day site and
destroyed by Zulkatarov Hamit Bey. Regretfully, the
traces of the church have disappeared altogether.”163

A brick mosque, built in the late 19th century, is
preserved in Yankhli. The ruins of a 17th-century
Muslim tomb can still be seen at the western extremity
of the village. 

YEGHUNBULAGH
This Turkish village is situated 29 kilometres south-

east of the district centre, at an altitude of 1,350 to
1,420 metres above sea level.

Founded in the Soviet years, it occupies the site of
an Armenian village that was left derelict in the late
18th century.

YUKHARI-OKSYUZLYU
One of the most populous villages in the district,

Yukhari-Oksyuzlyu extends on the south-facing slope
of a gorge lying on the left bank of the river Tavush, 7
kilometres south-west of the district centre, at an alti-
tude of 580 to 660 metres above sea level.  

In 1980 it had a population of 4,097.164

A mosque, dating from the 19th century, has been
preserved in the village.

YANKHLI (KHAGHKHAGH). The remnants of a bridge

__________
163 Barkhutariants, M., idem, p. 57.

__________
164 SAE, vol. 5, p. 187.
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ARTZVASHEN

In the Soviet years, Artzvashen formed an administrative part of Karmir (Krasnoselsk) District of Soviet
Armenia, but in fact, it represented an enclave within the Republic of Azerbaijan, bordering on its Touz and
Getabek Districts.
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Location. Artzvashen is situated 15 kilometres
north-east of the former district centre of Karmir
(Krasnoselsk), at an altitude of 1,460 to 1,510 metres
above sea level.

Originally called Bashgyugh, Bashkyand and Hin
Bashkyand to be differentiated from Nor Bashgyugh
located in the same district, the village was renamed
Artzvashen on 25 January 1978.1

Foundation. The ancestors of Artzvashen Arme-
nians were natives of Jraberd District of Artsakh Pro-
vince of Metz Hayk, who left their birthplace in the late
18th century, moving first to Choratan Village of
Shamshadin District (the present-day sub-district of
Shamshadin, Tavush Marz, Republic of Armenia), and
then (in the mid-19th century) to the Armenian village
site of Parakert (Paragyugh, Parakyand), where they
founded Artzvashen (Bashgyugh).2 The existing
sources are not unanimous in mentioning the exact date
of their resettlement but, apparently, it took place bet-
ween 1845 and 1859. Some records state the following
with that regard, “The village was founded in 1845.”3

“The village was established in 1852 by some resettlers
from Nerkin Choratan...”4 “Some 39 families from
Choratan... founded Artzvashen in 1854...”5 “The vil-
lage dates back to 1859.”6

Artzvashen Armenians recall the following legend
connected with the establishment of their village:
“...The residents of Artzvashen and the Turks inhabit-
ing the nearby plain entered into a conflict, the latter
demanding that the former leave the territory serving
them as a pasture. The Armenians, however, refused to
do so declaring that they were in their native land and
had  nowhere else to go to. The problem was finally
settled through wrestling and a bullfight: the Armenian
side won both of them thanks to wrestler Arzuman
Dallakian and a bull named Tzaghik that belonged to a
certain Sahak’s family. Thus, the territorial dispute was
resolved in favour of the Armenians.”7

In the late 19th century, Artzvashen belonged to the
Melik-Kalantarians’ family of landowners.8

Construction Activity. The centre of the village,
where stood a House of Culture, was surroundeded by
Nerkin (Lower) or Kachal9 Quarter.

Shushaniants’ Quarter  was located in the neigh-
bourhood of the local secondary school, above which
Haram extended. 

Tsits Kar  lay in the north of the village, and Verin
(Upper) Quarter  adjoined the Saribekiants’ Quarter.

Another two quarters, one of them named
Chinastagh (Chinastan), and the other ironically called
Palkh-Kyand, came into being due to the development
and enlargement of Artzvashen.

Water Supply. In 1945 Artzvashen inhabitants
arranged the conveyance of the water of Varar (the
Armenian equivalent for ‘abundant’) Aghbyur to their
village.10 With the expansion of the village, Gyagunts
Aghbyur joined it to meet the local people’s needs.
They also received water from the springs of Chamchi,
Sevjur, Shinataki, Tsits Kar, Ghazan and Sar.  

In 1968 a water reservoir was built in Artzvashen
for the irrigation of the village lands that covered 500
hectares. As the construction proceeded, a number of
nearby tombs were left buried under it.

The Armeno-Turkish Fights between 1905 and
1906. An enclave encircled by Turkish villages,
Artzvashen could not escape the Turkish assaults so
that it had to resort to self-defence under Michael
Astvatzatrian’s leadership.11 Assisted by Parish Priest
Vahan Ter-Ghukassian12 and Sahak Ghukassian (com-
monly known as Nadirants Sahak (i.e. Sahak from the
Nadiriants family) and Ofitser Sahak (i.e. Officer
Sahak)), an officer of the Tsarist army, he “collected
gold and silver jewellery from the local people and
obtained fire-arms from Baku and Tiflis at their
expense. The blacksmiths cast cannons from the alloy
of samovars and different copper articles. Their shells
did not explode and injure the enemy, but their formi-

__________
1 The Administrative-Territorial Division of the Armenian SSR (as

of 1 August 1988). Yerevan, 1988, pp. 74, 89, in Armenian.
2 Petrossian, A. The Problems of a Neglected District. In: “Azata-

mart,” September 1991, No. 29, p. 12, in Armenian. Also see Hov-
hannissian, H. The Aerie beyond the Mountains. In: “Hayreniki
Dzayn,” 12 October 1990, No. 41, pp. 3-4, in Armenian.

3 Soviet Armenian Encyclopedia, vol. 2, p. 297.
4 “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 105, p. 3.
5 Petrossian, A. Artzvashen: Its Past and Present. In: “Azatamart,”

1992, No. 1, p. 12, in Armenian.
6 Dictionary of Toponymy of Armenia and Adjacent Territories, vol.

1, p. 453.
7 Petrossian, A., idem.
8 “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 105, p. 3.
9 The Armenian equivalent for ‘bald.’ The quarter was so called due

to the small number of gardens it comprised.

__________
10 Arakelian (Madunts), A. A Troublesome Spring in “Smaller

Artsakh.” In: “Avangard,” 21 May 1992, p. 2, in Armenian.
11 Public figure Michael Astvatzatrian (1878 to 1939), a graduate of

Tiflis’ Nersissian School and an accredited representative of Hay
Heghapokhakan Dashnaktsutiun in the district of Ghazakh-
Shamshadin, published a spate of articles in the contemporary
press (“Horizon,” “Mshak,” “Khariskh,” “Vtak,” etc.) under the
pen-name of Hayk or Hayk Ayunts. A student of folk-lore, he also
taught the Armenian language and literature in his native village,
in Nersissian School, Akhaltskha as well as Dilijan and Yerevan.
Michael Astvatzatrian fell victim to Stalin’s repressions on 26
November 1937 (Ayunts, L. Michael Astvatzatrian: A Patriot and
a Defender of His Homeland. Yerevan, 2000, in Armenian).

12 Priest Vahan (1872 to 1921), a graduate of Echmiatzin’s Gevor-
gian Jemaran, was held in high esteem throughout the district.
Treacherously arrested in Nor-Saratovka Village of Getabek
District, by Rostam Aliyev, First Secretary of Shamkhor’s District
Committee, he was executed without trial. A memorial erected
near the castle of Parisos and a village in Getabek District “com-
memorate” the “feat” of the former gang leader, who was killed
by a revengeful Armenian (“Hayreniki Dzayn,” 10 October 1990,
No. 41, p. 4). Father Vahan was buried in Artzvashen’s cemetery,
a village in Karmir District of the Republic of Armenia perpetuat-
ing his name.
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dable thunder created unspeakable panic among
them.”13

The first attack against Artzvashen (on the whole,
the enemy mounted 13 offensives against the village)
was launched by the Turkish inhabitants of Ghazakh,
Gandzak and Bayazed on 19 January (6 January accor-
ding to the old calendar) 1906. The contemporary press
wrote the following with that regard, “Bashkyand sha-
red the fate of the other Armenian villages of
Shamshadin and  did not escape clashes which ended in
the victory of the local residents thanks to the heroic
self-defence put up by a number of prudent, valorous
young fellows who were members of the Dashnaktsu-
tiun. During the first assault, launched on 6 January, the
Turks, between 4,000 and 5,000 in number, were
repelled, suffering great losses.”14

Despite that, however, the situation was truly critical,
“Bashkend and Chambarak being doomed to most cer-
tain annihilation, if only the neighbouring principalities
did not immediately come to their rescue.”15

Artzvashen Armenians turned to haydook leader
Sevkaretsy Sako16 for help, but he refused under the
excuse that their situation was equally harrowing. He
also added that “...if Bashkend fails to defend itself, it
will be sacrificed for the sake of the salvation of the
other Armenian villages.”17

It was only the Armenians of Verin Chambarak who
extended a helping hand to their compatriots in
Artzvashen by sending an armed detachment there on
the eve of the second Turkish attack.18

Thanks to a well-organized self-defence, Artzva-
shen Armenians saved their village from devastation;
moreover, they rendered help to a number of Armenian
villages in Shamshadin, and also mounted attacks
against some neighbouring Turkish villages, their
actions mitigating the Turks’ furiosity.

Artzvashen between 1918 and 1920. The Red
Army failing to conquer Artzvashen in 1920, it was
only after some negotiations that the Soviet powers
took over the village, the only settlement throughout
Northern Artsakh to have formed part of the Soviet
Republic of Armenia.

Artzvashen between 1920 and 1930. Artzvashen
was included within the territory of Soviet Armenia
until the 1930s: a map of the republic, published by the
Central Statistical Department of Armenia in 1927
(cartographer: A. Minassian; editor: Z. Korkotian)
shows it linked with Dilijan District like a peninsula.19

On 18 February 1929, the Soviet leadership made a
decision concerning some border changes the three
Transcaucasian republics were to undergo. Under the
plea of settling certain frontier disputes and introducing
verification into the territories of the aforementioned
countries, it was decided to include the lands of
Shinikh-Ayrum, covering 11,659 dessiatinas and lying
between Karmir District and Artzvashen, in Ghazakh
District of the Republic of Azerbaijan. That, however,
meant the secession of Artzvashen from Armenia,
although the same resolution stated that “...the Arme-
nian village of Bashkend and the territories allocated to
it remain part of the Soviet Socialist Republic of
Armenia. Since the aforementioned border changes
will inevitably result in the inclusion of Artzvashen
into Ghazakh District, it has been decided to cede an
area, comprising the southern pastures of Shinikh-
Ayrum, to Bashkend Village to territorially link it with
Dilijan District of Soviet Armenia.”20

A map of 1934 shows Artzvashen as still part of
Soviet Armenia, but the first volume of the Grand
Soviet Encyclopedia (Moscow, 1949, in Russian) men-

__________
13 Petrossian, R. Artzvashen. In: “Yerekoyan Yerevan,” 13

November 1989, in Armenian.
14 “Hayrenik,” 10 May 1906; “Haraj,” 24 January 1906. M.

Astvatzatrian’s memoirs provide most valuable information con-
cerning these events: “On 19 January 1906, a Turkish mob, led by
Mullah Seid, was seen in the distance, some of them on carts and
the others on horseback... They were absolutely calm, firmly
believing that they would not encounter any resistance. Their con-
viction grew even stronger when they saw the lifeless village and
several wandering animals. Their volleys remaining unanswered,
the Turks came closer... Meanwhile, the warriors of Bashkend were
impatiently waiting for Hayk’s signal: he had ordered them to save
the bullets and open fire only when the enemy had approached
their positions within some 50 to 60 steps... ...The intensity grew
with every single passing minute among the Armenian fighters.
...Taken aback by the very first volleys, ...the Turks withdrew, leav-
ing a great number of casualties behind. The unusual thunder of the
Armenians’ cannon horrified the enemy into a panic-stricken
escape. Overcoming their shock, they resumed the offensive, and
the fighting lasted for two days. The enemies who had suffered
total defeat placed their victims’ corpses onto carts and left the
impregnable settlement of Bashkend: that was the first attack
against the village” (Ayunts, L., idem, p. 34).

15 “Haraj,” 22 January 1906.
16 Sevkaretsy Sako (Sargis Tzovanian), born in 1870, took an active

part in the Armenian liberation struggle. In 1890 he went to
Western Armenia and fought in Moosh, Sasun, Van, Erzrum and
other places as a member of the local haydook groups. In 1899 he
was sentenced to a term of 101 years. In 1900 the Turkish author-
ities condemned  him to death, but he was sent to Russia through
the mediation of the Russian authorities. In 1908 Sevkaretsy Sako
was to leave for Iran to take part in the Iranian revolution, but he
fell prey to cholera (Soviet Armenian Encyclopedia, vol. 10,
Yerevan, 1984, p. 329).

17 Ayunts, L., idem, p. 37.

__________
18 Isolated from the other Armenian villages like Artzvashen, Verin

and Nerkin Chambarak suffered numerous attacks by the Turkish
mob, Ayunts-Astvatzatrian taking an active part in the organiza-
tion of their self-defence as well. In the last days of January, an
armed detachment reached Artzvashen from Chardakhlu, but the
fighting had already ceased by then.

19 Vardanian, S. A Mystery: No, Usurped Lands. In: “Khorhrdayin
Hayastan,” 18 October 1989, p. 3, in Armenian; “Azatamart,”
September 1991, No. 29, p. 12; Grigorian, R. The Annexation of
the Armenian Border Territories by Soviet Azerbaijan between the
1920s and ‘30s. In: “Areresum,” 1996, No. 16, p. 7.

20 Vardanian, S., ibid.
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tions it as an enclave. This comes to suggest that the
aforementioned resolution, if ever put into effect, was
valid for only a short time, and the village was surrep-
titiously annexed to Soviet Azerbaijan between 1934
and 1949.21

On 31 May 1945, Saribek Soghomon Chilingarian
(born on 18 May 1925), a native of Artzvashen, was
awarded the title of Hero of the Soviet Union for his
participation in an operation during which a five-mem-
ber group had conquered a castle in the vicinity of
Berlin in April of the same year: it was he who had
hoisted the Red Flag over the occupied stronghold.22

The year 1992 marked the beginning of another
heavy struggle for survival in Artzvashen. The local
inhabitants realized that “If anything happens, our situ-
ation will be even worse than that of entire Artsakh.
They will regret it, but it will be too late: this fight is to
be extremely different from the previous one...
Absolute indifference reigns everywhere so that you
cannot trace even an apology for a state structure to rest
upon.”23

Artzvashen was surrounded by the members of the
Azerbaijani OMON (Russian: Îòðÿä ìèëèöèè
îñîáîãî íàçíà÷åíèÿ; Otryad Militsii Osobogo
Naznacheniya, “Special Purpose Detachment of Mili-
tsiya”) armed with the latest military equipment. On
the main road leading to the village was established a
military outpost with the goal of banning the penetra-
tion of any arms and ammunition there. Although the
village was being defended by police and the warriors
of Yerkrapah,24 the forces were incredibly unequal. On
4 August 1992, Artzvashen, a village boasting a glori-
ous history of self-defence, was completely devastated
and stripped of its inhabitants.

The available statistical data regarding the local
population represent the following picture:
Year Houses Males Females Total

187325 1,015
188226 549 416 965
188327 573 430 1,003
188528 592 441 1,033
188629 114 791 639 1,430

__________
21 Some of the local microtoponyms reflect the territorial disputes

existing between the Armenians and Azeris: ‘Hoghachapi
Aghbyur’ (i.e. ‘Surveyor’s Spring’), ‘Metz and Pokr Vijasarer’
(i.e. ‘Greater and Smaller Mountains of Discord,’ also known by
the Russian name of ‘Sporny,’ i.e. ‘Disputed’), etc. Afterwards the
latter founded Mtu-Dara Village in the village’s summer pastures.

22 Soviet Armenian Encyclopaedia, vol. 9, Yerevan, 1983, p. 24.
23 “Azatamart,” No. 1, 1991, p. 12.

__________
24 The name, literally meaning ‘Country Guard,’ is used with refer-

ence to some volunteer detachments that took an active part in the
Liberation Struggle of Artsakh.

25 Dictionary of Toponymy of Armenia and Adjacent Territories, vol.
1, p. 453.

26 National Archives of Armenia,  fund 53, list 1, file 3874, p. 130.
27 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3875, p. 3.
28 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3877, p. 8.
29 A Statistical Survey..., pp. 144-145.

ARTZVASHEN. A general view of the village (photo 1992)
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188730 675 486 1,161
188831 120
189032 115 804 639 1,443
189733 1,847
190834 2,687
190935 1,679 1,260 2,939
191436 3,079
192637 2,909
193938 4,280
195939 4,112
197040 3,368
197941 2,771
199042 2,750

As indicated by the table, the residents of Artzva-
shen continually increased. In the course of some
years, however, certain reduction could be observed in
their number due to fighting and resettlement (a con-
siderable part of the inhabitants of Vahan Village and
the township of Karmir (in Gegharkunik Marz of the
Republic of Armenia) come from Artzvashen). In 1923
some of Artzvashen Armenians abandoned the village
under the leadership of Michael Astvatzatrian (Hayk
Ayunts) and founded Nor Bashgyugh (the present-day
village of Getik in the sub-district of Karmir, Geghar-
kunik Marz, Republic of Armenia) on the south-west-
ern slope of Mount Merghuz, on the bank of the river
Getik. 

The highly unfavourable socio-economic condi-
tions of Artzvashen gave rise to large-scale emigration
into different cities in Armenia (Yerevan, Nor Hajn,
Kanaker, Abovian, Charentsavan, Vanadzor, etc.) and
the Russian Federation. As a result, by 1990 “the num-
ber of the local houses has dropped from 850 to 600,
with some 50 to 60 of them standing semi-deserted.
The number of the village’s population, once totaling
5,000, has plummetted down to 2,750..., the majority of
them aged people. It is growing smaller and smaller
with every single passing day.”43

The Local Families. Artzvashen’s elderly inhabi-
tants remembered that the family of the Madunts living
in Nerkin (Kachal) Quarter was from Van, Western
Armenia, in origin. 

Below follows a list of the other outstanding fami-
lies of the village: the Ghazariants,44 Thorossiants,
Tukhaniants, Stepaniants, Saribekiants, Ayunts,
Kherzaniants, Gyagunts (Kirakossiants), Tzaturiants,
Ghalechiants, Ghulunts, Iskandariants, Yeritsiants,
Terteriants, Khechoviants, Ghahermaniants, Tizunts,
Damerchiants, Balunts, Brutiants, Shushaniants,
Avaliants, etc. 

The Village School. Beginning with 1907, some
attempts were made to provide Artzvashen’s popula-
tion with education. Between 1915 and 1917, Archi-
mandrite Yeghishe and a married couple (a certain
Hovsep and his wife Sofia) carried out that work, the
former teaching Religion and Russian, and the latter
the Armenian language there. Later Hovsep and Sofia’s
pupils, Herik Dallakian, Rafael Sardarian and others,
founded their own small private schools in the village.

In 1918/1919, a one-year secondary school of
males functioned in Artzvashen.45

In 1921 a state school opened there,46 its building
having been erected by Zemstvo Russian Company. In
the autumn of 1922, M. Astvatzatrian was appointed
headmaster there. The institution had  a children’s the-
atre which is known to have staged a number of liter-
ary works, including a short story entitled Gikor by
prominent Armenian writer Hovhannes Tumanian.47

Later another two schools opened in Artzvashen,
the pupils of those three institutions totaling 1,500
together. In the subsequent decades, however, their
number was reduced due to mass emigration so that
only a single school functioned in the village on the eve
of its fall. 

The territory of Artzvashen abounds in various
ancient historical and cultural monuments, including
Bronze Age tombs (they were destroyed during the
construction of a local pond), medieval churches,
cemeteries, sanctuaries, cross-stones, etc. 

St. Minas Church, standing in the centre of the vil-
lage and dating back to 1872, represents a structure of
rectangular plan with two eastern vestries. A visitor
who saw it in 1888 describes it in the following way,
“...the church which represents a high building of tiled
roof is distinguished for its splendid ornamentation.”48

In the ‘30s of the 20th century, the sanctuary turned
into a warehouse of agricultural products; moreover,

__________
30 National Archives of Armenia, fund 53, list 1, file 3880, p. 31.
31 “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 105, p. 3.
32 Barkhutariants, M. Artsakh, p. 311. 
33 Dictionary of Toponymy of Armenia and Adjacent Territories,

ibid.
34 Caucasian Calendar for 1910, p. 200.
35 National Archives of Armenia, fund ä56, list 18, file 764, p. 121.
36 Caucasian Calendar for 1915, p. 97.
37 Dictionary of Toponymy of Armenia and Adjacent Territories,

ibid.
38 Ibid.
39 Ibid.
40 Ibid.
41 Ibid.
42 Hovhannissian, H., idem, in: “Hayreniki Dzayn,” 10 October

1990, p. 4.
43 Ibid.

__________
44 The local dialect has distorted most of the family names which

have the ending of ‘ants’ instead of the customary ‘ian,’ that is
more common for Armenian surnames: thus,’Ghazariants’ was
pronounced as ‘Ghzarants,’ ‘Thorossiants’ as ‘Thorosants,’ etc.

45 Khudoyan, S. The East Armenian Schools between 1830 and
1920, p. 485.

46 See Ashot Petrossian’s unpublished article (we are extending our
gratitude to him for willingly putting it at our disposal).

47 Ayunts, L., idem, pp. 59-60.
48 “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 105, p. 3.
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under the plea of “repairs,” the oaken logs of its roof
were removed and replaced by ordinary boards. The
interior of the former church underwent some
changes,49 being adjusted to a hall for funeral feasts.50

The monument was planned to go through some
renovation in 1991.

St. Minas Church had the following inscriptions:

Carved above the southern entrance of the church:

²ÝáõÝ ëñµáÛÝ ØÇÝ³ë³Û ßÇÝ»ó³õ »Ï»Õ»óÇë
³ñ¹»³Ùµ ÅáÕáíñ¹áó ´³ßù»³Ý¹Ç. 1872 ³ÙÇ
Ù³ÛÇë 5-ÇÝ:

transl.: This church, dedicated to St. Minas,
was built through the means of Bashkyand people
on 5 May 1872.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M.,
Artsakh, p. 311; Petrossian, A. Artzvashen: Its Past and Present
History. In: “Azatamart,” No. 1, 1992, p. 12.

Incised into “a square stone” (apparently, a cross-stone) lying in
the southern sacristy:

Ú³ÝáõÝ ²ëïáõÍáÛ, »ë ¸³õÇÃ Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ
½Ë³ãë ³Ûë Ç µ³ñ»ËûëáõÃ»³Ý¹ ï¿ñ ÇÙáÛ
áñ¹(Ç) ²ÝïÇÏÇÝ, ÃáõÇÝ âÈ¾ ¥1288¤:

transl.: In the name of the Lord, I, David, erect-
ed this cross in memory of my son Antik in the year
1288.

The Armenian original published in: “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 105, p. 3.
Note: The aforementioned decipherment of the inscription con-

tains a misprint. As is known, the letters of the Armenian alphabet
also stand for numerals: thus, the beginning of the year in the
Armenian original is deciphered as ‘¼’ (6) which should have been
read as ‘æ’ (900, i.e. 1488) or ‘è’ (1000, i.e. 1588), the last version
being more probable.

A single line in the Armenian original engraved on the cornice of
a cross-stone lying below the southern wall of the church and deco-
rated with two recessed crosses:

[êáõñµ] Ë³ãë µ(³)ñ(¿Ë³õë) ²ÏáµÇÝ ...:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Akob...
Published for the first time.
Note: The inscription dates back to the 17th century.

St. Hovhannes, “the church of the former inhabi-
tants of the village,”51 was built in 1607 and repaired in
1857. It represented a small, uni-nave vaulted structure
of undressed and roughly-finished stone. The sanctuary
ceased functioning in the ‘80s of the 19th century.52

Some overhaul was planned to be implemented in
the monument in 1991, as “...the section of its base
adjoining the gorge has fallen apart threatening the
entire monument with collapse into this ravine.”53

The walls of St. Hovhannes Church bear a number
of finely-adorned khachkars and tombstones dating
back to the 17th century. Some of them are engraved
with inscriptions most of which are distorted so that
only certain years are intelligible: 

Carved on a cross-stone set in the western wall of the church,
south of its entrance:

Âí: èÌ¼: (1607):
transl.: In the year 1607.
The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid.
Note: According to this source, the year mentioned in the

inscription marks the foundation of the monument.

ARTZVASHEN. St. Minas Church, 1872 (photos 1980)

__________
49 Arakelian (Madunts) A., ibid.
50 “Azatamart,” September 1991, No. 29, p. 12. In the days of self-

defence in November 1991, the baptism of more than 60
Artzvashen Armenians, both young and aged, was held in St.
Minas Church, with Priest Tirayr Sahratian officiating at the cere-
mony. Its main goal was to strengthen the local people’s devotion
to the Armenian Church (Petrossian, A. A Baptism Ceremony in
Artzvashen. In: “Yerkir,” 19 November 1991, p. 6, in Armenian).

51 Barkhutariants, M., ibid.
52 “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 105, p. 3.

__________
53 Petrossian, A., ibid.
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Incised into the cornice of a khachkar:
êáõñµ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»Ëûë ê¥³¤Ñ³ÏÇ ÏÇÝ ºÕÇ-

ë³µ¿ÃÇÝ:
transl.: May this Holy Cross protect Sahak’s

wife Yeghisabet.

The Armenian original published in:  “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 105,
p. 3; Barkhutariants, M., ibid.

Inscribed on another cross-stone:
ºë ÂÙ³Ýë Ï³Ý·Ý»óÇ ëáõñµ Ë³ãë µ³ñ»-

Ëûë áñ¹áÛ ÇÙáÛ Ü³õ³ë³ñ¹ÇÝ. Ã¥õÇÝ¤ è (1551),
áñù ÁÝÃ»éÝáõù Û³Õ³õÃë ÛÇß»ó¿ù: 

transl.: I, Tman, erected this Holy Cross in
memory of my son Navasard in the year 1551.
May you who read this pray for him.

The Armenian original published in: “Nor-Dar,” ibid.

Engraved on a khachkar fragment set north of the church
entrance:

...êÇÙáÝ, ï¿ñ ØËÇÃ³ñ, ½³Ý¿ Ñ³Ý·áõó»³É Ç
ï¿ñ: Âí(ÇÝ): èÌ¾: (1609): 

transl.: ...Simon, Father Mkhitar who departed
to God in the year 1609.

The Armenian original published in: Barkhutariants, M., ibid. 
Note: The decipherment of the inscription does not seem trust-

worthy enough. A photograph of this cross-stone shows the left part
of its cornice broken, and the right one retaining some characters
which enable us to decipher the word ‘Simon.’ The embossed letters
of the year (never published before) are preserved near the upper
wing of the recessed cross the fragment of whose lower part has not
survived.

St. Hovhannes Church had a large grave-yard
retaining an epitaph dated 1194.54

Artzvashen’s cemetery, occupying a spacious
area, extends at the eastern extremity of the village. A
special part of it, called Patatz Tun, is allocated to the
graves of eight heroes who sacrificed their lives during
the fights of 1906: David, Nerses and Saribek Saribe-
kian, Israel Balian,  Arakel Arakelian, Vardevan Demir-
chian, Isayi Danielian and Mukhi Nazarian.

Below follow the epitaphs of five of them:

7 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone:
ºë »Ù Ç Ý»ñùá ï³å³ÝÇë áõëï³ ì³ñ¹³Ý,

³Ý¹ñ³ÝÇÏ áñ¹Ç ÐáíÑ³ÝÝ»ëÇ ê³ñùÇë»³Ý. |
³ßË³ï³ë»ñ, µ³ñ»í³ëï³Ï ¹³ñµÇÝ ·áí³-
Ï³Ý. | ÇÙ ï³ñ»Ï³Ý å³ï³ñ³ùë ËÝ¹ñ»Ù ³-
Ý»ù ³ÝË³÷³Ý. | ÏéáõÇ ¹³ßïáõÙÁ »Õ³ Ý³Ñ³-
ï³Ï, | ÃáÕ»óÇ ³ÝáõÝë ³½·Çë ÑÇß³ï³Ï. | »ë
÷áËí»ó³ ³é ²¥ëïáõ³¤Í, ¹áõù µ³ñáí ÙÝ³ù:
1906 Ã. ÑáõÝí³ñÇ 17:

transl.: Beneath this grave[stone] lie my
remains. I am Usta Vardan, the first son of
Hovhannes Sargissian and an industrious black-
smith of high merit. I fell on the battle-ground,
with my name recorded in the history of my
nation. May you hold a memorial service for my
soul every year. I left this world; may you enjoy its
blessings. 17 January 1906.

ARTZVASHEN. St. Hovhannes Church, 1607 (photos 1980)

__________
54 Barkhutariants, M., ibid; “Azatamart,” January 1992, No. 1, p. 12.
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The Armenian original published in: Ayunts, L. Michael
Astvatzatrian: A Patriot and a Defender of His Homeland. Yerevan,
2000, p. 39, in Armenian.

3 lines in the Armenian original engraved on a gravestone:
ºë Ü»ñë»ëÝ »Ù ù³ç, áñ¹ÇÝ ê³ñÇµ»·³Ýó

ê³ñÇµ»·Ç. | Ñ³ë³Ïë ¿ñ 19 ï³ñÇ, å³ï»ñ³½-
ÙÇ ¹³ßïÇ í»ñ³ | Ïéáõ»óÇ ³½·Ç Ñ³Ù³ñ, ½áÑ-
í»óÇ 1906:

transl.: I am valorous Nerses, the son of
Saribek Saribekiants who fought for his nation on
the battle-field [and] lost his life at the age of 19
in 1906.

Published for the first time.

6 lines in the Armenian original inscribed on a tombstone:
Ø³Ñ³ñÓ³Ýë Ñ³ñ·»ó»ù, ØáõË³ÛÇÉÝ »Ù

Ü³½³ñÛ³Ý, | ï³Ýáõï»ñ Ç ´³ßù»Ý¹Ç, ·ÛáõÕÇ
ÙÇçÇ ù³ç ÇßË³Ý. | ÃßÝ³ÙÇ Ãáõñù»ñÁ
Ñ³ñÓ³Ïí»óÇÝ Ù»½ íñ³, Ó»éùë ³é³ Ññ³ó³Ý,
| Ù³ÑÇë ·Ý¹³Ï ÇÝÓ Ñ³ë³í: ÆÝÓ å»ë ÅÇñ
ëáõñÑ³Ý¹³Ï ·ÛáõÕÇ Ù³ëÇÝ | ÃáÕ»óÇ ÉÇÝÇ ÇÝÓ
³ÛÝ ÑÇß³ï³Ï: | ÚÇß»ó»ù ØáõË³ÛÇÉÇë ÙÇßï
1906 ³ÙÇ:

transl.: May you respect my memorial. I am
Mukhail Nazarian, a courageous prince and the
head of Bashkend Village. When the Turkish ene-
mies attacked us, I took up my gun [against them,

but] a lethal bullet shot me dead... my memory liv-
ing. May you always remember Mukhail. 1906. 

Published for the first time.

5 lines in the Armenian original incised into a gravestone:
ºë ê³ñÇµ»·Ý »Ù áñ¹Ç | ê³ñÇµ»·³Ýó

êÇÙáÝÇ Ù»Í ÇßË³ÝÇ | ´³ßù»Ý¹ ·ÇõÕÇ, Ç 1906
ÃÇí ÃßÝ³ÙÇùÁ | Ñ³ñÓ³Ïí»óÇÝ ·ÛáõÕÇ íñ³,
Ñ³Ûñ »õ áñ¹Ç | Ïéí³Ýù ù³ç³µ³ñ:

transl.: I am Saribek, the son of Simon
Saribekiants, the great prince of Bashkend
Village. In the year 1906 the enemy attacked [our]
village [and] Father and I fought [against them]
bravely.

Published for the first time.

5 lines in the Armenian original carved on a tombstone:
²ëï Ñ³Ý·ãÇ Ù³ñÙÇÝ ¸³íÃÇ, áñ¹Ç | ê³ñÇ-

µ»·»³Ýó ê³ñÇµ»·Ç. | Ù³Ñë Ùáï»ó³í. ÃßÝ³-
ÙÇÝ ³Ûëï»Õ. | ³ÙµáÕç ûñ Ïéáõ»óÇ ³½·Ç Ñ³-
Ù³ñ, | ½áÑáõ»óÇ 1906:

transl.: In this grave reposes David, the son of
Saribek Saribekiants. Death came... fought here
for my people all day long. I was killed in 1906.

Published for the first time.
The neighbourhood of Artzvashen retains the fol-

lowing monuments:

ARTZVASHEN. Khachkars set in the walls of St. Hovhannes Church, and another standing near its wall, 1607 (photos 1980)
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The village site of Paragyugh (Parakend), located
1 to 1.5 kilometres east of Artzvashen, comprises a
church and a cemetery. 

Another church and a grave-yard can be seen in the
village site of Shmegh, situated in an area of the same

name, west of the village.
A village site, located on the road leading to the

Turkish village of Kilsali (Yekeghetsashen), northwest
of Artzvashen, has preserved a ruined church and a
cemetery.

ARTZVASHEN. Khachkars from the cemeteries located in the vicinity of the village (photos 1980)
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Tsits Kar, lying north of the village, included “...
two big basalt fragments, resembling broken dragon
stones ...in the vicinity of a spring taking its source
from under a rock. Apart from cross reliefs, one of
them is also engraved with an inscription.”55

A plain named Khachi Dyuz extends on the second
road leading to the district centre of Karmir, a kilome-
tre west of the village. It retains some old-styled, sim-
ple cross-stones.

A khachkar stands on the cross-road between Nor-
Saratovka and Karmir. Removed from the site of
Jukhtak Kar56 when it was buried under a water reser-
voir, it is a pilgrimage destination for the Muslim
inhabitants of the adjacent villages. 

Below follow some inscriptions found in the vicin-
ity of Artzvashen. They were published without any
reference to the location of the stones bearing them.
Unable to make any verification ourselves, we are pre-
senting them without any changes:

Carved on a khachkar:
ºë ¶áñ·Ç »ñ»óë ³ñ³ñÇ ½Ë³ãë ëáõñµ Üß³-

ÝÇë:

transl.: I, Priest Gorgi, created this Holy Sign.
The Armenian original published in: “Nor-Dar,” 1888, No. 105, p. 3.

Inscribed on another khachkar:
Â. àÐ¸ (1225). ìñÃ³ÝÇëÇ ¿. ³Õ³ã»Ù

Û³Õ³õÃë ÛÇß»ó¿ù:
transl.: 1225. For Vrtanis. May you pray for him.
The Armenian original published in: “Nor-Dar,” ibid.

Engraved on a cross-stone:
àÕáñÙÇ ÛÇß»ó¿ùª ä³åÇÝ ¨ Ü³õ³ë³ñ¹ÇÝ.

Â. èÐ (1621) ... àí áñ Ï³ñ¹³Û áÕáñÙÇ ³ëÇª
¶³ñ³ÝÇÝ, Ñ³Ûñ Ø»ÉÇù-µ¿ÏÇÝ, Ù³Ûñ
Ê³ÃáõÝÇÝ, »Õµ³ñùª Ð³Ûñ³å»ïÇÝ ¨ Ø»ÉÇùë¿Ã
ù³Ñ³Ý³ÛÇÝ. Â. èÐ¶ (1624):

transl.: May you remember Pap and Navasard.
In the year 1621 ... May those who read this pray
for Garan, her father Melik-Bek, her mother
Khatun [as well as] her brothers Hayrapet and
Priest Melikset. In the year 1624.

The Armenian original published in: “Nor-Dar,” ibid.

__________
55 Hovhannissian, H., ibid.
56 The Armenian equivalent for ‘a pair of stones.’ The name derives

from two big, flat stones lying on each other, one of them having
a small hole reminding of a horse hoof. They were removed
together with the aforementioned khachkar.
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A New Year in the Gorge of Shamkor

...It was a cold sleepless night. I could not get a
wink of sleep, but it was not due to the weather;
rather, it was the depressive impressions of the
experiences of the previous days that haunted me.
I could not forget the grief-stricken look in the
eyes of an old man from Getishen. The moment I
saw him he was sitting with his head stooped in
front of the ruins of his ancestors’ house he him-
self had burnt down: it was still smoking. A group
of petrified people with emaciated faces stood
around him silently. Suddenly I heard one of them
say, “We won’t leave it to the Turks.” These
words, uttered almost in a murmur, and that touch-
ing scene could not be blurred out in my memory,
so that I involuntarily thought that it was not 30
December 1982 and I was not in Getishen Village
of Dashkesan District. Instead, I had the impres-
sion that the year was 1915 and I was in Western
Armenia...

An Armenian village, where life was dying

away with its last inhabitants. A group of aged
grannies and grand-dads. The man’s burning of
his house was the “last tribute” he paid to his
nation and native land, that symbolizing his
farewell to his homeland and the end of its histo-
ry. In a word, his action was a kind of suicide...

Thoughts, meditations, visions of falling
Armenian villages and abandoned monasteries,
intertwined with the shuddering cold that perme-
ated through my bones time and again. 

The clear, star-lit sky promised favourable
weather for the following day. Even the smallest
cloud worried and troubled me, for I would be
able to continue my field-work only as long as the
region was not covered with snow. I did not know
why I was so anxious about weather: was I eager
to see another forsaken sanctuary or dying
Armenian village?

The 31st of December, the 7th day of my trip,
turned out bright and sunny. I was busy measuring
and photographing Amenaprkich (Holy Saviour)
Monastery, but my thoughts incessantly travelled

MEMOIRS ON NORTHERN ARTSAKH 

Northern Artsakh, a region remarkable for its diverse centuries-old culture, now lies stripped of its
native inhabitants and sunk into oblivion. All of them, now, unfortunately, reduced to the state of depor-
tees, miss their birthplace terribly and constantly dream about it. The same is true of me. About 25 years
ago, I stepped into this region for the first time and covered hundreds of kilometres there during the
period between 1980 and 1989. I visited a great number of villages and ancient sites, these days leav-
ing an indelible imprint in my mind so that now I am missing everything I once saw in Northern
Artsakh.

I measured, photographed and mapped all the sites and places of living I managed to visit. I also took
copies of all the lapidary inscriptions I saw and put down numerous testimonies and stories connected
with Northern Artsakh. The large-scale field-work I conducted there as well as the investigation carried
out in different libraries and archives throughout thirty years yielded a wide variety of materials which
became the basis of the present book.

Now that I have finally achieved the goal I pursued for many, many years by having published this
work, my reader will, probably, be interested to know what memories of Northern Artsakh have
enriched my inner world. A well-travelled man always has much to tell about. The same is true of me,
but I shall confine myself to recollecting only some of my impressions so that my reader will not get
bored. All these reminiscences seem remote and vague dreams to me now...
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around Getishen’s last inhabitants and the
Armenian’s ancestral house set ablaze with his
own hands.

This monastery is located in an isolated, remote
area, far from inhabited localities. It is surrounded
by thick forests, then absolutely naked of foliage
and looking almost transparent. In the northwest,
the monastery overlooked a magnificent scene,
i.e. the large, deep valley of the river Shamkor.

Arranging my belongings in my rucksack, I star-
ted descending a small path extending from the
monastery. Hardly had I covered 150 metres when
I noticed a spring on my right: it ran, or better to
say, dripped from below a huge rock into a natural
stone basin, from which water poured out and
flowed down the gorge. Common people called
that spring Tzitzer (the equivalent for ‘breasts’ in
vulgar Armenian) for the simple reason that the
rock, hanging over the basin, ended in stone balls of
different shape and size whence the water dripped.

Near the basin I saw several khachkars bare of
any inscriptions, as if suggesting that the spring
was a sacred one.

Filling my flask with water, I continued my
way. The path descended endlessly and wound in
the forest. When I had already covered between 4
and 5 kilometres, it grew wider and turned into a
road at the upper end of Glambar (Gyulambar)
Village, lying in a gorge on the right bank of the
Shamkor.

I entered the village, which seemed uninhabit-
ed, although I could see houses and fenced gar-
dens on both sides of the crooked, bumpy road. At
last I reached the village centre...

I saw an old man standing right in my way and
staring at me with apparent curiosity. Learning
who I was and where I was from, he almost
ordered me to go to his house with him. We got
acquainted: the man’s name was Grigor Dayi (the
Persian equivalent for ‘uncle’) and his family con-
sisted of his wife and himself.

I told Grigor Dayi some details about the way I
had covered. When he suddenly learnt that I had a
bottle of Tzitzer’s water with me, he grew very
enthusiastic and immediately asked his old wife to
fetch a cup. With his hands trembling, he filled it
with water without spilling a single drop, gazed at
it for long and finally drank it. He drank a little
more water, whispering some words as if talking
to himself. Then he decanted the rest into a corked

bottle to keep it as something precious and
blessed. My impression was that Grigor Dayi was
overwhelmed by memories of past decades and
the moments he himself drank that water right
from the spring. Evidently, it was already many,
many years since he last saw that sacred spring
and, perhaps, in the depths of his heart he had
already bidden farewell to its precious water,
which was of such great significance to him. And
now all of a sudden, somebody had brought
Tzitzer’s water to his house, a fact that made
Grigor Dayi grow fond of me at once.

Their house, which bore a close resemblance to
a hut, was guarded by their faithful dog, that was
always surrounded by its two newly-born pups.

“I’ll give them to my grandchildren and they’ll
be very happy,” the old woman said with a smil-
ing face, when she noticed me watching them.

Dusk had already settled over the region. The
three of us saw in the New Year, sitting at a “hol-
iday table” decorated with apples and dried fruits.
I, however, failed to find out when 1982 came to
an end and when the Earth entered upon the year
1983: it was a long time since Grigor Dayi’s
watch stopped...

They said they had children and grandchildren
in Armenia and added that they would certainly
come to see their parents the following day.

On 1 January I started wandering in the vicini-
ty of the village and saw the ruins of a multi-span
medieval bridge on the river Shamkor as well as
those of an early medieval cruciform church locat-
ed in the north of the village and other vestiges of
Armenian culture. 

In the evening I returned to Grigor Dayi’s, but
hardly had I entered when I heard some noise and
fuss inside. I thought their children had come to
celebrate the New Year with their old parents...

I entered and whom should I see but three Turks
who were devouring something like hungry
wolves. Having gorged themselves on bread and
food that would be sufficient for Grigor Dayi’s
family for about a week, they went out to the yard.
One of them seized the pups and took them away.
Meanwhile, the old spouses were standing out-
side, silent as Zechariah. Chattering incessantly
like magpies, sometimes shouting and giggling,
the Turks got on a motorcycle standing in front of
the house and disappeared.

The old couple looked so very depressed that I
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did not dare to say anything for a long time. All of
a sudden Grigor Dayi, who seemed to have
guessed the question reflected in my eyes, said,
“If we don’t give whatever they want willingly,
they’ll steal or take it by force.”

At supper Grigor Dayi’s wife said the following
as if to justify her sons before me, “Well, how
could they lock their doors on 1 January and come
here? They must have had many guests today. But
tomorrow they’ll come by all means.”

Early on the morning of 2 January, I crossed the
Shamkor to go to Jagir and returned when it had
already grown dark.

The aged parents did not utter a single word.
They had spent all day long looking forward to
their children’s arrival from Armenia. I could find
no words of comfort...

The morning of 3 January. It had been snowing
since night. Grigor Dayi saw me to the end of the
village.

Besides them, there was another Armenian
“family” in Glambar: it comprised Arshak Dayi,
who was even older and sicker than Grigor Dayi
and his wife and lived all by himself. At different
hours I saw him leaning on the wall of his house,
his eyes directed at his neglected garden, which
had turned into a wilderness.

Acquaintance with Shahen Meghrian

In 1984 I left for Shahumian District of
Northern Artsakh with unusual luggage: besides
my inseparable rucksack, I had somehow
crammed 12 sheets of thick cardboard firmly fas-
tened together (each  of them was 1.2 metres x 1.0
metre) into the Yerevan-Shahumian bus. Each of
them was intended for a village in the district,
with the photos of its historical monuments
accompanied by annotations. I was going to hand
those stands to the History and Geology Museum
located in the district centre of  Shahumian: I had
got acquainted with its curator Mamikon
Petrossian the previous year and was of a very
high opinion about him for his conscientious atti-
tude to the work he was doing.

The route which I had covered for so many
times was very long and by the time I reached my
destination the museum had already closed.
Deciding to embark upon my work the following

day, I went to a local hotel whose receptionist was
well-acquainted with me.

I spent the early morning hours in Shahumian’s
ancient cemetery, then returned to my temporary
dwelling, took my present and went to the muse-
um. I believed I had prepared a pleasant surprise
for its very respected curator, for the stands I had
taken with me were of higher quality, larger and
greater in number than those he possessed.
However, I was astonished to see Mr. Petrossian
grow anxious at the sight of the photos. Having
looked through all of them, he said to me,
“Indeed, they are great, but we cannot show them
in this museum.”

The curator was plunged into deep thoughts,
but in a little while he said, “Well, we shall not
have any difficulty if Mirzoyev gives permission.”

Watching the photos for some more time, he
said, this time with greater determination, “Let’s
take all these stands and go to Comrade Mirzoyev
right away. We shall show them to him and, per-
haps, he will allow their exhibition.” 

A little puzzled at such an unexpected course of
events, I took my stands and went to the House of
the District Centre with Mr. Petrossian. Hardly
had we waited for several minutes when the sec-
retary asked us in. I had heard about First
Secretary of Shahumian District Mirzoyev, but I
had had no opportunity to get acquainted with him
by then.

Two men were sitting at a writing-table in the
far end of a large room. Upon our entry, the one
who was older and stouter than the other (he
turned out to be Mirzoyev) came to meet us with
vivacity, shook hands with us and we started talk-
ing about the stands right on the spot, without

In the gorge of Kherkhapor with Shahen Meghrian and people
from Shahumian
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even sitting down. I arranged the sheets of paste-
board devoted to 12 villages along the wall, this
making the other person sitting at Mirzoyev’s
writing-table rise from his seat instantaneously
and approach the one representing the monu-
ments of Gyulistan Village. He also watched the
others with great interest and joined us in the dis-
cussion of the exhibition, encouraging that idea
with such high praise and deep enthusiasm that
Mirzoyev had no other choice but to welcome our
initiative.

Thus, we were granted permission to display
the photos. The officials did not even pay atten-
tion to the fact that the annotations were not in the
Azerbaijanian language.

Learning that I had not seen Zinavori Khach
(Zinavor’s Cross) located in the gorge of
Kherkhapor, the stranger almost ordered me,
“Wait for me at 10 o’clock tomorrow morning.
We’ll go to see it and then have a great feast...”

Leaving the House of the District Centre in a
triumphant mood, Mamikon Petrossian and I
made for the museum. 

“Comrade Petrossian, who was that brave patri-
ot whose mediation proved so decisive?”

“He was Shahen Meghrian.”

I can never Forget You, 
Honourable Mother and Son 
from Buzlukh!

In 1980 I went on another research trip to
Northern Artsakh, which proved the longest
among all the previous ones, lasting for 51 days.
My starting point being Ijevan City of Tavush
Marz, I went to Touz District via the villages of
Shamshadin, worked in Getabek, Shamkhor,
Dashkesan, Khanlar, Shahumian ... and, eventual-
ly, reached the southern villages of Hadrut
District.

It was the 21st day of my trip. I was on my way
to Buzlukh, where I planned to visit the local
church and other important sights. I had already
been to Martunashen and Manashid, my next des-
tination being Verishen.

The road leading from Manashid to Buzlukh
endlessly ascended up to the last several hundred
metres. At a certain point it started descending

into a small gorge to the left of which, i.e. on the
south lay the village of Buzlukh.

The road began descending in a section within
some 300 to 400 metres of the village. It was there
that I came across a boy of about 10, sitting on a
stone at the edge of the road and guarding some
domestic animals grazing a little farther. In
response to my greeting, the child immediately rose
to his feet and started asking me questions one after
another very politely, without waiting for answer.

“Who are you? Are you coming to our village?
Where are you coming from? Are you from
Armenia? Let’s go to our place.”

While I was wondering which question to
answer first, the boy went on, “I see you’ve cov-
ered a long way. Please, let’s go to our place.
You’ll have some rest and continue your way.”

If the person inviting me to his house had been
an adult, I would have accepted his invitation
without even thinking, but I flatly refused think-
ing that the child had no right to lead an unasked
guest to their house.

“No, thank you,” I said. “I’ve to finish my work
in the village in all haste so that I’ll manage to get
to Verishen and Nerkishen today.”

“Well, but you’ve to rest down somewhere,
don’t you? Please, let’s go to our place.”

While the child was persuading me not to turn
down his invitation, we reached Buzlukh.

“Here’s our house. Please, come in.”
With these words he shouted through the open

gate, “Mummy, we’ve a guest from Armenia.”
His mother, a young woman who seemed to be

rejoicing at her son’s praiseworthy deed, wel-
comed me even more cordially and asked me in. 

There was nobody else in the house and while I
was telling the boy about the aim of my visit, the
woman put omelette, bread, cheese and matzoon
(sour, clotted milk) on the table. We sat at the table
and I started eating (the food was delicious). I
noticed that the boy was not hungry and partook
of the meal out of courtesy.

“Help yourself to everything,” said his mother,
standing beside her son, who was sitting opposite
me. Meanwhile, she was caressing the boy’s head,
her whole essence breathing gratitude.

About half an hour later, I thanked that family
deeply and bade them farewell, having got anoth-
er very good lesson of patriotism and humanity at
the school of life. I saw the boy running towards
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the place of our meeting, where their animals were
grazing.

My honourable, precious Armenians of
Buzlukh! Where are you now that you have been
stripped of your native hearths?

Honourable Grand-Dad Badam 
from Brajur

Since the deportation of Northern Artsakh
(1988), I have met many of the former denizens of
the region in the Republic of Armenia. The bitter
pain of the loss of their native land and hearths,
intertwined with the neutral, almost alien and anti-
national position of the Armenian officials, has
only deepened their infinite sorrow and despair.

Uprooted from their birthplace as they are,
these people retain the most praiseworthy quali-
ties of the region’s ethnic population. Invigorated
by the power of their native land to which they
were so firmly attached, they often shed blood for
their survival there. Finding themselves in the
Republic of Armenia as refugees, they appeared
in an utter spiritual void, absolutely neglected and
fruitlessly seeking empathy in a country which
had lost all national values under the Soviet
regime. The dreadful fate that befell the
Armenian deportees from Azat and Kamo
Villages of Khanlar District will for ever remain
as an indelible brand of crying shame for the
Government of the Republic of Armenia. The
Azerbaijanian lorries “unloaded” these people
right on the Armenian frontier, where they were
exposed to the open air throughout  more than a
month. There was absolutely no difference
between the attitude shown by the authorities of
their homeland and that of their Azerbaijanian
counterparts.

Badam Grigorian is one of our compatriots who
lived through the formidable ordeal of deportation
together with many of his fellow villagers.
Compelled to abandon his native Brajur at the age
of 75, he resettled in Tashir District of Lori Marz,
but he generally spends winters in Yerevan City.
Grand-dad Badam has handed down a rich legacy
of recollections of his native land and its denizens
to the coming generations.

In 2004 Badam Grigorian (born in 1914), this

precious man enriched with his nation’s centuries-
old life experience and wisdom, entered upon the
90th year of his life and I cordially congratulate
him on this anniversary.

The Savages of Rustam Aliyev

When my friend Walter, architect Armen
Zarian’s younger son, and I first went to Rustam-
Aliyev Village of Getabek District in late March
1982, I did not know that it bore the name of a
“monster” killed by a revengeful Armenian in
1921. Within about half an hour spent there, we
came to realize that there was absolutely no dif-
ference between the local inhabitants and the
killed “monster.”

We got off at the last stop of a small bus that had
taken us from the district centre to Rustam-Aliyev.
We had planned to visit the fort of Parisos tower-
ing at the top of a nearby mountain and spend the
night in its vicinity. We caught sight of it as soon
as we reached the village. We had about three
hours at our disposal to buy some bread and sugar
and reach the monument before it grew dark.

The small bus having stopped in front of the
village’s tea-house, that also served as a shop, we
immediately attracted the attention of many peo-
ple gathered there. Finding it expedient to do our
shopping right there, we approached the so-called
‘chaykhana’ (the Turkish equivalent for ‘tea-
house’), greeted several sullen people in flat caps
at the entrance and went in without getting any
answer. We were immediately followed by more
than 10 Turks, all of them in flat caps, who were
whispering something while keeping watchful
eyes on us. Almost twice as many as them were
sitting inside having tea. We greeted them, too and
came up to a window-shaped counter opening into
the wall. The tradesman was already standing in
his place as if watching us attentively. I saluted
him and asked in Turkish, “Have you got bread?”

I immediately repeated my question in Russian
to emphasize my limited knowledge of Turkish.
While I was wondering what else I could ask him,
all of a sudden the small wooden door of the
counter banged right in my face so violently that I
was all covered with dust and plaster. That brutal
attitude was accompanied by the sneer and con-
temptuous smiles of those sitting and standing in
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the tea-house. We silently left it, having already
reconciled ourselves to the thought that we were
to spend some of the coming days without bread.
I decided to at least fill my flask with the water of
an abundant spring running within about 15 to 20
metres of the shop. By the time we reached it,
however (it took us just a few seconds), all those
wearing caps had already gathered at the entrance
of the tea-house. My opening of the flask and the
cutting off of the water occurred almost simulta-
neously. Everything was as clear as day. In order
to escape further trouble, we took our rucksacks
and left the village in the direction of the fort
under roars of wild cackle.

The slope of the mountain on the summit of
which soared the fort was covered with snow from
the side of the village. Walter and I pitched our
tent in an isolated place that could remain unno-
ticed by its inhabitants. We had tea without sugar
and left the fort at sunrise, taking the same way
that had led us there. We were waiting for a bus
when a group of Turks appeared in front of us.
Having learnt where we were from, one of them
said, “You know there are several churches in the
vicinity of our village, but all of them were built
by the Greeks.”

Then he added the following, looking directly
into my eyes, “In ancient times, this village was
populated by the Greeks so that all the local
churches are Greek.”

Realizing that the Turk was merely attempting
to engage me in conversation and, perhaps, argu-
ment, for I was certainly expected to contradict
him, I said, “Perhaps, they are Greek churches,
but the scholars of Baku allege they are Albanian.
I don’t know which of you to believe...”

At last the bus came and my talk with the Turk
about the “Greek” and “Albanian” churches was
interrupted at a most favourable moment...

Strangely Enough, I was Encouraged 
by a Person who had Destroyed 
a Church

For the first time I visited Garnaker Village of
Shamkor District in 1980, during an expedition
which lasted for 51 days. Almost 25 years have
passed since then, but the pleasant experiences I

had there have not been blurred out in my mind. 
Throughout many centuries, Garnaker served

as a safe haven for the Armenians of the Shamkor
Valley and even remote areas. In 1980, however,
it had only 9 inhabitants, all of them advanced in
years. It was only through some paths that the vil-
lage, where every single stone, tree, house, spring
and church bore traces of high antiquity, commu-
nicated with the outer world. 

During my visit, Garnaker represented a rich,
magnificent grove of honey-sweet cherries and
mulberries. I was looking for Haykaz Aghajanian,
a winner of the Medal of Labour Hero. Passing
through some paths separating the ancient
dwellings that hardly showed any signs of life I
was looking for their inhabitants...

At last I got to a house with a small yard that
nestled on the Shamkor’s slope overlooking the
gorge, in the east of the village church. Haykaz
Aghajanian, a man of about 80 who was known by
the name of Hero all over the district, lived there
with his wife.

That night the elderly couple hosted me under
their roof. At twilight I sat on a wooden bench in
the yard listening to grand-dad Haykaz’s stories

Garnaker inhabitant Haykaz Aghajanian with his spouse
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about Garnaker and its inhabitants, my eyes
enjoying the magnificent scenery surpassing the
very paradise in all respects. When we touched
upon Dasnovank or Karmir Eghtsy (i.e. Red
Church) located near the neighbouring village of
Gyulambur, the old man said, “We destroyed that
church as young communists. You can hardly find
its site now. What has survived of it for you to see
it?”

In his youth that honourable man had been a
puppet under the influence of certain dark forces
and  blinded by his fanaticism, he had ruined one
of our holy monasteries, where Mkhitar Gosh is
known to have written his famous Datastanagirk
(a code containing norms and laws settling prob-
lems in certain spheres of jurisdiction). 

In the morning, when I was bidding farewell to
grand-dad Haykaz, he said to me, “Collect all
these materials and publish a book if you can so
that our children will learn our history.”

I was rather taken aback at Haykaz Dayi’s
words, which became a kind of commandment for
me. I followed that sacred advice and dug out
information for about 25 years... We have already

published the book Northern Artsakh “so that our
children will learn our history...”

An Argument over our Dwelling 
in Ghotyul

This happened in Ghotyul Village of Dashkesan
District in 1985, when I was travelling with my
friends Vahram and Vano. It took us all day long
to cover the deep valley of the river Shamkor,
after which we found ourselves in a plain and
entered Ghotyul. The village, hardly comprising
between 25 and 30 houses, was so small that we
immediately appeared in its centre, where we
instantaneously became the focus of attention of
several peasants standing there. Hardly had they
exchanged a few sentences with us when they
offered several dwellings for us, the invitations
exceeding one another in their sincerity and cor-
diality. We involuntarily found ourselves in a
predicament, for we did not want to hurt any of
those exceptionally hospitable villagers. While we
stood puzzled, two of the men even started argu-
ing over that matter. A few minutes later, we made
for the warm hearth of the villager who had won
the argument. In the morning I photographed our
kind hostess on her way to the spring and we set
out, thanking those people.

A Slide Show in the Open Air
in Banants

In 1986 I left for Banants, accompanied by my
friend Martiros Chalumian, who was a native of
that village. I had taken a slide projection appara-
tus and the colour slides of the historical monu-
ments photographed in Banants and its vicinity
during my previous trips.

We stopped at the Chalumians’ ancestral house
and decided to hold a slide show as soon as it grew
dark. At the appointed time, my friend, several
hundred Banants inhabitants of all ages and I
gathered in the centre of the village, known by the
name of Poghotsk. The whitened wall of a two-
storey shop located at its southern end serving us
as a screen, I fixed the slide projection apparatus
onto a tripod standing almost in the centre of the

A hospitable woman from Ghotyul
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place and started the show after a short speech of
introduction. 

My audience was devouring the explanations
accompanying every monument, but their delight
grew to the uttermost when the turn came for the
scenery and historical monuments of Banants. 

That slide display, accompanied by the sincere,
enthusiastic cries of those present, the interesting,
valuable additions the inhabitants of Banants
made to my explanations right on the spot was
something truly extraordinary, especially if we
take into account the unusual place we had chosen
for it. I always remember that event with the
enthusiasm those people were so filled with.

Imprisoned in Kosh for
the Endeavours to Defend Banants

Even a most nonchalant person is imbued with
patriotism and aesthetic satisfaction at the sight of
the majestic scenery characteristic of Banants.
The inhabitants of this village bear the innate
praiseworthy qualities of the creative Armenian
identity moulded throughout many centuries.

In 1988, when Banants was overtaken by the
dreadful calamity that had befallen entire Nor-
thern Artsakh, one of the local inhabitants,
Martiros Chalumian, decided to procure arms for
the defence of his birthplace. They had only sev-
eral hunting rifles at their disposal and that hin-
dered them from putting up resistance against the
enemy. 

Having obtained some grenades and bullets,
Martiros and two of his friends, each of them car-
rying a rucksack full of ammunition, passed

through the mountain range of Sevan. They were
to reach their destination, i.e. Banants, via numer-
ous Turkish-populated villages, but some Turks
caught sight of them in the territory of Getabek
District and took them into police custody.
Indeed, they were caught red-handed, but
Martiros succeeded in convincing the Turks that
his friends had been hired as porters and did not
even know what the backpacks contained. In that
way he saved his friends, but he himself was
taken to Gandzak (Kirovabad). The Azer-
baijanian court sentenced him to 3 years of incar-
ceration in Gandzak prison, where he was
exposed to unspeakable torture for about a year.
Indeed, it is not hard to imagine what he would
suffer further, but for Igor Muradian’s efforts
from Yerevan and the mediation of a Russian
employee of the prison. By the time Martiros
moved to Armenia, both his birthplace Banants
and numerous other Armenian-inhabited villages
of Northern Artsakh had been totally devastated.
Martiros’ family (he has three children) and
friends consoled themselves by the thought that
no danger threatened to his life any more.
Strangely enough, the Armenian officials, who
were well-aware of the “crime” the Turks had
charged Martiros with, did not take any measures
to release him. Moreover, he was taken to prison
in Kosh (in present-day Aragatzotn Marz of the
Republic of Armenia), where he was to serve the
remaining 2 years of his term. It goes without
saying that any Turk accused of the same “crime”
would not only escape jail term but would also be
proclaimed national hero...

After having been set free, Martiros told us, his
heart deeply insulted, that his fellow prisoners in
Kosh were either murderers (one of them had
killed his wife out of jealousy, the other his rela-
tive) or thieves and drug addicts, whereas he had
been convicted for his endeavours to defend his
native village.

“I was far more depressed among the Armenian
criminals in Kosh prison than in Kirovabad,”
Martiros said sadly after he had been released.

At present Martiros and his family live in Nor
Verishen Village of Karvajar District, Republic of
Nagorno Karabakh, that has been liberated by the
Armenian army. They live in a house he himself
has built, the name of Banants decorating its
facade. 

Martiros Chalumian in his birthplace Banants
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Everyone eager to enjoy the view of a carefully
cultivated garden together with a yard represent-
ing a true museum of khachkars (cross-stones)
found in the vicinity should certainly visit
BANANTS, i.e. Martiros’ house in Nor Verishen.

Munificent on the Verge of Grave

The beginning of November 1989. I was in
Getashen together with my brother and three
friends of ours (one of them was from this village
and the other from Azat). Day by day the grave
political situation was growing still worse and
worse and we felt we were losing our native land
with every single passing day.

At dusk, when I had put down the epitaphs of
the local cemetery and photographed its tomb-
stones, we returned to our temporary dwelling, a
two-storey house adjoined by another and known
by the name of Tzaturants, i.e. ‘Of Tzatur’s fami-
ly’ (both of them had once belonged to four broth-
ers). The one we lived in had been abandoned
comparatively later, with some plates and dishes
still preserved there. Our landlady, who lived all
by herself in a small house opposite, was one of
my friends’ grandmother. 

When the granny met us at twilight, she looked
even more anxious than usual and said, “Guys, the
Turks have reached Ablah and Armavir. No
Armenians have survived in these villages. My
dear sons, don’t even think of going there. You
can only go as far as Azat and Martunashen.
Please, don’t try to travel beyond these villages.”

The sinister news of the fall of another two
Armenian villages heavily depressed me: I felt I

had my own share of guilt for that. For a second I
remembered St. Minas Church in the village site
of Hin Ablah (I had been there in 1980 and 1986)
as well as the chapel of St. Hovhannes located
nearby. I had to abandon my secret hope of visit-
ing the latter at least this time...  

The Armenian-inhabited villages of Northern
Artsakh were now being consigned to history
before the very eyes of the people who were try-
ing to save the vestiges of their nation’s centuries-
old existence in that land at least on paper. 

Day by day still more and more inhabitants of
the region, left to the mercy of fate, were stripped
of their native land and hearths, the fall of their
villages signifying the collapse of the north-east-
ern ramparts of Armenia. I noticed that the peas-
ants of Getashen, famous for their extreme gen-
erosity and hospitality, had become particularly
lavish to their guests, their munificence falling
beyond all reasonable boundaries. Never before
had the villagers slain so many domestic animals
and treated everybody to their meat. That inexpli-
cable generosity was of terribly ill omen: yes, the
people who had a gloomy foreboding of the fall of
Getashen, a village of centuries-old history, had
become munificent just like a person in agony
whose brain is suddenly resuscitated at the very
last seconds of his mundane life...

I photographed and recorded the rich legacy of
that dying village amidst that munificence until 16
November. Hardly had 4 months passed when
Getashen became witness to the fall of its “chil-
dren,” i.e. the villages of Azat and Kamo, and
“yielded up its spirit” a year and a month later,
dying a death of an old forsaken man having no
close people around...
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A
Abbas I, Persian shah 10, 11, 21, 23,

26, 27, 38 (footnote), 61, 173, 261,
286, 418 (inscr.), 461, 482, 514
(inscr.), 517, 437-438, 530, 533

Abbas Ghuli Ziatkhanov, khan 27
Abbas Junior 157, 167
Abbas Mirza, Persian prince 440, 517,

520
Abelian N. 16, 20
Abgar, president of the Village
Council of Getashen 370
Abkhazava 518
Abraham 31
Abraham, bishop 514 
Abraham, priest 455
Abu-Beker, atabek 516
Abu-l-Asuar see Abulsuvar
Abulet, father of Patlun 24
Abulsuvar, emir 23
Abunts Hakob 178 (inscr.)
Achub 467 (inscr.)
Adamov Khachatur, boiler-man 248

(footnote)
Adibekian Vardanush 42
Adibekiants Petros, priest 334
Adikhaniants (Dkhanonts), family 105
Adikhaniants Ohan Shakian 105

(inscr.)
Adikhants Hakob 105 (inscr.)   
Afanassian Mkrtich 37, 38, 43, 44, 54
Afanassiants Sargis 43
Afanassian Simeon 47
Afanassian Yeghisabet 44
Agh Melik see Jalal
Agha 105 (inscr.), 338 (inscr.), 376

(inscr.), 465 (inscr.)          
Agha Ali Mahmed Irza oghli, contrac-

tor 38
Agha Mohammed, khan 28
Aghabab 261
Aghabek 396 (inscr.)
Aghabekiants Arshak 42
Aghajan 164 (inscr.), 292 (inscr.)
Aghajan, melik 523 (inscr.)

Aghajaniants, family 105
Aghajaniants Abraham 105 (inscr.)
Aghajaniants Hovhannes 105 (inscr.)
Aghajaniants Sargis 105 (inscr.)
Aghajaniants Voskan 488 (inscr.)
Aghasariants Aghabek 249
Aghasi Bey 338 (inscr.), 378 (inscr.) 
Aghassiants Hovhannes, priest 443
Aghayants Hovhannes Sargissian 474
Aghazar 332 (inscr.), 375 (inscr.), 513

(inscr.)
Aghbalians (Gyorkhnank-Mushtunk),

family 267
Aghbugh see Aghbugha 
Aghbugha 516
Aghbugha, son of Gag prince Vahram

300
Aghsagh Mahmat, khan 27
Aguletsy 432 (inscr.)
Aghvaniants Grigoris, vicar of

Gandzak 13
Ahmat (Tahmaz), vali 330 (inscr.)
Ajam 260 (inscr.)
Akhmet Husein oghli 390
Akhundov 19 
Akit 148
Akob 97 (inscr.), 101 (inscr.), 188 ,

190 (inscr.), 283 (inscr.), 401
(inscr.), 406 (inscr.), 555 (inscr.)

Akob (Hakob) 345 (inscr.)
Akob, priest 101 
Alahverdi 16 (footnote)
Alapker 248 (footnote) 
Alavka, father of Grigor 24
Alaziz see Khelaziz
Alexandre 85  
Alexandre, catholicos 226
Alexandre, son of Ghara-Yusuf 21
Alexandre of Macedonia 21, 519
Alexandre the Great see Alexandre of

Macedonia
Alexandre I 29
Alexandre II, emperor 53 (inscr.) 
Alexanos, celibate priest 190 (inscr.)

Alexeyevna Yekaterina, empress 29
Ali-Sultan 493, 517
Alik 81 (inscr.)
Alishan Gh. 533 
Aliyev Museib, police officer 247-249

(footnote)
Aliyev Rostam, first secretary of

Shamkhor’s District Committee
551 (footnote)

Allahyar, sultan 254
Al-Mansur, caliph 515 (footnote)  
Alpaslan 23
Altumov Alexandre, carpenter 249

(footnote)
Altun 203 (inscr.)
Altuniants 519
Alughuli 261
Amir 97 (inscr.), 267 (inscr.), 396

(inscr.) 542 (inscr.)
Amir, khan 517
Amira 503 (inscr)
Amir Agha 99 (inscr.) 
Amir Asat 414 (inscr.)
Amirguna, khan 26
Amirhan, carpenter  249 (footnote)
Amirhasan 487 (inscr.).) 
Amirjan 164 (inscr.)
Amirkhan 266 (inscr.)
Amirkhaniants Poghos 190 (inscr.)
Amir Tovlat 99 (note)
Amirov, carpenter 249 (footnote)  
Amirpek 261 
Amper 412 (inscr.)
Anak 547
Anakhatun 199 (inscr.)
Anane 105 (inscr.)
Anania, archimandrite 365
Anania, bishop 306
Anania Mokatsy, catholicos 256, 280   
Ananiants, family 105
Ananiants Ghazar 105 (inscr.)
Ananiants Hakob 105 (inscr.)
Ananiants Mkrtich 105 (inscr.)
Ananiants Petros 105 (inscr.)

PERSONAL NAMES *

__________
* We have omitted the names found in the family lists of 1839 and 1862.
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Ananiants Serob 105 (inscr.)
Andranik, war-lord 139 (footnote)
Andreas 367 (inscr.) 
Andronikov Artem, Georgian prince 38
Aniants, family 84 
Anna 102, 528 (inscr.), 545 (inscr.)
Antanessiants Hovhannes Karapet 79

(inscr.)
Antaram 367 (inscr.), 381 (inscr.)
Anthoine de Gouvea, Portuguese cler-

gyman 26
Antik 555 (inscr,)
Anton 232, 542 (inscr.)
Anton, khoja 407 (inscr.) 
Anton, priest 219
Apagha Yelch Khan 341 (inscr.) 
Apav 369 (inscr.)
Apaz see Abbas I
Apkarian Harutiun S. 167
Apressiants Zakaria, priest 306
Arafelian Nikoghayos, merchant 447
Arakeal 214 (inscr.)
Arakel 90 (inscr.), 179 (inscr.), 188

(inscr.), 179 (inscr.), 540 (inscr.)
Arakel, prior of Khachakap’s Targma-

nchats Monastery 188 (inscr.)
Arakel Dandzuttsy 151, 241
Arakel Davrizhetsy, historiographer

226, 270
Arakelants Hosep 106 (inscr.)
Arakelian Arakel 556
Arakelian Movses, youzbashi  370
Arakeliants, family 106
Aram 102 
Aram, son of Priest  Husik Hovhannis-

sian 51
Araratiants Alexandre 210
Arhan 99 (inscr.)
Aristakes, archimandrite 232
Aristakes, priest 164 (inscr.), 292
Arkeriants Sargis Ter-Sahakian, priest

370
Arkhosh 425 (inscr.)
Armad 124 (inscr.)
Armenian Arshakids 9, 547
Armenian Bagratids 10, 49 (inscr.),

148, 161, 273, 461
Armik 102
Arnold, district head 304
Arranshahiks 9
Arsen 49, 161
Arshak 161 
Arsham 151 (inscr.) 
Artashes I 9, 102
Artaxiads, dynasty 9
Artem 109 (inscr.),  118 (inscr.)
Arusdam 470 (footnote)
Arustam 381 (inscr.)
Arustam, melik 48 (inscr.)

Arustam, village head 261
Arut 271 (inscr.), 380 (inscr.)
Arutun 380 (inscr.)
Arzuman Youzbashi, son of Sargis 49

(inscr.)
Arzumaniants Hovhannes 42
Arzumaniants Simeon Stepanian 390
Asel 499 (inscr.)
Ashotian G., correspondent 410
Aspa 192
Astghik 121 (inscr.)
Astvatzatrian Michael 551-552 (foot-

note), 554
Astvatzatriants Mkrtich, priest 56
Astvatzatur 99 (inscr.), 161 
Astvatzatur, priest 102 
Astvatzatur, prior of Charek Monastery

12 (footnote), 230, 237
Atabekiants Grigor Sargissian 483
Atanas 48 (inscr.)
Atanassian Artem 66-67
Atanessian Makich Hovhannes (Bobli)

79
Atanessiants, family 106
Atayan brothers 389
Atayants Sargis Hovhannissian 389
Atayil 380 (inscr.)
Atibekiants Simeon, priest 361
Atom 161 (inscr.)
Atrnerseh the Arranshahik, prince 10
August Haxthausen 13
Aun 261
Avag 46 (inscr.), 109 (inscr.)-110

(inscr.)
Avag, archimandrite 49 (inscr.)
Avag, priest 102
Avagants Barsegh 106 (inscr.)
Avagian Ghazaros Avetis, first lieu-

tenant 159
Avagian Khachatur Vanik (Jojunts) 80
Avagiants, family 106
Avagiants Arakel 453
Avagiants Harutiun 151
Avagiants Sergei Ghukassian 106

(inscr.) 
Avagim 105 (inscr.)
Avak 470 (footnote) 
Aval 503 (inscr.)-504 (inscr.)
Aval, melik 523 (inscr.) 
Avaliants, family 554
Avan 406 (inscr.)
Avanes 380 (inscr.), 499 (inscr.)
Avar Khatun 338 (inscr.) 
Avdulkarim, khoja 542 (inscr.) 
Avetikian A. T. 78
Avetikian Margaret Vazgen 78
Avetis 81 (inscr.), 103 (inscr.), 123

(inscr.), 330 (inscr.)
Avetis, potter 380 (inscr.)

Avetis, priest 127 (inscr.), 232, 255,
289, 515

Avetis, scribe 271
Avetis Kamaletsy, priest 266
Ayjun 540 (inscr.)
Ayon 93 (inscr.)
Ayunts, family 554 
Ayunts Hayk see Astvatzatrian

Michael
Ayvaz 452
Ayvazian Gabriel, archbishop 187

(inscr.)
Azar 407 (inscr.), 418 (inscr.)
Azaria  372 (inscr.), 374 (inscr.), 406

(inscr.), 485
Azaria, archimandrite 243
Azaria, priest 418 (inscr.)
Azariants Sargis Tpkhisetsy (Kyanda-

kirmaz), archimandrite 136, 427
(inscr.)

Azatian V. 78 
Aziz 117 (inscr.), 203 (inscr.), 255
Aziz Bey 366 (inscr.) 
Aziziants Sergei 50

B
Babajan 345-346 
Babajanian Gurgen, lieutenant colonel

473
Babajanian Hamazasp, marshal 473,

477
Babakevkhiyan Simeon  47
Babakevkhiyants Grigor, priest  42, 49  
Badalants Grigor 106 (inscr.)
Badalants Hovsep 107 (inscr.)
Badalants Michael 108 (inscr.)
Badalants Movses 108 (inscr.)
Badalian Hovhannes 337 (note)
Badaliants, family 106
Badaliants Ashkhabad 108 (inscr.) 
Badaliants Grigor 107 (inscr.)
Badaliants Hakob Hambardzumian 108

(inscr.)
Badaliants Khachatur107 (inscr.) 
Badaliants Khanum Simonian 545 (inscr.)  
Badaliants Mamikon 78
Badaliants Sargis Petrossian 107

(inscr.)
Baghdasar 458 (inscr.), 513 (inscr.)
Baghdasar, archbishop 485
Baghdasarian Sahak, vicar of Gandzak

13
Baghdasariants (Evetranank, Kotkunk,
Pichunk), family 108
Baghdasariants M. 362
Baghdasariants Matthew 306
Baghdiants Aziz 213 (inscr.)
Baghiants Grigor 500 (inscr.)
Baghian Grigor Karapet, lieutenant

colonel 176
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Baghian Isaac Tigran 195 (note)
Baghiants Karapet 500 (inscr.)
Baghramian Hovhannes, marshal 62,

473, 477  
Baghramian R., linguist 533
Baghramiants Guerasim 306
Baghramiants Sargis 118 (inscr.)
Baghtasar 91 (inscr.)
Bagrat IV, Abkhazians’ King 23, 298
Bagrat IV, Georgian king 294
Bagratids see Armenian Bagratids
Bagrayd 401 (inscr.)
Bahaterian  Asri 518
Bakhshi 350
Baklar 91 (inscr.)
Balaghian Harut 116 (inscr.)
Balakhan 190 (inscr.)
Balakhanum 164 (inscr.)
Balapar 380 (inscr.)
Balasan 546
Balasanian Ivan 350
Balasanians (Belsanank), family 267
Balayants Karapet Ter-Hovsepian,

priest 485
Balian Israel 556
Baliants Hovsep, priest 486
Baliants Karapet 66
Baliants Stepanos, archimandrite 136
Balughiants Anna 54 
Balughiants Jehanbek 49
Balunts,  family 554
Baraghamiants (Baraghamian)

Hovhannes, archimandrite 488-490
Barkhudar 98 (inscr.)
Barkhudarian S. 161 (note), 186

(note), 364 (note), 401 (note)
Barkhudariants, diocese inspector  210
Barkhutariants M., bishop 45 (foot-

note), 50, 57, 148 (note), 161
(note), 164, 191 (note), 193, 215
(note), 229, 241, 243 (footnote),
252, 260-261, 265 266 (note), 269-
270, 275, 317 (note), 342-343, 361,
364 (note), 385 (note), 401, 419,
423, 427, 441, 446, 506, 533, 548

Barkiarukh 23
Barsegh 113 (inscr.), 232 
Barsegh, archimandrite  401 (inscr.)
Barsegh, bishop 280, 286
Barsegh, priest 67, 157, 289, 465
Barsegh, scribe 166
Barseghian Atanes 112 (inscr.)
Barseghian Mkrtich, priest 102 
Barseghiants, family 108
Baruna 378 (inscr.)
Basiants, family 116 (inscr.)
Batayants Michael 79 (inscr.)
Begian Ziravard Hovakim 81
Beglar 288 
Bekichan 88 (inscr.)

Beki Khatun 156 (inscr.)
Beklar, son of Melik Hovsep III of

Getashen 347, 438
Beknazarian Stepan Tigran 79
Beknazariants, family 108
Beknazariants Grigor 79 (inscr.)
Beknazariants Hakob 79 (inscr.)
Beknazariants  Michael 108 (inscr.) 
Bekumagh 105 (inscr.)
Bekum Agha 254 (inscr.)
Belakhiants Alexandre, watch-maker

248 (footnote)
Belk V., archaeologist 242, 470
Benik, vicar of Gandzak 13
Bernulu (Bernuli), manager 245 (foot-

note)-246
Beshipat 500 (inscr.) 
Beshkan 499 (inscr.)
Beyuk-Bey Aghasi, bey 402
Bibik 542 (inscr.)
Blu Zachare 516
Bluz Zakare (Zakaria) 298-300
Bnichiants (Banuchiants), family 108
Bnichiants Stepan Mkrtchian 109

(inscr.) 
Bolton Wilhelm Richard (Richardo-

vich) 245 (footnote)-246, 247
(footnote), 249-250

Boriants Shmavon, priest 49, 250
Boziants Gevorg 481 (inscr.)
Brutiants, family 554 
Bugha, Arab commander 10, 12, 23,

148, 515
Bulghadar, gang-leader 533
Buniatov 19
Butalov, governor of Gandzak 388
Buzan see Bugha

C
Chalumian Martiros 102, 138
Chalumian Vardazar 79
Chanechan 199 (inscr.)
Chaplits, major general 439
Charmaghan, war-lord 25, 516
Chelyayev, state counselor 348
Chilingarian Saribek Soghomon 553
Chilingarians, family 360 
Chilinkariants, family 109
Chilinkariants Ayvazian 109 (inscr.)
Chilinkariants Mkrtich 109 (inscr.)
Chkhenkeli A. 518
Choli, Seljuk war-lord 24
Chopuriants, family 109
Chopuriants Alexandre 109 (inscr.) 
Chopuriants  Michael Yesayan 109 (inscr.) 

D
Dabagh 452
Dali Ali, gang-leader 31, 509

Dali-Mahtasy 49 (note)
Dallakian Arzuman, wrestler 551
Dallakian Herik 554
Dallakiants, family 109
Dalpek 334 (inscr.)
Damerchiants, family 554 
Danel 107 (inscr.), 110 (inscr.) 
Danelants Poghos 109 (inscr.)  
Daniel 112 (inscr.), 317 (inscr.)
Danielian Isak Arshak 80
Danielian Isayi 556
Danielian Smbat, guards colonel 473
Danieliants, family 109
Danieliants Grigor 109 (inscr.)
Dastan 503 (inscr.)
Datunts (Tatunts), family 109
Datunts Hakob 109 (inscr.) 
Davat 87 (inscr.)
David 277 (inscr.), 331 (inscr.), 406

(inscr.), 526 (inscr.), 555 (inscr.)
David, archbishop 232
David, archimandrite 235 (inscr.)
David, bishop 226, 232, 234 (inscr.),

237-238, 243, 513 (inscr.)-514
(note)

David, khoja 542 (note) 
David, monk 280  
David, paronter 232
David, priest 102, 127 (inscr.), 166,

254 (inscr.),  406 (inscr.)-407
(inscr.)

David, son of Kyurike I 161
David Anhoghin 298
David Geghametsy, bishop, scribe 27

(footnote), 261, 530
David of Shatakh, scribe 14
David Soslan 516
David the Archimandrite 24
David the Builder, Georgian king 10,

23, 294, 298
David the Landless see David

Anhoghin
David IV, catholicos 280
David VI, catholicos 280
Davidiants Yakhshi Sargissian 408

(inscr.)
Davlatavor 166 (inscr.)
Davtiants Sargis, vicar of Gandzak 12,

202, 236, 238
Demetr, marzpan 298
Demetre I, Georgian king 24
Demirchian Vardevan 556
Donmaz, melik 458 (inscr.)
Donunts (Tonunts), family 110
Donunts Sargis 110 (inscr.)
Doost 99 (inscr.)
Dshkho 114 (inscr.), 117 (inscr.)
Dulkariants Sargis 504 (inscr.)
Dulunts Garegin 371
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E
Edgar 396 (inscr.)
Eghpat 165 (inscr.)
Ehdipar 377 (inscr.)
Elizabeth, empress 30
Elm 166 (inscr.)
Enal 372 (inscr.)
Enver, pasha 31
Ern Adolf, engineer 247 (footnote)
Etgayr 372 (inscr.) 
Etkar Agha 374 (inscr.) 
Etkar, melik 338 (inscr.)
Evaz 260 (inscr.), 274
Eve 270 
Evitrina 103 (inscr.) 
Eyri Fatih Mohammed Khan, sultan 28
Eyvaz 272 (inscr.)

F
Fahrat, commander 26
Faravon, archimandrite 48 (inscr.)
Farzali Bey Tarughen Murtuza Ghuli,

village head 406 (inscr.) lage head
406 (inscr.)

Feodorovich  Mikhail Lapik 474 
Ferhad, pasha 28

G
Gabriel 270, 487 (inscr.)
Gabriel, archimandrite 480
Gabriel, bishop 102, 135, 136 (inscr.)
Gabriel, melik 438
Gabrielian Khachatur 370
Gabrieliants, family 110
Gabrielants Ghukas 110 (inscr.)
Gagik I the Shahnshah, king  23, 148,

273, 298, 301 (footnote)
Gagik, catholicos 148
Galstiants, family 466
Galust 110 (inscr.), 119 (inscr.), 175

(inscr.), 377 (inscr.), 410 (inscr.)
Gamzali Bey 406 (note)
Garan 559 (inscr.)
Gardmanatsy see Mihranians
Garegin 102
Garnik Garnetsy 485
Gaspar 407 (inscr.)
Gegechkori Yev. 518
Georgian Bagratids, kingdom of 10
Gevorg, mahtesy 110 (inscr.)
Gevorg IV, catholicos 51, 53 (inscr.),

187 (inscr.), 239, 408
Gevorg V, catholicos 456, 494, 502
Gevorgian Gabriel 84    
Gevorgian Hovhannes Gevorg 79
Gevorgian Vahan, archimandrite 239 
Gevorgiants, family 110
Gevorgiants Alexandre, mahtesy 110

(inscr.)

Gevorgiants Hovhannes 111 (inscr.)
Gevorgiants Karapet 110 (inscr.)
Gevorgiants Mayan  110 (inscr.)
Gevorgiants Michael Hovhannissian

131 (inscr.)
Gevorgiants Poghos 110 (inscr.) 
Geyushev 19
Ghahermaniants, family 554  
Ghalapek 438
Ghalechiants, family 554 
Ghalechiants Martiros, sexton 136
Ghamar-Sultan 338 (inscr.)
Gharaman, prince 226
Gharamaniants, family 226
Ghara Murat see Gharamurad, prince
Gharamurad, prince 16, 258, 261
Gharamurad 260 (inscr.)
Ghara-Yusuf, father of Alexandre 21
Ghardashians (Gherdashank), family

267  
Gharip 90 (inscr.)
Ghasum 540 (inscr.)
Ghatagha Noyin 223, 243
Ghaval 111 (inscr.)  
Ghavalants, family 111
Ghavalian Avetis Grigor 80 
Ghazan 203 (inscr.)
Ghazanchiants Michael Sargissian 332

(inscr.)-333 (inscr.)
Ghazanchiants Sargis A. 334 (inscr.)
Ghazar 105 (inscr.), 112 (inscr.), 149

(inscr.), 211 (inscr.), 261, 283
(inscr.), 330 (inscr.)-331 (inscr.),
338, 372 (inscr.), 407 (inscr.), 410
(inscr.), 418 (inscr.), 458 (inscr.),
540 (inscr.) 

Ghazar, deacon 157
Ghazar, priest 384 (inscr.), 499 (inscr.),

504 (inscr.)
Ghazarian Nikolai 466-467, 492
Ghazarian Yervand  41
Ghazariants, family 554
Ghazariants Maki 306
Ghazarvan 503 (inscr.)
Ghazvini 21
Ghelpughian Karapet 42
Ghesmat 89 (inscr.)
Ghevand 117 (inscr.)
Ghevond 123 (inscr.)
Ghevond, priest 370
Ghorkhmaz 458 (inscr.), 500 (inscr.) 
Ghukas 260 (inscr.)
Ghukas, priest 261, 266
Ghukassian Sahak (Ofitser Sahak) 551
Ghukassiants Alexandre 57 (inscr.)
Ghukassiants Mariam 57 (inscr.)
Ghukassiants Nikalai see

Ghukassiants Nikoghayos
Ghukassiants Nikoghayos Alexandrian

51, 55, 57

Ghukasov V.  533
Ghulunts, family 111, 554 
Ghulunts Arutiun 111 (inscr.)
Ghulunts Avetis 111 (inscr.)
Ghulunts Bakrat 111 (inscr.)  
Ghulunts Grigor  111 (inscr.)-112

(inscr.)
Ghulunts  Harutiun 111 (inscr.)-112

(inscr.)
Giliants Mesrop 114 (inscr.)
Gilingoyl 334 (inscr.)
Giorg 418 (inscr.)
Giorgi III, Georgian king 298, 302

(inscr.), 505
Girikor 369 (inscr.)
Gizal 266 (inscr.)
Gogji 99 (inscr.)
Gohar 99 (inscr.), 190 (inscr.), 540

(inscr.) 
Gol 113 (inscr.)
Golitsin,  Sergei Dmitriyevich, Russian

prince 28, 506-507
Golum 377 (inscr.)
Gorgi, priest 559 (inscr.)
Gorki 214 (inscr.)
Gorki see Giorgi III
Grigor 89 (inscr.), 98 (inscr.), 102, 109

(inscr.), 111 (inscr.)-112 (inscr.), 113
(inscr.)-114 (inscr.), 117 (inscr.),
124 (inscr.), 126 (inscr.), 127
(inscr.), 173, 190 (inscr.), 243, 303
(inscr.), 402 (inscr.), 407 (inscr.),
443 (inscr.), 501, 510 (inscr.)

Grigor, archimandrite 24, 450
Grigor, bishop 266, 384 (inscr.), 418

(inscr.)
Grigor, butcher  288 
Grigor, carter 248 (footnote)
Grigor, catholicos  164 (inscr.)
Grigor, mahtesy 50
Grigor, priest 101-102, 167, 203, 255,

266, 272 (inscr.),456, 518
Grigor, rural dean 480
Grigor, scribe 232
Grigor, son of Alavka 24
Grigor, son of Priest Garegin Ter-Gri-

gorian  49
Grigor, son of Priest  Husik Hovhan-

nissian 51
Grigor Byurakantsy, priest 193
Grigor Narekatsy 192-193
Grigor the Archimandrite, patriarch

226, 238
Grigor the Master 38
Grigorants Grigor 113 (inscr.)
Grigorants Hanes 113 (inscr.)
Grigorants Ivan 113 (inscr.)
Grigorants Mateos 113 (inscr.)
Grigorian Badam 196, 345 (note)
Grigorian Minas Shahmuradiants 120

(inscr.)
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Grigorian Mkrtich see Kikian Maki
Grigorian Socrat 44
Grigorian Vahan  210
Grigoriants, family 112
Grigoriants Avag Mkrtchian 113

(inscr.)
Grigoriants Galust 112 (inscr.)
Grigoriants Hosep Zarab 45 (inscr.)
Grigoriants Magtagh  113 (inscr.) 
Grigoriants Mkrtich 113 (inscr.)
Grigoriants Mnatsakan Vasakov, father

of  Gevorg Vasakov 50 (inscr.)
Grigoriants Sargis 113 (inscr.)
Grigoriants Soghomon Karapetian 108

(inscr.) 
Grigoriants Sonichka 113 (inscr.)
Grigoris 377 (inscr.)
Gughin 164 (inscr.)
Gulaghe 260 (inscr.)
Guldane 260 (inscr.) 
Gulpash 100 (inscr.)
Gulum 396 (inscr.)
Gulumiants Michael  210
Gulunts, family 113
Gulunts Karapet 68
Gulunts Sargis 114 (inscr.)
Gulyan Sergi 81
Gurjunts Hovhan see Gyurjian

Hovhannes
Gyagunts (Kirakossiants), family 554
Gyukan 499 (inscr.) 
Gyulab 458 (inscr.)
Gyuliants Galust Poghossian 114

(inscr.)
Gyulum 89 (inscr.)
Gyurjian Hovhannes 84
Gyurjians, family 360

H
Habet 243
Hajiyev Abbas 246
Hajji Amirkhan, merchant 536
Hajji Chalabi Panah, khan 28
Hakhnazar 260 (inscr.), 378  (inscr.),

380 (inscr.), 458 (inscr.)
Hakhnazar, melik 166, 211 (inscr.),

504 (inscr.), 523 (inscr.)
Hakhum 289
Hakhverdiants Hripsime 318
Hakhverdiants Nikoghayos 318  
Hakob 16, 107 (inscr.), 232, 254

(inscr.), 289, 303 (inscr.), 330
(inscr.), 380 (inscr.), 466, 503
(inscr.)

Hakob, archimandrite  280
Hakob, catholicos 226
Hakob, priest 270, 340, 450
Hakob, senior priest 255
Hakobian 289
Hakobian H., poet 62

Hakobian Ohan 114 (inscr.)
Hakobiants, family 114
Hakobiants Ghazarian, family 114

(inscr.)
Hakobiants Sargis Virabian 78, 82

(inscr.)
Hakobjan 345 (note)
Haman 95 (inscr.)
Hamaspyurians, family 49
Hamaspyurian Petros 49 
Hamaspyurian Poghos 36, 42, 49
Hamaspyurian Taghveran  49
Hamaspyuriants Poghos see Hama-

spyurian Poghos
Hamazasp, commander 31   
Hamazaspiants  Anania, vicar of Gand-

zak 13, 389
Hambardzum 105 (inscr.), 111 (inscr.)
Hambo 362, 434
Hanep Mamat Ali oghli 390 
Hanes 120 (inscr.), 260 (inscr.) 
Haraymish 190 (inscr.)
Harutiun 78 (inscr.), 112 (inscr.), 117

(inscr.), 378  (inscr.), 380 (inscr.),
444-445, 501, 545 (inscr.)

Harutiun, archimandrite 48 (inscr.),
429, 488 

Harutiunian Anna 122 (inscr.)
Harutiunian Ara, architect 139 
Harutiunian Hovsep 56
Harutiunian Khachatur 370
Harutiunian Vardanush Virab (Lka-

nunts) 79  
Harutiunian Zar, mahtesy 122 (inscr.)
Harutiuniants Hripsime 101
Harutiuniants Stepan 121 (inscr.)
Hasan 203 (inscr.), 341 (inscr.)
Hasan Husein oghli 390
Hasan, khan 470
Hasaniants, family 330 (inscr.)
Hatam, father of Israel 48 (inscr.)
Hatam Bey 111 (inscr.)
Haupt  L., German archaeologist 239,

247, 252
Hayat 416 (inscr.)
Hayk 214, 552 (footnote)
Hayk, son of Priest  Husik Hovhan-

nissian 51
Haykanoush 214
Hayrapet 163 (inscr.), 277 (inscr.), 331

(inscr.), 559 (inscr.)
Hayriants Ishkhan 217
Hayrumiants Gevorg Babassian 42
Heghnan 106 (inscr.), 119 (inscr.)
Helen 540 (inscr.)
Heracle (Heraclius), Byzantine emper-

or 466
Heracle II, Georgian king 16 (foot-

note), 29, 257, 282, 347-348, 440,
493, 517

Heraypet 540 (inscr.)
Herik 120 (inscr.), 161, 545 (inscr.)  
Hetum 166 (inscr.)
Hormat 254
Horum 396 (inscr.)
Horumsim 112 (inscr.)
Hovan 254 (inscr.)
Hovanis 195 (inscr.)
Hovasap, priest 261 
Hovhan 214 (inscr.), 544 (inscr.)  
Hovhan (Ivane), prince of Gag 298
Hovhan Mayravanetsy, archimandrite

242, 252
Hovhanian 545 (inscr.)
Hovhannes 58 (inscr.), 89 (inscr.), 102,

106 (inscr.), 109 (inscr.), 111
(inscr.), 119 (inscr.), 121 (inscr.),
157 (inscr.), 195, 233 (inscr.), 381
(inscr.), 385 (inscr.), 396 (inscr.),
402 (inscr.)

Hovhannes, archbishop 38, 280, 493
Hovhannes, archimandrite 489 
Hovhannes, bishop 485
Hovhannes, catholicos 12, 45 (inscr.),

148, 215, 286, 485, 505
Hovhannes, celibate priest  505
Hovhannes, mahtesy 489  
Hovhannes, priest 157, 274, 286, 289,

455, 516
Hovhannes, scribe 232, 243
Hovhannes Bey 243
Hovhannes Sarkavag 10
Hovhannes Senecherim the Arransha-

hik 10
Hovhannes Shatakhetsy 66, 166 
Hovhannes Shirakuny, vicar of

Gandzak 13
Hovhannes Tuetsy, archbishop  516
Hovhannissian 38
Hovhannissian Hovhannes 78
Hovhannissian Sergi 115 (inscr.)
Hovhannissian Seyraniants 80 (inscr.)
Hovhannissian Tevos 84
Hovhannissian Varduhi 80 (inscr.)
Hovhannissiants, family 114, 115 (inscr.)
Hovhannissiants Alexandre Yegorian

42, 115 (inscr.)
Hovhannissiants Ghahraman

Sargissian 58
Hovhannissiants Ghahraman Sergei 38
Hovhannissiants Hovhannes, friar 429
Hovhannissiants Kostandin Stepanian

115 (inscr.)
Hovhannissiants Michael Virabian 115

(inscr.)
Hovhannissiants Stepan Grigorian 78,

115 (inscr.)
Hovhannissiants Yagor  Grigorian 77-

78, 85
Hovhannissiants Zakar  Virabian 115

(inscr.)
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Hovnan 100 (inscr.)
Hovsep 85, 161, 494, 540 (inscr.), 554 
Hovsep, archimandrite 426-427
Hovsep, melik 347-348
Hovsep I, melik 438 
Hovsep III, melik 438-439
Hovsepan 234 (inscr.)
Hrapet 211 (inscr.)
Hrapetants (Varunts), family 115
Hrapetants Ghil 115 (inscr.)
Hripsim 118 (inscr.)
Hripsime 116 (inscr.), 126 (inscr.), 431

(inscr.) 
Hripsime, mother superior 262
Hrom 331 (inscr.)
Hrum 91 (inscr.) 
Humichan 540 (inscr.)
Hunan, sculptor see Unan, sculptor
Hunanian Michael, engineer 36
Huratskhan 385 (inscr.)
Hurikhan 99 (note)
Hurkhan 164 (inscr.)
Hurum 100 (inscr.), 540 (inscr.)
Hurumsim 91 (inscr.), 107 (inscr.), 271

(inscr.)
Husein, khan 26 
Husein I, Persian shah 243
Huseinov M. 297

I
Ibn-al-Asir 24
Ibrahim, khan 29, 343, 517
Ibrahim, pasha 28
Ichipek 542 (inscr.)
Ignatios, archimandrite 167
Ignatios, bishop 365 (inscr.)
Ipak 458 (inscr.)
Irakli see Heracle II, Georgian king
Isahakiants Aghajan, mahtesy 49
Isakhan 164 (inscr.)
Ishkhan 272 (inscr.)
Ishkhaniants Ohanjan 491 (inscr.)
Iskandar 503 (inscr.)
Iskandariants, family 554
Iskenderov 139 (footnote)
Ismayil, shah 26
Ismayil ibn Akut, emir 23
Ismayilov G. 196
Ispatiar 166 (inscr.)
Israel 122 (inscr.), 380 (inscr.)
Israel, bishop 191
Israel, priest 123 (inscr.), 381 (inscr.)
Israel, son of Melik Hatam 48 (inscr.)
Israfil Agha 307
Israyelian (Donunts) Hambardzum

Khachatur 79
Israyelian Hovhannes 142
Israyelian Rafayel, architect 139
Israyelians, family 360

Ivane the Great see Zakarian Ivane
Ivane the Atabak see Zakarian Ivane
Ivanovski A., archaeologist 242, 470

J
Jaghariants, family 381
Jaghariants Mirza 396 (inscr.)
Jaghat, Mongol invader 294
Jaghetian Sasha Makich 80
Jaghetiants, family 304
Jaghetiants Alexandre 306-307
Jaghetiants Ivan 306
Jaghetiants Maki 78, 306
Jaghetiants Simeon G. 80 (inscr.)
Jahanshah, khan 505 
Jaladov Ghukas 67
Jalal, prince 254, 272
Jalal-ad-Din, shah 299
Jalal-ed-Din, sultan 25
Jalaliants Baghdasar, archimandrite

232
Jalaliants David, archimandrite 238
Jalaliants Sargis 192-193, 227, 250,

252, 301-302 (note), 441
Jalaviants Abres 381 (inscr.)
Jalladants Grigor 115 (inscr.)
Jalladian Siranush Hovhannes 115

(inscr.)
Jalladiants, family 115
Jalladiants Andreas Stepanian 115

(inscr.)
Jalladiants Grigor Harutiunian 115

(inscr.)
Jalladiants Shushanik 78
Jav 113 (inscr.)
Javad 362
Javad, khan 28-29, 37, 163, 345, 439
Javahir 125 (inscr.)
Javjavadze N. Z., prince 30
Jenemshe 376 (inscr.) 
Jevan 341 (inscr.)
Jhankir, melik 542 (note)
Jicha 88 (inscr.)
Jika 88 (note)
Jiljaniants Petros 151
John the Deacon see Hovhannes Sar-

kavag
Jvansha 541 (inscr.)
Jvansher 302 (inscr.)
Jvanshir, prince 148

K
Kajberuny 247 (footnote), 450, 454

(footnote), 458 (note), 533
Kajikian 227, 229-230, 234 (note),

274, 364 (note), 435, 441, 481
Kalantar 255
Kalantarian Mkrtich 455
Kalantarian Shushanik 42
Kamal Bey 347, 364 (inscr.)

Kamal , melik 378 (inscr.)
Kamalian S., folklorist 12, 225 (foot-

note), 228, 230, 234 (inscr.), 237,
239 (footnote), 253-255, 258 (foot-
note)-259 (footnote), 260 (note),
263, 266 (note), 269, 277, 287, 406
(note)-407 (note), 416 (note), 449,
455, 458, 481-482, 503, 523
(note), 526, 533, 548

Kamalians (Kmalank), family 267
Kamsarakans, family 324
Kanan 161 (inscr.)
Kapaj 369 (inscr.)
Kaprel 127 (inscr.)
Karapet 107 (inscr.)-108 (inscr.), 116

(inscr.), 120 (inscr.), 122-123
(inscr.), 126 (inscr.)-127 (inscr.),
195 (inscr.), 266 (inscr.), 334, 528
(inscr.)

Karapet, bishop 365 (inscr.)
Karapet, catholicos 226, 238
Karapet, priest 266  
Karapetian Poghos, verger 78
Karasungur see Karasunkar
Karasunkar 24
Karbelashvili D. 533 
Kas 267 (inscr.)
Kaspariants Hovhannes 58 (inscr.)
Katavnessiants Sargis 380 (inscr.)
Kayina, mother superior 261
Kelle Gustav 246, 249 (footnote)-250
Kemal, melik 523
Keohna Ghalaum 254
Khachatrian 304
Khachatrian Hamazasp, priest 250
Khachatur 31, 124 (inscr.), 126

(inscr.), 161, 166, 232, 243, 267
(inscr.), 338 (inscr.), 380 (inscr.),
545 (inscr.)

Khachatur, archimandrite 154, 157    
Khachatur, sculptor 537, 540 (inscr.)-

542 (inscr.)
Khachatur, vicar of Gandzak 12
Khachaturian Aghajan, mahtesy 46

(inscr.)-47 (inscr.)
Khachaturian Artem 106 (inscr.)
Khachaturian Kirakos 429 (footnote),

441 (footnote)
Khachaturian Tevan 124 (inscr.)
Khachaturov Petros, carpenter  248

(footnote)
Khachbulaghian David 196
Khacheres 303 (inscr.)
Khachesir 418 (inscr.)
Khachik 496 (inscr.)
Khachikian L. 505 (footnote)
Khachum, sexton 196
Khachumiants Galust Soghomonian

340 (inscr.)
Khadim Hasan, pasha 18
Khalapiants, family 127 (footnote)
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Khalipiants, family 116
Khalipiants Mayan 116 (inscr.)
Khalipiants Poghos 116 (inscr.)
Khalipiants Stepan 116 (inscr.)
Khallu 119 (inscr.)
Khalva 504 (inscr.)
Khambik 215 (inscr.)
Khampar 254 (inscr.)
Khan 255 (inscr.)
Khan Khoyski 31
Khanapa 542 (inscr.) 
Khanbek 97 (note) 
Khanbudaghov Yusup Bey, landowner

529
Khanek 97 (inscr.)
Khanpar 458 (inscr.)
Khanum 118 (inscr.), 331 (inscr.), 334

(inscr.), 431 (inscr.), 499 (inscr.)
Kharasngur see Karasunkar
Kharaynakh 341 (inscr.)
Khasibek 545 (inscr.)
Khasmamedov Khududan Bey 518 
Khatun 126 (inscr.), 260 (inscr.), 332

(inscr.), 342 (inscr.), 369 (inscr.),
499 (inscr.), 542 (inscr.), 559 (inscr.)

Khaven, major general 398
Khayomtensha 277 (inscr.) 
Khechoviants, family 554  
Khechum 99 (inscr.), 499 (inscr.)
Khelaziz, emir 23, 38
Kherzaniants, family 554 
Khikar, mahtesy 110 (inscr.)
Khoja 342 (inscr.)
Khojayan, accountant of the Municipal

Police 38
Khojayan Pavel 469, 491
Khojayan Shakhanum 370 (inscr.)
Khojayants Hovhannes Voskanian

priest,210, 214, 239
Khon 374 (inscr.)
Khondgar 101 (inscr.)
Khor.eam 466
Khoren 277 (inscr.) 
Khosrov 152 (inscr.), 203 (inscr.), 426

(inscr.)
Khosrov, king 466 , 547
Khostrov 99 (inscr.)
Khrimian Mkrtich I (Hayrik), catholi-

cos 50, 342 (inscr.), 400, 454, 466
Khuhtughti, deputy shahap 24
Khumar 190 (inscr.)
Khurs, prince 173, 201
Kikian Maki 84, 130
Kikunts  Maki see Kikian Maki
Kirakos 504 (inscr.)
Kirakos, priest 270
Kirakos Gandzaketsy 10, Gandzaketsy

223
Kochar Bey, brother of Melik Yusup

III 438

Kognovitski Ivan Osipovich 38
Kokhiants Seran Anan 380 (inscr.)
Korg, father of  Melik Mnatsakan  48

(inscr.)
Korkotian Z. 552
Koryun, archimandrite 34
Kostand Shamkoretsy, archimandrite

202
Kostaniants K. 232
Kostonts Makuch 116 (inscr.)
Kostunts, family 116
Kostunts Aprham116 (inscr.)
Kostunts Hovhannes 116 (inscr.)
Kostunts Mkrtich, priest 116 (inscr.)
Kotlyarevski P., captain 62   
Ktrij Sevordatsy, prince 10, 148
Kubad Bin-Firuz 21
Kukunian Sargis 468
Kul 374 (inscr.)
Kuliyev 56
Kurjunts (Gyurjunts), family 116
Kurjunts Aprham 117 (inscr.)
Kurjunts Karapet 116 (inscr.)
Kurjunts Mkrtich 116 (inscr.)
Kushkhara, emir 25
Kyamranbekovs, family 546
Kyor Oghli 482
Kyuli 69
Kyulkhanum 203 (inscr.)
Kyurike I 161
Kyurikian Aghsartan 161, 299
Kyurikians, family 10, 161
Kyurikian Kingdom 161
Kyurikian Principality 161
Kyurikian Bagratids, Armenian king-

dom of 10

L
Lala, pasha 26 (footnote)
Lalayan Yer., ethnographer 16, 45

(footnote), 148 (note), 161 (note),
191 (note), 229, 364 (note), 384
(note), 423, 438-439 (footnote),
446, 471, 486 (footnote), 493
(footnote), 520

Lalayants Karapet Poghossian 190
Lasha, Georgian king 402 (inscr.)
Lazarev L. 21
Lazarian 38
Lazarian Michael 47
Lazariants Lazar Emmanuelian,

landowner 318-319
Leghar, priest 47 (inscr.)
Levitsky, general-major 536
Levon 102, 164 (inscr.), 
Levon, son of Priest Daniel Ter-

Baraghamiants 408
Lipski, court investigator  248

(foonote)
Lisanchev, Russian officer 29

Lisikian Hakob 47
Lok 49  

M
Mabd 89 (note) 
Madam Chantre, French researcher 60
Madatian Mamikon 325
Madatov V. G., general 30, 517
Madunts, family 554
Maghagia, bishop 214 (inscr.)
Maghak 489 (inscr.)
Maghakia 481 (inscr.)
Maghakia, bishop 514 (inscr.)
Maghakiants Hovhannes, archiman-

drite 488
Maghakiants Movses, coenobite 488
Maghalov, prince 518 
Mahi 89 (inscr.)
Mahmed 247 
Mahmed Agha Abul-Bey oghli,
landowner 197, 343
Mahmed Mirza 517
Mahtesiants Simon 367 (inscr.)
Makar 58 (inscr.) 
Makar, archbishop 53 (inscr.)
Makar I, catholicos see Makar Teghut-

tsy I 
Makar Teghuttsy I, catholicos 143,

194, 210, 408
Makasar 235 (inscr.)
Makich 288  
Maktagh 110 (inscr.), 113 (inscr.), 115

(inscr.), 120 (inscr.), 124 (inscr.),
190 (inscr.)   

Maliants Harutiun 43
Malkhassiants Anton Grigorian, priest

178
Malkhassiants Stepanos 170
Malkhassiants Yeghisabet N. Hambar

dzumian 170
Mamad 254
Mamakhatun 277 (inscr.)
Mamarzabek 254
Mamed 248 (footnote)
Mamedov Gadim 64          
Mamedova 19
Mamet Ali-Hyusein 57
Mamet Hasan Allahverdi oghli 230

(footnote)
Mamik 118 (inscr.)
Mamikonian Galust, priest 211, 213-

214
Mamikonian Vardan, commander 548
Mamikoniants Alexandre 49
Mamikoniants Harutiun, archimandrite

488  
Mamikoniants Hovhannes, priest 214
Mamikoniants Movses Ter-Galstian,

priest 214, 250
Mamikoniants Poghos, priest 465 
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Mamkhatun 537 (inscr.)
Mamrut, prince 226
Manas 418 (inscr.)
Manas Bey Kamsarakan 324
Manassian Gurgen, general-major 473  
Manassiants Gevorg Ter-Stepanossian,

priest  474, 477
Manassiants H. 478
Mangasarian Hakob 455
Manicharants Poghos 199 (inscr.)
Manichariants Arutiun 199 (inscr.)
Manucharian Galust 518 
Manuche, grandson of Emir Patlun 23
Manuel 190 (inscr.), 232 (inscr.)
Manushakiants, family 117
Manushakiants Grigor Khachatrian 80

(inscr.)
Manushakiants Hanes Poghossian 117

(inscr.)
Manushakiants Khachatur 117 (inscr.)
Manushakiants Poghos  117 (inscr.)
Marchenko, architect 54, 390
Marea 332 (inscr.), 364 (inscr.), 380

(inscr.), 396 (inscr.), 425 (inscr.)
Marean 396 (inscr.), 499 (inscr.) 
Margar 266 (note)
Margarants Honan 199 (inscr.)
Margaret 58 (inscr.), 78 (inscr.), 105

(inscr.), 161 (inscr.), 272 (inscr.),
542 (note)

Margarian Jahan (Ivan) 474, 477
Margarian Jahanbek see Margarian

Jahan (Ivan)
Margarian Tanan 474
Margariants David 545 (inscr.)
Maria 123 (inscr.), 214 (inscr.)
Mariam 102, 111 (inscr.), 161, 190

(inscr.), 504 (inscr.), 545 (inscr.), 
Marian 87 (inscr.), 92-93 (inscr.), 266

(note), 272 (inscr.), 407 (inscr.)
Mariniants Mkrtich 481 (inscr.)
Markarit 331 (inscr.)

Markos 425 (inscr.)
Martiros 108 (inscr.), 125 (inscr.), 155

(inscr.)
Martiros, fidayi 433
Martiros, priest 199 (inscr.)
Martiros, senior priest 431 (inscr.)
Martirossian Alexandre 473
Martirossian Harutiun, mahtesy 36
Mashadi Mamet-Japar Mirabov 57
Mashtots Yeghivardetsy, catholicos 56

(footnote)
Masluk 342 (inscr.)
Mate 90 (inscr.)
Matevos 112 (inscr.)
Mateos, catholicos 44
Matevossian Mamikon Artem 118

(inscr.)
Matevossian Poghos Melik-

Matevossiants 117 (inscr.)

Matios 173 (inscr.) 
Matos 93 (inscr.), 503 (inscr.) 
Mayilian 455
Mayiliants Ghahraman 46 (inscr.)
Mayrkhatun 283 (inscr.)
Mazhak 40
Mehrab 504 (inscr.)
Mejlum 110 (inscr.) 
Mejlum, melik 29, 49
Mekhak 116 (inscr.)
Mekhitar 232
Mekhov brothers 244
Melik 540 (inscr.)
Melik, son of Sultan Mohammed-

Tapar 23-24
Melik-Arustam the Bagratid 461
Melik-Arustamiants, family 11, 151,

154, 210, 461
Melik-Arustamiants Yeprem Grigorian,

priest 461, 465, 468
Melik-Arustamians, family see Melik-

Arustamiants, family
Melik-Babayan Karapet, archimandrite

202
Melik-Beglarian Hovsep Bey 47
Melik-Beglarian Luarsab 403
Melik-Beglarian Pavel 403
Melik-Beglariants 397 
Melik-Bek 559 (inscr.)
Melik-Beklariants Alexandre Bey 408

(inscr.)
Melik-Hakhijanian Shushanik 44
Melik-Hakhijanov Avram Bey 58

(inscr.)
Melik-Hovsepian Manas Bey 390

(footnote)
Melik-Hovsepians 319
Melik-Israyelian 304
Melik-Israyeliants, family 117
Melik-Israyeliants Ohan Avagian 117

(inscr.)
Melik Jalal 254 (inscr.)
Melikjan 372 (inscr.)
Melik-Kalantarians, family 551
Melik-Matevossants Matevos 118

(inscr.)
Melik-Matevossiants, family 117
Melik-Matevossiants Harutiun 117

(inscr.)
Melik-Matevossiants Mirz 117 (inscr.) 
Melik-Matevossants Mkrtich

Poghossian 118 (inscr.)
Melik-Matevossiants Poghos 118

(inscr.) 
Melik-Mnatsakaniants, family 11, 360,

370
Melik Sargissians, princely family 523

(note)
Melik-Shahnazarian Nazar, landowner

318-319

Melik-Shahnazariants Javad Bey,
police officer 461, 468

Melik Shahnazarov, carpenter 249
(footnote)

Melik-Stepanian 56
Melik-Tzaturiants, family 118
Melik-Tzaturiants Galust Harutiunian

118 (inscr.)
Melikian Melik 142
Melikian Soghomon 196 (inscr.)
Melikian Tigran 196 (inscr.)
Melikiants Hovhannes Bey 49
Melikset 93 (inscr.)
Melkiset, bishop 270
Melikset, priest 102, 559 (inscr.)
Meliksetian Arshak  78 
Melikshah, sultan 23
Melkem 338 (inscr.)
Melkon, sculptor 234 (inscr.)
Melkonian Karapet  288
Melkonian Varsik 44
Melkum 272 (inscr.), 407 (inscr.)
Melkum, aghsakhkal 292
Melkumian Benik 338
Mertuza Ghuli, khan 28
Merza 330 (inscr.)
Merziants Sargis 118 (inscr.)
Mesrop Mashtots 56 (footnote), 301,

427
Meves, V. 14, 19-20, 346, 482, 520
Mezhlum see Mejlum
Miasnikian Alexandre 507
Michael 111 (inscr.), 124 (inscr.), 334

(inscr.)
Michael, catholicos  516
Michael, lawyer 102
Michael,  prince 45
Michael, youzbashi 370
Michaeliants Sargis 119 (inscr.)
Mihranians, family 9, 148
Minas, archimandrite 235 (inscr.)
Minas, catholicos 514 (note)  
Minassian A. 552  
Miran 537 (inscr.)
Mirimaniants Harutiun 362
Mirimaniants Stepan 212
Mirumiants Hovhannes 55
Mirz 105 (inscr.) 
Mirza 254 (inscr.)-255 (inscr.)
Mirza, sculptor 260 (inscr.), 458
Mirza Agha 500 (inscr.)
Mirza Ghasum, prince 523
Mirza Husein Raffi-zade 31
Mirza Mirzakhan 236 
Mirza Nersesov 29
Mirzajan 291 (inscr.)
Mirzayants Hovhannes 131 (inscr.) 
Mirzayants Mkrtich 118 (inscr.)
Mirziants, family 118
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Mirzoyan, contractor  210
Mirzoyants A. 389
Misayel 341 (inscr.)
Mkhitar 161 (inscr.), 283 (inscr.), 341

(inscr.)  396 (inscr.), 556 (inscr.)
Mkhitar, scribe 270
Mkhitar Aghjaghaletsy 151
Mkhitar Gosh 10, 25, 466, 494
Mkhitarians (Ptrosank), family 267
Mkhitarich 401 (inscr.)
Mkhitarich, architect 25
Mkrtchian Emma Mkrtich (Ebruzunts)

80
Mkrtchian Mekhak Yeprem 80
Mkrtich 334, 342 (inscr.), 384 (inscr.)
Mkrtich, archimandrite 235 (inscr.),

238, 426-427
Mkrtich Bey 376 (inscr.)
Mkrtichian Mkrtich 80 (inscr.)
Mkrtchian Stepanos  78, 102
Mkrtchian Yervand see Mkrtchian Ste-

panos
Mkrtchiants Grigor Harutiunian 179

(inscr.)
Mkrtich 58 (inscr.), 99 (note), 109

(inscr.), 111 (inscr.)-112 (inscr.),
113 (inscr.), 115 (inscr.), 118
(inscr.), 124 (inscr.), 156 (inscr.),
158

Mkrtich, bishop 49 (inscr.) 
Mkrtich, catholicos 50
Mkrtich, paronter 166
Mkrtich, priest 102, 124 (inscr.)
Mkrtum 431 (inscr.) 
Mnatsakan, son of Korg 48 (inscr.)
Mohammed, pasha 26 (footnote), 28
Mohammed ibn Khalid 21         
Mohammed-Tapar, Seljuk sultan 23
Molar Nuin (Noyin) 294, 299, 516,

519
Montunts, family 118
Montunts Ana 118 (inscr.) 
Montunts Petros 118 (inscr.)
Montunts Sargis 118 (inscr.)
Mord 89 (inscr.) 
Movrav Earif, pasha 27
Movses 107 (inscr.), 234 (inscr.), 271

(inscr.)
Movses, clergyman 167
Movses, melik 179 (inscr.)
Movses Agha 147 (inscr.)
Movse-s Dasxuranc.i 518
Movses II, catholicos 280, 286
Movsissian (Musunts) Arshak 81
Movsissian (Musunts) Haykuhi Ham-

bardzum 79
Mraviants Harutiun Yeghiazarian,

priest 54
Mukeliants (Michaeliants), family 119
Mukeliants Beglar 119 (inscr.)

Mukeliants Khachatur Ghevondian 119
(inscr.)

Mukeliants Stepan 119 (inscr.)
Muntunts Yeprem 80 (inscr.)
Murad, sultan 26, 485
Muradian Melkisedek, archbishop 192
Murtuz Agha 406 (note)
Murtuza Ghuli Khan 214 (inscr.)
Muses 260 (inscr.)
Muses, priest 280 (inscr.)   
Musheghiants Grigor, vicar of

Gandzak 12
Musunts, family 84 
Musunts Hay 72
Musunts Mnatsakan see Musunts Hay
Mutasim 515 

N  
Nabatian Martiros 47
Nabi, gang-leader 62 
Nadir, shah 11, 28, 29
Nadirants Arushan 119 (inscr.)
Nadirants Grigor 119 (inscr.)
Nadirants Heriknaz 119 (inscr.)
Nadirants Sahak see Ghukassian Sahak
Nadirants Sarah 119 (inscr.)
Nadiriants, family 119
Nadiriants Grigor, priest 102
Nadiriants Simon 78
Nahapet, catholicos 226
Nalbandiants, family 119
Nalchagariants  Soghomon Harutiun-

ian see Nalchakariants Soghomon
Nalchakariants Soghomon 164
Nalpandiants Parsegh 119 (inscr.)
Nanassian  36
Nane 378  (inscr.)
Napoleon 18
Narimanov  I. 196, 305
Narkiz 211 (inscr.), 537 (inscr.)
Narzhap Mamat oghli 390
Natar 156 (inscr.)
Navasard 103 (inscr.), 261, 556

(inscr.), 559 (inscr.)
Navasard, mahtesy 427 (inscr.) 
Nazar 157, 376 (inscr.)
Nazar, melik 11, 438
Nazar, sexton 166
Nazarian Mukhail see Nazarian Mukhi
Nazarian Mukhi 556-557 (inscr.)
Nazariants Emmanuel, priest 45 (foot-

note), 49 (note), 50-51
Nazariants Kaspar 58 (inscr.)
Nazelkhan 112 (inscr.)
Nazkhatun 496 (inscr.)
Nazlukhan 458 (inscr.), 504 (inscr.)
Nazran 488 (inscr.)
Nepaghhaja 277 (inscr.)
Nerkarariants (Nerkrarants), family 119

Nerkarariants Khachatur 119 (inscr.)
Nerkarariants Kostand Galstian 79

(inscr.)
Nerkarariants Mkrtich Galstian 79

(inscr.)
Nerkarariants Virap 119 (inscr.)
Nerkrarants Karapet 120 (inscr.)
Nerses 85, 235 (inscr.), 499 (inscr.),

514 (note)
Nerses, archbishop 46 (inscr.) 
Nerses, archimandrite 232, 234

(inscr.), 238
Nerses, catholicos 12, 48 (inscr.), 155
Nerses V, catholicos 213-214
Nerses, priest 488 (inscr.)
Nerses Shnorhali (the Gracious) 196 
Nersessian Shoghakat 117 (inscr.)
Nersessiants Nerses T. 195 (inscr.)
Neymatova 19
Niaz 365 (inscr.)
Nikoghayos, village head 402
Nikoghossiants Saribek  453
Nikol Tonunts 31
Nikolai II, emperor 477, 507
Nikolski, academician 470
Norendzi 113 (inscr.)
Noy Zhordania, leader of the Georgian
Mensheviks 32  
Nuri, pasha 31, 32
Nuriniants Yesayi, mason 301
Nuto, correspondent 252

O
Oghurlu, khan see Yogherlu, khan
Ohan 99 (inscr.), 105 (inscr.), 109

(inscr.), 396 (inscr.)
Ohan, paronter 27
Ohan, sculptor 378  (inscr.)
Ohanes see Ohannes
Ohanes Kokha 271 (inscr.)
Ohanes, archimandrite 261
Ohanesov Avetis, merchant 248 (foot-

note)
Ohanian Aghajan 36, 44, 54
Ohanian Grigor (Tatoghli) 67   
Ohanian Tigran 44
Ohanis 190 (inscr.)
Ohanjan 345 (note)
Ohanjanian M. P., engineer 37
Ohannes 125 (inscr.), 331 (inscr.), 381

(inscr.), 418 (inscr.), 496 (inscr.)
Oherny A., mill owner 247
Oltarzhevski, architect 47 
Omar, emir 12
Omar, khan 29
Orbelian, prince 269
Orbelian Grigor, prince 192
Orbelian Ivane 294
Orontid Kingdom 9
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Osep, melik 369 (inscr.)
Osep Bey 122 (inscr.)
Osepan 234 (inscr.)
Osman, pasha 26 
Osman, war-lord 26
Otar 418 (inscr.)
Ovak 331 (inscr.)
Ovan 270
Ovanes 108 (inscr.), 151 (inscr.), 260

(inscr.), 380 (inscr.), 443 (inscr.)
Ovanes, archimandrite 235 (inscr.)
Ovanes, melik 104 (inscr.)-105 (inscr.),

270
Ovanes, priest 384 (inscr.)
Ovanes, sculptor 94 (inscr.)
Ovanes Terun 94 (inscr.)
Ovanis  401 (inscr.) 
Ovannissian Ghahraman Sergei see

Hovhannissiants Ghahraman
Sargissian

P
Pab, melik 179 (inscr.)
Padlon see Patlun
Pagh 499 (inscr.)
Paghdasarants Simon 108 (inscr.)
Paghi, melik 338 (inscr.)
Paghtasar, sculptor 234 (inscr.)
Pahalu 100 (inscr.)
Paj 288 (inscr.) 
Pakhradin 24
Pal 211 (inscr.), 458 (inscr.)
Panos 268 (inscr.)
Pap 559 (inscr.)
Papachan 203 (inscr.)
Papajan Agha 376 (inscr.)
Papas 504 (inscr.)
Papiants Aram 217-219
Papikiants Anton Verdian 171
Papiyev Avetis  248 (footnote)
Papum 196, 380 (inscr.)
Par 95 (inscr.), 364 (inscr.), 416

(inscr.), 499 (inscr.), 503 (inscr.)
Paresh (?) 92 (inscr.)
Parikhan 497 (inscr.)
Paris 503 (inscr.)
Parkhutar 234 (inscr.)
Paron 260 (inscr.)
Paroniants Hakob Hovakimian 389
Paronna 199 (inscr.)
Paronter 255
Parsam, priest 214 (note)
Parsegh 124 (inscr.) 
Paruyr, son of Priest  Husik Hovhan-

nissian 51
Pash 99 (inscr.)
Paskevich 517
Pati the Khoja 444
Patkanian S. 21

Patlu, emir 23, 38, 273, 294, 298
Patlun see Patlu 
Patlun, son of Abulet 24
Patluniants 23 (footnote)
Pato Bey 338 (inscr.)
Pavli Khan 396
Pavlovna Ann, princess 519
Pavlovna Helen, duchess 398
Pay 274
Peki Khan 481 (inscr.) 
Pekisultan 367 (inscr.)
Pekum 544 (inscr.) 
Petros 118 (inscr.), 122 (inscr.), 158,

288, 301, 330 (inscr.), 372 (inscr.),
377 (inscr.), 380 (inscr.)

Petros, catholicos 148, 154, 157
(inscr.)-158 (inscr.), 214 (inscr.),
233 (inscr.), 243, 270, 280, 405
(inscr.)

Petros, monk 256, 467
Petros, sexton 380 (inscr.)
Petrossian Ghukas 350
Petrossian Hrant 390 (footnote)
Petrossian Kamal 362
Petrossiants Hosep, mahtesy 124

(inscr.)
Petrov Ivan, conciliator 454
Petrum Bey 235 (inscr.)
Philipe, son of Senacherim 273
Pilippos, catholicos  143, 148, 216,

226, 260 (inscr.), 261-262, 336,
347, 384, 388, 401, 419

Piradiants 455 
Pirghalemian Gh. 280 (footnote) 
Pliny the Elder 9
Poghos 89 (note), 102, 112 (inscr.),

114 (inscr.), 116 (inscr.), 120
(inscr.), 123 (inscr.), 288 (inscr.),
330 (inscr.), 369 (inscr.), 380
(inscr.), 401 (inscr.)

Poghos, archimandrite 426-427
Poghos, monk 494
Poghos, priest 77, 127 (inscr.)
Poghossian Stepan 116 (inscr.)
Poghossiants, family 120
Poghossiants Karapet  120 (inscr.)
Poghossiants Martiros  120 (inscr.)
Poghossiants Yeghisabet 213 (inscr.)
Poghuts Hakob 380 (inscr.)
Polghadar 203 (inscr.)
Potto,  V. military historian 517
Potyomkin Pavel Sergei, governor

general of Caucasia 438
Poz 94 (inscr.)
Praziants, family 166, 175
Pserian Levon, vicar of Gandzak 13,

36, 192, 322, 338, 398, 485 (foot-
note)

Ptolemy 9
Puzan see Bugha 

R
Rahim 248 (footnote)
Rahim Bey 16 (footnote)
Ramishvili  N. 518
Remert, doctor 439
Rietenbach Friedrich 361
Rim 499 (inscr.)
Resler E., German archaeologist 58,

66, 146, 197 (footnote), 343, 400,
505

Rim 499 (inscr.)
Rostom 31
Rostomian (Arustamian) Karapet, sen-

ior priest 56  
Rovad see Rovadi
Rovadi, emir 24, 38
Rozen, doctor 249 (footnote)
Rshtuny Astvatzatur 44
Rstim 260 (inscr.)
Ruben, son of Priest Husik Hovhan-

nissian 51 
Rumi Iskender 21
Rustam 317 (inscr.), 379 (inscr.)
Rustam Aliyev, first secretary of the

District Committee of Shamkhor
285 (footnote)

Rustambekov Aslanbek, police officer
288

Rustum see Arustam, village head 
Ryushtu Bey 32 

S
Sa 341 (inscr.)
Sabed 116 (inscr.) 
Sabet see Sabed
Sadun 381 (inscr.)
Safavids 10
Safikyurdski Aslan Bey 518
Saghpugh 300 (footnote)
Sahak 380 (inscr.), 401 (inscr.), 551,

556 (inscr.) 
Sahak, archimandrite 233 (inscr.), 238
Sahak, hermit  505
Sahak, mahtesy 111 (inscr.)
Sahak Sevada 148, 273
Sahak  Sewaday see Sahak Sevada
Sahakian Ashkhen Avetikian 125

(inscr.)
Sahakian Grigor 370
Sahakiants Harutiun 125 (inscr.)
Sahakiants Koryun, vicar of Gandzak

13
Sahratian Tirayr, priest 555 (footnote)
Sako 362
Salman ibn Rabia al-Bahili, war-lord

515
Salvar 165 (inscr.)
Sama 501 
Samor 148 (inscr.)
Samuel, bishop 190 (inscr.)-191   
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Sandukht 126 (inscr.), 545 (inscr.)
Sapariants Hanes 348
Sapariants Karapet 478
Sapet 119 (inscr.), 126 (inscr.)
Sar 94 (inscr.) 
Sarah 119 (inscr.), 126 (inscr.)
Sardarian Rafael 554
Sarek 92 (inscr.), 499 (inscr.)
Sargis 49 (inscr.), 105 (inscr.), 112

(inscr.)-113 (inscr.), 119 (inscr.),
125 (inscr.), 143, 154, 156 (inscr.),
163, 166 (inscr.), 211 (inscr.), 235
(inscr.), 271-272 (inscr.), 277
(inscr.), 334, 380 (inscr.), 410
(inscr.)-411 (inscr.), 444, 528
(inscr.), 491 (inscr.)-492 (note),
503 (inscr.)-504 (inscr.), 542
(inscr.), 545 (inscr.)

Sargis, archimandrite 24, 154, 214
(inscr.)

Sargis, bishop 426-427
Sargis, melik 270, 523 (inscr.)
Sargis, monk 232
Sargis, priest 151, 203, 334 (inscr.),

370
Sargis, prince 523
Sargis, prior 230, 232-233 (inscr.), 235

(inscr.)
Sargis, scribe 241, 271
Sargis, senior priest 261  
Sargis, senior teacher 232
Sargis the Philologist  518
Sargis, war-lord 301
Sargissian Hovhannes 556 (inscr.)
Sargissian Ludwig 455  
Sargissian Petros, priest 210 
Sargissian Simon Jalladiants 115

(inscr.)
Sargissian St. 78
Sargissiants Elizabeth 305
Sargissiants Grigor 453-454
Saribekian (Saribekiants) David 556-

557 (inscr.)
Saribekian Nerses 556-557 (inscr.)
Saribekian (Saribekiants) Saribek 556-

557 (inscr.)  
Saribekiants, family 554 
Saribekiants Simon 557 (inscr.)
Sarik 260 (inscr.)
Sarkhosh Vardenistsy 193
Sarubek 271 (inscr.)
Sarukhan 194 (inscr.), 369 (inscr.), 406

(inscr.), 424 (inscr.)
Sarukhan Bey 438
Sasanids 9
Sasna 277 (inscr.)
Sasun 341 (inscr.)
Sat 148 (inscr.)
Satunian Garegin, vicar of Gandzak

13, 361, 536
Savoyina 338 (inscr.)

Schultz, F. E. German archaeologist
173, 419

Sedkh 483 
Sedrakian Aristakes, bishop 187

(inscr.)
Sehar 112 (inscr.), 431 (inscr.)
Sehri 131 (inscr.)
Seid, mullah 552 (footnote)
Senacherim, son of Sahak Sevada 273
Serapion,  priest  458 (inscr.)
Serebrovski 65
Sergei 195 (note)
Serob 163 (inscr.)
Sertush 342 (inscr.)  
Serun 380 (inscr.)
Sev Saki 403
Sevkaretsy Sako, haydook leader 552
Sevlik 379 (inscr.)
Seyranian Hovhannes 78
Seyraniants Sargis 81 (inscr.)
Shafibekov Melik Mahmed Bey,

landowner 319-320
Shafibekov Mustafa Bey, landowner

319-320
Shaghakko 277 (inscr.) 
Shaghoski 91 (inscr.)
Shahbas see Abbas I 
Shahbazbekov 56
Shahe-n 466
Shahen, an inhabitant of Chardakhlu

473
Shahgedaniants Mkrtich 473, 476
Shahgedaniants Musayel 473
Shahgyul 199 (inscr.)
Shahinbekiants Grigor Ter-Hovhan-

nissian 191 (inscr.)
Shahkhanum 107 (inscr.)
Shahmelik 342 (inscr.) 
Shahmuradants Grigor 120 (inscr.)
Shahmuradants Sargis 120 (inscr.)
Shahmuradiants, family 120
Shahmuradiants Karapet 120 (inscr.) 
Shahmuradiants Michael 78
Shahmuradiants Virap Hakobian 120

(inscr.)
Shahmuradiants Zakar 66, 120 (inscr.)
Shah Nazar (Shahnazar) see Nazar,

melik
Shahnazar 406 (inscr.)-407 (inscr.),

496 (inscr.), 503 (inscr.)
Shahnazarian Martiros Arshak 468
Shahnazariants (Melik-

Shahnazariants), family 438
Shahnazariants (Melik-

Shahnazariants), family 438
Shahnazariants Abraham 179 (inscr.)
Shahnazariants Galust Ter-

Khachatrian, priest 214
Shahnazarov Sargis 248 (footnote)
Shahpaz 504 (inscr.)

Shahr Varaz, general 466
Shahsef 164 (inscr.)
Shahsvar 89 (inscr.) 
Shahsuvarian Alexandre 42
Shahsuvariants Avetik Karapetian,

priest 45, 54
Shahsuvariants Avetis 42
Shahsuvariants Siranush 42
Shahum 100 (inscr.), 156 (inscr.)
Shahumian St. 32
Shahumiants, family 120
Shahumiants Ana 121 (inscr.)
Shahumiants Grigor Ter-Harutiunian

121 (inscr.)
Shahumiants Sapet 121 (inscr.)
Shahverd, sultan 26
Shahverdi, khan 347-348, 369 (note),

517
Shahzad 260 (inscr.)
Shakarbek 166
Shami Saki 82
Shamkhorski Hasan Bey, landowner

514
Shamkhorski Musakhan, landowner

478, 506
Shamkhorski Rustam Bey, landowner

514 
Sharifov D. M. 156
Shata 515
Shatalin, colonel general 393
Shatatik see Patluniants 
Shedadians, family 10, 23
Sheddadian Patlunians 23
Shepat 165 (inscr.)
Shepillo Al. 246-247
Shiraz 254 (inscr.)
Shirin 415 (inscr.)
Shnavor 90 (inscr.)
Shogh 112 (inscr.)
Shoghakat 102, 110 (inscr.), 113

(inscr.)
Shura, wife of emperor Nikolai II 477

(footnote)
Shushaniants, family 554 
Shushanik 126 (inscr.), 334
Siemens Carl 245
Siemens Walter 245
Siemens Werner 245
Simavon, melik 166
Simeon 195 (inscr.), 406 (inscr.)
Simeon, catholicos 467, 483
Simeon, clergyman 283 (inscr.)
Simeon, priest 416 (inscr.)
Simeon Odznetsy,  bishop 202 
Simeson Maria 42
Simon 102, 190 (inscr.), 496 (inscr.),

556 (inscr.)
Simon, catholicos 268 
Simonian Sh. 80 (inscr.)
Siran 92 (inscr.)
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Siranun 372 (inscr.)
Sirunik 277 (inscr.)
Smbat 542 (inscr.)
Smbat I, king 516
Smbatiants Mesrop 229-230, 235

(inscr.), 252, 280 (note)
Smith Adam, American consul 518 
Sofia 554
Soghomon 260 (inscr.)
Somaj, prince 384 (inscr.)
Sona 334
Soyun Agha Novruz-Agha oghli,

landowner 197, 343 
Srapion 148 (inscr.)
Stalin 551 (footnote)
Stepan 78 (inscr.), 110 (inscr.), 127

(inscr.), 212 (inscr.)
Stepan (Hakob) 501
Stepan, catholicos 384 (inscr.)
Stepaniants, family 554 
Stepaniants Martiros 407 (inscr.)
Stepanos 102, 114 (inscr.), 211 (inscr.)
Stepanos, archimandrite 48 (inscr.), 136
Stepanos, bishop 148, 505, 516
Stepanos, catholicos 12, 23, 341

(inscr.)
Stepanos, coenobite  505 
Stepanos, senior priest 261
Stepanos, son of Priest Garegin Ter

Grigorian  49
Stepanossiants Mesrop, priest 250   
Stephen, catholicos of the Albanians

see Stepanos, catholicos   
Stephen of Byzantium 9
Strabo, Greek geographer 9
Suar 545 (inscr.)
Suleyman, Persian shah 158 (inscr.),

270, 364 (inscr.), 405 (inscr.)  
Suleyman Bey 247 (footnote)
Suleymanov 139
Sultan 106 (inscr.), 108 (inscr.), 110

(inscr.)
Sultan Bab, melik 542
Sultanovs, family 529
Suren, son of Priest  Husik Hovhan-

nissian 51
Sureniants Gevorg, archbishop 334
Surkhey Khan 517 

T
Tachum 542 (inscr.)
Tadevos, bishop 271
Taghi Youzbashi 15 (footnote)
Taguhi 79 (inscr.), 84, 102,  118

(inscr.), 369 (inscr.)
Taguhi, mother superior 261
Tahi see Tahir
Tahir, village head 268
Tahmas (Tahmaz) I, Persian shah 26,

482

Tamraz 467 (inscr.)
Tahmas Khan see Tahmaz, Persian

shah
Tahmaz Ghuli 28
Tajum 91 (inscr.)
Takayshvili, Georgian governor 31
Talas 334 (inscr.)
Tamam 178 (inscr.), 542 (inscr.)
Tamaz 151 (inscr.)
Tamaz, melik 369 (inscr.)
Tamraz 243, 467 (inscr.)
Tamraz Kalantar 427 (inscr.) 
Tamur Khan 254 (inscr.)
Tamuraz  Mohammed, khan 27
Tanghervert see Tanghriverdi
Tanghriverdi, gang-leader 536
Taniel 380 (inscr.)
Tank 115 (inscr.)
Tankerghul 364 (inscr.)
Tapuk 375 (inscr.)
Taran 540 (inscr.)
Tarchi 203
Tarin 163 (inscr.)
Tarkhaniants Sargis 545 (inscr.)
Tarumiants Hovsep 42
Tasali Isrum 45 (inscr.)
Tat 109 (inscr.)
Tatevos 124 (inscr.)
Tatunts Hosep 110 (inscr.)
Tavakalian Hambardzum 288 
Tavakaliants 178
Tavakaliants Bagrat, vicar of Gandzak 13
Tayiriants A. see Tayiriants Alexandre

Mkrtchian
Tayiriants Alexandre Mkrtchian 195
Tayiriants Karapet  151
Tazakh Akhmet oghli 390
Temuraz Bey, lieutenant colonel 408

(inscr.) 
Temuriants Abraham 49
T‘e-odoros, catholicos 148
Teos 106 (inscr.)
Ter-Abrahamiants Grigor, priest 456-

458
Ter-Abrahamiants Mkrtich, priest 456
Ter-Abrahamiants Nerses, priest 457-

458
Ter-Abrahamiants Vardan, sexton 456

(inscr.)
Ter-Antoniants Anton Barseghian,

priest 218
Ter-Arakeliants Ohan, priest 402
Ter-Arakeliants Sargis, priest 318, 322
Ter-Astvatzatrian Arusyak 44
Ter-Avagiants Hovhannes, priest 443
Ter-Avagiants Michael (Mkrtich) Ter-

Hovhannessian, priest 443
Ter-Avetikian A. 64
Ter-Avetikian L. 485 (footnote)

Ter-Avetikian Levon 78, 237
Ter-Avetikian St. 78
Ter-Avetikian Vazgen 78
Ter-Avetikian Yegor, colonel 67
Ter-Avetikiants, family 77, 84, 121
Ter-Avetikiants Avetik Khachatrian,

priest 102
Ter-Avetikiants Avetik Stepanian 77
Ter-Avetikiants Grigor Ter-Hovhan-

nissian, priest 178
Ter-Avetikiants Hovhannes Stepanian

121 (inscr.)
Ter-Avetikiants Khachatur Stepanian

121 (inscr.)
Ter-Avetikiants Stepan Michaelian 121

(inscr.), 142
Ter-Avetikiants Stepanos Avetikian,

priest 102
Ter-Avetikov, father superior of

Charek Cloister 240
Ter-Avetissian Khachatur 78 (inscr.)
Ter-Avetissian Smbat 482-483
Ter-Avetissiants Hakob, vicar of

Gandzak 13
Ter-Azarian Sargis, priest 342 (inscr.) 
Ter-Baraghamiants Daniel, priest 408
Ter-Baraghamiants  Levon 408
Ter-Baraghamiants Movses 408
Ter-Baraghamiants Nerses, priest 334
Ter-Baraghamiants Serob 408 
Ter-Baraghamiants Simeon Ter-

Sargissian, priest 408
Ter-Baraghamiants Theodoros 408
Ter-Baraghamiants Yeprem 408 
Ter-Barseghian (Poghossiants)

Harutiun (Artem), bishop 12
Ter-Danielian Thaddaeus, bishop 465
Ter-Danieliants Daniel, priest 49  
Ter-Danieliants Tadevos, vicar of

Gandzak 13
Ter-Davtiants Ghukas 399
Ter-Ghevondiants Mkrtich, priest 510
Ter-Ghukassian Vahan, priest 551
Ter-Grigoriants Mesrop, priest 102,

370-371
Ter-Hakobiants Avag Poghossian 114

(inscr.)
Ter-Hakobiants Grigoris, vicar of

Gandzak 13, 238
Ter-Harutiunian Abgarios, priest 305
Ter-Harutiuniants Abraham, priest 456   
Ter-Harutiuniants (Ter-Harutiunian)

Astvatzatur, archimandrite 210
(inscr.), 238-239

Ter-Harutiuniants Grigor Hakobian
Shahumiants 121 (inscr.)

Ter-Harutiuniants Grigor Ter-
Hovakimian, priest 455, 457

Ter-Harutiuniants Hakob 121 (inscr.)
Ter-Hovhannessiants Gevorg, archi-

mandrite 136
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Ter-Hovhannissian Gevorg, mahtesy
46 (inscr.)

Ter-Hovhannissian Grigor 399
Ter-Hovhannissian H., inspector 76,

210
Ter-Hovhannissiants Grigor 136, 191 
Ter-Hovhannissiants Karapet, vicar of

Gandzak 12
Ter-Hovsepiants, family 123
Ter-Hovsepiants Avetik Nersessian,

mahtesy 123 (inscr.)
Ter-Hovsepiants Harutiun 124 (inscr.)
Ter-Hovsepiants Hovhannes 124

(inscr.)
Ter-Hovsepiants Hovsep Grigorian,

landowner 66, 78 124 (inscr.)
Ter-Hovsepiants Israyel Petrossian,

priest 102
Ter-Hovsepiants Mkrtich, priest 49
Ter-Hovsepiants Petros 123 (inscr.)
Ter-Hovsepiants Sargis 124 (inscr.)
Ter-Israyelian Grigor 102, 122 (inscr.),
Ter-Israyeliants, family 121
Ter-Israyeliants Ghevond Nersissian,

priest 370
Ter-Israyeliants Harutiun 79 (inscr.) 
Ter-Israyeliants Hovhannes 122 (inscr.)
Ter-Israyeliants Hovsep 64, 66, 76-77
Ter-Israyeliants Israyel 122 (inscr.)
Ter-Israyelian Karapet 122 (inscr.)
Ter-Israyeliants Petros, priest 102, 122

(inscr.)
Ter-Israyeliants Poghos 122 (inscr.)
Ter-Israyeliants Sh. 123 (inscr.)
Ter-Khachatriants, family 123
Ter-Khachatriants (Ter-Khachatrian)

Simeon, priest 43-44
Ter-Khachaturiants Ghevand 123

(inscr.)
Ter-Khachaturiants Hambardzum  Sar-

gissian 123 (inscr.)
Ter-Khachaturiants Harutiun Hovsep-

ian 123 (inscr.)  
Ter-Khachaturiants Hosep Mamikon-

ian 123 (inscr.)
Ter-Khachaturiants Hovhannes Haru-

tiunian 123 (inscr.)
Ter-Khachaturiants Matevos 123

(inscr.)
Ter-Khachaturiants Michael 123

(inscr.)
Ter-Khachaturiants Simeon, priest 390
Ter-Khachaturiants Sultan

Hovhannissian 123 (inscr.)
Ter-Khachaturiants Taguhi Mamikon-

ian 123 (inscr.)
Ter-Kirakossiants Sahak, priest 
Ter-Makarian Yeghisabet 44
Ter-Manvelian Yeghia, priest 408
Ter-Margariants Poghos, vicar of

Gandzak 13

Ter-Martirossian Danel, priest 191
(inscr.) 

Ter-Martirossiants Kerovbe, merchant
19, 50, 54 (inscr.), 430-431 (inscr.)

Ter-Michaelian Levon 142
Ter-Michaelian Mekhak 142
Ter-Michaelian Stepanos, teacher 474
Ter-Michaeliants 76, 102
Ter-Michaeliants, family 124
Ter-Michaeliants Andreas Vardanian,

priest 77, 102, 124 (inscr.), 510 
Ter-Michaeliants Michael 78
Ter-Michaeliants Sultan 124 (inscr.)
Ter-Michaeliants Yeruandanuysh  Ter-

Yervandian 124 (inscr.)
Ter-Mkhitariants Ghazar 161
Ter-Mkrtchiants, family 124
Ter-Mkrtchiants Harutiun 124 (inscr.)
Ter-Mkrtchiants Sahak 124 (inscr.)
Ter-Movsissian M. 229-230
Ter-Movsissiants 79 (inscr.)
Ter-Movsissiants Arshak 81 (inscr.)
Ter-Nersessiants Karapet 195 (inscr.)
Ter-Nersissiants N., merchant 76, 143
Ter-Nersissiants Nerses 183-184, 192,

194
Ter-Nersissiants Nerses Bey Abraham-

ian see Ter-Nersissiants Nerses 
Ter-Sahakian Siranuysh 78 
Ter-Sahakian Varduhi 44
Ter-Sahakiants, family 124
Ter-Sahakiants Arzuman Khachaturian

see Ter-Sargissiants Arzuman
Khachatrian

Ter-Sahakiants Hovhannes Movsissian
125 (inscr.)

Ter-Sargissian Mamikon
Hovhannessian 342 (inscr.)

Ter-Sargissiants Arzuman Khachatrian
301

Ter-Sargissiants Grigor, priest 432, 443
Ter-Sargissiants Karapet Ter-Hakobian,

priest 340-341
Ter-Stepaniants Grigor, archimandrite 42 
Ter-Stepanossian Grigor, vicar of Gan-

dzak 13
Ter-Stepanossiants Makar, priest  474,

477
Ter-Stepanossiants Mesrop (Mkrtich)

Movsissian 454-457, 479-481, 482
(inscr.)

Ter-Theodorossian Anania (Smbat)
Shirakuny, priest 34, 50, 51, 55, 390

Ter-Vardanian Petros, priest 213
Ter-Vardanian Yeghisabet 78
Ter-Vardanians (Vrtanank), family 267 
Ter-Vardaniants Petros, priest 465 
Ter-Yeghiazariants Harutiun 485  
Ter-Yeghiazariants Hovhannes see Ter-

Yeghiazariants Hovhannes Dav-
tian, priest

Ter-Yeghiazariants Hovhannes
Davtian,  priest 179, 192, 500

Ter-Yeghiazariants Hovsep 485
Ter-Yeghiazariants Khachatur, priest 240
Ter-Yeghiazariants Martiros 485 
Ter-Yeghiazariants Petros 485
Ter-Yeghiazariants Poghos 485
Ter-Yeghiazariants Simon (Simeon),

priest 485, 499
Ter-Yepiskopossiants, family 125
Ter-Zakarian Natalia 42
Teretaman, pasha 27
Teriants Gabriel Harutiunian, bishop 135
Terteriants, family 554 
Terun, prior 266  
Terunts Harutiun 135 (inscr.)
Teza 503 (inscr.)
Thamar 503 (inscr.)
Thamar, daughter-in-law of Melik-

Mejlum 49
Thamara, queen 298, 516
Theodoros, son of Priest Daniel Ter-

Baraghamiants 408
Theodoros Shirakuny, prior 50, 183,

187 (inscr.), 191-194, 227, 229-
230, 239, 334, 399

Thoros 95 (inscr.)
Thoros Areveltsy, scribe 25
Thorossants Avag 125 (inscr.)
Thorossants Unan 125 (inscr.) 
Thorossiants, family 125, 554 
Tigran, son of Priest Garegin Ter-

Grigorian 49
Tilna Khatun 334 (inscr.)
Timur, war-lord 182, 336
Tiran, son of Priest Husik Hovhan-

nissian 51
Tiratzer 341 (inscr.), 372 (inscr.) , 385

(inscr.), 401 (inscr.), 416 (inscr.)
Tizunts, family 554 
Tkachev G., Russian traveller 32, 209,

227
Tman 556 (inscr.)
Tobchi 96 (inscr.)
Tolvat 99 (inscr.)
Toma 203 (inscr.)
Tonian Arshak 142 
Tormasov, general 16
Totik 544 (inscr.)
Trdat, catholicos 514 (inscr.) 
Truziants Verti Harutiunian 177-178

(inscr.)
Trvet 396 (inscr.)
Tsiralian K. S. 38
Tsiraliants, family 493
Tsiralov 34 
Tsitsianov P. D., general 29, 30, 36-37,

62
Tsulgadarov Alayar-Bey see

Zulghadarov Allahyar Bey
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Tughrul, Seljuk bey 23
Tukhaniants, family 554
Tumaghian Gevorg 44 
Tumanian Hovhannes, Armenian

writer 554
Tumaniants Garegin Ter-Grigorian,

senior priest 49
Tumaniants Grigor, priest 42
Tumaniants Stepan 42
Tumanov Hambardzum, security work-

er 248 (footnote) 
Tumar 109 (inscr.)
Tumik 487 (inscr.)
Turaymish 415 (inscr.)
Tursun 377 (inscr.)
Tutak 190 (inscr.)
Tyulli-Arzuman  49 (note)
Tyuni 362
Tzabr 377 (inscr.)
Tzaghik, mother superior 486
Tzanians (Tzanunk),family 267 
Tzapoviants, family 84, 126
Tzapoviants Hovhannes 126 (inscr.)
Tzapoviants Karapet, mahtesy 126

(inscr.) 
Tzatur 12, 214 (inscr.), 225 (footnote),

258 (footnote), 526, 541 (inscr.)
Tzaturian Grigor 408 (inscr.)
Tzaturian Yeghisapet 408 (inscr.)
Tzaturiants, family 554 
Tzaturiants Anton 545 (inscr.)
Tzerat 459
Tzeratiants (Tzeratian) Arshak 459-460

(inscr.)
Tzeratiants Petros 459 
Tzeratiants Poghos 459
Tzeruny, archbishop 485
Tziralian 36
Tzovanian Sargis see Sevkaretsy Sako

U
Ugurlu, khan see Yogherlu, khan
Uhan 504 (inscr.)
Ukhtik 161 (inscr.)
Ulubek 379 (inscr.)
Unan 199 (inscr.)  
Unan, sculptor 540, 542 (inscr.)
Urum (Hripsime) 443 (inscr.)
Usep 98 (inscr.), 496 (inscr.) 
Ustian 99 (inscr.)  

V
Vachagan, prince of Artsakh 9
Vagharsh, Sasanid King 9
Vahap 328 (footnote)
Vakhtang, Georgian king 439, 517
Vahanants Arakel 126 (inscr.)
Vahaniants, family 126 
Vahram 223

Vahram, prince 243
Vahram (Varam) Gagetsy  (Gageli)

299-300, 516, 519 
Vahramians, family 10, 298-299, 516
Vali Bey, landowner 197, 343
Van 96 (inscr.)
Vanakan 542 (inscr.)
Vanakan, archimandrite 10, 450
Vanakan, archbishop 523 (inscr.)
Vanakan Tavushetsy, archimandrite

300-301
Vanakaniants Hakob 545 (inscr.)
Vanakaniants Levan 545 (inscr.)
Vanes 108 (inscr.)
Vanian Gagik Makich 161
Vaniants Poghos Soghomon 126

(inscr.)
Vanik 542 (inscr.)
Vanunts (Vaniants), family 126
Vanunts Avagim 126 (inscr.)
Varazoy 516
Vard 114 (inscr.), 127 (inscr.), 291

(inscr.)  
Vardan 127 (inscr.), 189 (inscr.), 235

(inscr.), 266 (inscr.), 276 (inscr.),
288, 556 (inscr.), 410 (inscr.), 418
(inscr.)

Vardan, father of prince of Gag
Hovhan 298

Vardan, priest 445
Vardan, scribe 193, 271 
Vardan Areveltsy 10, 516
Vardan Odznetsy, historiographer 12, 29
Vardan the Brave 148 
Vardanian H. 16, 17, 258
Vardaniants Gr. 509
Vardanov I., engineer 390
Vardapetiants, family 126
Vardapetiants Mkrtich 127 (inscr.)
Vardapetiants Navasard 127 (inscr.) 
Vardapetiants Yeprem 127 (inscr.)
Vardavor 161 (inscr.)
Vardazar 545 (inscr.) 
Vardazarian Anton, archimandrite 239
Vardazariants, family 127
Vardazariants Mateos Harutiunian 127

(inscr.)
Vardember 161 (inscr.)
Varduk 415 (inscr.)
Varshamian Sargis 301
Vart 116 (inscr.)-117 (inscr.)
Varvara 345 (note)
Vasak, prince 299
Vasakov Gevorg, son of Grigoriants

Mnatsakan Vasakov 50 (inscr.)
Velijan 260 (inscr.)
Verdiants Husik (Tadevos)

Hovhannissian, priest 51, 54
Virabiants Matevos 151 
Virap, mahtesy 58 (inscr.)

Virkhov 252
Viro, catholicos 515 
Voro Khan 481 (inscr.)
Vorontsov, count  62
Voskan 89 (inscr.), 100 (inscr.), 214

(inscr.), 270
Voskan, bishop 365 (inscr.)
Voskan, melik 435
Voskan, village head 292
Voski 424 (inscr.)
Voskian H. 230, 252
Vospet 540 (inscr.)
Vostan 261
Vrtanis 559 (inscr.)

W
William Rubruck, Flemish traveller 26 

Y
Yaghub 87 (inscr.)
Yaghubli 16
Yakut-al-Hamavi, Arab geographer 21

(footnote)
Yavr 369 (inscr.), 378  (inscr.), 380

(inscr.)
Yavri Bey, son of Melik Yusup III 438  
Yavri, melik 438
Yazid ibn Maziad see Yezid ibn Usayd
Yearamish 145
Yeghi 97 (inscr.), 111 (inscr.), 214

(inscr.), 377 (inscr.)
Yeghia 283 (inscr.)
Yeghia, priest 173 (inscr.)
Yeghia, sculptor 254 (inscr.), 424

(inscr.)
Yeghia the Hermit, prior 266
Yeghia I Arjishetsy, catholicos 466
Yeghian Yermonia 211
Yeghiants Javahir Mirumian 57 (inscr.)
Yeghiants Stepanos, priest 240
Yeghiazar, bishop 426-427 
Yeghiazar (Aghares Kokha) 271

(inscr.)
Yeghiazar, catholicos 226
Yeghiazariants V. 76 
Yeghisa 283 (note)
Yeghisabet 46 (inscr.), 89, (inscr.), 105

(inscr.), 112 (inscr.), 126 (inscr.),
233 (inscr.), 272 (inscr.), 331
(inscr.), 396 (inscr.), 407 (inscr.),
556 (inscr.)

Yeghisabet, mahtesy 58 (inscr.)
Yeghish 89 (inscr.)
Yeghishe, archimandrite 48 (inscr.), 554
Yeghishe, historiographer 139
Yeghom 156 (inscr.)
Yeghum 121 (inscr.)
Yeltkuz, Persian atabek 298, 301
Yengibariants Ghazaros Ter-

Hovsepian, sexton 54, 399-400
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Yengibariants Grigor 49 
Yengibariants Hovhannes, priest 49
Yenikolopian Yeprem, archimandrite

238
Yepiskopossian Arustam 363
Yepiskopossian Garegin 78 
Yepiskopossian M. 76, 210 (inscr.),

473
Yepiskopossiants Aram Ter-Poghossian

125 (inscr.)
Yepiskopossiants Artashes Ter-Poghos-

sian 125 (inscr.)
Yepiskopossiants Hovhannes, priest

102
Yepiskopossiants Martiros

Yeghiazarian, priest 346, 422, 425,
427

Yepiskopossiants Movses, priest 178,
192-193

Yepiskopossiants Poghos
Hovhannissian, priest 78, 85, 102,
125 (inscr.)

Yepiskopossiants Taguhi Ter-
Petrossian 125 (inscr.)

Yeprem 112 (inscr.), 369 (inscr.)
Yeprem, archimandrite 191
Yeprem, bishop 102, 135-136, 183,

456
Yeprem, catholicos 46 (inscr.)
Yeprem Khachabaktsy, archimandrite

202
Yeprem Khan (Yeprem Davtian), hay-

dook 468 
Yeranuhi 102
Yeremia, catholicos 243, 268, 483
Yeremiants Vardan Voskanian  161
Yeritsian Al. 533  
Yeritsian Harutiun 44
Yeritsiants, family 554
Yeritsants Arakel 127 (inscr.)
Yerkatakarian 74

Yerkom 253 (inscr.)
Yermolov A. P., Caucasian vice-roy

398  
Yervandanuysh 102
Yesayan Arsen, priest 51
Yesayants Hovakim, mahtesy 49
Yesayi 331 (inscr.)
Yesayi Bey 58 (inscr.)
Yesayi, mahtesy 292
Yesayi, scribe 505
Yetar 96 (inscr.)
Yetar, pasha 425 (inscr.)
Yetkar 260 (inscr.), 378 (inscr.)
Yezid ibn Usayd, Arab governor 515
Yezr I Parazhnakerttsy, catholicos 17,

148, 242
Yogherlu (Oghurlu), khan 28 405

(inscr.), 517
Yokhtur 380 (inscr.)
Youzbashiants Grigor 305
Yovhanik, bishop 148
Yusif, melik see Hovsep, melik
Yusup II, melik 438
Yusup III, melik see Hovsep III

Z
Zakar 108 (inscr.), 111 (inscr.), 260

(inscr.)
Zakaria, son of Vahram 223
Zakarian Guli Barseghants 108 (inscr.) 
Zakarian Ivane 17, 24, 223, 243, 300

(footnote), 516 
Zakarian princes 10, 148, 223, 298,

516
Zakarian Vaghinak Simon 418
Zakarian Zakare 243, 300 (footnote),

516
Zakarians (Zanunk, Arzumanians),

family 267
Zakariants Grigor 42 

Zakariants Sedrak 42
Zalkhan 499 (inscr.) 
Zamet Dimitri  390
Zan 120 (inscr.), 127 (inscr.)
Zanazan 127 (inscr.), 545 (inscr.) 
Zar 119 (inscr.)
Zareh,  king of Tzopk 9
Zarkariants, family of 58 (inscr.)
Zata Bajji 503 (inscr.)
Zatik 173 (inscr.)
Zerkiniants Harutiunian Yeznik

(Mkrtich), priest 51
Zhamharian brothers 44
Ziatkhanov Ashraf, khan 521
Ziezer Friedrich 361
Zirak, war-lord 148 (footnote)
Zisik 540 (inscr.)
Ziyadoghli Kajar 26
Zohrap 504 (inscr.)
Zori, father of Dulunts Garegin 371
Zubov Valerian, Russian general 28-29
Zulghadarov, landowner 221, 253-254,

527, 530, 532, 547
Zulghadarov Adil-Bey, landowner 548
Zulghadarov Allahyar Bey, landowner

221, 247 (footnote), 452 (foot-
note)-453, 548

Zulghadarov Mamad Bey 452 (foot-
note)

Zulghadarov Mamarza Bey 452 (foot-
note) 

Zulghadarov Mehrali-Bey, landowner
548 

Zulghadarovs, family 221, 254, 452,
548

Zulkatarov Hamit Bey 549
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A
Abasbeyli, village 294
Abas-Dara, village 350 
Abaskullar, village 523
Abasli, village 449
Abbas Abad 27
Abdal, village 523
Ablah, village 328-329, 332 (inscr.)-

334, 340 (inscr.)
Abovian 554
Achaghaya, village 335
Adishen (Atishen), village site 167
Adler 534 
Afanassian School 44, 54
Agh-Kyorpi, gorge 433
Aghaghan, village 468
Aghaj Ghala 502 (footnote) 
Aghaj-Ghala, castle 525 
Aghaj-Ghala, village 524-526
Aghamali, village  221, 319, 438
Aghamalioghlu (Safikyurd,

Abdullabeykurdu), village 314
Aghasibeklu, village site 400
Aghbashlar, village 526
Aghbulagh, village 527
Aghdam, village in Touz District 527  
Aghdara (Agh-Dara), ravine 221 (foot-

note), 526
Aghdere, village 527
Aghekhush, village 335
Aghjkaberd, castle 460
Aghkhach (Shahdagh), site 66
Aghkhachi Gah, ancient site 139
Aghkilisa, village 458 (note) 
Aghkyoynak, village 296 
Aghstafa 335
Aghstafa District 293
Aghstafa, station 32, 296, 535
Aghstafa, township 477
Aghstafa, village 296
Aghstev 294
Aghstev District 298
Aghstev, river 9, 297, 303-304, 308-311
Aghvank 12, 19, 23, 24, 25, 26 (foot-

note), 48 (inscr.), 60, 148, 154,

157, 164, 214-215 , 226, 280, 286,
466-467, 485, 494, 548

Aghvank, principality of 9
Aguletsots, church in Shushi 232
Agulis 87 (inscr.), 369 (inscr.), 533 
Aghyusashen (Aghvesashen), village

site 204-205 (footnote)
Ahmadi-Bad, gorge 221 (footnote),

527, 530
Ahmadi Band see Ahmadi-Bad
Ahmadlu 64 
Ahmedabad, village 314, 527
Ahmedli, village 449
Aji, community of 16
Akana (Akan), village 352, 380 (inscr.)
Akhalkalak 12, 288
Akhaltskha 551 (footnote) 
Akhenji, river 240-241, 257, 292, 527,

530-531, 546-547
Akubants Garden 466
Alabashli, village 335
Alakhanchali, village 64
Alakyol, village 527
Alania 26
Aleppo 535, 542 (inscr.)
Alharak (Gyoygyol), lake 388, 433
Alharak, mount 433
Ali-Bayramli (Aslanbekli), village 296,

335
Alibeyli, village 527
Ali-Ismayili 221
Alikend 15
Alimadatli, village 335
Alimardanli, village 527
Alinjali, village 335
Aliushaghi, village 336
Aliyev’s mosque 30
Almalitala, village 527
Almalu, village 64
Alpout, village 15, 296, 314
Amaras, monastery of 19
Amervar 16, 215
Amervar see Gardman
Amid, battle of 299
Amiraslanli 221

Amirvar see Amervar
Anatolia Elayet 18
Anchikopor 461
Andzeghahor, forest of 460 
Anet’s meadow 248 (footnote), 252
Ani City 23, 25, 273, 299, 360, 460-

461, 532-533, 536
Annenfeld, colony 14, 247 (footnote), 448
Anuz Havaytun Henguzak, village  342 
Aparan 239
Aparan District 239 
Arabachi 221
Arablu Hogh, site 38, 44, 49, 50, 58, 399 
Aragatzotn see Aragatzotn Marz
Aragatzotn District 15
Aragatzotn Marz 15 (footnote)-16

(footnote), 301, 485, 508
Aran, village 528
Aran-Mikhailovka, village 314
Arandur see Aran
Arapli 319-320 
Araplu see Arablu Hogh
Ararat, mount 15
Ararat District 534 
Ararat Kingdom see Van Kingdom
Ararat Province 17
Ararat Valley 15
Arash 18, 26
Arax, river 19, 25
Ardvin 56
Areghdam 221
Areghsan, tributary  258 (footnote)
Aresh District 533
Arigheran 221
Arisu 222
Arjadzor, gorge 183 
Armavir see Khachakap-Armavir  
Armenia 10, 12 (footnote), 16, 23, 63,

298 -299, 301, 466-467, 485, 533,
547, 552

Armenia, marzpanutiun 9
Armenian Highland 9, 24
Armenian Plateau see Armenian

Highland
Arokhdam, village 248 (footnote)

TOPONYMS
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Arran  see Aghvank
Arran District 24
Arran Province 21 (footnote)
Aršakašen, canton of 21
Artapa, tributary 268
Artik 185
Artinajur, river 9, 64, 66-67, 78, 82-84,

130, 143, 149, 154, 167-168, 173,
196-197, 204, 217-219, 335, 343,
346, 387, 432, 446, 

Artsakh Diocese 13
Artsakh Province 9, 10, 11, 26, 29, 66

(footnote), 182, 199, 230, 308,
311, 340, 350, 359, 382, 425, 438-
439 (footnote), 468, 471, 533, 536,
551, 553

Artsakh see Artsakh Province
Artzvashen (Bash Gyugh) 269-270,

529, 531, 550-559
Arushan’s Spring 459 
Ashaghi-Askipara (Askipara), village 296
Ashaghi-Ayipli, village 241, 347, 528
Ashaghi-Ghushchu, village 528
Ashaghi-Myulkyulyu, village 528
Ashaghi-Oksyuzlyu, village 528
Ashaghi-Salahli, village 296
Ashaghi Seyfali, village 449
Asheghli (Hatis, Hadis, Garyaghdi,

Voroshilovka), village 336
Ashralar, village 529
Askeran District 442 (footnote)
Aslanduz, battle of 62 
Asrik, river (stream) 9, 527, 529-532,

545-547
Asrik-Jerdakhan, village 529
Astapat 45 (inscr.)
Astaf see Hatstap
Atabek, mountain chain of 449
Atabek, village 449-450
Atakhal 222
Atropatene 23-24, 299 (footnote) 
Atti-Bulagh, spring 526
Autonomous Republic of Nakhijevan

see Nakhijevan
Avey, mount 297 
Aygedzor (Ghulali), village  258, 270, 493
Aygestan, quarter 67 
Ayipli 248 (footnote) 
Ayitala 222, 236
Aykend, community of 16
Aykend, tributary 236-237, 286 
Aykyand see Aykend, tributary 
Ayrarat, province 223, 298, 360,  460,

466, 533
Ayrumlu 16 (footnote)
Aytal, mount 237  
Aytala see Ayitala
Aytali, tributary 222, 237

Aytali Jur see Aytali, tributary
Aytselu Surb, two churches 17 (footnote)
Azapli, village 529
Azar-Ahmedli, village 314
Azat, a village in the sub-district of

Vardenis, RA 458 (note)
Azat (Suluk) Village 314, 323, 334, 336-

338, 340-342, 389-390, 393, 419
Azat (Arani-Azat), village 314
Azerbaijan 9, 19, 31, 56, 63, 139, 196,

216, 220, 246, 293, 305, 313, 425,
327, 425, 448,  469, 505, 522, 550,
552-553

Azghili, village 342
Azizamia (Zamia) 255
Azizank (Zada), village 254
Azizants (Aziziants, Azizlu, Zada,

Azazandz), village site 253-255
Azizbekov (Dalmamedli), village 314
Azizbeyli (Hyuseinbekli), village 296

B
Babylon 298
Bada (Baden, Badenk, Bdadzor) vil-

lage 11, 248, 254, 258 (footnote),
347, 450, 452-460, 478, 482, 496,
501-503, 546

Baden see Bada
Baghanis, river 296
Baghanis-Ayrum, village 297  
Bagher, bridge of 83
Baghk, castle of 38
Baghmanlar, a quarter in Gandzak 31,

33, 434
Baghmanlar, village 433
Baghshik see Bakhshik  
Bagratashen Village 195 (note)
Bagratid Kingdom 10                     
Bagratunyats Street  42
Bajants Tagh, gorge 468
Bakhchakyurd, village 315
Bakhshi 336
Bakhshik, village site 150, 336, 341,

388, 395
Bakkali, mount 529
Bakkali, village 529
Baku 19, 31, 36, 139, 142, 245-246,

296, 305, 322, 344, 370, 390, 453,
455, 473, 528, 551

Bala-Baghman, Turkish mosque 61
Bala-Gharabulagh see Daya-

Gharabulagh
Bala-Jafarli, village 297
Balajekh see Huskan Nahatak, pilgrim-

age site
Balians (Kash-Avagians), quarter of 67
Balleghaya, village 315
Ballucha see Gharakullar
Balucha, ancient site 507  

Banants, village 9, 11, 31, 64-67, 72-
78, 82, 84, 101-102, 114 (note),
116 (note), 119 (inscr.), 120
(inscr.), 121 (inscr.), 125 (inscr.),
130-131, 136, 138-139, 142, 166,
193-194, 288, 347,  400, 454, 474

Bardzr Hayk Province 300
Bardzr Khach (Khacheal), mountain 471
Barkhudarants, a grave-yard in

Gandzak City 57-58
Barkhudariants’ grave-yard see

Barkhudarants, a grave-yard in
Gandzak City

Barkhudarli, village 297
Barsam Jgnavor, chapel 214
Barsum Village 11, 49 (inscr.), 151,

210, 249 (footnote), 454, 460-461,
463-470, 473, 492-493, 496, 507

Barsum-Sar, village 463, 466, 469
Barsumasar see Barsum-Sar
Barum see Sari Barum
Bashgyugh see Artzvashen
Bashkend 269    
Bashkyand see Artzvashen 
Bayazed 552
Bayram-Ali see Jokhtak Kamurj, vil-

lage site
Bayramli (Ali-Bayramli) see Jokhtak

Kamurj, village site
Bazkakar, site 203 
Begum-Sarov 360
Belukan 18
Berdatak 274
Berduj, river 523
Berlin 553
Beydemirli 222
Beyuk-Gheshlagh, village 529
Birgyoz see Dozular 
Black Sea 179
Blue Mosque see Imam-zade

Mohammed Ibrahim, sanctuary
Bnichants (the Banuchiants’), spring 130 
Bolchalu, village 343
Bolnis, village 403
Boloradzor, bridge 83
Bolorajur (Bolorants), stream 83, 131, 139 
Boon Aghvank see Caspian or

Caucasian Albania 
Borchalu 11
Borsunlu, village 315, 348
Bov Dzori Pkategher, village site 492
Boz Aghbyur 503
Bozal Ghanlu see Bozalghanli
Bozalghanli, village 529, 535-536
Bozghanlu see Bozalghanli 
Bozlukh, village 336
Brajur (Gharakeshish), village 196,

343-345, 422, 427, 433, 438
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Brtishen (Dulus), village site 408-409
Bulanekh District 433 (footnote)
Bulanlugh see Huskan Nahatak, pil-

grimage site
Buskhan 328 (footnote)
Buzlukh, village 403, 432 
Byzantium 10, 16

C
Cahetia 12 
Caspian (Caucasian) Albania see

Aghvank 
Caspian Sea 10, 301
Caucasia 15, 18, 26 (footnote), 37, 44,

187 (inscr.), 350, 438-439, 468
(footnote), 483, 536

Caucasian Albania, marzpanutiun 9
Central Armenia 182 (footnote)
Chabarlu Bulagh see Chaparlu Bulagh
Chakher-yoli, mountain 471 
Chakhmakh, mountain ridge 237   
Chakhmakhakar, peak 237 
Chalburun 222
Chaldagh see Chaldash
Chaldash 222
Chambarak 552
Chamchi, spring 551
Chanaghchi, ravine 526
Chanakhchi 17 (footnote), 142-143
Chanakhchi see Tandzut (Dandzut),

village site
Chanakhchi, tributary 527
Chapar Bulagh 236-237
Chaparli, village 469
Chaparlu Bulagh see Chapar Bulagh
Charaberd 48 (inscr.)-49 (inscr.)
Charabert (Cherpert) see Jraberd

District
Charapert see Jraberd District
Chardakhli see Chardakhlu
Chardakhlu 245-248, 249 (footnote),

449, 453-454, 463, 470-478, 492-
493, 501, 507, 552 (footnote)

Charek Castle 215, 223-226, 243
Charek Cloister 427 (inscr.)
Charek Monastery 12, 147, 154, 210,

222, 225-233, 235-240, 244, 286,
485 (footnote)

Charek, river 227, 242
Charentsavan 554
Chatakh, village 261, 530-532, 547
Chay-Rasullu 240
Chayli, village 477
Chayli-Komuna, village 297
Chayli-Kosalar, village 297
Chaylilar 349-350
Chaylu, a quarter in Gandzak City 33, 35
Chaylu Kucha see Chaylu

Chaylu, village 346
Chelaberti, village 315
Chemankatuk, battle of 300
Cheshmali, village 530
Chilkin, quarter 370
Chilkin, village 349
Chinastagh (Chinastan), a quarter in

Artzvashen 551
Choban-Abdali, village 346
Choban Seghnakh, mount 221 (foot-

note), 502 (footnote), 525
Choban Seghnakh, village 530
Chobanants Khach, pilgrimage site 466
Chobankend 240
Cholak 45, 55-57 (note)
Cholak’s Sourb Astvatzatzin, church

45, 55-57
Choratan, village 551
Chovdar see Hartshangist
Chraghidzor (Jragidzor), village 346, 349
Chugunlu, village site 504
Cilicia 159
Cobalt 143
Constantinople 11, 192

D
Dadivank, monastery 19
Dagh-Kyasaman, village 297, 304
Daghdan, site 389
Daghermandagh 240
Daghestan 11, 29, 323
Daghet (Daghed), village 287
Dagirman, mount  263 
Dagirmi see Dagirman, mount
Dalyar, station 32, 245, 247 (footnote)
Dallyar, village 477, 506
Dallyar-Jeir, village 478
Dallyar-Jerdakhan, village 478
Dalmamedli, station 314-315
Dalmamedli, township 314-315, 322-

323, 325-326
Damzhali see Ghabaghtapa
Danayer, village 346
Dardara, village 350
Dardere 143
Darvand 258 (footnote) 
Daryurt 240
Dasan District 18
Dash-Salahli, village 297-298, 301
Dashalti see Karatak, village site
Dashbulagh, village 452, 478, 482
Dashkesan, village 143, 151
Dashkesan District 9, 15, 17 (foot-

note), 19, 50, 63, 139, 175, 220,
246, 286 (footnote), 327,  448

Dasno, a monastery in Gyulambar
493-494

Dastafor see Dastapor, village  

Dastapor, tributary 143, 154, 204
Dastapor, village 16, 215
Dastapyur see Dastapor, village
Daya-Gharabulagh 240
Daylar Yeri, site 50 
Dedoplis-Tzegharo District 293, 327
Demirchilyar, village 303
Derdu, river 439
Diarbekir 21
Dikdash 241
Dik-Kucha, street 31
Dik Kucha, a quarter in Gandzak 33
Dilijan 304, 551 (footnote)
Dilijan District 552
Dimats Tegh, site and quarter 67, 130,

139
Ditavan, watchtower 310, 449
Ditvan see Ditavan
Dmanis, fort 294
Dondar-Ghushchu, village 530
Dondarli, village 530
Dozilar see Dozular  
Dozular, village 16, 346-347, 350
Dulus, village 336
Dvin 18, 23, 242, 298-299
Dyuharli, village 482
Dyuz-Gherekhli, village 530
Dyuz-Jerdakhan, village 530
Dyuz-Rasullu 241
Dyuz-Yurt 236, 238 (footnote), 242
Dyuzgheshlagh, village 303
Dyuzkhalfalu see Dyuzgheshlagh
Dzegam, village 482
Dzegam-Jerdakhan, village 347, 482, 494
Dzernavor (Tzernver), sanctuary 139
Dzor Prak, cavern 492
Dzorabash see Gandzaketsots St.

Gevorg (footnote)
Dzoraget District 273
Dzoragyugh (Shoghaga), village 267

E
Eastern Armenia 10
Eastern Georgia 238
Echmiatzin 15 (footnote), 37, 38, 49,

50, 56, 102, 142, 183, 192-194,
211, 237, 239, 266, 286, 399,  476,
485 (footnote), 551(footnote)

Echmiatzin District 238
Echmiatzin Jemaran 194
Echmiatzin Monastery 456 (footnote)
Eirloda, village 336 
Elengyuch 15
Eliants, quarter of 67 
Elisha the Apostle, monastery of 19
Emir, village 242
Enapat, ancient site 426
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Engelskend, village 480, 483
Enkuzut (Ghozlu), mount 548 
Erenetsik (Artap, Artapa) see Novo-

Gorelovka
Erevan 377 (inscr.)
Erkej, village 334, 343
Erzrum 28, 552 (footnote)
Evokyuz Dagh 272
Eynali, village 303
Eyrivank 242
Eyvazalilar, village 315
Ezank (Ezants), family 255

F
Fakhrali, village 315, 322
Farahli, village 304
Fizuli (Sunnilar), village 347, 483
Frezevka  246, 292
Fridonov’s mill 318

G
Gag Castle 294, 298-301
Gag, mount 297, 298, 300-301
Gag, plain of 294, 301
Gag’s St. Sargis, monastery in

Ghazakh District  19, 301-303
Galin-Gaya see Harsnakar
Gamanli, village 315
Gandza Khanate see Gandzak Khanate
Gandzak (Voskanapat), river 9, 20, 21,

32, 34, 36, 58, 60, 61, 62, 64, 142,
143, 148, 151, 154, 203-204, 216,
311, 322, 387, 398, 400, 402, 419,
430, 433-434, 439,  443, 445-446

Gandzak, stronghold of see Gandzak
Castle

Gandzak Castle 27 (footnote), 29, 58-
59, 60-62 

Gandzak City 10, 12, 13, 16, 18, 19, 21,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43,
44, 45, 47, 49, 50, 51, 53 (inscr.), 54,
55, 56, 57, 58, 60, 62, 64, 76, 78, 82,
101-102, 116 (inscr.), 136, 142-143,
161, 164 (inscr.), 170, 224, 226, 242,
245, 247 (footnote) - 248 (footnote)
- 249 (footnote), 269 (footnote), 298-
299, 306, 314-315, 317-318, 320,
322-323, 325, 329, 335, 338, 342-
343, 345,346-348, 365, 369-370,
388-390, 398-402, 408 (inscr.), 419
(inscr.), 428-434,  387, 407 (inscr.),
418 (inscr.)-419, 433-434, 439, 454,
461, 465, 477, 494, 506, 528, 532,
535, 547, 552

Gandzak Diocese 56, 57, 77, 154, 164
(inscr.), 183, 237, 239-240, 249-
250, 306, 338, 370, 283, 389, 396,
398, 456, 465, 476, 480, 490

Gandzak District 11, 13, 14, 15, 16,
18, 19, 38, 122 (inscr.), 143, 148,

151-152, 154, 157 (inscr.), 166-
167, 210, 232, 246, 257, 408, 427
(inscr.), 429, 465, 485, 505, 533

Gandzak Elayet see Gandzak District
Gandzak Khanate 9, 10, 11, 12, 27, 29,

163, 236, 439-440, 470
Gandzak Plain 23
Gandzak Province 9, 15, 16, 18, 19,

30, 35, 39, 45, 49 (inscr.), 119
(inscr.), 142, 154, 157, 163-164,
166-167, 190 (inscr.)-195 (inscr.),
210, 237, 243, 245, 247 (footnote),
273, 286, 294, 304 (footnote), 388,
390, 396 (inscr.), 401,  442, 461
(footnote), 506-507

Gandzak Station 45, 57
Gandzak Uyezd 142
Gandzak Vicarate 12, 192-193, 361,

365,  478, 494, 502 
Gandzaketsots St. Gevorg 12 (footnote)
Gandzasar 157, 232, 243, 270, 280,

427, 438
Gandzasar Monastery 19
Ganja see Gandzak
Ganjapasan 439 
Ganjinka see Gandzak City
Garamurad Village 16
Gardaban District 293
Gardman see Gardmank
Gardman, principality of 10
Gardman, river 64, 147, 280
Gardman Castle (fort) 148, 243, 300

(footnote)
Gardman District see Gardmank 
Gardman Gorge 16
Gardman Monastery 148 
Gardman Province 237
Gardman, tributary see Gardman, river
Gardman, village 64, 147-148, 154,

173, 202, 215
Gardmank  9, 12 (footnote), 17, 64,

147-148 (footnote), 163, 182 (foot-
note), 201, 232, 273,280, 298
(inscr.), 439, 466

Gargar see Gyargyar
Gari (Garini), bridge 371
Garnaker 454, 464, 469-470, 483-486,

488, 492-493, 496, 499
Garnaker Monastery see Tzaghkots

Cloister
Garni, battle of 299
Gatabek, tributary see Getabak, river

and tributary
Gatapag see Getabak, township
Gavazan (Gavarzin, Gevarzin, Kavazin,

Kozin), castle 294-295, 300
Gazkulu, village 530
Gegharkunik Marz 63, 74, 191, 196,

220, 267, 397, 458 (note), 463,
495, 507, 554 

Geghashen see Jatgheran
Genje see Gandzak City
Georgia 11, 12 (footnote), 17, 29, 50,

53 (inscr.), 56, 161, 183, 184, 239,
253, 258,  293, 327, 370, 389, 398,
402, 434, 402, 434, 456, 470, 522,
533, 536, 548

Georgievsk see Leninkend
Georgsfeld see Leninkend
Geran, plain of 348 
Geran, river 348
Geran, site 348  
Geran-Chelaberd 348  
Gerezmanatuni Kucha, a quarter in

Gandzak 33
Gerger, village 248 (footnote)
Germany 245 (footnote)
Gertmanik see Gardman
Getabak, river  and tributary 223, 225,

236-237, 252, 257, 289
Getabak (Getabek), township 156, 223,

238 (footnote)-239, 241-250, 252-
253, 256-257, 287-289, 470, 493

Getabak, village see Getabak, township
Getabak Castle 243
Getabek District 9, 12, 15-17 (foot-

note), 19, 63, 220, 246, 250, 255,
289, 448, 522, 530, 550-551 (foot-
note)

Getamij 143, 148-149
Getashen, village  11, 13, 31 (foot-

note), 76 (footnote), 102, 174, 315,
317, 322, 336, 338, 342, 346-352,
359-361, 363, 365, 369-371, 382,
384, 395, 397, 401, 419 (footnote)

Geti Gholi Khach, church 466
Getik, river 265 (footnote), 554
Getik, village 554
Getishen 149-151
Getishen (Kheyrachay), river 149-151,

335, 343, 402, 432
Getishinaget see Getishen, river
Gevog-urd, peak 258 (footnote)
Gevorgian Jemaran of Echmiatzin 142,

551 (footnote)
Geyekhli 151
Gezil-Astalan, Persian city 61
Ghabaghtapa, village 16, 151, 152,

197, 346
Ghadili 386
Ghala, fort 173
Ghalaboyin see Ghalaboyun
Ghalaboyun, village 221 (footnote), 530
Ghalacha 243
Ghalaka, village 342 
Ghalakend 242, 245
Ghali Oos, mountain chain 225 (foot-

note)
Ghapanli see Mamedalilar
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Ghara-Arkh see Kasum-Ismayilov, vil-
lage in Shamkhor District

Gharabaghlar, village 387
Gharabaghlilar, village 530
Ghara Bulagh see Pokr Gharamurat,

village
Gharabulagh, village 16, 253, 383,

396-397
Gharachinar, village  408
Gharadagh 468
Gharadagh, mount  237, 471
Gharadagh, village 253
Gharadaghlu (Khankend), village 315-

318, 321-322, 325
Gharadara, site 237
Gharadash, village 531
Gharaghojali, village 492
Gharaghoyunlu see Gharanuy
Gharahasanli, village 304
Gharajamirli, village 492
Gharakovakh 15
Gharakullar 154
Gharamamedli 253
Gharamoghli (Gharam-oghli), mount

449, 471  
Gharamurat (Gharamurad), river 12,

255-256, 258 (footnote), 280
Gharamurat, village 151 (inscr.), 427

(inscr.), 450, 503 (inscr.)-504
(inscr.), 523 (footnote)

Gharamurat’s (Ghermeragha) Karmir
Yeghtsy, village site of 151

Gharamuratetsots, quarter 258, 267
Gharamusali (Gharamusanli), village 318
Gharanlekh, gorge 221 (footnote), 530
Gharanuy, village 492
Gharapagh 372 (inscr.) 
Gharapapakh, village 304
Gharapirimli, village 318-319, 438
Gharapulakh see Martunashen
Gharasakhkal, village site 15, 402
Gharasakhkal Yeri 402
Gharasuleymanli, village 319
Gharasunchu, village 319
Gharataghlar 154 
Gharaul-Dagh see Gharaul Tapa
Gharaul Tapa, hill  254 (note), 482
Gharavultomba 253
Gharayeri, village 387
Gharekend 253
Gharibli, village 531
Ghashkha-Chay, river branch 241
Ghasumalilar, village 492
Ghasumbeyli, village 319
Ghazakh City 296-297, 304-307, 399,

547, 522
Ghazakh District 9, 17 (footnote), 19,

243, 293, 297, 301, 303 (inscr.),
454, 522, 533, 536, 552

Ghazakh-Getabak see Ghazakh-
Getabek 

Ghazakh-Getabek (Ghazakh, Ghazakh-
li) 220, 243, 246, 248, 288

Ghazakh-Shamshadin District 551
(footnote)

Ghazakh-Yelchilakh, community of 16
Ghazakhashen (Ghazakh-Getabek) 507
Ghazakhashen see Martuny
Ghazakhbeyli, village 307
Ghazakhlar (Molla-Ismayili), village

319
Ghazakhlar, Turkish mosque 61
Ghazakhli 154
Ghazakhyolchular 154
Ghazan, spring 551 
Ghazanbulagh, township 319
Ghazanchi see Aghamali
Gheghan see Leghan
Gheltegh (Berdategh), village site 467
Gheragh-Kyasaman, village 307
Gheran, village 531
Gherekhlar, Turkish mosque 61
Gherekhli (Miskinli), village 307, 319,

387, 402
Ghezel-Hajali, Turkish mosque 61
Ghezel-Hajili, village 308, 319
Ghezelghaya, mount 222, 237
Ghezelja, village 387
Ghlij Dagh 236-237
Ghonja, site 383 
Ghosha, village 531
Ghoshabulagh 253-254, 272
Ghosha-Kyopri see Jokhtak Kamurj,

village site
Ghotyul 154
Ghozdere, village 531
Ghozgharali, mount 256
Ghulali see Aygedzor 
Ghuru-Ghobi, site 50
Ghurudere 255
Ghurukh, spring 130 
Ghushchi see Khachakap
Ghushchi-Ayrum, village 308, 347
Ghushchular, village 320
Ghushkara, village 387
Ghuzi-Yurt, site 242
Glambar see Gyulambar
Goghtan District 360, 485, 533
Golitsino see Martuny
Golitsinskaya Street 44
Gomer 166 (note)
Gorelsk 255
Greece 16, 17, 494
Grem, historical village 255
Gremu Bazar see Grem
Gugark Province 298 (footnote)

Gulistan Village 439
Gullar see Kyollu
Gyadamish see Getamij
Gyagunts Aghbyur, spring 551 
Gyanja see Gandzak City
Gyanja Bridge 30
Gyanja, gorge of 143, 166
Gyanja Khanate see Gandzak Khanate
Gyargyar 242, 255, 286 (footnote)
Gyodakdere 255
Gyog-Imam, sanctuary 60
Gyoran see Kasum-Ismayilov
Gyoran, quarter 370
Gyoran, site 390
Gyoran, station 348
Gyoran, village 349, 362
Gyoranli, village 319-320 
Gyoyjali, village 308 
Gyoymamedli, village 492
Gyoyniyan, village 320
Gyozal Kar, cross-stone 173
Gyulabi Hangstaran, cemetery 458 
Gyulambar, village 258, 493-494
Gyulambir see Gyulambar
Gyulambyur see Gyulambar
Gyulistan, princedom of 11
Gyulistan, treaty of 30  
Gyulistan, village 360 
Gyulmamedli (Miskinli), village 320
Gyunash 470
Gyunash, quarter 471
Gyunashli see Krzen
Gyunash-Arevashen Pkategher, village

site 507
Gyuneydami, community of 16
Gyuvandik, village 531

H
Haghpat Monastery (in present-day

Lori Marz of the Republic of
Armenia) 161, 298, 505

Hajali, village 387-388
Hajalili, village 320
Hajialekperli 255
Hajialilar, village 494
Hajigegh see Kamo 
Hajihasanli, village 531
Hajikend, village 336, 338
Hajilar, village 256, 531
Hajishen (Hajikend, Hajikyand), vil-

lage 334, 336, 388-390, 401, 419
Hajjialekperli see Dallyar-Jerdakhan
Hakhum, river 308, 311
Halle University 142
Hamamgyuzi, site 196
Hamasrabak see Chanakhchi
Haram, a quarter in Artzvashen 551 
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Harants, cemetery 492
Harants, chapel 231-232, 238
Harants, monastery in Metz

Gharamurat 257, 263, 265-266
Harants Jgnaran, cavern 492
Harants Takht, monastery 194
Harsnakar 156
Hartsanki see Hartshangist
Hartsankis see Hartshangist
Hartshangist, river 151
Hartshangist, village 11, 149, 151,

156-159, 160 (inscr.)-161, 163-
164, 166, 176, 286 (footnote), 509

Hasan Ali, mountain 258 (footnote)
Hasanli, village 531
Hatamlar, village 531
Haterk, village 329, 365
Hatinjan, village 531
Hatstap 156, 167, 216
Havlabar, a quarter in Tbilisi 12, 454,

461, 467, 470-471, 536
Hay Kovalyovka, colony 35
Hayi Getabak (Ghazakh, Ghazakhli,

Ghazakhashen) see Nor Getabak
Hayk 299 (footnote)
Haykazian (Davtian) School (in

Teheran) 468
Hayvalu, ravine 221 (footnote)
Haza-Daya, mount 258 (footnote)
Helendorf see Helenendorf
Helenendorf (Khanlar), colony  13, 49,

50, 327, 338, 398-399, 361, 398-
400, 433

Heret 23
Heriknaz, village 242, 256-257
Hertsankis see Hartshangist
Heydarli 256
Hilihanli 248 (footnote)
Hin Ablah (Ginedzor), village site 328
Hin Bada, village site 450
Hin Barsum, village site 467
Hin Bashkyand see Artzvashen
Hin Gandzak 60 
Hin Getabak 242-243, 246, 250, 252 
Hin Gharabulagh, village 344
Hin Ghazanbulagh 319
Hin Krzen 537
Hin Pib, village site 204, 214
Hin Zagam 482
Historical Armenia 15, 17, 33, 182

(footnote)
Hndzadzor, tributary 492
Hndzadzori Pkategher, village site 492 
Hoghaberd, castle 545
Hoghachapi Aghbyur, spring 553

(footnote) 
Holy Echmiatzin see Echmiatzin
Holy Echmiatzin, monastery of 37,

183, 192-193

Holy See see Echmiatzin 
Horomashen see Dasno, monastery 
Hotatz Spring 136 
Hovhannavank, a monastery in

Aragatzotn Marz of the Republic
of Armenia 485

Hovi Gorge 136
Hovnanian School of Tiflis 142  
Hreshtakapetats, monastery in Garna-

ker 489-492
Hripsimian Female School 42
Hungary 18 
Huskan Nahatak, pilgrimage site 456,

478-481

I
Iberia see Iveria
Ibrahim-Hajili, village 531
Igirmidort, a quarter in Gandzak 32, 35
Ijevan City 297, 306, 309 
Ikonion 300
Ildir Village 205 (footnote)
Imam-zade see Imam-zade

Mohammed Ibrahim, sanctuary
Imam-zade Mohammed Ibrahim, sanc-

tuary 60, 61 
Imeret 53 (inscr.), 184, 239, 370, 389,

456
Inag-Boghan, stream, river see

Inekboghan, river
Inekboghan, river 242, 253, 256, 258,

269
Inekboghan (Kovakheghd), village 256
Inja, river 325  
Iragh 298 
Iran 440 (footnote), 468, 552 (footnote)
Irkishetsik, village site 468
Irmashli see Engelskend
Irmashlu see Engelskend 
Isakend, village 221 (footnote), 532
Isakhan see Isakend
Isfahan 270, 301, 437-438
Ishkyanuy 15
Itamzade 27
Iveria, marzpanutiun 9, 466
Iydali-Ghurugh, village 319-320

J
Jafarli, village 256, 308
Jaghariants, cemetery of 381
Jagir (Jker), river 268, 292
Jagir, village 454, 485, 494, 496, 499-

500, 507
Jajili, site 237 
Jalet Monastery 12
Janali, village 308
Janyatagh (Jankatagh, Chantagh), vil-

lage 380

Janza see Gandzak City
Jasat’s Bridge 526
Jatgheran, village 508
Javjavadze, street 37
Jelhan 501
Jelovdarlu, village 535
Jemaran of Agriculture 76 (footnote)
Jerusalem  19 (footnote), 48 (inscr.),

52, 226, 232, 238, 266
Jerviz, village 508 
Jeyranchyol, village 506
Jgnavor (Jgnavori Gerezman), chapel

276
Jgnavori Khoots, cave 136
Jiban, village 268
Jinli-Boluslu, village 320
Jinli-Zeynali (Zeynal-Jinlu), village

320
Jirapart see Jraberd District
Jirdek, village 532
Joghas, river 9
Jokhtak Kamurj, village site 240-241,

245, 529
Joroyget 148
Jraberd, a quarter in Gandzak City 32,

35
Jraberd, principality of 351
Jraberd District 29, 111 (inscr.), 352,

360, 380 (inscr.)-381 (inscr.), 450,
551

Jugha Cemetery 19
Jukhtak, a church in Novo-Spasovka

Village 271, 289 
Jukhtak Kar, ancient site 559
Julfa see Jugha Cemetery
Jvanshir District 304

K
Kabaghtapa see Ghabaghtapa
Kafa 365 (inscr.)
Kaghni Khach, monastery 199, 201,

203
Kaghni Khach, pilgrimage site 469 
Kakh District 327
Kakhet 23, 238
Kalkar, forest of 502
Kamalu, village 266
Kamandar, village 460, 501-504
Kamo (Rikovka, Tukhachevsk,

Belyukherovka, Baghshik,
Bakhshik, Hajishen), village 390,
393, 396

Kanaker Village 470, 508, 554
Kangneal Khach, chapel 467
Kap, rock 459 (note)
Kapaghak District 18
Kapan, castle of 38
Kapank (Darband), mountain 279
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Karabakh Diocese 239-240
Karabakh Khanate 28, 343 
Karabakh see Artsakh
Karabakh Uyezd 142
Karahat see Nerkin Karhat
Karahat Khach, pilgrimage site 215
Karakhanlu, village 535 
Karamurad, village 248 (footnote)
Karatak, village site of 151, 241, 461
Karhan Monastery 136, 238
Karhan (Karkhan, Astvatzamor Vank,

Mirzik Cloister), a monastery in
the village site of Enapat 426-427

Karhat 19, 64, 66, 82, 143, 167, 168-
171, 173, 178

Karherdz, castle 300 (footnote)
Karin 300, 535
Karkar see Gyargyar
Karkujak, village 320
Karmir, subdisrict 220, 507, 554
Karmir,  township 554
Karmir (Krasnoselsk) District  463,

469, 550-551 (footnote), 552
Karmir (Krasnoselsk) City 551, 559
Karmir Monastery see Dasno,

monastery 
Karmir-Kap 237
Karmir Kar, site 136
Karmir Vank see Dasno, monastery
Karmir Yekeghetsy see Dasno,

monastery
Kars, region (marz) 223, 243, 268-269,

271, 468 (footnote), 506 
Kartli 12
Kartman District see Gardman District 
Karut (Genlegeldagh), mount 281

(footnote)
Karvajar District 16-17 (footnote), 19,

63, 327
Karvansara, village 306, 454
Kasum-Ismayilov (Gyoranboy-

Ahmedli), city 320
Kasum-Ismayilov, village in Shamkhor

District 504
Kasum-Ismayilov (Gyoran) District  9,

313, 438
Katnasar, mountain 203
Katzaret, castle 299-300 (footnote)
Kayen, castle of 10
Kaymaghli, village 308,
Kazakhstan 400
Kazan 287 (footnote)
Kchaghbyur, bridge of 180
Kechari see Gandzak City
Kechasker, village 309 
Kechili see Plankend
Kejavend, village 532
Kelkhalafli, village 309 

Kemerli, village 309
Kendivan, village site 503 
Kenja see Gandzak City
Keorpi Gyoz, guard-house 526 
Kerimli 255
Kerkeran Dzor, site 467 
Kermezi-Ghazakhlar, village site 322
Kerstavank, fort 215
Kesaman 256
Keshishkyand, village 453
Keshish Oghli Hangstaran, site 502

(footnote)-503
Ketapak see Getabak
Khach, spring 131
Khach Ketsi, pilgrimage site 179
Khachakap (Ghushchi, Kushchi), vil-

lage 50, 143, 166, 173, 175, 176,
177-178 (inscr.), 179, 180, 181
(inscr.), 191, 192, 194-195 (note),
239, 286 (footnote), 347, 334, 347,
396-397, 399, 454

Khachaghbyur see Khachbulagh
Khachakap-Armavir (Kushchi-

Armavir), village 174 , 396-397
Khachapak see Khachakap
Khachbulagh 196
Khachen 223, 256, 280, 350
Khachen, principality of 273
Khachen District 24
Khachi Dyuz, plain 559 
Khachi Hogh 136 
Khachi Pos, village site 425-426
Khachi Ser, mount 477
Khachi Ser, pilgrimage site 477
Khachi Sar, quarter 471 
Khachtarak, village 454 
Khachyal 221 (footnote), 502 (foot-

note)
Khadar (Khatra) Monastery 192-193
Khaghkhagh see Yankhli
Khalkhal (Khal.khal.) see Yankhli
Khamsa, principality of 11
Khamshi, cloister 265 (footnote)
Khanakhlar, site 398
Khandak, village 533
Khandzk 442 (footnote)
Khankarvend, village 321
Khanlar City 398
Khanlar District 9, 13, 17 (footnote),

57 (note), 63, 174, 238, 246, 313-
314, 317-318, 323, 327, 448, 492
(note)

Kharkhar (Alexeyevka) 256-257
Kharkov University 125 (inscr.)
Khasadarli, village 321
Khatinli, village 532
Khatunashen Sourb Astvatzatzin, a

church in Haghpat 298

Khavaradzor, village 454
Khavunis see Novo-Spasovka
Khazni, gorge of 459 (note)-460
Khazni Dzor see Khazni, gorge of       
Khennagheran, village 532
Khelkhana see Yankhli
Khelpants Khach, chapel 127
Khendzori Aghbyur 138-139
Khendzorut see Almalu, village
Khennagheran, village 532
Khennalu see Yankhli 
Khertin Monastery 252
Kheyrachay see Getishinaget
Kheyrimli 309
Khilkhala see Yankhli
Khilkhina (Khulkhina), village 309
Khinali, village 321 
Khoranashat Monastery 166, 450, 502,

523, 527, 529 
Khoranashat’s Sourb Astvatzatzin see

Khoranashat Monastery  
Khorasan (Khvarasan) 298
Khorazm 25 , 299
Khorezm see Khorazm
Khosrov the Martyr, chapel of 60
Khotorashen, village 352 
Khoy District 15, 321, 336, 533
Khoylar, village 318
Khoyli (Jarkyalar, Khoylar, Jarkalar),

village 321-322
Khram, river 281, 287 (footnote)
Khunis, tributary 271
Khunisavank, monastery 257
Khunush 271 (footnote)
Khurji Hogh 136
Kikians (Kikunts), quarter of 67
Kikunts (Cheghalunts), spring 130  
Kilisa Darasi, cloister 221 (footnote)
Kilisa Darasi, monastery 530 
Kilisakend, a quarter in Gandzak City

30, 32-35, 45, 51, 62
Kilisakyand see Kilisakend
Kilsali, village 558 
Kilsyali 257
Kinevanuts Dzor 328
Kirants, village 50, 178,  196-200,

203, 309
Kirovabad 21, 56, 57 
Kiyasli, village 400
Kizilkala 237
Klijdagh 237
Kochdere, village 532
Koghbopor, river 309
Koght 9
Kojor, summer resort 477 (footnote)
Kolair (Kolagir), village 309
Kolayir, village 400
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Kolkhozkend, village 504
Komintern (Mollali) 257
Komsomol, village 505
Koosanats, convent in Metz Ghara-

murat 257, 261-262, 270
Koosanats Anapat, cloister near

Martunashen 410
Koosanats Anapat (Koosanots Sourb

Tiramayr), a church in Getashen
368-369

Koosanats Sourb Astvatzatzin see
Koosanats, convent in Metz
Gharamurat

Koosanats Sourb Astvatzatzin, a con-
vent in Voskanapat 435, 443-445,
546

Korcha, tributary 322
Korkh see Ghoshabulagh
Koryunapat, a quarter in Gandzak City

13, 34, 35, 44, 50, 57
Kosakal, ancient site 410-412
Kosalar, village 309, 505
Koshk, village 336, 401
Koshka 143
Koshkar see Artinajur
Koshki Matur, a sacred site 401
Kosot Khach, khachkar 467
Kot, village 243, 301, 303 (inscr.)
Kotayk Marz 243
Kotman, battle of 299
Kovkas, hotel in Gandzak 30
Kovlar, village 532
Kovlarsarli.387, 402
Krzen, village 11, 323-324, 501, 523,

532-537, 540, 545
Ksaper, church 466
Kujur Shamlugh see Shamlugh Bala
Kukia  470
Kukurt see Kyukyurt
Kumlu 257
Kumlu Ashaghi 257 
Kur, river  9, 10, 15, 21, 26 (footnote),

241, 303, 307, 310-312, 343, 386,
402, 491 (inscr.)-492 (note), 522,
532, 536, 545

Kurak, river 9, 11, 315, 318-321, 323,
325-326, 342, 346-347, 349, 362-
363, 371, 396, 402, 419, 432-433,
439, 396, 402, 419, 432-433, 439

Kurbanzade, village 322
Kurdians’ Gorge 84
Kurdvajar, gorge of 298
Kusapat, village 240 
Kust-i-Parnes 9, 148
K‘ustip‘ar.nay see Kust-i-Parnes
Kyalak, village 322
Kyamasar, mountain encampment of 460
Kyaran, peak 221 (footnote)
Kyazimli, village 545

Kyohnaghala (Kyohna Ghala), village
545-546

Kyohnagheshlagh, village 310
Kyokhanabi, village 546
Kyolaman 257
Kyollu  203
Kyonyullyu, village 505
Kyoroghli, cave 269 
Kyukyurt, mount 237
Kyukyurt, site 236-237
Kyulambyur see Gyulambar
Kyultapa 16 (footnote)
Kyurak-Basan Village 402
Kyurak see Kurak
Kyurakchay, village 322

L
Lahij, village 402
Lalaka, village site 468
Lazilar, village 546
Leghan, village 505 
Legharak (Bada, Badajur), river 221,

253, 268, 271, 286
Legharak, village see Bada
Leninabad, village 505
Leninfeld see Leninkend
Leninkend, colony 505
Lenkoran, battle of 62
Leshkar 257
Lis, village 12, 440 (footnote)
Ljashen 196
Lokians (Lokunts), quarter of 67
Lori 269, 298
Lori Marz 12, 161, 185, 298, 434, 435,

505
Lusarat, village 534 
Lutsovka, village 292
Lyak, village 335, 388, 402
Lyazgilyar, village 506

M
Maarif 257
Maghavuz (Meghoz, Meghuz), village

352,  380 (inscr.)
Maghtum Zade, chapel 215
Mahmudlu, village 506
Maku District 15
Malaklu, village 463
Malaznaberd 157 (inscr.)-158 (inscr.)
Mamajan, tributary 269
Mamedalilar, village 506
Mamrot Ghala 225 (footnote), 237
Mamrot Ghali see Mamrot Ghala
Mamrut (Mamertlu), mount 549
Mamur Kalasi see Charek Castle
Manashid (Manish), village 367, 403,

432

Mandur, ancient site 139  
Mandura Khach, sacred site 460  
Manduri Khach, pilgrimage site 466
Mansurlu, village 15, 535-536
Maralian (Begum) Sarov 324
Mariam River (Meiramchay), tributary

434
Mariamian Female School 43-44
Marneul District  253, 258, 293
Martakert District 19, 193, 313, 329,

365, 380 (note)
Martunashen (Gharabulagh), village

402-403, 405 (inscr.), 408, 410-
412, 419, 432

Martuny, village 506-507
Martuny District 19
Marxovka, village 310
Masis District 534  
Masruts, monastery 267
Matznaberd, castle of 10, 161, 163,

299, 461
Matznaberd Monastery of 156, 164
Mayravank, cloister in Solak 243
Mazamli, village 310
Mazi Bridge 84
Mecklenburg 398 
Media 466
Meghri, subdistrict of 74 
Mehrali, village 508
Meketz, spring 64
Meleznaberd see Matznaberd

Monastery
Melikzada (Melikzata), a village site

269-270,  523 (footnote) 
Melik-Mnatsakanian’s Bridge 371 
Memertlu, mount 254, 545
Merekhlu see Morukhlu 
Merghuz, mount 554
Mertsna 143 
Mertsunis (Murtunis), village 336,

349, 384
Meshadigharalar (Jinlu), village 323
Meshadihuseinli see Kosalar
Meshadilar, village 546
Mesropian Parish School see

Mesropian Spiritual School
Mesropian Spiritual School 41-42
Metz Anapat, cloister 226
Metz Bloor, hill 426
Metz (Hin) Bridge 82, 84
Metz Gharamurat, village 242, 253,

256-261, 263, 280-281 (footnote),
284, 286, 289, 530

Metz Gharamurat, river 257 
Metz Hayk 9, 298, 300, 324, 360, 460,

485, 533, 551
Metz Koghmank 9
Metz-Kune 49 (inscr.)
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Metz Shamlugh, ravine 221 (footnote)
Metz Shulaver  253-255, 257-259,

263, 267, 270-271, 281 (footnote)-
282, 470 (footnote), 481 (inscr.),
501, 523, 528, 547

Metz Vijasarer (Sporny) 553 (footnote) 
Metzshen (Metz Shen), village 352,

380 (inscr.)
Meydan see Miji Meydan
Meysari 56
Mharli, gorge 526 
Miapor, district 265 (footnote) 
Michaelian Trade School 54, 62
Miji Meydan, a square in Gandzak

City 35
Miji Vank, village site 411-412
Mikhailovka, village 419
Mikhailovski Crafts School see

Michaelian Trade School
Mikhaylovka, village 323
Mingechaur, reservoir of 402
Mirzik (Mirza, Vardashen), village

136, 143, 238,  336, 343, 346, 419-
422, 425-427, 433, 438

Miskinli, village 246-247, 248 (foot-
note), 508

Miss Varduhi Ter-Sahakian’s School of
Sewing and Needlework 44

Mkoshants, site 236-237, 243
Mkrtich, monastery 221 (footnote)
Mokhrablur, village 16 (footnote)
Mokhratagh, village 360
Mokoshanots see Mkoshants
Molla-Ayrum, village 546
Mollah-Ismayili 320
Mollajafarli, village 310
Mollajalu, a quarter in Gandzak City

35
Mollalu, village see Komintern

(Mollali)
Moosh 288, 552(footnote)
Mooshavakh 204
Morukhlu 268, 286
Morul, village 448
Moscow 19, 139, 477 (footnote), 482,

534
Movses, village 545 (inscr.)
Mrajur see Mrejur (Orjonikidze), vil-

lage
Mrav, mountain chain of 9, 10, 492

(note) 
Mrejur see Legharak (Badajur), river
Mrejur (Orjonikidze), village 271-272
Mrut Cloister 48 (inscr.)
Mtu-Dara, village 553 (footnote)
Mughan 26 (footnote)
Mughan, plain of 28
Mukhran 12

Mukhtariyat, village 508
Munjukhlu, village 546
Murghuzular, village site 326
Murut (Morut, Mrut, Myuronut), vil-

lage 57 (note), 401, 427-431,  433,
438-439, 443

Musakey (Metz Khanukhlar), village
310

Musayal 268
Musi (Miji) Spring 459
Muskur District 18  
Muzudular, village 323
Myulkyulyu, village 546
Myurnot (Myurnot Cloister),  pilgrim-

age site see Sourb Astvatzatzin, a
church in Murut

N
N. Pridoniants & Company 318
Nadel, village 432
Nadirkend, village 323
Nagorno Karabakh see Republic of

Nagorno Karabakh
Nahatak, pilgrimage site 492
Nahatak, site 139  
Nahataki Dzor, site 166 (note)
Nakhijevan 16 (footnote), 19
Naltokan 136 
Namkhosh, village 546
Nashmir, village 319-320
Nasibli, village 546
Nerki, a grave-yard in Gandzak City

57
Nerki, site 236
Nerki Hand, bridge of 82
Nerkin (Kachal), a quarter in Artzva-

shen 551, 554
Nerkin Aghasibekli 335
Nerkin Aza, village 360 
Nerkin Chambarak 552 (footnote)
Nerkin Choratan 551
Nerkin Gheragh-Kyasaman 307
Nerkin Ghotyul, village 154, 461 
Nerkin Hand, site 64
Nerkin Karhat 143, 169-171, 173, 217 
Nerkin Kemerli 309
Nerkin Legharak 450 
Nerkin Sabghul 237
Nerkin Shen 261, 530
Nerkin Tagh, quarter 388
Nerkin Zakam (Zagam) District 523
Nersissian School of Tiflis 142, 210,

307, 399, 477, 481, 551 (footnote)
Newkzar see Nukzar
Newsger see Nukzar
Nisibis 466
Nizami (Molla-Avazli), village 323,

508

Nizh 533
Nizhni Novgorod 19
Nobel Oil Company 246
Nor Armavir, village 397-398
Nor Azat, village 338
Nor (Metz) Bada see Bada
Nor Barum see Sari Barum
Nor Barsum-Sar see Barsum-Sar
Nor Bashgyugh 551, 554
Nor Bayazet 191
Nor Bayazetshen 249 (footnote)
Nor Berd 161, 299 
Nor Gandzak 32, 33, 45
Nor Getabak 242-243, 246, 249, 257,

271
Nor Hajn 554
Nor Krzen 536
Nor Pib 211, 214
Nor-Saratovka, village 551 (footnote),

559  
Norashen, a quarter in Gandzak City

32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 41, 43, 45, 50,
54, 57, 58, 59, 399

Norashen, a quarter in Chardakhlu 471
Norashen, village 458
Norashen-Khachakap 398
North Armenia 243, 300
North Caucasia 507
North-East Armenia see North-Eastern

Armenia
North-Eastern Armenia 17, 23, 182, 299
Northern Artsakh 9, 11, 14, 15, 18, 19,

67, 75, 84, 102, 195 (note), 204,
210, 215, 231, 252, 347, 492
(note)-493, 552

Novan, mountain 426  
Nover Aghbyur, ancient site 460
Novo-Gorelovka 249 (footnote)
Novo-Gorelovka (Novo-Goreloye) 268 
Novo-Ivanovka (Aghkilisa) 268
Novo-Saratovka (Nor Saratovka,

Pentekhlu, Pendekhlu, Kaghnut)
269-270

Novo-Spasovka (Novo-Spaskoye,
Khunis) 271, 289, 523 (footnote)  

Novo-Troitskoye see Martuny
Novo-Trutskoye see Martuny
Noyemberian 309 
Nugzar see Nukzar
Nukzar, village 493-494, 508-510
Nunguzar see Nukzar

O
Odzun 185
Oghri, road 348
Ohanavan, village 16 (footnote)
Ojagh Ghuli, mountain pasture of 254,

503 
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Ojakhverdi 237
Okhchulu, village 506
Okht Yeghtsy, site 215
Okhtnaghber, sacred site 180.
Okuz Dara (Mount Yokizlu) 253
Omaraghali, village 310
Omsk 534 
Orion Region 468 (footnote)
Orta-Salahli, village 310
Osgyan, village 546
Oshep, stone 383
Ottoman Empire 249
Ovasap, a chapel near Mirzik 425
Ozan, Turkish mosque 61 

P
Padili, village 432
Palchekhli Bulagh 237 
Palekli, village 546
Palestine 18
Palkh-Kyand, a quarter in Artzvashen

551
Palttu (Kaghnut), mount 254
Pambak 450
Panahlar, village 350, 432
Pand, mount 342, 390, 427, 446
Pandajur, site 428
Papajan (Babajan, Bajanka), tributary

287, 289 
Papajan, village 232, 240, 271,

523(footnote)
Paragyugh see Parakert
Parakend see Parakert
Parakert, village site 246, 272, 551,

558
Parakyand see Parakert
Paravakar, village 457
Parisos 18, 24, 148
Parisos, castle of 245, 277-278, 286,

551 (footnote)
Parisos, city site 274, 279 
Parisos, kingdom of 10
Parisos, principality of 10, 273
Parisos, tributary see Parisos, river
Parisos, river 222, 240, 242, 273, 276-

277
Parisos (Ghalakend, Berdagyugh), vil-

lage 273-274, 277
Parisos Monastery 167, 279-280
Parisus Monastery see Parisos

Monastery
Parnes (Parisos) District 273
Partav (Uti-Arandznak) District 324
Partaw City 9-10, 12, 18, 26 (foot-

note), 439, 466
Pasha-Tapa, hill 343
Patatz Tun, a grave-yard in Artzvashen

556

Patre Kucha, a quarter in Gandzak 33
Paytakaran 466
Pekhakats (Jahjaghbyur), spring 504
Pendekhlu 526 
Persarmenia 15
Persia 10, 14, 19, 27, 28, 254, 270,

308, 316, 343, 347,  471
Persian Empire 26
Petersburg 237
Pib 31, 127 (inscr.), 151, 178 (inscr.),

196, 204-205, 208-211, 213
(inscr.)-215, 238 (footnote)-239,
250, 288, 236, 347, 359, 454, 465,
507  

Pib (Zaglik), tributary 214
Pirili, village 310
Pirin-Geleja, site 216
Pirnazar, site 241
Pladzor, mountain branch 466
Plankend 506 
Plati Ser, ancient site 139
Poghotsk, spring 130 
Poghotsk, square 67
Pokr (Kechi, Kochir) Barsum, village

site 467
Pokr Gharamurat 257, 280-281 (foot-

note), 282-284
Pokr Vedi, village 534 
Pokr Vijasarer 553 (footnote) 
Pokrovski, barracks of 470
Poladlu 284
Poylu, village 310
Priest Yermoghia, monastery of  341-

342
Prussia 13
Ptkesaberk (Ptki Sourb Gevorg,

Pirinyal), pilgrimage site 335
Pyatigorsk 142

R
Rahimli, village 323
Ran 298
Republic of Armenia 12, 15 (footnote),

16 (footnote), 63, 74, 161, 185,
191, 195 (note), 196, 220, 243,
267, 270, 293, 295, 297-298, 301,
306, 309, 311, 397, 398, 435,  458
(note), 463, 469, 485, 495, 505,
507-508, 522, 529, 534, 546, 551-
552, 554

Republic of Azerbaijan see Azerbaijan
Republic of Georgia see Georgia
Republic of Nagorno Karabakh 9, 16,

19, 63, 142, 193, 313, 360, 365,
327, 329, 334, 343, 360, 365, 380
(note), 408, 442 (footnote) 

Rome City 16 
Ruskan Nahatak, pilgrimage site 215
Russia see Russian Empire 

Russian Empire 9,14, 18, 28, 29, 30,
39, 43, 45, 74, 168, 194, 210, 268,
319, 438, 440, 441, 477, 523
(note), 534, 552(footnote)

Russian Federation 554 
Rustam-Aliyev, village 285

S
Sabanlar Kucha, a quarter in Gandzak

33
Sabat-Kechmaz, village 285
Sablugh, site 236
Safaraliyev (Nabi-Aghali), village 432
Safarli, village 547
Safavid Persia 10
Safikyurd, village 323
Sagarejo District 293
Sagim see Zakam District
Sajin, mountain ridge 237
Sakhalin 433
Salmast District 15
Samadbaylu, village 535
Samaghar Village 238
Samanlu 268, 286
Samedabad (Karkujak), village 323
Sanahin Monastery 12
Sangyar 15
Sangyar-Tapa, hill 473
Santruk, chapel 503
Sapi- Kyurd 419
Sar, spring 551 
Saratov, province 268-269, 534
Sardari Tala, village 292
Saresu,  village 350
Sari Barum, village 469, 491, 507
Sari Barsum see Barsum-Sar
Saribekiants, a quarter in Artzvashen

551
Sarighamish, village 432
Sarikyoynak, village 286
Sarisu, village 403, 432, 
Saritala, village 547
Saritapa, hill 305
Sarkyar, village 432
Sarov, village 323-325, 533
Sarov (Turk Sarov) 325
Saru-Su, tributary 429-430
Saru-Yal, road 430
Saruyal, site 176
Sasun 533, 552(footnote)
Satani Khach, peak 278  
Satani Ser 237 
Savuretsik Village see Sevretsik, vil-

lage site
Sazmazu 237
Schwering 398
Seghnakh 205 (footnote), 210 (inscr.)
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Seghnakh, city 238
Seghnakh District 293
Serblton, chapel 147
Serserut, village 255
Sevan, mountain chain of 9-10, 492

(note)
Sevan Monastery 136
Sevjur, river 9, 320, 323
Sevjur, spring 551 
Sevretsik, village site 154, 238
Seyfali, village 449    
Seyidkend see Kirants
Shadili, village 325 
Shaf, village 319-320
Shahpekar see Aghaj-Ghala, castle
Shahpekar (Aghaj-Ghala) Monastery 525 
Shah-Sevan, Turkish mosque 61
Shahumian District 246, 313, 360, 327,

334, 360, 367 (note), 408-409
Shahumian, township see Shulaver 
Shahumian, village 9, 17 (footnote),

215
Shahveledli 215
Shakarbek (Shekerbey) 286, 523 (foot-

note)  
Shakarbek, mount 221 
Shakarbek, river 221, 255-256
Shakarbek, village 255, 286
Shakar Bey, mountain 286 (footnote)      
Shakar Bey, tributary 286 (footnote)
Shakashen 9
Shaki 18
Shaki Diocese 12
Shaki District 18
Shamakhi City 18, 33
Shamakhi District 18, 26, 28, 268
Shamkhor, battle of 30
Shamkhor Castle see Charek Castle
Shamkhor (Shamkor) District 9, 26,

63, 151, 220, 232, 243, 255, 257,
274, 285 (footnote), 327,  448,
477, 491 (inscr.), 505, 522, 551
(footnote)

Shamkor, quarter 230
Shamkor, river 9, 10, 11, 20, 64, 147,

154, 167, 204, 214-215, 222-223,
225, 227, 231, 236-237, 240-242,
245 (footnote), 257, 271, 273, 286,
460, 463, 466-469, 477, 483, 485,
489, 492-494, 505-506, 508

Shamkhor, station 32 
Shamkor City 10, 12, 18, 230, 242,

245 (footnote), 253, 256-257, 287,
299-300, 448, 467, 470-471, 492

Shamkor Diocese 280
Shamkor Gorge 226, 434, 503
Shamkor Valley 17 (footnote) 
Shamkoretsots Sourb Astvatzatzin 12

(footnote)

Shamkur District see Shamkor District
Shamlugh, village 547, 558
Shamlugh Bala, ravine 221 (footnote)
Shamlugh Bala, village 547
Shamlugh Beyuk, village 547
Shamlugh Metz see Shamlugh Beyuk
Shamlugh Pokr see Shamlugh Bala
Shamlut, gorge 526
Shamshadil see Shamshadin
Shamshadin 11, 16
Shamshadin, sub-district of 551
Shamshadin Diocese 478
Shamshadin District 258, 457-458,

493, 534, 536, 551
Sharukkar see Kirants
Shatakh (Danayer), stream 166
Shatakh, village site of 166-167, 175,

286, 407 (inscr.)
Shehar 548
Shekheybat, village 547
Shekhli-1, village 310
Shekhli-2, village 311
Shibasar, mount 215
Shinataki, spring 551
Shinategh, village site 426
Shinikh-Ayrum 552 
Shinutagh, spring 131
Shirak 529
Shirak District 360, 460, 533
Shirak Marz 185
Shirvan 26, 27
Shishkaya, village 495
Shmegh see Shamlugh
Sholavor see Metz Shulaver
Shulaver see Metz Shulaver
Shurakend 287
Shurakend (Aykend) 286 
Shushaniants, a quarter in Artzvashen

551 
Shushi 29, 33, 142, 232, 305
Siberia 468 
Siemens German Company 143, 168,

245-245
Siptak Jur, spring 225 (footnote)
Sirun Khach, ancient site 446
Sis, village 534 
Slavyanka 246-247, 248 (footnote) -

249 (footnote), 271, 287-288, 292
Sochi 534 
Sofulu, village 311, 547
Sogutli see Sogutlu 
Sogutlu 246, 249, 288
Solak, village 243
Sololak, quarter 454
Somkhit see Armenia 
Sonalar, village 289
Sorekategher 136   

Sourb Amenaprkich, a church in Kamo
395

Sourb Amenaprkich, a church in Metz
Gharamurat 259-261

Sourb Amenaprkich, a monastery in
Nukzar 493-494

Sourb Astvatzatzin, church of Charek
Monastery 230-232

Sourb Astvatzatzin, church of Tzagh-
kots Cloister 483, 485-487, 491

Sourb Astvatzatzin (St. Sargis, St.
Elisha the Apostle), church of
Yeghnasar Monastery 383

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in
Chardakhlu 475-477

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a chapel near
Mirzik 425

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in Bada
455-456

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in the vil-
lage site of Bakhshik 151

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in
Banants 77, 84-85, 101, 138

Sourb Astvatzatzin (St. Gevorg), a
church in Barsum 464

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in Gan-
dzak City 34, 41, 43, 45, 50, 51

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a pilgrimage site
in  Gandzak 45

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in
Gandzak’s Norashen Quarter 399

Sourb Astvatzatzin (St. Hakob), a
church in Garnaker 485

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in
Getabak 243, 250

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in
Getashen 365-366, 370

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in
Gharachinar Village  408

Sourb Astvatzatzin (St. Gevorg), a
church in Jagir 496, 499

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in
Khachakap 177-179

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in Khoyli
322

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in Kirants
199

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in Krzen
536

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in
Kyurak-Basan Village 402

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in
Leghan 505

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in
Martunashen 404, 407

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in
Melikzata 270 

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in Murut
427, 429-431

Sourb Astvatzatzin (Mrut Cloister) see
Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in Murut
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Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in Nerkin
Karhat 167, 171-172

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in Pib 211
Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in Sarov

325
Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in

Shatakh Village 166-167
Sourb Herdzan, a church in Getabak 243
Sourb Katoghike, a church in Shatakh

166
Sourb Khoran, a church in Metz

Gharamurat 261
Sourb Kiraki, chapel 303
Sourb Lusavorich, a church in

Gandzak 193
Sourb Malaznaberd see Matznaberd

Monastery
Sourb Nahatak, pilgrimage site 318
Sourb Nahatak (Avag Sourb Nshan,

Karmir Nahatak), a church in
Getashen 347, 363, 370

Sourb Nshan, a church in Leghan 505
Sourb Targmanchats, a church in Verin

Karhat 218
Sourb Targmanchats, a monastery in

Khachakap Village 143, 166, 399
South Armenia 300, 389
Soviet Armenia 550, 552
Soviet Azerbaijan see Azerbaijan
Soviet Socialist Republic of Azerbaijan

see Azerbaijan
Soviet Union 553
Spitak Aru, gorge 492
Spitak Jur 383
Spitakashen, village 507 
St. Gabriel, a church in Brajur 345-346
St. Gevorg, church of the pilgrimage

site of Huskan Nahatak 478-479
St. Gevorg, a church in Getabak 247,

249-250
St. Gevorg, a church in Gharadagh

317-318
St. Gabriel, a church in Mirzik 421-

425
St. Gevorg, a church in Yerevantsots

Quarter of Gandzak City 34, 45,
51, 57

St. Gevorgian School (of Pib) 210, 425
St. Grigor, a church in Dvin 242
St. Grigor Lusavorich, a church in

Banants 84, 101, 262 (footnote),
270

St. Grigor Lusavorich, a church in
Barsum 464-466

St. Grigor Lusavorich, a church in
Gandzak City 36-37, 41, 43-44,
45, 50-51, 53 (inscr.), 54, 56-58,
465

St. Hakob, a church in Hartshangist
159

St. Hakob, a church in Nerkin Karhat
167, 171

St. Hakob, a church in Voskanapat
434, 439, 441-443, 445

St. Hakob, monastery 52
St. Hakob the Apostle, monastery in

Jerusalem 232
St. Hovhannes, a church in Artzvashen

555-556
St. Hovhannes, a church in Gandzak

City 13, 30, 33, 35 (footnote), 36,
41, 42, 44, 45, 46 (inscr.), 47, 48,
49, 50, 51, 54, 56, 57,193, 399,
429, 461

St. Hovhannes, a church in Hajishen
389-390

St. Hovhannes, a church in
Hartshangist 159-161

St. Hovhannes, a church in Hin
Barsum 467

St. Hovhannes, a church in Krzen 536
St. Hovhannes, a church in Parisos 276
St. Hovhannes, a church in Pib 213
St. Hovhannes  (St. Hakob, Sourb

Astvatzatzin), a church in Suluk
338, 340

St. Hovhannes Mkrtich, a church in
Gandzak City 33

St. Hripsime, convent 466 
St. Kirakos, chapel 408
Sts. Kirakos and Yughita, pilgrimage

site 45, 57
St. Minas, a church in Ablah 329-330,

334
St. Minas, a church in Artzvashen 554-

555
St. Minas, chapel 466
St. Mkrtich, monastery 527
St. Nune, college of 45
St. Pandalion (St. Pantaleon, Pand,

Pandavank), chapel 342 
St Pepronia, a church in Pib 214
St. Petersburg 76 (footnote), 148, 477 
Sts. Sahak-Mesrop, church 184-185,

190
St. Sahakian School (in Chardakhlu)

473
St. Sargis see St. Vardanants Zorava-

rats, church of Matznaberd Monas-
tery

St. Sargis, chapel 35
St. Sargis, church of Gag’s St. Sargis

Monastery 301-303
St. Sargis, a church in Getabak 493
St. Sargis, a church in Kirants see

Sourb Astvatzatzin, a church in
Kirants 

St. Sargis, a church in Norashen
Quarter of Gandzak City 34, 45,
54, 55, 57

St. Sargis (Sourb Vardanants), a church
in Voskanapat 445 

St. Sargis, a monastery in Getabak
Village 250, 252

St. Sargis, a pilgrimage site in Koryu-
napat Quarter of Gandzak City 13

St. Sargis, a prayer-house in Koryu-
napat Quarter of Gandzak City 57

St. Stepanos, church of Parisos
Monastery 280

St. Stepanos, a church in Hamasrabak
Village 142-143

St. Stepanos, a church in Khandzk 442
(footnote)

St. Stepanos, a church in Nerkin
Karhat 171

St. Stepanos, a church in Pib 212-213
St. Stepanos, a church in Tandzut 271
St. Stepanos Nakhavka, monastic com-

munity of 48 (inscr.)
St. Stepanossian, unisex school in

Nerkin Karhat 170
St. Thomas, a church in the village site

of Melikzata 270   
St. Vardan, a church in Ghazakh City

305-306
St. Vardanants Zoravarats, church of

Matznaberd Monastery 163-164
St. Yeghishe, monastery 27 (footnote)
St. Yughita, a pilgrimage site in

Gandzak 45
Sultanetsik (Sultane, Sultanetsy), vil-

lage site 262, 270-271, 523 (foot-
note) 

Suluk, gorge of 341
Suluk Monastery see Priest Yermoghia
Suluk see Azat
Surjie, battle of 468 
Sutokulan Village 28
Sverdlovsk 534 
Syogutlu see Sogutlu
Syogyutlu see Sogutlu
Syunik 12,192
Syunik Marz 74
Syunik Province 533 

T
Tabriz 21, 26, 535
Taghlamaj 15
Taknali see Mahmudlu
Tala, village 454 
Talin 185
Talish Princedom see Gyulistan,

princedom
Tamblut, ancient site 426
Tambov Province 268
Tandzut, site near Novo-Spasovka 271 

Tandzut (Dandzut), village site 17
(footnote), 241, 279-280
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Tap, village 325
Tap-Gharaghoyunlu, village 325
Tapan 156, 215-216
Tapan, tributary 237
Tapansu see Tapan, tributary
Targmanchats, a cloister in Banants

102, 131, 136, 139 
Targmanchats Monastery of Banants

182-183, 188 (inscr.), 191-196
Targmanchats Monastery of

Khachakap 19, 50, 143, 182-196,
227, 239, 334

Tarson City 159 
Tartar, township 304
Tartar District 313 
Tasuch, gorge of 542 (inscr.)
Tatarli, village 460
Tatev 226
Tati Ser, mountain 72
Tatli, village 311, 432
Tatlu, village 456-457
Tavush 220, 266, 298 (inscr.)-300

(footnote)
Tavush, river 9, 492 (note), 532, 528,

535-536, 549
Tavush District see Shamshadin Dis-

trict 
Tavush Gorge 491 (inscr.)
Tavush Marz 195 (note), 293, 306,

309, 311, 522, 529, 551
Tbilisi see Tiflis
Teachers Training Institute of Tiflis

142
Tebelkhi, mountain 258 (footnote)
Teghvana Kar 136
Teheran 468
Tekhkut, chapel 460
Tekruk, ancient site 466
Telegraph, gorge of 237
Teri (Terunts), bridge 371 
Terians, quarter of 67
Ter-Mkrtchians, quarter of 67 
Terunakan, fort 294, 298 (inscr.)-300

(footnote)  
Terunts, quarter 67
Tgrakert see Tigranakert
Tiflis 12 (footnote), 18-19, 23, 28-29,

105 (inscr.), 142, 173, 212, 230,
248 (footnote) - 249 (footnote),
271, 294, 296, 301, 305, 307, 318,
334, 369, 390, 396, 399, 419, 427
(inscr.), 440 (footnote), 454, 461,
465, 467, 470, 477, 481, 483, 493,
551

Tiflis Diocese 306
Tiflis Province 269
Tiflis Uyezd 142
Tigranakert 466-467
Toghanali (Topal-Hasanlu), village 433 

Tokhat 48 (inscr.)
Tonghuz, lake 237
Topalhasanli, village 432-434
Touz City 528-529, 532, 536, 547
Touz District 9, 15, 17 (footnote), 220,

241, 255, 293, 327, 448, 522-523,
550

Toz Perpenjan, cavern 459 (note)
Tpghis see Tiflis
Tpkhis see Tiflis
Transcaucasia 9-10, 18, 23, 29, 31, 38,

243, 246, 437, 461 
Tratz Khach, pilgrimage site  492
Treghk (Trialet) 434
Trran Yeghtsy, church 466
Tsagia Yeri, site 237
Tsamak Aru, gorge 492
Tsamak Dzor 460
Tseghna, village 360, 485
Tsentzahal 143, 216
Tsits Kar, a memorial cross-stone 103

(note)
Tsits Kar, a quarter in Artzvashen 551 
Tsits Kar, sacred site 492, 559
Tsits Kar, spring 551
Tulallar, village 43
Tulklu, mount 548
Tumani, village site 426
Turkey 10, 14, 15, 19, 27, 247 (foot-

note) 
Turki Meydan see Miji Meydan
Tus-Kustak 9
Tyulkelu, peak 221 (footnote)
Tyulkikyand Aghyusashen (Aghvesa-

shen), village site
Tyureki see Aghyusashen (Aghvesa-

shen), village site
Tzaghka District 434
Tzaghkadzor 194
Tzaghkots, a cloister in Garnaker 179,

434, 464, 483, 485-489, 491 (inscr.)
Tzakarashen 143
Tzer Pap, chapel 130
Tzil Kertz (Jgnavori Kertz), rock 426
Tziranavor,  village site 469
Tziteli-Tzegharo District 522
Tzovak, village 458 (note)

U
Uch-Tapa, site 50
Uchtepe, village 434
Uchilishchni, street 37
Ughti Kar, rock 215
Urha, city of 23
Urkmazli, village 311 
Urmia, lake 17
Ushi Village 301
USSR 393

Utik, district of 9
Utik Province 9-10, 16, 273, 324 
Utik see Utik Province

V
Vagharshapat 16 (footnote)
Vahan, village 554
Vahanavank 12
Vahan Monastery see Vahanavank
Valachia 18
Valijan, mount 221 (footnote), 527
Van 288, 552 (footnote)
Van Kingdom 9
Van Province 554
Vanadzor City  434, 554
Vanevank 191
Vanki Dzori Ananun Vank, monastery

466
Varar Aghbyur, spring 551
Vardanapat see Slavyanka
Vardanashat 223, 243  
Vardenis District 495
Vardenis, sub-district of 63, 74, 220,

397, 458 (note)
Vaspurakan Province 485, 533 
Vayitli, village 547
Veliaminov Region 179
Veri (Shahbazi) Spring 459
Verin Aghasibekli, village 335 
Verin Aghdam, village 454 
Verin Aza, village 360
Verin Chambarak 552
Verin Ghelashen, hill 215
Verin Gheragh-Kyasaman 307
Verin Ghotyul 154, 461
Verin Karhat  168-169, 217-219 (inscr.)
Verin Kemerli 309
Verin Quarter, a quarter in Artzvashen

551
Verin Sabghul 237
Verin Tagh (Hajikend), quarter 388-

389
Verin Zakam, district 232, 262, 266,

270-271, 286, 289, 523
Vochkharajur, tributary 196
Volga, river 19
Voskan Anapat (Voski Cloister, Vos-

kanapat Cloister, Sourb Voskiants)
see Koosanats Sourb Astvatzatzin,
a convent in Voskanapat 

Voskan Nahatak see Huskan Nahatak,
pilgrimage site

Voskanapat 11, 143, 426-427, 429
(footnote), 433-435, 437-441, 443-
446, 491 (inscr.)-492 (note) 

Voskanapat, melikdom of 435, 437
Voskanapat, village 318, 336, 347,  
Voskatel Arakyal, stream 136
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Voskepar  243  
Voskepar (Joghas), stream and river

294-296, 303, 308, 310-311
Vosketel, pilgrimage site of 149
Voskiants Monastery see Huskan

Nahatak, pilgrimage site 
Voskyan see Osgyan
Vurtemberg 398
Vurtenberg, German kingdom of 18

W
Warsaw 19
Western Armenia 15, 433 (footnote),

468, 552 (footnote), 554 

Y
Yaghubli 289
Yalgheshlagh, village 446
Yanegh Paya, mount 221 (footnote)
Yankhli 528, 531, 547-549
Yants, bridge 82, 84
Yants, spring 130 
Yaradulu, village 311
Yegarchi-Ghazakhlar, village 326
Yeghetsy Hogh, site 67, 130
Yeghetsy Hogher see Yeghetsy Hogh
Yeghnasar, monastery 381-383
Yeghunbulagh, village 549
Yekeghetsadzor, ancient site 139
Yekeghetsadzor, bridge of 84
Yekeghetsajur (Kilisasuyu), river 84,

525, 530, 547
Yekeghetsajur, stream see

Yekeghetsajur (Kilisasuyu)
Yekeghetsakan Avan 34
Yekeghetsashen see Kilsali 
Yekeghetsu Door, a square in Gandzak

City 35 

Yekeghetsu Kucha, a quarter in
Gandzak 33

Yekeghyats, river 298
Yelizavetpol see Gandzak
Yelizavetpol’s 5th police district 289
Yelizavetpol District see Gandzak

District
Yelizavetpol Province see Gandzak

Province
Yelisavetpol, river see Gandzak, river
Yelizavetpol Vicarate see Gandzak

Vicarate
Yelli Dagh 527 
Yelludagh 221 (footnote)
Yelpak (Yolpakh), village 326
Yengija-Bazar see Slavyanka
Yeni-Alibayramli, village 446
Yenigyun, village 312
Yenikend (Papajan ) 289, 312
Yereruyk 185  
Yerevan 16 (footnote), 26 , 28, 33,

139, 195 (inscr.), 262 (footnote),
270, 466-467, 551 (footnote), 554

Yerevan, castle of 485 
Yerevan, religious seminary of 102
Yerevan District 470
Yerevan Khanate 51, 343,  470, 508 
Yerevan Province 239
Yerevan State University 142
Yerevanli (Karakoyunli) 326
Yerevantsots, a quarter in Gandzak

City 32, 33-35, 45, 51 
Yergevank, castle 299-300 (footnote)
Yeri Vank, village site 418
Yevlakh 317, 320 
Yevlakh District 313, 327 
Yolghulular, village 326
Yonjalu, village 433 (footnote) 

Yotn-Shahar, road 429 
Yukhari-Askipara (Hin Voskepar, Verin

Voskepar), village 311
Yukhari Ayipli see Dzegam-Jerdakhan,

village 347
Yukhari-Oksyuzlyu, village 549
Yukhari-Salahli, village 312

Z
Zagam District see Zakam District
Zaghadarasi, community of 16
Zaglik see Pib
Zahmetkend, village 292
Zakam, river 9, 221-222, 240-241, 245

(footnote), 269, 287, 292, 450,
482, 504,  522, 524, 526-532, 546-
548 

Zakam, gorge of 450
Zakam, village see Dzegam, village
Zakam District 261, 265 (footnote),

288, 292, 427 (inscr.), 439, 523
Zakam Station 450, 453, 482, 535
Zakar Bulagh 237
Zamanli, village 292
Zatki Tzar, holy tree 545
Zazali, village 446
Zelimkhan, village 312
Zeytun 533
Zhamharian School of Agriculture 44,

50
Zinger Company 248 (footnote) 
Zinzaghal see Tsentzahal
Zivlan, river 148
Ziyadli, village 447
Zori Khach, ancient site 418
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1 Mount Alharak (Kepas, Kyapaz). Photo by courtesy of H. Badalian.
2 Lake Alharak (Gyoy Gyol). Ditto.
3 Lake Alharak (Gyoy Gyol). Ditto.
4 The site of Shinu Hand in Banants. Photo by S. Karapetian.
5 Banants Village seen from the southeast. Ditto.
6 A partial view of Banants. Ditto.
7-11 Partial views of Banants. Photos by courtesy of A. Ghulian.
12 A partial view of Banants. Photo by courtesy of H. Zakarian.
13 Banants. A local quarter adjoining the two churches standing in the centre of the village (seen from the

northeast. Photo by courtesy of H. Badalian.
14 Banants. A house. Photos by courtesy of A. Ghulian.
15 An aged woman named Sabet in the Chalumians’ house. Photo by S. Karapetian.
16 Banants. A gate. Photo by courtesy of H. Badalian.
17 Banants. A yard. Photo by S. Karapetian.
18 Banants. Children enjoying their childhood in their native village. Ditto.
19 Banants. Houses. Photo by courtesy of H. Badalian.
20 A partial view of Banants. Photo by courtesy of H. Zakarian.
21 Banants. A carpet. Photo by courtesy of H. Badalian.
22 Banants. Targmanchats Cloister seen from the east. Photo by S. Karapetian.
23 Banants. Targmanchats Cloister seen from the southeast. Photo by courtesy of A. Ghulian.
24 A partial view of Pib. Photo by courtesy of H. Badalian.
25 Pib. A house. Ditto.
26 Pib. St. Stepanos Church seen from the southeast. Ditto.
27 Khachakap. Targmanchats Monastery seen from the northeast. Ditto.
28 Khachakap. Targmanchats Monastery seen from the west. Photo by courtesy of H. Zakarian.
29 Hartshangist (Chovdar). The mountain of Matznaberd Castle. Photo by courtesy of R. Abgarian.
30 Hartshangist (Chovdar). Matznaberd Monastery. Ditto.
31 Khachakap. Khachkars from the site of Okhtnakhper. Photo by courtesy of H. Zakarian.
32 Khachakap. Targmanchats Monastery seen from the north. Ditto.
33 Dastapor. A westward view of the interior of the church. Photo by S. Karapetian.
34 Nerkin Karhat. A khachkar (1292). Ditto.
35 A partial view of Artzvashen. Photo by courtesy of H. Zakarian.
36-37 Khachkars found in Artzvashen. Ditto.
38 Artzvashen. The road leading to the village. Ditto.
39-40 St. Sargis Church of Getabek seen from the northwest. Photos by S. Karapetian (1980, 1982).
41 The valley of the river Parisos near the city site of the same name. Photo by courtesy of H. Zakarian.
42-43 The castle of Parisos. Ditto.
44 Metz Gharamurat. Harants Monastery. Ditto.
45 Metz Gharamurat. A khachkar (1624) found in Harants Monastery. Photo by S. Karapetian.
46 Metz Gharamurat. Harants Monastery seen from the southeast. Photo by courtesy of H. Zakarian.
47-48 Metz Gharamurat. Harants Monastery. Ditto.
49 A partial view of Garnaker. Photo by S. Karapetian.

LIST OF COLOUR PHOTOS
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50 The Russian church of Martuny. Ditto.
51 St. Hovhannes Church of Gandzak City. Photo by courtesy of H. Badalian.
52-54 Sourb Astvatzatzin Church of Chardakhlu. Photos by courtesy of H. Zakarian.
55 Sourb Amenaprkich Monastery of Nukzar seen from the east. Photo by S. Karapetian.
56 Nukzar. Sourb Amenaprkich Monastery. The window opening from the eastern facade of the gavit. Ditto.
57-58 Garnaker. The church of Hreshtakapetats Monastery seen from the southwest; a distorted fresco preserved

in the bema. Ditto.
59-65 Partial views of Getashen. Ditto.
66 Schoolchildren from Getashen. Photo by courtesy of H. Sanasarian.
67 A house in Getashen. Photo by S. Karapetian.
68 A quarter adjoining Sourb Astvatzatzin Church and Priest Mesrop’s house. Ditto.
69 Getashen. A street extending on the river bank. Ditto.
70 Getashen. Children enjoying their childhood in their native village. Photo by courtesy of H. Badalian.
71 Getashen. Khachatur Gabrielian’s house. Ditto.
72 Getashen. The house of Michael the Youzbashi. Photo by S. Karapetian.
73-74 The central parts of Getashen. Photos by courtesy of H. Badalian.
75-76 Getashen. Priest Mesrop’s house (1889). Ditto.
77-78 Avag Sourb Nshan Church of Getashen seen from the southeast and west. Photos by S. Karapetian.
79-81 A cemetery of khachkars in Getashen. Ditto. (No. 80 by courtesy of H. Badalian).
82 The Melik-Mnatsakanians’ house in Getashen. Photo by S. Karapetian.
83-84 Partial views of Getashen. Photos by courtesy of H. Badalian.
85-86 Khachkars from Kamo (Bakhshik). Photos by S. Karapetian (No. 86 by courtesy of H. Badalian).
87 Getashen. The church of the village site of Mertsunis seen from the southwest. Photo by S. Karapetian.
88 St. Minas Church of Ablah seen from the west. Photo by courtesy of H. Badalian.
89 Getashen. The church of Yeghnasar Monastery seen from the southeast. Photo by S. Karapetian.
90-91 Getashen. Some khachkars from the local cemetery. Ditto.
92-93 Kamo. The church of the village site of Bakhshik seen from the northeast and southwest. Ditto.
94 Azat. The church of Mount Pand seen from the northeast. Ditto.
95 A house in Murut. Photo by courtesy of H. Badalian.
96 Sourb Astvatzatzin Church seen from the west. Ditto.
97 Voskanapat (Zurnabad). The village seen from the riverside. Photo by courtesy of H. Zakarian.
98 Voskanapat (Zurnabad). Khachkars set in the western facade of St. Hakob Church. Ditto.
99 Voskanapat (Zurnabad). The valley of the river Voskanapat (Gandzak) near the village. Ditto.
100 The village of Voskanapat (Zurnabad) seen from the southeast. Ditto.
101 The village of Azat seen from the southwest. Photo by courtesy of H. Badalian.
102 St. Hovhannes (Sourb Astvatzatzin) Church of Azat seen from the west. Photo by S. Karapetian.
103 The village site of Suluk (Azat) with the church of St. Hovhannes (Sourb Astvatzatzin). Ditto.
104 St. Hovhannes (Sourb Astvatzatzin) Church of Azat seen from the south. Ditto.
105 St. Hovhannes (Sourb Astvatzatzin) Church of Azat seen from the southeast. Ditto.
106 A westward view of the interior of St. Hovhannes (Sourb Astvatzatzin) Church of Azat. Ditto.
107 Martunashen. Yeri Vank seen from the south. Photo by courtesy of H. Zakarian.
108 Martunashen. Miji Vank seen from the south. Photo by S. Karapetian.
109 Martunashen. The ancient site of Kosakal seen from the south. Ditto.
110 The village of Martunashen seen from the west. Ditto.
111 Sourb Astvatzatzin Church of Martunashen seen from the northwest. Ditto.
112 Martunashen. The construction inscription of Sourb Astvatzatzin Church. Ditto.
113 The village of Mirzik seen from the southeast. Ditto.
114 The cemetery of Martunashen. Ditto.
115 Martunashen. A khachkar at the southern extremity of the village. Photo by courtesy of H. Badalian.
116 Martunashen. The ancient site of Zori Khach. Photo by courtesy of H. Zakarian.
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The Armenian Lapidary
Inscriptions of Boon
Aghvank includes the Ar-
menian lapidary inscrip-
tions preserved on the left-
bank territory of the river
Kur, i.e. in the region of
historical Boon Aghvank.
516 lapidary inscriptions
located on this territory
were collected and deci-
phered between 1982 and
1986.

The State Policy of
Georgia and the Monu-
ments of Armenian
Culture presents docu-
mentary materials on the
destruction and misappro-
priation of the Armenian
cultural monuments locat-
ed in Georgia. It especially
covers  the period between
1988 and 1998.

The Armenian Cultural
Monuments in the
Region of Karabakh cov-
ers the results of research
carried out between 1979
and 1996 in the liberated
territories of Historical
Armenia. The work
includes over 1,600 histor-
ical monuments most of
which were never men-
tioned in any scientific
work before.

The Castles of Meliks of
Artsakh and Siunik cov-
ers the 15th to 18th-centu-
ry castles and palaces of
meliks of Artsakh and
Siunik, the eastern regions
of Historical Armenia. The
book is rich in measure-
ments, projects of restora-
tion, schedules of compar-
ison and photos.

The Mayors of Tiflis.
From the second half of
the 12th century to 1917,
Tiflis had 47 mayors, 45 of
whom were Armenians.
The work covers the biog-
raphies and activities of
the mayors when they
were in office. It also
dwells upon the activity of
the Municipal Council of
Tiflis.

The Historical Monu-
ments of Northern Art-
sakh covers the history of
about 450 villages, the last
50 of which were deprived
of their Armenian popula-
tion between 1988 and
1989. It includes the pho-
tos and measurements of
over 1,400 monuments
as well as the decipher-
ments of hundreds of lap-
idary inscriptions.

The Armenian Collection
of the Caucasian Mu-
seum treats the brief histo-
ry of the Armenian col-
lection of the Caucasian
Museum, founded in Tiflis
in 1867 by German archa-
eologist Gustav Radde. In
1919 the Georgian author-
ities declared the museum
as belonging to the Geor-
gian state, with its Arme-
nian exhibits being appro-
priated without retrieve.

The Armenians in Kakhet
treats the history of 103 vil-
lages and cities of Kakhet
(Eastern Georgia) which
also have Armenian popu-
lations, along with their
Georgian inhabitants. The
work abounds in photos
and measurements of
many monuments as well
as the decipherments of
Armenian and Georgian
inscriptions. 

The Historical Monu-
ments of Javakhk repre-
sents the thorough history
of about 100 settlements
of the region. A consider-
able part of the lapidary
inscriptions of Javakhk,
irrespective of their lan-
guage, is put into scientific
circulation for the first time.
The work includes over
1,600 photos, measure-
ments, maps and copies of
lapidary inscriptions.

The purpose of Research on Armenian Architecture (RAA) NGO is to investigate and document Armenian architectural monuments located outside
the borders of the present-day Republic of Armenia, i.e. in Historical Armenia (most of the latter’s territory has formed part of its neighbouring coun-
tries since World War I), as well as in the historical Armenian Diaspora. The organization also has the objective of presenting the Armenian society
and the international community publications on them.
RAA was officially registered as a non-governmental organization in Germany in 1982, through the efforts of Dr. Armen Hakhnazarian. In 1996 it
opened a branch in Los Angeles, USA, and in 1998 in the Republic of Armenia.
In the recent more than 10 years, the work of the organization has been mainly carried out in its Central Office in Yerevan.
The organization also carries out projects of restoration of historical monuments in the Republic of Armenia as well as in Artsakh (Republic of
Nagorno Karabakh) and Iran.

PUBLISHED BOOKS

The Microtoponyms of
Artsakh covers over 6,000
mapped microtoponyms
relating to about 200 vil-
lages and sites of Artsakh.
The book includes numer-
ous photos. It was pre-
pared for publication with
the support of the ANSEF
Fund.

The Historical Monu-
ments of Artaz treats the
history of three great
monasteries of Artaz Dis-
trict (the present-day dis-
trict of Maku in Iran) of
Vaspurakan Province of
Historical Armenia: St.
Thaddaeus the Apostle,
Stepanos Nakhavka and
Sourb Astvatzatzin of Tzor-
tzor. It also touches upon
other monuments of the
district.

The Cross-Stones of
Artsakh represents a cat-
alogue of over 5,000
cross-stones classified
chronologically and ac-
companied with brief infor-
mation relating to their lo-
cation, dimensions, etc.

The Armenian Churches
in Georgia treats the his-
tory of about 650 Armenian
churches located in
Georgia. It also includes
their photos, measure-
ments and architectural
description. The churches
that have already been
demolished or appropriated
are presented on the basis
of archive photos.

The Ornamental Reliefs
of Artsakh includes reliefs
preserved on various mon-
uments in Artsakh. They
are classified chronologi-
cally and in accordance
with their thematic cover-
age (Crucifixion, scenes of
feasts, everyday work,
hunting, etc).

Apart from being a mere
translation of the work
already published in the
Armenian language in
1998, The State Policy of
Georgia and the Monu-
ments of Armenian Cul-
ture contains additional
data and materials expos-
ing the vandalism that has
grown even more severe.

BOOKS BEING PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION
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